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1 Background

1.1 During MEPC 38 an informal inter-agency group was established in order to evaluate the
potential hazards of radioactive material in the environment. It was agreed that the initial task of
this group would be to conduct a literature review of this subject. The Committee recognized
that such a review should be carried out by independent experts who were duly appointed.

2 Report

2.1 The consultants have completed their report, which is attached1 to this document for
consideration by the Committee

3 Action requested of the Committee

3.1 The Committee is invited to consider the report and take any action considered to be
appropriate.
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FOREWORD

This literature survey was undertaken jointly by the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) as a step in
addressing the subject of environmental impact of accidents involving materials subject to the
IMO's Code for the Safe Carriage of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel, Plutonium and High-Level
Radioactive Wastes in Flasks on Board Ships, also known as the INF Code.

The results of the survey are provided in two volumes: the first one containing the
description of the search & search results with the list of generated publication titles, and the
second volume containing the abstracts of those publications deemed relevant for the
purposes of the literature survey.

Literature published between 1980 and mid-1999 was reviewed by two independent
consultants who generated publication titles by performing searches of appropriate databases,
and selected the abstracts of relevant publications for inclusion in this survey.

Although efforts were taken to ensure a wide review of published literature, limited
resources prevent this report from being universal in its coverage.

This report will be considered by the IMO's Marine Environmental Protection
Committee as a basis for further discussions.

In practice, packages containing materials subject to the IMO's INF Code are
considered safe when designed according to the requirements of the IAEA's Regulations for
the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material. Hence, the participation of the IAEA in this
project.

The IMO and IAEA would like to acknowledge the efforts of Dr. E. Marian Scott
(UK) and Dr. W.R. Rhyne (USA) in undertaking this survey.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND

In 1995, the Secretary General of the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
proposed that a workshop should be organized by those involved in the marine transport of
materials subject to the IMO's Code for the Safe Carriage of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel,
Plutonium and High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Flasks on Board Ships (INF Code) to
examine thoroughly all aspects of such transports and address concerns raised by some
coastal states.

Thus, in consultation with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), a Special Consultative Meeting (SCM) of
Entities Involved in the Maritime Transport of Material Covered by the INF Code was
convened 4 to 6 March 1996 at IMO Headquarters. It was chaired by Mr. G.A. Dubbeld
(Netherlands). The meeting identified eleven tasks, one of which being that the Joint Group
of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Environmental Protection (GESAMP) should
be invited to address the subject of environmental impact of accidents involving materials
subject to the INF Code. It was intended that this task be assigned to GESAMP's Evaluation
of the Hazards of Harmful Substances Carried by Ships (EHS) Working Group.

However, IMO's Marine Environmental Protection Committee (MEPC) recognized
during its the thirty-eighth session in 1996 that the GESAMP EHS Working Group lacked the
necessary expertise for the evaluation of the potential hazards of radioactive substances.
Instead an informal inter-agency group comprising IAEA, IMO, UNEP and other
organizations with relevant expertise was created for the purpose. The initial task of the group
would be to conduct a literature review to document existing information related to specific
hazards associated with the maritime transport of material subject to the INF Code, and the
consequences of severe accident scenarios. The results would then be used as the basis for
further discussions. The terms of reference for the review were developed during the fortieth
session of MEPC in 1997.

It was agreed that the literature review should be carried out by independent
consultants, who would prepare a technical report addressing the terms of reference but
without evaluating the results.

1.2. OBJECTIVE

The objective of the literature survey was to identify existing technical studies related
to determining the potential effects on humans and the environment of severe accidents
during the maritime transport of materials subject to the INF Code. The report should be
directed toward a semi-technical audience (not the general public) with limited knowledge of
radioactive material, radiation protection and radioactivity in the marine environment so that
it can facilitate informed discussion and decision-making.

The literature review will not attempt to examine whether or not the assumptions,
analytical approaches, technical analyses, results and conclusions of the identified technical
reports are in general agreement with each other.

Joint IAEA/IMO Literature Survey Volume i / Page 1



1.3. OVERVIEW OF THE TRANSPORT OF MATERIALS SUBJECT TO THE INF
CODE

The Code for the Safe Carriage of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel, Plutonium and High-
Level radioactive Wastes in Flasks on board Ships (INF Code) was adopted by the IMO
Assembly at its eighteenth session in 1993 by resolution A.748(18). The INF Code
establishes international standards for ship design, equipment, training, and emergency
planning. This sub-section describes the materials that are subject to the INF Code, and the
packaging of such materials in order to give the reader an overview of the specific waste
forms and packages that are addressed in this literature survey.

1.3.1 Materials subject to the INF Code

Nuclear fuel usually is a ceramic material encapsulated by metal; the metal
encapsulation may be pressurized with a non-radioactive gas. The fuel is utilized in a nuclear
reactor to produce energy in the form of steam that is then used to produce electricity in a
turbine. When producing energy isotopes of uranium, thorium and/or plutonium in the fuel
absorb a neutron, and fission (split) to produce radiation and fission products. Most of the
useful energy produced is due to the kinetic energy of the fission products. The fission
products are radioactive isotopes (radioisotopes) of a large variety of elements and will decay,
also producing heat energy and radiation. When removed from the reactor the used fuel is
referred to as irradiated nuclear fuel (INF) and also as spent nuclear fuel or simply as spent
fuel. INF contains uranium, thorium, plutonium and the radioactive products of irradiation by
neutrons: fission products and products of non-fission absorption of a neutron
(transmutation). Because of irradiation the original solid fuel now contains a relatively small
amount of radioactive gases in the ceramic matrix, and between the matrix and the metal
cladding. INF will produce heat and radiation for many years after irradiation, thus requiring
adequate heat removal and shielding.

High-level radioactive waste is a product of chemically extracting (reprocessing)
plutonium and/or uranium from irradiated nuclear fuel (more specifically, as defined in the
INF Code, the result from the first extraction stage or the concentrated wastes from
subsequent extraction stages.) High-level radioactive waste is initially a liquid that is
solidified for transport. High-level radioactive waste contains almost all of the irradiation
products of the INF.

Plutonium is defined in the INF Code as the mixture of isotopes of the material
extracted from INF by reprocessing. Plutonium is extracted for subsequent peaceful use as
fuel in a reactor and is transported in a solid form, usually as a cake of powder (plutonium
oxide or a mixture of plutonium and uranium oxide, sometimes called MOX), or in solution
form as plutonium nitrate (plutonium in nitric acid).

1.3.2. Packaging

A large number of IAEA Member States and relevant international organizations
establish regulations based upon the IAEA transport Regulations. In fact, these Regulations
have been implemented more widely than any other set of IAEA standards. The objective of
the Regulations is to protect the public, transport workers, property and the environment from
the effects of radiation during the transport of radioactive material. The philosophy of the
Regulations is to build safety into a package by prescribing package performance
requirements that are commensurate to the amount of activity that needs to be transported.
Joint IAEA/IMO Literature Survey Volume I / Page 2



Thus, the packaging requirements are more stringent for the higher quantities of radioactive
material that are subject to the INF Code than for many other radioactive material forms. (A
distinction is made between the packaging and the package: the packaging is the assembly of
components that contain the radioactive material, and the package is the packaging together
with its radioactive contents.)

The materials subject to the INF Code are carried in Type B packages. The packaging
for INF and high-level waste usually consists of multiple layers: typically inner and outer
layers of steel enclosing a thick layer of lead or depleted uranium that functions as a radiation
shield. These packages weigh about 10 tons if designed for transport by truck or up to 125
tons if designed for transport by rail or ship. Packaging for plutonium are similar, but may not
have such a thick gamma radiation shield. These packages must be certified by at least one
IAEA Member State as demonstrating compliance with rigorous acceptance criteria after
application of stringent performance requirements, for both normal and accident conditions of
transport. The accident conditions are represented by a sequence of tests involving, in order,
impact onto an unyielding surface and then onto a steel bar on an unyielding surface,
followed by a fully engulfing fire. Immersion testing in water is required on an undamaged
package. Some package designs may require evaluation to a dynamic crush test rather than
the impact test. The fully engulfing fire and unyielding surface conditions are difficult to
produce even in sophisticated tests, but a key factor for the specification of these conditions is
the unambiguous definition and reproducibility of the tests. The literature addressing the
effects of using an unyielding rather than a yielding surface is of particular interest and is
addressed in Section 3.5.

1.4. SCOPE OF LITERATURE SURVEY

Technical literature published between 1980 and mid-1999 addressing the following
topics were reviewed:

1. An overview of ways by which materials subject to the INF Code are transported,
including descriptions of:

- the physical, chemical, and radiological properties of the various forms of such
materials, including those properties which may influence behaviour and impact on
the environment, e.g., vitrification, solubility in water and physical state (gas/liquid);

- packaging used to transport such materials, including performance requirements and
typical designs; and

- vessels used to transport such packages;

2. Methodologies and results of quantifying maritime accident frequencies (or probabilities)
and severities, in particular, the forces or environmental conditions which may be
imparted on INF packages and the probabilities of their occurrence;

3. Package responses to the environments and accident forces identified in 2. above,
including quantification of potential releases and release rates. The packages evaluated
should be of designs consistent with those used to transport material subject to the INF
Code (Type B and Type B(U)F).

4. The estimated activity releases should be reported in association with easily understood
benchmarks, such as the natural and anthropogenic radioactivity already in the marine
environment;
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5. Methodologies (including the most important parameters which affect results) and results
of quantifying the radiological effects of releases into the marine environment, in
particular those determined in 3. and 4. above. The radiological effects reported should
include potential doses to marine life and human beings, in association with doses which
occur due to background radiation and radionuclides already present in the marine
environment;

6. Identification of those parts of the marine environment that may be regarded as
particularly sensitive to radioactive contamination, indication of the levels at which they
become adversely affected and the geographical location of such sensitive areas;

7. Factors which may affect the feasibility of recovery of such materials; and

8. Measures that could be taken to ameliorate the damage or potential adverse effects that
may occur.

The results of the literature review are presented by topic in Section 3 and the
Annexes. Section 3 contains a discussion of the objective and search considerations, while the
Annexes contain the lists of identified literature titles.

To facilitate enumeration, the three sub-topics in item 1. are treated as single topics,
thus resulting in ten sub-sections in Section 3 and ten corresponding Annexes. The numbers
of the Annexes correspond to the 1st level sub-section numbers in Section 3.

The abstracts deemed relevant for this survey are contained in Volume 2.
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2. LITERATURE SEARCH METHODOLOGY

2.1. SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The IAEA operates INIS, the world's leading computerised bibliographical
information system on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. The acronym INIS stands for
International Nuclear Information System. INIS Members are responsible for determining the
relevant nuclear literature produced within their borders or organizational confines, and then
preparing the associated input in accordance with INIS rules. INIS records are included in
other major databases such as the Energy, Science and Technology database of the DIALOG
service. Because it is the INIS Members, rather than the IAEA Secretariat, who are
responsible for its contents, it was considered appropriate that INIS be the primary source of
information for this literature review.

Selected unpublished reports were also reviewed, e.g. Draft Proceedings of the
Special Consultative Meeting of Entities involved in the maritime transport of materials
covered by the INF Code (SCM 5), March 1996. Many of the formal papers at SCM 5 were
included in the literature review by manually inserting the appropriate information.

A limited search was made of relevant INTERNET web sites and resulting papers
were manually incorporated into this report.

Lastly, a very limited review was made of the references in key papers and reports. If
a reference appeared important but it had not already been captured by the searches, either a
very focused INIS search was undertaken to find the abstract for electronic inclusion or the
information was entered by hand. A review of references in key papers and reports showed
that there exists a large body of literature on many aspects of the shipment of materials
subject to the INF Code that are not covered by the INIS search used in this review.
Descriptions of what has been selected for inclusion in this literature review are presented in
appropriate parts of Section 3.

2.2. SEARCH METHODOLOGY

INIS allows searches to be executed on a variety of fields, of which the most often
used for this review were one or more of the following: author(s), title, abstract, subject, year
and descriptors (keywords that were added either manually by the indexer who prepared the
INIS record, or automatically by INIS protocol). It is also possible to search on all fields, and
this option was sometimes used.

The search strategy for this effort was generally developed in one of two ways. In the
first strategy, a term such as waste was stipulated as a required word in the abstract. This
resulted in tens of thousands of records in which the word waste appears in the abstract,
clearly indicating that a narrower search parameter was needed. A next step was to include
the word package as a required word in the abstract, and this reduced the number of search
results to perhaps a few thousand. The search strategy was further developed by adding
required words or phrases until the number of records found was appropriate for the topic.

In the second search strategy, one started by specifying very general required words or
phrases, and then excluded records that contain other words or phrases that are not
appropriate. For example two words required for a descriptor might be waste package but if,
for example, the descriptor also contains the word oil or PCB then the record is excluded.
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Most searches used a combination of both the inclusion and exclusion strategies. In
theory either strategy would have produced a truly comprehensive list of documents. In
practice the ability to be comprehensive depends both on the database and the sophistication
of the search strategies. The resources allocated for this literature review were modest and the
strategies employed were reasonable for those resources.

After the search strategy that produced a reasonable number of records had been
developed, the titles of the records found were electronically generated. The consultant then
reviewed the list of titles and selected those that might be relevant. INIS located the selected
records and printed the appropriate fields. The consultant reviewed the record, especially the
abstract, to determine if the abstract should be included in the literature review results. An
example of an interesting title might have been radioactive waste containers; however if the
subject of the record was containers used for disposal in a geologic repository and not
containers used for transport, then the abstract was not deemed relevant to this literature
review.

This literature review lists all titles that were of sufficient interest to merit the abstract
being examined for relevance. Regardless of the sophistication of the search strategy and the
thoroughness of the title review, there were cases where the abstracts of totally irrelevant
publications had to be evaluated. For example, waste containers may have sounded like an
interesting title, but if the abstract showed that the subject was chemical waste from an oil
refinery, neither the title nor the abstract of the publication were listed in this review.

Relevant abstracts that were found in any of the sources described in Section 2.1
(INIS, DIALOG and INTERNET) are presented in this literature review. The list of titles
includes only the records found in INIS. The order in which the abstracts and titles are
presented is largely determined by INIS protocol; no attempt was made to re-arrange the
order by priority.

The INIS searches were limited to records dated between 1980 and mid-1999.
Occasionally, however, a record with an earlier date was found and, if deemed relevant, was
retained.

Legal and cost issues were not considered relevant to this literature survey.
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3. LITERATURE SURVEY RESULTS

The scope of the literature survey is 10 topics, and the search method and results of
each topic are addressed in separate sub-sections. The following is a summary of identified
titles and abstracts that met the search requirements.

TOPICS

1. Properties of materials subj ect to
the INF Code

2. Packaging for materials subject to
the INF Code

3. Vessels used to transport materials
subject to the INF Code

4. Quantifying the frequency and
severity of maritime accidents

5. Package response to accident forces
greater than regulatory requirements

6. Factors affecting the feasibility of
recovering radioactive material
packages involved in maritime
accidents

7. Estimated activity releases from
packages involved in maritime
accidents

8. Quantifying the radiological effects
of releases into the marine
environment

9. Parts of the marine environment
that may be sensitive to radioactive
contamination

10. Measures to ameliorate damage or
potential adverse effects of
maritime accidents involving
radioactive material packages

NO. OF
PUBLICATION

TITLES IDENTIFIED
133

180

69

86

239

38

1655

1974

154

49

NO. OF
ABSTRACTS
SELECTED

53

102

53

76

170

29

420

412

53

13

Sections 3.1 through 3.6 address the transport of packages containing materials that
are subject to the INF Code.

Sections 3.7 through 3.10 are concerned with the radioactivity environment, both
natural and anthropogenic, within which any incident might occur and the effect such an
incident might have. Radioactivity in the marine environment has been the subject of much
scientific endeavour since the 1960's thus there is a considerable body of literature dealing
with monitoring, process studies and radiological impact. Much of the literature summarises
the levels or concentrations of the radionuclides in specific geographical regions. In the
context of this work, the aim of the searches has been to identify the documents from this
large body of material which are most relevant to maritime transport accidents and the
objectives of the study.
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One difficulty which has become apparent is that the classification of the identified
literature into the stipulated objectives is often not clear cut. In many papers, the authors
discuss specific radionuclides in different compartments of the marine system and also go on
to estimate the radiological effects. As a result, some papers appear in several annexes.

3.1. PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS SUBJECT TO THE INF CODE

3.1.1. Search objective

This topic addresses the physical, chemical, and radiological properties of the various
forms of the materials subject to the INF Code. These properties are important; for example,
the physical form (solid, liquid or gas) will affect how a material could disperse if released
from a package. This section contains an overview of the materials, but only at a level that
puts this literature survey in perspective. The selected abstracts are intended for the semi-
technical audience (or informed public) who is interested in learning more about the
properties of the materials subject to the INF Code.

3.1.2. Considerations and results

The properties of materials subject to the INF Code have been studied for decades,
probably resulting in thousands of published titles. Using INIS, a search on the limited topics
ofphysical, chemical, thermal, or mechanical properties of spent fuel or high level waste
produced hundreds of titles. Many of these titles were esoteric to a nuclear engineer. A more
thorough search focusing on specific properties such as solubility produced even more titles
that are, however, of interest only to a smaller audience.

Therefore the INIS search for this topic was limited to information considered by
INIS indexers as being of interest to the informed public. The initial INIS search strategy was
kept very simple and resulted in 117 titles, the abstracts of 45 being deemed relevant.

The publication titles are contained in Annex I.

A high number of the abstracts addressed disposal of material subject to the INF
Code, and although physical, chemical and radiological properties may have been addressed
in the publication, this was not generally obvious from the specific abstracts. Such abstracts
were not considered to be sufficiently relevant to the topic, but the titles were retained.

Abstracts that addressed the process of communicating information to the public were
not considered sufficiently relevant, but the titles were retained.

Abstracts and titles that addressed low-level waste exclusively (not INF Code
material) were not retained.

Eight abstracts were added from non-INIS sources. The abstracts are contained in
Volume 2, Chapter 1.
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3.2. PACKAGING FOR MATERIALS SUBJECT TO THE INF CODE

3.2.1. Search objective

Very special packagings are needed for materials that are subject to the INF Code, and
the packages (material and packaging) must meet stringent performance requirements. This
topic addresses descriptions of the packages and their design requirements.

3.2.2. Considerations and results

This topic focuses on packages used in maritime transport. A package originally
designed for road or rail transport may also be used in maritime transport. The search results
include information deemed to be of interest to the informed public, and publications found
using such search phrases as package design. The search procedure was intended to produce
general rather than detailed information about packaging. The distinction between general
and detailed information was difficult to manage consistently.

This topic also addresses general information on the IMO's INF Code and the IAEA's
Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material. The INIS search resulted in 166
titles, the abstracts of 95 being deemed relevant. Seven abstracts were added from non-INIS
sources.

The publication titles are contained in Annex II. The abstracts are contained in
Volume 2, Chapter 2.

Package response to accident forces is covered in Section 3.5.

3.3. VESSELS USED TO TRANSPORT MATERIALS SUBJECT TO THE INF CODE

33.1. Search objective

This topic addresses the vessels aboard which materials subject to the INF Code are
transported.

33.2. Considerations and results

As for the previous topics, the search for this topic resulted in information deemed to
be of interest to the informed public. The literature titles were found using such keywords as
vessel (or skip, etc.) in combination with package (or cask, etc.^ and plutonium (ox high level
•waste, etc.,). This topic also covers experience about the maritime transport of materials
subject to the INF Code.

The INIS search resulted in 51 titles, the abstracts of 44 being deemed relevant. Nine
abstracts were added from non-INIS sources.

The publication titles are contained in Annex III. The abstracts are contained in
Volume 2, Chapter 3.
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3.4. QUANTIFYING THE FREQUENCY AND SEVERITY OF MARITIME ACCIDENTS

3.4.1. Search objective

Determining the potential consequences of severe maritime accidents requires
postulating the accident severity of interest, and specifying the corresponding frequency
quantitatively, if possible, and qualitatively, as a minimum.

3.4.2. Considerations and results

This section addresses the application of maritime statistics for vessels carrying
materials subject to the INF Code, but does not address general maritime accident statistics
nor the application of maritime accident statistics to other hazardous materials.

The search criteria used for this topic were: explicit reference in the abstract or title to
frequency, probability ox force, and the inclusion of a phrase indicating maritime transport
(e.g., marine, maritime or INF). Records that contain the term risk but not frequency,
including those citing release amounts, were deemed to be about accident consequences and
therefore are not listed in this section; they are addressed in the next section. Except where
records seem to contain significant information about both topics, literature titles are listed
either only in this section, or in the next.

The application of maritime statistics specifically to vessels carrying materials subject
to the INF Code is addressed in this section. Neither general maritime accident statistics nor
application of maritime accident statistics to other hazardous materials are addressed. A more
general survey of maritime statistics would start with the Lloyds Maritime Information
Services.

This section also addresses the application of ship-to-ship collision mechanics for
vessels carrying material subject to the INF Code. Only those collision mechanics reports that
refer in the title or abstract to materials subject to the INF Code were considered for
inclusion. Collision mechanics reports for application to nuclear powered ships were not
considered for this topic.

The INIS search resulted in 51 titles, the abstracts of 41 being deemed relevant. Thirty-
five abstracts were added from non-INIS sources.

The publication titles are contained in Annex IV. The abstracts are contained in
Volume 2, Chapter 4.

3.5. PACKAGE RESPONSE TO ACCIDENT FORCES GREATER THAN
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

3.5.1. Search objective

In transporting radioactive material, the emphasis for safety is placed on the package,
which is designed to resist accident forces when containing material subject to the INF Code.
This section addresses how the package responds to those accident forces. The packages
evaluated were of designs consistent with those used for transporting material subject to the
INF Code.
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3.5.2. Considerations and results

The IAEA transport Regulations specify a set of performance tests that the package is
subjected to, as well as the acceptance criteria to pass those tests. The search was based on the
inclusion of words like marine (or maritime, etc.) in combination with phrases like accident
force or severe accident, etc.) and in combination with either words like package or cask,
etc.) oxplutonium (or high level waste, etc.).

The records selected for this topic describe testing of packages that are designed
beyond the regulatory limits. Reports that show that a certified package meets the level of
testing required by the regulations are not considered to contain new information. A
comparison of the effects of impact tests onto unyielding and yielding surfaces is of interest
in this topic. This search was based on including either the word yielding or unyielding in
combination with either the word radioactive or transport but excluding words like geologic
(or repository, etc.). Except for seals, which has been of special interest, the testing of
package components and materials of construction are not addressed in this section. This
search used words like O-ring (or elastomeric, etc.) in combination with the word transport
but excluding words like oil (or disposal, etc.). Records that address how well analytical
models match tests, or the success of scale model testing are not addressed in this topic.

There are publications about aspects of materials subject to the INF Code that are of
interest to this topic, but which were not found with the search methodology. Some of the
literature was found only because of the researcher's a priori knowledge of it. An example is
the report entitled "Environmental assessment of urgent-relief acceptance of foreign research
reactor spent nuclear fueF\ this was not found by the INIS search because "environment
was used in the search strategy as an exclusion descriptor to significantly reduce erroneous
publication titles for this topic. However, the report is relevant for this topic and it has been
included in the list of literature titles in Annex V. Other studies may have been left out
because of resource constraints for an exhaustive search methodology.

The INIS search resulted in 175 titles, the abstracts of 138 being deemed relevant.
Thirty-two abstracts were added from non-INIS sources.

The publication titles are contained in Annex V. The abstracts are contained in
Volume 2, Chapter 5.

3.6 FACTORS AFFECTING THE FEASIBILITY OF RECOVERING RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL PACKAGES INVOLVED IN MARITIME ACCIDENTS

3.6.1. Search objective

This topic addresses emergency planning and efforts that could be made to recover
materials subject to the INF Code that have been involved in a maritime accident.

3.6.2. Considerations and results

The search was based on the inclusion of words like maritime (or ocean, etc.) in
combination with package (or cask, etc.) and emergency response (or salvage, etc.). The
publications listed for this topic include those that address radioactive materials other than
those covered by the INF Code, e.g., uranium hexafiuoride.
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The IMS search resulted in 28 titles, 24 abstracts being deemed relevant. Five
abstracts were added from non-INIS sources.

No records were found about the recovery of a nuclear weapon off the coast of
Palomares, Spain in 1966.

An expansion of this topic would include the general subject of hazardous materials,
the recovery of masses equivalent to casks, and the general topic of salvage or recovery.

The publication titles are contained in Annex VI. The abstracts are contained in
Volume 2, Chapter 6.

3.7. ESTIMATED ACTIVITY RELEASES FROM PACKAGES INVOLVED IN
MARITIME ACCIDENTS

3.7.1. Search objective

The main objective of this section is to place the estimated radionuclide releases
within the context of easily understood benchmarks, such as the natural and anthropogenic
radioactivity already in the marine environment. Many of the nuclides of relevance already
exist within the environment, either naturally or through discharges from the nuclear fuel
cycle, nuclear weapons testing or through dumping of radioactive waste at sea. Thus there is
extensive literature on the subject.

3.7.2. Consideration and results

In this section, publications which summarised the levels of radionuclides within the
marine environment were sought. Both natural and anthropogenic radionuclides were
considered. The search strategy was developed based on specific nuclides since many
thousands of references would otherwise be found. For the anthropogenic radionuclides,
specific radionuclides identified as being relevant in the definition of material subject to the
INF Code (in particular Cs, Sr, Pu, Am, Co and Ru) were individually searched. The source
of the anthropogenic radionuclide was not used as a search term. For natural radionuclides,
I4C and 2I0Po are of particular importance because both deliver substantial doses (the latter
particularly through marine consumption). The radionuclide 14C is also a by-product of the
nuclear fuel cycle and is very biologically active.

Since the issue concerns radionuclides within the marine environment and since
within INIS, the recommended term is aquatic ecosystem, the first general search was
conducted based on the descriptors ''name of specific nuclide' and 'aquatic ecosystem'. This
generally produced long lists of references, however, many were not directly relevant since
they dealt with freshwater systems; thus on subsequent processing these were excluded. To
investigate those abstracts which summarised the total releases, or total quantity present,
rather than reports of the actual concentrations, the word inventory was also added to the
search terms, but this was subsequently removed since it proved to be too delimiting.

In section 3.7.4, a specific reference list was developed which deals explicitly with
known marine incidents which although not necessarily involving marine transport of high
level waste do involve the loss of radioactive material in the marine environment. These
special topics include the loss of nuclear weapons in the marine environment (Palomares and
Thule), the loss of a nuclear submarine (Komsomolets), under-water testing of nuclear
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weapons (Mururoa) and other weapons testing sites (Bikini, Marshall Islands) and the
dumping of radioactive waste at sea (North Atlantic dump site, Kara Sea). These events are
associated with the release and distribution in the marine environment of many of the
radionuclides of interest and many also include modelling of radiological effects as well as
the comparison with other sources of environmental radioactivity. Some also deal with
intervention/remediation issues. Thus they could provide a basis for an immediate and
relevant comparison for any transport incidents. Since many are also historical, they could
provide a perspective on the likely behaviour of the radionuclides in the marine environment
and the radiological effects (if any) on biota.

From the general search, a first screening pass removed all abstracts which clearly did
not deal with the marine system, such as freshwater systems (e.g. rivers) and cooling ponds.
Items which deal with laboratory experiments or are concerned with rate parameter
estimation were also excluded. In some instances, it was not clear from the title whether the
paper was directly relevant, so the abstract was scanned. Many of the papers deal with
discharges from the nuclear fuel cycle but only those dealing with specifically liquid effluents
discharged to an aquatic environment were considered. The results were then summarised
into the following two sub-sections.

3.7.2.1. Natural radionuclides

For natural radioactivity in an aquatic ecosystem, there were 71 publication titles, the
abstracts of 23 being deemed relevant.

For carbon-14, there were a total of 164 publication titles, the abstracts of 11 being
deemed relevant.

For polonium, there were a total of 68 publication titles, the abstracts of 18 being
deemed relevant.

The publication titles are found in Annex VII; the abstracts are contained in Volume
2, Section 7, Parti .

3.7.2.2. Anthropogenic radionuclides

The generic term of anthropogenic nuclide was not used in the search but rather
individual nuclides were searched. The list of nuclides is short but could be enhanced by
other nuclides as they were identified.

The isotopes of plutonium although not searched individually, gave a total of 165
publication titles, the abstracts of 47 being deemed relevant.

Similarly, caesium-137 and caesium-134 were not searched separately, both together
recorded a total of 466 publication titles, the abstracts of 70 being deemed relevant.

Cobalt was limited to cobalt-60, giving 100 publication titles, the abstracts of 27
being deemed relevant.

Strontium was similarly limited to strontium-90 giving 232 publication titles, the
abstracts of 42 being deemed relevant.
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Americium-241 gave 51 publication titles, the abstracts of 23 being deemed relevant.

Ruthenium-106 gave 27 publication titles, the abstracts of 8 being deemed relevant.

The full list of literature titles identified in each search is contained in Annex VII.
Many of the papers appear on several lists in the Annex as a result of independent searches
for the separate nuclides.

The abstracts deemed relevant are contained in Volume 2, Chapter 7, Section 2.

3.7.3. Other relevant abstracts

Before beginning the search on INIS, several specialised summary documents were
used. These included summary documents providing a general overview: Inventories of
selected radionuclides in the Oceans (IAEA-TECDOC-481,1988) and Inventory of
radioactive material entering the marine environment: sea disposal of radioactive waste
(IAEA-TECDOC-588,1991) and The radiological exposure of the population of the
European Community (EUR Report 12483 EN, 1990). (These documents were also identified
in the course of the INIS searches.)

These other relevant abstracts are contained in Volume 2, Chapter 7, Section 2.

3.7.4. Separate marine incidents

For this particular search, the field used was 'any field' rather than a descriptor.
Almost all references identified were then processed further unless they specifically dealt
with terrestrial pathways.

3.7.4.1. The NEA dump site

The key reference here is a series of summary reports on the wide-ranging study of
this particular dump site: NEA, 1985. Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site
for radioactive waste in the North-East Atlantic.

A further 17 publication titles were added as a result of a search on Nuclear Energy
Agency (NEA), the abstracts of 12 being deemed relevant.

3.7.4.2. Komsomolets

A total of 16 publication titles were found from the INIS search, the abstracts of 14
being deemed relevant.

3.7.4.3. Palomares and Thule

Palomares (the loss of two nuclear weapons) produced 41 publication titles, the
abstracts of 16 being deemed relevant.

Thule produced 55 publication titles, the abstracts of 12 being deemed relevant.
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3.7.4.4. The Kara Sea

A number of IAEA technical reports and radiological assessment reports summarise
the findings from an assessment of waste dumped in the Kara Sea. IAEA 1998. Radiological
conditions of the western Kara Sea, an assessment of the radiological impact of the dumping
of radioactive wastes in the Arctic Seas.

A total of 106 publication titles for Kara Sea were found, while 17 identified I ASAP
(the synonym for International Arctic Seas Assessment Project). The abstracts of 71 papers
were deemed relevant.

3.7.4.5. Mururoa

This site was the subject of an international review following a series of nuclear
weapons tests. IAEA reports summarising the findings of the assessment are available:
IAEA 1998. The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa.
A total of 76 publication titles for Mururoa were found, the abstracts of 26 being deemed
relevant.

3.7.4.6. Relevant abstracts

With the exception of some references which dealt with the terrestrial environment,
most of the identified literature was considered relevant. The full list for each search is
contained in Annex VII, Part 2. The selected abstracts are contained in Volume 2, Chapter 7,
Section 3.

3.8. QUANTIFYING THE RADIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RELEASES INTO THE
MARINE ENVIRONMENT

3.8.1. Search objective

This section addresses the summarisation of the methodologies (including the most
important parameters which affect results) and results of quantifying the radiological effects
of releases into the marine environment, in particular those determined in section 3.7. The
radiological effects reported should include potential doses to marine life and human beings,
in association with doses which occur due to background radiation and radionuclides already
present in the marine environment. This might be broadly considered as environmental
impact assessment.

3.8.2. Considerations and results

This section has been divided into two sub-sections, in the first, a summary of papers
describing the methods used in the evaluation of radiological effects (transport and uptake) is
given and, in the second, a review of the delivered doses due to the radionuclides is provided.
This latter has concentrated on:

a) dose to man (pathways considered include ingestion, inhalation and external
exposure), and

b) dose to flora and fauna, and is further sub-divided into natural and anthropogenic
nuclides.

The search strategy therefore concentrated on the specific radionuclides also used in section
3.7 but did not attempt to identify all papers where existing concentrations of the specific
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radionuclides in different pens of the world's oceans are summarised, the emphasis being
placed rather on dose and radiological effect.

The search strategy for this section devolved into three specific forms, the first
concentrating on modelling environmental transport of radionuclides, the second on
modelling radiation effects on aquatic organisms and food chains and the third on human
exposure. However, due to the overlap between these different topics, some papers deal with
all three topics and so the classification is not precise. Thus the radiological effects have not
been in the first instance sub-divided into human and non-human populations. Again, it is
frequently the case that the same paper appeared on several lists resulting from independent
searches.

For modelling environmental transport, the key descriptor used was simulation. In
this situation, since the modelling tools are generic and not developed for specific nuclides,
searches were not limited to specific nuclides. Other terms used in the INIS searches
included radionuclide migration and radionuclide transport.

For the radioecological effects, the first search strategy adopted the same format as
that used in 3.7 (i.e. descriptors of nuclide name and aquatic ecosystems) but added radiation
doses or biological radiation effect. It was therefore not addressing human and marine flora
and fauna separately, nor by specific pathway. This generated only small numbers of
publication titles for each nuclide, so that subsequent searches omitted reference to specific
nuclides and made use of more generic terms, including retention, uptake, radioecological
concentrations, food chains, population and aquatic organisms. Finally a search based on
environmental impacts in aquatic ecosystems of radioactive waste disposal was also carried
out.

3.8.2.1 Modelling the environmental distribution of radioactivity in the marine environment

Two GESAMP (Joint Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution)
reports on Coastal modelling (Report 43,1991) and An oceanographic model for the
dispersion of wastes disposed on in the deep sea (Report 19,1983) relating to methodology
for the modelling of the transport and distribution of radionuclides were initially identified as
being most relevant.

The general search on simulation and radionuclide migration generated 1724
publication titles; this was further refined by limiting the search to aquatic ecosystems which
resulted in 30 publication titles, the abstracts of 12 being deemed relevant. Searches on
simulation, radioactive -waste disposal and marine disposal generated 43 publication titles,
the abstracts of 12 being deemed relevant. A separate search on radioactive waste disposal,
radionuclide migration and marine disposal generated 371 publication titles, the abstracts of
110 being deemed relevant. A restricted search on aquatic ecosystem, radioactive waste
disposal, radionuclide migration and simulation generated 4 publication titles, whose
abstracts were deemed relevant.

A general search using environmental impact, accidents and radioactive material
generated 5 publication titles, the abstracts of 3 being deemed relevant.

Environmental impacts and radioactive waste disposal in aquatic ecosystems
generated 62 publication titles, the abstracts of 19 being deemed relevant.
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Including radioactive materials reduced the publication titles to 43, the abstracts of
12 being deemed relevant.

The full search lists are contained in Annex VIII and the selected abstracts are
contained in Volume 2, Chapter 8.

3.8.2.2. Radioecological effects

The simplest search was conducted first under biological radiation effects and aquatic
organisms. This generated a total of 522 publication titles, the abstracts of 63 being deemed
relevant. Many of the papers identified dealt with laboratory experiments of radiation effects
which were not considered for inclusion.

Biological radiation effects and aquatic ecosystems generated 103 publication titles,
the abstracts of 22 being deemed relevant.

The publication titles that resulted from this search are given in Annex VIII.

A variety of search terms were then used to identify specific classes of paper and to
incorporate specific nuclide information.

Under natural radioactivity (including biological radiation effects, radiation doses
and aquatic ecosystems), there was only one publication title. Removing biological radiation
effects, increased the publication titles to 15, the abstracts of 12 being deemed relevant.

Searches using the same descriptors but based on specific anthropogenic nuclides
generated:
23 publication titles for plutonium, the abstracts of 12 being deemed relevant;
41 publication titles for strontium, the abstracts of 14 being deemed relevant;
62 publication titles for caesium, the abstracts of 18 being deemed relevant;
5 publication titles for cobalt, the abstracts of 3 being deemed relevant;
3 publication titles for ruthenium, none of which were deemed relevant;
13 publication titles for americium, the abstracts of 10 being deemed relevant;

Replacing radiation doses by biological radiation effects generated a smaller number
of publication titles under the same nuclide descriptors.

The search parameters were further broadened to include the descriptors aquatic
organisms or aquatic ecosystems, food chains and populations.

Radiation doses, biological radiation effects and aquatic organisms and aquatic
ecosystem generated 18 publication titles, the abstracts of 10 being deemed relevant.

Food chains, radioecological concentration, biological radiation effect and aquatic
ecosystem generated 5 publication titles, the abstracts of 3 being deemed relevant.

The publication titles that resulted from these searches are listed in Annex VIII. The
abstracts are contained in Volume 2, Chapter 8.
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3.8.2.3. Doses to man or biota from marine radioactivity

The focus of the search strategy moved to radiation doses limited to aquatic
ecosystems.

Radiation doses, aquatic ecosystems and retention generated only 3 publication titles,
of which one concerned a marine system.

Radiation doses, aquatic ecosystem and uptake generated 15 publication titles, the
abstracts of 9 being deemed relevant.

Radiation doses, aquatic ecosystem and environmental transport generated 80
publication titles, the abstracts of 25 being deemed relevant.

Radiation doses, aquatic ecosystems and food chains generated 45 publication titles,
the abstracts of 18 being deemed relevant.

Radiation doses, aquatic ecosystem and ecological concentration generated 64
publication titles, the abstracts of 19 being deemed relevant.

The two searches above do not distinguish between human and other populations.
Biological radiation effects, aquatic ecosystems and populations in the search generated 11
publication titles, the abstracts of 5 being deemed relevant.

Replacing populations with radioecological concentrations generated 24 publication
titles, the abstracts of 8 being deemed relevant.

Including./ocxi' chains generated 16 publication titles, the abstracts of 7 being deemed
relevant.

Using aquatic organisms to replace aquatic ecosystems generated 18 publication titles
for populations, the abstracts of 7 being deemed relevant.

Aquatic organisms, biological effects and food chains generated 16 publication titles
and populations generated 18 publication titles.

Some summary documents which present an overview of this field exist and were
used in the first instance to provide an initial series of abstracts. These included Sources of
radioactivity in the marine environment and their relative contributions to overall dose
assessment from marine radioactivity (IAEA-TECDOC-838,1995), and The radiological
exposure of the population of the European Community (EUR Report 12483 EN, 1990). In
addition the series of publications from UNSCEAR (United Nations Scientific Committee on
the Effects of Radioactivity) and ICRP (International Commission on Radiological
Protection) relating to radiological effects were also considered.

The publication titles that resulted from these searches are contained in Annex VIII,
Part 4. The abstracts are contained in Volume 1, Chapter 8, Section 3.
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3.9. PARTS OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT THAT MAY BE SENSITIVE TO
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION

3.9.1. Search objective

This section addresses the identification of those parts of the marine environment that
may be regarded as particularly sensitive to radioactive contamination, and the indication of
levels at which they become adversely affected.

3.9.2. Considerations and results

The search strategy under this topic focused on intervention and action levels (as
expressed in dose and dose limits) and the effects on flora and fauna. The choice of
intervention levels is driven by the principle of protection of the most vulnerable. Again the
main source of literature here includes those which have been developed by the health
physics community, particularly ICRP and UNSCEAR. The search criteria used are also
relevant to section 3.8, with key descriptors including dose limit, safety standards, maximum
permissible dose and radiosensitivity.

The search results were further defined by aquatic ecosystem which when combined
with:
dose limits gave 12 publication titles; the abstracts of 4 being deemed relevant;
safety standards gave 39 publication titles; the abstracts of 12 being deemed relevant;
maximum permissible dose gave 5 publication titles, the abstracts of 3 being deemed relevant;
radiation protection, gave 60 publication titles, the abstracts of 18 being deemed relevant;
radiosensitivity, gave 22 publication titles, the abstracts of 10 being deemed relevant.

The publication titles resulting from the search results are contained in Annex 9. The
relevant abstracts are contained in Volume 2, Chapter 9.

3.10 MEASURES TO AMELIORATE DAMAGE OR POTENTIAL ADVERSE EFFECTS
OF MARITIME ACCIDENTS INVOLVING RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
PACKAGES

3.10.1. Search objective

This section addresses measures which could be taken to ameliorate the damage or
potential adverse effects that may occur.

3.10.2 Considerations and results

The search strategy under this heading concentrated on the issue of counter-measures
and specifically the possibilities of:

a) intervention,
b) interdiction, and
c) remediation.

Many of the aspects relating to these topics depend on specific engineering and
environmental conditions, thus the focus has been on the existing literature, based on
accidents at sea and comparison is drawn with the ameliorative actions related to dumped
wastes. The emphasis is on the reduction of dose given that the material has entered the
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marine environment. Many of the references already identified in section 3.7.5 include such
issues.

The initial search was based on key words including intervention, remediation and
action level (none of these are included in the INIS Thesaurus), thus for these searches, any
field was searched for these key words.

All searches were again limited to aquatic ecosystems, which when linked with:
intervention, gave 2 publication titles both of limited relevance;
remediation, gave 35 publication titles, the abstracts of 5 being deemed relevant;
action level, gave 12 publication titles, the abstracts of 2 being deemed relevant.

It is clear that the search in these areas has identified a very small number of
references pertaining specifically to radioactivity.

The publication titles resulting from the search are contained in Annex 10. The
selected abstracts are contained in Volume 2, Chapter 10.
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4. SUMMARY

The comprehensiveness of a literature search relies on the sophistication of the search
strategies and the completeness of the database. The effectiveness of the INIS search for this
literature review varies with the search topic. The search is likely to have missed more
records for broad, loosely defined, topics (such as "materials" and "packages") than for
narrow topics (such as "recovery") since many more variations in keywords and phrases are
needed for the former. The resources available for sophisticated searches were limited. It is
estimated that at least 90% of the records of interest in INIS are captured in this literature
review. This estimate is based on the number of records that were found by cross-searches
after the original search strategies were executed and the fact that no search is absolutely
complete.

Some published papers are included in this literature review that are not in INIS. In
many cases the absence seems due to the time delay for insertion. For example, many papers
of interest from the May 1998 PATRAM '98: The 12th International Conference on the
Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Materials had not been inserted into INIS by
early October 1999. Several papers of interest from (1) PATRAM '98, (2) IAEA and IMO
documents to be published, and (3) other sources are manually inserted in this literature
review.

For Sections 3.7 through 3.10, the individual searches have identified a significant and
large amount of literature on the sources, behaviour and transport of radionuclides within the
marine environment. Several major international projects on the radiological assessment of
dumping of low-level and high-level waste at sea as well as the effect of accidents involving
nuclear material have also been identified. Guidelines concerning especially sensitive marine
areas do not appear explicitly in the literature and require to be prepared from the scientific
knowledge available using analogues and a review of the known behaviours of the
radionuclides. Although there is a large literature on biological effects on marine biota, this
is mainly focussed on laboratory experiments, although some papers do deal with effects in
the natural environment (mostly as a result of the Chernobyl accident). Remediation issues
are not widely represented within the general scientific literature.
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ANNEX I. Publication titles for
"Properties of Materials Subject to the INF Code"

1. The transportation of radioactive waste - A review
2. Transporting radioactive material
3. Don't take the A-train. A critical examination of nuclear waste transport
4. The radioactive waste dilemma and the issues for local government: policy and

proposals
5. Ensuring safe transport of nuclear waste: New Mexico's experience with WIPP
6. The management of radioactive waste
7. Radioactive waste management - a safe solution
8. A better understanding of radioactive waste and safety
9. Radioactive waste communication policy in Spain
10. The Canadian approach to interaction with the public in the high-level radioactive

waste management program
11. Understanding perception of risks from nuclear waste disposal
12. Public information on radioactive waste management in the Netherlands
13. Management of high-level nuclear waste. La gestion des dechets nucleaires a haute

activite
14. Public consultation in the Canadian nuclear fuel waste management programme
15. Public involvement in radioactive waste management decisions
16. Teaching about nuclear energy and radioactive waste management in school

classrooms: considerations for teacher preparation
17. A curriculum at Depth facts and debate on Sweden's radioactive waste
18. Nuclear power and radioactive waste
19. Nuclear waste management in Sweden: a challenge also for the social scientist
20. A more acceptable high-level waste
21. The management of radioactive waste. A report by an international group of experts
22. Attitudes to nuclear waste
23. What's science got to do with it?: The use of public opinion in developing nuclear waste

policy
24. A critically educated public explores high level radioactive waste management
25. Developing a public involvement policy for the Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management Program
26. A UK utility perspective on irradiated nuclear fuel management
27. Education in Radioactive Waste Management: Issues of science, technology and society
28. A public involvement planning model for the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management

Program
29. Findings of the Secretary of Energy Advisory Board Task Force on Radioactive Waste

Management
30. Cultivating public involvement: Going beyond the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
31. Long-lived radioactive waste, the French management policy
32. Risk analysis and solving the nuclear waste siting problem
33. Plutonium matters (Basic information about its creation, properties, uses and the

quantities that exist)
34. Experience with an educational package on radioactive waste management in a country

having no nuclear power programme
35. Radioactive waste management and public information
36. Long-lived radioactive waste, the French management policy
37. Nuclear communications and waste issue in Finland
38. The Spanish experience with radioactive waste management communication
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39. Review of arrangements for the recent transportation of radioactive waste
40. Public consultation and the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program
41. Nuclear waste - perception and reality
42. Radioactive waste shipments and tribal concerns
43. Review begins on nuclear fuel waste disposal
44. Social and political aspects of nuclear fuel waste management
45. M. Parker lecture. Communicating with the public about long-range storage of high-

level radioactive waste
46. Social attitudes and radioactive waste management
47. The nuclear waste issue in Swedish mass media. Kaernavfallsfraagan i svenska

massmedier
48. Nuclear Waste Education Project. Final report
49. Public understanding of radioactive waste management issues: Perspectives and the

IAEA's role
50. Managing the nation's nuclear waste
51. The Swedish radioactive waste management system and its realization. Das

schwedische Konzept zur Entsorgung radioaktiver Abfaelle und seine Realisierung
52. Nuclear imperatives and public trust: Dealing with radioactive waste
53. The nuclear waste report. Waste 'management', reprocessing, storage: The open end of

the nuclear industry. Der Atommuell-Report. 'Entsorgung', Wiederaufarbeitung,
Lagerung: das offene Ende der Atomwirtschaft

54. Nuclear waste management is not the heel of Achilles but rather an advantage of the
peaceful use of nuclear energy. Entsorgung - nicht Achillesferse, sondern Vorteil der
friedlichen Nutzung der Kernenergie

55. Public debate on questions of energy and nuclear power. Books and articles on nuclear
waste, nuclear power and power supply during the years 1971-1987. Samhaellsdebatt i
energi- och karnkraftsfraagor. Utbudet av skrifter och tidskriftsartiklar om kaernavfall,
kaernkraft och energifoersoerjning under aaren 1971-1987

56. A compilation of reports of the Advisory Committee on nuclear waste, July 1996—June
1997

57. Nuclear propaganda war in Normandie. Cogema and Greenpeace fighting over nuclear
waste disposal at Cap La Hague, France. Nucleaire propagandaoorlog in Normandie.
Cogema en Greenpeace ruzien over lozingen van Cap La Hague

58. Public meetings on nuclear waste management: their function and organization
59. Nuclear waste management program
60. Nuclear waste management in West Germany - the battle continues
61. Chemical issues in nuclear waste disposal
62. Public involvement in nuclear waste management decisions
63. Transport of radioactive waste in Poland
64. Waste as an argument against nuclear energy
65. Nuclear waste management in Canada. Canada pakt het grondig aan
66. Radioactive waste disposal: Global experience and challenges
67. Spent nuclear fuel - How dangerous is it? A report from the project 'Describing risks'.

Anvaent kaernbraensle - hur farligt aer det?
68. Information need about the safety of the final disposal of nuclear waste. Information

receiver's views in Eurajoki, Kuhmo and Aeaenekoski municipalities. Tiedontarve
ydinjaetteen loppusijoituksen turvallisuudesta. Vastaanottajan naekoekulmia Eurajoella,
Kuhmossa ja Aeaenekoskella

69. Impartial information on nuclear waste needed. Ydinjaetteistae tarvitaan puolueetonta
tietoa. Jaetteen kuljetus ja kaesitte kiinnostivat haastattelututkimuksessa

70. The transportation of radioactive waste - A review
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71. Nuclear waste information made accessible: A case study
72. Overcoming barriers to public understanding of nuclear waste management
73. Value issues and stakeholders' views in radioactive waste management
74. Answers to your questions on high-level nuclear waste
75. Public confidence in radioactive waste disposal
76. Rationality and irrationality in estimating the risks of nuclear waste disposal
77. On determining tolerable risk for radioactive waste disposal
78. Public acceptance aspects of radioactive waste management in other countries
79. Recent spent fuel shipment: a case history
80. Spent nuclear fuel transportation: Public issues and answers
81. Radioactive waste management. UK policy examined
82. Radioactive waste: The public's view
83. Risk perception: expert opinion versus public understanding
84. Public education on nuclear waste transport
85. The investment community's need for information on nuclear waste
86. Public education on nuclear waste management
87. Oklo/obsidian/ancient glasses: applications to nuclear waste public information

programs
88. The solution to the nuclear waste dilemma: our shared responsibility and challenge
89. Changing public attitudes to radioactive waste management
90. Radioactive waste management 'can be very safe indeed'
91. Spent nuclear fuel shipments - the controversy continues
92. Source, transport and dumping of radioactive waste. Herkomst, transport en dumping

van radio-aktief afval
93. Review of the nuclear fuel waste management program
94. The management of nuclear fuel waste. Final report
95. Safe disposal of radioactive waste. Sichere Unterbringung radioaktiven Abfalls
96. The dark side of the radioactive waste problem
97. Radioactive waste management
98. Carrying the can. Report of the Working Party on the Transportation of Nuclear Spent

Fuel through London
99. Transport of irradiated nuclear fuel
100. 'Nuclear waste' transport
101. Living with nuclear waste
102. Public perceptions on nuclear waste
103. Ethical aspects of radioactive waste management and public information. The Belgian

situation Aspects ethiques et information du public concernant la gestion des dechets
radioactifs - La situation en Belgique

104. Informing the public about radioactive waste management Informer le public sur la
gestion des dechets radioactifs Public acceptance activities and tasks in Japan's high-
level waste management programme Acceptation du public et programme de gestion
des dechets de haute activite au Japon

105. Risk perception of various technical options in the field of radioactive waste
management La perception du risque des differentes options techniques dans le
domaine de la gestion des dechets radioactifs

106. Castor transports.. Danger for all by transport of spent fuel elements from German
Nuclear power plants? - Hecklers Castortransporte.. Gefahren fuer uns alle durch den
Transport verbrauchter Brennelemente aus deutschen Kernkraftwerken? - Ein
Zwischenruf

107. The Role of public Informing on Radioactive Waste Management
108. The role of the media in the coverage of risks associated with nuclear waste
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109. Nuclear energy. An introduction to the concepts, systems, and applications of nuclear
processes. 4 ed

110. Understanding radioactive waste
111. Developing public information on radioactive waste management
112. Public education on nuclear waste management
113. Radioactive waste storage and disposal
114. A review and overview of nuclear waste management
115. Waste form characterization and its relationship to transportation accident analysis
116. Radioactive waste management policies
117. Application levels for the IAEA regulations for the safe transport of radioactive

materials
118. Transport categories for radioactive waste
119. Safety standards for radioactive waste management
120. A plan for radioactive waste management in the People's Republic of China
121. Spent fuel management in Japan
122. Durability of high level radioactive waste glass and canister materials, and evaluation of

nuclide migration from the glass
123. Carrying plutonium as a liquid
124. Radioactivity - what is it?. Radioaktivitaet - was ist das?
125. Radiation safety - an IAEA perspective
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ANNEX II. Publication Titles for
"Packaging for Materials Subject to the INF Code"

1. Implementation of the 1996 edition of the IAEA regulations
2. The Swedish sea transportation system for safety reasons
3. Development of packaging for TRU materials
4. Design of high performance spent fuel shipping cask
5. Further experience and developments in the transport of spent fuel
6. Flask tiedown design and experience of monitoring forces
7. Transport of HLW and spent fuel in Japan
8. The sea transport of irradiated nuclear fuel
9. Transport and storage of spent nuclear fuels and vitrificated wastes. Transportirovka i

khranenie otrabotavshego yadernogo topliva i osteklovannyk h otkhodov
10. BR-100 spent fuel shipping cask development
11. Transport of irradiated L WR fuels in water-filled flasks
12. Development of MONJU spent fuel cask for post irradiation examination
13. Experience from transport casks management in the Swedish AFR-facility CLAB
14. Safe transport of irradiated fuel by sea
15. Transport experience of NH-25 spent fuel shipping cask for post irradiation

examination
16. Transport of spent fuel
17. Marine transportation of nuclear spent fuel
18. Design, fabrication and operational experiences on the HZ-75T spent fuel shipping cask
19. Large shielded containers for transport of reactor wastes to their final repository in

Sweden
20. Transport of oxide spent fuel. Industrial experience of COGEMA. 10 Transport des

combustibles irradies eau legere. Experience industrielle de Cogema
21. Engineering risk analysis of the extreme dynamic accelerations on deck cargo barges at

sea
22. Proposal of guidelines for selecting optimum options in packagings and transportation

systems of spent fuel
23. The Next Nuclear Gamble. Transportation and storage of nuclear waste
24. Risk associated with the transport of radioactive materials in the fuel cycle
25. Design and certification issues for radioactive waste transportation packages
26. Nuclear waste transportation safety concerns: Shipment planning and cask testing
27. Shipping and storage cask data for spent nuclear fuel
28. The resistance to impact of spent Magnox fuel transport flasks
29. The high level waste business, transportation, storage and disposal
30. The resistance to impact of spent Magnox fuel transport flasks. Papers presented at a

seminar held in London on 30 April and 1 May
31. Transport of irradiated nuclear fuel
32. Don't take the A-train. A critical examination of nuclear waste transport
33. Taking it all back home 2: returning vitrified residues to BNFL's customers
34. A multiwall, multipurpose container for spent fuel and waste management
35. Estimating the releasable source term for Type B packages
36. Developing a new generation of spent fuel casks
37. A spent fuel transportation cask for the 21 st Century
38. BR-100 spent fuel shipping cask
39. Developing a flask for vitrified waste
40. Transportation packagings for high-level wastes and unprocessed transuranic wastes
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41. Carrying plutonium as a liquid
42. NRC licensing requirements for high-level radioactive waste packages
43. Nuclear waste transportation system: cask interface and physical performance

specifications
44. Safety analysis report: packages. Pu oxide and Am oxide shipping cask (Packaging of

fissile and other radioactive materials). Final report
45. Safety in transport of radioactive materials - the next 10 years
46. TN 17/3: a cask designed for the transport of irradiated fuel to a post-irradiation

examination facility
47. Development of packaging for plutonium oxide powder
48. Argentine developments for a Type B cask
49. Upgrading the DOT 6M-2R shipping package
50. Report on the adoption of the IMO 'Code for the safe carriage of irradiated nuclear fuel,

plutonium, and high level radioactive wastes in flasks on board ships'
51. Special requirements for shipping plutonium
52. Gas generation phenomena in radioactive waste transportation packaging
53. Safety assessment of HLW and spent fuel transport and storage casks
54. The integrated management system of BNFL Transport
55. Transportation of MOX fuel
56. Japanese version transport/storage packaging 'TN24'
57. Current status of nuclear materials transportation in Japan
58. Transportation of spent fuel
59. Current status of research and development for safe transport of nuclear materials in

Japan
60. Demonstration test of 100 ton class spent fuel transport cask
61. Transportation of nuclear material by sea-going vessels and inland navigation

considering safety and security aspects
62. Test for demonstrating the reliability of containers used for transport of spent fuel.

Preliminary test of 50-ton class spent fuel transporting containers for their impact value,
obtained by dropping them from a height of 9 meters

63. The transport of radioactive waste
64. Radioactive waste transport to a Nirex deep repository
65. State of Nevada comments on the OCRWM from-reactor spent fuel shipping cask

preliminary design reports
66. Transportation of high level wastes
67. Radioactive material package test standards and performance requirements - public

perception
6$. The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) standards and recommendations on

radioactive waste and transport safety
69. Radioactive materials packaging standards and regulations. Making sense of it all
70. The history, principles and application of the IAEA Transport Regulations
71. The international radioactive transportation regulations: A model for national

regulations
72. The 1996 edition of the IAEA's Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive

Material - what's new?
73. Radioactive waste packaging and transport in the United States - a look into the future
74. Safe transport of radioactive material: Revised international regulations
75. The role of the international organizations in establishing regulations for the safe

transport of radioactive materials
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76. Worldwide application of IAEA Safety Series No. 6: Regulations for the Safe Transport
of Radioactive Material, 1985 edition

77. Estimated annual worldwide shipments of radioactive material
78. Transportation of spent fuel
79. Safe transport of radioactive material: revised international regulations
80. Safety first. Status reports on the IAEA's safety standards
81. Transport of HIFAR spent fuel from Lucas Heights Research Establishment to the

United Kingdom for reprocessing. Public Environmental Report
82. Experience in wet transport of irradiated LWR fuels
83. Safety concerning transportation of spent fuel
84. An introduction to the radiological protection basis of the IAEA Transport Regulations
85. Dangerous goods regulations in Europe: inland navigation and other modes of transport
86. National and international transport of radioactive materials - an introductory survey
87. The transport of radioactive materials - a BNFL viewpoint
88. Nuclear transport approvals and practice in Sweden
89. Experience in the transport of European irradiated fuel
90. Plutonium transport: past, present and future
91. Package testing for accident conditions
92. International regulations for the safe transport of radioactive material
93. Packaging design and qualification: the experience of the CDTN/CNEN
94. The transport safety programme
95. Progress towards the 1996 edition of the IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of

Radioactive Material: a waste management perspective
96. The transport system approval concept
97. Can the IAEA radioactive materials transport regulations be made more user friendly?
98. Excellox 6 and 7 irradiated fuel transport flasks
99. A family of transport and storage flasks containing vitrified high level waste
100. The long way to a new comprehensive edition of the IAEA Transport Regulations
101. The transport of plutonium nitrate liquor in the UK
102. Marine transport of irradiated nuclear fuel, plutonium and high level wastes
103. Introduction of new flasks for high burnup spent fuel
104. Implementation of the IAEA's radioactive material transport regulations
105. IAEA regulations for the safe transport of radioactive materials review process -

radiological issues: editorial
106. Transport of radioactive waste in Germany - a survey
107. Design assessment for transport and storage casks
108. regulations for the safe transport of radioactive materials. Editorial
109. Regulatory aspects of safe transport of radioactive material in India
110. Transport issues facing the international community
111. The role of the Italian Competent Authority (ANPA)
112. Regulations on transport of radioactive material in Spain
113. Radioactive materials transport: worldwide excellence in safety, past, present and future
114. The national and international roles of the Competent Authority
115. Transport of MOX fuel
116. Design and testing of the Nupak-200 Type-B(U)F packaging
117. FS 65: a new packaging for MOX transport
118. Development of NFT type spent fuel transport cask
119. Dual purpose casks: the TN 24 for the Belgian and Swiss utilities
120. The integrated management system of BNFL Transport
121. Transport of fresh MOX fuel assemblies for the MONJU initial core
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122. Advances in the safe transport of irradiated Magnox fuel
123. Radioactive waste packaging and transport in Argentina
124. Transport of radioactive waste in Belgium
125. Demonstration test for transporting vitrified high-level radioactive wastes
126. Safety research on the transport of radioactive materials in Japan
127. Design, safety analyses and tests of packagings for HLW and spent fuel

transport/storage
128. Design and fabrication of 100-ton-class spent fuel shipping cask (100-ton cask)
129. Proposal of guidelines for selecting optimum options in packagings and transportation

systems of spent fuel
130. Developments in high level waste transport technology
131. Transport of radioactive material
132. Containers for packaging of solid and intermediate level radioactive wastes
133. Guidelines for safe design of shipping packages against brittle fracture
134. IAEA regulatory initiatives for the air transport of large quantities of radioactive

materials
135. Compliance assurance for the safe transport of radioactive material. Report of a panel A

safety practice
136. The IAEA regulations for the safe transport of radioactive material. New strategies for

the future
137. Safe transport of radioactive material. 2. Ed
138. Transport safety research abstracts. No. 1. Information on research recently concluded

and in progress
139. The long way to a new comprehensive edition of the IAEA Transport Regulations
140. Directory of national competent authorities' approval certificates for package design,

special form material and shipment of radioactive material. 1994 ed.
141. Transport safety research abstracts. No. 2. Information on research
142. recently concluded and in progress
143. Developments in the transport of radioactive waste. Proceedings of a
144. seminar held in Vienna, 21-25 February 1994
145. Code of practice on the international transboundary movement of radioactive waste
146. Explanatory material for the IAEA regulations for the safe transport of radioactive

material (1985 edition). 2. ed. (as amended 1990)
147. Regulations for the safe transport of radioactive material (As amended 1990). 1985 ed
148. Schedules of requirements for the transport of specified types of radioactive material

consignments (as amended 1990). Companion document to Safety Series No. 6
149. Advisory material for the IAEA regulations for the safe transport of radioactive material

(1985 edition). As amended 1990. 3. ed
150. A code of practice on the international transboundary movement of radioactive waste
151. The development and application of the regulations governing the safe transport of

radioactive material
152. International consensus for the safe transport of radioactive material: An experience to

imitate
153. Regulations for the safe transport of radioactive material. 1985 ed
154. The IAEA's databases for safe transport of radioactive materials
155. A report on the on-going researches on safe transport of radioactive materials as

collected by the IAEA in 1980
156. Advisory material for the application of the IAEA transport regulations. Companion

material to safety series no. 6. 1973 revised edition (as amended). 2. ed
157. Regulations for the safe transport of radioactive material. 1996 ed
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158. The PACKTRAM database on national competent authorities' approval certificates for
package design, special form material and shipment of radioactive material. User's
guide for compiled system program

159. Explanatory material for the IAEA regulations for the safe transport of radioactive
material (1985 edition). 2. ed

160. Assessment of the impact from transporting radioactive materials in the Suez Canal.
Final report for the period December 1985 - December

161. Packaging, transportation and interim storage of unconditioned and conditioned wastes
162. Schedules of requirements for the transport of specified types of radioactive material

consignments. Companion document to safety series no. 6
163. Competent authority regulatory control of the transport of radioactive material
164. Advisory material for the IAEA Regulations for the safe transport of radioactive

material (1985 Edition). 3. ed
165. Advisory group on the explanation and application of the Agency's transport

regulations, Vienna, 21-25 May 1984
166. International studies on certain aspects of the safe transport of radioactive materials,

1980-1985. Report of the co-ordinated research programme on safe transport of
radioactive materials

167. Safety in transport of radioactive materials - the next 10 years
168. IAEA's role in achieving and assuring safety in the transport of radioactive materials
169. IAEA coordinated research programme on safe transport of radioactive materials
170. IAEA coordinated research programme on safe transport of radioactive materials
171. Technical committee on transport package test standards, Tokyo, Japan, 28 September -

2 October 1981
172. Safe transport of radioactive material
173. Communications on nuclear, radiation, transport and waste safety: a practical handbook
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ANNEX III. Publication Titles for
"Vessels used to Transport Materials Subject to the INF Code"

1. M/S Sigyn. Symbol of Sweden's waste transport success
2. It's safety first on N-fuel carrier ship
3. Safety requirements for the Pu carriers
4. Statement concerning the transport of radioactive materials during the year 1994.

Redegoerelse vedroerende transport af radioaktive stoffer for aaret 1994
5. Systems for transporting used CANDU fuel by road, rail and water
6. The Pacific-Pintail a ship transporting nuclear wastes for Pacific Nuclear Transport Ltd.

Le Pacific-Pintail: transporteur de dechets nucleaires pour la Pacific Nuclear Transport
Ltd

7. Large shielded containers for transport of reactor wastes to their final repository in
Sweden

8. On the domestic transportation by Hinoura Maru, the ship for the exclusive use for
spent nuclear fuel

9. Sea transport of spent fuel
10. Proposal of guidelines for selecting optimum options in packagings and transportation

systems of spent fuel
11. Results of transporting spent fuel
12. BNFL counters the Nuclear Control Institute's claims
13. Pacific Basin - should Japan reprocess or build a strategic U reserve?
14. Japanese strategic uranium reserve: a response to BNFL
15. A Japanese strategic uranium reserve: A safe and economic alternative to plutonium
16. Nuclear materials transport worldwide. Greenpeace report 2. Der weltweite

Atomtransport. Greenpeace Report 2
17. On the trail of the Pacific Teal
18. Safety of HLW shipments
19. Uncontrolled transport of nuclear materials
20. Licensing experiences, risk assessment, demonstration test on nuclear fuel packages

and design criteria for sea going vessel carrying spent fuel in Japan
21. Research and development of spent fuel shipping casks and the criteria for seagoing

vessel carrying casks
22. Upon finishing the first return transport of high level radioactive waste
23. Transporting spent fuel and reactor waste in Sweden experience from 5 years of

operation
24. Comparative safety assessment of surface versus submarine plutonium shipments
25. A decade of successful domestic sea transports of radioactive waste in Sweden 1982-

1992
26. The Swedish sea transportation system for safety reasons
27. Experience in the European transport of spent nuclear fuel
28. Marine transport of irradiated nuclear fuel, plutonium and high level wastes
29. On safety of radioactive waste carrier
30. The sea transport of irradiated nuclear fuel
31. The need and necessity for the M/S Sigyns advanced communication and navigation

systems, adapted for marine transport of radioactive materials
32. Experience from transport casks management in the Swedish AFR-facility CLAB
33. Transport of irradiated nuclear fuel by sea
34. Safe transport of irradiated fuel by sea
35. Subseabed nuclear waste disposal: conceptual ship description
36. Transport of spent fuel
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37. Conceptual design and probabilistic safety assessment for a nuclear waste transport and
emplacement ship

3 8. Marine transportation of nuclear spent fuel
39. Subseabed nuclear waste disposal ship conceptual design and accident analysis: 1986

status report
40. Carriage of nuclear fuel flasks
41. The sea transportation of nuclear fuel
42. Design and operation of nuclear fuel carriers
43. Radioactive wast management in Sweden. Obrashchenie s radioaktivnymi otkhodami v

Shvetsii
44. Present status and problems of safe transport of nuclear fuel
45. Sea transport of spent nuclear fuel by the special ship 'Hinoura-maru'
46. Basic planning of a newly built exclusive ship for spent fuel transport
47. Transnucleaire's experience in maritime transportatione
48. Waste storage and disposal in Sweden
49. M/S Sigyn. Symbol of Sweden's waste transport success
50. Management of spent nuclear fuel in Sweden: Experiences and plans
51. Radioactive waste management in Sweden experiences and plans
52. Transport in the Nordic countries. Nordiska transporter
53. Design and working environment of the central temporary storage facility and sea

transport system presently under realization in Sweden
54. A sea transportation system integrated with a nuclear waste management programme
55. Operation of the Swedish sea transportation system for spent fuel
56. Sea transport of spent fuel
57. Realization of a sea transport system for radioactive material
58. Experience in the European transport of spent nuclear fuel
59. The magnitude and characteristics of radioactive material shipments in Germany
60. Twenty years of experience in spent fuel shipment from German nuclear power plants -

a view of the competent authority
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ANNEX IV. Publication Titles for
"Quantifying the Frequency and Severity of Maritime Accidents"

1. The safety of radioactive materials transport
2. Modeling of fires in adjacent ship compartments with computational fluid Dynamics
3. Technique of stowing packages containing radioactive materials during maritime

transportation
4. Technology for the storage of radioactive materials packagings during maritime

transport. Phase 1. Technologie du saisissage des colis de matieres radioactives en
cours de transport maritime. Phase 1

5. Tie-down systems for radioactive material packages under accident conditions.
L'arrimage de colis de matieres radioactives en conditions accidentelles

6. Sizing of type B package tie-downs on the basis of criteria related to hypothetical road
transport accident conditions. Dimensionnement des arrimages des colis de type B
selon des criteres lies a des conditions hypothetiques d'accident du transport routier

7. Flask tiedown design and experience of monitoring forces
8. Estimates of fire environments in ship holds containing radioactive material packages
9. Analysis of a ship-to-ship collision
10. Trunnions for spent fuel element shipping casks
11. Risk associated with the transport of radioactive materials in the fuel cycle
12. Research on probabilistic safety assessment of sea transport of returned waste and

others
13. Subseabed nuclear waste disposal ship conceptual design and accident analysis: 1986

status report
14. Use of the INTERTRAN code for risk assessment of radioactive materials being

transported through the Suez Canal
15. An engineering assessment of the probability for damage to radioactive material

transport casks due to barge collisions
16. Barge collisions, rammings and groundings: an engineering assessment of the potential

for damage to radioactive material transport casks
17. Safety evaluation on transport of fuel at sea and test program on full scale cask in Japan
18. Potential crush loading of radioactive material packages in highway, rail and marine

accidents. Regulatory report
19. Ship accident studies
20. Safety of HLW shipments
21. Development of accident event trees and evaluation of safety system failure modes for

the nuclear Ultra Large Crude Carrier (ULCC). Final report
22. Report on probability of collisions on selected routes. Vol. I. Final report, January

1976-October 1976
23. Study on the assessment of the effects of an airplane crash on the side wall of a nuclear

container ship. Untersuchung zur Beurteilung eines Flugzeugabsturzes auf die
Seitenwand eines nuklearen Containerschiffes

24. A probabilistic safety assessment of radioactive materials transport. An estimation
method of marine accident probability of the exclusive ship

25. Data and methods for the assessment of the risks associated with the maritime transport
of radioactive materials. Results of the SeaRAM program studies. Volume 1: Main
report

26. Data and methods for the assessment of the risks associated with the maritime transport
of radioactive materials. Results of the SeaRAM program studies. Volume 2:
Appendices

27. Extension of ship accident analysis to multiple-package shipments
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28. The effect of cargo on the crash loading of RAM transportation packages in ship
collisions

29. SeaRAM: A DOE evaluation of maritime accident risk assessment data and methods
30. Public concerns about RAM transport-communicating engineering data on risk
31. Structural analysis in support of the waterborne transport of radioactive materials
32. Calculation of shipboard fire conditions for radioactive materials packages with the

methods of computational fluid dynamics
33. Subjecting spent-fuel shipments to extreme environments
34. Caldecott Tunnel fire thermal environments: regulatory considerations and probabilities
35. Radiological consequences of ship collisions that might occur in Ports during the

shipment of foreign research reactor spent nuclear fuel to the United States in break-
bulk freighters

36. A comparison of methods for evaluating structure during ship collisions
37. Experimental measurement of a shipboard fire environment with simulated radioactive

materials packages
38. Comments on a paper tilted "The sea transport of vitrified high-level radioactive wastes:

Unresolved safety issues'
39. Transportation accident scenarios for commercial spent fuel
40. Design of an experiment to measure the fire exposure of radioactive materials packages

aboard container cargo ships
41. Experimental ship fire measurements with simulated radioactive cargo
42. Transport accident frequency data, their sources and their application in risk assessment
43. A study of flask transport impact hazards
44. Nuclear waste shipping container response to severe accident conditions, A brief

critique of the modal study
45. Environmental impact of transporting radioactive materials
46. A transport incident database
47. Thirty-five years experience of transport accidents and incidents involving radioactive

materials
48. Analysis of accident database for PSA studies on transport of radioactive material in

India
49. Accident with packages for ram on a German autobahn
50. A review of transport incidents involving radioactive material in India
51. UK transport events and international cooperation
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ANNEX V. Publication Titles for
"Package Response to Accident Forces Greater than Regulatory Requirements "

1. Particle size - An important factor in environmental consequence modeling
2. Safety assessment of leak tightness criteria for radioactive materials transport packages
3. Probabilistic risk assessment and nuclear waste transportation: A case Study of the use

of RADTRAN in the 1986 Environmental Assessment for Yucca Mountain
4. Analysis of RADTRAN transportation modes
5. Shipping flasks in severe rail accidents
6. A method for determining the spent-fuel contribution to transport cask containment

requirements
7. Transportation accidents/incidents involving radioactive materials -1991)
8. Radioactive material package test standards and performance requirements - public

perception
9. Testing of package design AWG 668 to the 1985 IAEA Regulations (as amended 1990)
10. Testing of AWE (A) package design AWG 446Eu4 to IAEA (1985) Regulations

Standard
11. A guide for thermal testing transport package for radioactive material: Hypothetical

accident conditions
12. Thermal test options
13. STACE: Source Term Analyses for Containment Evaluations of transport casks
14. Technical problems encountered during certification of a Type B (plutonium) package

(U)
15. Total safety assessment for transportation of radioactive wastes
16. Demonstration test for transporting vitrified high-level radioactive wastes
17. Risk minimization for shipping and storage containers for radioactive material by

performance testing
18. Test facilities for radioactive material transport packages (Sandia National Laboratories,

USA)
19. Thermal testing transport packages for radioactive materials: Reality vs regulation
20. Testing of the sealing arrangements for the Nirex re-usable shielded transport

containers
21. Hypothetical accident condition thermal analysis and testing of a Type B drum package
22. Packaging design criteria for the Type B Drum
23. A comprehensive set of tools for transportation risk assessment
24. Convective effects in a regulatory and proposed fire model
25. Transportation accident response of a high-capacity truck cask for spent fuel
26. Thermal analyses of a generic rail cask model and thermal response of a test article

using different high-temperature boundary conditions
27. Potential fuel damage within a shipping cask following a postulated impact accident
28. The modal study
29. Containment analysis for Type B packages used to transport various contents
30. Packaging for the transport of plutonium
31. Shipping container response to severe highway and railway accident conditions: Main

report
32. Evaluation of the safety margins for the resistance of radioactive material transport

containers during a fire of long duration
33. Analysis, scale modeling, and full-scale testing of shipping containers for radioactive

materials
34. Potential crush loading of radioactive material packages in highway, rail and marine

accidents. Regulatory report
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35. A critical review of safety assessments for the transport of plutonium nitrate solution
between Dounreay and Windscale. A report prepared for Greenpeace Ltd

36. Mechanical analysis of a transportation accident involving empty shipping casks for
radioactive materials near Hilda, South Carolina, in November 1982

37. Assessing the estimated cost and risk of nuclear waste transport to potential commercial
nuclear waste repository sites

38. Experimental determination of radionuclide release and transport from spent fuel
exposed to cask fire environment

39. Upgrading the DOT 6M-2R shipping package
40. The CEGB successfully drops a spent fuel flask in public
41. Probabilistic assessment of spent fuel shipping cask response to severe transportation

accident conditions. Report summary
42. Evaluation of current regulations and real accident conditions
43. The approach of risk and safety evaluation in radioactive waste transport by road, rail,

air and sea: a report from PATRAM '92
44. Radiological consequences of ship collisions that might occur in US ports during the

shipment of foreign research reactor spent nuclear fuel to the US in break-bulk
freighters

45. Quantitative risk assessment of hazardous materials transport systems
46. Evaluation of safety margin of packaging for radioactive materials transport during a

severe fire. Evaluation des marges de securite des emballages de transport de matieres
radioactives dans des conditions d'environnement de feu severes

47. Evaluation of the safety factors for radioactive material transport packagings under
severe fire conditions. Evaluation des marges de securite des emballages de transport de
matieres radioactives dans des conditions d'envrionnement de feu severes

48. Drop tests onto unyielding targets. Proceedings
49. A method for comparing impacts with real targets to impacts onto the IAEA unyielding

target
50. A method for relating impacts with yielding and unyielding targets
51. Behaviour of a package dropped onto yielding and unyielding targets
52. Crashworthiness of the AT-400A shipping container
53. Target effects on package response: An experimental and analytical evaluation
54. Impact analysis of a nuclear transport flask
55. High-speed impact test of an air-transportable plutonium nitrate shipping container
56. Analysis of a high speed train impact on a fuel transport flask
57. The effect of cargo on the crush loading of RAM transportation packages in ship

collisions
58. Shipping container response to three severe railway accident scenarios
59. Probabilistic assessment of spent-fuel cladding breach
60. STACE. An integrated code for evaluating spent-fuel transport cask containment
61. Spent fuel assembly source term sensitivity parameters
62. A methodology for evaluating the response of spent fuel subjected to regulatory

transportation accidents
63. Spent fuel assembly source term parameters
64. Extra-regulatory impact tests and analyses of the structural evaluation test unit
65. Estimates of fire environments in ship holds containing radioactive material packages
66. Testing of the structural evaluation test unit
67. An assessment of simplified methods to determine damage from ship-to-ship collisions
68. Analysis of a ship-to-ship collision
69. Analytical determination of package response to severe impact
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70. Risk assessment for transport operations
71. Analyses of the transportation of spent research reactor fuel in the United States
72. Safety assessment of spent fuel transportation through urban regions
73. Non-radiological impacts of transporting radioactive material
74. An experimental source term data base for assessing the safety of spent fuel

transportation
75. Improved safety assessment of spent fuel transportation in extreme environments
76. Safety assessment of spent fuel transportation in extreme environments
77. Regulatory and extra-regulatory testing to demonstrate radioactive material packaging

safety
78. Comments on a paper tilted 'The sea transport of vitrified high-level radioactive wastes:

Unresolved safety issues'
79. Analytical methodology for estimating the environmental impacts of the transportation

of nuclear waste
80. Response of spent LWR fuel to extreme environments
81. An experimental database for estimating the consequences of a hypothetical sabotage

attack on a spent fuel shipping cask
82. An assessment of the response of spent fuel transports to malevolent acts
83. Experimental source term data base for assessing the safety of spent fuel transportation
84. Response of elastomeric packaging components to a corrosive simulant mixed waste
85. Data and methods for the assessment of the risks associated with the maritime transport

of radioactive materials. Results of the SeaRAM program studies. Volume 1: Main
report

$6. Data and methods for the assessment of the risks associated with the maritime transport
of radioactive materials. Results of the SeaRAM program studies. Volume 2:
Appendices

87. A comparison of regulatory impacts to real target impacts
88. Extension of ship accident analysis to multiple-package shipments
89. SeaRAM: A DOE evaluation of maritime accident risk assessment data and methods
90. Konrad transport study: Safety analysis of the transportation of radioactive waste to the

Konrad waste disposal site
91. Import/export of irradiated fuel and radioactive waste to and from the United Kingdom
92. Risk associated with the transport of radioactive materials in the fuel cycle
93. Radiological risks of transports to central waste management facilities. Das

radiologische Risiko von Transporten zu zentralen Entsorgungsanlagen
94. Risk assessment with INTERTRAN for a subset of transports of radioactive materials

in the Federal Republic of Germany
95. Summary of the risk assessment made of the transport of plutonium nitrate
96. Environmental impact of transporting radioactive materials
97. Transport risk assessment study for reprocessing waste materials to be returned from

France to Germany. Final report
98. Consideration of impact behaviour of radioactive packages onto real targets
99. An environmental impact assessment for sea transport of high level radioactive waste
100. Probabilistic safety assessment for the transport of radioactive waste to a UK repository

at Sellafield
101. The development of transport PRA techniques
102. Risk assessment for transport operations
103. Probabilistic safety assessment for radioactive material transport - A perspective and

example application from the UK
104. Plutonium transport by air - The role of enhanced severity package tests in regulation
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105. Nuclear cask testing films misleading and misused
106. Nuclear waste shipping container response to severe accident conditions, A brief

critique of the modal study
107. Latest nuclear dilemma: waste shipment peril explored
108. High-speed impact test of an air-transportable plutonium nitrate shipping container
109. Extended testing of a modified 18B plutonium nitrate shipping container
110. Relative response of type B packagings to regulatory and other impact test

environments
111. The application of probabilistic assessment methods in irradiated fuel transport
112. The development of transport PRA techniques
113. Drafting of an ISO standard for leakage tests on packaging for the transport of

radioactive material
114. Use of the pressure drop technique for testing radioactive containers
115. The transport of aerosols through ultrafine leak paths
116. Twenty years of experience in spent fuel shipment from German nuclear power plants -

a view of the competent authority
117. A screening model for calculating the risks of transporting high level radioactive waste
118. Animation of environmental assessment at sinking of vessel transporting radioactive

materials
119. Event tree analysis of accidents during transport of radioactive materials in Japan. The

assessment about the tunnel fire
120. Consideration of impact behaviour of radioactive packages onto real targets
121. Long-term scalability of spent fuel casks
122. Total safety assessment for transportation of radioactive wastes
123. A probabilistic safety assessment of radioactive materials transport
124. The safety assessment of radioactive material transpotation at sea
125. Safety analysis on transportation of radioactive materials by truck in Japan
126. A probabilistic safety assessment of radioactive materials transport. Construction of

risk curve in tunnel fire accidents
127. A probabilistic safety assessment of radioactive materials transport. A risk analysis of

LLW package handling at harbor
128. The penetration of micron-sized spherical particles through ultrafine capillaries of short

length
129. The penetration of aerosols through fine orifices
130. Transport of multiassembly sealed canisters
131. Study on long-term sealability of gaskets for spent fuel storage cask
132. Performance characteristics of O-ring seals for radioactive material packages when

subjected to extreme temperatures
133. Testing of ethylene propylene seals for the GA-4/GA-9 casks
134. Experimental determination of gasket contact pressure in a bolted flange connection
135. Sealing arrangement for radioactive material
136. Behaviour of elastomeric seals at low temperature
137. The modelling of aerosol sampling by fine capillaries and small orifices
138. The transport of micron-sized particles through short capillaries
139. Modelling leaktightness in a sealing system using elastomeric seal
140. Type B plutonium transport package development that uses metallic filaments and

composite materials
141. Long-term sealability of spent fuel casks
142. Study on sealing characteristics of elastomer O-rings under low temperature
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143. Evaluation method of gas leakage rate from transportation of radioactive materials:
Effect of kinds of gases on leakage rate

144. Mixed waste chemical compatibility with packaging components
145. Testing of neutron-irradiated ceramic-to-metal seals
146. Radioactive material package seal tests
147. Leakage of transport container seals during slow thermal cycling to -40oC
148. Development of sealed Type B transport containers for the transport of intermediate

level radioactive waste
149. Latching device for securing a closure to a cask for transporting radioactive waste
150. Packaging for storage and transport of fissile materials. Emballage d'entreposage et de

transport de matieres fissiles
151. Approximating the leakage testing acceptance criteria for packages designed to

transport radioactive material
152. Performance characteristics of o-ring seals for radioactive material packages when

subjected to extreme temperatures
153. Cask systems development program seal technology
154. Effects of mixed waste simulants on transportation packaging plastic components
155. Recent work on the leakage of aerosols through capillaries that model container seals
156. The penetration of aerosols through fine capillaries
157. Radioactive material package seal technology experiments
158. Performance testing of elastic metal seals under static and dynamic load
159. Leaktightness definitions for and leakage tests on packages for the transport of

radioactive materials
160. Operational/preshipment leak testing of large transport packages
161. Containment of radioactive powders by seals
162. Closure system for a spent fuel storage cask
163. Studies on sealing systems and tight containers for transport and storage of radioactive

materials. Untersuchung von Dichtsystemen und dichten Umschliessungen zum
Transport und zur Lagerung radioaktiver Stoffe

164. Closure for casks containing radioactive materials
165. Method and device for the loading and sealing of a double container system for the

storage of radioactive material and a seal for the double container system
166. Transport and/or storage container for radioactive substances. Transport- und/oder

Lagerbehaelter fuer radioaktive Substanzen
167. Investigation of sealing materials and tight enclosure systems with regard to transport

and disposal of radioactive waste. Interim report 1986. Untersuchung von
Dichtsystemen und dichten Umschliessungen zum Transport und zur Lagerung
radioaktiver Stoffe. Zwischenbericht 1986

168. Testing of elastomer seals using small-size rigs
169. Helium/solid powder O-ring leakage correlation experiments
170. Metallic seal testing
171. In-situ permeation tests of elastomeric O-ring seals
172. Leakage test methods demonstrating integrity of transport packagings, sealed

radioactive sources and special form radioactive material: A review of standardization
efforts and requirements

173. Permeation through elastomeric O-ring seals
174. Transport container storage. Pt. 3. Safety in hazardous-goods storage. Safety evaluation

of transport containers for dry intermediate storage of spent-fuel
elements.Transportbehaelterlager. T. 3. Sicherheit bei der Gefahrgutlagerung. Die
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sicherheitstechnische Begutachtung von Transportbehaeltern zur trockenen
Zwischenlagerung abgebrannter Brennelemente

175. Quick-sealing lid, especially for shipment containers for transport of unsealed and
sealed radiation sources. Rychlouzaver, zejmena transportnich obalu pro prepravU
otevrenych i uzavrenych zaricu

176. A method of producing a leakproof metallic jacket for sealed drums of highly
radioactive materials and device for carrying out such a method. Verfahren zur
Herstellung einer dichten und homogenen Gussumhuellung fuer ein Gebinde mit
hochradioaktivem Inhalt und Vorrichtung zur Durchfuehrung des Verfahrens

177. A bounding assessment method for correlating measured gas leaks to the possible loss
of particulate contents from radioactive materials packages

178. Helium/solid powder O-ring leakage correlation experiments using a radiotracer
179. Radiation-shielding transport and storage container and method of packaging

radioactive material
180. Factors influencing the design and assessment of elastomer seals for nuclear fuel

transport flasks
181. Crashworthy sealed pressure vessel for plutonium transport
182. Device and process for transporting and packing contaminating products in a leaktight

casing. Dispositif et procede de transfer! et de conditionnement dans une gaine etanche
de produits nocifs

183. Containment seal reliability testing
184. Investigation of gas leakage from sealing constructions at containments for radioactive

materials
185. Metallic seal testing
186. Fundamental studies on the performance of O-ring seal for cask
187. Criteria for and proof of leaktightness concerning casks for dry transport and

intermediate storage of spent LWR-fuel elements
188. Helium/solid powder O-ring leakage correlation experiments
189. Helium/solid powder O-ring leakage correlation experiments using a radiotracer
190. Criteria for and proof of leaktightness concerning casks for dry transport and

intermediate storage of spent LWR-fuel elements
191. Fundamental studies on the performance of O-ring for cask
192. Conical O-ring seal
193. A testing program to evaluate the effects of simulant mixed wastes on plastic

transportation packaging components
194. Performance characteristics of a self-sealing/self-healing barrier
195. Report of tests carried out on Viton O-ring seals to assess suitability for operation over

the temperature range -400 C to +2200 C when used in Package Design 2863B
196. Regulatory concerns for leakage testing of packagings with three O-ring closure seals
197. Leakage testing of packagings with three-O-ring closure seals
198. Prediction of packaging seal life using thermoanalytical techniques
199. Radioactive material package closures with the use of shape memory alloys
200. Ensuring the 50 year life of a fissile material container
201. Chemical compatibility screening test results
202. Automated leak test systems
203. INTERTRAN: A system for assessing the impact from transporting radioactive material
204. Safety in transportation of radioactive materials
205. Environmental Assessment of Urgent-Relief Acceptance of Foreign Research Reactor

Spent Nuclear Fuel
206. The risks of the Taiwan research reactor spent fuel project. Environmental assessment
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207. Shipment of Taiwanese research reactor spent nuclear fuel (Phase 2): Environmental
assessment
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ANNEX VL Publication Titles for
"Factors Affecting the Recovery Feasibility of Radioactive Material Packages involved

in Maritime Accidents"

1. The recovery of radioactive sources after a shipwreck: The case of the Mont-Louis
cargo and the implications of the M.S.C. Carla shipwreck

2. Seawater corrosion of radioactive material transport packages
3. Salvage response to maritime casualties
4. Draft guidelines for developing shipboard emergency pins for vessels carrying

materials subject to the INF Code
5. United Kingdom experience in the use of dedicated ships to transport irradiated nuclear

fuel
6. Emergency response packaging: A conceptual outline
7. Analysis and evaluation of a radioactive waste package retrieved from the Farallon

Islands 900-meter disposal site
8. The salvaging of the Mont Louis cargo ship
9. The reporting on the Mont Louis shipwrecking. Die Berichterstattung ueber den

Schiffbruch der Mont Louis
10. The MONT LOUIS accident and nuclear safety. L'accident du MONT LOUIS et la

securite nucleaire
11. The Mont-Louis accident and nuclear safety. L'accident du Mont-Louis et la securite

nucleaire
12. Rescue container system for defective cylinders loaded with uranium hexafluoride
13. Case history: The sinking of the Mont-Louis and nuclear safety
14. The accident of the cargo Mont-Louis on Saturday August 25th 1984. L'accident du

Mont-Louis, le samedi 25 aout 1984
15. Uranium hexafluoride and the 'Mont Louis1

16. Emergency response arrangements for the transport of irradiated nuclear fuel from
Japan to Europe in Japanese territorial waters

17. Emergency response arrangements for the transport of irradiated nuclear fuel from
Japan to Europe

18. Transport of irradiated nuclear fuel by sea
19. Decision for and financing of the salvage of the Soviet nuclear submarine lost at sea in

1989 in order to remove the risk of a radioactive contamination. Bergung und
Finanzierung des 1989 gesunkenen sowjetischen Atom-U-Boots angesichts der Gefahr
einer radioaktiven Verseuchung

20. Recovery of low-level radioactive-waste packages from deep-ocean disposal sites,
September 1990. Final report

21. Capabilities of a remote work vehicle
22. The development of a package for the salvage and transport of dangerous goods

meeting limits for solid LSA-II/SCO-II (LSA-III when transported under exclusive use)
in compliance with the IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive
Material -1985 edition (as amended 1990)

23. Packaging for the transport and storage of spent sealed sources in Brazil
24. Comments on a paper tilted 'The sea transport of vitrified high-level radioactive wastes:

Unresolved safety issues'
25. Recovery of low-level radioactive waste packages from deep ocean disposal sites.

Technical report
26. Integrity demonstration test of multi-stage type packages of radioactive wastes by free

descent to deepsea bed
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27. Analysis and evaluation of a radioactive waste package retrieved from the Atlantic 2800
meter disposal site. Technical note

28. Supporting system in emergency response plan for nuclear material transport accidents
29. Experience in the European transport of spent nuclear fuel
30. Irradiated fuel transport emergency arrangements
31. Current status of safety regulations and emergency responses for nuclear fuel

transportation in Japan
32. Emergency response planning for transport accidents involving radioactive materials
33. The need for emergency preparedness in transport of radioactive materials
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ANNEX VII. Publication Titles for
"Estimated Activity Releases from Packages Involved in Maritime Accidents"
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Search Results - Documents) 1 to 50 of 164 w
S e a r c h Reques t • HaSn: ye«r>» 1980 »ad Descriptors includes •CARBON I<" end Swscripwrc includes •aqyaiic eeocysteas*

Title

| 3 1 Radionuclide migration in the environment balance of their distribution in different media. Mouvements des
radionucleides dans 1'environnement: bilan de Ieur distribution dans les differents milieux

Q 2 Carbon isotope techniques

[ 3 1 Aquatic toxicology: Degradation of organic xenobiotics

£3 4 High-precision accelerator-mass-spectrometer radiocarbon dating of buried tidal-marsh soils - An approach to
estimating the frequency and coastal extent of subduction zone earthquakes in Oregon and Washington

f̂ J 5_ Sediment-water nutrient interactions in fish pond ecosystems

O & Residues of 14C-endosulfan in plant, soil, and water of a rice ecosystem

£ 3 7 Use of isotopes in studies of pesticides in rice-fish ecosystems. Report of a final research co-ordination meeting held
in Bangkok, Thailand, 11-15 November 1991

O & Distribution and effect of 14C-endosulf an in a rice paddy-fish microecosystem

jTjf £ Fate of chlorpyrifos in a model rice-fish ecosystem

[ j 1& Research on fate of fenitrothion in a rice/fish/azolla ecosystem

O 11 Residues of 14C-fenitrothion in a model paddy-fish ecosystem

Q 12 Study on residues of 14C-Fenitrothion in a model rice-fish ecosystem and in a field rice-fish ecosystem

O 1^ Express analysis of strontium-90 determination in natural waters. Ehkspress-metodika opredeleniya strontsiya-90 v
prirodnykh vodakh

P | 14 Natural radioactivity in the aquatic components of the main French rivers

Qj 15 Absorption of radionuclides and other solutes in a natural wetland system

13 IS 2 I0Po, 210Pb, ^ R a in aquatic ecosystems and polders, anthropogenic sources, distribution and enhanced radiation
doses in The Netherlands

O 12 Evaluation of salt marsh hydrology using radium as a tracer

O i& Investigation of heavy metal concentration profiles in selected North Frisian saltmarshes using radiological methods.
Untersuchungen zum langjaehrigen Verlauf von Schwermetalldepositionen in ausgewaehlten
schleswig-holsteinischen Salzmarschen auf der Basis von Radionuklidmessungen

O 12 Environmental conditions for travertine formation in Karst

|T| 2£> Preliminary estimate of long-term carbon accumulation and loss in 25 boreal peatlands

O 21 High resolution 14C dating of surface peat using the AMS technique

jfjl 22 Isotope geochemistry of gas and water samples from deep peats in boreal Canada

O 21 Radioisotopes in periphyton and sediments from the Kolubara river and its tributaries

O 24 Analysis of water and soil from the wetlands of Upper Three Runs Creek. Volume 2A, Analytical data packages

September—October 1991 sampling
O 21 Analysis of water and soil from the wetlands of Upper Three Runs Creek. Volume 2B: Analytical data packages,

January—February i 992 sampling

O 2<2 Analysis of water and soil from the wetlands of Upper Three Runs Creek. Volume 1, Summary report

[ j 27 Analysis of water and soil from the wetlands of Upper Throe Runs Creek. Volume 3, Wetlands survey maps

O 21 Study on behaviour of CR formulation of thiobencarb in a model paddy field

Q 2 i Study on residues of I4C-fenitrothion in model rice-fish ecosystem and field rice-fish ecosystem

O 212 Phytoplankton productivity and biomass in the Charlotte Harbor estuarinc system, Florida

jPJ 21 Assessment of primary production in a eutrophic lake from carbon and nitrogen isotope ratios of a carnivorous fish. A
pond smelt

O 22 Radium concentration factors and their use in health and environmental risk assessment
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Search Results - Document(s) 51 to 100 of 164

Search Request - Main: year>» 19S0 and Descriptors includes 'CARBON 1<* and Descriptors includes -aquatic ecosystems-

Title
j p 51 Mechanism of radium-226 transfer from sediments and water to marine fishes

O 52 Orientating investigation to Polonium-210 and other radionuclides in Dutch aquatic ecosystems. Orienterend
onderzoek naar Polonium-220 en andere radionucliden in Nederiandse aquatische ecosystemen

fj 53. The determination of environmental levels of uranium and thorium series isotopes and I37Cs in aquatic and terrestrial
samples

O 51 Fate of 14C maiathion in model aquatic ecosystem

O 21 Behaviour of' 4C-carbaryi in model rice-fish ecosystem

O 3£ Fate of 14C-carbofuran in rice-fish ecosystem

O 52 Uptake of radium by marine animals

Ij&f IS. Radium uptake by marine plants

Q 51 Radium uptake by freshwater plants

r ] 6£> Radium uptake by freshwater invertebrates

£} S i Radium uptake by freshwater fish

O ^ S S Natural radioactivity in the Baltic Sea

O £2. Radium-226 and radium-228 in Tej o river ecosystems

i^ff id Assessing radiological consequences of discharge of radioactive materials to the environment: modes, pathways,
doses

Q §1 Biogeochemical ecology of aquaculture ponds

Q ££. Protection of Aboriginal diet

Q §2 210Pb(21l0Po) speciation of aquatic deposits. Refinement and utility

iQ £2. Transfer of radionuclides at the uranium and thorium decay chains in aquatic and terrestrial environments

Of £2 Rn 2 2 2 in the Black Sea waters. Rn 222 v vodakh chernogo morya

O 2S Intercomparison of model calculation of the turnover of Ra-226 within an aquatic ecosystem

O 21 Radium-226 accumulation by the waterlily, Nymphaea vioiacea

O 22 Natural radioactivity in the principal constituents of French river ecosystems

jTJ 212 2 6Ra and 22S Ac in a freshwater ecosystem

O 24 Particle-based lake model for calculating dose commitment

jHj 25 Alligator Rivers Region Research Institute: annual research summary 1987-88

O 26 Studies on radioactivity in aquatic and atmospheric environs of coastal Karnataka, Kaiga and Goa

O 22 Mass balance and nitrogen accumulation in hummocks on a south Swedish bog during the late holocene

O 2E Using the radium quartet for evaluating groundwater input and water exchange in salt marshes

O 2 i Variability in dose estimates associated with the food-chain transport and ingestion of selected radionuclides

O Sfi s i z e distribution of autotrophy and microheterotrophy in reservoirs: implications for foodweb structure

O Si Nuclear methods in environmental protection in Hungary

r j 22 A comparative study of the N metabolism of phytoplankton and periphy ton communities in oligotrophic lakes. Part of
a coordinated programme on isotopic-iracer-aided research and monitoring on agricultural residue - biological
interactions in aquatic ecosystems. Final report for the period 1 July 1977 - 30 June 1982

r j S i Pesticides in limnic metabolism: a review on the application of nuclear techniques

Q M Pesticide residues in fish with emphasis on the application of nuclear techniques

| 3 S4 Carbon isotope analysis of carbonaceous compounds in Puget Sound and Lake Washington
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O 2 i Experimental study and modelization of radium transfer in a simplified aquatic ecosystem. Etude experimemale et
modelisation du transfert du radium dans un ecosysteme aquatique simplifie

Q 34 High-precision accelerator-mass-spectrometer radiocarbon dating of submerged tidal-marsh soils - An approach to
estimating the frequency and coastal extent of subduction zone earthquakes in Oregon and Washington

ijjg 35 The total alpha particle radioactivity for some components of marine ecosystems
]T| 2& The cycling of climatically active dimethyl sulfide (DMS) in the marine euphotic zone: Biological and chemical

constraints on the flux to the atmosphere
O 22 Influence of diesel contamination on the benthic microbial/meiofaunal food web of a Louisiana salt marsh

13 2E. Assessment of the potential environmental fate and effects of oil-fieid discharge waters containing 226radium

O 2£ Environmental contaminants in oil field produced waters discharged into wetlands

O ^ Experimental study of the utilization of detritus derived from three microphytes by the bivalve Abra ovata. Etude
experimentale des niveaux d'utilisation des detritus derives de trois microphytes par le bivalve Abra ovata (Philippi)

O £1 Radioecological aspects of the Kaveri river environment

|^ | 42 On the concentration factors of some radionuciides in aquatic organisms in freshwater environment
Q 11 Late-glacial and holocene vegetation dynamics in central Italy, swamp of Colfiorito (Umbria). Etude de la dynamique

vegetale tardiglaciaire et holocene en Italic centrale: le marais de Colfiorito (Ombrie)

Q 44 Distribution of carbofuran in a simulated fish/duckweed aquatic ecosystem

iQ ^ Natural radioactivity in Kaveri river ecosystem

Q 4£ Radionuciides in the aquatic environment of a phosphatic fertilizer plant

O ££ Radionuclide and heavy metal concentrations in water, sediments and biota in the vicinity of Cluff mining operations
f£f1i& Fate and bioaccumulation of soil-associated low-level naturally occurring radioactivity following disposal into a

marine ecosystem. Final report

Q £3.23OPb/226Ra disequilibria in otoliths of blue grenadier, (Macruronus novaezelandiae). Problems associated with
radiometric aging

£3 SO. Radioactivity in the Canadian aquatic environment

Search Results - Documents) 1 to 50 of 164
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228^

O

££ Determination of shell deposition rates of Arctica islandica from the New York Bight using natural 228P
and bomb-produced 14C

87 Comparative studies of the nitrogen metabolism of phytoplankton and periphyton in oligotrophic lakes

S&The influence of the organophosphorus insecticides acephate and parathion upon the heterotrophic bacteria of two
freshwater ecosystems

§2 The fate of dichlobenil in an aquatic ecosystem

9£ A fluorescence test for detecting environmental chemicals affecting photosynthesis

21 Interaction of pesticides and microorganisms in aquatic ecosystems. Part of a coordinated programme on
isotopic-tracer-aided research and monitoring on agricultural residue-biological interactions in aquatic ecosystems.
Final report for the period 1 November 1980 - 30 June 1982

22 Live controls for radioisotope tracer food chain experiments using meiofauna

21 Models and parameters for environmental radiological assessments

94 Natural and artificial enhanced radioactivity in the Lake Kerkini and the River Strymon (Greece)

9Ji Behavior of pirimicarb in aquatic ecosystem

26 Radioactive impact of some phosphogypsum piles in soils and salt marsh evaluated by gamma-ray spectrometry

22 Studies on 14C labelled chlorpyrifos in model marine ecosystem

9JL Modei ecosystems for predicting the behaviour of pesticides in the environment

99 Fate of pesticides in a model rice paddy ecosystem

1Q& Distribution and fate of 14C-DDT in microcosm experiments simulating the tropical marine environment of the Bay
of Bengal

Search Results - Documents) 51 to 100 of 164
5RT
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Search Results • Documents) 101 to 150 of 164 sa

Search Re<}Uest - Kain: year>" 1980 and Descriptors includes 'CARBON 14* and Descriptors includes "aquatic ecosystems

O

Title

O i&i ^ fropicai coastal lagoon affected by agricultural activities. The importance of radiolabelled pesticide studies

Distribution and fate of I4C-DDT in the estuarine environment of the north of Viet Nam

Radium-226 levels in the Cauvery river ecosystem, India

Radionuclide concentration by marine components in the Romanian Black Sea sector. Concentrarea radionuclizilor
de catre componente marine din sectorul romanesc al Marii Negre

O ^ Radioactivity of marine environment: pr occupations of the Romanian Institute of Marine Research at Constanta
(1977-1995). Radioactivitatea mediului marin: Preocupari ale Institutului de Cercetari Marine din Constanta

O i^S Marine reservoir corrections for bowhead whale radiocarbon age determinations

jTJ 10? Development of aquatic plant bioassays for rapid screening and interpretive risk assessments of metal mining liquid
waste waters

Utilization of energy-charge, ETS and 14C-assimilation measurements for the study of microplanktonic activity in
coastal waters under the influence of urban sewage. Utilisation des mesures de charge energetique, dTETS et de
14C-assimilation pour le suivi de l'activite microplanctonique dans des eaux cotieres sous l'influence de rejets urbains
Application of low-level gamma spectroscopy for determination of natural and artificial radionuclides, as found in
sediments and organisms of the deep sea. Einsatz der Low-Levei-Gammaspektrometrie zur Bestimmung natuerlicher
und kuenstlicher Radionuklide am Beispiel von Sedimenten und Organismen aus der Tiefsee

jHj HO Ecological studies in the middle reach of Chesapeake Bay. Calvert Cliffs

Q i l l Radio-ecological study of the Lodeve mining complex (France) 1981-1985.Etuderadioecologiquedu complexe
minier de Lodeve (France) 1981 -1985

Q i l l Hydrochemical and isotopic study of the Botucatu aquifer ground waters in Sao Paulo State. Estudo hidroquimico e
isotopico das aguas subterraneas do aquifero Botucatu no Estado de Sao Paulo

O ^ 3 Decomposition in pelagic marineecosytems

O i i i Alligator Rivers Region Research Institute: annual research summary 1986-87

O U 5 Fate of carbofuran in rice-fish ecosystem

jTj 116 The development and decline of phytoplankton blooms in the southern Benguela upwelling region

O i l l Role of algae in water quality regulation in NPP water reservoirs. Rol' vodoroslej v regulirovanii kachestva vody v
vodoemakh-okhladitelyakh

£3 118 Methods for measuring specific rates of mercury methylation and degradation and their use in determining factors
controlling net rates of mercury methylation

Q i i£Fate of the pyrethroid insecticide deltamethrin in small ponds: a mass balance study

O - ^ Behaviour of 14C-niclosamide in aquatic systems

O i ^ i Photosynthetic carbon metabolism in freshwater phytoplankton

|2 | 122 Bacterial growth on macrophyte leachate and fate of bacterial production

O J21 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1985

Q J24.Efficient algal bioassay based on short-term photosynthetic response

O 12& About the sorption of C-14 labelled gamma-hexachlorcyclohexane (lindane) in the ng/1-range at geogene adsorbers.
Zur Sorption von 14C-markiertem gamma-Hexachlorcyclohexan (Lindan) im ng/1-Bereich an geogenen Adsorbern

O ^ Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1984

O 127 Impact of nitrogen and phosphorus on) 714C{lignocellulose decomposition by stream wood microflora.)}

O i2& Nitrogen dynamics in stream wood samples incubated with ) 714C{lignocellulose and potassium715N(nitrate.))

O i^?_ Aquatic fate of synfuel residuals: bioaccumulation of aniline and phenol by the freshwater phytoplankter
Scenedesmus quadricauda

Q B 0 Biogeochemical cycling of lignocellulosic carbon in marine and freshwater ecosystems: relative contributions of
procaryotes and eucaryotes
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O ^ 1 Bacterioplankton: a sink for carbon in a coastal marine plankton community

H3 332 Impact of UV-B- radiation upon estuarine microcosms

£3 122. Active uptake of dissolved organic matter by Potamophylax cingulatus (Trichoptera) larvae

O 121 Cleansing crews in ground water. Putzkolonnen im Grundwasser

Q H i Effect of temperature on heterotrophic glucose uptake, mineralization, and turnover rates in lake sediments

O 12£ Phytoplankton biomass and production in the upwelling region of NW Africa. Relationships with hydrographic
parameters

!Tj 137 Use of radio gas chromatography in studying breakdown processes of organic matter in aquatic ecosystems

iTJ 138 Use of the heterotrophic activity technique as an indicator of aquatic pollution

O 122. Case and comparative studies on xenobiotics in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems

]Tj 140 Isotope studies of nitrogen transformations in Castle Lake, California

O HIEutrophication of waters. Estimations and consequences

]T] 142 Effects of fertilizer residues on primary production in Lake Steinhuder Meer

O 141 Kinetics of extracellular release of 14C-labelled organic carbon by submerged macrophytes

O i M Liquid scintillation counting for I4C uptake of single algal cells isolated from natural samples

O l ^ i Fate of permethrin in model outdoor ponds

O ^46 Photosynthesis in submersed macrophytes of a temperate lake

Q 147 Carbon 14 in the aquatic food chain. Kohlenstoff 14 in der aquatischen Nahrungskette

O HiMannitol uptake and utilisation by marine Vibrio and Pseudomonas strains

jTJ 149 A study of the seasonal dynamics of three phycoperiphy tic communities using nuclear track autoradiography. Pt. 1.
Inorganic carbon uptake

PI 15Q Utilization of kelp detritus by the ribbed mussed Aulacomya ater (Molina)

Search Results - Documents) 101 to 150 of 164
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Search Results • Documents) 151 to 164 of 164

Search Reques t • Main: year>" 19S0 and Descriptors includes 'CARBON !<• and Descriptors includes "ivyjatSc ecosystems-

Title

j[J£i§l Chemical behavior of long-lived radionuclides in the marine environment

P f i 5 2 Analysis of a benthic community food web using isotopicaliy labelled potential food

O ^52 Relative contributions of bacteria and fungi to rates of degradation of lignocellulosic detritus in salt-marsh sediments

i 3 i Long-term studies of liquid radioactive waste effluents from a PWR nuclear power plant. Etude de plusieurs annees
sur les effluents radioactifs liquides rejetes par une centrale nucieaire PWR

[jj 155. High resolution palaeoclimate records from Indonesia, Australia and Antarctica: The High Resolution Palaeoclimate
Records Project

O i i f i Transfer of 226Ra, 228Ra, 210Pb and 21oPo in aquatic organisms and food chain

O -^52 36Ci, l2H and noble gas isotope systematics in groundwaters from the Lac du Bonnet Batholith, Manitoba, Canada

O £*§• Transfer factors of trace elements and radionuclides in the marine environment of India

O 159 Geochemical consequences of microbiological processes on the northwestern Black sea shelf Geokhimicheskie
posledstviya mikrobiologicheskikh protsessov na severo-zapadnom shel'fe Chernogo morya

O iS&Fate of 14C-Iabelled pesticides in marine environment

jHj i<51 Degradation, release and bioavailability of DDT/DDE residues to oysters using radiolabelled techniques

O i S ^ Impact of a coal fired power plant on 226Ra activity level in sea water

&*M£

| l&l Magnitude of [34C]carbofuran in marine ecosystem

amma spectrometry for 2 1 0 Pb and 22S Ra determination in marine sediments collected at the south coast of Sao
Paulo - Brazil Determinacao de 210 Pb e 2 2 6 Ra por espectrometria gama em sedimentos marinhos do Iitoral sul de
Sao Paulo, Brasil

Search Results - Document(s) 151 to 164 of 164
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Search Results - Document(s) 1 to 50 of 71

Search Reques t - Kain: y«j>r>- !S80 and Descriptors includes -KATUKAL RADIOACTIVITY- and Descriptors inciudon "aquatic ecocy«ens'

Title

Q i Natural radioactivity in the aquatic components of the main French rivers

£J 2 Absorption of radionuclides and other solutes in a natural wetland system

O 2.2I °Po,21 °Pb, ̂ R a in aquatic ecosystems and polders, anthropogenic sources, distribution and enhanced radiation
doses in The Netherlands

f*j 4 Some topics on radioecological research in marine environment

!TJ 1IOGCC/DOE oil and gas environmental workshop

| 3 £ HTO emission from contaminated surfaces and distribution in the environmental media. 1. Summary of data collected
during field study in Canada in July 1992

£3 2 Radiological Protection Institute of Ireland activities and responsibilities

! £ | / 8 Comparison of concentrations of natural and artificial radionuclides in Plankton from French Polynesian and
Australian coastal waters

O 2 210Pb and 23OPo in sediments and suspended matter in the Tagus estuary, Portugal: Local enhancement of natural
levels by wastes from phosphate ore processing industry

Q I S A biological and radiological surveys of species from the Juragua Nuclear Plant neighboring meso littoral area.
Levantamiento biologico y radiologico de las especies que habitan la zona mesolitoral adyacente a la central
electronuclear de Juragua

O i i Study of the dynamics of accumulation and lost of cesium 137 in species likely bio indicators of radioactive
contamination in the Juragua Nuclear Power Plant neighboring meso littoral area. Estudio de la dinamica de
acumulacion y perdida de cesium 137 en especies posible bioindicadores de la contamination radiactiva en la zona
mesolitoral aledana a la central electronuclear de Juragua

Q XL Enhancement of natural radioactivity in soils and salt-marshes surrounding a non-nuclear industrial complex

. Present status of marine environmen tal radioactivity survey in the sea of Japan

H Natural radioactivity in Kaveri river ecosystem

-i£ Environmental radioactivity in the ecosystem of Gulf of Mannar, India

ji6 Behaviour of transplutonium elements in the environment. Povedenie transplutonievykh ehlementov v
okruzhayushchej srede

O J-2 Radionuclides and ionizing radiation in water management. Radionuklidy a ionizujici zareni ve vodnim hospodarstvi
O! /I& Elementary analyses in behalf of the project: Orientating investigation to Polonium-210 and other radionuclides in

Dutch aquatic ecosystems. Elementair analyses t.b.v. het project: Orienterend onderzoek naar Polonium-210 en
andere radionucliden in Nederlandse aquatische ecosystemen

f ^ l 2 Orientating investigation to Polonium-210 and other radionuclides in Dutch aquatic ecosystems. Orienterend
onderzoek naar Polonium-210 en andere radionucliden in Nederlandse aquatische ecosystemen

|[3 2fi Radionuclides in aquatic environments

| * j k l Radioactivity in north European waters: report of Working Group 2 of CEC project MARINA

!•! 22 Natural radioactivity in the Baltic Sea

jTf 2 i Radium-226 and radium-228 in Tejo river ecosystems

! 3 & £ Natural tracers in dietary studies: Data for 210Po and 210Pb in decapod shrimp and other pelagic organisms in the
northeast Atlantic Ocean

O 25 Natural radioactivity in the principal constituents of French river ecosystems

Q 26 A study on distribution of natural radionuclide polonium-210 in a pond ecosystem

|vj 27 Uptake and distribution of radium and uranium in the aquatic food chain

Q 2& Standarized input for Hanford environmental impact statements. Part II: site description

O 22 Hazardous substances in the drinking water. Schadstoffe im Trinkwasser
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2& The natural radiation environment of marine organisms and aspects of the human food chain

T^SL The relative mobility of natural (Th, Pb and Po) and fallout (Pu, Am, Cs) radionuclides in the coastal marine
environment: results from model ecosystems (MERL) and Narragansett Bay

O SIRaclioecology. Radiooekologie

| 3 a i Monitoring of hydrosphere radioactivity in the vicinity of Dukovany nuclear power plant. Sledovani radioaktivity
** hydrosfery v okoli j aderne elektrarny Dukovany

| 3 M Radioactive contamination of filamentous green algae in the Hungarian reach of the river Danube

21 Radioactivity of fish in the Hungarian reach of the river Danube

iS. Ocean disposal of radioactive wastes

jQ 22 Natural and artificial enhanced radioactivity in the Lake Kerkini and the River Strymon (Greece)

| 3 £& Radioactive impact of phosphate ore processing in a wet marshland in Southwestern Spain

Q 22 Impact of impoundments on the distribution of natural radioactivity in Kaveri river ecosystem (Tiruchiiapalli, India)

Of 10. Plutonium isotopes, 137Cs, 90Sr and natural radioactivity in marine sediments from Ghazaouet (Algeria)

O 41 Transfer of natural radionuclides from soils to plants in a wet marshland

jQ| 42 Proceedings of the sixth national symposium on environment: focal theme -environmental issues related to agriculture,
textile and leather
Polonium-210 in the environment- source, movement and distribution aspects

O 4* Transfer of natural radionuclides from soils to plants in a marsh enhanced by the operation of non-nuclear industries

jTJ 4J> Radiation detected in peat-production bogs located in various regions of Ukraine

O £§ Radium-226 levels in the Cauvery river ecosystem, India

jfj 47 Impact of radiation on the environment

iT] 48 Environmental radioactivity

!•! 49 Application of low-level gamma spectroscopy for determination of natural and artificial radionuclides, as found in
sediments and organisms of the deep sea. Einsatz der Low-Level-Oammaspektrometrie zur Bestimmung natuerlicher
und kuenstlicher Radionuklide am Beispiel von Sedimenten und Organismen aus der Tiefsee

f l 5£> Radiation

Search Results - Documents) 1 to 50 of 71
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S e a r c h Request-Ks<n: yoar>« 5S80 and Descriptors ineludoc -NATURA'- RADIOACTIVITY- and Descriptor.-; includes 'aquatic ococyscejns'

Title
r ? l Gamma radioactivity in the Iberian marine environment closest to the NEA dumping site

%j%/52. A provisional assessment of radiation regimes in deep ocean environments

jPjg ?3 Actinide isotopes in the marine environment

i Contribution to the study of radioactivity in marine organisms. Dosage of 2J0Po in Perna perna, L

35, Environmental studies at pre-operational and operational stages of nuclear power plants in Italy: chemical and
radioanalytical implications

5£ Nuclear waste ponds and streams on the Hanford site: an ecological search for radiation effects

2? Natural radioactivity in some specimens of the marine biota. Radioatividade natural em alguns especimens da biota
marinha

|H[ 5S Radioactive background in principal components of the Jihlava River ecosystem

O 52 Natural radioactivity background of stagnant water ecosystems in Dukovany nuclear power plant area. Prirozene
radioaktivni pozadi ekosystemu stojatych vod v oblasti jademe elektrarny Dukovany

Q gO Radioactivity background in the Jihlava river ecosystem prior to commissioning the Dukovany-Dalesice power
complex. Pozadi radioaktivity v ekosystemu reky Jihlavy v obdobi pred zahajenim provozu energetickeho komplexu
Dukovany-Dalesice

. Plutonium and americium in seaweed from the Channel Islands

0 £& Natural radioactivity around a prospected uranium mining area in Finnish Lapland

£3 fjQ. International Laboratory of Marine Radioactivity. Biennial Report 1981-1982

i Contamination due to radioactive materials

Environmental pathways of radioactivity to man

|3^«£ Variability of dose predictions for cesium-137 and radium-226 using the PRISM method

^ | 67 Lognormal distribution of natural radionuclides in freshwater ecosystems and coal-ash repositories

^J 6£ A study on the radioactivity profile of Polonium-210 in different freshwater habitats

^ | £2 Radium-228 in some bivalve molluscs from Gulf of Mannar, India

3 7J2 Marine radioecology. Final report
1 21 Tritium in the aquatic environment and the associated risk Le tritium dans le milieu aquatique et le risque associe

Search Results - Documents) 51 to 71 of 71
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Search Re<JUeSt - xair.: year»« 1980 ar.d Descriptors includes 'POLONIUM* an3 Descriptors includes 'aquatic ecosysteac*

Title

iQ I Radioactivity measurements at blast-furnace company Hoogovens Umuiden (Netherlands). Radioactiviteitsonderzoek
bij Hoogovens Umuiden

j£j 2 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark 1990 and 1991

Q 12lOPo, 210Pb, 226Ra in aquatic ecosystems and polders, anthropogenic sources, distribution and enhanced radiation
doses in The Netherlands

Hs- Characterization of elements in marine organisms

f£j 5. Behaviour of polonium-210 and lead-210 in European marine environments. Application of bioindicators

JTJ £ Po-210, Pb-210 and Ra-226 in aquatic ecosystems, anthropogenic sources, distribution and radiation doses in the
Netherlands

'ip£* 7 Natural and artificial radioactivity in coastal regions of UK

The measurement of some radionuclides in the marine coastal environment of Syria

j p 2 Polonium-210 and lead-210 in marine organisms: allometric relationships and their significance
!•) Ill Comparison of concentrations of natural and artificial radionuclides in Plankton from French Polynesian and

Australian coastal waters

O -J-i 210Pb and 2I0Po in sediments and suspended matter in the Tagus estuary, Portugal: Local enhancement of natural
levels by wastes from phosphate ore processing industry

O - ^ Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1992 and 1993
|*J U. Sources of radioactivity in the marine environment and their relative contributions to overall dose assessment from

marine radioactivity (MARDOS). Final report of a co-ordinated research programme

O M Radioecological aspects of the Kaveri river environment

1 ^ 1 5 Marine radioactivity and its health implications

Q 16 Natural radioactivity in Kaveri river ecosystem

iQ 17 Environmental radioactivity in the ecosystem of Gulf of Mannar, India

f j jj£ Radionuclides in the aquatic environment of a phosphatic fertilizer plant

O ! £ Radioactivity in the Canadian aquatic environment

jv| 2£) Orientating investigation to Polonium-210 and other radionuclides in Dutch aquatic ecosystems. Orienterend
onderzoek naar Polonium-210 en andereradionucliden in Nederlandse aquatische ecosystemen

[ J 21 The determination of environmental levels of uranium and thorium series isotopes and 137Cs in aquatic and terrestrial
samples

| / | 22 Natural radioactivity in the Baltic Sea

fj 22. Protection of Aboriginal diet

jjTj 24 210Pb(210Po) speciation of aquatic deposits. Refinement and utility

| ^ 2 5 Polonium-210 and lead-210 in the aquatic environment. Polonium-210 en lood-210 in het aquatische milieu

ipf 2£ Polonium-210 and lead-210 in Antarctic marine biota and sea water

!£f 22 Transfer of radionuclides at the uranium and thorium decay chains in aquatic and terres)rial environments

%f} 23. Natural tracers in dietary studies: Data for210Po and 210Pb in decapod shrimp and other pelagic organisms in the
northeast Atlantic Ocean

O 22 Studies on radioactivity in aquatic and atmospheric environs of coastal Karnataka, Kaiga and Goa

: r j 20 A study on distribution of natural radionuclide polonium-210 in a pond ecosystem

O 2 i A six-phase model to simulate the contamination by non-conservative radionuclides of sediments, soils and plants in a
marsh area. Application to the Odiel Marsh in southwest Spain
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O 22 Determination method of 2 I0Po, 210Pb, 234U and 238U as well as 239+240Pu in environmental samples. Metoda

oznaczania2l0Po, 210Pb, 234U i 238U oraz 239+240Pu w probkach srodowiskowych

O 22 Intercellular distribution of 2 l0Po in liver-pancreas of crustacean (Saduria Entomon). Wewnatrzkomorkowe
rozmieszczenie polonu 2I0Po w watrobotrzustce skorupiaka podwoja (Saduria Entomon)

OJT'Si Cumulation and distribution of 2 I 0Po and 210Pb in Baltic crustacean Saduria Entomon. Nagromadzenie i
rozmieszczenie 2 i 0Po i 210Pb w baltyckim skorupiaku podwoju (Saduria Entomon)

Q M Chemicals identified in feral and food animals: a data base. First annual report, October 1981. Volume I. Records
1-532

| 3 2£ Biology of the central North Pacific

| / | 37 The relative mobility of natural (Th, Pb and Po) and fallout (Pu, Am, Cs) radionuclides in the coastal marine
environment: results from model ecosystems (MERL) and Narragansett Bay

Q 23. Impact of impoundments on the distribution of natural radioactivity in Kaveri river ecosystem (Tiruchirapalli, India)

;T] 21A study on polonium-210 distribution in abiotic and biotic components of Gulf of Mannar, India

Q 4jQ Transfer of natural radionuclides from soils to plants in a wet marshland

jQ i i Bioaccumulation of polonium-210 in fish of the Kaveri river system

!•! 42 Polonium-210 in the environment- source, movement and distribution aspects

O 42 Transfer of natural radionuclides from soils to plants in a marsh enhanced by the operation of non-nuclear industries

O ^ ilQ?oP-lQ?b equilibrium ratios in Kaveri river ecosystem

iftjf45 The measurement of some radionuclides in the marine coastal environment of Syria

[ 3 46 A study of polonium-210 distribution aspects in the riverine ecosystem of Kaveri, Tiruchirappalli, India

O & Speciation of Pb-210/Po-210 in aquatic systems and their deposits

!•! IS. Contribution to the study of radioactivity in marine organisms. Dosage of 210Po in Perna pema, L

Q | 4£ Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1985

r i 50 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1984

Search Results - Documents) 1 to 50 of <58
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Title

O 51 Seasonal variations of 210Pb and 210Po concentrations in an oligotrophic lake

jvf 52 Natural radioactivity in some specimens of the marine biota. Radioatividade natural em alguns especimens da biota
marinha

| 2 | 51 Radioactive background in principal components of the Jihlava River ecosystem

|yj/>54 Ecological effects of transuranics in the marine environment

[ 3 55. Radioactivity background in the Jihlava river ecosystem prior to commissioning the Dukovany-Dalesice power
complex. Pozadi radioaktivity v ekosystemu reky Jihlavy v obdobi pred zahajenim provozu energetickeho komplexu
Dukovany-Dalesice

O 5S Geochemistry of 210Pb in the southeastern, US estuarine system

O ^ 5 2 Biological effect on removal of Th-234, Po-210 and Pb-210 from surface water in Funka Bay, Japan

£ j 5& International Laboratory of Marine Radioactivity. Biennial Report 1981 -1982

ontribution to the study of polonium-210 and lead-210 in marine organisms and their environment. Contribution a
l'etude du polonium-210 et du plomb-210 dans les organismes marins el leur environnement

60 Po-210 in the coastal waters at Kalpakkam

Study and determination of polonium-210 and lead-210 of marine biota in Andaman sea and the gulf of Thailand

!•! £2 Transfer of 226Ra, 228Ra, 210Pb and 210Po in aquatic organisms and food chain

r j M Polonium-210 measurements in coastal sea waters using ferric hydroxide coated polyacrylic fibres

O £4 A study on the radioactivity profile of Polonium-210 in different freshwater habitats

fpK6S Polonium, uranium and plutonium in the southern Baltic ecosystem

ifji ££ Localization and accumulation of polonium, uranium and plutonium in south Baltic Sea ecosystem Rozmieszczenie i

nagromadzeniepolonu, uranu i plutonu w ekosystemie Baltyku poludniowego

O £2 Marine oligotrophy and radionuclide biogeochemistry

O^fiE Po-210 in marine ecosystem of North China coastal waters

Search Results - Documents) 51 to 6$ of 68
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Search Request » Kain: ycor>« 19S0 and Descriptors includes 'PiOTONIUM" and Descriptors includes "aquatic ecosystems*

Title

jTj 1 Geochemistry of radionuclides in the zone of the Chernobyl NPP influence. Radyionuklyidi v zonyi vplivu
Chornobil's'koyi AES

jP] 2 Nuclear fallout and heavy metal deposition in ombrogenous peats in Ireland

!•! 1 Geochemicai aspects and distribution of long-lived radionuclides in marine sediments from Palomares

O 4 A synthesis of ecological data from the 100 Areas of the Hanford Site

iTf 1 Radiation state of environment of Chernobylsk NPP region following the accident. Radiatsionnoe sostoyanie vneshnej
sredy v zone Chernobyl'skoj AEhS v posleavarijnyj period

Q 6 A 2D 4-phases marine dispersion model for non-conservative radionuclides. Pt. 2. Two applications

| / | 2 A preliminary study to assess the effect of some seawater components on the speciation of plutonium

O & Studies on migration behavior of fallout nuclides in lakeHinuma, (1)

Q 9 Ecotoxicity literature review of selected Hanford Site contaminants

!•! Ifi Radioecology of transuranics in the marine environment

!•! 11 Deep sea radionuclides. Final report. Radionuklide in der Tiefsee. Abschlussbericht

|/J 12. Speciation and bioavailabiiity of plutonium and americium in the Irish Sea and other marine ecosystems

!•! 12. Plutonium in the Irish environment

O 14 Columbia River Impact Evaluation Plan

P 12216-U-10 Pond and 216-Z-19 Ditch characterization studies

Q 16 Laser-induced photoacoustic spectroscopy for the speciation of transuranic elements in natural aquatic systems

O -̂ 2 Transfer of suspended particles from liquid effluents of nuclear generating stations through the environment

Q IS. Distribution of plutonium in selected components of the Baltic ecosystem within the Polish economic zone

Q 1£ Data on plutonium concentrations in the Rhone river aquatic ecosystem downstream from the Marcoule plant.
Donnees sur les concentrations en plutonium dans 1'ecosysteme aquatiquerhodanien en aval de 1'usine de Marcoule

12 2il Hanford production reactor heat releases 1951—1971

O 21 Studies of the vertical distribution of 134Cs, 137Cs, 238Pu, 23S,240pU; 24ipUj 24i A m ^ 2i0pb i n omt3rOgenous mires
at mid-latitudes

|?j 22 Radionuclides in the study of marine processes: is there a role for regular monitoring?

| 3 22. The relationship between concentrations of plutonium and americium in soil interstitial waters and their uptake by
plants

g?| 24 The measurement of some radionuclides in the marine coastal environment of Syria

!•£! 2$. The determination of 24OPu/239Pu atomic ratios and 237Np concentrations within marine sediments

!•} 2£ Comparison of concentrations of natural and artificial radionuclides in Plankton from French Polynesian and
Australian coastal waters

!•! 22 Plutonium in the marine environment

!£j 28. The presence of man-made radionuclides in the marine environment in the South of Spain

O 2£ Role of suspended matter and bottom sediments of the aquatic ecosystem of the Northern-Crimean Canal in migration
of90 Sr,1 3 7 Cs, 2 3 S Pu,2 3 9 + 2 4 0 Pu. Rol' vzveshennogo veshchestva i donnykh otlozhenij vodnoj ehkosistemy
Severo-Krymskogo kanala v migratsii90 Sr,137 Cs, 2 3 8 Pu, 239+240 P u

| ? j 'Ml Review of the methods for determination of plutonium and americium in the marine environment. Przeglad metod
oznaczania plutonu i ameryku w srodowisku morskim

O -^- NKS/EKO-1. Marine radioecology

13 2:Z Marine radioactivity studies in the vicinity of sites with potential radionuclide releases

31 Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea w , . , „, ,_
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21 Determination of 90Sr and 2 3 ^ 2 4 0 p u in environmental samples from the surroundings of the Jaslovske Bohunice
nuclear power plant

35, Artificial radioactivity in Lough Foyle

3.6 Radioecological studies of the behaviour and long-term fate of plutonium in the marine environment

22 Radioactivity in the Irish marine environment

2S. Aquatic bioenvironmemal studies. The Hanford experience 1944-84

S i Radioecological studies on the Elbe. Radiooekologische Studien an der Elbe

4() Transuranium element behavior in the environment: What speciation studies can tell us

41. Deposition and mobility of chemical elements in forest and wetland environments

12 Savannah River Site environmental report for 1989. Volume 1, Text

4£ Radioactivity in the Canadian aquatic environment

44 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1987

4J5 Incorporation of experimental data, review and documentation of the SPADE database

46 Deep-sea biota of the Northeast Atlantic and their radioactivity

47 The transfer of radionuclides from sea to land via the air: a review

4& Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1986

49 Radionuclides behaviour in the PO river ecosystem (N. Italy) after the Chernobyl accident

5Q Cellular and subceilular distribution of uranium and transuranic radionuclides in marine organisms

Search Results - Document^) 1 to 50 of 165
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Search Results - Documents) 51 to 100 of 165

Search Request - Maini year» 1980 and Descriptors includes "PLUTONIUM4 and Descriptors includes 'aquatic ccosysteao"

Title
fHj 5 i Comparative study of plutonium and thorium storage in hydrophytes. Sravnitel'noe izuchenie nakopleniya plutoniya i

toriya gidrofitami
i Q 5 2 Ultrafiltration study of the forms of radionuclide occurrence in different aquatic ecosystems. Ul'trafil'tratsionnoe

issledovanie form nakhozhdeniya radionuklidov v razlichnykh vodnykh ehkosistemakh
jvf 5 1 The Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: Data and dose assessments
O 5 1 Determination method of 2 1 0 P o , 2 1 0 P b , 2 3 4 U and 2 3 8 U as well as 239+240pu -n environmental samples. Metoda

oznaczania 2 1 0 P o , 2 1 0 P b , 2 3 4 U i 2 3 8 U oraz 2 3 9 + 2 4 O Pu w probkach srodowiskowych
|^J 5 5 Distribution coefficients for plutonium and americium on particulates in aquatic environments

| 3 5j§. Effect of long-term release of plutonium and americium into an estuarine/coastal sea ecosystem. E l . Distribution
coefficients of transuranic elements

Q 5 2 Comparative food chain behaviour and distribution of actinide elements in and around a contaminated fresh-water
pond

j Q 5S. Environmental-transport studies at the Rocky Flats Plant

jHJ 59 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1980

jHi 6Q I n t e r c a l a t i o n of transuranic measurements

|*2 £ 1 Transuranic cycling behaviour in marine environment

O — Transuranic cycling behaviour in marine environment

| 3 6 1 Behaviour of transuranic nuclides in coastal environment

jTj £4 Presence and distribution of plutonium isotopes in two typical marine systems. Taranto and Venice Gulfs

jjvjj 6 5 Distribution of transuranic nuclides in Mediterranean ecosystems

O £ £ Study on the behaviour of transuranic elements in the marine eco-systems around the Korean peninsula

jPJ 6 2 Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: terrestrial food chain and total doses

iQ ££. Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1981

O £2 The relative mobility of natural (Th, Pb and Po) and fallout (Pu, Am, Cs) radionuclides in the coastal marine

environment: results from model ecosystems (MERL) and Narragansett Bay

jTJ 7£> Plutonium - its behavior in natural-water systems and assimilation by man

f*3 21 Radiological-dose assessments of atolls in the northern Marshall Islands
jv| 72 Influence of the submarine orography on the distribution of long-lived radionuclides in the Palomares marine

ecosystem
IS3 21 Plutonium isotopes, 137Cs, 90Sr and natural radioactivity in marine sediments from Ghazaouet (Algeria)

O 215 years research project between RIAP and JAERI on secondary migration of radionuclides in terrestrial and aquatic
environment, (some preliminary results)

| 3 25 A comparative study of the speciation and behaviour of plutonium in the marine environment of two reprocessing
plants

O 2<2 Speciation of strontium and plutonium in aquatic ecosystems. Strontium ja plutonium vesiekosysteemissae
r j 22 Extension of Studies with 3M Empore TM and Selentec MAG *SEP SM Technologies for Improved Radionuclide

Field Sampling

iHj 7£ The measurement of some radionuclides in the marine coastal environment of Syria

O 2 i Chromium in river substrate pore water and adjacent groundwater: 100-D/DR area, Hanford site, Washington

O $£•The f o o d c h a i n t r a n s f e r o f radionuclides through semi-natural habitats

j[jj 8_L Plutonium and other Radionuclides in some samples of lichen from Poland

iQ 82 Radioactive contamination and a forecast of natural waters state (radionuclides of the Chernobyl genesis in natural
waters of Belarus). Radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie i prognoz sostoyaniy prirodnykh vod (Radionuclidy Chernobyl'skogo
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proiskhozhdeniya v prirodnykh vodakh Belarusi)

Q SI A review of research programs related to the behavior of plutonium in the environment

O && The intrusion of low-level radioactive waste into Dublin Bay

O £2. Sediments and aquatic indicators. Chapter 7

jTJ g£ Reaction pathways of neptunium and plutonium in selected natural water environments

£2 S7 Chemical behaviour of plutonium in natural aquatic systems: Hydrolysis, carbonate complexation and redox
reactions. Chemisches Verhalten von Plutonium in natuerlichen aquatischen Systemen: Hydrolyse,
Carbonatkomplexierung und Redoxreaktionen

i p &8 Radioactivity in surface and coastal waters of the British Isles, 1985

IT] 89 Determination and behaviour of plutonium emitted with liquid effluents and exhaust air into the environment of the
Nuclear Research Centre Karlsruhe. Bestimmung und Verhalten von Plutonium in den Abwasser- und Abluftpfaden
in der Umgebung des Kernforschungszentrums Karlsruhe

O 2£ Field solid/liquid partitioning of Pu and Am: new scientific aspects

|<£f 21 Apparent distribution coefficients of transuranium elements in UK coastal waters

jHJ 22: Research results and questions from recent CEC radiation protection programmes

jHj 9JL Environmental radioactivity and drinking water supply. Pt. 5. Water chain exposure from fallout after Chernobyl and
after nuclear weapon tests. Umweltradioaktivitaet und Trinkwasserversorgung. T. 5. Die Belastung des Wasserpfads
durch den Fallout nach Tschemobyl und nach den Kernwaffentests

| / | 94 239,240pu junj ^37Cs concentrations in some marine biota, mostly from the seas around Japan

iTJ 95 Basic actinide and fission products chemistry in the CEC-coordinated project: Migration of radionuclides in the
geosphere (MIRAGE)

jTJ 9<2 Biotran model

r j 9_2 Bioindicator studies in Nordic waters
O 28. Plutonium content in field crops yield at South-East of USA. Chapter 9. Soderzhanie plutoniya v urozhae polevykh

kul'tur na Yugo-Vostoke SShA. Glava 9

O $2. The application of nuclear track method to determine the plutonium concentration in sea environmental samples

) Radionuclide distribution and transport in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. A critical review of data. Volume 4

Search Results - Documents ) 51 to 100 of 165
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Search RetjU€St - K«in: y«ar>» i?80 and Descriptors includes •F1OTONIUT!' and Coscriptors includes •aquatic ecosysceas*

Title

^ ^ t 0 k ^ trans;fer 0;f radionuclides

M Plutonium in aquatic organisms

!?! lQ2.Exparimental studies on sediment-animal transfer processes for long-lived radionuclides

O 1MSediments and aquatic indicators. Chapter 6

O 121 Persistence of pollutants in aquatic environments - role of sediments and suspended particles

O iMPlutonium/americium inventory of a pond ecosystem near the Rocky Hats Facility

O ISO. Aquatic studies

|/{ IQ&. Prediction of the migration of several radionuclides in ocean sediment with the computer code IONMIG: a

preliminary report
§/| 12£The behaviour of transuranic and other long-lived radionuclides in the Irish sea and its relevance to the deep sea

disposal of radioactive wastes
!•! ,110 Plutonium levels in the marine environment at Thule, Greenland
O i i i - ' ^ i e behavior of plutonium in the environment of the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center. Das Verhalten von

Plutonium in der Umgebung des Kernforschungszentrums Karlsruhe

O 112 Workshop on environmental research for actinide elements

O -li-2. Radioecology of the actinide elements

O ^ Eff^^ of a long-term release of plutonium and americium into an estuarine and coastal sea ecosystem

O i i ^ Chemical speciation and bioavailability of transuranics for a freshwater snail (Lymnaea stagnalis L.)

E l i M Ecological effects of transuranics in the marine environment

|?J 13.7 The impact of nuclear waste disposals to the marine environment. Research report no. 8

O i i S Environmental studies group. Annual report for 1978

!•! 119 Transuranic concentrations in reef and pelagic fish from the Marshall Islands

|/f 12& Radionuclides at the U.S. radioactive waste disposal site near the Farallon Islands

O 121 Interactions of 238PuO2 heat sources with terrestrial and aquatic environments. Interim summary

iT] 122 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1979

O ,123 The distribution of actinides in a freshwater microcosm, Comparison of simulated input sources

Qj 1M Environmental and radiological safety studies. Interaction of 238PuO2 heat sources with terrestrial and aquatic

environments. Progress report, July 1-September 30,1980

jTj 1,25. Distribution of mercury, Cesium-137, and plutonium in an intermittent stream at Los Alamos

!•! 12(5 Review of biokinetic and biological transport of transuranic radionuclides in the marine environment

§/J 122 Transuranium radionuclides in components of the benthic environment of Enewetak Atoll

O *2£ Plutonium and americium behavior in the Savannah River marine environment

iTf 129 Migration of plutonium from a freshwater ecosystem at Hanford

O 130 Patterns of transuranic uptake by aquatic organisms: consequences and implications

Q H I Plutonium in Rocky Flats freshwater systems

fj?! ,1,32 Geochemistry of transuranic elements at Bikini Atoll

Q 132. Nuclear program

if} 12iRadionuclide concentrations and dose assessment of cistern water and groundwater at the Marshall Islands

fjjjj 125. Integrated study of the behavior of transuranic elements in the marine environment
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i 12& Plutonium and americium in seaweed from the Channel Islands

| 137 Radionuclides in aquatic environments

I iSS. Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: sampling and analysis summary

; 139 Radionuclides in aquatic environments

i l i f i Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: radionuclide concentrations in fish and clams and estimated doses via

the marine pathway
1141 Theoretical and practical problems in the evaluation of physico-chemical forms of transuranics in the marine

environment
I 142 Dosimetry of natural and man-made alpha emitters in plankton
| 141 Contamination of living environment and human organism with plutonium. Kontaminace zivotniho prostredi a

lidskeho organismu plutoniem
i 144 The influence of site on the impact of radionuclides released into the marine environment. L'effet de site sur l'impact

des radionucleides rejetes dans le milieu marin
[ 145 Sedimentation Studies relevant to low-level radioactive effluent dispersal in the Irish Sea. Part I. Radionuclides in

marine sediments
[ 146 Vertical transport of particulate-associated plutonium and americium in the upper water column of the Northeast

Pacific

\ 142 Behaviour and control of radionuclides in the environment: present state of knowledge and future needs

| MS. Chemical behavior of long-lived radionuclides in the marine environment

[ H 2 Plutonium release from pressed plutonium oxide fuel pellets in aquatic environments

I !5j2 Contamination due to radioactive materials

Search Results - Documents) 101 to 150 of 165
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$58,is*Search Results - Documents) 151 to 165 of 165

Search ReCJUeSt - Main: ye»r>« 1980 and Descriptors includes •FLOTONXUM* and Descriptors includes-, 'aquatic

Title

O ULL Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1982

Q 152 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1983

O -152. Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya

radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya
|?J 1M Behavior of plutonium isotopes in the marine environment of Enewetak atoll
|?J 155 The contamination of the oceans by anthropogenic radionuclides A contaminacao dos oceanos por radionuclideos

antropogenicos
jHj 156 Discharge patterns of radionuclides and the influence of early diagenesis in a salt-marsh of the Ribble Estuary, NW

England

O 152 Study of plutonium cycle in marine ecosystems Estudio sobre el ciclo del plutonio en ecosistemas marinos

•Q 151EK0-1 summary

O 359 Complex radiation ecological estimation of the environment, working and living places of the population
Kompleksnaya radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

iTJ ]<50 Marine radioecology. Final report

O M I Evaluation and utility of transfer factors for radionuclides in the marine environment

IT] 162 Transfer factors of trace elements and radionuclides in the marine environment of India

O ^ 3 Polonium, uranium and plutonium in the southern Baltic ecosystem

jQ ] M Spatial distribution of plutonium in Baltic Sea environment during the period of 1995-1997 Rozmieszczenie plutonu
w srodowisku morza Baltyckiego w latach 1995-1997

if] ig5_Radioecological studies in marine ecosystems Radiooekologische Untersuchungen in marinen Oekosystemen

Search Results - Documents) 151 to 165 of 165
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Search Results - Document(s) 1 to 50 of 466
Wlm

Search Reques t - KaSn; y«ar>« 1980 and Descriptors includes "CSSSVM 137,CES:UX 134- and Descriptors includes -aquatic ecosystems'

Title
jQ 1 Monitoring of radioactive elements in the environment. Suivi des elements radioactifs dans l'environnement

Qi 2 Geochemistry of radionuclides in the zone of the Chernobyl NPP influence. Radyionuklyidi v zonyi vplivu
Chornobil's'koyi AES

Q 2. Bioindication of total toxicity and teratogenicity of bottom deposits and soils from regions with different degree of the
influence of the Chernobyl NPP accident using the developing embryos of grey sea urchins. Byioyindikatsyiya na
embryionakh syirikh mors'kikh yizhakyiv sumamoyi toksichnostyi yi teratogennostyi donnikh vyidkladyiv yi gruntu z
rajonyiv z ryiznim stupenem vplivu avaryiyi na Chornobil's'kyij AES

jv| 1 Bioaccumulation of 137Cs and 6OCo by a tropical marine teleost Epinephelus sp

£3 1 Nuclear fallout and heavy metal deposition in ombrogenous peats in Ireland

|H| 6 Radioecological impact of the Chernobyl accident on continental aquatic ecosystems. Impact radioecologique de
l'accident de Tchemobyl sur les ecosystemes aquatiques continentaux

jHj 2 Transfer of radiocaesium from soil and plants to lamb in Iceland

Q 8_ The characterization of radiocaesium inputs to Nordic lakes. Background and preliminary results

O 2 Contamination of fresh water and estuarine environments in Northern Sweden byJ 37Cs from Chernobyl accident

Qj 1Q A dynamic model of the Cs-137 concentration in fish applied on seven different lake ecosystems. A vamp scenario

jH| i i Cesium-137 in the aquatic food-web in Haestholms Bay of the Lovisa area in 1988-1989. Cesium-137 i det akvatiska
naeringsnaetet i Haestholmsfjaerden vid Lovisa under aaren 1988-1989

| / j 12 Diffusion of radionuclides in sediments - in situ studies

jTJ j l Environmental radioactivity in Denmark 1990 and 1991

O i £ Behaviour of 134Cs in the aquatic ecosystems

|TJ 15 Monitoring of radionuclides in the environs of Finnish nuclear power plants in 1989-1990

!•! ! £ Geochemical aspects and distribution of long-lived radionuclides in marine sediments from Palomares

£2 12 A synthesis of ecological data from the 100 Areas of the Hanford Site

O i& Radioecology in terrestrial environment. Accumulation and metabolism of radinuclides and stable elements in

freshwater organisms
Q 12 Radiation state of environment of Chernobylsk NPP region following the accident. Radiatsionnoe sostoyanie vneshnej

sredy v zoneChernobyi'skoj AEhS v posleavarijnyj period
O 2fi To the problem of radionuclide status in the environment. K voprosu o sostoyanii radionuklidov v ob"ektakh

okruzhayushchej sredy
Q 21 Preventive measures of aquatic systems and their efficiency after the Chemobylsk NPP accident. Vodookhrannye

meropriyatiya i ikh ehffektivnost' posle avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS
|2 | 22 Topography as a factor of radionuclide migration. Rel'ef kak faktor vozmozhnogo peremeshcheniya radionuklidov
O 2-190Sr and 137Cs distribution in the ground sediments-water system in the vicinity of the Chernobylsk NPP.

Raspredelenie 90Sr i 139Cs v sisteme donnye otlozheniya-voda vblizi Chernobyl'skoj AEhS
f j 24 Regularities of cesium, strontium, ruthenium radionuclide washout kinetics from bed sediments of the zone adjacent to

the Chernobylsk NPP. Zakonomernosti kinetiki vymyvaniya radionuklidov tseziya, strontsiya i ruteniya iz donnykh
otlozhenij blizhnej zony ChAEhS

O 25. Study of water balance of I37Cs on radiohydrogeological polygon MAXIM. Izuchenie vodnogo balansa 137Cs na
radiogidrologicheskom poligone MAKSIM

f 1 2& Content dynamics of artificial radionuclides in the components of the Dnieper water reservoirs. Dinamika
soderzhaniya iskusstvennykh radionuklidov v komponentakh ehkosistem Dneprovskikh vodokhranilishch

O 21 Cesium 137 distribution in surface layer of aquatic ecosystems of European region in 1990. Raspredelenie tseziya-337
v povcrkhnostnom sloe morskikh akvatorij evropejskogo regiona v 1990 godu

O 2& Features of vertical radionuclide migration in bed sediments of water reservoirs. Osobennosti vcrtikal'noj migratsii
radionuklidov v donnykh otlozheniyakh vodoemov
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O 22 Express analysis of strontium-90 determination in natural waters. Ehksprets-metodika opredeleniya strontsiya-90 v
prirodnykh vodakh

|/f 1£> Environmental pollution of the Black Sea: A search for answers

jTf 3J, An aerial radiological survey of Par Pond and associated drainage pathways of the Savannah River Site, Aiken, South
Carolina. Date of survey: August 19~November 11,1991

O 12: An automated Nal 'well' counting system for the determination of radiocaesium

O H The prognosis of the field ofJ 37Cs in the upper layers of the Black sea. Prognosticheskaya otsenka poly a tseziya-137
v poverkhnostnykh vodakh chernogo morya

O 21 Environmental radioactivity in Romania Danube river area during 1986-1990

iQ M A 2D 4-phases marine dispersion model for non-conservative radionuclides. Pt. 2. Two applications

Q 16 The IAEA coordinated research programme on 'Validation of model for the transfer of radionuclides in the aquatic
environment'

JQ 12 Cartographic data for determination of the levels of total technogenic environment pollution according to the embryo
toxicity and teratogenicity of bottom deposits and soils in some regions of Ukraine before and after accident of the
Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant. Kartograficheskie dannye opredeleniya urovnej summarnogo tekhnogennogo
zagryazneniya okruzhayushchej sredy po ehmbriotoksichnosti i teratogennosti donnykh otlozhenij i pochv chasti
territorii Ukrainy do i posle avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

jTJ 22. Second report on the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Biological Monitoring and Abatement Program for White Oak
Creek Watershed and the Clinch River

jTf 1£ Artificial radionuclides in aquatic biota of major european rivers

O -•& Investigation of heavy metal concentration profiles in selected North Frisian saltmarshes using radiological methods.
Untersuchungen zum langjaehrigen Verlauf von Schwermetalldepositionen in ausgewaehlten
schleswig-holsteinischen Salzmarschen aufder Basis von Radionuklidmessungen

Q 11 Studies on migration behavior of fallout nuclides in lake Hinuma, (1)

f£| 12 Concentration of radionuclides by marine organisms and their food chain

O 11 Dating sediment cores from Hudson River marshes

!•! H Modelling turnover of Cs-137 in two subarctic salmonid ecosystems

|«£j 11 Caesium-137 inventories in Alaskan Tundra, lake and marine sediments: An indicator of recent organic material
transport?

O ! £ A comparison of four aerial radiological surveys of Par Pond and the surrounding area, Savannah River Site, Aiken,
South Carolina. Dates of surveys: 1989-1992

|pj 12 Bioaccumulation and elimination of60 Co and I37 Cs by Anomalocardia brasiliana (Gmeiin, 1791) (Mollusca
bivalvia). Remobilization of60 Co, retained in marine sediment by microbial activity. Bioacumulacao e eliminacao de
60Co e 137Cs por anomalocardia brasiliana (Gmeiin, 1791) (Mollusca bivalvia). Remobilizacao de 60Co retido em
sedimento marinho por atividade microbiana

i&5! M A model of the large-scale pollution of the Black Sea by the long-lived radionuclides 137Cs and 90Sr due to the
Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant accident

!TJ 12 Second report on the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant Biological Monitoring and Abatement Program for East Fork Poplar
Creek

O 5Q Radioisotopes in periphyton and sediments from the Kolubara river and its tributaries
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Search Results • Document(s) 51 to 100 of 466
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Search Re<JUeSt - Main: ycsr>- 1980 and Descriptors includes 'CESIUM 137,CESIUM J34" and Descriptors includes 'aquatic ecosystems'

Title

O 51 Distribution of 137Cs in saltmarsh sediments in the Dee estuary, NW England

Q 51 Siltation in the saltmarsh of the Dee Estuary derived from 137Cs analysis of shallow cores

£3 51 Modelling of the transfer of CS-137 from air to crops, milk, beef and human body following the Chernobyl accident,
in a location in Central Bohemia. Test of the model PRYMA Tl

O 5 i Validation of biospheric transfer models. Results and prospects of the BIOMOVS study

£3 55 Ecotoxicity literature review of selected Hanford Site contaminants

O 5£ The radiocesium transfer in a freshwater foodchain (water - algae - mussels - fish - fish)

^ 52137Cs in fish: another experience after the Chernobyl accident. L e ' 37Cs dans les poissons: retour d'experience apres
1'accident de Tchernobyl

| j / | 5£ Deep sea radionuclides. Final report. Radionuklide in der Tiefsee. Abschlussbericht

fjjjf 5£ Plutonium in the Irish environment

O &i Storm deposition and5 37Cs accumulation in fine-grained marsh sediments of the Mississippi Delta plain

P 6 [ A behaviour of strontium 90 and cesium 137 in the water-aquatic inhabitants system. I. Pavodziny strontsyyu-90 i
tsehziyu-137 u sistehme vada-gidrabienty. I

]TJ 62 A behaviour of strontium 90 and cesium 137 in the water-aquatic inhabitants system. II. Pavodziny strontsyyu-90 i
tsehziyu-137 u sistehme bada-gidrabienty. II

O 612I6-U-10 Pond and 216-Z-19 Ditch characterization studies

Q 64 Radioecoiogical implications of the Par Pond drawdown

•jv| <55 Radiation protection at sea dumping of radioactive waste - 25 years of radio-ecology of the deep sea. Strahlenschutz
bei der Meeresversenkung radioaktiver Abfaelle - 25 Jahre Radiooekoiogie der Tiefsee

jfjj £6 Radioecoiogical investigations in the ecosystem of the Black Sea following the Chernobyl accident.
Radioehkologicheskie issledovaniya v ehkosisteme Chernogo morya posle chemobyl'skoj avarii

]TJ 62 Long-term results of radioecoiogical investigations in the Danube mouth and adjacent part of the Black Sea

Q 68. Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1988 and 1989

jTj §H Transfer of suspended particles from liquid effluents of nuclear generating stations through the environment

O 2& Long term transfer of fallout nuclides from the terrestrial to the aquatic environment

O 21 Radioactive caesium in fish in Swedish lakes after Chernobyl - geographical distributions, trends, models and
remedial measures

O 22 The importance of feeding rate for the accumulation of radioactive caesium in fish after the Chernobyl accident

if] 21 Distribution and circulation of Cs-137 in lake ecosystems

fjj 24 Northern reservoirs as sinks for Chernobyl cesium: sustained accumulation via introduced Mysis relicta in arctic char

and brown trout
O 25 RCRA Facility Investigation report for Waste Area Grouping 6 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,

Tennessee. Volume 2, Sections 4 through 9: Environmental Restoration Program
O 2£ On long-term effects of the Chernobyl accident in the German Federal main waterways. Uebcr Nachwirkungen des

Reaktorunfalls in Tschernobyl im Bereich der 'alten' Bundeswasserstrassen
iTJ 22 Radioecology in Nordic limnic systems - present knowledge and future prospects
£J 78 Effect of marsh radioactive contamination on environment radiation situation. Vliyanie radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya,

deponirovannogo v bolote, na radiatsionnuyu obstanovku v prilegayushchem regione
!•] 21 The ecological half-life of Cs-137 in Japanese marine biota
f*$ §fi The measurement of some radionuclides in the marine coastal environment of Syria

O El Uptake and release kinetics of 134Cs by goldfish (Carassius auratus) and 137Cs by zebra fish (Brachydanio rerio) in
controlled aquatic environment
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Q §Z Lake-0: A model for the simulation of nuclides transfer in lake scenarios

O SI Radioactive contamination of the river Techa in the Urals. Radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie reki Techi na Urale

O ^& Radioecologicai studies of137Cs in limnological ecosystems. Accumulation and excretion of137Cs in goldfish, •
Carassium auratus auratus, rearing in the radioactive freshwater

| 3 S I Strontium and cesium radionuclide migration in the Black sea ecosystem in 1986-1989. Migratsiya radionuklidov
strontsiya i tseziya v ehkosisteme Chernogo morya v 1986-1989 gody

Q &£ Dissemination of the radionuclides in the basic components of some water ecosystems in the left-bank water meadow
of the Pripyat river. Rozpodyil radyionuklyidyiv za osnovnimi komponentami ekosistem deyakikh vodojm
lyivoberezhnoyi zaplivi ryiki Ftip'yat'

O S2 Radionuclides in the bio systems of the Dnieper reservoirs. Radionuklidy v biosistemakh Dneprovskikh
vodokhranilishch

Q 8J. On the taking of representative water, suspended matter and sediment samples from inland waters. Zur Gewinnung
repraesentativer Wasser-, Schwebstoff- und Sedimentproben in Binnengewaessern

!•! S£ Monitoring of radioecological situation in the region of lost nuclear submarine 'Komsomolets'

f*£f 2£2 Evidence for re-distribution of' 37Cs in Alaskan tundra, lake, and marine sediments

Q 9_I Radioactive contamination of the environment and biota on Novaya Zemlya following nuclear weapon tests.
Radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie sredy i bioty na Novoj Zemle vsledstvie ispytanij yadernogo oruzhiya

iv| 92 Radioecological research on the marine environment facing the Italian base in Antarctica (1989-91)

O 21 Cesium 137 behavior in the bog ecosystems. The modeling of processes. Povedenie J 37Cs v bolotnykh
ehkosistemakh. Modelirovanie protsessov

O — A o o u t radionuclides rotation in the bog plant communities. 0 krugovorote radioaktivnykh veshchestv v bolotnykh
fitotsenozakh

O 25. Radionuclide content in Laminaria belt from the Arctic coast ecosystems. Soderzhanie radionuklidov v laminarievykh
vodoroslyakh pribrezhnykh ehkosistem v Arktike

O 2£ Studies of environmental radioactivity developed in LARELI (Coastal Radioecological Laboratory). Estudos de
radioatividade ambiental desenvolvidos no LARELI

!•! 97 Transfer studies of cesium-137 in marine trophic chain. Estudos da transferencia de cesio-137 em cadeia trofica
marinha

£3 2S. Effects of the Chernobyl nuclear accident on freshwater organisms and ecosystems in the northern Ukraine
j£J £9 An airborne gamma ray survey of parts of S W Scotland in February 1993: final report

Application of two simple models to the transport ofj 37Cs in an upland organic catchment
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Search Request - Main: year>» 19S0 aafi Descriptors includes "CESIUM 137,CESIUM 13<" and Descriptors includes "aquatic ocosystetsc"

Title
O iiiJL Radioactive contamination of aquatic ecosystems following the Chernobyl accident

O JLQ2 Study of uptake and release kinetics of137 Cs by fresh water fishes (Brachidanio rerio and Carassius auratus) in
controlled aquatic environment

O 122. The radioecological monitoring of the Braslav lakes in the zone of influence of Ignalina NPS

p 1Q4 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1992 and 1993

O i&£ Investigation of contamination of bottom sediment and biota of small water reservoirs and water streams in Russia
and Ukraine. Issledovaniya zagryaznenij radioaktivnymi produktami avarii na ChAEhS donnykh otlozhenij i bioty
malykh vodoemov i vodotokov Rossii i Ukrainy

O 1M Consequences of radioactive deposition on aquatic environments

!•] 107 The presence of man-made radionuclides in the marine environment in the South of Spain

O 1Q& Environmental monitoring at the nuclear power plants and Studsvik 1992-1993. Results from measurements of
radionuclide contents of environmental samples, and from random checks by SSI. Omgivningskontroll vid
kaernkraftverken och Studsvik 1992-1993. Resultat fraan maetning av radionuklidhalter i miljoeprover, samt SSIs
stickprovsmaetningar

Q 109 Study of the dynamics of accumulation and lost of cesium 137 in species likely bio indicators of radioactive
contamination in the Juragua Nuclear Power Plant neighboring meso littoral area. Estudio de la dinamica de
acumulacion y perdida de cesium 137 en especies posible bioindicadores de la contaminacion radiactiva en la zona
mesolitorai aledana a la central electronuclear de Juragua

O iif i Response of biota of Kiev water reservoir to contamination and pollution following Chernobylsk NPP accident.
Otklik bioty Kievskogo vodokhranilishcha na radioaktivnoe i khimicheskoe zagryaznenie posle avarii na
Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

O ^ *' Radionuclide distribution in hydrobionts of Zaporozh'e water reservoir. Raspredelenie radionuklidov v gidrobiontakh
Zaporozhskogo vodokhranilishcha

O 112 Monitoring of radionuclides in the vicinities of Finnish nuclear power plants in 1991 -1992
£•! 113, Sources of radioactivity in the marine environment and their relative contributions to overall dose assessment from

marine radioactivity (MARDOS). Final report of a co-ordinated research programme
| j i 114 After-effects of the Kyshtym and Chernobyl accidents on hydrobionts. Posledstviya Kyshtymskoj i Chemobyl'skoj

avarij dlya gidrobiontov
f j ,1,15 Radioecological aspects of Chernobyl accident in Kiev, Kanev and Kremenchug water reservoirs during 1986-1993.

Radioehkologicheskie aspekty Chernobyl'skoj katastrofy na Kievskom, Kanevskom i Kremenchugskom
vodokhranilishchakh za period 1986-1993 gg

O ^ Radioecological situation dynamics of Ezerishche lake in Belarus. Dinamika radioehkologicheskoj situatsii ozera
Ezerishche Vitebskoj oblasti Belarusi

f 1 1,1? Radiological aspects of industrial fishing in contaminated territories of Ukraine. Radiologicheskie aspekty vedeniya
prudovogo rybovodstva na zagryaznennykh territoriyakh Ukrainy

O i i& R o i ! e °£ suspended matter and bottom sediments of the aquatic ecosystem of the Northern-Crimean Canal in migration
of 9 0 Sr,137 Cs,2 3 S Pu,2 3 9 + 2 4 0 Pu. Rof vzveshennogo veshchestva i donnykh otlozhenij vodnoj ehkosistemy
Severo-Krymskogo kanala v migratsii90 Sr,137 Cs,2 3 8 Pu, 239+240 P u

O i i £ Distribution of radionuclidcs in Dnieper water reservoirs ecosystems after ChNPP accident. Raspredelenie

radionuklidov v ehkosistemakh Dneprovskikh vodokhranilishch posle avarii na ChAEhS

O 122 The behaviour of] 3 7 Cs in the aquatic environment

O 32J Radioactive contamination of Ukrainian rivers at the modern stage
O J22 The accumulation of 137Cs and 90Sr in hydrofauna of Belarus
Q 121 Accumulation of radionuclides in swamp ecosystems

Q IMFtow of radionuclides through periphyton's block in lake ecosystem
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iQ 125 Kinetics and distribution of radionuclides in compartments of two simulated batch water systems with different water
quality

O i2& Global radioecological impact of nuclear activities in the former Soviet Union

|^ | 12? Estimation of radioactive contamination of water reservoir surfaces near the Chernobyl nuclear power plant after a
possible accident at the Sarcophagus

O *28 Aerial gamma mapping system for characterizing the impact of radioactive deposition on the environment

121 *29 Marine radioactivity studies in the vicinity of sites with potential radionuclide releases

!•! 130 Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea

O 12J. Modelling of the transformation of speciation processes of Chernobyl origin 137Cs and 90Sr in the soil and in bottom
sediments

O 132 Modelling of radiocaesium in lakes. Results from the VAMP project

O 121 Aquatic transport and adsorption behaviour of the anthropogenic radionuclides 60Co and 137Cs

O 121 Modelling of normalized consequences of 137Cs deposition in various aquatic environments

£3 1^1 Time dependent changes in mobility of radionuclides in soil-water-plant systems

O 126 Uncertainty in the modelling of* %1Cs turnover in lakes

O 122 The animal kingdom in the Chernobyl NPP accident zone. Zhivotnyj mir v zone avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

Q US. The accumulation of radionuclides by the wild growing VACCINIUM WITS-EDAEA L. Akumulyatsyya
radyenuklidaw dzikaroslaj VACCINIUM VITIS-IDAEA L

O 139 On the concentration factors of some radionuclides in aquatic organisms in freshwater environment

O 14S Peculiarities of 137Cs and 90Sr migration in soils of swamp ecosystems in Bryansk wooded district. Osobennosti
migratsii Cs-137 i Sr-90 v pochvakh bolotnykh ehkosistem Bryansk ogo poles'ya

jfjj 141. The contamination of the different groups of animals. Chapter 3. Radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie zhivotnykh razlichnykh
grupp. Glava 3

O ^42 Influence of the Chernobyl NPP accident consequences to the animal kingdom. Chapter 4. Vliyanieposledstvij avarii
na Chemobyl'skoj AEhS na Zhivotnyj mir. Glava 4

O M2Th e results of long-term studies offish populations from water basins within the Kyshtym accident zone. Rezul'taty
mnogoletnikh issledovanij populyatsij ryb iz vodoemov, popavshikh v zonu Kyshtymskoj avarii

O 1M Radioecological studies of phytocenoses of superior aquatic plants in the Kiev water reservoir. Radioehkologicheskie
issledovaniya fitotsenozov vyskshikh vodnykh rastenij Kievskogo vodokhranilishcha

O 1^5 Comparative study of dynamics of 90Sr and ' 37Cs accumulation by the Black sear and Dnieper hydrobionts after the
Chernobylsk accident. Sravnitel'nye issledovaniya dinamiki nakopleniya 90Sr i 137Cs chernomorskimi i dneprovskimi
gidrobiontami posle Chernobyl'skoj avarii

O 14& Dimensional effect of 137Cs accumulation by fishes of the northern part of the Kiev water reservoir. Razmernyj
ehffekt nakopleniya 137Cs rybami iz severnoj chasti Kievskogo vodokhranilishcha

O H I Nordic radioecology. The transfer of radionuclides through Nordic ecosystems to man

r j 148 The distribution of radioactive caesium in boreal forest ecosystems

iQ 149 Regional radioecological monitoring of underground waters. Regional'nyj radioehkologicheskij monitoring
podzemnykh vod

Q !££» Local radioecological monitoring on the small rivers basins. Lokal'nyj radioehkologicheskij monitoring po bassejnam
malykh rek
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Title

O lilRadiocaesium as ecological tracer in aquatic systems - a review

O -L52 Transport of 137Cs in large Finnish drainage basins

O i S An existence forms of strontium 90 and cesium 137 in the water ecosystems. Formy sushchestvovaniya 90Sr i 137Cs v

vodnykh ehkosistemakh
O i ^ i Artificial radioactivity in Lough Foyle

O 3^2. ̂ s k - assessment from contamination of aquatic ecosystems in the areas of Chernobyl and Ural radioactive patterns

O l^fe 137Cs persistence in vegetation from an Irish upland ecosystem
•O 157 Use of tritium for determining the protective capacity of a marsh-cum-river system. Ispol'zovanie tekhnicheskogo

tritiya dlya opredeleniya zashchitnoj ehffektivnosti bolotno-rechnoj ehkosistemy
O l^S Model testing using Chernobyl data: II. Assessment of the consequences of the radioactive contamination of the

Chernobyl nuclear powerplant cooling pond

O i5£ Bioavailability of cesium radionuclides in prealpine forests and lakes

Marine radioactivity and its health implications
337Cs levels in fish and shellfish in the Filipino diet

\LEstimating and accounting for I37Cs source burial through in-situ gamma spectrometry in salt marsh environments

O 162. Analyses of cesium 137 and strontium 90 accumulation by freshwater fishes after the Chernobyl NPP accident.

Analiz nakopleniya tseziya-137 i strontsiya-90 u presnovodnykh ryb posle avarii na ChAEhS

The radiocesium transfer in a freshwater foodchain (water-algae-mussels-fish-fish)

£ Radioactivity in freshwater systems in Cumbria (UK) following the Chernobyl accident

Radioecology of sea NPP cooling-reservoir fishes. Radioehkologiya ryb morskogo vodoema-okhladitelya AEhS

O i&£ Study of edible frog populations, living under conditions of increased radiation background. Issledovanie populyatsii
prudovoj lyagushki, obitayushchej v usloviyakh povyshennogo radiatsionnogo fona

O M& Radioisotope accumulation in water and contiguous media. Nakoplenie radionuklidov v vode i sopredel'nykh sredakh

O i&§- Some problems of ecology of NPP water reservoirs. Nekotorye voprosy radioehkologii vodoemov-okhladitelej AEhS

O ^2Q Regularities of uptake and distribution of radionuclides in botten sedimentations of entrophic lake. Zakonomernosti
postupleniya i raspredeleniya radionuklidov v donnykh otlozheniyakh dimikticheskogo ehvtrofnogo ozera

O 171 Radioecological studies in the Black Sea basin after Chernobyl accident. Radioehkologicheskie issledovaniya v
bassejne Chernogo morya posle avarii na ChAEhS

fj?f 122 Radioactivity in the Irish marine environment

!•! 123. Radioactivity monitoring of the Irish marine environment 1987

O 1"4 Significance of artificial radioisotopes in formation of dose loads on hydrobionts in freshwater ecosystems. Znachenie

iskusstvennykh radionuklidov v formirovanii dozovykh nagruzok na gidrobiontov v presnovodnykh ehkosistemakh
O 125 Annual Report and accounts 1989

!? | 176 An investigation of the distribution of radioactive effluent in the west Irish Sea

O 122 Radioecological studies on the Elbe. Radiooekologische Studien an der Elbe

O 17JL Environmental hazard analysis - contamination of nutrients, mercury and cesium-137 in natural waters

IjjJ 179 An impact assessment for the French nuclear weapon test sites in French Polynesia

ih/| 180 A mathematical approach for modelling radionuclide dispersion in the marine environment

£3 1H1 Effects of biotic and abiotic factors on the accumulation of radionuclides in Fucus vesiculosus L

jy| m i Seasonal variation of radionuclides in Fucus vesiculosus L. from the Oeresund, southern Sweden

!•! 1S2.Radioactivity in the Baltic sea following the Chernobyl accident
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Q IM. Environmental radiological studies in 1989 near the Rancho Seco Nuclear Power Generating Station

fsjj 1S1 Cesium-137 in sediments from the Baltic Sea after the Chernobyl accident. Cesium i sediment efter olyckan i
Tjemobyl

jTJ 18£ Cesium-137 in biota from the Bothnian sea after the Chernobyl accident. Cesium i den marina miljoen runt Forsmark
efter Tjernobyl

jTf i § 2 Behavior of strontium-90 and cesium-137 released into the pond of Office of Atomic Energy for Peace

Q jjig. Deposition and mobility of chemical elements in forest and wetland environments

O 182 Transfer of radiocesium through natural ecosystems to foodstuffs of terrestrial origin in Finland

iTJ 190 Radioecological monitoring around Forsmark nuclear power station, Sweden, up to 1988. Radioekologisk
omgivningskontroll vid Forsmarks kaernkraftverk torn 1988

O 121 Data on 137Cs and 60Co transfer in ariver ecosystem. Donnees surles transferts du 137Cs etdu 60Co dans un
ecosysteme fluvial: Ie Rhone

O 392 Elimination of radionuclides from river ecosystem

Q 122. Contributions to the environmental specimen bank. Pt. 6. Fission product measurements in recently taken
environmental specimens and in specimens of the Environmental Specimen Bank taken after the Chernobyl reactor
accident. Beitraege zur Umweltprobenbank. T. 6. Spaltproduktmessungen in aktuellen und archivierten Proben der
Umweltprobenbank nach dem Reaktorunfall von Tschernobyl, UdSSR

i p 194 Radioactivity in the Canadian aquatic environment

O 125- Absorption of Cesium-134 by aquatic plants

O 12S. Radioactivity monitoring of the Irish marine environment 1988-1990

PJ H>7 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1987

O 198 Accumulation of radionuclides in fish during specified normal operation of nuclear installations and after incidents.
Annual report 1987. Anreicherung von Radionukliden in Fischen bei Normalbetrieb und Stoerfall von
kerntechnischen Anlagen. Jahresbericht 1987

jTJ 12£ Gross beta activity and contents of most important artificial radionuclides in some components of ecosystems in
Jihiava river catchment in first year of operation of Dukovany nuclear power plant. Celkova beta-aktivita a obsah
nejdulezitejsich umeiych radionuklidu v nekterych slozkach ekosystemu povodi reky Jihlavy v prvnim roceprovozu
JE Dukovany

O 2Q& Conceptual radioecological model of 137Cs and 90Sr migration in the middle and lower Dnieper-Black sea system.
Kontseptual'naya radioehkologicheskaya model' migratsii 137Cs i 90Sr v sisteme srednij i nizhnij Dnepr-Chernoe
more
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Title

U 20J. The determination of environmental levels of uranium and thorium series isotopes and137Cs in aquatic and terrestrial
samples

jTJ 202 Modeling of radiocesium transport kinetics in system water-aquatic plants. Modelovani kinetiky transportu radiocesia
v systemu voda-vodni rostliny

Q 203̂  Research of effect of radioactive wastes from nuclear power installations on surface water organisms with respect to
Government Decree No. 25/75. Vyzkum vlivu radioaktivnich odpadu z jaderne energetickych zarizeni na organismy
povrchovych vod s ohledem na nar. vl. c. 25/75 Sb

O 2M Distribution of Cs-137 in the aquatic food chain of the Usselmeer after the Chernobyl accident

O 2Q5_Biomass dynamics and I37Cs cycling in floating-leaved macrophytes in a nuclear-contaminated aquatic ecosystem

!•! 206 Radioactivity in the marine environment (Preprint No. IT-16)

[Q 207 Comparison of predicted and measured Cs-137 concentrations in a lake ecosystem

Qj 208 Accumulation and discharge behavior of Cs-137 by zebra fish (Brachydanio rerio) in different aquatic environments

O 2Q£ Variability of radiocaesium concentrations in freshwater fish caught in the United Kingdom following the Chernobyl
accident: An assessment of potential doses to critical group consumers

|£ | 21.0 Deep-sea biota of the Northeast Atlantic and their radioactivity
fj£j 211 Central Northwest Pacific biota and their radioactivity

O 212 Study of the sorption behaviour of some radionuclides releases to the aquatic ecosystem of the north western coast of
Egypt. Finalreport for the period 15 December - 31 March 1989

O 213 Radioecological synthesis of the various compartments of La Hague (Cotentin) marine environment. Synthese
radioecologique des differents compartments de Fenvironnement marin du Cotentin

O 211 Transfer of I34Cs in a simplified food chain: water-green algae (Scenedesmus obliquus)-filter-feeding mollusc
(Dreissena polymorphia). Transfert du 134Cs dans une chaine alimentaire d'eau douce simplifiee: eau-algue verte
(Scenedesmus obliquus)-mollusque filtreur (Dreissena polymorpha)

iTJ 2JL5 Contamination of a green algae (Scenedesmus obliquus) from fresh water by radionuclides typical of PWR effluents:
culture in a turbidostat. Contamination d'une algue verte d'eau douce (Scenedesmus obliquus) par des radionucleides
typiques d'une centrale PWR: culture dans un turbidostat

O 21fi. Biology and radiocontamination of 3 animal species (Dreissena polymorpha (P.), Rutilus rutilus (L.) and Perca
fluvialis (L.)) representative of the different trophic links in the ecosystem Meuse. Biologie et radiocontamination de
3 especes animales (Dreissena polymorpha (P.), Rutilus rutilus (L.) et Perca fluvialis (L.)) representatives de
differents maillons trophiques de l'ecosysteme Meuse

O 212 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1986
O 21S. Decrease of 90Sr concentration in aquatic medium of the Lower Dnieper in the direction to the Black Sea

(1986-1987)

jTJ 219 Kyshtym riddle: possible kind of the accident. L'enigme de Kyshtym: nature possible de l'accident

O 220 Studies of cesium-137 from the Chernobyl accident i n a contaminated coastal area at the Baltic sea

jfj 221 Radionuclides behaviour in the PO river ecosystem (N. Italy) after the Chernobyl accident

| 3 222 First results of a radioecological research on the agricultural environment on the north-eastern region of Italy
(Friuli-Venezia Giulia)

O 223 Modeling and forecasting of radiation situation in the rivers of accidental area of the Chernobyl atomic power plant.
Modelirovanie i prognoz radiatsionnoj obstanovki na rekakh avarijnoj zony Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

Q 224 Black sea contamination as a result of Chernobyl accident as of October 1986. Radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie Chernogo
morya vsledstvie avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS po sostoyaniyu na oktyabr' 1986 g

O 225 Biosphere model validation by intercomparison to observed behaviour of fallout radionuclides in the aquatic
environment

O 22£ Dose assessment and uncertainty with respect to liquid effluent discharges
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O 222 Pre-decornmissioning environmental investigations at the Garigliano nuclear power plant

JTJ 22J. The idea of reusing radioecological measurements applied to a river subjected to many nuclear influences: the
Rhone. Le concept de retour d'experience en radioecoiogie. Application au cas d'un fleuve a forte implantation
nucleaire: le Rhone

jTj 229 Thg uptake of radioactive cesium into the aquatic vegetation of Styria, Austria

O 322 The Chernobyl Trace in Belarus. Charnobyl'ski sled na Belarusi

if] 221A long-term study of radiocesium transport to a subalpine lake from its catchment

;Q 232 Littoral ecosystem radioecological monitoring in the region of atomic energy enterprises

Q 233 Some radioecological aspects of Dnieper River and its tributaries state

O 234 Possibilities of the anthropogenic radionuclide accumulation in the Kaunas reservoir - The part of the Nemunas
riverine system

Qj 221 Radiological assessment of long lived radionuclides transferred through aquatic pathways

j p 22£ Radioecological of the Vardar river catchment area after the Chernobyl release

]TJ 237 Migration behavior of released radionuclides in the river system in the exclusion zone of the Chernobyl nuclear
power plant

Qj 23JLUltrafiltration study of the forms of radionuclide occurrence in different aquatic ecosystems. Ul'trafiTtratsionnoe
issledovanie form nakhozhdeniya radionuklidov v razlichnykh vodnykh ehkosistemakh

1̂ 1 23.9 Radio-capacity of ecosystems

O 240 The Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: Data and dose assessments

| / | 241 Past and present levels of some radionuclides in fish from Bikini and Enewetak atolls

Q 242 Laboratory studies on the retention and release of some radioisotopes by clay minerals and fresh water stream biota

O 243 Radioecological analysis of the Elbe river. Pt. 1. Pre-loading, concentration factors. Radiooekologische Studien an
derElbe. T. 1. Vorbelastung, Konzentrationsfaktoren

O 244 Use of fall-out data in the development of models for the transfer of nuclides in terrestrial and freshwater systems

O 245 Ecological and physiological parameters of mercury and cesium-137 accumulation in the raccoon

O 24ji Variability in dose estimates associated with the food-chain transport and ingestion of selected radionuclides

O 247 Evaluation of the Steel Creek ecosystem in relation to the propsed restart of the L-reactor: interim report

r j 248: Effects of selected organic compounds on radionuclide adsorption to sediments in freshwater systems

O 249 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1980

Q 250 Presence and distribution of plutonium isotopes in two typical marine systems. Taranto and Venice Gulfs
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Title
f*j| 251 Transuranic behaviour in marine environment

O 2^2 Evaluation of the Steel Creek ecosystem in relation to the proposed restart of L reactor

O 251 Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: terrestrial food chain and total doses

| 3 254,Macroalgae as 'sentinel' of trace and heavy metals in the management of coastal environment

O 2S5. Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1981

O 25£ Evaluation of the Steel Creek ecosystem in relation to the proposed restart of the L-reactor

O 257 The effect on hydrophytes of various contaminants in the aquatic environment

O 25ft Monitoring of hydrosphere radioactivity in the vicinity of Dukovany nuclear power plant. Siedovani radioaktivity
hydrosfery v okoli jaderne elektrarny Dukovany

O 259 Radioactivity of fish in the Hungarian reach of the river Danube

O 2fii Wildlife

It'! 261. Radiological-dose assessments of atolls in the northern Marshall Islands

f ] 2£2 Amchitka Radiobioiogical Program. Final report, July 1970-December 1979

f l 263 Environmental radioactivity levels, Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant. Annual report, 1982

O 2j£4 Distribution of 90Sr and 137Cs among the components of the swamp-river ecosystem. Raspredelenie 90Sr i l37Cs po

komponentam bolotno-rechnoj ehkosistemy

O 265 A modern water monitoring system: requirements, optimization and experience in the Danube river

O 2&1 Natural and artificial enhanced radioactivity in the Lake Kerkini and the River Strymon (Greece)

O M2 Features of cesium-137 and strontium-90 behavior in turf soils and marshes. Osobennosti povedeniya tseziya-137 i
strontsiya-90 v torfyanykh pochvakh niz innykh i verkhovykh bolot

O 2M Critical zone of irradiation of hydrobionts in the ecosystem of Kiev water reservoir. Kriticheskaya zona oblucheniya
gidrobiontov v ehkosisteme Kievskogo vodokhranilishcha

f l 26.9 Risk assessment from contamination of aquatic ecosystems in the areas of Chernobyl and Ural radioactive patterns
jHJ 22Q Peculiarities of migration of technogenic radioisotopes of gamma-sources in ecosystem of the lake Drukshaj - a

cooling pond of the Ignalinsk NPP. Osobennosti migratsii tekhnogennykh radionuklidov gamma-izluchatelej v
ehkosisteme ozJDrukshyaj - vodoema-okhladitelya Ignalinskoj AEhS

O 221 The radioecological situation in the cooling pond of the Chernobyl nuclear power station. Radioehkologicheskoe
sostoyanie pruda-okhladitelya ChAEhS

O 222 Mobility of Chernobyl-derived I37Cs in a peatbog system within the catchment of thePripyat River, Belarus

!•! 222. Plutonium isotopes, 137Cs, 90Sr and natural radioactivity in marine sediments from Ghazaouet (Algeria)

O 274 Radioecologica! state of lakes in the southern Ural impacted by radioactivity release of the 1957 radiation accident

O 2215 years research project between R1AP and JAERI on secondary migration of radionuclides in terrestrial and aquatic
environment, (some preliminary results)

O 276 Radionuclides in lake Drukshiai - cooling water reservoir of IgnalinaNPP in 1986-1993

P 222 Modeling the washoff of 90Sr and : 37Cs from an experimental plot established in the vicinity of the Chernobyl reactor

jTJ 278 Radioactive impact of some phosphogypsum piles in soils and salt marsh evaluated by gamma-ray spectrometry

X"\ 27£ Redissolution of cesium radionuclides from sediments of freshwater lakes by biogenic ammonium ions.
*"*" Rueckloesung von Caesium-Radionukliden aus Sedimenten von Suesswasserseen durch biogene Ammonium-Ionen

O 2Mi In-situ distribution coefficients and exchangeability of radiocaesium in aquatic systems

O 2JLL Behaviour of Chernobyl radionuclides in fresh water biosystems. Povedenie radionuklidov Chemobyi'skogo
proiskhozhdeniya v presnovodnykh biosistemakh

iQ 2J2 Radiological aspects of fisheries treatment in Ukraine. Radiologicheskie aspekty vedeniya rybovodstva v Ukraine
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O 282 The fallout isotope M 7Bi in a Delaware salt marsh. A comparison with 210Pb and 137Cs as a geochronological tool

O 2SlBioaccumulation of 137Cs and 85Sr by an Australian sub-tropical freshwater teleost (Bidyanus bidyanus)

Q 2g5_ Model description and evaluation of model performance, scenario S. Multiple pathways assessment of the IAEA/CEC
co-ordinated research programme on validation of environmental model predictions (VAMP)

Q 2M Influence of the landscape geochemical contrast on migration of cesium 137. Vliyanie landshaftno-geokhimicheskoj

kontrastnosti na migratsiyu 137Cs

Q 2g2 Cesium 137 in lake's ecosystems (some results of longevity monitoring of various lakes). Tsezij 137 v ozernykh
ehkosistemakh (Nekotorye itogi mnogoletnego monitoringa ozer raznogo biolimnologicheskogo tipa)

Q 2SS. Results of water ecosystems radioecological investigations after Chernobyl accident (1986-1995). Itogi issledovanij
po radioehkologii vodnykh ehkosistem posle avarii naChAEhS (1986-1995)

!•) 2g£ Peculiarities of radionuclides' accumulation in benthic organisms and fish in the Barents and Kara Seas

iv| 22G Reconstruction and prediction of radioactive contamination of the ecosystems of the Arctic Seas

O 221 Radiation detected in peat-production bogs located in various regions of Ukraine
i p 221 Peculiarities of radionuclide fall-out from the Ignalina APP, their accumulation and migration in the Drukshiai lake

ecosystem. Radionuklidu, patenkanciu i aplinkais Ignalinos AE, kaupimosi ir migracijos ypatumai Drukshiu ezero
ekosistemoje

|H| 222. Radionuclide concentration by marine components in the Romanian Black Sea sector. Concentrarea radionuclizilor
de catre componente marine din sectorul romanesc al Marii Negre

jTJ 2g4 Long ecological half-lives in seminatural systems. Annual report 1996. Project plan 1997
jHj 295 Distribution of cesium 137 and other chemical elements on the physical chemical barriers of a boundary zone of the

Belarus Poles'e marsh. Raspredeienie tseziya-137 i drugikh khimicheskikh ehlementov na fiziko-khimicheskikh
bar'erakh kraevoj zony bolota Belorusskogo Poles'ya

jTj 226 Radioecological investigations of phytocommunities higher water plant in upper Kiev water reservoir.
Radioehkologicheskie issledovaniya fitotsinozov vysshikh vodnykh rastenij v verkhov'yakh Kievskogo
vodokhranilishcha

O 222 High water plants vegetation in Kiev and Kakhovka water reservoirs after Chernobyl accident. Vysshaya vodnaya
rastitel'nost' Kievskogo i Kakhovskogo vodokhranilishch posle avarii na ChAEhS

jTJ 2£§, The measurement of some radionuclides in the marine coastal environment of Syria

O 222 Measuring the bioenergetic cost of fish activity in situ using a globally dispersed radiotracer (137Cs)

O 2Q0 Radioactivity of marine environment: pr occupations of the Romanian Institute of Marine Research at Constanta
(1977-1995). Radioactivitatea mediului marin: Preocupari ale Institutului de Cercetari Marine din Constanta
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Title

]Pj SOj.The food chain transfer of radionuclides through semi-natural habitats

fjj 222: Plutonium and other Radionuclides in some samples of lichen from Poland

jQ 222. Behavior of 137Cs in Nothern Greece one Decade after Chernobyl
O 304 Development of a radioecological situation in basin of both Pripyat' and Sozh rivers on the territory of Belarus during

1991-1995. Razvitie radioehkologicheskoj obstanovki v period 1991-1995 gg. v bassejne rek Pripyat', Sozh na
territorii Belarusi

O 225. Radioactive contamination and a forecast of natural waters state (radionuclides of the Chernobyl genesis in natural
waters of Belarus). Radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie i prognoz sostoyaniy prirodnykh vod (Radionuclidy Chemobyl'skogo
proiskhozhdeniya v prirodnykh vodakh Belarusi)

O 306 Swampy lands as source of secondary contamination of water ecosystems by radioactive cesium. Zabolochennye
zemli kak istochnik vtorichnogo zagryazneniya vodnykh ehkosistem radioaku'vnym tseziem

jTj 307 Dynamics of entrainment of Chernobyl radiocesium out of river drainage systems of Baltic sea watershed in
1986-1988 years. Dinamia vynosa chemobyl'skogo radiotseziya s rechnykh vodosborov bassejna Baltijskogo morya
v1986-1988 gg

IT] 30£ On the state of Cs, Sr, Ce radionuclides in aquatic systems of Belarus. K voprosu o sostoyanii radionuklidov Cs, Sr,
Ce v vodnykh sistemakh Belarusi

O 222 Environmental radiological studies conducted during 1986 in the vicinity of the Rancho Seco Nuclear Power
Generating Station

O 212 Modelling of 137Cs transport from water to aquatic plants. Modellirovanie perenosa 137Cs iz vody v vodnyerasteniya

O 311 The Chernobyl reactor accident and its impact on the aquatic environment (marine and freshwater)

|££ 312 Application of low-level gamma spectroscopy for determination of natural and artificial radionuclides, as found in
sediments and organisms of the deep sea. Ensatz der Low-Level-Gammaspektrometrie zur Bestimmung natuerlicher
und kuenstlicher Radionuklide am Beispiel von Sedimenten und Organismen aus der Tiefsee

| / | 212. The intrusion of low-level radioactive waste into Dublin Bay

O -^4 Radio-ecological study of the Lodeve mining complex (France) 1981-1985. Etude radioecologique du complexe
*" minierde Lodeve (France) 1981-1985
£3 211 Total beta-activity and the content of most important artificial radionuclides in tissues of fishes from the Jihlava river

basin

O 1M Sediments and aquatic indicators. Chapter 7

fjj 317 Assessment of Sr, Cs and K radionuclide equilibrium concentration factors in Danube fish

O H i Radioactivity monitoring of the Irish marine environment 1985-86

fj3 2I£ Gamma radioactivity in the Iberian marine environment closest to the NEA dumping site

!•! 320 Transit and absorption of nuclear industry derivatives by marine biota. Transito e absorcao de radionuclideos na biota
marinha derivados de industria nuclear

O 22i Cesium-137 deposition and absorbed dose to blood of Taiwan island

%' 1 322 Cesium-137 monitoring of aquatic and terrestrial environment in Goiania. Monitoracao do Cs-137 no ambiente
aquatico e terrestre de Goiania

O 3.23 Results of radioactivity measurements along the french coasts during 1986. Resultats du reseau d'observation de la
radioactivite en milieu marin littoral en France pour 1986

Q 3_24 Environmental radiological studies downstream from the Rancho Seco Nuclear Power Generating Station, 1985

O 225 Environmental radiological studies downstream from the Rancho Seco Nuclear Power Generating Station -1985.
Appendices. Part II

O 2SS On 137Cs uptake by human organism from aquatic food chains. K voprosu 0 postuplenii 137Cs po pishchevoj tsepi iz
vodoema v organizm cheloveka

O 222 Role of water salinity in J 37Cs buildup by freshwater fishes. Rol' solevogo sostava vody v nakoplenii! 37Cs
presnovodnoj ryboj „, _
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O 22£ 9 0Sr and ' 3 7Cs in components of swamp-river ecosystem in Beloyarsk NPP region. 90Sr i* 3 7Cs v komponentakh
bolotno-rechnoj ehkosistemy v rajone Beloyarskoj AEHS •,. >

O 222 Effect of water heating on uptake of some radioactive and stable nuclides by algae from Beloyarsk water reservoir.
Vliyanie podogreva vody na postupleniya nekotorykh radioaktivnykh i stabil'nykh nuklidov v rasteniya Beloyarskogo
vodokhranilishcha

O 232134Cs-transport in an experimental ecological system. A I34Cs transzportja egy kiserleti oekologiai rendszerben

Q 22i Modelling of phase-to-phase transitions of radionuclides in the biosphere. Modelovani mezif azovych prechodu
radionuklidu v biosfere

O 222 Experimental study of the transfers of a radionuclide mixture between water, sediment and fish

Q 2 H Environmental radioactivity and drinking water supply. Pt. 5. Water chain exposure from fallout after Chernobyl and
after nuclear weapon tests. Umweltradioaktivitaet und Trinkwasserversorgung. T. 5. Die Belastung des Wasserpfads
durch den Fallout nach Tschemobyl und nach den Kernwaffentests

j p 321 Objectives and results of the study of the Baltic Sea and GDR coastal waters radioactive contamination. Tseli i
rezul'taty issledovanij radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya Baltijskogo morya i pribrezhnykh vod GDR

O 225. Environmental studies at pre-operational and operational stages of nuclear power plants in Italy: chemical and
radioanalytical implications

IQ 23Ji Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1985

| / | 222239>240Pu and 137Cs concentrations in some marine biota, mostly from the seas around Japan

|Hj 238. Dual radiotracer measurement of zoobenthos-mediated solute and particle transport in freshwater sediments

| 3 22£ 137Cs in freshwater fish in Finland. I37Cs i innsjoefisk i Finland

jvf 242 The behaviour of cesium 137, chromium 51, cobalt 60, Manganese 54, sodium 22 and zinc 65 in simulated estuarine
environments. Effects of suspended mineral particles and dissolved organic matters. Comportement du cesium-137,
chrome-51, cobalt-60, manganese-54, sodium-22, zinc-65, en milieux d'embouchures simules: influence des
particules minerales en suspension et des matieres organiques dissoutes

O 241 Aquatic biocenosis in radioecological surveillance of nuclear power plants. El papel de las biocenosis acuaticas en
las vigilancias radioecologicas de instalaciones nucleares

O 342 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1984

| 3 242 Bioindicator studies in Nordic waters

O 344 Comparative radiosensitivity of Gammarus olivii populations living in different ecological conditions. Sravnitel'naya
radiochuvstviternost' populyatsij amfipod Gammarus olivii, obitayusbchikh v raznykh ehkologicheskikh usloviyakh

O 345 Palaeolimnological and limnogeochemical features in the sedimentary record of the polluted Lake Lippajaervi in
Southern Finland

jQ 34£ Some results of radioecological study of natural ecosystems in the zone of the Beloyarsky Atomic power station.
**" Nekotorye itogi radioehkologicheskogo izucheniya prirodnykh ehkosistem v zone Beloyarskoj AEhS
jHj 2£7 Sediments and aquatic indicators. Chapter 6

O 24E Diagenesis of chemical associations of 137Cs and other artificial radionuclides in river sediments

iy|| 349 Radioactivity in surface and coastal waters of the British Isles, 1982

iTJ 35Q Estimated radiological doses to the maximumly exposed individual and downstream populations from releases of
tritium, strontium-90, ruthenium-106, and cesium-137 from White Oak Dam
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Search Results - Documents) 351 to 400 of 466
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Search Reques t - Mair.: years- 19S0 and Oescriptors includes -CESIUM 137,CESIUM 134- -md Descriptors ir.cJudes 'aquatic ecosystems-

Title
O 211 Decline of radionuclides in Columbia River biota

|gj 252 Prediction of the migration of several radionuclides in ocean sediment with the computer code IONMIG: a
preliminary report

|j?| 222. Contribution to the radiological surveillance of the marine environment. Contribution au controle radiologique du
milieu marin

fj?f 251A. preliminary assessment of biological transport of radionuclides dumped at deep sea bottom
fy| 255 The behaviour of transuranic and other long-lived radionuclides in the Irish sea and its relevance to the deep sea

disposal of radioactive wastes
f/f 22£ Radioactive contamination of the NEA dumping sites

jvf 222 Bioindicators for monitoring radioactive pollution of the marine environment. Experiments on the feasibility of

Mytilus as a bioindicator in estuarine environments - with some comparisons to Fucus

O 25E Radioactive background in principal components of the Jihlava River ecosystem

O 252 Cycling and land resources management

jvj 262 Effect of sediment-bound radionuclides on marine organisms

O MIRadioecology of nuclear fuel cycles

O 25^ Natural radioactivity background of stagnant water ecosystems in Dukovany nuclear power plant area. Prirozene

radioakJivni pozadi ekosystemu stojatych vod v oblasti jaderne elektrarny Dukovany
O 2S2. Bibliographical review of radioactive cesium uptake capacity and processes in aquatic plants. Synthese

bibliographique sur la capacite et ies modalites de la fixation du radiocesium par les vegetaux aquatiques

O 2M Contamination of aqueous medium. Radioaktivnye zagryazneniya vodnoj sredy

O ^^> Investigation of the transport of actinide-bearing soil colloids in the soil-aquatic environment

| / j 266 Radionuclides at the U.S. radioactive waste disposal site near the Farallon Islands
O 2S2 Geographic zones with increased migration of 137Cs from environment into food stuffs. Chapter 3.4. GeografichesMe

zony s povyshennoj migratsiej 137Cs iz okruzhayushchej sredy v pishchevyeprodukty. Glava 3.4

O 2SS. Interactions of radionuclides and pollutants with phytocoenoses in fresh-water ecosystems

O 3$9 Increased cesium uptake by water tupelo under inundated conditions

]Q 3J7(1 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1979
O 2Z1 Selection and performance of bio-indicators in the surveillance of nuclear installation sites. Choix et performances de

bioindicateurs pour la surveillance des sites d'implantation d'instailations nucleaires
O 372 Radioactivity background in the Jihlava river ecosystem prior to commissioning the Dukovany-Dalesice power

complex. Pozadi radioaktivity v ekosystemu reky Jihlavy v obdobi pred zahajenim provozu energetickeho komplexu
Dukovany-Dalesice

O 37$ Distribution of mercury, Cesium-137, and plutonium in an intermittent stream at Los Alamos

Q 374 Methodology used for the study of sorption properties of bottom sediments and some basic information on the
behaviour of selected radionuclides in aqueous media

iQ 375 Radioactive contamination of the Soviet part of the mouth of the Danube and the adjacent area of the Black Sea in
1976-78

O 226 Radioactivity of Danube from the Black sea to Bratislava. Radioaktivita Dunaja od Cierneho mora po Bratislavu

O 377 The chemical behaviour and ecological transfer in the human food chain of some radionuclides in aqueous
ecosystems

jTJ 378 Russian experience

O 222 Radionuclide concentrations and dose assessment of cistern water and groundwater at the Marshall Islands

O 380 Radionuclides in aquatic environments
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o

o

221 Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: sampling and analysis summary

382 Radionuclides in aquatic environments

2 M Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: radionuclide concentrations in fish and clams and estimated doses yia
the marine pathway

354 Behaviour of molluscs in cantabrian biota with respect to the activity present in the marine medium. Comportamiento
de los moluscos de la biota cantabrica respecto a la actividad presente en el medio marino

355 Ten years of investigation on radioactive contamination of the marine environment. Incorporation, by marine algae
and animals, of hydrogen-3 and other radionuclides present in effluents of nuclear or industrial origin

386 The influence of site on the impact of radionuclides released into the marine environment. L'effet de site sur Fimpact
des radionucleides rejetes dans le milieu marin

2£2 Environmental issues associated with R Reactor renovation and startup

38S Impact assessment on the human exposure to environmental radiation

2B£ Uptake of gamma-emitting radionuclides by soils placed in test reactor leaching ponds

390 Radionuclide bioconcentration and loss in some species of molluscs: Perna perna, Thais haemastoma and Tegula
viridula. Bioconcentracao e perda de radionuclideos nos moluscos: Perna perna, Thais haemastoma e Tegula viridula

391 Behaviour and control of radionuclides in the environment: present state of knowledge and future needs

3,9,2 Chemical behavior of long-lived radionuclides in the marine environment

221 Contamination due to radioactive materials

394 Retention of radionuclides by some types of flora in the aquatic system in the vicinity of a nuclear facility. Kumulacia

radionuklidov niektorymi druhmi flory vo vodnom systeme v okoli jadroveho zariadenia
29J> Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1982

22S.Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1983

397 An environmental assessment of twenty five years of nuclear operations at Trombay - an overview

398 Variability of dose predictions for cesium-137 and radium-226 using the PRISM method
222 90ST and 137Cs content in some regions of the Baltic Sea in 1982. Soderzhanie strontsiya-90 i tseziya-137 v ryade

rajonov Baltijskogo morya v 1982 g
400 A systematic investigation on the effects of the major chemical and chemical-physical parameters on Cs and Sr

distribution coefficients in a fresh water sample
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Search Results - Documents) 401 to 450 of 466

Request - MT.U; years- 1980 and Descriptors includes •CESIUa l37,CESiy» 134* «id Descriptors includes • Aquatic ecosystems1

Title
O Optimization of surveillance methods of water radionuclide intake by man. Ob optimizatsii metodov kontrolya

postupleniyaradionuklidov cheloveku iz vodoemov
O &£.137-Cs in algae from the Swedish west coast, 1967-1983
O ^22. Previsional method for the evaluation of water and sediment radioactive concentrations in a river basin based on

association of experimental results and hydrologic data
O 4Q4 Long-term studies of liquid radioactive waste effluents from a PWR nuclear power plant. Etude de plusieurs annees

sur les effluents radioactifs liquides rejetes par une centrale nucleaire PWR

Q 4M Variable values of unit collective dose equivalent for members of the public: Difficulties when applied to UK fish and
shellfish consumption

O 4Q6 Aquatic sediments

Q 4Q2 Freshwater and estuarineradioecology. Proceedings of an international seminar

jv| 4S3, AnaComp Program application to calculate 137Cs transfer rates in marine organisms and dose on the man

fj2f 4jQ£ Modelling of hydrological pathways in RODOS

O £12 Basic model for the prediction of* 37Cs concentration in the organisms of detritus food chain
O &LL Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya

radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya
O 112 Radioecological state of some surface water systems from the contaminated areas of the both Gomel and Mogilev

regions Radioehkologicheskoe sostoyanie nekotorykh poverkhnostnykh vodnykh sistem zagryaznennykh rajonov
Gomel'skoj i Mogilevskoj oblastej

O 4JJiThe raised swamps is phytomigration radioecological anomalies Verkhovye bolota - fitomigratsionnye
radioehkologicheskie anomalii

O l i i Flows of cesium 137 from sediments to water PotoM Cs-137 iz donnykh otlozhenij v vodu
O =iS Role of temperature in accumulation of cesium 137 by aquatic biota of the Chernobyl NPP cooling pond Rol'

temperatury v nakoplenii Cs-137 gidrobiontami vodoema-okhladitelya ChAEhS
O il^Radioecological and toxicological characteristic of theChernobyiskNPP cooling pond Radioehkologicheskaya i

toksikologicheskaya kharakteristika vodoema-okhladitelya Chernobyl'skoj AEhS
O 412 Comparison of contents of cesium 137 and strontium 90 in both surface and underground waters of the contaminated

areas of 'near' and 'remote' zones of the Chernobyl trace with their contents in soils Sravnenie soderzhaniya 137Cs i
90Sr v poverkhnostnykh gruntovykh i podzemnykh vodakh zagryaznennykh rajonov 'blizhnej' i 'dal'nej' zon
Chernobyl'skogo sleda s ikh soderzhaniem. v pochvogruntakh

O ^ i i Biotic flows of cesium 137 in the lake ecosystem Bioticheskie potoki Cs 137 v ozernoj ehkosisteme
O 412 Accumulation of cesium 137 by water plants of an unflowing lake Nakoplenie Cs 137 vodnymi rasteniyami

neprotochnogo ozera
O 422 Radioactivity monitoring of the Irish marine environment 1996 and 1997
O ^ 2 i Influence of seasonal functioning of a barrier complex on distribution of cesium 137 in over soil cover Vliyanie

sezonnogo funktsionirovaniya bar'emogo kompleksa na raspredelenie Cs 137 v napochvennom pokrove
Qj 422 Radioecological monitoring of some limnite water systems of the Republic of Belarus undergone to contamination

after the Chernobyl NPP accident Radioehkologicheskij monitoring nekotorykh vodnykh sistem limniticheskogo tipa
respubliki Belarus', podvergshikhsya zagryazneniyu v rezul'tate avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

O 423 Migration of cesium 137 at deflation on dried peat marsh soils of the Poles'e agricultural landscapes Migratsiya
Cs-137 pri deflyatsii na osushennykh torfyano-bolotnykh pochvakh Polesskikh agrolandshaftov

O ^24 Influence of formation features of the peat- marsh soils on accumulation of cesium 137 and strontium 90 by perennial
plants Vliyanie osobennostej pochvoobrazovaniya torfyano-bolotnykh pochv na nakoplenie tseziya-137 i
strontsiya-90 v mnogoletnikh travakh

|£ | 425 The contamination of the oceans by anthropogenic radionuclides A contaminacao dos oceanos por radionuclideos
antropogenicos

O 42,6 Monitoring of radionuclides in the vicinities of Finnish nuclear power plants in 1993 and 1994
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|£jj 427 Instrumental analysis of low level of Cs-137 in marine samples by gamma spectrometry Analise instrumental de
baixos niveis de Cs-137 em amostras marinfaas por espectrometria gama

g?| 42g. Recent changes in liquid radioactive waste discharges to the Irish Sea from Sellafield. Pt. 1. Inputs and uptake by
*'"* coastal biota

jQ 429 Discharge patterns of radionuclides and the influence of early diagenesis in a salt-marsh of the Ribble Estuary, NW
England

iQ 430 Radionuclide depositional history in the Solway Firth, U.K

O ^2 i Radio-capacity of different types of natural ecosystems (without man) and their ecological standardization principles .

•O & £ Biological peculiarities of the cranberry (Oxycoccus palustris Pers.) and ecological parameters of its environment:

influence on accumulation of 137Cs by phytomass
[ 3 433. Radioecological state of some surface water systems of contaminated areas of both Gomel and Mogilev Regions

Radioehkologicheskoe sostoyanie necotorych poverchnostnych vodnych sistem zagryaznennych rajonov Gomel'skoj i
Mogilevskoj oblastej

f t 434 Radioactivity in the Romanian Black Sea sector. One decade after Chernobyl
Q 43J.EKO-1 summary

|£J 43_£ Uptake of 90Sr and 137Cs by marine benthic organisms-crab, area and mudskipper of Bombay harbour bay with their
growth

jTJ 43J7 Mathematical simulation of the radionuclides flows from both agriculture and natural ecosystems for the purpose of
radiation rehabilitation of the contaminated territories Matematicheskoe modelirovanie potokov radionuklidov iz
sel'skokhozyajstvennykh i estestvennykh ehkosistem s tsel'yu radiatsionnoj reabilitatsii zagryaznennykh territory

]Tj 43E Instrumental analysis by gamma spectrometry of low level caesium-137 in marine samples

£3 439 Potassium effect on cesium 137 behaviour in natural waters of contaminated regions (Belarus) Vliyanie kaliya na
povedenie tseziya 137 v prirodnykh vodakh rajonov radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya

U 44Q Distribution of cesium 137 and other chemical elements on physico-chemical barriers in a boundary region on the
marsh of the Belarus Poles'e Raspredelenie tseziya 137 i drugikh khimicheskikh ehlementov na fiziko-khimicheskikh
bar'erakh kraevoj zony bolota Belorusskogo Poles'ya

O ^ * Concentration of cesium 137 in biogeochemical barrier in a boundary region on the marsh of the Belarus Poles'e
Kontsentratsiya tseziya 137 na biogeokhimicheskom bar'ere kraevoj zony bolota Belorusskogo Poles'ya

iTJ 442 Complex radiation ecological estimation of the environment, working and living places of the population
Kompleksnayaradiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnqj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

O 443 Ecuadorian antarctic act Acta Antartica Ecuatoriana

Q 444 Temporal change in fallout 137Cs in terrestrial and aquatic systems: A whole ecosystem approach

O 445 Evaluation and utility of transfer factors for radionuclides in the marine environment

O ^*ft Effect of mixing layer on the vertical distribution of radionuciide in lacustrine and coastal sediments

O 447 Transfer factors of trace elements and radionuclides in the marine environment of India

|£ | 44g Radioactivity in the Arctic Seas. Report for the International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP)

O MS. The dynamics of137 Cs constant in some fish species in ChPP zone influence reservoirs. Dinamika soderzhaniya
tseziya-137 v nekotorykh vidakh ryb vodoemov zony vliyaniya ChAEhS

O £ & Radiometric dating of the Danube Delta lakes recent sediments
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Search Request - Kain: year>» 1930 and Descriptors includes -CESIUM J37,CESIUM 134" and Descriptors includes -aquatic ecosystems'

Title

O 2^i 10 v e a r s anniversary of the Poles'e state radioecological reserve (collected articles) 10 let Polesskomu
gosudarstvennomy radiatsionno-ehkologicheskomu zapovedniku (sbornik statej)

O 4^2 The observations on the research station Masany Nablyudeniya na issledovatel'skoj stantsii Masany

O ^ 2 . The use of artificial sorbents for radioactivity monitoring of water basins of Belarus Ispol'zo vanie isskustvennykh
sorbentov dlya monitoringa radioactivnosti ozemykh basseinov Belarusi

O 451 Current levels determination of *37 Cesium in sea water from Guayaquil to Greenwich Island and in some
components of the aquatic ecosystems at Fort William cape. Determinacion de niveles actuales de 137Cesium en
aguas marinas en el trayecto Guayaquil Isla Greenwich y en algunos componentes del ecosistema acuatico en Punta
Fort William

O independence of radiocaesium biological half-life in freshwater fish on water potassium concentration and temperature

O lMCs-137 behaviour in landscape-geochemical structures of barrier complexes. Povedenie Cs-137 v
landshaftno-geokhimicheskikh strukturakh bar'ernykh kompleksov

O ^57 Bioaccumulau'on of 134Cs and 241 Am by a limpet Patella coerulea

O 45S. Radionuclides determination in the Sargassum algae located in the Saco de Piraquara de Fora - Angra dos Reis - Rio
de Janeiro - Brazil Determinacao deradionuclideos na alga marinha bentonica localizada no Saco de Piraquara de
Fora, Angra dos Reis/RJ

O &S2-T5ie I0^e °f bioaccumulation of radionuclides in their migration in the freshwater ecosystem Radionuklidu
bioakumuliacijos vaidmuo ju migracijai gelavandeneje ekosistemoje

|PJ 460 Influence of both floods and freshets on landscapes radionuclides distribution Vliyanie polovodij i pavodkov na
raspredelenie radionuklidov v landshaftakh

O M l A radioecological condition of the surface water systems of Belarus Radioehkologicheskoe sostoyanie
poverkhnostnykh vodnykh sistem Belarusi

Q 4§2 Radioecological situation on small rivers of the Upper Neman Radioehkologicheskaya obstanovka na malykh rekakh
Verkhnenemanskogo bassejna

O ££2. ̂  r0^e °^ ̂ ^ w ^ s ^n radionuclide accumulation by plants and bottom sediments of water reservoirs Rol' kletochnykh
obolochekvnakopleniiradionuklidovvrasteniyakhidonnykh otlozheniyakh vodoemov

O 464 Behaviour of cesium 137 in the swamp ecosystems. Modelling of the processes. Povedenie tseziya-137 v bolotnykh
ehkosistemakh. Modelirovanie protsessov

O ^ ^ About radioactive substances circulation in the swamp phytocenosis O krugovorote radioaktivnykh veshchestv v
bolotnykh fitotsenozakh

Q 4 ^ Peculiarities of cesium 137 and strontium 90 intake to soils solutions Osobennosti postupleniya tseziya-137 i
s£rontsiya-90 v pochvennye rastvory
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Search Results • Document(s) 1 to 27 of 27 m
Search Request-Main: year*- 1980 and Descriptors includes •ROTHSNIVM 106- and Descriptorc includes •aquatic ecosystems'

Title
iQ X Monitoring of radioactive elements in the environment. Suivi des elements radioactifs dans 1'environnement

| 3 2. Radioecological impact of the Chernobyl accident on continental aquatic ecosystems. Impact radioecologique de
l'accident de Tchernobyl sur les ecosystemes aquatiques continentaux

| 3 2. Environmental radioactivity in Denmark 1990 and 1991

O ^ Regularities of cesium, strontium, ruthenium radionuclide washout kinetics from bed sediments of the zone adjacent to
the Chernobylsk NPP. Zakonomemosti kinetiki vymyvaniya radionuklidov tseziya, strontsiya i ruteniya iz donnykh
otlozhenij blizhnej zony ChAEhS

| 3 5. On the taking of representative water, suspended matter and sediment samples from inland waters. Zur Gewinnung
repraesentativer Wasser-, Schwebstoff- und Sedimentproben in Binnengewaessern

Q £ Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1992 and 1993

| 3 7 The accumulation of radionuclides by the wild growing VACCENrtUM VITIS-IDAEA L. Akumulyatsyya
radyenukiidaw dzikaroslaj VACCINIUM VTTTS-IDAEA L

j p & Radioactivity in freshwater systems in Cumbria (UK) following the Chernobyl accident

jTJ 9_ Regularities of uptake and distribution of radionuclides in botten sedimentations of entrophic lake. Zakonomernosti
postupleniya i raspredeleniya radionuklidov v donnykh otlozheniyakh dimikticheskogo ehvtrofnogo ozera

^ | ifi A numerical model of artificial radionuclides transfers in the English Channel. (Hydrodynamical, biological and
sedimentary processes). Modelisation numerique des transferts de radioelements artificiels en Mer de Manche.
(Processus hydrodynamiques, biologiques et sedimentaires)

!•! JJ. Radioactivity in the Baltic sea following the Chernobyl accident

jQ 12 Radioactivity in the Canadian aquatic environment

jj£) 12. Radioactivity in the marine environment (Preprint No. 3T-16)

jTj 14 The idea of reusing radioecological measurements applied to a river subjected to many nuclear influences: the Rhone.
Le concept de retour d'experience en radioecologie. Application au cas d'un fleuve a forte implantation nucleaire: le
Rhone

O ^ Effects of selected organic compounds on radionuclide adsorption to sediments in freshwater systems
O -i& Assessment, modelization and analysis of106 Ru experimental transfers through a freshwater trophic system.

Evaluation, modelisation et analyse des transferts experimentaux du 3O6Ru au sein d'un reseau trophique d'eau douce
f*£f 12 Radionuclide concentration by marine components in the Romanian Black Sea sector. Concentrarea radionuclizilor de

catre componente marine din sectorul romanesc al Marii Negre
O ^S- Radioactive contamination and a forecast of natural waters state (radionuclides of the Chernobyl genesis in natural

waters of Belarus). Radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie i prognoz sostoyaniy prirodnykh vod (Radionuclidy Chernobyl'skogo
proiskhozhdeniya v prirodnykh vodakh Belarusi)

^ ) 12 Results of radioactivity measurements along the french coasts during 1986. Resultats du reseau d'observation de la
radioactivite en milieu marin littoral en France pour 1986

!? | 20. On the biological dilution in the concentration of radioactive substances by plankton
O ^ - Estimated radiological doses to the maximumly exposed individual and downstream populations from releases of

tritium, strontium-90, ruthenium-106, and cesium-137 from White Oak Dam
| / j 2£ Radioactive contamination of the NEA dumping sites

'0 22. Effect of sediment-bound radionuclides on marine organisms

£3 21 Interactions of radionuclides and pollutants with phytocoenoses in fresh-water ecosystems

| 3 25, An environmental assessment of twenty five years of nuclear operations at Trombay - an overview

O 2£ Aquatic sediments

Q 21 Recent changes in liquid radioactive waste discharges to the Irish Sea from Sellafieid. Pt.l. Inputs and uptake by
coastal biota
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Search Results - Documents) 1 to 50 of 100

Search R e q u e s t - vai.i: year>» 1980 an<5 Oescriptoris includes -cobalt 60- and Descriptors includes -aquatic ecosystems"

Titie
O 1 Bioaccumulation ofJ 37Cs and 60Co by a tropical marine teleost Epinephelus sp

iT| 2 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark 1990 and 1991

jQ 2. A synthesis of ecological data from the 100 Areas of the Hanford Site

jTj 4 An aerial radiological survey of Par Pond and associated drainage pathways of the Savannah River Site, Aiken, South
Carolina. Date of survey: August 19--November 11,1991

jfjj 1 Second report on the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Biological Monitoring and Abatement Program for White Oak
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p 2 £ A behaviour of strontium 90 and cesium 137 in the water-aquatic inhabitants system. I. Pavodziny strontsyyu-90 i
tsehziyu-137 u sistehrae vada-gidrabienty. I
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lyivoberezhnoyi zaplivi ryiki Prip'yat'
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radioatividade ambiental desenvolvidos no LARELI

Qj 46. The radioecological monitoring of the Braslav lakes in the zone of influence of Ignalina NPS
Q 42 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1992 and 1993
jTJ 48. Consequences of radioactive deposition on aquatic environments

£J 4£ Response of biota of Kiev water reservoir to contamination and pollution following Chernobylsk NPP accident. Otklik
bioty Kievskogo vodokhranilishcha na radioaktivnoe i khimicheskoe zagryaznenie posle avarii na Chernobyl'skoj
AEhS

Q 5>0 Radionuclide distribution in hydrobionts of Zaporozh'e water reservoir. Raspredelenie radionuklidov v gidrobiontakh
Zaporozhskogo vodokhranilishcha
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Search Results - Document(s) 51 to 100 of 232

Main: year>* 1580 ar.ct descriptors includes 'STRCOT2UM 90* ar.d Descriptors ir.clv;c!op 'aquatic ecosystems'

Titie
O 5 i Peculiarities of radionuclide migration of beta-sources (^Sr, 210Pb) in ecosystem of the lake Drukshyaj and cooling

pond of Ignalina NPP. Osobennosti migratsii radionuklidov beta-izluchatelej (90Sr, 210Pb) v ekosisteme 0.3
Drukshyaj - vodoeve-okhladitele Ignalinskoj AES

Q 52 After-effects of the Kyshtym and Chernobyl accidents on bydrobionts. Posledstviya Kyshtymskoj i Chemobyl'skoj
avarij dlya gidrobiontov

Q 5 1 Radioecological aspects of Chernobyl accident in Kiev, Kanev and Kremenchug water reservoirs during 1986-1993.
Radioehkologicheskie aspekty Chemobyl'skoj katastrofy na Kievskom, Kanevskom i Kremenchugskom
vodokhranilishchakh za period 1986-1993 gg

IT] £4 Radioecological situation dynamics of Ezerishche lake in Belarus. Dinamika radioehkologicheskoj situatsii ozera
Ezerishche Vitebskoj oblasti Belarusi

i p 3 ! Radiological aspects of industrial fishing in contaminated territories of Ukraine. Radiologicheskie aspekty vedeniya
prudovogo rybovodstva na zagryaznennykh territoriyakh Ukrainy

| 3 56 Role of suspended matter and bottom sediments of the aquatic ecosystem of the Northern-Crimean Canal in migration
of 9 0 Sr,1 3 7 Cs,2 3 S Pu,2 3 9 + 2 4 0 Pu. Rol' vzveshennogo veshchestva i donnykh otlozhenij vodnoj ehkosistemy
Severo-Krymskogo kanala v migratsii90 Sr,137 Cs , 2 3 8 Pu, 2 3 9 + 2 4° Pu

O 52 Distribution of radionuclides in Dnieper water reservoirs ecosystems after ChNPP accident. Raspredelenie
radionuklidov v ehkosistemakh Dneprovskikh vodokhranilishch posle avarii na Ch AEhS

O 5E Radioactive contamination of Ukrainian rivers at the modern stage
O 5 i The accumulation of* 37Cs and 90Sr in hydrofauna of Belarus

Qi ££). Accumulation of radionuclides in swamp ecosystems

jQ £ 1 Global radioecological impact of nuclear activities in the former Soviet Union

O 62 Modelling of the transformation of speciation processes of Chernobyl origin J i7Cs and 90Sr in the soil and in bottom
sediments

O 61 Time dependent changes in mobility of radionuclides in soil-water-plant systems

I ! M Radioecological state of CIS water bodies and the radionuclides inventory in NPPs

O £5. Available data for establishing background radionuclide levels in the vicinities of Canadian CANDU stations

O £& Determination of 90Sr and 239,240pu j n environmental samples from the surroundings of the Jaslovske Bohunice
nuclear power plant

O $2 The animal kingdom in the Chernobyl NPP accident zone. Zhivotnyj mir v zone avarii na Chemobyl'skoj AEhS

jQ (&. The accumulation of radionuclides by the wild growing VACCINIUM VITIS-IDAEA L. Akumulyatsyya
radyenuklidaw dzikaroslaj VACCINIUM VITIS-IDAEA L

O ^ ^ n ^ e concentration factors of some radionuclides in aquatic organisms in freshwater environment

O 20. Peculiarities of l37Cs and 90Sr migration in soils of swamp ecosystems in Bryansk wooded district. Osobennosti
migratsii Cs-137 i Sr-90 v pochvakh bolotnykh ehkosistem Bryansk ogo poles'ya

O 2 i ^ e contamination of the different groups of animals. Chapter 3. Radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie zhivotnykh razlichnykh
grupp. Glava 3

jTJ 72. Influence of the Chernobyl NPP accident consequences to the animal kingdom. Chapter 4. Vliyanie posledstvij avarii
na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS na Zhivotnyj mir. Glava 4

f"| 21 The results of long-term studies of fish populations from water basins within the Kyshtym accident zone. Rezul'taty
mnogoletnikh issledovanij populyatsij ryb iz vodoemov, popavshikh v zonu Kyshtymskoj avarii

!''"] 74 Radioecological studies of phytocenoses of superior aquatic plants in the Kiev water reservoir. Radioehkologicheskie
issledovaniya fitotsenozov vyskshikh vodnykh rastenij Kievskogo vodoklnranilishcha

O 2^ Comparative study of dynamics of 90Sr and J 37Cs accumulation by the Black sear and Dnieper hydrobionts after the
Chernobylsk accident. Sravnitel'nye issledovaniya dinamiki nakopleniya 90Sr i ! 37Cs chernomorskimi i dneprovskimi
gidrobiontami posle Chernobyl'skoj avarii
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O 2& An existence forms of strontium 90 and cesium 137 in the water ecosystems. Formy sushchestvovaniya 90Sr i 137Cs v
vodnykb ehkosistemakh

O 22 Risk assessment from contamination of aquatic ecosystems in the areas of Chernobyl and Ural radioactive patterns

jTJ 2E Use of tritium for determining the protective capacity of a marsh-cum-river system. Ispol'zovanie tekhnicheskogo
tritiya dlya opredeleniya zashchitnoj ehffektivnosti bolotno-rechnoj ehkosistemy

|^ | 79 Model testing using Chernobyl data: II, Assessment of the consequences of the radioactive contamination of the
Chernobyl nuclear powerplant cooling pond

O S£ Sr-90 pollution of Kyiv district territory and water objects by data of Molluscs conches radioactivity measurement.
Zagryaznenie territorii i vodnykh ob'ektov Kievskoj oblasti strontsiem-90 po dannym izmereniya radioaktivnosti
rakovin mollyuskov

jHf £1 Analyses of cesium 137 and strontium 90 accumulation by freshwater fishes after the Chernobyl NPP accident.

Analiz nakopleniya tseziya-137 i strontsiya-90 u presnovodnykh ryb posle avarii na ChAEhS

JTJ £2 Radioecology of sea NPP cooling-reservoir fishes. Radioehkologiya ryb morskogo vodoema-okhladitelya AEhS

| 3 £2. Radioisotope accumulation in water and contiguous media. Nakoplenie radionukhdov v vode i sopredel'aykh sredakh

O S4 Some problems of ecology of NPP waterreservoirs. Nekotorye voprosy radioehkologii vodoemov-okhladitelej AEhS
| 3 SI Radioecological studies in the Black Sea basin after Chernobyl accident. Radioehkologicheskie issledovaniya v

bassejne Chernogo morya posle avarii na ChAEhS

O && Effect of phenol on 90Sr accumulation by bottom deposits. Vliyanie fenola na akkumulyatsiyu 90Sr donnymi
osadkami

O &2 Significance of artificial radioisotopes in formation of dose loads on hydrobionts in freshwater ecosystems. Znachenie

iskusstvennykh radionuklidov v formirovanii dozovykh nagruzok na gidrobiontov v presnovodnykh ehkosistemakh

jTj £§. Radioecological studies on the Elbe. Radiooekologische Studien an der Elbe

O £2. * ̂ 88 Hanford riverbank springs characterization report
jfj 9J) The influence of thermal contamination of the environment of side-swimmer population radiosensitivity. Vliyanie

teplovogo zagryazneniya sredy na radiochuvstviternost' populyatsii bokoplavov

p i £L Behavior of strontium-90 and cesium-137 released into the pond of Office of Atomic Energy for Peace

O 22. Savannah River Site environmental report for 1989. Volume 1, Text

O 21 Accumulation and kinetics of 90Sr in fishes and other components of an artificial aquatic system

jTJ 24 Radioactivity in the Canadian aquatic environment

![jj 9J5 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1987

| 3 26 Gross beta activity and contents of most important artificial radionuclides in some components of ecosystems in
Jihlava river catchment in first year of operation of Dukovany nuclear power plant. Celkova beta-aktivita a obsah
nejdulezitejsich umelych radionuklidu v nekterych slozkach ekosystemu povodi reky Jihlavy v prvnim roce provozu
JE Dukovany

O 22 Conceptual radioecological model of * 37Cs and 90Sr migration in the middle and lower Dnieper-Black sea system.
Kontseptual'nayaradioehkologicheskaya model' migratsii 137Cs i 90Sr v sisteme srednij i nizhnij Dnepr-Chernoe
more

[ 3 28. Research of effect of radioactive wastes from nuclear power installations on surface water organisms with respect to
Government Decree No. 25/75. Vyzkum vlivu radioaktivnich odpadu z jaderne energetickych zarizeni na organismy
povrchovych vod s ohledem na nar. vl. c. 25/75 Sb

!•! 22 Radioactivity in the marine environment (Preprint No. IT-16)

f/f 100 Deep-sea biota of the Northeast Atlantic and their radioactivity
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Search Reques t - Main: year:-- 1980 and Descriptors includes "STROOTIUX 50" ana Descriptors inc!ii*s 'aquatic ecocys'-eoo-

Title
O 121 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1986

O 12S Decrease of 90Sr concentration in aquatic medium of the Lower Dnieper in the direction to the Black Sea
(1986-1987)

O Wl Influence of the heated waters discharge upon 90Sr contents in ecosystems of the Drukshay lake. Dejstvie

sbrasy vaemykh podogretykh vod na soderzhanie 90Sr v ehkosisteme ozera Drukshaj

O 1M Kyshtym riddle: possible kind of the accident. L'enigme de Kyshtym: nature possible de l'accident

O 15S Radionuclides behaviour in the PO river ecosystem (N. Italy) after the Chernobyl accident

f l IDS Modeling and forecasting of radiation situation in the rivers of accidental area of the Chernobyl atomic power plant.
Mpdelirovanie i prognoz radiatsionnoj obstanovki na rekakh avarij noj zony Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

O i22 B 1^ c k s e a contamination as a result of Chernobyl accident as of October 1986. Radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie Chemogo
morya vsledstvie avarii na Chemobyl'skoj AEhS po sostoyaniyu na oktyabr' 1986 g

f"11M Biosphere model validation by intercomparison to observed behaviour of fallout radionuclides in the aquatic
environment

O iSSDose assessment and uncertainty with respect to liquid effluent discharges
O i lf iTh e i d e a of reusing radioecological measurements applied to a river subjected to many nuclear influences : the

Rhone. Le concept de retour d'experience en radioecologie. Application au cas d'un fleuve a forte implantation
nucleaire: le Rhone

f 1 _yj_The Chernobyl Trace in Belarus. Charnobyl'ski sled na Belarusi

O j J 2 Radiological assessment of long lived radionuclides transferred through aquatic pathways
f 1 i l l Ultrafiltration study of the forms of radionuclide occurrence in different aquatic ecosystems. Ul'trafirtratsionnoe
*"~ issledovanie form nakhozhdeniya radionuklidov v razlichnykh vodnykh ehkosistemakh
Q i l l Radio-capacity of ecosystems

n i l l The Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: Data and dose assessments

|/f I M Past and present levels of some radionuclides in fish from Bikini and Enewetak atolls

H i l l Radioecological analysis of the Elbe river. Pt. 1. Pre-loading, concentration factors. Radiooekoiogische Studien an
*"" der Elbe. T. I. Vorbelastung, Konzentrationsfaktoren
O i l l Use of fall-out data in the development of models for the transfer of nuclides in terrestrial and freshwater systems

D l 39 Variability in dose estimates associated with the food-chain transport and ingestion of selected radionuclides

O i M Concentrations of 90Sr and 137Cs in region of discharge of warm water from the Kola Atomic Power Station

r - | 121 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1980

!•! 122. Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: terrestrial food chain and total doses

O 12£ Macroalgae as 'sentinel' of trace and heavy metals in the management of coastal environment

f"l 124 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1981

Hj 121 The effect on hydrophytes of various contaminants in the aquatic environment

f i H £ Monitoring of hydrosphere radioactivity in the vicinity of Dukovany nuclear power plant. Sledovani radioaktivity
hydrosfery v okoli jaderne eleklramy Dukovany

O 122 Radioactivity of fish in the Hungarian reach of the river Danube

O 128 Wildlife

1^1122. Radiological-dose assessments of atolls in the northern Marshall Islands

O 1M Environmental radioactivity levels, Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant. Annual report, 1982

O 1 & Distribution of 90Sr and ., 3?Cs among the components of the swamp-river ecosystem. Raspredelenie 90Sr i 137Cs po

komponentam bolotno-rechnoj ehkosistemy
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iQ 132 A modern water monitoring system: requirements, optimization and experience in the Danube river

O 122 Features of cesium-137 and strontium-90 behavior in turf soils and marshes. Osobennosti povedeniya tseziya-137 i
strontsiya-90 v torfyanykh pochvakh niz innykh i verkhovykh bolot

O 1 2 i Critical zone of irradiation of hydrobionts in the ecosystem of Kiev water reservoir. Kriticheskaya zona oblucheniya
gidrobiontov v ehkosisteme Kievskogo vodokhranilishcha

O I3J>Risk assessment from contamination of aquatic ecosystems in the areas of Chernobyl and Ural radioactive patterns

|/f 12& Plutonium isotopes, 137Cs, 90Sr and natural radioactivity in marine sediments from Ghazaouet (Algeria)

O i22 Radioecological state of lakes in the southern Ural impacted by radioactivity release of the 1957 radiation accident

O -i3& 5 v e a r s research project between RIAP and JAERI on secondary migration of radionuclides in terrestrial and aquatic
environment, (some preliminary results)

| 2 | 139 Speciation of strontium and plutonium in aquatic ecosystems. Strontium ja plutonium vesiekosysteemissae

j p ]40 Radionuclides in lake Drukshiai - cooling water reservoir of Ignalina NPP in 1986-1993

O - ^ Modeling the washoff of 90Sr and] 37Cs from an experimental plot established in the vicinity of the Chernobyl reactor

O - ^ Behaviour of Chernobyl radionuclides in fresh water biosystems. Povedenie radionuklidov Chemobyl'skogo
proiskhozhdeniya v presnovodnykh biosistemakh

O 143 Radiological aspects of fisheries treatment in Ukraine. Radiologicheskie aspekty vedeniyarybovodstva v Ukraine

O H i Results of water ecosystems radioecological investigations after Chernobyl accident (1986-1995). Itogi issledovanij
po radioehkologii vodnykh ehkosistemposle avarii na ChAEhS (1986-1995)

|£j 145 Reconstruction and prediction of radioactive contamination of the ecosystems of the Arctic Seas

O ^ 6 Migration of 90Sr in the cooling basin of the Ignalina atomic power plant and the Baltic sea ecosystems. 90Sr
migracijos Drukshiu ezhero ir Baltijos juros ekosistemose tyrimai

;Q 14? Long ecological half-lives in seminatural systems. Annual report 1996. Project plan 1997

IT] 14£ Radioecological investigations of phytocommunities higher water plant in upper Kiev water reservoir.
RadioehkologichesMe issledovaniya fitotsinozov vysshikh vodnykh rastenij v verkhov'yakh Kievskogo
vodokhranilishcha

O ^ 2 . High water plants vegetation in Kiev and Kakhovka water reservoirs after Chernobyl accident. Vysshaya vodnaya
rastitel'nost' Kievskogo i Kakhovskogo vodokhranilishch posle avarii na ChAEhS

W\ 150 The measurement of some radionuclides in the marine coastal environment of Syria
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Search Results - Documents) 151 to 200 of 232

Search Reques t - Kiin: y»ai>" 1980 and D«scriptors includes 'STRONTIUM 90* and Bescriptorc inc.udec 'aquatic ecosystems*

Title
O H i Radioactivity of marine environment: pr occupations of the Romanian Institute of Marine Research at Constanta
' (1977-1995). Radioactivitatea mediului marin: Preocupari ale Institutului de Cercetari Marine din Constanta
O ^ Development of a radioecological situation in basin of both Pripyat' and Sozh rivers on the territory of Belarus during

1991-1995. Razvitie radioehkologicheskoj obstanovki v period 1991-1995 gg. v bassejne rek Pripyat', Sozh na
territorii Belarusi

iQ 153 Radioactive contamination and a forecast of natural waters state (radionuclides of the Chernobyl genesis in natural
waters of Belarus). Radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie i prognoz sostoyaniy prirodnykh vod (Radionuclidy Chernobyl'skogo
proiskhozhdeniya v prirodnykh vodakh Belarusi)

O -^4 A behaviour of strontium 90 in a system 'water - sediments - freshwater plants'. Povedenie 90Sr v sisteme
'voda-donnye otlozheniya-presnovodnye rasteniya'

Q 15iOn the state of Cs, Sr, Ce radionuclides in aquatic systems of Belarus. K voprosu o sostoyanii radionuklidov Cs, Sr,
Ce v vodnykh sistemakh Belarusi

O i^S. Total beta-activity and the content of most important artificial radionuclides in tissues of fishes from the Jihlava river
basin

O *57 Sediments and aquatic indicators. Chapter 7

O !*& Assessment of Sr, Cs and K radionuclide equilibrium concentration factors in Danube fish

| 3 15_9_ Impact of complexing agents employed in nuclear power industry on NPP cooling pools. O vliyanii primeneniya

kompleksonov v yadernoj ehnergetike na zagryaznenie bassejnov-okhladitelej AEhS
O ^ 0 Radionuclide accumulation by aquatic biota exposed to contaminated water in artificial ecosystems before and after

its passage through the ground
O -i&I 90Sr and 137Cs in components of swamp-river ecosystem in Beloyarsk NPP region. 90Sr i ] 37Cs v komponentakh

bolotno-rechnoj ehkosistemy v rajone Beloyarskoj AEHS
O i^2. Effect of water heating on uptake of some radioactive and stable nuclides by algae from Beloyarsk water reservoir.

Vliyanie podogreva vody na postupleniya nekotorykh radioaktivnykh i stabil'nykh nuklidov v rasteniya Beloyarskogo
vodokhranilishcha

O ^63 Hungarian-Yugoslav radioactivity studies at the border-line of river Danube. Magyar-jugoszlav
radioaktivitas-vizsgalat a Duna hatarszelvenyeben

O i ^ l Seta-ray counting flow cell for determination of strontium concentration in the environment
O ,1,55 Environmental radioactivity and drinking water supply. Pt. 5. Water chain exposure from fallout after Chernobyl and

after nuclear weapon tests. Umweltradioaktivitaet und Trinkwasserversorgung. T. 5. Die Belastung des Wasserpfads
durcli den Fallout nach Tschernobyl und nach den Kernwaffentests

0 366 Objectives and results of the study of the Baltic Sea and GDR coastal waters radioactive contamination. Tseli i
rezul'taty issledovanij radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya Baltijskogo morya i pribrezhnykh vod GDR

f£J 1S2 Sr-90 distribution in water, hydrobionts and ground sedimentations of the Baltic Sea. Raspredelenie kontsentratsii
strontsiya-90 v vode, gidrobiontakh i gruntakh Baltijskogo morya

O iSS. Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1985
O 369 Aquatic biocenosis in radioecological surveillance of nuclear power plants. El papel de las biocenosis acuaticas en

las vigilancias radioecologicas de instalaciones nucleares
O ilfi Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1984
iTJ 121 Basic actinide and fission products chemistry in the CEC-coordinated project: Migration of radionuclides in the

geosphere (MIRAGE)

Q I72.Bioindicator studies in Nordic waters
O £Z2i Comparative radiosensitivity of Gammarus olivii populations living in different ecological conditions. Sravnitel'naya

radiochuvstvitel'nost' populyatsij amfipod Gammarus olivii, obitayushchikh v raznykh ehkologicheskikh usloviyakh
rj ,174 Some results of radioecological study of natural ecosystems in the zone of the Beloyarsky Atomic power station.

Nekotorye itogi radioehkologicheskogo izucheniya prirodnykh chkosistem v zone Beloyarskqj AEhS

O ^ Sediments and aquatic indicators. Chapter 6
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O - ^ Radionuclide cumulation by some types of flora in water management system in vicinity of nuclear installation.
Kumulacia radionuklidov niektorymi druhmi floiy vo vodnom systeme v okoli jadroveho zariadenia

O i22 Estimated radiological doses to the maximumly exposed individual and downstream populations from releases of
tritium, strontium-90, ruthenium-106, and cesium-137 from White Oak Dam

Q IZ& Contribution to the radiological surveillance of the marine environment. Contribution au controle radiologique du
milieu marin

f«£f H9 A preliminary assessment of biological transport of radionuclides dumped at deep sea bottom

O i&Q Accumulation and withdrawal of Sr-90 and Y-90 by freshwater invertebrates. Nakoplenie i vydelenie 90Sr i 90Y
presnovodnymi bespozvonochnymi

O ULL Radioactive background in principal components of the Jihiava River ecosystem

O JJil Contamination of aqueous medium. Radioaktivnye zagryazneniya vodnoj sredy

j&il 383 Radionuclides at the U.S. radioactive waste disposal site near the Farallon Islands

Q )$4 Interactions of radionuclides and pollutants with phytocoenoses in fresh-water ecosystems

iTJ 18JS Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1979

jTJ 186 Radioactive contamination of the Soviet part of the mouth of the Danube and the adjacent area of the Black Sea in

1976-78
Q 1S2 Radioactivity of Danube from the Black sea to Bratislava. Radioaktivita Dunaja od Cierneho mora po Bratislavu
jTJ I&8 The chemical behaviour and ecological transfer in the human food chain of some radionuclides in aqueous

ecosystems

jQ i§£ Russian experience

j£j 192 Radionuclide concentrations and dose assessment of cistern water and groundwater at the Marshall Islands

Q 19J. Radionuclides in aquatic environments

jvf 122. Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: sampling and analysis summary

O 123. Radionuclides in aquatic environments

jv[| 121 Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: radionuclide concentrations in fish and clams and estimated doses via
the marine pathway

|^ | 195 Behaviour of molluscs in cantabrian biota with respect to the activity present in the marine medium. Comportamiento

de los moluscos de la biota cantabrica respecto a la actividad presente en el medio marino

jHj 396 Initial experience with aquatic environmental monitoring programmes around Finnish nuclear power plants

iTl 197 Environmental Sciences Division

O I2& Impact assessment on the human exposure to environmental radiation

jvf 199 Chemical behavior of long-lived radionuclides in the marine environment
fj£! ?00 Bibliographical survey of radiostrontium uptake capacity and processes in aquatic plants. Synthese bibliographique

sur la capacite et les modalites de la fixation du radiostrontium par les vegetaux aquatiques
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Search Results - Documents) 201 to 232 of 232

Search Request - Main: yoar>» 1980 and descriptors includes "STRONTIUM 90" and Descriptors includes -aquatic ecosystems'

Title
Q 221 Contamination due to radioactive materials

O 2Q2 Retention of radionuclides by some types of flora in the aquatic system in the vicinity of a nuclear facility. Kumulacia
radionuklidov niektorymi druhmi flory vo vodnom systeme v okoli jadroveho zariadenia

O ^03 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1982

O 204 Environmental radioactivity in Denmark in 1983

O 205 An environmental assessment of twenty five years of nuclear operations at Trombay - an overview

|?f 206 90Sr and 137Cs content in some regions of the Baltic Sea in 1982. Soderzhanie strontsiya-90 i tseziya-137 v ryade
rajonov Baltijskogo morya v 1982 g

O 207 Optimization of surveillance methods of water radionuclide intake by man. Ob optimizatsii metodov kontrolya
postupleniya radionuklidov cheloveku iz vodoemov

O 208 Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya
radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenkaprirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

O 20JL Radioecological state of some surface water systems from the contaminated areas of the both Gomel and Mogilev
regions Radioehkologicheskoe sostoyanie nekotorykh poverkhnostnykh vodnykh sistem zagryaznennykh rajonov
Gomel'skoj i Mogilevskoj oblastej

O 210 The raised swamps is phytomigration radioecological anomalies Verkhovye boiota - fitomigratsionnye
radioehkologicheskie anomalii

O 2 i i Radioecological and toxicological characteristic of theChernobylsk NPP cooling pond Radioehkologicheskaya i
toksikologicheskaya kharakteristika. vodoema-okhladitelya Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

Q 212 Comparison of contents of cesium 137 and strontium 90 in both surface and underground waters of the contaminated
areas of 'near' and 'remote' zones of the Chernobyl trace with their contents in soils Sravnenie soderzhaniya 137Cs i
90Sr v poverkhnostnykh gruntovykh i podzemnykh vodakh zagryaznennykh rajonov 'blizhnej' i 'dal'nej' zon
Chernobyl'skogo sleda s ikh soderzhaniem v pochvogruntakh

p i 2J1 Radioecological monitoring of some limnite water systems of the Republic of Belarus undergone to contamination
after the Chernobyl NPP accident Radioehkologicheskij monitoring nekotorykh vodnykh sistem limniticheskogo tipa
respubliki Belarus', podvergshikhsya zagryazneniyu v rezul'tate avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

O 2H Influence of formation features of the peat- marsh soils on accumulation of cesium 137 and strontium 90 by perennial
plants Vliyanie osobennostej pochvoobrazovaniya torfyano-bolotnykh pochv na nakoplenie tseziya-137 i
strontsiya-90 v mnogoletnikh travakh

|£ | 2 H The contamination of the oceans by anthropogenic radionuclides A contaminacao dos oceanos por radionuclideos
antropogenicos

O 216 Radioecological state of some surface water systems of contaminated areas of both Gomel and Mogilev Regions
Radioehkologicbeskoe sostoyanie necotorych poverchnostnych vodnych sistem zagryaznennych rajonov Gomel'skoj i
Mogilevskoj oblastej

O 21? Radioactivity in the Romanian Black Sea sector. One decade after Chernobyl
|»j| 218 Uptake of 90Sr and 137Cs by marine benthic organisms-crab, area and mudskipper of Bombay harbour bay with their

growth
O 2JL£ Mathematical simulation of the radionuclides flows from both agriculture and natural ecosystems for the purpose of
*" radiation rehabilitation of the contaminated territories Matematicheskoe modelirovanie potokov radionuklidov iz

sel'skokhozyajstvennykh i estestvennykh ehkosistem s tsel'yu radiatsionnqj reabilitatsii zagryaznennykh territory
Q 220 Complex radiati on ecological estimation of the environment, working and living places of the population

Kompleksnaya radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodtiqj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya
O 221 Transfer factors of trace elements and radionuclides in the marine environment of India

O 222.10 years anniversary of the Poles'e state radioecological reserve (collected articles) 10 let Polesskomu
gosudarstvennomy radiatsionno-ehkologicheskomu zapovedniku (sbornik statej)

;TJ 223.The observations on the research station Masany Nablyudcniya na issledovatel'skoj stantsii Masany
O 224 The use of artificial sorbents for radioactivity monitoring of water basins of Belarus Ispol'zovanie isskustvennykh

sorbentov dlya monitoringa radioactivnosti ozernykh basseinov Belarusi ,»WI/D.««!
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2'2f>i The role of bioaccumulation of radiohuclides in their migration in the freshwater ecosystem Radionuklidu
bioakumuliacijos vaidmuo ju migracijai geiavandeneje ekosistemoje

22£ Influence of both floods and freshets on landscapes radionuclides distribution Vliyanie polovodij i pavodkov na
raspredelenie radionuklidov v landshaftakh

222 A radioecological condition of the surface water systems of Belarus Radioehkologicheskoe sostoyanie
poverkhnostnykh vodnykh sistem Belarusi

223. Distribution and migration of strontium 90 and calcium in the river systems (Nesvich river) Raspredelenie i
migratsiya Sr-90 i Ca v rechnykh sistemakh (r. Nesvich)

229 Radioecological situation on small rivers of the Upper Neman Radioehkoiogicheskaya obstanovka na malykh rekakh
Verkhnenemanskogo bassejna

230 A role of cell walls in radionuclide accumulation by plants and bottom sediments of water reservoirs Rol" kietochnykh
obolochek v nakoplenii radionuklidov v rasteniyakh i donnykh otlozheniyakh vodoemov

231 Peculiarities of cesium 137 and strontium 90 intake to soils solutions Osobennosti postupleniya tseziya-137 i
strontsiya-90 v pochvennye rastvory

222 Behaviour of radioactive strontium in the system 'water - freshwater plants' Povedenieradiostrontsiya v sisteme
'voda-presnovodnye rasteniya'

Search Results - Documents) 201 to 232 of 232

o
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• * • ^Search Results • Documents) 1 to 41 of 41

Search Request - Kiln; years- 1980 and Any field includes •Faloaarei;'

Title
£ J i Environmental study of radionuclide behaviour in the Almanzora river bed (Palomares, Spain). Estudio ambiental del

comportamiento de radionucleidos en el lecho del rio Almanzora (Palomares, Espana)
ivf 2 Study of the land to sea transport of transuranic elements. Application to the Palomares Accident (Almeria 1966).

Estudio del transporte tierra-mar de elementos transuranidos. Aplicacion al accidente de Palomares (Almeria 1966)
|/f 1 New aspects on the transuranics transfer in the Palomares marine environment
f/| 4 Geochemical aspects and distribution of long-lived radionuclides in marine sediments from Palomares
jTj 1 Development of a resupension model for contaminated soils: Application to the Palomares area. Desarrollo de un

modelo de resuspension de suelos contaminados: aplicacion al area de Palomares
Q £ Resuspension in the Palomares area of Spain: a summary of experimental studies

!•! 2 Geochemical aspects and distribution of long-lived radionuclides in marine sediments from Palomares
|£f S. New aspects on the transuranics transfer in the Palomares marine environment

!•! £ Transuranics transfer in a Spanish marine ecosystem

fj/f j j l Transuranics contribution off Palomares coast: tracing history and routes to the marine environment

| / | 11 Man-made radioactivity in the Almanzora Gulch and beach edge of Palomares, Spain

fj/f 12 Geochemical association of plutonium in marine sediments from Palomares (Spain)

|«?3 12. The presence of man-made radionuclides in the marine environment in the South of Spain

jv| 14 Analysis of RADTRAN transportation modes

O A£ Study on plutonium distribution in Palomares ecosystem after an accidental aerosol release of transuranic
radionuclides. Estudio de la distribution de plutonio en el ecosistema marino de Palomares despues de una descarga
accidental de un aerosol de transuranidos

O M On the determination of 22$Ra in soils and uranium ores by direct gamma-ray spectrometry
fj/f 12 Temporal distribution of Pu and Am in the marine environment of southern coast of Spain

O i& Determination of thorium 230Th in soils. Determinacion de torio 230Th en suelos
£jf 12 Evaluation of remedial actions taken in agricultural area contamined by transuranides

iTJ 2H Design, set up and optimization of a high resolution gamma-ray spectrometer with an active shielding for a low level
counting. Concepcion, puesta a punto y optimization de un sistema de espectrometria gamma de alta resolucion
equipado con un blindaje activo para medidas de muy baja actividad

O 2 1 PC software package for 60Co radiation therapy planning. 136
| 3 22 Interface Structures of Ordered Fe and Gd Overlayers on W(l 10) from Photoelectron Diffraction

O 23. Procedures to define Pu isotopic ratios characterizing a contaminated area in Palomares (Spain)

iHJ M Resuspension and transport of plutonium in the Palomares area

|/j 22. Radioactive contamination of the marine environment

(•! 26. Influence of the submarine orography on the distribution of long-lived radionuclides in the Palomares marine
ecosystem

O 22 Polarization measurement and vertical aperture optimization for obtaining circularly polarized bend-magnet radiation
jQJ 28 High-resolution beamline 9.3.2 in the energy range 30 endash 1500 eV at the Advanced Light Source: Design and

performance
O 2£ Coefficients of doses and evaluation of inhalation of contaminated dust. Applications of the new kinetic models of

ICRP. Coeficientes de dosis y evaluation de la incorporation por inhalation de polve contaminado. Aplicacion de los
nuevos modelos biocineticos de la C.I.P.R

|/f 311 Perturbation in the 24OPu/2:J9Pu global fallout ratio in local sediment following the nuclear accidents at Thule
(Greenland) and Palomares (Spain)
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| 21A Gamma-ray spectrometer system for low energy photons by coupling two detectors. Un sistema de espectrometria

gamma de fotones de baja energia mediante acoplamiento de dos detectores

| 22 Plutonium contamination twenty years after the nuclear weapons accident in Spain

| 22. Epidemiological study of mortality in Palomares

] 24 Nuclear emergency search team

] M Air concentrations of 239Pu and ^Opu and potential radiation doses to persons living near Pu-contaminated areas in
Palomares, Spain

| 2£ Permeation tubes. Their use in the preparation of controlled gas atmospheres. Tubos de permeacion. Su empleo en la
preparacion de atmosferas controladas de gases

] 22 Doses from potential inhalation by people living near plutonium contaminated areas

] 2S. Methodology for quick assessment of deposited radioactivity on ground in a radiation emergency

I 22 Observation of a Ferromagnetic-to-Paramagnetic Phase Transition on a Ferromagnetic Surface Using Spin-Polarized
Photoelectron Diffraction: Gd(0001)

| 4£ Circulardichroism in core-level emission from O/W(l 10): Experiment and theory

| I I Characterization of coprecipitated Ba-hexa ferrites with addition of SiO2

sarch Results - Documents) 1 to 41 of 41
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Search Results - Documents) 1 to 50 of 55

Search Request - Kain: years- iSSO ana Any field include •Thule-

Tifle

Qj I Observations of ozone-aerosol correlated behaviour in the lower stratosphere during the EASOE campaign

| / | 2 Comparative study of plutonium and americium bioaccumulation from two marine sediments contaminated in the
natural environment

Q 2 Polar cap diurnal temperature variations: Observations and modeling

fjj 4 Thermospheric winds in the geomagnetic polar cap for solar minimum conditions

jTJ 5_ Radon measurements during GTE/able-3a aircraft mission in Arctic regions (July-August 1988)

O 6_ On the role of IMF B in generating the electric field respo nsible for the flow across the polar cap

Q 2 Examinations of Danish citizens stationed at the Thule Air Base during the period 21/1-27/9 1968. Undersoegelser af
danske statsborgere, der opholdt sig paaThuIe Air base i perioden 21/1-17/9 1968

Q & Solar-Geophysical Data Number 565, September 1991. Part 1 (prompt reports). Data for August, July 1991, and late
data

13 2 An assessment of surface mud system design options for minimizing the health, safety, and environmental impact
concerns associated with drilling fluids

Sil 10. Sediment mixing and burial of the 2 3 9-2 4 0pu pulse from the 1968 Thule, Greenland nuclear weapons accident

!•! 11 Plutonium in the marine environment

r j 12. Considerations on scientific research concerned with the clarification of health injuries in connection with the Thule
accident 1968. Overvejelser om videnskabelige undersoegelser til belysning af helbredsskader i forbindelse med
ulykkeni Thule 1968

Q J1EML Surface Air Sampling Program, 1990-1993 data

O i ^ Epidemiological aspects of the Thule case. Mortality, number of hospital admissions and fertility levels observed
amongst the workers employed at the Thule base following the B-52 bomber crash. Epidemiologiske aspekter ved
Thulesagen. Doedelighed, hospitalsindlaeggelser og fertilitet blandt arbejdere paa Thulebasen efter nedstyrtning af et
B-52 bombefly

'fj JJ5 Comparison between the polar cap index, PC and the auroral electrojet indices AE, AL, and AU

O 16 Solar-Geophysical Data Number 535, March 1989. Part 1 (prompt reports). Data for February, January 1989, and late
data

Q XL Environmental radioactivity in the North Atlantic region including the Faroe Islands and Greenland. 1987

IF] I& Magnetic activity in the polar cap - a new index

j p 12 Environmental radioactivity in the North Atlantic region including the Faroe Islands and Greenland. 1986

|i/ | 2Q Radioactive contamination of the marine environment

jTJ 2J. Interplanetary magnetic field control of high-latitude activity on July 29,1977

|/f 22 Studies on the distribution of transuranics in the Baltic Sea, the Danish Beits, the Kattegat and the North Sea

£3 21 Environmental radioactivity in Greenland in 1981

O 2d Cosmic ray north-south anisotropy: The role of the interplanetary magnetic field

|/f 25 Perturbation in the 24OPu/239Pu global fallout ratio in local sediment following the nuclear accidents at Thule
(Greenland) and Palomares (Spain)

O 26 Health effects of plutonium pollution - experience after the Thule disaster in 1968. Helseeffekter av
plutoniumforurensning - vurderinger etter Thule-ulykken i 1968

O 22 Environmental radioactivity in the North Atlantic region including the Faroe Islands and Greenland. 1992 and 1993

f?! 28. Thule accident 1968. Thule ulykken 1968

jQ 2£ Cosmic ray north-south anisotropy 1961 -1983
Q 2£ Cancer incidence among workers of the Danish Construction Corporation (DDC) employed at the Thule air-base

Greenland 1963-1971. Report no 2, case no 86/28. Kraeftforekomst blandt Danish Construction Corporation (DCC)
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o

arbejdeansatpaaThule Air-base, Greenland 1963-1971. Rapport nr. 2, sag nr. 86/28

3JL Mortality and hospitalization incidence among employees of theThule air-base 1963-1971. Partial report on Tfaule

case. Doedeiighed og hospitalsindlaeggelser blandt ansatte paa Thulebasen 1963-71. Delrapport ora Thulesagen

22 Studies of transuranics in an arctic marine environment

33, Plasma drifts associated with a system of sun-aligned arcs in the polar cap

24 Solar-Geophysical Data Number 513, May 1987. Part 1 (prompt reports). Data for April, March 1987 and late data
21 Solar-Geophysical Data Number 517, September 1987. Part 1 (prompt reports). Data for August, July 1987, and late

data

M Plutonium 239 retention in former workers of the Thuie base. Plutoniumudskillelse hos tidligere Thule-arbejdere

3.7 Polar cap F layer patches: structure and dynamics

38 Nuclear emergency search team

22 Solar cycle variation of cosmic-ray north-south anisotropy and radial gradient

4Q Intensity variation of cosmic rays near the heliospheric current sheet

41 Brominated organic species in the Arctic atmosphere

42 Type Pi magnetic field pulsations at very high latitudes and their relation to plasma convection in the magnetosphere

43. Plutonium levels in the marine environment at Thuie, Greenland

44 Relativistic cosmic rays and corotating interaction regions

4Jj Origin of long term changes in the north-south asymmetry of cosmic rays

4£ The influence of co-rotating interaction regions on relativistic cosmic rays and geomagnetic activity

47 Environmental radioactivity in Greenland in 1980

4£ Some characteristics of the eleven year variation of cosmic rays

49 Environmental radioactivity in Greenland in 1979

50 The uranium potential of Greenland - A geological analysis of favourability

Search Results - Documents) 1 to 50 of 55
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Search Results • Documents) 51 to 55 of 55

Search Reques t - Main: year>» 1S80 ana Any field includes "Thuje"

Title
^ i i Radionuclides in sediment cores from Thule, Greenland, 1991

O 52 Utilization of peat procurement network for purchase of energy wood. Subproject Turpeen hankintaverkoston kaeyttoe
energiapuun hankintaan. Osaprojekti

!•! 53. Plutonium isotope ratios in environmental samples from Thule (Greenland) and the Techa River (Russia) measured
by ICPMS and aipha-spectrometry

!•! 54 Retrospective studies of aeolean redistribution of plutonium following the Thule accident

I/I 55 Physico-chemical speciation of plutonium in Arctic shelf waters at Thule, NW Greenland

Search Results • Documents) 51 to 55 of 55 As*. '
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"\
Search Results - Documents) 1 to 16 of 16

Search Reques t - Main: year** 1980 and Any tioid includes •StoniEoaolo'-.s'

Title
Q 1 Mapping of contaminated areas on the example of Komsomoletsk collective farm by Bryansk region.

Kartografirovanie zagryaznennykh radionuklidami sel'skokhozyajstvennykh territorij naprimere kolkhoza
Komsomolets Novozybkovskogo rajona Bryanskoj oblasti

|/jj 2 Radioactive dumping in the Arctic Ocean

fjjj 2. Underwater studies in the regions of 'Komsomolets' nuclear submarine catastrophe. Podvodnye issledovaniya v
rajone gibeli atomokhoda 'Komsomolets'

fi?J 4 Monitoring of radioecological situation in the region of lost nuclear submarine 'Komsomolets'

Q £ Performance testing of RF system elements of a racetrack microtron recuperator. Ispytanie ehlementov
vysokochastotnoj sistemy razreznogo mikrotrona-rekuperatora

|£ | §. Environmental radioactivity in the region of Komsomolets submarine being submerged. Radiatsionnaya obstanovka v
rajone zatonuvshej podvodnoj lodki Komsomolets

!•! 7 Application of the NAA method in oceanoiogy on the bases of the example of the Komsomolets atomic submarine

f/f 8 NKS/EKO-1. Marine radioecology

jy| 9 Marine radioactivity studies in the vicinity of sites with potential radionuclide releases

!•! 10 Preliminary results of the fifth expedition to the site of the loss of the SSN Komsomolets

|/f 11 Expeditions to Komsomolets in 1993 and 1994. Tokt til Komsomolets i 1993 og 1994

|£! 12 IAEA-MEL'S contribution to the investigation of the Kara Sea dumping sites

§/f 12. The sunken nuclear submarine Komsomolets and its effects on the environment

!•! M The sunken nuclear submarine Komsomolets and its effects on the environment

!£| 15 IAEA-MEL's contribution to the investigation of the Kara Sea dumping sites

|/f j j i Deep-water monitoring of Norwegian sea water radiation conditions near the site of atomic submarine Komsomolets
sinking

Search Results • Documents) 1 to 16 of 16
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Search Results - Document^) 1 to 4 of 4

R e q u e s t - Main: years— J9SO and Any field includes 'N2A* a«5 Any field includes 'dusip- and Any field includes "aquatic

ecosystems •

Title
| ? | I Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste.

Volume 3

0 2 Distribution of Lysianassidae amphipods Eurythenes gryllus in the North-East Atlantic

!•! 2 Interim oceanographic description of the North-East-Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste. Vol.

'€f\ 4 Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in the North-East Atlantic

Search Results - Documents) 1 to 4 of 4
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Search Results - Documents) 1 to SO of 106

Search Request - Kain: ycar>- 1980 and Ar.y field includes -Kara Sea

Title
O - ^ w o Russian firms vie for Pechora Sea rights

| 3 2 Tracing upper waters in the Arctic Ocean

£3 i Interannual variability of monthly sea ice distributions in the North Polar region

| ? | 4 Impact of radioactive waste dumping in the Arctic Seas

f/| S. Estimated inventory of radionuciides in former Soviet Union naval reactors dumped in the Kara Sea

ft?J 6 Estimated inventory of radionuciides in Former Soviet Union Naval Reactors dumped in the Kara Sea and their

associated health risk
|HJ 7 Global trends in the petroleum industry

|£ | £. Cesium 137 in the sediments of the western part of the Kara Sea. 137Cs v donnykh osadkakh zapadnoj chasti
Karskogo morya

!•! 2 Kara Sea radionuclide inventory from naval reactor disposal

fvjf IS Radiometric investigations of Kara Sea sediments and preliminary radiological assessment related to dumping of
radioactive wastes in the Arctic Seas

]5fj i l Survey of artificial radionuciides in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea

jTJ 12 Cost Russia's biggest challenge in maintaining gas supplies

| / j H Sorption of radioactive contaminants by sediment from the Kara Sea

EJ 1£ Marine scientists on the Arctic seas: Documenting the radiological record

fi/J I S Radioactive contamination at dumping sites for nuclear waste in the Kara Sea. Results from the Russian-Norwegian

1993 expedition to the Kara Sea
|/f 1<2 Acoustic and visual remote sensing of barrels of radioactive waste: Application of civilian and military technology to

environmental management of the oceans

!•! 12 Characteristics of radionuclide accumulation in benthic organisms and fish of the Barents and Kara Seas

!•! JJ. Transfer of European coastal pollution to the Arctic: radioactive tracers

E l i i A preliminary assessment of potential doses to man from radioactive waste dumped in the Arctic Sea

|£ | 20. Distribution of 239.24OPu and 238Pu concentrations in sediments from the Ob and Yenisey rivers and the Kara Sea

| 3 £1 On the assessment of the Yenisei river contribution to contamination of the Kara Sea. K otsenke vklada reki Enisej v
obshchuyu radioaktivnuyu zagryaznennost' Karskogo morya

Q 22 Contribution from the Yenisei River to the total radioactive contamination of the Kara Sea

fjfj 22 Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents and Kara seas

O 2 i NKS/EKO-1. Marine radioecology

|/f 25. Iodine-129 as an environmental tracer

!•! 26 Potential doses to man from the dumping of radioactive waste in the Arctic seas

!•! 22 Dumping of nuclear waste in the Barents and Kara sea

f£| 2& Marine radioactivity studies in the vicinity of sites with potential radionuclide releases

jjy| 29_ Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea

!•! 2fi The International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP). Interim progress report

|/f S i Radionuclide release from submarine reactors dumped in the Kara Sea
JTJ 22 New dates of complex (U-Pb, Sm-Nd, Rb-Sr and K-Ar) dating of collision granites and metamorphic rocks of

Northern Taimyr. Novye dannye kompleksnogo (U-Pb, Sm-Nd, Rb-Sr i K-Ar) datirovaniya kollizionnykh granitov i
metamorfitov Severnogo Tajmyra

|«fj 22 Transport of contaminants by Arctic sea ice and surface ocean currents
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O 21 Kara and Ust-Kara impact structures (USSR) and their relevance to the K/T boundary event

f*3 21 Accumulation level of Strontium-90 in the bottom sediments and biota of the Barents and Kara Seas. Uroven'
nakopleniya strontsiya-90 v dannykh otlozheniyakh i biote Barentseva i Karskogo morej

|£f 3£ Radioecological problems associated with marine nuclear installations

|/f 22 Experimentation of nuclear weapons, releases and storages of radioactive wastes in the Kara sea and in New Zemble.
Experimentation d'armes nucleaires, rejets et stockages d'effluents radioactifs dans la mer de Kara et en Nouvelle
Zemble

!?! 2& Predicted radionuclide release from reactor-related unenclosed solid objects dumped in the Sea of Japan and the
Pacific Ocean, east coast of Kamchatka

El 22 Dumping of radioactive waste and investigation of contamination in the Kara Sea. Results from 3 years of
investigations (1992-1994) in the Kara Sea

|/f £tQ A preliminary assessment of potential doses to man from radioactive waste dumped in the Arctic sea

r j !L Underwater gamma-spectrometry with HPGe and Nal(Tl) detectors

jv| 42 Radioactive contamination of nuclear wastes release sites in the Kara sea. Contamination radioactive des sites de
deversement de dechets nucleaires dans la mer de Kara

;Tj 42 Preliminary results of ecological and geochemical investigations of the Russia arctic seas. Data obtained from cruise
22 of the R/V Akademic Boris Petrov. Predvaritel'nye rezul'taty ehkologo-geokhimicheskogo issledovaniya
arkticheskikh morej Rossii. Po materialam 22 rejsa NIS - Akademik Boris Petrov

O ^ Radionuclides in the Ob/frtysh river system and their contribution to pollution of the Arctic

| 3 4^ As assessment of the flux of radionuclide contamination through the Ob and Yenisei rivers and estuaries to the Kara
Sea

O M Radioactive inventories and sources for contamination of the Kara Sea

jTJ 42 An assessment of the contribution of the Enisey and Ob rivers into total radioactive contamination of the Kara Sea

O &&• ^ s ^ assessment of radioactive contamination for the Yenisei river and the consequences for the Kara Sea ecosystem

O £& •^n estimation of the impact of radioactive waste discharges into the Enisey river on the Kara Sea radioactive
contamination

!•! 5£ On 95Tc, 137Cs and 90Sr in the Kara Sea

Search Results - Documents) 1 to 50 of 106 '-s '-
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Search Results - Documents) 51 to 100 of 106

Search Reques t - Main: year>» 1980 and Any field ir.ciudos -Kara Sea-

Title

51 The measurement of 1-129 in the Canadian Arctic basin and other Arctic waters

52 Joint Russian-Norwegian collaboration on radioactive contamination from dumped nuclear waste in the Kara Sea

5JL Joint Russian-Norwegian collaboration on radioactive contamination from dumped nuclear waste in the Kara Sea.

Results from the 1994 expedition to Abrosimov and Stepovogo Fjords

5_4 Scenarios for potential radionuclide release from marine reactors dumped in the Kara Sea

5JL IAEA-MEL's contribution to the investigation of the Kara Sea dumping sites

56, Benchmarking of numerical codes describing the dispersion of radionuclides in the Arctic Seas

52 Local and regional scale dispersion scenarios of 137Cs released from wast dumped in the Kara Sea

5& Assessment of radiological contamination from the sumpsites in the Kara Sea

59 Uptake of radioactive contaminants by sediments from three stations in the Kara Sea

6£) Radionuclide sources in the Barents and Kara Seas

g.l. Mobilization of radionuclides from sediments. Potential sources to Arctic waters

£2 Transport of radionuclides from the Kara Sea. Potential "shortcuts" in space and time

SI Radioactivity levels in Barents, Petshora, Kara, Laptev and White Seas

§4 Peculiarities of radionuclides' accumulation in benthic organisms and fish in the Barents and Kara Seas

£5_ Multidisciplinary investigation of the Saint Anna Trough, Kara Sea. Assessment of the radiological situation
£6 Radiocesium and 129I along the Russian coast. Preliminary results from th Swedish-Russian tundra ecology

expedition
f£L Plutonium in fish, algae and sediments in the Barents, Petshora and Kara Seas

6J. Predicted radionuclide release from marine reactors dumped in the Kara Sea. Report of the source term working
group of the international arctic seas assessment project (IASAP)

§2 Marine radioecology. Annual report 1996. Project plan 1997

2Q An assessment of the flux of 90Sr contamination through the Ob' River and estuary to the Kara sea

21 Benchmarking of numerical models describing the dispersion of radionuclides in the Arctic Seas

?2 Potential radionuciide release rates from marine reactors dumped in the Kara Sea

21 Current and potential doses from Arctic seafood consumption

21 Collective doses to man from dumping of radioactive waste in the Arctic Seas

75 Contamination of Arctic seas with radioactive wastes from Western Europe fuel reprocerssing plants. O zagryaznenii
arkticheskikh morej radioaktivnymi otkhodami zapadnoevropejskikh radiotekhnicheskikh zavodov

13. Investigation of the mixing process of seawater with river water by means of the environmental isotopes T and 1SO.
Untersuchung der Mischungsprozesse von See- und Flussuesswasser mit Hilfe von natuerlichem Tritium und
Sauerstoff-18

22234U/238U isotope ratio in the Caspian sea basin waters. Izotopnye otnosheniya 234yy238u v vodaj^ bassejna
Kaspijskogo morya

2S, Box model of radionuclide dispersion and radiation risk estimation for population in case of radioactivity release from
nuclear submarine number-sign 601 dumped in the Kara Sea

79. Anthropogenic radionuclides in the Arctic Ocean. Distribution and pathways
SQ Possible criticality of marine reactors dumped in the Kara Sea

8 i Features of Pu-239,240 and Cs-137 behaviour in the system Yenisei river-Kara sea Osobennosti povedeniya
Pu-239,240 i Cs-137 v sisteme reka Enisej-Karskoe more

§2 An application of modelling technology to the study of radionuclear pollutants and heavy metals dynamics in the
Angara-Yenisey river system
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£2
O

M Inventories and distributions of radionuciides in the Kara Sea

g4 Furfurol-based polymers for the sealing of reactor vessels dumped in the Arctic Kara Sea

££ Marine sediments as a sink, and contaminated sediments as a diffuse source of radionuciides

£& The transport of I 2 9I and * 37Cs from European reprocessing plants through the Kara Sea

82 228Ra and 226Ra in the Kara and Laptev Seas

£& Mass balances and sorption/desorption of radionuciides in the Kara Sea

S2 Transport of l37Cs in the Kara Sea

2fi Radio-nuclear pollutants in the Angara and Yenisey rivers of Siberia

21 Radioactivity levels in fish, benthic fauna, seals and sea birds collected in the northwest arctic of Russia

92 Transport and dispersion of artificial radioactivity in the Arctic Ocean - Model studies and observations -

22 IAEA-MEL's contribution to the investigation of die Kara Sea dumping sites

S i Radiological conditions of the Western Kara Sea. Assessment of the radiological impact of the dumping of

radioactive waste in the Arctic Seas. Report on the International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP)

££ Radioactivity in the Arctic Seas. Report for the International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP)

9*2. Observations and modeling of transport of radioactive pollution in the Kara Sea
21 The use of 59Ni, " T c , and 236U to monitor the release of radionuciides from objects containiBg spent nuclear fuel

dumped in the Kara Sea

2& 239.240pU) 137£s an£j 90§r j n bottom sediments of the Kara Sea the attempt to reconstruct rate of the radionuciides
supply to bottom sediment in the past

99 A radiological assessment of the nuclear reactors with spent fuel which have been scuttled in the Kara Sea
Environmental pollutants in the Kara Sea and estuaries of Ob and Yenisey
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Search •Main: year» 1980 and Any Mc!<i includes 'Kara Sea-

Title
/f iOi Transport budgets of potentially radioactively contaminated paniculate material in the Kara Sea

• ! JJ22 Determination of piutonium activity levels and 240/239Pu isotope ratios in Kara Sea and Novaya Zemlya sediments
by accelerator mass spectrometry

• ! JL&2 Transport of radionuclides in the Kara Sea and Eastern Barents Sea

O I M Trace contaminant concentrations in the Kara Sea and its adjacent rivers, Russia

/J 125. Experimental investigation of radionuclide transport in the Arctic Ocean Experimentelle Untersuchungen zum
Transport von Radionukliden im Arktischen Ozean

0 IM Circumstances and consequences of the radioactive pollution in Ex-USSR Circonstances et consequences de la
pollution radioactive dans Tancienne Union Sovietique
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Search Results - Documents) 1 to 50 of 76

Search Request -Main: year>« 19S0 and Any iield includes •Muroroa'

Title

O i Plutonium-239,240 atmospheric radioactivity measurements at Mururoa from 1986 to 1991

r j 2 Measurement of low-level radioactivity in the Modane underground laboratory

|/J 2. Artificial radioactivity in edible parts of giant clam mollusc from Mururoa atoll from 1967 to 1990. Health physics
aspect. Radioactivite artificielle dans les parties comestibles d'un mollusque (Benitier) de l'atoll de Mururoa entre
1967 et 1990. Interpretation sanitaire

O - Age (K-Ar) and building conditions of the volcanic substratum of the atoll of Mururoa (South Pacific). Age (K-Ar) et

conditions d'edification du soubassement volcanique de l'atoll de Mururoa (Pacifique Sud)

jHj 1 Report on the intercomparison run: radionuclides in seawater and plankton collected outside Mururoa Atoll

O 6_ Living next to Point Zero. Inside Mururoa

| / j 2 Precise determination of the concentration of radiocesium in the water of Mururoa lagoon

!•! & Mururoa: comparing radionuclide measurements
jy| 9 Levels of Pu-239+240, Cs-137 and Sr-90 in the seawater near the Mururoa Atoll and French-Polynesia. Teneurs en

239+240pUt 1 3 7 ^ 90Sr des eaux de mer au voisinage de I1 Atoll de Mururoa et en Polynesie Francaise

IQ 10 Measurements of very low radioactivities in environmental samples: Ge HP detectors installed in Modane
underground laboratory. Mesures de txes faibles radioactivites dans des echantillons de l'environnement au moyen des
detecteurs Ge HP installes dans le laboratoire souterrain de Modane

O i-i Determination of atmospheric plutonium radioactivity in Mururoa

p i J2 Raison d'etat and popular response: the resumption of French nuclear testing in the South Pacific

Q J_3_ Fallout's trailing edge

O M Measurements of very low-level radioactivity with HPGe detectors installed in the Modane underground laboratory

!•! XI Determination of plutonium radioactivity in Mururoa lagoon water

Q 16, Why Australia say no to testing

Q XL Shocks and aftershocks

0 -i& Radioactive fallout in the South Pacific: a history Part 2: radioactivity measurements in the Pacific islands

jjvf 12 Assessment of artificial radionuclides issued from French nuclear bomb testing at Mururoa (French Polynesia)

O ^& Seismic signal simulation and study of underground nuclear sources by moment inversion. Simulation de signaux
sismiques et etude de sources nucleaires souterraines par inversion de moments

f/| 21 Natural and artificial radioactivity in the mollusc Tridacna maxima in French Polynesia: relevance for dosimetry
| / | 22 Radiological study of Mururoa and Fangataufa: progress report

f£| 21 Determination of long-lived radionuclides in biological samples collected at Mururoa by a scientific delegation
headed by the IAEA

O 2 i Trace analysis of plutonium in environmental samples by resonance ionization mass spectroscopy (RIMS)

^ | 25. "Numerical simulation of passive tracer dispersion in the pacific ocean from Mururoa atoll (French Polynesia)".
Etude numerique de la dispersion d'un traceur dans le pacifique sud depuis 1'atoll de Mururoa

jTj 26 Review of the environmental radiological levels in Chile from 1966-1994. Estudio de los niveles
radiologico-ambientales en Chile durantc el periodo 1966-1994

Q 22 Results of measurements made by SMSRB on samples collected in Mururoa by international scientific delegations

13 2& International Mururoa Study. Report of the Terrestrial Working Group

O 22 Resonance ionization mass spectroscopy for trace determination of plutonium in environmental samples

^•1 3J1 The use of nuclear methods for the examination of coral samples from Mururoa Atoll for plutonium content

jfj 2 i Mururoa under scrutiny

Q 21 Health physics aspects of nuclear issues in New Zealand over the last decade
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| 3 21 Mururoa: reports of nuclear contamination

jTJ 21 Mururoa sinks under a 'force de frappe'. (Effects of French nuclear tests)

fjj 21 The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Executive summary. Report by an International
Advisory Committee Situation radiologique sur les atolls de Mururoa et de Fangataufa. Synthese. Rapport par un
Comite consultatif international

jQj M The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Main report

[ 3 22 The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Summary report

|]3 2£ The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Technical report. V. 1. Radionuclide
concentrations measured in the terrestrial environment of the atolls

f/f 2 i The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Technical report. V. 2. Radionuclide
concentrations measured in the aquatic environment of the atolls

£ J 4& The radiological situation at the atolls of Muraroa and Fangataufa. Technical report. V. 4. Releases to the biosphere
of radionuclides from underground nuclear weapon tests at the atolls

O 41 ' r b e radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Technical report. V. 3. Inventory of radionuclides
underground at the atolls

|gf 42 The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Technical report. V. 5. Transport of radioactive
material within the marine environment

£J 42. The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Technical report. V. 6. Doses due to radioactive
materials present in the environment or released from the atolls

iTj 44 The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Proceedings of a conference

iQ 4J> Excerpts from the introductory statement by IAEA Director General. IAEA Board of Governors, Vienna, 8 June 1998

jTJ 4j2 Excerpts from the introductory statement by IAEA Director General. IAEA Board of Governors, Vienna, 16 March

1998
[ J 47 International conference on the radiological situation at the Atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Closing remarks,

Vienna, Austria, 3 July 1998
ij£ji 4J, The Mururoa study. International study of the radiological situation at the Atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa
Q 4£ Scientific teamwork. Analysis of radioactivity in the environment of Mururoa and Fangataufa Atolls: the IAEA

laboratories in operation
£J 50 Radionuclide migration through the geosphere. Radioactive residues from underground weapon testing: the Mururoa

assessment
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Search Results - Document(s) 51 to 76 of 76

Search Request - KM-: y<;ar>« 19S0 and Ar.y field includes 'Kururoa-

Title

,S,1. Potential doses at the atolls. Assessing radiation doses attributed to residual radioactive material

52 From the atolls to the seas. Dispersion of residual radionuclides from Mururoa and Fangataufa through the ocean

51 Radiological impact of French nuclear tests found negligible

5£ The consequences of underground nuclear testing in French Polynesia

55 International Conference on the Radiological Situation at the Atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa, 30 June - 3 July
1998, Vienna

56 Radiological Situation at the Bomb Test Sites Radioloska situacija na lokacijama testiranja nuklearnih bombi

5_I Mururoa sampling

5$ The two atolls (Mururoa and Fangataufa)

52 IAEA Newsbriefs. V. 11, no. 2(71). Apr-May 1996

SSL IAEA Newsbriefs. V. 11, no. 3(72). Jul-Aug 1996

6J. IAEA Newsbriefs. V. 13, no. 1(78). Jan-Feb 1998

62 IAEA Newsbriefs. V. 13, no. 3(80). Jul-Aug 1998

££ Future directions of the AMS program at Lucas Heights

M Determination of 24OPu/239Pu ratio and its significance in environmental studies

6.5 Estimation of risk from dispersed active plutonium particles at Mururoa

£& PSI contribution to the IAEA study on the radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa

6J Marine radioactivity assessment of Mururoa and Fangataufa Atolls

£8 24Opu/
239Pu isotopic ratios and 239+240pu to t aj measurements in surface and deep waters around Mururoa and

Fangataufa Atolls compared with Rangiroa Atoll (French Polynesia)

6.9 Underground water radionuclide concentrations from Mururoa and Fangataufa Atolls

2Q Transport of radionuclides from Mururoa and Fangataufa Atolls through the marine environment
21 Modelling the transport of sediments and plutonium from, the Mururoa lagoon

22 Dispersion of radionuclides potentially released from the Atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa to neighboring
archipelagos

22, Predictions of radionuclide dispersion in seawater around the Mururoa and Fangataufa Atolls

21 AMS measurement of 36C1,129I and 14C in waters from Mururoa and Fangataufa Atolls

25 Gamma analysis of samples of Mururoa Atoll in the French Polynesia

7$ Geomechanical and radiological impact of nuclear tests at Mururoa and Fangataufa, French Polynesia: compendium
of the documents provided by France for the international studies Impact geomecanique et radiologique des essais
nucleaires a Mururoa et Fangataufa (Polynesie francaise)

o

O
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Search Reques t - Kiir.: ycor>- 1980 and Any field includes -North East Atlantic drap-

Title
| ^ i Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste.

Volume 3
iQ 2 Distribution of Lysianassidae amphipods Eurythenes gryllus in the North-East Atlantic

§?f 2 Interim oceanographic description of the North-East-Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste.
Vol. 2

!•! 4 An assessment of the radiological impact of sea-dumping at the North East Atlantic dump site

jy^ 5 Actinide sorption on marine sediments

fj£! £ Management of dumping of packaged low-level wastes in the deep ocean with emphasis on the North East Atlantic
dump site

f«£f 2 Review of the continued suitability of. the dumping site for radioactive waste in the North-East Atlantic

jv| & Report of the independent review of disposal of radioactive waste in the northeast Atlantic

!•) 9 International aspects of the management of low-level dumping of radioactive wastes in the oceans

I?! ISL Research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea disposal of radioactive waste

!£! i i Research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea disposal of radioactive waste

j£?| 12 Co-ordinated research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea disposal of radioactive waste.

Progress report at the end of 1983
!•! 12. Research, progress and Mark A box model for physical, biological and chemical transports
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Search R e q u e s t - MV.r>: y«ar>« 1980 sn£ S^Ecrip'.orc includes
Descriptor:; includes 'aquatic ecosyst«ac*

an<2 Descriptors includes •r.adioriuclIde ulsration" and

o

Title

1A 2D 4-phases marine dispersion model for non-conservative radionuclides. Pt. 1. Conceptual and computational
model

2. A 2D 4-phases marine dispersion model for non-conservative radionuclides. Pt. 2. Two applications

3 Which processes dominate the uncertainties in the modelling of the transfer of radionuclides in lake ecosystems

jji?| 4 The IAEA coordinated research programme on 'Validation of model for the transfer of radionuclides in the aquatic
environment'

[ 3 SL Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis for a computer model to predict dynamics of a radionuclide within a lake
ecosystem

fj?f £ Modelling turnover of Cs-137 in two subarctic salmonid ecosystems

jTJ 2 The radiocesium transfer in a freshwater foodchain (water - algae - mussels - fish - fish)

jTj S, Leakage and accidental releases from Sillamaee waste depository and environmental risk assessment

O £ Distribution and transport kinetics of radionuclides "Mo and 13 II in a simulated aquatic ecosystem

O i& Behaviour of S9Sr in simulated iand-aquatic ecosystem

O ii- '^ne investigation of Zaporozhye NPP influence on the tritium distribution in the Kakhovka reservoir waters.

Issledovanie vliyaniya Zaporozhskoj AEhS na raspredelenie tritiya v vode Kakhovskogo.vodokhranilishcha

O i2- rHie behavior of radioactive cerium in agricultural ecosystem

jv| 12 An impact assessment for the French nuclear weapon test sites in French Polynesia

O - ^ Behavior of1311 in a simulated freshwater system. Chovani 131I v simulovanem sladkovodnim systemu

iEI H Accumulation and kinetics of 90Sr in fishes and other components of an artificial aquatic system

O •& The transport of 131I and " M o into the compartments of various simulated aquatic ecosystems

fj/j 17 Dynamic aspects of radioactive contamination of marine organisms. Proceeding of the 14th NIRS seminar on
environmental research

jTf 18 Uncertainties associated with estimates of radium accumulation in lake sediments and biota

!•] 19 Radioactivity of French coast of the Channel due to the release of technectium 99 and iodine 129: modelisation and
measurements

£J 20 The discrete element method for different upwind schemes and curving boundaries

O 21 Civil migration and risk assessment methodology

O 23.134Cs-transport in an experimental ecological system. A 134Cs transzportja egy kiserleti oekologiai rendszerben

O 22. Modelling of phase-to-phase transitions of radionuclides in the biosphere. Modelovani mezifazovych prechodu
radiomiklidu v biosfere

|^j 24 Lanthanides, uranium, and thorium as possible simulators of the behavior of transuranics in the aquatic environment

!•! 25 User's guide to MARINRAD: model for assessing the consequences of release of radioactive material into the oceans

O 2fi User's manual for biosphere and dose simulation program (Biodose)

f l 27 Pathways and estimated consequences of radionuclide releases from a nuclear power plant. A study related to
Barsebaeck Nuclear Power Station

jiv| 2JS An oceanographic model for the dispersion of wastes disposed of in the deep sea

!*£! 22 Basic model for the prediction of] 37Cs concentration in the organisms of detritus food chain

jjHj 3fi Behaviour of cesium 137 in the swamp ecosystems. Modelling of the processes. Povedenie tseziya-137 v bolotnykh
ehkosistemakh. Modelirovanie protsessov
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bearch Ke<JUeSt - Kain: yoar>- J9SO and Descriptors includes 'slsulation* and Descriptors includes "radioactive waste disposal* and
Descriptors includes "marine disposal"

Title
jj?| 1 Systems analysis for disposal of radioactive wastes in deep sea bottom. Final report. Systemanalyse zu

sicherheitstechnischen Aspekten von radioaktiven Abfaellen im tiefsten Meeresboden. Abschlussbericht
Q 2 Centrifuge modelling of heat-generating waste disposal

f ] 2 Microfabric of illitic clays from the Pacific deep-sea basin. Significance to high-level nuclear waste disposal

!•! 4 Prediction model of oceanic diffusion for effluent from nuclear fuel reprocessing plant

j*?j 5. Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 5: Dispersal of radionuclides in the
oceans: Models, data sets and regional descriptions

£ Laboratory simulation of a deep-ocean in-situ heat-transfer experiment

2 Heat-transfer experiments in deep ocean red clays

S. URI geotechnical program of the in situ heat transfer experiment

9 Chemical experiments on ISHTE

P] 12 Physical simulations using centrifuge techniques

H Modeling studies for Long Coring Facility

12 Systems overview of the Subseabed Disposal Program

12. Redox behavior, complexing, and adsorption of hexavalent actinides by humic acid and selected clays

14 Modelling of the underwater disposal of uranium mine tailings in Elliot Lake

H Co-ordinated research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea disposal of radioactive waste

1£ Corrosion of carbon steel nuclear waste containers in marine sediment

12 FREEFALL: A seabed penetrator flight code

IE Radionuclide concentrations in estuarine sediments: Comparison of measured and calculated values

19 Radioactive waste management and disposal

2J) Application of the PAGIS methodology to clay, salt, granite and sub-seabed repositories

21 Pore-water pressure events during the in situ heat transfer experiment simulation: Piezometer probe technology

22, Benthic boundary layer. IOS observational and modelling programme. Final report, January 1985

23. Effects of hydrostatic pressure on the integrity of concrete. 1. Preliminary studies on monolithic concrete under
simulated sea-disposal conditions

P 24 Thermal Response Studies. 1983 Subseabed Disposal Project annual report, October 1982-September 1983

g/| 21 Deep-sea disposal: Scientific bases to control pollution. A status report on the technical work of the IAEA and NEA

£J 2£ Decommissioning and reclamation of Beaver Lodge tailings: Environmental and radiological considerations

Q 22 Seabed disposal project two-dimensional axisymmetric penetrometer simulations

[jj 28. Integrity test of full size packages of cement-solidified radioactive wastes under deep-sea conditions

Q 29 Castable ceramics for hydrothermal environments: materials evaluation for the In-Situ Heat Transfer Experiment

|£ | 3J2 Deep circulation in the Indian and Pacific Oceans and its implication for the dumping of low-level radioactive waste

|v |̂ 3J. Subseabed-disposal program: systems-analysis program plan

!?j 21 Scenarios for sub-seabed disposal of high level radioactive wastes

13 23. Mechanical response creep behavior

[ 3 21 Physical simulations using centrifuge techniques

O 21 Sediment-seawater interaction at 200° and 300°C, SCO bars pressure: chemical exchange and hydrothermal alteration
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O 2£ Constitutive properties and material model development for marine sediments in support of the subseabed disposal
program

O 21 Physical simulations using centrifuge techniques

O IS. Statistical evaluation of set-up errors in the ARC/SPAR system

!•! 22 An oceanographic model for the dispersion of wastes disposed of in the deep sea

jQ ^Uncertainties in EPA modelling used to develop draft standard 40CFR191

O 3 i Behaviour of radioactive krypton-85 in the deep sea. Final report covering the period October 1,1980 to March 31,
1983. Verhalten von radioaktivem Krypton-85 in der Tiefsee. Abschlussbericht fuer den Berichtszeitraum
1.10.1980-31.3.1983

Q 42 User's manual for the radionuclide migration code IONMIG

O ^2 Mathematical modelling of radionuclide dispersion at Ribeira Bay, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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Search Reques t - Main: years— 2980 and Descriptors includes 'radioactive waste disposal" and Descriptors includes 'marine disposal*
and Descriptors includes "radlor.uclide raigration"

Title
!•! I Modeling study on nuclide transport in ocean - an ocean compartment method

Q 2 Three year experimental study of leaching phenomena from low level radioactive homogeneous cement-based waste
forms

|£f 2; Deep sea radionuclides. Final report. Radionuklide in der Tiefsee. Abschlussbericht

| 3 4 Radionuciides in intertidal sands and sediments from Morecambe Bay to the Dee estuary

fjjf 5 Migration of uranium daughter radionuclides in natural sediments

f*?f & Radiation protection at sea dumping of radioactive waste - 25 years of radio-ecology of the deep sea. Strahlenschutz

bei der Meeresversenkung radioaktiver Abfaelle - 25 Jahre Radiooekologie der Tiefsee

O 2- Pa§is- performance assessment of geological isolation systems

|Q S. Release and transport modelling: some experiences from the Swedish program
|/f £ Radiological assessment of the impact on human populations and the environment of the 1949 to 1982 dumping of

low and intermediate level radioactive waste in the deep North-East Atlantic. Une evaluation de 1'impact radiologique
sur les populations humaines et sur l'environnement de Timmersion entre 1949 et 1982 de dechets de faible et
moyenne activite en Atlantique Nord-Est profond

i£j 1Q Comparison of three-dimensional ocean general circulation models on a benchmark problem

|*j | i i Physical, biological, and geochemical transport models for deep-ocean disposal of waste

|/f H Scavenging amphipods Eurythenes gryllus from the north-east Atlantic and radioactive waste disposal

!•! 12. A preliminary assessment of potential doses to man from radioactive waste dumped in the Arctic Sea

!•) J4. Assessment of environmental impact of radioactive contaminations in the northern region of the Japan Sea by using
experimental and modelling studies

!•! IS Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea

!•! \6 The International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP). Interim progress report

, £ ] 12 Annual report on radioactive discharges and monitoring of the environment 1994. V. I: Report on discharges and
environmental monitoring

O i& Transfer coefficients of plutonium-23 9+240 in Tarapur environment, west coas t of India

. f?f 12 Sub seabed disposal of high level radioactive wastes
|j$ 20. A numerical model of artificial radionuclides transfers in the English Channel. (Hydrodynamical, biological and

sedimentary processes). Modelisation numerique des transferts de radioelements artificiels en Mer de Manche.
(Processus hydrodynamiques, biologiques et sedimentaires)

|vj| 21 Inventory of radioactive material entering the marine environment: Sea disposal of radioactive waste

iQf 22. Back to the land: the sea-to-land transfer of radioactive pollution

- 1 / | 22. Geotechnical properties and processes of deep ocean sediments as related to disposal of toxic wastes. An overview

!•! 24 Co-ordinated research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea disposal of radioactive waste CRESP
activity report 1986-1990

" O 21 Civil nuclear discharges into north european waters

O 2& Radioactivity in north european waters

!•! 22 The radiological exposure of the population of the European Community from radioactivity in North European marine
waters Project 'Marina'

O SS. The radiological impact on the EC member states of routine discharges to north european waters

O 2-2 Performance assessment of geological isolation systems for radioactive waste. Summary

!•) 2£ Performance assessment of geological isolation systems for radioactive waste. Disposal into the sub-seabed
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jyj| i l Radioactive pollution: ocean environments. January 1974-May 1989 (Citations from Oceanic Abstracts). Report for
January 1974-May 1989

| 2 22 Prediction model of oceanic diffusion for effluent from nuclear fuel reprocessing plant

fjjj 22 Isotope dispersion in the vicinity of a radioactive source in the deep North Atlantic Sea. Final report. Zur
Isotopenausbreitung im Nahfeld einer radioaktiven Quelle in der Tiefsee des Nordatlantiks. Abschlussbericht

|j/f MSubseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes

gg 25 The sinking of the Soviet Mike class nuclear powered submarine. A preliminary technical assessment of the potential
radioactive inventory release into the marine environment associated with the Soviet Mike class nuclear powered
attack submarine accident, Norwegian Sea, 7th April 1989

|£! 2£ Disposal of radioactive waste in seabed sediments. Proceedings of an international conference organized by the
Society for Underwater Technology and co-sponsored by the British Nuclear Energy Society, the Geological Society
and the Institution of Nuclear Engineers

| 3 22 Dispersion of radioactive material discharged to rivers, estuaries and coastal waters

jv| 21 Scavenging of radionuciides in the marine environment, (1). Distirbution and behavior of radionuclides in the marine

|/f 22 Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste.
Volume 3

Q Ml Selected Noamp results

|H[ 41 Modeling currents near NOAMP

£3 42 Other relevant papers in physical oceanography

Q 42 Preliminary results from NOAMP deep drifting floats

jTJ 44 Dispersion measurements from Sofar floats on the Iberian Abyssai plain

f»£f 45 Plutonium and1 ̂ CS in the water column of the Northeast Atlantic

| / | 46 14-C and 239,240-Pu as tracers of sedimentation and mixing processes in North-East Atlantic sediments

13 £2 Composition of a north atlantic deep-sea sediment

O £&• ^lZQ distribution of the suspended particles in the water masses of the Northeast Atlantic

Qj 49 Non-local mixing in deep-sea sediments

'Q 52 Radionuclide releases from cement waste forms in seawater
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Search Results - Documents) 51 to 100 of 371 EBQ
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and Descriptors includes: "radionuciide migration*

Title

Q SI Distribution of Lysianassidae amphipods Eurythenes gryllus in the North-East Atlantic

O *&• Cement leaching by seawater

£ } 52. Other relevant papers in geochemistry

O 51 Perspective in site-suitability modelling

£3 55. The Sandia Ocean modeling system

!•} 5S. Overview of the design and preliminary intercomparison tests of the french ocean general circulation model for the
assessment of the radionuclide dispersion in the North Atlantic

| ? | 52 A model for assessing the radiological impacts of deep-sea disposal of radioactive waste. Description of the model

jv| 5S_ An environmental model study of the deep layers of the North East Atlantic

|/J 5£ A model for assessing the radiological impacts of deep sea disposal of radioactive waste. A sensitivity analysis of the

marine environment transfer submodel

f™3 £0 Other relevant numerical modelling papers

jv| <51 Two-dimensional simulation of the circulation and radionuclide dispersion in the Northeast Atlantic
ij£| £2 A model for assessing the radiological impacts of deep-sea disposal of radioactive waste. Comparison of the

submodel for transfer in the marine environment with the UKMAFF-NRPB and US/TASC-SDP models on a
benchmark problem

|j?| £2. A model for assessing the radiological impacts of deep-sea disposal of radioactive waste. Radiological assessment of
the NEA dumping site for radioactive waste in the North-East Atlantic

f£I M Radioecological synthesis of the various compartments of La Hague (Cotentin) marine environment. Synthese
radioecologique des differents compartments de i'environnement marin du Cotentin

jTJ §5 Feasibility of deep ocean disposal of heat generating waste. V.I. Overview of feasibility

fjJH Sfi Seabed disposal of waste - where do we go from here?

i p 62 Monitoring program for radionuclides in marketplace seafoods. Final report

Q g& Study of deep ocean currents near the 3800-M low-ievel radioactive waste disposal site. May 1984-May 1986. Final
report

!*!l <§£ Comparison of models for assessing the radiological impacts of deep-sea disposal of radioactive wastes
]TJ 7Q Determination of iodine 129 in industrial waste waters and in some biological samples from the Channel french

shores: fucus serratus, mussels (mytilus edulis) and soles (Solea solea). Determination de l'iode 129 dans les eaux
residuaires industrielles et dans quelques echantillons biologiques preleves sur les cotes francaises de la Manche:
Fucus serratus, moules (Mytilus Edulis) et soles (Solea-solea)

jy| 22. Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 8: Review of processes near a buried
waste canister

| j | 72 Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed, volume 7: Review of laboratory investigations
of radionuclide migration through deep-sea sediments

jv| 22. Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 6: Deep-sea biology, biological
processes and radiobiology

O 74 Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 5: Dispersal of radionuclides in the
oceans: Models, data sets and regional descriptions

|^3 25. Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 3: Geoscience characterization studies
§£| 2£ Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 2: Radiological assessment

fjjf ZlEffect of ocean dumping of 14C on collective dose equivalent commitment to world population

Q IS. Applicability and perspectives of natural analogues as "demonstration" of PAG1S models

Q 2£ Role of canister integrity on ocean bed disposal of solid radioactive wastes: Part I - Parent radionuclides
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O $& •RoIe °*" c a n i s t e r integrity on ocean bed disposal of solid radioactive wastes: Part II - Daughter radionuclides

r j § i Marine disposal: fifteen years of investigations and international monitoring. Zakhoronenie v more: pyatnadtsat' let
issledovanij i mezhdunarodnogo monitoringa

^ £2 Iodine-129 in high-activity nuclear wastes: an assessment of the deep-ocean disposal option

O SI Subseabed disposal program. Annual report, January-December 1980. Volume 1. Summary

jv| g4 Analysis of diffusional ion transport in ocean sediments: subseafloor disposal of radioactive waste

g?| g5 Systems model for assessing the consequences of release of radioactive material into the ocean

jQ M Subseabed disposal safety analysis

iy| 82 Accident scenarios and probabilities for the SDP transportation system

| 3 M Heat transfer and fluid mechanics

O £2 Chemical experiments on ISHTE

Q 90_ Radiolytic oxidation of technetium dioxide

|T| 9J. Diffusion of neptunyl(V) and pertechnetate ions in marine sediments

Q 92 Diffusional transport of radionuclide chains in sub-seabeds

P 2 i Why not in the ocean

O 24 Radioactivity of a portion of the Channel shore: new data on sources and transports from marine aerosols and sprays
to the continent. Radioactivite d'un secteur littoral de la Manche. Donnees nouvelles sur ies sources et transferts au
continent par aerosols et embruns marins

O ^Environmental modeling

g?| 9£ Transuranium and other alpha-emitting nuclides in the marine environment

O 22 Pu, 241Am and 137Cs in soil in West Cumbria and a maritime effect

| 3 9£ Environmental radioactivity in Cumbria

T'l 99 Redox behavior, complexing. and adsorption of hexavalent actinides by humic acid and selected clays

The calculation of collective radiation exposure arising from discharges of activity into an estuary or sea in the British
Isles
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Title

| j j 101 CODAR: a computer code for the calculation of collective and individual radiation exposure arising from the release
of activity to an estuary or sea in the British Isles

j!<£f 1Q.2 Ocean dumping of low-level radioactive wastes

£J JLQ1 Diffusion of neptunyl(V)- and pertechnetate ions in marine sediments

Q I M Migration of radionuclide chains in subseabed disposal

| / | 10_5_ Sea dumping of radioactive wastes. Part 1: Basic considerations of marine environment. Die Meeresversenkung
radioaktiver Abfaelle. Teil 1: Grundlagen der marinen Umweit

|£l 106 Sea dumping of radioactive wastes. Part 2: Behaviour of radionuclides in sea water. Die Meeres versenkung
radioaktiver Abfaelle. Teil 2: Das Verhalten von Radionukliden im Meerwasser

| / | 107 Sea dumping of radioactive wastes. Part 3: Dumping practice and radioecology. Die Meeresversenkung radioaktiver
Abfaelle. Teil 3: Versenkungspraxis und Radiooekologie

jfj HIS. Diffusion of neptunyl(V) and pertechnetate ions in marine sediments

fsjf 10.9 Disposal of high-activity nuclear wastes

£J ll<l Low-gradient permeability testing of fine-grained marine sediments

| j j 111 NEA Research and Environmental Surveillance Programme related to sea disposal of low-level radioactive waste

O 112. Characterization of radionuclide behavior in low level waste sites

O ^ 3 Research in connexion with the possible disposal of high level radioactive waste on or beneath the ocean floor. Status
W ' report-March 1982
| ? | 114 Sea disposal of radioactive wastes. L'immersion des dechets radioactifs

f»3 115. A preliminary assessment of potential doses to man from radioactive waste dumped in the Arctic sea

Q I M Investigation of environmental radioactivity in waste dumping areas of the far eastern seas. JAERI's activities in the
1st Japanese-Korean-Russian joint expedition 1994

jy| 117 Radioecology of the oceans: Possibilities and limitations of statements relevant to radioprotection. Radiooekologie
der Meere: Moeglichkeiten und Grenzen strahlenschutzreievanter Aussagen

O UJL Annual report on radioactive discharges and monitoring of the environment 1995. V. I

Q 119 Arctic Nuclear Waste Assessment Program

jPJ 120 Joint Russian-Norwegian collaboration on radioactive contamination from dumped nuclear waste in the Kara Sea

O i l l Joint Russian-Norwegian collaboration on radioactive contamination from dumped nuclear waste in the Kara Sea.

Results from the 1994 expedition to Abrosimov and Stepovogo Fjords
p 122 IAEA-MEL's contribution to the investigation of the Kara Sea dumping sites
Q 123_Local and regional scale dispersion scenarios of 137Cs released from wast dumped in the Kara Sea

jHJ 124 Mobility of radionuclides in sediments from Abrosimov and Stepovogo Fjords

Q 125, Doses to man from dumping of radioactive waste in the Arctic Seas

PJ 126 Uptake of radioactive contaminants by sediments from three stations in the Kara Sea

Q 127 Co-ordinated research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea disposal of radioactive waste

jHj 128 A nuclide transfer model for barriers of the seabed repository using response function

Q 129 Radioactive Nova Zembla. Nova Zembla radioactief

O I2fi Analytic models of nuclide transport in saturated geologic media

[ J 131 Results of radioactivity measurements in France during 1983. Resultats du reseau d'observation de la radioactivite en
France pour 1983

O 122. Results of radioactivity measurements in French coastal waters during 1985. Resultats du reseau d'observation de ia
radioactivite en milieu marin littoral en France pour 1985
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O

fv-1

133. Research related to the disposal of radioactive waste in the deep ocean

134 Research related to the discharge of radionuclides in coastal waters

13_5_ Geology of high-level nuclear waste disposal. An introduction

136 The effect of oxygen tension in the sediment on the behaviour of waste radionuclides at the NEA Atlantic dumpsite

132 Design of the french ocean general circulation model for the assessment of radionuclides dispersion in the North

Atlantic
US. Chemical speciation of transuranium nuclides discharged into the marine environment

139 Study of the physicochemical form of cobalt in the Loire river

14fi Subseabed Disposal Project overview and summary of investigations: Fiscal years 1982 and 1983

141 Uranium in pore waters from North Atlantic (GME and Southern Nares Abyssal Plain) sediments

142 A model for assessing the radiological impacts of deep sea disposal of radioactive wastes: development of the model
and preliminary results

143 Manual and user guide of the tridimensional model of general circulation: OCEAN. Notice technique et guide de
l'utilisateur du modele tridimensionnel de circulation generale Ocean

144 User's guide to MARINRADIV [Marine Radionuclide Transport and Dose]: Model for assessing the consequences
of release of radioactive material into the oceans

,1,45 Nirex safety assessment research programme: annual report for 1985/86

146 Radiological assessment of the disposal of high level radioactive waste on or within the sediments of the deep ocean
bed: v. 2. Results: penetrator option

147 Radiological assessment of the disposal of high level radioactive waste on or within the sediments of the deep ocean
bed: v. 3. Results: drill option

14$. Radiological assessment of the disposal of high level radioactive waste on or within the sediments of the deep ocean
bed: v. 4. Results: seabed option

149 Radiological assessment of the disposal of high level radioactive waste on or within the sediments of the deep ocean
bed: v. 1. Main report

15Q. Radiological assessment of the consequences of the disposal of high level radioactive waste in sub-seabed sediments

Search Results - Documents) 101 to 150 of 371
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and Descriptors includes "radionuclicte aucrration"

Title

O i ^ i BNFL's objectives and achievements in the reduction of radioactive discharges from reprocessing plants

|/f 152 Diffusion of radionuclides through deep-sea sediments

Q 152. Suspended paniculate studies over the Madeira Abyssal Plain

fjjjf i S i Modelling the interactions between radionuclides and particles in the ocean for assessments of sea disposal of
radioactive waste

O !£§• Activities of the International Atomic Energy Agency

O 3 56" OECD Nuclear Energy Agency's activities in relation to low-level radioactive waste management

O *57 Management system of low-level radioactive waste in Japan

!«£! 15E Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive wastes into the seabed: Dispersal of radionuclides in the oceans:
Models, data sets, and regional descriptions

jHj J i £ Preliminary geologic and waste package sensitivity study for subseabed high-level nuclear waste disposal

O ^ ' 0 Information from Monaco: waste management and sea. Researches and developments in environmental protection
conducted by IAEA International laboratory of marine radioactivity, Monaco. Soobshchenie iz Monako: obrashchenie
s otkhodami i more. Issledovaniya i razrabotki po okhrane okruzhayushchej sredy, provodimye v Mezhdunarodnoj
laboratorii MAGATEh po izucheniyu radioaktivnosti morya v Monako

O ML Estimates of direct biological transport of radioactive waste in the deep sea with special reference to organic carbon
budgets

O 161 Tide induced mathematical model for coastal radioactive discharges and its application

§£f 163 Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes

O ^ Radionuclide concentrations in estuarine sediments: Comparison of measured and calculated values

fjj 165 History of low-level radioactive waste disposal in the sea

| /J 366 A provisional assessment of radiation regimes in deep ocean environments

£ } ,1£2 Radionuclides at the Hudson Canyon disposal site

O i&& Wnv consider subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes

jTJ 162 Thermal, chemical, and mass transport processes induced in abyssal sediments by the emplacement of nuclear
wastes: Experimental and modelling results

O 12& Creep of ocean sediments resulting from the isolation of radioactive wastes

O ^21 Site qualification plan for the Subseabed Disposal Program

O 122 Diffusion studies on evaporitic rocks, slates, cements and concretes

O -^3 Status of the IAEA waste management program

O ^74 Sea dumping of solid radioactive waste: a new assessment

| 3 .175 The feasibility of heat generating waste disposal into deep ocean sedimentary formations

O i2£ Application of the PAG1S methodology to clay, salt, granite and sub-seabed repositories

O 122 Compilation of selected marine radioecological data for the US Subseabed Disposal Project: summaries of available
radioecological concentration factors and biological half-lives

ij£! JLZ£The oceanographic and radiological basis for the definition of high-level wastes unsuitable for dumping at sea

£J 179 A coordination chemistry approach for modeling trace element adsorption

O ^ 0 Apparent distribution coefficients of transuranium elements in UK coastal waters

!•! IM. Sediment interactions in a new ocean model

Q 1^2 Research results and questions from recent CEC radiation protection programmes
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f£| 1M Interim oceanographic description of the North-East-Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste. Vol.
2

jP| JLMThe Nirex safety assessment research programme: annual report for 1985/86

r j I&i Compilation of selected deep-sea biological data for the US subseabed disposal project

|*>| IM>. Risks from radioactive waste disposal

iTJ jj>7 Migration pathways in soils

O i£& Centrifuge and laboratory tests, modelling the penetrator concept for the disposal of HGW in deep ocean sediments

O i S i Health effects due to the release of iodine 129 from the marine outlet for the reprocessing plant located at La Hague.
Consequences de rejets diode 129 a partir de remissaire marin de l'usine de retraitement des combustibles irradies de
La Hague

O *9P Ocean floor sediment as a repository barrier: comparative diffusion data for selected radionuclides in sediments from
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans

|£f 191 Calculations of the radiological impact of disposal of unit activity of selected radionuclides
Q 192 Benthic boundary layer. IOS observational and modelling programme. Final report, January 1985

iP| 193 Predictions of local, regional and global radiation doses from iodine-129 for four different disposal methods and an
all-nuclear future

£3 394 Deep digging for nuclear waste disposal

13 195 The estimation of local marine dispersion of radionuclides from hydrographic survey data

O A2& 137Cs, 60Co and l 2 5 l bioaccumulation by seaweeds from the Angra dos Reis nuclear power plant region

jv| 122 Disposal of radioactive waste material to sea

0 128 An assessment of the radiological impact of sea-dumping at the North East Atlantic dump site

i£| 112 Preliminary NEA dump site safety analysis

Alternatives for the disposal of low- and medium-level wastes in Taiwan area

Search Results - Documents) 151 to 200 of 371
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Search Request - Main: year>« 1980 and Descriptors includes -radioactive waste disposal* and Descriptors includes -marine disposal"
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Title
f ? 2(H. Methodology for evaluating radiological consequences of the management of very low-level solide waste arising from

decommissioning of nuclear power plants

f l 2Q2 Subseabed Disposal Project chemical response studies. Annual report, October 1982-Septeraber 1983

O 222. Radioactivity and United Kingdom estuaries: an overview identifying research priorities

jQ 2M. Results of the environmental monitoring of radioactivity in France during 1983. Resultats du reseau d'observation de

la radioactivite en France pour 1983
Q 2G5. Sea disposal experience of the Netherlands

O 206 Performance and safety evaluation of radioactive waste disposal in geological formations

n 2QZ Deep-sea disposal: Scientific bases to control pollution. A status report on the technical work of the IAEA and NEA

f l 2£§.The feasibility of heat generating waste disposal into deep ocean sedimentary formations

O 2G£ Application of the PAGIS methodology to clay, salt, granite and sub-seabed repositories

£f| 210 Behaviour of long-lived radionuclides associated with deep-sea disposal of radioactive wastes. Report of a

~~ co-ordinated research programme 1982-1984

O 211 The assessment of the radiological significance of accidental releases of radionuclides to coastal waters
—"~—"'

jvf 212. Review of models for use in probabilistic assessments of the disposal of high level radioactive wastes on or beneath
the seabed. Vol. 1

|g | 211 Review of models for use in probabilistic assessments of the disposal of high level radioactive wastes on or beneath
the seabed: appendix in. Vol. 2. Mode! reviews

jHf 211 The durability of concrete in radioactive waste packages for sea disposal

O 311 Ocean disposal feasibility study: candidate DOE (FUSRAP) soil characterization

O 216 Health physics aspects of nuclear issues in New Zealand over the last decade
svi 212 An oceanographic model for the dispersion of wastes disposed of in the deep sea. Report of the Joint Group of
*~~ Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution (GES AMP) originally approved at its thirteenth session hold in

Geneva, March 1983
!£J 211 Methods for evaluating the long-range impact of radioactive effluents in the marine environment. Choix de methodes

d'evaluation de l'impact a longue distance de rejets radioactifs en milieu marin
' Q 211 Migration of contaminants from underwater buried uranium tailings: Laboratory investigations of Ra-226, total

dissolved solids, Ca+2 and SO4"
2 transfer flux

f«?] 222: Co-ordinated research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea disposal of radioactive waste.
• ' CRESP Activity Report 1981-1985

f l 22 i Decommissioning and reclamation of Beaver Lodge tailings: Environmental and radiological considerations

$j?i 222. Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in the North-East Atlantic

' O 22-2 Definition and recommendations for the convention on the prevention of marine pollution by dumping of wastes and
other matter, 1972.1986 ed

!•! 224 Dispersion in the ocean by physical, geochemical and biological processes

" r ' | 225. Method for the evaluation of radiologic consequence of the dumping of low and medium level radioactive wastes on
" the deep sea bed. Methode pour revaluation des consequences sanitaires liees aux operations d'immersion de dechets

de faible et moyenne activite sur le fond de l'ocean
" O 22S.NEA seabed program: US role

f i 221 The effects of actinide separation on the radiological consequences of disposal of high-level radioactive waste on the
ocean bed

" Q22M. Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear waste

p 222 Thermal, chemical, and mass-transport processes induced in abyssal sediments by the emplacement of nuclear waste:

experimental and modeling results Volume I / Annex vill / Page 13
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O 22& Controlling radioactive waste disposal: the work of the Fisheries Radiobiological Laboratory

O %&. Waste disposal aspects of actinide separation

| 2 | 232 Measurement and computer modeling of radionuclide uptake by marine sediments near a nuclear power reactor

12! 221 Radiological aspects of seabed dumping in the deep oceans

O 2M Biological studies of the U.S. subseabed disposal program

O 221 The interaction between radiological assessments and research requirements related to waste disposal in the deep sea

!•! 21& A preliminary assessment of biological transport of radionuclides dumped at deep sea bottom

!•! 221 Evaluation on the disposal of radioactive wastes into the North Pacific. The effect of steady flow and up-welling

!•! 23J. The behaviour of transuranic and other long-lived radionuclides in the Irish sea and its relevance to the deep sea
disposal of radioactive wastes

13 239 Considerations on food chains. Considerations sur les chaines alimentaires

O 240 Diffusion of tritiated water in coastal areas

O 2 i l Radioecology of 6ClCo in Urazoko Bay

iQ 242 Behavior of activation products released from a nuclear power reactor into coastal waters

| 3 243. Proceeedings of the third NEA seminar on marine radioecology. Compte rendu du troisieme colloque de l'AEN sur la
radioecologie marine

O 244 Geochemical studies supporting the US subseabed disposal program

O 245 Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear waste

O 246 Analysis of heat and mass transfer in sub-seabed disposal of nuclear waste

O 247 Radioactive contamination of the NEA dumping sites

O 24 i Plutonium suspension from, seawater

| 3 249 Radioactive waste disposal in the marine environment

Marine radiological studies related to seabed disposal

Search Results - Documents) 201 to 250 of 371
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Search Results - Documents) 251 to 300 of 371

- Main: ye&r>" 1980 and Descriptors includes •radioactive waste disposal' and D'-T-cripcors includes 'marine disposal'
and Descriptors includes 'radionuclide Bigratson'

Title
Q 25_i Subseabed disposal program annual report, January-December 1979. Volume I. Summary and status

j p 252. Biological and related chemical research concerning subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear waste: report of a
workshop at Jackson Hole, Wyoming, January 12-16,1981

|g | 2J>1 Radionuclide transport in ocean sediments for an array of canisters

fjjf 2S£ Predictions of radionuclide migration rates for a subseabed repository

O 255. Oceanic dispersion processes. Ausbreitungsvorgaenge im Meer

O 25Ji Deep-sea burial of radioactive wastes. Versenkung spezieller radioaktiver Abfaelle in der Tiefsee

'0 251 The impact of nuclear waste disposals to the marine environment. Research report no. 8

"O 258 Sea dumping of low-level radioactive waste

O 2S£ Observation of the effects of artificially released long half-life radionuclides on the global radioactive contamination
background in the Atlantic and its adjoining seas

| / | 2gfi Development of an assessment methodology for the disposal of high-level radioactive waste into deep ocean
sediments

jT] 26J. Risk analysis for the dumping of radioactive waste in deep seas. Risico-analyse van net storten van radioactief afval in
de diepzee

| 3 262 Radionuclide disequilibria studies for investigating the integrity of potential nuclear waste disposal sites: subseabed
studies

O 262 The distribution processes of artificial radionuclides in the sea. Ausbreitungsvorgaenge kuenstlicher Radionuklide im
Meer

!•] 264 Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in the North-East Atlantic

| j [ 265 Selected, annotated bibliography of studies relevant to the isolation of nuclear wastes

£3 2&1 Environmental studies data base: development and data synthesis activities of the US Subseabed Disposal Program

O 2£2 Radionuclides at the U.S. radioactive waste disposal site near the Farallon Islands

Q 2£8_ Status of subseabed repository design concepts and radionuclide

Q 26J? Technetium-99 content in some marine organisms collected near La Hague, France

,.jTj 270 Ion migration in ocean sediments: subseafloor radioactive waste disposal

O 271 Deep circulation in the Indian and Pacific Oceans and its implication for the dumping of low-level radioactive waste

O 272 The status of radioactive waste management. Needs for reassessment

O 222. Some of the bases of the IAEA definition and recommendations concerning high-level radioactive waste unsuitable
for dumping at sea and some of the Japanese findings of deep sea survey in the Pacific

ijy| 274 Deep-sea radioecology. Biological aspects of the dumping and storage of radioactive waste in and on deep-sea
sediments. Radiooekologie der Tiefsee. Biologische Aspekte der Versenkung und Lagerung radioaktiver Abfaelle in
und auf den Sedimenten der Tiefsee

O 225. Appendix Q: site survey and assessment and multibarrier identification and quantification, 1979

"|£f 226 Appendix X: biotransport model development

O 2 2 1 w l Am from the decay of m Pu in the Irish Sea

O 2^8 A non-ficlaan approach to the consequences of dumping solid radioactive wastes in a finite ocean

Q 22£ Environmental studies data base development and data synthesis activities of the US Subseabed Disposal Program

jQ 280 Physical oceanographic characteristics influencing the dispersion of dissolved tracers released at the sea floor in
selected deep ocean study areas

[2| 281 Migration of strontium-90 from a strontium-90 fluoride deep ocean source

jPJ 2g£Radiolytic oxidation and reduction of plutoniutn
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n 231 Subseabed disposal program annual report, January-December 1979. Volume n. Appendices (principal investigator
progress reports). Part 1 of 2

f l 284 Analysis of diffusion ion transport in ocean sediments: subseafloor disposal of radioactive waste

r j 285 Thermal and fluid analyses

r | 2MDavy Jones's nuclear locker

O 2S2 Low-level radioactive waste management

O 2&S. Researd1 and environmental surveillance programme related to sea disposal of radioactive waste

O 2g£ Potential for post-depositionai migration of neptunium in Irish Sea sediments

O 22fi Measurements of the oxidation state and concentration of plutonium in interstitial waters of the Irish Sea

Q 221 Factors controlling the interactions of I37Cs with suspended and deposited sediments in estuarine and coastal
environments

O 231 Manifestation of the influence of releases of artificial long-lived radionuclides seen against the background of global
radioactive contamination of the Atlantic Ocean and related seas. Proyavlenie vliyaniya sbrosov ickusstvennykh
dolgozhivushchikh radionuklidov na fone global'nogo radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya atlanticheskogo okeana i ego
morej

Q 222 Fresh data on the dispersal of radionuclides in the English Channel. Donnees nouveltes sur la dispersion des
radionucleides dans la Manche

Q 2M. Radionuclides in Fucus from inter-Scandinavian waters

f"! 295 Collective and individual radiation exposure from discharges of radioactive waste to the Irish Sea

O 23& Biology task group

O 222Significant times for ion transport systems study in the SDP. Appendix C

O 22B. System analysis task group

V'\ 299 Sediment and rock task group
VMS? •"-""""**

O 22Q Subseabed disposal program annual report, January-December 1980. Volume II. Appendices (principal investigator
progress reports). Part 1
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Search Results - Documents) 301 to 350 of 371 SB
Re<|UeSt - Main: years-" 1980 and Descriptors includes 'radioactive waste disposal' and Descriptors includes -marine disposal*

nd Descriptors includes 'radionuclide migration*

Title

3 321 Temperature and pH effects on sorption properties of subseabed clay

j j 302 Radionuciide sorption and diffusion studies

3 303 Effect of radiolysis on the oxidation state of neptunium in seawater

/ | 304 Study of the mobility of plutonium and americium in marine sediments

~J 2Q5. Heat transfer studies

3 2M Constitutive properties and material model development for marine sediments in support of the subseabed disposal
program

3 M I Environmental studies data base development and data synthesis activities of the US Subseabed Disposal Program

£f 22£ A model to assess exposure from releases of radioactivity into the seas of northern Europe

3 309 Ocean floor sediment as a repository barrier: comparative diffusion data for selected radionuclides in sediments from
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans

3 Sifi Studies of the reproductive biology of deep sea megabenthos. VI. The Aspidochirota (Holothurioidea:
Echinodermata)

U ILL Airborne radionuclides in the vicinity of a coastal nuclear fuel reprocessing plant

'2 212 Currents in the Eastern Irish Sea

"3 H I Subseabed Disposal Program: 1983 status report

J 21i Marine dispersion in the vicinity of Sizewell nuclear power station

Hj 3.1,5 BNFL Sellafield: assessment of public radiation exposure due to liquid effluents from fuel reprocessing Part II:
collective dose

J 2I£ Sedimentation Studies relevant to low-level radioactive effluent dispersal in the Irish Sea. Part 1. Radionuclides in
marine sediments

"3 a l l Radionuclides in sediments from the northeast Atlantic disposal site

J 13J. International Laboratory of Marine Radioactivity. Biennial Report 1981-1982

3 2 i£ Survey of the benthic invertebrates collected from the United States 2800 meter radioactive waste disposal site in the
Atlantic Ocean. Final report

J 22£t The Nuclear Energy Agency research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea disposal of low-level
radioactive waste

"if 221 An oceanographic model for the dispersion of wastes disposed of in the deep sea
_J 222 Experimental and theoretical modeling of sediment-seawater hydrothermal interaction at constant temperature and in

a thermal gradient: implications for the diagensis and metamorphism of marine clay and the subseabed disposal of
nuclear waste

I 222 Co-ordinated research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea disposal of radioactive waste.
Progress report at the end of 1983

1 231 Uncertainties in EPA modelling used to develop draft standard 40CFR191

I 325 Deep-ocean disposal of high-activity nuclear wastes: a conservative assessment of the seafood critical pathway

3 3,̂ 6 Sedimentation studies relevant to low-level radioactive effluent dispersal in the Irish Sea. Part HI. An evaluation of
possible mechanisms for the incorporation of radionuclides into marine sediments

_j 327 Error analysis of exposures from radionuciide releases to rivers

Z} 21& Behaviour of radioactive krypton-85 in the deep sea. Final report covering the period October 1,1980 to March 31,
1983. Verhalten von radioaktivem Krypton-85 in der Tiefsee. Abschlussbericht fuer den Berichtszeitraum

" 1.10.1980-31.3.1983
Hj| 329 US Subseabed Disposal Program radioecological data base: summaries of available radionuciide concentration

factors and biological half-lives
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jjs£| 22fi Guidelines for the selection of sites that might prove suitable for radioactive waste disposal on or beneath the ocean
floor

O 211 Remote assessment of permeability/thermal diffusivity of consolidated clay sediments

|TJ 222 Preliminary post-emplacement safety analysis of the sub-seabed disposal of high-level radioactive waste

Q 222 Biological and physical oceanographic sensitivity analyses for subseabed disposal of high-level waste

O 334 Natural analogue study of radionuclide migration in clays

O 221 Subseabed radionuclide migration studies and preliminary repository design concepts

F j 23J5 Radioactive discharges from Sellafield (UK)

jTJ 337 General review of literature relevant to coastal water discharges

jQ 338 Radioactive liquid discharges from the spent fuel reprocessing plant La Hague, Prance and environmental monitoring
**~ of coastal water. Les rejets d'effluents liquides radioactifs du centre de traitement des combustibles irradies de la

Hague (France) et 1'evolution radiologique du domaine marin

O 221 Radioactive discharges from Trombay-Bombay, India

O 340 Studies of environmental radioactivity in Cumbria. Part 6. The chronology of discharges of caesium-137, plutonium
and americium-241 from BNFL Sellafield, as recorded in lake sediments

O 2 i i Actinide discharges from Sellafield - a summary of behaviour in the environment and the radiological implications

|2J 342 Compilation of selected marine radioecological data for the US Subseabed Program: summaries of available

radioecological concentration factors and biological half-lives

O 212 User's manual for the radionuclide migration code IONMIG

O 24£ Procedures for reconnaissance stream-sediment sampling

O 2 i£ Subseabed disposal of high-level radioactive waste

| ^ | 346 Dispersal from deep ocean sources: physical and related scientific processes

O ?47 Session 1984-85. Radioactive waste. Minutes of evidence, Wednesday 19 June 1985. Natural Environment Council

fjjf 348 A review of biological processes within oceanic water columns relevant to the assessment of the safety of disposal of
waste, notably radioactive isotopes on or within the sea bed

O 24£ Worldwide marine radioactivity studies assessing the picture

| / j 3_5ilRadioprotection. Pt. 1. Inventories, behaviour and processes
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Title
iTJ M i IAEA-MEL case studies. Pt. 1. Source terms and transport processes

O 252 Marine sediments as a sink, and contaminated sediments as a diffuse source of radionuclides

O SSI The transport of 129I and 137Cs from European reprocessing plants through the Kara Sea

O 3-*>4 A summary report of the distributions of " T c in UK coastal waters

O 3.55 Marine discharges of 129I by the nuclear reprocessing facilities of La Hague and Sellafield

| ? | 356 Modelling of radionuclides dispersion in coastal waters. A study case on the dispersion of radionuclides released with
the liquid effluents of Angra dos Reis NPP - Brazil

p | 3JEZ Transport and dispersion of artificial radioactivity in the Arctic Ocean - Model studies and observations -

jTj 3_5S IAEA-MEL's contribution to the investigation of the Kara Sea dumping sites

iT] 3.59 Investigation on marine radioactivity in radioactive waste dumping areas in the northwest Pacific Ocean and its
marginal seas. JAERI's activities in the second Japanese-Korean-Russian joint expedition 1995

Q M> Arctic marine radioactivity studies at IAEA-MEL (1992-3 997)

ifj 3jil Radioactive contamination of the Northwest Pacific Ocean in 1993-1996

O 3£2 Anthropogenic radionuclides in seawater of the Far Eastern Seas

iQ 363 Anthropogenic radionuclides in sediments in the NW Pacific Ocean and its marginal seas

ivj 364 Radioecologicai assessment of the consequences of contamination of Arctic waters - update on the progress of the
EC-supported ARMARA project

Q 2>6j5 Radioactive contamination in the Arctic sea's

§/] 366 The use of 59Ni, "Tc , and 236U to monitor the release of radionuclides from objects containing spent nuclear fuel
dumped in the Kara Sea

|™j 367 Field investigations of radioactive contamination of sea water, which accompanied the dumping of low-level liquid
radioactive wastes in some regions of the Barents Sea (1984-1990)

|/J 3j6]i Potential radioecological risk from radioactive waste dumpings in the Arctic seas

O 369 Assessment of environmental risk from land based sources of radioactive wastes in the Russian Arctic

O 370 A radiological assessment of the nuclear reactors with spent fuel which have been scuttled in the Kara Sea

O 221 Mathematical modelling of radionuclide dispersion at Ribeira Bay, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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q - M a i n : year>» 1980 an<3 Descriptors Includes "raaioaci-.jvc WJS'.C disposal* and Descriptors ir.clufios Tadionuclidc
migration" and Descriptors includes •ciaulo'-.ior," nr& Descriptors includes #aquaeic ecosyst<nc"

Title
| / | i A 2D 4-phases marine dispersion mode! for non-conservative radionuclides. Pt. 1. Conceptual and computational

model

!•! 2 A 2D 4-phases marine dispersion model for non-conservative radionuclides. Pt. 2. Two applications

jy| 2. Leakage and accidental releases from Sillamaee waste depository and environmental risk assessment

!•! 4 An oceanographic model for the dispersion of wastes disposed of in the deep sea
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Search Results - Documents) 1 to 5 of 5 1
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Descriptors includes "radioactive materials- and Descriptors includes 'aquatic ecosystras"

Title
Q IIOGCC/DOE oil and gas environmental workshop

!•! 2 Aerial gamma mapping system for characterizing the impact of radioactive deposition on the environment

!•! 1 Ecological consequences of environmental contamination in the region of Chernobyl NPP accident. Ehkologicheskie
posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya prirodnykh sred v rajone avarii Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

!•! 4 Workshop on environmental assessment

Q 5 Hnal Environmental Statement related to the operation of Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit No. I. Docket No.
*~" SIN 50-482, Kansas Gas and Electric Company, et al
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R e q u e s t - K5in: year>» 1980 a:id Descriptors includes 'environmental impacts' and Descriptors: includes •radioactive waste
disposal* and Descriptors includes 'aquatic ecosystems"

Title

Q I Evidence of terrestrial discharge of deep groundwater on the Canadian Shield from helium in soil gases

Q 2 Aspects of nuclear wastes disposal of use in teaching basic chemistry

Q 3_ RCRA Facility Investigation report for Waste Area Grouping 6 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge.
Tennessee. Volume 2, Sections 4 through 9: Environmental Restoration Program

|£f 4 Scavenging amphipods Eurythenes gryllus from the north-east Atlantic and radioactive waste disposal

i Q 5. Environmental assessment of remedial action at the Lowman Uranium Mill Tailings Site near Lawman, Idaho. Final

;TJ & A summary of ecological investigations at the burial ground complex, Savannah River Site -1994

i p 2 Environment. 1980-1994. International Atomic Energy Agency publications

| / J £ Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea

| ? | £ The International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP). Interim progress report

O ifi Research into the long-term environmental effects of uranium tailings

O •2-1 Guidance document for prepermit bioassay testing of low-level radioactive waste

O •££ Directions for use of AQUABIOS program. Mode d'emploi du programme AQUABIOS

O i-2. AQUABIOS code. Reference manual. Code AQUABIOS. Manuel de reference

O 14 Research into fisheries and the marine environment 1987-88. Report of the Director1 ' *

E l -i£ Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste.
Volume 3

!•! M Assessing the impact of deep sea disposal of low level radioactive waste on living marine resources

O i2. Environmental chemistry of technetium

O !•& Environmental dosimetry: Which target? What dose rate?

O J-2 Environmental Sciences Division annual progress report for period ending September 30, 1981

ivf 20 Monitoring technologies for ocean disposal of radioactive waste

O 2JL Environmental characterization report for the Gulf Interior Region Louisiana study area

£jj 22 Environmental characterization report for the Gulf Interior Region Mississippi study area

| 3 22. Environmental characterization report for the Gulf Interior Region, Texas study area

13 24 Marine science: Joining forces for the environment

O 2 ! Geochemistry of long-lived radionuclides

O =£ Gamma radioactivity in the Iberian marine environment closest to the NEA dumping site

Ijvii 22 Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes

fjjjj 2S Lessons from radioactive waste disposal applied to other pollutants

fjjj 2 i A provisional assessment of radiation regimes in deep ocean environments

1 3 2ii Interim oceanographic description of the North-East-Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste. Vol.

2

O 2 1 Photographical survey of containers situated in the dumping area of radioactive wastes of the N.E. Atlantic.
Reconnaissance photographique dc conteneurs en place dans la zone d'immersion des dechets faiblement radioactifs

de l'Atlantique Nord-Est

f£I 2Z Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in the North-East Atlantic
O 32. Disposal of Hanford defense high-level, transuranic and tank wastes, Hanford Site, Richland, Washington. Draft

environmental impact statement. Volume 1

O 24 Environmental Sciences Division annual progress report for period ending September 30, 1983
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O 21 Nuclear power plants and environment protection. Centrales nucleates et protection de l'environnement

jTf 2£ The organization of nuclear plants environmental studies. Organisation des etudes d'environnemem relatives aux
centrales nucleaires

fv̂  22 Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear waste

jj*^ 3& Bibliography of marine radiation ecology prepared for the Seabed Program

JTJ 22 Nuclear waste ponds and streams on the Hanford site: an ecological search for radiation effects

g/| 40. Biological studies of the US Subseabed Disposal Program

!•! 41 Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear waste

jfj 42 An investigation into selected ecological aspects of the aquatic and terrestrial environment of an abandoned uranium
mill tailings pond, Bancroft, Ontario

fj£| 31 The impact of nuclear waste disposals to the marine environment. Research report no. 8

|/f M Review of radiological problems of floating nuclear power plants

U 4J5. Environmental Sciences Division. Annual progress report for period ending September 30,1980

| j [ 4£ Environmental studies data base development and data synthesis activities of the US Subseabed Disposal Program

jTJ 47 Environmental characterization of bedded salt formations and overlying areas of the Permian Basin

jTjj 4J. International Laboratory of Marine Radioactivity. Biennial Report 1981-1982

O 4£ Regional summary and recommended study areas for the Texas Panhandle portion of the Permian Basin

O 52 An environmental assessment of twenty five years of nuclear operations at Trombay - an overview
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R e q u e s t - Kain: year» 1580 and Descriptors includes 'environmental inpactc* and Oescriptors includes 'radioactive waste
disposal' and Descriptors includes 'aquatic ecosystems*

Title

O 3 i Draft environmental assessment: Lavender Canyon site, Utah. Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

| j | 51 Draft environmental assessment: Davis Canyon site, Utah. Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

Q 52 Draft environmental assessment: Cypress Creek Dome site, Mississippi. Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

O 51 Draft environmental assessment: Yucca Mountain site, Nevada research and development area, Nevada. Nuclear
Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

jHj 51 Draft environmental assessment: Richton Dome site, Mississippi. Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

jTj 56 Draft environmental assessment: Deaf Smith County site, Texas. Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

FJ 52 Draft environmental assessment: Swisher County site, Texas. Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

|^ | 5& Draft environmental assessment: Vacherie Dome site, Louisiana. Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

O — Draft environmental assessment: reference repository location, Hanford Site, Washington. Nuclear Waste Policy Act
(Section 112)

jEl §Q. Actinide discharges from Sellafield - a summary of behaviour in the environment and the radiological implications

jvf &L Worldwide marine radioactivity studies assessing the picture

•&\ j52 Below the Arctic Seas. International Arctic Seas assessment project: summing up

Search Results - Documents) 51 to 62 of 62 STT
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Search Results - Documents) 1 to 43 of 43

S e a r c h R e q u e s t - Kain: year>« 1980 and Descriptors includes "environaental iiopactG" oad Descriptors includes "radioactive waste
disposal" and Descriptors includes "radioactive materials" and Descriptors includes "aquatic ecosystems-

Title

| 3 i Evidence of terrestrial discharge of deep groundwater on the Canadian Shield from helium in soil gases

jP| 2 Aspects of nuclear wastes disposal of use in teaching basic chemistry

Q 3. RCRA Facility Investigation report for Waste Area Grouping 6 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. Volume 2, Sections 4 through 9: Environmental Restoration Program

fj/f 4 Scavenging amphipods Eurythenes grylius from the north-east Atlantic and radioactive waste disposal

Q 1 A summary of ecological investigations at the burial ground complex, Savannah River Site -1994

£J & Guidance document for prepermit bioassay testing of low-level radioactive waste

| 3 2 Research into fisheries and the marine environment 1987-88. Report of the Director

|/J & Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste.

Volume 3
| / | 9 Assessing the impact of deep sea disposal of low level radioactive waste on living marine resources

|^J K) Environmental dosimetry: Which target? What dose rate?

£3 XI Environmental Sciences Division annual progress report for period ending September 30,1981

•̂1 12 Monitoring technologies for ocean disposal of radioactive waste

jT] 12. Environmental characterization report for the Gulf Interior Region Louisiana study area

Qj J4, Environmental characterization report for the Gulf Interior Region Mississippi study area
:£J IS Environmental characterization report for the Gulf Interior Region, Texas study area

jPj i k Marine science: Joining forces for the environment

Q 12 Geochemistry of long-lived radionuclides

iTj 1& Gamma radioactivity in the Iberian marine environment closest to the NEA dumping site

!•! ! £ Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes

!•! 20 Lessons from radioactive waste disposal applied to other pollutants

!]•] 21A provisional assessment of radiation regimes in deep ocean environments

O 22 Photographical survey of containers situated in the dumping area of radioactive wastes of the N.E. Atlantic.
Reconnaissance photographique de conteneurs en place dans la zone d'immersion des dechets faiblement radioactifs
de l'Atlantique Nord-Est

fHj 21 Disposal of Hanford defense high-level, transuranic and tank wastes, Hanford Site, Richland, Washington. Draft
environmental impact statement. Volume 1

O 21 Environmental Sciences Division annual progress report for period ending September 30, 1983

>vj 25 Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear waste

O M Nuclear waste ponds and streams on the Hanford site: an ecological search for radiation effects

| / | 22 Biological studies of the US Subseabed Disposal Program

| j ^ 28. Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear waste

jQ 2£ An investigation into selected ecological aspects of the aquatic and terrestrial environment of an abandoned uranium
mill tailings pond, Bancroft, Ontario

O 20 Environmental studies data base development and data synthesis activities of the US Subseabed Disposal Program

O 21 Environmental characterization of bedded salt formations and overlying areas of the Permian Basin

if] 3J2 An environmental assessment of twenty five years of nuclear operations at Trombay - an overview

Q 22, Draft environmental assessment: Lavender Canyon site, Utah. Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

O 24 Draft environmental assessment: Davis Canyon site, Utah. Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Section 112)
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Q[ 15 Draft environmental assessment: Cypress Creek Dome site, Mississippi. Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

|^J 3j§. Draft environmental assessment: Yucca Mountain site, Nevada research and development area, Nevada. Nuclear
Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

O 21 Draft environmental assessment: Richton Dome site, Mississippi. Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

|^J 22. Draft environmental assessment: Deaf Smith County site, Texas. Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

;Q 32 Draft environmental assessment: Swisher County site, Texas. Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

£3 4Q, Draft environmental assessment: Vacherie Dome site, Louisiana. Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Section 112)

| ^ | 41, Draft environmental assessment: reference repository location, Hanford Site, Washington. Nuclear Waste Policy Act
*""** (Section 112)

|£ | 42 Actinide discharges from Sellafield - a summary of behaviour in the environment and the radiological implications

!•! ££ Worldwide marine radioactivity studies assessing the picture
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Search Results • Document(s) 1 to 50 of 522 ! ^

Starch ReC[UeSt - Main: ycar>" 1S80 and Deocriptoro includes "biological radiation of£e«s" and Descriptors includes -aquatic
organisms*

Title
O i Bioindication of total toxicity and teratogenicity of bottom deposits and soils from regions with different degree of the

influence of the Chernobyl NPP accident using the developing embryos of grey sea urchins. Byioyindikatsyiya na
embryionakh syirikh mors'kildi yizhakyiv sumarnoyi toksichnostyi yi teratogennostyi donnikh vyidkladyiv yi gruntu z
rajonyiv z ryiznim stupenem vplivu avaryiyi na Chornobil's'kyij AES

!•! Z The effect of chronic radiation on the humoral immune response of rainbow trout (Onchorhynchus mykiss Waibaum)

!£J 2. Validation of the long-term exposure pathway models in the NRC's accident consequence code MACCS

|TJ 4 Preliminary results of die Arteinia salina experiments in biostack on LDEF

£2 5. Ultrastructure of the membrane of an agg of Scardinius eryihrophtalmus (L.) normal and gamma-irradiated.
Ul'trastruktura obolochki ikrinki krasnoperki Scardinius erythrophtalmus (L.) v norme i posle gamma-oblucheniya

Q £ Detection of gamma-ray-induced DNA damages in malformed dominant lethal embryos of the Japanese medaka
(Oryzias latipes) using AP-PCR fingerprinting

|^J 7 The effect and measurement of naturally occurring radionuclides in the Grampian region

jT| & Cytogenetic adaptive response of cultured fish cells to low doses of X-rays

Q 2 Hydrolysis of fish protein by Bacillus megaterium cells immobilized in radiation induced polymerized wood

jPJ 10 Radiation monitoring container device (16-IML-l)

O 11 Effect of ultraviolet radiation on marine phytoplankton community in Akkeshi Bay, Japan

| ^ J2 Effect of radioactive contamination of hydrobionts within the thirty-kilometer zone of Chernobylsk NPP. Otsenka
vozdejstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya na gidrobiontov 30-kilometrovoj zony kontrolya avarii na Chernobyl'skoj
AEhS

Q X£. Bibliography on irradiation of foods. Bibliographie zur Bestrahiung von Lebensmitteln

m M. Uptake and release of 6 0 Co in the sea gastro pod Strombus pugihs (Linnaeus, 1758). Incorporacao e eliminacao de 60

Co no gastropode marinho Strombus pugilis (Linnaeus, 1758)
| / | 15 Gamma radiation effects of low intensity of Biomphalaria straminea sexually segregated. Efeitos da radiacao gama de

baixa intesidade sobre a fecundidade de Biomphalaria straminea sexualmente segregados
£3 $6 Cartographic data for determination of the levels of total technogenic environment pollution according to the embryo

toxicity and teratogenicity of bottom deposits and soils in some regions of Ukraine before and after accident of the
Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant. Kartograficheskie dannye opredeleniya urovnej summarnogo tekhnogennogo
zagryazneniya okruzhayushchej sredy po ehmbriotoksichnosti i teratogennosti donnykh otlozhenij i pochv chasti
territorii Ukrainy do i posle avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

121 I I Representative benthic bioindicator organisms for use in radiation effects research: Culture of Neanthes
arenaceodentata (Polychaeta)

O IS- Induction of gynogenetic haploidy in oyster Crassostrea gigas, using ultra violet irradiated sperms

O 1£ UV laser-induced DNA photochemistry

O 2Q Effects of produced water discharges on the colonization potential of Macrocystis pyrifera spores

O 21 Micronuclei frequency in circulating erythrocytes from rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) subjected to radiation,
an image analysis and flow cytometric study

Q 22 Wavelengths effective in induction of malignant melanoma

!•! 21 Effects of gamma irradiation on chromatophores and volatile components of grass shrimp muscle

jTJ M Membrane ultrastructure of eggs of redeye Scardinius erythrophtalmus (L.) Normally and after gamma-irradiation
O ££• Suppression of 125I-uptake in mouse thyroid by seaweed feeding. Possible preventative effect of dietary seaweed on

internal radiation injury of the thyroid by radioactive iodine
O 2£ Effect of irradiation on the viability of Angiostrongylus cantonensis and A. costaricensis infective larvae
O 27- Tphe influence of Laminaric Japonica addition in food on long-term effects of combined radiation injury. Vliyante

dobavki v pishchu Laminaria Japonica na otdalennye ehffekty kombinirovannogo luchevogo porazheniya
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!•! 2S. Dynamics of radionuclides accumulation by bream from Pripyat river. Dynamika nazapashvannya radyenuklidaw
lyashchom raM Prypyats'

| / | 2£ Effects of gamma irradiation on the survival and development of Cionorchis sinensis metacercariae

f/| 2Q Radiation sensitivity of Angiostrongylus cantonensis and A. costaricensis infective larvae

iQ 2L Nuclear energy production and environmental issues

jvf 22 Effects of gamma radiations on certain tissues of heteropneustes fossils bloch

!•! 23 Radiological effect of caesium-137 and strontium-90 on aquatic system of the pathway of the discharged liquid

radioactive waste
O 21 Possibility raising radioresistance among the experimental animals with the help of the product MIG1-K.

Vozmozhnost' povysheniya radioustojchivosti ehksperimental'nykh zhivotnykh s pomoshch'yu preparata MIGI-K

j£J 25 Methodology for estimating radiation dose rates to freshwater biota exposed to radionuclides in the environment

jP] M Radiation-induced DNA strand breaks and the relationship between strand breaks and fecundity in mosquitofish

Q 21 Cobalt-60 gamma irradiation of shrimp

O 2& Effects of gamma irradiation on chromatophores and volatile components of grass shrimp muscle
Qj 22 Histological and histochemical studies on the effect of gamma-irradiation on the hermaphrodite gland of the freshwater

snail biomphalaria Alexandrina
P 4£ Gamma ionization of phagicola longa (TREMATODA: HETEROPHYrDAE) in mugilidae (pisces) in Sao Paulo,

Brazil
Q i i Radiosensitivity of the Philippine giant toad (Bufu marinus L.)

jQ 42 Variation in blood cell DNA content in fish from Chernobyl-contaminated ponds in Ukraine

£3 42 DNA polymorphisms revealed by the RAPD technique show differences between radionuclide-contaminated and
uncontaminated mosquitofish populations

Q 44 The development of the stimulus growth unit of nuclear irradiation

O ^S Effect of gamma-irradiation on reproductive system of Mizuhopecten yessoensis. Remore effects of gamma-radiation.
Dejstvie gamma-izlucheniya nareproduktivnuyu sistemu dvustvorchatogo mollyuska Mizuhopecten Yeessoensis.
Otdalennye posledstviyagamma-oblucheniya

[ j ^6 Effect of gamma-radiation on reproductive system of Mizuhopecten yessoensis. Early post-irradiation changes in
gonads. Dejstvie gamma-izlucheniya na reproduktivnuyu sistemu dvustvorchatogo mollyuska Mizuhopecten
Yessoensis. Rannie postradiatsionnye izmeneniya v gonadakh

O £2. Uranium toxicity to two species of Australian tropical fish

O ££ Thft general principles and consequences of environmental radiation exposure in relation to Canada's nuclear fuel
waste management concept

O ^2 The hermetic effect of low doses of X-ray irradiation on regeneration of external organs in lower verterbrates.
Germeticheskij ehffekt malykh doz rentgenovskogo izlucheniya pri regeneratsii naruzhnykh organov nizshikh
pozvonochnykh

Q 5Q The influence of Chernobyl disaster on fish populations in a refrigerator water pool. Vliyanie avarii na Chemobyi'skoj
AEhS v 1986 g. na populyatsiyu ryb vodoema-okhladitelya
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1. Search results - Documents) 51 to 100 of 522

Search Request - Main: year>=I980 and Descriptors includes "biological radiation effects" and Descriptors includes
"aquatic organisms".

2. Title

51. Stimulatory effects of gamma-radiation and alkylating agents on Artemia salina. Stimuliruyushchee dejstvie
gamma-oblucheniya i alkiliruyushchikh soedinenij nazhabronogogo raka Artemia Salina

52. DNA repair after ultraviolet irradiation of ICR 2A frog cells: pyrimidine ditners are long acting blocks to
nascent DMA synthesis

53. Analysis of an Hertwig effect in the rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri Richardson) after fertilization with
gamma-
irradiated sperm

54. Effects of acute gamma-irradiation on the development of the thymus in embryos and fry of Oryzias latipes
55. Effect of ionizing radiation on the transmembrane transfer of sodium ions in frog skin under functional load.

Vliyanie ioniziruyushchej radiatsii na transmembrannyj perenos ionov natriya v kozhe lyagushki v usloviyakh
funktsional'noj nagruzki

56. The changes in color of cultured pearls by gamma-ray irradiation of ^OCo
57. Effects of UV on the development of fish and amphibian embryos
58. Effect of gamma-irradiation of adult and embryo of Oryzias latipes on thymus size
59. The effects of the interactions of radiation, salinity, and metals on grass shrimp, Palaemonetes pugio
60. Resistance of a cultured fish cell line (CAF-MM1) to gamma irradiation
61. Present status and program of biomedical tritium research at NIRS, Chiba
62. Effect of low pH treatment and agents causing mitotic delay on intracellular pH of sea urchin eggs
63. Photoreactivation and excision repair of thymine dimers in ultraviolet-irradiated cultured fish cells
64. Gynogenesis caused by ultraviolet irradiation of salmonid sperm
65. A study of mechanisms of post-irradiation changes in adenylate-cyclase activity
66. Investigation of the variability of quantitative signs in irradiated and unirradiated fishes. I. Biometrical

fundamentals. Beitrag zum Studium der Variabilitaet quantitativer Merkmale an bestrahlten und unbestrahlten
Fischen aus experimentellen Populationen. 1. Biometrische Grundcharakteristiken und Vergleich von
bestrahlten und unbestrahlten Gruppen

67. Investigation of the variability of quantitative signs in irradiated and unirradiated fishes. 2. Changes of some
values of quantitative signs depending on the body length. Beitrag zum Studium der Variabilitaet quantitativer
Merkmale an bestrahlten und unbestrahlten Fischen aus experimentellen Populationen. 2. Veraenderungen der
Werte einiger quantitativer Merkmale in Abhaengigkeit von der Koerperlaenge

68. Irradiation effects offish sperms on the fertilization of spawns and on the growth of progenies. A halsperma
besugarzasanak hatasa az ikra termekenyuelesere es az ivadek fejloedesere

69. Progress report for Environmental Science Division July 1981 -June 1982
70. Effect of radioactive wastes from WWER type nuclear power plants on surface water biocenosis. Pusobeni

Radioaktivnich odpadu z jadernych elektraren typu VVER na biocenozu povrchovych vod
71. Effects of radiation on frequency of chromosomal aberrations and sister chromatid exchange in the benthic

worm Neanthes arenaceodentata
72. Effect of x-rays on the somatic chromosomes of the exotic fish, Tilapia mossambica
73. Assessment of mutagenic damage by monofunctional alkylating agents and gamma radiation in haploid and

diploid frogs, Xenopus laevis
74. Inhibition of the UV induction of sister-chromatid exchanges in ICR-2A frog cells by pretreatment with

gamma-
rays

75. The stimulatory effect of gamma-radiation on the growth on patinopecten essoensis. Stimuliruyushchee
dejstvie
gamma-izlucheniya na rostovye protsessy primorskogo grebeshka Patinopecten essoensis

76. A simple bacterial turbidimetric method for detection of some radurized foods
•/ 11. Effects of ionizing radiation on plants and animals at levels implied by current radiation protection standards

78. Seasonal accumulation of 210 p 0 by Macrodon ancylodon (Block and Schneider, 1801) at Sepetiba Bay-RJ,
Brazil Acumulacao sazonal de 210 p 0 pQT Macrodon ancylodon (Block and Schneider, 1801), na Baia de
Sepetiba - RJ, Brasii

/ 79. Effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms. NCRP report no. 109
y 80. Summary of Ontario Hydro's 1990-91 zebra mussel research program

81. Solar UVB-induced DNA damage and photoenzymatic DNA repair in antarctic zooplankton
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82. Experience of use of physiological characteristics of cold-bloodied amphibians in ecological monitoring of
urban areas. Opyt ispol'zovaniya fiziologicheskikh pokazatelej kholodnokrovnykh v ehkoiogicheskom
monitoringe urbanizirovannykh territorij

/ 83. Influence of ionizing radiation on the early ontogenesis of vegetation-eating fishes. Vliyanie
ioniziruyushchikh
izluchenij na rannij ontogenez rastitel'noyadnykh ryb

S4. The changes in color of cultured pearls by gamma-ray irradiation of 60Co
85. Susceptibility of DNA in aquatic organisms to strand breakage: effect of X-rays and gamma radiation
86. Regulation of antibody synthesis in the X-irradiated Mexican axolotl
87. Studies on radiation-induced delay in cell division of haploid and diploid embryos of Xenopus laevis

(DAUDIN)
88. Indirect effects of UV radiation: Fe2+ enrichment stimulates picocyanobacterial growth in Clcarwater acidic

Shield lakes
89. Electrogenic function of neurons and excitation transmission in neuron network of the brain under high and

low
dose irradiation. Ehlektrogennaya funktsiya nejronov i peredacha vozbuzhdeniya v nejronnykh se tyakh

golovnogo mozga pri dejstvii ioniziruyushchej radiatsii v bol'shikh i malykh doz akh
/ 90, Radioactive contamination of the Dnieper-Bug estuary after the Chernobyl' NPP accident and cytogenetic

effects in populations of benthos hydrobionts. Radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie Dnepro-Bugskogo limana posle
avarit naChAEhS i tsitogeneticheskie ehffekty v populyatsiyakh bentosnykh gidrobiontov

91. Bioindication of total toxicity and teratogenicity of bottom deposits and soils from regions with different
degree
of the influence of the Chernobyl NPP accident using the developing embryos of grey sea urchins.
Byioyindikatsyiya na embryionakh syirikh morsicikh yizhakyiv sumarnoyi toksichnostyi yi teratogennostyi
donnikh vyidkladyiv yi gruntu z rajonyiv z ryiznim stupenem vplivu avaryiyi na Chornobil's'lcyij AES

•/ 92. Influence of ionizing radiation on fish reproductive function. Vliyanie ioniziruyushchego izlucheniya na
vosproizvoditel'nuyu fu
nktsiyu ryb

•/ 93, Increase of number genetically defective cells at the molluscs bithynia leachi in the rivers of the north of
Tomsk area
as result of radioactive pollution of conditions of an environment

94. Distribution of Deinococaceae in frozen shrimps and their radiation sensitivities
/ 95. After-effects of the Kyshtym and Chernobyl accidents on hydrobionts. Posledstviya Kyshtymskoj i

Chernobyl'skoj
avarij dlya gidrobiontov

• 96. The fish gametogenesis in the Chernobyl NPP accident zone. Gametogenez ryb v zone avarii Chemobui'skoj
AEhS

97. Effect of natural protectors (MIGI-K and camosin) on the catecholamine level in irradiated rats. Issledovanie
dejstviya radioprotektorov prirodnogo proiskhozhdeniya (MIGI-K i karnozina) na uroven' katekholaminov u
obluchennykh krys

98. The underprotective features of the sediment quality criterion for fluoranthene in the presence of ultraviolet
radiation

99. Peculiar development of fresh-water planctonic algae in presence of radioactive and chemical pollution
100. Response to continuous gamma-irradiation of germ ceils in embryos and fry of the fish, Oryzias latipes
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Search Results - Documents) 101 to 150 of 522

Search Reques t - Main: years- 19S0 and Descriptors includes -biological radiation effects' and Descriptors includes "asjuatic
organisms'

Title
Q 1Q1EPR detection of the dose of ionizing radiation with shells of molluscs

jy| VQ2 Molluscs as indicators of environmental pollution by radionuclides

O 102 Heat- and radioresistance of Lymnaea Stagnalis (Gastropoda, Pulmonata) populations from water reservoirs with
various forms of anthropogenic load. Termoustojchivost1 i radioustojehivost' populyatsij Lymnaea Stagnalis
(Gastropoda, Pulmonata) iz vodoemov s razlichnymi formami antropogennoj nagruzki

O JiM. Distribution of Deinococaceae in frozen shrimps and their radiation sensitivities

r j JHQ2 Species diversity of fish population in ChNPP cooling pond in 1993. Vidovoj sostav rybnogo naseleniya
vodoema-okhladitelyaChAEhS v 1993 godu

Hj JJ2& Effects of solar ultraviolet radiation on antarctic phytopiankton during springtime ozone depletion

O J£2 In situ inhibition of primary production due to ultraviolet radiation in Antarctica

f l JjQg. Phytopiankton responses to natural ultraviolet irradiance during early spring in the Weddell-Scotia Confluence: An
experimental approach

f l 1Q£ Effects of solar radiation on viability of two strains of antarctic bacteria

r i jJjQ Icecolors '93: Beginnings of an antarctic phytopiankton and bacterial DNA library from southern ocean natural
communities exposed to ultraviolet-B

r j ililcecolors'93: Biological weighting function for the ultraviolet inhibition of carbon fixation in a natural antarctic
phytopiankton community

n HI Icecolors '93: Epilithic productivity by microalgae exhibits a potentially high sensitivity to natural levels of
ultraviolet-B radiation

O i l l Effect of natural protectors (MIGI-K and carnosin) on the catecholamine level in irradiated rats. Issledovanie
dejstviya radioprotektorov prirodnogo proiskhozhdeniya (MIGI-K i karnozina) na uroven' katekhoiaminov u
obluchennykh krys

O i l l Radiobiological effect of monazite and black sands on the survival and sensitivity of ovotestis of Biomphalaria
Alexandrina snails

?v| 1,15 Thirty years' experience of radioepidemiologicai monitoring in the Russian Arctic

O 1 M Peculiar development of fresh-water planctonic algae in presence of radioactive and chemical pollution

f l 112 Responses of the components of phototrophic link of aquatic ecosystems to acute and chronic irradiation

O U S Comparative values of radionuclide accumulation level and frequency of cytogenetic injuries in rodents and amphibia
from Southern regions of Belarus

£ j 112 Modelling of radiocaesium in lakes. Results from the VAMP project

r j 12£i Indicator value of aquatic organisms in environmental monitoring programmes of Finnish nuclear power plants

O I2-*- Synergism between UV-B radiation and pathogen magnifies amphibian embryo mortality in nature

f l 122 The animal kingdom in the Chernobyl NPP accident zone. Zhivotnyj mir v zone avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

f l 123. May one conquer a radiation. Recommendations of experts. Mozhno lipobedit' radiatsiyu. Rekomendatsii
cpetsialistov

| / j 124 Accumulation of radionuclides in biotic components of NPP cooling ponds. Nakoplenie radionuklidov v
bioticheskikh komponentakh vodoemov-okhladitelej AEhS

f l 125. The underprotecti ve features of the sediment quality criterion for fluoranthene in the presence of ultraviolet radiation

P 1M Genetic ecotoxicology of radionuclides in mosquitofish: The relationship between DNA strand breaks and genotype

ivj 127 On low radiation dose effect on reproduction system of white. O vliyanii malykh doz radiatsii na vosproizvoditel'nuyu
sistemu belogo tolstolobika

iQ 12& Influence of the Chernobyl NPP accident consequences to the animal kingdom. Chapter 4. Vliyanie posledstvij avarii

na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS na Zhivotnyj mir. Glava 4

O ]22 UV B-induced vertical migrations of cyanobacteria in a microbial mat
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Use of lectinotests for evaluation of medicinal plans tea modifying action on physiologic status of Chernobyl accident
" liquidators". Primenenie lektinotestov dlya otsenki modifitsiruyushchego dejstviya lekarstvennogo chaya na
fiziologichesldj status likvidatorov avarii na ChAEhS

O i 2 i Reproduction Crustacea and Isopoda populations under ionizing radiation. Razmnozhenie populyatsij mokrits

(Crustacea, Isopoda) pod vozdejstviem ioniziruyushchego izlucheniya

O 122 Characteristics of brown frog populations in elevate background radiation regions. Kharakteristika populyatsij burykh
lyagushek v rajonakh s povyshennym radiatsionnyni fonom

O 122. Comparative study of mechanism of a number of radioprotective substances of natural origin from the standpoint of
endogenous-background of radiostability. Sravnitel'noeissledovanie mekhanizma dejstviya ryada radioprotektorov
prirodnogo proiskhozhdeniya s pozitsii ehndogennogo fonaradiorezistentnosti

O *34 Electrogenic function of neurons and excitation transmission in neuron network of the brain under high and low dose
. irradiation. Ehlektrogennaya funktsiya nejronov i peredacha vozbuzhdeniya v nejronnykh se tyakh golovnogo mozga

pri dejstvii ioniziruyushchej radiatsii v bol'shikh i malykh doz akh
O *35 Tte results of long-term studies of fish populations from water basins within the Kyshtym accident zone. Rezul'taty

mnogoletnikh issledovanij populyatsij ryb iz vodoemov, popavshikh v zonu Kyshtymskoj avarii

O i2£ State of testicles of perch from water reservoirs of various degree of contamination. Sostoy anie semennikov ofcunya iz
vodoemov s raznoj stepen'yu radionuklidnogo zagryazneniya

O -122 DNA damage and radiocesium in channel catfish from Chernobyl

jy| 13$ Sr-90 pollution of Kyiv district territory and water objects by data of Moliuscs conches radioactivity measurement.
Zagryaznenie territorii i vodnykh ob'ektov Kievskoj oblasti strontsiem-90 po dannymizmereniya radioaktivnosti
rakovin mollyuskov

O 139 Dynamics of mutability of the somatic and sex cells of animals living in the regions of radioactive falling out.
Dinamika mutabil'nosti somaticheskikh ipolovykh kletokzhivotnykh, naselyayushchikh rajony vypadeniya
radioaktivnykh osadkov

O - ^ Indirect effects of UV radiation: Fe2+ enrichment stimulates picocyanobacterial growth in Clearwater acidic Shield
lakes

O * 4 i Postradiation saliferous tolerance of artemia nauplii under irradiation of cysts. Postradiatsionnaya solenosnaya
i ~ tolerantnost' naupliev artemii pri obluchenii tsist
O 142. Radiation-genetic effects of environmental pollution in amphibians. Radiatsionno-geneticheskieehffekty

zagryazneniya okruzhayushchej sredy u amfibij
jTJ 143 Immediate effect of high dose ionizing radiation on frog ganglia neurons. Neposredstvennoe dejstvie vysokikh doz

ioniziruyushchikh izluchenij na nejrony simpaticheskogo gangliya lyagushki
O $&L Influence of UV-irradiation on the nauplius larvae of the barnacle Chtharnalus sp

O 145 Effect of high-intensity pulse laser radiation on the processes of autogeneration and excitation stimulation in snaii
brain. Vliyanie vysokointensivnogo impursnogo lazernogo izlucheniya na protsessy peredachi avtogeneratsii i
vozbuzhdeniya v golovnom mozge vinogradnoj ulitki

O ^ Effect of highly intensive irradiation on membrane potential and pulsed activity of brain neurons of Helix pomatia.
Vliyanie vysokointensivnogo oblucheniya na membrannyj potentsial i impul'snuyu aktivnost" nejtronov golovnogo
mozga vinogradnoj ulitki Helix pomatia

|" j 147 Significance of artificial radioisotopes in formation of dose loads on hydrobionts in freshwater ecosystems. Znachenie

• isknsstvennykh radionuklidov v formirovanii dozovykh nagruzok na gidrobiontov v presnovodnykh ehkosistemakh

O M S * ^ 6 effects of low-dose irradiation on the development of amphibia. Auswirkungen schwacher Strahlendosen auf die
Entwicklung von Amphibien

Tl 149 Influence of storage temperature and radiation on microflora of Indian mackeral (Rastrelliger kanagurta)
Influence of radiation on germinability and viability of B. cereus BIS-59 sp ores
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Search Results - Documents ) 151 to 200 of 522 Swat*:

R e O U e S t - Main: ye«r>» 1980 and Descriptors includes •Molosrieai radiation e££e«s" and Descriptors includes "aquatic
organisms'

Title
f t 151, Study of radioresistance of noctiluca in ontogenesis under different temperature conditions. Izuchenie
*""* radiorezistentnosti noktiiyuki v ontogeneze pri razlichnykh temperaturnykh usloviyakh

O l 52 UV microbeam irradiations of the mitotic spindle. II. Spindle fiber dynamics and force production

r i 111 Repair and recombination of X-irradiated plasmids in Xenopus laevis oocytes

[115JL The effects of X irradiation on the metamorphosis and budding of Aurelia aurita

p 155. Guidance document for prepermit bioassay testing of low-level radioactive waste

|^ | JJi6 The effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms

O J i 2 d-Tubocurarine binding sites are located at alpha-gamma and alpha-delta subunit interfaces of the nicou'nic
acetylcholine receptor

f l 15& The effect of laser and X-rays on the invasive capability of the larvae of Fasciola hepatica L. Wplyw promieni
*""* rentgenowskich i laserowych na zdolnosc inwazyjna larw Fasciola hepatica L
f l 121 Measurements of nucleic bases released after gamma irradiation of DNA in solution in air
f l ] 60 Development of a possible nonmammalian test system for radiation-induced germ-cell mutagenesis using a fish, the

Japanese medaka (Oryzias latipes)
F l i S i Morphological changes in blood cells and blood-forming organs in amphibian and birds following irradiation.
'" Morfologicheskie osobennosti kletok krovi i krovetvornykh organov amfibij i ptits pri obluchenii
F l 1£2 Effect of superlow gamma-irradiation on cilica motor activity of gill ciliate epithelium of bivalve Mollusc of edible

mussel. Vliyanie sverkhmalykh doz gamma-radiatsii na dvigatel'nuyu aktivnosf resnichek mertsatel'nogo ehpiteliya
zhabr dvustvorchatogo mollyuska midii s"edobnoj

r j JJ22. Enhancement of photorepair of ultraviolet-damage by preillumination with fluorescent light in cultured fish cells
n J M Effect of low dose X-irradiation on regeneration of outside organs of elementary vertebrates. Vliyanie malykh doz
*~* rentgenovskogo oblucheniya na regeneratsiyu naruzhnykh organov nizshikh pozvonochnykh
Q 1M Effect of low dose irradiation on neurons and central nervous system. Dejstvie malykh doz ioniziruyushchikh

izluchenij na nejrony i TsNS
f l J££ Significant year-to-year variation of the response to radiation-induced stress shown by gill fatty acid metabolism in
" " eels (Anguilia anguilla) captured from the wild
n JiiZ The influence of low-level radiation on nucleolus activity of cyprinidae embryos. Vliyanie malykh doz radiatsii na

yadryshkovuyu aktivnost' ehmbrionov karpovykh ryb
r j \§}i Effect of mussel hydrolyzate MIGI-K on some factors of immunogenesis and haemopoiesis and its radiation

efficiency. Vliyanie midijnogo gidrolizata MIGI-K na nekotorye pokazateli immunogeneza i gemopoehza i ego
radiatsionnaya ehffektivnost'

G l 69 Nutritional evaluation of irradiated animal protein by-products

O 120 Sup(DL)5O/3O, growth, fecundity and fertility of the Biomphalaria glabrata snails irradiated with gamma rays from
sup(60)Co. Sup (DL)50/30, crescimento, fecundidade e fertilidade de moiuscos da especie Biomphalaria Glabrata
submetidos a irradiacao com gama sup(60)Co

fl 171 Magnetomechanical stress in the human retina and the safety of MR imaging

Q i l l Inhibition and recovery of semiconservative DNA synthesis in normal and solar UV sensitive ICR 2A frog cell lines
following the induction of non-di mer DNA damage by sunlamp UV > 315 ran

f'? 121 Simulation of radioecological state of water reservoirs in case in reactor accident. Modelirovanie
*"* radioehkologicheskogo sostoyaniya vodoemov pri avarii na yademom reaktore
O ^ 4 Stationary radiation cataracts: an animal model
&>j 125. Response of piscine liver to external gamma irradiation

H H 6 High initiation rates at theribosomal gene promoter do not depend upon spacer transcription

O 122 Effect of ionizing radiation on the functional status of edible snail neurons. A2 phospholipase and Na+ and K+

transport system Dejstvie ioniziruyushchej radiatsii na funktsional'noe sostoyanie nejtronov vinogradnoj ulitki.
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Fosfolipaza A¿ i sistemy transporta Na+ i K+

O 12S. Proceedings of the 6. Regional Symposium on Biophysics. Anais do 6. Simposio Regional de Biofísica

£3 î ?2 Animal model for ultraviolet radiation-induced melanoma: Platyfish-swordtail hybrid

Ö l&Q Snails Biomphalaria glabrata labelled with radiostrontium. Ill - Survival. Caramujos Biophalaria glabrata marcados
com radioestroncio. HI - Sobrevivencia

Ö iEiMicrobiological analyses of Merluccius merluccius hubbsi (Marini, 1933) fillets treated with Co-60 ionizing
radiation

jTJ j£2. Search of perspective radioprotectors of natural origin. Poisk perspektivnykh radioprotektorov prirodnogo
proiskhozhdeniya

Ö 1S2 Ultrastructural effect of gamma radiation on grass shrimps (Penaeus monodon Fabricius)

O ¿Sa Synergism of gamma-radiation and cardiac glycosides on animals. Sinergizm dejstviya gamma-radiatsii i serdechnykh
glikozidov na zhivotnykh

O .*3.5 Effect of direct and indirect x-irradiation of loach spermatozoids on development of fertilized eggs. Viiyanie
neposredstvennogo i oposredovannogo dejstviya rentgenovskogo oblucheniya spermiev v'yuna na razvitie
oplodotvorennoj ikry

Q i g £ Studies on fresh water snails, specific intermediate hosts for schistosomiasis 1-isolation of total Iipids from native
and irradiated snails

Ö IS? Biological testing

ö I M Radiation-induced DNA-strand breakage and repair in the marine polychaete, Neanthes arenaceodentata

I Susceptibility of DNA in aquatic organisms to strand breakage: effect of X-rays and gamma radiation

jT] 12Q Practical aspects of sea and fresh-water algae utilization. Prakticheskie aspekty primeneniya morsldkh i
presnovodnykh vodoroslej

Q 1 2 1 DNA strand breakage in normal and solar ultraviolet-sensitive ICR 2A frog cell lines exposed to solar ultraviolet
wavelengths

Q 122. Thft influence of high energy radiation on membrane potential and pulse activity of Helix pomatia brain neurons.
Viiyanie vysokointensivnogo oblucheniya na membrannyj potentsial i impul'snuyu aktivnost' nejronov golovnogo
mozga vinogradnoj ulitki Helix Pomatia

O 121 Biological monitoring and environmental assessment
Ö 12a. Effects of CO-60 gamma radiation on the embryonary development of Biomphalaria Glabrata (Say, 1818). Efeitos da

radiacao gama de Co-60 sobre o desenvolvimento embrionario de Biomphalaria Glabrata (Say, 1818)
Ö l â i Responses of the hepatopancreatic B cells of a terrestrial isopod, Oniscus asellus, to metals accumulated from a

contaminated habitat: A morphometric analysis
O l a á Uptake and loss of Cesium -134 by the snail Biomphalaria glabrata (Say, 1818). Incorporacao eeliminacao do Cesio

-134 pelo caramujo Biomphalaria glabrata (Say, 1818)

O 122 Rapid and apparently error-prone excision repair of nonreplicating UV-irradiated plasmids in Xenopus iaevis oocytes

| / | 198. Response of piscine liver to external gamma irradiation

|"1 ] 99 Effects of ultraviolet light on photosynthesis and pigments of Antarctic marine phytoplankton

H 2ÛÛ Effects of radiation on reproductive success of the polychaete worm Neanthes arenaceodentata
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Request - K^in: yoar>» 1980 and Descriptors includes •Sjiolojical radiation effects* and Descriptors includes 'aquatic

Title
2(H Effect of UV-B irradiance on the ATP content of microorganisms of the Weddell Sea (Antartica)

2Q2 Hot particle effects on embryonic cells

2£22. Analysis of criteria for assessment of harmful effect of liquid radioactive wastes on surface water organisms. Rozbor
k i r i i i k d l i h li k l h d i k t i i h d a d n a o rgan i smy pov rchovych v o d

. Analysis of criteria for assss q g
kriterii pro posuzovani skodliveho vlivu kapalnych radioaktivnich odpadu na organismy povrchovych vod

Q 20J. Influence of X-rays on oogenesis of Oreochromis raossambicus Peters. 4. Irradaition of fishes at the age of 30 to 60
days. Vliyanierentgenovskikh luchej na oogenez tilyapii (Oreochromis mossambicus Peters.). 4. Obluchenieryb v
vozraste 30 i 60 sutok

P 2Q5 Ultrastructural studies of Biomphalaria glabrata (Say, 1818) embryo. Estudos ultraestruturais de embriao de
Biomphalaria glabrata (Say, 1818)

jP| 2Qji Induction of mutations in males of the fish Oryzias latipes at a specific locus after gamma-irradiation

£3 2Q7 Ultraviolet radiation-induced lethality and repair of pyrimidine dimers in fish embryos

P 20j£ Radiation and feeding effects on O2 uptake in frog tadpoles

f£f 2Q£ Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 6: Deep-sea biology, biological
processes and radiobiology

Q 210 Asymmetric behavior of severed microtubule ends after ultraviolet-microbeam irradiation of individual microtubules
in vitro

T"| 211 Effect of gamma-irradiation on frozen shrimps for inactivation of microorganisms and shelf-life extension under
~*~ defrosted
P 2JL2 DNA-protein crosslinking in normal and solar UV-sensitive ICR 2A frog cell lines exposed to solar UV-radiation

O 2J_2.Glycogen accumulation in normal and irradiated minced muscle autografts on frog gastrocnemius

O 2M Infectivity and development of X-irradiated third-stage larvae of Angiostrongylus cantonensis in rats

O H i Ultraviolet microbeam irradiation of microtubules in vitro. The action spectrum for local depolymerization of
marginal band microtubules in vitro matches that for reducing birefringence of chromosomal spindle fibres in vivo

F l 2V6_ Dose-rate dependency of radiation-induced germ cell mutation. Development of a new mutation assay system using
the fish, Medaka Oryzias latipes

j p 212. Gamma radiation effect on microalga platymonas viridis(Rouck)
§•! 218 Study of biological effects of low dozes of a chronic irradiation. Izuchenie biologicheskikh ehffektov nizkikh doz

khronicheskogo oblucheniya
O i l l Effects of sperm irradiation and heat shock on induction of gynogenesis in muskellunge (Esox masquinongy)

jgjj 220 Sensitivity of oysters (Crassostrea Brasiliana) to radiation

Q 22i Animal and vegetal pole cells of early Xenopus embryos respond differently to maternal dorsal determinants:
implications for the patterning of the organiser

!•! 222 Biological effects of ionizing radiation

!•! 22J. Effects of ionising radiation on aquatic organisms and ecosystems
f'\ 224 Results of radiological studies of water and land animals in natural ecosystems following the Chernobyl accident.
*"" Itogi issledovanij po radiologii vodnykh i nazemnykh zhivotnykh v estestvennykh ehkosistemakh posle avarii na

ChAEhS
Q 22J. Radioimmunoassay of cyciic amp levels during the maturation of goldfish (Carassius auratus) oocytes

O 226 X-rays as activators of mobile oncodeterminants. Roentgenstrahlung als Aktivator mobiler Krebsdeterminanten

Q 222 Effect of low pH treatment and agents causing mitotic delay on intracellular pH of sea urchin eggs

f i 228. The effect of gamma radiation and caffeine during the embrionic development of Biomphalaria glabrata. O efeito da
radiacao ionizante da cafeina no desenvolvimento da Biomphalaria glabrata

!•! 22£ Method for evaluating the impact of radioactivity on phytoplankton
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p 220. Cellular heredity in haploid cultures of somatic cells, March 1968-April 1981. Final report

[ j | 23J. Photoreactivation and excision repair of thymine dimers in ultraviolet-irradiated cultured fish cells

I^J 232 Inhibition of semiconservative DNA synthesis in ICR 2A frog cells exposed to monochromatic uv wavelengths
(252-313 nm) and photoreactivating light

£J 233 Delayed metamorphosis and recurrence of bacterial infection in irradiated Rana clamitans tadpoles

O 221 Radiation hydrobioiogy: beginning to the present (1896-1979)

O 22^ Permanence of suppression of the primary immune response in rainbow trout, Salmo gairdneri, sublethally exposed

to tritiated water during embryogenesis
O 23Ji Effect of gamma-radiation on Artemia salina (L) survival. Vliyanie garnma-oblucheniya na vyzhivaemost' Artemia

salana(L)
Q 222 The effect of gamma irradiation on piophila casei (Linnae). The influence of salt and water contents of fish on the

growth of piophila casei. Efekradiasi sinar gamma pada piophila casei (Linnae). Pengaruh kadar garam dan air
dalam ikan peda pada pertumbuhan piophila casei

[ 3 23J, Cellular proliferation in the skin of X-rayed newt limbs (with a note on x-ray-induced limb regression)
jTf 222. Effect of X-ray irradiation on morphophysiological reactions of epidermal melanophor cells in the larvae of Rana

temporaria L. Vliyanie rentgenovskogo oblucheniya na morfofiziologicheskie reaktsii ehpidermal'nykh
melanoforaykh kletok u lichinok Rana temporaria L

O 24J2 Effect of X-rays on oogenesis of Telapia mossambica Peters 2. Irradiation of 15 days old larvae. Vliyanie
rentgenovykh luchej na oogenez tilyapii (Tilapia massambica Peters)2. Obluchenie lichinok v vozraste 15 sutok

i p 211 Effect of UV-B radiation on the marine diatom bellerochea yucatanensis

:TJ 242 Variation in sensitivity to -ray-induced chromosomal aberrations during the mitotic cycle of the sea urchin egg

O 243_Gonadal differentiation in frogs, Rana japonica and R. brevipoda, raised from UV irradiated eggs

jTJ 244 Gynogenesis caused by ultraviolet irradiation of salmonid sperm

O 245 Lethal and mutagenic effects of radiation and chemicals on cultured fish cells derived the erythrophoroma of goldfish
(Carassius auratus)

iQ 246 Dominant lethal mutation rate after -irradiation of the fish, Oryzias latipes

O 2-££ Estimation of per caput dose and collective dose from the use of Danube water

O 2J8. Effects of tritiated water on germ cells in medaka embryos

O 249 Inhibition of non-neuronal cell proliferation in the goldfish visual pathway affects the regenerative capacity of the
retina

£1 250 A study of mechanisms of post-irradiation changes in adenylate-cyclase activity
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Search Results - Documents) 251 to 300 of 522

Request-K4ir.: ye*r>* I9S0 and Descriptors includes 'bioiogicaJ radiation effects- and Descriptors includes 'aquatic

©r$ranic»s'

Title
Q 2 5 i Cytogenetic effects of radiation from Chernobyl nuclear accident on humans and animals in the contaminated area of

Belarus
O 252 Quality control in the application of flow cytometric assays of genetic damage due to environmental contaminants

O 253. Effects of sunlight on bacteriophage viability and structure

!•! 251A comparison of the effects of long-term beta- and gamma-irradiation on the reproductive performance of a marine
invertebrate Ophryotrocha diadema (Polychaeta, Dorvilleidae)

Q 251S ome peculiarities of liver and testis chromatin structure of channel fish (Ictalurus Punctatus) from ChNPP cooling
reservoir. Nekotorye osobennosti struktury khromatina pecheni i semennikov kanal'nogo soma (Ictalurus punctatus)
iz pruda-okhladitelya ChAEhS

| ? | 25Ji The radioecologicai situation in the cooling pond of the Chernobyl nuclear power station. Radioehkologicheskoe
sostoyanie pruda-okhladitelya ChAEhS

D 252 Alterations of a bony skeleton histostructure in amphibians inhabiting the Chernobyl AES zone. Izmeneniya v

gistostrukture kostnogo skeleta u amfibij, obitayushchikh v Zone otchuzhdeniya ChAEhS

?™$ 25j£ Developmental responses of amphibians to solar and artificial UVB sources: a comparative study

r i 259 LINDOZ model for Finland environment: Model description and evaluation of model performance

r i 2JVQ Study of the after-effect of the Chernobyl NPP accident on y hydrobionts populations 1986-1996. Izuchenie
w posledstvij avarii na ChAEhS dlya gidrobiontov 1986-1996 gg

|/f 2&L Acute and chronic exposure in mussel (aulacomya ater) and clam (semelle solida) with Cs137. Exposicion aguda y

cronica en 'choro' (aulacomya ater) y 'almeja' (semelle solida) con Cesio-137

|/f 2£2The bioconcentration ofI31 Iin fresh water fish
: P 2gl Effects of gamma irradiation on the survival and development of Gymnophalloides seoi in C3H mice. Final report for
*~* *"' the period 1 November 1994 - 31 October 1995
n 3M Studies on radiation-induced delay in cell division of haploid and diploid embryos of Xenopus laevis (DAUDIN)

r i 26_5_ Prospects of herpetologic investigations of radioactive trace on the territory of the East Urals radioactive trace.

*""" Perspektivy gerpetologicheskikh issledovanij na territorii Vostochno-Ural'skogo radioaktivnogo sleda

O 26^ Forecasting of 137Cs accumulation in fish of cooling pond of Beloyarsk NPP. O prognozirovanii nakopleniya 137Cs v
promyslovykh rybakh vodoema-okhladitelya Beloyarskoj AEhS

O 2&Z Distribution of 60Co, 90Sr and 137Cs on main components of Beloyarsk NPP cooling pond. Raspredelenie 60Co, 90Sr
i 137Cs po osnovnym komponentam vodoema-okhladitelya Beloyarskoj AEhS

Q Sfig Effect of lead and gamma-radiation on pecking-out of anemia. Dejstvie svintsa i gamma-oblucheniya na vyklev
artemii

f l 262 Forecasting of the state of ichthyofauna in water reservoirs of the Chernobyl NPP according to perennial studies of
W the Kyshtym accident after-effect. Prognoz sostoyaniya ikhtiofauny v vodoemakh pri ChAEhS po rezul'tatam

mnogoletnikh issledovanij posledstvij Kyshtymskoj avarii
O 220 Detoxication system of fish liver of cooling pond of the Chernobyl NPP and Kiev water reservoir. Sistema

detoksikatsii pecheni ryb pruda-okhladitelya Chernobyrskoj AEhS i Kievskogo vodokhranilishcha
n 221 Study of genetic consequences of radiation contamination in pond carp populations. Vyvuchehnne genetychnykh
**" vynikaw radyenuklidnaga zabrudzhvannya u papulatsyyakh sazhalkavaga karpa
n 222.Effect of the sewage discharged from the Ignaltna APP into the lake Drukshiai on hydrobionts. Ignalinos AE
W nutekamuju vandenu, patenkanciu i Drukshiu ezera, poveikis hidrobiontams
?"\ 222. Experience of use of physiological characteristics of cold-bloodied amphibians in ecological monitoring of urban
^ " areas. Opyt ispol'zovaniya fiziologicheskikh pokazatelej kholodnokrovnykh v ehkologicheskom monitoringe

urbanizirovannykh territorij
n ZB. Phonic and induced level of mutations and mutagenicity in bioorganisms habitating in the environs of Ignalina APP.
'*"* Foninis ir indukuotas mutaciju ir mutageniskumo lygiai organizmuose, gyvenanciuose Ignalinos AE apylinkese
O 225 Peculiarities of hydrobiont mutagenesis in complicated ecological areas of the Nemunas river and the Kurshiu marios

lacoon Nemuno ir Kurshiu mariu sukomplikuotu ekologiniu zonu hidrobiontu mutagenezes ypatumai
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jTj ZJSL Pigmented macrophage aggregates as a biomarker of oxidative damage in yellow bullhead catfish, Ameiurus natalis

Q 222 Genetic ecotoxicology of radionuclides in mosquitofish: An overview

| 3 22 i Effect of X-ray irradiation on the gonad development of. Vliyanie rentgenovskogo oblucheniya na razvitie gonad
tilyapii

O 22£ Cytogenetic investigations of hydrobionts in 10-km area of the Chernobyl NPP accident. Tsitogeneticheskie
issledovaniya gidrobiontov v 10-km zone avarii na ChAEhS

f 1 280 Preliminary studies on the detection of irradiated prawns using 2-alkylcyclobutanones
|TJ 28 i Impact of the Chernobyl NPP accident upon populations of mass species of freshwater worms (Oligohaeta). Vliyanie

Chernobyl'skoj avarii na populyatsii massovykh vidov presnovodnykh chervej (Oligochaeta)

]TJ 2£2 Differential survival of mosquitofish exposed to radionuclides is dependent on RAPD genotype

iQ 231 Effect of UV radiation on the bacterivory of a heterotrophic nanoflagellate

ip] 2áá Solar UVB-induced DNA damage and photoenzymatic DNA repair in antarctic Zooplankton

fjjÜ 2âl Studies of radiation gamma effects of 60 Co on fecundity, fertility and survival of Biomphalaria straminea (Dunker,
1848). Estudos dos efeitos da radiacao gama de s 0 Co sobre a fecundidade, fertilidade e sobrevivencia de
Biomphalaria straminea (Dunker,1848)

| j j 28JS Effects of exposure to ultraviolet light on the development of Rana pipiens, the northern leopard frog

Q 2g7 Recycling of sewage sludge: Nile tilapia feeding with irradiated and dried sludge from beer industry

r j 288 Effect of UV-B radiation on the marine diatoms Lauderia annulata and Thalassiosira rotula grown in different
salinities

O 289 Light induces a rapid and transient increase in inositol-trisphosphate in toad rod outer segments
Q 290 A new procedure for the calculation of sub-surface PAR fluxes and some implications for phytoplankton production

calculations in natural waters. Novyj metod rascheta podpoverkhnostnykh potokov fotosinteticheski aktivnoj radiatsii
i siedstviya dlya rascheta produktsii fitoplanktona v estestvennykh vodoemakh

O 2 â i Effect of irradiation on glycogen content, phosphorylase and glucose-6-phosphatase activities in regenerating frog
Gastronemius muscle

jvjj 292 Effect of ionizing radiation on the protein metabolism in salt-water fishes. Dejstvie ioniziruyushchej radiatsii na
belkovyj obmen morskikh ryb

Q 292. Effect of ionizing radiation on the functional status of edible snail (Helix pomada) neurons. Cyclic nucleotide content
*~" and phosphorylation of membrane proteins. Dejstvie ioniziruyushchej radiatsii na funktsional'noe sostoyanie nejronov

vinogradnoj ulitki. Soderzhanie tsiklicheskikh nukleotidov i fosforilirovanie membrannykh belkov
Ö 221 Effect of ionizing radiation on the functional status of edible snail (Helix pomalia) neurons phospholipid composition

and free fatty acid level. Dejstvie ioniziruyushchej radiatsii na funktsional'noe sostoyanie nejronov vinogradnoj ulitki
fosfolipidnyj sostav i uroven' svobodnykh zhimykh kislot

P | 291 The investigation of x-radiation influence on the amoebocytopoiesis in edible snail. Issledovanie vliyaniya
rentgenovskogo oblucheniya na amebotsitoloehz u vinogradnoj ulitki

f"I 296 X-irradiation effects on growth and metamorphosis of gastropod larvae (Crepidula fornicata): A model for
environmental radiation teratogenesis

Ö 221 Cytogenetic studies of irradiated embryos with Cobalt 60 gama radiation in Biomphalaria glabrata. Estudo
citogenetico de embrioes irradiados com radiacao gama de ̂ Co em Biomphalaria glabrata

Ö 29j£ Radiation-induced micronuclei in peripheral erythrocytes of Rana catesbeiana: an aquatic animal model for in vivo
genotoxicity studies

jH| 2§2 High energy beta rays and vectors of Bilharzia and Fasciola
:•• "1 300 Effect of enhanced UV-B radiation and of other stress factors on marine phytoplankton. Final report. Wirkung
4 erhoehter UV-B-Strahlung und anderer Stressfaktoren auf marines Phytoplankton. Abschlussbericht
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organisms*

Title
O 2fii Study into the effects of UV-B radiation on small aquatic animals. Final report. Untersuchungen zur Wirkung der

UV-B-Strahlung auf kleineWassertiere. Abschlussbericht
Q 202 Potential radiation dose from eating fish exposed to actinide contamination
?"1 201 Assessment of genetic results of ionizing radiation effect on hydrobionts population. Otsenka geneticheskikh
^ posledstvij dejstviya ioniziruyushchikh izluchenij na populyatsii gidrobiontov
O 201 Distribution of bacteria in frozen shrimps and their decontamination by gamma irradiation

p 2£5 Effect of ionizing radiation on the functional status of Helix pomatia neurons. Glucose metabolism and atp level.
Dejstvie ioniziruyushchej radiatsii na funktsional'noe sostoyanie nejronov vinogradnoj ulitki. Obmen glyukozy i
uroven' ATF

P] 2Q<£ Effect of x-radiation on pacemaker neurons of Helix pomatia. Dejstvie rentgenovskogo izlucheniya na
*~ ritmovodyashchie nejtrony vinogradnoj ulitki
O 202 Effect of ionizing rdiation on the functional status of Helix pomatia neurons. Na+ and K+ transfer systems. Dejstvie

ioniziruyushchej radiatsii na funktsionl'noe sostoyanie nejronov vinogradnoj ulitki. Sistemy transporta Na+ i K+

r ] 308 Effect of gamma-ray irradiation on colour and fluorescence of pearls

p 222 Ultrastructural studies of embryos of Biomphalaria glabrata (Say, 1818). Estudos ultraestruturais de embriao de
Biomphalaria glabrata (Say, 1818)

O 2111 On the mechanism of irradiation effect on the function of Helix pomatia neuron Na+, K+-pump. 0 mekhanizme
dejstviya oblucheniya na rabotu N a \ K+-nasosa nejronov vinogradnoj ulitki

O 21L Comparative radiobiological studies on the effect of cosmic and technically created heavy ion radiation on the eggs of
Carausius morosus and Artemia salina as a contribution to the evaluation of the radiation risk in space travel.
Vergleichende strahlenbiologische Untersuchungen zur Wirkung kosmischer und technisch erzeugter
Schwerionenstrahlen auf Eier von Carausius morosus und Artemia salina als Beitrag zur Abschaetzung des
Strahlenrisikos in der Raumfahrt

O 212 Effect of ionizing radiation on chemoreceptive properties of Helix pomatia giant neurons. Correction by ATP and
concanavalin A. Dejstvie ioniziruyushchej radiatsii na khemoretseptivnye svojstva gigantskikh nejronov ulitki.
Korrektsiya ATF i konkavalinom A

f l 112 The initial part of melting curve used to determine locally denaturated sites in gamma-irradiated dna. Ispol'zovanie
nachal'nogo uchstka krivoj plavleniya dlya opredeleniya lokal'no denaturirovannykh uchastkov pri radiatsionnom
povrezhdenii DNK

f l 3 M The action of X-rays on electrophysiological characteristics in early stages of development of frog embryo. Dejstvie

x-luchej na ehlektrofiziologicheskie kharakteristiki rannej stadii razvitiya zarodysha lyagushki

O 211 Radiation-induced changes of the developing nervous system of amphibians

p ILfiHigh performance liquid chromatography of irradiated poly (riboguanylic acid) and DNA

O 212 Effect of 6OCo gamma radiation on Biomphalaria glabrata (Say, 1818) embryo. 2. Malformation. Efeito daradiacao

gama de 6OCo sobre o embriao da Biomphalaria glabrata (Say, 1818). 2. Malformacao

p 2 i i Stimulating effect of space flight factors on Artemia cysts: comparison with irradiation by gamma rays

P 2II The antimutagenic effect of gamma-rays on sperm and developing eggs of humpback. Antimutagennyj ehffekt
gamma-luchej pri obluchenii spermy i razvivayushchejsya ikry gorbushi

p 22Q Dependence of biological activity of DNA on the mode of storage (the influence of the delayed effects). Zavisimost'

biologicheskoj aktivnosti DNK ot sposoba khraneniya. (Vliyanie na otdalennye posledstviya)

O 22 i Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes

O 222 Nuclear inactivation of Oryzias gametes by irradiation with ultraviolet light

P 222 Detection of radiation damage on vertebrate erythrocytes irradiated by x-ray

O 224 Relationships between primary production and irradiancc in coral reef algal communities

P 325 Marine Sciences
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O 226 Repair of nonreplicating UV-irradiated DNA

£3 221 Mathematical modeling of radionuclide migration in aquatic ecosystems. Matematicheskoe modelirovaniemigratsii
radionuklidov v vodnykh ehkosistemakh

Q 3_2& Induced gynogenesis by retention of the second polar body in common tench, Tinea tinea L

O 22£ Induced gynogenesis by retention of the second polar body in the common carp, Cyprinus carpio L., and
heterozygosity of gynogenetic progeny in transferrin and Ldh-B1 loci

O 222 Repair of non-dimer DNA damages in ICB 2A frog cells exposed to solar-ultraviolet radiation in the UVB (290-320
nm) range

O 221 Coloring of cultured pearls by gamma-rays irradiation

ITJ 3Ji2_ The Japanese tritium programme. 1. Biomedical research at NIRS, Chiba

jHj 221 Effects of X-irradiation and thymectomy on the immune response of the marine teleost, Sebastiscus marmoratus

O 2M Response of amphibian liver to external gamma irradiation

O 221 Lethal effect of X-rays on penguin fish varieties, Poecilia reticulata Peters and Brachydanio rerio
(Hamilton-Buchanan). Letal'nyj ehffekt rentgenovykh luchej u akvariumnykb. ryb Poecilia reticulata Peters i
Brachydanio Rerio(Hamilton-Buchanan)

O 226 Estimates of U>5or}Q of x-radiation delivered to penguin fishes of Barbini subfamily (Cyprinidae, Teleostei). Otsenka
SD50/30rentgenovskogo oblucheniyaudvukhpredstavitelej podsemejstva Barbini (Cyprinidae, Teleostei) v
usloviyakh akvariumnogo razvedeniya

O 222 Sex determination by chromosome manipulation in fish

O 23J1 Endurance of cultured pearls irradiated with gamma-rays

|T] 22£ Inhibition of UV-induced sister chromatid exchanges in ICR 2A frog cells by pretreatment with gamma-rays

O 340 Inhibition of semiconservative DNA synthesis by dimer and non-dimer UV-induced photoproducts

O 341 Effect of UV-B radiation (290-320 nm) on the nitrogen metabolism of several marine diatoms

O M2 Transient induction of photolyase activity in arrested frog cells in response to a short-wave ultraviolet segment of
simulated "sunlight"

Q 2 i l Vanadate-sensitized cleavage of dynein heavy chains by 365-nm irradiation of demembranated sperm flagella and its
effect on the flagellar motility

O ? ^ Chemical and radiation effects of uranium solutions of developing Misgurnus fossilis eggs. Khimicheskoe i

radiatsionnoe vozdejstvie rastvorov urana na razvivayushchuyusya ikru v'yuna (Misgurnus fossiiis L.)

!•! 2M Radiation-induced changes of the developing nervous system of amphibians

O 346 Use of medakaas a tool in studies of radiation effects and chemical carcinogenesis

jTf Ml Decrease in tymus volume in oryzias latipes following continuous gamma-irradiation

O 2i£ Effects of tritiated water on germ cells in medaka embryos
O MS. Permanence of suppression of the primary immune response in rainbow trout, Salmo gairdneri, sublethally exposed

to tritiated water during embryognesis
Persistent stimulation of adenylate cyclase and urea transport by an AVp photolabel
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S e a r c h Reques t - Main: ycar>« 1980 anct Descriptors includes -biolopica: radiation effects* and Descriptors includes -aquatic
organisms'

Title
|T| 25JL U.V. inradiation inhibits the electrical block to polysperray in echinoderms

O 2S2 Consolation of RNA sequence and cross-linking ability in ribosomes from a higher eukaryote: photochemical
cross-linking of the anticodon of P site bound tRNA to the penultimate cytidine of the UACACACG sequence in
Artemia salina 18S rRNA

f£| 222 Radiation effects in the frog limnodynastes tasmaniensis

jTf 21iThe role of frogs in radiation biology

Q 255. Chromosome aberrations induced by H-3-thymidine and H-3-uridine in Rana ridibunda L

O 256 Kinetics of the inhibition and recovery of semiconservative DNA synthesis following the induction of non-dimer
DNA damages by solar ultraviolet radiation in ICR 2A frog cells

r | 252 Use of metabolic inhibitors to investigate the excision repair of pyrimidine dimers and non-dimer DNA damages
i~~ induced in human and ICR 2A frog cells by solar ultraviolet radiation
i p 218. Influence of heat and radiation on the germinability and viability of B. cereus BIS-59 spores
f | 2S£ Difference in the lethal effects of carcinogens/mutagens among three cultured goldfish (Carassius auratus) cell lines
O 3.6J2 Influence of X-rays on oogenesis in Tilapia mossambica. 3. Irradiation of 20 days old larvae. Vliyanie remgenovskikh

luchej na oogenez tiglyapii (Tilapia raossambica Peters). 3. Obluchenie lichinok v vozraste 20 sut
| / | 3j>i Dosimetry and ecological effects of transuranium elements in marine ecosystems. Chapter 14. Dozimetriya i

ehkologicheskie ehffekty transuranovykh ehlementov v morskoj srede. Glava 14

[jj 262. Biological effects of tritium. Efectos biologicos del tritio

•Q 263 Ultraviolet microbeam irradiations of cultured newt lung epithelial cells during mitosis

jfj 2^4 Characterization of UV radiation sensitive frog cell lines

[ 1 261 Effects of enhanced UV-B radiation and other stress factors on marine phytoplankton. Final report. Vorhaben
Wirkung erhoehter UV-B-Strahlung und anderer Stressfaktoren auf marines Phytoplankton'. Abschiussbericht

ft 2S6 T^e effect of extreme temperature conditions on the psychrotroph and mesophil microorganism associations of tropic
' ^ shrimp after gamma-irradiation. A gamma-besugarzast koevetoe extrem hoemersekleti viszonyok hatasa a tropusi

garnelarak psychrotroph es mesophil mikrobatarsulasaira

O 2£2 Effect of gamma irradiation on the reproductive system of the pond snail Physa acuta

Q 268. Effects of radiation on frequency of chromosomal aberrations and sister chromatid exchange in the benthic worm
Neanthes arenaceodemata

r*| 26£ Effect of nonlethal X-irradiation on the adenohypophysis of tilapia during early postnathal development. Vliyanie
^ neletal'nogo rentgenovskogo oblucheniya na adenogipofiz tilyapii v period rannego postnatal'nogo razvitiya
p 22fl Irradiation effect on animal feeds and feedstuffs

| 1 221 Experimental and Theoretical Temperature Profiles in Laser Irradiation of Whole Biological Specimens

n 222. The use of ionizing radiation in the control of Oncomelania quadrasi snails

£3 222 Effect of x-rays on the somatic chromosomes of the exotic fish, Tilapia mossambica

O -221 The effect of temperature on postradiative survival rate of Artemia Salina (L). Vliyanie temperatury na
postradiatsionnuyu vyzhivaemost' Artemia Salina (L.)

O 221 The fecundity and fertility of Medaka exposed to chronic gamma-radiation in their embryonic stages

Q 226 Effects of gamma-rays on the taste buds of embryos and adults of the fish Oryzias latipes

Q 222 DNA replication and repair in Tilapia cells. 1. The effect of ultraviolet radiation

Q 22E Modification of ultraviolet radiation effects on the membrane of myelinated nerve fibers by sulfhydryl compounds

Qj 222 Induction of chromosome aberrations in ICR ZA frog cells exposed to 265-313 nm monochromatic ultraviolet
wavelengths and photoreactivating light

P 2SQ Frequencies of chromosomal aberrations and sister chromatid exchanges in the benthic worm Neanthes
K i i d i ^ i O Volurr,e./AnnexVI,,/Page41
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O 2Si Assessment of mutagenic damage by monofunctional alkylating agents and gamma radiation in hapioid and dipioid
frogs, Xenopus laevis

n 2£2Micronuclei in red blood cells of the newt Pleurodeles waltl Michah: induction with X-rays and chemicals

Q M l Sublethal effects of tritium on aquatic systems. Ecological effects of lithium and beryllium on important aquatic
organisms and associted communities. Teratogenic effects of low-level magnetic fields

fjO M i Bibliography of marine radiation ecology prepared for the Seabed Program

Q 3M Stimulatory effects of gamma-radiation and alkylating agents on Anemia saiina. Stimuliruyushchee dejstvie
gamma-oblucheniya i alkiliruyushchikh soedinenij na zhabronogogo raka Artemia Saiina

O 2&& Quantitative analysis of melanoma growth in tumorous fish of the genus Xiphophorus after partial-body X-irradiation
with therapeutic doses. Quantitativer Verlauf des Melanomwachstums bei Tutnorfischen der Gattung Xiphophorus
nach Roentgenteilkoerperbestrahlung mit therapeutischen Dosen

O 2S2 Effect of ionizing radiation on the transmembrane transfer of sodium ions in frog skin under functional load. Vliyanie
ioniziruyushchej radiatsii na transmembrannyj perenos ionov natriya v kozhe lyagushki v usloviyakh funktsional'noj
nagruzki

|£ | 2S& Uptake and effects of americium-241 on a brackish-water amphipod

O SE2 Gamma-ray irradiation of the sperm of the fish oryzias Iatipes and induction of gynogenesis

O 2^0 Regulation of antibody synthesis in the X-irradiated Mexican axolotl

O 22iHistological response of thyroid of theteleost Clarias batrachus (L) to radioiodine (131I) treatment

f l 392 Response to continuous gamma-irradiation of germ cells in embryos and fry of the fish, Oryzias latipes

|/f 221 Marine disposal of radioactive wastes

O 22 i Effects of ionizing radiation on the early development of Oryzias eggs

O 22£ The changes in color of cultured pearls by gamma-ray irradiation of 60Co

O 22£ Rejoining of DNA strand breaks after gamma-irradiation in cultured fish cells, CAF-MM1

O 222 Effects of radiation on cultured fish cells

O 22S. Effects o f UV on the development of fish and amphibian embryos

O 222 Effect of ultraviolet light on fish cells in vivo and in vitro as revealed by feuigen-DNA cytofiuorometry

r j 4£)0 Mutational changes in the courtship activity of male guppies (Poecilia reticulata) after X-irradiation
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Title
Q 4JH. Social cohesiveness of convict cichlid fish (Gchlasoma nigrofasciatum Guenther) after irradiation of parental

spermatogonia and oogonia with different doses of x-rays

O 4Q2 Effects of high molecular DNA on radiation-induced digestive dysfunction

O ^23. Effects of chronic gamma-irradiation on spermatogenesis in the fish, Oryzias Iatipes, with special reference to
regeneration of testicular stem cells

f~| 4Q4 Induction of hepatic tumors after treatment with MAM acetate in Oryzias latipes and its inhibition by previous
irradiation with x-rays

O 4JM Effect of irradiation on the fin regeneration of the fish, Oryzias Latipes, with special reference to the dose rate at
different temperatures

Q 406. Effects of ionizing radiation on the development of Limanda eggs

!•! 402 Effects of beta radiation on amphibian embryos (Pleurodeles waltlii) and capacities of regulation during development

O 4jQliPhotoreactivation of developmental abnormality in sea urchin embryos induced by UV-irradiated sperm

H 409 Sublethal effects of tritium on aquatic systems

f 1 412 Differential radiosensitivity of germ ceils according to their developmental stages in the teleost, Orygias latipes

O H i Changes in the lipid fraction of eel (Anguilla anguilla) gills after ionizing irradiation and a shift from fresh to sea

water. Further influence of temperature and treatment with actinomycin D

O 412 Effect of gamma-irradiation of adult and embryo of Oryzias latipes on thymus size

O £12 Late effects of continuous gamma-irradiation of the developmental stage on the gonads in Oryzias latipes

£1 414 Response to and recovery from acute sublethal gamma-radiation in the Amazon molly, Poecillia formosa

f l 415 Radiation-induced mutations in fish

O 416 Radiation effects on bullfrog tadpoles. Intestinal injury

f l 112 The use of aquatic organisms to detect mutagens that cause cytogenetic damage

O M i T t e effects of the interactions of radiation, salinity, and metals on grass shrimp, Palaemonetes pugio

f™| 419 Effects of chronic low-level irradiation on Gambusia affinis

f£| 42£> Ecological effects of transuranics in the marine environment

O 421 Regeneration ° f c i 3 i a i n heavily irradiated sea urchin embryos

|£f 422 Effects of low-level chronic irradiation on aquatic organisms

O 4^2. Effects of gamma-irradiation on the gonads of the rainbow trout, salmo Gairdnerii irideus, during embryonic stages

O 4 J i A mutation with a maternal effect in Lymnaea stagnalis L., affecting development of bilateral symmetry and
dorsoventrality and preventing gastrulation

O 325. Resistance of a cultured fish cell line (CAF-MM1) to gamma irradiation

p 426 Effects of irradiation on the blood factors of Astacus leptodactylus. Effets des radiations sur les facteurs
hemolymphatiques d'Astacus leptodactylus

O 427 Neptunium-the neglected actinide: a review of the biological and environmental literature

Q 42& Effect of low 60Co dose rates on sister chromatid exchange incidence in the benthic worm. Neanthes arenaceodentata

O 42£ Activation of eggs of the frog, Rana nigromaculata Hallowell, after localized UV-irradiation
Dose/dose-rate responses of shrimp larvae to UV-B radiation

-Tluj effect of temperature on the radiation response of the rough-skinned newts, Taricha granulosa

Present status and program of biomedical tritium research at NIRS, Chiba

412 DNA repair after ultraviolet irradiation of ICR 2A frog cells: pyrimidine dimers are long acting blocks to nascent
DNA synthesis
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O iM. Analysis of an Hertwig effect in the rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri Richardson) after fertilization with
gamma-irradiated sperm

|gj 42£Radioecology of the aquatic environment. Radioactive pollution and its ecological consequences. Radioecologie des
milieux aquatiques. La pollution radioactive et ses consequences ecologiques

Q 42£ Stimulation effects of gamma-radiation and alkylating agents on Artemia salina. Report 1. Increase in life span of
Artemia salina after irradiation of eggs or treatment thereof with alkylating agents. Stimuliruyushchee dejstvie
gamma-oblucheniya i alkiliruyushchikh soedinenij na zhabronogogo raka Artemia salina. Soobshchenie 1.
Stimulyatsiyaprodolzhitel'nosti zhizni A. salina, vyklyunuvshikhsya iz obluchennykh ili obrabotannykh
alkiliruyushchimi soedineniyami tsist

£ J 437 Influence of ultravioIet-B radiation on the heterotrophic activity of estuarine bacterioplankton

O ^2& Differential effects of ionizing radiation on the circadian oscillator and other functions in the eye of Aplysia

O 422 International project in the field of food irradiation. Cod and redfish. Effects of an irradiated cod and redfish diet on

reproductive performance, teratogenicity, mutagenicity and carcinogenicity in albino rats

i p 44J2 Effects of gamma-rays on hatching of the eggs and survival period of the fry of Cyprinus carpio

jQ 44J. Survival and photoreactivability of ultraviolet-irradiated cultured fish cells (CAF-MM1)
jTj 442. Sublethal effects of tritium on aquatic systems. Ecological effects of lithium and beryllium on aquatic communities.

Teratological effects of low-level magnetic fields
O M2. Nuclear disaster in the Urals. Atomkatastrofe i Ural

O M4_Photoreactivation of ultraviolet irradiated non-dividing populations of ICR 2A frog cells

O **45 Effects of acute gamma-irradiation on the development of the thymus in embryos and fry of Oryzias latipes

Q 4_4£ Radiation injury and acute death in Annadillidium vulgare (terrestrial isopod, Crustacea) subjected to ionizing
radiation

iTJ 447 Effects of X-irradiation on some aspects of protein metabolism in the frog, Rana hexadactyla

O 44J.The role of frogs in radiation biology
O ^ 9 Stimulatory effect of gamma-radiation and alkylating agents on Artemia Salina. Rep. 3. Incorporation of

3H-thymidine and 3H-uridine into A. salina nauplii (gamma-irradiated or treated with 2-4-bis-diazoacetyibutane
(DAB) at the staae of embryonal diapause). Stimuliruyushchee dejstvie gamma-oblucheniya i alkiliruyushchikh
soedinenij na zhabronogogo raka Artemia salina'. Soobshch. 3. Vklyuchenie 3H-timidina i 3H-uridina v nauplii A.
salina, obluchennykh ili obrabotannykh 1-4-bis-diazoatsetilbutanom na stadii ehmbrional'noj diapauzy

| 3 15S Studies of the reproductive biology of deep sea megabenthos. VI. The Aspidochirota (Holothurioidea:
Echinodermata)
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Re^[U6St - Main: year>» 1980 »nd Descriptors includes "biological radiation effects' and Descriptors Includes *aquatic

oraaniiaas"

Title

f ] 45_i Effects of tritiated water on germ cells in medaka embryos

O 422. Contractile reaction of isolated frog aorta after X-iiradiation

O 4*& **one m a r r o w reconstitution of immune responses following irradiation in the leopard frog, Rana pipiens

;TJ 45.4 The fading of irradiated blue-colored pearls

| / j 455 Impact assessment on the human exposure to environmental radiation

| / | 45j> Radioecological problems of NPP reservoirs-coolers. Problemy radioehkologii vodoemov-okhladitelej AEhS

jTj 45J, Effects of gamma-rays on morphology of the thymus of the adult fish of Oryzias latipes

O && Investigation of the variability of quantitative signs in irradiated and unirradiated fishes. 1. Biometrical fundamentals.
Beitrag zum Studium der Variabilitaet quantitativer Merkmale an bestrahiten und unbestrahlten Fischen aus
experimentellen Populationen. 1. Biometrische Grundcharakteristiken und Vergleich von bestrahiten und
unbestrahlten Gruppen

O £££ Investigation of the variability of quantitative signs in irradiated and unirradiated fishes. 2. Changes of some values of
quantitative signs depending on the body length. Beitrag zum Studium der Variabilitaet quantitativer Merkmale an
bestrahiten und unbestrahlten Fischen aus experimentellen Populationen. 2. Veraenderungen der Werte einiger
quantitativer Merkmale in Abhaengigkeit von der Koerperlaenge
Apparent resistance to mutagenesis by ionizing radiation, and some other unusual responses

361 The effects of chronic gamma-irradiation on experimental fish populations: A preliminary account
462 Effect of gamma radiation on the transport of non-electrolyte spin labels across the fish erythrocyte membrane

Radionuclide migration in water reservoirs. 2.3. Factors determining build-up and biological effects of radionuclides
on hydrobionts. Kinetika radionuklidov v vodoeme. 2.3. Faktory, opredelyayushchie akkumulyatsiyu i biologicheskoe
vozdejstvie radionuklidov na gidrobionty

4£4 Biological effects of water reservoir radioactive contamination. 6.2. Effect on zoo- and phytoplankton. Biologicheskie
posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodoema. Vliyanie na zoo- i fitoplanktonnye organizmy

4£i Biological effects of water reservoir radioactive contamination. 6.3. Effect on benthos. Biologicheskie posledstviya
radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodoema. Vliyanie na bentosnye organizmy

4££ Mitotic inhibition of ICR 2A frog cells exposed to 265-313 nm monochromatic ultraviolet wavelengths and
photoreactivating light
The impact on ocean ecosystems
Irradiation effects of fish sperms on the fertilization of spawns and on the growth of progenies. A halsperma

besugarzasanak hatasa az ikra termekenyuelesere es az ivadek fejloedesere

O Fisheries Research. Report of the Director of Fisheries Research 1981-82

=v| 4J2 Contamination due to radioactive materials

O ^21 Chromosomal studies on radiation-induced gynogenesis and diploid gynogenesis in the fish Oryzias latipes

f i £Z1 Temperature dependency of the repair of sublethal damage in cultured fish cells

Q 422. The unique responses of the primordial germ cells in the fish Oryzias latipes to gamma-rays

O £21 Effect of double irradiation on sex gland development and maturation in tilapia (Orechromis mossamblicus Peters).
Vliyanie dvukratnogo oblucheniya na razvitie poiovykh zhelez i polovoe sozrevanie mozambikskoj tilyapii
(Oreochromis mossambius Peters)

O ££•After n u c l e a r war - a nuclear winter

O 42& Progress report for Environmental Science Division July 1981 -June 1982

ft £11 Effects of chronic gamma-irradiation on the gonads of adult Ameca splendens (Osteichthyes: Teleostei)
ji'l £Zi Genetic alterations as determined by quantitative morphological, viability and social behavioral traits in
W postirradiation generations of an inbred strain of the platyfish, Xiphophorus maculatus (Guenther)(Pisces:

Poecliidae), induced by 1000 R of X-rays to spermatogonia and oogonia
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O £2£ Inhibition of the UV induction of sister-chromatid exchanges in ICR-2A frog cells by pretreatment with gamma-rays

£3 4SQ Induction of micronuclei by X radiation and various chemical agents in red blood cells of Pleurodeles waltl. Uptake,
release and excretion of one of them: benzo(a)pvreae. Recherches sur l'induction de micronoyaux par les rayons X et
divers agents chimiques dans les globules rouges de Iarves de Pleurodeles waltl. Absorption, relargage et excretion
del'un d'entre eux: le benzo(a)pyrene

£J 4§i Mutational changes of quantitative morphological traits in the convict cichlid (Cicblasoma nigrofasciatum Guenther)
after irradiation of parental spermatogonia and oogonia with different doses of X-rays

£jj 4J2 Induction of sister-chromatid exchanges in ICR 2A frog cells exposed to 254 nm UV wavelengths

O ^ 2 . Inhibition of semiconservative DNA synthesis in ICR 2A frog cells by pyrimidine dimers and nondimer
photoproducts induced by ultraviolet radiation

O 4J4Metalloproteids of blood as indicators of marine organism resistance to extreme environmental conditions.
Metalloproteidy krovi kakpokazateli ustojchivosti morskikh organizmov v ehkstremal'nykh usloviyakh sredy

Q 4&5 Effects of X-irradiation on acetyl cholinesterase activity in the frog Rana hexadactyla
O ^ ^ Results on artemia cysts, lettuce and tobacco seeds in the Biobloc 4 experiment flown aboard the Soviet biosatellite

Cosmos 1129
f»?| 487 A review of biological studies sponsored by the Department of the Environment to assist feasibility studies of the

disposal of heat generating radioactive waste in the deep ocean
| / | 48ft General review of literature relevant to coastal water discharges

Q 4g£The stimulatory effect of gamma-radiation on the growth on patinopecten essoensis. Stimuliruyushchee dejstvie
gamma-izlucheniya na rostovye protsessy primorskogo grebeshka Patinopecten essoensis

jTj 490 Radiation protection for human population Radiatsionnaya zashchita naseleniya

O 491 Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya
radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

O ^92 Low doze chronic irradiation and biological radiation effects in animal populations Nizkie dozy khronicheskogo
oblucheniya i ikh biologicheskie ehffekty v populyatsiyakh zhivotnykh

jT| 493 Role of the radiation factor in antropogeneous influence on a population of aquatic biota Rol' radiatsionnogo faktora v
antropogennom vozdejstvii na populyatsii gidrobiontov

O 4^4 Role of temperature in accumulation of cesium 137 by aquatic biota of the Chernobyl NPP cooling pond Rol'
temperatury v nakoplenii Cs-137 gidrobiontami vodoema-okhiaditelya ChAEhS

O *^5 Features of development of the pike gonads in conditions of radioactive contamination of reservoirs in the Chernobyl
NPP accident zone Osobennosti razvitiya gonad shchuki v usioviyakh radionuklidnogo zagryazneniya vodoemov v
zone avarii na ChAEhS

jTf a M Results of researches of radioactive contamination of both aquatic and terrestrial animal ecosystems of Belarus after
the Chernobyl NPP accident Itogi issledovanij po izucheniyu radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya zhivotnykh vodnykh i
nazemnykh ehkosistem Belarusi posle avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

O ^22 Effect of 60 Co gamma radiation on Biomphalaria Glabrata (Mollusca, Gastropoda) embryos: mortality, malformation
and hatching

!Q 4% Study on morphological changes frequency in carp young fishes reared in radiation contaminated ponds Izuchenie

chastoty morfozov u molodi karpa vyrashchivaemoj v zagryaznennykh radionuklidami prudakh

i p 49£ A simple bacterial turbidimetric method for detection of some radurized foods

jHf SQQ. Study of Chironomidae Natural Populations of the Former Semipalatinsk Test Site Water Bodies
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Search Re€|lie$t - Mala: year>» 1980 and Descriptors includes 'biological radiation effects* and Descriptors include

Title
O 50J- Study of natural biota of and biologic recovery possibilities for closed tunnels of the Degelen mountain complex

fj£j 522 Correlation of biological accumulation of 2 1 0 Po at Sepetiba and Ribeira Bays-RJ, Brazil Correlacao na acumulacao

biologica do 2 I 0 Po, nas Baias de Sepetiba e da Ribeira - RJ, Brasil

!•) 50J£ Tendency to 2 1 0 Po and 2 I ° Pb accumulation in fish at Sepetiba Bay-RJ, Brazil Tendencias de acumulacao do 2 I 0 Po

e do 2 1 0 Pb em peixes na Baia de Sepetiba - RJ, Brasil

jvf §£& Seasonal accumulation of 2 1 0 Po by Macrodon ancylodon (Block and Schneider, 1801) at Sepetiba Bay-RJ, Brazil
Acumulacao sazonal de 2 1 0 Po por Macrodon ancylodon (Block and Schneider, 1801), na Baia de Sepetiba - RJ,
Brasil

IQ 505 Gametogenesis disturbances in fish at chronic influence of ionizing radiation Narusheniya gametogeneza u ryb pri
khronicheskom vozdejstvii ioniziruyushchej radiatsii

| 3 £0ji Radiation protection for human population Radiatsionnaya zashchita naseleniya
O SOI Complex radiation ecological estimation of the environment, working and living places of the population

Kompleksnaya radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya
]Tj 5_OJ5 Genetics of radionuclide-contaminated mosquitofish populations and homology between Gambusia affinis and G.

holbrooki
f 1 5J2210 years anniversary of the Poles'e state radioecological reserve (collected articles) 10 let Polesskomu

gosudarstvennomy radiatsionno-ehkologicheskomu zapovedniku (sbornik statej)
O 5ifi ' r h e dynamic of radioactive contamination of aquatic and ground animals in the zone of the Chernobyl NPP accident

Dinamikaradioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodnykh i nazemnykh zhivotnykh v zone avarii Chemobyl'skoj AEhS
Q 5_iiThe radioecological monitoring of the fishes in water reservoirs of the Belarus Poles'e Radioehkologicheskij
"~~ monitoring ryb v vodoemakh Belorusskogo Poles'ya
jT| 512 Ecological genetic monitoring of small vertebrates Ehkoiogogeneticheskij monitoring melkikh pozvonochnykh

zhivotnykh
jTj 5_12 Effect of ionizing radiation on cell death in frog spleen Vliyanie ioniziruyushchego oblucheniya na gibel' kletok v

selezenke lyagushek
rv | 514 Bream and roach gametogenesis under radionuclide contamination of Belarus water reservoirs Gametogenez leshcha

i plotvy pri radioaktivnom zagryaznenii vodoemov Belarusi
|£J 515 Radioactive silver in water ecosystems. Radioaktivnoe serebro v vodnykh ehkosistemakh
;TJ SMi60Co gamma radiation action on Biomphalaria glabrata embryos Acao da radiacao gama de 60Co sobre embrioes de

biomphalaria glabrata
jTJ 517 Damage to the testes of a marine fish, the plaice (Pleuronectes platessa), induced by chronic exposure to low dose

rate radiation

O 51S. Dose-response relationships of low-dose chronic irradiation

O 5-i2 Gametogenesis of fishes in the Chernobyl NPP accident zone Gametogenez ryb v zone avarii Chernobyl'skoj AEhS
O 520 The dynamics of theJ 37 Cs constant in some fish species of the ChPP reservoir-cooler. Dinamika soderzhaniya

tseziya-137 v nekotorykh vidakh ryb vodoema-okhladitelya Ch AEhS
O 521 Damage to the testes of a marine fish, the plaice (Pleuronectes piatessa), induced by chronic exposure to low dose

rate radiation

O 522 Uptake and release of 65Zn and i ̂ Sb by Biomphalaria alexandrina and Cleopatra bulimoides snails and their effects
on the ultrastructure of the hermaphrodite gland
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Title
| 3 1 Bioindication of total toxicity and teratogenicity of bottom deposits and soils from regions with different degree of the

influence of the Chernobyl NPP accident using the developing embryos of grey sea urchins. Byioyindikatsyiya na
embryionakh syirikh mors'kikh yizhakyiv sumamoyi toksichnostyi yi teratogennostyi donnikh vyidkladyiv yi gruntu z
rajonyiv z ryiznixn stupenem vpiivu avaryiyi na ChornobilVkyij AES

Q Z Carbon isotope techniques

fj?f £ Effect of radioactive contamination of hydrobionts within the thirty-kilometer zone of Chernobylsk NPP. Otsenka
vozdejstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya na gidrobiontov 30-Mlomstrovoj zony kontrolya avarii na Cheraobyl'skoj
AEhS ....

jTJ 4 Influence of natural ultraviolet radiation on lotic periphytic diatom community growth, biomass accrual, and species
composition: Short-term versus long-term effects

£3 5, Cartographic data for determination of the levels of total technogenic environment pollution according to the embryo
toxicity and teratogenicity of bottom deposits and soils in some regions of Ukraine before and after accident of the
Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant. Kartograficheskie dannye opredeleniya urovnej summarnogo tekhnogennogo
zagryazneniya okruzhayushchej sredy po ehmbriotoksichnosti i teratogennosti donnykh otlozhenij i pochv chasti
territorii Ukrainy do i posle avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

!•) £ Representative benthic bioindicator organisms for use in radiation effects research: Culture of Neanthes
arenaceodentata (Polychaeta)

| 3 2 Monitoring the consequences of decreased ozone protection: The NSF ultraviolet radiation monitoring network

| / | & Methodology for estimating radiation dose rates to freshwater biota exposed to radionuclides in the environment

jTJ 2 Biological effects of ozone depletion on the environment of the Antarctic. Biologicke efekty poklesu ozonu na
prostredie Antarktidy

|/f 10 Effects of ionizing radiation on plants and animals at levels implied by current radiation protection standards
fjj 11RCRA Facility Investigation report for Waste Area Grouping 6 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,

Tennessee. Volume 2, Sections 4 through 9: Environmental Restoration Program
| ? | 12 Effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms. NCRP report no. 109

|T| H Strontium and cesium radionuclide migration in the Black sea ecosystem in 1986-1989. Migratsiya radionuklidov
strontsiya i tseziya v ehkosisteme Chernogo morya v 1986-1989 gody

O - ^ Radioactive contamination of the Dnieper-Bug estuary after the Chernobyl' NPP accident and cytogenetic effects in
~ populations of benthos hydrobionts. Radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie Dnepro-Bugskogo limana posle avarii na ChAEhS i

tsitogeneticheskie ehffekty v populyatsiyakh bentosnykh gidrobiontov

O — ^ s i K °f ^creased UV-B radiation for zooplankton. Risiken erhoehter UV-B-Strahlung fuer das Zooplankton
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Zagryaznenie territorii i vodnykh ob'ektov Kievskoj oblasti strontsiem-90 po dannym izmereniyaradioaktivnosti
rakovin mollyuskov

| 3 JJ2 Significance of artificial radioisotopes in formation of dose loads on hydrobionts in freshwater ecosystems. Znachenie
iskusstvennykh radionuklidov v formirovanii dozovykh nagruzok na gidrobiontov v presnovodnykh ehkosistemakh

!j<f 11 Conceptual radioecological model of' 37Cs and 90Sr migration in the middle and lower Dnieper-Black sea system.

Kontseptual'nayaradioehkologicheskaya model' migratsii 137Cs i 90Sr v sisteme srednij i nizhnij Dnepr-Chernoe more

O -1^ The effect on hydrophytes of various contaminants in the aquatic environment

f£J 15. Impact assessment on the human exposure to environmental radiation

| / j ife Contamination due to radioactive materials
O 12! Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya

radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya
O IS. Complex radiation ecological estimation of the environment, working and living places of the population

Kompleksnaya radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya
Q 1£ 10 years anniversary of the Poles'e state radioecological reserve (collected articles) 10 let Polesskomu

gosudarstvennomy radiatsionno-ehkologicheskomu zapovedniku (sbornik statej)
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Q i RCRA Facility Investigation report for Waste Area Grouping 6 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,

Tennessee. Volume 2, Sections 4 through 9: Environmental Restoration Program

[ 3 2 Environmental UV photobiology

iQ 1 UV radiation - healer or health risk?. UV-Strahlung - Heilmittel oder Gesundheitsrisiko?
!•] 4 The results of long-term studies of fish populations from water basins within the Kyshtym accident zone. Rezul'taty

mnogoletnikh issledovanij populyatsij ryb iz vodoemov, popavshikh v zonu Kyshtymskoj avarii
!•! 1 Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes

| / | £ Lessons from radioactive waste disposal applied to other pollutants

jv| 2 Contamination of living environment and human organism with plutonium. Kontaminace zivotniho prostredi a
lidskeho organismu plutoniem

f j £ Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya
radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

fj/J £ Role of the radiation factor in antropogeneous influence on a population of aquatic biota Rol' radiatsionnogo faktora v
antropogennom vozdejstvii na populyatsii gidrobiontov

O i ^ -*0*e °f temperature in accumulation of cesium 137 by aquatic biota of the Chernobyl NPP cooling pond Rol'
temperatury v nakoplenii Cs-137 gidrobiontami vodoema-okhladitelyaChAEhS
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/ | 1 Effect of radioactive contamination of hydrobionts within the thirty-kilometer zone of Chernobylsk NPP. Otsenka
vozdejstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya na gidrobiontov 30-kilometrovoj zony kontrolya avarii na Chernobyl'skoj
AEhS

'2 1RCRA Facility Investigation report for Waste Area Grouping 6 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. Volume 2, Sections 4 through 9: Environmental Restoration Program

Q 2 Strontium and cesium radionuclide migration in the Black sea ecosystem in 1986-1989. Migratsiya radionuklidov
strontsiya i tseziya v ehkosisteme Chernogo morya v 1986-1989 gody

'J 4 After-effects of the Kyshtym and Chernobyl accidents on hydrobionts. Posledstviya Kyshtymskoj i Chernobyl'skoj
avarij dlya gidrobiontov

2 • £ Study of marine radioactivity along the Norwegian coast, 1980-1994

"J £ Radioecological studies of phytocenoses of superior aquatic plants in the Kiev water reservoir. Radioehkologicheskie
issiedovaniya fitotsenozov vyskshikh vodnykh rastenij Kievskogo vodokhranilishcha

J 2 Accumulation of 65Zn by hydrophytes, and genetic effects in microalgae induced by this radionuclide. Nakoplenie
65Zn gidrofitami i vyzvannye ehtim radionuklidom geneticheskie ehffekty v populyatsiyakh mikrovodoroslej

?| S. Study of biological effects of low dozes of a chronic irradiation. Izucheniebiologicheskikh ehffektov nizlakh doz
khronicheskogo oblucheniya

jj 2 The effect on hydrophytes of various contaminants in the aquatic environment

'2 Ifi The radioecological situation in the cooling pond of the Chernobyl nuclear power station. Radioehkologicheskoe
sostoyanie pruda-okhladitelya ChAEhS

gj 11 Dosimetry and ecological effects of transuranium elements in marine ecosystems. Chapter 14. Dozimetriya i
ehkologicheskie ehl'fekty transuranovykh ehiementov v morskoj srede. Glava 14

£| 12 Bibliography of marine radiation ecology prepared for the Seabed Program

£| 12. Ecological effects of transuranics in the marine environment

'1 1A Radioecology of the aquatic environment. Radioactive pollution and its ecological consequences. Radioecologie des
milieux aquatiques. La pollution radioactive et ses consequences ecologiques

?] 15 Contamination of living environment and human organism with plutonium. Kontaminace zivotniho prostredi a
lidskeho organismu plutoniem

"J, 16. Bioenvironmental aspects of europium and rhodium: a selected bibliography
2 12 Biological effects of water reservoir radioactive contamination. 6.1. Effect on sanitary state of water reservoir.

Biologicheskie posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodoema. 6.1 Vliyanie na sanitarnyj rezhim vodoema
2 i £ Biological effects of water reservoir radioactive contamination. 6.2. Effect on zoo- and phytoplankton. Biologicheskie

posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodoema. Vliyanie na zoo- i fitoplanktonnye organizmy
1 12 Biological effects of water reservoir radioactive contamination. 6.3. Effect on benthos. Biologicheskie posledstviya

radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodoema. Vliyanie na bentosnye organizmy
2 2£t Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya

radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya
1 21 Role of temperature in accumulation of cesium 137 by aquatic biota of the Chernobyl NPP cooling pond Rol'

temperatury v nakoplenii Cs-137 gidrobiontami vodoema-okhladitelya ChAEhS
"J 22 Results of researches of radioactive contamination of both aquatic and terrestrial animal ecosystems of Belarus after

the Chernobyl NPP accident Itogi issledovanij po izucheniyu radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya zhivotnykh vodnykh i
nazemnykh ehkosistem Belarusi posle avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

2 22. Complex radiation ecological estimation of the environment, working and living places of the population
Komplcksnaya radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

j j M Bream and roach gametogenesis under radionuclide contamination of Belarus water reservoirs Gametogenez leshcha i
plotvy pri radioaktivnom zagryaznenii vodoemov Belarusi
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1 Chernobyl nuclear accident: Effects on food. (Latest citations from the Food Science and Technology Abstracts
database). Published Search

Z Effects of modified UV-B radiation on terrestrial ecosystems. Auswirkungen veraenderter UV-B-Strahiung auf
terrestrische Oekosysteme

3> Thirty years' experience of radioepidemiological monitoring in the Russian Arctic

4 The animal kingdom in the Chernobyl NPP accident zone. Zhivotnyj mir v zone avarii na Chemobyl'skoj AEhS

5. Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 6: Deep-sea biology, biological
processes and radiobiology

£ The radioecological situation in the cooling pond of the Chernobyl nuclear power station. Radioehkologicheskoe
sostoyanie pruda-okhladitelya ChAEhS

2 L1ND0Z model for Finland environment: Model description and evaluation of model performance

S. Thebioconcentration of 531I in fresh water fish
2 Forecasting of I37Cs accumulation in fish of cooling pond of Beloyarsk NPP. 0 prognozirovanii nakopleniya 137Cs v

promyslovykh rybakh vodoema-okhladitelya Beloyarskoj AEhS
30 Mathematical modeling of radionuclidemigration in aquatic ecosystems. Matematicheskoemodelirovaniemigratsii

radionuklidov v vodnykh ehkosistemakh
XI Neptunium-the neglected actinide: a review of the biological and environmental literature
12 Radioecology of the aquatic environment. Radioactive pollution and its ecological consequences. Radioecologie des

milieux aquatiques. La pollution radioactive et ses consequences ecologiques

12 Radioecological problems of NPP reservoirs-coolers. Problemy radioehkologii vodoemov-okhladitelej AEhS

14 Fisheries Research. Report of the Director of Fisheries Research 1981-82

3.5 A review of biological studies sponsored by the Department of the Environment to assist feasibility studies of the
disposal of heat generating radioactive waste in the deep ocean

Ifi Study of Chironomidae Natural Populations of the Former Semipalatinsk Test Site Water Bodies
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1 The effect and measurement of naturally occurring radionuclides in the Grampian region

2 Effects of produced water discharges on the colonization potential of Macrocystis pyrifera spores

2 The general principles and consequences of environmental radiation exposure in relation to Canada's nuclear fuel
waste management concept

4 Study of genetical changeability of ICTALURUS PUNCTATUS from Chernobyl NPP cooling pond. Izuchenie
genedcheskoj izmenchivosti kanal'nogo soma (Ictalurus ppunctatus) iz vodoema-okhladitelya ChAEhS

5. Thirty years' experience of radioepidemiological monitoring in the Russian Arctic

£ Reproduction Crustacea and Isopoda populations under ionizing radiation. Razmnozhenie populyatsij mokrits
(Crustacea, Isopoda) pod vozdejstviem ioniziruyushchego izlucheniya

2 The results of long-term studies of fish populations from water basins within the Kyshtym accident zone. Rezul'taty
mnogoletnikh issledovanij populyatsij ryb iz vodoemov, popavshikh v zonu Kyshtymskoj avarii

& Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 6: Deep-sea biology, biological
processes and radiobiology

2 Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes

1H Marine disposal of radioactive wastes

11 After nuclear war - a nuclear winter

12 Radiation protection for human population Radiatsionnaya zashchita naseleniya

,13 Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya
radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

| 4 Low doze chronic irradiation and biological radiation effects in animal populations Nizkie dozy khronicheskogo
oblucheniya i ikh biologicheskie ehffekty v populyatsiyakh zhivotnykh

15 Role of die radiation factor in antropogeneous influence on a population of aquatic biota Rol' radiatsionnogo faktora v
antropogennom vozdejstvii na populyatsii gidrobiontov

jg Role of temperature in accumulation of cesium 137 by aquatic biota of the Chernobyl NPP cooling pond Rol'
temperatury v nakoplenii Cs-137 gidrobiontami vodoema-okhladitelya ChAEhS

17 Radiation protection for human population Radiatsionnaya zashchita naseleniya
IS. Complex radiation ecological estimation of the environment, working and living places of the population

Kompleksnaya radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya
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[ 3 I Radionuclide migration in the environment: balance of their distribution in different media. Mouvements des
radiotMcLeid.es dans 1'environnemenf. bilan de leur distribution dans les differents milieux

!•! 2 Radioactive contamination of fish, shellfish, and waterfowl exposed to Hanford effluents: Annual summaries,
1945-1972. Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction Project

Q I Literature and data review for the surface-water pathway: Columbia River and adjacent coastal areas. Hanford
Environmental Dose Reconstruction Project

Q 4 Ecological risk assessment of depleted uranium in the environment at Aberdeen Proving Ground. Annual report, 1991

Q 5 Studies on migration behavior of fallout nuclides in lake Hinuma,(l)

£3 £ Oak Ridge Reservation environmental report for 1992. Volume 1: Narrative

f£j 2 Speciation and bioavailability of plutonium and americium in the Irish Sea and other marine ecosystems

!•! £. Plutonium in the Irish environment

iQ 9 Leakage and accidental releases from Sillamaee waste depository and environmental risk assessment

| / J MI Radiation protection at sea dumping of radioactive waste - 25 years of radio-ecology of the deep sea. Strahlenschutz
bei der Meeresversenkung radioaktiver Abfaelle - 25 Jahre Radiooekologie der Tiefsee

O -U- RCRA Facility Investigation report for Waste Area Grouping 6 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. Volume 2, Sections 4 through 9: Environmental Restoration Program

!•! \2 Natural and artificial radioactivity in coastal regions of UK

O - ^ Monitoring of radionuclides in the terrestrial and aquatic environment of the nuclear power plant at Barsebaeck
(Sweden) for the period 1984-1991. Radioekologiskomgivningskontroll vid Barsebaecks kaernkraftverk 1984-1991

O i i . Assessment of radiation doses to aquatic organisms in the Chernobyl contaminated area

O & Evaluation of radiation risk in using water from Dnieper water reservoirs for justification of water protection activity
after Chernobyl accident. Otsenka radiatsionnogo riska vodopol'zovaniya iz Dneprovskikh vodokhraniiishch dlya
obosnovaniya vodookhrannoj deyarel'nosii posle Chernobyl'skoj avarii

O - ^ Dynamics of irradiation doses of hydrobionts of Dnieper cascade reservoirs after Chernobyl accident. Dinamika doz
oblucheniya gidrobiontov vodokhranilishcha Dneprovskogo kaskada posle Chernobyl'skoj avarii

| 3 1? Influence of the Chernobyl NPP accident consequences to the animal kingdom. Chapter 4. Vliyanie posledstvij avarii
na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS na Zhivotnyj mir. Glava 4

O - ^ Model testing using Chernobyl data: II. Assessment of the consequences of the radioactive contamination of the
Chernobyl nuclear powerplant cooling pond

| / | 1£ Behaviour of transplutonium elements in the environment. Povedenie transplutonievykh ehlementov v
okruzhayushchej srede

jQ 20 Annual Report and accounts 1989

Q 2J_ Savannah River Site environmental report for 1989. Volume 1, Text

| / | 22 Radionuclides in aquatic environments

|£! 22. Radioactivity in north European waters: report of Working Group 2 of CEC project MARINA

jHj 24 Long-term dynamics of a lake ecosystem and the implications for radiation exposure

|£] 25. Directions for use of AQUABIOS program. Mode d'emploi du programme AQUABIOS

O 2£ AQUABIOS ctxle. Reference manual. Code AQUABIOS. Manuel de reference

[•] 27 Assessing radiological consequences of discharge of radioactive materials to the environment: modes, pathways, doses

f i 2& Research into fisheries and the marine environment 1987-88. Report of the Director

O 2£ l n t e r ' m oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste.

Volume 3
iy| 2Q Perspective in site-suitability modelling
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iyj| 21 Polonium-210 and lead-210 in the aquatic environment. Polonium-210 en lodd-210 in het aquatische milieu

jTJ 22 Ecological consequences of environmental contamination in the region of Chernobyl NPP accident. Ehkologicheskte

posiedstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya prirodnykh sred v rajone avarii Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

|^ | 22 GRECA's survey of radiological data for use in accident consequence assessment

|/J M Radioecoiogical model for transport of radionuclides and exposure to organisms in aquatic ecosystems

jTj 21 Variability in dose estimates associated with the food-chain transport and ingestion of selected radionuclides

£ji 36 Workshop on environmental assessment
iPJ 32 Investigation of individual radiation exposures from discharges to the aquatic environment: techniques used in habits

surveys
jTJ 28 Off-site dose calculations

Q 22 Dose assessment models. Annex A

Q 4£ Environmental behavior of technetium-99

iTJ £L Models and parameters for environmental radiological assessments

iQ 42 Critical zone of irradiation of hydrobionts in the ecosystem of Kiev water reservoir. Kriticheskaya zona oblucheniya

gidrobiontov v ehkosisteme Kievskogo vodokhranilishcha
O ^ Poionium-210 in the environment- source, movement and distribution aspects
|^ | 44 Behaviour of Chernobyl radionuclides in fresh water biosystems. Povedenie radionuklidov Chernobyl'skogo

proiskhozhdeniya v presnovodnykh biosistemakh

Q 4J, Risk assessment of radioactive contamination for the Yenisei river and the consequences for the Kara Sea ecosystem

| ? | 4£ Kola Fjord radioactive contamination in the vicinity of the nuclear icebreakers fleet base

£3 47 Radioactive contamination and a forecast of natural waters state (radionuclides of the Chernobyl genesis in natural
waters of Belarus). Radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie i prognoz sostoyaniy prirodnykh vod (Radionuclidy Chernobyl'skogo
proiskhozhdeniya v prirodnykh vodakh BelaruSi)

j£J 48 Swampy lands as source of secondary contamination of water ecosystems by radioactive cesium. Zabolochennye zemli
kak istochnik vtorichnogo zagryazneniya vodnykh ehkosistem radioaktivnym tseziem

[̂ 1 49 Environmental radioactivity

g£! 5Q Transit and absorption of nuclear industry derivatives by marine biota. Transito e absorcao deradionuclideos na biota
marinha derivados de industria nuclear
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f[ | 51 Rancho Seco liquid effluent pathway aquatic and terrestrial dietary survey report

|£f 5~ A provisional assessment of radiation regimes in deep ocean environments

!£| 53. Mathematical modeling of radionuclide migration in aquatic ecosystems. Matematicheskoe modelirovanie migratsii
radionuklidov v vodnykfa ehkosistemakh

!•! M Interim oceanographic description of the North-East-Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste. Vol.
2

Q 55 Hygienic and ecological evaluations of radioactivity of the Soviet part of the Danube on the basis of investigations
within 1976-1980. Gigienicheskaya i ehkologicheskaya otsenki radioaktivnosti sovetskoj chasti r. Dunaj po
issledovaniyam 1976-1980 gg

r j 56 Savannah River Plant environmental report. Annual report for 1984

!•! -52 Bioaccumulation of radionuclides in flora and fauna of the Alligator Rivers region

jTJ 5S. Biotran model

O 5£ Synthesis of scientific information. Chapter 1. Sintez nauchnoj informatsii. Giava 1

O £Q Plutonium content in field crops yield at South-East of USA. Chapter 9. Soderzhanie plutoniya v urozhae polevykh
kul'tur na Yugo-Vostoke SShA. Glava 9

fjjf fii Dosimetry and ecological effects of transuranium elements in marine ecosystems. Chapter 14. Dozimetriya i
ehkologicheskie ehffekty transuranovykh ehlementov v morskoj srede. Glava 14

f£Ji §2 Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in the North-East Atlantic

%*% <j3_ User's guide to MARINRAD: model for assessing the consequences of release of radioactive material into the oceans

O fi£ ECOS: sorption, dose, consumption and miscellaneous data values

Q 6J. Final Environmental Statement related to the operation of Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit No. 1. Docket No.
STN 50-482, Kansas Gas and Electric Company, et al

O $& Radioecology

iTJ £Z 5.3. Environmental migration of radioactive materials and its dose interpretation. 5.3. Prenos radioaktivnich latek v
zivotnim prostredi a jeho davkova interpretace

O £& Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya
radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

O && Radioecological state of some surface water systems from the contaminated areas of the both Gomel and Mogilev
regions Radioehkologicheskoe sostoyanie nekotorykh poverkhnostnykh vodnykh sistem zagryaznennykh rajonov
Gomei'skoj i Mogilevskoj oblastej

iTJ 2S The raised swamps is phytomigration radioecological anomalies Verkhovye bolota - fitomigratsionnye
radioehkologicheskie anomalii

jFJ 21 Comparison of contents of cesium 137 and strontium 90 in both surface and underground waters of the contaminated
areas of 'near' and 'remote1 zones of the Chernobyl trace with their contents in soils Sravnenie soderzhaniya 137Cs i
90Sr v poverkhnostnykh gruntovykh i podzemnykh vodakh zagryaznennykh rajonov 'blizhnej' i 'dal'nej' zon
Chernobyl'skogo sleda s ikh sodcrzhaniem v pochvogruntakh

^ | 22 The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Technical report. V. 6. Doses due to radioactive
materials present in the environment or released from the atolls

| ? | 72. Radio-capacity of different types of natural ecosystems (without man) and their ecological standardization principles

| 2 | 2 i Biological peculiarities of the cranberry (Oxycoccus palustris Pers.) and ecological parameters of its environment:
influence on accumulation of 137Cs by phytomass

O 2£ Mathematical simulation of the radionuclides flows from both agriculture and natural ecosystems for the purpose of
radiation rehabilitation of the contaminated territories Matematicheskoe modelirovanie potokov radionuklidov iz
sel'skokhozyajstvennykh i estestvennykh ehkosistem s tsel'yu radiatsionnoj reabilitatsii zagryaznennykh territory

O 2§ Complex radiation ecological estimation of the environment, working and living places of the population
Kompleksnaya radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivanwa naseleniya
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f£f I I Polonium-210 and lead-210 in the aquatic environment. Polonium-210 en lood-210 in ha aquatische milieu

|jf 21 Ecological consequences of environmental contamination in the region of Chernobyl NPP accident. Ehkologicheskie

posiedstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya prirodnykh sred v rajone avarii Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

|P | 22. GRECA's survey of radiological data for use in accident consequence assessment

fjj! M Radioecological model for transport of radionuclides and exposure to organisms in aquatic ecosystems

jTJ 2S. Variability in dose estimates associated with the food-chain transport and ingestion of selected radionuclides

£3 M Workshop on environmental assessment
£1[ 22 Investigation of individual radiation exposures from discharges to the aquatic environment: techniques used in habits

surveys

jPJ 2S Off-site dose calculations

O 32. Dose assessment models. Annex A

Q 4£> Environmental behavior of technetium-99

O 41 Models and parameters for environmental radiological assessments

| j | 42, Critical zone of irradiation of hydrobionts in the ecosystem of Kiev water reservoir. Kriticheskaya zona oblucheniya
gidrobiontov v ehkosisteme Kievskogo vodokhranilishcha

Q 42 Polonium-210 in the environment- source, movement and distribution aspects

|^J 44 Behaviour of Chernobyl radionuciides in fresh water biosystems. Povedenie radionuklidov Chernobyl'skogo
proiskhozhdeniya v presnovodnykh biosistemakh

£2 45. Risk assessment of radioactive contamination for the Yenisei river and the consequences for the Kara Sea ecosystem

§?| 46 Kola Fjord radioactive contamination in the vicinity of the nuclear icebreakers fleet base

O — Radioactive contamination and a forecast of natural waters state (radionuclides of the Chernobyl genesis in natural
waters of Belarus). Radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie i prognoz sostoyaniy prirodnykh vod (Radionuclidy Chernobyl'skogo
proiskhozhdeniya v prirodnykh vodakh Belarusi)

]Tj 48 Swampy lands as source of secondary contamination of water ecosystems by radioactive cesium. Zabolochennye zemli
kak istochnik vtorichnogo zagryazneniya vodnykh ehkosistem radioaktivnym tseziem

jTj 49 Environmental radioactivity

f*51 50 Transit and absorption of nuclear industry derivatives by marine biota. Transito e absorcao de radionuclideos na biota
marinha derivados de industria nuclear
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Title

| 3 51 Rancho Seco liquid effluent pathway aquatic and terrestrial dietary survey report

^ 52 A provisional assessment of radiation regimes in deep ocean environments

|vj| 5S Mathematical modeling of radionuclide migration in aquatic ecosystems. Matematicheskoe modelirovanie migratsii
radionuklidov v vodnykh ehkosistemakh

!•! 51 Interim oceanographic description of the Nortb-East-Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste. Vol.
2

O 55 Hygienic and ecological evaluations of radioactivity of the Soviet part of the Danube on the basis of investigations
within 1976-1980. Gigienicheskaya i ehkologicheskaya otsenki radioaktivnosti sovetskoj chasti r. Dunaj po
issledovaniyam 1976-1980 gg

£3 5£ Savannah River Plant environmental report. Annual report for 1984

|/f 52 Bioaccumulation of radionuclides in flora and fauna of the Alligator Rivers region

| 3 58. Biotran model

£3 52 Synthesis of scientific information. Chapter 1. Sintez nauchnoj informatsii. Glava 1

|H| 6jQ Plutonium content in field crops yield at South-East of USA. Chapter 9. Soderzhanie plutoniya v urozhae polevykh

kul'tur na Yugo-Vostoke SShA. Glava 9
| ^ 6J. Dosimetry and ecological effects of transuranium elements in marine ecosystems. Chapter 14. Dozimetriya i

ehkologicheskie ehffekty transuranovykh ehlementov v morskoj srede. Glava 14
!•! g2 Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in the North-East Atlantic

§«?! £1 User's guide to MARINRAD: model for assessing the consequences of release of radioactive material into the oceans

Q £4 ECOS: sorption, dose, consumption and miscellaneous data values
Q £5 Final Environmental Statement related to the operation of Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit No. I. Docket No.

STN 50-482, Kansas Gas and Electric Company, et al
| 3 £6 Radioecology

£3 SI 5.3. Environmental migration of radioactive materials and its dose interpretation. 5.3. Prenos radioaktivnich latek v
zivotnim prostredi a jeho davkova interpretace

U fig. Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya
radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

| 3 £2 Radioecological state of some surface water systems from the contaminated areas of the both Gomel and Mogilev
regions Radioehkologicheskoe sostoyanie nekotorykh poverkhnostnykh vodnykh sistem zagryaznennykb. rajonov
Gomel'skoj i Mogilevskoj oblastej

Q 2fi 'Rie raised swamps is phytomigration radioecological anomalies Verkhovye bolota - fnomigratsionnye
radioehkologicheskie anomalii

12 21 Comparison of contents of cesium 137 and strontium 90 in both surface and underground waters of the contaminated
areas of 'near' and 'remote" zones of the Chernobyl trace with their contents in soils Sravnenie soderzhaniya 137Cs i
90Sr v poverkhnostnykh gruntovykh i podzemnykh vodakh zagryaznennykh rajonov 'blizhnej' i 'dal'nej' zon
Chernobyl'skogo sleda s ikh soderzhaniem v pochvogruntakh

!•! 22 The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Technical report. V. 6. Doses due to radioactive
materiats present in the environment or released from the atolls

f«£l 21 Radio-capacity of different types of natural ecosystems (without man) and their ecological standardization principles
|T] 24 Biological peculiarities of the cranberry (Oxycoccus palustris Pers.) and ecological parameters of its environment:

influence on accumulation of 137Cs by phytomass
jH| 25 Mathematical simulation of the radionuclides flows from both agriculture and natural ecosystems for the purpose of

radiation rehabilitation of the contaminated territories Matematicheskoe modelirovanie potokov radionuklidov iz
sel'skokhozyajstvennykh i estestvennykh ehkosistem s tsel'yu radiatsionnoj rcabilitatsii zagryaznennykh territory

O 26 Complex radiation ecological estimation of the environment, working and living places of the population
Kompleksnaya radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivamya naseleniya
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O 22 Dose estimates to members of the public at Kalpakkam following environmental tritium releases from MAPS

Q 2S. 10 years anniversary of the Poles'e state radioecological reserve (collected articles) 10 let Polesskomu
gosudarstvennomy radiatsionno-ehkologicheskomu zapovedniku (sbornikstatej)

g?| 22 Effects of nuclear and non-nuclear pollutants on marine ecosystems
oses in various parts of the biosphere due to long-lived radionuciides originating from deep geological repositories
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Title
r j i Radionuclide migration in the environment: balance of their distribution in different media. Mouvements des

radionucleides dans 1'environnement: biian de lew distribution dans les differents milieux
£J 2 Ecological risk assessment of depleted uranium in the environment at Aberdeen Proving Ground. Annual report, 1991
!»jf 1 Determination of key radionuclides and parameters related to dose from the Columbia River pathway. Hanford

Environmental Dose Reconstruction Project
| j | 1 Oak Ridge Reservation environmental report for 1992. Volume 1: Narrative

!•] 5, Radiation protection at sea dumping of radioactive waste - 25 years of radio-ecology of the deep sea. Strahlenschutz
bei der Meeresversenkung radioaktiver Abfaelle - 25 Jahre Radiooekologie der Tiefsee

O & Argonne National Laboratory-East site environmental report for calendar year 1990

!•! 2 Po-210, Pb-210 and Ra-226 in aquatic ecosystems, anthropogenic sources, distribution and radiation doses in the
Netherlands

| 3 & Evaluation of radiation risk in using water from Dnieper water reservoirs for justification of water protection activity
after Chernobyl accident. Otsenka radiatsionnogo riska vodopol'zovaniya iz Dneprovskikh vodokhranilishch dlya
obosnovaniya vodookhrannoj deyatel'nosti posle Chernobyi'skoj avarii

| 3 £ Annual Report and accounts 1989
jTJ i£» Radioecological monitoring of environmental objects in the Kozloduj NPP site. Radioehkologicheskij kontrol"

ob"ektov okruzhayushchej sredy v rajone raspolozheniya AEhS Kozloduj
jHj i i . Ecological consequences of environmental contamination in the region of Chernobyl NPP accident. Ehkologicheskie

posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya prirodnykh sred v rajone avarii Chernobyrskoj AEhS
!•! 12 GRECA's survey of radiological data for use in accident consequence assessment

fsO "12- The role of aquatic plants and sediments in radium cycling in a tropical wetland

| / j M Past and present levels of some radionuclides in fish from Bikini and Enewetak atolls

f£f 11 Variability in dose estimates associated with the food-chain transport and ingestion of selected radionuclides

jTJ 1& Fort St. Vrain Nuclear-Generating Station Environmental Radiation Surveillance Program. Summary report, first and
second quarters, 1982

|?i 11 Investigation of individual radiation exposures from discharges to the aquatic environment: techniques used in habits
surveys

| j | IS Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: terrestrial food chain and total doses

O i i Off-site dose calculations

!•[ 20. The natural radiation environment of marine organisms and aspects of the human food chain

!•! 2 1 Radiological-dose assessments of atolls in the northern Marshall Islands

Q 22 A modern water monitoring system: requirements, optimization and experience in the Danube river

| / | 22 Models and parameters for environmental radiological assessments

£ 3 2 1 Mode! description and evaluation of model performance, scenario S. Multiple pathways assessment of the IAEA/CEC

co-ordinated research programme on validation of environmental model predictions (VAMP)

f52 25. Reconstruction and prediction of radioactive contamination of the ecosystems of the Arctic Seas

jQ 26 Rancho Seco liquid effluent pathway aquatic and terrestrial dietary survey report
j j^ 22 Mathematical modeling of radionuclide migration in aquatic ecosystems. Matematicheskoe modelirovanie migratsii

radionukiidov v vodnykh ehkosistcmakh
O 2& Hygienic and ecological evaluations of radioactivity of the Soviet part of the Danube on the basis of investigations

within 1976-1980. Gigienichexkaya i ehkologicheskaya otsenki radioaktivnosti sovetskoj chasti r. Dunaj po
issledovantyam 1976-1980 gg

O ^2 Plutonium content in field crops yield at South-East of USA. Chapter 9. Soderzhanie plutoniya v urozhae polevykh
kul'tur na Yu go-Vostoke SShA. Glava 9 ,
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!•! 20- Review of the con tinued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in the North-East Atlantic

iTf 2 i Radioactivity in surface and coastal waters of the British Isles, 1982

!? | 22 User's guide to MARINRAD: model for assessing the consequences of release of radioactive material into the oceans*

£J 23. Estimated radiological doses to the maximumly exposed individual and downstream populations from releases of

tritium, strontium-90, ruthenium-106, and cesium-137 from White Oak Dam

jTJ 21 User's manual for biosphere and dose simulation program (Biodose)

£2 2 1 Computer codes for environmental assessments

12 M Radioecology of nuclear fuel cycles
| ^ 22 20 years of monitoring of fishes and other organisms of the ocean and inland bodies of water. 20 Jahre Ueberwachung

der Fische und anderer Organismen des Meeres und der Binnengewaesser
O 2& Legal problems in the concretisation of the fundamental requirements on radiation protection. 3. paper. Rechtsfragen

im Zusammenhang mit der Konkretisienang der Strahlenschutzgrundsaetze. 3. Referat

| ? | 2£ Structure and application of the fundamentals for calculation of the radiation exposure caused by radioactive emissions
into surface water. Aufbau und Anwendung der Berechnungsgrundlagen fuer die Strahlenexposition bei radioaktiven
Ableitungen in Oberflaechengewaesser

fĵ f 40. Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: radionuclide concentrations in fish and clams and estimated doses via
the marine pathway

O ^ i Radioecology
£jg 42 Contribution to the study of polonium-210 and lead-210 in marine organisms and their environment. Contribution a

1'etude du polonium-210 et du piomb-210 dans les organismes marins et leur environnement
Q 41 Radiouuclide compounds in PWR-type reactor effluents and radiation exposure of the human population.

Radionuklidgemische in den Abwaessern von Druckwasser-Reaktoren und Strahlenexposition der Bevoelkerung
O 4& Introduction of drains from nuclear facilities into drainage ditches. Einleitung von Abwaessern aus kerntechnischen

Anlagen in Vortluter
O 4£ Mathematicai simulation of the radionuclides flows from both agriculture and natural ecosystems for the purpose of

radiation rehabilitation of the contaminated territories Matematicheskoe modelirovanie potokov radionuklidov iz
sel'skokhozyajstvennykh i estcslvennykh ehkosistems tsel'yu radiatsionnoj reabilitatsii zagryaznennykh territory
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Title
| 3 i Radionuciide migration in the environment: balance of their distribution in different media. Mouvements des

radionucleides dans 1'environnement: biian de leur distribution dans les differents milieux
Q 2 On ecology standards of radiation contamination in the bottom deposits. Ehkoiogicheskoe normirovanie

radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya donnykh otlozhenij

| 3 2. Literature and data review for the surface-water pathway: Columbia River and adjacent coastal areas. Hanford
Environmental Dose Reconstruction Project

Q 4 Leakage and accidental releases from Sillamaee waste depository and environmental risk assessment

|/f 5_ Radiation protection at sea dumping of radioactive waste - 25 years of radio-ecology of the deep sea. Strablenschutz
bei der Meeresversenkung radioaktiver Abfaelle - 25 Jahre Radiooekologie der Tiefsee

jHJ £ Radium concentration factors and their use in health and environmental risk assessment
Q 7 RCRA Facility Investigation report for Waste Area Grouping 6 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,

Tennessee. Volume 2, Sections 4 through 9: Environmental Restoration Program
Q §. Natural and artificial radioactivity in coastal regions of UK

Q 9_ Monitoring of radionuclides in the terrestrial and aquatic environment of the nuclear power plant at Barsebaeck
(Sweden) for the period 1984-1991. Radioekologisk omgivningskontroll vid Barsebaecks kaernkraftverk 1984-1991

| ? | ifi Modelling of normalized consequences of 137Cs deposition in various aquatic environments

Q i i Dynamics of irradiation doses of hydrobionts of Dnieper cascade reservoirs after Chernobyl accident. Dinamika doz
oblucheniya gidrobiontov vodokhranilishcha Dneprovskogo kaskada posle Chernobyl'skoj avarii

Qj 12 Radioecological studies of phytocenoses of superior aquatic plants in the Kiev water reservoir. Radioehkologicheskie
issledovaniya fitotsenozov vyskshikh vodnykh xastenij Kievskogo vodokhranilishcha

!•! H Behaviour of transplutonium elements in the environment. Povedenie transplutonievykh ehiementov v
okruzhayushchej srede

| ? | 14 Radionuclides in aquatic environments

fj?f 11AQUABIOS code. Reference manual. Code AQUABIOS. Manuel dereference

!«jj 16. Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste.
Volume 3

Q | 12 Perspective in site-suitability modelling

g?! IS. Polonium-210 and lead-210 in the aquatic environment. Polonium-210 en lood-210 in net aquatische milieu

jTj 12 Ecological consequences of environmental contamination in the region of Chernobyl NPP accident. Ehkologicheskie
. posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya prirodnykh sred v rajone avarii Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

|^| 2fi Natural tracers in dietary studies: Data for 210Po and 2 l 0Pb in decapod shrimp and other pelagic organisms in the
northeast Atlantic Ocean

!•! 21 Ocean dumping of low-ievel radioactive waste

Q 22. Study of biological effects of low dozes of a chronic irradiation. Izuchenie biologicheskikh ehffefctov nizkikh doz
khronicheskogo oblucheniya

|Tj 23. Tlie Chernobyl Trace in Belarus. Charnobyl'ski sled na Belarusi

Q 24 Evaluation of the Steel Creek ecosystem in relation to the proposed restart of L reactor

O 2& Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: terrestrial food chain and total doses

IT] 26 A modern water monitoring system: requirements, optimization and experience in the Danube river

|^J 27 Radiuecoiogical state of lakes in tine southern Ural impacted by radioactivity release of the 1957 radiation accident

| 3 28. Model description and evaluation of model performance, scenario S. Multiple pathways assessment of the IAEA/CEC
co-ordinated research programme on validation of environmental model predictions (VAMP)

iTJ 22 Results of water ecosystems radioccologicat investigations after Chernobyl accident (1986-1995). Itogi issledovanij
po radioehkologii vodnykh ehkosistem posle avarii na ChAEhS (1986-1995)
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O 2fi Dynamics of both radioactive contamination and biological variety of fauna in the Chernobyl NPP accident zone.
Dinamika radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya i biologicheskogo raznoobraziya fauny v zone avarii na Cheruobyi'skoj AEhS

|£J 21 Kola Fjord radioactive contamination in the vicinity of the nuclear icebreakers fleet base

| 3 22 Swampy lands as source of secondary contamination of water ecosystems by radioactive cesium. Zabolochennye zemli
kak istochnik vtorichnogo zagryazneniya vodnykh ehkosistem radioaktivnymtseziem

|/f 22. Transit and absorption of nuclear industry derivatives by marine biota. Transito e absorcao de radionuclideos na biota
marinha derivados de industria nuclear

O 2 i Raucho Seco liquid effluent patliway aquatic and terrestrial dietary survey report

f£f 25 A provisional assessment of radiation regimes in deep ocean environments

jQ 2& Interim oceanographic description of the North-East-Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste Vol
2

iTJ 22 Savannah River Plant environmental report. Annual report for 1984

!? | 2§. Bioaccumulation of radionuclides in flora and fauna of the Alligator Rivers region

jTJ 22 Bioindicator studies in Nordic waters

O 42 Synthesis of scientific information. Chapter 1. Sintez nauchnoj informatsii. Glava 1

| j [ 41 Plutonium content in field crops yield at South-East of USA. Chapter 9. Soderzhanie plutoniya v urozhae polevykh

kul'tur na Yugo-Vostoke SShA. Glava 9
!•! 42 Dosimetry and ecological effects of transuranium elements in marine ecosystems. Chapter 14. Dozimetriya i

ehkologicheskie ehffekty transuranovykh ehlementov v morskoj srede. Glava 14

!£f 43 Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in the North-East Atlantic

| 3 44 User's manual for biosphere and dose simulation program (Biodose)

| / | 4.5 Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: radionuclide concentrations in fish and clams and estimated doses via
the marine pathway

| / j 4£ Dosimetry of natural and man-made alpha emitters in plankton
!•! £7 Main aspects of the technique for calculating maximum per- missible radioactive waste disposal into surface water

reservoirs. Osnovnye polozheniua metodiki rascheta predel'no dopustimykh sbrosov radioaktivnykh vesbchestv v
povekhnostnye vodoemy

P 48Radioecoiogy

Q 49 Dose estimation of hydrobionts exposure. Otsenka dozy izlucheniya na vodnye organizmy

| / | 5() Contribution to the study of polonium-210 and lead-210 in marine organisms and their environment. Contribution a
1'etude du polonium-210 et du plomb-210 dans les organismes marins et leur environnement
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Title
§3 51 An environmental assessment of twenty five years of nuclear operations at Trombay - an overview

Q 52 Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya
radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

jHf 52. The raised swamps is phytomigration radioecological anomalies Verkhovye bolota - fitomigratsionnye
radioehkologicheskie anomalii

Q 51 Role of temperature in accumulation of cesium 137 by aquatic biota of the Chernobyl NPP cooling pond Rol1

temperatury v nakoplenii Cs-137 gidrobiontami vodoema-okhladitelya ChAEbS
jTJ 55 Role of periphyton in radionuclide accumulation by higher aquatic plants of water reservoirs in the Chernobyl NPP

accident zone Rol' perifitona v nakoplenii radionuklidov vysshej vodnoj rastiternosti v vodoemakh zony avarii na
Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

iQ 5£ Radioecological and toxicological characteristic of the Chernobylsk NPP cooling pond Radioehkologicheskaya i
toksikoiogicheskaya kharakteristika vodoema-okhladitelya Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

ifj 52 Influence of seasonal functioning of a barrier complex on distribution of cesium 137 in over soil cover Vliyanie
sezonnogo funktsionirovaniya bar'ernogo kompleksa na raspredelenie Cs 137 v napochvennom pokrove

[j{ 5S. Radioecological monitoring of some limnite water systems of the Republic of Belarus undergone to contamination
after the Chernobyl NPP accident Radioehkoiogicheskij monitoring nekotorykh vodnykh sistem limniticheskogo tipa
respubliki Belarus', podvergshikhsya zagryazneniyu v rezul'tate avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

jQ 5£ Influence of formation features of the peat- marsh soils on accumulation of cesium 137 and strontium 90 by perennial
plants Vliyanie osobennostej pochvoobrazovaniya torfyano-bolotnykh pochv na nakoplenie tseziya-137 i strontsiya-90
v mnogoletnikh travakh

Q ££ The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Technical report. V. 6. Doses due to radioactive
materials present in the environment or released from the atolls

Q &L Radio-capacity of different types of natural ecosystems (without man) and their ecological standardization principles

O S2: Biological peculiarities of the cranberry (Oxycoccus palustris Pers.) and ecological parameters of its environment:
influence on accumulation of 137Cs by phytomass

|^j S3. Mathematical simulation of the radionuclides flows from both agriculture and natural ecosystems for the purpose of
radiation rehabilitation of the contaminated territories Matematicheskoe modelirovanie potokov radionuklidov iz
sel'skokhozyajstvennykli i estestvennykh ehkosistem s tsel'yu radiatsionnoj reabilitatsii zagryaznennykh territorij

O ^ Complex radiation ecological estimation of the environment, working and living places of the population
Kompleksnaya radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya
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Title
Q 1RCRA Facility Investigation report for Waste Area Grouping 6 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,

Tennessee. Volume 2, Sections 4 through 9: Environmental Restoration Program

Q £ Environmental UVphotobiology

]Tf 2 UV radiation - healer or health risk?. UV-Strahlung - Heilmittel Oder Gesundheitsrisiko?
fj/f 4 The results of long-term studies of fish populations from water basins within the Kyshtym accident zone. Rezul'taty

mnogoletnikh issledovanij populyatsij ryb iz vodoemov, popavshikh v zonu Kyshtymskoj avarii
5. Biological ramifications of thesubseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes
£ Lessons from radioactive waste disposal applied to other pollutants

2 Contamination of living environment and human organism with plutonium. Kontaminaee zivotniho prostredi a
lidskeho organismu plutoniem

8. Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya
radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

£ Role of the radiation factor in antropogeneous influence on a population of aquatic biota Rol' radiatsionnogo faktora v
antropogennom vozdejstvii na populyatsii gidrobiontov

lil Role of temperature in accumulation of cesium 137 by aquatic biota of the Chernobyl NPP cooling pond Rol"
temperatury v nakoplenii Cs-137 gidrobiontami vodoema-okhladitelyaChAEfaS

i i Complex radiation ecological estimation of the environment, working and living places of the population
Kompleksnaya radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivatiiya naseleniya
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Tide

| i Effect of radioactive contamination of hydrobionts within the thirty-kilometer zone of Chernobylsk NPP. Otsenka
vozdejstviyaradioaktivnogo zagryazneniya na gidrobiontov 30-kilometrovoj zony kontrolya avarii na Chernobyl'skoi
AEhS

J 2 RCEIA Facility Investigation report for Waste Area Grouping 6 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. Volume 2, Sections 4 through 9: Environmental Restoration Program

U 2. Strontium and cesium radionuclide migration in the Black sea ecosystem in 1986-1989. Migratsiya radiomiklidov
strontsiya i tseziya v ehkosisteme Chernogo morya v 1986-1989 gody

j 4 After-effects of the Kyshtym and Chernobyl accidents on hydrobionts. Posledstviya Kyshtymskoj i Chernobyl'skoj
avarij dlya gidrobiontov

] 1 Study of marine radioactivity along the Norwegian coast, 1980-1994

| 6 Radioecoiogical studies of phytocenoses of superior aquatic plants in the Kiev water reservoir. Radioehkologicheskie
issledovaniya fitotsenozov vyskshikh vodnykh rastenij Kievskogo vodokhranilishcha

] 2 Accumulation of 65Zn by hydrophytes, and genetic effects in microaigae induced by this radionuclide. Nakoplenie
6SZn gidrofitami i vyzvannye ehtim radionuklidom geneticheskie ehffekty v populyatsiyakh mikrovodoroslej

| S Study of biological effects of low dozes of a chronic irradiation. Izuchenie biologicheskikh ehffektov nizkikh doz
khronicheskogo oblucheniya

] 2 The effect on hydrophytes of various contaminants in the aquatic environment

j 10. The radioecoiogical situation in the cooling pond of the Chernobyl nuclear power station. Radioehkologicheskoe
sostoyanie pruda-okhladitelya ChAEhS

H XL Dosimetry and ecological effects of transuranium elements in marine ecosystems. Chapter 14. Dozimetriya i
ehkoiogicheskie ehffekty transuranovykh ehlementov v morskoj srede. Glava 14

^ 12 Bibliography of marine radiation ecology prepared for the Seabed Program

I 12. Ecological effects of transuranics in the marine environment

$ 14 Radioecology of the aquatic environment. Radioactive pollution and its ecological consequences. Radioecologie des

milieux aquatiques. La pollution radioactive et ses consequences ecologiques
[| 15 Contamination of living environment and human organism with plutonium. Kontaminace zivotniho prostredi a

lidskeho organismu plutoniem
J 16 Bioenvironmental aspects of europium and rhodium: a selected bibliography
3 12 Biological effects of water reservoir radioactive contamination. 6.1. Effect on sanitary state of water reservoir.

Biologicheskie posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodoema. 6.1 Vliyanie na sanitamyj rezhim vodoema
1 1£ Biological effects of water reservoir radioactive contamination. 6.2. Effect on zoo- and phytoplankton. Biologicheskie

posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodoema. Vliyanie na zoo- i fitoplanktonnye organizmy
J 1£ Biological effects of water reservoir radioactive contamination. 6.3. Effect on benthos. Bioiogicheskie posledstviya

radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodoema. Vliyanie na bentosnye organizmy
J 20 Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya

radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya
"I 21 Role of temperature in accumulation of cesium 137 by aquatic biota of the Chernobyl NPP cooling pond Rol'

temperaiury v nakoplenii Cs-137 gidrobiontami vodoema-okhladitelya ChAEhS
2 22. Results of researches of radioactive contamination of both aquatic and terrestrial animal ecosystems of Belarus after

the Chernobyl NPP accident Itogi issledovanij po izucheniyu radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya zhivotnykh vodnykh i
nazemnykh ehkosistem Belarusi posle avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

^ 22. Complex radiation ecological estimation of ihe environment, working and living places of the population
Kompleksnaya radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

"2 24 Bream and roach gametogenesis under radionuclide contamination of Belarus water reservoirs Gametogenez leshcha i
plotvy pri radioaktivnom zagryaznenii vodoemov Belarusi
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Search Results - Documents) 1 to 16 of 16

Search Re<JUeSt - M«iru y««>- 1980 and Descriptors includes 'biological radiation effects' and Descriptors includes "aquatic
and Descriptors includes 'food chains*

Title
i Chernobyl nuclear accident: Effects on food. (Latest citations from the Food Science and Technology Abstracts

database). Published Search
2. Effects of modified UV-B radiation on terrestrial ecosystems. Auswirkungen veraenderter UV-B-Strahlung auf

terrestrische Oekosysteme
1 Thirty years' experience of radioepidemiological monitoring in the Russian Arctic

4 The animal kingdom in the Chernobyl NPP accident zone. Zhivotnyj mir v zone avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

5. Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 6: Deep-sea biology, biological
processes and radiobiology

& The radioecological situation in the cooling pond of the Chernobyl nuclear power station. Radioehkologicheskoe
sostoyanie pruda-okhladitelya ChAEhS

2 LINDOZ model for Finland environment: Model description and evaluation of model performance

& The bioconcentration of1311 in fresh water fish

£ Forecasting of 137Cs accumulation in fish of cooling pond of Beloyarsk NPP. O prognozirovanii nakopleniya 137Cs v
promyslovykh rybakh vodoema-okhladitelya Beloyarskoj AEhS

IQ Mathematical modeling of radionuclide migration in aquatic ecosystems. Matematicheskoe modelirovanie migratsii
radionuklidov v vodnykh ehkosistemakh

JJ. Neptunium-the negleaed actinide: a review of the biological and environmental literature

12 Radioecology of the aquatic environment. Radioactive pollution and its ecological consequences. Radioecologie des
milieux aquatiques. La pollution radioactive et ses consequences ecologiques

12. Radioecological problems of NPP reservoirs-coolers. Problemy radioehkologii vodoemov-okhladitelej AEhS

14 Fisheries Research. Report of the Director of Fisheries Research 1981-82

15. A review of biological studies sponsored by the Department of the Environment to assist feasibility studies of the
disposal of heat generating radioactive waste in the deep ocean

i £ Study of Chironomidae Natural Populations of the Former SemipaiatmskTest Site Water Bodies

Search Results - Documents) 1 to 16 of 16
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Search Results - Document(s) 1 to 1$ of 18

ReCJUeSt ~ M̂ iri: year>» 1980 and Descriptors includes "biological radiation effects' and Descriptors includes -aquatic
oraanisas* and Descriptors includes "populations"

Title

Q I The effect and measurement of naturally occurring radionuclides in the Grampian region

[j{ 2 Effects of produced water discharges on the colonization potential of Macrocystis pyrifera spores

|^J 2 The general principles and consequences of environmental radiation exposure in relation to Canada's nuclear fuel

waste management concept
jQ i Study of genetical changeability of ICTALURUS PUNCTATUS from Chernobyl NPP cooling pond. Izuchenie

geneticheskoj izmenchivosti kanal'nogo soma (Ictalurus ppunctatus) iz vodoema-okhladitelya ChAEhS
%/§ 5. Thirty years' experience of radioepidemiological monitoring in the Russian Arctic
jyJ! £ Reproduction Crustacea and Isopoda populations under ionizing radiation. Razmnozhenie populyatsij mokrits

(Crustacea, Isopoda) pod vozdejstviem ioniziruyushchego izlucheniya
|/jj 2 The results of long-term studies of fish populations from water basins within the Kyshtym accident zone. Rezul'taty

mnogoletnikh issledovanij populyatsij ryb iz vodoemov, popavshikh v zonu Kyshtymskoj avarii

| / | §, Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 6: Deep-sea biology, biological
processes and radiobiology

| / | £ B iological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes

f!?j 1£ Marine disposal of radioactive wastes
:£J 11 After nuclear war - a nuclear winter

Qj 12 Radiation protection for human population Radiatsionnaya zashchita naseleniya

fjj 1£ Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya
radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

O 14 Low doze chronic irradiation and biological radiation effects in animal populations Nizkie dozy khronicheskogo
oblucheniya i ikh bioiogicheskie ehffekty v populyatsiyakh zhivotnykh

"El 1£ ^ o I e °^ ^ radia"011 factor in antropogeneous influence on a population of aquatic biota Rol' radiatsionnogo faktora v
antropogennom vozdejstvii na populyatsii gidrobiontov

iQ 1£ Role of temperature in accumulation of cesium 137 by aquatic biota of the Chernobyl NPP cooling pond Rol"
temperatury v nakoplenii Cs-137 gidrobiontami vodoema-okhladitelya ChAEhS

O 12 Radiation protection for human population Radiatsionnaya zashchita naseleniya
U JL8. Complex radiation ecological estimation of the environment, working and living places of the population

Kompleksnaya radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

Search Results - Documents) 1 to 18 of 18
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Search Results - Documents) 1 to 12 of 12

Iv£<|U£St * Main: years-* 1980 and rescript or 5 includes "<2oc« limits* and Descriptors includes 'aquatic

Title
r j i Annual report on radioactive discharges from Winfrith and monitoring the environment 1992

£2 2 Biological testing

jTJ 2 Protection of Aboriginal diet

!£| ± Ocean disposal of radioactive wastes
!•! 5 Sea dumping of radioactive wastes. Part 1: Basic considerations of marine environment. Die Meeresversenkung

radioaktiver Abfaelle. Teil 1: Grundlagen der marinen Umwelt
| ^ £ Radioactivity in two tide-washed marsh areas in the eastern Irish Sea. A radiological assessment

|/f 2 Methodologies for evaluation of environmental capacity and impact due to radioactive releases by critical path
analysis and their application to the IPEN's aquatic environment as a typical case study

jTJ 8 Second nuclear reactor, Point Lepreau, New Brunswick. Report of the Environmental Assessment Panel

•£2 2Decision of OVGLueneburg of 7/1/81 concerningUnterweser Reactor. Urteilvom l . M i 1981 des 0VGLueneburg
zum Kernkraftwerk Unterweser

£3 | 0 Legal problems in the concretisation of the fundamental requirements on radiation protection. 3. paper. Rechtsfragen
im Zusammenhang mit der Konkretisierung der Strahlenschutzgrundsaetze. 3. Referat

iTJ XI Generalised derived limits for radioisotopes of iodine

IT] 12 Variable values of unit collective dose equivalent for members of the public: Difficulties when applied to UK fish and
shellfish consumption

Search Results - Documents) 1 to 12 of 12
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sarch Results - Document(s) 1 to 5 of 5
CHT

I0TCU ivC€|U6St • Main: year>- 1980 and Descriptors includes "maximum p<3nElscibl« dose" and Descriptors includes "aquatic ecosystems'

Title

| i Effects of ionizing radiation on plants and animals at levels implied by current radiation protection standards

| 2 Available data for establishing background radionuclide levels in the vicinities of Canadian CANDU stations

| 2 Evaluation of the radiological consequences of radioactive releases to the aquatic environment from the Juragua

nuclear power plant during normal operation
| 4 Research of effect of radioactive wastes from nuclear power installations on surface water organisms with respect to

Government Decree No. 25/75. Vyzkum vlivu radioaktivnich odpadu z jaderne energetickych zarizeni na organismy
povrchovych vod s ohledem na nar. vl. c. 25/75 Sb

| 5_ Radioactivity in two tide-washed marsh areas in the eastern Irish Sea. A radiological assessment

arch Results - Documents) 1 to 5 of 5 '-< . /
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Search Results - Documents) 1 to 50 of 60 ; ' - " J > '

Search Request • Main: year>« '.930 and Descriptors includes 'radiation protection' and Descriptors includes "aquatic ecosystems*

Tide

jH| i Annual report and accounts of the Nuclear Energy B oard 1991

Qi 2_ Preventive measures of aquatic systems and their efficiency after the Chernobylsk NPP accident. Vodookhrannye
meropriyatiya i ikh ehffektivnost' posle avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS

|i j | 1 Some topics on radioecologicai research in marine environment

!•! 4 Methodology for estimating radiation dose rates to freshwater biota exposed to radionuclides in the environment

jTj 5 Conceptual model of ecosystems in landscape of Uranium Mining of Andujar (Spain). Modelo conceptual de
funcionamiento de los ecosistemas en el entorno de la fabrica de uranio de Andujar

Q £ Radiological Protection Institute of Ireland activities and responsibilities

Q 2 Radiological Protection Institute of Ireland 1992 annual report and accounts

f/f & Effects of ionizing radiation on plants and animals at levels implied by current radiation protection standards

!•! 9 Effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms. NCRP report no. 109

O i& ^-n apprising of radioecological protection of the radioactive waste storage points for decontamination products of
the Belarus territory after Chernobyl NPP accident. Otsenka radioehkologicheskoj bezopasnosti punktov khraneniya
produktov dezaktivatsii territorii Belarusi posle avarii na ChAEhS

£ j 11 Angra nuclear plant - environmental control program. Usina Nuclear de Angra: programa de controle ambiental

r j 12, Radiation protection aspects of dismantling and decommissioning of Uranium Mining of Andujar (Spain). Aspectos
relacionados con la protection radiologica durante el desmantelamiento y clausura de la fabrica de Uranio de Andujar

Q 12 Evaluation of radiation risk in using water from Dnieper water reservoirs for justification of water protection activity
after Chernobyl accident. Otsenka radiatsionnogo riska vodopol'zovaniya iz Dneprovsldkh vodokhranilishch dlya
obosnovaniya vodookhrannqj deyatel'nosti posle Chernobyl'skoj avarii

O •& ̂ s e °*" a deterministic model for prediction of radionuclide concentration in water. Experience with the Clinch
River/Tennessee River and the Dnieper river scenarios

£3 15. Annual report and accounts 1994

O i& ^ s e °f uitium f° r determining the protective capacity of a marsh-cum-river system. Ispol'zovanie tekhnicheskogo

tritiya dlya opredeleniya zashchitnoj ehffektivnosti bolotno-rechnoj ehkosistemy

O i 2 Generic environmental impact statement for license renewal of nuclear plants

O i& Annual Report and accounts 1989

O -̂ 2 Savannah River Site environmental report for 1989. Volume 1, Text
!£! 20. Environmental processes and parameters influencing the consequences of an accidental release of radioactivity

weather and season

|«^ 21 Assessing radiological consequences of discharge of radioactive materials to the environment: modes, pathways, doses

O ^2- Protection of Aboriginal diet

O 21 Radiological monitoring and decision making in Hungary in the early phase of the post-accident period

Q 21 Modeling and forecasting of radiation situation in the rivers of accidental area of the Chernobyl atomic power plant.

Modeiirovanie i prognoz radiatsionnoj obstanovki na rekakh avarijnoj zony Chernobyl'skoj AEhS
f£| 25. Reliability of radioactive transfer models
Q 26 Radioactivity of French coast of the Channel due to the release of technectium 99 and iodine 129: moderation and

measurements
O 22 Environmental chemistry of technetium

O 2S To the problem of standards for radioactive pollution of water ecosystem around atomic Power Station. K probleme

normirovaniya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodnykh ehkosistem v zone AEhS

O ^2 Environmental dosimetry: Which target? What dose rate?

!£| 2fi Effects of ionising radiation on aquatic organisms and ecosystems
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G

Q 2 i Radioecological of the Vardar river catchment area after the Chernobyl release

|/f 22 Ocean disposal of radioactive wastes •

Q 22 Impact of enhanced solar UV-B radiation upon the marine ecosystem

!•! 34 Disposal of high-activity nuclear wastes

!£! M Modelling of hydrological pathways in nuclear emergency management system such as RODOS

2S Researches on Technetium in the framework of the programs of the Laboratory of marine chemistry and biology. Le

ricerche sul tecnezio nell'ambito dei programmi del Laboratorio di chimica e biologia del mare

22 Environmental monitoring for radionuclides in marine ecosystems. Are species other than man protected adequately ?

28. Lessons from radioactive waste disposal applied to other pollutants

22 Lepreau 2 environmental impact statement

4jQ Lepreau 2 environmental impact statement. Supplemental information

Q 4J_ Nuclear power plants and environment protection. Centrales nucleaires et protection de 1'environnement
r j 42 Legal problems in the concretisation of the fundamental requirements on radiation protection. 3. paper. Rechtsfragen

im Zusammenhang mit der Konkretisierung der Strahlenschutzgrundsaetze. 3. Referat

42 Radiological assessments, environmental monitoring, and study design

r ] 44 Russian experience

s/f 4^ Some of the bases of the IAEA definition and recommendations concerning high-level radioactive waste unsuitable for
dumping at sea and some of the Japanese findings of deep sea survey in the Pacific

^jj Ml Radioecology

0 £1 Behaviour and control of radionuclides in the environment: present state of knowledge and future needs

[3 4g. Contamination due to radioactive materials

£ | 49 Environmental monitoring around Sellafieid

P! 5£) Tritium in water of a marsh-river ecosystem. Tritij v vode bolotno-rechnoj ehkosistemy

Search Results - Documents) 1 to 50 of 60
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Search Results - Documents) 51 to 60 of 60

: ^

d 6 2 U X u I\€QU6$t • Main.; y<?ar>w 2980 and Descriptors includes "radiation protection" *ind Descriptors includes 'aquatic ecosystoms*

Title
O ^ i P^uxes of radionuciides in the agricultural production after a nuclear accident: countermeasures and decontamination

techniques Hux des radionucleides dans les productions agricoles suite a un accident nucleaire: contre-mesures et
techniques de rehabilitation

| / | £2 Modelling of hydrological pathways in RODOS

jTJ 51 Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya
radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozbivaniya naseleniya

jTJ 54 Biological peculiarities of the cranberry (Oxycoccus palustris Pers.) and ecological parameters of its environment:
influence on accumulation of 137Cs by phytomass

15 Uranium ore processing and environmental implicationso

n

O

5£ Radiological conditions of the Western Kara Sea. Assessment of the radiological impact of the dumping of radioactive
waste in the Arctic Seas. Report on the International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP)

52 Mathematical simulation of the radionuciides flows from both agriculture and natural ecosystems for the purpose of
radiation rehabilitation of the contaminated territories Matematicheskoe modelirovanie potokov radionuklidov iz
sel'skokhozyajstvennykh i estestvennykh ehkosistem s tsel'yu radiatsionnoj reabilitatsii zagryaznennykh territory

S& Complex radiation ecological estimation of the environment, working and living places of the population
Kompleksnaya radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

£9 Nuclear and radiation studies and environmental concerns

fifi An estimation of radioecologicai safety of the decontamination wastes storage points on territory of Belarus after the
Chernobyl NPP accident Otsenka radioehkologicheskoj bezopasnosd punktov khraneniya produktov dezaktivatsii
territorii Belarus! posle avarii na ChAEhS

Search Results - Documents) 51 to 60 of 60
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Search Results • Document(s) 1 to 22 of 22

Search Re<|UeSt - Main; year>* 1980 and Descriptors includes 'radioocnsitivity and Descriptors includes ' sciat ic ecosystems'

Title
fi/f I Effect of radioactive contamination of hydrobionts within the thirty-kilometer zone of Chernobylsk NPP. Otsenka

vozdejstviyaradioaktivnogo zagryazneniya na gidrobiontov 30-kilometrovoj zony kontrolya avarii na Chernobyrskoj
AEhS

!•! 2 Representative benthic bioindicator organisms for use in radiation effects research: Culture of Neanthes
arenaceodentata (Polychaeta)

£3 2. Influence of the Chernobyl NPP accident consequences to the animal kingdom. Chapter 4. Vliyanie posledstvij avarii
na Chernobyrskoj AEhS na Zhivotnyj mir. Glava 4

| / | 4 Microevolutional aspects of hydrobionts radiosensitivity. Mikroehvolyutsionnye aspekty radiochuvstvitel'nosti
gidrobiontov

iQ 5_ The influence of thermal contamination of the environment of side-swimmer population radiosensitivity. Vliyanie
teplovogo zagryazneniya sredy na radiochuvstvitel'nost' populyatsii bokoplavov

£3 £ Role of reliability factors in adaptation of natural populations of hydrobionts to antropogenic effect. Rol' faktorov
nadezhnosti v adaptatsii prirodnykh populyatsij gidrobiontov k antropogennomu vozdejstviyu

jTJ 7 Research of effect of radioactive wastes from nuclear power installations on surface water organisms with respect to
Government Decree No. 25/75. Vyzkum vltvu radioaktivnich odpadu z jaderne energetickych zarizeni na organismy
povrchovych vod s ohledem na nar. vl. c. 25/75 Sb

jH] & Deep sea biophysics

IE! 2. Observations on the radiosensitivity of guppy (Lebistes reticulatus Peters)

IT] Ifi Role of spices variety in stability of algocenosis under the action of gamma-radiation. RoF vidovogo raznoobraziya v

ustojehivosti al'gotsenoza pri dejstvii gamma-oblucheniya
g?) i i Impact of radiation on the environment
| / | 12 Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes

|?J H Mathematical modeling of radionuclide migration in aquatic ecosystems. Matematicheskoe modelirovanie migratsii
radionuklidov v vodnykh ehkosistemakh

f*| j 4 Comparative radiosensitivity of Gammarus olivii populations living in different ecological conditions. Sravnitel'naya
radiochuvstvitel'nost' populyatsij amfipod Gammarus olivii, obitayushchikh v raznykh ehkologicheskikh usloviyakh

!•! 15_ Biological studies of the US Subseabed Disposal Program

jv| JLS Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear waste

O 121 Movement of cobalt in freshwater microecosystems

iQ IS. Inhibition of seagrass photosynthesis by ultraviolet-B radiation

U 19_ Biological effects of water reservoir radioactive contamination. 6.4. Effect on fish spawn and larvae. Biologicheskie

posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodoema. 6.4. Vliyanie na ikru i lichinki ryb
O 2^ Metalloproteids of blood as indicators of marine organism resistance to extreme environmental conditions.

Metalloproteidy krovi kak pokazateli ustojehivosti morskikh organizmov v ehkstremal'nykh usloviyakh sredy
jT] 21 Integrated radiation and ecological assessment of both environment and living and working places Kompleksnaya

radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya
jTJ 22. Complex radiation ecological estimation of the environment, working and living places of the population

Kompleksnaya radiatsionno-ehkologicheskaya otsenka prirodnoj sredy, mest raboty i prozhivaniya naseleniya

Search Results - Documents) 1 to 22 of 22
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Search Results - Document(s) 1 to 39 of 39

2\€<^U£St • Main: yoar>« 1930 and Descriptors includes "safety standards' and Descriptors includes 'aquatic ecosysteais*

Title

if] i On ecology standards of radiation contamination in the bottom deposits. Ehkologicheskoe normirovanie
radioaktivnogo 2agryazneniya donnykh otlozhenij

O 2i Proceedings of emerging technologies for hazardous waste management Volume 2

Q 3. Proceedings of emerging technologies for hazardous waste management. Volume 2

iQ 4 Environmental Implementation Plan

Qj 1 Environmental pollution and radiation situation in the territory of Russia in July of 1992.0 zagryaznenii
okruzhayushchej sredy i radiatsionnoj obstanovke na territorii Rossii v iyule 1992 g

O £ Regulatory impact analysis of the proposed great lakes water quality guidance. Final report

jTJ 1 Annual report on radioactive discharges from Winfrith and monitoring the environment 1992

| / j £ Effects of ionizing radiation on plants and animals at levels implied by current radiation protection standards

| 3 £ Preliminary results on dose-effect relationships of thermally treated, oil-containing drilled cuttings in boxcosms
|T| JX> Proceedings of the first international conference on health, safety and environment in oil and gas exploration and

production. Volume 2
£j | j_L Radiological aspects of industrial fishing in contaminated territories of Ukraine. Radiologicheskie aspekty vedeniya

prudovogo rybovodstva na zagryaznennykh territoriyakh Ukrainy
|£ | 12 The precautionary principle in a marine context

!•! 12. Available data for establishing background radionuclide levels in the vicinities of Canadian CANDU stations

fjj 1A Evaluation of the radiological consequences of radioactive releases to the aquatic environment from the Juragua
nuclear power plant during normal operation

iQ JJ> Problems of phosphorus-32 standardization in water reservoirs. Voprosy normirovaniya fosfora-32 v vodoemakh

O i £ Research of effect of radioactive wastes from nuclear power installations on surface water organisms with respect to
Government Decree No. 25/75. Vyzkum vlivu radioaktivnich odpadu z jaderne energetickych zarizeni na organismy
povrchovych vod s ohledem na nar. vl. c. 25/75 Sb

jTJ J J Biological testing

IQ 18. Protection of Aboriginal diet

£]] 19. To the problem of standards for radioactive pollution of water ecosystem around atomic Power Station. K probleme
normirovaniya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodnykh ehkosistem v zone AEhS

jvj 2£) Principles and evaluation methods of radiocapacity of ecological systems. Printsipy i metody otsenki radioemkosti
ehkologicheskikh sistem

ijtj 21 Ocean disposal of radioactive wastes

£3 22. Hazardous substances in the drinking water. Schadstoffe im Trinkwasser

£J 22 Role of the aqueous pathway in environmental contamination from uranium mining

|j£! M Sea dumping of radioactive wastes. Pan 1: Basic considerations of marine environment. Die Meeresversenkung
radioaktiver Abfaelle. Teil 1: Grundlageh der marinen Umwelt

!•! 25_ Radioactivity in two tide-washed marsh areas in the eastern Irish Sea. A radiological assessment
]HJ 2& Development of aquatic plant bioassays for rapid screening and interpretive risk assessments of metal mining liquid

waste waters
£2 22 Ecological safety standards for marine oil-gas production
|vj| 28. Lessons from radioactive waste disposal applied to other pollutants

| / | 29 Methodologies for evaluation of environmental capacity and impact due to radioactive releases by critical path
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Search Results - Documents) 1 to 2 of 2

Search Request - y.avr.; yoar>« 1980 and Any field includes 'intervention.' and Descriptors includes 'aquatic ecosystens'

Title
| / | 1 Aerial gamma mapping system for characterizing the impact of radioactive deposition on the environment

|£ | 2 Cesium-137 monitoring of aquatic and terrestrial environment in Goiania. Monitoracao do Cs-137 no ambiente
aquatico e terrestrede Goiania
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|T) 29 Demonstrating practical application of soil and groundwater clean-up and recovery technologies at natural gas

processing facilities: Bioventing, air sparging and wetlands remediation

!•) 3£> Measurement of radioactive nuclides in the 'Mayak' region

|£ | 21 Natural attenuation of metals and radionuclides: Report from a workshop held by Sandia National Laboratories
Q 22 Existing systems review of treatment media for the Bear Creek Valley treatability study, Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant, Oak

Ridge, Tennessee
O 22. Environmental significance of atmospheric emission resulting from in situ burning of oiled salt marsh
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FOREWORD

This literature survey was undertaken jointly by the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) step in addressing
the subject of environmental impact of accidents involving materials subject to the IMO's
Code for the Safe Carriage of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel, Plutonium and High-Level
Radioactive Wastes in Flasks on Board Ships, also known as the INF Code.

The results of the survey are provided in two volumes: the first one containing the
description of the search & search results with the list of generated publication titles, and the
second volume containing the abstracts of those publications deemed relevant for the
purposes of the literature survey.

Literature published between 1980 and mid-1999 was reviewed by two independent
consultants who generated publication titles by performing searches of appropriate databases,
and selected the abstracts of relevant publications for inclusion in this survey.

Although efforts were taken to ensure a wide review of published literature, limited
resources prevent this report from being universal in its coverage.

This report will be considered by the IMO's Marine Environmental Protection
Committee as a basis for further discussions.

In practice, packages containing materials subject to the IMO's INF Code are
considered safe when designed according to the requirements of the IAEA's Regulations for
the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material. Hence, the participation of the IAEA in this
project.

The IMO and IAEA would like to acknowledge the efforts of Dr. E. Marian Scott
(UK) and Dr. W.R. Rhyne (USA) in undertaking this survey.
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1. PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS SUBJECT TO THE INF CODE

(Title): Characterization of radioactive waste forms and packages:
Technical reports series No. 383
(Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency
(Abstract): This report provides guidance on the determination and
verification of key waste characterization and covers all parameters of
waste forms and packages needed to certify compliance with a specific
disposal scenario. It describes the different methods available for the
characterization of chemical, physical, and biological waste properties as
well as of properties related to radioactivity, indicating the advantages
and disadvantages of each individual method. The report addresses
characterization of all types of radioactive waste except spent fuel
intended for direct disposal.

(Title): Radioactive waste management glossary
(Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency
(Title): The purpose of this glossary is to provide a source of words which
are commonly and internationally used or have special meanings in the field
of radioactive waste management. It should further contribute to a common
use of terms in the IAEA Radioactive Waste Safety Standards (RADWASS)
series. In the context of this glossary, the term %waste' refers, in
general, to radioactive waste unless otherwise specified.

(Title): Radioactive waste management in perspective
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Energy Agency of the Organization for Economic
and CO-operation and Development (OECD)
(Abstract): Radioactive waste management is often cited as the most
important unresolved issue concerning nuclear energy, but a broad
scientific and technical consensus exists among specialists that all
categories of radioactive waste can be managed and disposed of safely with
current techniques provided it is done in accordance with all regulatory
requirements. Many stages of radioactive waste management, including the
disposal of low-level and medium-level waste, have actually become routine
industrial procedures. Strategies are also being developed to store and
dispose of high-level, long-lived waste in deep geological repositories.
This clearly written, concise report is intended for the non-specialist
reader interested in the situation of radioactive waste management in the
OSCD area, and in the current expert consensus on the subject. It explains
the different principles and stages of radioactive waste management for
each category of waste, and addresses issues of environmental protection,
safety assessments, financing, public concerns and international co-
operation. Annexes summarise the current national radioactive waste
management programmes in OECD countries.

(Title); Nuclear energy facts: Small Q&A
(Corporate Author): American Nuclear Society
(Abstract): This 56-page booklet contains the answers to 37 of the most
commonly asked questions about nuclear energy. Public concerns about need,
costs, safety, and waste disposal are discussed briefly but factually.

(Title): Glossary of terms in nuclear science and technology
(Corporate Author): American Nuclear Society
(Abstract): Compiled by the MS Standards Subcommittee on Nuclear
Terminology and Units, this reference covers all areas of the field,
including nuclear and reactor physics, shielding, health physics,
instrumentation, utility jargon, and regulatory and safeguard terms.

(Title): A guide to foreign research reactor spent fuel
(Corporate Author): National Safety Council, Environmental Health Center
(Source): 1998 54p
(Availability): www.nsc.org/ehc.htm
(Abstract): This guide contains basic information about the U.S. program to
take back spent nuclear fuel from research rectors in 41 foreign countries.
In addition to explaining the origins of the program and its fundamental
purpose - preventing the spread of nuclear weapons - it includes
information about (1) what foreign research reactor spent fuel (FRRSF) is
and how it differs from spent fuel from commercial reactors, (2) how U.S.
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ports of entry and storage sites for FRRSF were selected, (3} how FRRSF is
transported to and within the U.S., (4) the containers used for FRRSF, (5)
radioactivity associated with FRRSF, and (6) emergency response in the
event of a transportation accident or other incident involving a shipment
of FRRSF.

(Title): Transporting radioactive materials
(Corporate Author): American Nuclear Society
(Abstract): This brochure addresses the need for transporting radioactive
materials, describes what they are, how they benefit the public, and what
precautions are taken in shipping. References and a bibliography are
included. Study groups, teachers and the general public can make good use
of this brochure in their efforts to learn about transportation of nuclear
materials.

(Title): Evaluation of spent fuel as a final waste form: Technical reports
series No. 320
(Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency
(Abstract): The present report provides an appreciation of the types and
quantities of spent fuel for disposal and reviews the current state of
knowledge of the behaviour of spent fuel under repository conditions. It
further contains comments and discussions on technical and safety aspects
specific to the disposal of spent fuel discussed at a Technical Committee
meeting held in Vienna in June 1988.

TI (Title): The transportation of radioactive waste - A review
AU (Author): Salmon, A. (British Nuclear Fuels, Risley, Warrington,

Cheshire (UK))
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): International waste management conference.

Kowloon (China). 29 Nov - 5 Dec 1987
SO (Source): Oyen, L.C. Platt, A.M. Tosetti, R.J. Feizollahi, F.

Proceedings of the 1987 international waste management conference.
New York, NY (USA). American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 1987.
p. 359-368

A3 (Abstract): The paper reviews the present state and the future of
the transportation of radioactive wastes, concentrating on Eastern
Asia, Europe and North America. The types of wastes are defined and
described and examples of the quantities of each type, arising in
various countries are given. The standards that apply to the
transportation of the wastes are discussed as are the possible modes
of transport. Current and proposed forms of the materials to be
moved are described together with some of the designs of packaging
for the various types of waste. Particular attention is devoted to
high level waste and the packaging that is being developed now. The
vehicles which are being used, and those available, are discussed.
Especial attention is paid to the movement of wastes by river and
sea, both for the transports to a land repository and for disposal
at sea. Past experience in this field is depicted together with
indicative costs of such transport. The problems of public relations
are noted and some possible methods of progress are outlined.
Finally the risks are examined, involving both the potential hazards
and the probabilities of their occurrence. The paper concludes that
the transport of radioactive wastes presents no technical problems
which cannot be overcome within the time available. Considerable
operational experience of the movement of all types of radioactive
materials already exists so a firm base exists for the future
development of the necessary transport of radioactive wastes
worldwide

TI (Title): Transporting radioactive material
CA (Corporate Author): USDOE Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs,

Washington, DC (USA). Transportation Management Div
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number") : DOE/DP—0064 {DOEDP0064}
SO (Source): [1989]. 30 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS, PC A03/MF A01 - OSTI 1 as DS89010078
AB (Abstract): To be used, radioactive material must first be

transported from its source to processing and manufacturing
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facilities, to users, and, eventually, to storage and disposal
sites. These materials are shipped as solids, liquids, or gases and
vary widely in their radioactive nature. Over 3 million packages of
radioactive material are shipped each year in the United States.
These shipments are carried by government or commercial conveyances
such as trucks, trains, ships, and airplanes. Radioactive material
is transported on our highways, waterways, railroads, and by air,
just like other commodities. Radioactive material can be safely
shipped in everyday commerce. Proper packaging is the key. Strict
compliance with stringent regulations is required in the packaging
of radioactive material to ensure that the public and the
environment are protected even in case of a severe accident. There
have been no deaths or even any serious injuries resulting from the
radioactive nature of the cargo shipped. To extend that exemplary
safety record, strict enforcement of US Department of Transportation
regulations and research continue. The regulations are reviewed
routinely to ensure the protection of public health and safety.
People are understandably concerned about how a shipment of
radioactive material might affect them, their families, and their
environment. This booklet briefly answers commonly asked questions
about the transport of radioactive material to put these concerns in
perspective. More detailed information is available from many
sources. Some of these sources are listed at the end of this booklet

TI (Title): Don't take the A-train. A critical examination of nuclear
waste transport

CA (Corporate Author): Scottish Campaign to Resist the Atomic Menace
(SCRAM), Edinburgh (UK)

TYPE (Tvpe of Document): 3ook
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0 9507282 25
SO (Source): Edinburgh. SCRAM. 1981. 32 p
AV (Availability) : Available from SCRAM, 30 Frederick Street,

Edinburgh, price 60p
AB (Abstract): The subject is treated under the headings: what is

nuclear waste (types. Handling. Magnox fuel. Flasks and transit).
Nuclear waste transport (flasks. Tests (safety, impact, fire).
International regulations). Accidents (terrorist attack. Civil
liberties. Consequences. Ground contamination by caesium). Emergency
procedures (accident assessment team. Emergency reference levels.
Are UK standards adequate). Summary. What can be done. (U.K.)

TI (Title): The management of radioactive waste
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Mining Review (Canberra)
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0314-4607 CODSN MIRVE2
SO (Source): (Aug 1992). p. 8-15
AB (Abstract): A key question asked about nuclear power production is

whether the industry can manage its waste safely and economically.
This article describes the different types of waste, their dangers
and control measures. It is emphasised that delays in creating final
disposal facilities has led to misconceptions about the viability of
the nuclear industry, therefore, the facilities must be investigated
and developed now. 3 figs

TI (Title): A better understanding of radioactive waste and safety
CA (Corporate Author): United Kingdom Nirex Ltd., Harwell (United

Kingdom)
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-GB—518 {INISGB518}
SO (Source): 1993. 6 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche
AB (Abstract): This is a very brief six page guide to the disposal of

radioactive waste in the United Kingdom. Two or three sentences give
simplified answers to the questions what is radioactivity? what is
radioactive waste? what should we do with it? will it be safe? what
is a repository? and how will it be transported? The format is
suitable for primary school children but the language used is more
suited to an older age group. (UK)
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TI (Title): Teaching about nuclear energy and radioactive waste
management in school classrooms: considerations for teacher
preparation

AU (Author): Powell, R.R. (Nevada Univ., Las Vegas, NV (United States))
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): International Seminar on Teachers and

Nuclear Energy. Oxford (United Kingdom). 28-30 Jun 1993
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-64-04036-6
SO (Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Teachers and

nuclear energy. Les enseignants et 1'energie nucleaire. Paris
(France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development.
1994. 312 p. p. 95-104

A3 (Abstract): The purpose of this paper is to consider nuclear energy
and radioactive waste management as timely and relevant topics for
the science classroom at all grade levels. The global dimensions of
nuclear energy is first explored. Then, the use and acceptance of
nuclear energy is described locally and globally, and
recommendations from the first international workshop on education
in the field of radioactive waste management are presented together
with the various aspects (physics, society, etc.) of nuclear energy
instruction. Future developments of instructional materials are
discussed. 20 refs

TI (Title): Nuclear power and radioactive waste
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Atom (London)
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0004-7015 CODEN ATMMA
SO (Source): Atom (London). (Oct 1991). (no.417) p. 15-18
A3 (Abstract): This article aims to bridge the gap in perception

between opponents and advocates of nuclear power in connection with
the issues of radioactive waste management in the United Kingdom.
Actual volumes of waste produced annually are lower than public
perception would suggest, and much smaller than volumes of say,
chemical waste, because uranium is such a concentrated source of
nuclear energy. Indeed coal power stations are responsible for
considerable levels of environmental pollution. The nuclear industry
has gone to great lengths to develop waste management facilities to
extremely exacting specifications which tends to produce public
suspicion rather than allay concern. The various levels of waste and
there disposal protocols are noted. United Kingdom policy for waste
disposal is outlined and uranium reprocessing defended. It is
suggested that deep disposal of intermediate and high level waste is
the most likely policy for the future. (UK)

TI (Title): The management of radioactive waste. A report by an
international group of experts

CA (Corporate Author): Uranium Inst., London (United Kingdom)
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0 946777 21 7
SO (Source): London (United Kingdom). Uranium Inst. Aug 1991. 70 p
AV (Availability): Price Pound 12.00
A3 (Abstract): One of the key questions asked about nuclear power

production is whether the industry can manage its waste safely and
economically. Management must take account of long term safety, .
since some radioisotopes take a very long time to decay. This long
term decay, which can take millions of years, focused attention for
the first time on the need for some wastes to be managed for a very
long time beyond the lifetime of those who generated the waste. This
paper reviews what the different types of waste are, what the
technical consensus is on the requirements for their safe
management, and how the present state of knowledge developed. It
describes how radioactive waste management is practised and planned
within the fuel cycle and indicates the moderate scale of the costs
in relation to the total cost of producing electricity. Country
annexes give more information about what is being done in a
selection of countries, in order to indicate how radioactive waste
management is carried out in practice. (Author)
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TI (Title): A UK utility perspective on irradiated nuclear fuel
management

AU (Author): Wilmer, P.C. (Nuclear Electric pic, Barnwood (United
Kingdom))

FC (Founding Organization): Funding Organization: 9C00297AU 9000324AU
TYPS (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): 9. Pacific Basin Nuclear Conference.

Sydney (Australia). 1-6 May 1994
SO (Source): Institution of Engineers, Canberra, ACT (Australia). 9th

Pacific 3asin Nuclear Conference. Nuclear energy, science and
technology - Pacific partnership. Proceedings Volume 1. Canberra
(Australia). The Institution of Engineers Australia. Apr 1994. 452
p. p. 199-204

AB (Abstract): The UK has a tradition of reprocessing originating in
the early weapons programme and all irradiated fuel from the Magnox
reactors. In this presentation, specific consideration is given to
the fuel used in the Advanced Gas Cooled Reactor and the competing
irradiated fuel management strategies of early reprocessing in
3ritish Nuclear Fuel's Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP) at
Sellafield or the alternative of long term storage followed by
direct disposal. The fuel management strategy for the first UK's
Pressurised Mater Reactor , Sizeweli 3, is also discussed. The
following issues are considered: Plant technology and the effect on
back-end strategy. Nuclear Electric's commercial approach to the
changing UK business environment. The storage of the irradiated
fuel. Dry storage. Safety. Public perception. Proliferation.
Safeguards. Bilateral trade agreements. The experience of THORP and
the issues it raised concerning two stage licensing. 2 figs

TI (Title): Plutonium matters (Basic information about its creation,
properties, uses and the quantities that exist)

AU (Author): Meadley, T. (Uranium Inst., London (United Kingdom))
TYPS (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): CORE Issues
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 1357-7182
SO (Source): (Jun-Jul 1995). p. 10-11
A3 (Abstract): Plutonium is almost unknown in nature and this, combined

with the fact that it is ''man made'1 in nuclear reactors, doubtless
accounts for at least some of its notoriety as the world's most
dangerous and poisonous substance. The purpose of this article is to
demystify plutonium by providing some basic information about its
creation, properties, uses and the quantities that exist. (Author)

TI (Title): Long-lived radioactive waste, the French management policy
AU (Author): Barber, ?
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF-940501— {CONF940501}
CF (Conference Information): 9. Pacific basin nuclear conference.

Sydney (Australia). 1-5 May 1994
JR (Journal Information): Transactions of the American Nuclear Society
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0003-018X CODEN TANSAO
SO (Source): (1994). p. 857-86C
A3 (Abstract): An overwhelming majority of both chambers of the French-

Parliament voted in favor of Public Law 91-1381 on December 30,
1991, which outlines the research program to be conducted for
disposal of long-lived waste. The program focuses on three main
research objectives: reduction of waste volumes and toxicity
(advanced partitioning and transmutation). Assessment of the waste
isolation properties of deep geologic formations. And development of
solidification processes and storage techniques for long-term
interim storage in near-surface facilities. Annual reports on this
research will be reviewed by a national commission and submitted to
Parliament. Within 15 years, the government will prepare a
comprehensive report and may enact new legislation authorizing the
creation of a repository. The Waste Act also establishes the
conditions for siting underground geologic research laboratories.
Site selection, public information and monitoring procedures. And
economic incentives related to these facilities, which represent
major financial investments that will benefit communities in the
involved regions
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TI (Title): Review of arrangements for the recent transportation of
radioactive waste

AU (Author): Codd, M.K
CA (Corporate Author): Department of Industry, Technology and Commerce,

Canberra, ACT (Australia)
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf—14814 {INISznf 14814}
SO (Source): Jul 1995. 62 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche
AB (Abstract): The terms of reference of this review were: to examine

the adequacy of the arrangements made for the transport of
contaminated material from Lucas Heights and St Marys to Woomera, in
terms of compliance with the Australian Code for the Safe Transport
of Radioactive Substances 1990. To report to the Minister for
Industry, Science and Technology on the quality of the planning and
preparation for the move. The safety and effectiveness of the move
itself. The adequacy of response to any 'incidents' involved in the
move, and of contingency arrangements. Whether planning and
transport arrangements might be improved for the future. Thus, the
Review was focussed on movements of material in two specific cases -
material owned by the CSIRO and stored at Lucas Heights and material
owned by the Department of Defence and stored at St Marys. The
report concludes that the movements of wastes were carried out
consistent with the Transport Code, without any risk to public
safety. Additional relevant information in support of the review is
contained in 8 appendixes

TI (Title): The nuclear waste issue in Swedish mass media.
Kaernavfallsfraagan i svenska massmedier

AU (Author): Hedberg, P. (Goeteborg Univ. (Sweden). Dept. of Political
Science)

CA (Corporate Author): National Board for Spent Nuclear Fuel, Stockholm
(Sweden)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): SKN—47 {SKN47}
SO (Source) : Apr 1991-. 76 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche
A3 (Abstract): This is an investigation of the representation given in

the Swedish mass media of questions concerning the nuclear waste.
The investigation covers the period from 1979 to 198 9 of 8
newspapers of different political colours and the Swedish radio and
television. (KAE)

TI (Title): Public understanding of radioactive waste management
issues: Perspectives and the IAEA's role

AU (Author): Thomas, K.T. Squires, D.J. (International Atomic Energy
Agency, Vienna (Austria). Div. of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Waste
Management)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): International Atomic Energy Agency Bulletin
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0020-6067 CODEN IAE3A
SO (Source): Int. At. Energy Agency Bull. (1989). v. 31(4) p. 51-54
A3 (Abstract): This paper will address the waste disposal issue as it

is one of the important ones being raised concerning acceptance of
nuclear power. In a discussion of this issue two facts have to be
recognized. The first is that wastes already exist in ail countries
having nuclear programmes and require safe management and disposal.
The second is that adequate technology exists for doing this

TI (Title): Managing the nation's nuclear waste
CA (Corporate Author): USDOE Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management, Washington, DC
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE/RW—0195 {DOERW0195}
SO (Source): [1988] . 8 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number H 3
AB (Abstract): This document is a popular treatment of nuclear waste
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management. Organized in a question and answer format, this report
provides a brief overview of current technology in facilities,
storage methods, types and quantity of waste material, and
regulations

TI .(Title): The Swedish radioactive waste management system and its
realization. Das schwedische Konzept zur Entsorgung radioaktiver
Abfaeile und seine Realisierung

AU (Author): Bjurstroem, S. (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management
Co., Stockholm)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): Treatment and storage of radioactive

wastes - an international status survey. Zurich-Oeriikor.
(Switzerland). 18 Oct 1988. Behandlung und Lagerung radioaktiver
Abfaelie - eine international Bestandesaufnahme

SO (Source): Treatment and storage of radioactive wastes - an
international status survey. Behandlung und Lagerung radioaktiver
Abfaeile - eine internationale Bestandesaufnahme. Bern
(Switzerland). Schweizerische Vereinigung fuer Atomenergie (SVA).
1988. 103 p. p. R4a-1-R4a-13

AB (Abstract): There exists in Sweden much ignorance about the risks of
radioactive waste: an enourmous gap generally exists between what
people believe the risk is and the actual risks. To bring the
exaggerated situation back to normal, it is necessary to obtain a
much more realistic understanding among primary opinion leaders,
media and decision makers about the relatively small risks that are
involved in handling and disposal of radioactive waste compared with
many other industrial processes. Unfortunately the information
problems are not tackled in the same systematic way as for technical
and scientific problems, although everybody agrees that information
is most important. Much more effective information and communication
about facts and risks in an understandable way to important groups
and the general public is considered necessary for, among other
things, the selection of a site. It will certainly not solve the
problem but it must be a first priority job for nuclear waste
management. 1 ref., 11 figs

TI (Title): The nuclear waste report. Waste 'management', reprocessing,
storage: The open end of the nuclear industry. Der Atommuell-Report.
'Entsorgung', Wiederaufarbeitung, Lagerung: das offene Ende der
Atomwirtschaft

AU (Author): Fischer, 3. Hahn, L. Kueppers, C. Sailer, M.
(Oeko-Institut, Inst. fuer Angewandte Oekologie, Darmstadt (Germany,
F.R.). Projektgruppe Reaktorsicherheit)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
IS (International Standard Numbers): IS3N 3-89136-211-0
SO (Source): Hamburg (Germany, F.R.). Rasch und Roehring. 1989. 214 p
AB (Abstract): The book discusses activities and the radioactive waste

arising, explaining how and where the waste is collected, treated,
and shifted from one site to another. It is shown that by far the
largest part of the radwaste volume to be managed stems from the
nuclear industry. This statement focuses interest on the
reprocessing of spent nuclear fuels and the public debate on this
issue. The book thoroughly discusses the technological aspects of
reprocessing, including the hazards involved, as well as the
political and social aspects and the public relations strategy
applied. The concept of 'ultimate disposal' of the radioactive waste
is examined and attacked by arguments calling in question the
suitability and safety of the candidate sites, and also the
available technology Projecting the current situation and conditions
the authors draw a picture of the problems the FRG will be
confronted with at the turn of the century unless there will be a
drastic change in nuclear policy very soon now. (orig./HP)

TI (Title): Public debate on questions of energy and nuclear power.
Books and articles on nuclear waste, nuclear power and power supply
during the years 1971-1987. Samhaellsdebatt i energi- och
karnkraftsfraagor. Utbudet av skrifter och tidskriftsartiklar om
kaernavfall, kaernkraft och energifoersoerjning under aaren
1971-1987
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AU (Author): Djerf, M. (Goeteborg Univ. (Sweden). Statsvetenskapliga
Inst.)

CA (Corporate Author): National Board for Spent Nuclear Fuel, Stockholm
(Sweden)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SKN—25 {SKN25}
SO (Source): Jun 1988. 59 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): The supply of information and debate on energy- and

nuclear power issues has varied considerably in course of time. The
heights were reached in 1974-1975 (the oil and energy crisis), in
1979-1980 (the Harrisburg accident and referendum on nuclear power),
and to some extent in 1986 (the Chernobylsk accident). The books in
energy- and nuclear power questions have strong social or official
character. Departments, authorities and the various energy research
agencies greatly dominate publication. Nuclear power as an energy
source has dominated the information supply during the whole of the
period (1971-1987) . The traditional energy sources were the most
noticed types of energy during the beginning of the period. During
the last years however, they are the least noticed hinds of energy.
With the exception of nuclear energy solar energy is the most
noticed of all individual hinds of energy. The question of nuclear
waste has a comparatively prominent position in book publication on
nuclear power: the waste issue is the greatest separate subject
category of nuclear power literature. Publication of articles on
nuclear waste in periodicals are characterized of a small and even
presence of information and debate up to the 'nuclear power
election' in 1976, when a strong increase occurs. Publication of
debate literature on energy issues has developed from regarding
energy supply questions generally (in connection with the energy
crisis) to in great extent regarding nuclear power (from 1979 in
connection with Karrisburg and the referendum). (O.S.)

TI (Title): U.S. nuclear waste management program
AU (Author): Meyers, S
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): Fuel cycle conference. Los Angeles, CA

(USA).15-18 Mar 1981
SO (Source): Anon. Atomic Industry Forum, fuel cycle conference '81,

1981. Washington, DC. Atomic Industry Forum. 1981. p. 1-16
A3 (Abstract): Current activity in the DOE is outlined that is

addressing both the technical and institutional concern associated
with the management of radioactive waste. The topics discussed are:
Commercial Waste Management Program. Waste systems evaluation and
public interaction. Waste treatment technology. West Valley
Demonstration Project. Remedial Action Program. Interium Spent Fuel
Management Program. And defense waste management program

TI (Title): Chemical issues in nuclear waste disposal
AU (Author): Choppin, G.R. (Florida State Univ., Talahassee)
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
SO (Source): Sci. Teach. (Feb 1981). v. 48(2) p. vp
AB (Abstract): This review of a serious national study of nuclear waste

disposal was designed to provide interested science teachers with
some facts about the types of scientific and technological concerns
involved in these problems. This study was done in Sweden. It
involved international review, and led to a public referendum on
nuclear energy. Information included related to types of nuclear
wastes constituents, and assessment of a disposal method and a
geologic site. Radiation safety analysis was discussed. 4 figures. 2
tables

TI (Title): Radioactive waste disposal: Global experience and
challenges

AU (Author): Kyong Won Han Heinonen, J. (International Atomic Energy
Agency, Vienna (Austria) . Div. of Nuclear Power and the Fuel Cycle)
3onne, A. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Div. of Nuclear Power
and the Fuel Cycle, Vienna (Austria). Waste Technology Section)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): IAEA Bulletin
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IS {International Standard Numbers}: ISSN 0020-6067 CODEN IAEBAB
SO (Source): (Mar 1997). p. 33-41
AB (Abstract): This document discusses radioactive waste disposal

practices followed in various countries. Various technical factors
like geology, hydrogeoiogy, seismicity, etc, are taken into account
during site selection. Then the sites are prepared for disposal.
After disposal and closure of, the disposal facility, the site needs
to be regularly monitored. This document presents various issues
linked to the disposal facilities and radioactive wastes, for
example, classification of radioactive wastes, design of the
disposal facility, licensing procedure, disposal costs, public
acceptance issues etc

TI (Title): Spent nuclear fuel - How dangerous is it? A report from the
project 'Describing risks'. Anvaent kaernbraensie - hur fariigt aer
det?

AU (Author): Hedin, A
CA (Corporate Author): Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co.,

Stockholm (Sweden)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SKB-R—97-02 {SKBR9702}
SO (Source): Mar 1997. 67 p
AV (Availability) : Available from: Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste

Management Co, Box 5864, SE-102 40 Stockholm, Sweden
A3 (Abstract): This publication has been produced in order to try to

satisfy the information needs of the interested layman on questions
about risks with radioactive waste. 12 refs

TI (Title): The transportation of radioactive waste - A review
AU (Author): Salmon, A. (3ritish Nuclear Fuels pic, Risley, Warrington,

Cheshire)
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): Waste management '87. Tucson, AZ (USA).

1-5 Mar 1987
SO (Source): Post, R.G. Waste management '87: Waste isolation in the

US, technical programs, and public education. Tucson, AZ (USA).
University of Arizona Nuclear Engineering Dept. 1987. p. 387-396

A3 (Abstract): The paper reviews the present state and the future of
the transportation of radioactive wastes, concentrating on Eastern
Asia, Europe and North America. The types of wastes are defined and
described and examples of the quantities of each type arising in
various countries are given. The standards that apply to the
transportation of the wastes are discussed as are the possible modes
of transport. Current and proposed forms of the materials to be
moved are described together with some of the designs of packaging
for the various types of waste. Particular attention is devoted to
high level waste and the packaging that is being developed now. The
vehicles which are being used, and those available, are discussed.
The problems of public relations are noted and some possible methods
of progress are outlined. Finally the risks are examined, involving
both the potential hazards and the probabilities of their
occurrence. The paper concludes that the transport of radioactive
wastes presents no technical problems which cannot be overcome
within the time available

TI (Title): Answers to your questions on high-level nuclear waste
TA (Title Augmentation): Contains Glossary
CA (Corporate Author): USDOE Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management, Washington, DC
TYPE (Tyoe of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE/RW—0152 {DOERW0152}
SO (Source): Nov 1987. 61 p
AV (Availability) : MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Civilian Radioactive Waste Management, US DOE RW-40, Washington, DC
20585

A3 (Abstract): This booklet contains answers to frequently asked
questions about high-level nuclear wastes. Written for the
layperson, the document contains basic information on the hazards of
radiation, the Nuclear Waste Management Program, the proposed
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geologic repository, the proposed monitored retrievable storage
facility, risk assessment, and public participation in the program

TI (Title): Oklo/obsidian/ancient glasses: applications to nuclear
waste public information programs

AU (Author): Sokol, J.P. (Strategic Information Programs, Westinghouse
Water Reactor Divisions)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): Waste management conference. Tucson, AZ

(USA). 27 Feb - 3 Mar 1983
SO (Source): Post, R.G. (ed.). Waste management '83. Vol. 1. La Grange

Park, IL (USA). American Nuclear Society. 1983. p. 59-64
AB (Abstract): Natural analogs such as the Oklo natural nuclear reactor

and archaeological data from ancient, man-made glasses can be
helpful in making a more interesting presentation on nuclear waste
disposal. The extent to which natural analogs and archaeological
data can also be used as benchmarks for our current understanding of
processes over long periods of time is sometimes overlooked. The
potential pitfalls of using natural analogs and archaeological
evidence in a presentation in nuclear waste disposal, as well as the
benefits, must be carefully considered

TI (Title): Radioactive waste management 'can be very safe indeed'
AU (Author): Saunders, P.A.K
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0004-7015
SO (Source): Atom (London). (Jan 1985)
AB (Abstract): The article concerns the research work on the management

of radioactive waste, carried out by the United Kingdom Atomic
Energy Authority for the Royal Commission on Environmental
Pollution. Radioactive waste. Strategy, regulation and control.
Technology of radioactive waste management. Near-field system.
Far-field system. And oublic acceptability. Are all discussed.
(U.K.)

TI (Title) : Spent nuclear fuel shipments - the controversy continues
AU (Author): Bartlett, T
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0012-4419
SO (Source): Dock Harb. Auth. (May 1980). v. 61(714) p. 7-8
AB (Abstract): The environmental effects of shipping consignments of

irradiated nuclear fuel into the UK has long been an emotive subject
that has given rise to much bitter controversy. Nevertheless,
British Nuclear Fuels maintains that it has secured contracts valued
at more than Pound200 M for the transport of a total of 4 600 t of
spent fuel from Japan to 3ritain and to France over the next 13
years. And it is argued that not only are such shipments safe, they
also make an invaluable contribution to the UK economy. However, the
inherent safety of moving such large consignments by ship is still
vigorously contested by environmentalists, (author)

TI (Title): Source, transport and dumping of radioactive waste.
Kerkomst, transport en dumping van radio-aktief afval

CA (Corporate Author): Amsterdam Univ. (Netherlands)
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf—6059 {INISmf6059}
SO (Source): Mar 1980. 64 p
AV (Availability) : MF available from INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): The results of an examination into the problems of

radioactive waste are presented, in particular the sources,
transport and dumping and the policy considerations in favour of
specific methods. The theoretical background of radioactive waste is
described, including the physical and chemical, ecological, medical
and legal aspects. The practical aspects of radioactive waste in the
Netherlands are considered, including the sources, the packaging and
transport and dumping in the Atlantic Ocean. The politics and
policies involved in this process are outlined. (C.F.)

TI (Title): The management of nuclear fuel waste. Final report
CA (Corporate Author): Select Committee on Ontario Hydro Affairs,
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Toronto, Ontario (Canada)
TYPE {Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RPP {Primary Report Number): INIS-mf--6924 {INISmf6924}
SO (Source): Jun 1980. 81 p
AV (Availability) : MF available from INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): A Select Committee of the Legislature of Ontario was

established to examine the affairs of Ontario Hydro, the provincial
electrical utility. The Committee's terms of reference included
examination of the waste management program being carried out
jointly by the Ontario provincial government and the Canadian
federal government. Public hearings were held which included private
citizens as well as officials of organizations in the nuclear field
and independent experts. Recommendations were made concerning the
future direction of the Canadian fuel waste management program.
( < J . X.I

TI (Title): Radioactive waste management
CA (Corporate Author): British Parliament
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): Cmnd—8607 {Cmnd8607}
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0 11 186070 6
SO (Source): London. HM Stationery Office. Jul 1982. 20 p
AB (Abstract): In response to the Sixth Report of the Royal Commission

on Environmental Pollution, a White Paper was published in 1977,
announcing a number of steps to deal with the problems presented by
wastes from the nuclear industry and setting out the position of the
then government. The present White paper is in four sections, i. A
brief description of the nature of radioactive wastes, and the
general objectives of waste management, ii. What has been achieved,
the role of the Radioactive Waste Management Advisory Committee, the
expansion of research, and the conclusions from the review of
existing controls, iii. The present position for each major category
of waste, including relevant current action and research, transport
and decommissioning, iv. The next steps. Research and development
must continue. Shallow land burial and the carefully controlled
disposal of certain wastes to the sea will continue to play a role.
And, for some wastes, new disposal facilities are needed at an early
date. For others, the appropriate course of action at the moment is
properly controlled storage. New developments are also required in
organisation. Throughout, the public must be kept fully informed
about what is being done, and there must be proper scope for public
discussion. (U.K.)

TI (Title): Carrying the can. Report of the Working Party on the
Transportation of Nuclear Spent Fuel through London

CA (Corporate Author): Ecology Party, London (UK)
TYPE (Type of Document) :. Miscellaneous
SO (Source): 1980. 87 p
AV (Availability): Available from London Region Ecology Party, 3 Howard

Road, London E17
A3 (Abstract): Current procedures and practice are reviewed. Criticism

and commentary are put forward on the issues raised. And the
consequences of a major accident involving spent fuel are discassed.
The subject is covered in sections, entitled: nuclear spent fuel -
its nature and production. Consequences of radioactive emission-from
a flask accident. Evacuation. Containment of Magnox fuel elements in
transit. Transportation. Hazards to railways personnel.
Representations. (U.K.)

TI (Title): Transport of irradiated nuclear fuel
CA (Corporate Author): Central Electricity Generating Board, London

(UK)
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
SO (Source): 1980. 12 p
AV (Availability) : Available from CEGB, Press and Publicity Office,

Sudbury House, London
AB (Abstract): In response to public interest in the transport by rail

through London of containers of irradiated fuel elements on their
way from nuclear power stations to Windscale, the Central
Electricity Generating Board and British Rail held three information
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meetings in London in January 1980. One meeting was for
representatives of London Borough Councils and Members of Parliament
with a known interest in the subject, and the others were for press,
radio and television journalists. This booklet contains the main
points made by the principal speakers from the CEGB and BR. (The
points covered include: brief description of the fuel cycle. Effect
of the fission process in producing plutonium and fission products
in the fuel element. Fuel transport. The fuel flasks. Protection
against accidents. Experience of transporting fuel). (U.K.)

TI (Title): 'Nuclear waste' transport
AU (Author): Messenger, W. de L.M
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0143-6864
SO (Source): Hazard. Cargo 3ull. (Apr 1980). p. 20-21
A3 (Abstract): The paper examines briefly the differences between spent

fuel and nuclear waste, and the transport requirements of both,
under the headings: defining spent fuel. Identifying waste.
Sea-dumping. Real nuclear waste (from reprocessing of spent nuclear
fuel elements). Regulatory coverage. Reactor dismantling. (U.K.)

TI (Title): Living with nuclear waste
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0013-0613
SO (Source): Economist (London). (21 Jan 1984). v. 290(7325) p. 68-69
A3 (Abstract): The properties of ionizing radiation and of

radioisotopes are briefly stated, with special reference to
biological effects. The relation between radiation dose, dose rate
and biological effect is considered. Low-, high- and
intermediate-level nuclear wastes are identified and the problems
relating to each category are discussed. The emissions from some
important radioisotopes are listed. A diagram shows the proportions
of radiation exposure of populations in Britain due to natural and
various man-made radiation sources. In connection with the
underground disposal of high-level radioactive wastes, the following
safety barriers are discussed: solidification. Packaging.
Backfilling. And a stable geological formation. (U.K.)

TI (Title): Nuclear energy. An introduction to the concepts, systems,
and applications of nuclear processes. 4 ed

AU (Author): Murray, R.L. (North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh, NC
(United States). Dept. of Nuclear Engineering)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
IS (International Standard Numbers): IS3N 0-08-042125-3
SO (Source): Oxford (United Kingdom). Pergamon Press. 1993. 460 p
AB (Abstract): This volume provides nuclear engineers, plant designers

and radiation physicists with a comprehensive overview of nuclear
energy and its uses, and discusses potential problems and the
outlook for the future. Part one explains the basic concepts of
nuclear energy and part two explains different reactor systems,
isotope separation and radiation detectors. Part three, Nuclear
Energy and Man covers the history, biological radiation effects,
uses of radiation, reactor safety, maritime and space applications,
radiation protection, waste disposal, economics and the laws,
regulations and organizations which control the operation of nuclear
power in the USA. The international scene is summarized and finally
the future for nuclear power is discussed. (Author)

TI (Title): Understanding radioactive waste
AU (Author): Murray, R.L
CA (Corporate Author): Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): PNL—3570 {PNL3570}
SO (Source): Dec 1981. 116 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INI5 under the Report Number

Available from NTIS., PC A06/MF A01 as DE82007628
AB (Abstract): This document contains information on all aspects of

radioactive wastes. Facts are presented about radioactive wastes
simply, clearly and in an unbiased manner which makes the
information readily accessible to the interested public. The
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contents are as follows: questions and concerns about wastes. Atoms
and chemistry. Radioactivity. Kinds of radiation. 3iological effects
of radiation. Radiation standards and protection. Fission and
fission products. The Manhattan Project. Defense and development.
Uses of isotopes and radiation. Classification of wastes. Spent
fuels from nuclear -reactors- Storage of spent fuel. Reprocessing,
recycling, and resources. Uranium mill tailings. Low-level wastes.
Transportation. Methods of handling high-level nuclear wastes.
Project salt vault. Multiple barrier approach. Research on waste
isolation. Legal reguiremnts. The national waste management program.
Societal aspects of radioactive wastes. Perspectives. Glossary.
Appendix A (scientific American articles) • Appendix B (reference
material on wastes)

TI (Title) : Understanding radioactive waste
AU (Author): Murray, R.LT (North Carolina Univ., NC (USA))
TYPE (Type of Document): 3ook
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0-935470-41-7
SO (Source): New York, NY (USA). Basil 31ackwell Inc. 1989. 167 p
AV (Availability): Basil Blackwell Inc., 432 Park Ave. S., Suite 1505,

New York, NY 10016 (USA)
AB (Abstract): This book discusses the sources and health effects of

radioactive wastes. It reveals the techniques to concentrate and
immobilize radioactivity and examines the merits of various disposal
ideas. The book, which is designed for the lay reader, explains the
basic science of atoms,nuclear particles,radioactivity, radiation
and health effects

TI (Title): Radioactive waste storage and disposal
AU (Author): Murray, R.L. (Nuclear Engineering Dept., North Carolina

State Univ., Raleigh, NC 27695, USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0018-9219 CODEN IEEPA
SO (Source): Proc. ISES. (Apr 1986). v. 74(4) p. 552-579
AB (Abstract): A review of the subject of radioactive waste management

is provided, including background information, tutorial material,
and a starus report on U.S. disposal efforts. Topics discussed are:
the radioactive decay process. The steps in the nuclear fuel cycle
from the mining of uranium to the disposal of wastes. Typical uses
of isotopes and radiation in which there are waste byproducts.
Classification of wastes according to type and origin. The nuclear
industry's problem of accumulation of spent fuel. Temporary storage
systems. Transportation. Reprocessing. Methods of solidification of
wastes. The options available for disposing of high-level wastes,
including the preferred mined cavity method. The handling of
low-level wastes. The purposes of monitored retrievable storage.
Studies on waste migration in a geologic medium via groundwater.
Disposal site characterization studies. And the laws and regulations
that govern waste management. The need for public understanding of
radioactive wastes in the interest of successful development of
energy sources is noted

TI (Title): A review and overview of nuclear waste management
AU (Author): Murray, R.L. (North Carolina State University Raleigh, NC)
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): 11. annual WATTec conference and

exposition - shaping our energy future. Knoxvilie, TN (USA). 21-24
Feb 1984

SO (Source): Anon. Shaping our energy future. Knoxvilie, TN (USA). LTM
Consultants. 1984. Abstract only. p. 34

A3 (Abstract): An understanding of the status and issues in the
management of radioactive wastes is based on technical information
on radioactivity, radiation, biological hazard of radiation
exposure, radiation standards, and methods of protection. The
fission process gives rise to radioactive fission products and
neutron bombardment gives activation products. Radioactive wastes
are classified according to source: defense, commercial, industrial,
and institutional. And according to physical features: uranium mill
tailings, high-level, transuranic, and low-level. The nuclear fuel
cycle, which contributes a large fraction of annual radioactive
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waste, starts with uranium ore, includes nuclear reactor use for
electrical power generation, and ends with ultimate disposal of
residues. The relation of spent fuel storage and reprocessing is
governed by technical, economic, and political considerations. Waste
has been successfully solidified in glass and other forms and
choices of the containers for the waste form are available. Methods
of disposal of high-level waste that have been investigated are
transmutation by neutron bombardment, shipment to Antartica,
deep-hole insertion, subseabed placement, transfer by rocket to an
orbit in space, and disposal in a mined cavity. The latter is the
favored method. The choices of host geological media are salt,
basalt, tuff, and granite

II (Title) : Waste form characterization and its relationship to
transportation accident analysis

AU (Author): Wilmot, E.L. McClure, J.D
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—80-0813C {SAND800813C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-8005107—3 {CONF80051073}
CF (Conference Information): Alternate waste form information workshop.

Gatlinburg, TN, USA. 13 - 15 May 1980
SO (Source): 1980. 15 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS., PC A02/MF A01
A3 (Abstract): The response of potential waste forms should be

determined for extreme transportation environments that must be
postulated for environmental impact analysis and also for
hypothetical accident conditions to which packagings and contents
must be subjected for licensing purposes. The best approach may be
to test materials up to and beyond their failure point. Such an
approach would establish failure thresholds. Specification of what
denotes failure would be defined by existing or proposed regulations
or dictated by requirements developed from accident analysis.
Responses to physical and thermal insults are the most important for
licensing or analysis and need to be thoroughly characterized.
Others in need of characterization might be responses to extreme
chemical environments and to intense and prolonged radiation
exposure. A complete characterization of waste-form responses would
be desirable for environments that are considered extreme for
transportation accidents but which may be typical for processing or
disposal environments. In addition, the characterizations that are
performed must be completed in laboratory environments which can be
readily correlated to accident environments and must be meaningfully
conveyed to a transportation impact analyst. As an example, leaching
data as commonly presented are not usable to the analyst and are
obtained under conditions that are not directly applicable to
conditions of most transportation accidents. Transportation analysts
are in need of data useful for calculating environmental impacts and
for licensing of packagings. Future waste form development programs
and associated decisions should consider the needs of transportation
analysts

TI (Title) : Application levels for the IAEA regulations for the safe
transport of radioactive materials

AU (Author): Hamard, J
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transoort
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1993). p. 25-30
AB (Abstract): Although it is difficult to define levels of activity

and specific activity below which a material is not considered to be
radioactive, it is very useful to be able to identify levels below
which it is not necessary to apply regulatory controls to the
transport of that material. Such levels will, of necessity,
incorporate some empirical factors. This paper aims to suggest a
rational radiological basis for calculating such levels, taking into
account the global radiotoxicological risk of a radionuclide, and
illustrates the method for 20 selected radionuciides. (author)
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TI (Title): Transport categories for radioactive waste
AU (Author): Goldfinch, E.P
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): IAEA seminar on the developments in

radioactive waste transport. Vienna (Austria). 21-25 Feb 1994
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1993). p. 181-189
A3 (Abstract): The paper makes proposals for materials which are

intrinsically safe without packaging other than for administrative
convenience, and for wastes to be transported to the same levels of
safety as Type A packages. It is proposed that waste forms to be
transported to the same level of safety as Type B packages cannot be
prescribed in advance without the need for Competent Authority
approval for each specific form or combination of waste form and
packaging. Finally it is proposed to revert to simple packaging
requirements, equivalent to the earlier industrial and strong
industrial packaging. The former have no quantitative performance
requirements and the latter have requirements identical to Type A
packages, (author)

TI (Title): Durability of high level radioactive waste glass and
canister materials, and evaluation of nuclide migration from the
glass

AU (Author): Inoue, Tadashi Kinoshita, Mikiyasu Yokoyama, Hayakazu
(Central Research Inst. of Electric Power Industry, Komae, Tokyo
(Japan). Energy and Environment Lab.) (and others)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0387-2394 CODEN DKKHD
SO (Source): Denryoku Chuo Kenkyusho Hokoku Sogo Hokoku. (Dec 1986).

(no.224) p. 1-84
AB (Abstract): The Central Research Institute of Electric Power

Industry has carried out the project research for establishing the
storage and disposal techniques for high level radioactive wastes.
In this study, as a part of the research on the examination of the
techniques for evaluating the performance and safety of artificial
barriers, in order to evaluate the soundness and safety of high
level glass solidified bodies and the canisters which are their
containers, the test on the soundness and safety of glass solidified
bodies, and the test on the durability of canisters were carried
out, and based on those knowledges, a nuclice migration simulation
model was made to evaluate nuclide migration, so far. The basic
properties of glass solidified bodies such as transition point,
softening point, devitrification temperature and crystallization
were investigated, and glass must be kept below 500 deg C to prevent
these phenomena. The migration speed of neptunium (Np), of which the
danger index is the highest and the half value period is long, in
glass was examined, and it was found that Np is an element which is
hard to move in glass. The results obtained were used as the source
data for making the nuclide migration evaluation code ''STRAG1'. The
damage of canisters by the reaction with molten glass was negligibly
small. (Kako, I.)

TI (Title): Carrying plutonium as a liquid
AU (Author): Messenger, W. de L.M
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0143-6864
SO (Source): Hazard. Cargo Bull. (Sep 1982). v. 3(9) p. 32-35
A3 (Abstract): An analysis is given of transport safety in the carriage

of plutonium nitrate, used in the fuel cycle of the UK's prototype
fast breeder reactor. An outline is presented of the nature of
Plutonium nitrate, the potential hazards and the design of packaging
to contain the Pu(NO3)4 radiotoxicity and leaktightness, closure
arrangements, radiation and shielding, generation and dissipation of
heat, radiolysis and gas evolution, internal pressure, and critical
and nuclear safety are considered, (author)
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TI (Title): Radioactivity - what is it?. Radioaktivitaet - was ist das?
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
SO (Source): Suedwestsalz. (1986). v. 7(1) p. 6-8
AB (Abstract): Radioactivity is certainly not limited to hermetically

sealed nuclear reactors or research laboratories. Radioactivity and
radiation are a part of our daily life. The article is intended to
explain basic terms of radioactivity, the sources of radioactive
radiation and the dose rates emitted by them. The radiation from
cosmic radiation and terrestrial radiation, the radiation doses in
the vicinity of power stations and the genetically significant
annual dose are specially described. (DG)
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2. PACKAGING FOR MATERIALS SUBJECT TO THE INF CODE

(Title): Transporting radioactive materials: Answers to your questions
(Corporate Author): U.S. Dept of Energy
(Source): 1999 34p
(Abstract): Radioactive materials play an important role in our lives.
They are used in the fields of medicine, industry, research, defense, and
power production. To be used, most radioactive materials must first be
transported—from their origin to processing and manufacturing facilities,
to users and, eventually, to storage and ultimate disposal sites. About 3
million packages of radioactive materials are shipped each year in the
United States. Like other commodities, these shipments are carried daily
by truck, trains, ships, and airplanes. The safe transport of radioactive
materials is achieved by compliance with Federal regulations. Proper
packaging is a cornerstone of shipment safety. Packaging designs for
radioactive materials must protect the public and the environment even in
case of an accident. Radioactive materials have been shipped in this
country for more than 50 years. As with other commodities, vehicles
carrying these materials have been involved in accidents. However, no
deaths or serious injuries have resulted from exposure to the radioactive
contents of these shipments. People are concerned about how radioactive
shipments might affect them and the environment. This booklet addresses
some of the commonly asked questions about the transport of radioactive
materials, in general and about U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) shipments,
in particular. More detailed information is available from the sources
listed at the end of this booklet.

(Title): Cooperation for package safety in VHLW transports from France to
Japan
(Author): Lenail, 3. Takani, M.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): This paper deals with the regulatory aspects related to the
return of vitrified high level waste (VHLW) from France to Japan resulting
from the implementation of the spent fuel reprocessing contracts.
Explanations are given on the differences in regulatory requirements and
operational practices between Japan and France for a Type B package
especially for the transport of these vitrified wastes. It shows how a
close cooperation has been established to resolve the various licensing and
operational issues at the satisfaction of the Competent Authorities of the
two countries.

(Title): TN 81 transport/storage cask for high activity reprocessing waste
(Author): Chiocca, R. Becle, B
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): The return of vitrified high activity wastes (HAW) to the
foreign countries that have their spent fuel reprocessed in France started
in 1995: to Japan with TN 28 V casks, to Germany with Transnucleaire's TS
28 and also with other casks. These transports are under preparation for
Belgium and Switzerland. The TN 81 cask has been developed to allow
transport and interim storage of 28 HAW canisters with a total heat load of
56 kw"

(Title): Review and augmentation of the INF Code
(Author): Hesse, H. Young, C.N.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): The Code for the Safe Carriage of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel,
Plutonium and High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Flasks on Board Ships (INF
Code) was adopted by IMO Assembly Resolution A.748(18) (1) in November 1993
as a voluntary code of practice for application by IMO Member States. This
paper reports on the latest activities in IMO on the review and
augmentation of the INF Code as requested by the eighteenth session of the
IMO Assembly and reiterated by its nineteenth session in November 1995,
including the outcome of the Special Consultative Meeting (SCM) in March
1996 and the twentieth IMO Assembly in November 1997.
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(Title): Contribution of industry to evolution of the regulations - example
of maritime transport
(Author): Decobert, V. Hurel, A.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): Probably one of the most important single contributions of IMO
to safety at sea was the adoption of the Safety of Life at Sea Convention
(SOLAS) in 1974. Special requirements (fire protection equipment, for
example) of ships carrying dangerous goods are included into SOLAS, but
there was nothing specifically addressed to ships carrying nuclear
materials. This Convention refers to and is supplemented by the
International Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG) Code, whose Class 7 contains
provisions for the transport of radioactive materials by sea, following the
IAEA regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials Safety
Series 6 (1985dition, as amended 1990). The contribution of COGEMA-
Transnucieaire to the evolution of nuclear sea transportation consists
mainly in providing information background as well as technical support to
our Authorities.

(Title): The 1996 revision of the IAEA's regulations for the safe transport
of radioactive materials
(Author): Rawi, R.R. Mairs, J.H.
(Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency
(Source): Draft proceedings of the special consultative meeting of entities
involved in the maritime transport of materials covered by the INF code,
SCM 5, 4-6 March 1996
(Abstract): This paper presents information on the most significant
revisions which have been incorporated into the final draft of the 1996
regulations.

(Title): Outcome of the Joint IMO/IASA/UNE? Working Group
(Author) : Young, O N .
(Corporate Author): Department of Transport, United Kingdom
(Source): Draft proceedings of the special consultative meeting of entities
involved in the maritime transport of materials covered by the INF code,
SCM 5, 4-6 March 1996
(Abstract): The Code for the Safe Carriage of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel,
Plutonium and High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Flasks on Board Ships (INF
Code) was adopted by the 18th Assembly of the IMO by Resolution A. 748 (18) as
a voluntary Code of Practice for application by IMO Member States. This
paper describes the background to the development of the INF Code and the
outcome of the two Joint IMO/IAEA/UNEP Working Group meetings which
completed the development of the INF Code prior to its adoption by the IMO
Assembly.

TI (Title): Implementation of the 1996 edition of the IAEA regulations
for the safe transport of radioactive material

AU (Author): Rawl, R.R. (International Atomic Energy Agency, EAEA,
Vienna (Austria)) Kervella, 0. (UNECE, Palais des Nations, Geneve
(Switzerland))

TYPE (Type of Document): 3ook
CF (Conference Information): 12. international conference on the

packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France)
10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Societe Francaise d'Energie Nucleaire (SFEN), 75 - Paris
(France) Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) Societe Francaise d'Energie Nucleaire SFEN 1998 (v.1-2-3-4)
[1876 p.3 (v.2) p. 704-712

AS (Abstract): The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) completed
a 10 year and revision of its 'Regulations for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Material' with approval of the amendments by its 3oard
of Governors in September 1996. The revised edition contains some
important changes in the regulations, including: type C package
requirements. Provisions for low dispersible material. Uranium
hexafluoride packaging. Exemption value specifications. Operational
requirements, including the creation of a criticality safety index
and new proper shipping names/UN numbers. The 1996 edition of the
IAEA regulations has been published and corresponding revisions now
being considered by the international transport safety organizations
and Member States. In particular, the United Nations Committee of
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Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods, international Civil
Aviation Organization and International Maritime Organization and
preparing revisions to take into account the revised Class 7
requirements. An effective date of 1 January 2001 has been
recommended so that international and domestic requirements might
come into force simultaneously, thereby avoiding disruptive
out-of-phase implementation, (authors)

TI (Title): The Swedish sea transportation system for safety reasons
AU (Author): Dybeck, ?. (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co.,

Stockholm (Sweden))
TYPE (Tyoe of Document): Miscellaneous
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP--018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 D.
v. i p. 449-455

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

AB (Abstract): Sweden began to design and build a sea transportation
system. The ship M/S SIGYN is specially designed for transports of
radioactive waste. It is a combined roll-on/roll-off and
lift-on/lift-off vessel. It is built for world wide operation and
with the highest requirements of two independent classification
societies, Lloyds Register of Shipping and Bureau Veritas. The ship
is also designed to conform to the Swedish/Finish ice class 1A. The
transport cask for spent fuel, TN 17/2, and core component TN 17-CC
are designed as type (B) casks and manufactured to comply with the
IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials,
1973. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): Development of packaging for TRU materials
AU (Author): Yamada,-N. Sagawa, T. Sakurai, T. (Japan Atomic Energy

Research Inst., Tokai, Ibaraki (Japan). Tokai Research
Establishment) Karigome, S. Noura, T

TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP—018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 o.
v. 2 p. 728-735

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

A3 (Abstract): Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) performs
studies using TRU materials which are transported from United States
and other countries to Japan. Previously, FCC-80Y-170K transport
packaging has been used for this transportation. However, for the
purposes to expand the capacity and to meet new transport
regulations corresponding to IAEA '85, JAERI started the development
of new packaging (ACC-90Y-180K) in 1988 and obtained the certificate
of design approval in 1991. The main feature of the packaging and
demonstration test results are discussed in this paper. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): Design of high performance spent fuel shipping cask
AU (Author): Kokaji, Ichizo (Kansai Electric Power Co., Inc., Osaka

(Japan)) Tanaka, Kenichi Fukazawa, Akio
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP--018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992*

SO (Source) : The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 p.
v. 1 p. 369-376

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche
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AS (Abstract) : In consideration of high burr.-up plan for LWR fuel and
future transportation of spent fuel to the Rokkasho reprocessing
plant, the High Performance Spent Fuel Shipping Cask (HP-Cask) has
been developed to transport more contents (number of fuel
assemblies) than the existing casks. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): Further experience and developments in the transport of
spent fuel

AU (Author): Gowing, R. (British Nuclear Fuels pic, Risley (United
Kingdom)) Purcell, P.C

TYP2 (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP—018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992*

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 p.
v. 1 p. 359-368

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

A3 (Abstract): Transport of spent fuel from Japan started in 1969 with
the Magnox fuel from Japan's first nuclear power station. The
special features of the flasks used for this are described and
experience of their handling summarized. To meet future requirements
for the transport of spent LWR fuel of higher burnup and initial
enrichment, new flasks are required and progress with the design,
licensing and procurement of these is described. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): Flask tiedown design and experience of monitoring forces
TA (Title Augmentation): Spent fuel flasks
AU (Author): Cory, A.R. (Nuclear Transport Ltd., Risley (United

Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF—910577 {CONF910577}
CF (Conference Information): 2. International conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 8-10 Mav
1991

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODSN IJRTE
SO (Source): Int. J. Radioact. Mater. Transp. (1991). v. 2(1-3) p.

15-22
A3 (Abstract): The design requirements of fuel transport flasks for

containment integrity is well covered by international regulations.
Less well defined are the requirements for restraint, or tiedown, as
a means of securing the transport flask to its prime mover. This
paper refers specifically to the Nuclear Transport Ltd (NTL) range
of Light Water Reactor fuel flasks, though many principles are
applicable to a wider range of transport packages. The tiedown
system is defined, and different aspects discussed in detail: the
practical requirements, for example, where operation, maintenance
and inspection are considered, and the need for the tiedown to
harmonise with the flask so that performance is not impaired. A
review of regulations and guidelines appropriate to tiedowns is
included, together with a statement on their applicability. The.
derivation of the standards applied by NTL is described, in the
context of transport by rail, sea and road. Aspects of detail design
of various components of the tiedown system are described, with
specific reference to the influence of this design on package
performance. NTL has conducted a number of practical trials to
evaluate typical values of accelerations encountered by flasks and
their tiedown systems in the various transport modes. Results of
these practical trials are available as input to future designs. In
conclusion, the paper serves to highlight the high degree of care
and consideration paid to this peripheral area of irradiated fuel
transport, (author)

TI (Title): Transport of KLW and spent fuel in Japan
AU (Author): Nakajima, Mitsuo
TYPE (Type of Document): 3ook
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R?S (Secondary Report•Number): CONF-950917— {CONF950917}
CF (Conference Information): 5. international conference on radioactive

waste management and environmental remediation. Berlin (Germany).
3-9 Sep 1995

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0-7918-1219-7
SO (Source): Slate, S. Feizollahi, F. Creer, J. (eds.). Fifth

international conference on radioactive waste management and
environmental remediation — ICEM f95: Proceedings. Volume 1:
Cross-cutting issues and management of high-level waste and spent
fuel. New York, NY (United States). American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. 1995. 900 p. p. 289-293

AB (Abstract): In Japan, transport of KLW started in spring, 1995 when
vitrified waste was returned to Japan from Europe. Domestic
transport of spent fuel has been carried out since 1978 from
domestic nuclear power plant to the reprocessing plant in
Tokai-mura, Ibaraki Prefecture, amounting to some 720 tons by the
end of 1994. A commercial reprocessing plant is under construction
in Rokkasho-mura, Aomori Prefecture and the transport thereto of
high burn-up spent fuel is scheduled to start in 1997. A 150-ton
wharf crane and a dedicated transport vehicle were completed in 1994
for unloading and overland transport of HLW casks, and specifically
designed casks and an exclusive-use vessel are being prepared for
domestic transport of high burn-up spent fuel

TI (Title): The sea transport of irradiated nuclear fuel
AU (Author): Miller, M.L
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-950917— {CONF950917}
CF (Conference Information): 5. international conference on radioactive

waste management and environmental remediation. Berlin (Germany).
3-9 Sep 1995

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0-7918-1219-7
SO (Source): Slate, S. Feizoilahi, F. Creer, J. (eds.). Fifth

international conference on radioactive waste management and
environmental remediation — ICEM '95: Proceedings. Volume 1:
Cross-cutting issues and management of high-level waste and spent
fuel. New York, NY (United States). American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. 1995. 900 p. p. 309-311

A3 (Abstract): The paper describes the development of a transport
system dedicated to the sea transport of irradiated nuclear fuel. It
reviews the background to why shipments were required and the
establishment of a specialist shipping company, Pacific Nuclear
Transport Limited. A description of the ships, flasks and other
equipment utilized is provided, together with details of key
procedures implemented to ensure safety and customer satisfaction

TI (Title): Transport and storage of spent nuclear fuels and
vitrificated wastes. Transportirovka i khranenie otrabotavshego
yadernogo topliva i osteklovannyk h otkhodov

AU (Author): Lim, T.S
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Atomnaya Tekhnika za Rubezhora
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0320-9326 CODEN ATRUA8
SO (Source): (Sep 1995). p. 3-9
AB (Abstract): Consideration is given to the concept of the system of

multipurpose containers of Vectra, Khoitek International companies,
designated for transport, storage and disposal of spent fuel from
nuclear reactors. The design of container of BNFL company for
transportation of vitrificated wastes from reprocessing plants is
presented. 6 refs. 5 figs

TI (Title): BR-100 spent fuel shipping cask development
AU (Author): McGuinn, E.J. Childress, P.C. (B ampersand W Fuel Co.,

Lynchburg, VA (USA))
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-900406-- {CONF900406}
CF (Conference Information): 1. international topical meeting on

high-level radioactive waste management. Las Vegas, NV (USA). 8-12
Apr 1990

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0-87262-751-9
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SO (Source): Anon. High level radioactive waste management. Volume i.
La Grange Park, IL (USA}. American Nuclear Society. 1590. 1456 p. p.
481-485

AB (Abstract): This paper discusses the establishment of an integrated
waste management system for spent nuclear fuel. Development of a
spent-fuel cask that is compatible with both rail and barge modes of
transportation is addressed. Design approaches are presented

TI (Title): Transport of irradiated LWR fuels in water-filled flasks
AU (Author): Gowing, R. (British Nuclear Fuels pic, Risley (UK))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Nuclear Energy
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0140-4067 CODEN NUSGA
SO (Source): Nucl. Energy. (Oct 1990)
A3 (Abstract): Since 1973 British Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) and Pacific

Nuclear Transport Limited (PNTL) have transported 700 flask loads of
LWR fuel comprising over 8000 assemblies, in water-filled 'Exceilox'
flasks on 87 sea voyages from Japan to Barrow. During these
shipments no incident has adversely affected a flask or its
contents, and in every shipment the package has performed well
within its design margins. The object of this paper is to describe
how the design margins for these flask packages have been met and
how the designs have been developed to meet new requirements and
advancing experience. The current Exceilox flask package designs are
approved by the UK and Japanese competent authorities against the
1973 IAEA regulations, and their continuing use through the 1990s is
guaranteed by the 'grandfathering' clauses of the 1985 regulations.
However, to meet requirements for higher burnup and the requirements
of the 1985 regulations for new designs, a new Exceilox flask is
being developed and this is described. In order to return vitrified
high level waste to overseas customers a new flask is being
developed. This embodies some novel concepts and the design of this
flask is briefly described, (author)

TI (Title): Development of MONJU spent fuel cask for post irradiation
examination

AU (Author) : Uruwashi, Shir.ichi Aratani, Kiyonori Matsushima, Hideya
(Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corp., Oarai, Ibaraki
(Japan) . Oarai Engineering Center)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Donen Giho
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0289-6605 CODEN DOGIE
SO (Source): Donen Giho. (Sep 1989). (no.71) p. 60-63
AB (Abstract): A cask, type B(M), for transporting fuel irradiated in

the prototype F3R 'Monju' to the PIE facility is being developed by
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC). The
PIE facility will be constructed at PNC's O-arai Engineering Center
(OEC) and the fuel will be transported by sea. Three fuel assemblies
canned with water or one fuel assembly encapsulated in a specially
designed inner container with helium gas can be contained in the
cask. For the multiple use of the cask, it is considered that the
cask can also accomodate the ATR 'Fugen' and demonstration fuel. The
following remain to be done. (1) handling test of an inner container
(2) demonstration tests with scale models under normal and
accidental conditions (3) preparation for design approval (4)
fabrication The cask is scheduled to be used in 1994. (author)

TI (Title): Experience from transport casks management in the Swedish
AFR-facility CLAB

AU (Author): Dybeck, P. (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co.,
Stockholm (Sweden)) Grahn, P.K. (OKG AB, Fiegeholm (Sweden))

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number*): IAEA-TECDOC--556 {IAEATECDOC556}
CF (Conference Information): Technical committee meeting on

decontamination of transport casks and of spent fuel storage
facilities. Vienna (Austria). 4-7 Apr 1989

SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).
Decontamination of transport casks and of spent fuel storage
facilities. Proceedings of a technical committee meeting held in
Vienna, 4-7 April 1989. Jun 1990. 151 p. p. 17-25
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AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
A3 (Abstract): From the 12 Swedish reactors, all located at the coast,

about 250 tonnes of spent fuel are transported to the central
intermediate storage facility, CLA3, yearly. The fuel assemblies are
transported in TN 17/2 type B(U) casks. The sea transport system
consists of the special designed ship M/S SIGYN, 4 terminal
vehicles, 12 load carriers, 10 TN 17/2 casks and 2 core component
casks TN 17-CC. 26 steel containers, IP-2, for low and intermediate
wastes are also part of the system. During a normal year, about 95
casks are transported to and handled at CLAB. Following the ''Green
book'' manual, every month 1 cask is going through a preventing
maintenance and inspection programme at the maintenance workshop in
CLA3. The central intermediate storage facility for spent nuclear
fuel, CLAB, was taken into active operation in July 1985. Until
December 1988, 362 transport casks have been handled at CLAB and 847
tonnes of spent fuel were stored in the water pools. The CLAB
facility is designed in such a way that the possibility for surface
contamination of the casks is very small. If this should happen
there are different systems and facilities for decontamination. So
far only 1 cask has been contaminated during the unloading operation
in CLAB. The successful management and the experience of handling
the transport casks in CLA3, will be described in the paper,
(author). 6 figs

TI (Title): Safe transport of irradiated fuel by sea
AU (Author): Miller, M.L. (BNFL pic, Risley (United Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 13-15 May
1997

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1997). v. 8(3-4). p. 209-212
AB (Abstract): The development is described of a transport system

dedicated to the sea transport of irradiated nuclear fuel. The
background is reviewed of why shipments were required and the
establishment of a specialist shipping company, Pacific Nuclear
Transport Limited. A description of the ships, flasks and other
equipment utilised is provided, together with details of key
procedures implemented to ensure safetv and customer satisfaction.
(Author)

TI (Title): Transport experience of NH-25 spent fuel shipping cask for
post irradiation examination

AU (Author): Mori, Ryuji (Nippon Nuclear Fuel Development Co. Ltd.,
Oarai, Ibaraki)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0004-7120
SO (Source): Nippon Genshiryoku Gakkai-Shi. (Mar 1982). v. 24(3) D.

199-205
AB (Abstract): Since the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute and

Nippon Nuclear Fuel Development Co. hot laboratories are located far
off from the port which can handle spent fuel shipping casks, it is
necessary to use a trailer-mounted cask which can be transported by
public roads, bridges and intersections for the transportation of
spent fuel specimens to these hot laboratories. Model NH-25 shipping
cask was designed, manufactured and Qualification tested to meet
Japanese regulations and was officially registered as a BM type
cask. The NK-25 cask accomodates two BWR fuel assemblies, one PWR
assembly or one ATR fuel assembly using interchangeable inner
containers. The cask weight is 29.2 t. The cask has three concentric
stainless steel shells. Gamma shielding is lead cast between the
inner shell and the intermediate shell. Neutro n shielding consists
of ethylene-glycoi-aqueous solution layer formed between the
intermediate shell and the outer shell. The NH-25 cask now has been
in operation for 2.5 yr. It was used for the transportation of spent
fuel assemblies from six LWR power plants to the port on shipping
cask carrier ''Hinouramaru'' on the sea, as well as from the port to
the hot laboratory on a trailer. The capability of safe handling and
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transporting of spent fuel assemblies has been well demonstrated,
(author)

TI (Title): Transport of spent fuel
AD (Author): Salmon, Alan Kagayama, Tadashi (Pacific Nuclear Transport

Ltd. (UK))
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
SO (Source): Geary, Neville (ed.). Nuclear technology international

1987. London (UK). Sterling Publications Ltd. 1987. 264 p. p.
166-169

A3 (Abstract): The types, dimensions and characteristics of spent fuel
elements are listed. The packaging required for each is explained -
the transport flasks for various types of spent fuel are listed. The
ships used for sea transport of spent fuels is listed. One of the
new class of radioactive materials carrier, Pacific Sandpiper, is
described. The safety record of BNFL and PNTL (Pacific Nuclear
Transport Limited) for sea transport is good - in 20 years of
operation there have been only minor bumps etc. The risks are
assessed. The carrying casks are illustrated and costs of operating
are given. For emergencies, procedures have been established so that
human health and the environment are protected. (UK)

TI (Title): Design, fabrication and operational experiences on the
KZ-75T spent fuel shipping cask

AU (Author): Yamada, N
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-SU--50 {INISSU50}
CF (Conference Information): Japan-USSR Seminar on transportation and

storage of spent fuel. Leningrad (USSR). Nov 1987
SO (Source): Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc., Tokyo Gosudarstvennyj

Komitet po Ispol'zovar.iyu Atomnoj Ehnergii SSSR, Moscow. Japan-USSR
Seminar on transportation and storage of spent fuel. Papers of
Japanese speakers. 1987. p. 5.1-5.21

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
A3 (Abstract): Design and main properties of HZ-75T cask for spent

nuclear fuel transportation by road and by sea, are presented. Cask
may contain 7 PWR or 17 BWR fuel assemblies. Neutron shielding is
made of ethylen glycol and water. Cask body has heat transfer fins
designed to dessipate 84 kW of heat. 3esides, the possibility of air
cooling system for land transport and water cooling system for
marine transport is provided. Under development of model the casks
were exposed to 9 m drop test. By means of computer calculation
codes there were made calculations for stress-strain analysis,
thermal calculations of cryticality and radiation protection

TI (Title): Transport of oxide spent fuel. Industrial experience of
COGEMA. Transport des combustibles irradies eau legere. Experience
industrielle de Cogema

AU (Author): Lenail, B. (Comoagnie Generaie des Matieres Nucleaires
(COGEMA), 78 - Veiizy-Villacoublay (France))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
SO (Source): CEA, 75 - Paris (France). Radioactive waste management

decommissionning spent fuel storage. V. 3. Waste transport, handling
and disposal spent fuel storage. Gestion des dechets radioactifs,
declassement et demantelement, entreposage des combustibles
irradies. V. 3. Transport, manutention et stockage des dechets,
entreposage des combustibles irradies. Saclay (France). Commissariat
a i'Energie Atomique. 1985. 302 p. p. 230-257

AB (Abstract): COGSMA, the world leading Company in the reprocessing
industry who is also involved in the transport activity, is ruling
all transports of spent fuel to La Hague reprocessing plant. The
paper summarizes some aspects of the experience gained in this field
(road, rail and sea transports) and describes the standards defined
by COGEMA as regards transport casks. These standards are as
follows: - casks of dry type, - casks of the maximum size compatible
with rail transports, - capability to be unloaded with standardized
equipment and following standard procedures. Considering: 1) the
extremely large experience of COGEMA for all transport modes and, 2)
the fact that all these transports are performed in full compliance
with the IAEA recommendations, COGEMA is convinced that its
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experience could serve to help countries or utilities willing to
undertake to establish a transport system within their own country
COGEMA is prepared to contribute to this task on terms to be agreed

TI (Title): Proposal of guidelines for selecting optimum options in
packagings and transportation systems of spent fuel

AU (Author): Saegusa, T. Abe, H. Fukuda, S. (Central Research Inst. of
Electric Power Industry, Tokyo, Japan)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): CONF-830528—Vol.2 {CONF830528Vol2}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May 1983

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). PATRAM '83: 7th
international symposium on packaging and transportation of
radioactive materials. Proceedings. Volume 2. Dec 1983. p. 1156-1163

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
Available from NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 1 as TI84006240

A3 (Abstract): Type and size of spent fuel shipping packagings and
packaging transport ships in spent fuel transport system would have
been determined separately in response to technical requirements
etc. of reactor sites and reprocessing plants. However, since more
and more spent fuel will be generated from world's nuclear power
plants and will be transported much frequently to reprocessing
plants or storage facilities, the current spent fuel transport
system will have to be necessarily reexamined from the operational
and economical aspects or an optimum transport system may have to be
newly determined in the near future. In the literature, a variety of
options are found, particularly of spent fuel packagings. This paper
listed and classified options of spent fuel packagings and packaging
transport ships in the transportation systems of spent fuel on the
basis of literature surveys. These options were discussed from
viewpoints of designers and users and compared in terms of transport
efficiency. Finally, one way to determine an optimum transport
system of spent fuel was indicated considering the total transport
system in the light of safety, operational efficiency and economy

TI (Title): The Next Nuclear Gamble. Transportation and storage of
nuclear waste

AU (Author): Resnikoff, M
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0-88738-095-6
SO (Source): New Brunswick, NJ (USA). Transaction Books. 1985. 378 p
A3 (Abstract): The Next Nuclear Gamble examines risks, costs, and

alternatives in handling irradiated nuclear fuel. The debate over
nuclear power and the disposal of its high-level radioactive waste
is now nearly four decades old. Ever larger quantities of commercial
radioactive fuel continue to accumulate in reactor storage pools
throughout the country and no permanent storage solution has yet
been designated. As an interim solution, the government and
utilities prefer that radioactive wastes be transported to temporary
storage facilities and subsequently to a permanent depository. If
this temporary and centralized storage system is implemented,
however, the number of nuclear waste shipments on the highway will
increase one hundredfold over the next fifteen years. The question
directly addressed is whether nuclear transport is safe or
represents the American public's domestic nuclear gamble. This
Council on Economic Priorities study, directed by Marvin Resnikoff,
shows on the basis of hundreds of government and industry reports,
interviews and surveys, and original research, that transportation
of nuclear materials as currently practiced is unsafe.

TI (Title): Risk associated with the transport of radioactive materials
in the fuel cycle

AU (Author): Lange, F. (Gesellschaft fuer Anlagen-und Reaktorsicherheit
(GRS), Koeln (Germany)) Mairs, J. (United Kingdom's Dept. of
Transport, London (United Kingdom)) Niel, C. (Institut de Protection
et de*Surete Nucleaire (IPSN), Fontenay-aux-Roses (France))

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC--990 {IASATECDOC990}
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CF (Conference Information): International symposium on nuclear fuel
cycle and reactor strategies: Adjusting to new realities. Vienna
(Austria). 3-6 Jun 1997

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 1011-4289
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria)

European Commission {CEO, Brussel (Belgium) Nuclear Energy Agency,
75 - Paris (France) Uranium Inst., London (United Kingdom). Nuclear
fuel cycle and reactor strategies: Adjusting to new realities.
Contributed papers. Dec 1997. 324 p. p. 161-172

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

A3 (Abstract): This paper sets out the regulatory framework within
which nuclear fuel cycle materials are transported. It establishes
the basic principles of those safety regulations and explains the
graded approach to satisfying those requirements depending on the
hazard of the radioactive contents. The paper outlines the minimum
performance standards required by the Regulations. It covers the
performance standards for Type C packages in a little more detail
because these are new to the 1996 Edition of the IAEA's Regulations
for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material and are less well
reported elsewhere at present. The paper then gives approximate data
on the number of shipments of radioactive materials that service the
nuclear fuel cycles in France, Germany and the UK. The quantities
are expressed as average annual quantities per GWel installed
capacity. There is also a short discussion of the general
performance standards required of Type B packages in comparison with
tests that have simulated specific accident conditions involving
particular packages. There follows a discussion on the probability
of packages experiencing accident conditions that are comparable
with the tests that Type B packages are required to withstand.
Finally there is a summary of the implementation of the Regulations
for sea and air transport and a description of ongoing work that may
have a bearing on the future development of mode related
Regulations. Nuclear fuel cycle materials are transported in
accordance with strict and internationally agreed safety regulations
which are the result of a permanent and progressive process based on
social concern and on the advancement of knowledge provided by
research and development. Transport operations take place in the
public domain and some become high profile events in the management
of these materials, attracting a lot of public, political and media
attention. The risks associated with the transport of radioactive
materials are low and it is important that nuclear fuel cycle
materials are managed in accordance with their actual rather than
their perceived hazard

TI (Title): Design and certification issues for radioactive waste
transportation packages

AU (Author): Haelsig, R.T. (Packaging Technology Inc., Believue, WA
(United States))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF-920606-- {CONF920606}
CF (Conference Information): American Nuclear Society annual meeting.

Boston, MA (United States). 7-12 Jun 1992
JR (Journal Information): Transactions of the American Nuclear Society
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0003-018X CODEN TANSAO
SO (Source): (1992). p. 42-43
A3 (Abstract): This paper identifies, categorizes, and discusses the

primary issues surrounding the design and design certification
process of transportation packages for spent-fuel and high-level
waste. The consequences and/or impacts of action or inaction on
these issues is also discussed

TI (Title): Nuclear waste transportation safety concerns: Shipment
planning and cask testing

AU (Author): Halstead, R.J. (Nuclear Waste Project Office, Carson City,
NV (United States))

TYPE (Tyoe of Document): Journal Article
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-921102-- {CONF921102}
CF (Conference Information): Joint American Nuclear Society

(ANS)/European Nuclear Society (ENS) international meeting on fifty
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years of controlled riuclear chain reaction: pa:st, present, and
future. Chicago, IL (United States). 15-20 Nov 1992

JR (Journal Information): Transactions of the American Nuclear Society
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0003-018X CODEN TANSAO
SO (Source): (1992). p. 49
AB (Abstract): The goal of High Level Waste transportation planning

should be to enhance public safety, not enhance public acceptance.
While the adoption of these recommended safety measures might
improve public confidence in nuclear waste transportation safety,
there is no guarantee that this will occur. Public concern about
transportation safety goes well beyond the issues discussed in this
paper. Public distrust of DOE, fear of nuclear technology, and the
federal government's reliance on forced repository siting in
conflict with basic democratic values, and other such issues are at
the heart of much opposition to and concern with nuclear waste
transportation

XI (Title): Shipping and storage cask data for spent nuclear fuel
AU (Author): Johnson, 3.R. Notz, K.J
CA (Corporate Author): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): ORNL/TM—11008 {ORNLTM11008}
SO (Source): Nov 1988. 65 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS, PC A04/MF AOi - OSTI 1 as DE89007884
AB (Abstract): This document is a compilation of data on casks used for

the storage and/or transport of commercially generated spent fuel in
the US based on publicly available information. In using the
information contained in the following data sheets, it should be
understood that the data have been assembled from published
information, which in some instances was not internally consistent.
Moreover, it was sometimes necessary to calculate or infer the
values of some attributes from available information. Nor was there
always a uniform method of reporting the values of some attributes.
For example, an outside surface dose of the loaded cask was
sometimes reported to be the maximum acceptable by NRC, while in
other cases the maximum actual dose rate expected was reported, and
in still other cases the expected average dose rate was reported. A
summary comparison of the principal attributes of storage and
transportable storage casks is provided and a similar comparison for
shipping casks is also shown. References to source data are provided
on the individual data sheets for each cask

TI (Title): The resistance to impact of spent Magnox fuel transport
flasks

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0-85298-574-6
SO (Source): Edmunds (UK). Mechanical Enoineering Publications Ltd.

1985. 250 p
AB (Abstract): This book completes the papers of the four-year

programme of research and demonstrations embarked upon by the CEGB
in 1981, culminating in the spectacular train crash at Old Dalby in
July 1984. It explains the CEGB's operations in relation to the
transportation of spent Magnox fuel. The public tests described in
this book are more effective in improving public understanding and
confidence than any amount of explanations could have been, raising
the wider question of 'how best the scientific community can respond
to the legitimate concerns of the man and woman in the street about
the generating of electricity from nuclear power. The contents are:
Taking care. Irradiated fuel transport in the UK. Programming for
flask safety. The use of scale models in impact testing. Flask
analytical studies. Drop test facilities. Demonstration drop test. A
study of flask transport impact hazards. Impact of Magnox irradiated
fuel transport flasks into rock and concrete. Rail crash
demonstration scenarios. Horizontal impact testing of quarter scale
flasks using masonry targets. Horizontal crash testing and analysis
of model flatrols. Flatrol test. Analysis of full scale impact into
an abutment. Analysis of primary impact forces in the train crash
demonstration. Horizontal impact tests of quarter scale Magnox
flasks and stylised model locomotives. Predictive estimates for
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behaviour in the train crash demonstration. Design and organization
of the crash. Execution of the crash demonstration by British Rail.
Instrumentation for the train crash demonstration. Photography for
the crash demonstration. A summary of the CSG3's flask accident
impact studies

TI (Title): The high level waste business, transportation, storage and
disposal

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-861032— {CONF861032}
CF (Conference Information): High level waste business: transportation,

storage and disposal. Charleston, SC (USA). 19-22 Oct 1986
SO (Source): Bethesda, MD (USA). Atomic Industrial Forum. 1986. vp
AB (Abstract): This book presents the papers given at a conference on

the management of high-level radioactive wastes. Topics considered
at the conference included the views of the electric utilities,
public policy, the implementation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act,
the WIPP, the DOS transportation strategy, political aspects,
monitored retrievable storage, fuel rod consolidation, inspection,
safety, spent fuel management, and cask design

TI (Title): Transport of irradiated nuclear fuel
CA (Coroorate Author): Central Electricity Generating Board, London

(UK)*
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
SO (Source): 1980. 12 p
AV (Availability): Available from CEG3, Press and Publicity Office,

Sudbury House, London
A3 (Abstract): In response to public interest in the transport by rail

through London of containers of irradiated fuel elements on their
way from nuclear power stations to Windscale, the Central
Electricity Generating 3oard and British Rail held three information
meetings in London in January 1980. One meeting was for
representatives of London 3orough Councils and Members of Parliament
with a known interest in the subject, and the others were for press,
radio and television journalists. This booklet contains the main
points made by the principal speakers from the CSG3 and BR. (The
points covered include: brief description of the fuel cycle. Effect
of the fission process in producing plutonium and fission products
in the fuel element. Fuel transport. The fuel flasks. Protection
against accidents. Experience of transporting fuel). (U.K.)

TI (Title): Don't take the A-train. A critical examination of nuclear
waste transport

CA (Corporate Author): Scottish Campaign to Resist the Atomic Menace
(SCRAM), Edinburgh (UK)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0 9507282 25
SO (Source): Edinburgh. SCRAM. 1981. 32 p
AV (Availability): Available from SCRAM, 30 Frederick Street,

Edinburgh, price 60p
A3 (Abstract): The subject is treated under the headings: what is

nuclear waste (types. Handling. Magnox fuel. Flasks and transit).
Nuclear waste transport (flasks. Tests (safety, impact, fire).
International regulations). Accidents (terrorist attack. Civil .
liberties. Consequences. Ground contamination by caesium). Emergency
procedures (accident assessment team. Emergency reference levels.
Are UK standards adequate). Summary. What can be done. (U.K.

TI (Title): Taking it all back home 2: returning vitrified residues to
BNFL's customers

AU (Author): Carr, M. (3ritish Nuclear Fuels pic, Risley (United
Kingdom))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Nuclear Engineering International
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0029-5507 CODEN NEINBF
SO (Source): (Jul 1995). p. 38-39
A3 (Abstract): The first shipment to Japan of 28 canisters containing

vitrified residues arising from Cogema's reprocessing of Japanese
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spent fuel used a TN 28 V flask described in-the September 1994
issue of NEI- Differences in the handling requirements between
BNFL's reprocessing plant at Sellafield and Cogema's at La Hague
have necessitated a different, but similar, design of flask for
future shipments from the UK. (author)

TI (Title): A multiwall, multipurpose container for spent fuel and
waste management

AU (Author): Anderson, C.K. Stuart, I.F. Malone, J.P
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-920957-- {CONF920957}
CF (Conference Information): 3. annual Nuclear Society International

(NSI) meeting: nuclear technology tomorrow. St. Petersburg (Russian
Federation). 14-18 Sep 1992

JR (Journal Information): Transactions of the American Nuclear Society
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0003-018X CODEN TANSAO
SO (Source): (1993). p. 356
AB (Abstract): The multiwall cask design is based on extensive,

favorable experience with past spent-fuel transportation campaigns.
Each layer provides specific, independent safety and performance

• functions. The stainless steel structure eliminates concern for
brittle fracture issues in transport applications, as well as
corrosion concerns in the long-term storage mode. The lead gamma
shield maximizes the payload for given dimensional and weight
constraints. The multiwall design also reduces concern for
propagation of a defect in any single wall

TI (Title): Developing a new generation of spent fuel casks
AU (Author): Lake, W.H. (Dept. of Energy, Washington, DC (USA))
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number*): CONF-890631-- Vol. 3 {CONF890631Voi3}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Washington, DC (USA). 11-16
Jun 1989

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). The 9th international
symposium on the packaging and transportation of radioactive
materials. Proceedings: Volume 3. [1989]. 730 p. p. 1773-1780

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 as DE90004449

AB (Abstract): The Department of Energy (DOE) has been authorized under
the 1982 Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA), and its 1987 amendment to
develop a national program for the disposal of nuclear spent fuel
and high level radioactive waste. One of the responsibilities
derived from the NWPA is to provide a means of transporting the
waste material from reactors to a final disposal site. In addition a
temporary disposal facility might be used in the program. The NWPA
places a number of significant requirements on DOE. These include
use of private industry to the maximum extent possible, development
of a transportation system that is not only safe, but efficient as
well, and the stipulation that transport of spent fuel be subject to
licensing and regulation of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),
and the Department of Transportation (DOT). This paper discusses the
new generation of spent fuel casks being developed by DOE to satisfy
the NWPA. This new generation of casks is discussed in general
terms, and is contrasted to the present generation of spent fuel
casks. To attain the efficiencies demanded by the NWPA, the cask
development program has two major components, one concentrating on
the cask design and certification, the other on technology
development. The two components are intended to support each other.
The importance and means of attaining interaction of the two are
discussed in the paper

TI (Title): Developing a flask for vitrified waste
AU (Author): Gowing, R. (British Nuclear Fuels Ltd., Risiey (UK)) Cory,

A. (NTL, Risiey (UK))
TYPE (Type of Document): J o u r n a l A r t i c l e
JR (Journal Information): Nuclear Engineering International
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0029-5507 CODEN NEIN3
SO ( S o u r c e ) : N u c i . Er.g. I n t . (Sep 1 9 8 9 ) . v . 3 4 ( 4 2 2 ) p . 3 8 - 4 0
AB (Abstract): When the Windscale Vitrification Plant and Vitrified
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Product Store in the United Kingdom come on stream early in the
1990s, a flask will be needed for the return of vitrified high level
waste (HLW) to customers in Europe and Japan. The construction of
the flask is now essentially complete and inactive testing is
proceeding. Its design and development are outlined, (author)

TI (Title): Carrying plutonium as a liquid
AU (Author): Messenger, W. de L.M
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0143-6864
SO (Source): Hazard. Cargo Bull. (Sep 1982). v. 3(9) p. 32-35
AS (Abstract!: An analysis is given of transport safety in the carriage

of plutonium nitrate, used in the fuel cycle of the UK's prototype
fast breeder reactor. An outline is presented of the nature of
piutonium nitrate, the potential hazards and the design of packaging
to contain the Pu(NO3)4 radiotoxicity and ieaktightness, closure
arrangements, radiation and shielding, generation and dissipation of
heat, radiolysis and gas evolution, internal pressure, and critical
and nuclear safety are considered, (author)

TI (Title): NRC licensing requirements for high-level radioactive waste
packages

AU (Author): Tokar, M. Chang, K.C. Johnson, T.C. Jungling, T.L.
Peterson, C.K. Wick, E.A. (US Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): CONF-850314—Vol.1 {CONF850314Voll}
CF (Conference Information): Waste management '85. Tucson, AZ (USA).

24-28 Mar 1985
SO (Source): Post, R.G. (ed.). Arizona Univ., Tucson (USA). Coll. of

Engineering. Waste managemnt '85: waste isolation in the US,
technical programs and public education. Volume 1. Waste policies
and programs, high-level waste: proceedings. Apr 1985. p. 423-428

AV (Availability): Arizona Board of Regents, Tucson, AZ
A3 (Abstract): This paper addresses current and proposed NRC

requirements for high-level waste (HLW) packages as those
requirements are presented in various documents released to the
general public or under development. The documents in question
include: (1) those sections of Part 60 of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (10 CFR 60) that are most directly related to
high-level waste package concerns, and (2) formal technical
positions and recent NRC memoranda that have the purpose of
providing specificity regarding HLW package licensing requirements
that are addressed in only general terms in 10 CFR 60. Clarification
is provided for the ''substantially complete containment''
performance objectives for HLW packages and the "one part in
100,000'' radionuclide release rate requirement. NRC Waste
Management Engineering Branch Technical Positions address the
following waste package areas of concern: (1) waste package
technical issues for basalt, tuff and salt repositories, and (2)
waste package reliability. The Draft Technical Position (DTP) on
Waste Package Reliability describes an assessment method that would
be acceptable to NRC staff for demonstrating resonable assurance
that with waste package will meet 10 CFR 60 performance objectives

TI (Title): Safety analysis report: packages. Pu oxide and Am oxide
shipping cask (Packaging of fissile and other radioactive
materials). Final report

AU (Author): Chalfant, G.G. (comp.)
CA (Corporate Author): Du Pont de Nemours (E.I.) and Co., Aiken, SC

(USA). Savannah River Lab
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): DPSPU—79-124-1 {DPSPU791241}
SO (Source): May 1980. 337 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS., PC A15/MF A01
AB (Abstract): The PuO2 cask or SP 5320-2 and 3 cask is designed for

surface shipment of americium or plutonium. The cask design was
physically tested to demonstrate that it met the criteria specified
in US ERDA Manual Chapter 0529, and Chapter I, Interstate Commerce
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Commission. The package has been assessed for^transport of up to 357
grans of piutonium {403 grams PuO2 powder) and up to 176 grams of
americium (200 grams AmO2 powder), having a maximum decay heat of
203 watts. Criticality evaluation alone would allow the shipment as
Fissile Class II but the radiation level of the cask, measured at
the time of shipment, may exceed 50 mrem/h at the surface and
require shipment as Fissile Class III. Sample calculations address
only the more restrictive of the two materials, which in most cases
is 238PuO2

TI (Title): TN 17/3: a cask designed for the transport of irradiated
fuel to a post-irradiation examination facility

AU (Author): Kirchner, 3. Blum, ?. (Transnucleaire, Paris, France)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number); CONF-830528--Vol.1 {CONF830528Voil}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May 1983

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). PATRAM '83: 7th
international symposium on packaging and transportation of
radioactive materials. Proceedings. Volume 1. Dec 1983. p. 253-257

AV (Availability) : MF available from INIS under the Report Number
Available from NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 1 as TI8400-6239

AB (Abstract): The TN 17/3 packaging is a particular member of the TN
cask family, the only one having been designed against Section VIII
of ASME Code for possible stamping as pressure vessel. Nevertheless
this cask presents the major advantage of not being a prototype from
licensing, fabrication, operation and maintenance points of view, as
it is very similar to the TN 17/2 packaging which is now currently
used for international transports of irradiated fuel to reprocessing
plants

TI (Title) : Development of packaging for piutonium oxide powder
AU (Author): Oshima, K. Kubo, M. (Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel

Development Corp., Ibaraki-ken, Japan)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): CONF-830528—Vol.1 {CONF830528Voll}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May 1983

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). PATRAM '83: 7th
international symposium on packaging and transportation of
radioactive materials. Proceedings. Volume 1. Dec 1983. p. 390-398

AV (Availability) : MF available from INIS under the Report Number
Available from NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 1 as TI84006239

A3 (Abstract): The packaging has been developed as a packaging for
piutonium oxide to be recovered from light water reactor spent fuel
and is designed for easy handling within a facility. As deformation
and shock absorption data for balsa wood, the data obtained from
various experiments carried out when developing the packaging were
used. With this packaging, it is possible to transport almost all
kinds of raw powder materials required to produce fuel as stated
under Section 2 not only in the country but also from abroad. The
packaging is expected to be frequently used in transporting
piutonium oxide powder from England and/or France which are
commissioned by domestic power companies to reprocess spent fuel and
also in transporting highly enriched uranium oxide which is required
at F3R experimental reactors. 14 references, 5 figures, 4 tables

TI (Title): Report on the adoption of the IMO 'Code for the safe
carriage of irradiated nuclear fuel, piutonium and high level
radioactive wastes in flasks on board ships'

AU (Author): Young, C.N. (Department of Transport, London (United
Kingdom). Radioactive Materials Transport Div.)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1995). p. 11-17
AB (Abstract): The background and development of the International
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Maritime Organization's Code for the Safe Carriage of Irradiated
Nuclear Fuel, Plutonium and High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Flasks
on board Ships (INF Code) is described. The INF Code was adopted in
November 1993 by the IMO Assembly as a voluntary code of practice,
following the detailed considerations and proposals of two joint
IMO/IAEA/UNEP working group meetings. The paper describes the plans
to implement the Code in the UK and the actions being taken by the
nuclear industry to comply with it. The full text of Assembly
Resolution A.748(18) and the INF Code is given. (Author)

TI (Title): Special requirements for shipping plutonium
AU (Author): Shirley, C.G. Wilmot, E.L. McClure, J.D. Reese, R.T
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—82-1995C {SAND821995C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-830528—33 {CONF83052833}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May" 1983

SO (Source): 1983. 5 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS, PC A02/MF A01 as DE83013669
A3 (Abstract): The basis for shipping plutonium with single containment

is discussed. In general, the Federal Register notice of June 17,
1974, which established 10CFR71.42, provides the basis for allowing
shipment of plutonium without double containment. Specific details
are given

TI (Title) : Gas generation phenomena in radioactive waste
transportation packaging

AU (Author): Nigrey, P.J
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquercue, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-0851C {SAND970851C}
RPS (Secondary Report Nuisber) : CONF-980507— {CONF980507}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Nov 1997 10 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DS9800124 6 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DEP

AB (Abstract): The interaction of radiation from radioactive materials
with the waste matrix can lead to the deterioration of the waste
form resulting in the possible formation of gaseous species.
Depending on the type and characteristics of the radiation source,
the generation of hydrogen may predominate. Since the interaction of
alpha particles with the waste form results in significant energy
transfer, other gases such as carbon oxides, methane, nitrogen
oxides, oxygen, water, and helium are possible. The type of gases
produced from the waste forms is determined by the mechanisms
involved in the waste degradation. For transuranic wastes, the
identified degradation mechanisms are reported to be caused by
radiolysis, thermal decomposition or dewatering, chemical corrosion,
and bacterial action. While all these mechanisms may be responsible
for the buildup of gases during the storage of wastes, radiolysis
and thermal decomposition appear to be the main contributors during
waste transport operations. In this paper, the authors provide a
review of applicable gas generation data resulting from the
degradation of various waste forms under conditions typical for
transport. The effects of radiolytic and thermal degradation
mechanisms will be discussed in the context of transportation safety

TI (Title) : Safety assessment of KLW and spent fuel transport and
storage casks

AU (Author): Droste, B. (Bundesanstalt fuer Materialforschung und
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-pruefung, Berlin (Germany) } •':••'
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-950917— {CONF950917}
CF (Conference Information) : 5. international conference on radioactive

waste management and environmental remediation. Berlin (Germany).
3-9 Sep 1995

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0-7918-1219-7
SO (Source): Slate, S. Feizollahi, F. Creer, J. (eds.). Fifth

international conference on radioactive waste management and
environmental remediation — ICEM '95: Proceedings. Volume 1:
Cross-cutting issues and management of high-level waste and spent
fuel. New York, NY (United States). American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. 1995. 900 p. p. 243-248

A3 (Abstract): Spent fuel and vitrified high level radioactive waste
(KLW) will be stored before disposal in dry environment inside
transport casks. The paper describes the cask design principles and
the design safety assessment requirements derived from the transport
regulations and interim storage site licensing. The safety
requirements for shipping casks are world-wide based on the
IAEA-Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material. A
unique requirement of the regulations for flType BT' packages is
that a sequence of mechanical and thermal tests has to be carried
out (or to be assessed) to demonstrate the package's ability to
withstand severe accident conditions

TI (Title): The integrated management system of 3NFL Transport
AU (Author): Kale, J. (3NFL Transport, Risley (United Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 13-15 May
1997

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1997). v. 8(3-4). p. 307-313
A3 (Abstract): Quality Assurance (QA) is a requirements of the

International Atomic Agency (IAEA) Safety S*eries No 6 Regulations
for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials and is also
increasingly becoming a customer requirement. BNFL Transport has
established an integrated management system which includes quality,
safety and environmental aspects and covers the design, manufacture,
testing, documentation, use, maintenance, inspection and
decommissioning of all packages used for the transport of
radioactive materials. The management system also covers planning,
programming and transport operations, and covers ail modes of
transport by road, rail, sea and air. The management system, which
was certificated in 1994 to ISO 9001 and BS 5882 by an independent
third-party certification body, Lloyds Register Quality Assurance
Limited (LRQA), was developed to enable BNFL Transport to
demonstrate to Competent Authorities, customers and the general
public that the arrangements are in place, being adhered to and meet
all regulatory requirements. The requirements of the quality and
environmental standards that the Company has adopted are described.
(Author)

TI (Title): Transportation of MOX fuel
AU (Author): Christ, R. Geiger, H. Jahn, J. (Nuclear Cargo and Service

GmbH, Kanau (Germany))
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): TopFuel 97 conference. Manchester (United

Kingdom). 9-11 Jun 1997
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0 7277 2619 6
SO (Source): British Nuclear Energy Society, London (United Kingdom)

British Nuclear Industry Forum, London (United Kingdom) Institution
of Civil Engineers, London (United Kingdom) Institution of
Mechanical Engineers, London (United Kingdom) Institution of
Chemical Engineers, London (United Kingdom) Institution of
Electrical Engineers, London (United Kingdom). TopFuei 97. V. 1.
Proceedings. London (United Kingdom). Thomas Telford Publishing.
1997. 268 p. p. 3.78-3,79. Published in 2 v., price Pound 80.00
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AB (Abstract): LWR-MOX fuel assemblies due to their high Pu inventory
fall into security class I and therefore very stringent technical
and administrative security measures are imposed during transport.
The paper briefly describes transport equipment and procedures and
summarizes experience gained from more than 100 shipments performed
up to now. (author}

TI (Title): Japanese version transport/storage packaging 'TN24'
AU (Author): Kakunai, K. lida, T. Tsuda, K. Akamatsu, H. (Kobe Steel

Ltd. (Japan))
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP—018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 17 09 p.
v. 3 p. 1375-1381

AV (Availability) : Available from ISIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

AB (Abstract): Since 1983, Kobe Steel has been engaged jointly with the
French company Transnucleaire in the development of 'TN241, a
dry-type transport and storage packaging for irradiated fuel
elements. This report describes the packaging, which has been
adapted for use in domestic power stations using 3WRs on the basis
of the results of this development. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): Transportation of nuclear material by sea-going vessels and
inland navigation considering safety and security aspects

AU (Author): Baier, G
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
R?P (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf—6447 {INISmf6447}
CF (Conference Information): 6. International symposium on packaging

and transoortation of radioactive materials. Berlin, Germany, F.R.
10 - 14 Nov 1980

SO (Source): Bundesanstalt fuer Materialpruefung, Berlin (Germany,
F.R.). Abt. Bauwesen. Patram '80. Compacts. 1980. 628 p. p. 340-341

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

TI (Title): The transport of radioactive waste
AU (Author): Appieton", P.R. Poulter, D.R. (UKAEA Safety and Reliability

Directorate, Culcheth (UK))
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): 1989 conference on radioactive waste

management. London (UK). 22-23 Feb 1989
SO (Source): I3C Technical Services Ltd., London (UK). 1989 conference

on radioactive waste management, 22-23 February 1989/ Gloucester
Hotel, London SW7. London (UK). IBC Technical Services Ltd. 1989.
vp. 14 p

AB (Abstract): Regulations have been developed to ensure the safe
transport of all radioactive materials by all modes (road, rail, sea
and air). There are no features of radioactive waste which set it
aside from other radioactive materials for transport, and the same
regulations control all radioactive material transport. These
regulations and their underlying basis are described in this paper,
and their application to waste transport is outlined, (author)

TI (Title): Transportation of high level wastes
AU (Author): Curtis, H.W. Hunter, I.J. James, L.G. (Nuclear Transport

Ltd, Risley (UK)) Salmon, A.J. Knowles, D.R. Milne, W.G. Old, M.
Willis, A. (British Nuclear Fuels Ltd., Risley)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--286/254 {IAEASM286254}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Davos (Switzerland).
16-20 Jun*1986

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-020187-3
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials (PATRAM '86).
Proceedings of an international symposium on the packaging and
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transportation of radioactive materials held ih Davos, 16-20 June
1986, Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1987. 780 p. v. 2 p. 309-316.
Proceedings series

AB (Abstract): Fuel reprocessing generates wastes. One form is heat
generating and is described as high level wastes (KLW). The British
Nuclear Fuels reprocessing plant at Seliafieid, in the United
Kingdom generates HLW in a liquid form and special measures ensure
the safe storage of this material. Additional facilities at
Seilafield are being constructed to convert the high level liquid
wastes into solid form using a vitrification process. The vitrified
wastes will be encapsulated in special stainless steel containers
and it is assumed that a proportion will be returned to the country
of origin. The international transport of HLW presents a new
challenge to the transporter and poses some interesting problems for
the flask designer. Nuclear Transport Limited have been commissioned
by British Nuclear Fuels to study the transportation of KLW and
identify the most suitable flask design. Initial studies examined
the utilization of existing LWR fuel flasks, but it was evident that
poor payload and technical incompatibility made this option
unattractive. It was decided to design a new flask for this purpose
and the paper presents the outline design. The paper also highlights
the special considerations in the flask design arising from the
properties of the solid waste material. Transport modes and
projected quantities are discussed, (author)

TI (Title): Radioactive material package test standards and performance
requirements - public perception

AU (Author): Pope, R.B. Shappert, L.3. Rawl, R.R. (Martin Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc., Oak Ridge, TN (United States})

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-921102— {CONF921102}
CF (Conference Information): Joint American Nuclear Society

(ANS)/European Nuclear Society (ENS) international meeting on fifty
years of controlled nuclear chain reaction: past, present,.and
future. Chicago, IL (United States). 15-20 Nov 1992

JR (Journal Information): Transactions of the American Nuclear Society
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0003-018X CODEN TANSAO
SO (Source): (1992). p. 45-47
A3 (Abstract): This paper addresses issues related to the public

perception of the regulatory test standards and performance
requirements for packaging and transporting radioactive material.
Specifically, it addresses the adequacy of the package performance
standards and testing for Type B packages, which are those packages
designed for transporting the most hazardous quantities and forms of
radioactive material. Type B packages are designed to withstand
accident conditions in transport. To improve public perception, the
public needs to better understand: (a) the regulatory standards and
requirements themselves, (b) the extensive history underlying their
development, and (c) the soundness of the technical foundation. The
public needs to be fully informed on studies, tests, and analyses
that have been carried out worldwide and form the basis of the
regulatory standards and requirements. This paper provides specific
information aimed at improving the public perception of packages
test standards

TI (Title): The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) standards and
recommendations on radioactive waste and transport safety

AU (Author): Warnecke, S. Rawl, R. (International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna (Austria))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): Management of radioactive wastes from

nuclear power plants. Brugg-Windisch (Switzerland). 27-29 Mar 1996.
Bewirtschaftung radioaktiver Betriebsabfaelle aus Kernkraftwerken

SO (Source): Schweizerische Vereinigung fuer Atomenergie (SVA), Bern
(Switzerland). Kommission fuer Ausbildungsfragen. SVA-Deepening
course: management of radioactive wastes from nuclear power plants.
Proceedings. SVA-Vertiefungskurs: Bewirtschaftung radioaktiver
Betriebsabfaelle aus Kernkraftwerken. Kursreferate. 3ern
(Switzerland). SVA. 1996. [400 p.]. p. 1.3-1-1.3-17

AB (Abstract): The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) publishes
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standards and recommendations on all aspects of nuclear safety in
its Safety Series, which includes radioactive waste management and
transport of radioactive materials. Safety Series documents may be
adopted by a State into its national legal framework. Most of the
States used the IAEA transport regulations (Safety Series No. 6) as
a basis for their national regulation. The two highest ranking
documents of the Radioactive Waste Safety Standards (RADWASS)
programme, the Safety Fundamentals and the Safety Standard on the
national waste management system, have been published. Both provide
impetus into the waste management safety convention, a legally
binding document for signatory states, which is being drafted. The
already existing Convention on Nuclear Safety covers the management
of radioactive waste at land-based civil nuclear power plants,
(author) 1 fig., 18 refs

TI (Title): Radioactive materials packaging standards and regulations.
Making sense of it all

AU (Author): Pope, R.B. Rawl, R.R. (Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA).
Chemical Technology Div.)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-900406-- {CONF900406}
CF (Conference Information): 1. international topical meeting on

high-level radioactive waste management. Las Vegas, NV (USA). 8-12
Apr 1990

IS (International Standard Numbers): IS3N 0-87262-751-9
SO (Source): Anon. High level radioactive waste management. Volume I.

La Grange Park, IL (USA). American Nuclear Societv. 1990. 1456 p. p.
210-219

AB (Abstract): This paper presents an overview of numerous regulations
and standards, both national and international, that apply to the
packaging and transportation of radioactive material. The identity
and applicability of these requirements and the bodies that
formulated them are discussed. The authors address the roles that
various international bodies play in developing and implementing the
various regulations and standards

TI (Title! : The history, principles and application of the IAEA
Transport Regulations

AU (Author): Pope, R.B. (Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA))
TYPE (Type of Document): 3ook
CF (Conference Information): IAEA/RCA training course on development of

infrastructures for ensuring radiation protection. Sydney
(Australia). 28 Mar - 29 Apr 1988

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0 9588631 9 9
SO (Source): Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation,

Lucas Heights (Australia) International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria). Proceedings. Volume 2. Lucas Heights (Australia).
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation. [1989]. 318
p. p. 484-505

AV (Availability) : Available from ANSTO Training, Private Mail 3ag 1,
Menai, NSW 2234, Australia price A$30.00

AB (Abstract): A brief background to and history of the IAEA Transport
Regulations are presented. The principles underlying the Regulations
are outlined. The structure and general contents of the 1985 edition
of the Regulations and its differences from earlier editions are
discussed in detail. Changes occurring in the 1986 supplement to the
1985 edition of the IAEA Transport Regulations are summarised. The
adoption and application of the Regulations worldwide is described
briefly. 3 tabs

TI (Title) : The international radioactive transportation regulations: A
model for national regulations

AU (Author): Pope, R.B. Rawl, R.R
CA (Corporate Author): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC05-84OR21400
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): CONF-900828—3 {CONF9008283}
CF (Conference Information): Summer national meeting of the American

Institute of Chemical Engineers. San Diego, CA (USA). 19-22 Aug 199C
SO (Source): Jun 1990. 25 p
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AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Reoort Number NTIS,
PC A03/MF A01 as DE90013829 OSTI INIS US Govt. Printing Office Dep

AB (Abstract): The International Atomic Energy Agency's (IAEA)
Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material, Safety
Series No. 6 (herein after denoted as the ''International
Regulations11) serve as the model for the regulations for individual
countries and international modal organizations controlling the
packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. The purpose
of this paper is to outline the background and history of the
International Regulations, the general principles behind the
requirements of the International Regulations, the structure and
general contents of the latest edition of the International
Regulations, and the roles of various international bodies in the
development and implementation of the International Regulations and
the current status of regulatory and supportive document development
at both the international and domestic level. This review will
provide a basis for users and potential users to better understand
the source and application of the International Regulations. 1 tab

TI (Title): The 1996 edition of the IAEA's Regulations for the Safe
Transport of Radioactive Material - what's new?

AU (Author): Rawl, R.R. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Transport
Safety Unit, Vienna (Austria))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industrv. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 13-15 May
1997

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1997). v. 8(3-4). p. 287-292
AB (Abstract): The 1996 Edition of the International Atomic Energy

Agency's Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material
has been published and is being implemented by Member States and
international transport organisations. Several major changes were
made in the requirements, particularly those applicable to uranium
hexafluoride packaging, air transport of larger quantities of
material, and the specification of material which is exempt from the
regulations. The international transport organisations are working
toward a uniform effective implementation date of 1 January 2001.
Shippers and carriers should begin preparation for compliance with
the revised requirements in order to ease implementation. (Author)

TI (Title): Safe transport of radioactive material: Revised
international regulations

AU (Author): Rawl, R.R. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria). Div. of Radiation and Waste Safety)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): IAEA Bulletin
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0020-6067 CODEN IAEBAB
SO (Source): (Mar 1997). p. 42-43
A3 (Abstract): The latest revision of the IAEA's Regulations for the

Safe Transport of Radioactive Material was published in 1996. The
major changes incorporated in this revision are briefly reviewed in
this article. They refer to the air transport of radioactive
material, low dispersible radioactive material, provisions for the
safe transport of uranium hexafluoride and incorporation of the
exemption values from the International Basic Safety Standards for
Protection Against Ionizing Radiation and for the Safety of
Radiation Sources (BSS)

TI (Title): The role of the international organizations in establishing
regulations for the safe transport of radioactive materials

AU (Author): Pope, R.B. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria))

TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
CF (Conference Information): Winter meeting on nuclear materials

transport. Bonn (Germany, F.R.). 5-6 Feb 1985
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 3-922798-21-7
SO (Source): Deutsches Atomforum e.V., Bonn (Germany, F.R.). Nuclear
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materials transport. Papers. Befoerderung von Kernmaterial.
Berichte. 1985. 215 p. p. 25-38

AV (Availability): Available from Deutsches Atomforum e.V., Bonn
(Germany, F.R.)

AB (Abstract): Safety Series No. 6 serves as the basis for the
regulations for transport of radioactive materials in essentially
all member states of the IAEA. Just as important, it also serves as
the basis for the regulations, conventions, agreements,
instructions, codes, acts or recommendations of the international
organizations which are concerned with the transport of radioactive
materials. Member states apply Safety Series No. 6 either by
adoption or by reference in statutes to the appropriate
international organizations equivalent documents. The role of the
various international organizations and the implications of the
above discussed findings and recommendations are discussed.
(orig./KP)

TI (Title): Worldwide application of IAEA Safety Series No. 6:
Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material, 1985
edition

AU (Author): Rosen, M. Pope, R.B. Koponen, K. (International Atomic
Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Div. of Nuclear Safety) Rawl, R.R.
(Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
R?S (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM—286/131 {IAEASM286I31}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the packaging

and transoortation of radioactive materials. Davos (Switzerland).
16-20 Jun*1986

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-020087-7
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials (PATRAM '86).
Proceedings of an international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials held in Davos, 16-20 June
1986." Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1987. 634 p. v. I p. 39-52.
Proceedings series

A3 (Abstract): The International Atomic Energy Agency has recently
issued the 1985 Edition of Safety Series No. 6. The changes made in
the Regulations, the plans of Member States and international
organizations for adoption and the Agency's own plans for future
revisions of these Regulations are reviewed, (author)

TI (Title): Transportation of spent fuel
AU (Author): Pope, R.B. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna

(Austria). Div. of Nuclear Safety)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number*): IASA-TSCDOC--419 {IASATECDOC419}
CF (Conference Information): Advisory group meeting on spent fuel

management. Vienna (Austria). 11-13 Mar 1986
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Spent fuel management: current status and prospects of the IAEA
programme. Proceedings of an advisory group meeting on spent fuel
management held in Vienna, 11-13 March 1986. May 1987. 170 p. p.
37-39

AV (Availability) : MF available from INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): The first edition of the IAEA's Regulations for the Safe

Transport of Radioactive Materials was published as Safety Series
No. 6 in 1961 and revised editions of Safety Series No. 6 were
issued in 1964, 1967, 1973, 1979 and 1985. Beginning in 1986, the
IAEA will issue a supplement to Safety Series No. 6 every two years.
Three major changes in the 1985 edition could affect the transport
of spent fuel in the future: release requirement on type B(U)
package, deletion of fissile classes and adoption of a 200 m water
immersion test for irradiated fuel casks. The next major revision of
Safety Series No. 6 is not anticipated until 1995 or later

TI (Title): Safe transport of radioactive material : revised
international regulations

AU (Author): Rawl, R.R. (National Radiation Laboratory, Christchurch
(New Zealand))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
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JR (Journal Information!) : Radiation Protection News and Notes
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0113-4795
SO (Source): (1998). (no.41). p. 17-20
AB (Abstract): Since 1961 the IAEA at the request of the United Nations

Economic and Social Council has issued advisory Regulations for the
Safe Transport of Radioactive Material, published as IAEA Safety
Series No. 6. These regulations have come to be recognized
throughout the world as the uniform basis for both national and
international transport safety requirements in this area.
Requirements based on the IAEA regulations are known to have been
adopred in 59 countries, as well a by the International Civil
Aviation Organization the Internatioani Maritime Organization, and
regional transport organizations. Recognizing the need to keep the
regulations up-to-date with the latest radiation protection
principles and evolving transport technologies, the IAEA has
regularly issued revisions to the transport regulations. Most
recently the revisions have taken place at approximately 10-year
intervals and the latest revision began in 1986. In September 1996
the IAEA Board of Governors approved the 1996 draft for publication.
From a technical perspective, this article briefly reviews the major
changes incorporated in the latest revision of the newly issued
regulations, (author)

TI (Title): Safety first. Status reports on the IAEA's safety standards
AU (Author): Webb, G. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Radiation

Safety Section, Vienna (Austria)) Karbassioun, A. (International
Atomic Energy Agency, Safety Coordination Section, Vienna (Austria))
Linsley, G. Rawl, R. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Divison of
Radiation and Waste Safety, Vienna (Austria))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): IAEA Bulletin
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0020-6067
SO (Source): (Jun 1998} v. 40(2) p. 10-20
AB (Abstract): Documents in the IAEA's Safety Standards Series known as

RASS (Radiation Safety Standards) are produced to develop an
internally consistent set of regulatory-style publications that
reflects an international consensus on the principles of radiation
protection and safety and their application through regulation. In
this article are briefly presented the Agency's programmes on
Nuclear Safety Standards (NUSS), Radioactive Waste Safety Standards
(RADWASS), and Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials

TI (Title): Transport of HIFAR spent fuel from Lucas Heights Research
Establishment to the United Kingdom for reprocessing. Public
Environmental Report

CA (Corporate Author): Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation, Lucas Heights, NSW (Australia)

TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf—14708 {INISmf14708}
SO (Source): 27 Oct 1995. 81 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche
AB (Abstract): The normal operations of KIFAR produce thirty-eight

spent fuel elements annually. Since 1958, when operations began,
1,660 spent fuel elements have been accumulated and are stored in
ANSTO's engineered interim storage facilities at Lucas Heights. In
the light of the limited size of these storage facilities and
following the Research Reactor Review (1993) and an Inter-Agency
Review, the Commonwealth Government announced its decision to reduce
the number of spent fuel elements stored at the site. Therefore,
ANSTO has been authorised to negotiate the terms for shipment of
spent fuel elements of United Kingdom (UK) origin to the Dounreay
reprocessing plant in Scotland. This Public Environment Report,
prepared under the Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act
1974, describes the potential impacts and risks of a proposed
initial shipment of 120 spent fuel elements to the Dounreay
reprocessing plant. It describes the intended packaging and
transport procedures and considers possible alternative methods of
dealing with the continued production of spent fuel rods and the
limited storage capacity at LKRL. The exhaustive analysis of every
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phase of operations involved in the shipping of a cask of spent
HIFAR fuel elements from Lucas Heights to Dounreay, for
reprocessing, has shown that there are no significant environmental
or public health impacts from such a shipment conducted in
accordance with standard, internationally established procedures. 18
refs., 12 tabs., 2 figs

TI (Title): Experience in wet transport of irradiated LWR fuels
AU (Author): Gowing, R. (British Nuclear Fuels, pic, Risley (England))
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): CONF-890631—Vol.2 {CONF890631Vol2}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Washington, DC (USA). 11-16
Jun 1989

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). The 9th international
symposium on the packaging and transportation of radioactive
materials. Proceedings: Volume 2. [1989]. 660 p. p. 1143-1150

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 as DE90004448

AB (Abstract): Between 1973 and 1988 British Nuclear Fuels pic and its
subsidiary company Pacific Nuclear Transport Limited have
transported more than 570 flask loads of LWR fuel comprising over
7,000 assemblies, in water-filled Excellox flasks on 79 sea voyages
from Japan to the United Kingdom. During these shipments no incident
has adversely affected a flask or its contents, and in every
shipment the package has performed well within its design margins.
The object of this paper is to describe how the design margins for
these flask packages have been met and how the designs have been
developed to meet new requirements and advancing experience

TI (Title): Safety concerning transportation of spent fuel
AU (Author): Nagakura, Tadashi Abe, Hirotoshi Esashi, Yasuyuki Shiomi,

Satoshi Onuma, Hiroshi Maki, Yasuro (Central Research Inst. of
Electric Power Industry, Tokyo (Japan))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Nuclear Science and Technology

(Tokyo)
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0022-3131 CODSN JNSTA
SO (Source): J. Nucl. Sci. Technol. (Tokyo). (Jan 1989). v. 26(1) p.

105-112
A3 (Abstract): The Central Research Institute of Electric Power

Industry (CRIEPI) has been conducting, under contract with the
Science and Technology Agency of Japan, the spent fuel transport
cask reliability demonstration test since 1977 to verify the safety
and reliability of spent fuel transport casks. The first phase of
this test was completed in 1987. In this demonstration test, both 50
t and 100 t class of casks, designed and manufactured by current
techniques, were subjected to tests to verify the integrity and
adequacy of the design and manufacturing techniques through
observation of behavior of the cask under test conditions. The casks
were subjected to tests under normal conditions and under the
accident conditions specified in the Japanese regulations and the
IAEA regulations, and also to pressure tests, which were performed
from the viewpoint of safety in shipping, although by sea, this is
not specified in the Japanese regulations. From the test results, it
was confirmed that the 100 t class cask maintained its integrity and
characteristics in conformity with regulations even after accident
condition tests. It is clear that the design concept and
manufacturing procedure employed for this cask is adequate, (author)

TI (Title): Dangerous goods regulations in Europe: inland navigation
and other modes of transport

AU (Author): Ridder, K. (Federal Ministry of Transport, Bonn (Germany))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1992). p. 103-108
A3 (Abstract): For thousands of years trade has moved goods ail over

Europe, and once gunpowder had been invented, this trade included
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dangerous goods. As early as 1831 regulations-were introduced for
the Rhine river - the world's busiest inland waterway today - to
cover the transport of those goods. Another mode of transport was
added in 1890 when the foundation for the International Regulations
concerning the Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Rail was laid with the
Convention for the Carriage of Goods by Rail at Berne, Switzerland.
Today these regulations are known as the RID. Air transport, road
transport and carriage by sea, each followed during the 1950s. These
international regulatory regimes have been supplemented by national
regulations. In Germany alone, for example, these amount to some
4000+ pages. Because dangerous goods regulations have been developed
separately for each mode of transport, there now exist several
different regulatory regimes. For Europe, these uncoordinated
regulations pose a serious problem. Carriage of radioactive
materials had not reached significant volumes until approximately
1950 and 1961 the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
published their Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive
Material for the first time. It is due to these IAEA regulations
that a unified set of rules governs radioactive materials transport
ail over Europe, and indeed the whole world. The IAEA regulations
and the United Nations Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous
Goods are discussed as well as the international conventions based
upon them (International Civil Aviation Organisation - Technical
Instructions, International Air Transport Association - Dangerous
Goods Regulations, International Maritime Dangerous Goods - Code,
RID, ADR, ADN and ADNR). Special emphasis is placed on the rules for
inland navigation in Europe, since these are bound to gain
importance after two of Europe's large inland waterways, the Rhine
and Donau rivers, were connected by canal on September 25, 1992.
(author)

TI (Title): National and international transport of radioactive
materials - an introductory survey

AU (Author): Price, M.S.T
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): Nuclear transport systems conference.

London (United Kingdom). 7-8 Jun 1993
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1993). p. 77-88
A3 (Abstract): The transport of radioactive material (RAM), both

nationally and internationally, is vital if it is to be used in
medical diagnosis and therapy or for the generation of electricity
from nuclear reactors. Since 1961, the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) has provided the national and international regulatory
basis for RAM transport. The paper, which is designed to be an
introduction to the IBC Conference on Nuclear Transportation
Systems, surveys the current state of the art in design, operation
and safety analysis of RAM packagings with particular emphasis on
the situation in the United Kingdom. The overall safety record for
the many different types of RAM transport, involving over 600,000
package movements per year in the UK alone, some 850,000 packages in
Germany and at least 20 million packages annually worldwide, has
been good and of little assistance to nuclear energy protest groups.
(Author)

TI (Title): Experience in the transport of European irradiated fuel
AU (Author): Gandhi, A. (Nuclear Transport Ltd., Risley (United

Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): Nuclear transport systems conference.

London (United Kingdom). 7-8 Jun 1993
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1993). p. 121-124
A3 (Abstract): The transport of irradiated nuclear fuel is an essential

and integral component of the nuclear fuel cycle. Nuclear Transport
Limited (NTL) has been in the forefront of the transport of
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irradiated fuel for two decades and has safely and successfully
completed over 2500 shipments containing more than 5000 tonnes of
uranium to the reprocessing plants of COGSMA at Cap La Hague in
France and British Nuclear Fuels, Seliafield, in England. During the
two decades, there have been significant changes in fuel parameters,
flask designs, regulations and public perception, ail of which have
impacted on the management of the irradiated fuel transport
business. This paper briefly describes NTL experience in meeting
these challenges, the design and development of new flasks to meet
future requirements of high burnup fuels to 55 GWD/TeU and the
flasks for the return of highly active vitrified waste. (Author)

TI (Title): Plutonium transport: past, present and future
AU (Author): Carr, M. York, S.D. (British Nuclear Fuels pic, Risley

(United Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): Nuclear transport systems conference.

London (United Kingdom). 7-8 Jun 1993
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1993). p. 139-144
AB (Abstract): The transport of radioactive materials dates back to the

beginning of the nuclear industry. The development of nuclear plants
and the international trade in fuel cycle services has led to a
transport infrastructure to service the industry. Advances in
radioactive material package design and technology have been led by
increasing emphasis on safety assurance and compliance with
transport regulations which in many cases exceed those applied to
other dangerous goods. In the case of certain materials security
during transport has equal emphasis with safety, and plutonium, in
its many forms, attracts the most onerous security requirements
during transport. BNFL has safely and efficiently transported
plutonium both nationally and internationally for 30 years. The
Company is committed to the continuation of maintaining such
transports in a safe secure and cost effective manner. (Author)

TI (Title): International regulations for the safe transport of
radioactive material

AU (Author): Selling, H.A. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria). Div. of Nuclear Safety)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): Nuclear transport systems conference.

London (United Kingdom). 7-8 Jun 1993
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTSR
SO (Source): (1993). p. 89-96
AB (Abstract): The Agency's Regulation for the Safe Transport of

Radioactive Material have recently celebrated their 30th
anniversary. They have served and still serve as the regulatory
basis for both international and domestic transport in most of the
Member States of the Agency. The Agency is now preparing a new
comprehensively revised Edition of the Regulations. The revision of
the regulations has developed into a formal process of continuous
review and revision with a cycle of about 10 years. The efficiency
of this review and revision process has been demonstrated to the
extent that some major problems could be identified in a timely
fashion, resulting in a broad agreement on proposed changes to the
Regulations. On the other hand it has displayed the increasing
complexity of these Regulations, provoked by the need that they must
be responsive to new developments both with respect to the materials
and to the modes of transport. This paper describes some of the
envisaged changes, which will develop into maturity when they are
accepted for incorporation in the 1996 revised Edition of the
Regulations. (Author)

TI (Title): Sxceilox 6 and 7 irradiated fuel transport flasks
AU (Author): Purcell, P.C. (Nuclear Transport Ltd., Risiey (United

Kingdom)) Coulthart, D.R. (British Nuclear Fuels pic, Risley (United
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K i n g d o m ) } ; •'•'
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF—910577 {CONF910577}
CF (Conference Information): 2. International conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 8-10 May
1991

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTE
SO (Source): Int. J. Radioact. Mater. Transp. (1991). v. 2(1-3) p. 9-14
A3 (Abstract): The Seliafield nuclear fuels reprocessing plant in

Cumbria has been receiving Light Water Reactor (LWR) fuel from
European and Japanese power stations since the early 1970s.
Virtually all of this has been delivered to Sellafield in flasks of
composite design. This design of flask comprises a thick lead liner
surrounding the fuel cavity and providing gamma radiation shielding,
structural strength being provided by an enclosing steel shell. The
composite flask has proved to be safe and efficient in operation but
is now meeting the limits of its potential due to the trend towards
higher burnup fuel. High burnup fuel emits increasing levels of
neutron radiation which the composite flask was not designed toe
accommodate. Thus the need for new designs of flasks to carry the
fuels of zhe future. The Excellox 6 and Excellox 7 irradiated fuel
transport flasks have been developed over a period of five years.
They are of monolithic construction and have been designed to
complement existing composite flask types. The Exceilox 6 flask is
designed to carry high burnup PWR fuel up to 5m in length from
Europe, whilst the Exceilox 7 flask is shorter and can carry high
burnup PWR and BWR fuels up to 4.5m in length from both Europe and
Japan. As a consequence of meeting Japanese regulatory requirements
the shielding design of the Excellox 7 differs from the Excellox 6.
(author)

TI (Title): A family of transport and storage flasks containing
vitrified high level waste

AU (Author): Hueggenberg, R. Spiiker, H. (Geseilschaft fuer
Nukiearservice, Essen (Germany))

TYPE (Type of Document:) : Journal Article
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF—910577 {CONF910577}
CF (Conference Information): 2. International conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 8-10 May
1991

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODSN IJRTE
SO (Source): Int. J. Radioact. Mater. Transp. (1991). v. 2(1-3) p.

77-78
AB (Abstract): The flasks designed for the transport of high level

vitrified waste in Germany are described. Several designs have been
developed in order to meet different demands both for transport and
storage, (author)

TI (Title): The long way to a new comprehensive edition of the IAEA
Transport Regulations

TA (Title Augmentation): For radioactive materials
AU (Author): Selling, H.A. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna

(Austria). Div. of Nuclear Safety)
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF--9I0577 {CONF910577}
CF (Conference Information): 2. International conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 8-10 May
1991

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTE
SO (Source): Int. J. Radioact. Mater. Transp. (1991). v. 2(1-3) p. 5-7
A3 (Abstract): This keynote address traces the history of the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Regulations for the Safe
Transport of Radioactive Materials and supporting documents and
highlights the key activities of the Agency. The review process for
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the regulations and new developments or. the Agency's programme are
described, (author)

TI (Title) : The transport of piutoniurrt nitrate liquor in the UK
AU (Author): 3arrett, T.R. Wilson, D. (UKA2A Government Division,

Dounreay (United Kingdom). Nuclear Site Operations) Bancroft, M.
(AEA Engineering Services, Dounreay (United Kingdom). Transport
Technology Dept.) Higson, J. {AEA Engineering Services, Risley
(United Kingdom). Transport Technology Dept.)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
C? (Conference Information): 3. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Windermere (United Kingdom). 7-9 Jun 1994
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1994). p. 105-112
A3 (Abstract): The PER fuel cycle reasons for plutonium nitrate liquor

transport are discussed, identifying the pre 1980 'one litre' bottle
associated with nuclear R and D activities and then the 250 litre
PUNIT transport container to support the PFR fuel cycle. The PUNIT
vessel design is discussed, addressing, in particular, the need for
clean filling and criticality design features together with the
identification of the IAEA transport regulations criteria and the
late 1970s testing programme -the full scale drop tests and the
model fire tests. Radiolysis is discussed together with the need for
inert gas padding. The filling facility and operation are then
outlined together with the fissile material accountancy
requirements. The shipments and emergency arrangements are then
described drawing attention to time and weather constraints. The
risk assessment is discussed, together with reference to the
Competent Authority (DoT) 'authorisation' and any constraints. A
history of the amount of material transferred is then given -
relating that to the reprocessing plant operations since 1980. The
most satisfactory performance over 12 years is noted, (author)

TI (Title): Marine transport of irradiated nuclear fuel, plutonium and
high level wastes

AU (Author): Selling, K.A. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 3. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Windermere (United Kingdom). 7-9 Jun 1994
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1994). p. 139-143
A3 (Abstract): On 4 November 1993 the Assembly of the International

Maritime Organization (IMO) adopted the Code for The Safe Carriage
of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel, Plutonium, and High-level Radioactive
Wastes in Flasks on board Ships. The Code was recommended for
adoption by a Joint IAEA/IMO/UNEP Working Group and sets standards
for the survival capability of ships carrying those materials. It
aims to complement the packaging requirements and the shipment
procedures imposed by the IAEA's Regulations for the Safe Transport
of Radioactive Material and IMO's International Maritime Dangerous
Goods Code (IMDG-Code). The Joint Working Group also considered as
number of issues related to accidents at sea, accident statistics,
risk studies and emergency responses. The Group concluded that all
the available information demonstrates very low levels of
radiological risk and environmental consequences from the marine
transport of radioactive material. In this paper the details of the
Code and the highlights of the deliberations regarding marine
transport of radioactive material are discussed, (author)

?I (Title): Introduction of new flasks for high burnup spent fuel
AU (Author): Gowing, R. Emmison, J. Roberts, T. Siddall, F. (British

Nuclear Fuels pic, Risley (United Kingdom)) Purcell, P.C. (Nuclear
Transport Ltd., Risley (United Kingdom))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 3. international conference on transport
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for the nuclear industry. Windermere {United kingdom). 7-9 Jun 1994
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1994). p. 181-187
AB (Abstract): New flasks have been designed to transport the high

burnup spent fuels now becoming available from the world's nuclear
power stations. Two versions have been designed: Excellox 6 for 5
metre PWR fuels and Excellox 7 with increased neutron shielding for
4.5 metre PWR and BWR fuels arising in Japan. The designs of these
flasks have been finalised. Exceliox 6 has been approved and
validated as a Type B(U)F package and the first two have been
manufactured and are now in routine service, with a third at an
advanced stage of manufacture. The Exceilox 7 design is ready for
manufacture when service requirements for it have been settled. An
account is given of the final adjustments to the design in the
course of manufacture, the main steps and tests in the manufacturing
process and the commissioning tests at the reprocessing and reactor
sites. The entry of the flasks into service is reviewed, (author)

TI (Title): The 1996 IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Materials - the transport of fissile material

AU (Author): Wilson, C.K. (Department of Transport, London (United
Kingdom))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN C957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1997). p. 127-132
AB (Abstract): In September 1996 the Board of Governors of the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) approved of publication of
the 1996 edition of the Regulations of the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Materials. The requirements for the transport of fissile
material differ significantly in this document from the requirements
of the previous (1985) edition of the Regulations. Changes have been
made to the materials which are subject to the additional
requirements for fissile material and to the way in which packages
containing fissile material are tested, assessed and labelled.
Specific requirements for the carriage of fissile material by air
and for uranium hexafiuoride have also been introduced. (Author)

TI (Title): Radioactive materials transport: worldwide excellence in
safety, past, present and future

AU (Author): Heywood, J.D. Blenkin, J.J. Wilkinson, H.L. (AEA
Technology pic, Risley (United Kingdom)) Murray, M. (UK Nirex Ltd.,
Holmrook (United Kingdom))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 13-15 May
1997

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1997). v. 8(3-4). p. 387-395
AB (Abstract): The safety record of the transport of radioactive

material (RAM) is excellent. This level of safety has been achieved
on a global scale principally through the adoption into national
legislation of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
Transport Regulations by all countries which participate in the
movement of RAM. The engineered and operational controls address
containment of the RAM, radiation emitted from the package,
dissipation of heat and prevention of criticaiity. The nuclear
industry and its regulators have constantly sought to improve the
safety of RAM transport operations, and also to measure the degree
of safety compared with other industries and with generic safety
criteria. Because of the extremely low incident rate and the
consequent absence of direct historical data, probabilistic methods
have been applied to provide a conservative assessment of the risks
associated with specific transport operations. This paper
illustrates the effectiveness of the IAEA Regulations in ensuring
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safety by reference to UK and worldwide experience, the results of
quantified risk assessments and the mechanisms in place for
continued review and improvement of the Regulations. The following
topics are explored: (1) The controls controls embodied in the IAEA
Regulations and how they minimise the consequences of accidents. (2)
A review of quantified risk assessments carried out in this country
and abroad. {3} A summary of the RAM transport incident record and a
brief review of the results of surveys of RAM transport operations
in the UK and worldwide. (4) Discussion of the risks associated with
RAM transport compared with other industries. The paper concludes
that the IAEA Regulations provide a robust and effective framework
for the safe transport of RAM, ensuring that risks are kept at very
low levels compared to relevant accepted criteria and other
dangerous goods transport operations. The provisions for review and
revision of the IAEA Regulations ensure that they will continue to
provide effective controls in the future

TI (Title): Transport of MOX fuel
AU (Author): Porter, I.R. Carr, M. (British. Nuclear Fuels pic.

Transport Div., Risley (United Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industrv. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 13-15 May
1997

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1997). v. 8(3-4). p. 189-191
A3 (Abstract): The regulatory framework which governs the transport of

MOX fuel is set out, including packages, transport modes and
security requirements. Technical requirements for the packages are
reviewed and BNFL's experience in plutonium and MOX fuel transport
is described. The safety of such operations and the public
perception of safety are described and the question of gaining
public acceptance for MOX fuel transport is addressed. The paper
concludes by emphasising the need for proactive programmes to
improve the public acceptance of these operations. (Author)

TI (Title): FS 65: a new packaging for MOX transport
AU (Author): Rouquette, Y. (COGEMA, Velizy Villacoublay, 78 (France))

Potelle, F. (Transnucieaire, Paris, 75 (France))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 13-15 May
1997

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTSR
SO (Source): (1997). v. 8(3-4). p. 253-255
AB (Abstract): This paper describes the background, development,

testing and performance assessment of an optimised design for a new
packaging for the transport of MOX fuel from COGEMA sites, including
the associated interfacing equipment at the COGEMA and COGSMA
partner sites. The overall project was completed within 20 months.
(Author)

TI (Title): Development of NFT type spent fuel transport cask
AU (Author): Shimura, S. (Nuclear Fuel Transport Co. Ltd., Minato,

Tokyo (Japan))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 13-15 May
1997

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1997). v. 8(3-4). p. 257-264
AB (Abstract): NFT type casks have been developed to transport spent

fuel from domestic nuclear power plants to the reprocessing plant
which is under construction in Rokkasho-mura, Aomori Prefecture. The
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spent fuel to be transported is greater in. burhup and enrichment
than that for the Tokai reprocessing plant and the annual shipment
will be approximately ten times greater. Therefore, in developing
the cask, greatest emphasis was placed on the enhancement of
transport efficiency to reduce transport frequency. To maximise the
payload, the cask weight was made as close as possible to the
maximum capacity of the crane available at the reactor site. Crane
capacities of the nuclear power plants were grouped into six, and
six kinds of cask were developed. The design of all types of NFT
casks were approved in 1994 and 40 units of the cask are under
construction to prepare for shipment. (Author)

TI (Title): Dual purpose casks: the TN 24 for the Belgian and Swiss
utilities

AU (Author): Konirsch, 0. Roland, V. (Transnucieaire, Paris, 75
(France))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 13-15 May
1997

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1997). v. 8(3-4). p. 265-269
AB (Abstract): For those utilities that have chosen interim storage to

keep capacity available in their pools, the dual purpose cask is the
best solution. It combines very safe storage conditions with the
flexibility to transport the spent fuel at any time to another
facility anywhere, such as a reprocessing plant. For the two Belgian
reactors, DOEL 3 and DOEL 4, and for the GOSGEN nuclear power plant
in Switzerland, Transnucieaire proposed three specific packagings
(TN 24D, TN 24XL and TN 24G). They are based on the same generic
design, the TN 24, which is a forged steel cask covered by a neutron
shielding resin. The design criteria are given and, in the light of
the Belgian and Swiss requirements, the design approach of the TN 24
family of casks. Finally, a detailed description of each cask
developed by Transnucieaire is provided. (Author)

TI (Title): Transport of radioactive material
AU (Author): Gillen, V. (ed.)
CA (Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna

(Austria)
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf—13506 {INISmf13506}
SO (Source): Dec 1992. 28 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche
A3 (Abstract): This publication is meant to provide an overview of the

IAEA's programme in radioactive material transport. For more
specific information other publications are available

TI (Title): The IAEA regulations for the safe transport of radioactive
material. New strategies for the future

AU (Author): Selling, H.A. Brittinger, M.T.M. (International Atomic
Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Div. of Nuclear Safety)

TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RPP (Primary Report Number): ZNIS-JP—018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 p.
v. 3 p. 1217-1224

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

A3 (Abstract): This paper presents a historic review of 30 years
experience with the IAEA's Regulations for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Material as the basis for regulatory control of those
materials worldwide. It is demonstrated that the underlying
principles and fundamental philosophy have proven their validity and
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J. J.

have been the main reason for the excellent safety record of
transport operations. The IAEA Regulations are currently halfway a
comprehensive revision process aiming at the publication of a new
edition by 1996. Although the main principles are likely to be
maintained in the next edition of the Regulations, some developments
in this area will undoubtedly have an effect on their structure. The
main new developments are: the air transport of large quantities of
radioactive material, requiring that a risk basis be established
which is comparable with other modes of transport, transport of
uranium hexafluoride requiring provisions which include the
associated chemical hazards, the transport of large volumes of
radioactive waste originating, from decommissioning of nuclear power
stations, and the influence of the new risk estimates for exposure
to ionizing radiation and consequently the lower dose limits as
recommended by ICRP. This paper will make an attempt to identify the
problems associated with those developments, to outline its
programme of activities intended to address the problems and to
suggest possible solutions as recommended by the IAEA senior
advisory group in this subject area. (J.P.N.)

(Title): Safe transport of radioactive material. 2. Ed
CA (Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna

(Austria)
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf—13014 {INISmf13014}
SO (Source): Sep 1991. 367 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): The transport of radioactive material embraces the

carriage of radioisotopes for industrial, medical and research uses,
and the movement of waste, in addition to consignments of nuclear
fuel cycle material. It has been estimated that between eighteen and
thirty-eight million package shipments take place each year. On the
recommendation of the Standing Advisory Group on the Safe Transport
of Radioactive Material (SAGSTRAM), which enjoys wide representation
from the Agency's Member States and international organizations, the
Secretariat is preparing a training kit comprising this training
manual and complementary visual aids. The kit is intended to be the
basis for an extensive course on the subject and can be used in
whole or in part for inter-regional, regional and even national
training purposes. Member States can thus benefit from the material
either through training courses sponsored by the Agency, or,
alternatively, organized by themselves. As a step towards achieving
that goal, the current training manual was compiled using material
from the first Inter-Regional Training Course on the Safe Transport
of Radioactive Material that was held in co-operation with the
Nuclear Power Training Centre of the then Central Electricity
Generating Board at Bristol, United Kingdom. This Manual was
initially published in 1990. On the recommendation of the Agency's
Standing Advisory Group on the Safe Transport of Radioactive
Material (SAGSTRAM), the Manual has since been expanded and updated
in time for the second Inter-Regional Training Course, that will in
1991 similarly be held in Bristol. 58 refs, figs and tabs

TI (Title): The long way to a new comprehensive edition of the IAEA
Transport Regulations

TA (Title Augmentation): For radioactive materials
AU (Author): Selling, H.A. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna

(Austria). Div. of Nuclear Safety)
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF—910577 {CONF910577}
CF (Conference Information): 2. International conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 8-10 May
1991

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTE
SO (Source): Int. J. Radioact. Mater. Transp. (1991). v. 2(1-3) p. 5-7
AB (Abstract): This keynote address traces the history of the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Regulations for the Safe
Transport of Radioactive Materials and supporting documents and
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highlights the key activities of the Agency. The review process for
the regulations and new developments on the Agency's programme are
described, (author) •",•' '••;•'

?I (Title): Directory of national competent authorities' approval
certificates for package design, special form material and shipment
of radioactive material. 1994 ed

CA (Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC—758 {IAEATECDOC758}
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 1011-4289
SO (Source): Aug 1994. 121 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche
AB (Abstract): This is the fifth annual report being published by the

Secretariat of the International Atomic Energy Agency since
implementing its database on package approval certificates
(PACKTRAM) at the recommendation of the Standing Advisory Group on
the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material (SAGSTRAM). The reporting
format was established at consecutive meetings of SAGSTRAM, whose
membership consists of national competent authorities responsible
for the transport of radioactive material from those Member States
who have a nuclear industry and others who have shown a keen
interest in the IAEA's transport safety programme. Through the
PACKTRAM database, the Secretariat collects administrative and
technical information on package approval certificates to assist
national competent authorities in regulating radioactive material
movements in -heir country. The database carries information on
extant certificates and those that expired within the last two
complete calendar years. The 1985 Edition of IAEA Safety Series No.
6, the '"Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive
Material'1 highlights the role of competent authorities in assuring
regulatory compliance in their own countries. Package approval
certificates are an important aspect of that function. This document
aims to be a useful reference for competent authorities as well as
for manufacturers and shippers of radioactive material

Tl (Title): Explanatory material for the IAEA regulations for the safe
transport of radioactive material (1985 edition). 2. ed. (as amended
1990)

CA (Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1990. 124 p. Safety series
AB (Abstract): This publication is an updated version of the Second

Edition of the Explanatory Material for the IAEA Regulations for the
Safe Transport of Radioactive Material (1985 Edition) and replaces
ail previous versions of Safety Series No. 7. This publication
includes the changes to Safety Series No. 7 contained in the
Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material, 1985
Edition, Supplement 1988, as well as modifications adopted by the
Review Panel that was convened in Vienna, 10-14 July 1989. For the
convenience of the user, the old Safety Series style adopted in the
original publication has been retained, although the old style has
now been superseded by a new one, affecting the structure, the
format and the cover of the Safety Series. It should be noted,
however, that future editions will be published in the new style. 71
refs, figs and tabs

TI (Title): Schedules of requirements for the transport of specified
types of radioactive material consignments (as amended 1990).
Companion document to Safety Series No. 6

CA (Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-124190-9
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1990. 108 p. Safety series
AB (Abstract): This publication replaces the previous issue of Safety

Series No. 80. It includes the changes to Safety Series No. 80
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contained in Supplement 1988 to the Regulations for the Safe
Transport of Radioactive Material as well as some modifications
adopted by the Review Panel meeting which convened in Vienna, from
10 to 14 July 1989. The old IAEA Safety Series style is maintained
for the convenience of the user, although the old style has now been
superseded by a new one; affecting the structure, the foriaat and the
cover of the Safety Series. It should be noted, however, that
subsequent editions of the Regulations and the Schedules of
Requirements will be published in the new style. Tabs

TI (Title): Advisory material for the IAEA regulations for the safe
transport of radioactive material (1985 edition). As amended 1990.
3. ed

CA (Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-124090-2
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1990. 206 p. Safety series
AB (Abstract): The IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of

Radioactive Material provide standards for ensuring a high level of
safety of people, property and the environment against radiation and
criticality hazards as well as thermal effects associated with the
transport of radioactive material. The basic requirements to be met
are: Effective containment of radioactive material. Effective
control of radiation emitted from the package. A subcritical
condition for any fissile material. And Adequate dissipation of any
heat generated within the package. Effective quality assurance and
compliance assurance programmes are required, for example: (a)
Appropriate and sound packages are used. (B) The activity of
radioactive material in each package does not exceed the regulatory
activity limit for that material and that package type. (C) The
radiation levels external to, and the contamination levels on,
surfaces of packages do not exceed the appropriate limits. (D)
Packages are properly marked and labelled and transport documents
are completed. (S) the number of packages containing radioactive
material in a conveyance is within the regulatory limits. (F)
Packages of radioactive material are stowed in conveyances and are
stored at a safe distance from persons and photosensitive materials.
(G) Only those transport and lifting devices which have been tested
are used in loading, conveying and unloading packages of radioactive
material. And (h) Packages of radioactive material are properly
secured for transport. The control of the transport of radioactive
materials may be necessary also for other reasons, e.g. safeguards
control and physical protection of nuclear materials and control of
a property. For radioactive materials having other dangerous
properties, the regulations of Member States, modal conventions and
agreements, and other relevant documents of international
organizations need to be applied. A Member State may require in its
national regulations that an additional approval be given by its
competent authority for a Type B(U) package whose design has already
been approved in another country and which is to be used for
domestic transport on its territory. 75 refs, figs and tabs

TI (Title): The development and application of the regulations
governing the safe transport of radioactive material

AU (Author): Blackman, D.J. (Department of Transport, London (UK))
O'Sullivan, R.A. Selling, H.A. (International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna (Austria). Div. of Nuclear Safety)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Nuclear Energy
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0140-4067 CODEN NUEGA
SO (Source): Nucl. Energy. (Oct 1990)
AB (Abstract): The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

regulations for the safe transport of radioactive material -
hereinafter called 'the regulations' - have served successfully for
nearly 30 years as the basis for the regulatory control of
radioactive material transport worldwide. Their success is evident
from the fine record of safety which has resulted from their
application. As this account will describe, the satisfactory
development of the regulations has not been achieved without
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considerable effort. Indeed, throughout the 29 years since their
first publication, the IAEA, aided by a substantial number of its
member states, has maintained a continuous input of study and
discussions to ensure that the regulations constitute an appropriate
basis for transport safety both nationally and internationally. In
this work, the practical experience obtained ifcom transporting many
millions of package shipments per year throughout the world has been
fully taken into account in order to refine the regulatory
prescriptions and to ensure that they remain consistent with the
changing conditions of transport, as well as with advances in
scientific knowledge and techniques. As will be seen, the IAEA has
installed a continuous review process to make certain that the
highly satisfactory status of the regulations will be maintained in
the future, (author)

TI (Title): Internationai consensus for the safe transport of
radioactive material: An experience to imitate

AU (Author): O'Sullivan, R.A. (International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna (Austria). Div. of Nuclear Safety)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): International Atomic Energy Agency Bulletin
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0020-6067 CODEN IAEBA
SO (Source): Int. At. Energy Agency Bull. (1988). v. 30(3) p. 31-34
AB (Abstract): The IAEA regulations for safe transport of radioactive

material have served successfully for more than 25 years as the
basis for the regulatory control of radioactive material transport
worldwide. The article reviews the historical development of the
IAEA's transport regulations and summarises the current developments
of the Agency's programme on transport safety

TI (Title): The IAEA's databases for safe transport of radioactive
materials

AU (Author): Brittinger, M.T. (Internationai Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna (Austria). Div. of Nuclear Safety)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Internationai Atomic Energy Agency Bulletin
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0020-6067 CODEN IAEBA
SO (Source): Int. At. Energy Agency Bull. (1989). v. 31(2) p. 45-47
A3 (Abstract): The IAEA's safety standards for transport are embodied

in Safety Series No. 6, the Regulation for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Material. Guidance on the regulations and how they are
to be interpreted, implemented, evaluated, and revised is given by
the Agency's Standing Advisory Group on the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Material (SAGSTRAM). SAGSTRAM has expressed support in
principle for the Agency's activities in data collection and
compilation of information relevant to transport of radioactive
materials. Data is collected in connection with several aspects of
the work in transport safety. Three databases, known as PACKTRAM,
EVTRAM, and SHIPTRAM, are established or planned

TI (Title): Regulations for the safe transport of radioactive material.
1996 ed

CA (Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): STI/PUB—998 {STIPUB998}
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-104996-X ISSN 1020-525X
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1996. 220 p. Safety standard

series
A3 (Abstract): This publication is the revised version of the IAEA's

Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials as
approved by the Board of Governors in September 1996. It establishes
standards of safety which provide an acceptable level of control of
the radiation, criticality and thermal hazards to persons, property
and the environment that are associated with the transport of
radioactive material. After an introductory section, the publication
is structured as follows: Section 2 defines the terms that are
required for the purposes of the Regulations. Section 3 provides
general provisions. Section 4 gives the activity limits and material
restrictions used throughout these Regulations. Section 5 provides
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requirements and controls for transport. Section 6 provides
requirements for radioactive materials and for packagir.gs and
packages. Section 7 provides requirements for test procedures.
Section 8 provides approval and administrative requirements. The
requirements for the transport of specified types of consignments
are included in an abbreviated form as Schedules. Refs, figs, tabs

TI (Title): Competent authority regulatory control of the transport of
radioactive material

CA (Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TSCDOC—413 {IAEATECDOC413}
SO (Source): Apr 1987. 59 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
A3 (Abstract): The purpose of this guide is to assist competent

authorities in regulating the transport of radioactive materials and
to assist users of transport regulations in their interactions with
competent authorities. The guide should assist specifically those
countries which are establishing their regulatory framework and
further assist countries with established procedures to harmonize
their application and implementation of the IAEA Regulations. This
guide specifically covers various aspects of the competent authority
implementation of the IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Material. In addition, physical protection and
safeguards control of the transport of nuclear materials as well as
third party liability aspects are briefly discussed. This is because
they have to be taken into account in overall transport regulatory
activities, especially when establishing the regulatory framework

TI (Title): Advisory material for the IAEA Regulations for the safe
transport of radioactive material (1985 Edition). 3. ed

CA (Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-123487-2
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1987. 205 p. Safety series, no. 37
A3 (Abstract): The purpose of this document is to provide advice on the

application of the provisions of the 1985 Edition of Safety Series
No. 6 (concerning the IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Material) in order to help achieve compliance with the
regulatory standards. This document also reflects the corrections
and changes implemented by the 1986 Supplement to the Regulations
for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material. Its intent is to
describe methods, techniques and practices (citing any appropriate
national and international standards) which can be considered a
means of satisfying certain requirements. It should always be read
as offering 'a way' or 'ways' rather than 'the unique way' of
achieving compliance. The information provided is to be considered
purely advisory and never mandatory, except where a competent
authority may require use of any part or parts of the text. This
document provides information about the technical requirements of
the Regulations and about the methods and technology which may be
employed to satisfy them, for the benefit of designers and
manufacturers of packagings, consignors, carriers, competent
authorities and others, i.e. it provides 'how' information

TI (Title): Safety in transport of radioactive materials - the next 10
years

AU (Author): Barker, R. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria). Div. of Nuclear Safety and Environmental Protection)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0020-6067
SO (Source): Int. At. Energy Agency Bull. (Mar 1981). v. 23(1) p. 7-10
AB (Abstract): The number of shipments of radioactive material is

increasing steadily - some estimates indicate by about 10 per cent a
year. Several million packages are already shipped about the world
each year and this number will increase at least for the next 10
years. Part of this increase will come from the expected growth in
the number of nuclear power plants which will be shipping irradiated
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fuel that had previously been stored on-site or in use, and from the
associated shipments of nuclear waste. The increase in production
and use of nuclear fuel requires increased production (and hence
increased shipments) or uranium and thorium ores. And of
concentrates, nitrates, fluorides and fresh fuel. Shipments of
highly active waste from reprocessing nuclear-:"fuels, already
occurring to some extent in Europe, will increase and may begin
again in the USA in the next few years. Also in the next 10 years,
decommissioning of some reactors will take place requiring special
types of shipments. A new type of shipment that may arise within the
next 10 years is that of several kilograms (millions of curies) of
tritium. A few of these large, easily controlled shipments will be
required for the operation of the prototype fusion reactor, a joint
project supported through the IAEA by the USSR, USA, and others. The
technology for designing such packaging is well established, but it
does not appear that any of the existing designs are capable of
handling such large amounts of tritium and so new designs will be
needed. The medical, industrial, and research uses of radioactivity
are expected to continue to grow and the associated shipments of
radioactive material to become even more frequent. The Agency is
collecting data on shipments in ail Member States and will issue an
analysis of that data in 1981. For several years to come, however,
we can expect the largest number of packages to be exempt shipments
(e.g. smoke detectors and luminous watches) and medical isotopes.
The greatest volume to be uranium ores and concentrates. And the
highest activity levels to occur in shipments of irradiated nuclear
fuel

TI (Title): Safe transport of radioactive material
CA (Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Division of

Public Information Information, Vienna (Austria)
TYPE (Type of Document): Film
RPS (Secondary Report Number): AVN--0787 {AVN0787}
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria) IAEA 1994 28 min., sd., colour, video
AB (Abstract): Delivering radioactive material to where it is needed is

a vital service to industry and medicine. Millions of packages are
shipped all over the world by all modes of transport. The shipments
pass through public places and must meet stringent safety
requirements. This video explains how radioactive material is safely
transported and describes the rules that carriers and handlers must
follow.
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3. VESSELS USED TO TRANSPORT MATERIALS
SUBJECT TO THE INF CODE

(Title): International transport of radioactive materials between Japan and
Europe
(Author): Ikeda, K.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): To date there has been no incident of radioactive leakage
during the transport of radioactive material between Japan and Europe. This
alone proves the safety of such transport. We have conducted many original
research and development on the radioactive material transport
enthusiastically in Japan. We believe that these results and experience may
be applicable in Europe. The relationship between Japan and Europe is very
close, and we hope to maintain cooperation on every aspect of the
transportation of radioactive materials.

(Title): Construction of an exclusive ship for transport of spent nuclear
fuels - technical features
(Author): Akiyama, H. Kubota, T. Kitano, T Morimoto, F. Obara, I. Sasao, T.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): A new ship was ordered from Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding
Co., Ltd by Nuclear Fuel Shipping Co., Ltd, and was completed and delivered
in September 1996. The ship is the first large-sized exclusive ship for the
transport of spent nuclear fuels built in Japan, and is the first ship
complying with the Japanese special regulations (KAISA520, class B) based
on the INF Code in the world. The special features of hull construction and
equipment of the ship as a realization of Owner's concept presented in the
report of PATRAM'98, and the requirements of KAISA520 and the "Regulations
for the Carriage and Storage of Dangerous Goods in Ships", are reported in
this paper.

(Title): Swedish experience in maritime transports of irradiated nuclear
fuel
(Author): Dybeck, P.
(Source): Draft proceedings of the special consultative meeting of entities
involved in the maritime transport of materials covered by the INF code,
SCM 5, 4-6 March 1996
(Abstract): Since 1985 regular transports of irradiated nuclear fuel (INF)
have been performed around the Swedish coast. Every year, about 20
transports containing 4 to 5 casks are made from the Swedish nuclear power
plants to the Central Intermediate Storage Facility for Spent Fuel, CLAB.
The Swedish sea transport system was designed in the beginning of the
1980s. The purpose built ship M/S Sigyn was launched in 1982 and taken into
operation in 1983. Since 1985 M/S Sigyn has sailed 315,000 nautical miles.
The performance of the ship has been excellent. It is obvious that any
ship, even when safely designed and built, can be involved in an accident.
It is therefore reassuring that the casks are designed to withstand
extremely severe conditions such as impact, fire and high pressure from
great depth.

(Title): An overview of design and operation of an INF Class 3 transport
ship
(Author): Miller, Captain M.L.
(Corporate Author): 3ritish Nuclear Fuel Ltd.
(Source): Draft proceedings of the special consultative meeting of entities
involved in the maritime transport of materials covered by the INF code,
SCM 5, 4-6 March 1996
(Abstract): The first contracts for transporting irradiated nuclear fuel
from Japan and Europe to the UK were signed in the 1960s. For the early
shipments BNFL chartered general cargo vessels from James Fisher & Sons. In
the 1970s BNFL decided to develop a design for purpose-built vessels for
nuclear transport which provided enhanced protection for the ships and
crews, so increasing the safety and reliability of transportation
operations. Since 1969, from Japan to Europe and between European
countries, by sea; 291 ship voyages carrying irradiated nuclear fuel have
been completed, 2,585 flasks of irradiated nuclear fuel have been carried,
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and 8,061 tonnes of irradiated nuclear fuel have been carried. Ail without
a single incident resulting in the release of radioactive material.

(Title): An overview of design and operation of an INF Class 3 transport
ship
(Author): The United Kingdom Delegation to the Special Consultative Meeting
(Source): Draft proceedings of the special consultative meeting of entities
involved in the maritime transport of materials covered by the INF code,
SCM 5, 4-6 March 1996
(Abstract): The United Kingdom is one of the few flag states which has
vessels involved in the carriage of irradiated nuclear fuel, plutoniuia and
high-level radioactive wastes on its register. This presentation describes
how the UK implements its flag state responsibilities to ensure that the
carriage of these materials is safe.

(Title): French experience in the nuclear materials transportation industry
(Author): Charles, J.L. Brachet, Y.
(Corporate Author): COGEMA and Transnucleaire
(Source): Draft proceedings of the special consultative meeting of entities
involved in the maritime transDort of materials covered by the INF code,
SCM 5, 4-6 March 1996
(Abstract): France now produces 75% of its electricity needs with 58
nuclear power plants. French experience about the nuclear materials
maritime transportation industry is a complete and mature one. Since the
70's, it has given France - under IMO and IAEA's stringent requirements - a
complete and outstanding advantage regarding both safety and environmental
aspects.

(Title): Experience of the Panama Canal in the transport of IMO 7 cargoes
(Author): Harder, Captain D. Chen, Dr. F.
(Corporate Author): Panama Canal Commission
(Source): Draft proceedings of the special consultative meeting of entities
involved in the maritime transport of materials covered by the INF code,
SCM 5, 4-6 March 1996
(Abstract): In Fiscal Year (FY) 1995, a total of 13,631 oceangoing vessels
transited through the Panama Canal. About 30% of the vessels carried IMO
defined "dangerous cargoes" aboard. In FY 1995 there were 63 transits with
radioactive cargoes aboard or 0.46% of total transits. INF Class vessels
have transited 77 times through the Panama Canal the last five years. There
has not been an instance of any problems with such vessels. The vessels
whose cargo present the highest risk to the Panama Canal are IMO 2.1 and
3.1 bulk carriers, such as LPG and gasoline tankers, and those with over 5
tons of IMO 1.1 (explosives) aboard. There is an average of one of these
vessels a day.

(Title): Code for the safe carriage of irradiated nuclear fuel, piutonium
and high-level radioactive wastes in flasks on board ships (INF Code) and
guidelines for developing shipboard emergency plans for ships carrying
materials subject to the INF Code
(Corporate Author): International Maritime Organization
(Primary Report Number): IMO-270E
(Source): 1998 28 p
(Abstract): The Code for the Safe Carriage of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel,
Plutonium and High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Flasks on board Ships (INF
Code) was adopted by the IMO Assembly at its 18th session by resolution
A.748(18) and amended by the Assembly at its 20th session by resolution
A.853(20). This publication also includes Guidelines for Developing
Shipboard Emergency plans for Ships Carrying Materials Subject to the INF
Code which were adopted by resolution A.854(20).

(Title): Transport of irradiated nuclear fuel by sea in Sweden
(Author): Dybeck, P.
(Source): Presented at the Joint IAEA/IMO Working Group on the Safe
Carriage of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel December 1992 6 p
(Abstract): As all nuclear power plants and storage facilities in Swede are
situated along the coast, it is natural that transports of spent fuel are
performed by sea. The Swedish sea transport system was designed in the
beginning of the 1980s. The purpose built ship M/S Sigyn was launched in
1882 and taken into operation in 1983. During the first years the ship was
used for transport of spent fuel from Sweden to France for reprocessing. As
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a result of a change of policy in Sweden, reprocessing of spent fuel was
abandoned in favour of direct disposal. Since 1985 the ship is used for
domestic transport only. One exception was the transportation of spent MOX
fuel from Germany to Sweden between 1987 and 1988. Since 1985 M/S Sigyn has
sailed around 190,000 n.m. with an average of 25,000 n.m. a year. The
performance of the ship has been very good and no accidents have occurred.

TI (Title): Carriage of nuclear fuel flasks
AU (Author): Ferguson, J. (Lloyd's Register, Hull (UK). Oil, Chemical

and Gas Carriers Section)
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0026-0835 CODEN METLA
SO (Source): Metallurgia. (Jul 1986). v. 53(7) p. 291-292
AB (Abstract): The transport by sea of spent nuclear fuel is

considered. In particular the transport of spent fuel from Japan to
the Seliafieid reprocessing plant is discussed. The ships are built
to Lloyd's register specifications. The ships are identified and
their design and safety aspects are mentioned. Fuel containment,
safety precautions and operational procedures are given. The
transport is governed by international regulations which are
mentioned. (U.K.)

TI (Title): Safety requirements for the Pu carriers
AU (Author): Mishima, K. (Maritime Technology and Safety Bureau, Tokyo

(Japan))
TYPE (Tyoe of Document): Miscellaneous
R?P (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP--018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the oackaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 p.
v. 1 p. 540-545

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

AB (Abstract): Ministry of Transport of Japan has now set about
studying requirements for Pu carriers to ensure safety. It was first
studied what the basic concept of safe carriage of Pu should be, and
the basic ideas have been worked out. Next the requirements for the
Pu carriers were studied based on the above. There are at present no
international requirements of construction and equipment for the
nuclear-material carriers, but MOT of Japan has so far required
special construction and equipment for the nuclear-material carriers
which carry a large amount of radioactive material, such as spent
fuel or low level radioactive waste, corresponding to the level of
the respective potential hazard. The requirements of construction
and equipment of the Pu carriers have been established considering
the difference in heat generation between Pu and spent fuel,
physical protection, and so forth, in addition to the above basic
concept. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): Statement concerning the transport of radioactive materials
during the year 1994. Redegoerelse vedroerende transport af
radioaktive stoffer for aaret 1994

TA (Title Augmentation): Denmark
CA (Corporate Author): Statens Inst. for Straalehygiejne, 3roenshoej

(Denmark)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): NEI-DK—1901 {NEIDK1901}
SO (Source): Jan 1995. 23 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche
AB (Abstract): An account of the use and transport of radioactive

materials in Denmark and of the relevant regulations insofar as
there have been changes in connection with those mentioned in the
similar statement published for 1993. During 1994, after an interval
of six years, Risoe National Laboratory has arranged for the
transport of spent nuclear fuels from the research reactor
designated DR3 to USA. This transportation and transportations from
three other European research reactors by ships registered in
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Denmark are described in some detail. Inspection and control,
especially with regard to the transport to USA of spent reactor
fuels from DR3, international and national cooperation in this
field, the European Union, the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), the Nordic transport group and the Danish contact committee
are dealt with in addition to the extent of transport of radioactive
materials, and connected accidents and radiation doses. (A3)

TI (Title) : Systems for transporting used CANDU fuel by road, rail and
water

AU (Author): Shetier, A.?. (Ontario Hydro, Toronto, ON (Canada))
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf—12730 {INISmf12730}
CF (Conference Information): Canadian Nuclear Society 2. international

conference on radioactive waste management. Winnipeg, MB (Canada).
7-11 Sep 1986

SO (Source): Canadian Nuclear Society, Toronto, ON (Canada).
Proceedings of the Canadian Nuclear Society 2. international
conference on radioactive waste management. 1986. 821 p. p. 168-176

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

A3 (Abstract): Ontario Hydro's CANDU nuclear power stations are
situated on the shores of the Great Lakes and are accessible by
road, rail and water. For the off-site shipment of used CANDU fuel
from the stations to a disposal, reprocessing or central storage
facility, all three modes are being considered. This paper presents
Ontario Hydro's 'reference transportation systems' for the shipment
of used CANDU fuel as developed for the Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management Program (NFWMP) in Canada. These are workable systems
developed by Ontario Hydro for the purpose of showing modal
feasibility. The systems have not yet been optimized

TI (Title): The Pacific-Pintail a ship transporting nuclear wastes for
Pacific Nuclear Transport Ltd. Le Pacific-Pintail: transporteur de
dechets nucleaires pour la Pacific Nuclear Transport Ltd

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0028-159X CODEN NPCHA
SO (Source): Navires Ports Chantiers. (Feb 1988). v. 39(451) p. 79-81
AB (Abstract): This article describes the ship used for transport of

spent uranium oxides flasks before reprocessing according to IAEA
regulations

TI (Title): Large shielded containers for transport of reactor wastes
to their final repository in Sweden

AU (Author): Pettersson, S. (Swedish State Power 3oard, Vaeilingby)
Gustafsson, B. (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co.,
Stockholm)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM—286/130 {IASASM286130}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Davos (Switzerland).
16-20 Jun 1986

IS (International Standard Numbers): IS3N 92-0-020187-3
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials (PATRAM '86).
Proceedings of an international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials held in Davos, 16-20 June
1986. Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1987. 780 p. v. 2 p. 111-121.
Proceedings series

AB (Abstract): A central repository for reactor wastes (SFR) has been
under construction in Sweden since 1983. The repository is situated
in crystalline rock under the sea at the harbour of the Forsmark
Nuclear Power Station. The repository will be in operation in early
1988. Since all Swedish nuclear facilities are located on the coast,
a sea transport system has been found to be appropriate, and a
specially designed ship has been built. This ship and the fuel
transport flasks, together with special land transport vehicles,
have been in operation since 1982 for the transport of irradiated
LWR fuel. The same ship and the same types of vehicles will also be
used for the transport of reactor wastes that require shielding. The
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shielded transport containers in which the reactor wastes will be
transported to SFR must accept the following main waste packages:
(1) Cubical moulds, 1.2 m side or 200 L drums with, for example, ion
exchange resins solidified in cement or bitumen. (2) Large concrete
tanks (3.3 m length, 1.3 m width, 2.3 m height) with dewatered, low
level ion exchange resins. The surface dose rate on the moulds and
drums can range between 10 and 500 mSv/h and up to 10 mSv/h for the
large concrete tanks. The gross weight of the shielded transport
container will be limited to 120 t. The limiting factor is the
maximum payload for the ship. The ship can carry ten shielded
transport containers. However, the vehicle transport in the tunnel
down to the repository area will also restrict the load of these
containers. A full-size prototype container with 80 mm wall
thickness has been designed, manufactured and tested during 1985.
The detailed design of all types of shielded containers started in
the autumn of 1985. Manufacturing will take place during 1986 and
1987. The first containers will be needed by mid-1987 for testing of
the various transport and handling systems at SFR. (author)

TI (Title): On the domestic transportation by Hinoura Maru, the ship
for the exclusive use for spent nuclear fuel

AU (Author): Kage, K. Kuwashima, K. Kajishima, H
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf—6447 {INISmf6447}
CF (Conference Information): 6. International symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Berlin, Germany, F.R.
10 - 14 Nov 1980

SO (Source): 3undesanstalt fuer Materialpruefung, Berlin (Germany,
F.R.). Abt. 3auwesen. Patram '80. Compacts. 1980. 628 p. p. 366-369

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

TI (Title): Sea transport of spent fuel
AU (Author): Gustafsson, B. (Swedish Nuclear Fuel Supply Co.,

Stockholm) Milchert, T. (Salenrederierna AB, Stockholm (Sweden))
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf—6447 {INISmf6447}
CF (Conference Information): 6. International symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Berlin, Germany, F.R.
10 - 14 Nov 1980

SO (Source): Bundesanstalt fuer Materialpruefung, Berlin (Germany,
F.R.). Abt. Bauwesen. Patram '80. Compacts. 1980. 628 p. p. 445-449

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

TI (Title): Proposal of guidelines for selecting optimum options in
packagings and transportation systems of spent fuel

AU (Author): Saegusa, T. Abe, H. Fukuda, S. (Central Research Inst. of
Electric Power Industry, Tokyo, Japan)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number); CONF-830528—Vol.2 {CONF830528Vol2}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May 1983

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). PATRAM '83: 7th
international symposium on packaging and transportation of
radioactive materials. Proceedings. Volume 2. Dec 1983. p. 1156^-1163

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
Available from NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 1 as TI84006240

AB (Abstract): Type and size of spent fuel shipping packagings and
packaging transport ships in spent fuel transport system would have
been determined separately in response to technical requirements
etc. of reactor sites and reprocessing plants. However, since more
and more spent fuel will be generated from world's nuclear power
plants and will be transported much frequently to reprocessing
plants or storage facilities, the current spent fuel transport
system will have to be necessarily reexamined from the operational
and economical aspects or an optimum transport system may have to be
newly determined in the near future. In the literature, a variety of
options are found, particularly of spent fuel packagings. This paper
listed and classified options of spent fuel packagings and packaging
transport ships in the transportation systems of spent fuel on the
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basis of literature surveys. These options were discussed from
viewpoints of designers and users and compared in terms of transport
efficiency. Finally, one way to determine an optimum transport
system of spent fuel was indicated considering the total transport
system in the light of safety, operational efficiency and economy

TI (Title): Results of transporting spent fuel
AU (Author): Sawayama, Ken-ichi (Ministry of Transportation, Tokyo

(Japan))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0433-4035
SO (Source): Genshiryoku Kogyo. (Oct 1984). v. 30(10) p. 43-48
AB (Abstract): Spent fuel increases year after year as full-scale

nuclear power generation has been carried out, and in Japan, all
spent fuel is to be reprocessed in view of the effective use of
resources and the adequate disposal of radioactive wastes. In 1983,
the spent fuel transported to the reprocessing plants in Japan and
foreign countries reached about 380 t uranium. The transport of
spent fuel in Japan began with that from a research reactor in the
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute to USA in August, 1966.
Thereafter, the spent fuel from nuclear power stations has been
transported to the reprocessing plants in Great Britain and France.
In September, 1977, the Tokai reprocessing plant started the trial
operation, and in January, 1978, first spent fuel was transported to
the plant. The plant was shut down in February, 1983, due to the
failure of a uranium dissolving tank. The plate fuel for research
reactors cannot be reprocessed in Japan, accordingly, it is to be
transported to foreign plants hereafter. 1600 t each of the spent
fuel from nuclear power stations will be reprocessed in Great
Britain and France, and four ships of PNTL carry out the transport.
In the transport for reprocessing in Japan, KZ-75T transport
containers are used, and the special freighter ''Hinoura-maru1' is
used. (Kako, I.)

TI (Title): Nuclear materials transport worldwide. Greenpeace report 2.
Der weitweite Atomtransport. Greenpeace Report 2

AU (Author): Stellpflug, J
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 3-499-15745-4
SO (Source): Reinbek (Germany, F.R.). Rowohlt Taschenbuch Verl. Sep

1987. 159 p. rororo aktuell. no. 5745
AB (Abstract): This Greenpeace report shows: nuclear materials

transport is an extremely hazardous business. There is no safe
protection against accidents, kidnapping, or sabotage. Any moment of
a day, at any place, a nuclear transport accident may bring the
world to disaster, releasing piutonium or radioactive fission
products to the environment. Such an event is not less probable than
the MCA at Chernobyl. The author of the book in hand follows the
secret track of radioactive materials around the world, from uranium
mines to the nuclear power plants, from reprocessing facilities to
the waste repositories. Ke explores the routes of transport and the
risks involved, he gives the names of transport firms and discloses
incidents and carelessness, tells about damaged waste drums and
piutonium that 'disappeared'. Ke also tells about worldwide,
organised resistance to such nuclear transports, explaining the
Greenpeace missions on the open sea, or the 'day X' operation at the
Gorleben site, informing the reader about protests and actions for a
world freed from the threat of nuclear energy. (orig./K?)

TI (Title): On the trail of the Pacific Teal
AU (Author): McEwan, A.C. (National Radiation Laboratory, Christchurch

(New Zealand))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Radiation Protection News and Notes
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0113-47 95
SO (Source): (Apr 1997). p. 13-18
A3 (Abstract): The passage of the Pacific Teal, a ship specially

designed to transport high level radioactive wastes, from France to
Japan aroused some opposition within New Zealand. While Greenpeace
persisted in referring to it as a piutonium ship, it was in fact
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carrying vitrified waste. The media discussion about this type of
shipment is based largely upon misinformation. The risks of human
exposure and environmental damage posed by shipments of HLW cargoes
are miniscule in relation to those posed by the more frequent and
familiar transportation of oil cargoes, (author)

TI (Title): Safety of HLW shipments
TYPS (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Radiation Protection News and Notes
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0113-4795
SO (Source): (1998). (no.41). p. 21-22
AB (Abstract): The third shipment back to Japan of vitrified high-level

radioactive waste (HLW) produced through reprocessing in France is
scheduled to take place in early 1998. A consignment last March drew
protest from interest groups and countries along the shipping route.
Requirements governing the shipment of cargoes of this type and
concerns raised by Greenpeace that were assessed by an international
expert group, were examined in a previous article. A further report
prepared on behalf of Greenpeace Pacific has been released. The
paper: Transportation accident of a ship carrying vitrified
high-level radioactive waste, Part 1 Impact on the Federated States
of Micronesia by Resnikoff and Champion, is dated 31 July 1997. A
considerable section of the report is given over to discussion of
the economic situation of the Federated Statess of Micronesia, and
lifestyle and dietary factors which would influence radiation doses
arising from a release. It postulates a worst case accident scenario
of a collision between the HLW transport ship and an oil tanker 1 km
off Pohnpei with the wind in precisely the direction to result in
maximum population exposure, and attempts to assess the
consequences. In summary, the report postulates accident and
exposure scenarios which are conceivable but not credible. It
combines a series of worst case scenarios and attempts to evaluate
the consequences. Both the combined scenario and consequences have
probabilities of occurrence which are negligible. The shipment
carried by the 'Pacific Swan" left Cherbourgon 21 January 1998 and
comprised 30 tonnes of reprocessed vitrified waste in 60 stainless
steel canisters loaded into three shipping casks, (author)

TI (Title): Uncontrolled transport of nuclear materials
AU (Author): Wassermann, U
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0022-5444
SO (Source): J. World Trade Law. (Mar-Apr 1985). v. 19(2) p. 178-181
A3 (Abstract): An account is given of international transport of

Plutonium, uranium oxides, uranium hexafiuoride, enriched uranium
and irradiated fuel for reprocessing. Referring to the sinking of
the 'Mont Louis', it is stated that the International Maritime
Organization has been asked by the National Union of Seamen and
'Greenpeace' to bar shipment of radioactive material until stricter
international safety regulations are introduced. (U.K.)

TI (Title): Licensing experiences, risk assessment, demonstration test
on nuclear fuel packages and design criteria for sea going vessel
carrying spent fuel in Japan

AU (Author): Aoki, S. (Tokyo Inst. of Tech., Japan) Ikeda, K
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): CONF-780506--(Vol.1) {CONF780506Voll}
CF (Conference Information): 5. symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Las Vegas, NV, USA. 7 - 1 2
May 1978

SO (Source): Sandia Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA). Packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. 1978. p. 127-134

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): In Japan spent fuels from nuclear power plants shall be

shipped to reprocessing plants by sea-going vessels. Atomic Energy
Committee has initiated a board of experts to implement the
assessment of environmental safety for sea transport. As a part of
the assessment a study has been conducted by Central Research
Institute of Electric Power Industry under sponsorship of Nuclear
Safety Bureau, which is intended to guarantee the safety of sea
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transport. Nuclear Safety Bureau also has a program to carry out a
long term demonstration test on spent fuel package using full scale
package models. The test consists of drop, heat transfer, fire,
collapse under high external pressure, immersion, shielding and
subcriticai test. The purpose of this test is to obtain the public
acceptance and also to verify the adequacy of the safety analysis
for nuclear fuel packages. In order to secure the safety of sea
transport, the Ministry of Transportation has provided for the
design criteria for sea-going vessel in the case of full load
shipping, which aims to make minimum the probability of sinking at
collision, grounding and other unforeseen accidents on the sea and
also to retain the radiation exposure to crews as low as possible.
The design criteria consists of the following items: !i) structural
strength of vessel, (2) collision protective structure, (3)
arrangement of holds, (4) stability after damage, (5) grounding
protective structure, {6! cooling system, (7) tie-down equipment,
(8) radiation inspection apparatus, (9) decontamination facilities,
(10) emergency water flooding equipment for ship fire, (11)
emergency electric sources, etc. 3ased on the design criteria a
sea-going vessel names HINOURA-MARU has been reconstructed to
transport spent fuel packages from nuclear power stations to the
reprocessing plant

TI (Title): Research and development of spent fuel shipping casks and
the criteria for seagoing vessel carrying casks

AU (Author): Aoki, S. (Tokyo Inst. of Tech. (Japan). Research Lab. of
Nuclear Reactor) Ando, Y. (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Faculty of
Engineering)

CA (Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): IAEA-CN—36/155 {IAEACN36I55}
CF (Conference Information): International conference on nuclear power

and its fuel cvcles. Salzburg, Austria. 2 - 1 3 May 1977
SO (Source) : 1977". 8 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
A3 (Abstract): Considering that the transportation of spent fuel will

increase rapidly and extensively in the near future, Japanese Atomic
Energy Committee enacted ''Technical Standard for Transportation of
Radioactive Materials'' based on ''IAEA Regulation for the Safe
Transport of Radioactive Materials 197 3 Revised Edition''. Coping
with the recommendation of AEC, Atomic Energy Bureau in Science and
Technology Agency and other authorities concerned started to review
the former ordinances for transportation of radioactive materials
and to consolidate a unified system of relevant laws and standards.
On the other hand, Atomic Energy Bureau has invested in research and
development since ten years ago in order to obtain the data for
design and licensing work of spent fuel shipping casks. In those
studies some different scale models of a prototype of 80 t in weight
have been used to make clear the scale effect at the drop, pucture
and fire tests, which are one of the features of Japanese research
and development. And also the immersion test in high pressure water
up to about 500 bars is now carried out to investigate the integrity
of cask body and sealing structure to prevent leakage of radioactive
contents to the ambient when the cask falls into deep sea. In Japan,
depending on the site conditions of nuclear plants, almost all
transportations of unirradiated and spent fuels are done on the sea.
Therefore, in order to secure the safety of transportation, the
design criteria of the seagoing vessels for exclusive transportation
of spent fuel shipping casks, namely full load shipping, has beer-
enacted, which aims to make minimum the probability of sinking at
collison, stranding and other unforeseen accidents at sea and also
to restrain radiation exposure of the crew as low as possible

TI (Title): Upon finishing the first return transport of high level
radioactive waste

AU (Author): Saeki, Koji (Science and Technology Agency, Tokyo (Japan).
Atomic Energy 3ureau)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Genshiryoku Kogyo
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IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0433-4035 CODEN GKOGAM
SO (Source): (Oct 1995). p. 39-43
AB (Abstract): On February 26, 1995, the Pacific Pintail docked at

Mutsu Ogawara port, and the first voyage of returning
glass-solidified waste for 62 days was completed. This project
caused various discussions, and the voyage was not always calm, but
the sea transport was able to be finished without trouble. In this
report, the first return transport is recollected, and the remaining
subjects are investigated. The reprocessing of the spent fuel of
about 7100 t in total is entrusted to France and U.K. by Japanese
electric power companies, and the radioactive waste separated from
the spent fuel is to be returned to Japan. The high level
radioactive waste returned from France this time is the first of
that and 28 glass-solidified wastes were returned by being packed in
one transport container. The IAEA guideline of showing the standard
for nuclear substance security, the coordination among three
countries for information publication and the secrecy of the
transport route are described. The return transport will be
continued hereafter for more than 10 years, and efforts must be
exerted to obtain the domestic and international understanding.

\K.i.;

TI (Title): Transporting spent fuel and reactor waste in Sweden
experience from 5 years of operation

AU (Author): Dybeck, P. Gustafsson, B. (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste
Management Co., SKB, Stockholm (Sweden))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-900977— {CONF900977}
CF (Conference Information): Spectrum '90: American Nuclear Society

(ANS) international meeting on radioactive waste technologies,
decontamination, and hazardous wastes. Knoxville, TN (United
States). 30 Sep - 4 Oct 1990

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0-89448-154-1
SO (Source): Anon. Proceedings of SPECTRUM '90. La Grange Park, IL

(United States). American Nuclear Society. 1990. 505 p. p. 179-181
AB (Abstract): This paper reports that since the Final Repository for

Reactor Waste, SFR, was taken into operation in 1988, the SK3 sea
transportation system is operating at full capacity by transporting
spent fuel and now also reactor waste from the 12 Swedish reactors
to CLA3 and SFR. Transports from the National Research Center,
Studsvik to the repository has recently also been integrated in the
system. CLAB, the central intermediate storage for spent fuel, has
been in operation since 1985. The SK3 Sea Transportation System
consists today of the purpose built ship M/s Sigyn, 10 transport
casks for spent fuel, 2 casks for spent core components, 27 IP-2
shielded steel containers for reactor waste and 5 terminal vehicles.
During an average year about 250 tonnes of spent fuel and 3 — 4000
m3 of reactor waste are transported to CLAB and SFR respectively,
corresponding to around 30 sea voyages

TI (Title): A decade of successful domestic sea transports of
radioactive waste in Sweden 1982-1992

AU (Author): Dybeck, P. Gustafsson, B. (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste
Management Co., Stockholm (Sweden))

TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP—018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 p.
v. 1 p. 211-218

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

AB (Abstract): Today the transports of radioactive waste in Sweden are
done on routine basis without any negative publicity. An important
contribution to this fact is probably the very good performance of
the transport system and the receiving facilities. Since the start
of operation of the transport system no accidents have occurred.
Almost 1600 tonnes of spent fuel and 10,000 m3 of radioactive waste
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have been transported. The capacity and availability of the ship and
of the transport system as a whole is large enough to cover all
needs for transports of radioactive material in Sweden, at least up
to the turn of this century. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): The Swedish sea transportation system for safety reasons
AU (Author): Dybeck, P. (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co.,

Stockholm (Sweden))
TYPE (Tvpe of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP—018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 p.
v. 1 p. 449-455

AV (Availability): Available froia INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

AB (Abstract): Sweden began to design and build a sea transportation
system. The ship M/S SIGYN is specially designed for transports of
radioactive waste. It is a combined roll-on/roil-off and
lift-on/lift-off vessel. It is built for world wide operation and
with the highest requirements of two independent classification
societies, Lloyds Register of Shipping and Bureau Veritas. The ship
is also designed to conform to the Swedish/Finish ice class 1A. The
transport cask for spent fuel, TN 17/2, and core component TN 17-CC
are designed as type (B) casks and manufactured to comply with the
IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials,
1973. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title) : Experience in the European transport of spent nuclear fuel
AU (Author): Blackburn, S. Brown, A. (Nuclear Transport Ltd., Risley

(United Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF--910577 {CONF910577}
CF (Conference Information): 2. International conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 8-10 May
1991

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTE
SO (Source): Int. J. Radioact. Mater. Transp. (1991). v. 2(1-3) p.

115-121
A3 (Abstract): Nuclear Transport Limited has been responsible for most

of the European transport of spent nuclear fuel which has taken
place to date, and therefore has unique experience in the field. The
services and experience of Nuclear Transport Limited cover a whole
range of flask types, large quantities of fuel transported, the
design and provision of handling equipment, the logistics of
operation, the arrangements necessary to maintain high standards of
safety, and the need to alleviate public concern. Transport routes
and communications systems have been developed, crossing national
boundaries in Europe using road, rail and sea, currently employing
the freight rail ferry for the short haul crossing of the English
Channel, in contrast to the special purpose ships which are operated
by PNTL for the long haul crossing of the ocean from Japan to the
United Kingdom. Whilst there has never been a serious accident
involving a spent fuel flask, procedures have been established to
ensure an effective response to any accident or incident. This
approach is consistent with the standards of safety that apply
throughout the nuclear industry, (author)

TI (Title) : On safety of radioactive waste carrier
AU (Author): Kondo, Toshikazu (Ministry of Transportation, Tokyo

(Japan))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Genshiryoku Kogyo
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0433-4035 CODEN GKOGAM
SO (Source): (Oct 1995). p. 31-33
AB (Abstract): The waste generated by reprocessing the spent fuel from
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Japanese nuclear power stations in France and U.K. is to be returned
to Japan. The first return transport was carried out from February
to April when the waste management facility in Rokkasho, Aomori
Prefecture, was completed. Most of this return transport was the sea
transport using the exclusively used carrier, Pacific Pintail, from
Cherbourg, France, to Mutsu Ogawara, Japan. Ministry of Transport
carried out the examination on the safety of this method of
transport including the safety of the carrier based on the rule for
the sea transport and storage of dangerous substances. The
international rule on the sea transport of high level radioactive
waste, the course of adopting the INF code and its outline, and the
Japanese safety standard for the carriers exclusively used for high
level radioactive waste are explained. The Pacific Pintail is the
ship of 5087 GT, which was built in 1987 as the carrier exclusively
used for radioactive substances, owned by Pacific Nuclear Transport
Ltd. of U.K. The main features related to the safety of the Pacific
Pintail are explained, and the sufficient countermeasures are taken.
{K.I.5

TI (Title): The sea transport of irradiated nuclear fuel
AU (Author}: Miller, M.L
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-950917-- {CONF9509I7}
CF (Conference Information): 5. international conference on radioactive

waste management and environmental remediation. Berlin (Germany).
3-9 Sep 1995

IS (International Standard Numbers): IS3N 0-7918-1219-7
SO (Source): Slate, S. Feizollahi, F. Creer, J. (eds.). Fifth

international conference on radioactive waste management and
environmental remediation — ICEM '95: Proceedings. Volume 1:
Cross-cutting issues and management of high-level waste and spent
fuel. New York, NY (United States). American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. 1995. 900 p. p. 309-311

AB (Abstract): The paper describes the development of a transport
system dedicated to the sea transport of irradiated nuclear fuel. It
reviews the background to why shipments were required and the
establishment of a specialist shipping company, Pacific Nuclear
Transport Limited. A description of the ships, flasks and other
equipment utilized is provided, together with details of key
procedures implemented to ensure safety and customer satisfaction

TI (Title): The need and necessity for the M/S Sigyns advanced
communication and navigation systems, adapted for marine transport
of radioactive materials

AU (Author): Josefson, J. (Rederiaktieboiaget Gotland, Visby (Sweden))
Gustafsson, B. Dybeck, P. (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management
Co., Stockholm (Sweden))

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number"): CONF-890631—Vol. 3 {CONF890631Vol3}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Washington, DC (USA). 11-16
Jun 1989

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). The 9th international
symposium on the packaging and transportation of radioactive
materials. Proceedings: Volume 3. [1989]. 730 p. p. 1377-1384

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 as DE90004449

AB (Abstract): As far back as 1978, the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste
Management Co., SKB, decided to design and develop an integrated
marine transport system, ISTS, a system that would meet the
transportation needs of the Swedish nuclear power plants for the
present and for the future, a system that would satisfy all the
requirements and expectations that the principals, public
authorities and the general public could have in respect of SKB. The
system as conceived was at that time, and is still today, unique.
Despite the fact that the highest safety standards were applied, it
was completed, though not entirely finalized, in 1982. Pending
completion of the central interim storage facility for spent fuel,
CLAB, some shipments were sent during the years 1983-1984 to the
reprocessing plant at La Hague in France, but from the summer of
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1985, when CLAB was ready for operation, the fuel shipments have
mainly been to Swedish facilities. Since the final repository for

• low- and intermediate-level waste was commissioned in the spring of
1988, the entire transportation system has been finished and
operation. The ISTS consists of a specially designed ship, M/S
SIgyn, ten transport casks for spent fuel, two casks for core
components and five terminal vehicles for local transport at CLA3,
reactor sites and SFR. Specially designed containers are used for
the transport of reactor waste from the reactor sites to SFR. The
ISTS is now in routine operation with about 30 trips with M/S Sigyn
every year. On the average, 15 of these are used for fuel and the
rest for ILW container shipments

TI (Title): Experience from transport casks management in the Swedish
AFR-facility CLAB

AU (Author): Dybeck, P. (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co.,
Stockholm (Sweden)) Grahn, P.H. (OKG AB, Fiegeholm (Sweden))

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC—556 {IAEATECDOC556}
CF (Conference Information): Technical committee meeting on

decontamination of transport casks and of spent fuel storage
facilities. Vienna (Austria). 4-7 Apr 1989

SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).
Decontamination of transport casks and of spent fuel storage
facilities. Proceedings of a technical committee meeting held in
Vienna, 4-7 April 1989. Jun 1990. 151 p. p. 17-25

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): From the 12 Swedish reactors, all located at the coast,

about 250 tonnes of spent fuel are transported to the central
intermediate storage facility, CLAB, yearly. The fuel assemblies are
transported in TN 17/2 type 3(U) casks. The sea -transport system
consists of the special designed ship M/S SIGYN, 4 terminal
vehicles, 12 load carriers, 10 TN 17/2 casks and 2 core component
casks TN 17-CC. 26 steel containers, IP-2, for low and intermediate
wastes are also part of the system. During a normal year, about 95
casks are transported to and handled at CLAB. Following the ''Green
book'' manual, every month 1 cask is going through a preventing
maintenance and inspection programme at the maintenance workshop in
CLA3. The central intermediate storage facility for spent nuclear
fuel, CLA3, was taken into active operation in July 1985. Until
December 1988, 362 transport casks have been handled at CLAB and 847
tonnes of spent fuel were stored in the water pools. The CLA3
facility is designed in such a way that the possibility for surface
contamination of the casks is very small. If this should happen
there are different systems and facilities for decontamination. So
far only 1 cask has been contaminated during the unloading operation
in CLAB. The successful management and the experience of handling
the transport casks in CLAB, will be described in the paper,
(author). 6 figs

TI (Title): Transport of irradiated nuclear fuel by sea
AU (Author): Valiette-Fontaine, M. (Transnucleaire, Paris, 75 (France))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 13-15 May
1997

JR (Journal Information)r International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1997). v. 8(3-4). p. 199-200
AB (Abstract): Due to the application of the new IMDG regulations for

the transport of radioactive material by sea, the conditions of
transport have been analysed in detail by Transnucleaire in order to
comply with these regulations. Following a commercial agreement
between Transnucleaire and the French ship owner Company
Morbihannaise de Navigation, to equip the ship named 3ouguenais
according to the INF Code Class 2. Starting in July 1996
Transnucleaire has operated the sister ship of the Bouguenais, named
Beaulieu, after fitting equipment to satisfy the INF (Class INF2)
code requirement, in response to customers' demands and to offer
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more flexibility for ship availability. The two ships continue to be
able to transport other industrial goods to amortise the fixed costs
on a wider turnover basis. In addition, Transnucieaire has studied
the possibility of reinforcing the structure of the two ships to
meet the requirements of the INF3 Class and of the Japanese
Regulations (KAISA 520). All transport packages are shipped to the
final destination in approved ISO cargo containers that are well
adapted to the stowing and handling of packages. The two ships are
fully equipped with ISO twist lock systems. In line with the
requirements of the French Competent Authorities, which are
applicable in French ports or territorial waters, regarding nuclear
material transport, Transnucieaire has studied the physical
protection of the cargo. The need for deterrent measures to be
implemented aboard ship has been foreseen, in order to afford some
protection against the risk of misappropriation of Class II nuclear
material while in transit. Transnucieaire is now able to track ail
its maritime cargoes carried by INF2 classified ships. In addition,
Trar.snucleaire is studying salvage of the packages in case a ship
sinks. Accordingly, Transnucieaire is developing a safety response
plan with IFREMER in order to be able to recover the packagings at
any time and in the worst conditions, should the ship sink

TI (Title): Safe transport of irradiated fuel by sea
AU (Author): Miller, M.L. (3NFL pic, Risley (United Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 13-15 May
1997

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1997). v. 8(3-4). p. 209-212
A3 (Abstract): The development is described of a transport system

dedicated to the sea transport of irradiated nuclear fuel. The
background is reviewed of why shipments were required and the
establishment of a specialist shipping company. Pacific Nuclear
Transport Limited. A description of the ships, flasks and other
equipment utilised is provided, together with details of key
procedures implemented to ensure safety and customer satisfaction.
(Author)

TI (Title): Transport of spent fuel
AU (Author): Salmon, Alan Kagayama, Tadashi (Pacific Nuclear Transport

Ltd. (UK))
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
SO (Source): Geary, Neville (ed.). Nuclear technology international

1987. London (UK). Sterlinc Publications Ltd. 1987. 264 p. p.
166-169

AB (Abstract): The types, dimensions and characteristics of spent fuel
elements are listed. The packaging required for each is explained -
the transport flasks for various types of spent fuel are listed. The
ships used for sea transport of spent fuels is listed. One of the
new class of radioactive materials carrier, Pacific Sandpiper, is
described. The safety record of BNFL and PNTL (Pacific Nuclear
Transport Limited) for sea transport is good - in 20 years of
operation there have been only minor bumps etc. The risks are
assessed. The carrying casks are illustrated and costs of operating
are given. For emergencies, procedures have been established so that
human health and the environment are protected. (UK)
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RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-SU--50 {INISSU50}
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SO (Source): Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc., Tokyo Gosudarstvennyj

Komitet po Ispol'zovaniyu Atomnoj Ehnergii SSSR, Moscow. Japan-USSR
Seminar on transportation and storage of spent fuel. Papers of
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AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): Marine transport system for spent nuclear fuel shipment

from the NPPs in Japan to the reprocessing plants: Tokai (Japan), La
Nagne (France) and Sellafield (UK) - is described. Total amount of
the uranium transported to the plant Tokai is 375 t, and total
amount of foreign transportation of spent fuel from LWR is 1800 t
and from GCR is 900 t. Spent fuel from LWR may be transported in the
HZ-75 type casks, which contain 7 ?WR assemblies or 17 BWR
assemblies. Characteristics for the ships "Hinoura-maru1 and
'Pacific Pintail' with dead weight of 1242 t and 3000 t
respectively, which may transport four HZ and 4 EXCELLOX casks
{'Hinoura-maru') and 17 TN and 24 EXCELLOX casks (Pacific Pintail),
are presented

TI (Title): Carriage of nuclear fuel flasks
AU (Author): Ferguson, J. (Lloyd's Register, Hull (UK). Oil, Chemical

and Gas Carriers Section)
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN C026-0835 CODEN METLA
SO (Source): Metaliurgia. (Jul 1986). v. 53(7) p. 291-292
AB (Abstract): The transport by sea of spent nuclear fuel is

considered. In particular the transport of spent fuel from Japan to
the Sellafield reprocessing plant is discussed. The ships are built
to Lloyd's register specifications. The ships are identified and
their design and safety aspects are mentioned. Fuel containment,
safety precautions and operational procedures are given. The
transport is governed by international regulations which are
ment ioned. (U.K.)

TI (Title): The sea transportation of nuclear fuel
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0142-0666 CODEN SASED
SO (Source): Saf. Sea. (Jan 1987). (no.214) p. 30-31
A3 (Abstract): Some facts and figures on the sea transportation of

nuclear fuel by 3ritish Nuclear Fuels pic and Pacific Nuclear
Transport Ltd are presented. Spent fuel elements from nuclear power
stations are transported in massive steel transport flasks to BNFL
Sellafield reprocessing plant. The regulations governing the sea
transport are mentioned. The ships used are described together with
vovage patterns, safety features and radiation levels on the ships.
(UK)

TI (Title): Design and operation of nuclear fuel carriers
AU (Author): Milne, W.G. Spink, K.E. Thomas, A.B. Tulloch, K.W.N.

Wharton, J. (British Nuclear Fuels Ltd., Risley)
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM—286/80 {IAEASM28680}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Davos (Switzerland).
16-20 Jun 1986

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-020187-3
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials (PATRAM '86).
Proceedings of an international symposium on the packaging and .
transportation of radioactive materials held in Davos, 16-20 June
1986. Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1987. 780 p. v. 2 p. 61-69.
Proceedings series

A3 (Abstract): Irradiated or spent nuclear fuel has been transported
safely by sea for more than 20 years. During this period, the ships
used for such transport have evolved in design and are now very
sophisticated special-purpose vessels. The paper describes the
characteristics of the designs and compares the features of the
first major conversion of a vessel, Pacific Fisher, with the latest
in the fleet of purpose-built vessels, Pacific Sandpiper. The
discussion covers the collision-resisting structure, the subdivision
of the cargo hold and machinery spaces and the extent of flooding
which could arise from the penetration of a colliding vessel of
23,400 t travelling at 15 knots. The paper also describes
arrangements for the operational control of spent fuel flasks during
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the voyage, the operating experience gained in flask handling and
problems which have arisen, (author)

TI (Title): Radioactive wast management in Sweden. Obrashchenie s
radioaktivnymi otkhodami v Shvetsii

AU (Author): Sivintsev, Yu.V. (comp.)
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0320-9326 CODEN ATRUA
SO (Source): At. Tekh. Rubezhom. (Aug 1985). (no.8) p. 23-27
AB (Abstract): A system under development and partially realized of NPP

radioactive waste management in Sweden up to spent-fuel disposal in
underground storage is described. The system implies that the spent
fuel after unloading from a reactor is stored at the NPP in water
shielded tanks. Then fuel assemblies (FA) are transforted by a
special ship, being operated since 1982, to the CLAB central
storage. In CLAB water pools lacated in underground granite openings
fuel assemblies will be stored for 40 years. CLAB is suggested to be
put in operation in 1985. At the next stage FA are transported from
CLAB to the canning set-up (located on the ground above the under
ground disposal). Hot isostatic pressing is used for hermetization
as a method allowing to make monolithic copper containers with a
storage time of about 1 mln years. Sealed copper containers will be
put into a burial ground sited in crystal rocks

TI (Title): Present status and problems of safe transport of nuclear
fuel

. AU (Author): Aoki, Shigebumi (Tokyo Inst. of Tech. (Japan)}
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0433-4035
SO (Source): Genshiryoku Kogyo. (Nov 1983)
AB (Abstract): More than ten years have elapsed since the investigation

of the transport of spent nuclear fuel and the development of the
casks for the transport were begun. Now, Japan attained the leading
position in the world concerning the transport of unburned and spent
nuclear fuels. The situation in Japan when the transport of
radioactive substances was started around 1965, the trend of the
International Atomic Energy Agency, the present status of the
regulation for the safe transport of radioactive substances in
Japan, the establishment of the organization for the safe transport
in industries and the present status of the transport, the research
for the development of the casks for spent fuel transport, the
research on the safety evaluation of the transport and the symposia,
and the problems of nuclear fuel transport in Japan hereafter are
reported. The government offices supervising the transport of
radioactive substances are diverse, and the procedures dealing with
them are complicated even in normal transport. The effect of this
complexity in the case of accidents is feared very much. The problem
must be solved by the cooperation of the government and people. The
sea transport from respective power stations to the Tokai
reprocessing plant is carried out with the special ship ''Hinoura
Maru11. As of the end of 1982, the transport of spent fuel from
Japan to Great Britain and France was carried out about 40 times
with more than 500 casks. (Kako, I.)

TI (Title): Sea transport of spent nuclear fuel by the special ship
'Hinoura-maru'

AU (Author): Kage, Keisuke Kuwashima, Kaneomi Tsujino, Yoshikatsu
(Nuclear Transport Services, Co. Ltd., Tokyo (Japan))

TYPE (Type of Document): 3ook
CF (Conference Information): 6. international symposium on the

transport of dangerous goods by sea and inland waterways. Tokyo,
Japan. 13 - 17 Oct 1980

SO (Source): Japan Marine Surveyors and Sworn Measurers Association,
Tokyo. Proceedings of the 6th international symposium on the
transport of dangerous goods by sea and inland waterways. Dai-rokkai
kaijo oyobi nairiku suiro ni okeru kikenbutsu no unso ni kar.suru
kokusai sinpojiumu ronbunshu. Tokyo. Japan Marine Surveyors and
Sworn Measurers Association. 1980. 502 p. p. 495-502

A3 (Abstract): In Japan, 11 nuclear power stations with 21 reactors are
in operation at present. The spent nuclear fuel from these power
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stations is transported by sea to the Tokai Power Station, Japan
Atomic Power Co., And by a trailer truck to the reprocessing plant,
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corp. This plant has the
yearly treating capacity of 210 tons. Spent fuel is also shipped to
Great Britain and France for the reprocessing by commission.
Concerning the transport of spent fuel, the most important problem
is the safety of persons and environment against radiation. The NTS
Ltd., established by 10 electric power companies, 5 trading
companies and 5 transport companies, has been in charge of the
transport of spent nuclear fuel, and the sea transport is carried
out by the special spent nuclear fuel carrier ''Kinoura-maru'*. The
laws concerning the transport of spent nuclear fuel and the required
procedures for executing the transport are explained. The main
particulars of the casks for transporting LWR fuel are shown, and
the Hinoura-maru can carry four such casks. The outline of the
Hinoura-maru and the sea transport by the Hinoura-maru are
described. The operation manager in the head office always maintains
the contact with the ship to secure the safety and prevent
accidents. The security officer on board always watches radiation.
When entering and leaving a port, a pilot and tug boats are used.
(Kako, I.)

TI (Title): Basic planning of a newly built exclusive ship for spent
fuel transport

AU (Author): Obara, I. (Nuclear Fuel Shipping Co., Ltd, Tokyo (Japan))
Sasao, T. (Nuclear Fuel Transport Co., Ltd, Tokyo (Japan)) Akiyama,
H. (Mitsui Shipbuilding and Engineering Co. Ltd., Tokyo (Japan))
Kybota, T. (Mitsui Shipbuilding and Engineering Co. Ltd., Okayaraa
(Japan))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): 12. international conference on the

packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France)
10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Societe Francaise d'Energie Nucleaire (SFEN), 75 - Paris
(France) Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) Societe Francaise d'Energie Nucleaire SFEN 1998 (v.1-2-3-4)
[1876 p.] (v.2) p. 745-752

A3 (Abstract): A commercial reprocessing plant is under construction at
the Fuel Cycle Facilities in Rokkasho-mura, Aomori Prefecture. To
prepare for the transport of spent nuclear fuels (SF) from ail
Japanese nuclear power stations to this reprocessing plant, the need
for an exclusive transport ship was recognized. Nuclear Fuel
Transport Co. Ltd. (NFT), in cooperation with electric power
utilities planned the construction of such a ship over a period of
several years. During this period NFT developed new types of cask to
transport high burn-up spent fuels to the reprocessing plant. Six
kinds of casks were developed and 40 units are now under
fabrication. The ship was designed to carry a maximum of 20 units.
Based on the Irradiated Nuclear Fuel (INF) Code adopted by the
International Maritime Organization (IMO), the Japanese Ministry of
Transport (MoT) issued new domestic regulations in September, 1995
which covered design criteria for ships carrying Irradiated Nuclear
Fuels. The new SF transport ship is the first one to which this new
regulation was applied. Although the ship will only ply the coastal
routes of Japan, she has been designed to conform with all the
international requirements for the Class-3 of the INF Code. In May
1995, Nuclear Fuel Shipping Co. Ltd (NFS), a wholly-owned subsidiary
of NFT, concluded a contract with Mitsui Engineering and
Shipbuilding Co., Ltd. for the construction of the exclusive
transport ship. The keel was laid in November 1995. The ship was
launched in april 1996 and named 'Rokuei-Maru'. At the end of
September, she was completed and delivered to the ship owner, NFS.
(authors)

TI (Title): Transnucleaire's experience in maritime transportation
AU (Author): Valiette-Fontaine, M. (Transnucleaire, 75 - Paris

(France))
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): 12. international conference on the

packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France)
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10-15 May 1998
SO (Source): Societe Francaise d'Energie Nucleaire (SFEN), 75 - Paris

(France) Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) Societe Francaise d'Energie Nucleaire SFEN 1998 (v.1-2-3-4)
[1876 p.] (v.2) p. 760-763

AB (Abstract): Since the INF code requirement has been implemented in
early 1995 laying down stringent requirements for ships transporting
irradiated nuclear fuel/ plutonium and high level radioactive waste,
Transnucleaire has upgraded and operates two sister ships belonging
a CMN shipping company and is well involved in the maritime
transportation of radioactive materials. This paper aims at
analysing the various principles implemented by Transnucieaire:
operate ships such as Bouguenais and Beaulieu in compliance will all
existing regulations such as INF Code, Japanese KAISA... Keep the
sea transportation of nuclear material at affordable price for all
nuclear organizations especially those involved in research
activities. Avoid for non routine transports, the use of nuclear
dedicated ships often precluded by its high costs. Adapt the means
to all possible evolutions, i.e. be prepared to offer improved ships
to satisfy all the scale of requirements. Find optimised technical
solutions to comply with Japanese type B ship regulations at a
reasonable cost, (authors)

TI (Title): M/S Sigyn. Symbol of Sweden's waste transport success
AU (Author): Gustafsson, B. Dybeck, P. (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste

Management Co., Stockholm (Sweden))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Nuclear Engineering International
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0029-5507 CODEN NEIN3F
SO (Source): (Jun 1994). p. 40-42
AB (Abstract): The M/S Sigyn has carried nuclear waste in Sweden

between the nuclear power plants and the waste facility for low- and
intermediate-level wastes and the spent fuel repository for over ten
years. The ship's special design and the special spent fuel casks
used to transport the wastes and spent fuel are described. Each
shipment is notified to the authorities and national police and each
waste package is thoroughly documented. Initially public opinion was
against the transport of nuclear waste. However, it has a proven
safety record and during the summer the ship is used as a floating
exhibition centre with information about its activities. (UK)

TI (Title): Management of spent nuclear fuel in Sweden: Experiences and
plans

AU (Author): Forestroem, H. Gustafsson, B. Vogt, J. (Swedish Nuclear
and Waste Management Co., Stockholm (Sweden))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): 10. international high-level radioactive

waste management conference. Las Vegas, NV (United States). 25-29
Apr 1993

SO (Source): American Nuclear Society, La Grange Park, IL (United
States) American Society of Civil Engineers, New York, NY (United
States). High Level Radioactive Waste Management: Proceedings.
Volume 1. La Grange Park, IL (United States). American Nuclear
Society, Inc. 1993. 1115 p. p. 794-799

AV (Availability) : American Society of Civil Engineers, 345 East 4.7th
Street, New York, NY 10017-2398

A3 (Abstract): The principle adopted for the management of spent
nuclear fuel from the Swedish reactors is final disposal without
reprocessing. During the 1980's systems and facilities for the
transport and handling of the spent fuel have been built and put in
operation. They include a transport system based on sea transports
and a central interim storage facility, CLAB, where the fuel is
stored in pools. The design and experiences from the operation of
these systems and facilities are described in this paper. Before
disposal the spent fuel will be encapsulated in a long-lived,
corrosion resistant canister. An encapsulation facility is planned
to be built adjacent to CLA3. This facility will also be discussed
in the paper
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TX (Title): Radioactive waste management in Sweden experiences and
plans

AU (Author): Gustafsson, B. (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management
Co., Stockholm (Sweden))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-950917— {CONF950917}
CF (Conference Information): 5. international conference on radioactive

waste management and environmental remediation. Berlin (Germany).
3-9 Sep 1995

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0-7918-1219-7
SO (Source): Slate, S. Feizollahi, F. Creer, J. (eds.). Fifth

international conference on radioactive waste management and
environmental remediation — ICEM '95: Proceedings. Volume 1:
Cross-cutting issues and management of high-level waste and spent
fuel. New York, NY (United States). American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. 1995. 900 p. p. 57-61

AB (Abstract): For some years the necessary facilities have been in
operation in Sweden for the safe transport and storage for long
periods of time of radioactive waste and spent fuel from nuclear
power production. These include a final repository, SFR, for
short-lived low- and intermediate level waste, a central interim
storage facility, CLAB, for spent fuel and a sea-based transport
system. The experiences from the operation of these facilities have
generally been very good. The next step is the development of an
encapsulation facility and a deep repository for the spent nuclear
fuel. This work has recently gone from the R and D phase to the
demonstration phase with plans for a repository to be in operation
at the end of the next decade

TI (Title): Transport in the Nordic countries. Nordiska transporter
TA (Title Augmentation): Radioactive material
AU (Author): Gustafsson, 3. Pettersson, S. Viikamo, S
CA (Corporate Author): Nordisk Kontaktorgan for Atomenergispoergsmaai,

Risoe (Denmark)
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): NEI-DK—410 {NEIDK410}
IS (International Standard Numbers): IS3N 87-7303-358-8
SO (Source): Sep 1989. 96 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche
A3 (Abstract): Transport of radioactive material from different fields

of operation is well advanced in the Nordic countries: waste from
the medical sector, industry, research, and now in increasing
amounts from reactor operation, including spent fuel. In the future,
waste from decommissioning will also be transported. This report
gives the amount of radioactive waste material to be transported in
the Nordic countries. Transport routes, transport containers, and
transport systems are described. Legislations and transport
regulatins are discussed, (author)

TI (Title): A sea transportation system integrated with a nuclear waste
management programme

AU (Author): Gustafsson, B. (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management
Co., Stockholm (Sweden))

TYPE (Type of Document): 3ook
CF (Conference Information): International waste management conference.

Kowloon (China). 29 Nov - 5 Dec 1987
SO (Source): Oyen, L.C. Platt, A.M. Tosetti, R.J. Feizollahi, F.

Proceedings of the 1987 international waste management conference.
New York, NY (USA). American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 1987.
p. 393-402

A3 (Abstract): Svensk Karnbranslehantering A3, SKB (The Sewdish Nuclear
Fuel and Waste Management Company) which is owned by the four
nuclear power utilities in Sweden, has been given the assignment to
develop, plan, build, transport and operate facilities and systems
for the management and disposal of spent fuel and radioactive waste
from Swedish nuclear power stations. All the Swedish nuclear power
stations as well as the CLAB and SFR facilities are located on the
coast. A complete sea transport system for the carriage of spent
fuel has been built up by SK3. Operation started in 1983. During the
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period 1983 - 1984 57 tonnes were transported to France. As from
1985 the system is operating for transports to CLAB only. This paper
principally describes the sea transport system, its components and
experience from operation. Furthermore the CLAB facility is
discussed with the emphasis put on experience from operation. The
latest news from the commissioning of the final repository for
reactor waste (SFR) is presented

TI (Title): Operation of the Swedish sea transportation system for
spent fuel

AU (Author): Gustafsson, B. Ekendahl, A. (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and
Waste Management Co., Stockholm)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM—286/277P {IAEASM286277P}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Davos (Switzerland).
16-20 Jun 1986

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-020087-7
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) .

Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials (PATRAM '86).
Proceedings of an international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials held in Davos, 16-20 June
1986. Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1987. 634 p. v. 1 p. 533-539.
Proceedings series

AB (Abstract): At PATRAM 83, the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste
Management Co. (SKB) presented a paper on '"The realization of a sea
transport system for radioactive material''. Some information was
also given on the very first experience of the transport of some 35
t of uranium between Sweden and France. Since 1 March 1985, M/S
Sigyn has been sailing under the Swedish flag and operated by the
Swedish shipping line, Rederiaktiebolaget Gotland. The Swedish AFR
facility CLAB was put into active operation in July 1985, with a
receiving capacity of 300 t of uranium per year and a storage
capacity of 3000 t of uranium at present. During the first year of
operation CLA3 received 250 t of spent fuel. The paper describes
experience based on 16 sea voyages and the reception in CLAB of
about 80 casks with spent fuel from Swedish nuclear power plants.
The CLAB facility is equipped with a cask maintenance workshop,
where preventive maintenance, re-inspection and repairs are carried
out. (author)

TI (Title): The magnitude and characteristics of radioactive material
shipments in Germany

AU (Author): Schwarz, G. Lange, F. (Geselischaft fuer Anlagen- und
Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Koeln (Germany))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 3. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Windermere (United Kingdom). 7-9 Jun 1994
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1994). p. 145-149
AB (Abstract): A survey has been conducted to determine the type,

quantity, and characteristics of radioactive material transport in
the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG, not including the former •
German Democratic Republic). The survey has been extended to all
types of material and all modes of transport (road, rail, air, and
sea). The survey results indicate that the number of radioactive
material consignments totals about 445,000 per year in the FRG. The
value is most representative for the later 1980s. Road transport
represents the most dominant transport mode with 92% of all
consignments and a total of 665,000 shipped packages. Air transport
ranks second with a total number of consignments and'shipped
packages of 19,000 and 240,000, respectively. Most of the
radioactive material shipments are related to the use of non-nuclear
materials in scientific, medical, and industrial applications. The
information acquired in the survey indicates that the average dose
rate of packages is clearly below the limit of 0.1 mSv.h-1 at 1 m
from the external package surface by about a factor of 3-20
depending on the origin/end use of the shipped material. The
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radioactive material transport data bases developed in the study are
essential for the evaluation of the adequacy of the Transport
Regulations and a useful tool for various other purposes, e.g.
safety analysis purposes, by providing factual information, and as
input for international data bases, e.g. the IAEA operated data base
SKIPTRAM. (author)

TI (Title): Twenty years of experience in spent fuel shipment from
German nuclear power plants - a view of the competent authority

AU (Author): Fasten, Ch. Mueller, U. (Bundesamt fuer Strahlenschutz,
Salzgitter (Germany)) Alter, U. (Ministry for Environment, Nature
Protection and Nuclear Safety., Bonn (Germany) )

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 3. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Windermere (United Kingdom). 7-9 Jun 1994
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1994). p. 151-153
AB (Abstract): A survey of the transport of spent fuel in and from

Germany during the last 20 years is presented. The spent fuel is now
transported from the German nuclear power facilities to the
reprocessing plants in France and the United Kingdom. In the past,
there were also shipments to the former reprocessing plant WAK
Karlsruhe (Germany), to the long-term storage facility CLA3 (Sweden)
and also from the former German Democratic Republic to the USSR. The
transport of the spent fuel is carried out in specially built flasks
requiring an extensive quality assurance programme. Due to the heavy
weight of these packages, the shipments are mostly carried out by
rail, but also by road and sea. An overview is given of the
following matters: (i) quantities of spent fuel transport, (ii)
organisation of transport (iii) licensing matters, and (iv) reported
incidents. In addition, an analysis is included of the radiation
exposure for normal conditions of transport, especially of the
transport workers. Difficulties and hindrances during transport are
also reported, (author)
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4. QUANTIFYING THE FREQUENCY AND SEVERITY
OF MARITIME ACCIDENTS

(Title) : Complementary statistical analysis of accident data associated
with sea transport (Data from 1994-1997)
(Author): Schneider, T., Armingaud, F., Tabarre, M.
(Primary Report Number): NTE/98/20
(Source): 1998 22p
(Abstract): This complementary analysis is based on Lloyd's database
concerning sea transport accidents for the 1994-1997 period and completes
the previous analysis based on 1994 data. It gives an accurate description
of the world fleet and the most severe ship accidents (total losses), as
well as the frequencies of accident (in average on the 1994-1997 period the
frequency of accident for cargo carrying ships is 2.57xlO"3 loss/ship
year). Furthermore, an analysis has been performed on the ship casualties
recorded by the Marine Accident Investigation 3ranch (MAIB) for UK vessels
for the 1990-1996 period. This database includes all accidents for which a
declaration has been made to authorities (for example, the average
frequency of fire initiating events derived from this analysis is 1.36xlO"2

per ship year, this occurrence corresponding to the occurrence of
initiating events of fire).

(Title) : The frequency of a severe fire on the freight ferry Nord Pas-de-
Calais
(Author): Selway, M. Smith, F.M. Bickley, A.M.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Transport Limited (NTL)
(Source): 1995 97p
(Abstract): This report, commissioned by Nuclear Transport Limited (NTL),
assesses the risk posed by fire to irradiated fuel flasks being transported
across the Channel on the freight ferry "Nord Pas-de-Calais". The report
also required a definition to be established for a "severe fire". The
ferry "Nord Pas-de-Calais" entered service for SNCF in December 1987, and
completes three round trips every day between Dover and Dunkirk. It has
two through decks, both of which can transport lorries; however the lower
one is fitted with rails for the transportation of rail wagons. This lower
deck can also be subdivided to separate "hazardous" from "non-hazardous"
materials. The irradiated fuel for which NTL is responsible, is carried on
a rail wagon in the "non-hazardous" area. Having proposed a number of
definitions for a "severe fire", two were selected as being appropriate.
For a fire initiated in the non-hazardous area of the Rail Deck, a severe
fire is defined as one which threatens the cargo. For a fire initiated in
the compartments adjacent to the non-hazardous area of the Rail Deck, a
severe fire is defined as one which breaches the containment of that
compartment. Shipping statistics from a range of sources were studied to
establish credible frequencies for fires on ferries. The fire statistics
published by the Marine Accident Investigation Branch of the Department of
Transport were finally selected as the basis for calculating the frequency
of fires on the rail deck and in adjacent compartments of the ferry. These
were the initiating fire frequencies from which the event trees were
developed. An event tree consists of an initiating event—in this case the
initiating fire—and a series of branches, each denoting a possible outcome
of a chain of subsequent events. A series of event trees has been drawn to
investigate under which circumstances the initiating fire could develop
into a "severe fire". The frequency of these "severe fires" is calculated
by assigning probabilities to each of the branches of the event trees. Of
the areas investigated, the highest frequency of a "severe fire" was found
to be one initiating in the machinery space (ie separator/engine/generator
area) of the ferry. The second highest was a fire initiating on the lorry
deck while the ferry was at sea. The overall frequency for a "severe fire"
developing on the "Nord Pas-de-Calais" was estimated to be 7 x 10-3 per
year. Assuming fifty flask movements annually, the frequency of such a
fire developing while a flask is on board would be less than 2 x 10-4 per
year. This frequency is not related to any failure mechanisms of the
flask, which has been designed to withstand the specific fire criteria laid
down by the International Atomic Energy Authority.
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(Title): Probabilistic assessment of Nord Pas-de-Calais fire scenarios
(Author): Kay, D.
{Corporate Author): Nuclear Transport Limited (NTL)
(Source): 1995 4Op
(Abstract): In a previous contract, the frequency of a severe fire on the
Nord Pas-de-Calsis was determined as 3.8 x lO'Vyear for the machinery
space. Further work was done to determine the consequences of several
fires covering a wide range of possible scenarios. The current project has
focused on the mitigating factors without which most fires would eventually
become severe. A revised initiating frequency for fires has been
determined, and new information about the ferry has been taken into
account. Event tree analysis has been used to obtain frequencies for
various fire scenarios in the separator room, generator room and engine
room. These results have then been used to calculate frequencies for the
specific scenarios featured in the previous work. The final results showed
that, in particular, the frequency of a fire in the separator room in
ventilation limited conditions was found to be 4.6 x 10'Vyear. A fire
occurring with all fire doors and ventilation dampers open in the whole
machinery space, leading to a ceiling temperature of 400°C after 2-1/2
hours, would have a frequency of only 8.0 x 10'Vyear. This very low
figure reflects the initiating frequency of 2.7 x 10"2/year, the
probability that incidents will be safely dealt with, and the extent of
mitigation, whereby potentially serious incidents are restricted in their
consequences. However, the precise specification of the conditions
defining this scenario is also a contributory factor in the attainment of
such a low frequency. A more useful figure may be the frequency of 3.0 x
10"Vyear for the most serious machinery space scenarios, in which
ventilation contributes to the severity of the fire.

(Title): A study of typical times for the duration of a ship fire
(Author): Selway, M.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Transport Limited (NTL)
(Source): 1995 31p
(Abstract): A previous report had established a figure for the frequency
of a severe fire on the freight ferry "Nord Pas-de-Calais". As a follow up
to that study NTL commissioned SRD to investigate the duration time of a
fire on a ship, with particular reference to Roll on/Roil off Ferries
(RORQs). Having consulted a number of organizations, only two of them were
able to provide specific information on the duration of fires on ships.
These were the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the Marine
Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB). The IMO was found to have the
largest number of fire reports which gave times to control and times to
extinguish fires on ships. Over a period of 25 years, IMO has received a
total of 383 fire casualty records reporting on ships' fires from all over
the world: the shortest fire recorded was extinguished in one minute and
the longest in seventy-one days. This produced an average time for a fire
of 26 hours while the ship was in Port and 19 hours while Underway. With
such a range of duration times, these average figures are only of
mathematical interest. From the IMO and the MAIB a total of thirty reports
were found for fires on ROROs/Car Ferries (Car Ferries and similar vessels
have been included because of the difficulty in identifying true ROROs form
the earlier reports). The most frequent figure reported was the time taken
to extinguish the fire, so this was used to calculate the average time to
extinguish a fire on a RORO/Car Ferry, and it was found to be 2 hr 20 mins.
Some reports also gave a time to control the fire which represented 42% of
the extinguishments time, ie approximately 1 hr for a fire on a RORO.
Further analysis of the reports reveals that over 70% of the fires started
in the engine room and 95% of the fires were limited to the area in which
they started. The fire reports which were studied proved to be elusive in
indicating how long the fire could be considered to be intense. However,
using standard fire manuals, it was estimated that a fire could be
considered intense for 50-60% of its life. For the longest fire recorded
on a RORO/Car Ferry the fire would be intense for as long as six hours.
Having thoroughly investigated all the available reports of fires, it is
concluded that at present, there is insufficient data to reach a definitive
conclusion on the time period that a fire on a ship would be considered to
be intense. By establishing critical data such as the fire loading, it
would be possible to predict the fire duration and the damage by best
available method.
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(Title): Fire modeling on the rail deck and in the engine room of the Nord
Pas-de-Calais
(Author): Selway, M. Kay, D. Carey, K.
(Corporate Author) : Nuclear Transport Limited (NTL)
(Source): 1995 53p
(Abstract): The purpose of this study is to investigate, using fire
modeling techniques, the growth of fires initiating on the Rail Deck and in
the Engine Room of the "Nord Pas-de-Calais", in order to establish the
likely temperatures to which a flask of irradiated fuel may be subjected.
To determining the type and size of fire on the rail Deck, a study was
undertaken of the imported cargo inventories which the "Nord Pas-de-Calais"
has carried recently. This established that of the eight wagons that could
surround the flask, two would contain flammable commodities (eg timber,
chipboard, plastic tubes), four would contain non-flammable commodities (eg
ash slag, steel tubes, mineral water) and the remaining two would be empty.
The HAZARD I computer code, developed by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology in America, was used to model three fire scenarios
on the Rail Deck. The code estimated that temperatures in the upper gas
layer peaked at about 400°C after 20 minutes and then subsided due to the
limited ventilation. Four fire scenarios were modeled in the Engine Room
involving burning fuel, ail with varying levels of ventilation. In the
event of a fire in the engine room of the "Nord Pas-de-Calais", dampers
shut off the ventilation and fire-resisting doors seal off the engine room.
With no air input, HAZARD I predicts that the fire burns out within 10
minutes. Even with the dampers staying open, the fire peaks after 20
minutes producing a ceiling temperature of about 130°C. the final fire
scenario assumes a fire-resisting door does not close, and uses the average
fire duration, as previously established, of 2-1/2 hours. After this time
the ceiling temperature had reached 400°C. Because the temperature after
2-1/2 hrs was still rising, this final scenario was run again with an
extended time. This predicted that the ceiling temperature leveled off
after 8 hours at 4 40°C; this temperature is well below that at which the
integrity of the engine room ceiling would be considered to be threatened.
In none of these seven fire scenarios would the flask be exposed to
conditions more severe than those specified in the IAEA Regulatory Thermal
Test for an irradiated fuel flask.

(Title) : Seawater corrosion of radioactive material transport packages
(Author): Piliero, I. Sert, G.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): The transport of radioactive materials by sea is estimated to
225 shipments on average each year in France. To these movements may be
associated the risk of immersion of a ship's cargo by accident. In this
case, the packages of radioactive materials immersed in this way can lie at
different depths and suffer seawater corrosion.
This study estimates in a conservative manner the minimum time for the
loss, due to corrosion,., of watertightness or strength of the constituents
of the packages. The recovery of packages immersed may thus be organised
and carried out in satisfactory conditions, as regards contamination
problems, if within this minimum time. The estimated destruction time of
the packages in the sea varies from 80 years to several thousand years. The
time for penetration of a package is, on average, 10 years. But the loss of
watertightness may be much more rapid, about two years.

(Title): A RAM ship-to-ship collision when transiting Suez Canal
(Author): Ahmed, E.E.M. Naser, 0. Rahman, F.A.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): A ship-to-ship collision probability in transiting Suez Canal
has been studied using the theoretical safety approach and an analytical
model is revealed. The results are presented in a set of curves giving the
estimated probability of collision for the considered vessel with another
colliding ship versus the ships velocities. Moreover, the domain radius of
the accident location around the considered vessel and the ship track
angles are taken into considerations in the analysis and set as input
variables. In the conclusions and discussions recommendations to increase
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navigational safety in the future time of the Suez Canal have been
determined.

(Title): Calculation of the effects of a cargo fire in a hold of a ship
(Author): Cole, J.K. Koski, J.A. Wix, S. D.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): Fuel and wood fire experiments were staged by the Coast Guard
in Hold 4 of the Mayo Lykes, a 10,700 deadweight ton, World War II, Liberty
Class, freighter located in Mobile Bay, Alabama, USA in 1995. During these
tests, temperatures and heating rates were measured in Holds 4 and 5. This
paper describes the development of a computational model for a wood crib
fire located in the same hold as the test object. Comparisons are made
between experimental measurements and blind computational results, i.e., no
experimental data were used to make the comparisons.

(Title): Safety issues in the sea transport of vitrified high-level
radioactive wastes to Japan
(Author): Lyman, E.S.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Control Institute, Greenpeace International,
Citizen's Nuclear Information Center
(Source): December 1994 61 p
(Abstract): Sea shipments of vitrified high-level radioactive wastes (VKLW)
from Europe to Japan are scheduled to begin in February of 1995; each
journey will take approximately two months. Citing the potential health and
safety impacts of these shipments on U.S. citizens, some members of the
United States Congress recently called for a detailed analysis of the
adequacy of the current system governing the sea transport of nuclear
materials, including plutonium and VKLW. Although the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) initially expressed willingness to carry out such a study, the
effort was terminated in the face of domestic and international political
pressure. The objective of this paper is to explore the need for a broad
review of this type, using the upcoming VHLW sea shipments as a point of
focus.

(Title) : Addressing safety issues in the sea transport of radioactive
materials
(Author): Lyman, E.S.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Control Institute (NCI)
(Source): Draft proceedings of the special consultative meeting of entities
involved in the maritime transport of materials covered by the INF code,
SCM 5, 4-6 March 1996
(Availability): www.nci.org
(Abstract): The IAEA has consistently dismissed the possibility that Type B
casks may not be robust enough to be safely used for marine transport.
However, because the information and analysis necessary for a definitive
resolution of this issue is not now available, this position is largely
based on speculation. In response to public concerns, the IAEA initiated
the Coordinated Research Program (CRP) in 1994 in an attempt to establish a
more rigorous quantitative basis for evaluating the risks involved in
transport of RAM by sea.
The joint IMO/IAEA working group stipulated that, should new evidence
demonstrate that the severity of sea accidents is indeed greater than that
of the Type B test, upgrading of the package standards through the
established Safety Series 6 process, rather than a strengthening of
requirements for the other elements of the marine transport system, should
be undertaken. However, the IAEA strategy appears to be designed to
guarantee
That neither of these measures will ever be enacted, no matter what the
outcome of assessments like the CRP. The IMO must take a harder look the
IAEA approach and whether it is adequate for resolution of the legitimate
safety concerns of States which are at risk today from sea shipments of
RAM.

(Title) : The sea transport of vitrified high-level wastes: Unresolved
safety issues
(Author): Lyman, E.S.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Control Institute (NCI)
(Source): December 1996 8 p
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(Abstract): The nuclear industry is about to launch another shipment of
vitrified high-level waste (VHLW). This shipment which will consist of 40
VHLW canisters, is a bridge between the initial, pilot shipment of 28
canisters and subsequent full-scale shipments of 150 canisters each. This
shipment will proceed despite the fact that the industry has not provided
satisfactory responses to the serious safety concerns raised in my 1994
report. These issues, which include the use in the TN 28 VT VHLW shipping
cask of elastomer seals which can lose their function in a fire of moderate
severity, and the use by COGEMA and 3NFL of a type of stainless steel for
packaging the VHLW which loses its corrosion resistance during VHLW
processing, are reviewed in this report.

(Title): Supplementary information/analysis to MEPC39/INF.15: "The sea
transport of vitrified high-level wastes: Unresolved safety issues"
(Author): Lyman, E.S.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Control Institute (NCI)
(Source): Submitted to the 40" Session of the Marine Environment
Protection Committee of the International Maritime Organization, July 1997
(Availability): www.nci.org
(Abstract): The IAEA admits that severe accidents can result in large
exposures and it is incumbent on them to demonstrate that the probabilities
of such accidents are acceptably small. Little quantitative information
exists on the frequency of sea accidents that could create environments
more severe than those simulated by Type 3 tests, or on the resistance of
Type B packages to such accidents.

(Title): Safety aspects of unirradiated MOX fuel transport
(Author): Lyman, E.S.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Control Institute (NCI)
(Source): Final report of the International MOX Assessment, November 1997
(Availability): www.nci.org
(Abstract): In this article, I will argue that the current regulations
governing transport of unirradiated MOX fuel (U-MOX) provide inadequate
assurance that the risks of such transports will be acceptably low. The
recently approved 1996 revision of the IAEA's Safety Series No. 6 (SS6),
which promulgates international standards for the shipment of radioactive
materials (RAM), was carefully constructed to legitimize the risky
practices now utilized for transport of U-MOX. These standards are not
intended to provide protection in the event of very severe transport
accidents, which could result in a widespread dispersal of plutonium from a
cargo of U-MOX. The revised IAEA regulations will do little to alleviate
the serious safety concerns associated with sea and air shipment of
radioactive materials in general, and U-MOX in particular.

(Title): Summary response of the Nuclear Control Institute to comments on
"The sea transport of vitrified high-level wastes: Unresolved safety
issues"
(Author): Lyman, E.S.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Control Institute (NCI)
(Availability): www.nci.org
(Source): January 1998 16 p
(Abstract): In December 1996, the Nuclear Control Institute (NCI) released
a report titled "The Sea Transport of Vitrified Kigh-Level Wastes{VHLW):
Unresolved Safety Issues". The report analyzed the potential consequences
of a severe accident in coastal waters that resulted in damage to the
transport ship and the VHLW'shipping cask, causing the cargo to sink to a
depth of 200 meters(typical of the maximum depth of the continental shelf).
The IAEA submitted' a highly critical commentary on the report to the
Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) of the IM0. Subsequently, Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL), at the request of the U.S. DOE, issued a similarly
critical report. While the IAEA and SNL reports overlap significantly, the
latter document contains additional points which merit discussion and these
are addressed in this paper.

(Title): Marine transport of irradiated nuclear fuel, plutonium, and high-
level wastes
(Author): Mairs, J.H. Rawl, R.R.
(Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency
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(Source): Draft proceedings of the special consultative meeting of entities
involved in the maritime transport of materials covered by the INF code,
SCM 5, 4-6 March 1996
(Abstract): In this paper there is a general introduction to Agency
Coordinated Research Programmes followed by a summary of the outcome of the
first Research Coordination Meeting emphasizing the need for coordination
of the ongoing research. The paper also offers some preliminary thoughts on
the purpose and presentation of the final report.

(Title): Accident severity at sea during transport of radioactive material
(Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency
(Source): To be published as an IAEA TECDOC 74 p plus appendices
(Abstract): In the fall of 1994, in response to concerns expressed by some
Member States and non-governmental organizations and as advised by Standing
Advisory Group on the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material (SAGSTRAM),
the IAEA initiated a Coordinated Research Program (CRP) to examine the
severity of the ship accidents that might occur during the maritime
transport of highly radioactive materials (RAM), such as spent fuel and
vitrified high-level wastes. The CRP was to assess the frequencies of
severe maritime accidents, estimate the mechanical and thermal loads that a
RAM package might experience as a result of a severe ship accident, and
compare those loads to the loads that RAM packages must survive during
regulatory certification tests. Where review of the literature showed
needed information to be lacking, it was to be developed by modeling or
conduct of experiments.

As this report, its appendices, and the reports that underlie the
appendices show, (1) review of maritime casualty data allowed estimates of
the frequencies of severe ship collisions and ship fires and of ship
collisions and fires of any severity to be developed per nautical mile
sailed and per year of sailing; (2) modeling of ship collisions developed a
way to estimate the likelihood of deep hold penetration during severe ship
collisions and concluded that should crush forces be applied to a cask due
to deep hold penetration, the forces would be relieved by collapse of ship
structures rather than cask structures; (3) conduct of shipboard fire
tests, modeling of those tests, and use of the modeling results to develop
models of fire spread on ships showed that fire spread to a RAM hold is not
likely and that if a fire should spread to a RAM hold, it is unlikely to
burn hot enough or long enough in that hold to cause or enhance the release
of radioactivity from a RAM Type-B cask ; and (4) illustrative consequence
analyses indicated that neither the loss of a cask into the ocean nor the
release of radioactive materials to the atmosphere as the result of a
severe ship collision that also initiates a severe fire are likely to
subject exposed individuals to radiation doses that are significant by
comparison to normal background doses. Thus, the CRP concluded that the
risks of transporting RAM, for example spent fuel and vitrified high-level
wastes, in Type B packages are very small.

(Title): Study of accident environment during sea transport of nuclear
material: Probabilistic safety analysis of plutonium transport from Europe
to Japan
(Author): Yamamoto,K., Kitamura, T., Shibata, H., Ouchi, Y., Ito, T.,
McClure, J., Pierce, J., Hohnstreiter, G., Smith, J.
(Source): To be published as an appendix to an IAEA TECDOC on accident
severity at sea during transport of radioactive material lOp
(Abstract): This appendix summarizes a report providing engineering
estimates have been produced which characterize the probability of cargo
vessel accidents on three designated routes between Japan and Europe.
Accident scenario probabilities range from 1.4x 10'6 per vessel movement
for seal failure with negligible heat loads to l.Ox 10";0 per ship movement
for fire-enhanced radioactive material release. These values are based on
the probability of a serious accident for cargo vessels similar in size to
purpose-built vessels that have been developed for performing the
international marine transportation of radioactive materials. None of the
features of a purpose-built vessel have been invoked in the study.
Therefore, the estimated probability of occurrence of a serious cargo
vessel accident, as presented in this analysis, is much larger (more
probable) than the probability of occurrence of such an accident with a
purpose-built cargo vessel.
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(Title): Study of accident environment during sea transport of nuclear
material: Analysis of an engine room fire on a purpose built ship
(Author): Yamamoto,K., Kitamura, T., Shibata, H., Ouchi, Y., Ito, T.,
Hohnstreiter, G., Pierce/ J., Koski,J., Dukart, R.
(Source): To be published as an appendix to an IAEA TECDOC on accident
severity at sea during transport of radioactive material 9p
(Abstract): This appendix summarizes a study designed to estimate the
thermal response of a plutonium package in the hold of a purpose built ship
during a shipboard fire and to confirm the sufficiency and adequacy of the
current IAEA transport regulations. An engine room fire was selected as the
most likely fire scenario to occur. In order to proceed with a conservative
analysis, numerous safety features were assumed inoperable. Furthermore, it
was assumed that there was sufficient fuel oil and air in the engine room
to allow the fire to burn for two hours. The study indicated that the fire
accident condition of 800°C for 30 minutes specified in the IAEA
regulations is sufficient and adequate for a 2-hour engine room fire. The
conclusion was that purpose built ships provide excellent protection for
sea transport of plutonium oxide powder in packages from an engine room
fire.

(Title): SEARAM: A U.S. DOE study of maritime risk assessment data and
methods of analysis
(Author): Ammerman, D., Koski, J., Sprung, J.
(Source): To be published as an appendix to an IAEA TECDOC on accident
severity at sea during transport of radioactive material 47p
(Abstract): This appendix describes ship collision and fire frequencies, a
model of ship penetration depths during ship collisions, finite element
calculations, shipboard fire tests, modeling of these tests using a
computational fluid dynamics code, a simple bulkhead fire spread model that
is based on the fire test modeling, a probabilistic ship multi-hold fire
spread model, modeling of the release of spent fuel radionuclides to the
environment from a Type-3 spent fuel transportation cask, and illustrative
estimates of the consequences that such a radioactive release might cause.

(Title): Probability and severity of fires on board ships carrying
radioactive materials
(Author): Young, C.
(Source): To be published as an appendix to an IAEA TECDOC on accident
severity at sea during transport of radioactive material 7p
(Abstract): At the outset of the Co-ordinated Research Programme (CRP) on
Accident Severity at Sea During Transport of Radioactive Material, concerns
about the safety of transport of certain radioactive materials in large
quantity had been addressed by the adoption by the International Maritime
Organization's Assembly of the "Code for the Safe Carriage of Irradiated
Nuclear Fuel and High Level Radioactive Wastes in Flasks on 3oard Ships"
(INF Code). Concerns neverthe less remained in some quarters about the
ability of flasks to remain safe in certain severe accident scenarios
particular to the marine mode. One such concern was the adequacy of the
IAEA's fire test specification in the light of fire accident reports which
showed average ship fire durations of ~ 20 hours.
The INF Code requires extensive fire detection and suppression measures on
ships carrying the largest quantities of INF material (INF 3).
Nevertheless substantial quantities of INF material can be carried on ships
meeting the intermediate (INF 2) standard. Therefore , as the cross channel
roll-on roll-off (RO-RO) rail/road ferry "Nord Pas-de-Calais" was in
service to transport spent fuel from mainland Europe to the UK, it was
considered appropriate to study this particular INF 2 ship in some detail
with regard to fire accident conditions. This appendix summarises the five
reports submitted as the UK's contribution to the CRP.

(Title): Evaluation of the safety of vitrified high level waste shipments
from UK to continental Europe by Sea
(Author): Lange, F., Fett, H., Hormann, E., Rowekamp, M. Cheshire, R.
Elston, B., Slawson, G., Raffestin, D., Schneider, T.
(Source): To be published as an appendix to an IAEA TECDOC on accident
severity at sea during transport of radioactive material iOp
(Abstract): The return of vitrified high level waste arising from the
reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel at Sallafield to continental Europe,
e.g., Germany, will start around the end of the century. The shipment of
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the specific flasks will include transportation via the Irish Sea, the
English Channel and the North Sea with ships of the Pacific Nuclear
Transport Limited CPNTL) classified to the INF 3 standard. The assessment
approach is to analyse the severity and the frequency of mechanical
impacts, fires and explosions with the potential to affect the package. The
results show that there is a high safety margin due to special safety
features of the INF 3 ships compared to conventional ships. The remaining
accident probability for a transport of vitrified high level waste from UK
to the continent is very low. No realistic severe accident scenarios that
could seriously affect the flasks and could lead to a radioactivity release
have been identified.

(Title): Statistical analysis of accident data associated with sea
transport { Data from 1994- 1997)
(Author): Schneider, T., Armingaud, F., Tabarre, M.
(Source): To be published as an appendix to an IAEA TSCDOC on accident
severity at sea during transport of radioactive material 22p
(Abstract): This analysis is based on Lloyd's database concerning sea
transport accidents for the 1994-1997 period and completes the previous
analysis based on 1994 data. It gives an accurate description of the world
fleet and the most severe ship accidents (total losses), as well as the
frequencies of accident (in average on the 1994-1997 period the frequency
of accident for cargo carrying ships is 2.57xlO~3 loss/ship year).
Furthermore, an analysis has been performed on the ship casualties recorded
by the Marine Accident Investigation 3ranch (MAI3) for UK vessels for the
1990-1996 period. This database includes all accidents for which a
declaration has been made to authorities (for example, the average
frequency of fire initiating events derived from this analysis is 1.36xI0"2

per ship year). Concerning fire accidents aboard ships supposed to be
representative of the radioactive material transporters, a specific
analysis was achieved by the French Bureau Veritas on a selection of the
world casualties (total losses) for the 1978-1998 period. This analysis
related to the origin of the fire points out that it originates mainly in
the machinery room and quarters. In a few cases the fire duration recorded
is more than one day.

(Title): Study of accident environment during sea transport of nuclear
material: Probabilistic safety analysis of plutonium transport from Europe
to Japan
(Author): Yamamoto,K., Kitamura, T., Shibata, K., Ouchi, Y., Ito, T.,
McClure, J., Pierce, J., Hohnstreiter, G., Smith, J.
(Source): November 1998 24p
(Abstract): Engineering estimates have been produced which characterize the
probability of cargo vessel accidents on three designated routes between
Japan and Europe. Accident scenario probabilities range from 1.4x 10'6 per
vessel movement for seal failure with negligible heat loads to l.Ox 10"10

per ship movement for fire-enhanced radioactive material release. These
values are based on the probability of a serious accident for cargo vessels
similar in size to purpose-built vessels that have been developed for
performing the international marine transportation of radioactive
materials. None of the features of a purpose-built vessel have been invoked
in the study. Therefore, the estimated probability of occurrence of a
serious cargo vessel accident, as presented in this analysis, is much
larger (more probable) than the probability of occurrence of such an
accident with a purpose-built cargo vessel.

(Title): Study of accident environment during sea transport of nuclear
material: Analysis of an engine room fire on a purpose built ship
(Author): Yamamoto,K., Kitamura, T., Shibata, H., Ouchi, Y., Ito, T.,
Hohnstreiter, G., Pierce, J., Koski,J., Dukart, R.
(Source): November 1998 23p
(Abstract): The study was designed to estimate the thermal response of a
plutonium package in the hold of a purpose built ship during a shipboard
fire and to confirm the sufficiency and adequacy of the current IAEA
transport regulations. An engine room fire was selected as the most likely
fire scenario to occur. In order to proceed with a conservative analysis,
numerous safety features were assumed inoperable. Furthermore, it was
assumed that there was sufficient fuel oil and air in the engine room to
allow the fire to burn for two hours. The study indicated that the fire
accident condition of 800°C for 30 minutes specified in the IAEA
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regulations is sufficient- and adequate for a 2-hour engine roorr. fire. The
conclusion was that purpose built ships provide excellent protection for
sea transport of piutoniuia oxide powder in packages from an engine room
fire.

(Title): Flag state compliance: Investigations into serious casualties -
Note by the Secretariat
(Corporate Author): Maritime Safety Committee of the International Maritime
Organization
(Primary Report Number): MSC 61/10/2
(Source): September 1992 57 p
(Abstract): A list is presented of serious casualties that occurred during
the period 1 January to 31 December 1990. The list was prepared by the
Secretariat on the basis of information contained in the Lloyd's Register
of Shipping Casualty Returns 1990 and the Institute of London Underwriter's
monthly returns, as well as on reports of flag States received to the date
of writing. The list includes casualties involving ships of not less than
1,600 gross tonnage that are either a total loss or a constructive total
loss and ships of not less than 500 gross tonnage involving loss of life,
but excludes those resulting from hostile acts. Extracts from the reports
on the investigations conducted into each casualty are also presented; 41
reports were received in the period from 1 January 1992 to 1 August 1992.

(Title): Flag state compliance: Investigations into serious casualties -
Note by the Secretariat
(Corporate Author): Maritime Safety Committee of the International Maritime
Organization
(Primary Report Number): MSC 60/11/2
(Source): January 1992 52 p
(Abstract): A list is presented of serious casualties that occurred during
the period I January to 31 December 1989. The list was prepared by the
Secretariat on the basis of information contained in the Lloyd's Register
of Shipping Casualty Returns 1990 and the Institute of London Underwriter's
monthly returns, as well as on reports of flag States received to the date
of writing. The list includes casualties involving ships of not less than
1,600 gross tonnage that are either a total loss or a constructive total
loss and ships of not less than 500 gross tonnage involving loss of life,
but excludes those resulting from hostile acts. Extracts from the reports
on the investigations conducted into each casualty are also presented; 92
reports were received in the period from 1 February 1991 to 31 December
1991.

(Title): Flag state compliance: Casualty statistics - Report of the
Steering Group on Casualty Statistics
(Corporate Author): Maritime Safety Committee of the International Maritime
Organization
(Primary Report Number): MSC 61/10/3
(Source): September 1992 132 p
(Abstract): This report of the Steering Group primarily consists of
appendices: analyses of serious casualties to seagoing tankers of 6,000
gross tonnage and above (1977-1991), analyses of serious casualties to
tankers of less than 6,000 gross tonnage (1977-1991), analyses of non-
serious casualties to tankers (1977-1991), and analysis of serious
casualties to fishing vessels of 100 gross tonnage and above (1982-1991).

(Title): Analysis of fire casualty records
(Corporate Author): United States
(Primary Report Number): FP 36/INF.20
(Source): Sub-Committee on Fire Protection of the International Maritime
Organization
36th session agenda item 5, May 1991 10 p
(Abstract): During the 35th session, the Sub-Committee on Fire Protection
recognized the need to analyze fire casualty records received since the
last analysis was conducted in 1982. The United States agreed to analyze
the records and report to the Sub-Committee at FP 36. Appendices I and II
contain the information outlined in MSC Circular 388 for 93 of the 97 fires
that were reported. Four records were unavailable at the time of the
analysis.
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(Title): Analysis of fire casualty records: Fire hazard properties of
packages containing irradiated fuel elements.
(Corporate Author): France
(Primary Report Number): FP 36/5
(Source): Sub-Committee on Fire Protection of the International Maritime
Organization
37th session agenda item 5, February 1992 9 p
(Abstract): France set up a databank in 1990 on some 600 fires which had
occurred on ships likely to carry packages of radioactive substances,
including irradiated fuel elements, during the period 1978-1988. The
principal findings of this fire data analysis are given in the annex.

(Title): Investigation of fire on the freight vessel "Nord Pas-De-Calais"
(Author): Kussain, M.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Transport Limited
(Source): Technical Committee Meeting of the Second Joint IAEA/IMO Working
Group on the Safe Carriage of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel by Sea paper no. 9,
February 1993 8 p
(Abstract): This report provides a summary of an independent investigation
into the probability of ship fires and the realistic fire scenarios which
may present a threat to its freight during short sea crossings in European
waters. The studies have shown: (1) The frequency of a severe fire
developing on the vessel when a flask is on board is once every 6250 years.
(2) From the fire scenarios considered on the Rail Deck and in the
machinery spaces of the vessel, the flask would not be exposed to
conditions more severe than those specified in the International Atomic
Energy Authority (IAEA) regulatory thermal test.

(Title): Feasibility of disposal of high-level waste into the seabed.
Volume 2: Radiological assessment
(Author): de Marsily, G. Berhendt, V. Ensminger, D. Flebus, C. Kutchinson,
B. Kane, P. Karpf, A. Klett, R. Mobbs, S. Poulin, M. Stanner, D.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
(Source): 1988 325 p
(Abstract): This volume is one of a series of eight volumes assessing
seabed disposal. Other volumes address the overview and summary, geoscience
characterization , engineering studies and the scientific basis upon which
the radiological assessment is built. The radiological assessment begins
with the base case scenario where the waste is successfully empiaced in
seabed sediments at a depth of 50 m and behaves as expected in the
sediments. Then, a series of abnormal scenarios are analysed, corresponding
to a set of accidents (including transportation accidents at sea) or
abnormal behavior of the system. No attempt was made to estimate the
probability of occurrence of these abnormal scenarios, except for the
transportation accidents.

(Title): Statistical Analysis of accident data associated with sea
transport
(Author): Raffestin, D., Armingaud, F., Schneider, T., Delaigue, S.
(Journal Information) International Journal of Radioactive Materials
Transport
(Source): (1998). p. 103-109
(Abstract): This analysis, based on Lloyd's database, gives an accurate
description of the world fleet and the most severe ship accidents, as well
as the frequencies of accident per ship type, accident category and age
category. Complementary analyses were achieved using fire accident
databases from AEA Technology and the French Bureau Veritas. The results
should be used in the perspective of safety assessments of maritime
shipments of radioactive material. For this purpose the existence of the
regulations of the International Maritime Organization has to be
considered, leading to the introduction of correction factors to these
statistical data derived from general cargo-carrying ships.

(Title): Statistical Analysis of accident data associated with sea
transport
(Author): Bespalko, S., Fagan,H., Sindt, A., Sprung, J., Vander Veer, J.
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(Journal Information) International Journal of Radioactive Materials
Transport
(Source): (1998). p. 93-102
(Abstract): The variation of ship fire and ship collision frequencies with
ocean location is examined..Ocean location is shown,to strongly influence
collision frequencies but to have little effect on fife frequencies, which
depend principally on trip duration. Because collisions always involve at
least two ships, collision frequencies increase as ship traffic increases.
Collision frequencies are developed for 19 high traffic ocean regions, for
all coastal waters not in these 19 regions, and for the open ocean.
Collision frequencies in high traffic ocean regions are one to two orders
of magnitude larger than collision frequencies in the open ocean. The
frequencies of collisions per port call are developed for high, medium and
low traffic ports. Values for the frequency of fires per nautical mile
sailed and per port call are developed.

(Title): An estimation method of marine accident probability for exclusive-
use ships
(Author): Watabe, N., Suzuki, H., Nishimura, Y., Mori, H., Kouno, Y.
(Journal Information) International Journal of Radioactive Materials
Transport
(Source): (1998). p. 111-121
(Abstract): The results of probabilistic evaluation of marine accidents to
ships dedicated exclusively for sea transport of radioactive materials are
described. The scenario analysis is executed first. Fire accidents
including engine room fire and sea fire and sinking accidents caused by
collision or stormy weather are considered as "hypothetical accidents."
Some consideration of protection methods is additionally made. Secondly,
exclusive-use and ordinary 3000-5000 GT class cargo ships, which are of
equal size and tonnage, are selected for comparison, and the probabilities
of the above hypothetical accidents are estimated from the casualty
statistics of Japan. Thirdly, the probability of "total loss" of ordinary
cargo ships and the exclusive-use ships are calculated and compared by a
method developed by the Shipbuilding Research Association of Japan (JSRA).
Finally, the maritime accident probabilities, considering the protection
methods for exclusive-use ships, are estimated. It should be noted that
these probabilities do not express the probability of breaching the
package.

(Title): Frequency of fire on a vessel carrying nuclear fuel
(Author): Kay, D., Woodward, P.
(Journal Information) International Journal of Radioactive Materials
Transport
(Source): (1998). p. 123-127
(Abstract): Fire is one of the principal hazards associated with the
transport of irradiated nuclear fuel. Worldwide data on fires and
explosions on ships over a ten-year period, and ship population data, were
analysed to determine how many incidents would have been a threat to a
nuclear flask, had one been carried as a cargo item. Oil tankers and
liquefied gas carriers were excluded from the study because of their
inability to carry flasks. Th e resulting frequency of such historical
fires, averaged for all remaining types of merchant ships, was 0.00029 per
year. This frequency was based on a total of 93 incidents identified
according to specific criteria relating to the nature of the incident. None
of the incidents contributing to the final fire frequency involved a
collision. Because of additional safety precautions for PNTL and other
special-purpose ships, a lower incidence of fire than that quoted above
would be expected.

TI (Title): The safety of radioactive materials transport La surete du
transport des matieres radioactives

AU (Author): Niel, J.Ch. (CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de
Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France). Inst. de Protection et de Surete
Nucleaire)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Controle (Paris)
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 1254-8146 CODEN C0NTF3
SO (Source): (Apr 1997) (no.116) p. 39-42
AB (Abstract): Five accidents in radioactive materials transport have
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beer, studied. One transport accident by road, one by ship, one by
rail, and the two last in handling materials from ships in Cherbourg
port and Le Havre port. All these accidents were without any
important consequences in term of radiation protection, but they
were sources of lessons to improve the safety. (N.C.)

TI (Title): Modeling fires in adjacent ship compartments with
computational fluid dynamics

AU (Author): Wix, S.D. Cole, J.K. Xoski, J.A
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
?C (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—98-0059C {SAND980059C}
R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980507— {CONF9805Q7}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): 10 May 1998 10 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98004285 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DEP

AB (Abstract): This paper presents an analysis of the thermal effects
on radioactive (RAM) transportation packages with a fire in an
adjacent compartment. An assumption for this analysis is that the
adjacent hold fire is some sort of engine room fire. Computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis tools were used to perform the
analysis in order to include convective heat transfer effects. The
analysis results were compared to experimental data gathered in a
series of tests on tile US Coast Guard ship Mayo Lykes located at
Mobile, Alabama

TI (Title): Technique of stowing packages containing radioactive
materials during maritime transportation

AU (Author): Ringot, G. Chevalier, G. Tomachevsky, E. (CEA-IPSN,
For.tenay-aux-Roses (France) ) Drauians, J. (3eigonucleaire, Dessei
(Belgium)) Lafontaine, I. (Transnubel, Brus.sels (Belgium))

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): CONF-890631—Vol.2 {CONF890631Vol2}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Washington, DC (USA). 11-16
Jun 1989

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). The 9th international
symposium on the packaging and transportation of radioactive
materials. Proceedings: Volume 2. [1989]. 660 p. p. 566-573

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 as DE90004448

AB (Abstract): The Mont Louis accident (August 25, 1984 - North Sea),
in which uraniumhexafluoride packages were involved, alarmed a large
number of European competent authorities, including the Commission
of European Communities. The latter sponsored in 1986-1987 a
bibliographic data collection to obtain a first view on the problem.
(C.E.C contracts n degree 86-3-7015-11-004-17 and
86-B-7015-11-005-17). The collected data supply the necessary basis
for further work, aiming to increase the safety of transporting
radioactive material by ship. The study collected the different
deceleration values, used by the transport companies and defined the
accident conditions to be considered. This work can serve as a basis
for later research to end with the proposal of a code of good
practice for stowing. The research-work has been carried out jointly
by C.E.A.-France, I.P.S.N. at Fontenay-aux-Roses and by Transnubel
S.A. Brussels Belgium. The preliminary research included two main
tasks: a statistical analysis, a bibliographic study of ship
accidents

TI (Title): Technology for the storage of radioactive materials
packagings during maritime transport. Phase 1. Technoiogie du
saisissage des colis de matieres radioactives en cours de transport
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maritime. Phase 1 :
AU (Author): Ringot, C. Chevalier, G. Tomachevski, E.G. (CEA Centre

d'Etudes Nucleaires de Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France). Inst. de
Protection et de Surete Nucleaire) Draulans, J. Lafontaine, I.
(Transnubel S.A., Brussels (Belgium))

CA (Corporate Author): Commission of the European Communities,
Luxembourg (Luxembourg)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contracts 86-B-7015-11-004-17
86-3-7015-11-005-17

TYPE (Tyoe of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): EUR—12031 {EUR12031}
SO (Source): 1989. 85 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
A3 (Abstract): Following the accident of the M/S Mont Louis on August

25, 1984 carrying UF6 cylinders, this report is a preliminary study
of bibliographic data to help to define recommendations on packaging
stowing for sea transport. Data on acceleration to take into account
for normal or accidental transport conditions, safe areas on board
that should be reserved for radioactive materials and accidents
statistics are collected. Main information concerns: number of
serious casualities or total losses to ships in European waters,
accident causes, collision probability in function of mean distance
between ships in the 3ritish Channel, selection of 8 reference
accidents for future studies

TI (Title): Tie-down systems for radioactive material packages under
accident conditions. L'arrimage de colis de matieres radioactives en
conditions accidentelles

AU (Author): Chevalier, G. Phalippou, C. Pouard, M. (CEA Centre
d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saciay, 91 - Gif-sur-Yvette (France)) Gilies,
P. (CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92
(France)) Jolys, J.C. (Union Technique de 1'Automobiie et du Cycle
(UTAC), Montlhery (France)) Draulans, J. Lafontaine, I. (Transnubei,
Dessel (Belgium))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
R?S (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM—286/3 {IAEASM2863}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Davos (Switzerland).
16-20 Jun 1986

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-020087-7
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials (PATRAM '86).
Proceedings of an international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials held in Davos, 16-20 June
1986."Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1987. 634 p. v. 1 p. 63-69.
Proceedings series

A3 (Abstract): A survey of road transport of goods has demonstrated the
paucity of data on accident conditions. Two types of maximum
accident have been identified and analysed by calculations and by
eight tests with packages weighing 1300 kg. In the first type of
accident, the carrier vehicle is subjected to a head-on impact at a
speed of 50 km/h, where the primary concern is to keep the package
from moving (average deceleration 35g). In the second type, the
package is subjected to impact from the side by another vehicle,
where the primary concern is to limit the damage to the package•to
what would be experienced when falling from 1 m onto a punch. There
are three mathematical formulations which express what these
requirements mean as far as the tie-down systems for the packages
are concerned: a balance of the forces in the system of slings and
blocks during head-on impact (keeping the package from moving). An
energy balance in the striking object-object struck-siing system
during impact from the side (freeing of the package). A rigidity
criterion in the sling-package system to limit damage to the package
during impact from the side. Application of these criteria shows
that wedging is essential to prevent packages, particularly big ones
(more that 1 t), from moving during head-on impact, (author)

TI (Title): Sizing of type B package tie-downs on the basis of criteria
related to hypothetical road transport accident conditions.
Dimensionnement des arrimages des colis de type B selon des criteres
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lies a des conditions hypothetiques d1accident du transport routier
AU (Author): Phalippou, C
CA (Corporate Author): CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saciay, 91 -

Gif-sur-Yvette (France). Inst. de Recherche Technologique et de
Developpement Industriel (IRDI)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): CSA-N—2463 {CEAN2463}
SO (Source): Jan 1986. 96 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
A3 (Abstract): The aim is to guarantee intactness of the type B package

containment system under hypothetical road accident conditions. Some
experiments performed in France have led to analytical studies
taking into account: a) the head-on collision, which is modelised by
a uniform deceleration of 35 g, b) the side-on collision, which is
modelised by a colliding object 3 times heavier than the package and
an impact at 31.9 km/h. In the first case, the adopted criterion is
the holding of the package on the vehicle by the strenght of the
stowing members (tie-downs and chocks). In the second case, the
adopted criterion is the desired breaking of the tie-downs in order
to undamage package containment system. Therefore it is assumed that
no chock is acting against lateral impacts. Analytical and abacus
methods have been developed for sizing the strenght of the stowing
members in respect with the two above criteria

TI (Title): Flask tiedown design and experience of monitoring forces
TA (Title Augmentation): Spent fuel flasks
AU (Author): Cory, A.R. (Nuclear Transport Ltd., Risley (United

Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF—910577 {CONF910577}
CF (Conference Information): 2. International conference on transport

for the nuclear industrv. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 8-10 May
1991

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTS
SO (Source): Int. J. Radioact. Mater. Transp. (1991). v. 2(1-3) p.

15-22
A3 (Abstract): The design requirements of fuel transport flasks for

containment integrity is well covered by international regulations.
Less well defined are the requirements for restraint, or tiedown, as
a means of securing the transport flask to its prime mover. This
paper refers specifically to the Nuclear Transport Ltd (NTL) range
of Light Water Reactor fuel flasks, though many principles are
applicable to a wider range of transport packages. The tiedown
system is defined, and different aspects discussed in detail: the
practical requirements, for example, where operation, maintenance
and inspection are considered, and the need for the tiedown to
harmonise with the flask so that performance is not impaired. A
review of regulations and guidelines appropriate to tiedowns is
included, together with a statement on their applicability. The
derivation of the standards applied by NTL is described, in the
context of transport by rail, sea and road. Aspects of detail design
of various components of the tiedown system are described, with
specific reference to the influence of this design on package
performance. NTL has conducted a number of practical trials to
evaluate typical values of accelerations encountered by flasks and
their tiedown systems in the various transport modes. Results of
these practical trials are available as input to future designs. In
conclusion, the paper serves to highlight the high degree of care
and consideration paid to this peripheral area of irradiated fuel
transport, (author)

TI (Title): Estimates of fire environments in ship holds containing
radioactive material packages

AU (Author): Koski, J.A. Cole, J.K. Kohnstreiter, G.F. (Sandia National
Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United States)) Wix, S.D. (GRAM, Inc.,
Albuquerque, NM (United States))

CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)
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FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract ACC4-94AL85000. Funding
Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number*): SAND—95-0081C {SAND950081C}
R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF-951203--18 {CONF95120318}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '95: II. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Las Vegas,
NV (United States). 3-8 Dec 1995

SO (Source): [1995]. 7 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE96003643 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

AB (Abstract): Fire environments that occur on cargo ships differ
significantly from the fire environments found in land transport.
Cargo ships typically carry a large amount of flammable fuel for
propulsion and shipboard power, and may transport large quantities
of flammable cargo. As a result, ssa mode transport accident records
contain instances of long lasting and intense fires. Since
Irradiated Nuclear Fuel (INF) casks are not carried on tankers with
large flammable cargoes, most of these dramatic, long burning fires
are not relevant threats, and transport studies must concentrate on
those fires that are most likely to occur. By regulation, INF casks
must be separated from flammable cargoes by a fire-resistant,
liquid-tight partition. This makes a fire in an adjacent ship hold
the most likely fire threat. The large size of a cargo ship relative
to any spent nuclear fuel casks on board, however, may permit a
severe, long lasting fire to occur with little or no thermal impact
on the casks. Although some flammable materials such as shipping
boxes or container floors may exist in the same hold with the cask,
the amount of fuel available may not provide a significant threat to
the massive transport casks used for radioactive materials. This
shipboard fire situation differs significantly from the regulatory
conditions specified in 10 CFR 71 for a fully engulfing pool fire.
To learn more about the differences, a series of simple thermal
analyses has been completed to estimate cask behavior in likely
marine and land thermal accident situations. While the calculations
are based on several conservative assumptions, and are only
preliminary, they illustrate that casks are likely to heat much more
slowly in shipboard hold fires than in an open pool fire. The
calculations also reinforce the basic regulatory concept that for
radioactive materialsr the shipping cask, not the ship, is the
primary protection barrier to consider

TI (Title): Analysis of a ship-to-ship collision
AU (Author): Porter, V.L. Ammerman, D.J
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—96-0282C {SAND960282C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-95I203—63 {CONF95120363}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '95: 11. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Las Vegas,
NV (United States). 3-8 Dec 1995

SO (Source): [1996]. 8 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE96007668 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

A3 (Abstract): Sandia National Laboratories is involved in a safety
assessment for the shipment of radioactive material by sea. One part
of this study is investigation of the consequences of ship-to-ship
collisions. This paper describes two sets of finite element analyses
performed to assess the structural response of a small freighter and
the loading imparted to radioactive material (RAM) packages during
several postulated collision scenarios with another ship. The first
series of analyses was performed to evaluate the amount of
penetration of the freighter hull by a striking ship of various
masses and initial velocities. Although these analyses included a
representation of a single RAM package, the package was not impacted
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during the collision so forces on the package could not be computed.
Therefore, a second series of analyses incorporating a
representation of a row of seven packages was performed to ensure
direct package impact by the striking ship. Average forces on a
package were evaluated for several initial velocities and masses of
the striking ship. In addition to. providing insight to ship and
package response during a few postulated ship collisions scenarios,
these analyses will be used to benchmark simpler ship collision
models used in probabilistic risk assessment analyses

TI (Title): Risk associated with the transport of radioactive materials
in the fuel cycle

AU (Author): Lange, ?. (Geseilschaft fuer Anlagen-und Reaktorsicherheit
(GRS), Koeln (Germany)) Mairs, J. (United Kingdom's Dept. of
Transport, London (United Kingdom)) Kiel, C. (Institut de Protection
et de Surete Nucieaire (IPSN), Fontenay-aux-Roses (France})

TYPE (Tyoe of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number*) : IAEA-TECDOC—990 {IAEATECDOC990}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on nuclear fuel

cycle and reactor strategies: Adjusting to new realities. Vienna
(Austria) . 3-6 Jun 1997

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 1011-4289
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria)

European Commission (CEC), Brussel (Belgium) Nuclear Energy Agency,
75 - Paris (France) Uranium Inst., London (United Kingdom). Nuclear
fuel cycle and reactor strategies: Adjusting to new realities.
Contributed papers. Dec 1997. 324 p. p. 161-172

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

A3 (Abstract): This paper sets out the regulatory framework within
which nuclear fuel cycle materials are transported. It establishes
the basic principles of those safety regulations and explains the
graded approach to satisfying those requirements depending on the
hazard of the radioactive contents. The paper outlines the minimum
performance standards required by the Regulations. It covers the
performance standards for Type C packages in a little more detail
because these are new to the 1996 Edition of the IAEA's Regulations
for rhe Safe Transport of Radioactive Material and are less well
reported elsewhere at present. The paper then gives approximate data
or. the number of shipments of radioactive materials that service zhe
nuclear fuel cycles in France, Germany and the UK. The quantities
are expressed as average annual quantities per GWel installed
capacity. There is also a short discussion of the general
performance standards required of Type 3 packages in comparison with
tests that have simulated specific accident conditions involving
particular packages. There follows a discussion on the probability
of packages experiencing accident conditions that are comparable
with the tests that Type B packages are required to withstand.
Finally there is a summary of the implementation of the Regulations
for sea and air transport and a description of ongoing work that may
have a bearing on the future development of mode related
Regulations. Nuclear fuel cycle materials are transported in
accordance with strict and internationally agreed safety regulations
which are the result of a permanent and progressive process based on
social concern and on the advancement of knowledge provided by
research and development. Transport operations take place in the
public domain and some become high profile events in the management
of these materials, attracting a lot of public, political and media
attention. The risks associated with the transport of radioactive
materials are low and it is important that nuclear fuel cycle
materials are managed in accordance with their actual rather than
their perceived hazard

TI (Title): Research on probabilistic safety assessment of sea
transport of returned waste and others

AU (Author): Takemoto, Hiroyasu Arita, Kikuo Tanaka, Yoshiteru Ando,
Takahiro Ueki, Kotaro Ohashi, Atsuto (Ship Research Inst., Mitaka,
Tokyo (Japan))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Kokuritsu Kikan Genshiryoku Shiken Kenkyu
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Seika Hokoku-Sho
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0288-8874 CODEN KKGKEX
SO (Source): (Feb 1997). p. 13/1-13/5
AB (Abstract): In order to ensure the safety in the sea transport of

returned waste and others, it is necessary to develop the
probabilistic safety assessment technique for the carrier ships.
Also it is necessary to assess radiation exposure dose equivalent in
the related sea areas, supposing the case of radioactive substance
leakage. The model experiment for verifying the strength of hull
bottom when reefs penetrate the bottom at the time of stranding was
carried out, and the investigation was performed on the strength
characteristics of ship bottoms and the probability distribution of
the thrusting amount of reefs. As to the assessment of the exposure
dose at the time of the accidents of radioactive substance leakage,
the improvement of RADTRAN-3 code was advanced. The scale of damage
of structures remarkably changed according to the strength
characteristics of the structures. The experiment for examining the
change of the strength characteristics of double bottom structure
due to the change of loading conditions and the shape of reefs and
its results are reported. In the structures of ship bottoms, the
intervals of beams exerted large effect to the probability
distribution of the scale of damage of ship hulls. (K.I.)

TI (Title): Subseabed nuclear waste disposal ship conceptual design and
accident analysis: 198 6 status report

TA (Title Augmentation): Contains glossary
AU (Author): Hutchinson, 3.L
CA (Corporate Author): Glosten Associates, Inc., Seattle, WA (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—87-7032 {SAND877032}
SO (Source): Feb 1988. 362 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS, PC A16/MF A01 3 as DE88007494
AB (Abstract): The conceptual design for the high-level waste transport

and emplacement ship incorporates features designed to provide
exceptional safety with respect of major marine accidents such as
collisions, groundings, fire and sinking. The conceptual design
incorporates a new form of structural collision protection which
will prevent penetration into the cargo space by all ships with
speeds less than 24 knots, and many ships with speeds greater than
24 knots. The urethane foam, which acts as the plastic foundation
for the outer steel membrane in the collision protection system,
also provides permanent buoyancy equal to 74% of the loaded ship
weight. The permanent buoyancy provided by the foam in the collision
protection system, together with urethane foam provided in other
spaces, exceeds the loaded ship weight by over 24%. Even if the ship
were cut in two, any portion containing high-level waste cargo would
remain afloat. Through the use of high temperature insulation, the
ship is demonstrated to be capable of surviving severe fire exposure
for periods exceeding 72 hours. The results of a probabilistic
safety assessment indicate that probabilities for a collision
accident resulting in submergence of HLW cargo is less than 5.9 x
10-10 per outbound transit. Following a technology review and
assessment, subjective probabilities for recovery of high-level
waste cargo following a marine accident were estimated. 66 refs.,
114 figs., 89 tabs

TI (Title): An engineering assessment of the probability for damage to
radioactive material transport casks due to barge collisions

AU (Author): Hutchison, B.L. Gray, D.L. Bauer, G. (Glosten Associates,
Inc., Seattle, WA (USA))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM—286/164 {IAEASM286164}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Davos (Switzerland).
16-20 Jun 1986

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-020087-7
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials (PATRAM '86).
Proceedings of an international symposium on the packaging and
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transportation of radioactive materials held in Davos, 16-20 June
1986."Vienna {Austria}. IAEA. 1987. 634 p. v. 1 p. 427-435.
Proceedings series

AB (Abstract): The conditional probability for damage to radioactive
material (RAM) transportation casks due to barge collisions was
examined using level III methods from risk and reliability theory.
For each of 12,500 collision cases examined, a time domain simulator
for marine collisions was used to generate data concerning
penetration, residual energy and relative velocity at each time
step. The simulator developed for this purpose represents an
extension of Minorsky's one dimensional collision model to three
dimensions (six degrees of freedom). The model also includes the
contributions of Jones and Van Mater which account for hull membrane
structural resistance up to the point of hull rupture. Twenty-five
hundred realistic randomly generated barge collision cases were
simulated for each five classifications of US navigable waters
(total of 12,500 simulated accidents). Monte Carlo methods were used
to develop, from the set of predicted collision state variables, the
joint demand processes for the struck barge cargoes. These demand
processes were then compared with RAM cask capabilities in order to
estimate the conditional probabilities of RAM cask damage given a
collision in a specified classification of navigable waters,
(author)

TI (Title): Barge collisions, rammings and groundings: an engineering
assessment of the potential for damage to radioactive material
transport casks

AU (Author): Hutchison, 3.L
CA (Corporate Author): Glosten Associates, Inc., Seattle, WA (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—85-7165 {SAND857165}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): TTC—05212 {TTC05212}
SO (Source): Jan 1986. 257 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Reoort Number

Available from NTIS, PC A12/MF A01 I as DE86005839
AB (Abstract): An engineering study was performed inquiring into

collision, ramming and grounding accidents involving freight barges
on US domestic voyages, including coastwise offshore. Additionally,
accidents described as barge breakaways and fire as a consequence of
collisions or rammings were examined. The motivation for this study
is the possibility for transporting radioactive material,
particularly spent fuel, by barge on US domestic waters. The study
objective was to gain insight into each of these accident types,
with particular attention to those processes that possess potential
for causing structural damage to RAM (radioactive material) casks.
Domestic waters were divided into five navigable domains for the
prupose of this study: (1) the so-called western rivers, (2) the
Mississippi River system, (3) other inland rivers and waterways, (4)
the Gulf intracoastal waterway, and (5) offshore seas. 3asic
statistics for each of the major accident types were developed for
each navigable domain from the US Coast Guard commercial vessel
casualty file (1962-1980). 29 refs

TI (Title): Safety evaluation on transport of fuel at sea and test
program on full scale cask in Japan

AU (Author): Nagukara, T. Maki, Y. Tanaka, N. (Central Research Inst.
of Electric Power Industry, Chiba, Japan)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): CONF-780506--(Vol.1) {CONF780506Voil}
CF (Conference Information): 5. symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Las Vegas, NV, USA. 7 - 1 2
May 1978

SO (Source): Sandia Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA). Packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. 1978. p. 143-149

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): With the operation of the reprocessing factory in Japan,

the spent fuel will be transported by a ship on the domestic sea
area of Japan. This paper discusses the probability of the sinking
of the ship with the cask, the release of radionuclides from the
sunken cask and the resultant radiological impact on individuals and
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populations at risk as follows: 1. Based on r'ecent statistics about
the number of ships in service and shipping casualties around Japan,
the probability of the sinking of a ship navigated along the
scheduled routes is estimated. 2. The radioactive material released
into the sea water is determined by survey of types of radionuclides
and quantities of radioactive material transported, and by analyses
of the effects of hydrostatic pressure induced deforraative and
corrosive behavior of sunken casks as well as fuel rods. 3. Ocean
models of diffusion of radioactive material are considered for the
selected area on scheduled shipping routes and the concentration of
radioactivity in sea is determined. Then, the population and
individual doses are estimated from consumption of sea foods and
effect of the exterior radiation from contaminated sea shore is also
considered

TI (Title): Potential crush loading of radioactive material packages in
highway, rail and marine accidents. Regulatory report

AU (Author): Colton, J.D. Romander, C M
CA (Corporate Author): SRI International, Menlo Park, CA (USA). Poulter

Lab
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): NUREG/CR—1588 {NUREGCR1588}
SO (Source): Oct 1980. 154 p
AV (Availability): Available fromNTIS., PC A08/MF A01
AB (Abstract): The purpose of this study was to evaluate potential

crush loads on radioactive material packages in highway, rail, and
marine accidents. The study concluded that if allowance is made for
small gaps between packages, the deflections produced by inertial
crush are comparable (within 20%) of those produced by impact under
the same accident conditions. Therefore an additional qualification
test is not needed to ensure that the level of protection against
crush is comparable to the current level of protection against
impact. The study also evaluated potential crush loads in extremely
severe transportation accidents. In highway accidents, the most
severe crush environment is produced when a truck carrying several
small, soft packages strikes a rigid barrier and the inertia of the
aft packages crushes the front package. In railroad accidents,
severe crush environments are produced when a railcar on which the
packages are carried strikes a barrier or when the packages are
pinned between two railcars after a derailment. Analysis of ship
collisions showed that for packages carried by a containerized cargo
ship struck by another ship, the probability of producing
significant crush loads is small because most collisions occur at
low velocities during maneuvering. The study suggested various types
of package tests which would simulate severe crush loads in each
mode of transport

TI (Title): Ship accident studies
TA (Title Augmentation): nuclear ships

" AU (Author): Minorsky, V.U. Gotimer, J.C. (Sharp (George G.), Inc., New
York (USA)) Parker, C.W. (Maritime Administration, Washington, D.C.
(USA))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): Symposium on the safety of nuclear ships.

Hamburg, Germany, F.R. 5 - 9 Dec 1977
SO (Source): Symposium on the safety of nuclear ships. Hamburg, 5-9 Dec

1977. Proceedings. Symposium sur la surete des navires nucieaires.
Hambourg, 5-9 dec 1977. Compte rendu. Paris, France. OECD. 1978. p.
89-103

AB (Abstract): This paper summarizes ship accident studies performed by
George G. Sharp, Inc. for the U.S. Maritime Administration in
connection with the Nuclear Ship Project. Casualties studied include
fires/explosions, groundings and collisions for which a method for
calculating probability on a specific route was developed jointly
with the Babcock and Wilcox Co. Casualty data source was the
Liverpool's Underwriters Association Casualty Returns

TI (Title): Safety of HLW shipments
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Radiation Protection News and Notes
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IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0113-4795
SO (Source): (1998). (no.41). p. 21-22
A3 (Abstract): The third shipment back, to Japan of vitrified high-level

radioactive waste (HLW) produced through reprocessing in France is
scheduled to take place in early 1998. A consignment last March drew
protest from interest groups and countries along the shipping route.
Requirements governing the shipment of cargoes of this type and
concerns raised by Greenpeace that were assessed by an international
expert group, were examined in a previous article. A further report
prepared on behalf of Greenpeace Pacific has been released. The
paper: Transportation accident of a ship carrying vitrified
high-level radioactive waste, Part 1 Impact on the Federated States
of Micronesia by Resnikoff and Champion, is dated 31 July 1997. A
considerable section of the report is given over to discussion of
the economic situation of the Federated Statess of Micronesia, and
lifestyle and dietary factors which would influence radiation doses
arising from a release. It postulates a worst case accident scenario
of a collision between the HLW transport ship and an oil tanker 1 km
off Pohnpei with the wind in precisely the direction to result in
maximum population exposure, and attempts to assess the
consequences. In summary, the report postulates accident and
exposure scenarios which are conceivable but not credible. It
combines a series of worst case scenarios and attempts to evaluate
the consequences. Both the combined scenario and consequences have
probabilities of occurrence which are negligible. The shipment
carried by the 'Pacific Swan" left Cherbourgon 21 January 1998 and
comprised 30 tonnes of reprocessed vitrified waste in 60 stainless
steel canisters loaded into three shipping casks, (author)

TI (Title): Development of accident event trees and evaluation of
safety system failure modes for the nuclear Ultra Large Crude
Carrier (ULCC). Final report

AU (Author): Coffey, R.S. Goodwin, £.F. Lewe, C.K. Maltese, J.G. Pyatt,
D.W

CA (Corporate Author): NUS Corp., Rockville, Md. (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): PB—272711 {P3272711}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): NUS—1845 {NUS1845}
SO (Source): Feb 1977. 167 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS. PC A08/MF A01
AB (Abstract): Various ship accidents which have the potential of

causing damage to the nuclear power systems of the nuclear powered
Ultra Large Crude Carrier (ULCC) are identified. For each ship
accident, an event tree is developed which shows the possible causal
relationship between ship accident and derangement of nuclear
safety-related systems. System state diagrams are developed which
define the degree of availability of each safety-related system. As
an example of the use of the methodology, availability state tables
are derived for each safety-related system for all potential results
of a collision accident. Further, an analytic set of probability
equations are derived relating the probability of loss-of-function,
either partial or complete, of the low pressure safety injection
system to the various consequences of a collision

TI (Title): Report on probability of collisions on selected routes.
Vol. I. Final report, January 1976—October 1976

CA (Corporate Author): Sharp (George G.), Inc., New York (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): PB--261664 {PB261664}
SO (Source): 30 Sep 1976. 48 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS., PC A05/MF A01
AB (Abstract): Lifetime collision probability on two nuclear tanker

routes and one nuclear container route were calculated based on
route collision frequency obtained from the Liverpool Underwriters
Casualty Returns for an eleven year period and a route density
projection to 1990 performed by Planning Systems Inc. The number of
vessels to be found in a circular area of encounter travelling with
the nuclear vessel was calculated. A model was obtained for the
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probability of collision on a given route for :the lifetime of a
nuclear vessel. Sensitivity studies were made for variations in
nuclear vessel speed, speed of other vessels, and average density of
ships in a given grid square of ocean, but not for the number of
collisions per unit time in such grid square

TI (Title): Study on the assessment of the effects of an airplane crash
on the side wail of a nuclear container ship. Untersuchung zur
3eurteilung eines Flugzeugabsturzes auf die Seitenwand eines
nuklearen Containerschiffes

AU (Author): Dietrich, R
CA (Corporate Author): Gesellschaft fuer Kernenergieverwertung in

Schiffbau und Schiffahrt m.b.H., Geesthacht-Tesperhude (F.R.
Germany). Inst. fuer Anlagentechnik

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): GKSS--75/E/13 {GKSS75E13}
SO (Source): 1975. 42 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): In order to assess the safety of the 80,000 WPS nuclear

container ship against external influences, the impact of an
airplane (PHANTOM) on the side wall of the ship is studied. The
impact causes strain due to penetration effets and dynamic
deformation. The investigation of penetration showed that up to an
impact velocity of about 775 km/h, no penetration of the collision
protection structure is to be expected. The study to determine the
dynamic behaviour of the structure provides some knowledge on the
fundamental frequencies and forms as well as on the dynamic
traversing motions and the strain distribution. The maximum
comparative strain according to the hypothesis of maximum form
change is in the minimum strain region at the yield point of the
employed shipbuilding steel St. 42. A breakdown of the structure on
the impact of an airplane on the side wail need therefore not be
expected. (orig./AK)

TI (Title): A probabilistic safety assessment of radioactive materials
transport. An estimation method of marine accident probability of
the exclusive ship

AU (Author): Watabe, Naohito Suzuki, Hiroshi (Central Research Inst. of
Electric Power Industry, Abiko, Chiba (Japan). Afoiko Research Lab.)
Kouno, Yutaka

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Denryoku Chuo Kenkvusho Hokoku
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 1340-4652 CODSN DCKHDL
SO (Source): (Mar 1998) (no.U97076) p. 1-4, 1-17
A3 (Abstract): Radioactive materials, including spent fuels and

high-level radioactive wastes, are transported by exclusive ships
between Japan and France or England. This report describes the
results of probabilistic evaluation of casualties of the exclusive
ships which are used for sea transport of radioactive materials. A
scenario analysis was executed first, then fire accidents of engine
room fire and sea-surface fire and sinking accidents caused by
collision or stormy weather were extracted as ''the hypothetical
accidents'1. Protective functions of the exclusive ship were
additionally considered. Secondly, the exclusive ship and ordinary
3,000-5,000 GT class cargo ships of equal size and tonnage were-
selected for comparison, and the probabilities of the above two
hypothetical accidents were estimated from the casualty statistics
of Japan. Thirdly, the probability of ''total loss'' of ordinary
cargo ships and the exclusive ships were calculated and compared by
a method arranged by the Shipbuilding Research Association of Japan
(JSRA) under the concept of SOLAS90 international regulation. The
maritime accident probability considering the protection methods of
the exclusive ship was finally estimated from the viewpoint of
structural advantage. According to the results, the following
probabilities were obtained. 1) Collision with other ship leading to
total loss*: 8.8E-7/voyage 2) Meeting with a disaster by stormy
weather leading to total loss*:2.3E-5/voyage 3) A fire breaks out in
the engine room of own ship: 1.7E-6/voyage 4) Collision with a
tanker and to be suffered from a sea-surface fire: 2.6E-7/voyage.
Finally, it should be noted that the probabilities would be
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conservative because of other protective functions not discussed in
this report. *The ''total loss11 means the state of missing,
sinking, fire, etc. that finally caused the ship to be absolutely
unfit for normal operation, (author)

TI (Title): Data and methods for the assessment of the risks associated
with the maritime transport of radioactive materials. Results of the
SeaRAM program studies, Volume 1: Main report

AU (Author): Sprung, J.L. Bespalko, S.J. Kanipe, F.L. (and others)
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): SAND—98-1171/1 {SAND9811711}
R?S (Secondary Report Number): TTC—1525/1 {TTC15251}
SO (Source): May 1998 180 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98005813 NTIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE DE?
AB (Abstract): This report describes ship accident event trees, ship

collision and ship fire frequencies, representative ships and
shipping practices, a model of ship penetration depths during ship
collisions, a ship fire spread model, cask to environment release
fractions during ship collisions and fires, and illustrative
consequence calculations

TI (Title): Data and methods for the assessment of the risks associated
with the maritime transport of radioactive materials. Results of the
SeaRAM program studies. Volume 2: Appendices

AU (Author): Sprung, J.L. 3espalko, S.J. Kanipe, F.L. (and others)
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

Stares)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number"): SAND—98-1171/2 {SAND9811712}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): TTC—1525/2 {TTC15252}
SO (Source): May 1998 319 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98005814 NTIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE DE?
A3 (Abstract): This report describes ship accident event trees, ship

collision and ship fire frequencies, representative ships and
shipping practices, a model of ship penetration depths during ship
collisions, a ship fire spread model, cask to environment release
fractions during ship collisions and fires, and illustrative
consequence calculations. This report contains the following
appendices: Appendix 1 — Representative Ships and Shipping
Practices. Appendix 2 — Input Data for Minorsky Calculations.
Appendix 3 — Port Ship Speed Distribution. And Appendix 4 —
Cask-to-Environment Release Fractions

TI (Title): Extension of ship accident analysis to multiple-package
shipments

AU (Author): Mills, G.S. Neuhauser, K.S
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Tyoe of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-2769C {SAND972769C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980507— {CONF980507}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Nov 1997 9 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98001127 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
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AB {Abstract): Severe ship accidents and the probability of radioactive
material release from spent reactor fuel casks were investigated
previously. Other forms of RAM, e.g., plutonium oxide powder, may be
shipped in large numbers of packagings rather than in one to a few
casks. These smaller, more numerous packagings are typically placed
in ISO containers for ease of handling, and several ISO containers
may be placed in one of several holds of a cargo ship. In such
cases, the size of a radioactive release resulting from a severe
collision with another ship is determined not by the likelihood of
compromising a single, robust package but by the probability that a
certain fraction of 10's or IOC's of individual packagings is
compromised. The previous analysis involved a statistical estimation
of the frequency of accidents which would result in damage to a cask
located in one of seven cargo holds in a collision with another
ship. The results were obtained in the form of probabilities
(frequencies) of accidents of increasing severity and of release
fractions for each level of severity. This paper describes an
extension of the same general method in which the multiple packages
are assumed to be compacted by an intruding ship's bow until there
is no free space in the hold. At such a point, the remaining energy
of the colliding ship is assumed to be dissipated by progressively
crushing the RAM packagings and the probability of a particular
fraction of package failures is estimated by adaptation of the
statistical method used previously. The parameters of a common, well
characterized packaging, the 6M with 2R inner containment vessel,
were employed as an illustrative example of this analysis method.
However, the method is readily applicable to other packagings for
which crush strengths have been measured or can be estimated with
satisfactory confidence

TI (Title): The effect of cargo on the crush loading of RAM
transportation packages in ship collisions

AU (Author): Radioff, H.D. Ammerman, D.J
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (united States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-1358C {SAND971358C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980507— {CONF980507}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Mar 1998 10 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE9800334 6 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DEP

AB (Abstract): Recent intercontinental radioactive material shipping
campaigns have focused public and regulatory attention on the safety
of transport of this material by ocean-going vessels. One major
concern is the response of the vessel and onboard radioactive
material (RAM) packages during a severe ship-to-ship collision.
These collisions occur at velocities less than the velocity obtained
in the Type B package regulatory impact event and the bow of the
striking ship is less rigid than the unyielding target used in those
tests (Ammerman and Daidola, 1996). This implies that ship impact is
not a credible scenario for damaging the radioactive material
packages during ship collisions. It is possible, however, for these
collisions to generate significant amounts of crush force by the bow
of the impacting ship overrunning the package. It is the aim of this
paper to determine an upper bound on the magnitude of this crush
force taking into account the strength of the radioactive material
carrying vessel and any other cargo that may be stowed in the same
hold as the radioactive material

TI (Title): SeaRAM: A DOE evaluation of maritime accident risk
assessment data and methods

AU (Author): Sprung, J.L. Ammerman, D.J. Koski, J.A
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CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding
Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-0865C {SAND970865C}
R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980507— {CONF980507}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Mar 1998 11 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98004464 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DEP

A3 (Abstract): The SeaRAM Program conducted for the US Department of
Energy by Sandia National Laboratories has developed estimates of
the frequencies of occurrence of ship fires and ship collisions, the
fraction of all ship fires and ship collisions that might be
sufficiently severe to challenge the integrity of a Type B spent
fuel transportation, cask, the magnitude of the radioactive source
terms that might be released from a Type B spent fuel transportation
cask due to loss of cask integrity, and the magnitude of the
radiological consequences that might be caused by the radioactive
release

TI (Title): Public concerns about RAM transport-communicating
engineering data on risk

AU (Author): McClure, J.D. Luna, R.E. Falci, F.P. Jr. (Sandia National
Labs., Albuquercrue, NM (USA) US Dept. of Energy, Germantown, MD
(USA))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-880201— {CONF880201}
CF (Conference Information): Waste management '88: symposium on

radioactive waste management. Tucson, AZ (USA). 28 Feb - 3 Mar 1988
SO (Source): Post, R.G. Waste management '88. Tucson, AZ (USA).

University of Arizona Nuclear Engineering Dept. 1988. vp. p.
415-422. Volume II: High-level waste and general interest

A3 (Abstract): This paper presents information concerning the safety of
transporting radioactive materials (RAM). This evaluation is
supported by an examination of data for actual accidents and
incidents that have occurred with RAM transport, a study of the
regulatory test procedures used to certify RAM packagings and the
comparison of RAM transport with that of other hazardous materials.
A number of studies are summarized that show that RAM transportation
has been a low risk operation for approximately four decades. Where
appropriate, RAM transport statistics are compared with the
statistics of other hazardous materials. This engineering
information can be used by federal, state, and local officials and
public interest groups to assess the relative risk of RAM
transportation on a national scale and in their local jurisdictions.
The organization of engineering data in an orderly and logical
fashion and the presentation of this data to government agencies and
members of the public can be used in an attempt to allay fears about
the safety of RAM transportation

TI (Title): Calculation of shipboard fire conditions for radioactive
materials packages with the methods of computational fluid dynamics

AU (Author): Koski, J.A. Wix, S.D. Cole, J.K
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-2182 {SAND972182}
SO (Source): Sep 1997. 66 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DS98000448 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

AB (Abstract): Shipboard fires both in the same ship hold and in an
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adjacent hold aboard a break-bulk cargo ship -$re simulated with a
commercial finite-volume computational fluid mechanics code. The
fire models and modeling techniques are described and discussed.
Temperatures and heat fluxes to a simulated materials package are
calculated and compared to experimental values. The overall accuracy
of the calculations is assessed

TI (Title): Radiological consequences of ship collisions that might
occur in U.S. Ports during the shipment of foreign research reactor
spent nuclear fuel to the United States in break-bulk freighters

AU (Author): Sprung, J.L. Bespalko, S.J. Massey, C D . Yoshimura, R.
(Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque, NM (United States))
Johnson, J.D. (GRAM Inc., Albuquerque, NM (United States)) Reardon,
?.C. (PCRT Technologies, Albuquerque, NM (United States)) Ebert,
M.W. Gallagher D.W. (Science Applications International Corp.,
Reston, VA {United States))

CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding
Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number*): SAND—96-0400 {SAND960400}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): TTC--1463 {TTC1463}
SO (Source): Aug 1996. 24 6 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE96024413 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

AB (Abstract): Accident source terms, source term probabilities,
consequences, and risks are developed for ship collisions that might
occur in U.S. ports during the shipment of spent fuel from foreign
research reactors to the United States in break-bulk freighters

TI (Title): A comparison of methods for evaluating structure during
ship collisions

AU (Author): Ammerman, D.J. Daidola, J.C
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—96-2I50C {SAND962150C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-9608150—1 {CONF96081501}
CF (Conference Information): International conference on designs and

methodologies for collision and grounding protection of ships. San
Francisco, CA (United States). 21-23 Aug 1996

SO (Source): 1996. 8 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE960144 98 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

AB (Abstract): A comparison is provided of the results of various
methods for evaluating structure during a ship-to-ship collision.
The baseline vessel utilized in the analyses is a 67.4 meter in
length displacement hull struck by an identical vessel traveling at
speeds ranging from 10 to 30 knots. The structural response of the
struck vessel and motion of both the struck and striking vessels are
assessed by finite element analysis. These same results are then
compared to predictions utilizing the open-quotes Tanker Structural
Analysis for Minor Coilisionsclose quotes (TSAMC) Method, the
Minorsky Method, the Haywood Collision Process, and comparison to
full-scale tests. Consideration is given to the nature of structural
deformation, absorbed energy, penetration, rigid body motion, and
virtual mass affecting the hydrodynamic response. Insights are
provided with regard to the calibration of the finite element model
which was achievable through utilizing the more empirical analyses
and the extent to which the finite element analysis is able to
simulate the entire collision event. 7 refs., 8 figs., 4 tabs

TI (Title): Experimental measurement of a shipboard fire environment
with simulated radioactive materials packages

AU (Author): Koski, J.A. Wix, S.D. (Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque,
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States))

CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM {United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding
Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—96-2117C {SAND962117C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-970698—-1 {CONF9706981}
CF (Conference Information): Symposium on very large scale fires. St.

Louis, MO (United States) . 15-18 Jur. 1997
SO (Source): [1996]. 16 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE97005386 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

AS (Abstract): Results from a series of eight test fires ranging in
size from 2.2 to 18.8 MW conducted aboard the Coast Guard fire test
ship Mayo Lykes at Mobile, Alabama are presented and discussed.
Tests aboard the break-bulk type cargo ship consisted of heptane
spray fires simulating engine room and galley fires, wood crib fires
simulating cargo hold fires, and pool fires staged for comparison to
land-based regulatory fire results. Primary instrumentation for the
tests consisted of two pipe calorimeters that simulated a typical
package shape for radioactive materials packages. The calorimeters
were both located adjacent to the fires and on the opposite side of
the cargo hold bulkhead nearest the fire. The calorimeters were
constructed from 1.5m length sections of nominal 2 foot diameter
schedule 60 steel pipe. Type K thermocouples were attached at 12
locations on the circumference and ends of the calorimeter. Fire
heat fluxes to the calorimeter surfaces were estimated with the use
of the Sandia SODDIT inverse heat conduction code. Experimental
results from ail types of tests are discussed, and some comparisons
are made between the environments found on the ship and those found
in land-based pool fire tests

TI (Title) : Comments or. a paper tilted 'The sea transport of vitrified
high-level radioactive wastes: Unresolved safety issues'

AU (Author): Sprung, J.L. McConnell, P.E. Nigrey, P.J. Ammerman, D.J.
(and others)

CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding
Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-1130 {SAND971130}
SO (Source): May 1997. 35 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE97006215 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

A3 (Abstract): The cited paper estimates the consequences that might
occur should a purpose-built ship transporting Vitrified High Level
Waste (VHLW) be involved in a severe collision that causes the VKLW
canisters in one Type-B package to spill onto the floor of a major
ocean fishing region. Release of radioactivity from VHLW glass logs,
failure of elastomer cask seals, failure of VHLW canisters due to
stress corrosion cracking (SCC), and the probabilities of the
hypothesized accident scenario, of catastrophic cask failure, and of
cask recovery from the sea are all discussed

TI (Title): Transportation accident scenarios for commercial spent fuel
AU (Author): Wilmot, E.L
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—80-2124 {SAND802124}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): TIC—0156 {TIC0156}
SO (Source): Feb 1981. 73 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
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Available from NTIS.V PC A04/MF A01
AB (Abstract): A spectrum of high severity, low probability,

transportation accident scenarios involving commercial spent fuel is
presented together with mechanisms, pathways and quantities of
material that might be released from spent fuel to the environment.
These scenarios are based on conclusions from a workshop, conducted
in May 1980 to discuss transportation accident scenarios, in which a
group of experts reviewed and critiqued available literature
relating to spent fuel behavior and cask response in accidents

TI (Title): Design of an experiment to measure the fire exposure of
radioactive materials packages aboard container cargo ships

AU (Author): Koski, J.A
CA (Corporate Author}: Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Tvpe of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-0853C {SAND970853C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980507— {CONF980507}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Nov 1997 10 p
AV (Availability) : Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98001124 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DEP

AB (Abstract): The test described in this paper is intended to measure
the typical accident environment for a radioactive materials package
in a fire aboard a container cargo ship. A stack of nine used
standard cargo containers will be variously loaded with empty
packages, simulated packages and combustible cargo and placed over a
large hydrocarbon pool fire of one hour duration. Both internal and
external fire container fire environments typical of on-deck stowage
will be measured as well as the potential for container to container
fire spread. With the use of the inverse heat conduction
calculations, the local heat transfer to the simulated packages can
be estimated from thermocouple data. Data recorded will also provide
information on fire durations in each container, fire intensity and
container to container fire spread characteristics

TI (Title): Experimental ship fire measurements with simulated
radioactive cargo

AU (Author): Koski, J.A. Arviso, M. Bobbe, J.G. Wix, S.D. Cole, J.K.
Hohnstreiter, G.F. (Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)) Beene, D.E. Jr. (Coast Guard, Groton, CT (United States).
Research and Development Center) Keane, M.P. (Dept. of Energy,
Germantown, MD (United States))

CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding
Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Reoort
RPP (Primary Report Number*): SAND—97-0896C {SAND970896C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980507— {CONF980507}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Oct 1997 10 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DS98000926 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DEP

AB (Abstract): Results from a series of eight test fires ranging in
size from 2.2 to 18.8 MW conducted aboard the Coast Guard fire test
ship Mayo Lykes at Mobile, Alabama are presented and discussed.
Tests aboard the break bulk type cargo ship consisted of heptane
spray fires simulating engine room and galley fires, wood crib fires
simulating cargo hold fires, and pool fires staged for comparison to
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land based regulatory fire results. Primary instrumentation for the
tests consisted of two pipe calorimeters that simulated a typical
package shape for radioactive materials packages

TI (Title): Transport accident frequency data, their sources and their
application in risk assessment

AU (Author): Appleton, P.R
CA (Corporate Author): UKAEA Safety and Reliability Directorate,

Culcheth (UK)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SRD-R--474 {SRDR474}
SO (Source): Aug 1988. 23 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): Base transport accident frequency data and sources of

these data are presented. Both generic information and rates
specific to particular routes or packages are included. Strong
packages, such as those containing significant quantities of
radioactive materials, will survive most of the accidents
represented by these base frequencies without a containment breach.
The association of severity probability distributions with a base
frequency, and package and contents response, leading to the
quantification of release frequency and magnitude, are often more
important in risk assessment than the base frequency itself. This
paper therefore also includes brief comments on techniques adopted
to utilize the base frequencies. This paper reports an accident
frequency data survey undertaken at the end of 1986. It has not been
updated to take account of work published between January 1987 and
the Report publication date, (author)

TI (Title): A study of flask transport impact hazards
AU (Author): Cook, M.C. Miles, J.C. Shears, M. (Ove Arup and Partners,

London (UK)}
TYPS (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): Seminar on the resistance to impact of

spent Magnox fuel transport flasks. London (UK). 30 Apr - 1 May 1985
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0 85298 574 6
SO (Source): Institution of Mechanical Engineers, London (UK) British

Nuclear Energy Society, London. The resistance to impact of spent
Magnox fuel transport flasks. Papers presented at a seminar held in
London on 30 April and 1 May 1985. Bury St. Edmunds (UK). Mechanical
Engineering Publications Ltd. 1985. 249 p. p. 89-102

AB (Abstract): This paper assesses the routes over which irradiated
fuel flasks are transported and identifies the major impact hazards
which might be encountered during normal operations. Estimates of
the probability of occurrence for a number of accident scenarios are
developed and a table of accident types, ranked in order of
probability, is presented, (author)

TI (Title): Nuclear waste shipping container response to severe
accident conditions, A brief critique of the modal study

AU (Author): Audin, L
CA (Corporate Author): Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Office, Carson

City, NV (USA)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract FG08-85NV10461. Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): NWPO-TN—005-90 {NWPOTN00590}
SO (Source): Dec 1990. 41 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche OSTI as DE91011013 NTIS INIS US Govt. Printing Office Dep
AB (Abstract): The Modal Study (NUREG/CR-4829) attempts to upgrade the

analysis of spent nuclear fuel transportation accidents, and to
verify the validity of the present regulatory scheme of cask
performance standards as a means to minimize risk. While an
improvement over many prior efforts in this area (such as
NUREG-0170), it unfortunately fails to create a realistic simulation
either of a shipping cask, the severe conditions to which it could
be subjected, or the potential damage to the spent fuel cargo during
an accident. There are too many deficiencies in its analysis to
allow acceptance of its results for the presumed cask design, and
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many pending changes in new containers, cargoes and shipping
patterns will limit applicability of the Modal Study to future
shipments. In essence, the Modal Study is a good start, but is too
simplistic, incomplete, outdated and open to serious question to be
used as the basis for any present-day environmental or risk
assessment of spent fuel transportation. It needs to be redone, with
peer review during its production and experimental verification of
its assumptions, before it has any relevance to the shipments
planned to Yucca Mountain. Finally, it must be expanded into a full
risk assessment by inputing its radiological release fractions and
probabilities into a valid dispersal simulation to properly
determine the impact of its results. 51 refs

TI (Title): Environmental impact of transporting radioactive materials
AD (Author): Chicken, J.C. (UKAEA Culham Lab., Abingdon) Goldfinch, E.

(Central Electricity Generating Board, London (UK)) Milne, W. G.
(British Nuclear Fuels Ltd., Risley)

TYPE (Type of Document): 3ook
CF (Conference Information): Conference on the environmental impact of

nuclear power. London, UK. 1 - 2 Apr 1981
SO (Source): British Nuclear Energy Society, London. Environmental

impact of nuclear power. Proceedings of a conference organized by
the British Nuclear Energy Society, and supported by the UK Atomic
Energy Authority, held in London on 1-2 April, 1981. London. British
Nuclear Energy Society. 1981. 294 p. p. 187-214

AB (Abstract): This paper gives the authors' perception of the
environmental criteria that the transport of radioactive material
operations have to satisfy in the United Kingdom. In building up
this picture the basis of the regulations that have to be satisfied
are described and the way these regulations are complied with
discussed. A summary of transport operational experience is given.
Finally, the range of risk studies that have been done to cover
individual and collective dose possibilities, the loss of a flask at
sea, accident frequency, and an example of risk evaluation for a
specific movement is given, (author)

TI (Title): Thirty-five years experience of transport accidents and
incidents involving radioactive materials

AU (Author): Shaw, K.3. Hughes, J.S. (National Radiological Protection
Board, Chilton (United Kingdom)) Wilson, C.K. (Department of
Transport, London (United Kingdom))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 3. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Windermere (United Kingdom). 7-9 Jun 1994
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1994). p. 249-251
A3 (Abstract): A database has been established containing 451 events up

to the end of 1992 involving radioactive materials during transport
in the UK. These events have been categorised and information
obtained pertinent to future legislation and relevant to lessons
learnt. The record is very good for the nuclear industry but there
are improvements that can be made particularly in the areas of
quality assurance and of training and information, (author)
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5. PACKAGE RESPONSE TO ACCIDENT FORCES GREATER
THAN REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

(Title): Study on transport safety of fresh MOX fuel - Performance of the
transport cask for fresh MOX fuel against external water pressure
(Author): Itoh, C. Saegusa, T. Asano, H. Suzuki, H.
(Corporate Author): Central Research Inst of Electric Power Industry
(Primary Report Number): EU 98001
(Source): 1999 17p
(Abstract): It is important to know the ability of the transport casks for
fresh MOX fuel against external water pressure when they were
hypothetically sunk into the sea for unknown reasons. In order to evaluate
the ability of the casks transporting MOX fresh fuel against external water
pressure, structural analyses using finite element code ABAQUS were carried
out. The failure criterion of casks against external pressure is defined as
the maximum water depth at which structural parts such as cask body and lid
do not rupture. In the evaluation by analysis the failure criterion could
be indicated when the stress exceeds the ultimate tensile stress <3U at
structural parts of casks. The analytical results show that the transport
casks for fresh MOX fuel will not rupture even under a head of water of
7,000 m.

(Title): Study on transport safety of fresh MOX fuel - Performance of the
cladding tube of fresh MOX fuel against external water pressure
(Author): Itoh, C.
(Corporate Author): Central Research Inst of Electric Power Industry
(Primary Report Number): EU 98002
(Source) : 1*999 15p
(Abstract): It is important to know the ability of the cladding tube for
fresh MOX fuel against external water pressure when they were
hypothetically sunk into the sea for unknown reasons. In order to evaluate
the ability of cladding tubes for MOX fresh fuel against external water
pressure, external water pressure tests were carried out. Resistible limit
of cladding tubes against external water pressure is defined when cladding
tubes are deformed largely due to buckling, etc. The test results show
cladding tubes of BWR type reactors can resist an external water pressure
of 69Mpa (a depth of water of 7,000m) and that of ?WR type reactors can
resist an external water pressure of 54Mpa (a depth of water of 5,500m).
Moreover, leak tightness is maintained at an external water pressure of
73Mpa (a depth of water of 7,400m) for BWR type cladding tubes and at an
external water pressure of 98Mpa (a depth of water of 10,000m) for PWR type
cladding tubes.

(Title): Study on transport safety of fresh MOX fuel - Radiation dose from
package hypothetically submerged into sea
(Author): Tsumune, D. Suzuki, H. Saegusa,. T. Maruyama, K. Itoh, C. Watabe,
W.
(Corporate Author): Central Research Inst of Electric Power Industry
(Primary Report Number): EU 98003
(Source): 1999 27p
(Abstract): The sea transport of fresh MOX fuel from Europe to Japan is
under planning. For the structure and equipment of transport ships for
fresh MOX fuels, there is a special safety standard called the INF Code of
IMO (International Maritime Organization). For transport of radioactive .
materials, there is a safety standard stipulated in Regulations for the
Safe Transport of Radioactive Material issued by the IAEA (International
Atomic Energy Agency). Under those code and standard, fresh MOX fuel will
be transported safely on the sea. However, a dose assessment has been made
by assuming that a fresh MOX fuel package might be sunk into the sea for
unknown reasons. Two radionuclide release scenarios were evaluated. In a
coastal region submergence the following assumptions were made: 200m depth,
the cask seal is lost immediately allowing sea water to enter the cask, the
fuel cladding offers no barrier to leaching of radionuclides, and
radionuclides are released to the sea through the seal gap by natural
convection and diffusion. In a deep ocean submergence, the following
assumptions were made: 2500m depth and neither the cask nor the fuel
cladding offers a barrier to leaching of radionuclides. In both
hypothetical radionuclide release scenarios the evaluated dose equivalent
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by radiation exposure to the public are far below (six orders of magnitude)
the dose equivalent limit of the ICRP recommendation (imSv/year).

(Title): Safety assessment of leaktightness criteria for radioactive
materials transport packages
(Author): Kowalewsky, H. Droste, B. Neumeyer, T. Burnay, S.G. 3all, M.H.
Morton, D.A.V. Smith, ?.N. Tuson, A.T.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): Initiated by the IAEA, from 1987 a group of experts from
Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, the UK and the USA developed ISO
12807 "Safe transport of radioactive materials - Leakage testing on
packages" published in Sept. 1996. It was based on a similar ANSI Standard
N14.5 from 1977 and revised in 198". The next revision should bring both
standards together. To support this need, to fill some gaps of knowledge,
and to promote acceptance of radioactive materials transport a research
programme on the assessment of seals and leaktightness, supported by the
European Commission (contract no. 4.1020/D 196-004), has been performed by
BAM, Germany and AEA Technology, UK. Preliminary results of a running
research project that will be finished at the beginning of 1998 are
presented.

(Title): An environmental impact assessment for sea transport of spent fuel
(Author): Asano, H. Matsumoto, M Saegusa, T.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): High burn-up spent fuel will be transported from each Japanese
nuclear power station to the reprocessing facility of Japanese Nuclear Fuel
ltd. In Rokkasho-mura by the purpose built ship. Packagings of high burn-up
spent fuels are manufactured strong and conformed to the IAEA
Transportation Regulations. This purpose built ship is much safer than
other ordinary cargo ships because of its specially reinforced structure
and navigation systems against collision with other ships, etc. Therefore
it is hardly supposed that high burn-up spent fuels would meet with any
accident and that they would submerge into the sea. This Paper presents a
result of environmental assessment for a hypothetical submergence accident
of high burn-up spent fuel during sea transport. In this assessment, the
calculation methods of nuclide and radiation dose, etc. are almost the same
as that employed by CRISPI for the assessment of HLW.

(Title): The case of a loss of VHLW cargo at sea: towards a risk analysis
perspective
(Author): Baillif, L. Beutier, D. Raffestin, D. Lepicard, S.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): Recently the sea transport of vitrified high level radioactive
waste (VHLW) between Europe and Japan has been a subject of public concern.
Some anxiety and strong request for more information has been expressed by
several en-route states, especially with respect to hypothetical accidents
along the coasts, that might result in significant consequences. Namely the
safety of such shipments was questioned by state representatives,
journalists and academists.
Although several factors have to be considered at the root of the public
concern, the two of them addressed here are closely connected with the
available scientific knowledge supporting the safety assessment of such
industrial operations and with the way to inform the public of this
knowledge. Namely, the public perception of risks may be twisted by: (1)
catastrophic presentation of the safety case; a "worst case" scenario, well
beyond design basis, can always be imagined without any consideration of
probability: for instance ship collisions with consequent hypothetical
waste immersion and huge dispersion of radionuclides into the sea; (2)
apparent or overemphasized discrepancies between published results from
different sources, that might suggest Poor knowledge of the involved
phenomena: for instance, between published evaluations of the potential
impact of radionuclides associated with the dispersion into the sea. Both
sources of potential public distrust call for a well balanced and extended
elaboration of scenarios, displaying the intervening features, events and
processes, that will clarify (i) the real significance of extreme
hypothetical scenarios and (ii) the residual scientific uncertainties. In
this perspective, it seems helpful to apply extended risk analysis approach
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and particularly to put into perspective the influence of thr various
assumptions adopted in the analysis of the scenarios.

(Title): Evaluation of the safety of vitrified high level waste shipments
from UK to continental Europe by sea
(Author): Lange, F. Fett, K.J. Hormann, S. Rowekamp, M. Cheshire, R.
Elston, B. Siawson, G. Raffestin, D. Schneider, T.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): The return of vitrified high level waste arising from the
reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel at Seliafield to continental Europe,
e.g., Germany, will start around the end of the century. The shipment of
the specific flasks will include transportation via the Irish Sea, the
English Channel and the North Sea with ships of the Pacific Nuclear
Transport Limited (PNTL) classified to the INF 3 standard. The assessment
approach is to analyse the severity and the frequency of mechanical
impacts, fires and explosions with the potential to affect the package.
The results show that there is a high safety margin due to the special
safety features of the INF 3 ships compared to conventional ships. The
remaining accident probability for a transport of vitrified high level
waste from the UK to the continent is very low. No realistic severe
accident scenarios that could seriously affect the flasks and could lead to
a radioactivity release have been identified.

(Title): Evaluation of safety of casks impacting different types of targets
(Author): Droste, B. 3ailheijner, V. Zeisler, ?. Tso, C.F. Donelan, P.
Huggenberg, R.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): The paper presents results of the Phase 1 investigations of the
joint German-UK research project "Evaluation of Safety of Casks Impacting
Different Kinds of Targets" funded by the European Commission in order to
improve safety and acceptance of radioactive materials transport. In
addition to a literature survey concerning real target drop tests with Type
3 casks performed all over the world, the Phase 1 investigations had the
primary objective to compare the loads of the casks during drops onto real
(yielding) targets with those existing under IAEA test conditions. The
paper gives a short description of the methodologic basis of these analyses
and discusses first results. Because the project will be completed March
1998, only preliminary conclusions can be given in this written version
(submission date October 1997). The oral presentation at the conference
will cover the final results of the project.

(Title): Evaluation of severity of drop tests onto real targets
(Author): Akamatsu, H. Taniuchi, K. Fujimoto, T. Ouchi, M.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): IAEA regulations require the 9m drop test for Type 3 packages.
The target must be unyielding. However the real target that the transport
package might encounter in an accident during transport is a yielding
target, such as concrete, asphalt or soil. To compare the impact
acceleration between a real target and an unyielding target, analyses of
the drop test onto a real target and an unyielding target were made.
It has become clear that the drop height onto the road corresponding to the
9m drop height required by IAEA regulations is about 47m for concrete road
surface and is about 51m for asphalt road surface, the impact velocity is
about 30m/s for both road surfaces. In case of soft soil, the drop height
corresponding to IAEA regulations is about 71m, the impact velocity is
about 37m/s. So it is judged that the drop height required by IAEA
regulation is an appropriate test condition.

(Title): Numerical study of the thermal behavior of packages subjected to
fires of long duration
(Author): Chalon, F. Keritier, M. Duret, 3.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): The purpose of this study is to improve the knowledge of the
behavior of Type B packages used for the transportation of radioactive
materials, when subjected to fires of long duration and at different flame
temperatures, and to evaluate the safety margins when performances are
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compared to regulatory requirements. This paper outlines the approach and
the results obtained in the specific case of the FS 47 package. Firstly, a
long duration fire test has been performed in 1993 upon request of IPSN and
competent authorities. The fire lasted 3h 25m without loss of the leak
tightness of the full-scale tested package. Secondly, an experimental
simulation has been performed in a laboratory to simulate with a sample the
thermal behaviour of confined plaster. Thirdly, specific behaviour
simulation laws were incorporated in the selected Finite Element (FE) code
THERX and their validation was performed by comparison with the results of
the long duration FS 47 fire test. Fourthly, the proper sensitivity study
with respect to the duration and temperature of fire is being carried out.
Hence it was possible to evaluate the performance of the package and to
determine its limit of resistance for different fire conditions. The
realistic assessment shows large safety margins.

(Title): Safety issues in the sea transport of vitrified high-level
radioactive wastes to Japan
(Author): Lyman, E.S.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Control Institute, Greenpeace International,
Citizen's Nuclear Information Center
(Source): December 1994 61 p
(Abstract): Sea shipments of vitrified high-level radioactive wastes (VHLW)
from Europe to Japan are scheduled to begin in February of 1995; each
journey will take approximately two months. Citing the potential health and
safety impacts of these shipments on U.S. citizens, some members of the
United States Congress recently called for a detailed analysis of the
adequacy of the current system governing the sea transport of nuclear
materials, including piutonium and VHLW. Although the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOS) initially expressed willingness to carry out such a study, the
effort was terminated in the face of domestic and international political
pressure. The objective of this paper is to explore the need for a broad
review of this type, using the upcoming VKLW sea shipments as a point of
focus.

(Title): Addressing safety issues in the sea transport of radioactive
materials
(Author): Lyman, E.S.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Control Institute (NCI)
(Source): Draft proceedings of the special consultative meeting of entities
involved in the maritime transport of materials covered by the INF code,
SCM 5, 4-6 March 1996
(Availability): www.nci.org
(Abstract): The IAEA has consistently dismissed the possibility that Type 3
casks may not be robust enough to be safely used for marine transport.
However, because the information and analysis necessary for a definitive
resolution of this issue is not now available, this position is largely
based on speculation. In response to public concerns, the IAEA initiated
the Coordinated Research Program (CRP) in 1994 in an attempt to establish a
more rigorous quantitative basis for evaluating the risks involved in
transport of RAM by sea.
The joint IMO/IAEA working group stipulated that, should new evidence
demonstrate that the severity of sea accidents is indeed greater than that
of the Type B test, upgrading of the package standards through the
established Safety Series 6 process, rather than a strengthening of
requirements for the other elements of the marine transport system, should
be undertaken. However, the IAEA strategy appears to be designed to
guarantee
That neither of these measures will ever be enacted, no matter what rhe
outcome of assessments like the CRP. The IMO must take a harder look the
IAEA approach and whether it is adequate for resolution of the legitimate
safety concerns of States which are at risk today from sea shipments of
RAM.

(Title): The sea transport of vitrified high-level wastes: Unresolved
safety issues
(Author): Lyman, E.S.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Control Institute (NCI)
(Source): December 1996 8 p
(Abstract): The nuclear industry is about to launch another shipment of
vitrified high-level waste (VKLW). This shipment which will consist of 40
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VHLW canisters, is a bridge between the initial, pilot shipment of 28
canisters and subsequent full-scale shipments of 150 canisters each. This
shipment will proceed despite the fact that the industry has not provided
satisfactory responses to the serious safety concerns raised in my 1994
report. These issues, which include the use in the TN 28 VT VHLW shipping
cask of elastomer seals which can lose their function in a fire of moderate
severity, and the use by COGEMA and BNFL of a type of stainless steel for
packaging the VHLW which loses its corrosion resistance during VHLW
processing, are reviewed in this report.

(Title): Supplementary information/analysis to MEPC39/1NF.15: "The sea
transport of vitrified high-level wastes: Unresolved safety issues"
(Author): Lyman, E.S.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Control Institute (NCI)
(Source): Submitted to the 40th Session of the Marine Environment
Protection Committee of the International Maritime Organization, July 1997
(Availability): www.nci.org
(Abstract): The IAEA admits that severe accidents can result in large
exposures and it is incumbent on them to demonstrate that the probabilities
of such accidents are acceptably small. Little quantitative information
exists on the frequency of sea accidents that could create environments
more severe than those simulated by Type B tests, or on the resistance of
Type B packages to such accidents.

(Title): Safety aspects of unirradiated MOX fuel transport
(Author): Lyman, E.S.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Control Institute (NCI)
(Source): Final report of the International MOX Assessment, November 1997
(Availability): www.nci.org
(Abstract): In this article, I will argue that the current regulations
governing transport of unirradiated MOX fuel (U-MOX) provide inadequate
assurance that the risks of such transports will be acceptably low. The
recently approved 1996 revision of the IAEA's Safety Series No. 6 (SS6),
which promulgates international standards for the shipment of radioactive
materials (RAM), was carefully constructed to legitimize the risky
practices now utilized for transport of U-MOX. These standards are not
intended to provide protection in the event of very severe transport
accidents, which could result in a widespread dispersal of plutoniurn from a
cargo of U-MOX. The revised IAEA regulations will do little to alleviate
the serious safety concerns associated with sea and air shipment of
radioactive materials in general, and U-MOX in particular.

(Title): Summary response of the Nuclear Control Institute to comments on
"The sea transport of vitrified high-level wastes: Unresolved safety
issues"
(Author): Lyman, E.S.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Control Institute (NCI)
(Availability): www.nci.org
(Source): January 1998 16 p
(Abstract): In December 1996/ the Nuclear Control Institute (NCI) released
a report titled "The Sea Transport of Vitrified High-Level Wastes(VHLW):
Unresolved Safety Issues". The report analyzed the potential consequences
of a severe accident in coastal waters that resulted in damage to the
transport ship and the VHLW shipping cask, causing the cargo to sink to a
depth of 200 meters(typical of the maximum depth of the continental shelf).
The IAEA submitted a highly critical commentary on the report to the
Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) of the IMO. Subsequently, Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL), at the request of the U.S. DOE, issued a similarly
critical report. While the IAEA and SNL reports overlap significantly, the
latter document contains additional points which merit discussion and these
are addressed in this paper.

(Title): Accident severity at sea during transport of radioactive material
(Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency
(Source): To be published as an IAEA TECDOC 74 p plus appendices
(Abstract): In the fall of 1994, in response to concerns expressed by some
Member States and non-governmental organizations and as advised by Standing
Advisory Group on the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material (SAGSTRAM),
the IAEA initiated a Coordinated Research Program (CRP) to examine the
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severity of the ship accidents that might occur during the maritime
transport of highly radioactive materials (RAM), such as spent fuel and
vitrified high-level wastes. The CR? was to assess the frequencies of
severe maritime accidents, estimate the mechanical and thermal loads that a
RAM package might experience as a result of a severe ship accident, and
compare those loads to the loads that RAM packages must survive during
regulatory certification tests. Where review of the literature showed
needed information to be lacking, it was to be developed by modeling or
conduct of experiments.
As this report, its appendices, and the reports that underlie the
appendices show, (1) review of maritime casualty data allowed estimates of
the frequencies of severe ship collisions and ship fires and of ship
collisions and fires of any severity to be developed per nautical mile
sailed and per year of sailing; (2) modeling of ship collisions developed a
way to estimate the likelihood of deep hold penetration during severe ship
collisions and concluded that should crush forces be applied to a cask due
to deep hold penetration, the forces would be relieved by collapse of ship
structures rather than cask structures;. (3) conduct of shipboard fire
tests, modeling of those tests, and use of the modeling results to develop
models of fire spread on ships showed that fire spread to a RAM hold is not
likely and that if a fire should spread to a RAM hold, it is unlikely to
burn hot enough or long enough in that hold to cause or enhance the release
of radioactivity from a RAM Type-B cask ; and (4) illustrative consequence
analyses indicated that neither the loss of a cask into the ocean nor the
release of radioactive materials to the atmosphere as the result of a
severe ship collision that also initiates a severe fire are likely to
subject exposed individuals to radiation doses that are significant by
comparison to normal background doses. Thus, the CR? concluded that the
risks of transporting RAM, for example spent fuel and vitrified high-level
wastes, in Type B packages are very small.

(Tirle): Dose assessment for public by packages shipping radioactive
materials hypotheticaliy sunk into shallow seas
(Author): Tsumune, D., Saegusa,T., Suzuki, K., Watabe, W., Asano, K.,
Marauyama, K., Kinehara, Y.
(Source): To be published as an appendix to an IAEA TECDOC on accident
severity at sea during transport of radioactive material 17p
(Abstract): Radioactive materials such as spent fuel (SF), PuO2, and high
level wastes (KLW) have been transported internationally by sea. Dose
assessments for the public from packages hypotheticaliy sunk into shallow
sea (200m) have been performed based on the following conservative
scenario: (1) sealing function is immediately lost by functional disorder
of the O-rir.g, (2) seawater enters the package cavity, (3) all pellets are
exposed to the seawater, and (4) nuclides leach into the seawater and are
released to the ocean through the seal gap. The evaluated results are far
less than the dose equivalent limit (1 mSv/year) by the ICRP
recommendations.

(Title): SEARAM: A U.S. DOE study of maritime risk assessment data and
methods of analysis
(Author): Ammerman, D., Koski, J., Sprung, J.
(Source): To be published as an appendix to an IAEA TECDOC on accident
severity at sea during transport of radioactive material 4 7p
(Abstract): This appendix describes ship collision and fire frequencies, a
model of ship penetration depths during ship collisions, finite element
calculations, shipboard fire tests, modeling of these tests using a
computational fluid dynamics code, a simple bulkhead fire spread model that
is based on the fire test modeling, a probabilistic ship multi-hold fire
spread model, modeling of the release of spent fuel radionuclides to the
environment from a Type-B spent fuel transportation cask, and illustrative
estimates of the consequences that such a radioactive release might cause.

(Title): Evaluation of the safety of vitrified high level waste shipments
from UK to continental Europe by Sea
(Author): Lange, ?., Fett, H., Hormann, E., Rowekamp, M. Cheshire, R.
Elston, B., Slawson, G., Raffestin, D., Schneider, T.
(Source): To be published as an appendix to an IAEA TECDOC on accident
severity at sea during transport of radioactive material 10p
(Abstract): The return of vitrified high level waste arising from the
reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel at Sallafield to continental Europe,
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e.g., Germany, will start' around the end of the century. The shipment of
the specific flasks will include transportation via the Irish Sea, the
English Channel and the North Sea with ships of the Pacific Nuclear
Transport Limited (PNTL) classified to the INF 3 standard. The assessment
approach is to analyse the severity and the frequency of mechanical
impacts, fires and explosions with the potential to affect the package. The
results show that there is a high safety margin due to special safety
features of the INF 3 ships compared to conventional ships. The remaining
accident probability for a transport of vitrified high level waste from UK
to the continent is very low. No realistic severe accident scenarios that
could seriously affect the flasks and could lead to a radioactivity release
have been identified.

(Title): Study of accident environment during sea transport of nuclear
material: Probabilistic safety analysis of piutonium transport from Europe
to Japan
(Author): Yamamoto,K., Kitamura, T., Shibata, K., Ouchi, Y., Ito, T.,
McClure, J., Pierce, J., Hohnstreiter, G., Smith, J.
(Source): November 1998 24p
(Abstract): Engineering estimates have been produced which characterize the
probability of cargo vessel accidents on three designated routes between
Japan and Europe. Accident scenario probabilities range from 1.4x 10"6 per
vessel movement for seal failure with negligible heat loads to l.Ox 10"10

per ship movement for fire-enhanced radioactive material release. These
values are based on the probability of a serious accident for cargo vessels
similar in size to purpose-built vessels that have been developed for
performing the international marine transportation of radioactive
materials. None of the features of a purpose-built vessel have been invoked
in the study. Therefore, the estimated probability of occurrence of a
serious cargo vessel accident, as presented in this analysis, is much
larger (more probable) than the probability of occurrence of such an
accident with a purpose-built cargo vessel.

(Title): Accident severity at sea during transport of radioactive material
(Corporate Author): Greenpeace International
(Source): Prepared for the 33rd Session of the Marine Environment
Protection Committee (MEPC) of the International Maritime Organisation
(IMO) 26-30 October 1992
(Abstract): The transport of irradiated nuclear fuel (INF), piutonium, and
high-level nuclear waste (HLW) constitutes a grave threat to the marine
environment. These transports currently cross the oceans, seas ar.d straits
of the globe with little public attention despite glaring inadequacies in
the features and regulation of the containers and ships used for such
transports. These nuclear materials are currently packaged in containers
that provide inadequate assurance of integrity during serious accidents.
These nuclear materials are currently carried on a variety of different
vessels without due regard for safety and security. Moreover, State and
individual victims of nuclear transport accidents are not adequately
covered by any international liability regime. Despite these potentially
catastrophic deficiencies, the scope and magnitude of these transports by
sea are due to increase dramatically in the immediate future.

(Title): A review of the proposed marine transportation of reprocessed
piutonium from Europe to Japan
(Corporate Author): ECO Engineering Inc. for Greenpeace International
(Source): March 1992 17 p
(Abstract): This paper presents the results of a review of technical and
general documentation concerning the transportation of reprocessed
piutonium from Europe to Japan by ship. The documents include the
"Environmental Assessment" and the "Environmental Analysis" prepared by the
U.S. Department of Energy in connection with the U.S. - Japan Nuclear
Cooperation Agreement of 1987 and with the associated Subsequent Agreement
for Sea Shipment of Plutonium, along with relevant government documents
cited in these reports.

(Title): Safety of shipments of piutonium by sea: Pursuant to section 2904
of the Energy Policy Act of 1992
(Corporate Author): U.S. Department of Energy
(Primary Report Number): DOE/EM-0103
(Source): September 1993 34 p
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(Abstract): This report was prepared pursuant to section 2904 of the Energy
Policy Act of 1992, which requires the President, in consultation with the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), to conduct a study of the safety of
shipments of plutonium by sea. The study represents the joint efforts of
the Departments of State, Energy and Transportation, the Coast Guard, the
Environmental Protection Agency, the Federal Emergency Management Agency
and the NRC. Concurrence on this study was provided by the agencies listed
above, and by the Departments of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Shipments of plutonium, or any hazardous material, pose a degree of risk to
public health and safety. For plutonium, direct inhalation of particles
smaller than a few micrometers in diameter is the principal health hazard.
Release of plutonium to the sea is a lesser hazard to humans, due to
dilution and the strong discrimination against plutonium absorption by the
human body. After reviewing the hazards posed by plutonium, applicable
transportation safety and physical protection regulations, pertinent
research and experience, and contingency plans, the agencies conclude that
plutonium can be shipped safely by sea.

(Title): Consequences of the release of radioactive materials from typical
cargoes carried in the English Channel and the North Sea
(Corporate Author): United Kingdom
(Primary Report Number): DE 32/INF.3
(Source): Maritime Safety Committee of the International Maritime
Organization
Sub-Committee on Ship Design and Equipment 32r"d session agenda item 9,
November 1988 31 p
(Abstract): The Safety and Reliability Directorate, UKAEA, was asked to
carry out a small study of the consequences and probabilities of releases
of radioactive material to the marine environment. In view of resource
limitations it was decided to survey published sources of shipping
accidents rather than carry out a detailed analysis. The study has been
limited to the consequences to the public and does not consider the hazard
to passengers, crew or rescue workers. Using pessimistic assumptions about
release rates, calculations suggest that the consequences of releases of
radioactive materials are low. It is difficult to visualise a situation
which could lead to an immediate release from an irradiated fuel flask
sinking in water shallower than 2000 m. A slow release over a long period
from an irradiated fuel flask sunk in water shallower than 2000 m could
take place due to corrosion of flask components and cladding materials. In
the shallow waters of the North Sea and English Channel, recovery should
take place well before any leakage due to corrosion would occur.

(Title): Radiological impact of normal transport of radioactive material by
sea
(Author): Gelder, R.
(Corporate Author): United Kingdom
(Primary Report Number): DE 32/INF.4
(Source): Maritime Safety Committee of the International Maritime
Organization
Sub-Committee on Ship Design and Equipment 32nd session agenda item 9,
November 1988 25 p
(Abstract): Several types of ships are used to carry radioactive materials,
the type depending on the nature and use of the material. For example,
industrial radiography sources are carried to North Sea rigs on off-shore
supply vessels, whereas irradiated nuclear fuel transport flasks are .
transported from Japan in purpose-built dedicated vessels. The annual
radiation doses received on board vessels are below 0.5 mSv for crew and
0.05 mSv for passengers, well below recommended limits. These values can be
compared to average annual doses from natural radiation, which are about 2
mSv on land and 0.7 mSv at sea.

(Title): Review, analysis and report on the radiological consequences
resulting from accidents and incidents involving radioactive materials
during transport in the period 1975-1986 by and within Member States of the
European Communities
(Author): Lombard, J. Ringot, C. Tomachevsky, E. Hughes, J.S. Shaw, K.B.
(Corporate Author): Commission of the European Communities
(Source): 65 p
(Abstract): Accidents and incidents involving the transport of radioactive
materials in Member States in the period 1975-8 6 did not result in any
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major health consequences as a result of the radioactive materials carried.
In none of the accidents and incidents that occurred during the study
period was there evidence that packages conforming to the IAEA standards
did not offer sufficient protection for the radioactive material under
typical accident conditions.

(Title): Transport accidents involving radioactive materials: Approaches to
an assessment of regulation adequacy
(Author): Johnson, B. Read, Dr. J.
(Corporate Author): Canada
(Source): Technical Committee Meeting of the Second Joint IAEA/IMO Working
Group on the Safe Carriage of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel by Sea paper no. 10,
March 1993 9 p
(Abstract): It became apparent during the discussions at the first meeting
of the Joint Working Group of the International Atomic Energy Agency and
the International Maritime Organization that a number of participants did
not share a common understanding of the significance of the test parameters
and the consequences of exceeding these parameters in a hypothetical "real"
accident. This paper has been prepared to supplement that discussion.

(Title): Report from the second session of the Joint IAEA/IMO/[UNEP]
Working Group
(Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Authority/ International
Maritime Organization
(Source): Technical Committee Meeting of the Second Joint IAEA/IM0/[UNSP]
Working Group on the Safe Carriage of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel by Sea April
1993 14 p plus annexes
(Abstract): The main conclusions and recommendations by the Joint
IASA/IMO/[UNEP] Working Group are; (1) Adoption of the revised draft INF
Code as described in Annex 8 of this report. (2) The papers submitted by
Greenpeace International provided no evidence to justify their allegation
that IAEA regulatory test standards are inadequate. (3) All of the
available information demonstrates very low levels of radiological risk and
environmental consequences from the marine transport of radioactive
material. Matters related to prior notification of coastal states with
respect to shipments of INF, high level radioactive waste and plutonium, as
well as routing of vessels carrying such materials are referred to the IMO
for consideration.

(Title): Feasibility of disposal of high-level waste into the seabed.
Volume 2: Radiological assessment
(Author): de Marsiiy, G. Berhendt, V. Ensminger, D. Flebus, C. Kutchinson,
3. Kane, ?. Karpf, A. Klett, R. Mobbs, S. Poulin, M. Stanner, D.
(Corporate Author): Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
(Source): 1988 325 p
(Abstract): This volume is one of a series of eight volumes assessing
seabed disposal. Other volumes address the overview and summary, geoscience
characterization , engineering studies and the scientific basis upon which
the radiological assessment is built. The radiological assessment begins
with the base case scenario where the waste is successfully emplaced in
seabed sediments at a depth of 50 m and behaves as expected in the
sediments. Then, a series of abnormal scenarios are analysed, corresponding
to a set of accidents (including transportation accidents at sea) or
abnormal behavior of the system. No attempt was made to estimate the
probability of occurrence of these abnormal scenarios, except for the
transportation accidents.

(Title): Experimental measurement of shipboard fire environments for
simulated radioactive material packages on a break-bulk freighter
(Author): Koski, J., Hohnstreiter, G., Wix, S., 3eene, D.
(Journal Information) International Journal of Radioactive Materials
Transport
(Source): (1998). p. 129-140
(Abstract): Typical accidental fire exposure conditions for radioactive
material packages on cargo ships have been measured with the use of pipe
calorimeters and other instrumentation. The' experiments, conducted aboard
an actual break-bulk cargo ship, simulate conditions for both fires in
adjacent ship holds and for cargo fire in the same hold with the hazardous
cargo. Following a description of the experimental arrangement, typical
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results are presented, and then compared with results from computational
fluid dynamic simulations. Comparisons between the shipboard fire
environment and land based fires are discussed, and conclusions regarding
shipboard fires and their simulation are drawn.

(Title): Crush loadings to radioactive material transport packages during
ship collisions
(Author): Ammerman, D., Ludwigsen, J.
(Journal Information) International Journal of Radioactive Materials
Transport
(Source): (1998). p. 141-145
(Abstract): Accident-resistant Type B packages are used to transport
radioactive materials such as spent fuel and vitrified high level waste in
ail surface modes, in accordance with national and international
regulations. As with other modes, a sea-going conveyance (vessel) carrying
radioactive material (RAM) may be involved in a collision accident. If the
vessel is struck by another commercial vessel with sufficient tonnage and
velocity, the RAM package may be impacted by the penetrating bow of the
striking ship. The impact on the RAM package by the bow is less damaging to
the package than the regulatory 9 m drop test. This is because the velocity
is always lower and the bow is less rigid than the essentially unyielding
target required for the drop test. Thus, the only remaining mechanism for
gross damage to the package is crush loading. For the package to be
crushed, forces must act on two opposing sides. In this paper, the bow of
the impacting ship is assumed to be able to impart an infinite force to one
side of the package. The opposing force is supplied by the hull of the
struck ship on the side away from the collision. Resistance of the hull to
penetration by the package determines the maximum magnitude of the crush
force. Work described in this paper is aimed at determining an upper bound
for this force.

TI (Title): Particle size - An important factor in environmental
consequence modeling

AD (Author): Yuan, Y.C. MacFarlane, D
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-9UI07-- {CONF91I107}
CF (Conference Information): 1991 Winter meeting of the American

Nuclear Society (ANS) session on fundamentals of fusion reactor
thermal hydraulics. San Francisco, CA (United States). 10-15 Nov
1991

JR (Journal Information): Transactions of the American Nuclear Society
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0003-018X CODEN TANSAO
SO (Source): (Nov 1991). p. 71-73
AB (Abstract): Most available environmental transport and dosimetry

codes for radiological consequence analysis are designed primarily
for estimating dose and health consequences to specific off-site
individuals as well as the population as a whole from nuclear
facilities operating under either normal or accident conditions.
Models developed for these types of analyses are generally based on
assumptions that the receptors are at great distances (several
kilometers), and the releases are prolonged and filtered. This
allows the use of simplified approaches such as averaged
meteorological conditions and the use of a single (small) particle
size for atmospheric transport and dosimetry analysis. Source
depletion from particle settling, settle-out, and deposition is
often ignored. This paper estimates the effects of large particles
on the resulting dose consequences from an atmospheric release. The
computer program AI-RISK has been developed to perform
multiparticle-sized atmospheric transport, dose, and pathway
analyses for estimating potential human health consequences from the
accidental release of radioactive materials. The program was
originally developed to facilitate comprehensive analyses of health
consequences, ground contamination, ar.d cleanup associated with
possible energetic chemical reactions in high-level radioactive
waste (HLW) tanks at a US Department of Energy site

TI (Title): Safety assessment of leak tightness criteria for
radioactive materials transport packages

AU (Author): Kowalewsky, H. Droste, B. Neumeyer, T. (Bundesanstalt fuer
Materialforschung und -pruefung (BAM), 3erlin (Germany)) 3urnay,
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S.G. (AEA Technology, Harwell (United Kingdom)) Ball, M.K. Morton,
D.A.V. Smith, P.N* Tuson, A.T. {AEA Technology) Winfrith (United
Kingdom))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): 12. international conference on the

packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France)
10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Societe Francaise d'Energie Nucleaire (SFEN), 75 - Paris
(France) Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) Societe Francaise d'Energie Nucleaire SFEN 1998 (v.1-2-3-4)
[1876 p.j (v.2) p. 543-550

AB (Abstract): Preliminary results of a running research project,
funded by the European Commission, that will be finished at the
beginning of 1998 are presented. The aspects described are focussed
on the high and low temperature performance of elastomeric 0-ring
seals, consideration of seal ageing, and studies of aerosol leakage
phenomena, (authors)

?I (Title): Shipping flasks in severe rail accidents
AU (Author): Resnikoff, M. (Sierra Club Radioactive Waste Campaign, San

Francisco (USA))
TYPS (Type of Document): 3ook
CF (Conference Information): Conference on the urban transportation of

irradiated fuel. London (UK). Apr 1983
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0 333 36939 4
SO (Source): Surrey, J. (ed.) (Sussex Univ., Brighton (UK). Science

Policy Research Unit). The urban transportation of irradiated fuel.
London (UK). MacMillan Press. 1984. 336 p. p. 208-224. 9050277

AB (Abstract): This chapter discusses the question whether the design
of flask (cask) for the transport and storage of irradiated fuel is
adequate to withstand realistic highway and rail accidents. Headings
are: historical background. Fire test. Puncture test. Crush test.
Valve design standards. Weld test quality control. Cask fabrication.
Radiation release in an accident. Accident impact. (U.K.)

TI (Title): A method for determining the spent-fuel contribution to
transport cask containment requirements

AU (Author): Sanders, T.L. Seager, K.D. (Sandia National Labs.,
Albuquerque, NM (United States)) Rashid, Y.R. Barrett, ?.R. (ANATECH
Research Corp., La Jolla, CA (United States)) Malinauskas, A.?. (Oak
Ridge National Lab., TN (United States)) Einziger, R.E. (Pacific
Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (United States)) Jordan, H. (EG and G
Rocky Flats, Inc., Golden, CO (United States). Rocky Flats Plant)
Duffey, T.A. Sutherland, S.H. (APTEK, Inc., Colorado Springs, CO
(United States)) Reardon, P.C. (GRAM, Inc., Albuquerque, NM (United
States))

CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-76DP00789. Funding
Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—90-2406 {SAND902406}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): TTC—1019 {TTC10I9}
SO (Source): Nov 1992. 552 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche OSTI as DE93004 596 NTIS INIS US Govt. Printing Office Dep
AB (Abstract): This report examines containment requirements for

spent-fuel transport containers that are transported under normal
and hypothetical accident conditions. A methodology is described
that estimates the probability of rod failure and the quantity of
radioactive material released from breached rods. This methodology
characterizes the dynamic environment of the cask and its contents
and deterministically models the peak stresses that are induced in
spent-fuel cladding by the mechanical and thermal dynamic
environments. The peak stresses are evaluated in relation to
probabilistic failure criteria for generated or preexisting ductile
tearing and material fractures at cracks partially through the wall
in fuel rods. Activity concentrations in the cask cavity are
predicted from estimates of the fraction of gases, volatiles, and
fuel fines that are released when the rod cladding is breached.
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Containment requirements based on the source term are calculated in
terms of maximum permissible volumetric leak rates from the cask.
Calculations are included for representative cask designs

TI (Title): Transportation accidents/incidents involving radioactive
materials (1971—1991)

AU (Author): Cashwell, C.E- (Applied Physics, Inc., Albuquerque, NM
(United States)) McCiure, J.D. (Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque,
NM (United States))

CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-76DP00789. Funding
Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): SAND—91-2672C {SAND912672C}
R?S (Secondary Report Number): TTC—1141 {TTC1141} CONF-920905—48

{CONF92090548"}
CF (Conference Information): 10. international symposium on the

packaging and transportation of radioactive materials: PATRAM '92.
Yokohama (Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): [1992]. 7 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

. microfiche OSTI as DE93002304 NTIS INIS US Govt. Printing Office Dep
AB (Abstract): The Radioactive Materials Incident Report (RMIR)

database contains information on transportation-related accidents
and incidents involving radioactive materials that have occurred in
the United States. The RMIR was developed at Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL) to support its research and development program
efforts for the US Department of Energy (DOE). This paper will
address the following topics: background information on the
regulations and process for reporting a hazardous materials
transportation incident, overview data of radioactive materials
transportation accidents and incidents, and additional information
and summary data on how packagings have performed in accident
conditions

TI (Title): Testing of the sealing arrangements for the Nirex re-usabie
shielded transport containers

AU (Author): McKirdy, B.J. Gray, I.L.S. (United Kingdom Nirex Ltd.,
Harwell (United Kingdom)) Leeks, C M . (AEA Technology, Winfrith
(United Kingdom)) Burnay, S.G. (AEA Technology, Harwell (United
Kingdom))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 3. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Windermere (United Kingdom). 7-9 Jun 1994
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1994). p. 189-192
AB (Abstract): As part of its responsibility for the development of a

deep repository for intermediate and low level radioactive waste, UK
Nirex Ltd is developing a range of Type B re-usable shielded
transport containers (RSTCs). A testing programme has been carried
out on two alternative concepts for the RSTC sealing arrangements
over the temperature range -4 0oC to 200oC. For each sealing system,
a test rig was developed to measure the performance under simulated
normal and accident conditions of transport. The elastomer O-rings
used for some of the tests had been irradiated to the maximum dose
they might receive in normal transport. The performance of both
sealing systems was good and it is concluded that either concept
would meet the specified leakage criteria over the full temperature
range under both normal and accident conditions of transport.
However, further testing is required to confirm the performance of
Concept N under accident conditions, (author)

TI (Title): Transportation accident response of a high-capacity truck
cask for spent fuel

AU (Author): O'Connell, W.J. Glaser, R.E. Johnson, G.L. Perfect, S.A.
(Lawrence Livermore National Lab., CA (United States)) McGuinn, E.J.
(TRW Environmental Safety Systems, Inc., Vienna, VA (United States))
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Lake, W.H. (Dept. of Energy, Washington, DC (United States). Office
of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management)

CA (Corporate Author): Lawrence Livermore National Lab., CA (United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract W-7405-ENG-48. Funding
Organization: USDOE; Washington, DC (United SSates)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number"): UCRL-JC-—123421 {UCRLJC123421}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-951203—70 {CONF95120370}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '95: 11. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Las Vegas,
NV (United States). 3-8 Dec 1995

SO (Source): Nov 1995. 10 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE96009808 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

AB (Abstract): Two of the primary goals of this study were (i) to check
the structural and thermal performance of the GA-4 cask in a broad
range of accidents and (ii) to carry out a severe-accidents analysis
as had been addressed in the Modal Study but now using a specific
recent cask design and using current-generation computer models and
capabilities. At the same time, it was desired to compare the
accident performance of the Ga-4 cask to that of the generic truck
cask analyzed in the Modal Study. The same range of impact and fire
accidents developed in the Modal Study was adopted for this study.
The accident-description data base of the Modal Study categorizes
accidents into types of collisions with mobile or fixed objects,
non-collision accidents, and fires. The mechanical modes of damage
may be via crushing, impact, or puncture. The fire occurrences in
the Modal Study data are based on truck accident statistics. The
fire types are taken to be pool fires of petroleum products from
fuel tanks and/or cargoes

TI (Title): Potential fuel damage within a shipping cask following a
postulated impact accident

AU (Author): Cleason, P.D. Watmough, M.H. (British Nuclear Fuels, pic,
Risley (England))

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number"): CONF-890631-- Voi .2 {CONF890631Voi2}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Washington, DC (USA). 11-16
Jun 1989

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). The 9th international
symposium on the packaging and transportation of radioactive
materials. Proceedings: Volume 2. [1989]. 660 p. p. 786-792

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 as DE90004448

AB (Abstract): British Nuclear Fuels pic has, for many years, been
involved in the transport of spent nuclear fuel to its Sellafield
reprocessing and waste management complex in Cumbria, UK. The
Company operates through its subsidiary, Pacific Nuclear Transport
pic (PNTL) for sea transport from the Far East, and is a major
shareholder in Nuclear Transport pic (NTL), covering transport from
Europe. The Nuclear Criticality safety of spent fuel transport
requires engineered safeguards which are effective under both normal
and accident conditions. The IAEA Transport Regulations provide the
framework for safety assessments, and the large scale mechanical
integrity of shipping casks is demonstrated by various methods,
including drop tests. The criticality safety of a cask usually
relies on fixed neutron absorbing material engineered into the fuel
element support framework, and the geometry and layout of fuel
elements inside the framework. Theoretically, if fuel elements were
to undergo massive fracture following an impact accident, releasing
large quantities of U02 fragments to the flask cavity, a criticality
hazard may arise if fragments settle in a water-filled free volume.
Criticality survey calculations show that the reactivity effects are
strongly determined by the amount of fuel assumed to fragment, and
the specific cask design which determines the interaction between
intact fuel elements, the assumed UO2/ water slurry, and fixed
neutron absorbers
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TI (Title): The modal study
AU (Author): Cook, J.R. (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, OWFN

4-E-4, Washington, DC (USA))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-880631— {CONF880631}
CF (Conference Information): 29. annual meeting of the Institute of

Nuclear Materials Management. Las Vegas, NV (USA). 26-29 Jun 1988
JR (Journal Information): Nuclear Materials Management
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0362-0034 CODEN NUMM3
SO (Source): Nucl. Mater. Manage. (1988). v. 17 p. 147-151
AB (Abstract): The terra ''Modal Study'' refers to a research program

conducted for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on the level
of protection provided by NRC-certified packages during the shipment
of spent nuclear fuel form U.S. power reactors. The objective of the
study was to examine the response of the packages to actual highway
and railway accident conditions. The Modal Study results show that
NRC-certified spent fuel casks would perform their safety functions
under severe, actual accident conditions. The study also explains
how NRC's cask design conditions, which are expressed in engineering
terms, relate to actual accident conditions, with which the public
is more familiar. The Modal Study, along with other transportation
studies, physical testing of casks, and the spent fuel shipment
safety record confirm the view that casks provide a high level of
public safety during spent fuel transport

TI (Title): Packaging for the transport of piutonium
AU (Author): Wilson, ?.W. Carr, M. (British Nuclear Fuels Ltd., Risley)
TY?2 (Tvpe of Document): 3ook
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM—286/81? {IASASM2868IP}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Davos (Switzerland).
16-20 Jun 1986

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-020187-3
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials (PATRAM '86).
Proceedings of an international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials held in Davos, 16-20 June
1986. Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1987. 780 p. v. 2 p. 71-79.
Proceedings series

AB (Abstract): The principles of construction of the packaging for
transport of piutonium have changed little since they were first
conceived some 30 years ago. The basic components in the packaging
are a containment vessel, and a protective framework or jacket
enclosing the containment vessel to afford protection during normal
and accident conditions. To meet the allowable leak rate criteria, a
great deal of experimental work has been carried out: this together
with advanced sealing technology can now virtually guarantee that
these criteria can be achieved under any conditions of transport.
The form and the materials used in the containment system have been
developed and refined to suit customer requirements for handling and
disposal. In most cases the materials and the amount present in the
construction of the packaging afford a far greater degree of
protection than is implied by the IASA regulatory tests. To
demonstrate this a series of terminal velocity impacts onto concrete
have been performed on certain packagings. The results give
confidence in the degree to which the regulatory tests reflect the
response of the packaging in real accident scenarios and provide
data for inclusion in future designs, (author)

TI (Title) : Shipping container response to severe highway and railway
accident conditions: Main report

AU (Author): Fischer, L.E. Chou, C.K. Gerhard, M.A. Kimura, C.Y.
Martin, R.W. Mensing, R.W. Mount, M.E. Witte, M.C

CA (Corporate Author): Lawrence Livermore National Lab., CA (USA)
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC (USA). Div. of Reactor
Systems Safety

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): NUREG—4829-Voi.1 {NUREG4829VolI}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): UCID—20733-Voi.1 {UCID20733Voll}
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SO (Source): Feb 1987. 281 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS, PC A13/MF A01 - GPO as TI87006371
AB (Abstract): This report describes a study performed by the Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory to evaluate the level of safety
provided under severe accident conditions during the shipment of
spent fuel from nuclear power reactors. The evaluation is performed
using data from real accident histories and using representative
truck and rail cask models that likely meet 10 CFR 71 regulations.
The responses of the representative casks are calculated for
structural and thermal loads generated by severe highway and railway
accident conditions. The cask responses are compared with those
responses calculated for the 10.CFR 71 hypothetical accident
conditions. 3y comparing the responses it is determined that most
highway and railway accident conditions fall within the 10 CFR 71
hypothetical accident conditions. For those accidents that have
higher responses, the probabilities anf potential radiation
exposures of the accidents are compared with those identified by the
assessments made in the ''Final Environmental Statement on the
Transportation of Radioactive Material by Air and other Modes,''
NUREG-0170. Based on this comparison, it is concluded that the
radiological risks from spent fuel under severe highway and railway
accident conditions as derived in this study are less than risks
previously estimated in the NUREG-0170 document

TI (Title): Evaluation of the safety margins for the resistance of
radioactive material transport containers during a fire of long
duration

AU (Author): Ringot, C. Gilles, P. (CSA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de
Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France))

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC—375 {IAEAT2CDOC375}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

International studies on certain aspects of the safe transport of
radioactive materials, 1980-1985. Report of the co-ordinated
research programme on safe transport of radioactive materials. May
1986. 133 p. p. 47-60

AV (Availability) : MF available from INIS under the Report Number
A3 (Abstract): This is a progress report on the work carried out by the

Commissariat a i'Energie Atomique, sponsored by the Institut de
Protection et de Surete Nucleaire, on the evaluation of safety
margins of certain types of containers under fire environment
accident conditions. Four different assessments of Type 3 packagings
have been performed as follows: 1) An 800 deg. C fire test was
performed on the SV16, a small flask used for transporting Co-60
sources. The flask had previously been crushed and pierced at four
points. 2) Thermal analyses of an IL4 6 flask, used for transporting
irradiated fuel elements, were performed for various package
configurations and fire durations. 3) The thermal response of a
TN-12 irradiated fuel flask, developed in France by TRANSNUCLEAIRE,
was analyzed for fire exposures of 30, 60 and 90 minutes duration.
4) The French container FS47, used for the transport of plutonium
oxide (PuO2) was analyzed for fire exposures of 30, 60 and 90 minute
duration and fire temperatures ranging from 800 deg. C to 1000 deg.
C. In addition, assessments of two packagings not designed
specifically to withstand accident conditions have also been made.
The report briefly summarizes the results from these separate
investigations

TI (Title): Analysis, scale modeling, and full-scale testing of
shipping containers for radioactive materials

AU (Author): Yoshimura, H.R. Huerta, M
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA)

Southwest Engineering Associates, El Paso, ?X (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—81-1314C {SAND811314C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-811073—2 {CONF8110732}
CF (Conference Information): Mechanical failures prevention group

conference. Washington, DC, USA. 2 1 - 2 3 Oct 1981
SO (Source): 1981. 17 p
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AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
Available from NTIS., PC A02/MF A01

A3 (Abstract): This paper reviews numerical analysis and scale modeling
techniques used to analyze the response of spent-nuclear-fuel
shipping containers in severe impact environments. Illustrations of
how these techniques have been utilized to analyze two extremely
severe hypothetical accident environments are presented. The
accident environments include the headon impact of & tractor trailer
system and cask into a rigid barrier at 129 kia/h (80 mph) and the
broadside impact of a cask by a locomotive traveling at 129 Jen/h (80
mph). The results of the analysis techniques are discussed and
compared to results of full-scale tests of the accident scenarios
conducted subsequent to the analyses. It is shown that the analyses
successfully predicted the response of the full-scale hardware

TI (Title): Potential crush loading of radioactive material packages in
highway, rail and marine accidents. Regulatory report

AU (Author) : Colton, J.D. Romancer, C M
CA (Corporate Author) •- SRI International, Menlo Park, CA (USA) . Poulter

Lab
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): NUREG/CR—1588 {NUREGCR1588}
SO (Source): Oct 1980. 154 p
AV (Availability): Available from NTIS., PC A08/MF A01
A3 (Abstract): The purpose of this study was to evaluate potential

crush loads on radioactive material packages in highway, rail, and
marine accidents. The study concluded that if allowance is made for
small gaps between packages, the deflections produced by inertial
crush are comparable (within 20%) of those produced by impact under
the same accident conditions. Therefore an additional qualification
test is not needed to ensure that the level of protection against
crush is comparable to the current level of protection against
impact. The study also evaluated potential crush loads in extremely
severe transportation accidents. In highway accidents, the most
severe crush environment is produced when a truck carrying several
small, soft packages strikes a rigid barrier and the inertia of the
aft packages crushes the front package. In railroad accidents,
severe crush environments are produced when a raiicar on which the
packages are carried strikes a barrier or when the packages are
pinned between two railcars after a derailment. Analysis of ship
collisions showed that for packages carried by a containerized cargo
ship struck by another ship, the probability of producing
significant crush loads is small because most collisions occur at
low velocities during maneuvering. The study suggested various types
of package tests which would simulate severe crush loads in each
mode of transport

Tl (Title): A critical review of safety assessments for the transport
of plutonium nitrate solution between Dounreay and Windscale. A
report oreoared for Greenpeace Ltd

AU (Author*) : Taylor, ?
CA (Corporate Author): Political Ecology Research Group, Oxford (UK)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): PERG-SP—5 {PERGSP5}
SO (Source): 1*980. 14 p
AV (Availability) : Available from PSRG, 34 Cowley Road, Oxford, price

Pound2.00
A3 (Abstract): A review of safety assessment documentation for the

transport of plutonium nitrate solution by sea between Dounreay and
Wincscale has been attempted. Particular interest centred upon the
environmental impact of loss of containers at sea following a
collision and/or shipboard fire, and upon the potential for
atmospheric release in port following an accident or as a result of
terrorist activity. A review of the only available document is
presented - that of the safety assessment document produced by the
Health and Safety Executive (Nuclear Installations Inspectorate). It
is found that a number of crucial assumptions are made concerning
accident conditions which are based upon extensive safety reports
prepared for the HSE by BNFL and the UKAEA. Requests for these
reports to be made available have been refused, not by the
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Inspectorate, but'by.the contractors concerned. Without the
contractors' permissions, the HSE are unable to release the crucial
data upon which their assessment is based. In the light of this
denial of essential information no full critical assessment is
possible. This report outlines, therefore, the grounds upon which
interested observers may feel justified in not accepting the
assurances provided in the government department's assessment until
such time as the data on which it is based are made publicly
available, (author)

TI (Title): Experimental determination of radionuclide release and
transport from spent fuel exposed to cask fire environment

AU (Author): Burian, R.J. (Battelle, Columbus Labs., OH) Kok, K.D.
Sandoval, R.P

TY?S (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): CONF-830528—Vol.1 {CONF830528Voil}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May 1983

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). PATRAM '83: 7th
international symposium on packaging and transportation of
radioactive materials. Proceedings. Volume 1- Dec 1983. p. 737-744

AV (Availability) : MF available from INIS under the Report Number
Available from NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 1 as TI84006239

AB (Abstract): The objectives of this program include: to identify
those conditions within a transportation cask which produce fuel
cladding failure, and to determine by test the magnitude of the
source term so produced. The first objective was achieved by an
intensive search of the literature. The second was achieved by a
test program designed to reproduce the environment existing within a
cask due to realistic transportation accident conditions. The
following conclusions can be made from the results of these tests:
(1) both irradiated and unirradiated zircaloy cladding swell in a
similar, ductile manner. (2) cladding failure is caused by bursting
in the highly strained, swollen region. (3) the burst opening is
very small and difficult to discern without magnification. (4)
essentially all the release occurs during fuel pin depressurization
within the first few seconds after cladding failure. (5) the amount
of particulate material released from a fuel pin during cladding
failure is relatively small and cannot be defined as catastrophic.
(6) about 90 percent of the released particulates are readily
removed from suspension by deposition on surfaces due either to
gravity (loss of velocity) or by impingement. And (7) fuel pin
failure would not be predicted for the hypothetical fire conditions
specified in the NRC and IAEA Regulations

TI (Title): Probabilistic assessment of spent fuel shipping cask
response to severe transportation accident conditions. Report
summary

AU (Author): Fischer, L.E. Kimura, C.Y. Witte, M.C
CA (Corporate Author): Lawrence Livermore National Lab., CA (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): UCRL--91471 {UCRL91471}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-850206—2 {CONF8502062}
CF (Conference Information): International ANS/ENS topical meeting on

probabilistic safety methods and applications. San Francisco, CA
(USA). 24-28 Feb 1985 •

SO (Source): 1985. 8 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS, PC A02/MF A01 1 as DE84017102
AB (Abstract): The licensing of commercial nuclear spent shipping casks

in the United States is regulated by 10CFR71. In order to be
licensed, casks must be designed not to fail under hypothetical test
conditions specified in Appendix B of this regulation. Questions
have been raised about the suitability of these tests in simulating
actual transportation accident conditions. Our study addresses the
adequacy of current regulations by comparing real-world accident
conditions with regulatory test specifications using more complete
accident statistics and more sophisticated structural analyses than
have been used in studies to date. Our objective is to evaluate the
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protection provided by current regulations against severe accident
conditions for commercial spent nuclear fuel casks that are
transported by truck or rail. The complete spectrum of truck and
rail accidents will be reviewed in order to determine the frequency
(or infrequency) of cask failures during transportation accidents. 3
references, 1 figure

TI (Title) : Evaluation of current regulations and real accident
conditions

AU (Author): Fischer, L.E. Kimura, C.Y. Witte, M.C
CA (Corporate Author): Lawrence Livermore National Lab., CA (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): UCRL--92459 {UCRL92459}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-850314--59 {CONF85031459}
CF (Conference Information): Waste management '85. Tucson, AZ (USA).

24-28 Mar 1985
SO (Source): 5 Apr 1985. 27 p
AV (Availability) : KF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS, PC A03/MF A01 - GPO as TI85010479
AB (Abstract): In order to improve estimates of the effectiveness of

current regulatory standards, a program was initiated by the US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to have the Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory (LLNL) evaluate regulatory standards against real world
accident conditions. This paper presents the results of the
evaluation performed for the hypothetical 30-foot drop onto an
unyielding surface and real world impact conditions which might be
experienced by a spent fuel cask being transported by a truck. The
results of the evaluations performed for other pertinent accident
conditions for truck and train transport will be documented at the
conclusion of the program. 10 refs., 8 figs., 3 tabs

TI (Title): 3y road, rail, air and sea: a report from PATRAM '92
TA (Title Augmentation): Packaging and Transport of radioactive

Material Conference
AU (Author): Burgess, M. (ASA Technology, Winfrith (United Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Nuclear Engineering International
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0029-5507 CODEN NSIN3F
SO (Source): (Feb 1993). p. 49
A3 (Abstract): Although there was no deliberate theme to the tenth

conference on the Packaging and Transport of Radioactive Material at
Yokohama in September 1992, some important issues quickly emerged.
One was the revision of the IAEA Regulations, which is in progress
and which is due to culminate in a new edition of Safety Series No.
6 in 1996. Several papers offered advice and evidence aimed at
improving the presentation of the regulatory requirements, but the
main concern was the erosion of the mode-independent nature of the
Regulations. The use of burn-up credit to alleviate criticality
restrictions on the payload of flasks for irradiated nuclear fuel
was a second topic which interested many speakers. Outside these
concerns, the equivalence of drop test damage with different heights
and target hardness was discussed by several authors. A session was
devoted to the application of fracture mechanics to the assessment
of failure probability in a drop-test at low (-40oC) temperatures. A
number of papers described advances in the understanding of gas
permeation through seals and aerosol leakage past seals, (author)

TI (Title) : Radiological consequences of ship collisions that might
occur in US ports during the shipment of foreign research reactor
spent nuclear fuel to the US in break-bulk freighters

AU (Author): Sprung, J.L. Bespalko, S.J. Johnson, J.D. Massey, C D .
Reardon, P.C. Yoshimura, R. (Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM
(United States)) Ebert, M. Gallagher, D. (SAIC, (United States))

CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding
Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—95-0828C {SAND950828C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-9502I6--132 {CONF950216132}
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CF {Conference Information): Waste management '95. Tucson, AZ (United
States). 26 Fefo - 2 Mar 1995

SO (Source): [1995]. 13 p
AV (Availability) : Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE95010872 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

A3 (Abstract): Accident source terms, source term probabilities,
consequences, and risks are developed for ship collisions that might
occur in US ports during the shipment of spent fuel from foreign
research reactors to the United States

TI (Title): Quantitative risk assessment of hazardous materials
transport systems. Rail, road, pipelines and ship

AU (Author): Nicolet-Monnier, M. (Paul Scherrer Inst. (PSI), Villigen
(Switzerland)) Gheorghe, A.V. (Eidgenoessische Technische
Hochschuie, Zurich (Switzerland))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0-7923-3923-1
SO (Source): Dordrecht (Netherlands). Kluwer Academic Publishers. 1996.

361 p. Topics in safety, risk, reliability and quality
A3 (Abstract): The purpose of this volume is to highlight the main

procedures for assessing the regional risks resulting from dangerous
goods storage, and transportation by means of different technical
systems. The information contained in this book is based on a wide
range of references and studies. The main procedural steps involved
in quantitative risk analysis for transportation systems are
supported by relevant methods or risk assessment recognized on an
international level. The present book gives an overview of the
criteria and guidelines applicable to the implementation of risk
assessment and management at different stages. Chapter 1 describes
the environmental and safety factors to consider, when performing a
transportation risk analysis for a region. Chapter 2 presents risk
definitions and the methodology for analysing transportation risks
in a complex area. Chapter 3 presents general information about
truck accidents and their consequences, and reviews the risk
presented by road tunnels. Chapter 4 deals with transportation of
hazardous materials by rail. Chapter 5 is more concerned with the
assessment of transportation risks on water ways. Chapter 6
furnishes a description of the transport pipelines for natural gas
and petroleum products and describes the situation of Switzerland.
Chapter 7 presents a compilation of statistical data related to
accidents and dangerous goods' movements. Chapter 8 is devoted to
the description of data bases and computer support for risk
assessment. Chapter 9 deals with integrated approaches for regional
risk assessment and safety management with special emphasis to the
transportation of hazardous materials. Chapter 10 presents several
relevant case studies and miscellaneous information, (author) figs.,
tabs., refs

TI (Title): Evaluation of safety margin of packaging for radioactive
materials transport during a severe fire. Evaluation des marges ce
securite des emballages de transport de matieres radioactives dans
des conditions d'environnement de feu severes

AU (Author): Gilies, P. Ringot, C. Warniez, P. Grail, L. Perrot, J
CA (Corporate Author): CSA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de

Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France). Dept. d'Analyse de Surete
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): CEA-CONF--8665 {CEACONF8665}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CEA-DAS—268 {CEADAS268}
CF (Conference Information): IAEA International symposium on the

packaging and transport of radioactive materials (PATRAM 86). Davos
(Switzerland). 16-20 Jun 1986

SO (Source): Jun 1986. 10 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): A high safety is obtained by International regulations

on radioactive materials transport. It is obtained by packaging
design adapted to the potential risk. An important accident to
consider is fire for two reasons: the probability of fire occuring
for time and temperature higher than conditions applied to type 3
packaging (800 deg C, 1/2 hr) is not negligible, particularly for
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air or maritime transport. Safety margins are studied by computation
and experimental tests. This report presents results obtained for
different types of packagings. Results show a large safety margin

TI (Title): Evaluation of the safety factors for radioactive material
transport packagings under severe fire conditions. Evaluation des
marges de securite des embailages de transport de matieres
radioactives dans des conditions d'envrionnement de feu severes

AU (Author): Gilles, ?. Ringot, C. Warniez, ?. Grail, L. Perrot, J.
(CEA Centre d?Etudes Nucleaires de Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France).
Inst. de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--286/191 {IAEASM28 6191}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Davos (Switzerland).
16-20 Jun 1986

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-020087-7
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials (PATRAM '86).
Proceedings of an international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials held in Davos, 16-20 June
1986." Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1987. 634 p. v. 1 p. 305-316.
Proceedings series

A3 (Abstract): The international Regulations for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Materials guarantee a high level of safety, achieved
mainly by a packaging design which is suited to the potential risk
inherent in the materials being transported. In fact, many of the
packages used at present are designed so that they behave
satisfactorily in environmental conditions which are much more
severe than the regulatory conditions. Any risk evaluation should be
made with data which are as realistic as possible, including the
behaviour of the packaging in relation to the nature of the accident
(fire, collision, immersion and so on) and the associated source
term. This is a basic objective for the validation of codes such as
INTERTRAN developed by the IAEA. For all these reasons, a databank
is needed on the behaviour of the main packagings used. Fire is an
example of an accident environment which should be considered for
two reasons: the probability of fires occurring with durations and
temperatures greater than the conditions applied to Type B packages
(800 deg. C for 30 rain) is not insignificant, particularly in the
case of air and sea transport, and the associated risk may be
considerable (transfer by inhalation). Studies have been conducted
to identify safety factors for the packagings. These studies have
been carried out in some cases by calculations and in others by
tests. The paper presents the results obtained for different types
of packagings. They show a high safety factor by comparison with
regulatory fire conditions (800 deg. C for 30 min). (author)

TI (Title): Drop tests onto unyielding targets. Proceedings
Durchfuehrung von Fallversuchen auf unnachgiebige Fundamente.
Tagungsbericht

CA (Corporate Author): Bundesanstait fuer Materialforschung und
-pruefung (BAM), Berlin (Germany)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): International symposium: Drop tests onto

unyielding targets Berlin (Germany) 20 Jun 1997 Internationales
Symposium: Durchfuehrung von Fallversuchen auf unnachgiebige
Fundamente

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 3-89701-162-X
SO (Source): Bremerhaven (Germany) Wirtschaftsveriag NW May 1998 100 p
A3 (Abstract): The papers of the symposium discuss various means and

methods for testing the impact strength of containers for the
transport of hazardous goods, as well as design requirements and
criteria in compliance with legal requirements, and approaches for
deriving universal, scientific criteria for formulating
recommendable design concepts. The capabilities of the new drop test
facility of the BAM are explained. Examples are presented of
procedures for evaluating acceleration and yield measurements with
containers dropping onto unyielding test targets, and relevant
comparative analyses with impact effects resulting from unyielding,
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real targets. Characteristic, real drop tests have been performed
during the symposium with spent nuclear fuel casks and other
containers for hazardous goods and are reported in the proceedings.
(orig./CB)

TI (Title): A method for comparing impacts with real targets to impacts
onto the IAEA unyielding target

AU (Author): Ammerman, D.J
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract ACC4-76DP00789. Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—91-2608C {SAND9I2608C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-920905—8 {CONF9209C58}
CF (Conference Information): 10. international symposium on the

packaging and transportation of radioactive materials: PATRAM '92.
Yokohama (Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): [1991], 9 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche OSTI as DE92041142 NTIS INIS US Govt. Printing Office Dep
A3 (Abstract): The severity of the IAEA accident conditions test

requirement (IAEA 1990) of an impact onto an essentially unyielding
target from a drop height of 9 meters encompasses a large fraction
of all real world impacts. This is true, in part, because of the
unyielding nature of the impact target. Impacts onto the unyielding
target have severities equivalent to higher velocity impacts onto
real targets which are not unyielding. The severity of impacts with
yielding targets is decreased by the amount of the impact energy
absorbed in damaging the target. In demonstrating the severity of
the regulatory impact event it is advantageous to be able to relate
this impact onto an essentially unyielding target to impacts with
yielding targets

TI (Title) : A method for relating impacts with yielding and unyielding
targets

AU (Author): Ammerman, D.J
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-76DP00789. Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—91-2286C {SAND912286C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-920430—44 {CONF92043044}
CF (Conference Information): International high level radioactive waste

management (IHLRWM) conference: promoting understanding through
education and communication. Las Vegas, NV (United States). 12-16
Apr 1992

SO (Source): [1991] . 5 p
AV (Availability) : MF available from INIS under the Report Number OSTI

as DE92006801 NTIS INIS US Govt. Printing Office Dep
A3 (Abstract): The public has questioned the severity of the regulatory

9 meter drop onto an unyielding target required for Type B
radioactive material shipping packages since this drop height
results in an impact velocity of only 13.3 m/s (30 MPH). It is the
unyielding nature of the regulatory target which makes the 9 meter
drop so severe. In this paper a method for relating higher velocity
impacts with yielding targets to impacts onto an unyielding target
is developed. The severity of impacts with yielding targets is
decreased by the amount of the impact energy absorbed in damaging
the target. There have been previous attempts to correlate impacts
with yielding targets to lower velocity impacts onto an unyielding
target, and this work is an expansion of those efforts

TI (Title): Behaviour of a package dropped onto yielding and unyielding
targets

AU (Author): Akamatsu, K. Taniuchi, H. Fujimoto, T. Ouchi, M. (Kobe
Steel Ltd., Takasago, Hyogo (Japan))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on transport
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for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 13-15 May
1997

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTSR
SO (Source): (1997). v. 8(3-4). p. 293-297
AS (Abstract): IAEA transport regulations require the 9 m drop test for

type 3 packages. The target used in this drop test must be
unyielding. However, the real target that a transport package might
encounter at an accident during transport is a yielding target, such
as concrete, asphalt, or soil. To compare the impact acceleration
between a real target and an unyielding target, analyses of the drop
test onto a real target and an unyielding target were performed by
using a LS-DYNA-3D computer code. A road surface is usually concrete
or asphalt, and such surfaces are very hard. 3ut there are soil,
sand, etc. under these materials, so the impact caused by a drop
accident is relatively small. It becomes clear that the drop height
onto a road, corresponding to the 9 m drop height required by IAEA
regulations is about 50 m, and the impact velocity is about 110
km.s-1. (Author)

TI (Title): Target effects on package response: An experimental and
analytical evaluation

AU (Author): Gonzaies, A
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—86-2275 {SAND862275}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): TTC--0696 {TTC0696}
SO (Source): May 1987. 190 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS, ?C A09/MF A01 1 as DE87010528
AS (Abstract): Sandia National Laboratories has completed an

experimental and analytical evaluation to compare the effects of a
simple model transportation cask impacting on targets encompassing a
range of stiffnesses. The cylindrical shaped unit was impacted into
soil, concrete, and ''unyielding1' targets at velocities varying
from 44 ft/s (30 mph) to 110 ft/s (75 mph). The 44 ft/s impact
velocity correlates directly to a 30-ft drop height used in
regulatory testing. 18 refs., 69 figs., 8 tabs

TI (Title): Impact analysis of a nuclear transport flask
AU (Author): Dallard, P. (Ove Arup and Partners, London (UK))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0309-6688 CODEN FFEND
SO (Source): FEN (Finite Elem. News). (Oct 1985). (no.5) p. 37-40
AB (Abstract): Flasks are used for the road and rail transportation of

irradiated nuclear fuel. As such materials are potentially
hazardous, the impact performance of flasks is the subject of
stringent regulations laid down by the International Atomic Energy
Agency. The IAEA requires flask to withstand drop testing from a
height of 9 metres onto an unyielding target. Such performance is
usually demonstrated by dropping scale model flasks onto a
substantial steel faced anvil. The Central Electricity Generating
Board commissioned Ove Arup and Partners to undertake a wide-ranging
study of the transportation of nuclear fuel. Particular aspects of
this study relevant to this article were to evolve an improved
theoretical understanding of flask impact performance, and to
develop a technique for flask impact analysis. The CSGB then
commissioned Ove Arup and Partners to assist in a programme of work
aimed at demonstrating flask impact performance to the public. A
full-size Magnox flask was subjected to an IAEA drop test. It was
then demonstrated that a flask able to pass such a test would be
well capable of withstanding the kind of extreme accident which
often gives rise to public concern. This was done by actually
staging such an accident, in which a train travelling at 100 mph was
crashed into a flask positioned across the track, (author)

TI (Title): The effect of cargo on the crush loading of RAM
transportation packages in ship collisions

AU (Author): Radloff, K.D. Ammerman, D.J
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CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding
Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-1358C {SAND971358C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980507-- {CONF980507}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Mar 1998 10 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98003346 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DEP

A3 (Abstract): Recent intercontinental radioactive material shipping
campaigns have focused public and regulatory attention on the safety
of transport of this material by ocean-going vessels. One major
concern is the response of the vessel and onboard radioactive
material (RAM) packages during a severe ship-to-ship collision.
These collisions occur at velocities less than the velocity obtained
in the Type B package regulatory impact event and the bow of the
striking ship is less rigid than the unyielding target used in those
tests (Ammerman and Daidoia, 1996). This implies that ship impact is
not a credible scenario for damaging the radioactive material
packages during ship collisions. It is possible, however, for these
collisions to generate significant amounts of crush force by the bow
of the impacting ship overrunning the package. It is the aim of this
paper to determine an upper bound on the magnitude of this crush
force taking into account the strength of the radioactive material
carrying vessel and any other cargo that may be stowed in the same
hold as the radioactive material

TI (Title): Analysis of a high speed train impact on a fuel transport
flask

AU (Author): Dowler, H.J
CA (Corporate Author): Central Electricity Generating Board, 3erkeley

(UK). Berkeley Nuclear Labs
TYPE (Tvpe of Document): Reoort
RP? (Primary Report Number*): CEG3-TPRD/B—0191/N83 (DEC)

{CSG3TPRDB0191N83DSC}
SO (Source): May 1983. 37 .p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): Current requirements for flask testing involve the

recommended IAEA 9m drop test onto a fiat unyielding surface.
However, in practice impacts may occur at speeds far greater than
the 30 mph equivalent of a 9m drop but into a yielding target.
Additionally, the flask itself may be the target. This report
investigates the postulated accident of a high speed train
travelling at 125 mph impacting a stationary flask. The objectives
of this report are to establish the forces that are involved and to
put them into the context of the regulation drop tests, to
investigate what effects the train as a whole has on the impact and
to identify the significant parameters that determine the force
level. A one dimensional model of the train is used to obtain the
flask loading when the flask is both fixed and free, these giving
the upper and lower bounds for all possible flask constraints,
(author)

TI (Title): Shipping container response to three severe railway
accident scenarios

AU (Author): Mok, G.C. Fischer, L.E. Murty, S.S. Witte, M.C
CA (Corporate Author): Lawrence Livermore National Lab., CA (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract W-7405-ENG-48 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): UCRL-JC—130437 {UCRLJC130437}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980708— {CONF980708}
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CF (Conference Information): 1998 ASME/JSME joint pressure vessel and
piping (?VP) conference San Diego, CA (United States) 26-30 Jul 1998

SO "(Source) : 1 Apr 1998 12 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98056043 NTIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE DE?
A3 (Abstract): The probability of damage and the potential resulting

hazards are analyzed for a representative rail shipping container
for three severe rail accident scenarios. The scenarios are: (1) the
rupture of closure bolts and resulting opening of closure lid due to
a severe impact, (2) the puncture of container by an impacting
rail-car coupler, and (3) the yielding of container due to side
impact on a rigid uneven surface. The analysis results indicate that
scenario 2 is a physically unreasonable event while the
probabilities of a significant loss of containment in scenarios 1
and 3 are extremely small. Before assessing the potential risk for
the last two scenarios, the uncertainties in predicting complex
phenomena for rare, high- consequence hazards needs to be addressed
using a rigorous methodology

TI (Title): STACS. An integrated code for evaluating spent-fuel
transport cask containment

AU (Author): Seager, K.D. (Transportation Systems Development Div.,
Sandia National Lab., Albuquerque, NM (United States)) Reardon, ?.C.
(Gram, Inc., Albuquerque, NM (United States)) Barrett, P.R. (Anatech
Research Corp., La Jolla, CA (United States))

TYPE (Type of Document): 3ook
R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF-920430— {CONF920430}
CF (Conference Information): 3. international high level radioactive

waste management (IKLRWM) conference. Las Vegas, NV (United States).
12-16 Apr 1992

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0-87262-891-4
SO (Source): Anon. Proceedings of high level radioactive waste

management. Volume 1. La Grange Park, IL (United States). American
Nuclear Society. 1992. 2425 p. p. 1765-1769

AB (Abstract): This paper discusses the development of the software for
Source Term Analyses for Containment Evaluations (STACE). This
software is being developed for the Source Term Technical Issue
Resolution Program at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in support
of the Cask Systems Development Program (CSDP) that is sponsored by
the US Department of Energy's Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (OCRWM). STACE is a system of computer codes operating
under a graphics-based controller that performs source term analyses
of spent fuel transport casks. Output from STACE includes the
cladding breach probability, the reieasable radionuclide
concentrations, and maximum permissible gas flow rates past the
closure seals. STACE is anticipated being used for on- and off-site
situations related to the handling and transport of spent fuel casks

TI (Title): A methodology for evaluating the response of spent fuel
subjected to regulatory transportation accidents

AU (Author): Barrett, P.R. Foadian, H. James, R.J. Rashid, Y.R.
(ANATECK Research Corp., San Diego, CA (United States)) Seager, K.D

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information):' 11. international conference on structural

mechanics in reactor technology. Tokyo (Japan). 18-23 Aug 1991 .
SO (Source): Shibata, Keki (ed.) (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Inst. of

Industrial Science). Atomic Energy Society of Japan, Tokyo (Japan).
Transactions of the 11th international conference on structural
mechanics in reactor technology. Tokyo (Japan). Atomic Energy
Society of Japan. 1991. 6297 p. v. J p. 69-74. Distributed by
Maruzen Co. Ltd. P.O. 3ox 5050, Tokyo Int'l, 100-31 Japan ISBN
4-89047-060-3 for 17 vols. bound in 15 (A through SD2)

AB (Abstract): Spent fuel shipping casks in the U.S. are designed to
withstand a hypothetical event of a 9-meter drop upon an unyielding
target under the regulatory requirements of Part 71 of Title 10 of
the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR 71). The fuel response under
this dynamic impact event constitutes a pivotal role in the source
term assessment for spent fuel transport casks. The first step in
evaluating the source term is the calculation of the fuel rod
dynamic response. This paper illustrates an analysis methodology
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developed for determining the mechanical response of spent fuel in a
transport cask subjected to impact loading. The analysis accounts
for the structural interaction between the assemblies and basket,
and between assembly hardware and fuel rods. The load transfer paths
from the cask to the fuel assemblies depend strongly on the drop
orientation. The three possible drop orientations are: (I) side
drop. (2) end drop. And (3) corner drop (initial impact and slap
down). Structural modeling and simulation of these drop orientations
are described and example applications are presented, (author)

TI (Title): Spent fuel assembly source term parameters
AU (Author): Barrett, P.R. Foadian, H. Rashid, Y.R. (ANATECH Research

Corp., San Diego, CA (United States)} Seager, K.D. Gianoulakis, S.E.
(Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United States))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): 10. international high-level radioactive

waste management conference. Las Vegas, NV (United States). 25-29
Apr 1993

SO (Source): American Nuclear Society, La Grange Park, IL (United
States) American Society of Civil Engineers, New York, NY (United
States). High Level Radioactive Waste Management: Proceedings.
Volume 1. La Grange Park, IL (United States). American Nuclear
Society, Inc. 1993. 1115 p. p. 886-892

AV (Availability): American Society of Civil Engineers, 345 East 47th
Street, New York, NY 10017-2398

A3 (Abstract): Containment of cask contents by a transport cask is a
function of the cask body, one or more closure lids, and various
bolting hardware, and seals associated with the cavity closure and
other containment penetrations. In addition, characteristics of cask
contents that impede the ability of radionuclides to move from an
origin to the external environment also provide containment. In
essence, multiple release barriers exist in series in transport
casks, and the magnitude of the reieasable activity in the cask is
considerably lower than the total activity of its contents. A source
term approach accounts for the magnitude of the reieasable activity
available in the cask by assessing the degree of barrier resistance
to release provided by material characteristics and inherent
barriers that impede the release of radioactive contents.
Standardized methodologies for defining the spent-fuel transport
packages with specified regulations have recently been developed. An
essential part of applying the source term methodology involves
characterizing the response of the spent fuel under regulatory
conditions of transport. Thermal and structural models of the cask
and fuel are analyzed and used to predict fuel rod failure
probabilities. Input to these analyses and failure evaluations cover
a wide range of geometrical and material properties. An important
issue in the development of these models is the sensitivity of the
radioactive source term generated during transport to individual
parameters such as temperature and fiuence level. This paper
provides a summary of sensitivity analyses concentrating on the
structural response and failure predictions of the spent fuel
assemblies

TI (Title): Testing of the structural evaluation test unit
AU (Author): Ammerman, D.J. Bobbe, J.G
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number*): SAND--95-0201C {SAND950201C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-951203—56 {CONF95120356}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '95: II. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Las Vegas,
NV (United States). 3-8 Dec 1995

SO (Source): [1995] . 9 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DS96007 68 6 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

AB (Abstract): In the evaluation of the safety of radioactive material
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transportation it is important to consider the response of Type 3
packages to environments more severe than that prescribed by the
hypothetical accident sequence in Title 10 Part 71 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (NEC 1995). The impact event in this sequence is
a 9-meter drop onto-an essentially unyielding target/ resulting in
an impact velocity of 13.4 m/s. The behavior of 9 packages when
subjected to impacts more severe than this.is not well known. It is
the purpose of this program to evaluate the structural response of a
test package to these environments. Several types of structural
response are considered. Of primary importance is the behavior of
the package containment boundary, including the bolted closure and
0-rings. Other areas of concern are loss of shielding capability due
to lead slump and the deceleration loading of package contents, that
may cause damage to them. This type of information is essential for
conducting accurate risk assessments on the transportation of
radioactive materials. Currently very conservative estimates of the
loss of package protection are used in these assessments. This paper
will summarize the results of a regulatory impact test and three
extra-regulatory impact tests on a sample package

TI (Title): Extra-regulatory impact tests and analyses of the
structural evaluation test unit

AU (Author): Ludwigsen, J.S. Ammerman, D.J
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding

Organization: USDOS, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—95-0759C {SAND950759C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-950740—32 {CONF95074032}
CF (Conference Information): Joint ASME/JSMS pressure vessels and

piping conference. Honolulu, HI (United States). 23-27 Jul 1995
SO (Source): [1995]. 11 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE95011015 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

AS (Abstract): The structural evaluation test unit is roughly
equivalent to a 1/3 scale model of a high level waste rail cask. The
test unit was designed to just meet the requirements of NRC
Regulatory Guide 7.6 when subjected to a 9 m (30 ft) free drop
resulting in an impact velocity of 13.4 m/s (30 mph) onto an
unyielding target in the end-on orientation. The test unit was then
subjected to impacts with higher velocities to determine the amount
of built-in conservatism in this design approach. Test impacts of
13.4, 20.1 and 26.8 m/s (30, 45, and 60 mph) were performed. This
paper will describe the design, testing, and comparison of measured
strains and deformations to the equivalent analytical predictions

TI (Title): Estimates of fire environments in ship holds containing
radioactive material packages

AU (Author): Koski, J.A. Cole, J.K. Hohnstreiter, G.F. (Sandia National
Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United States)) Wix, S.D. (GRAM, Inc.,
Albuquerque, NM (United States))

CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding
Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—95-0081C {SAND950081C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-951203--18 {CONF95120318}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '95: 11. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Las Vegas,
NV (United States). 3-8 Dec 1995

SO (Source): [1995]. 7 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE96003643 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

AB (Abstract): Fire environments that occur on cargo ships differ
significantly from the fire environments found in land transport.
Cargo ships typically carry a large amount of flammable fuel for
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propulsion and shipboard power, and may transport large quantities
of flammable cargo. As a result, sea mode transport accident records
contain instances of long lasting and intense fires. Since
Irradiated Nuclear Fuel (INF) casks are not carried on tankers with
large flammable cargoes, most of these dramatic, long burning fires
are not relevant threats, and transport studies must concentrate on
those fires that are most likely to occur. By regulation, INF casks
must be separated from flammable cargoes by a fire-resistant,
liquid-tight partition. This makes a fire in an adjacent ship hold
the most likely fire threat. The large size of a cargo ship relative
to any spent nuclear fuel casks on board, however, may permit a
severe, long lasting fire to occur with little or no thermal impact
on the casks. Although some flammable materials such as shipping
boxes or container floors may exist in the same hold with the cask,
the amount of fuel available may not provide a significant threat to
the massive transport casks used for radioactive materials. This
shipboard fire situation differs significantly from the regulatory
conditions specified in 10 CFR 71 for a fully engulfing pool fire.
To learn more about the differences, a series of simple thermal
analyses has been completed to estimate cask behavior in likely
marine and land thermal accident situations. While the calculations
are based on several conservative assumptions, and are only
preliminary, they illustrate that casks are likely to heat much more
slowly in shipboard hold fires than in an open pool fire. The
calculations also reinforce the basic regulatory concept that for
radioactive materials, the shipping cask, not the ship, is the
primary protection barrier to consider

TI (Title): An assessment of simplified methods to determine damage
from ship-to-ship collisions

AU (Author): Parks, K.B. Ammerman, D.J
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding

Organization: USDOS, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--96-0258C {SAND960258C}
R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF-951203—62 {CONF95120362}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '95: II. international conference

on packaging and transoortation of radioactive materials. Las Vegas,
NV (United States). 3-8 Dec 1995

SO (Source): [1996]. 9 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DS96007667 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

A3 (Abstract): Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is studying the
safety of shipping, radioactive materials (RAM) by sea, the SeaRAM
project (McConnell, et al. 1995), which is sponsored by the US
Department of Energy (DOE). The project is concerned with the
potential effects of ship collisions and fires on onboard RAM
packages. Existing methodologies are being assessed to determine
their adequacy to predict the effect of ship collisions and fires on
RAM packages and to estimate whether or not a given accident might
lead to a release of radioactivity. The eventual goal is to develop
a set of validated methods, which have been checked by comparison
with test data and/or detailed finite element analyses, for
predicting the consequences of ship collisions and fires. These
methods could then be used to provide input for overall risk
assessments of RAM sea transport. The emphasis of this paper is on
methods for predicting- effects of ship collisions

TI (Title): Analytical determination of package response to severe
impact

AU (Author): Ludwigsen, J.S. Ammerman, D.J
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—95-0204C {SAND950204C}
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R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF-951203--50 {CONF95120350}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '95: 11. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Las Vegas,
NV "(United States) . 3-8 Dec 1995

SO (Source): [1995]. 9 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DS96007683 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

AB (Abstract): One important part of radioactive material transport
risk assessments is amount of release from packages in accidents
more severe than design basis accident (US NRC 10CFR71 1995). In
order to remove some of the conservatism from current risk
assessments, an effort is ongoing to qualify the finite element
method for predicting cask performance by comparing analytical
results to test measurements of the Structural Evaluation Test Unit
(SSTU) cask. Comparisons of deformed shapes, strains, and
accelerations were made for impact velocities of 13.4, 20.1, and
26.8 m/s (30, 45, and 60 mph). The 13.4 m/s impact corresponds to
the regulatory 9 m (30 ft) free fall, and the others correspond to
impacts with 2.25 and 4 times the kinetic energy of the regulatory
impact. One other analysis at an impact velocity of 38.0 m/s (85
mph) or 8 times regulatory impact kinetic energy was also done

TI (Title): Risk assessment for transport operations
?A (Title Augmentation): Radioactive materials
AU (Author): Appleton, P.R. (AEA Safety and Reliability, Culcheth (UK).

Safety Management) Luna, R.S. Neuhauser, K.S. (Sandia National
Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA)) Miles, J.C. (Ove Arup and Partners,
London (UK))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Nuclear Energy
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0140-4067 CODEN NUEGA
SO (Source): Nucl. Energy. (Oct 1990)
AB (Abstract): The world-wide safety of the transport of radioactive

material is based on the IAEA Transport Regulations. Risk assessment
can provide quantitative data to help in the demonstration,
understanding and improvement of the effectiveness of the
Regulations in assuring safety. In this Paper the methodology, data
and computer codes necessary and available for transport risk
assessment are reviewed. Notable examples of assessments carried out
over the past 15 years are briefly described along with current
research, and the benefits and limitations of the techniques are
discussed, (author)

TI (Title): Analyses of the transportation of spent research reactor
fuel in the United States

AU (Author): Cashwell, J.W. Neuhauser, K.S. (Sandia National Labs.,
Albuquerque, NM (USA))

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-76DP00789
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number'): CONF-890631~Vol.2 {CONF890631Vol2}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Washington, DC (USA). 11-16
Jun 1989

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). The 9th international
symposium on the packaging and transportation of radioactive
materials. Proceedings: Volume 2. [1989]. 660 p. p. 1066-1073

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 as DE90004448

AB (Abstract): The Transportation Technology Center at Sandia National
Laboratories has analyzed the impacts of transportation of research
reactor spent fuel from US and foreign reactors for the US
Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Defense Programs. This effort
represents the first comprehensive analytical evaluation of the
risks of transporting high-, medium-, and low-enriched uranium spent
research reactor fuel by both sea and land. Two separate shipment
programs have been analyzed: the shipment of research reactor spent
fuel from Taiwan to the US (Fuel Movement Program), and the return
of research reactor spent fuels of US origin from foreign and
domestic reactors (Research Reactor Fuel Return Program). In order
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to perform these analyses, a comprehensive methodology for analyzing
the probabilities and consequences of transportation in coastal
waters and port facilities, handling at the port, and shipment by
truck to reprocessing facilities was developed. The Taiwanese fuel
consists of low-burnup aluminum-clad metallic uranium research
reactor spent fuel. The other fuels are primarily aluminum-clad
oxide fuels. The Fuel Movement Program is ongoing, while the Fuel
Return Program addresses future shipments over a ten-year period.
The operational aspects of the Taiwanese shipments have been
uniform, but several possible shipping configurations are possible
for the Fuel Return Program shipments. Comprehensive assessments,
which bound the impacts of spent fuel transport, demonstrate that
when shipments are made in compliance with applicable regulations,
the risks for all such transport are low. For comparison with
previously licensed transport activities and to provide continuity
with earlier analyses, the results for shipment of 150-day-oid
commercial pressurized water reactor (PWR) spent fuel are presented
as part of this study

TI (Title): Regulatory and extra-regulatory testing to demonstrate
radioactive material packaging safety

AU (Author): Ammerman, D.J
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number'): SAND--97-124 8C {SAND971248C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-970537—5 {CONF9705375}
CF (Conference Information): 18. Annual DOE low-level radioactive waste

management conference. Salt Lake City, UT (United States). 20-22 May
1997

SO (Source): 1997. 9 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE97007552 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

A3 (Abstract): Packages for the transportation of radioactive material
must meet performance criteria to assure safety and environmental
protection. The stringency of the performance criteria is based on
the degree of hazard of the material being transported. Type B
packages are used for transporting large quantities of radioisotopes
(in terms of A2 quantities). These packages have the most stringent
performance criteria. Material with less than an A2 quantity are
transported in Type A packages. These packages have less stringent
performance criteria. Transportation of LSA and SCO materials must
be in open-quotes strong-tightclose quotes packages. The performance
requirements for the latter packages are even less stringent. Ail of
these package types provide a high level of safety for the material
being transported. In this paper, regulatory tests that are used to
demonstrate this safety will be described. The responses of various
packages to these tests will be shown. In addition, the response of
packages to extra-regulatory tests will be discussed. The results of
these tests will be used to demonstrate the high level of safety
provided to workers, the public, and the environment by packages
used for the transportation of radioactive material

TI (Title): Comments on a paper tilted 'The sea transport of vitrified
high-level radioactive wastes: Unresolved safety issues'

AU (Author): Sprung, J.L. McConnell, P.E. Nigrey, P.J. Ammerman, D.J.
(and others)

CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding
Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Tyoe of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-1130 {SAND971130}
SO (Source): May 1997. 35 p.
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
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microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE97006215 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

AB (Abstract): The cited paper estimates the consequences that might
occur should a purpose-built ship transporting Vitrified High Level
Waste (VKLW) be involved in a severe collision that causes the VHLW
canisters in one ?ype-B package to spill onto the floor of a major
ocean fishing region. Release of radioactivity from VHLW glass logs,
failure of elastomer cask seals, failure, of VHLW canisters due to
stress corrosion cracking (SCC), and the probabilities of the
hypothesized accident scenario, of catastrophic cask failure, and of
cask recovery from the sea are all discussed

TI (Title): Response of spent LWR fuel to extreme environments
AU (Author): Sandovai, R.P. (Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM

(USA)) Burian, R.J. Kok, K.D. Baimert, M.E. Freeman Kelly, R.
Fer.timan, A.W. (Battelle Columbus Labs., OK (USA))

FC (Founding Organization}: Contract: Contract DE-AC04-7 6DP00789
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IASA-SM--286/92 {IAEASM28692}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Davos (Switzerland).
16-20 Jun 1986

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-020187-3
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials (PATRAM '86).
Proceedings of an international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials held in Davos, 16-20 June
1986." Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1987. 780 p. v. 2 p. 695-7C2.'
Proceedings series

A3 (Abstract): The research discussed deals with the radiological
source term which could arise when irradiated fuel in transport from
a commercial light water reactor is exposed to the extreme
environments postulated for some transportation accidents,
specifically those involving a fire. The release of spent fuel
radionuclides to the environment requires a breach of both the cask
and the fuel rod cladding. The quantity and characteristics of the
radioactive material released from the fuel rods to the cask cavity
as a result of such an event are estimated. Briefly, the objectives
of this study were as follows. (1) Identify those conditions within
a transportation cask which might produce fuel rod cladding failure,
emphasizing conditions associated with fires. (2) Determine by
experiment and analysis the nature of the source term so produced.
Two literature surveys were conducted to deal with the first
objective: the first survey was performed to examine the data on all
mechanisms by which Zircaloy clad fuel rods might fail, the second
to identify which failure mechanisms would most likely occur in a
severe fire environment of an extraordinary transportation accident.
The key findings of these surveys were as follows, (a) For fire
temperatures and exposure times defined for licensing purposes by US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and IAEA regulations, no failures of
fuel rods inside the cask are expected to occur, (b) The most likely
fuel rod failure mechanism in a severe fire (800 deg. C < T <= 1200
deg. C for longer than two hours) would be a creep rupture failure
induced by high temperatures and the pressure differential across
the cladding, (c) There are considerable data relevant to creep
rupture failure, but none which adequately characterize the
associated radiological source term, (d) The lack of relevant
radiological source term data indicates that experiments to
characterize the source term better are justified

TI (Title): Response of elastotueric packaging components to a corrosive
simulant mixed waste

AU (Author): Nigrey, P.J. Dickens, T.G
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--97-1930C {SAND971930C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-970982--1 {CONF9709821}
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CF (Conference Information): 21. aging, compatibility, and stockpile
stewardship conference Albuquerque, NM (United States) 30 Sep - 2
Oct 1997

SO (Source): [1997] 5 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE97007977 NTIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE DE?
A3 (Abstract): The purpose of hazardous and radioactive materials

packaging is to enable these materials to be transported without
posing a threat to the health or property of the general public. To
achieve this aim, regulations in the US have been written
establishing general design requirements for such packagings. While
no regulations have been written specifically for mixed waste
packaging, regulations for the constituents of mixed wastes, i.e.,
hazardous and radioactive substances, have been codified by the US
Department of Transportation and the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Based on these national requirements, a Chemical
Compatibility Testing Program was developed in the Transportation
Systems Department at SNL. In this paper, the authors present the
results of Part 3 of the second phase of this testing program. The
first phase screened five liner materials and six seal materials
towards four simulant mixed wastes. Part A of the second phase
involved the comprehensive testing of five candidate liner materials
to an aqueous Hanford Tank simulant mixed waste. Part B involved
similar testing on elastomeric materials, ethylene-propylene and
butadiene-acrylonitrile rubber. The comprehensive testing protocol
involved exposing the respective materials to a matrix of four gamma
radiation doses (approxl, 3, 6, and 40 kGy), three temperatures (18,
50, and 60 C), and four exposure times (7, 14, 28, and 180 days).
Following their exposure to these combinations of conditions, the
materials were evaluated by measuring six material properties. These
properties were specific gravity, dimensional changes, hardness,
vapor transport rates, compression set, and mechanical properties

TI (Title): Data and methods for the assessment of the risks associated
with the maritime transport of radioactive materials. Results of the
SeaRAM program studies. Volume 1: Main report

AU (Author): Sprung, J.L. 3espalko, S.J. Kanipe, F.L. (and others)
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number*): SAND—98-1171/1 {SAND9811711}
R?S (Secondary Report Number): TTC--1525/1 {TTC15251}
SO (Source): May 1998 180 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILA3LS FROM OSTI AS DE98005813 NTIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE DEP
A3 (Abstract): This report describes ship accident event trees, ship

collision and ship fire frequencies, representative ships and
shipping practices, a model of ship penetration depths during ship
collisions, a ship fire spread model, cask to environment release
fractions during ship collisions and fires, and illustrative
consequence calculations

TI (Title): Data and methods for the assessment of the risks associated
with the maritime transport of radioactive materials. Results of the
SeaRAM program studies. Volume 2: Appendices

AU (Author): Sprung, J.L. Bespalko, S.J. Kanipe, F.L. (and others)
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—98-1171/2 {SAND9811712}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): TTC--1525/2 {TTC15252}
SO (Source): May*1998 319 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98005814 NTIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE DE?
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A3 (Abstract): This report describes ship accident event trees, ship
collision and ship fire frequencies, representative ships and
shipping practices, a model of ship penetration depths during ship
collisions, a ship fire spread model, cask to environment release
fractions during ship collisions and fires, and illustrative
consequence calculations. This report contains the following
appendices: Appendix 1 — Representative Ships and Shipping
Practices. Appendix 2 -- Input Data for Minorsky Calculations.
Appendix 3 — Port Ship Speed Distribution. And Appendix 4 —
Cask-to-Environment Release Fractions

TI (Title): A comparison of regulatory impacts to real target impacts
AU (Author): Ammerman, D.J
CA (Corporate Author): Sar.dia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-1357C {SAND971357C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980507— {CONF980507}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): May 1998 10 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98003334 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DSP

AB (Abstract): The purpose of this paper is to discuss the relative
severity of regulatory impacts onto an essentially rigid target to
impacts at higher velocities onto real targets. For impacts onto the
essentially rigid target ail of the kinetic energy of the package is
absorbed by deformation of the package. For impacts onto real
targets the kinetic energy is absorbed by deformation of the target
as well as by deformation of the package. The amount of kinetic
energy absorbed by the target does not increase the severity of the
impact

TI (Title): Extension of ship accident analysis to multiple-package
shipments

AU (Author): Mills, G.S. Neuhauser, K.S
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract ACQ4-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-2769C {SAND972769C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980507— {CONF980507)
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Nov 1997 9 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98001127 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DE?

AB (Abstract): Severe ship accidents and the probability of radioactive
material release from spent reactor fuel casks were investigated
previously. Other forms of RAM, e.g., plutonium oxide powder, may be
shipped in large numbers of packagings rather than in one to a few
casks. These smaller, more numerous packagings are typically placed
in ISO containers for ease of handling, and several ISO containers
may be placed in one of several holds of a cargo ship. In such
cases, the size of a radioactive release resulting from a severe
collision with another ship is determined not by the likelihood of
compromising a single, robust package but by the probability that a
certain fraction of 10's or 100"s of individual packagings is
compromised. The previous analysis involved a statistical estimation
of the frequency of accidents which would result in damage to a cask
located in one of seven cargo holds in a collision with another
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ship. The results were obtained in the form of probabilities
(frequencies) of accidents of increasing severity and of release
fractions for each level of severity. This paper describes an
extension of the same general method in which the multiple packages
are assumed to be compacted by an intruding ship's bow until there
is no free space in the hold. At such a point, the remaining energy
of the colliding ship is assumed to be dissipated by progressively
crushing the RAM packagings and the probability of a particular
fraction of package failures is estimated by adaptation of the
statistical method used previously. The parameters of a common, well
characterized packaging, the 6M with 2R inner containment vessel,
were employed as an illustrative example of this analysis method.
However, the method is readily applicable to other packagings for
which crush strengths have been measured or can be estimated with
satisfactory confidence

Tl (Title): SeaRAM: A DOE evaluation of maritime accident risk
assessment data and methods

AU (Author): Sprung, J.L. Airtmerman, D.J. Koski, J.A
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
?C (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOS Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC {United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-C865C {SAND970865C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980507— {CONF980507}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transoortation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Mar 1998 11 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE980044 64 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DEP

AB (Abstract): The SeaRAM Program conducted for the US Department of
Energy by Sandia National Laboratories has developed estimates of
the frequencies of occurrence of ship fires and ship collisions, the
fraction of ail ship fires and ship collisions that anight be
sufficiently severe to challenge the integrity of a Type B spent
fuel transportation cask, the magnitude of the radioactive source
terms that might be released from a Type B spent fuel transportation
cask due to loss of cask integrity, and the magnitude of the
radiological consequences that might be caused by the radioactive
release

TI (Title): Import/export of irradiated fuel and radioactive waste to
and from the United Kingdom

AU (Author): Large, J.H
CA (Corporate Author): Large and Associates, London (UK)
FC (Founding Organization): Funding Organization: Greenpeace, London

(UK)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): LA—1924-EX {LA1924EX}
IS (International Standard Numbers): IS3N 871532 25 6
SO (Source): Jul 1990. 61 p
AV (Availability): Available from The 3ritish Library Document Supply

Centre, Boston Spa, Wetherby, West Yorks. LS23 7BQ
A3 (Abstract): The report considers the hazard, risks and consequences

arising from the traffic of large consignments of radioactive
materials into the United Kingdom by sea. The materials involved are
irradiated fuel imported from Japan and continental Europe,
Plutonium nitrate from the UKAEA fast reactor facility at Dounreay,
and the future export of vitrified high-level (KLW) and other
radioactive wastes from the BNFL Sellafield reprocessing plant. All
of these materials, if accidentally released to the atmosphere near
centres of population, could result in very significant health
injury consequences. The quantities of irradiated fuel and future
vitrified KLW are assessed. The hazard presented by the radioactive
materials is identified and the risks of accident at sea or in berth
are assessed, (author)
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TI (Title): Summary of the risk assessment made of the transport of
plutonium nitrate

AU (Author): Chicken, J.C
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
R?P (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf—6447 {INISmf6447}
CF (Conference Information): 6. International symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Berlin, Germany, F.R.
10 - 14 Nov 1980

SO (Source): Bundesanstalt fuer Materialpruefung, Berlin (Germany,
F.R.). Abt. Bauwesen. Patram '80. Compacts. 1980. 628 p. p. 405-408

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

TI (Title): Environmental impact of transporting radioactive materials
AU (Author): Chicken, J.C. (UKAEA Culham Lab., Abingdon} Goldfinch, E.

(Central Electricity Generating Board, London (UK)) Milne, W. G.
(British Nuclear Fuels Ltd., Risley)

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): Conference on the environmental impact of

nuclear power. London, UK. 1 - 2 Apr 1981
SO (Source): British Nuclear Energy Society, London. Environmental

impact of nuclear power. Proceedings of a conference organized by
the British Nuclear Energy Society, and supported by the UK Atomic
Energy Authority, held in London on 1-2 April, 1981. London. British
Nuclear Energy Society. 1981. 294 p. p. 187-214

AB (Abstract): This paper gives the authors' perception of the
environmental criteria that the transport of radioactive material
operations have to satisfy in the United Kingdom. In building up
this picture the basis of the regulations that have to be satisfied
are described and the way these regulations are complied with
discussed. A summary of transport operational experience is given.
Finally, the range of risk studies that have been done to cover
individual and collective dose possibilities, the loss of a flask at
sea, accident frequency, and an example of risk evaluation for a
specific movement is given, (author)

TI (Title): Transport risk assessment study for reprocessing waste
materials to be returned from France to Germany. Final report

AU (Author): Fett, H.J. Lange, F. Schwarz, G. (Gesellschaft fuer
Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit mbK (GRS), Koein (Germany)) Lombard,
J. Recuieau, J.Y. (Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire
(IPSN), 92 - Fontenay-aux-Roses (France). Dept. de Securite des
Matieres Radioactive (DSMR)) Raffestin, p. Schneider, T. (Centre
d1Etude sur 1'Evaluation de la Protection dans ie Domaine Nucleaire,
92 - Fontenay-aux-Roses (France))

CA (Corporate Author): Gesellschaft fuer Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit
mbH (GRS), Koein (Germany) Institut de Protection et de Surete
Nucieaire (IPSN), 92 - Fontenay-aux-Roses (France). Dept. de
Securite des Matieres Radioactive (DSMR) Centre d'Etude sur
i1Evaluation de la Protection dans le Domaine Nucleaire, 92 -
Fontenay-aux-Roses (France)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): GRS—141 {GRS141}
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 3-923875-98-3
SO (Source): Sep 1998 175 p
AV (Availability): Available from TIB Hannover: RN 6050(141)
AB (Abstract): The primary goal of the transport risk assessment study

is the quantification and evaluation of the radiological
consequences associated with accident-free transport and potential
transport and handling accidents of return shipments of radioactive
wastes from France to Germany generated by reprocessing of German
fuel elements. Not considered in the study are return shipments of
uranium and plutonium recovered from the spent fuel- (orig./DGE)

TI (Title) : Consideration of impact behaviour of radioactive packages
onto real targets

AU (Author): Shirai, K. Akamatsu, K. Ito, C. Ryu, H. (Central Research
Inst. of Electric Power Industry, Abiko, Chiba (Japan). Abiko
Research Lab.)

TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
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R?? (Primary Report Number) : INIS-JP—018 {INISJ?;Ql8}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the oackaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992*

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 D.
v. 2 p. 901-908

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

AB (Abstract): In this study, distinct element method !DEM} was applied
to simulate the dynamic fracture impact behaviours of the real
targets, and drop tests and analyses onto various object surfaces
were performed using 48Y-cyiinder in order to clarify the relation
between the object surface hardness and the associated impact
response of the packages. Following the results of the drop tests
and analysis, the outline of contents and results is summarized
below. 1) Drop Tests were performed using 48Y-cylinder considering
target object hardness in real drop accidents nad the effects of the
target object hardness on the drop impact response was made clear
experimentally. 2) DEM was applied to the drop analysis onto real
targets and it is confirmed that the accuracy of the drop analysis
onto real targets using DEM is good enough to estimate the impact
load that occurred in the packages. 3) Based on the drop tests and
analysis results onto various object surfaces, the relation between
the target hardness and the impact response of 48Y-cylir.der was made
clear, and also the method to estimate the relationship between the
drop height for real targets and the equivalent drop height onto the
unyielding surface was proposed. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): An environmental impact assessment for sea transport of
high level radioactive waste

AU (Author): Watabe, N. Kohno, Y. Tsumune, D. Saegusa, T. Ohnuma, K.
(Central Research Ir.st. of Electric Power Industry, Abiko, Chiba
(Japan). Abiko Research Lab.)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1996). p. 117-127
A3 (Abstract): This work was carried out to study the safety evaluation

in a hypothetical submergence accident onto the seabed, prior to the
international maritime transport between Europe and Japan in 1995.
In this study, inadmissibly conservative assumptions were omitted in
order to construct adequate accident scenarios from the engineering
aspect. Input data of source terms of high level vitrified wastes,
various flow coefficients in the sea, and other factors were
thoroughly examined and, finally a new concept of a solution method
for radioactive nuclides concentration was proposed with regard to
oceanography. (Author)

TI (Title): Nuclear cask testing films misleading and misused
AU (Author): Audin, L. (Audin (Lindsay), Ossining, NY (United States))
CA (Corporate Author): Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Office, Carson

City, NV (United States) Audin (Lindsay), Ossining, NY (United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract FG08-85NV10461. Funding
Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): NWPO-TN--012-91 {NWPOTN01291}
SO (Source): Oct 1991. 26 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche OSTI as DE92017706 NTIS INIS US Govt. Printing Office Dep
A3 (Abstract): In 1977 and 1978, Sandia National Laboratories, located

in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and operated for the US Department of
Energy (DOE), filmed a series of crash and fire tests performed on
three casks designed to transport irradiated nuclear fuel
assemblies. While the tests were performed to assess the
applicability of scale and computer modeling techniques to actual
accidents, films of them were quickly pressed into service by the
DOE and nuclear utilities as ''proof' to the public of the safety
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of the casks. In the public debate over the safety of irradiated
nuclear fuel transportation, the films have served as the mainstay
for the nuclear industry. Although the scripts of all the films were
reviewed by USDOE officials before production, they contain numerous
misleading concepts and images, and omit significant facts. The
shorter versions eliminated qualifying statements contained in the
longer version, and created faise impressions. This paper discusses
factors which cast doubt on the veracity of the films and the
results of the tests

TI (Title): Nuclear waste shipping container response to severe
accident conditions, A brief critique of the modal study

AU (Author): Audin, L
CA (Corporate Author): Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Office, Carson

City, NV (USA)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract FG08-85NV10461. Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): NWPO-TN—005-90 {NWPOTN00590}
SO (Source): Dec 1990. 41 p
AV (Availabilitv): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche OSTI as DE91011013 NTIS INIS US Govt. Printing Office Dep
A3 (Abstract): The Modal Study (NUREG/CR-4829) attempts to upgrade the

analysis of spent nuclear fuel transportation accidents, and to
verify the validity of the present regulatory scheme of cask
performance standards &s a means to minimize risk. While an
improvement over many prior efforts in this area (such as
NUREG-0170), it unfortunately fails to create a realistic simulation
either of a shipping cask, the severe conditions to which it could
be subjected, or the potential damage to the spent fuel cargo during
an accident. There are too many deficiencies in its analysis to
allow acceptance of its results for the presumed cask design, and
many pending changes in new containers, cargoes and shipping
patterns will limii; applicability of the Modal Study to future
shipments. In essence, the Modal Study is a good start, but is too
simplistic, incomplete, outdated and open to serious question to be
used as the basis for any present-day environmental or risk
assessment of spent fuel transportation. It needs to be redone, with
peer review during its production and experimental verification of
its assumptions, before it has any relevance to the shipments
planned to Yucca Mountain. Finally, it must be expanded into a full
risk assessment by inputing its radiological release fractions and
probabilities into a valid dispersal simulation to properly
determine the impact of its results. 51 refs

TI (Title) : Latest nuclear dilemma: waste shipment peril explored
AU (Author): Resnikoff, M. Birnbaum, L. Audin, L
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
SO (Source): CEP News!. (Jan 1982). (no.82-1) p. 1
AB (Abstract): The new federal guidelines for transporting radioactive

wastes are based on several assumptions that could pose serious
health hazards if they are wrong. One assumption is that shipping
casks will not rupture or leak after a traffic accident. The authors
contend that cask testing is inadequate and communities are
unprepared to deal with a potential radiation accident. They project
that trucks carrying nuclear wastes will have four accidents a year
by 1990 and 17 by 2000. On the basis of these findings, the Council
recommends replacing computer simulation with stringent physical
tests and investigating alternate routes and modes of
transportation. It also recommends a study of truck accident
probabilities and community preparation to deal with a transport
accident

TI (Title): The application of probabilistic assessment methods in
irradiated fuel transport

AU (Author): Dutton, T. Milloy, C. (Ove Arup and Partners, London
(United Kingdom))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
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IS {International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1993). p. 15-23
AB (Abstract): The paper describes the application of probabilistic

assessment techniques to the safety of irradiated Magnox and AGR
fuel flasks as they are transported between civil nuclear power
stations in United Kingdom and the reprocessing facilities at
Seliafield. A general description of the transport is given and the
flask's mandatory fire and impact resistances are outlined. The
paper then describes the 'beyond design basis' accidents which the
flask could experience and explains how the frequencies of these
unlikely accidents have been estimated. The expected consequences
following the postulated accidents are discussed and the results of
a full scale test when a locomotive was crashed into an empty flask
are described. The paper concludes by explaining some work which has
been carried out to refine and extend the flask emergency response
plan, (author)

TI (Title): Drafting of an ISO standard for leakage tests on packaging
for the transport of radioactive material

AU (Author): Tanguy, L. (CEA Centre d'Studes Nucleaires de
Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF—910577 {CONF910577}
CF (Conference Information): 2. International conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 8-10 May
1991

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTE
SO (Source): Int. J. Radioact. Mater. Transp. (1991). v. 2(1-3) p.

123-127
A3 (Abstract): A working group has been formed by the International

Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) for the drafting of an
international standard covering the leak testing of radioactive
material transport containers. A number of fundamental principles
have been identified by the group and are the subject of general
agreement amongst its members, which has made it possible to freeze
the overall layout of the document. Much use has been made of the US
ANSI standard N 14.5/ and material of other origins was also taken
into consideration. A draft version of this standard has been
submitted to the competent authorities and a number of potential
users for information and assessment, (author)

TI (Title): The transport of aerosols through ultrafine leak paths
AU (Author): Mitchell, J.P. Morton, D.A.V. (ASA Technology, Winfrith

(United Kingdom). Aerosol Science Centre) Clement, C.F. (Intera
Information Technologies, Henley-on-Thames (United Kingdom))
Stopford, P.J. (ASA Technology, Harwell (United Kingdom). Combustion
Centre) Higson, J. (AEA Technology, Risley (United Kingdom).
Decommissioning and Waste)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 3. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Windermere (United Kingdom). 7-9 Jun 1994
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTSR
SO (Source): (1994). p. 261-265
AB (Abstract): The aim of the programme has been to provide generic

information to enable a valid assessment to be made of the potential
leakage of airborne particles through the seals of containers used
to transport nuclear materials in which material in powdered form
may be present. A series of experiments has been undertaken using
model leak paths based on ultrafine capillaries to quantify the
penetration behaviour of a variety of aerosols, varying from
spherical calibration standards to irregularly shaped particles more
typical of those likely to be encountered under transport
conditions. These experiments have been supported by the development
of a model that explains the findings and enables aerosol
penetration behaviour to be predicted over a much wider range of
conditions. These studies lend support to the argument that the
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current IAEA recommended air leakage rate limit of 10-6 Pa.ni3.s-1 is
sufficient to prevent the migration of significant particulate-borne
radioactivity from a single leak path, although further information
is needed about the nature of likely aerosol sources associated with
transport movements before a more definitive statement can be made,
(author)

TI (Title): Long-term seaiabiiity of spent fuel casks
AU (Author): Kato, 0. Kosaki, A. Ito, C. Ozaki, S. (Central Research

Inst. of Electric Power Industry, Tokyo (Japan)) litsuka, S
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP—018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992*

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 o.
v. 3 p. 1525-1530

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

AB (Abstract): This report presents the results of long-term
seaiabiiity test of full-scale model casks which have been in
progress since 1990. (O.Kato and C.Ito 1992) The purpose is to
confirm the long-term seaiabiiity of the casks. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): Consideration of impact behavior for radioactive package
onto real targets

AU (Author): Shirai, K. Akamatsu, H. (Central Research Inst. of
Electric Power Industry, Tokyo (Japan)) Funahashi, M

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): 11. international conference on structural

mechanics in reactor technology. Tokyo (Japan). 18-23 Aug 1991
SO (Source): Shibata, Keki (ed.) (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Inst. of

Industrial Science). Atomic Energy Society of Japan, Tokyo (Japan).
Transactions of the 11th international conference on structural
mechanics in reactor technology. Tokyo (Japan). Atomic Energy
Society of Japan. 1991. 6297 p. v. J p. 63-68. Distributed by
Maruzen Co. Ltd. P.O. Box 5050, Tokyo" Int'l, 100-31 Japan ISBN
4-89047-060-3 for 17 vois. bound in 15 (A through SD2)~

A3 (Abstract): In this study, the regression equation which estimate
the G value is obtained from the drop test of steel test samples.
And appropriatness of regression equation is explained by the result
of 48 Y drop test which performed in the study of Japanese utility
'Study on safety during the transport of natural
uranium-hexafluride'. It is shown that spring-mass analysis is
useful to presume G value of 48 Y cylinder drop. These result is
useful to estimate the safety evaluation of package during the
transport/ and it is necessary for improvement of accuracy to study
the application range of regression equation, properties of target,
etc. (author)

TI (Title): The safety assessment of radioactive material transpotation
at sea

AU (Author): Satoh, K. Ozaki, S. Watabe, N. Fukuda, S. lida, T.
(Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, Tokyo
(Japan)) Miyao, S. Noguchi, K. Nakajima, K. (Mitsubishi Research
Institute, Inc., Tokyo (Japan))

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): CONF-8 90631—Vol. 3 {CONF890631Voi3}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Washington, DC (USA). 11-16
Jun 1989

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). The 9th international
symposium on the packaging and transportation of radioactive
materials. Proceedings: Volume 3. [1989]. 730 p. p. 1626-1633

AV (Availability) : Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 as DE90004449

AB (Abstract): Large quantities of low level wastes are prepared for
transportation by special use vessels from each power plant to the
storage facility at Rokkasho-mura in Aomori Prefecture. Large
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quantities of reprocessed wastes are also planned for return by
similar vessels to the same place from France and the UK. In this
paper the authors describe the safety assessment in hypothetical
accident conditions during such mass transportation at sea. Although
the possibilities of the sinking of the special use vessels as shown
in figure I are considered to be very low on account of their
double-hull structure, it is necessary to estimate the radiological
risks of the transportation in order to obtain public acceptance. In
this study, the following procedure is taken: (i) assumption of
accident. (li) establishment of safety assessment procedure. (lii)
determination of source terms. (Iv) diffusion calculation of
radionuclide. (V) estimation of radiation exposure of the public

TI (Title): The penetration of micron-sized spherical particles through
ultrafine capillaries of short length

AU (Author): Morton, D.A.V. North, B.M. Mitchell, J.P
CA (Corporate Author): ASA Reactor Services, Winfrith (United Kingdom)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): AEA-RS—5207 {AEARS5207}
SO (Source): Sep 1991. 17 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche
AB (Abstract): The penetration of 2 to 20 mum diameter glass

microsphere aerosols is reported for short capillaries with lengths
ranging from 5 to 20 mm and bore varying from 5 to 20 mum. The
techniques used to investigate aerosol penetration were the same as
reported previously for longer capillaries. Both sets of penetration
data are important in assessing the potential leakage of airbone
particles through seals of containers used to transport nuclear
materials. In the most recent experiments the leak path lengths
corresponded closely to the worst-case conditions of a straight
breach in the elastomer seal of the container, (author)

TI (Title): The penetration of aerosols through fine orifices
AU (Author): Mitchell, J.P. Marshall, I.A. Latham, L.J. 3all, M.H.E.

(AEA Technology, Winfrith (United Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1992). p. 5-17
A3 (Abstract): A practical procedure has not been developed and

accepted internationally to quantify the leakage of aerosols in
tests of radioactive transport flasks. Kence it is necessary to
understand and quantify aerosol penetration through model pathways
that have leakage rates close to the limits set by standards of
flask integrity. The penetration of particles from 0.5 to 15 mum
volume equivalent diameter has been measured through critical
orifices in the range from 2 to 100 mum at thickness ranging from
12.7 to 509 mum. The present study is a limiting case where a
capillary is reduced in length until it becomes an orifice. In
reality, leaks across seals will normally take the form of short
capillaries. A common correlation has been found in the variation
between air leakage rate and particle penetration for both
capillaries and orifices, and this relationship has enabled
mass-based particle penetration rates to be estimated, (author)

TI (Title): Study on long-term sealability of gaskets for spent fuel
storage cask

A'J (Author): Kato, Osamu Ito, Tihiro (Central Research Ir.st. of
Electric Power Industry, Abiko, Chiba (Japan). Abiko Research Lab.)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Denryoku Chuo Kenkyusho Hokoku
IS (International Standard Numbers): CODEN DCKHDL
SO (Source): (Jul 1992). p. 1-48
A3 (Abstract): The heating tests of the representative metal gaskets to

be used for storage casks were conducted at the temperature ranging
from the room temperature up to 300degC for 10,000 hours. Then the
dependence of sealability and mechanical properties on time and
temperature, and the long term sealability of them were examined.
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The results are as follows. (1) The quality, structure, and stress
relaxation of gaskets affect the sealabiiity. (2) The ratio of
plastic deformation to total deformation could be expressed in terms
of Larson-Miller parameter (LMP). This plastic deformation ratio
expresses the relaxation property of gaskets, and the correlation
between LMP and sealability was clarified. (3) The sealability of a
given gasket at service temperature can be judged by the plastic
deformation ratio and the relation between leakage ratio and LM?.
(author)

TI (Title): Performance characteristics of O-ring seals for radioactive
material packages when subjected to extreme temperatures

AU (Author): Leisher, W.8. Bronowski, D.R
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-76DP00789. Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--92-2116C-Draft {SAND922116CDraft}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-930702--46-Draft {CONF93070246Draft}
CF (Conference Information): Pressure vessels and piping conference.

Denver, CO (United States). 25-29 Jul 1993
SO (Source): 1992. 13 p
AV (Availability) : Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE93017884 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

AB (Abstract): Performance requirements for radioactive material (RAM)
packages are specified in Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 71 (10CFR71). Seals that provide the containment system
interface between the packaging body and closure must function in
both high and low temperature environments which are characteristic
of the hypothetical fire accident and the -40 F normal transport
condition, respectively. A research and testing program has been
initiated at Sandia National Laboratories to examine the performance
of elastomeric O-ring seal materials commonly used in RAM packages
during the temperature extremes. Performance characteristics
including permeation times, static compression set, and leakage rate
versus temperature and time are being examined using helium or neon
as the tracer gas. The results of this study can be used as an aid
to package designers when selecting O-ring seal materials for
specific applications

TI (Title): Experimental determination of gasket contact pressure in a
bolted flange connection

AU (Author): Bibel, G.D. (Univ. of North Dakota, Grand Forks, ND
(United States)) Ezell, R.M. (Univ. of Akron, OF. (United States))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-930702—Vol.254 {CONF930702Vol254}
CF (Conference Information): 1993 pressure vessel and piping

conference. Denver, CO (United States). 25-29 Jui 1993
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0-7918-0981-1
SO (Source): Carlson, R.W. Fischer, L.S. Chou, C.K. (eds.) (Lawrence

Livermore National Lab., CA (United States)). Packages for
transportation and storage of radioactive materials. New York, NY
(United States). American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 1993. 114
p. p. 73-76

A3 (Abstract): New sensor technology permits real time monitoring of
gasket contact stress. This technology was used to monitor changes
in gasket stress during bolt up and pressurization cycles of a 24
inch class 150 ANSI flange. The flange is part of an instrumented
pressure vessel that measures flange stress, bolt stress and
internal pressure. Data is presented for two tests using a glass
fiber flat sheet gasket. The tests were run with a near uniform
initial bolt load of 25,000 psi. Bolt strain, flange strain and
gasket load were recorded for pressure stages of 0, 150, and 300
psi. Average values for bolt strain and gasket load are plotted for
each stage of the test. Koop and axial strains are also plotted. The
plots, show trends in the flanged joint during pressure cycles.
Further study may provide insight to improved sealing and bolt up
methods
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TI (Title): Sealing arrangement for radioactive material
AU (Author): Gray, I.L.S. Sievwright, R.W.T. Elliott, J.C
CA (Corporate Author): United Kingdom Nirex Ltd., Harwell (United

Kingdom)
TYPE (Type of Document): Patent
RPP (Primary Report Number): GB patent document 2265675/A/
RPS (Secondary Report Number): GB patent application 9207158.8
IS (International Standard Numbers): Int. Cl. G21f 5/12 F16j 15/10
SO (Source): 6 Oct 1993 I Apr 1992. 11 p
AV (Availability): Available from The Patent Office, Sales Branch, Unit

6, Nine Mile Point, Cwmfelinfach, Cross Keys, Newport, NP1 7KZ
A3 (Abstract): A sealing arrangement for hermetically sealing two

mating surfaces comprises two seals arranged to lie between the
surfaces. Each seal provides hermetic sealing over a respective
different temperature range and lie serially along the surfaces
between the regions to be isolated. A main seal integrity test
arrangement is provided in the form of a port and passage. This
allows for the introduction of a fluid into or the evacuation of a
region between the two seals to detect a leak. The port is also
provided with at least two test port seals which seal with a plug.
The plug is also provided with a test port to allow the integrity of
the test port seal to be tested. (UK)

TI (Title): Behaviour of elastomeric seals at low temperature
AU (Author): Weise, H.P. Kowalewsky, K. Wenz, R. (Bundesanstait fuer

Materialforschung und -pruefung, Berlin (Germany))
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP—018 {INISJP018}
CF {Conference Information): PATRAK'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transoortation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 p.
v. 1 p. 491-498

AV (Availability) : Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

A3 (Abstract): The properties of elastomer 0-ring seals (Viton,
silicone rubber, EPDM) at low temperature have been investigated by
measuring the gas leakage rate and the sealing force during thermal
cycling between +20degC and -70degC. For all materials it has been
found that at a well defined (critical) temperature the leakage rate
sharply rises from permeation level to a high value which is
determined by gas streaming through the leak path between the O-ring
and the flange surfaces arising from thermal contraction of the
elastomer in the glassy state. At the critical temperature the
sealing force has been found to be zero or even negative due to
adhesion between the elastomer material and the flanges. For all
seals the critical temperature is well below the glass transition of
the elastomer and also significantly below the temperature where the
compression set becomes 100 %. Warming up the sealing system
restores leak tightness. Low temperature cycle of elastomeric seals
have been found to be entirely reversible, (author)

TI (Title): The modelling of aerosol sampling by fine capillaries and
small orifices

AU (Author): Stopford, P.J. Williams, M.G
CA (Corporate Author): AEA Decommissioning and Waste Management,

Winfrith (United Kingdom)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): AEA-D and R—0158 {AEADandR0158}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): TRDP--91-P15 {TRDP91P15}
SO (Source): [Apr 1994]. 43 p
AV (Availability): Available from The 3ritish Library Document Supply

Centre, Boston Spa, Wetherby, West Yorks. LS23 7BQ
AB (Abstract): A numerical model for the flow and aerosol motion near

the entry to a micron-sized sampling orifice is developed.
Calculations are performed over a parameter range typically
encountered in experiments designed to simulate the accidental
release of radioactive particles through a narrow leak path in the
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seal of a nuclear transport flask. The results are compared with the
model of aerosol sampling by millimetre-sized orifices developed by
Vincent, It is found that size selective sampling could reduce
substantially the leakage of radioactive material through small
orifices. The current standards of leak testing may therefore be too
conservative, (author)

TI (Title): The transport of micron-sized particles through short
capillaries

AU (Author): Mitchell, J.P. Morton, D.A.V. (ASA Environment and Energy,
Winfrith (United Kingdom)) Higson, J

TYPE (Type of Document!: Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP—018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): ?ATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 D.
v. 1 p. 507-514

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

A3 (Abstract): An experimental programme has been established to
quantify the leakage of airborne micron-sized particles through
capillaries that represent model leak paths for seals of transport
containers. Straight glass capillaries from 5 to 80 mum diameter and
5 to 50 mm in length were challenged using dilute aerosols
consisting of polydisperse glass microspheres, varying from 2 to 20
mum aerodynamic diameter, and compact irregular-shaped cerium oxide
particle smaller than 5 mum aerodynamic diameter. The capillary on
test was mounted between the pressure vessel containing the aerosol
at 100 kPa and a sampling chamber operated at ambient atmospheric
pressure. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): Modelling leaktightness in a sealing system using
eiastomeric seal

AU (Author): Langiois, 3. (Transnucleaire, 75 - Paris (France))
Quillico, J.J. Vallepin, C

TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP—018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 o.
v. 2 p. 617-625

AV (Availability) : Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

AS (Abstract): The container of radioactive gases in a transport cask
is governed by the efficiency of the sealing system. The gas release
of an eiastomeric seal can have two causes: 1) the permeation
through the elastomer which is an intrinsic characteristic for the
material. 2) the leakage through geometrical defects (cracks, gaps,
capillaries...) which are of a random nature- The purpose of this
study is to develop representative models of these two leakage
processes. In order to validate these models, experimental
measurements were performed with a specific equipment ('LISE' test
rig), to carry out tests with 0-ring in a trapezoidal groove within
a temperature range from -50degC to +300degC. The leakage rate was
measured with a mass spectrometer using pure gases or gas mixtures.
(J.P.N.)

TI (Title): Type B plutonium transport package development that uses
metallic filaments and composite materials

AU (Author): Pierce, J.D. Moya, J.L. McClure, J-D. Kohnstreiter, G.F.
(Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United States)) Golliher,
K.G

TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP—018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
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(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992
SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 x>.
v. 2 p. 1011-1018

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

A3 (Abstract): The objective of this program was to develop a concept
for a Type 3 packaging that could meet present and future regulatory
requirements. Two prototype packages were fabricated and subjected
to dynamic crush (500 kg steel plate dropped 9 meters onto the
package) environments. Subsequent evaluation indicated no
deformation in the seal areas that would allow dispersal of the
material. One-dimensional wail sections were fabricated to obtain
thermal conductivity values for pre- and post-accident conditions.
Finally, structural and thermal computer models were developed and
benchmarked by test results to predict package behavior during
accident environments. Design details, cost analyses, and results
from structural and thermal finite element analyses are presented.
In addition/ the experimental results of lateral and axial dynamic
crush tests, simulated fire tests, and handling tests are also
discussed. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): Long-term seaiability of spent fuel casks
AU (Author): Kato, 0. Kosaki, A. Ito, C- Ozaki, S. (Central Research

Inst. of Electric Power Industry, Tokyo (Japan)) litsuka, S
TYPE (Type of Document}: Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP—018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): ?ATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedincs. 1993. 1709 p.
v. 3 p. 1525-1530

AV (Availability) : Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

A3 (Abstract): This report presents the results of long-term
sealability test of full-scale model casks which have been in
progress since 1990. (O.Kato and C.::to 1992) The purpose is to
confirm the long-term sealability of the casks. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): Study on sealing characteristics of elastomer 0-rings under
low temperature

AU (Author): Ohashi, M. Matsunaga, K. Ohsono, K. Kode, S. (Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries Ltd., Kobe (Japan). Kobe Shipyard and Machinery
Works) Minami, M. Har.ada, T

TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-J?—018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 D.
v. 3 p. 1537-1544

AV (Availability) : Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

A3 (Abstract): This study considers four kinds of elastomers often
employed in the containment system of a cask. Under various low
temperature conditions the relation between load and displacement
characteristics (spring constant) and that between load and sealing
performance are shown as data related with the above points, using
temperature as a parameter, to clarify the sealing performance and
simultaneously propose points to consider as for low temperature
characteristics in designing containment system. The following
conclusions were obtained from the investigation presented here: (1)
If an elastomer does not retain elasticity body under the
temperatures of -40degC but can maintain the resistance force
between the O-ring and the flange, it can be considered they are
capable of retaining seal. (2) When selecting sealing materials,
they should not only be evaluated with respect to material
properties, but should also be tested as described in this report
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and assessed for deterioration. (3) The most important point is that
the containment system is designed taking into account of the
sealing characteristics of selected elastomer sufficient based on
the imposed load. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): Evaluation method of gas leakage rate from transportation
of radioactive materials: Effect of kinds of gases on leakage rate

AU (Author): Aritomi, Masanori Li Ninghua (Tokyo Inst. of Tech.
(Japan)) Asano, Hiroyuki (Nuclear Fuel Transport Co., Tokyo (Japan))
Asano, Ryouji (Hitachi Zosen Co., Osaka (Japan)) Kawa, Tsunemichi
(Tsukasa Sokken Co., Tokyo (Japan))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-930352— {CONF930352}
CF (Conference Information): 2. Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers

(JSME)/American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) joint
international conference on nuclear engineering. San Francisco, CA
(United States). 21-24 Mar 1993
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(United States)). 2nd ASME-JSME international conference on nuclear
engineering — 1993. Volume 1. New York, NY (United States).
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 1993. 770 p. p. 77-84

AB (Abstract): A sealing function is essential for transportation casks
of radioactive materials in order to prevent radioactive materials
from being released into the environment. In the safety analysis
report, the release rate of radioactive materials into the
environment is evaluated from leak path diameter and length obtained
from a gas leakage test. In this paper, gas leakage rates from very
narrow orifices and capillary tubes simulating a leak path are
investigated using helium, argon, nitrogen and air as working fluids
in order to understand hydrodynamics of choked flow, non-choked free
expansion flow and laminar flow in a very narrow leak path and to
verify the proposed evaluation method. Furthermore, a system
measuring leakage rates of 10-4 to 10-2 cm3/s, which are related to
the sealing performance of the transportation casks, has been
developed and its applicability is examined for air

TI (Title): Mixed waste chemical compatibility with packaging
components

AU (Author): Nigrey, P.J. (Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM
(United States)) Conroy, M. 3ialock, L.B. (USDOE, Washington, DC
(United States))

CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL8500C. Funding
Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND--94-1003C {SAND941003C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-940815--6 {CONF9408156}
CF (Conference Information): International nuclear and hazardous waste

management conference. Atlanta, GA (United States). 14-18 Aug 1994
SO (Source): [1994] . 6 p
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A3 (Abstract): In this paper, a chemical compatibility testing program
for packaging of mixed wastes at will be described. We will discuss
the choice of four y-radiation doses, four time durations, four
temperatures and four waste solutions to simulate the hazardous
waste components of mixed wastes for testing materials compatibility
of polymers. The selected simulant wastes are (1) an aqueous
alkaline mixture of sodium nitrate and sodium nitrite. (2) a
chlorinated hydrocarbon mixture. (3) a simulant liquid scintillation
fluid. And (4) a mixture of ketones. A selection of 10 polymers with
anticipated high resistance to one or more of these types of
environments are proposed for testing as potential liner or seal
materials. These polymers are butadiene acrylonitrile copolymer,
cross-linked polyethylene, epichlorhyarin, ethylene-propylene
rubber, fluorocarbon, glass-filled tetrafluoroethylene, high-density
poly-ethylene, isobutylene-isoprene copolymer, polypropylene, and
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styrene-butadiene rubber. We will describe the elements of the
testing plan along with a metric for establishing time resistance of
the packaging materials to radiation and chemicals

TI (Title): Evaluation method of gas leakage rate from transportation
casks of radioactive materials. 2. Effect of kinds of gases on
leakage rate

AU (Author): Aritomi, Masanori Li, Ninghua (Tokyo Inst. of Tech.
(Japan). Research Lab. for Nuclear Reactors) Asano, Ryoji Asano,
Kiroyuki

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Nuclear Science and Technology

(Tokyo)
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0C22-3131 CODEN JNSTAX
SO (Source): (Apr 1994). p. 264-273
AB (Abstract): A sealing function is essential for transportation casks

of radioactive materials in order to prevent radioactive materials
from being released into the environment. In the safety analysis
report, the release rate of radioactive materials into the
environment is evaluated from leak path diameter and length obtained
from gas leakage test. In this paper, experimental results of gas
leakage rates from a very narrow orifice and a capillary tube
simulating a leak path experimentally investigated using helium,
argon, nitrogen and air as working fluids are presented in order to
understand hydrodynamics of choked flow, non-choked free expansion
flow and laminar flow in a very narrow leak path: (1) The
contraction coefficient of choked flow from very narrow orifices are
obtained, (2) an evaluation model of gas leakage rate from a
capillary tubes is proposed, in which the acceleration loss in the
entrance region, the friction loss in laminar flow with expansion
effect and the exit loss for choked flow or non-choked free
expansion flow are modeled, and (3) as for gas leakage rates of 10-4
to 10-2 cm3/s which are closely related to the sealing performance
of transportation casks of radioactive materials, the proposed
simplified evaluation method is verified for various gases, (author)

TI (Title): Testing of neutron-irradiated ceramic-to-metal seals
AU (Author): Brown, R.D. Ciinard, F.W. Jr. Lopez, M.R. Martinez, K.

Romero, T.J. Cook, J.K. (Los Alamos National Lab., Los Alamos, NM
(United States)) 3arr, K.N. Kittman, F. (Hittman Materials and
Medical Components, Inc., Columbia, MD (United States))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Fusion Technology
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0748-1896 CODEN FUSTE
SO (Source): Fusion Technol. (May 1990). v. 17(3) p. 385-390
A3 (Abstract): This paper reports on ceramic-to-metal seals prepared by

sputtering a titanium metallizing layer onto ceramic disks and then
brazing to metal tubes. The ceramics used were alumina, MACOR,
spinel, A1ON, and a mixture of A12O3 and Si3N4. Except for the
MACOR, which was brazed to a titanium tube, the ceramics were brazed
to niobium tubes. The seals were leak tested and then sent to Los
Alamos National Laboratory, where they were irradiated using the
spallation neutron source at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility.
Following irradiation for approx 90 days to a fluence of 2.8 x 1023
n/m2, the samples were moved to hot cells and again leak tested.
Only the MACOR samples showed any measurable leaks. One set of
samples was then pressurized to 6.9 MPa (1000 psi) and subsequently
leak tested. No leaks were found. Bursting the seals required
hydrostatic pressures of at least 34 MPa (5000 psi). The high seal
strength and few leaks indicate that ceramic-to-metal seals can
resist radiation-induced degradation

TI (Title): Radioactive material package seal tests
AU (Author): Madsen, M.M. Edwards, K.R. Humphreys, D.L. (Sandia

National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United States))
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract DE-AC04-76DP00789
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF—910577 {CONF910577}
CF (Conference Information): 2. International conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 8-10 May
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1991
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTS
SO (Source}: Int. J. Radioact, Mater. Transp. (1991). v. 2(1-3) p.

87-90
AB (Abstract): General design or test performance requirements for

radioactive materials (RAM) packages are specified in Title 10 of
the United States (US) Code of Federal Regulations Part 71. The
requirements for Type B packages provide a broad range of
environments under which the system must contain the RAM without
posing a threat to health or property. Seals that provide the
containment system interface between the packaging body and the
closure must function in both high and low temperature environments
under dynamic and static conditions. A seal technology programme,
jointly funded by the US Department of Energy Office of
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management and the Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM), was initiated at
Sandia National Laboratories. Experiments were performed in this
programme to characterise the behaviour of several static seal
materials at low temperatures. Helium leak tests on face seals were
used to compare the materials. Materials tested include butyl,
neoprene, ethylene propylene, fluorosilicone, siiicone, Eypel,
Kalrez, Teflon, fluorocarbon, and Teflon/siiicone composites.
Because most elastomer 0-ring applications are for hydraulic
systems, manufacturer's low temperature ratings are based on methods
that simulate this use. The seal materials tested in this programme
with a fixture similar to a RAM cask closure, with the exception of
siiicone S613-60, are not leak tight (1.0 x 10-7 std cm3.s-l) at
manufacturer's low temperature ratings, (authors)

TI (Title): Leakage of transport container seals during slow thermal
cycling to -40oC

TA (Title Augmentation): Radioactive materials transport
AU (Author): Burnay, S.G. Nelson, K. (AEA Industrial Technology,

Harwell (United Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF--910577 {CONF910577}
CF (Conference Information): 2. International conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 8-10 May
1931

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTE
SO (Source): Int. J. Radioact. Mater. Transp. (1991). v. 2(1-3) p.

91-96
AB (Abstract): Measurements of gas leakage rates have been made on

Viton and siiicone O-ring seals during slow thermal cycling between
+10oC and -40oC. Additional measurements of the sealing force
exerted by the seal on the flange have also been made during the
tests. Measured leak rates through Viton seals increase to 1
kPa.cm3.s-l 10-2 bar.cm3.s-l at -40oC but it is shown that this
would not result in loss of ©articulates through the seal. On
increasing the temperature to +I0oC, the leak rate decreases to its
original value of 5 Pa.crr.3.s-1 (5 x 10-5bar.cm3.s-l). Leak rates
through siiicone seals do not change significantly in the
temperature range tested, (author)

TI (Title): Performance characteristics of O-ring seals for radioactive
material packages when subjected to extreme temperatures

AU (Author): Leisher, W.B. Bronowski, D.R. (Sandia National Lab.,
Albuquerque, NM (United States). Transportation Systems Development
Dept.)

TYPE (Type of Document): 3ook
R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF-940613-- {CONF940613}
CF (Conference Information): 1994 pressure vessels and piping

conference. Minneapolis, MN (United States). 19-23 Jun 1994
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0-7918-1357-6
SO (Source): Carlson, R.W. fiafner, R.S. (eds.) (Lawrence Livermore

National Lab., CA (United States)) Lake, W.H. (ed.) (Dept. of
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Energy, Washington, DC (United States)). Transport and storage of
radioactive materials. PVP-Vol. 284. New York, NY (United States).
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 1994. 58 p. p. 13-17

AB (Abstract): Performance requirements for radioactive material (RAM)
packages are specified in Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 71 (10CFR71). Seals that provide the containment system
interface between the packaging body and closure must function in
both high and low temperature environments which are characteristic
of the hypothetical fire accident and the -4OF (233 K)1 normal
transport condition, respectively. A research and testing program
has been initiated at Sandia National Laboratories to examine the
performance of elastomeric O-ring Seal materials commonly used in
RAM packages during the temperature extremes. Performance
characteristics including permeation times, static compression set,
and leakage rate versus temperature and time are being examined
using helium or neon as the tracer gas. The results of this study
can be used as an aid to package designers when selecting O-ring
seal materials for specific applications

TI (Title): Cask systems development program seal technology
AU (Author): Madsen, M.M. Humphreys, D.L. Edwards, K.R. (Sandia

National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United States))
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): 2. annual American Nuclear Society (ANS)

international high level radioactive waste management conference.
Las Vegas, NV (United States). 28 Apr - 3 May 1991

SO (Source): American Nuclear Society, La Grange Park, IL (United
States) American Society of Civil Engineers, New York, NY (United
States) . High Level Radioactive Waste Management. Proceedings,
Volume 2. New York, NY (United States). American Society of Civil
Engineers. 1991. 895 p. p. 1241-1247

AV (Availability): American Society of Civil Engineers, 345 East 4 7th
Street, New York, NY 10017-2398 (United States)

A3 (Abstract): General design or test performance requirements for
radioactive materials (RAM) packages are specified in Title 10 of
the US Code of Federal Regulations Part 71 (10 CFR 71). Seals that
provide the containment system interface between the packaging body
and the closure must function in both high- and low-temperature
environments under dynamic and static conditions. Experiments were
performed to characterize the performance of several seal materials
at low temperatures. Helium leak tests on face seals were used to
compare the materials.-Materials tested include butyl, neoprene,
ethylene propylene, fluorosilicone, silicone, Eypel, Kalrez, Teflon,
fluorocarbon, and Teflon/silicone composites. Results show that the
seal materials tested, with the exception of siiicone S613-60, are
not leak tight (1 x 10-7 std cm3/s) at manufacturer low-temperature
ratings

TI (Title): Effects of mixed waste simulants on transportation
packaging plastic components

AU (Author): Nigrey, P.J. Dickens, T.G
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—94-2409C {SAND942409C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-950646—3 {CONF9506463}
CF (Conference Information): Air and Waste Management Association

meeting. San Antonio, TX (United States). 18-23 Jun 1995
SO (Source): [1994]. 15 p
AV (Availability) : Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE95006305 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

A3 (Abstract): The purpose of hazardous and radioactive materials
packaging is to, enable these materials to be transported without
posing a threat to the health or property of the general public. To
achieve this aim, regulations have been written establishing general
design requirements for such packagings. While no regulations have
been written specifically for mixed waste packaging, regulations for
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the constituents of mixed wastes, i.e., hazardous and radioactive
substances, have been codified. The design requirements for both
hazardous and radioactive materials packaging specify packaging
compatibility, i.e., that the materials of the packaging and any
contents be chemically compatible with each other. Furthermore, Type
A and Type B packaging design requirements stipulate that there be
no significant chemical, galvanic, or other reaction between the
materials and contents of the package. Based on these requirements,
a Chemical Compatibility Testing Program was developed in the
Transportation Systems Department at Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL) . The program, supported by the US Department of Energy's (DOE)
Transportation Management Division, 2M-261 provides the means to
assure any regulatory body that the issue of packaging material
compatibility towards hazardous and radioactive materials has been
addressed. In this paper, we describe the general elements of the
testing program and the experimental results of the screening tests.
The implications of the results of this testing are discussed in the
general context of packaging development. Additionally, we present
the results of the first phase of this experimental program. This
phase involved the screening of five candidate liner and six seal
materials against four simulant mixed wastes

TI (Title) : recent work on the leakage of aerosols through capillaries
that model container seals

AU (Author): Ball, M.H.E. Morton, D.A.V. (AEA Technology, Winfrith
(United Kingdom))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTSR
SO (Source): (1996). p. 41-47
AB (Abstract): A practical procedure has yet to be developed and

accepted internationally to quantify the leakage of aerosols across
the seals of radioactive transport containers. A novel procedure has
been developed to study the penetration of glass microspheres
through capillaries and orifices. This study extends the original
work to include short capillaries that are more representative of
the dimensions across a container seal and irregularly shaped
particles. The penetration data showed a consistent relationship
with the previous studies, and there was strong evidence to suggest
a critical length of leakage path beyond which particle penetration
fails to zero. Penetration rates did not differ substantially
between spherical and irregularly shaped particles. The results
indicated that the current SLR limit (5 x 10-5 Pa.m3.s-1) for
transport containers used in the UK is appropriate to prevent the
leakage of micron-sized aerosol particles. (Author)

TI (Title): The penetration of aerosols through fine capillaries
AU (Author): Mitchell, J.P. Edwards, R.T. 3all, M.H.E
CA (Corporate Author): UKAEA Atomic Energy Establishment, Winfrith

(UK). Chemistry Div
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): AEEW-R—2558 {AEEWR2558}
SO (Source): Oct 1989. 75 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche
A3 (Abstract): A novel experimental technique has been developed to

study the penetration of aerosol particles ranging from about 1 to
15 mum aerodynamic diameter through capillaries varying from 20 to
80 mum bore and from 10 to 50 mm in length. When the driving
pressure was 100 kPa, the penetration of the airborne particles was
considerably smaller than expected from a simple comparison of
particle diameter with the bore of the capillary. Particle size
distributions determined after penetration through the capillaries
were in almost all cases similar to the particle size distribution
of the aerosol at the capillary entrance. This lack of
size-selectivity can be explained in terms of the capillary behaving
as a conventional suction-based sampler from a near still (calm) air
environment. The resulting particle penetration data are important
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in assessing the potential for the leakage of aerosols through seals
in containers used to transport radioactive materials, (author)

TI (Title): Radioactive material package seal technology experiments
AU (Author): Kincy, M. Humphreys, D. (Sandia National Labs.,

Albuquerque, NM (USA))
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-76DP00789
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): CONF-890631—Vol.1 {CONF890631Voil}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Washington, DC (USA). 11-16
Jun 1*989

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). The 9th international
symposium on the packaging and transportation of radioactive
materials. Proceedings: Volume 1. [1989]. 492 p. p. 335-342

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche NTIS, PC A22/MF A01 as DE900044 47

AB (Abstract): Preliminary experiments have been conducted to determine
the performance of several classes of seal materials under
conditions representative of radioactive material package
environments. Measurements of helium leak rates of seals in fixtures
exposed to various environments are used to compare seal materials
and seal geometries. In addition, material properties of the seals
are being measured to attempt to correlate sealing performance to
specific material characteristics. Initial experiments have focused
on temperature effects on elastomeric O-rings

TI (Title): Performance testing of elastic metal seals under static and
dynamic load

AU (Author): Weise, K.P. Kowalewsky, H. Wenz, R. Wolk, Th.
(Bundesanstalt fuer Materialforschung und -pruefung (BAM), 3erlin
(West Germany))

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): CONF-890631—Vol.1 {CONF89063IVoll}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Washington, DC (USA). 11-16
Jun 198 9

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). The 9th international
symposium on the packaging and transportation of radioactive
materials. Proceedings: Volume 1. [1989]. 492 p. p. 357-364

AV (Availability) : Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche NTIS, PC A22/MF A01 as DE90004447

A3 (Abstract): Due to several advantages such as insensitivity against
ionizing radiation, elevated temperatures and a favorable aging
behavior elastic metal seals are sometimes preferred to elastomeric
seals especially for long term storage of radioactive materials. In
normal transport or intermediate storage the sealing system is
subjected only to pure or nearly pure static mechanical load. But
under severe accident conditions the sealing system of a cask could
be considerably deformed which results in large variations in
stresses acting on the contact surfaces of the seal. In order to
assess the suitability of elastic metal O-rings with a spring core
the following data were evaluated experimentally: the static sealing
characteristic, that is the compression of the seal as a function of
the applied force. The values of the compression force necessary for
achieving helium tightness and the minimum value to maintain
tightness during decreasing force. The region of residual elasticity
of the seal. The behavior under rapid transient changes of the
compressing force. The effect of long term periodic load
alternations

TI (Title): Leaktightness definitions for and leakage tests on packages
for the transport of radioactive materials

AU (Author): Tanguy, L. (Commissariat a 1'Energie Atomique,
Fontenay-aux-Roses (France))

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): CONF-890631--Vol.1 {CONF890631Voll}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Washington, DC (USA). 11-16
Jun 1989
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SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). The 9th international
symposium on the packaging and transportation of radioactive
materials. Proceedings: Volume 1. [1989]. 492 p. p. 490-492

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche NTIS, PC A22/MF A01 as DE90004447

A3 (Abstract): In 1986, the International Organization for
Standardization asked a group of experts representing some fifteen
countries to draft a standard for the leaktightness of packagings
used for the transport of radioactive materials. Sub-Committee 5
(Nuclear Fuel Technology) was put in charge of coordinating this
action within the wider context of TC 85 (Nuclear Energy). This
request met a widely felt need as, although many countries are
directly concerned by this subject, very few of them have explicit
regulations relating to it. It was in the US that the first
structured approach to the problem was made: this resulted in the
ANSI N 14.5 standard which was first published in 1977 then again,
in a revised version, in 1987. Since then, many countries, or at
least a large number of operating organizations from many different
countries, have adopted this standard which, although it has not
received general approval for the entirety of the specifications
laid down and solutions proposed, at least has the advantage of
proposing a coherent approach to the problem

TI (Title): Containment of radioactive powders by seals
AU (Author): Higson, J. (Atomic Energy Authority, Risley (England))

Moulton, R.J. (Atomic Energy Authority, Harwell (England)) Vaughan,
R.A. (Croft Associates, Didcot (England))

TYPE (Tyr>e of Document) : Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): CONF-890631--Vol.2 {CONF890631Vol2}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Washington, DC (USA). 11-16
Jun 1*98 9

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (QSA) . The 9th international
symposium on the packaging and transportation of radioactive
materials. Proceedings: Volume 2. [1989]. 660 p. p. 670-679

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 as DE90004448

AB (Abstract): Safety regulations require that the possible loss of
radioactive material from a packaging is restricted to very low
levels for both normal and accident conditions. This can be achieved
by using a robust steel containment vessel with double O-rings seals
to validate access ports. The effectiveness of each seal can be
demonstrated by pressurizing the interspace and calculating any leak
rate from the pressure drop. For packagings containing radioactive
gas or liquid, it is then possible to quantify any resulting
activity release rate but for fine particulate material the
relationship of likely solid transport in a known gas flow is much
harder to define. Because of this, more reliance has to be placed on
experimental evidence of powder retention by seals and powder flow
through capillaries and orifice plates, sometimes with unduly
arduous assumptions made such as the existence of an aerosol within
the container

TI (Title): Closure system for a spent fuel storage cask
AU (Author): Efferding, L.E
CA (Coroorate Author}: Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, PA

(USA*)
TYPE (Type of Document): Patent
RP? (Primary Report Number): US patent document 4,983,352/A/
IS (International Standard Numbers): Int. Cl. G2IC 17/00
SO (Source): 8 Jan 1991 24 Nov 1989. vp
AV (Availability) : Patent and Trademark Office, Box 9, Washington, DC

20232 (USA)
A3 (Abstract): This patent describes a cask closure system. It

comprises: a cask base element. Lid assembly means. Pressure
monitoring means. Means for sealing the cavity. And means for
sealing the second gas passage

TI (Title): Studies on sealing systems and tight containers for
transport and storage of radioactive materials. Untersuchung von
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Dichtsysteinen und dichten Umschliessungen zum Transport und zur
Lagerung radioaktiver Stoffe

AU (Author): Weise, K.P. Ecker, K.H. Fessei, J. Kowaiewsky, K. Wenz, R.
Wölk, T r / •• !* -

CA {Corporate Author) : • Bundesministerium fuer Umweit-, Naturschutz und
Reaktorsicherheit, Bonn (Germany, F.R.) Bundesanstalt fuer
Materialforschung und -pruefung, 3erlin (Germany, F.R.}

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract 3MU St.Seh. 943
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): BMU--1989-210 {BMU1989210}
SO (Source): 1989. 105 p. Schriftenreihe Reaktorsicherheit und

Strahlenschutz. Ergebnisberichte, Untersuchungen, Studien, Gutachten
AV (Availability): Available from GRM Werbeberatung - Werbemittiung -

?R, Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, (Germany, F.R.)
A3 (Abstract): The characteristics of different sealing systems applied

in practice were investigated as to their limits of application, in
order to facilitate the selection of the optimal systems for the
respective cases of application and to determine safety reserves in
the case of severe accidents. The following was investigated: 1)
Elastomer sealings. Measurement of the gas permeability due to
permeation of elastomer seaiings in dependence of sealing material,
temperature and type of gas. Comparison of permeation data for the
ideal geometry of the plane-parallel plate and for the real geometry
of O-rings. Investigation of gas leakage at high temperatures until
destruction of the sealing and at low temperatures until failure of
the sealing system. Measurement of the linear coefficient of
expansion of elastomer materials as a function of temperature and
determination of the gas transition temperatures. Failure of the
elastomer sealing at high gamma radiation loads. 2) Metal sealings
(Keiicoflex). Measurement of the working characteristics of elastic
metal sealings and determination of the operating points in the case
of static stress. Determination of leakage aggregates in the case of
static stress. Mechanical behaviour and gas leakage under periodic
alternating load and under pulsating force. (orig./KP)

TI (Title): Closure for casks containing radioactive materials
AU (Author): Hall, G.V.3. Mallory, C.W
CA (Corporate Author): Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, PA
TYPE (Type of Document): Patent
RP? (Primary Report Number): US patent document 4893022/A/
IS (International Standard Numbers): Int. Ci. G21F 5/00
SO (Source): 9 Jan 1990 19 Oct 1987. vp
AV (Availability): U.S. Commissioner of Patents, Washington, D.C.

20231, USA, $1.50
A3 (Abstract): This patent describes an improved closure for covering

and sealing an opening in a single cask for containing radioactive
material, wherein the opening is characterized by a ledge. It
comprises: an inner lid receivable within the opening and having a
gasket means that is seatable over the ledge. An outer lid which is
likewise receivable into the opening and securable therearound when
the outer lid is rotated relative to the opening. The inner lid
remaining stationary relative to the cask opening when the outer lid
is rotated and having no torque applied thereto by the outer lid
when the outer lid is rotated, and bolt means threadediy mounted
through the outer lid for applying a compressive force between the
inner and outer lids after the outer lid has been secured to the
opening in order to áepxBss the gasket means of the inner lid into
sealing engagement with the ledge while avoiding the application of
torsion between the gasket means and the ledge

TI (Title): Method and device for the loading and sealing of a double
container system for the storage of radioactive material and a seal
for the double container system

AU (Author): Popp, F-W. Madle, W. Gawlik, N
TYPE (Type of Document): Patent
RP? (Primary Report Number): ZA patent document 87/8611/A/
IS (International Standard Numbers): Int. Ci. G 21 F B 65 3 3 65 D B 65

G
SO (Source): 27 Jun 1988 17 Nov 1987. 22 p
AV (Availability): Available from the Patents Office, Private Bag X400,
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Pretoria, 0001, South Africa
AB (Abstract): The invention concerns a method for the loading and

sealing of a double container system for the storage of radioactive
material and a seal for the double container system. During all
operational steps the inner container remains inserted in the outer
shielding container, which provides additional protection against
radiation and thermal and mechanical loads. The loading of the inner
container takes place in a hot ceil or a shielded region. After
loading, a screwed-in lid provides a temporary seal until the inner
container is closed by welding. Closing the inner container with a
weld ensures long term safe containment of the content. The welding
process takes place outside the hot cell in direct operation mode.
This can be done because the screwed-in lid provides the necessary
protection during the welding operation. After closing the outer
container with a cover long term safe encapsulation can be assured
with the double container system

TI (Title): Transport and/or storage container for radioactive
substances. Transport- und/oder Lagerbehaelter fuer radioaktive
Substanzen

CA (Corporate Author): Siempelkamp Giesserei G.m.b.H. und Co., Krefeid
(Germany, F.R.)

TYPE (Type of Document): Patent
RP? (Primary Report Number) : DE patent document 3516838/A1/
IS (International Standard Numbers): Int. Cl. G21F 5/00 365D 90/54 B65D

53/00 B65D 53/02
SO (Source): 13 Nov 1986 10 May 1985. 10 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
A3 (Abstract): The container jacket without a flange and the lid

consist of cast iron, e.g. spheroidal graphite iron or cast steel.
The sealing device is made as an O-ring or wire seal, which is laid
on a shoulder. The pressure device is made as a wedge. The O-ring or
wire seal situated on the shoulder can be pressed against the
container jacket by wedges. (orig./HP)

TI (Title): Investigation of sealing materials and tight enclosure
systems with regard to transport and disposal of radioactive waste.
Interim report 1986. untersuchung von Dichtsystemen und dichten
umschliessungen zum Transport und zur Lagerung radioaktiver Stoffe.
Zwischenbericht 1986

AU (Author): Fessei, J. Kowalewsky, E. Weise, K.P. Wenz, R. Wolk, T
CA (Corporate Author): Bundesministerium fuer Umweit-, Naturschutz und

Reaktorsicherheit, Bonn (Germany, F.R.)
?C (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract 3MU St.Sch. 00943
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?P (Primary Report Number): BMU--1988-183 {BMU1988183}
SO (Source): Jun 1987. 39 p. Schriftenreihe Reaktorsicherheit und

Strahlenschutz. Ergebnisberichte, Untersuchungen, Studien, Gutachten
AV (Availability): Available from GRM'Werbeberatung - Werbemittiung -

PR, Sggenstein-Leopoldshafen, (Germany, F.R.)
A3 (Abstract): An essential task of the research project is the

investigation of the sealing effect of elastomers under different
limiting conditions, which are important for the physical practice.
A matter of special interest is the measurement of gas permeation
through sealing materials within the range of the admissible
operating temperatures of 250 K500 K and the influence of
radioactive radiation on the usefulness of the sealing material.
Furthermore, the additionally occurring leakages - especially for
temperatures of T<250 K and T>500 K - should be examined and the
leakage rates should be determined. The selected measuring method is
based on the pressure increase method as well as on the exact
measurement of the limiting system pressure. (orig./RB)

TI (Title): Testing of elastomer seals using small-size rigs
AU (Author): Leeks, C.W.E. Dunford, B. (AEA Technology pic, Winfrith

(United Kingdom)) Barnfield, J.H. Gray, I.L.S. (UK Nirex Ltd.,
Holmrook (United Kingdom))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 13-15 May
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1997 :; .
JR (Journal Information): International Journal" of Radioactive

Materials Transport
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODSN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1997). v. 8(3-4). p. 377-382
A3 (Abstract): This paper looks at the use of small size seal leakage

test rigs to demonstrate the compliance of full size container seals
against the IAEA Transport Regulation's limits for activity release
for normal transport and accident conditions. The detailed
requirements of the regulations are discussed and it is concluded
that an appropriate test programme to meet these requirements using
only small size test rigs, can normally be set up and carried out on
a relatively short time scale. It is important that any small test
rigs should be designed to represent the relevant features of the
seal arrangement and the overall test programme should cover all of
the conditions, specified by the regulations, for the type,
classification and contents of the container under consideration.
The parameters of elastomer O-rings, which affect their sealing
ability, are considered and those which are amenable to small scale
testing or have to be modelled at full size are identified.
Generally, the seals used in leakage tests have to be modelled with
a full size cross-section but can have a reduced peripheral length.
(Author)

TI (Title): Helium/solid powder O-ring leakage correlation experiments
AU (Author): Leisher, W.3. Weissman, S.K. Taliant, D.R. Kubo, M
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA)

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corp., Tokyo (Japan)
TYPE {Type of Document): Report
R?P {Primary Repor- Number): SAND—82-1947C {SAND821947C}
R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF-830528--38 {CONF83052838}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May 1983

SO (Source): 1983. 10 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS, PC A02/MF A01 1 as DE83013773
A3 (Abstract): We have developed a method to test powder leakage that

has passed O-ring seals. To validate this method we have spiked a
test fixture with 98 ng of U and recovered 130 +- 25 ng of U. We did
not detect U at a detection limit of 26 ng in a fixture which was
treated as a blank. This method has been applied to the leakage of
UO2 powder passing the type of EPDM O-ring seals used in a SNM
shipping cask belonging to PNC. Considering the three experimental
tests in which no or very small quantities of U were detected as
effective blank test, it appears that the level of external
contamination is negligible. Therefore, we believe that the U
quantities greater than 26 ng (6 tests) passed the primary O-ring
seal. From this limited quantity of data, we observe no apparent
correlation between the amount of U measured and either helium leak
rate or equivalent tube diameter. The data for the 1300C tests
indicate the possibility of a U/time relationship. However, more
data are needed for verification

TI (Title): Metallic seal testing
AU (Author): Leisher, W.B. Trujillo, A.A
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—82-1948C {SAND821948C}
R?S (Secondary Report Number): CONF-830528—49 {CONF83052849}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May" 1983

SO (Source): 1983. 8 p
AV (Availability) : MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS, PC A02/MF A01 1 as DE83015345
A3 (Abstract): A program to evaluate large metallic seals is described.

The test fixture used for the seal evaluations and results of
testing five large metallic seals are discussed. One of the seals,
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the HELICOFLEX, appears to be promising

TI (Title): Jn-situ permeation tests of elastomeric O-ring seals
AU (Author): Leisher, W.B. 3urns, F.B. Rodacy, P.J. Trujillo, A.A
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA)
TYPE (Tvpe of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—82-2237C {SAND822237C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-830528—50 {CONF83052850}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transDortation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May*1983

SO (Source): 1983. 6 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS, PC A02/MF A01 1 as DS83C15622
AB (Abstract): A series of in-situ permeation tests are being conducted

to determine permeation coefficients and breakthrough and saturation
times for certain elastomeric O-rings with various gases that might
be used as leak test tracers. The work is directed towards
developing more effective and efficient nuclear material shipping
packaging leak test procedures. The tests are in progress presently,
and a formal report will be published in 1984

TI (Title): Leakage test methods demonstrating integrity of transport
packagings, sealed radioactive sources and special form radioactive
material: A review of standardization efforts and requirements

AU (Author): Kowalewsky, H. (Bundesanstait fuer Materialpruefung,
Berlin (Germany, F.R.))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM—286/45 {IAEASM28645}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Davos (Switzerland).
16-20 Jun 1986

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-020087-7
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials (PATRAM '86).
Proceedings of an international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials held in Davos, 16-20 June
1986." Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1987. 634 p. v. 1 p. 111-120.
Proceedings series

A3 (Abstract): The paper gives suggestions and ideas on ways to bring
together IAEA requirements, ISO standardization efforts and
practical experience. A number of items are considered: (1) Comments
on activity release limits which are derived either from practical
detection limits or by radiological assessment. (2) Graphical
representation of a simple model of gas flow through narrow gaps
which is complementary to the capillary model and which is, for
example, more appropriate for leaks caused by accidental impacts on
sealing regions. This approach is useful for any assessment of
potential powder leakage. (3) A range of permeation leakage per
sealing length as a function of temperature for the most important
elastomer types and based on an evaluation of literature and on
practical measurements, including a graph for practical design
requirements, is presented. As a result of suggestions made jointly
by several interested experts, International Organization for
Standardization/Technical Committee 85 (ISO/TC85) decided recently
to consider leakage tests on packages for shipment of radioactive
material as a potential topic of future international
standardization work. Balloting showed that 20 out of 22 P-Members
(i.e. members willing to participate actively) of TC85 were in
favour of this proposal. A relevant American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) standard, N14.5 (issued in 1977), is closely
related to IAEA Safety Series No. 6. At present this standard is
under review and may prove to be a very useful basis for further
work in this field. It also describes a number of test methods which
in practice are more suited to small, sealed radioactive sources
than to large packages. A close relationship is maintained with the
work of ISO/TC85/SC2/WG11, on leak testing of sealed sources, which
is currently engaged in developing ISO Technical Report 4826 into an
ISO Standard, (author)
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Permeation through elastomeric O-ring seals
AU (Author): Brehm, K. Ecker, K.H. Kowalewsky, K. Weise, H.P.

(Bundesanstait fuer Materialpruefuhg, Berlin -(Germany, F.R.))
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
R?S (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM—286/44P {IAEASM28644?}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Davos (Switzerland).
16-20 Jun 1986

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-020187-3
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials (PATRAM '86}.
Proceedings of an international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials held in Davos, 16-20 June
1986."Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1987. 780 p. v. 2 p. 359-367.
Proceedings series

AB (Abstract): Permeation of He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe and D2 through O-ring
seals of fluorocarbon rubber (e.g. Viton), ethylene-propylene rubber
(SPDM) and silicone rubber (VMQ) has been measured at temperatures
from 290 K up to the destruction of the materials, at about 600 to
700 K. Test gas pressures DELTAp up to 2 bar were applied. The
quantity of the test gas that permeated was detected using high
sensitivity quadrupoie mass spectrometry. To investigate the
influence of seal geometry, permeation through VMQ O-rings was
measured as a function of their compression and compared with
measurements of sheet geometry for the same material. The measured
time dependence of the permeation gas flow is well described by
theoretical predictions, when the flow through the O-ring is
considered as the sum of flows through a number of rectangular slabs
approximating the shape of the compressed O-ring. Equilibrium gas
flow, the permeation coefficient, solubility, the diffusion
coefficient, the activation energy of diffusion and the heat of
solution are derived from the measurements and are compared with
values given in the literature, where available. By extrapolating
the results for rare gases He to Xe, permeation parameters for Rn
are estimated for the three elastomers under investigation, (author)

TI (Title): Transport container storage. ?t. 3. Safety in
hazardous-goods storage. Safety evaluation of transport containers
for dry intermediate storage of spent-fuel elements.
Transportbehaelterlager. T. 3. Sicherheit bei der Gefahrgutlagerung.
Die sicherheitstechnische Begutachtung von Transportbehaeltern zur
trockenen Zwischenlagerung abgebrannter Brennelemente

AU (Author): Droste, B. Kowalewsky, K. (Bundesanstait fuer
Materialforschung und -pruefung, Berlin (Germany, F.R.))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0376-1185 CODEN TUSZA
SO (Source): TU (Tech. Ueberwach.>. (Apr 1987). v. 28(4) p. 167-172
AB (Abstract): Intermediate storage is to be effected in the Federal

Republic of Germany in transport-container storages. The containers
are sealed by a monitored two-barrier system. Long-time-proof metal
washers are used for sealing. As a part of the safety evaluation of
containers under the nuclear licensing procedures, the effects up to
40 years of operation and possible accidents will have on the
container parts that are to assure the protection function are
investigated in detail. Not only are tightness and release of
activity evaluated. So are the measures for quality assurance during
manufacture and loading of the containers and during the operation
of the intermediate storage. (orig./K?)

TI (Title): A method of producing a leakproof metallic jacket for
sealed drums of highly radioactive materials and device for carrying
out such a method. Verfahren zur Herstellung einer dichten und
homogenen Gussumhuellung fuer ein Gebinde mit hochradioaktivem
Inhalt und Vorrichtung zur Durchfuehrung des Verfahrens

AU (Author): Koester, R. Schwarzkopf, W
CA (Corporate Author): Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe G.m.b.K.

(Germany, F.R.)
TYPE (Type of Document): Patent
R?P (Primary Report Number): DE patent document 3140020/A/
IS (International Standard Numbers): Int. Cl. G21F 9/36
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SO (Source): 21 Apr 1983 8 Oct 1981. 15 p
AV (Availability): Available from Deutsches Patentamt, Muenchen

(Germany, F.R.)
A3 (Abstract): A method of producing a leakproof metallic jacket for

sealed drums of highly radioactive materials comprising inserting
the drum into a casting mould and suspending it therein by a
suitable suspension device having a rupture point, pouring casting
material into the mould to at least the level of the rupture point,
rotating and/or withdrawing the suspension device from the cast
material to cause rupture of the suspension device at the rupture
point, completely cooling and hardening the casting and removing the
casting, with the drum of radioactive material located therein, from
the mould. An apparatus for carrying out such a method is also
provided, (orig.)

TI (Title): A bounding assessment method for correlating measured gas
leaks to the possible loss of particulate contents from radioactive
materials packages

AU (Author): Andersen, J.A. (Sandia National Labs., Div. 5161, P.O. Box
5800, Albuquerque, NM)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0029-5450 CODEN NUTYB
SO (Source): NucI. Technol. (Jan 1986). v. 72(1) p. vp
A3 (Abstract): A method is presented for correlating a tracer gas

leakage rate to the potential particulate radioactive material (RAM)
release from packages for the shipment of RAM, for those cases where
a gas leak measurement is used and there is no measurable
particuiate release. The correlation method involves a calculationai
technique relating the measured gas leakage to capillary flow, then
to the design and dimensions of the actual seal, and then to the
minimum size of the particulate material being contained. Numerous
examples are cited. This method is useful both in the evaluation of
results obtained during regulatory-required testing, and in the
process of applying for package certification or licensing. It is
indicated that relatively large measured leaks in containment
vessels may be analogous to extremely small defects in the actual
seal, and to minute releases of RAM

TI (Title): Helium/solid powder O-ring leakage correlation experiments
using a radiotracer

AU (Author): Bild, R.W. Leishcer, W.3. Seya, M. Weissman, S.K. (Sandia
Nat'l Laboratories P.O. 3ox 5800 Albuquerque, NM 87185)

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-840614— {CONF840614}
CF (Conference Information): Annual meeting of the American Nuclear

Society. New Orleans, LA (USA). 3-8 Jun 1984
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0003-018X
SO (Source): Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. (Jun 1984)

TI (Title): Radiation-shielding transport and storage container and
method of packaging radioactive material

AU (Author): Baatz, H. Rittscher, D. Wriegt, J
TYPE (Type of Document): Patent
RPP (Primary Report Number): US patent document 4,447,733/A/
IS (International Standard Numbers): Int. Cl. G21F 5/00
SO (Source): 8 May 1984. v p
AB (Abstract): A package for radioactive material comprises a

radiation-absorbing vessel with a plug-type inner cover sealingiy
engaging this vessel and an outer security cover overlying the
massive plug-type cover and defining a clearance therewith in which
gas can be monitored to detect failure of the seal. This safety
cover is sealed to the vessel so that the latter chamber is sealed
from the atmosphere. According to the invention, this chamber is
sealed with gas at a superatmospheric pressure which is also above
the pressure within the vessel and the pressure of the chamber is
monitored, a drop in pressure signaling a breach either of the seal
between the plug-type cover and the interior of the vessel or
between the safety cover and the vessel
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TI (Title): Factors influencing the design and assessment of elastomer
seals for nuclear fuel transport flasks

AU (Author): Chivers, T.C. George, A.F
CA (Corporate Author): Central Electricity Generating 3oarc, Berkeley

(UK). Berkeley Nuclear Labs
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): CEGB-TPRD/B—-0442/N84 {CEG3TPRDB0442N84}
SO (Source): Jun 1984. 15 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche
AB (Abstract): Elastomeric seals offer considerable advantages in the

achievement of high integrity sealing. This report discusses the
factors limiting the performance of elastomers under fault
conditions, with particular attention to Nuclear Fuel Transport
Flask seals. There is emphasis on seal compression and its
optimisation, so that it is high enough to ensure adequate surface
roughness infilling, and low enough to avoid damaging tensile
stresses. The assessment of seal performance is discussed, and
includes consideration of pressure actuation and extrusion,
permeation losses and rig testing. It is concluded that to reach a
satisfactory design requires considerable information on different
aspects of elastomeric performance, (author)

TI (Title): Crashworthy sealed pressure vessel for plutonium transport
AU (Author): Andersen, J.A
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—78-1121C {SAND781121C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-800513—1 {CONF8005131}
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on pressure

vessel technology. London, UK. 19 - 23 May 1980
SO (Source): 1980. 35 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS., PC A03/MF A01
A3 (Abstract): A rugged transportation package for the air shipment of

radioisotopic materials was recently developed. This package
includes a tough, sealed, stainless steel inner containment vessel
of 1460 cc capacity. This vessel, intended for a mass load of up to
2 Kg PuO2 in various isotopic forms (not to exceed 25 watts thermal
activity), has a positive closure design consisting of a recessed,
shouldered lid fastened to the vessel body by twelve stainless-steel
bolts. Sealing is accomplished by a ductile copper gasket in
conjunction with knife-edge sealing beads on both the body and lid.
Follow-on applications of this seal in newer, smaller packages for
international air shipments of plutonium safeguards samples, and in
newer, more optimized packages for greater payload and improved
efficiency and utility, are briefly presented

TI (Title) : Containment seal reliability testing
AU (Author): Lake, W.H
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf—6447 {INISmf6447}
CF (Conference Information): 6. International symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Berlin, Germany, F.R.
10 - 14 Nov 1980

SO (Source): Bundesanstalt fuer Materialpruefung, Berlin (Germany,
F.R.). Abt. Bauwesen. Patram '80. Compacts. 1980. 628 p. p. 528-531

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

TI (Title): Investigation of gas leakage from sealing constructions at
containments for radioactive materials

AU (Author): Heumos, K. Kowalewsky, H. Weise, H.P. (Bundesanstalt fuer
Materiaipruefung, Berlin (Germany, F.R.))

TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf—6447 {INISmf6447}
CF (Conference Information): 6. International symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Berlin, Germany, F.R.
10 - 14 Nov 1980

SO (Source): Bundesanstalt fuer Materiaipruefung, Berlin (Germany,
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F.R.). Abt. Bauwesen. Patrarr. '80. Compacts. 1980. 628 p. p. 210-213
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

TI (Title): Metallic seal testing
AU (Author): Leisher, W.B. Trujillo, A.A. (Sandia National Labs.,

Albuquerque, NM)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): CONF-830528—Summ {CONF830528Summ}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May 1983

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). PATRAM '83: 7th
international symposium on packaging and transportation of
radioactive materials. 1983. Published in summary form only. XI.15 p

AV (Availability): Mr available from INIS under the Report Number
Available from NTIS, PC A21/MF A01 1 as DE83012390

TI (Title): Fundamental studies on the performance of O-ring seal for
cask

AU (Author): Ebisu, T. Yamamoto, M. Maekawa, H. Onodera, A
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): CONF-830528—Summ {CONF830528Summ}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May 1983

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). PATRAM '83: 7th
international symposium on packaging and transportation of
radioactive materials. 1983. Published in summary form only. o.
XI.12-XI.13

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
Available from NTIS, PC A21/MF A01 1 as DE83012390

TI (Title): Criteria for and proof of leaktightness concerning casks
for dry transport and intermediate storage of spent LWR-fuel
elements

AU (Author): Kowaiewsky, H. (Bundesanstalt fuer Materialpruefung,
3eriin, Germany)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number); CONF-830528—Summ {CONF830528Summ}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May 1983

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). PATRAM '83: 7th
international symposium on packaging and transportation of
radioactive materials. 1983. Published in summary form only. D.
XI.4-XI.5

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
Available from NTIS, PC A21/MF A01 1 as DE83012390

TI (Title): Helium/solid powder O-ring leakage correlation experiments
AU (Author): Leisher, W.B. (Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM)

Weissman, S.K. Tallant, D.R. Kubo, M
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): CONF-830528—Summ {CONF830528Summ}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May 1983

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). PATRAM '83: 7th
international symposium on packaging and transportation of
radioactive materials. 1983. Published in summary form only. p.
XI.8-XI.9

AV (Availability) : MF available from INIS under the Report Number
Available from NTIS, PC A21/MF A01 1 as DE83012390

TI (Title): Helium/solid powder O-ring leakage correlation experiments
using a radiotracer

AU (Author): Bild, R.W. Leisher, W.B. Weissman, S.H. Seya, M
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA)

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corp., Tokyo (Japan)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
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RPP (Primary Report Number): CONF-840614—10 {CONF8406I410}
CF (Conference Information): Annual meeting of the American Nuclear

Society. New Orleans, LA (USA). 3-8 Jun 1984
SO (Source): 1984. 7 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS, PC A02/MF A01 as DE84005518
AB (Abstract): UO2 definitely leaked past the O-ring in three of the

tests confirming the major results of the previous work. Continuous
leakage at these levels may require additional precautions under
present regulatory policies. The mechanism and the time and particle
size dependence for the leakage are not known, but there is some
indication leakage is more likely at low temperatures. It is
possible leakage is due to movement of the O-ring during temperature
or pressure cycling at the beginning or end of a test. The
radiotracer method involves less labor and is much less susceptible
to contamination than the previous method. Future work will
investigate leakage past lubricated O-rings and time dependence of
leakage. 1 reference, 1 table

TI (Title): Criteria for and proof of leaktightness concerning casks
for dry transport and intermediate storage of spent LWR-fuel
elements

AU (Author): Kowalewsky, H. (Bundesanstalt fuer Materialpruefung,
3erlin, Germany)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): CONF-830528--Vol. 1 {CONF830528Voll}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May 1983

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). PATRAM '83: 7th
international symposium on packaging and transportation of
radioactive materials. Proceedings. Volume 1. Dec 1983. p. 638-645

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
Available from NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 1 as TI84006239

AB (Abstract): Using a model cask with typical dimensions, typical
radioactive contents and a typical sealing system, some general
aspects of its leaktightness assessment will be outlined
quantitatively. Taking into account molecular as well as
viscous-laminar gas flow it will be shown that under pessimistic
assumptions standard helium leakage rates less than some 10-2 mbar .
1/s for transport and less than some 10-4 mbar . 1/s for accident
conditions must be guaranteed in order to meet the activity release
limits required by the 1973 IAEA Regulations. Realistic calculations
of the tritium activity release show that the contribution of
tritium permeation through the cask wall is negligibly small even
for storage times up to 40 a. Finally some radiation protection
considerations concerning the relationship between activity release
and radiation exposure will be presented. On the basis of these
considerations we recommend to retain the activity leakage rate
limit of 10-3A2 per week after Type B tests as it is requested in
the 1973 IAEA Regulations. 13 references, 10 figures

TI (Title): Fundamental studies on the performance of O-ring for cask
AU (Author): Ebisu, T. Yamamoto, M. Maekawa, K. Onodera, A. (Hitachi

Zosen Corp., Japan)
TYPE {Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): CONF-830528—Vol.1 {CONF830528Voll}
CF (Conference Information): 7. international symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. New Orleans, LA (USA).
15-20 May 1983

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). PATRAM '83: 7th
international symposium on packaging and transportation of
radioactive materials. Proceedings. Volume 1. Dec 1983. p. 672-679

AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
Available from NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 1 as TI84006239

A3 (Abstract): Conclusions obtained from this study are: sealing
performance of rubber O-ring should be evaluated by the peak initial
contact pressure (Pci*) and compression set test provides reliable
estimation of the durability of rubber O-ring. Value of Pc(min) has
not been obtained because of lack of experimental data. Practically,
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Pc(min) is considered to be approximately 5 kgf/cir.2 from the result
of liquid leakage detection. Consecutive studies on Pc(min) should
be developed with regard to the surface conditions at contact zone
and elastic property of rubber. Practical guide for the design of
groove has been proposed. A method for minute liquid leakage
detection has been developed. 2 references, 9 figures

TI (Title}: Conical O-ring seal
AU (Author): Chalfant, G.G. Jr
TYPE (Type of Document): Patent
RPP (Primary Report Number): US patent document 4,465,201/A/
IS (International Standard Numbers): Int. CI. B65D 53/02
SO (Source): 14 Aug 1984. v p
AV (Availability): U.S. Commissioner of Patents, Washington, D.C.

20231, USA, $.50
A3 (Abstract): A shipping container for radioactive or other hazardous

materials has a conical-shaped closure containing grooves in the
conical surface thereof and an O-ring seal incorporated in each of
such grooves. The closure and seal provide a much stronger, tighter
and compact containment than with a conventional flanged joint

TI (Title): A testing program to evaluate the effects of simulant mixed
wastes on plastic transportation packaging components

AU (Author): Nigrey, P.J. Dickens, T.G. (Sandia National Labs.,
Albuquerque, NM (United States). Transportation Systems Dept.)
Dickman, P.T. (USDOE Albuquerque Operations Office, NM (united
States))

CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States}

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding
Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-1082C {SAND971082C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-970857—1 {CONF9708571}
CF (Conference Information): 4. ASME mixed waste symposium. Baltimore,

MD (United States). 18-21 Aug 1997
SO (Source): [1997]. 18 p
AV (Availability): Available from OSTI as DE97006866 NTIS US Govt.

Printing Office Dep
A3 (Abstract): Based on regulatory requirements for Type A and 3

radioactive material packaging, a Testing Program was developed to
evaluate the effects of mixed wastes on plastic materials which
could be used as liners and seals in transportation containers. The
plastics evaluated in this program were butadiene-acrylonitrile
copolymer (Nitrile rubber), cross-linked polyethylene,
epichlorohydrin, ethylene-propylene rubber (EPDM), fluorocarbons,
high-density polyethylene (HDPE), butyl rubber, polypropylene,
polytetrafluoroethylene, and styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR). These
plastics were first screened in four simulant mixed wastes. The
liner materials were screened using specific gravity measurements
and seal materials by vapor transport rate (VTR) measurements. For
the screening of liner materials, Kel-F, HDPE, and XLPS were found
to offer the greatest resistance to the combination of radiation and
chemicals. The tests also indicated that while all seal materials
passed exposure to the aqueous simulant mixed waste, EPDM and SBR
had the lowest VTRs. In the chlorinated hydrocarbon simulant mixed
waste, only Viton passed the screening tests. In both the simulant
scintillation fluid mixed waste and the ketone mixture waste, none
of the seal materials met the screening criteria. Those materials
which passed the screening tests were subjected to further
comprehensive testing in each of the simulant wastes. The materials
were exposed to four different radiation doses followed by exposure
to a simulant mixed waste at three temperatures and four different
exposure times (7, 14, 28, 180 days). Materials were tested by
measuring specific gravity, dimensional, hardness, stress cracking,
VTR, compression set, and tensile properties. The second phase of
this Testing Program involving the comprehensive testing of plastic
liner has been completed and for seal materials is currently in
progress
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71 (Title): Performance characteristics of a seif-sealirsg/self-healing
barrier

AU (Author): McGregor, R.G. (Water Technology International Corp.,
Burlington, Ontario (Canada) Canadian Clean Technology Centre,
Burlington, Ontario (Canada)) Stegemann, J.A. (Canadian Clean
Technology Centre, Burlington, Ontario (Canada))

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): CONF-970208—Proc {CONF970208Proc}
CF (Conference Information): International containment technology

conference and exhibition St. Petersburg, FL (United States) 9-12
Feb 1997

SO (Source): USDOE, Washington, DC (United States) International
Containment Technology Conference: Proceedings [1997] 1140 p. p.
312-318

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO
AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98001967 NTIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE DE?

AB (Abstract): Environment Canada and the Netherlands Energy Research
Foundation are co-developers of a patented Self-Sealing/Self-Healing
(SS/SH) Barrier system for containment of wastes which is licensed
to Water Technology International Corporation. The SS/SH 3arrier is
intended for use as either a liner or cover for landfills,
contaminated sites, secondary containment areas, etc., in the
industrial, chemical, mining and municipal sectors, and also as a
barrier to hydraulic flow for the transportation and construction
industry. The SS/SH 3arrier's most significant feature is its
capability for self-repair in the event of a breach. 3y contrast,
conventional barrier systems, such as clay, geomembrane, or
geosynthetic clay liners can not be repaired without laborious
excavation and reconstruction. Laboratory investigations have shown
that the SS/SH Barrier concept will function with a variety of
reactive materials. Self-Sealing/Self-Healing Barriers are cost
competitive and consistently exhibit hydraulic conductivities
ranging from 10-9 to 10-13 m/s, which decrease with time. These
measurements meet or exceed the recommended hydraulic conductivity
required by EPA for clay liners (<lx!0-9 m/s) used in landfills and
hazardous waste sites. Results of mineralogical examination of the
seal, diffusion testing, hydraulic conductivity measurement, and
durability testing, including wet/dry, freeze/thaw cycling and
ieachate compatibility are also presented

TI (Title): Report of tests carried out on Viton O-ring seals to assess
suitability for operation over the temperature range -4 00 C to -i-2200
C when used in Package Design 2863B

CA (Corporate Author): Los Alamos National Lab., NM (United States)
Croft Associates Ltd. (United States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract W-7405-ENG-36 Funding
Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): LA-SUB—96-8 {LASUB968}
SO (Source): [1996] 34 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DS97002942 NTIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE DEP
A3 (Abstract): To satisfy the requirements of US Regulatory bodies the

O-ring seals in the containment vessels of Package Design 28633 have
to be shown to operate satisfactorily (i.e. remain ieaktight) at the
extremes of temperature that they are expected to experience during
both normal and hypothetical accident conditions of transport. For
Package Design 2863B this effectively means that the seals must
remain leaktight over the temperature range -40 C to + 220 C, but to
ensure that an adequate safety margin exists the seals should
preferably remain leaktight over the range -50 C to +250 C. This
test report describes the procedures and results of tests carried
out on Viton seals over the temperature range -50 C to +250 C. The
variability of the results at low temperature, by both pressure drop
and helium leakage testing, would indicate that the particular
formulation of Viton tested cannot be used to provide a reliable
leaktight seal at -40 C. Although the results of the pressure drop
tests at high temperature were satisfactory, insufficient testing
has been carried out using helium leakage testing to draw a firm
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conclusion about the high temperature performance of the material
tested

(Title): Regulatory concerns for leakage testing of packagings with
three O-ring closure seals

AU (Author): Oras, J.J. {Argonne National Lab., IL (United States))
Towell, R.K. (Eagle Research Group, Inc., Germantown, MD (United
States)) Wangler, M.E. (Dept. of Energy, Germantown, MD (United
States))

CA (Corporate Author): Argonne National Lab., IL (United States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract W-31109-ENG-38 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): ANL/ET/C?--92453 {ANLETCP92453}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-970744-- {CONF970744}
CF (Conference Information): 38. annual meeting of the Institute of

Nuclear Materials management Phoenix, AZ (United States) 20-24 Jul
1997

SO (Source): [19971 7 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE9705387 6 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DSP

AB (Abstract): The American National Standard for Radioactive
Materials—Leakage Tests on Packages for Shipment (ANSI N14.5)
provides guidance for leakage rate testing to show that a particular
packaging complies with regulatory requirements and also provides
guidance in determining appropriate acceptance criteria. Recent
radioactive packagings designs have incorporated three O-ring
closure seals, the middle O-ring being the containment seal. These
designs have the potential for false positive results of leakage
rate tests. The volume between the containment O-ring and the inner
O-ring is used for the helium gas required for the leakage rate
tests to reduce both the amount of helium used and the time required
to conduct the tests. A leak detector samples the evacuated volume
between the outer O-ring and the containment O-ring. False positive
results can be caused in two ways, a large leakage in the
containment seal or leakage in the inner seal. This paper will
describe the problem together with possible solutions/areas that
r.eQd to be addressed in a Safety Analysis Report for Packagings
before a particular packaging design can be certified for transport

TI (Title): Leakage testing of packagings with three-O-ring closure
seals

AU (Author): Oras, J.J. (Argonne National Lab., IL (United States))
Towel1, R.H. (Eagle Research Group, Inc., Germantown, MD (United
States)) Wangler, M.E. {Dept. of Energy, Germantown, MD (United
States). Office of Transportation, Emergency Management and
Analytical Services)

CA (Corporate Author): Argonne National Lab., IL (United States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract W-31109-ENG-38 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): ANL/ET/CP--93397 {ANLETCP93397}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980507— {CONF980507}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Oct 1997 7 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98050328 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DEP

A3 (Abstract): Both the American National Standard for Radioactive
Materials—Leakage Tests on Packages for Shipment (ANSI N14.5) and
the ISO 12807:1996 Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials—Leakage
Testing on Packages provide guidance for leakage rate testing to
show that a particular packaging complies with regulatory
requirements" Both also provide guidance for determining appropriate
acceptance criteria. Recent radioactive packaging designs have
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incorporated three-baring closure seals, the middle O-ring being the
containment seal. These designs have the potential for false
positive results in leakage rate tests. The volume between the
containment O-ring and the inner O-ring is used for the helium gas
required for the leakage rate tests, in order to reduce both the
amount of helium used and the time required to conduct the tests. A
leak detector samples the evacuated volume between the outer O-ring
and the containment O-ring. False positive results can have two
causes: a large leakage in the containment seal or leakage in the
inner seal. This paper describes the problem, together with possible
solutions and areas that should be addressed in a Safety Analysis
Report for Packaging (SARP) before a particular packaging design can
be certified for transport. Ultimately, the SARP should provide
justification that the requirements for leakage rate testing
procedures, including the length of time needed to conduct the
tests, will ensure that the containment closure seal is properly
tested

TI (Title): Prediction of packaging seal life using thermoanalytical
techniques

AU (Author): Nigrey, ?.J
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number") : SAND—97-0854C {SAND970854C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980507— {CONF980507}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Kov 1997 10 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98001307 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DE?

AB (Abstract): In this study, Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) has been
us&d to study siiicone, Viton and Ethyiene Propylene (EPDM) rubber.
The studies have shown that TGA accurately predicts the relative
order of thermo-oxidative stability of these three materials from
the calculated activation energies. As expected, the greatest
thermal stability was found in siiicone rubber followed by Viton and
EPDM rubber. The calculated lifetimes for these materials were in
relatively close agreement with published values. The preliminary
results also accurately reflect decreased thermal stability and
lifetime for EPDM rubber exposed to radiation and chemicals. These
results suggest TGA provides a rapid method to evaluate material
stability

TI (Title): Radioactive material package closures with the use of shape
memory alloys

AU (Author): Koski, J.A. Bronowski, D.R
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-0850C {SAND970850C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980507— {CONF980507}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transoortation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Nov 1997 9 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE9800084 9 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DE?

AB (Abstract): When heated from room temperature to 165 C, some shape
memory metal alloys such as titanium-nickel alloys have the ability
to return to a previously defined shape or size with dimensional
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changes up to 7%. In contrast, the thermal expansion of most metals
over this temperature range is about 0.1 to 0.2%. The dimension
change of shape memory alloys, which occurs during a martensite to
austenite phase transition, can generate stresses as high as 700 MPa
(100 kspi). These properties can be used to create a closure for
radioactive materials packages that provides for easy robotic or
manual operations and results in reproducible, tamper-proof seals.
This paper describes some proposed closure methods with shape memory
alloys for radioactive material packages. Properties of the shape
memory alloys are first summarized, then some possible alternative
sealing methods discussed, and, finally, results from an initial
proof-of-concept experiment described

TI (Title): Ensuring the 50 year life of a fissile material container
AU (Author): Glass, R.E. Towne, T.L
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-3051C {SAND973051C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-980507— {CONF980507}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM '98: 12. international conference

on packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) 10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Dec 1997 10 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE98001482 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DEP

AB (Abstract): Sandia was presented with an opportunity in 1993 to
design containers for the long term storage and transport of fissile
material. This program was undertaken at the direction of the US
Department of Energy and in cooperation with Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory and Los Alamos National Laboratory which were
tasked with developing the internal fixturing for the contents. The
hardware is being supplied by Allied Signal Federal Manufacturing
and Technologies, and the packaging will occur at Mason and Hangar
Corporation's Pantex Plant. The unique challenge was to design a
container that could be sealed with the fissile material contents.
And, anytime during the next 50 years, the container could be
transported with only the need for the pre-shipment leak test. This
required not only a rigorous design capable of meeting the long term
storage and transportation requirements, but also resulted in
development of a surveillance program to ensure that the container
continues to perform as designed over the 50-year life. This paper
addresses the design of the container, the testing that was
undertaken to demonstrate compliance with US radioactive materials
transport regulations, and the surveillance program that has been
initiated to ensure the 50-year performance

TI (Title): Chemical compatibility screening test results
AU (Author): Nigrey, P.J. Dickens, T.G
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000 Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-3104 {SAND973104}
SO (Source): Dec 1997 54 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DS98001721 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DEP

AB (Abstract): A program for evaluating packaging components that may
be used in transporting mixed-waste forms has been developed and the
first phase has been completed. This effort involved the screening
of ten plastic materials in four simulant mixed-waste types. These
plastics were butadiene-acrylonitrile copolymer rubber, cross-linked
polyethylene (XLPE), epichlorohydrin rubber, ethylene-propylene
rubber (EPDM), fluorocarbon {Viton or Kel-F),
polytetrafluoroethylene, high-density polyethylene (HDPE),
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isobutyiene-isoprehe'copolymer rubber (butyl)} polypropylene, and
styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR). The selected simulant mixed wastes
were (1) an aqueous alkaline mixture of sodium nitrate and sodium
nitrite. (2) a chlorinated hydrocarbon mixture. (3) a simulant
liquid scintillation fluid. And (4) a mixture of ketones. The
testing protocol involved exposing the respective materials to
286,000 rads of gamma radiation followed by 14-day exposures to the
waste types at 60 degrees C. The seal materials were tested using
vapor transport rate (VTR) measurements while the liner materials
were tested using specific gravity as a metric. For these tests, a
screening criterion of 0.9 g/hr/m2 for VTR and a specific gravity
change of 10% was used. 3ased on this work, it was concluded that
while ail seal materials passed exposure to the aqueous simulant
mixed waste, EPDM and SBR had the lowest VTRs. In the chlorinated
hydrocarbon simulant mixed waste, only Viton passed the screening
tests. In both the simulant scintillation fluid mixed waste and the
ketone mixture simulant mixed waste, none of the seal materials met
the screening criteria. For specific gravity testing of liner
materials, the data showed that while all materials with the
exception of polypropylene passed the screening criteria, Kei-F,
HDPE, and XL?E offered the greatest resistance to the combination of
radiation and chemicals

TI (Title): Automated leak test systems
AU (Author): Cordaro, J.V. Thompson, W.D. Reeves, G
CA (Corporate Author): Westinghouse Savannah River Co., Aiken, SC

(United States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC09-96SR18500 Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): WSRC-MS—97-00668 {WSRCMS9700668}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-970954— {CONF970954}
CF (Conference Information): Technology 2007: technology

transfer—today for tomorrow Boston, MA (United States) 22-24 Sep
1997

SO (Source): 15 Sep 1997 10 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM OSTI AS DE97054349 NTIS INIS US GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
DEP

A3 (Abstract): An automated leak test system for tritium shipping
containers has been developed at Westinghouse Savannah River Co.
(WSRC). The leak detection system employs a computer controlled
helium detector which allows an operator to enrer key information
when prompted. The software for controlling the tests and the
equipment apparatus were both designed and manufactured at the
Savannah River Technology Center within WSRC. Recertification Test:
Every twelve months, the pressure vessel portion of the shipping
container itself must undergo a rigorous recertification leak test.
After an empty pressure vessel (shipping container) is assembled, it
is placed into one of six stainless steel belljars for helium leak
testing. The belljars are fashioned in row much the same as assembly
line arrangement. Post-load Test: A post-load leak test is performed
upon reservoirs that have been filled with tritium and placed inside
the shipping containers mentioned above. These leak tests are
performed by a rate-of-rise method where the area around the
shipping container seals is evacuated, valved off from the vacuum
pump, and then the vacuum pressure is monitored over a two-minute
period. The Post Load Leak Test is a quality verification test to
ensure that the shipping container has been correctly assembled. 2
figs

TI (Title): Leakage testing of packagings with three-o-ring closure
seals

AU (Author): Oras, J.J. (National Laboratory, Argonne (United States))
Towel, R.H. (Eagle Research Group, Inc., Germantown (United States))
Wangler, M.E. (U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Transportation,
Emergency Mgmt. and Analytical Services, Germantown (United States))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): 12. international conference on the

packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France)
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10-15 May 1998
SO (Source): Societe Francaise d'Energie Nucieaire (SFEN), 75 - Paris

(France) Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) Societe Francaise d'Energie Nucieaire SFEN 1998 (v.1-2-3-4)
[1876 p.] (v.2) p. 551-556

A3 (Abstract): Both the American standard for Radioactive Materials -
Leakage Tests on Packages for shipment (ANSI N14.5) - and the ISO
12807:1996 Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials - Leakage Testing
on Packages - provide guidance for leakage rate testing to show that
a particular packaging complies with regulatory requirements. Both
also provide guidance for determining appropriate acceptance
criteria. Recent radioactive packaging designs have incorporated
three-O-ring closure seals, the middle 0-ring being the containment
seal. These designs have this potential for false positive results
in leakage rate tests. The volume between the containment 0-ring and
the inner O-ring is used for the helium gas required for the leakage
rate tests, in order to reduce both the amount of helium used and
the time required to conduct the tests. A leak detector samples the
evacuated volume between the outer O-ring and the containment
O-ring. False positive results can have two causes: a large leakage
in the containment seal or leakage in the inner seal. This paper
describes the problem, together with possible solutions and areas
that should be addressed in a Safety Analysis Report for Packaging
(SARP) before a particular packaging design can be certified for
transport. Ultimately, the SARP should provide justification that
the requirements for leakage rate testing procedures, including the
length of time needed to conduct the tests, will ensure that the
containment closure seal is properly tested, (authors)

TI (Title): Safety assessment of leak tightness criteria for
radioactive materials transport packages

AU (Author): Kowalewsky, H. Droste, 3. Neumeyer, T. (3undesanstalt fuer
Materialforschung und -pruefung (3AM), Berlin (Germany)) Burnay,
S.G. (AEA Technology, Harwell (United Kingdom)) Bail, M.H. Morton,
D.A.V. Smith, P.N. Tuson, A.T. (AEA Technology, Winfrith (United
Kingdom))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
CF (Conference Information): 12. international conference on the

oackaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France)
10-15 May 1998

SO (Source): Societe Francaise d'Snergie Nucieaire (SFSN), 75 - Paris
(France) Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials Paris
(France) Societe Francaise d'Energie Nucieaire SFEN 1998 (v.1-2-3-4)
[1876 p.] (v.2) p. 543-550

A3 (Abstract): Preliminary results of a running research project,
funded by the European Commission, that will be finished at the
beginning of 1998 are presented. The aspects described are focussed
on the high and low temperature performance of elastomeric O-ring
seals, consideration of seal ageing, and studies of aerosol leakage
phenomena, (authors)

TI (Title): Long-term sealability of spent fuel casks
AU (Author): Kato, 0. Kosaki, A. Ito, C. Ozaki, S. (Central Research

Inst. of Electric Power Industry, Tokyo (Japan)} litsuka, S
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RP? (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP—018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source) : The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 p.
v. 3 p. 1525-1530

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

A3 (Abstract): This report presents the results of long-term
sealability test of full-scale model casks which have been in
progress since 1990. (O.Kato and C.Ito 1992) The purpose is to
confirm the long-term sealability of the casks. (J.P.N.)
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TI (Title): The safety''assessment of radioactive material transpotation
at sea

AU (Author): Satoh, K. Ozaki, S. Watabe, N. Fukuda, S. lida, T.
(Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, Tokyo
(Japan)) Miyao, S.' Noguchi, K. Nakajima, K. (Mitsubishi Research
Institute, Inc., Tokyo (Japan))

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number*): CONF-890631--Vol.3 {CONF890631Vol3}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Washington, DC (USA). 11-16
Jun 1989

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). The 9th international
symposium on the packaging and transportation of radioactive
materials. Proceedings: Volume 3. [1989]. 730 p. p. 1626-1633

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 as DE90004449

A3 (Abstract): Large quantities of low level wastes are prepared for
transportation by special use vessels from each power plant to the
storage facility at Rokkasho-mura in Aomori Prefecture. Large
quantities of reprocessed wastes are also planned for return by
similar vessels to the same place from France and the UK. In this
paper the authors describe the safety assessment in hypothetical
accident conditions during such mass transportation at sea. Although
the possibilities of the sinking of the special use vessels as shown
in figure 1 are considered to be very low on account of their
double-hull structure, it is necessary to estimate the radiological
risks of the transportation in order to obtain public acceptance. In
this study, the following procedure is taken: (i) assumption of
accident. (li) establishment of safety assessment procedure. (Iii)
determination of source terms. (Iv) diffusion calculation of
radionuclide. (V) estimation of radiation exposure of the public

TI (Title): Safety concerning transportation of spent fuel
AU (Author): Nagakura, Tadashi Abe, Hirotoshi Esashi, Yasuyuki Shiomi,

Satoshi Onuma, Hiroshi Maki, Yasuro (Central Research Inst. of
Electric Power Industry, Tokyo (Japan))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Nuclear Science and Technology

(Tokyo)
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0022-3131 CODSN JNSTA
SO (Source): J. Nuci. Sci. Technol. (Tokyo). (Jan 1989). v. 26(1) p.

105-112
AB (Abstract): The Central Research Institute of Electric Power

Industry (CRIEPI) has been conducting, under contract with the
Science and Technology Agency of Japan, the spent fuel transport
cask reliability demonstration test since 1977 to verify the safety
and reliability of spent fuel transport casks. The first phase of
this test was completed in 1987. In this demonstration test, both 50
t and 100 t class of casks, designed and manufactured by current
techniques, were subjected to tests to verify the integrity and
adequacy of the design and manufacturing techniques through
observation of behavior of the cask under test conditions. The casks
were subjected to tests under normal conditions and under the
accident conditions specified in the Japanese regulations and the
IAEA regulations, and also to pressure tests, which were performed
from the viewpoint of safety in shipping, although by sea, this is
not specified in the Japanese regulations. From the test results, it
was confirmed that the 100 t class cask maintained its integrity and
characteristics in conformity with regulations even after accident
condition tests. It is clear that the design concept and
manufacturing procedure employed for this cask is adequate, (author)

TI (Title): Environmental Assessment of Urgent-Relief Acceptance of
Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel

CA (Corporate Author): USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
FC (Founding Organization): Funding Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC

(United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE/EA—0912 {DOSEA0912}
SO (Source): Apr 1994. 343 p
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AV (Availability) : Available from INIS in electronic form and/or or.
microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE94012128 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

AB (Abstract): The Department of Energy has completed the Environmental
Assessment (EA) of Urgent-Relief Acceptance of Foreign Research
Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel and issued a Finding of No Significant
Impact (FONSI) for the proposed action. The SA and FONSI are
enclosed for your information. The Department has decided to accept
a limited number of spent nuclear fuel elements (409 elements)
containing uranium that was enriched in the United States from eight
research reactors in Austria, Denmark, Germany, Greece, the
Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland. This action is necessary to
maintain the viability of a major US nuclear weapons
nonproliferation program to limit or eliminate the use of highly
enriched uranium in civil programs. The purpose of the SA is to
maintain the cooperation of the foreign research reactor operators
with the nonproliferation program while a more extensive
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS.) is prepared on a proposed
broader policy involving the acceptance of up to 15,000 foreign
research reactor spent fuel elements over a 10 to 15 year period.
Based on an evaluation of transport by commercial container liner or
chartered vessel, five eastern seaboard ports, and truck and train
modes of transporting the spent fuel overland to the Savannah River
Sits, the Department has concluded that no significant impact would
result from any combination of port and made of transport. In
addition, no significant impacts were found from interim storage of
spent fuel at the Savannah River Site

TI (Title): The risks of the Taiwan research reactor spent fuel
project. Environmental assessment

CA (Corporate Author): USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
FC (Founding Organization): Funding Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC

(United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Reoort
RP? (Primary Report Number*): DOS/EA--0515 {DOSSA0515}
SO (Source): Jun 1991. 78 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number OSTI

as DE91015813 NTIS INIS US Govt. Printing Office Dep
AB (Abstract): The proposed action is to transport up to 118 spent fuel

rods, to include canned spent fuel rod particuiates immobilized on
filters, from a research reactor in Taiwan by sea to Hampton Roads,
Virginia, and then overland by truck to the Receiving 3asin for
Offsite Fuels at the Savannah River Site (SRS). At SRS, the spent
fuel will be reprocessed to recover uranium and plutonium. 55 refs.,
8 tabs

TI (Title): Shipment of Taiwanese research reactor spent nuclear fuel
(Phase 2): Environmental assessment

CA (Corporate Author): USDOE, Washington, DC
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number'): DOE/EA— 0363 {DOEEA0363}
SO (Source): Jun 1988. 86 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS, PC A05/MF A01 1 as DE88014995
AB (Abstract): The proposed action is to transport approximately 1100

spent fuel rods from a foreign research reactor in Taiwan by sea to
Hampton Roads, Virginia, and then overland by truck to the receiving
basin for offsite fuels at the Savannah River Plant (SR?) for
reprocessing to recover uranium and plutonium. The analysis of the
impacts of the proposed action have been evaluated and shown to have
negligible impact on the local environments. The calculations have
been completed using the RADTRAN III code. PWR spent fuel was
analyzed as a benchmark to link the calculations in this analysis to
those in earlier environmental documentation. Cumulative total,
maximum annual, and per shipment risks were calculated. The results
indicate that the PWR spent fuel shipment risks are somewhat lower
than those previously estimated. The cumulative and maximum annual
normal, or incident-free, risks associated with the shipment of
Taiwanese research reactor spent fuel is a factor of 10 lower than
that for PWR fuel, and the cumulative and maximum annual accident
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radiological risks are a factor of about 2.2'lower than that for ?WR
spent fuel. As a result, the port risks are about a factor of 10
larger than the risk of overland transport. All of the risks
calculated are small. The PWR risk values are similar to those
judged by the NRC to be small enough not to warrant increased
stringency in regulations. The Taiwanese research reactor spent fuel
shipment risk values are smaller yet. 51 refs., 22 tabs
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6. FACTORS AFFECTING THE FEASIBILITY OF RECOVERING
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL PACKAGES INVOLVED

IN MARITIME ACCIDENTS

(Title): The recovery of radioactive sources after a shipwreck: The case of
the Mont-Louis cargo and the implications of the M.S.C. Carla shipwreck
(Author): Sert, G.
(Corporate Author): Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire
(Source): undated 8 p
(Abstract): Many disciplines should be involved in the decision making
process before recovery of radioactive materials after a shipwreck:
radiation protection, nuclear safety, engineering ... with the necessary
tools, both for evaluation and operation. The Mont-Louis recovery
operations give an example of an event for which recovery was decided,
based on economical, safety, and public acceptance reasons. The M.S.C.
Carla shipwreck is an example of an event for which recovery was not
necessary to protect public health but which could have presented
potentially unacceptable radiological risks to recovery teams. In addition,
the recovery operational difficulties would have been significant.

(Title): Seawater corrosion of radioactive material transport packages
(Author): Piliero, I. Sert, G.
(Conference Information): PATRAM '98: international conference on packaging
and transportation of radioactive materials Paris (France) 10-15 May 1998
(Abstract): The transport of radioactive materials by sea is estimated to
225 shipments on average each year in France. To these movements may be
associated the risk of immersion of a ship's cargo by accident. In this
case, the packages of radioactive materials immersed in this way can lie at
different depths and suffer seawater corrosion.
This study estimates in a conservative manner the minimum time for the
loss, due to corrosion, of watertightness or strength of the constituents
of the packages. The recovery of packages immersed may thus be organised
and carried out in satisfactory conditions, as regards contamination
problems, if within this minimum time. The estimated destruction time of
the packages in the sea varies from 80 years to several thousand years. The
time for penetration of a package is, on average, 10 years. But the loss of
watertightness may be much more rapid, about two years.

(Title): Salvage response to maritime casualties
(Author): Walenkamp, Captain H.
(Corporate Author): Smit International
(Source): Draft proceedings of the special consultative meeting of entities
involved in the maritime transport of materials covered by the INF code,
SCM 5, 4-6 March 1996
(Abstract): Salvors are mostly called upon to remove sunken craft that are
either a danger to navigation or which have dangerous cargoes on board - it
may be chemicals or oil which can cause damage to the environment. The only
time that contact was made in respect of a salvage with nuclear cargo was
in respect of the "Mont Louis". The "Mont Louis" and the "Olau 3ritannia"
collided on August 25, 1984.The "Olau Britannia" kept her bow wedged into
the "Mont Louis" to prevent sinking in deep water and a tug pushed the two
ships into fairly shallow water. We were only contracted to take out the
cargo and the remaining fuel and on this occasion not to remove the vessel.
It was a good operation but I would say nothing out of the ordinary as far
as we were concerned and well within our capabilities.

(Title) : Draft guidelines for developing shipboard emergency plans for
vessels carrying materials subject to the INF Code
(Corporate Author): Marine Environmental Protection Committee of the IMO
(Source): Draft proceedings of the special consultative meeting of entities
involved in the maritime transport of materials covered by the INF code,
SCM 5, 4-6 March 1996
(Abstract): These guidelines provide a common frame of reference for
preparing shipboard emergency plans. Specifically, the main objectives are:
(1) to provide an overview of the issues related to transporting INF Code
cargoes, (2) to define a "process" that assists shipowners in preparing
comprehensive Shipboard Emergency Plans for Vessels carrying INF Code
cargoes, and (3) to provide a "benchmark" to assist governments in
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developing and enacting domestic laws which give force to and implement the
expectation of preparedness for responding to shipboard emergencies
involving INF Code cargoes.

(Title): United Kingdom experience in the use of dedicated ships to
transport irradiated nuclear fuel
(Author): Spinks, K.E.
(Corporate Author): United Kingdom
(Primary Report Number): CDG 42/INF.15
(Source): Sub-Committee on the Carriage of Dangerous Goods of the
International Maritime Organization 42~d session agenda item 10, November
1990 6 p
(Abstract): Seaborne transport of irradiated nuclear fuel by ships of the
United Kingdom first started in 1964 as a service to the Latina power
station in Italy, so that the fuel could be reprocessed in parallel with
similar Magnox fuel arising from sister stations in the UK. In order to
carry out the sea leg of the transport operation, a cargo ship, Steam
Fisher, was chartered; the necessary generating plant, cooling equipment
and other services and hardware were installed in her hold. In time this
ship was replaced by a slightly larger vessel, the Pool Fisher chartered
and equipped on the same basis. This service was extended in 1969 to the
Tokai-Mura power station in Japan by chartering a further ship, the Leven
Fisher. This ship was modified apart from the flask-related equipment in
that she had extra and more powerful radio equipment and additional oil
fuel storage tanks fitted. In the early 1970s fuel was being shipped across
the English Channel, 3ay of Biscay and Baltic. The Pacific Fisher was
converted to comply with the requirements that the Japanese Ministry of
Transport was formulating for their own coastal transport of irradiated
fuel. A little later came the. first purpose built ship, the Pacific Swap..
Pacific Swan was followed by Pacific Crane and then the Pacific Teal, each
incorporating improvements and alterations resulting from experience with
the previous ships, from changes in the types of flasks, and from the
evolving pattern of operations. For the trade with Europe, a general cargo
ship, Bay Fisher, was chartered and brought into service pending the design
and construction of a new ship, the Mediterranean Shearwater. The
Mediterranean Shearwater is for use in the smaller harbors of Europe and
incorporates the lessons and philosophy, as far as possible, of the new
ships operating to Japan.

TI (Title): Emergency response packaging: A conceptual outline
AU (Author): Luna, R.E. McClure, J.D. Bennett, P.C. Wheeler, T.A
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United

States)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-76DPC0789. Funding

Organization: USDOE, Washington, DC (United States)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): SAND—91-2690C {SAND912690C}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): TTC—1145 {TTC1145} CONF-920905—43

{CONF92090543}
CF (Conference Information): 10. international symposium on the

packaging and transportation of radioactive materials: PATRAM '92.
Yokohama (Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): [1991]. 7 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche OSTI as DE93002294 NTIS INIS US Govt. Printing Office Dep
AB (Abstract): The main thrust of this paper has been to put forth the

idea of developing a package for the recovery and retrieval of
released radioactive material contents from Radioactive Materials
(RAM) packaging involved in transport accidents. Prior to the
development of such a package, some additional studies might be
performed which would confirm the general type of candidate
materials which might have to be recovered. This would require a
detailed inventory of US packages that have released their contents
due to transport accidents. The main issue is one of preparedness
which would allow the US Department of Energy to respond to
accidents for DOE shipments and to respond nationally for shipments
outside the normal jurisdiction of US DOE shipments
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TI (Title): Analysis and evaluation of a radioactive waste package
retrieved from the Farallon Islands 900-meter disposal site

AU (Author): Colombo, P. Kendig, M.W
CA (Corporate Author): Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (USA)
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC02-76CH00016
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): BNL--45188 {3NL45188}
SO (Source): Sep 1990. 65 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche NTIS, PC A04/MF A01 as DE91000908 OSTI INIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

A3 (Abstract): The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was given a
Congressional mandate to develop criteria and regulations governing
the ocean disposal of ail forms of waste. The EPA taken an active
role both nationally and within the international nuclear regulatory
community to develop the effective controls necessary to protect the
health and safety of man and the marine environment. The EPA Office
of Radiation Programs (OR?) first initiated feasibility studies to
determine whether current technologies could be applied toward
determining the fate of radioactive waste disposed of in the past.
After successfully locating actual radioactive waste packages in
formerly used disposal sites, in the United States, the Office of
Radiation Programs developed an intensive program of site
characterization studies to examine biological, chemical and
physical characteristics including evaluations of the concentration
and distribution of radionuclides within these sites, and has
conducted a performance evaluation of past packaging techniques and
materials. Brookhaven National Laboratory (3NL) has performed
container corrosion and matrix analysis studies on the recovered
radioactive waste packages. This report presents the final results
of laboratory analyses performed. 17 refs., 4 0 figs., 7 tabs

TI (Title): The significance of the transport factor in supply to and
disposal from nuclear power plants. Die Bedeutung von Befoerderungen
bei der Ver- und Entsorgung von Kernkraftwerken

AU (Author): Stephany, M. (Nuklear-Chemie und -Metallurgie G.m.b.K.
(NUKEM), Kar.au (Germany, F.R.))

TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
CF (Conference Information): Winter meeting on nuclear materials

transport. Bonn (Germany, F.R.). 5-6 Feb 1985
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 3-922798-21-7
SO (Source): Deutsches Atomforum e.V., Bonn (Germany, F.R.). Nuclear

materials transoort. Papers. 3efoerderung von Kernmateriai.
Berichte. 1985."215 p. p. 7-24

AV (Availability): Available from Deutsches Atomforum e.V., Bonn
(Germany, F.R.)

AB (Abstract): Transport pathways, locations, volume of transport,
quantities produced, costs, transport market and transport
procedures are discussed in brief. Safety, safeguards, qualification
of transport companies and the international character of transports
are introduced, e.g. by the examples of the vessel Mont Louis and of
transports to Gorleben. (DG)

TI (Title): The salvaging of the Mont Louis cargo ship
AU (Author): Vastel, D
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
CF (Conference Information): Winter meeting on nuclear materials

transport. Bonn (Germany, F.R.). 5-6 Feb 1985
IS (International Standard Numbers): IS3N 3-922798-21-7
SO (Source): Deutsches Atomforum e.V., 3onn (Germany, F.R.). Nuclear

materials transport. Papers. Befoerderung von Kernmateriai.
Berichte. 1985. 215 p. p. 197-204

AV (Availability): Available from Deutsches Atomforum e.V., Bonn
(Germany, F.R.)

A3 (Abstract): On Saturday the 25th of August 1984, at 2:20 P.M., the
German car ferry Oiau Britannia with 800 passengers aboard rammed
the rear starboard side of the French cargo ship Mont Louis. The
collision occurred in the English Channel at a point 18 kilometers
north of Ostend. At 7:00 P.M. the Mont Louis sank to a depth of 15
meters at a distance of several miles by rail from Antwerp. Half the
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ship's hull lay uncovered at low tide. The cargo included 30 type
48-Y containers, each filled with 12 tons of UF6, and 22 empty type
30-B containers for return of the enriched uranium. The UF6 was to
be enriched to 4% in the Soviet Union for use as fuel in nuclear
power plants. The table below details the nature of the UF6. After
salvaging operation the containers have been inspected and no damage
or leaks have been detected. The accident involved no risk of
radioactive or chemical contamination of the sea water. The
systematic misinformation campaign by Greenpeace and news media is
briefly described. (orig./KP)

TI (Title): The reporting on the Mont Louis shipwrecking. Die
3erichterstattung ueber den Schiffbruch der Mont Louis

AU (Author): Facius, G
TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
CF (Conference Information): Winter meeting on nuclear materials

transport. 3onn (Germany, F.R.). 5-6 Feb 1985
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 3-922798-21-7
SO (Source): Deutsches Atomforum e.V., Bonn (Germany, F.R.). Nuclear

materials transport. Papers. Befoerderung von Kernmaterial.
3erichte. 1985. 215 p. p. 205-212

AV (Availability): Available from Deutsches Atomforum e.V., Bonn
(Germany, F.R.)

AB (Abstract): Offensive information policy during the first hours
following the accident ought to have determined the course of
journalistic presentation. Instead, information was put forth and
directed by Grenpeace who exploited the issue politically. In
Germany as well as in other countries there are hardly any special
editors who can actually handle such an issue from their own
knowledge. It is only newspapers, radio and TV stations who have
scientific editors. Reporting on events like the Mont Louis
shipwreck took place mainly on the news pages or even miscellaneous,
the latter requiring slogan-like, concise and popular style. Thus,
we encounter an enormous collision of interests between the
requirement of illustrative style and adecruate scientific precision.
(orig./HP)

TI (Title): The MONT LOUIS accident and nuclear safety. L'accident du
MONT LOUIS et la securite nucleaire

AU (Author): Ringot, C. Deviiiers, C. Warniez, ?
CA (Corporate Author): CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de

Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France). Dept. d'Anaiyse de Surete
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): CEA-CONF—8666 {CEACONF8666}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CEA-DAS™269 {CEADAS269}
CF (Conference Information): IAEA International symposium on the

packaging and transport of radioactive materials (PATRAM 86). Davos
(Switzerland). 16-20 Jun 1986

SO (Source): Jun 1986. 10 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): On August 25th 1984, 15 km from Ostence the French ship

MONT LOUIS, sailing to USSR, sank after a collision. She was lying
on a sand-bank 15-meter deep at low tide. The freight was
constituted by 30 containers type 48Y containing 350 tons of uranium
hexafluoride enriched at less than 1 percent. The recovery of UF6
containers was decided. The report describes the operation. All the
containers were recovered, only one showed a small leak at the valve
which was choked on the barge. Lessons drawn from the accident by
international and French authorities for regulations and technical
aspect are exposed

TI (Title): The Mont-Louis accident and nuclear safety. L'accident du
Mont-Louis et la securite nucleaire

AU (Author): Ringot, C. Deviiiers, C. Warniez, ?. (CSA Centre d'Etudes
Nucleaires de Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France))

TYPS (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--286/182 {IAEASM286182}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Davos (Switzerland).
16-20 Jun 1986
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IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-020087-7
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials (PATRAM '86).
Proceedings of an international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials held in Davos, 16-20 June
1986." Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1987. 634 p. v. 1 p. 621-631.
Proceedings series

AB (Abstract): On 25 August 1984, the French cargo ship Mont-Louis,
belonging to CGM, sank 15 km off the coast of Ostend, after having
been involved in a collision with a ferry. It settled on a sand bank
15 metres deep at low tide. This commonplace type of accident, an
outcome of the tough law of the sea, rapidly became an international
issue on account of the cargo it carried. The cargo included 30 type
48Y containers of less than 1% enriched uranium hexafluoride
intended for the USSR and weighing 350 t.- In view of the nature of
the cargo, particularly its value, it was decided to salvage the UF6
containers as quickly as possible and to recover the material. This
paper describes the salvage operations which, despite the
difficulties associated with sea conditions normal at this time of
year, ended with the recovery of all the 30 containers. They were
all intact except one, which had a slight leak in the valve, thereby
showing that the behaviour of the containers came up to
expectations. Nevertheless, just as for any accident, there are
lessons to be learnt from it. That is why French and international
authorities as well as users have taken note of a number of
interesting points covering both the regulatory and technical sides.
Finally, some ideas are given on the application of the Paris
Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy
and the protocol on intervention at sea in the event of pollution by
radioactive materials, (author)

TI (Title): Rescue container system for defective cylinders loaded with
uranium hexafluoride

AU (Author): Pfeifer, W. (Transnuklear G.m.b.H., Kanau (Germany, F.R.))
Steinbach, E.F.M. (Urenco, Almeio (Netherlands))

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM—286/19P {IAEASM28619P}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Davos (Switzerland).
16-20 Jun 1986

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-020087-7
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Packaging and transportation of radioactive materials (PATRAM '86).
Proceedings of an international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials held in Davos, 16-20 June
1986. Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1987. 634 p. v. 1 p. 615-618.
Proceedings series

AB (Abstract): A system for rescuing defective UF6 cylinders following
an accident during transport or storage has been developed. It
consists of a provisional repair method for the cylinders and a
special rescue container licensed for transport. The system has been
approved by the Federal German authorities. The container was used
during the recovery activities after the 'Mont Louis' accident,
(author)

TI (Title): Case history: The sinking of the Mont-Louis and nuclear
safety

AU (Author): Augustin, B. (French Interministerial Committee on Nuclear
Safety (CISN))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0020-6067 CODEN IAEBA
SO (Source): Int. At. Energy Agency Bull. (Spr 1985). v. 27(1) p. 28-31
AB (Abstract): The cargo ship Mont-Louis sank in the North Sea 10.5

nautical miles north of Ostend on 25 August 1984 after colliding
with a car ferry and being towed by tugs. Because part of the cargo
was nuclear material, this sea accident immediately gave rise to
numerous commentaries in the national and international press. The
accident did not at any time have any radiological or chemical
effects. All regulatory and administrative provisions had been
observed. A comprehensive nuclear-safety-oriented report is
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presented on particular aspects of the sinking of this vessel and
its cargo of radioactive materials and on the lessons to be learned

TI (Title): The accident of the cargo Mont-Louis on Saturday August
25th 1984. L'accident du Mont-Louis, le samedi 25 aout 1984

AU (Author): Ringot, C
CA (Corporate Author): CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de

Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France). Dept. d'Analyse de Surete
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): DAS—150 {DAS150}
SO (Source): Dec 1984. 38 p
AV (Availability) : MF available froir. INIS under the Report Number
A3 (Abstract): The shipwreck of the Mont Louis loaded with 30

containers filled with a 350 tons of UF6 is described.
Characteristics and performances of 48 Y containers are recalled.
Possible impact of the accident are examined. Then the recovery of
containers is described. This accident demonstrates the efficiency
of safety in the nuclear industry. The only point to reconsider is
the protection of the vane of the container. In an appendice
transport regulations are recalled

TI (Title): Uranium hexafluoride and the 'Mont Louis'
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0302-07 97
SO (Source): Chem. Eng. (London). (Oct 1984)

TI (Title): Routine methods for post-transportation accident recovery
of spent fuel casks

AU (Author): Shappert, L.B. Pope, R.3. (Oak Ridge National Lab., Oak
Ridge, TN (United States)) 3est, R.E. (Science Application
International Corp., Oak Ridge, TN (United States)) Jones, R.H

TYPE (Type of Document): Book
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF-920430-- {CONF920430}
CF (Conference Information): 3. international high level radioactive

waste management (IHLRWM) conference. Las Vegas, NV (United States).
12-16 Apr 1992

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 0-87262-891-4
SO (Source): Anon. Proceedings of high level radioactive waste

management. Volume 1. La Grange Park, XL (United States). American
Nuclear Society. 1992. 2425 p. p. 1855-1859

AB (Abstract): This paper reports that spend fuel casks and other large
radiative material packages have been examined to determine whether
the designs are adequate to allow the casks to be recovered using
conventional recovery methods following a transportation accident.
Casks and similar packages are typically designed with, and handled
by, trunnions that support the package during transport. These
trunnions are considered the best cask feature with which to grapple
the cask once it is no longer in its usual shipping mode. Following
a transport accident, the trunnions may be buried or entangled so
that they are not readily accessible to initiate the recovery
process. To evaluate the effectiveness of applying traditional
recovery methods to spent fuel casks, a workshop was held in which a
series of accidents involving casks were postulated. The modes of
transportation considered included truck, rail, and barge

TI (Title): Emergency response arrangements for the transport of
irradiated nuclear fuel from Japan to Europe in Japanese territorial
waters

AU (Author): Ikeda, T. Inada, T. Narahara, S. (Nuclear Services Co.,
Tokyo (Japan)) Cheshire, R.D. Lee, G

TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
R?P (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP—018 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 p.
v. 2 p. 911-918

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche
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A3 (Abstract): About :.9Q % of nuclear fuel irradiated in Japanese
nuclear power stations is transported to UK and France for
reprocessing. Pacific Nuclear Transport Ltd (PNTL), a subsidiary of
3ritish Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL), owns and operates its own fleet of
5 purpose built ships specially designed for the transport of flasks
containing irradiated fuel from Japan to Europe. These vessels sail
to Japan on 8 to 10 voyages per year from the BNFL's Marine Terminal
at Barrow in UK via Cherbourg Port in France. On arrival in Japan
empty flasks are delivered to Japanese nuclear power stations, and
full flasks are collected for the return journey to Europe. Whilst
the probability of a serious flask incident involving the release of
radioactivity is very small, it is nevertheless important to plan
for such an emergency. In the case of an incident BNFL will provide
an emergency response. If an incident occurs in Japanese territorial
waters, the initial response will be provided by Nuclear Services
Company (NSC), who are based in Japan (the head office in Tokyo,
Tokai Office in Ibaraki Prefecture and Tsuruga Office in Fukui
Prefecture) and contracted to 3NFL to provide a similar response to
that available from UK. This paper describes the communication links
which have been established between UK and Japan and the internal
communication within Japan. It also describes the emergency equipent
held in Japan, the training of teams and the results of exercises
jointly carried out with BNFL. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): Emergency response arrangements for the transport of
irradiated nuclear fuel from Japan to Europe

AU (Author): Cheshire, R.D. Lee, G. Williams, L.?. (British Nuclear
Fuels, pic, Risley (England))

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number*): CONF-890631— Vol. 3 {CONF890631VoI3}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on packaging and

transportation of radioactive materials. Washington, DC (USA). 11-16
Jun 1989

SO (Source): Oak Ridge National Lab., TN (USA). The 9th international
symposium on the packaging and transportation of radioactive
materials. Proceedings: Volume 3. [1989]. 730 p. p. 1405-1412

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche NTIS, PC A99/MF A01 as DE90004449

AB (Abstract): Pacific Nuclear Transport Ltd. (PNTL) a subsidiary of
3ritish Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) was established in 1975 to
transport irradiated nuclear fuel from Japanese nuclear power
stations to reprocessing plants in Europe. BNFL owns 62 1/2% of the
PNTL shares with the remainder being held by Japanese and French
companies. PNTL owns and operates its own fleet of five purpose
built ships specially designed for the transport of irradiated fuel
flasks: the Pacific Swan, Pacific Crane, Pacific Teal, Pacific
Sandpiper and Pacific Pintail. The 33,000 mile round trip to Japan
begins and ends at BNFLs Marine Terminal at Barrow in Cumbria. The
flasks are off-loaded directly from the ships to BNFL owned rail
wagons and are then transported by rail to Seliafield. While the
probability of a serious flask incident involving the release of
radioactivity is very small it is nevertheless important to plan for
such an emergency. Indeed the International Atomic Energy Agency
Regulations require that such plans be established. This paper
describes the BNFL/PNTL emergency response arrangements

TI (Title): Transport of irradiated nuclear fuel by sea
AU (Author): Vallette-Fontaine, M. (Transnucleaire, Paris, 75 (France))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 13-15 May
1997

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1997). v. 8(3-4). p. 199-200
A3 (Abstract): Due to the application of the new IMDG regulations for

the transport of radioactive material by sea, the conditions of
transport have been analysed in detail by Transnucleaire in order to
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comply with these regulations. Following a commercial agreement
between Transnucieaire and the French ship owner Company
Morbihannaise de Navigation, to equip the ship named Bouguenais
according to the INF Code Class 2. Starting in July 1996
Transnucieaire has operated the sister ship of the Bouguenais, named
3eaulieu, after fitting equipment to satisfy the INF (Class INF2)
code requirement, in response to customers' demands and to offer
more flexibility for ship availability. The two ships continue to be
able to transport other industrial goods to amortise the fixed costs
on a wider turnover basis. In addition, Transnucieaire has studied
the possibility of reinforcing the structure of the two ships to
meet the requirements of the .INF3 Class and of the Japanese
Regulations (KAISA 520). Ail transport packages are shipped to the
final destination in approved ISO cargo containers that are well
adapted to the stowing and handling of packages. The two ships are
fully equipped with ISO twist lock systems. In line with the
requirements of the French Competent Authorities, which are
applicable in French ports or territorial waters, regarding nuclear
material transport, Transnucieaire has studied the physical
protection of the cargo. The need for deterrent measures to be
implemented aboard ship has been foreseen, in order to afford some
protection against the risk of misappropriation of Class II nuclear
material while in transit. Transnucieaire is now able to track all
its maritime cargoes carried by INF2 classified ships. In addition,
Transnucieaire is studying salvage of the packages in case a ship
sinks. Accordingly, Transnucieaire is developing a safety response
plan with IFRSMER in order to be able to recover the packagings at
any time and in the worst conditions, should the ship sink

TI (Title): Comments on a paper tilted 'The sea transport of vitrified
high-level radioactive wastes: Unresolved safety issues'

AU (Author): Sprung, J.L. McConnell, ?.E. Nigrey, P.J. Arrjnerman, D.J.
(and others)

CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States)

FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract AC04-94AL85000. Funding
Organization: USDOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Washington, DC (United States}

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
R?? (Primary Report Number): SAND—97-1130 {SAND971I30}
SO (Source): May 1997. 35 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche Also available from OSTI as DE97006215 NTIS US Govt.
Printing Office Dep

A3 (Abstract): The cited paper estimates the consequences that might
occur should a purpose-built ship transporting Vitrified High Level
Waste (VHLW) be involved in a severe collision that causes the VHLW
canisters in one Type-B package to spill onto the floor of a major
ocean fishing region. Release of radioactivity from VHLW glass logs,
failure of elastomer cask seals, failure of VKLW canisters due to
stress corrosion cracking (SCO, and the probabilities of the
hypothesized accident scenario, of catastrophic cask failure, and of
cask recovery from the sea are all discussed

TI (Title): Recovery of low-level radioactive-waste packages from
deep-ocean disposal sites, September 1990. Final report

AU (Author): Walden, B.B
CA (Corporate Author): Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, MA (USA).

Dept. of Ocean Engineering
FC (Founding Organization): Contract: Contract EPA-68-01-6272
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): PB--91-127738/XA3 {P391127738XA3}
SO (Source): Sep 1990. 44 p
AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on

microfiche NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A03 INIS '
A3 (Abstract): The report presents the techniques to recover low-level

radioactive waste packages from three deep-ocean disposal sites:
Atlantic 3800-meter and the Pacific (Farallon Islands) 900-meter.
The design of the recovery equipment and its utilization by the
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submersibles ALVIN and PISCES VI is described. Considerations for
future waste disposal and recovery techniques are provided

TI (Title): The development of a package for the salvage and transport
of dangerous goods meeting limits for solid LSA-II/SCO-II (LSA-III
when transported under exclusive use) in compliance with the IAEA
Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material - 1985
edition (as amended 1990)

AU (Author): Urch, K.C. Windley, D. (Magnox Electric pic, Packaging and
Transport Unit, Berkeley (United Kingdom))

TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 4. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 13-15 May
1997

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS " (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTER
SO (Source): (1997). v. 8(3-4). p. 239-240
AB (Abstract): This paper describes the development of a package for

the salvage and transport of dangerous goods within the radioactive
materials classification LSA-II/SCO-II and the preparation of the
safety submission such that the package is suitable for licensing as
an Industrial Type (IP-2) Package. The package developed is a
stainless steel 307 litre drum comprising upper and lower drum
sections, clamped together using a two piece clamping band secured
by four M 12 socket head cap screws. Sealing of the drum is provided
by an 0' ring positioned between the two drum sections. The overall
dimensions of the packaging are 1002 mm x 710 mm (diameter), its
mass is 50 kg and it is tested for payloads of up to a maximum of
400 kg. Extensive testing was carried out on the package by the
Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and Research on
behalf of the manufacturer, and the package proved to be suitable
for carrying a variety of payioads. This is reflected in its United
Nations certification for both solids and liquids. The test results
confirmed the package's suitability for compliance with the IAEA
Regulation for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material, 1985
Edition (as amended 1990) and following the preparation of a
detailed Safety Submission, Nuclear Electric's Competent Authority
issued a Certificate of Regulatory Compliance. (Author)

TI (Title): Recovery of low-level radioactive waste packages from deep
ocean disposal sites. Technical report

AU (Author): Walden, 3.3
CA (Corporate Author): Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, MA (USA).

Dept. of Ocean Engineering
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): PB—88-106869/XAB {PB88106869XA3}
R?S (Secondary Report Number): WKOI—87-14 {WHOI8714}
SO (Source): Mar 1987. 43 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS, PC A03/MF A01
AB (Abstract): This paper presents the methods used for the recovery of

three low-level radioactive-waste packages from deep-ocean disposal
sites in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The design of the recovery
equipment and its utilization by the submersibies ALVIN and PISCES
VI is described. Considerations for future waste disposal and
recovery techniques are provided

TI (Title): Analysis and evaluation of a radioactive waste package
retrieved from the Atlantic 2800 meter disposal site. Technical note

AU (Author): Colombo, P. Neilson, R.M. Jr. Kendig, M.W
CA (Corporate Author): Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (USA)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): PB—81-109118 {PB81109118}
SO (Source): Sep 1979. 119 p
AV (Availability): MF available from INIS under the Report Number

Available from NTIS., PC A06/MF A01
A3 (Abstract): During the 1976 Atlantic 2800 meter radioactive waste

disposal site survey, the first recovery of a radioactive waste
package from a radioactive waste disposal site was performed by the
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SPA Office of Radiation Programs. The retrieved 80-gallon
radioactive waste package was transported to 3rookhaven National
Laboratory where container corrosion and matrix leach rate and
degradation studies were conducted

TI (Title): Supporting system in emergency response plan for nuclear
material transport accidents •

AU (Author): Nakagome, Y. (Kyoto Univ., Kumatori, Osaka (Japan).
Research Reactor Inst.) Aoki, S

TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
R?P (Primary Report Number): INIS-JP—C18 {INISJP018}
CF (Conference Information): PATRAM'92: 10. international symposium on

the packaging and transportation of radioactive materials. Yokohama
(Japan). 13-18 Sep 1992

SO (Source): The 10th international symposium on the packaging and
transportation of radioactive materials. Proceedings. 1993. 1709 0.
v. 2 p. 919-926

AV (Availability): Available from INIS in electronic form and/or on
microfiche

AB (Abstract): As aiming to provide the detailed information concerning
nuclear material transport accidents and to supply it to the
concerned organizations by an online computer, the Emergency
Response Supporting System has been constructed in the Nuclear
Safety Technology Center, Japan. The system consists of four
subsystems and four data bases. By inputting initial information
such as name of package and date of accident, one can obtain the
appropriate initial response procedures and related information for
the accident immediately. The system must be useful for protecting
the public safety from nuclear material transport accidents. But, it
is not expected that the system shall be used in future. (J.P.N.)

TI (Title): Experience in the European transport of spent nuclear fuel
AU (Author): Blackburn, S. Brown, A. (Nuclear Transport Ltd., Risley

(United Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
RPS (Secondary Report Number): CONF—910577 {CONF910577}
CF (Conference Information): 2. International conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Bournemouth (United Kingdom). 8-10 May
1991

JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
Materials Transport

IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODSN IJRTE
SO (Source): Int. J. Radioact. Mater. Transp. (1991). v. 2(1-3) p.

115-121
AB (Abstract): Nuclear Transport Limited has been responsible for most

of the European transport of spent nuclear fuel which has taken
place to date, and therefore has unique experience in the field. The
services and experience of Nuclear Transport Limited cover a whole
range of flask types, large quantities of fuel transported, the
design and provision of handling equipment, the logistics of
operation, the arrangements necessary to maintain high standards of
safety, and the need to alleviate public concern. Transport routes
and communications systems have been developed, crossing national
boundaries in Europe using road, rail and sea, currently employing
the freight rail ferry for the short haul crossing of the English
Channel, in contrast to the special purpose ships which are operated
by PNTL for the long haul crossing of the ocean from Japan to the
United Kingdom. Whilst there has never been a serious accident
involving a spent fuel flask, procedures have been established to
ensure an effective response to any accident or incident. This
approach is consistent with the standards of safety that apply
throughout the nuclear industry, (author)

TI (Title): Irradiated fuel transport emergency arrangements
AU (Author): Milton, S.J. (Nuclear Electric pic, 3arnwood (United

Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
CF (Conference Information): 3. international conference on transport

for the nuclear industry. Windermere (United Kingdom). 7-9 Jun 1994
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radioactive
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Materials Transoort
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0957-476X CODEN IJRTSR
SO (Source): (1994). p. 165-168
AB (Abstract): For over 30 years spent nuclear fuel has been

transported by road and rail. In that time, there has never been an
accident involving, the release of radioactivity. Notwithstanding
this excellent record it is both necessary and desirable to have
contingency plans for any emergency situation. The Irradiated Fuel
Transport Flask Emergency Plan for England and Wales (IFTFE?) has
been developed and administered by Nuclear Electric pic to set out
the detailed response by the nuclear industry to a mishap involving
an irradiated fuel flask in transit, (author)

TI (Title): Emergency response planning for transport accidents
involving radioactive materials

CA (Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria)

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RP? (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC--262 {IAEATECDOC262}
SO (Source): Mar 1982. 58 p
AV (Availability): MF available from•INIS under the Report Number
AB (Abstract): The document presents a basic discussion of the various

aspects and philosophies of emergency planning and preparedness
along with a consideration of the problems which might be
encountered in a transportation accident involving a release of
radioactive materials. Readers who are responsible for preparing
emergency plans and procedures will have to decide on how best to
apply this guidance to their own organizational structures and will
also have to decide on an emergency planning and preparedness
philosophy suitable to their own situations

TI (Title): The need for emergency preparedness in transport of
radioactive materials

AU (Author): Bernardo, B.C. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria). Div. of Nuclear Safety and Environmental Protection)

TYPE (Type of Document): Miscellaneous
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf—-6447 {INISmf6447}
CF (Conference Information): 6. International symposium on packaging

and transportation of radioactive materials. Berlin, Germany, F.R.
10 - 14 Nov 1980

SO (Source): Bundesanstalt fuer Materialpruefung, Berlin (Germany,
F.R.). Abt. Bauwesen. Patram '80. Compacts. 1980. 628 p. p. 609-612

AV (Availability) : MF available from INIS under the Report Number
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7. ESTIMATED ACTIVITY RELEASES FROM PACKAGES
INVOLVED IN MARITIME ACCIDENTS

7.1. NATURAL RADIONUCLIDES

Selected abstracts: natural radioactivity

Document 1 of 23
Some topics on radioecological research in marine environment.
Shimizu, Makoto (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Faculty of Agriculture. National Institute of
Radiological Sciences seminar on environmental research. Chiba (Japan). 10-11 Dec 1992.
Iwakura, T. Nakajima, T. (eds.). National Inst of Radiological Sciences, Chiba (Japan).
Approach to the nuclear safety for environment and members of public. Ecological behavior,
metabolism, dose evaluation of radionuclides. Mar 1993. 201 pp. 32-42
Abstract
In Japan, systematic researches on marine environmental radioactivity started in 1954 when
'Bikini incidence' occurred. After several years of handling emergency situations, basic
studies were carried out to understand processes and mechanisms of contamination of aquatic
organisms by radionuclides. At this period 'Hiyama Group' had a large contribution to the
development of this new field of research. Important concepts and items have already been
dealt with in this Grant Group. Toward the end of 'Hiyama Group', a new project started in
Nuclear Safety Research Association. This project, so-called 'Kaihohtoku', aimed at gathering
necessary information for safety assessment on the release of low-level radioactive liquid
wastes from a newly planned spent-fuel reprocessing plant at Tokai. NIRS-Nakaminato
Branch was established first as Marine Radioecological Station in this project. The term
'radioecology' got popularity also in this period. Many important results were obtained and
scientific basis of the safety assessment was established in this project. Today we have not
any urgent matter to be handled concerning radioecology in our coastal environment.
Nuclides found are exclusively of fallout and of a quite low level. We have also established
methodology of radiological assessment. So, what is the problem? The problem is 'from
conservative to realistic', which is the trend in the world. Here, from this viewpoint, some
topics such as models and parameters including concentration factors and their validation and
verification in the natural environment were discussed.

Document 2 of 23
Comparison of concentrations of natural and artificial radionuclides in Plankton from French
Polynesian and Australian coastal waters
Poletiko, C. (CEA Centre d'Etudes de Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France). Dept. de Protection
de la Sante de l'Homme et de Dosimetrie) Twining, J.R. Jeffree, R.A. (Australian Nuclear
Science and Technology Organisation, Lucas Heights, NSW (Australia). Environmental
Science Program
Pacific Basin Nuclear Conference. Sydney (Australia). 1-6 May 1994
Abstract):
Zooplankton samples from French Polynesian and Australian coastal waters were analysed
for natural and artificial radionuclides. Quality control was assured by correlating replicate
analyses between three laboratories and by participation in an international intercomparison
exercise. Pu239/240 was detected sporadically among samples from both regions, with the
highest levels being more consistently found in Tuamotu-Gambier samples. The artificial
radionuclides Cs-137, Cs-134, Sr-90 and Co-60 were not detected. Of the natural nuclides,
Ac-228 was detected in shallow continental waters off Northern Australia and an inverse
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relationship (P<0.02) was established between plankton density and their Po-210
concentration, (authors

Document 3 of 23
Present status of marine environmental radioactivity survey in the sea of Japan
Matsuoka, H. (Science and Technology Agency, Tokyo (Japan). Nuclear Safety Bureau
(Conference Information):
Japan-Russia joint workshop on radiation safety. Tokyo (Japan). 28 Feb - 3 Mar 1994,
Kosako, Toshiso Sugiura, Nobuyuki (eds.). Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Research Center for
Nuclear Science and Technology. Proceedings of Japan-Russia joint workshop on radiation
safety. 1994. 242 p. p. Abstract
Science and Technology Agency has been conducting some Marine Environmental
Radioactivity Surveys around Japan in cooperation with the relevant organizations (Maritime
Safety Agency, Japan Meteorological Agency, Fishery Agency, National Institute of
Radiological Sciences, Japan Marine Science and Technology Center, Japan Chemical
Analysis Center and Marine Ecology Research Institute). Several artificial radionuclides have
been detected but the main origin is supposed to be fall-out. The level trend of marine
environmental radioactivity has no anomalies excepting the effect of Chernobyl Accident.
The data summarized here are as follows. 1. Marine Environmental Survey of Fisheries near
the Nuclear Power Stations, 2. Past Data of Marine Environmental Radioactivity around
Japan (Apr. 1982 - Mar. 1991), 3. Marine Environmental Survey of the Sea of Japan (spring,
1993), 4. Marine Environmental Survey of the Sea of Japan (autumn, 1993). In addition,
JAPAN-KOREA-RUSSIA JOINT EXPEDITION in the Sea of Japan will start in the middle
of March. We are expecting to get valuable data through the EXPEDITION.

Document 4 of 23
Title: Behaviour of transplutonium elements in the environment. Povedenie
transplutonievykh ehlementov v okruzhayushchej srede
Author: Grashchenko, S.M. Kuznetsov, Yu.V. Legin, V.K. Myasoedov. B.F. Pavlotskaya,
F.I. Pospelov, Yu.N
All-union conference on chemistry of transplutonium elements. Dimitrovgrad (USSR). 18-21
Oct 1988 AN SSSR, Moscow (USSR) Gosudarstvennyj Komitet po Ispol'zovaniyu Atomnoj
Ehnergii SSSR, Moscow (USSR) Nauchno-Issledovaterskij Inst. Atomnykh Reaktorov,
Dimitrovgrad (USSR). 3. All-union conference on chemistry of transplutonium elements.
Summaries of reports. 3. Vsesoyuznaya konferentsiya po khimii transplutonievykh
ehlementov. Tezisy dokladov. 1988. 95 p. p.

Document 5 of 23
Title: Elementary analyses in behalf of the project: Orientating investigation to Polonium-210
and other radionuclides in Dutch aquatic ecosystems. Elementair analyses t.b.v. het project:
Orienterend onderzoek naar Polonium-210 en andere radionucliden in Nederlandse
aquatische ecosystemen (Author: Hart, MJ. 't Breugem, P.M. Koester, H.W
(Primary Report Number): RIVM--248476002,1989
(Abstract):

In this report, results of the determinations of total, organic and inorganic carbon analysis are
reported for the project 'Orientating investigations of Polonium-210 and other natural
radionuclides in Dutch aquatic ecosystems', projectnumber 248476. The method used is a
modification of the method described by Froelich and is based on elemental analysis.
Sediment samples from several locations of sea and river water show a large variation of the
carbon content. The organic carbon concentration varies from 2.78 to 22.42 percent. The
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inorganic carbon varies from 1.25 to 5.66 percent. The analyses were run in duplicate with a
mean standard deviation of 0.1 percent.

Document 6 of 23
(Title): Orientating investigation to Polonium-210 and other radionuclides in Dutch aquatic

ecosystems. Orienterend onderzoek naar Polonium-210 en andere radionucliden in
Nederlandse aquatische ecosystemen
Author): Koester, H.W. Marwitz, P.A. (Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en
Milieuhygiene, Bilthoven (Netherlands)) Berger, G.W. (Netherlands Inst. for Sea Research,
Den Burg (Netherlands)) Weers, A.W. van (Netherlands Energy Research Foundation, Petten
(Netherlands)) Hagel, P. (RIVO (Netherlands)) Nieuwenhuize, J. (DIHO (Netherlands.
Primary Report Number: RIVM-248476004
(Abstract): In 1985/86 reconnaissance investigations were carried out of Po-210, Pb-210, Ra-

226, Th-230 of the U-238 series, and of Th-232 and its daughter Th-228. In the lower reaches
of the Rhine, Westerschelde, and Hoogoven(furnace)-channel concentrations were markedly
elevated. The average Po-210 concentrations of these waters were between 3-4 Bq.m"3

dissolved in water, between 200-500 Bq.kg*1 in dry suspended matter, between 300-400
Bq.kg'1 in mussels dry matter. These elevated levels could be ascribed to emissions on these
waters by the phosphate rock and iron-ore-processing industries. In bottom sediment of
waterways or of docks close to these industries Pb-210 and Po-210 concentrations varied
from 150 to 750 Bq.kg"1 dry sediment. The lowest average Po-210 concentrations were found
in the Oosterschelde: 0.8 Bq.m'3 dissolved in water, 70 Bq.kg"1 in dry suspended matter, 100
Bq.kg"1 in mussels dry matter. It was found that several organisms incorporate Po-210 more
strongly than the other natural radionuclides. Po-210 also contributes most to the radiation
burden caused by the consumption of fish products, in particular mussels and shrimps.
Consumption of 1 kg. a"1 of shrimps from the Oosterschelde or from the coastal area causes
respectively a radiation exposure of 10 jiSv.a"1 or 30 jj,Sv.a''. This study points out the
necessity for further studies of the emissions of Po-210 and other U-238 daughters and their
dispersal and/or accumulation in the aquatic environment. Furthermore it is important to
identify critical groups with respect to the radiation exposure caused by the consumption of
mussels and other fish products, and the contribution to this radiation exposure by the
industries.

Document 7 of 23
Title): Radioactivity in north European waters: report of Working Group 2 of CEC project
MARINA
Author): Camplin, W.C. Aarkrog, A
Primary Report Number): MAFF-FRDR--20
Abstract): The primary objective of Working Group 2 of Project MARINA was to consider
recent measurements of environmental radioactivity in north European waters and to use this,
and other information, to report likely magnitude of doses to the critical group from marine
pathways. The monitoring data were supplemented, where appropriate, with predictions from
simple models. The major sources of radioactivity studied were as follows: (i) liquid wastes
from nuclear fuel reprocessing plants, (Sellafield, Dounreay, Cap de la Hague). (Ii) liquid
wastes from nuclear power plants and other major nuclear industry sites, (including Belgium,
Denmark, France, Finland, GDR, FDR, Netherlands, Sweden, UK, USSR). (Iii) solid waste
disposal in the deep north-east Atlantic, (iv) fallout from Chernobyl, and (v) naturally-
occurring radionuclides.
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Document 8 of 23
Title): Natural tracers in dietary studies: Data for 2I0Po and 210Pb in decapod shrimp and other

pelagic organisms in the northeast Atlantic Ocean
Author): Heyraud, M. (Musee Oceanographique (Monaco). International Lab. of Marine
Radioactivity) Domanski, P. Fasham, M.J.R. (Institute of Oceanographic Sciences, Wormley
(UK)) Cherry, R.D. (Cape Town Univ. (South Africa). Dept. of Physics
Marine Biology, Mar. Biol. (1988). v. 97 p. 507-519
Abstract): Measurements of the concentrations of the naturally-occurring radioactive nuclides
210Po and 210Pb in a large number of pelagic organisms from the Atlantic Ocean made in the
spring/summer 1984 and 1985 are reported. Marine shrimp are particularly well represented,
and in many cases data were obtained for shrimp hepatopancreas, stomach-contents, and
posterior intestine plus contents, as well as for whole individuals. The wide ranges found in
210Po concentrations group into categories: The shrimp, for example, divide into four
categories, two penaeid and two carid. These groupings are explained on the basis of
variations in diet between the different categories. A clear difference was also observed
between the 210Po levels in shrimp of similar species and size from opposite sides of and
oceanographic front: This difference too can be explained plausibly in terms of a change in
diet. Particularly high levels of 210Po are not uncommon in certain penaeid shrimp, and
attention is drawn to the need for investigation of cytological and/or genetic effects which
could possibly be caused by the very high natural radiation doses to which such organisms
are exposed.

Document 9 of 23
Title): Uptake and distribution of radium and uranium in the aquatic food chain
Author): Stegnar, P. Kobal, I. (Institut Jozef Stefan, Ljubljana (Yugoslavia
IAEA-SM—257/87P Proceedings of an international symposium on migration in the
terrestrial environment of long-lived radionuclides from the nuclear fuel cycle organized by
the IAEA, the CEC and the OECD NEA and held in Knoxville, USA, 27-31 July 1981.
Vienna. IAEA. 1982. 831 p. p. 364-373.
Abstract: In order to study the levels and role of radium and uranium in the environment, the
uptake and distribution of both radioelements were followed over a longer period, in surface
waters, rivers and stream sediments, and selective representatives of the aquatic food chain in
the uranium mining area at Zirovski vrh and also in some other typical regions in Slovenia.
Results obtained show generally increased values of radium and uranium in surface waters,
sediments and biological samples from the mining area as compared to some background
regions of the country, but lower than levels arising in an area affected by some classical
technologies (phosphate, coal and power production). From this study, distribution patterns of
Ra and U in water, sediments, fish food and fish are derived.

Document 10 of 23
Title): The natural radiation environment of marine organisms and aspects of the human food
chain
Author: Woodhead, D.S. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (UK).
Directorate of Fisheries Research
(Source): J. Soc. Radiol. Prot. (Win 1982). v. 2(4) p. 18-25
Abstract): This article is based on a paper presented at the SRP meeting on the Natural
Radiation Environment, March 1982. The concentrations of some of the natural
radionuclides in various components of the marine environment are described and the
contributions which these make to the radiation exposure of both marine organisms and man
are discussed. It is indicated that radium-226 is a useful tracer of oceanic processes and a
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potential means of verifying the models being developed to predict the radiological
consequences of the disposal of radioactive wastes into the deep ocean.

Document 11 of 23
Title): The relative mobility of natural (Th, Pb and Po) and fallout (Pu, Am, Cs) radionuclides
in the coastal marine environment: results from model ecosystems (MERL) and Narragansett
Bay
Author): Santschi, P.H. Li, Y.H. Adler, D.M. Amdurer, M. Bell, J. Nyffeler, U.P. (Columbia
Univ., Palisades, NY (USA). Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory
(Source): Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta. (Feb 1983). v. 47(2) p. 201-210
(Abstract): The relative mobility of nuclides of Pb, Th, Pu, and Cs, which are widely used as
geochemical tracers for sedimentation and bioturbation, was investigated in artificial
microcosm tanks (MERL) and in Narragansett Bay. Their mobility was characterized by
their removal rates from the water column, their affinity toward particles and their degree of
penetration into the surface sediments. Pb, Th, and Pu transport was controlled
predominantly by the affinity of these elements to particles, and the transport parameters of
the particles themselves (i.e. sediment resuspension and mixing rates). Because of its low
distribution coefficient, transport of Cs was controlled by molecular diffusion through pore
water in the winter, while in summer, Cs transport was enhanced due to bioturbation. The
increase with depth of the Cs/Pu ratio in core profiles of MERL and Narragansett Bay
sediments is thus caused primarily by the higher mobility of Cs.

Document 12 of 23
Title): Ocean disposal of radioactive wastes
(Author): Templeton, W.L. (Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA) Preston, A
Source): Radioact. Waste Manage. (Oak Ridge, Term.). (Sep 1982). v. 3(1) p. 75-113
Abstract): The purpose of this paper was to describe the major sources of radiation in the
marine environment, to present the relevant standards for radiation exposure, and to discuss
the rationale and application of methodologies for controlling both liquid and solid
radioactive waste disposals to the ocean

Document 13 of 23
B>(Title): Plutonium isotopes, I37Cs, wSr and natural radioactivity in marine sediments from
Ghazaouet (Algeria.
Author): Noureddine, A. Baggoura, B. (Centre de Radioprotection et de Surete (CRS),
Algiers (Algeria). Lab. d'Environnement.
Journal of Environmental Radioactivity (1997). p. 127-138
Abstract): Samples of marine surface sediments of different grain sizes collected in
Ghazaouet, a small bay on the western coast of Algeria, have been examined to measure cc, p
and y radioactivity. The purpose of this study is to detect any radioactive contamination.
Using a combination of direct gamma spectrometry, radiochemical separation and a
spectrometry, and P counting, activity levels of the most significant naturally-occurring
radioisotopes 210Po, 2I0Pb, 226Ra, etc.) were determined in the samples. Natural radionuclides
have shown relatively high activities. The analysis of these samples revealed measurable
quantities of some artificial radionuclides, namely: ^ P u (from 0.02 to 0.05 Bq kg"1 ash),
239*240pu ( f i r o m Q 3 t 0 Q6 B q kg-l ^ 137Cs ( f r o m $ 9 t Q 3 5 g q j^- l ^ ^ 90gr ( f r o m j 4 t Q

7.4 Bq kg"J ash). Concentration ratios of 238Pu to 239+240pu and 137Cs to 239+240pu obtained seem
to confirm that this artificial radioactivity is due mainly to nuclear-testing fallout.
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Document 14 of 23
Title): Polonium-210 in the environment- source, movement and distribution aspects
Author): lyengar, MA.R. (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Kalpakkam (India). Health
Physics Div
(Source): Ramasamy, K. (ed.) (Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ., Coimbatore (India))
Gunathilagaraj, K. (ed.) Selvasekarapandian, S. (ed.) (Bharathiar Univ., Coimbatore (India))
Sadasivan, S. (ed.) (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay (India)). Department of
Atomic Energy, Bombay (India). Board of Research in Nuclear Sciences. Proceedings of the
sixth national symposium on environment: focal theme -environmental issues related to
agriculture, textile and leather. Coimbatore (India). Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ. 1997. 332
p. p. 23-26
Abstract): A programme to systematically investigate the occurrence, movement and
distribution of 210Po and its parent 210Pb in the coastal marine environment at Kalpakkam has
been in progress for quite sometime. Some of the salient features observed during this study
are presented.

Document 15 of 23
Title): Gamma radioactivity in the Iberian marine environment closest to the NEA dumping
site
(Author): Mitchell, P.I. (University Coll., Dublin (Ireland). Dept. of Experimental Physics)

Vidal-Quadras, A. Font, J.L. Oliva, M. (Universidad Autonoma de Barcelona (Spain). Dept.
de Fisica
Source): J. Environ. Radioact. (198S). v. 6(1) p. 77-89
(Abstract: The distributions of caesium-137 and some naturally occurring gamma-emitters in
a range of environmental samples, collected along the north-west Iberian coastline during
April 1984, are presented. Samples, including surface waters, algae, sediments and fish, have
been analyzed to establish accurate baselines for that region of the continental shelf closest to
the NEA dumping site. Results indicate that caesium-137 levels were a factor of three lower
than those typical of waters off the west coast of Ireland and are consistent with those
expected from global fallout prior to the Chernobyl accident. The mean caesium-137
concentration in sea water at six well-separated stations near the coast was 3.85 <ent>+-
</ent> 0.19 Bq m<SUP>-3</SUP>, whilst caesium-137 levels in widely consumed species of
fish were in the range 1.1-6.2 Bq kg<SUP>-l</SUP> (dry wt). It is estimated that caesium-
137, through one year's ingestion offish and shellfish, generates a collective dose equivalent
commitment to the adult Galician population of 0.78 man-Sv, which is approximately 3% of
the total annual collective dose equivalent from non-medical sources of radiation.

Document 16 of 23
Title): A provisional assessment of radiation regimes in deep ocean environments
Author): Woodhead, D.S. Pentreath, RJ. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Directorate of Fisheries Research, Fisheries Lab., Lowestoft, Suffolk
Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and the
ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 133-152
Abstract): The introduction of high-level radioactive wastes into the deep ocean environment
could, depending on the disposal option employed, result in a more or less significant
increase in the radiation exposure of the local fauna. It has been conjectured that the fauna
may be particularly sensitive to such a change in ambient conditions, although there is, as yet,
little information on either their sensitivity to radiation, the natural background radiation
regime, or the magnitude of the increased exposure which could arise from waste disposal. A
knowledge of the natural radiation exposure of organisms occupying different niches
provides a necessary perspective for any assessment of the impact of contaminant
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radioactivity. Available data on the concentrations of natural radionuclides in seawater, deep
ocean sediments, and certain of the deep ocean fauna, together with simple models, for a
basis for an estimation of background radiation dose rates. Investigations of the radiological
consequences of deep-sea waste disposal have provided estimates of the concentrations of
actinide and fission product radionuclides in deep ocean waters, and their variation with time.
These data form the input for the estimation of the consequential exposure of the deep ocean
fauna. The results of these preliminary studies provide an indication of the research necessary
to improve understanding of the possible impact on the ecosystem of the disposal of high-
level radioactive wastes into the deep ocean

Document 17 of 23
Title): Actinide isotopes in the marine environment
(Author): Holm, E. Fukai, R. (Musee Oceanographique (Monaco). International Lab. of

Marine Radioactivity.
International conference on actinides (Actinides '85). Aix-en-Provence (France). 2-6 Sep
1985
J. Less-Common Met. (Aug 1986). v. 122 p. 487-497
Abstract): Studies of actinide isotopes in the environment are important not only from the
viewpoint of their radiological effects on human life, but also from the fact that they act as
excellent biochemical and geochemical tracers especially in the marine environment. For
several of the actinide isotopes there is still a lack of basic data on concentration levels and
further investigations on their chemical and physical speciation are required to understand
their behaviour in the marine environment. The measured and estimated activity
concentration levels of artificial actinides are at present in general a few orders of magnitude
lower than those of the natural ones and their concentration factors in biota are relatively low,
except in a few species of macroalgae and phytoplankton. The contribution from seafood to
total ingestion of actinides by the world population is a few per cent and, therefore, the dose
to man from these long-lived radionuclides caused by seafood ingestion is usually low.

Documentl8of23
Title): Contribution to the study of radioactivity in marine organisms. Dosage of 2I0Po in
Perna perna, L
Author): Gouvea, R.C. Santos, P.L. (Universidade Federal Fluminense, Niteroi (Brazil). Inst.
de Biologia) Gouvea, V.A. (Institute de Radioprotecao e Dosimetria, Rio de Janeiro (Brazil
Source\: Sci. Total Environ. (Mar 1987). v. 61 p. 117-120
(Abstract): The bioaccumulation of natural radionuclides in marine organisms along the Rio

de Janeiro Coast has been examined. Significant levels of 210Po were found in the edible
bivalve Perna perna Linnaeus, 1758. The radionuclide was concentrated predominantly in the
viceral mass (52.5%) and gills (43.8%) with minor accumulation also occurring in the byssus
(3.8%) and shell (0.1%). The level of 210Po in the soft tissue of bivalves collected along Ponta
Negra beach was three times higher than that of similar organisms collected near Boa Viagem
beach.

Document 19 of 23
Title): Natural radioactivity in some specimens of the marine biota. Radioatividade natural
em alguns especimens da biota marinha
Author): Valle Matta, M.A. do (Instituto de Radioprotecao e Dosimetria, Rio de Janeiro
(Brazil
Primary Report Number): INIS-mf~6767
(Abstract): Marine environment contamination by natural radionuclides (uranium and 238U
daughters) is evaluated using marine -fauna and flora elements concentrating fission - and
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radioactivated products released by nuclear facilities. Total alpha and beta radiometry is done
in the the biota to determine the radionuclide concentration. Uranium, 226Ra and 210Po assay is
done to estimate their contribution to natural radioactivity in the chosen biological indicators.
Several analytical techniques required by each radionuclide are used. Potassium assay is done
to evaluate the contribution of 40K to the natural radioactivity, and calcium assay to determine
Ra/Ca and U/Ca ratios in the samples. For total alpha radiometry in algae the higher average
value is detected in Phaeophyta (84.1 pCi/kg fresh weight). Maximum concentration in
animals is registered in Bunodosoma caissarum (43.1 pCi/kg fresh weight). For algae, the
higher average total beta radiometry detected is in Chlorophyta (6.9 nCi/kg fresh weight).
The maximum value found in animals refers to Thais Haemastoma (7.54 nCi/kg fresh
weight). Potassium higher average ratio for algae occurs in Chlorophyta (12.77% ashes). For
animals, the maximum value is found in Bunodosoma caissarum (13.80% ashes). The
uranium concentration factor is maximum in Perna perna bissus (684) while the minimum is
registered in Thais haemastoma and Sargassum vulgare (44). The 226Ra concentration factor is
maximum in Sargassum vulgare (2143) and minimum in Bunodosoma caissarum (32).
Maximum average ratio for 210Po in algae occurs in Phaephyta (11.5 pCi/g dry weight) and
the maximum concentration for animals in Perna perna (31.5 pCi/g dry weight). The
techniques employed proved to be efficient for the objectives aimed at.

Document 20 of 23
Title): Plutonium and americium in seaweed from the Channel Islands
Author): Cross, J.E. Day, J.P. (Manchester Univ. (UK). Dept. of Chemistry
Source): Environ. Pollut, Ser. B. (Jul 1981). v. 2(4) p. 249-257
Abstract): Samples of the seaweed bladder wrack Fucus vesiculosus collected from the
Channel Islands and North Cornwall have been examined for alpha radioactivity. Using a
combination of chemical separation techniques and high resolution low background alpha
spectrometry, the levels of activity of the most significant naturally-occurring nuclides were
determined in all the samples. The Channel Islands seaweed also contained measurable
quantities of the artificial nuclides 238Pu, 239+240pu and 24IAm, ranging from 0.1 to 20 pCi kg'1

(dry weight) of each nuclide. The activity of these transuranic nuclides was about 3% of the
total alpha activity due to natural sources. This appears to confirm earlier conclusions that
alpha-emitting nuclides discharged from the nuclear fuel reprocessing plant at Cap de la
Hague, France, are now appearing at low but significant amounts in the marine ecosystem of
the Channel Islands.

Document 21 of 23
Title): Contamination due to radioactive materials
(Author): Woodhead, D.S. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (UK).

Fisheries Radiobiological Lab
(Source): Kinne, O. (ed.) (Biologische Anstalt Helgoland, Hamburg (Germany, F.R.)).

Marine ecology: a comprehensive, integrated treatise on life in oceans and coastal waters, v.
5. Ocean management. Pt. 3. Pollution and protection of the seas - radioactive materials,
heavy metals and oil. Chichester (UK). John Wiley. 1984.1641 p. p.l 111-1287.
Abstract): The peaceful exploitation of radioactivity and the expansion of the nuclear power
programme ensure that the disposal of radioactive wastes will cause contamination of the
marine environment in the foreseeable future. The exposure of marine organisms to
radioactivity from wastes has been studied in depth and related to exposure to natural
background radiation. Concentrations of natural radionuclides and those from marine waste
disposal have been measured at various stations in the oceans and seas around the world. The
fate of radionuclides at four representative sites has been studied and the concentrations of
radionuclides in oysters, porphyra, plaice in the Windscale discharge area have been
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measured. The extent of human exposure, particularly with reference to seafood consumption
in local fishing communities, has been assessed. Effects of radiation on developing fish
embryos and eggs and genetic radiation effects in aquatic organisms has been studied. The
above studies reveal that the controls applied to the discharge of radioactive wastes to limit
hazards to humans also provide adequate protection for populations of marine organisms.

Document 22 of 23
>(Title): Environmental pathways of radioactivity to man

Author): Johns, T.F. (UKAEA Atomic Energy Establishment, Winfrith
(Source: Marshall, W. (ed.) (UKAEA Headquarters, London). Nuclear power technology, v.

3. Nuclear radiation. Oxford (UK). Clarendon Press. 1983. 378 p. p. 155-216.
Abstract): An attempt has been made to discuss environmental pathways and their
significance in a way which will be understood by non-specialists. The role of these pathways
in the general structure of radiological protection is explained and the more important
pathways to man from releases into the air and the aquatic environment are discussed
generally. The various mechanisms which lead to the dispersion or reconstruction of
radioactive materials are discussed and their importance stressed. The more important
pathways for particular groups of radionuclides from the nuclear power industry are dealt
with in detail and information resulting from many theoretical and practical studies of the
situations at particular locations summarized. There is detailed discussion about the doses to
local population groups and about worldwide doses as a result of the release of certain long-
lived radioactive species. The corresponding pathways and resulting doses from natural
radiation are detailed to illustrate that the doses from the nuclear power industry are small in
comparison, and brief consideration is given to animal and plant doses from the industry.

Document 23 of 23
Title): Variability of dose predictions for cesium-137 and radium-226 using the PRISM
method
Author): Bergstroem, U. Andersson, K. Roejder, B. (National Inst. of Radiation Protection,
Stockholm (Sweden
(Primary Report Number: STUDSVIK-NW-84/656

Abstract): The uncertainty associated with dose predictions for cesium-137 and radium-226
in a specific ecosystem has been studied. The method used is a systematic method for
determining the effect of parameter uncertainties on model prediction called PRISM. The
ecosystems studied are different types of lakes where the following transport processes are
included: runoff of water in the lake, irrigation, transport in soil, in groundwater and in
sediment. The ecosystems are modelled by the compartment principle, using the BIOPATH-
code. Seven different internal exposure pathways are included. The total dose commitment
for both nuclides varies about two orders of magnitude. For cesium-137 the total dose and the
uncertainty are dominated by the consumption of fish. The most important factor to the total
uncertainty is the concentration factor water-fish. For radium-226 the largest contributions to
the total dose are the exposure pathways, fish, milk and drinking-water. Half of the
uncertainty lies in the milk dose. This uncertainty is dominated by the distribution factor for
milk.

Selected abstracts: Carbon-14

Document 1 of 11
The total alpha particle radioactivity for some components of marine ecosystems.
Hamilton, E.I. (Phoenix Research Lab., Tavistock (United Kingdom)) Williams, Robert
(Plymouth Marine Lab. (United Kingdom)) Kershaw, P.J. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries
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and Food, Lowestoft (United Kingdom). Directorate of Fisheries Research. In International
symposium on radionuclides in the study of marine processes. Norwich (United Kingdom).
10-13 Sep 1991. ISBN 1-85166-707-5. Kershaw, P.J. Woodhead, D.S. (eds.) (Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (United Kingdom). Directorate of Fisheries
Research). British Nuclear Fuels pic, London (United Kingdom) CEA, 75 - Paris (France)
Norwich City Council (United Kingdom) Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission,
Paris (France). Radionuclides in the study of marine processes. Proceedings. London (United
Kingdom). Elsevier Applied Science. 1991. 393 p. p. 234-244.
Abstract: Examples are provided to illustrate how information can be obtained by an
examination of the specific surface alpha particle radioactivity (for thick or thin sources) of
marine systems using the dielectric detector CR-39. Alpha particle radiographs of sediment
cores can be used to determine features associated with bioturbation. A depth resolution of
about 100 microns is practical and offers considerable advantages over conventional 1 cm
core sections when useful information is lost. Alpha particle distributions in sediments can
identify changes in seasonal deposition of sediment debris and sources. For the coastal
environment examples are provided to illustrate the method for sediment cores. In the Irish
Sea the spatial distribution of alpha emitters shows enhanced levels during periods of peak
productivity. An extension of this study into the English Channel and North Sea provides
data on the provenance of the alpha emitters. In the Atlantic Ocean alpha particle
distributions associated with suspended particulate matter can identify nepheloid layers in the
water column. Radiographic study of biota identifies sites for the uptake of alpha emitters
(mainly 210Po and 226Ra), associations with faecal debris, organs and tissues from surface
layers to a depth of 3000 m.

Document 2 of 11
Fate and bioaccumulation of soil-associated low-level naturally occurring radioactivity
following disposal into a marine ecosystem.
Final report. Hunt, CD. Rhode Island Univ., Narragansett, RI (USA). Marine Ecosystems
Research Lab PB--87-204822/XAB.
Abstract: The fate of radium (Ra) and other naturally occurring uranium-series isotopes
associated with soils disposed in seawater was examined using the Marine Ecosystem
Research Laboratory (MERL) controlled marine ecosystems. Thirty-seven kilograms of a soil
containing approximately 400 pCi Ra-226/g from an inactive uranium ore processing plant
site in Middlesex, New Jersey, were added to each of two mesocosms over five days in mid-
September 1984. Radionuclide activity in these and two control mesocosms was observed for
three months after the soil additions. Radioactivity in the soil appeared to be confined to
discrete soil particles rather than being distributed equally on the soil particles, suggesting the
source of the radioactivity was remnant ore particles.

Document 3 of 11
Radium uptake by marine plants.
Bonotto, S. (Centre d'Etude de l'Energie Nucleaire, Mol (Belgium)) ISBN 92-0-125090-8.
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). The environmental behaviour of
radium. Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1990. 599 p. v. 1 p. 451-466. Technical Reports Series. No.
310.
Abstract: Radium fixed by calcareous and non-calcareous marine algae might be transferred
to higher trophic levels through the food chain, or might become incorporated into sediments,
or included in algae detritus and skeletal structures. From there it could be remobilized in
solution by physicochemical and/or biological processes and released into the water column.
The role of marine algae in recycling radium should thus be considered. This paper
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summarizes the available information on radium uptake by marine plants obtained in field
investigations and laboratory experiments.

Document 4 of 11
Natural radioactivity in the Baltic Sea.
Holm, E. (Lund Univ. (Sweden). Dept. of Radiation Physics) Bojanowski, R. (Polska
Akademia Nauk, Sopot (Poland). Inst. of Oceanology FS--89-48-T, In A regional congress
of the International Radiation Protection Association (IRPA) on the radioecology of natural
and artificial radionuclides. Visby (Sweden). 10-14 Sep 1989. ISBN 3-88585-668-9. Feldt,
W. (ed.). Fachverband fuer Strahlenschutz e.V., Karlsruhe (Germany, F.R.). The
radioecology of natural and artificial radionuclides. Proceedings. Koeln (Germany, F.R.).
Verl. TUEV Rheinland. 1989. 609 p. p. 49-54.
Abstract: The most important natural radionuclides from radiological point of view are Ra-
226, Pb/Po-210 and several actinide elements. The measured and estimated activity
concentrations of artificial actinides are at present in general a few orders of magnitude lower
than those of the natural ones and their concentration factors to in biota are relatively low
except in a few species of macroalgae and phytoplankton.

Document 5 of 11
Assessing radiological consequences of discharge of radioactive materials to the
environment: modes, pathways, doses.
Williams, A.R. (Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, Lucas Heights (
Australia. IAEA/RCA training course on development of infrastructures for ensuring
radiation protection. Sydney (Australia). 28 Mar - 29 Apr 1988ISBN 0 9588631 9 9.
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, Lucas Heights (Australia)
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Proceedings. Volume 2. Lucas
Heights (Australia). Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation. [1989]. 318 p.
p. 558-564
Abstract: The general principles of radiological assessment for members of the public are
discussed. The case of the uranium mining operation at Ranger in the Northern Territory is
used to illustrate environmental dose assessment methods. The applicable Australian
radiation protection standards and the dose assessment models prepared for the Ranger
uranium project are described. The inhalation dose estimates to members of the public from
dust and gas and the ingestion dose estimates to the critical group from the aquatic pathway
are presented. The potential impact of increased aquatic pollution is assessed.

Document 6 of 11
Rn222 in the Black Sea waters. Rn222 v vodakh chernogo morya.
Arbuzova, A.P. Batrakov, G.F. Eremeev, V.N. Zemlyanoj, A.D. Ivanova, T.M. (AN
Ukrainskoj SSR, Sevastopol. Morskoj Gidrofizicheskij Inst. Dopovidi Akademii Nauk
Ukrains'koj RSR, Seriya ISSN 0002-3523 CODEN DBGGA. Dopov. Akad. Nauk Ukr. RSR,
Ser. B. (Jun 1988). (no.6) p. 3-6
Abstract: Results of Rn222 concentration measurements in the Black Sea waters obtained in
the summer of 1986 during the expedition of the Akademik Vernadskij research ship are
presented. It is ascertained mat the intensity of vertical turbulent exchange produces the main
effect on Rn222 distribution in the sea surface waters. The vertical distribution in a 200 m
layer is characterized by the growth of concentration with depth, which is caused by the
presence of Ra226 increased concentration region, that coincides with the boundary layer
between oxygen and hydrogen sulfide.
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Document 7 of 11
Application of low-level gamma spectroscopy for determination of natural and artificial
radionuclides, as found in sediments and organisms of the deep sea. Einsatz der Low-Level-
Gammaspektrometrie zur Bestimmung natuerlicher und kuenstlicher Radionuklide am
Beispiel von Sedimenten und Organismen aus der Tiefsee.
Kanisch, G. (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Fischerei, Hamburg (Germany, F.R.). Lab. fuer
Radiooekologie der Gewaesser. In The monitoring of radioactivity in the environment.
Explanation and discussion of selected, specific methods for monitoring the natural and the
artificial radioactivity in the environment. Ueberwachung der Umweltradioaktivitaet.
Darstellung und Eroerterung ausgewaehlter und spezieller Verfahren zur Ueberwachung der
natuerlichen und kuenstlichen Radioaktivitaet in der Umwelt. 1986. 557 p. p. 281-306.
Abstract: The paper explains the special conditions found in benthic organisms living direct
on the sea floor, with regard to Th-228/Ra-228, Th-234, Pb-210, and Ra-226. Concerning the
artificial radionuclides in organisms, the determination of Cs-137 is discussed, as well as of
the nuclides from the fallout of China's 1980 nuclear weapons test, and some cases of the
detection of Bi-207 and Ag-108m. The problems with Bi-207 determination are explained, as
e.g. peak superposition and interferences due to the zero effect (also of importance for the
measurement of Co-60). The experience gained from the evaluation of the deep-sea
measurements can be applied to the study of river sediments, and this is shown by the
example of sediment specimens taken from the Unterweser.

Document 8 of 11
Chemical behavior of long-lived radionuclides in the marine environment.
Edgington, D.N. Nelson, D.M. Wisconsin Univ., Milwaukee (USA). Center for Great Lakes
Studies Argonne National Lab., IL (USA). International symposium on the behavior of long-
lived radionuclides. La Spezia (Italy). 28-30 Sep 1983.
Abstract: Measurements of long-lived radionuclides in the marine environment have provided
a wealth of information regarding the physical, biological, and chemical processes which
control the behavior of these and many other pollutants in the oceans. Their value as tracers
for the dispersion, transport, and fate of pollutants in the oceans is largely dependent on the
chemical properties of each individual radioélément. Differences in these properties,
particularly in relation to their interaction with biotic or abiotic paniculate matter, result in
the separation of parent-daughter radioisotopes in the natural radioélément series or in
changes in the ratios of fission and activation products. Such differences have provided the
means to provide time scales for a variey of transport processes and to determine
sedimentation rates. The properties of these radionuclides in the oceans can, in general, be
predicted from the chemical properties of the stable elements. For those elements such as
plutonium, for which there are no naturally-occurring stable isotopes, studies of their
distribution in the oceans have provided a new important understanding of their chemical
behavior. This behavior has not always agreed with what would have been predicted from
laboratory studies carried out at far higher concentrations. Differences between observed
distributions and laboratory predictions have highlighted the importance of correct
experimental conditions in order to avoid confusing experimental artifacts. The interaction of
radionuclides with particles in the oceans and marine sediments can be described in terms of
simple ion exchange or adsorption equilibria.

Document 9 of 11
Analysis of a benthic community food web using isotopically labelled potential food.
Beviss-Challinor, M.H. Field, J.G. (Cape Town Univ. (South Africa). Dept. of Zoology.
Mar. Ecol. - Prog. Ser. (15 Sep 1982). v. 9(3) p. 223-230.
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Abstract: A series of experiments was designed to reveal the trophic structure of a benthic
community using kelp holdfasts as microcosms within the kelp-bed community. The
experimental food comprised zooplankton represented by 3H2O-labelled Artemia sp. eggs
and nauplii (200 to 300 mum), detritus derived from 14C-labelled kelp (60 to 90 mum), and
phytoplankton represented by 14C-labelled Dunaliella primolecta (5 to 10 mum) cultures.
Separate experiments of short duration (1 to 2 h) were used to indicate the primary consumers
on each type of food, while longer experiments (4, 8 and 16 h) suggested the secondary
consumers (coprophagous and carnivorous species). Several species were found to be
omnivorous.

Document 10 of 11
Long-term studies of liquid radioactive waste effluents from a PWR nuclear power plant
Etude de plusieurs annees sur les effluents radioactifs liquides rejetes par une centrale
nucleaire PWR. Kirchmann, R. Fagniart, E. (Centre d'Etude de l'Energie Nucleaire, Mol
(Belgium). Dept. de Radiobiologie) Beuken, G. (SEMO Exploitation, Brussels (Belgium))
Declercq-Versele, H. (Institut d'Hygiene et d'EpidemioIogie, Brussels (Belgium)) Meurice-
Bourdon, H. Dupont, J.C. (Liege Univ. (Belgium). Dept. de Botanique. Kaul, A. Neider, R.
Pensko, J. Stieve, F.E. Brunner, H. (eds.). Radiation - risk - protection. Vol. 2. Compacts.
Koeln (Germany, F.R.). Verl. TUEV Rheinland. 1984.424 p. p. 909-911

Document 11 of 11
Transfer of 226Ra, 228Ra, 210Pb and 210Po in aquatic organisms and food chain.
Yang Xiaotong Weng Detong Chen Wenyin Chen Xiuyun Chen Jixi Zhao Shimin (Fujian
Provincial Inst. of Radiation Health Protection (China). Chinese Journal of Radiological
Medicine and Protection.
Abstract: Objective: To find out the transfer regularities of 226Ra, 228Ra, 210Pb and 210Po,
which are natural radionuclides in the aquatic organisms and food chain. Methods: Large
amount of breed of representative aquatic products and their living waters and sediments were
collected and treated according to routine experimental procedures. The contents of 226Ra,
228Ra, 210Pb and 210Po were detected in each sample. Measured data were analyzed
statistically and pairwise comparisons were made to determine the differences between
groups. Results: 226Ra, 228Ra and 210Pb were mainly deposited in the bones (or shells),
their concentration factors (CF) ranged from 102 to 103. The CF ranged only from 100 to 102
in the flesh. 210Po was mainly deposited in the soft tissues, CF ranged from 102 to 104.
Especially in the stomachs and intestines of fishes, the value reached 104. The cooking
process did not impinge significantly on the transfer of 226Ra, 228Ra and 210Pb in the food
chain (P>0.05), but did significantly influence the transfer of 210Po, especially in the
freshwater fishes and shrimps. Paired comparison test of the activities between raw flesh and
cooked flesh showed very significant difference (PO.01). Conclusion: Aquatic organisms
have very strong concentration capabilities for 226Ra, 228Ra, 210Pb and 210Po. Even
though the bones (or shells) of aquatic organisms contained relatively higher levels of 226Ra,
228Ra and 210Pb, the cooking process does not significantly increase the radioactive
contents in the foodstuffs. However, the cooking process does significantly influence the
transfer of 210Po. It does significantly increase the content of 210Po in foodstuffs.

Selected abstracts: polonium

Document 1 of 18
Title): Characterization of elements in marine organisms
Author): Ishii, Toshiaki (National Inst. of Radiological Sciences, Nakaminato, Ibaraki
(Japan). Nakaminato Lab. Branch Office
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Source): Iwakura, T. Nakajima, T. (eds.). National Inst. of Radiological Sciences, Chiba
(Japan). Approach to the nuclear safety for environment and members of public. Ecological
behavior, metabolism, dose evaluation of radionuclides. Mar 1993. 201 p. p. 1-12
Abstract): Characterization of elements in marine organisms was carried out to estimate the
behavior of radionuclides in marine ecosystem or to clarify the physiological roles of
elements in marine organisms. The concentrations of 238U in fifty-five species of marine
organisms were measured by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. The
concentrations of 238U in soft tissues of marine animals ranged from 0.076 to 5000ng/g wet
wt. Especially, the branchial heart of octopus vulgaris showed the specific accumulation of
238U. The kidney granules of bivalve molluscs showed very high concentrations of Mn, Zn,
2!0Pb, 210Po etc. The XAFS study for the granules of Cyclosunetta menstrualis indicated that
the chemical form of metals in the granules was phosphate (e. g. Mn3 (PO4)2 <ent>centre
dot</ent> 4H2O).

Document 2 of 18
Title): Behaviour of polonium-210 and Iead-210 in European marine environments.
Application of bioindicators
(Author): Koester, H.W. (Rijksinstituut voor de Volksgezondheid, Bilthoven (Netherlands))

Guegueniat, P. (CEA Centre de La Hague, 50 - Cherbourg (France)) Galvao, J.P.
(Laboratorio Nacional de Engenharia e Tecnologia Industrial, Sacavem (Portugal). Dept. de
Proteccao e Seguranca Radiologica) (and others
EUR—14927 Source): Commission of the European Communities, Luxembourg
(Luxembourg). Rdiation protection. Progress report 1990-91. 1993. 1571 p. p. 347-358.
Abstract: The study has the general aim to obtain insight into the effects of non-nuclear
industries (e.g., phosphorus industry) releasing natural radionuclides into coastal waters on
the activity levels and distribution of Po-210 and Pb-210 in abiotic components and
bioindicators, both in estuaries and in nearby coastal waters. The obtained insights are applied
to the development of a model to predict Po-210 and Pb-210 distribution and levels. The
study encompasses the Westerschelde estuary in the Netherlands, the Seine estuary in France
and the Tagus estuary in Portugal. The objectives and results of the four contributions to the
project for the reporting period are presented.

Document 3 of 18
Title): Natural and artificial radioactivity in coastal regions of UK
Author): McDonald, P. Cook, G.T. (Scottish Universities Research and Reactor Centre,
Glasgow (United Kingdom)) Baxter, M.S. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Monaco
(Monaco). Marine Environment Lab.
Source): Kershaw, PJ. Woodhead, D.S. (eds.) (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Lowestoft (United Kingdom). Directorate of Fisheries Research). British Nuclear Fuels pic,
London (United Kingdom) CEA, 75 - Paris (France) Norwich City Council (United
Kingdom) Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, Paris (France). Radionuclides in
the study of marine processes. Proceedings. London (United Kingdom). Elsevier Applied
Science. 1991. 393 p. p. 329-339
Abstract): The transport and bioaccumulation of natural and artificial radionuclides in the
coastal regions of UK have been investigated. The magnitude of radionuclide concentration
variation throughout the UK coastline has been quantified and where appropriate source
terms have been identified. Sites bordering the Irish Sea show the highest levels of artificial
radioactivity which are derived from past Sellafield discharges. Enhanced concentrations of
natural radioactivity were found in all Whitehaven samples, in sediment at Blackhall Colliery
near Hartlepool and in mussels at Aberdeen. Highest radionuclide concentrations were
present in Whitehaven mussels - 3124Bqkg*' dry weight of 2I0Po. Excluding sites bordering
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the Irish Sea, levels of natural radionuclides 2I0Pb, 2I0Po, 2S2Th, 238U) were greatly in excess of
the artificial radionuclide concentrations in all sample types. The biological preference for
accumulation of 210Po relative to its grandparent 2i0Pb is evident. 2IOPo/210Pb activity ratios
range between 2 and 40 in mussels, winkles and seaweed but only between 0.24 and 1.3 in
sediments and sea water. Radiologically, the highest radiation exposure to the public evident
from the results would be from the ingestion of Whitehaven mussels (3.2mSv y'1) the greatest
single contribution being from technologically enhanced 210Po.

Document 4 of 18
(Title): The measurement of some radionuclides in the marine coastal environment of Syria
Author): Othman, I. Yassine, T. (Radiation protection and Nuclear Safety Dept, Atomic
Energy Commission, Damascus (Syrian Arab Republic)) Bhat, I.S. (Health Physics Div.,
BARC, Bombay (India
Science of the Total Environment (15 Jul 1994). p. 57-60
(Abstract): Samples of sea water, coastal sediment, marine algae and other organisms have

been collected from Syrian coastal region sampling locations covering Latakia in the north,
Tartous in the south and Baniyas in the middle. Samples were analyzed for Cs137 Sr90, Pu239*240

and Po210 by standard analytical procedures. This paper presents the results of these
investigations and compares them with Mediterranean marine radioactivity levels reported by
others

Document 5 of 18
Title): Polonium-210 and Iead-210 in marine organisms: allometric relationships and their
significance
Author): Cherry, R.D. Heyraud, M. (Cape Town Univ. (South Africa). Dept. of Physics
Source): Kershaw, PJ . Woodhead, D.S. (eds.) (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Lowestoft (United Kingdom). Directorate of Fisheries Research). British Nuclear Fuels pic,
London (United Kingdom) CEA, 75 - Paris (France) Norwich City Council (United
Kingdom) Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, Paris (France). Radionuclides in
the study of marine processes. Proceedings. London (United Kingdom). Elsevier Applied
Science. 1991. 393 p. p. 309-318
Abstract): Allometric relationships which indicate that Po-210 concentrations in marine
organisms decrease with increasing organism mass have been reported previously in a few
taxa. We report here the results of a study of nearly 400 data covering nine taxa of marine
organisms. The data for each taxon are fitted to the allometric equation log Q = log a + b log
M, where Q is the Po-210 concentration (mBq/g dry mass) and M is the dry mass per
individual (g). The weighted mean of the nine Po-210 slopes is -0.24 ±0.05, and of the eight
Pb-210 slopes is -0.22 ±0.05. These values are close to the slope of-0.25 frequently found in
mass-specific allometric relationships in biology. An association between radionuclide
concentration and food ingestion rate is indicated. The intertaxon variations in the intercept
log a are large, nearly two orders of magnitude for Po-210, a fact which almost certainly
reflects intertaxon differences in diet and/or assimilation. Within taxa, sub-groupings of the
Po-210 data are found. These are discussed and an attempt is made to classify them
statistically for the data as a whole.

Document 6 of 18
Title): Sources of radioactivity in the marine environment and their relative contributions to
overall dose assessment from marine radioactivity (MARDOS). Final report of a co-ordinated
research programme
Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria, IAEA-TECDOC--838
Source): Oct 1995. 54 p
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Abstract: The document provides data on radionuclide levels in the marine environment and
estimates doses from marine radioactivity through ingestion of sea food. Two radionuclides -
natural Po210 and Cs 137 -are studied, as they are radiologically the most important
representatives of each class of marine radioactivity on global scale. The results of the study
confirm that the dominant contribution to doses comes from natural Po 210 in fish and
shellfish and that the contribution of anthropogenic Sc 137 (mostly coming from nuclear
weapons test) is negligible (100 to 1000 time lower)

Document 7 of 18
Title): Marine radioactivity and its health implications
Author): Duran, E.B. De Vera, CM. Enriquez, E.B. (Health Physics Research Section,
Atomic Research Division, Philippine Nuclear Research Institute, Diliman, Quezon City
(Philippines)
Nucleus (Quezon City )(1996). p. 50

Document 8 of 18
Title): Polonium-210 and Iead-210 in the aquatic environment. Polonium-210 en Iood-210 in
het aquatische milieu
Author: Weers, A.W. van Groothuis, R.EJ. (Netherlands Energy Research Foundation,
Petten (Netherlands).
Energiespectrum, Energiespectrum. (Mar 1990). v. 14(3) p. 69-76
Abstract): Since the beginning of the eighties the occurrence of polonium-210 (Po-210) and
lead-210 (Pb-210) in the environment, and in particular the aquatic environment, is
investigated by the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN). These elements are
regarded to be normative for the radiation burden of sea organisms. From this investigation it
turns out that Po-210 often contributes largely to the radiation burden of some marine
organisms, and, in the case of large consumption of these organisms, also of man.

Document 9 of 18
Title): Polonium-210 and lead-210 in Antarctic marine biota and sea water
Author): Cherry, M.I. Cherry, R.D. (Cape Town Univ. (South Africa). Dept. of Physics)
Heyraud, M. (Musee Oceanographique (Monaco). International Lab. of Marine Radioactivity
Marine Biology, Mar. Biol. (1987). v. 96 p. 441-449
Abstract): Concentrations of the naturally-occurring radionuclides 2I0Po and 2I0Pb were
measured in krill (Euphausia superba), mesozooplankton, phytoplankton and sea water
collected during the South African SIBEX cruise to the Antarctic in autumn 1984. The data
reported constitute the first substantial measurements on 2WPo and 2t0Pb in such samples in
the Antarctic Ocean. The concentrations of 2!0Po in mesozooplankton and phytoplankton are
unexceptional in comparison with those from other oceans. The SIBEX E. superba, however,
have higher levels of 210Po than usually found in euphausiids. The 210Po data, combined with
reasonable estimates of biological quantities such as the fractional assimilation, are used to
obtain information about the diet of E. superba. It is suggested that the higher 210Po in the
SIBEX E. superba reflects a change from an almost entirely phytoplanktonic diet in summer
to a more omnivorous diet as winter approaches. The data show that there are allometric
relationships between the 210Po content of euphausiids and animal size. These are discussed
briefly. The limited sea-water data presented are characterized by unusually high 210Po:210Pb
activity ratios and need further investigation.

Document 10 of 18
Title): Transfer of radionuclides at the uranium and thorium decay chains in aquatic and
terrestrial environments
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Author): Letoumeau, C
INFO--0237
Abstract): This report examines the transfer of radionuclides from the uranium and thorium
decay chains (U-238, Ra-226, Th-232, Th-230, Po-210 and Pb-210) through the aquatic and
terrestrial environment. This transfer is characterized by a transfer coefficient. Environmental
and experimental factors which cause this coefficient to vary are presented and discussed in
this report. Furthermore, based on a literature survey, the report indicates the range of
coefficients found for the aquatic sector (that is, sediment and freshwater and marine
organisms) and for the terrestrial sector (that is, plants and domestic and wild animals).
Afterwards, generalisations are formulated on the transfer of the different radionuclides
through the multiple environmental compartments.

Document 11 of 18
Title): Cumulation and distribution of 2I0Po and 2I0Pb in Baltic crustacean Saduria Entomon.
Nagromadzenie i rozmieszczenie 210Po i 2I0Pb w baltyckim skorupiaku podwoju (Saduria
Entomon
(Author): Stepnowski, P. (Uniwersytet Gdanski, Gdansk (Poland)) Skwarzec, B. (Instytut
Oceanologii PAN, Sopot (Poland).
Source): Polskie Towarzystwo Chemiczne i Stowarzyszenie Inzynierow i Technikow
Przemyslu Chemicznego, Warsaw (Poland). Summaries of the 40. Scientific Assembly of
Polish Chemical Society and Association of Engineers and Technicians of Chemical Industry.
Streszczenia 40. Zjazdu Naukowego Polskiego Towarzystwa Chemicznego i Stowarzyszenia
Inzynierow i Technikow Przemyslu Chemicznego. 1997. [320 p.]. [p. S-13, K-17

Document 12 of 18
Title): The measurement of some radionuclides in the marine coastal environment of Syria
Author): Othman, I. Yassine, T. (Atomic Energy Commission, Damascus (Syrian Arab
Republic). Dept. of Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety) Bhat, I. S. (Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre, Bombay (India). Health Physics Div
Aalam Al-Zarra (Jan-Feb 1997). p. 65-68
Abstract): Samples of sea water, coastal sediment, marine algae and other organisms have
been collected from Syrian coastal region sampling locations covering Lattakia on the north.
Tartous in the south and Banias in the middle. Samples were analyzed for Cs !37 , Sr 90, Pu
239+240 a n ( j pQ 2io ^ standard analytical procedures, this paper presents the results of these
investigations and compares them with Mediterranean marine radioactivity levels reported by
others.

Document 13 of 18
Title): Ecological effects of transuranics in the marine environment
Author): Templeton, W.L. (Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA (USA

Source): Egami, Nobuo (ed.) (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Faculty of Science). Radiation effects
on aquatic organisms. Tokyo. Japan Scientific Societies Press. 1980. 306 p. p. 3-12.
Abstract): Since the dose rates received by aquatic organisms as a result of exposure to
transuranics are comparable to those received from natural radionuclides, even in known
contaminated areas, it is apparent that there are few experimental field studies that
reasonably could be conducted which would determines whether radiological effects are
occurring in the environment as a result of present levels of radionuclides. The comparisons
drawn here between the estimated doses from added plutonium and americium and the
naturally occurring polonium would be more accentuated if the total dose rates from all
natural radionuclides were computed. Consideration of some of the mechanisms of
recruitment to exploited fish populations would suggest that any effects as a result of
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chronic exposure to low-level ionizing radiations would probably be compensated for by
density-dependent responses in highly fecund species. Effects due to radiation therefore
would not likely be distinguishable from those due to natural fluctuations in aquatic
populations. Although little quantitative genetic information is available for aquatic
populations, it is unlikely, on the basis of predicted mutation rates, that significant
deleterious genetic effects due to radiation at the low levels present in the environment today
would be produced in aquatic populations.

Document 14 of 18
Title): Biological effect on removal of Th-234, Po-210 and Pb-210 from surface water in
Funka Bay, Japan
Author): Tanaka, N. Takeda, Y. Tsunogai, S. (Hokkaido Univ., Hakodate (Japan). Dept. of
Chemistry
Source): Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta. (Oct 1983). v. 47(10) p. 1783-1790
Abstract: Vertical and temporal variations in the radioactivities of Th-234, Pb-210 and Po-
210 were measured at a station in Funka Bay from April 1979 to February 1980. The
inventory of Th-234 showed a minimum in early spring, when a spring bloom of
phytoplankton was observed, then a steady increase to a maximum value in late summer,
just before open sea water invaded the bay and a secondary phytoplankton bloom started.
The inventories of Pb-210 and Po-210 also showed minima in early spring. These results
suggest that the removal of these nuclides from sea water is accelerated by biological
activity. The concentration of Th-234 decreased with depth, but those of Po-210 and Pb-210
were higher in the bottom water in August 1979 when the bay water was strongly stratified.
This may be due to the supply of Pb-210 and Po-210 from the bottom. However, if the
supply of these nuclides is expected in sediment particles, the concentrations of these
nuclides in suspended matter were not sufficient to explain their increments in the bottom
water. Residence times of Th, Pb and Po were estimated.

Document 15 of 18
Title): Contribution to the study of polonium-210 and lead-210 in marine organisms and
their environment. Contribution a l'etude du polonium-210 et du plomb-210 dans les
organismes marins et leur environnement
Author): Heyraud, M
Primary Report Number): FRNC-TH-1316
(Abstract): The following topics were emphasized: the role of 210Po as a major source of

natural radiation dose received by marin organisms. The contribution of 2I0Po to the total a
radioactivity in the hepatopancreas of crustaceans or mollusc cephalopods is more than
95%. In the euphausiid Meganyctiphanes norvegica, the main source of 2I0Po is the food
they consume. The possible use of 210Po as a natural biological tracer of the feeding of deep-
sea mesopelagic animals. The 210Po/210Pb ratio is a good indicator of the importance of
biological processes in the marine environment

Document 16 of 18
Title): Study and determination of polonium-210 and lead-210 of marine biota in Andaman
sea and the gulf of Thailand
Author): Panyatipsakul, Y. Chaysang, P. (Office of Atomic Energy for Peace, Bangkok
(Thailand
Source): Office of Atomic Energy for Peace, Bangkok (Thailand) Proceedings of the 6th
nuclear science and technology conference Dec 1996 761 p. [16 p
Abstract): The method of determination of 21° Po and2I0 Pb in marine biota were studied by
wet ashing, plating on rotating silver disc and alpha spectrometry. This method gave
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accuracy, precision and about 98% recovery yield. The method described above was used to
determine the concentration of 210Po and210 Pb in marine biota collected from Andaman Sea
and the Gulf of Thailand. Concentration of210 Po in mollusk and squid were higher than fish
flesh remarkably. Among many kinds of fish, concentration of flesh was higher than bone.
Concentration of210 Pb in marine biota were not so different

Document 17 of 18
Title): Po-210 in marine ecosystem of North China coastal waters
Author): Zou Benchuan Qin Xuexiang (First institute of Oceanography, State Oceanic
Administration, Qingdao (China
Primary Report Number): </B> IAEA-SM--354
(Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour l'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 373

Document 18 of 18
Title): Polonium, uranium and plutonium in the southern Baltic ecosystem
(Author): Skwarzec, B. (Polish Academy of Sciences, Institute of Oceanology, Sopot

(Poland
(Journal Information): Czechoslovak Journal of Physics (1999) v. 49(suppl.Sl,pt.l) p. 461-
466
Abstract): This paper presents the results of the measurement of polonium, uranium and
plutonium alpha radionuclides in seawater and biota of the southern Baltic ecosystem as
well as the recognition of their accumulation processes in the trophic chain. Investigation of
the polonium 210Po and plutonium 239+240Pu concentrations in Baltic biota revealed that these
radionuclides are strongly accumulated by some species. Mean values of the
bioconcentration factor (BCF) fell within the range 9xlO2 to 3.7x104. The Baltic Sea algae,
benthic animals and fish concentrated uranium radioisotopes only to a small extent and
mean BCF values for this element range from 1 to 55, which is several orders of magnitude
lower than that for polonium and plutonium. Moreover, it was found that Baltic fish
constitute an important source of polonium 210Po for humans.

7.2. ANTHROPOGENIC RADIONUCLIDES

Selected abstracts: plutonium

Document Number 1 of 47
(Title): Geochemical aspects and distribution of long-lived radionuclides in marine sediments
from Palomares
(Author): Gasco, C. Romero, L. Mingarro, E. Lobo, A.M. (Centro de Investigaciones
Energeticas, Medioambientales y Tecnologicas (CIEMAT), Madrid (Spain))
(Conference Information): 2. International conference on methods and applications of
radioanalytical chemistry PL 4. Kona, HI (United States). 21-27 Apr 1991. Journal of
Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry
(Aug 1992). p. 389-400
(Abstract): As a consequence of an accidental release of transuranics at Palomares (Almeria,
Spain) a land area of 2.3 km2 was contaminated. After the clean-up operations, a transuranics
residue remained in the ecosystem. Therefore the Palomares zone provides a natural
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laboratory for experimental studies of the transuranic land to sea transfer and factors
controlling its distribution in the Mediteranean coast. The geochemical and textural
composition of sediment, together with the distribution and inventories of plutonium,
americium and cesium were studied in 36 stations between Cape of Gata and Cape of Palos.
An enhanced transuranics concentration was observed in sediments from the southern coastal
area of the Almanzora river mouth. The causes of the increase are studied in this paper
considering the geochemical behavior of plutonium, americium and cesium in the water
column and sediment, (author) 20 refs. 3 figs. 4 tabs

Document Number 2 of 47
(Title): A preliminary study to assess the effect of some seawater components on the
speciation of plutonium
(Author): McCubbin, D. Leonard, K.S. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Lowestoft (United Kingdom))
Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry (Aug 1993). p. 363-370
(Abstract): Since Pu(IV) and Pu(V) exhibit very different sediment sorption behaviour, the
transport of Pu in the aquatic environment is dependant upon oxidation state and the rate of
interconversion between the species. A number of laboratory experiments have been carried
out to determine possible parameters which influence the rate of Pu redox reactions and the
extent of sorption by suspended particulate in the marine environment. Results suggest that,
although the initial sorption of Pu(IV) did not appear to be dependant upon the major
cations present in seawater, the sorption of Pu(V) was decreased in the presence of Ca2+ and
Mg2+ ions. Both the rates of oxidation of dissolved Pu(IV) and reduction of dissolved Pu(V)
increased with increasing suspended particulate concentration, (author) 8 refs. 5 figs

Document Number 3 of 47
(Title): Radioecology of transuranics in the marine environment
(Author): Mitchell, P.I. (University Coll. Dublin (United Kingdom)) Iranzo, E. (Centro de
Investigaciones Energeticas,Medioambientales y Tecnologicas (CIEMAT), Madrid (Spain))
Guegueniat, P. (CEA Centre de La Hague, 50 - Cherbourg (France)) (and others)
EUR--14927 {EUR14927} Commission of the European Communities, Luxembourg
(Luxembourg). Rdiation protection. Progress report 990-91. 1993. 1571 p. p. 331-345.
(Abstract): The overall objective of this project is to improve and refine the understanding of
the behaviour of plutonium, americium and other long-lived radionuclides in the marine
environment. The study embraces five distinct marine zones, namely, the Irish Sea, The
Channel and the Seine Estuary, the Almanzora river bed/mouth and adjacent shelf, the Gulf
of Taranto and the Ligurian Sea. The objectives and results of the four contributions to the
project for the reporting period are presented. (R.P.) 8 refs., 2 figs., 1 tab

Document Number 4 of 47
(Title): Deep sea radionuclides. Final report. Radionuklide in der Tiefsee. Abschlussbericht
(Author): Kanisch, G. Vobach, M
Bundesministerium fuer Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit, Bonn (Germany).
Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Fischerei, Hamburg (Germany). Lab. fuer Radiooekologie der
Gewaesser. BMU--1993-371 {BMU1993371}
(Source): Feb 1993.44 p. Schriftenreihe Reaktorsicherheit und Strahlenschutz
(Abstract): Every year since 1979, either in sping or in summer, the fishing research vessel
'Walther Herwig' goes to the north Atlantic disposal areas of solid radioactive wastes, and, for
comparative purposes, to other areas, in order to collect water samples, plankton and nekton,
and, from the deep sea bed, sediment samples and benthos organisms. In addition to data on
the radionuclide contents of various media, information about the plankton, nekton and
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benthos organisms living in those areas and about their bioinasses could be gathered. The
investigations are aimed at acquiring scientifically founded knowledge of the uptake of
radioactive substances by microorganisms, and their migration from the sea bottom to the
areas used by man. (orig.)

Document Number 5 of 47
(Title): Speciation and bioavailability of plutonium and americium in the Irish Sea and other
marine ecosystems
(Author): Vives i Batlle, J: National Univ. of Ireland, Dublin (Ireland)
Dec 1993. 347 p
(Abstract): Since the late 1960s, the Irish Sea has become a repository for a variety of radio-
elements originating mainly in discharges from the British Nuclear Fuels (BNF) pic.
Sellafield reprocessing complex located on the Cumbrian coast. In particular, transuranium
nuclides such as plutonium, americium and curium (the main constituents of the alpha-
emitting discharges) have become incorporated into every marine compartment by a variety
of mechanisms, many of which are not well understood. Although extensive studies have
been carried out in the near-field (eastern Irish Sea, especially in the vicinity of the discharge
point and collateral muddy sediments), comparatively little had been done to assess the long-
term behaviour and bioavailability of plutonium and americium in the far-field, e.g., the
western Irish Sea, prior to the present study. In this dissertation, the results of an extensive
research programme, undertaken in order to improve and refine our understanding of the
behaviour of plutonium and americium in the marine environment, are presented.
Specifically, the thesis details the results of (and conclusions deduced from) a series of
experiments in which the physical and chemical speciation, colloidal association, mobility
and bioavailability of plutonium and americium were examined in diverse environments
including the Irish Sea and the Mediterranean.

Document Number 6 of 47
(Title): Plutonium in the Irish environment
(Author): Sanchez-Cabez, J.A: National Univ. of Ireland, Dublin (Ireland)
Jul 1989. 237 p
(Abstract): Plutonium is one of the most radiotoxic elements known to man. Given its
widespread presence due, in the main, to atmospheric nuclear weapons tests and releases from
nuclear facilities, the determination of its distribution and behaviour in the environment is of
great scientific and radiological importance. In this thesis the origin, distribution and, where
relevant, the radiological significance of plutonium in both the marine and terrestrial
environments of Ireland have been examined in detail. Certain other long-lived radionuclides
such as Tc-99 and Csl37 have also been studied.

Document Number 7 of 47
(Title): Radionuclides in the study of marine processes: is there a role for regular monitoring?
(Author): Hunt, G.J. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (United
Kingdom). Fisheries Radiobiological Lab.)
International symposium on radionuclides in the study of marine processes. Norwich (United
Kingdom). 10-13 Sep 1991: Kershaw, PJ . Woodhead, D.S. (eds.) (Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (United Kingdom). Directorate of Fisheries Research). British
Nuclear Fuels pic, London (United Kingdom) Norwich City Council (United Kingdom)
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, Paris (France). Radionuclides in the study of
marine processes. Proceedings. London (United Kingdom). Elsevier Applied Science. 1991.
393 p. p. 38S
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Document Number 8 of 47
(Title): The measurement of some radionuclides in the marine coastal environment of Syria
(Author): Othman, I. Yassine, T. (Radiation protection and Nuclear Safety Dept., Atomic
Energy Commission, Damascus (Syrian Arab Republic)) Bhat, I.S. (Health Physics Div.,
BARC, Bombay (India)): Science of the Total Environment (15 Jul 1994). p. 57-60
(Abstract): Samples of sea water, coastal sediment, marine algae and other organisms have
been collected from Syrian coastal region sampling locations covering Latakia in the north,
Tartous in the south and Baniyas in the middle. Samples were analyzed for Csl37, Sr90,
Pu239+240 and Po210 by standard analytical procedures. This paper presents the results of
these investigations and compares them with Mediterranean marine radioactivity levels
reported by others

Document Number 9 of 47
(Title): The determination of 240Pu/239Pu atomic ratios and 237Np concentrations within
marine sediments
Authors: Sampson, K.E. Scott, R.D. (Scottish Universities Research and Reactor Centre,
Glasgow (United Kingdom)), Baxter, M.S. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Monaco
(Monaco). Marine Environment Lab.) Hutton, R.C. (VG Elemental, Winsford (United
Kingdom))
International symposium on radionuclides in the study of marine processes. Norwich (United
Kingdom). 10-13 Sep 1991
(Source): Kershaw, P.J. Woodhead, D.S. (eds.) (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Lowestoft (United Kingdom). Directorate of Fisheries Research). British Nuclear Fuels pic,
London (United Kingdom) CEA, 75 - Paris (France) Norwich City Council (United
Kingdom) Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, Paris (France). Radionuclides
in the study of marine processes. Proceedings. London (United Kingdom). Elsevier Applied
Science. 1991. 393 p. p. 177-186
(Abstract): An account is given of the use of inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
in the simultaneous determination of neptunium and plutonium isotopes in marine sediments.
A procedure has been developed to extract plutonium isotopes and 237Np simultaneously
from the bulk matrix. Using electrothermal vaporisation to introduce samples into the plasma,
237Np, 239Pu and 240Pu concentrations have been determined from lg aliquots of a bulk
sediment sample taken from the Esk estuary, Cumbria. The results were in good agreement
with those obtained using liquid nebulisation ICP-MS and alpha-spectrometry. An
assessment of the accuracy and precision of ETV-ICP-MS is given from data obtained using
certified standard solutions. As an application of the technique, the analysis of a marine
sediment core will be outlined.

Document Number 10 of 47
(Title): Comparison of concentrations of natural and artificial radionuclides in Plankton from
French Polynesian and Australian coastal waters
(Author): Poletiko, C. (CEA Centre d'Etudes de Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France). Dept. de
Protection de la Sante de l'Homme et de Dosimetrie) Twining, J.R. Jeffree, R.A. (Australian
Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, Lucas Heights, NSW (Australia).
Environmental Science Program)
CEA-CONF-11917 {CEACONF11917}
Pacific Basin Nuclear Conference. Sydney (Australia). 1-6 May 1994
AB
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(Abstract): Zooplankton samples from French Polynesian and Australian coastal waters were
analysed for natural and artificial radionuclides. Quality control was assured by correlating
replicate analyses between three laboratories and by participation in an international
intercomparison exercise. Pu239/240 was detected sporadically among samples from both
regions, with the highest levels being more consistently found in Tuamotu-Gambier samples.
The artificial radionuclides Cs-137, Cs-134, Sr-90 and Co-60 were not detected. Of the
natural nuclides, Ac-228 was detected in shallow continental waters off Northern Australia
and an inverse relationship (P<0.02) was established between plankton density and their Po-
210 concentration, (authors). 2 figs., 2 tabs., 9 refs

Document Number 11 of 47
(Title): Plutonium in the marine environment
(Author): Jarvis, N.V. (Atomic Energy Corp. of South Africa Ltd., Pretoria (South Africa))
Linder, P.W. (Cape Town Univ. (South Africa)) Wade, P.W. (Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research, Pretoria (South Africa). Div. of Water Technology)
Workshop on plutonium shipments around South Africa. Cape Town (South Africa). 17 May
1994
Transactions of the Royal Society of South Africa (Dec 1994). p. 201-212
(Abstract): The shipping of plutonium from Europe to Japan around the Cape is a contentious
issue which has raised public concern that South Africa may be at risk to plutonium exposure
should an accident occur. The paper describes the containers in which the plutonium (in the
form of plutonium oxide, PuO2) is housed and consequences of the unlikely event of these
becoming ruptured. Wind-borne pollution is considered not to be a likely scenario, with the
plutonium oxide particles more likely to remain practically insoluble and sediment.
Plutonium aqueous and environmental chemistry is briefly discussed. Some computer
modelling whereby plutonium oxide is brought into contact with seawater has been
performed and the results are presented. The impact on marine organisms is discussed in
terms of studies performed at marine dump sites and after the crash of a bomber carrying
nuclear warheads in Thule, Greenland in 1968. Various pathways from the sea to land are
considered in the light of studies done at Sellafield, a reprocessing plant in the United
Kingdom. Some recent debates in the popular scientific press, such as that on the leukemia
cluster at Sellafield, are described. Plutonium biochemistry and toxicity are discussed as well
as medical histories of workers exposed to plutonium. 35 refs., 2 tabs., 1 fig

Document Number 12 of 47
(Title): The presence of man-made radionuclides in the marine environment in the South of
Spain
(Author): Manjon, G. Garcia-Leon, M. (Facultad de Fisica, Sevilla (Spain)) Ballestra, S.
Lopez, J.J. (IAEA Marine Environment Laboratory, Monaco (Monaco))
Journal of Environmental Radioactivity (1995). p. 171 -189
(Abstract): In this paper, levels of 137Cs, 99Tc, Pu-isotopes and 241Am in a wide group of
seaweed species collected in the southern Spanish marine environment are given.
Atmospheric fallout seems to be responsible for the presence of such radionuclides in the
zone. However, it is shown that additional amounts of transuranic nuclides are present in the
neighbouring costs of Palomares. These are interpreted to be a consequence of the aircraft
accident which occurred there during 1966. (Author)
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Document Number 13 of 47
(Title): Review of the methods for determination of plutonium and americium in the marine
environment. Przeglad metod oznaczania plutonu i ameryku w srodowisku morskim
(Author): Suplinska, M.M. (Centralne Lab. Ochrony Radiologicznej, Warsaw (Poland))
CLOR-125/D {CLOR125D}, 1993. 12 p
(Abstract): Procedures for determination of plutonium and americium isotopes in the three
main sea components: water, bottom sediments and biota are described. In general, the
methods consists of four stages: pre-treatment, chemical separation, source preparation and
alpha-particle measurements. Depending on material which is analyzed, the pre-treatment is
performed by use of coprecipitation, dry ashing, wet mineralization and acid leaching. For
americium and plutonium separation from other anions and cations, ion-exchange
chromatography, liquid-liquid extraction and coprecipitation are applied. The measurement
samples are prepared by electrolytic deposition of separated elements or by transferring
americium and plutonium previously coprecipitated with neodymium fluoride, onto
membrane filters. Alpha-particles measurements are performed by alpha-spectrometry
method with application of barrier surface silica (Si/Au) detectors or passivated implanted
surface silica (PIPS) detectors. The choice of the needed procedure depends on the analyzed
samples. In above described methods the lower detection limits for plutonium and americium
are from 0.02 to 0.4 mBq/sample at measurement time in the range of 1400 to 10000 min.
The final recovery ranged from 30 to 100%. The radiochemical separations followed by a
spectrometry measurements are the only possibility for determination of plutonium and
americium in the marine low activity environment samples, (author). 23 refs, 4 tabs

Document Number 14 of 47
(Title): Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea
(Author): Strand, P. Rudjord, A.L. (National Radiation Protection Authority. Oesteraas
(Norway)) Nikitin, A. (Scientific Production Association "Typhoon", Obnisnk (Russian
Federation). Inst. of Experimental Meteorology) (and others)
IAEA-SM-339/128 {IAEASM339128} STI/PUB--971 {STIPUB971}
International symposium on environmental impact of radioactive releases. Vienna (Austria).
8-12 May 1995
Environmental impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium.

Vienna (Austria). IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 143-153. Proceedings series
(Abstract): In order to evaluate the level of radioactive contamination in the Kara Sea and to
assess the short and long term consequences of dumped radioactive waste, joint Russian-
Norwegian expeditions have been performed annually since 1992. The results from the 1992
joint expedition to the Kara Sea demonstrated very low concentrations of radionuclides in
waters and sediments. Contributions from different sources could be identified: global fallout,
river transport, marine transport of discharges from European reprocessing plants and
fallout from the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. The expeditions in 1993 to the
dumping sites confirmed local contamination in the Stepovogo Fjord and the Tsivolki Fjord
due to leakage from dumped radioactive waste. The levels of radioactivity in the Kara Sea
are, however, very low and have at present a very small impact on man and on the marine
ecosystem, (author). 4 refs, 3 tabs

Document Number 15 of 47
(Title): Radioecological studies of the behaviour and long-term fate of plutonium in the
marine environment
(Author): Condren, O.M. Dowries, A.B. Leon, L. Mitchell, P.L (University Coll., Dublin
(Ireland))
Irish Scientist, (Oct 1995). p. 41
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Document Number 16 of 47
(Title): Transuranium element behavior in the environment: What speciation studies can tell
us
(Author): Cleveland, J.M. (Geological Survey, Denver, CO (USA))
CONF-891206-- {CONF891206}
International chemical congress of Pacific Basin Societies (PACIFICHEM '89). Honolulu, HI
(USA). 17-22 Dec 1989. The 1989 international chemical congress of Pacific Basin Societies:
Abstracts of papers, Parts I and II. Washington, DC (USA). American Chemical Society.
1989. p. 697, Paper INOR 649
(Abstract): Some of the transuranium elements - especially plutonium - can exist in the
environment in several different oxidation states which differ chemically from one another as
much as if they were different elements. Hence an understanding of the environmental
chemistry of these elements requires knowledge of their oxidation-state distribution, or
speciation, under a variety of realistic conditions. Such studies are in their infancy, but
already several chemical speciation methods have yielded results indicating the uniqueness of
transuranic environment chemistry. For example, dioxoplutonium(V), which is unstable in
the acid solutions employed in laboratory and processing plant, is often the most prevalent
plutonium oxidation state in natural waters. More sensitive and less invasive physical
speciation methods under development will hopefully permit the extension of these studies to
a wider variety of environmental conditions and to determinations of sorbed species
necessary for an understanding of sorption processes

Document Number 17 of 47
(Title): Deep-sea biota of the Northeast Atlantic and their radioactivity
(Author): Feldt, W. Kanisch, G. Vobach, M. (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Fischerei,
Hamburg (Germany, F.R.). Lab. fuer Radiooekologie der Gewaesser)
(Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-
level radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation
and Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 178-204
(Abstract): The nuciides 60Co, 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239Pu and 241Am in present dumpsite
biota did not increase relative to earlier years. To support the conclusions that artificial
nuciides levels did not increase by dumping during the past few years, 137Cs was chosen as
the nuclide that was most often positively detected in nearly all families of biota. Median
values of 137Cs for various important families of biota for the years 1980 to 1986 are
summarized. The median was chosen as an index because the geometric mean may
occasionally be biased. It was calculated from significant values only.

Each median is characterized by the number of significant values and the number of
values below the detection limit. Also included is the median 137Cs value obtained by
combining all values from all other sites investigated in the years 1980 to 1984. An increase
of 137Cs at the present dumpsite from 1980 to 1986 cannot be concluded from these data,
considering especially the low number of available single values. Comparing the weighted
mean of the annual medians at the present dumpsite with the median value summarizing all
available values from other sites up to 1984 reveals excellent agreement.

There is only one exception, which was noted in earlier years: the median for Actiniaria
at other sites is significantly higher due to Actiniaria levels from the original dumpsite.
Actiniaria from the original dumpsite show higher 137Cs values than Actiniaria from other
sites in the NE Atlantic. This finding in relation to findings for other artificial and naturally-
occurring nuciides as well as radionuclides in Holo-thuroidea leads to the conclusion that
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contamination by leaching from radioactive waste drums dumped in 1967 cannot be
established for the original dumpsite

Document Number 18 of 47
(Title): The Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: Data and dose assessments
(Author): Robison, W.L. Noshkin, V.E. Conxado, C.L. (Lawrence Livermore National Lab.,
CA (United States)) (and others)
Health Physics (Jul 1997). v. 73(1). p. 37-48
(Abstract): Fallout from atmospheric nuclear tests, especially from those conducted at the
Pacific Proving Grounds between 1946 and 1958, contaminated areas of the Northern
Marshall Islands. A radiological survey at some Northern Marshall Islands was conducted
from September through November 1978 to evaluate the extent of residual radioactive
contamination. The atolls included in the Northern Marshall Islands Radiological Survey
(NMIRS) were Likiep, Ailuk, Utirik, Wotho, Ujelang, Taka, Rongelap, Rongerik, Bikar,
Ailinginae, and Mejit and Jemo Islands. The original test sites, Bikini and Enewetak Atolls,
were also visited on the survey. An aerial survey was conducted to determine the external
gamma exposure rate. Terrestrial (soil, food crops, animals, and native vegetation), cistern
and well water samples, and marine (sediment, seawater, fish and clams) samples were
collected to evaluate radionuclide concentrations in the atoll environment. Samples were
processed and analyzed for 137Cs, 90Sr, 239+240Pu and 241 Am. The dose from the
ingestion pathway was calculated using the radionuclide concentration data and a diet model
for local food, marine, and water consumption. The ingestion pathway contributes 70% to
90% of the estimated dose. Approximately 95% of the dose is from 137Cs accounts for about
10% to 30% of the dose. 239+240Pu and 241 Am are the major contributors to dose via the
inhalation pathway. However, inhalation accounts for only about 1% of the total estimated
dose, based on surface soil levels and resuspension studies. All doses are computed for
concentrations decay corrected to 1996. The maximum annual effective dose from manmade
radionuclides at these atolls ranges from .02 mSv y-1. The background dose in the Marshall
Islands is estimated to be 2.4 mSv y-1 to 4.5 mSv y-1. The 50-y integral dose ranges from 0.5
to 65 mSv. 35 refs., 2 figs., 9 tabs

Document Number 19 of 47
(Title): Transuranic cycling behaviour in marine environment
(Author): Belot, Y. Germain, P. (CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92
(France). Dept. de Protection)
IAEA-TECDOC--265 {IAEATECDOC265}
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Transuranic cycling behaviour in the

marine environment. Final report of the co-ordinated research programme sponsored by the
IAEA from 1979 to 1981. Jun 1982. 176 p. p. 45-46
(Abstract): During the last three years, current programme attention was focused on the
behaviour of transuranics at the water-sediment and water-atmosphere interfaces. The
objectives of this research were: (i) to learn more of the potential pathways back to man. (Ii)
to provide an input to the numerical models for estimating doses from short-term or long-
term releases. This paper is a report of some of the most significant results and conclusions
from the activities of the past three years

Document Number 20 of 47
(Title): Distribution of transuranic nuclides in Mediterranean ecosystems
(Author): Ballestra, S. Thein, M. Fukai, R. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Monaco-
Ville (Monaco). Lab. Of Marine Radioactivity)
IAEA-TECDOC-265 {IAEATECDOC265}
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International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Transufanic cycling behaviour in the
marine environment. Final report of the co-ordinated research programme sponsored by the
IAEA from 1979 to 1981. Jun 1982.176 p. p. 163-171
(Abstract): For the comprehensive understanding of the behaviour of transuranic elements in
the marine environment, the knowledge on the distribution of these elements in various
components of marine ecosystems is essential. Since the Mediterranean Sea is considered a
sufficiently self-contained system, our approach for studying the processes controlling the
transuranic cycling in the sea has been to follow, step by step, the redistribution of plutonium
and americium in different components of the marine environment, taking Mediterranean
ecosystems as examples. While the studies in the past years have supplied quantitative
information on the inputs of plutonium and americium into the Mediterranean from
atmospheric fallout and rivers as well as on their behaviour in the Mediterranean water
column, only scattered data have been made available so far on the occurrence of the
transuranic nuclides in the Mediterranean marine biota or sediments. In order to fill up this
information gap, biological and sediment samples were collected from the northwestern
Mediterranean region during 1975-1978 for the transuranic measurements. The results of
these determinations are given in the present report

Document Number 21 of 47
(Title): Radiological-dose assessments of atolls in the northern Marshall Islands
(Author): Robison, W.L, UCRL--89037 {UCRL89037}
Apr 1983. 54 p
(Abstract): The Marshall Islands in the Equatorial Pacific, specifically Enewetak and Bikini
Atolls, were the site of US nuclear testing from 1946 through 1958. In 1978, the Northern
Marshall Islands Radiological Survey was conducted to evaluate the radiological conditions
of two islands and ten atolls downwind of the proving grounds. The survey included aerial
external gamma measurements and collection of soil, terrestrial, and marine samples for
radionuclide analysis to determine the radiological dose from all exposure pathways. The
methods and models used to estimate doses to a population in an environment where natural
processes have acted on the source-term radionuclides for nearly 30 y, data bases developed
for the models, and results of the radiological dose analyses are described

Document Number 22 of 47
(Title): Influence of the submarine orography on the distribution of long-lived radionuclides
in the Palomares marine ecosystem
(Author): Gasco, C. Anton, M.P. (Centro de Investigaciones Energeticas, Medioambientales y
Tecnologicas (CIEMAT), Madrid (Spain))
Journal of Environmental Radioactivity, (1997). p. 111-125
(Abstract): To trace the consequences of the Palomares accident which occurred in
southeastern Spain in 1966, a number of studies were performed upon sediments collected in
the adjacent marine ecosystem in 1985. The research revealed a land-to-sea transport of part
of the transuranics residual contamination still remaining in the affected area after the clean-
up operations. The transfer routes to the Mediterranean sea (via river flooding and airborne
relocation) were elucidated through the reconstruction of the sediment cores' depositional
history. Present investigations focus on the distribution of Pu, Am and Cs along the complex
system of submarine canyons shaping the orography of the Palomares marine environment.
Marine samples were collected in 1991 to evaluate the possible removal of the radionuclides
deposited in the continental shelf towards the deep sea, favoured by the strong turbidity
currents and/or the topography of the canyon itself. (Author)
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Document Number 23 of 47
(Title): Plutonium isotopes, 137Cs, 90Sr and natural radioactivity in marine sediments from
Ghazaouet (Algeria)
(Author): Noureddine, A. Baggoura, B. (Centre de Radioprotection et de Surete (CRS),
Algiers (Algeria). Lab. d'Environnement)
Journal of Environmental Radioactivity, (1997). p. 127-138
(Abstract): Samples of marine surface sediments of different grain sizes collected in
Ghazaouet, a small bay on the western coast of Algeria, have been examined to measure
alpha-, beta- and gamma-radioactivity. The purpose of this study is to detect any radioactive
contamination. Using a combination of direct gamma spectrometry, radiochemical separation
and alpha-spectrometry, and beta-counting, activity levels of the most significant naturally-
occurring radioisotopes (210Po, 2lOPb, 226Ra, etc.) were determined in the samples. Natural
radionuclides have shown relatively high activities. The analysis of these samples revealed
measurable quantities of some artificial radionuclides, namely. 238Pu (from 0.02 to 0.05 Bq
kg-1 ash), 239+240Pu (from 0.3 to 0.6 Bq kg-1 ash), 137Cs (from 6.9 to 8.5 Bq kg-1 ash) and
90Sr (from 1.4 to 7.4 Bq kg-1 ash). Concentration ratios of 238Pu to 239+240Pu and 137Cs
to 239+240Pu obtained seem to confirm that this artificial radioactivity is due mainly to
nuclear-testing fallout. (Author)

Document Number 24 of 47
(Title): Apparent distribution coefficients of transuranium elements in UK coastal waters
(Author): Kershaw, PJ . Pentreath, R.J. Harvey, B.R. Lovett, MB. Boggis, S.J. (Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (UK). Directorate of Fisheries Research)
EUR-10121 EN {EUR10121EN}
International seminar on application of distribution coefficients to radiological assessment
models. Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium). 7-11 Oct 1985
(Source): Sibley, T.H. (Louvain Univ. (Belgium). Lab. de Physiologie Vegetale Washington
Univ., Seattle (USA). Lab. Of Radiation Ecology) Myttenaere, C. (Commission of the
European Communities, Brussels (Belgium)) (eds.). Application of distribution coefficients
to radiological assessment models. Proceedings of an international seminar jointly organized
by the Commission of the European Communities and the Universite Catholique de Louvain,
Louvain-la-Neuve, 7-11 October 1985. London (UK). Elsevier Applied Science Publishers.
1986.430 p. p. 277-287.
(Abstract): The authorized inputs of low-level radioactive waste into the Irish Sea from the
British Nuclear Fuels pic reprocessing plant at Sellafield may be used to advantage to study
the distribution and behaviour of artificial radionuclides in the marine environment. Apparent
distribution coefficients (Ksub(d)) for the transuranium elements Np, Pu, Am and Cm have
been determined by the analysis of environmental samples collected from UK coastal waters.
The sampling methodology for obtaining suspended sediment-seawater Ksub(d)s by filtration
is described and critically evaluated.

Artefacts may be introduced in the sample collection stage. Ksub(d) values have also
been determined for seabed sediment-interstitial waters and the precautions taken to preserve
in-situ chemical conditions are described. Variations in Ksub(d) values are discussed in
relation to distance from Sellafield, suspended load, redox conditions and oxidation state
changes, (author)

Document Number 25 of 47
(Title): 239,240Pu and 137Cs concentrations in some marine biota, mostly from the seas
around Japan
(Author): Nagaya, Yutaka Nakamura, Kiyoshi (National Inst. of Radiological Sciences, Chiba
(Japan))
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Nippon Suisan Gakkai-Shi. (May 1987). v. 53(5) p. 873-879
(Abstract): Recent 239,240Pu and 137Cs concentrations in some marine biota collected
mostly from the seas around Japan were determined. Ash samples were digested with hot
nitric acid, and the radionuclides were purified by ion exchange processes, then their alpha
and beta radioactivities were measured. 239,240Pu concentrations were in levels of 1/10 to
1/100 of 137Cs concentrations, and showed values of some pCi/100 kg-raw in muscles. No
clear difference was observed in the contents of the radionuclides of muscles between shallow
waters and deep bottom inhabitants.

Considerable variation in 239,240Pu concentrations were shown among organs and
tissues, but 137Cs showed no such discrepancy. Apparent high concentration factors (CF) for
137Cs of the deep water inhabitants were supposed to be caused by the contribution of the
food chain in the deep sea. Concentrations of the radionuclides in krill and fur seal were also
discussed.

Document Number 26 of 47
(Title): Plutonium in aquatic organisms
(Author): Coughtrey, P.J. Jackson, D. Jones, C.H. Kane, P. Thome, M.C. (Associated
Nuclear Services, Epsom (UK))
Radionuclide distribution and transport in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. A critical review
of data. Volume 4. Rotterdam (Netherlands). A.A. Balkema. 1984. 575 p. p. 302-462.
Radionuclide distribution and transport in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. 6 volumes.
Copyright ECSC, EEC, EAEC, Brussels and Luxembourg, MAFF, London, 1984
(Abstract): A bibliography and compiled data are presented on plutonium uptake by aquatic
organisms. The author surveys the behaviour of plutonium isotopes in marine, fresh water
and estuarine environments. Subsequently are considered: plants, crustaceans, molluscs, fish,
annelids, echinoderms and insects. Finally, the behaviour of plutonium in aquatic food chains
is considered. (GJ.P.)

Document Number 27 of 47
(Title): Experimental studies on sediment-animal transfer processes for long-lived
radionuclides
(Author): Aston, S. Fowler, S.W. Parsi, P
IAEA-TECDOC--380 {IAEATECDOC380}
International Atomic Energy Agency, Monaco-Ville (Monaco). Lab. of Marine Radioactivity.
International Laboratory of Marine Radioactivity. Biennial report 1983-1984. Jun 1986.
121 p. p. 68-70

Document Number 28 of 47
(Title): Prediction of the migration of several radionuclides in ocean sediment with the
computer code IONMIG: a preliminary report
(Author): Russo, A.J
SAND-79-1666 {SAND791666}, May 1980. 23 p
(Abstract): A computer code, IONMIG, which is used to calculate the far-field transport of
radionuclides through ocean sediment by diffusion and convection is described. The code
uses a two-dimensional, axisymmetric, explicit finite difference formulation. Preliminary
results for several species (Cs, Pu, I, Tc) are given

Document Number 29 of 47
(Title): The behaviour of transuranic and other long-lived radionuclides in the Irish sea and its
relevance to the deep sea disposal of radioactive wastes
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(Author): Pentreath, R.J. Jefferies, D.F. Lovett, M.B. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food, Lowestoft (UK). Fisheries Radiobiological Lab.) Nelson, D.M. (Argonne National
Lab., IL (USA))
Symposium on marine radioecology. Tokyo, Japan. 1-5 Oct 1979
Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Proceedings of the third NEA seminar on
marine radioecology. Tokyo, 1-5 October 1979. Paris, France. OECD. 1980. 409 p. p. 203-
221
(Abstract): The discharge of transuranic nuclides as part of the authorised, low-level releases
from the BNFL Windscale site into the Irish Sea provides a unique opportunity to study the
behaviour of these elements in the marine environment.

Other long-lived radionuclides, such as 99Tc, are also discharged. Many of the questions
which need to be addressed with regard to the introduction of longer-lived nuclides into
coastal waters are very similar to those which arise in connection with deep sea disposal,
although not necessarily with the same priority. Environmental studies related to the
Windscale discharges have centred on several areas of mutual interest: chemical speciation in
sea water, adsorption on to sedimentary materials, the permanence of radionuclide
incorporation into sediments and, of particular interest, the relative biological availabilities of
these elements -not only relative to each other but relative to the quantities discharged and to
their rates of introduction. Many of these data will prove valuable in providing an input to
numerical models, and in highlighting those areas where research is required to fill the
substantial gaps in our present knowledge

Document Number 3 0 of 47
(Title): Plutonium levels in the marine environment at Thule, Greenland
(Author): Aarkrog, A. (Risoe National Lab., Roskilde (Denmark))
Symposium on marine radioecology. Tokyo, Japan. 1-5 Oct 1979
(Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Proceedings of the third NEA seminar
on marine radioecology. Tokyo, 1-5 October 1979. Paris, France. OECD. 1980. 409 p. p.
245-251
(Abstract): Since 1968 the marine environment at Thule has contained 25-30 Ci
Sup(239,240)Pu from an accidental release. The plutonium resides preferentially in the
sediments and the benthic fauna. The plutonium inventories in the benthic biota have
decreased since 1968, but the decrease was most pronounced in the first years after the
accident. A new expedition in August 1979 has included americium in the studies

Document Number 31 of 47
(Title): Ecological effects of transuranics in the marine environment
(Author): Templeton, W.L. (Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA (USA))
International symposium on radiation effects on aquatic organisms. Zushi, Kanagawa, Japan.
l l - 12May l979
(Source): Egami, Nobuo (ed.) (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Faculty of Science). Radiation effects on
aquatic organisms. Tokyo. Japan Scientific Societies Press. 1980. 306 p. p. 3-12.6266300
(Abstract): Since the dose rates received by aquatic organisms as a result of exposure to
transuranics are comparable to those received from natural radionuclides, even in known
contaminated areas, it is apparent that there are few experimental field studies that reasonably
could be conducted which would determines whether radiological effects are occurring in the
environment as a result of present levels of radionuclides. The comparisons drawn here
between the estimated doses from added plutonium and americium and the naturally
occurring polonium would be more accentuated if the total dose rates from all natural
radionuclides were computed. Consideration of some of the mechanisms of recruitment to
exploited fish populations would suggest that any effects as a result of chronic exposure to
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low-level ionizing radiations would probably be compensated for by density-dependent
responses in highly fecund species. Effects due to radiation therefore would not likely be
distinguishable from those due to natural fluctuations in aquatic populations. Although little
quantitative genetic information is available for aquatic populations, it is unlikely, on the
basis of predicted mutation rates, that significant deleterious genetic effects due to radiation at
the low levels present in the environment today would be produced in aquatic populations,
(author)

Document Number 32 of 47
(Title): The impact of nuclear waste disposals to the marine environment- Research report no.
8
(Author): Taylor, P.J. (comp.)
Oxford. Political Ecology Research Group. Mar 1982.80 p
(Abstract): This report provides a critical review of current scientific literature concerning the
environmental impact of discharges and dumping of radioactive waste to the coastal marine
and deep ocean environments. It concludes that although knowledge of the effects of
dispersed radioactivity has greatly increased in the last two decades, there are still significant
areas of uncertainty which have major implications for current and future nuclear waste
management policy. For example, there is now evidence of discharged plutonium formerly
thought to be locked on sediments returning to man via biogeochemical cycles. Discharges of
this extremely toxic element have been banned elsewhere because of this eventuality, and the
report recommends elimination of plutonium discharges, and in the light of recent
radiobiological evidence, a fivefold reduction in exposures to the public as a result of the
other Windscale discharges. In the case of ocean dumping, the report acknowledges that there
is no evidence of health effects from past disposals. However, recent monitoring shows
contamination of the ocean bed due to leaking containers, and it is argued that oceanographic
and radioecological data are insufficient to predict future effects, especially having regard to
the steadily increasing quantities dumped, (author)

Document Number 33 of 47
(Title): Transuranic concentrations in reef and pelagic fish from the Marshall Islands
239Pu, 240Pu
(Author): Noshkin, V.E. Eagle, R.J. Wong, K.M. Jokela, T.A
UCRL--84213 {UCRL84213}
International symposium on the impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine
environment. Vienna, Austria. 6 -10 Oct 1980 Sep 1980.24 p
(Abstract): Concentrations of /sup 239 + 240/Pu are reported in tissues of several species of
reef and pelagic fish caught at 14 different atolls in the northern Marshall Islands. Several
regularities that are species dependent are evident in the distribution of /sup 239 + 240/Pu
among different body tissues. Concentrations in liver always exceeded those in bone and
concentrations were lowest in the muscle of all fish analyzed. A progressive discrimination
against /sup 239 + 240/Pu was observed at successive trophic levels at all atolls except Bikini
and Enewetak, where it was difficult to conclude if any real difference exists between the
average concentration factor for /sup 239 + 240/Pu among all fish, which include bottom
feeding and grazing herbivores, bottom feeding carnivores, and pelagic carnivores from
different atoll locations. The average concentration of /sup 239 + 240/Pu in the muscle of
surgeonfish from Bikini and Enewetak was not significantly different from the average
concentrations determined in these fish at the other, lesser contaminated atolls.
Concentrations among all 3rd, 4th, and 5th trophic level species are highest at Bikini where
higher environmental concentrations are found.
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The reasons for the anomalously low concentrations in herbivores from Bikini and
Enewetak are not known

Document Number 34 of 47
(Title): Radionuclides at the U.S. radioactive waste disposal site near the Farallon Islands
(Author): Schell, W.R. Sugai, S. (Washington Univ., Seattle (USA). Lab. of Radiation
Ecology)
Health Phys. (Sep 1980). v. 39(3) p. 475-496
(Abstract): 137Cs, sup(239,240)Pu, 90Sr and 238Pu were determined. The results showed
that 137Cs, sup(239,240)Pu and 238Pu were found at low concentrations (max 0.142 pCi/g
239Pu) in the skin, viscera, and G.I.T. contents for some of the fish collected. The edible
muscle for the fish generally contained levels at or below the sensitivity limits of 0.005 pCi/g
dry sup(239,240)Pu. The sediments contained maximum concentration levels of 0.14 pCi/g
(dry) 137Cs in the surface section of the box cores. The sup(239,240)Pu concentrations
were measured as de&p as 16 cm in certain sediment cores indicating rapid vertical transport,
possibly by burrowing organisms. The 210Pb concentration profile also showed high
effective sedimentation rates of 1-3 mm/yr and possible mixing of the upper sediments. The
submersible cores taken near the canisters indicated loss of the surface layers during
collection but contain 2-20 times greater integrated deposition than the expected fallout levels
of 1.8 +- 0.6 mCi/km2. (author)

Document Number 35 of 47
(Title): Review of biokinetic and biological transport of transuranic radionuclides in the
marine environment
(Author): Beasley, T.M. (Oregon State Univ., Newport) Cross, F.A
Hanson, W.C. (ed.). Transuranic elements in the environment. Oak Ridge, TN. Technical
Information Center. 1980. p. 524-540
(Abstract): Present understanding of the uptake, retention, and loss of transuranic
radionuclides by marine biota is limited.

Laboratory experiments have demonstrated that for certain species assimilation of
plutonium and americium from labeled food is an efficient process and that direct uptake
from seawater is important in the bioaccumulation of all transuranic radionuclides studied to
date. Organisms appear to play an important role in the vertical transport of these
radioelements from the surface layers of the ocean to greater depths

Document Number 36 of 47
(Title): Transuranium radionuclides in components of the benthic environment of Enewetak
Atoll
(Author): Noshkin, V.E. (Lawrence Livermore Lab., CA)
(Source): Hanson, W.C. (ed.). Transuranic elements in the environment. Oak Ridge, TN.
Technical Information Center. 1980. p. 578-601
(Abstract): Data on the concentrations and distributions of transuranium radionuclides in the
marine environment of Enewetak Atoll are reviewed. The distributions of the transuranics in
the lagoon are very heterogeneous. The quantities of transuranics generated during the
nuclear-test years at the Atoll and now associated with various sediment components are
discussed. Whenever possible, concentrations of 241 Am and /sup 239+240/Pu are compared

Document Number 37 of 47
(Title): Geochemistry of transuranic elements at Bikini Atoll
(Author): Schell, W.R. (Univ. of Washington, Seattle) Lowman, F.G. Marshall, R.P
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(Source): Hanson, W.C. (ed.). Transuranic elements in the environment. Oak Ridge, TN.
Technical Information Center. 1980. p. 541-577
(Abstract): The distribution of transuranic and other radionuclides in the marine environment
at Bikini Atoll was studied to better understand the geochemical cycling of radionuclides
produced by nuclear testing between 1946 and 1958. The reef areas, which are washed
continually by clean ocean water, have low levels of radionuclide concentrations.
Radionuclides are contained in fallout particles of pulverized coral. In the water these
particles may dissolve, be transported by currents within the Atoll, or enter the North
Equatorial Current by tidal exchange of water in the lagoon. The transuranic elements are
distributed widely in sediments over the northwest quadrant of the Atoll, which suggests that
this area serves as a settling basin for particles. The distribution of plutonium in the water
column indicates that plutonium in the sediments is released to the bottom waters and then is
transported and diluted by the prevailing currents. Upon interaction with the lagoon
environment, plutonium occurs in several physicochemical states. Laboratory tests and field
studies at Bikini show that approximately 15% of the plutonium is associated with the
colloidal fraction

Document Number 38 of 47
(Title): Integrated study of the behavior of transuranic elements in the marine environment
(Author): Choppin, G.R. Morse, J.W
DOE/EV/10306--T1 {DOEEV10306T1}, 1981. 23 p

(Abstract): In order to construct a model of radionuclide kinetics in an aquatic ecosystem,
americium ions were chosen for study. Results will be applied to thorium, plutonium,
neptunium and uranium for comparison of environmental behavior

Document Number 39 of 47
(Title): Plutonium and americium in seaweed from the Channel Islands
(Author): Cross, J.E. Day, J.P. (Manchester Univ. (UK). Dept. of Chemistry)
Environ. Pollut, Ser. B. (Jul 1981). v. 2(4) p. 249-257
(Abstract): Samples of the seaweed bladder wrack Fucus vesiculosus collected from the
Channel Islands and North Cornwall have been examined for alpha radioactivity. Using a
combination of chemical separation techniques and high resolution low background alpha
spectrometry, the levels of activity of the most significant naturally-occurring nuclides were
determined in all the samples. The Channel Islands seaweed also contained measurable
quantities of the artificial nuclides 238Pu, sup(239/240)Pu and 241 Am, ranging from 0.1
to 20 pCi kg-1 (dry weight) of each nuclide. The activity of these transuranic nuclides was
about 3% of the total alpha activity due to natural sources. This appears to confirm earlier
conclusions that alpha-emitting nuclides discharged from the nuclear fuel reprocessing plant
at Cap de la Hague, France, are now appearing at low but significant amounts in the marine
ecosystem of the Channel Islands.

Document Number 40 of 47
(Title): Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: radionuclide concentrations in fish and
clams and estimated doses via the marine pathway
(Author): Robison, W.L. Noshkin, V.E. Phillips, W.A. Eagle, R.J
UCRL-52853-Pt.3 {UCRL52853Pt3}, 18 Aug 1981.36 p
(Abstract): The survey consisted, in part, of an aerial radiological reconnaissance to map the
external gamma-ray exposure rates. As a secondary phase, terrestrial and marine samples
were collected to assess the radiological dose from pertinent food chains to atoll inhabitants.
The marine sample collection, processing, and dose assessment methodology are presented as
well as the concentration data for 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239+240Pu, 241 Am, and any of the
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other gamma emitters in fish and clam muscle tissue from the different species collected.
Doses are calculated from the average radionuclide concentrations in fish and clam muscle
tissue assuming an average daily intake of 200 and 10 g, respectively.

The 90Sr concentration in muscle tissue is very low and there is little difference in the
average concentrations from the different fish from different atolls or islands. The 239+240Pu
concentration in the muscle tissue of all reef species, however, is higher than that in pelagic
lagoon fish. In contrast, 137Cs concentrations are lowest in the muscle tissue of the bottom-
feeding reef species and highest in pelagic logoon fish. Recent measurements of radionuclide
concentrations in fish muscle tissue and other marine dietary items from international sources
show that the average concentrations in species from the Marshall Islands are comparable to
those in fish typically consumed as food in the United States and are generally lower than
those in most international marine dietary items. The whole-body dose rates based on
continuous consumption of 200 g/d of fish range from 0.028 to 0.1 mrem/y. The bone-
marrow dose rates range from 0.029 to 0.12 mrem/y. The dose commitment, or 30-y integral
doses, range from 0.00063 to 0.0022 rem for the whole body and from 0.00065 to 0.0032 rem
for the bone marrow

Document Number 41 of 47
(Title): Theoretical and practical problems in the evaluation of physico-chemical forms of
transuranics in the marine environment
(Author): Aston, S.R. (Lancaster Univ. (UK)) Avogadro, A. Murray, C.N. Stanners, D.A.
(Commission of the European Communities, Ispra (Italy). Joint Research Centre)
IAEA-SM-248/116 {IAEASM248116}
International symposium on the impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine
environment. Vienna, Austria. 6 -10 Oct 1980
(Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy Agency, 75
- Paris (France). Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine environment. Proceedings
of an international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the OECD NEA and held
in Vienna 6-10 October 1980. Vienna. IAEA. 1981.761 p. p. 143-154.
(Abstract): The physical chemistry of the transuranic elements in the marine environment is
of prime importance in the prediction and understanding of their interactions and fates in the
oceans. However, despite the importance of the knowledge of oxidation states and chemical
speciations in sea water, very little is known of these matters. The aim here is to discuss
recent theoretical and practical studies for the evaluation of the physico-chemical forms of
plutonium and americium at environmental concentrations. The authors have
demonstrated the potential use of predictive theoretical models for certain aspects of the
physico-chemical behaviour of transuranics in the marine environment by comparing the
results of simple thermodynamic calculations with recent in-situ data. Practical research areas
have also been identified which are believed important for the improvement of the predictive
capacity of the theoretical approach and its more confident application to the aquatic
environment, (author)

Document Number 42 of 47
(Title): The influence of site on the impact of radionuclides released into the marine
environment. L'effet de site sur l'impact des radionucleides rejetes dans le milieu marin
(Author): Lochard, J. Maccia, C. Pages, P. (Centre d'etude sur 1'evaluation de la protection
dans le domaine nucleaire, Fontenay-aux-Roses, France) Brenot, J. Gamier, A. (CEA Centre
d'Etudes Nucleaires de Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France))
IAEA-SM--248/122 {IAEASM248122}
International symposium on the impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine
environment. Vienna, Austria. 6 -10 Oct 1980
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(Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy Agency, 75
- Paris (France). Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine environment. Proceedings
of an international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the OECD NEA and held
in Vienna 6-10 October 1980. Vienna. IAEA. 1981. 761 p. p. 587-606.
(Abstract): The potential health impact of releases into the sea from a nuclear facility in
normal operation is evaluated in two stages. First the concentration in sea water is determined
by means of an area dispersion model which makes it possible to calculate the contamination
of marine products (fish, crustaceans and molluscs) in the various areas. Then allowance is
made for exchanges between the fishing zones and the regions where the products are
consumed in order to estimate the collective radiological detriment on the regional level. The
dispersion model was first applied to releases of 137Cs which occurred during the 1969-1976
period in areas of the eastern English Channel and the eastern Irish Sea.

Good agreement is observed with the measurements performed in 1976. The significance
of site parameters is then demonstrated by comparing the evolution of concentrations after
unit releases of 13 7Cs and 239Pu spread over one year.

Depending on the radionuclide and the area where the release takes place, preponderant
dilution effects (exchanges between areas) and/or sedimentation effects are observed. After
presenting the method of calculating ingested activities, the main results for France are given,
showing the impact of 137Cs releases from a nuclear power station using Pressurized Water
Reactors (4x1300 MW(e)) over a period of one year, (author)

Document Number 43 of 47
(Title): Sedimentation Studies relevant to low-level radioactive effluent dispersal in the Irish
Sea. Part 1. Radionuclides in marine sediments
(Author): Smith, T.J. Parker, W.R. Kirby, R
(Primary Report Number): IOS-Rep-110 {IOSRepl 10}, 1980. 87 p
(Abstract): This report examines the discharge of various radionuclides into the Irish Sea with
particular reference to the interaction between the radionuclides and the sediments. A review
of the relevant literature has revealed a variety of possible interaction mechanisms which are
sensitive to many environmental parameters. It is concluded that the particular mechanism
and any potential for remobilisation are dependent on the unique conditions existing at a
particular site. The precise nature of the interaction in the Irish Sea and the remobilisation
potential of the various radionuclides are poorly known. Measurements of radionuclide
distributions have previously been used to infer rates of sedimentary processes. The
assumptions underlying these interpretations are considered and it is shown that a large
amount of information on the sedimentological regime of a given area is required before
confident interpretations of radionuclide distributions can be made. This background material
is only partially available for the Irish Sea. (author)

Document Number 44 of 47
(Title): Vertical transport of particulate-associated plutonium and americium in the upper
water column of the Northeast Pacific
(Author): Fowler, S.W. Ballestra, S. La Rosa, J. Fukai, R. (International Atomic Energy
Agency, Monaco-Ville (Monaco). Lab. of Marine Radioactivity)
(Source): Deep-Sea Res. Part A. Oceanogr. Res. Pap. (Dec 1983). v. 30(12A) p. 1221-1233
(Abstract): Concentrations of plutonium (Pu) and americium (Am) were determined in
seawater, suspended particulate matter, sediment trap samples, and biogenic material
collected at the VERTEX I site in the North Pacific off central California. From a vertical
profile taken over the upper 1500 m, the presence of sub-surface maxima of sup(239+240)Pu
and 241 Am were identified between 100 to 750 m and 250 to 750 m, respectively. A large
fraction (32%) of the filterable sup(239+240)Pu in surface waters was associated with cells
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during a phytoplankton bloom. Pu:Am activity ratios in surface water and the suspended
particles indicated that Pu was concentrated by the cells to a greater degree than Am.

However, similar measurements beneath the surface layer showed an overall enrichment
of Am over Pu on fine suspended particles with depth. Freshly produced zooplankton fecal
pellets and large, fast sinking particles collected in PITS contained relatively high
concentrations of Pu and Am. Both transuranic concentrations in trapped particles and
transuranic flux tended to increase with depth down to 750 m, suggesting that their
scavenging is in the upper water column. Am appeared to be scavenged by sinking biogenic
particles to a greater extent than Pu. The results are discussed, (author)

Document Number 45 of 47
(Title): Chemical behavior of long-lived radionuclides in the marine environment
(Author): Edgington, D.N. Nelson, D.M
(Primary Report Number): CONF-8309195-1 {CONF83091951}
(Conference Information): International symposium on the behavior of long-lived
radionuclides. La Spezia (Italy). 28-30 Sep 1983
(Abstract): Measurements of long-lived radionuclides in the marine environment have
provided a wealth of information regarding the physical, biological, and chemical processes
which control the behavior of these and many other pollutants in the oceans. Their value as
tracers for the dispersion, transport, and fate of pollutants in the oceans is largely dependent
on the chemical properties of each individual radioelement. Differences in these properties,
particularly in relation to their interaction with biotic or abiotic particulate matter, result in
the separation of parent-daughter radioisotopes in the natural radioelement series or in
changes in the ratios of fission and activation products. Such differences have provided the
means to provide time scales for a variey of transport processes and to determine
sedimentation rates. The properties of these radionuclides in the oceans can, in general, be
predicted from the chemical properties of the stable elements. For those elements such as
plutonium, for which there are no naturally-occurring stable isotopes, studies of their
distribution in the oceans have provided a new important understanding of their chemical
behavior. This behavior has not always agreed with what would have been predicted from
laboratory studies carried out at far higher concentrations. Differences between observed
distributions and laboratory predictions have highlighted the importance of correct
experimental conditions in order to avoid confusing experimental artifacts. The interaction of
radionuclides with particles in the oceans and marine sediments can be described in terms of
simple ion exchange or adsorption equilibria

Document Number 46 of 47
(Title): Behavior of plutonium isotopes in the marine environment of Enewetak atoll
(Author): Noshkin, V.E. Robison, W.L. (Lawrence Livermore National Lab., CA (United
States). Health and Ecological Assessment Division) Wong, K.M. (P.O.B. 2403, Livermore,
CA (United States)) Eagle, R.J. (13749 Moonlight Lane, Redding, CA (United States))
International conference on methods and applications of radioanalytical chemistry (MARC
IV). Pt. 2 Kailua-Kona, HI (United States) 6-11 Apr 1997
Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry, (Aug 1998) v. 234(1-2) p. 243-249
(Abstract): There continue to be reports in the literature that suggest a difference in the
behavior of 239+240Pu and 238Pu in some aquatic environments. Plutonium isotopes have
been measured in marine samples collected over 3 decades form Enewetak atoll, one of the
sites in the Marshall Islands used by the United States between 1946 and 1958 to test nuclear
devices. The plutonium isotopes originated from a variety of complex sources and could
possibly coexist in this environment as different physical-chemical species. However results
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indicate little difference in the mobility and biological availability of 239+240Pu and 238Pu.
(author)

Document Number 47 of 47
(Title): The contamination of the oceans by anthropogenic radionuclides A contaminacao dos
oceanos por radionuclideos antropogenicos
(Author): Figueira, Rubens C.L. Cunha, Ieda I.L. (Institute de Pesquisas Energeticas e
Nucleares (IPEN), Sao Paulo, SP (Brazil). Supervisao de Radioquimica)
(Journal Information): Quimica Nova: (Jan-Feb 1998) v. 21(1) p. 73-77
(Abstract): Several hundreds of artificial of artificial radionuclides are produced as the result
of human activities, such as the applications of nuclear reactors and particle accelerators,
testing of nuclear weapons and nuclear accidents. Many of these radionuclides are short-lived
and decay quickly after their production, but some of them are longer-lived and are released
into the environment. From the radiological point of view the most important radionuclides
are cesium-137, strontium-90 and plutonium-239, due to their chemical and nuclear
characteristics. The two first radioisotopes present long half life (30 and 28 years), high
fission yields and chemical behaviour similar to potassium and calcium, respectively. No
stable element exists for plutonium-239, that presents high radiotoxity, longh half-life (24000
years) and some marine organisms accumulate plutonium at high levels. The radionuclides
introduced into marine environment undergo various physical, chemical and biological
processes taking place in the sea. These processes may be due to physical, dispersion or
complicated chemical and biological interactions of the radionuclides with inorganic and
organic suspend matter, variety of living organism, bottom sediments, etc. The behaviour of
radionuclides in the sea depends primarily on their chemical properties, but it may also
be influenced by properties of interacting matrices and other environmental factors. The
major route of radiation exposure of man to artificial radionuclides occuring in the marine
environment is through ingestion of radiologically contamined marine organisms. This paper
summarizes the main sources of contamination in the marine environment and presents an
overview covering the oceanic distribution of anthropogenic radionuclides in the FAO
regions. A great number of measurements of artificial radioclides have been carried out on
various marine environmental samples in different oceans over the world, being cesium-137
the most widely measured radionuclide. Radionuclide concentrations vary from region to
region, according to the specific sources of contamination. In some regions such as the
Irish sea, the Baltic Sea and the Black Sea, the concentrations depend on the inputs due to
discharges from reprocessing facilities and from Chernobyl accident. In Brazil the artificial
radioactivity is low and corresponds to typical deposition values due to fallout for the
Southern Hemisphere, (author)

Selected abstracts: caesium

Document Number 1 of 70
TI (Title): Bioaccumulation of 137Cs and 60Co by a tropical marine teleost Epinephelus sp
AU (Author): Guimaraes, J.R.D. (Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear,Rio de Janeiro
(Brazil). Departamento de Protecao RadiologicalAmbiental Instituto de Radioprotecao e
Dosimetria (IRD), Rio de Janeiro, RJ (Brazil))
JR (Journal Information): Science of the Total Environment
SO (Source): (18 Jun 1992). p. 205-212
AB (Abstract): As part of a project on behavior of radionuclides released by Angra Nuclear
Power Station in the marine environment, laboratory experiments were performed to study
cesium and cobalt accumulation by juvenile groupers (Epinephelus sp.). The fishes were kept
in aquariums equipped with gravel-bed filters spiked with 60C0(150 KBq/1) and 137Cs (75
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KBq/1). Uptake was only via water since the fishes received only non- radioactive food
during 4 months of experiment. Cesium accumulation in muscle was higher than in any
other organ, reaching CFs (concentration factors) of 5 (fresh weight basis). Cobalt, in
contrast, concentrated mostly in the liver, gut and skin and scales. Cobalt CF in muscle tissue
was 8x10-2, lower than any previously reported figure. Chromatographic analysis of the
water at the beginning and end of the experiment showed that cobalt had been completely
converted from 60CoC12 to non-cationic forms,most probably through complexation with
organic ligands, mediated by the intense microbial activity of the filter bed. This conversion
apparently enhanced cobalt bio-availability since a second experiment performed with this
aged seawater yielded CFs for muscle tissue higher by a factor of 2.5.

Document Number 2 of 70
TI (Title): Diffusion of radionuclides in sediments - in situ studies
AU (Author): Andersson, K. (Lindgren o Andersson HB, Bohus (Sweden)) Evans, S.
(Studsvik AB, Nykoeping (Sweden)) Albinsson, Y. (Chalmers Univ. of Technology,
Goeteborg (Sweden). Dept. of Nuclear Chemistry)
JR (Journal Information): Radiochimica Acta
SO (Source): (1992). p. 321-327
AB (Abstract): The diffusion of 99Tc, 134Cs, 152Eu, 237Np, and 241 Am in a sediment

from a brackish water bay has been studied, using a combination of laboratory and in situ
techniques. Also the distribution coefficients of 85Sr, 1311, 134Cs, 152Eu, and 241Am
between pore water and solid phase vs. depth were determined. Typical distribution
coefficients at > 5 cm depth were: Sr <= 10 ml/g, I <= 1 ml/g, Cs < 2000ml/g, Eu <= 5000
ml/g and Am <= 10000 ml/g. The diffusivity of Tc and Np was low indicating a reduction to
the tetravalent state. For the other elements studied a measurable diffusion was observed.

Document Number 3 of 70
TI (Title): Geochemical aspects and distribution of long-lived radionuclides in marine
sediments from Palomares
AU (Author): Gasco, C Romero, L. Mingarro, E. Lobo, A.M. (Centro de Investigaciones
Energeticas, Medioambientales y Tecnologicas (CIEMAT), Madrid (Spain))
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear

Chemistry
SO (Source): (Aug 1992). p. 389-400
AB (Abstract): As a consequence of an accidental release of transuranics at Palomares
(Almeria, Spain) a land area of 2.3 km2 was contaminated. After the clean-up operations, a
transuranics residue remained in the ecosystem. Therefore the Palomares zone provides a
natural laboratory for experimental studies of the transuranic land to sea transfer and factors
controlling its distribution in the Mediteranean coast. The geochemical and textural
composition of sediment, together with the distribution and inventories of plutonium,
americium and cesium were studied in 36 stations between Cape of Gata and Cape of Palos.
An enhanced transuranics concentration was observed in sediments from the southern coastal
area of the Almanzora river mouth. The causes of the increase are studied in this paper
considering the geochemical behavior of plutonium, americium and cesium in the water
column and sediment.

Document Number 4 of 70
TI (Title): Environmental pollution of the Black Sea: A search for answers
AU (Author): Fabry, V. Osvath, I. (International Atomic Energy Agency,

Monaco (Monaco). Marine Environment Lab.) Froehlich, K. (International Atomic
Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Dept. of Research and Isotopes)
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JR. (Journal Information): IAEA Bulletin
SO (Source): (Jun 1993). p. 20-24
AB (Abstract): The Black Sea region governments have initiated a regional approach to the
management and protection of the marine environment supported by research at national and
international levels. Environmental problems in the Black Sea are serious. The Sea's shallow,
mixed surface waters receive river discharges which are heavily loaded with nutrients
containing nitrogen and phosphorus and contaminated with industrial and mining wastes. In
addition, coastal industries appear to discharge wastes directly into the sea with little or
no treatment. Thus the water quality of the life-supporting surface layer has seriously
deteriorated. Eutrophication (an enrichment in nutrients) presently prevails in many parts of
the Black Sea. It has dramatically changed the marine food chain, thus contributing to the
demise of the Black Sea fishery and, especially in the northwestern region, to its diminished
amenity value. Other factors also are at work, including changes in the hydrological balance,
overfishing, and chemical pollution. Following the Chernobyl accident in 1986, riparian
countries further identified radioactive pollution as having a high priority. This article looks
at major aspects of the state of the Black Sea's environment, and outlines the potential of,
and first results derived from, the use of isotope tracers in Black Sea studies. It further
discusses IAEA initiatives to join concerted international actions directed towards
rehabilitation of the Black Sea environment.

Document Number 5 of 70
TI (Title): Concentration of radionuclides by marine organisms and their food chain
AU (Author): Nakahara, Motokazu (National Inst. of Radiological Sciences, Nakaminato,

Ibaraki (Japan). Nakaminato Lab. Branch Office)
RPP (Primary Report Number): NIRS-M--93 {NIRSM93}
SO (Source): Iwakura, T. Nakajima, T. (eds.). National Inst. of

Radiological Sciences, Chiba (Japan). Approach to the nuclear safety for environment and
members of public. Ecological behavior, metabolism, dose evaluation of radionuclides. Mar
1993. 201 p. p. 13-22
AB (Abstract): Accumulation of radionuclides from seawater and from food by marine
organisms was observed in the laboratory experiments to get bioconcentration parameters for
the nuclides. The radionuclides investigated were 57Co, 95mTc, 103Ru, 137Cs, 65Zn and
54Mn. Several species of molluscs containing pelecypods, gastropods and cephalopod were
used for the experimental organisms. For the uptake experiment from seawater, the organisms
were kept for more than seven days in radioactive seawater containing those radionuclides
together. Then the organisms were transferred into non-radioactive seawater to observe the
loss of the nuclides from the organisms. Biphasic loss curves were observed for all of the
nuclides. Bioconcentration parameters, such as uptake rate,excretion rate, biological half-life
and concentration factor at steady state were estimated from the uptake and excretion
curves of the nuclides by the organisms by applying an exponential model. In the uptake
experiments from radioactive food, the phytoplankton (Tetraselmis tetrathele), the brown
algae (Eisenia bicyclis) and the viscera of abalone were fed to bivalves, herbivorous
gastropods and carnivorous molluscs, respectively. After single feeding of the labelled food
with the nuclides, retention of the nuclides in whole body of the organisms was followed for
several weeks or more. The organisms showed relatively high retention of the nuclides in
whole body, except 137Cs and 54Mn. Retention of 137Cs and 54Mn in the organisms one
day after feeding of radioactive food was lower than 25 % of the radioactivity dosed.

Document Number 6 of 70
TI (Title): Modelling turnover of Cs-137 in two subarctic salmonid ecosystems
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AU (Author): Nordlinder, S. Bergstroem, U. (Studsvik AB, Ecosafe, Nykoeping (Sweden))
Hammar, J. (Institute of Freshwater Research, Drottningholm (Sweden) Uppsala Univ.
(Sweden). Dept. of Zoology) Notter, M. (Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, Solna
(Sweden))
JR (Journal Information): Nordic Journal of Freshwater Research
SO (Source): A Journal of Life Sciences in Holarctic Waters. (1993). p. 21-33
AB (Abstract): The turnover of cesium-137 was simulated in two categories of subarctic,
alpine lake ecosystems - a natural lake with Gammarus lacustris as major fish prey and a lake
reservoir with introduced Mysis relicta as a new fish-food organism. The resulting
concentrations of Cs-137 in two salmonid species - Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) and
brown trout (Salmo trutta) - were calculated using a multi-compartment model. Observed
data were taken from a major case study evaluating the distribution, pathways and major
transport mechanisms of Chernobyl cesium through northern lake ecosystems in 1986-90.
The aim of this study was to design a specific conceptual model for calculation of the levels
of Cs-137 in fish from simple lake ecosystems, which could be adopted for other more
complex types of lakes. A multi-compartment model of the ecosystem was designed and
the equations were solved with the BIOPATH-code. The uncertainty of the results due to the
uncertainty of input values was examined using the PRISM-system. The model gave good
correlations to measured data for Cs-137 in water, zooplankton,macro invertebrates and fish
in both lakes. The predicted levels in sediments were, however, considerably lower than the
observed values. The inflow of Cs-137 from the drainage area to the two lakes was
identified as the main contributor to the uncertainty of the long-term prognoses.

Document Number 7 of 70
TI (Title): Caesium-137 inventories in Alaskan Tundra, lake and marine sediments: An
indicator of recent organic material transport?
AU (Author): Grebmeier, J.M. Cooper, L.W. Larsen, IX. Solis, C. (Oak Ridge National
Lab., TN (United States). Environmental Sciences Div.) Olsen, C.R. (Department of Energy,
Washington, DC (United States). Environmental Sciences Div.)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--329/21
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Isotope techniques
in the study of past and current environmental changes in the hydrosphere and the
atmosphere. Proceedings of an international symposium held in Vienna, 19-23 April 1993.
Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1993. 623 p. p. 147-159.
AB (Abstract): Tundra and sampling accomplished in 1989-1990 at Imnavait Creek, Alaska
(68 deg. C 37' N, 149 deg. C 17' W) indicates that inventories of 137Cs (102-162 mBq/cm2)
are close to expectations based on measured atmospheric deposition for this latitude. Peak
accumulations of 137Cs are typically observed at 4 to 10 cm depth, associated with organic
materials, and above any mineral soil. Accumulated inventories of 137Cs in tundra
decrease by up to 50% along a transect to Prudhoe Bay (70 deg. C 13' N, 148 deg. C 30' W).
Sediments from Toolik Lake (68 deg. C 38' N, 149 deg. C 381 W) showed widely varying
137Cs inventories, from a low of 22mBq/cm2 away from the lake inlet to a high between 140
and >200 mBq/cm2 near the main stream inflow.

Document Number 8 of 70
TI (Title): Bioaccumulation and elimination of 60 Co and 137 Cs by Anomalocardia
brasiliana (Gmelin, 1791) (Mollusca bivalvia). Remobilization of 60 Co, retained in marine
sediment by microbial activity. Bioacumulacao e eliminacao de 60Co e 137Cs por
anomalocardia brasiliana (Gmelin, 1791) (Mollusca bivalvia). Remobilizacao de 60Co retido
em sedimento marinho por atividade microbiana
AU (Author): Mayr, L.M
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RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-BR--3317 {INISBR3317}
SO (Source): May 1984.142 p

AB (Abstract): It was studied the capacity of a bi valve mollusc Anomalocardia brasiliana,
which lives in the local bottom sediment,to remobilize 60 Co previously sorbed in the
sediment. Laboratory experiments demonstrated that the transference of 60 Co from the
sediment to the animal was insignificant (bioaccumulation factor (BF) of the order of 10-3).
At the same time, the capacity of microorganisms, present in the bottom sediment, to
remobilize 60 Co was studied. The results showed that this via of transference was important,
considering the much greater microorganism biomass in relation to the biomass of bentonic
organisms, as a whole. For 137Cs the determined BF from water to the animal was 2.2. and,
as in the case of 60 Co, the soft tissues concentrated more 137 Cs than shell. Remaining
viscera showed the highest BFs. In another series of experiments, the loss of 60 Co or 137
Cs, previously accumulated by A. brasiliana, was followed in aquaria with or without
sediment and the respective biological half-lives were calculated. Soft tissues retained 60
Co longer (biological half-life =117 days) than shells, whereas for 137 Cs the opposite was
observed and shells showed a biological half life of 38.5 days. The low values of 60 Co and
137 Cs BFS do not allow to classify A. brasiliana as good biological indicator for pollution
by there radionuclides. Howeversince A brasiliana is consumed by the local population and is
commercialized to other areas, it was recommended that its contamination by 60 Co or 137
Cs should be monitored.

Document Number 9 of 70
TI (Title): A model of the large-scale pollution of the Black Sea by the long-lived
radionuclides 137Cs and 90Sr due to the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant accident
AU (Author): Egorov, V.N. Polikarpov, G.G. Kulebakina, L.G. Stokozov, N.A.
Evtushenko, D.B. (Biological Institute of Southern Seas, Crimea (Ukraine))
JR (Journal Information): Water Resources
SO (Source): (Jun 1993). p. 283-286
AB (Abstract): A mathematical model was developed to reflect the effect of the main

abiotic and biotic processes, as averaged by their large-scale time and space values, on the
migration of long-lived radionuclides and on their residence time in the Black Sea. The model
is closed in terms of the water and salt balances, and also of the radioactive environmental
pollution. The model was verified by the water balance of the sea, using the stationary
vertical distribution of the water salinity. The possible model applicability for prediction
purposes was tested by comparing the results of numerical experiments and observations over
the 137Cs distribution in the Black Sea from 1986 to 1989, likewise during the period of
global 137Cs inputs from 1964 to 1977. Regularities in the vertical migration and in the
varying contents of 137Cs in the Black Sea were established

Document Number 10 of 70
TI (Title): 137Cs in fish: another experience after the Chernobyl accident. Le 137Cs dans
les poissons: retour d'experience apres l'accident de Tchernobyl
AU (Author): Foulquir, L. Baudin-Jaulent, Y. (CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de

Cadarache, 13 - Saint-Paul-lez-Durance (France). Service d'Etudes et Recherches sur
l'Environnement)
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Radioecology
SO (Source): (1993). p. 29-38
AB (Abstract): 137Cs was found in the aquatic environment as a result of the atmospheric

fallout from the nuclear tests which took place between 1956 and 1964. Due to the Chernobyl
accident (April 1986) 137Cs strongly increased, especially in a humid environment. For the
study only carnivorous fish were investigated, having the highest concentration of 137Cs.
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The kinetics of 137Cs transfer caused by the Chernobyl accident closely resembles that after
an atmospheric nuclear explosion. When compared with data obtained in 1963-64 on the
137Cs content in fish, the 1986-87 content was found to be 10-100 higher. The laboratory
experiments, the study of radioactivity levels during 1960-69 and the Chernobyl accident
allow us to verify whether the Cs transfer kinetics model proposed is valid or not. (

Document Number 11 of 70
TI (Title): Deep sea radionuclides. Final report. Radionuklide in der Tiefsee.

Abschlussbericht
AU (Author): Kanisch, G. Vobach, M
RPP (Primary Report Number): BMU--1993-371 {BMUI993371}
AB (Abstract): Every year since 1979, either in sping or in summer, the fishing research
vessel 'Walther Herwig' goes to the North Atlantic disposal areas of solid radioactive wastes,
and, for comparative purposes, to other areas, in order to collect water samples, plankton and
nekton, and, from the deep sea bed, sediment samples and benthos organisms. In addition to
data on the radionuclide contents of various media, information about the plankton, nekton
and benthos organisms living in those areas and about their biomasses could be gathered. The
investigations are aimed at acquiring scientifically founded knowledge of the uptake of
radioactive substances by microorganisms, and their migration from the sea bottom to the
areas used by man.

Document Number 12 of 70
TI (Title): Plutonium in the Irish environment
AU (Author): Sanchez-Cabez, J.A

SO (Source): Jul 1989. 237 p
AB (Abstract): Plutonium is one of the most radiotoxic elements known to man. Given its
widespread presence due, in the main, to atmospheric nuclear weapons tests and releases from
nuclear facilities, the determination of its distribution and behaviour in the environment is of
great scientific and radiological importance. In this thesis the origin, distribution and. where
relevant, the radiological significance of plutonium in both the marine and terrestrial
environments of Ireland have been examined in detail. Certain other long-lived radionuclides
such as Tc-99 and Csl37 have also been studied

Document Number 13 of 70
TI (Title): Radiation protection at sea dumping of radioactive waste - 25 years of radio-

ecology of the deep sea. Strahlenschutz bei derMeeresversenkung radioaktiver Abfaelle - 25
Jahre Radiooekologie der Tiefsee
AU (Author): Feldt, W
SO (Source): Maushart, R. (ed.). Fachverband fuer Strahlenschutz e.V., Karlsruhe
(Germany). 25 years of radiation protection - experiences and opinions. Scientific Festschrift
on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of Fachverband fuer Strahlenschutz. 25 Jahre
Strahlenschutz - Erfahrungen und Ansichten. Wissenschaftliche Festschrift zum 25jaehrigen
Bestehen des Fachverbands fuer Strahlenschutz. Koeln (Germany). Verl. TUEV
Rheinland. May 1991.260 p. p. 167-186. Publikationsreihe: Fortschritte im Strahlenschutz
AB (Abstract): Investigations of biological structures of dumping regions show that the

total biomass is very small. The major part of biomass is contained in an upper layer between
0 and 2000 m depth. Between this layer and the sea bottom only few living creatures are
found. At about 100 m above ground, however, the fraction of biomass per m3 water is rising
again, and doubles at 10 m above ground. In the years of 1949 - 1982, about 5 PBq
beta/gamma- and 0,68 PBq alpha-activities have been dumped. The values measured for Cs-
137measured in the dumping region do not differ significantly from values in other marine
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areas. Nuclear weapon fallout remains to be the dominant source of radioactive
contamination. Plutonium values measured in the last years, however, seem to reveal an
influence of wastes dumped until 1982. We have retrieved nine barrels, some of which were
well preserved despite a storage time of more than eight years. Others, however, showed
severe damage caused by compression. No settling has taken place by sessile organisms.
Concentration factors, biological transport and the radiobiological effects on deep-sea
organisms have also been investigated. Knowledge about these items proved to be very
fragmentary. Radiation exposure of the shore population is caused mainly by consumption of
sea products. A conservative estimate gave an ingestion dose of 30 muSv/year after 100 years
and 1,5 mSv/year after 500 years.

Document Number 14 of 70
TI (Title): The ecological half-life of Cs-137 in Japanese marine biota
AU (Author): Tateda, Yutaka Misonou, Jun (Central Research Inst. of Electric Power
Industry, Abiko, Chiba (Japan). Civil Engineering Lab.)
SO (Source): Kershaw, P.J. Woodhead, D.S. (eds.) Radionuclides in the study of marine
processes. Proceedings. London(United Kingdom). Elsevier Applied Science. 1991. 393 p. p.
340-349
AB (Abstract): The origin of Cs-137 in the Japanese marine ecosystem is largely attributed

to fallout from nuclear tests in the 1960s. The data concerning fallout in Japan indicate that
radiocesium introduced into the Japanese environment has recently levelled off. The change
of the atom ratio between Cs-137 and stable Cs in the marine organisms of different trophic
level and seawater was studied to estimate the ecological half-life of radiocesium in the
Japanese coastal marine ecosystem from 1984 to 1990. The ecological half-life of Cs-137 in
the Japanese marine ecosystem was estimated to be approximately 14 years

Document Number 15 of 70
TI (Title): The measurement of some radionuclides in the marine coastal environment of
Syria
AU (Author): Othman, I. Yassine, T. (Radiation protection and Nuclear Safety Dept,

Atomic Energy Commission, Damascus (Syrian Arab Republic)) Bhat, IS . (Health Physics
Div., BARC, Bombay (India))
JR (Journal Information): Science of the Total Environment
SO (Source): (15 Jul 1994). p. 57-60
AB (Abstract): Samples of sea water, coastal sediment, marine algae and other organisms

have been collected from Syrian coastal region sampling locations covering Latakia in the
north, Tartous in the south and Baniyas in the middle. Samples were analyzed for Csl37,
Sr90, Pu239+240 and Po210 by standard analytical procedures. This paper presents the
results of these investigations and compares them with Mediterranean marine radioactivity
levels reported by others

Document Number 16 of 70
TI (Title): Monitoring of radioecological situation in the region of lost nuclear submarine
'Komsomolets'
AU (Author): Rubanov, S.M. Kuznetsov, Yu.V. Nosov, N.A
SO (Source): Winter, M. (ed.) Wicke, A. (ed.). Fachverband fuer Strahlenschutz e.V.,
Karlsruhe (Germany). Environmental radioactivity, radioecology, radiation effects. Vol. 1.
Proceedings. Umweltradioaktivitaet, Radiooekologie, Strahlenwirkungen. Bd. 1.
Tagungsbericht. Koeln (Germany). Verl. TUeV Rheinland. 1993. 578 p. p. 259-263
AB (Abstract): A possible source of radioactive emission from the lost nuclear submarine
could be her PWR and nuclear warheads. Deep submersibles of the "Mir" type were used to
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sample water and seabed sediments, to measure radioactivity of water in situ and to place
selective sorbents. The analysis of the submarine contains the 137Cs isotope while in the vent
duct of the reactor compartment 137Cs, 134Cs, 54Mn, 6OC0 isotopes. The content of Pu
isotopes in water and bottom sediments does not significantly exceed the background values

Document Number 17 of 70
TI (Title): Evidence for re-distribution of 137Cs in Alaskan tundra, lake, and marine
sediments
AU (Author): Cooper, L.W. Grebmeier, J.M. Larsen, IX. Solis, C. Olsen, C.R.
(Environmental Sciences Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN (United
States))
JR (Journal Information): Science of the Total Environment
SO (Source): (1 Dec 1994). p. 295-306
AB (Abstract): Tundra sampling conducted during 1989-1990 at Imnavait Creek, Alaska
(680371^, 149ol7'W) indicated that inventories of 137Cs were close to expectations, based
upon measured atmospheric deposition for this latitude band. Typically observed at a depth of
4-10 cm, peak accumulations of 137Cs were associated with organic materials, above any
mineral soil. Accumulated inventories of 137Cs in tundra decreased by up to 50% along a
transect to Prudhoe Bay (70013^, 148o30'W). Atmospheric deposition of 137Cs decreased
with latitude in the Arctic, but declines in deposition would have been relatively small over
this distance (200 km). This finding suggests a recent loss of 137Cs from tundra over the
northern parts of the transect between Imnavait Creek and Prudhoe Bay. This hypothesis is
supported by observations of maximum 137Cs accumulations occurring in surface layers of
the more northern tundra rather than at depth (as at Imnavait Creek), as well as by indications
of higher 137Cs accumulations in a lake inlet. On the other hand, marine sediments collected
in the Bering Sea and Chukchi Seas, including the Yukon River delta region, show
apparently lower inventories compared to tundra or lake sediments, although complete
inventories are unavailable due to radiocesium buried to depths (>20 cm) beyond the
sampling capabilities used

Document Number 18 of 70
TI (Title): Radioecological research on the marine environment facing the Italian base in

Antarctica (1989-91)
AU (Author): Nonnis-Marzano, F. Triulzi, C. (Parma Univ. (Italy). Dept. of General
Biology and Physiology)
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Environmental

Analytical Chemistry
SO (Source): (1994). p. 243-252
AB (Abstract): The results of the analysis of both natural (Th-232,U-238 and K-40) and

artificial (Cs-137) radioactivity contained in samples collected during the 1989-90 and 1990-
91 PNRS Scientific Campaigns in the Terra Nova Bay (Ross Sea) marine ecosystem, are
presented in this paper. The data refers to samples of sea water,pack water, sediments and
organisms belonging to demersal ichthyofauna (Pagothenia bernacchii, Chionodraco
hamatus) and soft bottom macrofauna (Adamussium colbecki) collected in different coastal
and offshore stations of the area investigated. Some sea water samples collected on the way to
sub Antarctic areas were also considered. The radiocontamination detected in sediments was
correlated to the quantities of organic matter, organic carbon and nitrogen contained in the
samples. Additionally, Cs-137 concentration factors were calculated for the different
biological specimens and their anatomical components. Data values, with special
consideration for anthropogenic Cs-137, are compared to results obtained from similar
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matrixes collected in the Northern Hemisphere in temperate waters before and after the
accident at the Chernobyl nuclear plant

Document Number 19 of 70
TI (Title): Transfer studies of cesium-137 in marine trophic chain. Estudos da
transferencia de cesio-137 em cadeia trofica marinha
AU (Author): Marchese, S.R.M, Cunha, I.I.L. (Coordenadoria para Projetos Especiais

(COPESP), Sao Paulo, SP (Brazil) Instituto de Pesquisas Energeticas e Nucleares (IPEN),
Sao Paulo, SP (Brazil))
SO (Source): Associacao Brasileira de Energia Nuclear, Rio de Janeiro, RJ (Brazil).
Proceedings of the 5. General Congress on Nuclear Energy, v. 3. Anais do 5. Congresso Geral
de Energia Nuclear, v. 3. 1994.356 p. p. 887-890
AB (Abstract): The both concentration factor and elimination factor of cesium-137 by the
food chain: Tetraselmis gracilis, Artemia salina e Abdefduf saxatilis, were determined in
laboratory conditions. The results of laboratory experiments on the uptake, accumulation and
elimination of cesium-137 by the species above mentioned are described. The concentration
factor determination is important to the study of cesium-137 transfer through food-chain.

Document Number 20 of 70
TI (Title): The presence of man-made radionuclides in the marine environment in the South

of Spain
AU (Author): Manjon, G. Garcia-Leon, M. (Facultad de Fisica, Sevilla(Spain)) Ballestra, S.
Lopez, J.J. (IAEA Marine Environment Laboratory, Monaco (Monaco))
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1995). p. 171-189
AB (Abstract): In this paper, levels of 137Cs, 99Tc, Pu-isotopes and 241 Am in a wide
group of seaweed species collected in the southern Spanish marine environment are given.
Atmospheric fallout seems to be responsible for the presence of such radionuclides in the
zone. However, it is shown that additional amounts of transuranic nuclides are present in the
neighbouring costs of Palomares. These are interpreted to be a consequence of the aircraft
accident which occurred there during 1966.

Document Number 21 of 70
TI (Title): Sources of radioactivity in the marine environment and their relative
contributions to overall dose assessment from marine radioactivity (MARDOS). Final report
of a co-ordinated research programme
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC--838
SO (Source): Oct 1995. 54 p

AB (Abstract): The document provides data on radionuclide levels in the marine
environment and estimates doses from marine radioactivity through ingestion of sea food.
Two radionuclides -natural Po210 and Cs 137 -are studied, as they are radiologically the most
important representatives of each class of marine radioactivity on global scale. The results
of the study confirm that the dominant contribution to doses comes from natural Po 210 in
fish and shellfish and that the contribution of anthropogenic Sc 137 (mostly coming from
nuclear weapons test) is negligible (100 to 1000 time lower)

Document Number 22 of 70
TI (Title): Marine radioactivity studies in the vicinity of sites with potential radionuclide
releases
AU (Author): Baxter, M.S. Ballestra, S. Gastaud, J. (International Atomic Energy Agency,

Monaco (Monaco). Marine Environment Lab.) (and others)
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RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/131
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental
impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria).
IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 125-141.
AB (Abstract): The paper gives a review of recent and current studies by the Marine
Environment Laboratory (MEL) of the IAEA at four locations where radioactive materials
have been intentionally or accidentally introduced into the marine environment. In each case
the possibility of radionuclide leakage has led Member States to implement monitoring and
assessment projects which have included an invited IAEA-MEL participation. The study sites
are: (a) the former Soviet dumping sites in the Kara Sea, (b) the former European dumping
sites in the north-east Atlantic, (c) the location in the Norwegian Sea where the Soviet nuclear
powered submarine Komsomolets accidentally sank in April 1989, and (d) the former Soviet
and Russian dumping sites in the Far Eastern seas. Generally, anthropogenic radionuclide
levels observed in the investigated areas are low, the main contribution being from global
weapons test fallout. In some dumping sites (Stepovovo and Tsivolki Bays, north-east
Atlantic), higher concentrations of either 137Cs, 60Co or 239+240Pu have been measured in
bottom waters and sediment,indicating a possible contribution from the disposed wastes.
However, the IAEA-MEL assessments based on both radiometric survey and dispersion
modelling suggest that the global radiological impact of these disposals is comparable to or
less than the impacts resulting from other sources of anthropogenic radioactivity.

Document Number 23 of 70
TI (Title): Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Strand, P. Rudjord, A.L. (National Radiation Protection Authority, Oesteraas

(Norway)) Nikitin, A. (Scientific Production Association "Typhoon", Obnisnk (Russian
Federation). Inst. of Experimental Meteorology) (and others)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM-339/128
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental
impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria).
IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 143-153.
AB (Abstract): In order to evaluate the level of radioactive contamination in the Kara Sea
and to assess the short and long term consequences of dumped radioactive waste, joint
Russian-Norwegian expeditions have been performed annually since 1992. The results from
the 1992 joint expedition to the Kara Sea demonstrated very low concentrations of
radionuclides in waters and sediments. Contributions from different sources could be
identified: global fallout, river transport, marine transport of discharges from European
reprocessing plants and fallout from the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. The
expeditions in 1993 to the dumping sites confirmed local contamination in the Stepovogo
Fjord and the Tsivolki Fjord due to leakage from dumped radioactive waste. The levels of
radioactivity in the Kara Sea are, however, very low and have at present a very small impact
on man and on the marine ecosystem.

Document Number 24 of 70
TI (Title): Marine radioactivity and its health implications
AU (Author): Duran, E.B. De Vera, CM. Enriquez, E.B. (Health Physics Research Section,

Atomic Research Division, Philippine Nuclear Research Institute, Diliman, Quezon City
(Philippines))
Nucleus (Quezon City)
SO (Source): (1996). p. 50
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Document Number 25 of 70
TI (Title): Radioactivity in the Irish marine environment
AU (Author): O'Grady, J Currivan, L. (Nuclear Energy Board, Dublin (Ireland))
JR (Journal Information): Technology Ireland
SO (Source): Technol. Irel. (May 1990)
AB (Abstract): The Nuclear Energy Board, for many years, has been surveying the levels of
radioactivity in marine organisms and water samples taken from the seas around Ireland. This
report shows the results of the past decade's survey and the hazards posed by radioactivity
from artificial sources such as Sellafield, which are now small by comparison with doses
received from natural sources. The report concludes that the water surrounding Ireland
functions as a barrier against the worst effects of the Sellafield discharges and the seas and
beaches have remained safe as far as radioactive contamination is concerned

Document Number 26 of 70
TI (Title): Radioactivity monitoring of the Irish marine environment 1987
AU (Author): O'Grady, J. Currivan, L. (Nuclear Energy Board, Dublin (Ireland))

RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf--l2753 {INISmfl2753}
SO (Source): Dublin (Ireland). Nuclear Energy Board. Jun 1990.28 p

AB (Abstract): This report represents the results of the Board's monitoring of radioactivity
levels in the Irish marine environment during 1987. The principal objective of the monitoring
programme is to obtain estimates of radiation doses to the Irish public arising from caesium-
137 and caesium 134, the main contaminating radionuclides. Estimates are presented of the
radiation doses to the Irish public arising from the consumption of fish and shellfish
contaminated with radiocaesium

Document Number 27 of 70
TI (Title): An investigation of the distribution of radioactive effluent in the west Irish Sea
AU (Author): Pollard, D
SO (Source): Sep 1986.130p
AB (Abstract): The discharge of liquid radioactive wastes from the British Nuclear fuels
reprocessing plant at Sellafield (formerly Windscale) on the Cumbrian coast, over the past
two decades has given rise to an increased level of artificial radioisotopes in the Irish Sea.
This discharge has been the subject of much study over the past twenty years as it has been of
great importance to learn the resulting dose to members of the public. Objectives of this work
included studying temporal and spatial variations in concentrations of gamma emitting
isotopes in seaweeds from the east Irish coast. Studying temporal variations of seawater
activity concentrations on the east coast. Investigating the properties of Fucus vesiculosis as a
bioindicator of caesium levels in seawater. Determining which gamma emitting isotopes are
present in a small number of sediment samples taken from the Irish Sea. Investigating the
use of the ratio of Cs 137 to K 40 measured in seaweed to normalise the Cs 137
measurement. Investigating the usefulness of the Cs 134 : Cs 137 ratio in determining the
time of transit of a caesium discharge. Comparing activity concentrations measured along the
east coast with predictions made using the MAFF compartmental model and making
predictions on how a change in the discharge levels from Sellafield will effect activity levels
in the west Irish Sea and the resultant dose to the Irish population

Document Number 28 of 70
TI (Title): An impact assessment for the French nuclear weapon test sites in French

Polynesia
AU (Author): Ribbe, J. Tomczak, M. (Sydney Univ. (Australia). Ocean Sciences Inst.)
JR (Journal Information): Marine Pollution Bulletin
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SO (Source): Mar. Pollut. Bull. (Nov 1990)
AB (Abstract): A numerical dispersion model for cesium-137 data was used to elaborate an
impact assessment for the French nuclear weapon testing site in French Polynesia. The three
dimensional equation of advection/diffusion was solved by the Monte Carlo Technique. The
mean transport field, isotropic horizontal and vertical turbulent exchange and radioactive
decay were taken into consideration, but no biochemical processes were included. Over a
period of 10 years the dispersion of the as conservative assumed radionuclide cesium-137
was monitored considering two different scenarios of its introduction into the marine
environment. The results of both scenarios are quite different in the farfield. However, in both
cases the local environment of French Polynesia is the most affected.

Document Number 29 of 70
TI (Title): A mathematical approach for modelling radionuclide dispersion in the marine
environment
AU (Author): Abril, J.M. Garcia-Leon, M. (Seville Univ. (Spain). Facultad de Fisica)

JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): J. Environ. Radioact. (1991)
AB (Abstract): In this paper a new mathematical approach to the study of radionuclide
dispersion in the marine environment using compartmental models is presented. Under some
general assumptions the transfer coefficients for the model are expressed as functions of
water movement and the geometry of compartments. In this way, it would be possible to
model systems for which no previous (or sufficient) radiological history exists.

Document Number 30 of 70
TI (Title): Seasonal variation of radionuclides in Fucus vesiculosus L. from the Oeresund,
southern Sweden
AU (Author): Carlson, Lena Erlandsson, Bengt (Lund Univ. (Sweden).Dept. of Ecology
and Nuclear Physics)
RPP (Primary Report Number): LUNBDS-NBLI--90-1020-112
SO (Source): Carlson, Lena. Lund Univ. (Sweden). Dept. of Ecology.

Effects of biotic and abiotic factors on the accumulation of
radionuclides in Fucus vesiculosus L. 24 Oct 1990. 112 p. p. 39-57

AB (Abstract): The activity concentrations of radionuclides (60Co, 54Mn, 137Cs, 40K) in
whole plants of Fucus vesiculosus of different ages and also in tissues of different ages from
the same plants were investigated in the vicinity of the Barsebaeck nuclear power plant in
southern Sweden. Activity concentration differed between the tissues of different age of the
plants, depending on the radionuclide as well as the time of year. The highest
concentration of 60Co and 54Mn was measured in the older parts of the plants in spring and
summer, while the activity concentration of 137Cs and 40K was highest in receptacles and
new vegetative fronds. The discharge of radionuclides from the nuclear power plant was
reflected in the measured activity concentration in the algae. For 60Co the response seemed
to be smoothed out when considering the whole plant, while the new vegetative tissue better
reflected the discharge during the autumn. Thus, it is important to have knowledge about the
autecology of the organism when it is used as an indicator for radionuclides.

Document Number 31 of 70
TI (Title): Radioactivity in the Baltic sea following the Chernobyl accident
AU (Author): Carlson, Lena Holm, Elis (Lund Univ. (Sweden). Dept. of Ecology and

Radiation Physics)
RPP (Primary Report Number): LUNBDS-NBLI-90-1020-112
SO (Source): Carlson, Lena. Lund Univ. (Sweden). Dept. of Ecology.
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Effects of biotic and abiotic factors on the accumulation of radionuclides in Fucus
vesiculosus L. 24 Oct 1990.112 p. p. 95-111
AB (Abstract): The brown alga Fucus vesiculosus L. has been used as a bio-indicator for the
investigation of the impact of the Chernobyl accident with respect to the spatial and temporal
distribution of radionuclides in the Baltic sea. The investigations were performed in July
1986, about two months after the accident, and in August-September 1987. In July 1986 the
gamma-emitting radionuclides 134Cs, 137Cs, 103Ru? 106Ru and 1 lOAgm were detected in F
vesiculosus

along the Swedish east, south and southwest coasts. The activity concentrations of 137Cs
varied from 600 Bq/kg dw at the northernmost locality (Simpnaes) to 20-25 Bq/kg at the
south east cost. In August-September 1987 the activity concentrations of radiocaesium had
increased with a factor 2-3 at most localities off the Swedish east coast, compared with the
results from 1986. Regarding transuranics and 99Tc the impact was small and we did not
observe any increase of these radionuclides in the algae. The later effects of the radionuclide
contamination in the Baltic Sea, primarily caesium, from Chernobyl were studied at one
locality on the Swedish south coast from April 1987 to November 1988. A pronounced
increase in the activity concentrations was observed during 1988 indicating an outflow of
water, containing relatively higher levels of Chernobyl derived radionuclides, from the Baltic
Sea.

Document Number 32 of 70
TI (Title): Cesium-137 in sediments from the Baltic Sea after the Chernobyl accident.
Cesium i sediment efter olyckan i Tjernobyl
AU (Author): Notter, M
CA (Corporate Author): National Environmental Protection Agency, Solna (Sweden)

RPP (Primary Report Number): SNV-3639 {SNV3639}
SO (Source): 1989. 35 p

AB (Abstract): The Chernobyl fallout in April 1986 hit the Swedish Bothnian sea coast to a
relatively large extent. Extended sampling program to follow uptake and mobilization of Cs-
137 at different trophic levels in the aquatic environment started immediately after the
accident. This report presents the results from the sediment analyses during 1986 and 1987.
The Cs-137 concentration has increased. Related to measurements carried out 1982, the
concentration is about 4 times higher in some regions.

Document Number 33 of 70
TI (Title): Radioactivity in the marine environment (Preprint No. IT-16)
AU (Author): Patel, B. (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay (India). Health Physics

Div.)
SO (Source): Bombay (India). Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. Jan 1989. 8p. Department
of Atomic Energy, Bombay (India). Board of Research in Nuclear Sciences. Symposium on
radiochemistry and radiation chemistry (held at Kalpakkam during 4-7 January 1989):
Preprints Volume.
AB (Abstract): Interactions of various radionuclides with coastal ecosystems around

Bombay coastal waters are monitored over last three decades and data on distribution pattern
of some radionuclides in coastal water, salt pans, sediments, fish and clams are presented

Document Number 34 of 70
TI (Title): Deep-sea biota of the Northeast Atlantic and their radioactivity
AU (Author): Feldt, W. Kanisch, G. Vobach, M. (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Fischerei,

Hamburg (Germany, F.R.). Lab. fuer Radiooekologie der Gewaesser)
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SO (Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 178-204
AB (Abstract): The nuclides 60Co, 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239Pu and 241Am in present
dumpsite biota did not increase relative to earlier years. To support the conclusions that
artificial nuclides levels did not increase by dumping during the past few years, 137Cs was
chosen as the nuclide that was most often positively detected in nearly all families of biota.
Median values of 137Cs for various important families of biota for the years 1980 to 1986 are
summarized. The median was chosen as an index because the geometric mean may
occasionally be biased. It was calculated from significant values only. Each median is
characterized by the number of significant values and the number of values below the
detection limit. Also included is the median 137Cs value obtained by combining all values
from all other sites investigated in the years 1980 to 1984. An increase of 137Cs at the
present dumpsite from 1980 to 1986 cannot be concluded from these data, considering
especially the low number of available single values. Comparing the weighted mean of the
annual medians at the present dumpsite with the median value summarizing all available
values from other sites up to 1984 reveals excellent agreement. There is only one exception,
which was noted in earlier years: the median for Actiniaria at other sites is significantly
higher due to Actiniaria levels from the original dumpsite. Actiniaria from the original
dumpsite show higher 137Cs values than Actiniaria from other sites in the NE Atlantic. This
finding in relation to findings for other artificial and naturally-occurring nuclides as well as
radionuclides in Holo-thuroidea leads to the conclusion that contamination by leaching from
radioactive waste drums dumped in 1967 cannot be established for the original dumpsite

Document Number 35 of 70
TI (Title): Central Northwest Pacific biota and their radioactivity
AU (Author): Shimizu, M. (Tokyo Univ. of Fisheries (Japan) Tokyo Univ. of Agriculture
(Japan))
SO (Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds.). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75- Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 209-222
AB (Abstract): Ecological and radiological surveys of biota around a proposed dumping
site have been carried out by the Japanese Fisheries Agency. Micronekton were collected
with a KOC net towed at prescribed depths. Fish nekton were collected with a KMT net
towed from 1 to 2 hours either obliquely or horizontally at prescribed depths. This large net
enabled the collection of larger organisms not collectable with KOC nets. Benthos were
collected via benthos nets. Deep sea rattails and gammarids were collected with trapnets. In
1985, larger gear with mouth diameters of 1.8m were used with older gear having mouth
diameters of 0.9m and used previously. New large gear allowed better collecting efficiency.
Radioactivity measurements were carried out by gammaspectrometry with GeLi detectors on
ashed samples. In almost all samples, Cs-137 was detected. In addition Co-60 was detected
in some samples. Data obtained by the Tokai Regional Fisheries Research Laboratory were
examined and summarized by the Ecology Working Group under the Executive Committee
on Environmental Safety Assessment of Sea Dumping of Low level Radioactive Wastes in
the Radioactive Waste Management Center

Document Number 36 of 70
TI (Title): Past and present levels of some radionuclides in fish from Bikini and Enewetak

atolls
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AU (Author): Noshkin, V.E. Robison, W.L. Brunk, J.L. (Lawrence Livermore National
Lab., CA (United States)) (and others)
JR (Journal Information): Health Physics
SO (Source): (Jul 1997). v. 73(1). p. 49-65
AB (Abstract): Bikini and Enewetak were the sites in the Northern Marshall Islands that
were used by the United States as testing grounds for nuclear devices between 1946 and
1958. The testing produced close-in fallout debris that was contaminated with different
radionuclides and which entered the aquatic environment. The contaminated lagoon
sediments became a reservoir and source term of manmade radionuclides for the resident
marine organisms. This report contains a summary of all the available data on the
concentrations of 137Cs 60Co and 217Bi in flesh samples of reef and pelagic fish collected
from Bikini and Enewetak Atolls between 1964 and 1995. The selection of these three
radionuclides for discussion is based on the fact that these are the only radionuclides that
have been routinely detected by gamma spectrometry in flesh samples from all fish for the
last 20 y. Flesh from fish is an important source of food in the Marshallese diet. These
radionuclides along with the transuranic radionuclides and 90Sr contribute most of the small
radiological dose from ingesting marine foods. Some basic relationships among
concentrations in different tissues and organs are discussed. The reef fish can be used as
indicator species because their body burden is derived from feeding, over a lifetime, within a
relatively small contaminated area of the lagoon. Therefore, the emphasis of this report is to
use this extensive and unique concentration data base to describe the effective half lives and
cycling for the radionuclides in the marine environments during the 31-y period between
1964 and 1995.

Document Number 37 of 70
TI (Title): Transuranic behaviour in marine environment
AU (Author): Bowen, V.T. (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, MA (USA))

RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC--265
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Transuranic cycling

behaviour in the marine environment. Final report of the co-ordinated research programme
sponsored by the IAEA from 1979 to 1981. Jun 1982. 176 p. p. 129-155
AB (Abstract): This document summarizes the following specific studies concerning the
transuranic behaviour in marine environment: 1. Radionuclides in deep sea amphipods. 2.
Actinides, 55Fe and 137Cs in N. pacific water columns. 3. Vertical profile of artificial
radionuclide concentrations in the central Arctic Ocean. 4. Bioturbation and the distributions
of fallout radionuclides in Pacific Ocean sediments

Document Number 38 of 70
TI (Title): Radiological-dose assessments of atolls in the northern Marshall Islands
AU (Author): Robison, W.L

RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL-89037 {UCRL89037}
SO (Source): Apr 1983.54 p

AB (Abstract): The Marshall Islands in the Equatorial Pacific, specifically Enewetak and
Bikini Atolls, were the site of US nuclear testing from 1946 through 1958. In 1978, the
Northern Marshall Islands Radiological Survey was conducted to evaluate the radiological
conditions of two islands and ten atolls downwind of the proving grounds. The survey
included aerial external gamma measurements and collection of soil, terrestrial, and marine
samples for radionuclide analysis to determine the radiological dose from all exposure
pathways. The methods and models used to estimate doses to a population in an environment
where natural processes have acted on the source-term radionuclides for nearly 30 y, data
bases developed for the models, and results of the radiological dose analyses are described
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Document Number 39 of 70
TI (Title): Plutonium isotopes, 137Cs, 90Sr and natural radioactivity in marine sediments

from Ghazaouet (Algeria)
AU (Author): Noureddine, A. Baggoura, B. (Centre de Radioprotection et de Surete (CRS),

Algiers (Algeria). Lab. d'Environnement)
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1997). p. 127-138
AB (Abstract): Samples of marine surface sediments of different grain sizes collected in

Ghazaouet, a small bay on the western coast of Algeria, have been examined to measure
alpha-, beta- and gamma-radioactivity. The purpose of this study is to detect any radioactive
contamination. Using a combination of direct gamma spectrometry, radiochemical separation
and alpha-spectrometry, and beta-counting, activity levels of the most significant naturally-
occurring radioisotopes (210Po, 210Pb, 226Ra, etc.) were determined in the samples. Natural
radionuclides have shown relatively high activities. The analysis of these samples revealed
measurable quantities of some artificial radionuclides, namely: 238Pu (from 0.02 to 0.05 Bq
kg-1 ash), 239+240Pu (from 0.3 to 0.6 Bq kg-1 ash), 137Cs (from 6.9 to 8.5 Bq kg-1 ash) and
90Sr (from 1.4 to 7.4 Bq kg-1 ash). Concentration ratios of 238Pu to 239+240Pu and 137Cs
to 239+240Pu obtained seem to confirm that this artificial radioactivity is due mainly to
nuclear-testing fallout.

Document Number 40 of 70
TI (Title): Peculiarities of radionuclides' accumulation in benthic organisms and fish in the

Barents and Kara Seas
AU (Author): Matishov, D.G. Matishov, G.G. (Murmansk marine biological inst. (Russian
Federation)) Rissanen, G. (Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety (STUK), Helsinki
(Finland))
RPP (Primary Report Number): NEI-NO--747 {NEINO747}
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevem,Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995. 427 p. p. 233-237
AB (Abstract): This work contributes to the joint research programme between the Finnish
Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety and the Murmansk Marine Biological Institute in the
Arctic. Attention has been focussed to measuring amounts and locating possible sources of
artificial radionuclides in the Russian Arctic Sea area. Sediments, algae, bottom fauna and
fish samples were collected during several scientific expeditions in 1993 and 1994. The
results on radionuclide accumulation in benthic organisms and fish are presented in this
paper. It is concluded that the concentration of 137Cs in benthic fauna and commercial fish
and algae of the Barents and Kara Seas is generally low and originates from the global
fallout. The highest levels of 137Cs are determined in the animals inhabiting the silty bottom

Document Number 41 of 70
TI (Title): Reconstruction and prediction of radioactive contamination of the ecosystems of

the Arctic Seas
AU (Author): Kryshev, LI. (SPA "Typhoon", Obninsk (Russian Federation))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 238-240
AB (Abstract): An analysis of the radionuclide content in components of the marine
ecosystem was performed on the basis of observational data. The site-specific factors of
radionuclide accumulation in marine biota and sediments were calculated for 90Sr and
137Cs. The following can be concluded from the comparison of site-specific accumulation
factors with the world averaged data (IAEA Publication: 247): 1) 90Sr concentration factors
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in algae and zooplankton in the Arctic Sea are roughly the same as world-averaged values.
However, for fish they are much higher then average values and are mostly as high as the
upper estimates of 90Sr concentration factors presented in the IAEA Publication. 2) 137Cs
concentration factors in algae and zooplankton in the Arctic Sea are practically equal to the
generalized world data. However, they are twice as high as world-averaged values for fish,
but not going beyond the range of uncertainty for world-averaged data.

Document Number 42 of 70
TI (Title): Application of low-level gamma spectroscopy for determination of natural and

artificial radionuclides, as found in sediments and organisms of the deep sea. Einsatz der
Low-Level-Gammaspektrometrie zur Bestimmung natuerlicher und kuenstlicher
Radionuklide am Beispiel von Sedimenten und Organismen aus der Tiefsee
AU (Author): Kanisch, G. (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Fischerei, Hamburg (Germany,

F.R.). Lab. fuer Radiooekologie der Gewaesser)
SO (Source): Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Ernaehrung, Karlsruhe (Germany, F.R.).
Zentrallaboratorium fuer Isotopentechnik Bundesministerium fuer Umwelt-, Naturschutz und
Reaktorsicherheit, Bonn (Germany, F.R.). The monitoring of radioactivity in the
environment. Explanation and discussion of selected, specific methods for monitoring the
natural and the artificial radioactivity in the environment. Ueberwachung der
Umweltradioaktivitaet Darstellung und Eroerterung ausgewaehlter und spezieller
Verfahren zur Ueberwachung der natuerlichen und kuenstlichen Radioaktivitaet in der
Umwelt. 1986. 557 p. p. 281-306
AB (Abstract): The paper explains the special conditions found in benthic organisms living
direct on the sea floor, with regard to Th-228/Ra-228, Th-234, Pb-210, and Ra-226.
Concerning the artificial radionuclides in organisms, the determination of Cs-137 is
discussed, as well as of the nuclides from the fallout of China's 1980 nuclear weapons test,
and some cases of the detection of Bi-207 and Ag-108m. The problems with Bi-207
determination are explained, as e.g. peak superposition and interferences due to the zero
effect (also of importance for the measurement of Co-60). The experience gained from the
evaluation of the deep-sea measurements can be applied to the study of river sediments, and
this is shown by the example of sediment specimens taken from the Unterweser

Document Number 43 of 70
TI (Title): The intrusion of low-level radioactive waste into Dublin Bay
AU (Author): Mitchell, P.I. Sanchez-Cabeza, J.A. (University Coll., Dublin (Ireland). Dept.

of Experimental Physics) Font-Garcia, JX.Vidal-Quadras, A. (Universidad Autonoma de
Barcelona (Spain). Servicio de Fisica de las Radiaciones)
SO (Source): Brunton, Mark Convery, F.J. Johnson, Anne (University Coll., Dublin
(Ireland). Resource and Environmental Policy Centre). Managing Dublin Bay. Dublin
(Ireland). Resource and Environmental Policy Centre. 1987. p. 84-98
AB (Abstract): Artificial radionuclides principally caesium-137 and caesium-134, derived

from Sellafield effluents are present at low concentrations in the marine environment of
Dublin Bay. Results of a survey of radioactivity levels in the Western Irish Sea are presented
in this report and an estimate is given of the annual dose equivalent to members of the Irish
fish consuming population from radiocaesium

Document Number 44 of 70
TI (Title): Gamma radioactivity in the Iberian marine environment closest to the NEA
dumping site
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AU (Author): Mitchell, P.I. (University Coll., Dublin (Ireland). Dept. of Experimental
Physics) Vidal-Quadras, A. Font, J.L. Oliva, M. (Universidad Autonoma de Barcelona
(Spain). Dept. de Fisica)
SO (Source): J. Environ. Radioact. (1988). v. 6(1) p. 77-89
AB (Abstract): The distributions of caesium-137 and some naturally occurring gamma-
emitters in a range of environmental samples, collected along the north-west Iberian coastline
during April 1984, are presented. Samples, including surface waters, algae, sediments and
fish, have been analyzed to establish accurate baselines for that region of the continental shelf
closest to the NEA dumping site. Results indicate that caesium-137 levels were a factor of
three lower than those typical of waters off the west coast of Ireland and are consistent with
those expected from global fallout prior to the Chernobyl accident. The mean caesium-137
concentration in sea water at six well-separated stations near the coast was 3.85+- 0.19 Bq m-
3, whilst caesium-137 levels in widely consumed species offish were in the range 1.1-6.2 Bq
kg-1 (dry wt). It is estimated that caesium-137, through one year's ingestion of fish and
shellfish, generates a collective dose equivalent commitment to the adult Galician population
of 0.78 man-Sv, which is approximately 3% of the total annual collective dose equivalent
from non-medical sources of radiation.

Document Number 45 of 70
TI (Title): Transit and absorption of nuclear industry derivatives by marine biota. Transito e
absorcao de radionuclideos na biota marinha derivados de industria nuclear
AU (Author): Mayr, L. Moraes, R. Lopes, M.A. Vicente, C. Mauro, J.N. (Rio de Janeiro
Univ. (Brazil))
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-BR--1147(v.3) {INISBR1147v3>
SO (Source): Associacao Brasileira de Energia Nuclear, Rio de Janeiro. Proceedings of the
2. General Congress of Nuclear Energy - v.3. Anais do 2. Congresso Geral de Energia
Nuclear - v.3.1988. 498 p. p. 281-293
AB (Abstract): A broard research program on radionuclides became necessary due to the
construction of the Nuclear Power Plant at Angra dos Reis. As part of this program the
research developped by the Marine Biology Departament, UFRJ, aimed at estimating the
radiation doses to wich the population of the region might be exposed and to determine
biological indicators to radioactive contamination. Up to the present moment, the
bioacumulation factors(BFs) of 60Co, 137Cs and 1311 by "clam" (Anomalocardia brasiliana)
and the biological half-life of cobalt and cesium in this animal were determined, as well as
the B.F. of 85Sr by "snail" (Strombus pugilis) and by "barnacle" (Megabalanus
tintinnabulum). The remobilization of 60Co by microbiological activity in marine sediment
was also studied. These studies were made using the standard methodology for
bioaccumulation and elimination in closed water systems. The results showed an important
microbiological activity in the remobilization of elements in the sediment. Due to the low
bioaccumulation factors obtained the studied organisms were not considered ideal biological
indicators for radioactive pollution. However, their importance as edible animals in the Angra
dos Reis region recommends their radiometry for routine radiological monitoring. Studies on
other organisms and/or radionuclides are now in progress at the Marine Biology Departament

Document Number 46 of 70
TI (Title): 239,240Pu and 137Cs concentrations in some marine biota,mostly from the seas
around Japan
AU (Author): Nagaya, Yutaka Nakamura, Kiyoshi (National Inst. of Radiological Sciences,
Chiba (Japan))
SO (Source): Nippon Suisan Gakkai-Shi. (May 1987). v. 53(5) p. 873-879
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AB (Abstract): Recent 2395240Pu and 137Cs concentrations in some marine biota collected
mostly from the seas around Japan were determined. Ash samples were digested with hot
nitric acid, and the radionuclides were purified by ion exchange processes, then their alpha
and beta radioactivities were measured. 239,240Pu concentrations were in levels of 1/10 to
1/100 of 137Cs concentrations, and showed values of some pCi/100 kg-raw in muscles.
No clear difference was observed in the contents of the radionuclides of muscles between
shallow waters and deep bottom inhabitants. Considerable variation in 239,240Pu
concentrations were shown among organs and tissues, but 137Cs showed no such
discrepancy. Apparent high concentration factors (CF) for 137Cs of the deep water
inhabitants were supposed to be caused by the contribution of the food chain in the deep sea.
Concentrations of the radionuclides in krill and fur seal were also discussed.

Document Number 47 of 70
TI (Title): The behaviour of cesium 137, chromium 51, cobalt 60, Manganese 54, sodium

22 and zinc 65 in simulated estuarine environments. Effects of suspended mineral particles
and dissolved organic matters. Comportement du cesium-137, chrome-51, cobalt-60,
manganese-54, sodium-22, zinc-65, en milieux d'embouchures simules: influence des
particules minerales en suspension et des matieres organiques dissoutes
AU (Author): Mahler, P
RPP (Primary Report Number): CEA-R--5319 {CEAR5319}
SO (Source): Sep 1985. 190p

AB (Abstract): This laboratory investigation studied the retention of 6 radionuclides (cesium
137, chrome 51, cobalt 60, manganese 54,sodium 22 and zinc 65) on three types of clay
particles (kaolinite, illite, montmorillonite) and on sediments, suspended in media with
salinities ranging between 0 and 34 per mill, with or without organic matters. Measurement
of the radioactivity retained by the particles after 5 days' contact with the radionuclide made
it possible to calculate the percentages retained and the distribution coefficients, and to follow
their evolution versus salinity. Parallel experiments studied the behaviours of the 6
radionuclides as a function of experimental factors (wall effect, contact time..). An
exhaustive bibliographic review gives the state-of-the-art of the knowledge. The following
conclusions were derived: - the retention of all the radionuclides but chromium 51 decreased
as soon as a low salinity appeared. Chromium (available as Cr3+) precipitated quickly and
strongly during fixation whatever the surfaces or the conditions: - as for the role of the clay
type, illite showed a strong affinity for cesium 137. Manganese 54 had a particular behaviour
with montmorillonite that enhanced its precipitation into MnO2. With cobalt, sodium and
zinc, the percentages retained were always <= 20% and the type of clay had little effect. -
dissolved organic matters had little effect on the behaviour of cesium or chromium. For
sodium and zinc, strong complexation occured with the organic matter which was retained on
the particles. Cobalt and manganese gave intermediate results. - attempts to modeling
emphasized the specific feature of the various reactions (adsorption by exchange with some
compensating cations, absorption in the crystal lattice, surface retention of particular
compounds)

Document Number 48 of 70
TI (Title): Radioactivity in surface and coastal waters of the British Isles, 1982
AU (Author): Hunt, G.J

RPP (Primary Report Number): MAFF-AEMR--11 {MAFFAEMR11}
SO (Source): 1984. 36 p

AB (Abstract): The subject is covered in sections, entitled: introduction: discharges of )
71iquid, solid{ radioactive waste. Methods of analysis and of presentation and interpretation
of results. British Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) Sellafield, Cumbria (the fish and shellfish
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consumption pathway. External exposure. Porphyra/ laverbread pathway. Other surveys).
Springfields, Lancashire. Capenhurst, Cheshire. Chapelcross, Dumfriesshire). United
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (Atomic Energy Establishment, Winfrith,Dorset.
Dounreay Nuclear Power Development Estabiish-ment,Caithness). Nuclear power stations
operated by the electricity boards (Berkeley, Gloucestershire and Oldbury, Avon. Bradwell,
Essex. Dungeness, Kent. Hartlepool, Cleveland. Heysham, Lancashire. Hinkley Point,
Somerset. Hunterston, Ayrshire. Sizewell, Suffolk. Trawsfynydd, Gwynedd. Wylfa,
Gwynedd. Naval establishments. Amersham International pic. Channel Islands monitoring.
Summary and conclusions

Document Number 49 of 70
TI (Title): Prediction of the migration of several radionuclides in ocean sediment with the

computer code IONMIG: a preliminary report
AU (Author): Russo, A J

RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--79-1666 {SAND791666}
SO (Source): May 1980. 23 p

AB (Abstract): A computer code, IONMIG, which is used to calculate the far-field transport
of radionuclides through ocean sediment by diffusion and convection is described. The code
uses a

two-dimensional, axisymmetric, explicit finite difference formulation. Preliminary results
for several species (Cs, Pu, I, Tc) are given

Document Number 50 of 70
TI (Title): Contribution to the radiological surveillance of the marine environment.

Contribution au controle radiologique du milieu marin
AU (Author): Ortins de Bettencourt, A. Vaz Carreiro, M.C. Sequeira, M.M. (L.N.E.T.I.,
Sacavem (Portugal))
SO (Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Proceedings of the third NEA
seminar on marine radioecology. Tokyo, 1-5 October 1979. Paris, France. OECD. 1980. 409
p. p. 47-54
AB (Abstract): The need and usefulness of a radiological surveillance program of the

marine environment is discussed in relation with radioactive waste dumping, essentially with
the aim of establishing a radiological baseline and observe the radioactivity trends. Some
results of water, sediments and fish samples collected are presented namely along Portuguese
coasts, in particular of the scabbard fish (Aphanopus carbo), living at depths about 1800-2200
m, near Madeira island

Document Number 51 of 70
TI (Title): A preliminary assessment of biological transport of radionuclides dumped at

deep sea bottom
AU (Author): Doi, T. Kidachi, T. Honjo, K. Sudo, H. Tsuruga, H. (Tokai Regional

Fisheries Research Lab., Tokyo (Japan)) Matsushita, Y. (RadWaste Management Center,
Tokyo, (Japan)) Nemoto, T. (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Ocean Research Inst.) Shimizu, M.
(Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Faculty of Agriculture)
SO (Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Proceedings of the third NEA

seminar on marine radioecology. Tokyo, 1-5 October 1979. Paris, France. OECD. 1980. 409
p. p. 95-110
AB (Abstract): In hazard evaluation of deep sea disposal of solid radioactive wastes,

biological transport through food chains has not so far been fully considered. In the present
paper we examined how to include in the computation of nuclide concentration in predator
species the transport of nuclide through prey organisms and obtained two equations. Then a
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model network was constructed to describe food chain from detritus up to main commercial
species in northwest Pacific, supposed disposal area. Biological transport through this
model network was then calculated using two equations for nuclides released at sea bottom of
5 km deep. Influence of changes in various conditions and values of parameters was
examined

Document Number 52 of 70
TI (Title): The behaviour of transuranic and other long-lived radionuclides in the Irish sea

and its relevance to the deep sea disposal of radioactive wastes
AU (Author): Pentreath, RJ. Jefferies, D.F. Lovett, M.B. (Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (UK). Fisheries Radiobiological Lab.) Nelson, D.M.
(Argonne National Lab., IL (USA))
SO (Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Proceedings of the third NEA
seminar on marine radioecology. Tokyo, 1-5 October 1979. Paris, France. OECD. 1980. 409
p. p. 203-221
AB (Abstract): The discharge of transuranic nuclides as part of the authorised, low-level

releases from the BNFL Windscale site into the Irish Sea provides a unique opportunity to
study the behaviour of these elements in the marine environment. Other long-lived
radionuclides, such as 99Tc, are also discharged. Many of the questions which need to be
addressed with regard to the introduction of longer-lived nuclides into coastal waters are very
similar to those which arise in connection with deep sea disposal, although not necessarily
with the same priority. Environmental studies related to the Windscale discharges have
centred on several areas of mutual interest: chemical speciation in sea water, adsorption on to
sedimentary materials, the permanence of radionuclide incorporation into sediments and, of
particular interest, the relative biological availabilities of these elements -not only relative
to each other but relative to the quantities discharged and to their rates of introduction. Many
of these data will prove valuable in providing an input to numerical models, and in
highlighting those areas where research is required to fill the substantial gaps in our present
knowledge

Document Number 53 of 70
TI (Title): Radioactive contamination of the NEA dumping sites
AU (Author): Feldt, W. Kanish, G. Lauer, R. (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Fischerei,

Hamburg (Germany, F.R.). Isotopenlaboratorium)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--248/111
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy
Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine environment.
Proceedings of an

international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the OECD NEA and held in
Vienna 6-10 October 1980. Vienna. IAEA. 1981. 761 p. p. 465-480.
AB (Abstract): Two cruises were undertaken in 1979 and 1980 to monitor the NEA
dumping sites. Samples of water, sediment and organisms from plankton, nekton and benthos
were analysed. Manganese-54 and 106Ru were detected in organisms of the water column
only but 60Co, 125Sb, 144Ce, 90Sr and 137Cs were found in nearly all compartments of
the ocean. The main source of these radionuclides appears to be fall-out as they are also
found in an investigation area outside the dumping sites. The sea anemones (Chitonanthus
abyssorum) in the initial dumping site have remarkably higher contents of 90Sr and 137Cs
than in all other investigated areas. From the data found it was deduced that (1) biological
vertical transport downwards is of the order of magnitude of some years. (2) sea anemones
are contaminated by activity dumped 13 years ago. And (3) no hazard to man or the
environment is envisaged in the near future.
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Document Number 54 of 70
TI (Title): Bioindicators for monitoring radioactive pollution of the marine environment.

Experiments on the feasibility of Mytilus as a bioindicator in estuarine environments - with
some comparisons to Fucus
AU (Author): Dahlgaard, H
RPP (Primary Report Number): RISO-R-443 {RISOR443}
SO (Source): May 1981.134 p
AB (Abstract): Mussels (Mytilus edulis) are globally used as bioindicators for pollution of
coastal and estuarine environments by metals and radionuclides. The aim of this work has
been to improve the use of Mytilus edulis as a bioindicator by gaining knowledge on its
accumulation and loss of certain radionuclides (65Zn, 57Co, 54Mn, 51Cr, 59Fe and 134Cs)
under different field comparable environmental conditions. A laboratory set-up in which
natural concentrations of suspended phytoplankton are kept constant for weeks was evolved
for the accumulation experiments with mussels. It is argued that continuous feeding at very
low (natural) levels is necessary if field-comparable experiments are to be performed with
suspension feeding bivalves. Accumulation via food intake was studied by comparing
experiments with different concentrations of contaminated phytoplankton (Phaeodactylum
tricomutum). This comparison showed no effect of varying the phytoplankton concentration.
Decreasing the salinity and increasing the temperature elevated the influx (initial rate of
accumulation) of the radionuclides. During one year excretion experiments were performed
by weekly wholebody countings of laboratory contaminated mussels which had been re-
introduced in their natural environment. A seasonal effect on the biological half life was
detected for 65Zn. It is concluded that mussels are useful bioindicators provided the
variability due to environmental factors, e.g. season and salinity, is taken into consideration.
Brown algae, expecially Fucus vesiculosus, were used to trace the controlled liquid
discharges (mainly 60Co, 58Co, 65Zn, 54Mn and sup(HOm)Ag) from two Swedish nuclear
power plants (Barsebaeck and Ringhals)> Fucus showed higher accumulation than Mytilus.
Transfer factors between discharge and sample from a specified location are presented. It is
argued that these transfer factors may be useful in estimating the magnitude of an
uncontrolled accidental release of activity and its transport to man.

Document Number 55 of 70
TI (Title): Effect of sediment-bound radionuclides on marine organisms
AU (Author): Koyanagi, Taku (National Inst. of Radiological Sciences, Nakaminato,
Ibaraki (Japan). Nakaminato Lab. Branch Office)
SO (Source): Egami, Nobuo (ed.) (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Faculty of Science). Radiation
effects on aquatic organisms. Tokyo. Japan Scientific Societies Press. 1980. 306 p. p. 27-37.
6266300
AB (Abstract): Seashore sediments labeled with radioisotopes were administered to a

marine demersal fish, right-eye flounder assuming the ingestion of radioactive sediment with
prey by the fishes. Whole-body retention of radioactivity was observed for about a week. The
leaching rates of the radionuclides from the sediment suggested that a notable fraction of
54Mn, 60Co, 65Zn, and 137Cs is desorbed from the sediment in the digestive tract of the
fishes, whereas 59Fe, 95Zr - 95Nb, 106Ru, and 144Ce are not easily leached. The whole-
body retention patterns of the radionuclides, characterized by the peeling off method, showed
elimination of radioactivity in two components by the fishes. Rapid loss of radioactivity
during 2 or 3 days after administration suggested the elimination of unassimilated
radionuclides with excretion of the sediment. The following slower decrease of radioactivity
was considered to represent the loss of radionuclides absorbed by the fishes. A higher
contribution of the long component observed in the whole-body elimination patterns
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suggested the absorption of 54Mn, 6OC0, 65Zn, and 137Cs through the digestive tract of
the fishes, but more than 96% of the administered dose was lost with short half-lives in the
case of 59Fe, 95Zr - 95Nb, 106Ru, and 144Ce. Distribution of radioactivity in the fish
bodies was examined by comparing the concentration of radionuclide in the intestine with
that in other parts of the fishes and showed a rapid transfer of most of the nuclides to the
liver and kidney despite the short period after a single administration of the sediment.

Document Number 56 of 70
TI (Title): Radionuclides at the U.S. radioactive waste disposal site near the Farallon
Islands
AU (Author): Schell, W.R. Sugai, S. (Washington Univ., Seattle (USA).Lab. of Radiation
Ecology)
SO (Source): Health Phys. (Sep 1980). v. 39(3) p. 475-496
AB (Abstract): 137Cs, sup(239,240)Pu, 90Sr and 238Pu were determined. The results
showed that 137Cs, sup(239,240)Pu and 238Pu were found at low concentrations (max 0.142
pCi/g 239Pu) in the skin, viscera, and G.I.T. contents for some of the fish collected. The
edible muscle for the fish generally contained levels at or below the sensitivity limits of 0.005
pCi/g dry sup(239,240)Pu. The sediments contained maximum concentration levels of 0.14
pCi/g (dry) 137Cs in the surface section of the box cores. The sup(239,240)Pu concentrations
were measured as deep as 16 cm in certain sediment cores indicating rapid vertical transport,
possibly by burrowing organisms. The 210Pb concentration profile also showed high
effective sedimentation rates of 1-3 mm/yr and possible mixing of the upper sediments. The
submersible cores taken near the canisters indicated loss of the surface layers during
collection but contain 2-20 times greater integrated deposition than the expected fallout
levels of 1.8 +- 0.6 mCi/km2.

Document Number 57 of 70
TI (Title): Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: radionuclide concentrations in
fish and clams and estimated doses via the marine pathway
AU (Author): Robison, WX. Noshkin, V.E. Phillips, W.A. Eagle, R.J A

RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL--52853-Pt.3 {UCRL52853Pt3}
SO (Source): 18 Aug 1981. 36 p

AB (Abstract): The survey consisted, in part, of an aerial radiological reconnaissance to
map the external gamma-ray exposure rates. As a secondary phase, terrestrial and marine
samples were collected to assess the radiological dose from pertinent food chains to atoll
inhabitants. The marine sample collection, processing, and dose assessment methodology are
presented as well as the concentration data for 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239+240Pu, 241 Am, and
any of the other gamma emitters in fish and clam muscle tissue from the different species
collected. Doses are calculated from the average radionuclide concentrations in fish and clam
muscle tissue assuming an average daily intake of 200 and 10 g, respectivelty. The 90Sr
concentration in muscle tissue is very low and there is little difference in the average
concentrations from the different fish from different atolls or islands. The 239+240Pu
concentration in the muscle tissue of all reef species, however, is higher than that in pelagic
lagoon fish. In contrast, 137Cs concentrations are lowest in the muscle tissue of the bottom-
feeding reef species and highest in pelagic logoon fish. Recent measurements of radionuclide
concentrations in fish muscle tissue and other marine dietary items from international sources
show that the average concentrations in species from the Marshall Islands are comparable to
those in fish typically consumed as food in the United States and are generally lower than
those in most international marine dietary items. The whole-body dose rates based on
continuous consumption of 200 g/d of fish range from 0.028 to 0.1 mrem/y. The bone-
marrow dose rates range from 0.029 to 0.12 mrem/y. The dose commitment, or 30-y
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integral doses, range from 0.00063 to 0.0022 rem for the whole body and from 0.00065 to
0.0032 rem for the bone marrow

Document Number 58 of 70
TI (Title): Behaviour of molluscs in cantabrian biota with respect to the activity present in
the marine medium. Comportarniento de los moluscos de la biota cantabrica respecto a la
actividad presente en el medio marino
AU (Author): Montesinos, M. Santos, A.M. de los (Junta de Energia Nuclear, Madrid
(Spain))
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--248/133
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy
Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine environment.
Proceedings of an international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the OECD
NEA and held in Vienna 6-10 October 1980. Vienna. IAEA. 1981. 761 p.p. 421-430.
AB (Abstract): The behaviour of molluscs with regard to the activity present in the marine

medium is studied. For this purpose three large groups are considered, with special reference
to their ecology and their particular mode of incorporating activity. Determinations are made
of the total alpha and beta activity, as well as that due to elements such as 90Sr, 137Cs and
natural U, in the organisms in question and in their eco-environment. A comparison is
likewise established between the biocoenoses inhabiting Cantabrian and Mediterranean biota.

Document Number 59 of 70
TI (Title): Ten years of investigation on radioactive contamination of the marine
environment. Incorporation, by marine algae and animals,of hydrogen-3 and other
radionuclides present in effluents of nuclear or industrial origin
AU (Author): Bonotto, S. Colard, J. Koch, G. Kirchmann, R. Strack, S. Luettke, A. (Centre
d'Etude de 1'Energie Nucleaire, Mol (Belgium)) Carraro, G. (Commission of the European
Communities, Geel (Belgium). Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM-248/105
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy
Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine environment.
Proceedings of an international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the OECD
NEA and held in Vienna 6-10 October 1980. Vienna. IAEA. 1981. 761 p.p. 649-660.
AB (Abstract): Several marine plants and animals were investigated for their capability of

incorporating the main radionuclides present in selected effluents. Accumulation factors are
reported for 3H, 134Cs, 136Cs, 137Cs, 58Co, 60Co, 54Mn, 1311 226Ra and 124Sb. Marine
algae, which are involved in food chains leading to man, show the highest accumulation
factors. The stable element composition of the alga Acetabularia was determined by gamma-
activation analysis. The preferential accumulation of particular radionuclides by marine
organisms suggests that they may have a significant role in the turnover rate of elements in
the marine environment.

Document Number 60 of 70
TI (Title): The influence of site on the impact of radionuclides released into the marine
environment. L'effet de site sur l'impact des radionucleides rejetes dans le milieu marin
AU (Author): Lochard, J. Maccia, C. Pages, P. (Centre d'etude sur 1'evaluation de la
protection dans le domaine nucleaire, Fontenay-aux-Roses, France) Brenot, J. Gamier, A.
(CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France))
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM-248/122
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy
Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine environment.
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Proceedings of an international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the OECD
NEA and held in Vienna 6-10 October 1980. Vienna. IAEA. 1981. 761 p.p. 587-606.
AB (Abstract): The potential health impact of releases into the sea from a nuclear facility

in normal operation is evaluated in two stages. First the concentration in sea water is
determined by means of an area dispersion model which makes it possible to calculate the
contamination of marine products (fish, crustaceans and molluscs) in the various areas. Then
allowance is made for exchanges between the fishing zones and the regions where the
products are consumed in order to estimate the collective radiological detriment on the
regional level The dispersion model was first applied to releases of 137Cs which occurred
during the 1969-1976 period in areas of the eastern English Channel and the eastern Irish Sea.
Good agreement is observed with the measurements performed in 1976. The significance of
site parameters is then demonstrated by comparing the evolution of concentrations after unit
releases of 137Cs and 239Pu spread over one year. Depending on the radionuclide and the
area where the release takes place, preponderant dilution effects (exchanges between areas)
and/or sedimentation effects are observed. After presenting the method of calculating
ingested activities, the main results for France are given, showing the impact of 137Cs
releases from a nuclear power station using Pressurized Water Reactors (4x1300 MW(e))
over a period of one year.

Document Number 61 of 70
TI (Title): Radionuclide bioconcentration and loss in some species of molluscs: Perna

perna, Thais haemastoma and Tegula viridula. Bioconcentracao e perda de radionuclideos nos
moluscos: Perna perna, Thais haemastoma e Tegula viridula
AU (Author): Santos Gouvea, R. de C. dos Santos, P.L. dos (Universidade Federal

Fluminense, Niteroi (Brazil). Dept. de Fisiologia) Azevedo Gouvea, V. de (Instituto de
Radioprotecao e Dosimetria, Rio de Janeiro (Brazil))
SO (Source): Cienc. Cult. (Sao Paulo) Supl. (Jul 1983). v. 35(7) p. 508

Document Number 62 of 70
TI (Title): Behaviour and control of radionuclides in the environment: present state of

knowledge and future needs
AU (Author): Myttenaere, C. (Commission of the European Communities, Brussels
(Belgium). Directorate General for Research, Science and Education)
SO (Source): Coughtrey, P.J. (Associated Nuclear Services, Epsom (UK)) Bell, J.N.B.
(Imperial College of Science and Technology, Ascot(UK). Dept. of Pure and Applied
Biology) Roberts, T.M. (Central Electricity Research Labs., Leatherhead (UK)) (eds.).
Ecological aspects of radionuclide release. Oxford (UK). Blackwell Scientific Publications.
1983. 279 p. p. 19-29. Special publication number 3 of the British Ecological Society, x x
7041090
AB (Abstract): The Radiation Protection Programme of the European Communities is

discussed in the context of the behaviour and control of radionuclides in the environment
with reference to the aims of the programme, the results of current research activities and
requirements for future studies. The summarised results of the radioecological research
activities for 1976 - 1980 include the behaviour of alpha-emitters (Pu, Am, Cm), 99Tc,
137Cs, 144Ce, 106Ru and 125Sb in marine environments. Atmospheric dispersion of
radionuclides. And the transport of radionuclides in components of freshwater and terrestrial
ecosystems.

Document Number 63 of 70
TI (Title): Chemical behavior of long-lived radionuclides in the marine environment
AU (Author): Edgington, D.N. Nelson, D.M
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RPP (Primary Report Number): CONF-8309195-1
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the behavior ofiong-Iived

radionuclides. La Spezia (Italy). 28-30 Sep 1983
SO (Source): 1983. 49 p

AB (Abstract): Measurements of long-lived radionuclides in the marine environment have
provided a wealth of information regarding the physical, biological, and chemical processes
which control the behavior of these and many other pollutants in the oceans. Their value as
tracers for the dispersion, transport, and fate of pollutants in the oceans is largely dependent
on the chemical properties of each individual radioelement. Differences in these properties,
particularly in relation to their interaction with biotic or abiotic particulate matter, result in
the separation of parent-daughter radioisotopes in the natural radioelement series or in
changes in the ratios of fission and activation products. Such differences have provided the
means to provide time scales for a variety of transport processes and to determine
sedimentation rates. The properties of these radionuclides in the oceans can. in general,be
predicted from the chemical properties of the stable elements. For those elements such as
plutonium, for which there are no naturally-occurring stable isotopes, studies of their
distribution in the oceans have provided a new important understanding of their chemical
behavior. This behavior has not always agreed with what would have been predicted from
laboratory studies carried out at far higher concentrations. Differences between observed
distributions and laboratory predictions have highlighted the importance of correct
experimental conditions in order to avoid contusing experimental artifacts. The interaction of
radionuclides with particles in the oceans and marine sediments can be described in terms
of simple ion exchange or adsorption equilibria

Document Number 64 of 70
TI (Title): AnaComp Program application to calculate 137Cs transfer rates in marine

organisms and dose on the man
AU (Author): Marchese, S.R.M. Mesquita, C.H. Cunha, I.I.L. (Instituto de Pesquisas
Energeticas e Nucleares (IPEN), Sao Paulo, SP (Brazil))
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry
SO (Source): (Jun 1998) v. 232(1-2) p. 233-236
AB (Abstract): Laboratory experiments using radioactive tracer were performed to study

the uptake and elimination of 137Cs by the Abudefduf saxatilis. A compartmental model
(AnaComp Program) has estimated the transfer rates of the radioactivity through the sea-
water and fish compartments as well as the dose caused by the consumption of a
contaminated fish.

Document Number 65 of 70
TI (Title): Modelling of hydrological pathways in RODOS
AU (Author): Zheleznyak, M. Gofrnan, D. Lyashenko, G. Marinets, A. Shepeleva, T.

Tkalich, P. (AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Kiev (Ukraine). Inst. Kibernetiki) Heling, R. (Keuring van
Electrotechnische Materialen NV, Amhem (Netherlands)) Raskob, W. (Forschungszentrum
KarlsruheGmbH Technik und Umwelt (Germany)) Popov, A. Borodin, R. Pokhil,
A.(Scientific Production Association TYPHOON, Obninsk (Russian Federation))
RPP (Primary Report Number): FZKA-6069 {FZKA6069}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): RODOS-R-3-1198 {RODOSR31198}
SO (Source): Ehrhardt, J. Weis, A. (eds.) Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH Technik und
Umwelt (Germany). Inst. fuer Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik Forschungszentrum
Karlsruhe GmbH Technik und Umwelt (Germany). Projekt Nukleare Sicherheitsforschung
RODOS: decision support for nuclear emergencies Mar 1998 121 p. p. 50-59
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AB (Abstract): In 1992, a joint EC-CIS team of experts started to develop a hydrological
module for the decision support system RODOS. A model chain was outlined covering the
processes such as run-off of radionuclides from watersheds following deposition from the
atmosphere, transport of radionuclides in river systems and the radionuclide behaviour in
lakes and reservoirs. The output from the hydrological transport chain is used to calculate the
main exposure pathways such as the doses derived from the consumption of drinking water,
offish, of irrigated foodstuffs and the external irradiation. Test and validation studies of the
whole chain as well as for individual models were performed on the basis of experimental
data from the basins of Dnieper and Rhine. A user friendly graphical interface was developed
to operate the individual models inside the hydrological module.

Document Number 66 of 70
TI (Title): The contamination of the oceans by anthropogenic radionuclides A

contaminacao dos oceanos por radionuclideos antropogenicos
AU (Author): Figueira, Rubens C.L. Cunha, Ieda IX. (Instituto de Pesquisas Energeticas e

Nucleares (IPEN), Sao Paulo, SP (Brazil). Supervisao de Radioquimica)
JR (Journal Information): Quimica Nova
SO (Source): (Jan-Feb 1998) v. 21(1) p. 73-77
AB (Abstract): Several hundreds of artificial of artificial radionuclides are produced as the

result of human activities, such as the applications of nuclear reactors and particle
accelerators, testing of nuclear weapons and nuclear accidents. Many of these radionuclides
are short-lived and decay quickly after their production, but some of them are longer-lived
and are released into the environment. From the radiological point of view the most important
radionuclides are cesium-137, strontium-90 and plutonium-239, due to their chemical and
nuclear characteristics. The two first radioisotopes present long half life (30 and 28 years),
high fission yields and chemical behaviour similar to potassium and calcium, respectively.
No stable element exists for plutonium-239, that presents high radiotoxity, long half-life
(24000 years) and some marine organisms accumulate plutonium at high levels. The
radionuclides introduced into marine environment undergo various physical, chemical and
biological processes taking place in the sea. These processes may be due to physical,
dispersion or complicated chemical and biological interactions of the radionuclides with
inorganic and organic suspend matter, variety of living organism, bottom sediments, etc. The
behaviour of radionuclides in the sea depends primarily on their chemical properties, but
it may also be influenced by properties of interacting matrices and other environmental
factors. The major route of radiation exposure of man to artificial radionuclides occuring
in the marine environment is through ingestion of radiologically contamined marine
organisms. This paper summarizes the main sources of contamination in the marine
environment and presents an overview covering the oceanic distribution of anthropogenic
radionuclides in the FAO regions. A great number of measurements of artificial radioclides
have been carried out on various marine environmental samples in different oceans over
theworld, being cesium-137 the most widely measured radionuclide. Radionuclide
concentrations vary from region to region, according to the specific sources of contamination.
In some regions such as the Irish sea, the Baltic Sea and the Black Sea, the concentrations
depend on the inputs due to discharges from reprocessing facilities and from Chernobyl
accident. In Brazil the artificial radioactivity is low and corresponds to typical deposition
values due to fallout for the Southern Hemisphere.

Document Number 67 of 70
TI (Title): Instrumental analysis of low level of Cs-137 in marine samples by gamma

spectrometry Analise instrumental de baixos niveis de Cs-137 em amostras marinhas por
espectrometria gama
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AU (Author): Figueira, Rubens CL. Silva, Luiz R.N. Figueíredo, Ana M.G. Cunha, leda
IX. (Instituto de Pesquisas Energéticas e Nucleares (IPEN), Sao Paulo, SP (Brazil).
Supervisao de

Radioquímica)
CF (Conference Information): International conference Goiania 10 years later: the
radiological accident with Cs-137 Goiania, GO (Brazil) 26-31 Oct 1997 Conferencia
internacional Goiania 10 anos depois: o acídente radiológico com Cs-137
SO (Source): 1997 6 p

AB (Abstract): An instrumental method for low level Cs-137 analysis in marine samples is
presented. The method consists in the detector calibration, as well as, determination of
detector counting efficiency, accumulative counting of both background and sample and
smoothing of 661.6 keV photopeak. The methodology was applied in reference samples and
in sediments samples of south Brazilian coast

Document Number 68 of 70
TI (Title): Recent changes in liquid radioactive waste discharges to the Irish Sea from
Sellafield. Pt.l. Inputs and uptake by coastal biota
AU (Author): Hunt, G.J. Smith, B.D. Camplin, W.C. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries

and Food, Lowestoft (United Kingdom). Fisheries Lab.)
SO (Source): Germain, P. Guary, J.C. Guegueniat, P. Metivier, H. (eds.) Radioprotection.
Pt.l. Inventories, behaviour and processes Les Ulis (France) Les Editions de Physique 1997
[454 p.] p. 17-22 Radioprotection v. 32
AB (Abstract): A revised authorization to discharge liquid radioactive waste from Sellafield
was granted in January 1994. The revision took account of the need to review authorizations
regularly, new radiological protection criteria, and new plant developments at Sellafield.
These developments included the Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP) and the
Enhanced Actinide Removal Plant (EARP). The revised authorization included reduced
discharge limits for radionuclides of greatest radiological significance, such as 106Ru, 137Cs
and the transuranics. To allow operation of the new plants, increases in discharge limits were
allowed for some nuclides of low radiological significance, such as 3H, 14C, 99Tc and 1291.
Changes in the discharges of radionuclides with the operation of the new developments are
described, together with selected results from a comprehensive programme of aquatic
environmental monitoring. The trends in results of monitoring over the period 1990-95 are
related to the changes in discharge patterns since the new developments commenced
operation, taking account of earlier discharges from Sellafield.

Document Number 69 of 70
TI (Title): Uptake of 90Sr and 137Cs by marine benthic organisms-crab, area and
mudskipper of Bombay harbour bay with their growth
AU (Author): Narayanan, Usha Desai, M.V.M. Gupta, V.K. (Health Physics Division,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai (India))
SO (Source): Indian Biophysical Society, Mumbai (India) National symposium on radiation
and molecular biophysics: abstracts Mumbai (India) Indian Biophysical Society Jan 1998 189
p. p. 20-21
AB (Abstract): The focus of the study is to encompass the entire age group of benthics
available in the environment of Bombay harbour bay for the uptake of radionuclides

Document Number 70 of 70
TI (Title): Radioactivity in the Arctic Seas. Report for the International Arctic Seas

Assessment Project (IASAP)
CA (Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
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(Austria)
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC-1075
SO (Source): Apr 1999 77 p
AB (Abstract): This report provides comprehensive information on environmental
conditions in the Arctic Seas as required for the study of possible radiological consequences
from dumped high level radioactive wastes in the Kara Sea. The report describes the
oceanography of the regions, with emphasis on the Kara and Barents Seas, including the East
Novaya Zemlya Fjords. The ecological description concentrates on biological production,
marine food-webs and fisheries in the Arctic Seas. The report presents data on radionuclide
concentrations in the Kara and Barents Seas and uses these data to estimate the inventories of
radionuclides currently in the marine environment of the Kara and Barents Seas.

Selected abstracts: ruthenium

Document Number 1 of 8
(Title): A numerical model of artificial radionuclides transfers in the English Channel.
(Hydrodynamical, biological and sedimentary processes). Modelisation numerique des
transferts de radioelements artiflciels en Mer de Manche. (Processus hydrodynamiques,
biologiques et sedimentaires)
(Author): Le Fur, J
(Primary Report Number): CEA-R-5521 {CEAR5521}
(Source): 1989.205 p
(Abstract): The paper examines a method of evaluation, using numerical techniques, of the
fate of radioelements released by chronic or accidental discharge into the ecosystem of the
English Channel. In areas close to the reprocessing center at La Hague, a statistical study is
used to establish a direct relation between quantities of ruthenium-106 released by the
discharge source and concentrations of the radioelement in marine algae. A multidisciplinary
model is developed for general case. The constituents studied are the liquid environment
(radioelement vector), particulate matter (radioelement trap) and live macroorganisms
(radioelement receptors). Dispersion of radioelements in the liquid environment is calculated
using different models for estimating tidal currents (resolution of the Saint-Venant system),
the transport of bodies of water and radioelement diffusion. Radioelement fixing in
particulate matter is formalized using and adjustment coefficient integrated into the diffusion
equation. Transfers of radioelements between the liquid phase and the organisms are
modelized using a system of compartments. Fluctuations in the discharge source are taken
into account in the formulation.

All the models are integrated into a calculation system which enables them to be used
automatically in sequence. Estimates for currents and trajectories are in agreement with
observations and enable short term applications of the system to be contemplated. The model
of radioelement transfer to organisms is validated using a pair of experiments carried out in
situ.

Points remaining to be specified mainly concern the transfer to particulate matter, the
calibration of the system for long term studies and certain factors to be included in the model
of radioelement transfer to organisms

Document Number 2 of 8
(Title): Radioactivity in the Baltic sea following the Chernobyl accident
(Author): Carlson, Lena Holm, Elis (Lund Univ. (Sweden). Dept. of Ecology and Radiation
Physics)
(Primary Report Number): LUNBDS-NBLI--90-1020-112
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(Abstract): The brown alga Fucus vesiculosus L. has been used as a bio-indicator for the
investigation of the impact of the Chernobyl accident with respect to the spatial and temporal
distribution of radionuclides in the Baltic sea. The investigations were performed in July
1986, about two months after the accident, and in August-September 1987. In M y 1986 the
gamma-emitting radionuclides 134Cs, 137Cs> 103Ru, 106Ru and 1 lOAgm were detected in F
vesiculosus along the Swedish east, south and southwest coasts. The activity concentrations
of 137Cs varied from 600 Bq/kg dw at the northernmost locality (Simpnaes) to 20-25 Bq/kg
at the south east cost. In August-September 1987 the activity concentrations of radiocaesium
had increased with a factor 2-3 at most localities off the Swedish east coast, compared with
the results from 1986. Regarding transuranics and 99Tc the impact was small and we did not
observe any increase of these radionuclides in the algae. The later effects of the radionuclide
contamination in the Baltic Sea, primarily caesium, from Chernobyl were studied at one
locality on the Swedish south coast from April 1987 to November 1988. A pronounced
increase in the activity concentrations was observed during 1988 indicating an outflow of
water, containing relatively higher levels of Chernobyl derived radionuclides, from the Baltic
Sea. (authors)

Document Number 3 of 8
(Title): Radioactivity in the marine environment (Preprint No. IT-16)
(Conference Information): Symposium on radiochemistry and radiation chemistry.
Kalpakkam (India). 4-7 Jan 1989
(Source): Bombay (India). Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. Jan 1989. 8 p. Department of
Atomic Energy, Bombay (India). Board of Research in Nuclear Sciences. Symposium on
radiochemistry and radiation chemistry (held at Kalpakkam during 4-7 January 1989):
Preprints volume
(Abstract): Interactions of various radionuclides with coastal ecosystems around Bombay
coastal waters are monitored over last three decades and data on distribution pattern of some
radionuclides in coastal water, salt pans, sediments, fish and clams are presented. (M.G.B.). 5
tabs

Document Number 4 of 8
(Title): Radionuclide concentration by marine components in the Romanian Black Sea sector.
Concentrarea radionuclizilor de catre componente marine din sectoral romanesc al Marii
Negre
(Author): Patrascu, V. (Romanian Marine Research Institute, Bd. Mamaia Nr. 300, R-8700
Constanta (Romania))
(Mediul Inconjurator (Source): (Oct-Dec 1993). v. 4(4). p. 55-66
(Abstract): The migration of radionuclides in the aquatic components is qualitatively
described by the concentration factors (CFs). Estimations are performed for 271 marine
samples of sediments, macroalgae, molluscs and fish collected between the Danube mouths
and Mangalia during 1983-1991. Natural and artificial radionuclides are studied (40 K, 228
Ac, 226 Ra,60 Co, 110m Ag, 106 Ru, 134 Cs, 137 Cs).. For sediment samples, CFs are at
least of several hundreds order for Ac, Ra, Ru,, Cs and of tens order for K. Living
components have availabilities of tens order for K, Ac, Ra, Cs.

Molluscs have traces of Co, Ag, Ru. Green alga Bryopsis plumosa substantially
differentiates Ac, Ra. The fish Engraulis encrasicolus ponticus presents a relative increased
concentration of radiocesium in 1986.

Document Number 5 of 8
(Title): Results of radioactivity measurements along the french coasts during 1986. Resultats
du reseau d'observation de la radioactivite en milieu marin littoral en France pour 1986
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(Author): Charmasson, S. Daburon, MX. Jeanmaire, L. Patti, F. Willemot, J.M
(Primary Report Number): CEA-DPS-87-06 {CEADPS8706}
(Source): Dec 1987. 39 p
(Abstract): A number of sampling networks for the environmental monitoring of levels from
radioactive waste releases from french nuclear plants have been set up by the DPS/SEAPS
since 1983. Various marine and freshwater biological indicators are being collected regularly
on the Channel and Mediterranean shores and at the level of the lower Rhone river.

Data gathered in 1986 show the prevailing effects of the releases from La Hague
reprocessing plant and Rhone waters on the Channel and the Mediterranean sea respectively.
However, clear labelling due to the CHERNOBYL accident on April 26 appeared in May and
afterwards. This was shown by the appearance or level increase of different radionuclides
such as: 137Cs> 134Cs, 1311, HOmAg, 106Ru, 103Ru. The sampling stations on the
Mediterranean eastern shore were the most affected and the impact of CHERNOBYL was
still present in December. At the most contaminated station, Nice, the health consequence,
taking into account the annual maximum levels, led to a fraction of 8.10-5 of the dose limit (5
mSv.y-1) recommended by the International Commission on Radiological Protection

Document Number 6 of 8
(Title): On the biological dilution in the concentration of radioactive substances by plankton
(Author): Kimura, Yuichiro Ogawa, Yoshihiro Honda, Yoshihide (Kinki Univ., Higashi-
Osaka, Osaka (Japan). Faculty of Science and Technology) Katsurayama, Kosuke
(Source): Kinki Daigaku Rikogakubu Kenkyu Hokoku. (Mar 1983)
(Abstract): Phytoplanktons as primary producer play important roles in the cycles of
substances in the marine ecosystem. The experimental studies on uptake and accumulation of
radioactive substances such as 60Co, 106Ru and 144Ce in seawater by chlorella sp., one of
phytoplanktons have been conducted as well as particulate behavior of these radionuclides in
seawater. The following results were obtained. (1) The uptake and accumulation of 60Co by
chlorella increased at logarithmic growth phase and then reached an equilibrium state at
stationary growth phase, while those of 106Ru and 144Ce showed a peak in one day and
decreased thereafter at logarithmic growth phase, and reached equilibrium at stationary
growth phase. (2) The sorption of 60Co by heat killed cells of chlorella showed a similar
pattern of that by growing cells, while no any changes of sorbed radioactivities were observed
for 106Ru and 144Ce. (3) The concentration factors for 60Co, 106Ru and 144Ce at
equilibrium in chlorella were estimated to be about 2 x 102, 3 x 102 and 6 x 103,
respectively. (4) From the point of view on biological dilution due to proliferation of chlorella
cells, different mechanisms of uptake of radionuclides between 60Co in soluble, ionic form
and 106Ru, 144Ce in colloidal or particulate form were observed, (author)

Document Number 7 of 8
(Title): Radioactive contamination of the NEA dumping sites
(Author): Feldt, W. Kanish, G. Lauer, R. (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Fischerei, Hamburg
(Germany, F.R.). Isotopenlaboratorium)
(Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--248/111 {IAEASM248111}
(Conference Information): International symposium on the impacts of radionuclide releases
into the marine environment. Vienna, Austria. 6-10 Oct 1980
(Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy Agency, 75
- Paris (France). Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine environment. Proceedings
of an international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the OECD NEA and held
in Vienna 6-10 October 1980. Vienna. IAEA. 1981. 761 p. p. 465-480.
(Abstract): Two cruises were undertaken in 1979 and 1980 to monitor the NEA dumping
sites. Samples of water, sediment and organisms from plankton, nekton and benthos were
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analysed. Manganese-54 and 106Ru were detected in organisms of the water column only but
6OC0, 125Sb, 144Ce, 90Sr and 137Cs were found in nearly all compartments of the ocean.
The main source of these radionuclides appears to be fall-out as they are also found in an
investigation area outside the dumping sites. The sea anemones (Chitonanthus abyssorum) in
the initial dumping site have remarkably higher contents of 90Sr and 137Cs than in all other
investigated areas. From the data found it was deduced that (1) biological vertical transport
downwards is of the order of magnitude of some years. (2) sea anemones are contaminated by
activity dumped 13 years ago. And (3) no hazard to man or the environment is envisaged in
the near future, (author)

Document Number 8 of 8
(Title): Effect of sediment-bound radionuclides on marine organisms
(Author): Koyanagi, Taku (National Inst. of Radiological Sciences, Nakaminato, Ibaraki
(Japan). Nakaminato Lab. Branch Office)
(Conference Information): International symposium on radiation effects on aquatic
organisms. Zushi, Kanagawa, Japan. 11-12 May 1979
(Source): Egami, Nobuo (ed.) (Tokyo Univ. (Japan), Faculty of Science). Radiation effects on
aquatic organisms. Tokyo. Japan Scientific Societies Press. 1980. 306 p. p. 27-37.6266300
(Abstract): Seashore sediments labeled with radioisotopes were administered to a marine
demersal fish, right-eye flounder assuming the ingestion of radioactive sediment with prey by
the fishes. Whole-body retention of radioactivity was observed for about a week. The
leaching rates of the radionuclides from the sediment suggested that a notable fraction of
54Mn, 60Co, 65Zn, and 137Cs is desorbed from the sediment in the digestive tract of the
fishes, whereas 59Fe, 95Zr - 95Nb, 106Ru, and 144Ce are not easily leached. The whole-
body retention patterns of the radionuclides, characterized by the peeling off method, showed
elimination of radioactivity in two components by the fishes. Rapid loss of radioactivity
during 2 or 3 days after administration suggested the elimination of unassimilated
radionuclides with excretion of the sediment.

The following slower decrease of radioactivity was considered to represent the loss of
radionuclides absorbed by the fishes. A higher contribution of the long component observed
in the whole-body elimination patterns suggested the absorption of 54Mn, 60Co, 65Zn, and
137Cs through the digestive tract of the fishes, but more than 96% of the administered dose
was lost with short half-lives in the case of 59Fe, 95Zr - 95Nb, 106Ru, and 144Ce.
Distribution of radioactivity in the fish bodies was examined by comparing the concentration
of radionuclide in the intestine with that in other parts of the fishes and showed a rapid
transfer of most of the nuclides to the liver and kidney despite the short period after a single
administration of the sediment, (author)

Selected abstracts: cobalt

Document Number 1 of 27
(Title): Bioaccumulation and elimination of 60 Co and 137 Cs by Anomalocaxdia brasiliana
(Gmelin, 1791) (Mollusca bivalvia). Remobilization of 60 Co, retained in marine sediment by
microbial activity. Bioacumulacao e eliminacao de 60Co e 137Cs por anomalocardia
brasiliana (Gmelin, 1791) (Mollusca bivalvia). Remobilizacao de 60Co retido em sedimento
marinho por atividade microbiana
(Author): Mayr, L.M
(Primary Report Number): INIS-BR-3317
(Source): May 1984. 142 p
(Abstract): It was studied the capacity of a bi valve mollusc Anomalocardia brasiliana, which
lives in the local bottom sediment, to remobilize 60 Co previously sorbed in the sediment.
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Laboratory experiments demonstrated that the transference of 60 Co from the sediment to the
animal was insignificant (bioaccumulation factor (BF) of the order of 10-3). At the same
time, the capacity of microorganisms, present in the bottom sediment, to remobilize 60 Co
was studied. The results showed that this via of transference was important, considering the
much greater microorganism biomass in relation to the biomass of bentonic organisms, as a
whole. For 137 Cs the determined BF from water to the animal was 2.2. and, as in the case of
60 Co, the soft tissues concentrated more 137 Cs than shell. Remaining viscera showed the
highest BFs. In another series of experiments, the loss of 60 Co or 137 Cs, previously
accumulated by A. brasiliana, was followed in aquaria with or without sediment and the
respective biological half-lives were calculated. Soft tissues retained 60 Co longer

(biological half-life =117 days) than shells, whereas for 137 Cs the opposite was observed
and shells showed a biological half life of 38.5 days. The low values of 60 Co and 137 Cs
BFS do not allow to classify A. brasiliana as good biological indicator for pollution by there
radionuclides. However since A brasiliana is consumed by the local population and is
commercialized to other areas, it was recommended that its contamination by 60 Co or 137
Cs should be monitored, (author)

Document Number 2 of 27
(Title): Strombus pugilia (mollusc: gastropode) as a potential indicator of Co-60 in a marine
ecosystem
(Author): Moraes, R.B.C. Mayr, L.M. (Universidade Federal, Rio de Janeiro, RJ (Brazil))
(Conference Information): International symposium on radionuclides in the study of marine
processes. Norwich (United Kingdom). 10-13 Sep 1991
(Source): Kershaw, PJ. Woodhead, D.S. (eds.) (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Lowestoft (United Kingdom). Directorate of Fisheries Research). British Nuclear Fuels pic,
London (United Kingdom) Norwich City Council (United Kingdom) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission, Paris (France). Radionuclides in the study of marine processes.
Proceedings. London (United Kingdom). Elsevier Applied Science. 1991. 393 p. p. 385

Document Number 3 of 27
(Title): Study of the scavenging of trace metals in marine systems using radionuclides
(Author): Wollast, R. Loijens, M. (Universite Libre de Bruxelles (Belgium))
(Conference Information): International symposium on radionuclides in the study of marine
processes. Norwich (United Kingdom). 10-13 Sep 1991
(Source): Kershaw, P.J. Woodhead, D.S. (eds.) (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Lowestoft (United Kingdom). Directorate of Fisheries Research). British Nuclear Fuels pic,
London (United Kingdom) CEA, 75 - Paris (France) Norwich City Council (United
Kingdom) Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, Paris (France). Radionuclides in
the study of marine processes. Proceedings. London (United Kingdom). Elsevier Applied
Science. 1991. 393 p. p. 154-163
(Abstract): The rate of scavenging of Mn, Co, Zn, and Cd by particles and the possible role of
living organisms in the uptake of these metals has been investigated using water samples
collected in various marine environments. The method consists of measuring the transfer of
the corresponding radioactive trace metals from the dissolved to the particulate phase
simultaneously with measurements of the uptake of labeled 14C bicarbonate, as classically
performed for estimations of primary production. Relative uptake measurements were
conducted in incubators under constant light conditions. Experiments in the dark or using
inhibitors of the biological activity have also been carried out. Preliminary experiments have
been tested in the laboratory using pure cultures of diatoms. Results indicate mat the method
provides an easy way to quantify the rate of uptake of radioactive tracers. The elements
investigated exhibit a different but specific behaviour, similar in the various environments
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studied. The transfer of radionuclides occurs mainly through passive uptake except for Mn.
The uptake of this element is significantly enhanced during photosynthesis. (Author)

Document Number 4 of 27
(Title): Marine radioactivity studies in the vicinity of sites with potential radionuclide
releases
(Author): Baxter, M.S. Ballestra, S. Gastaud, J. (International Atomic Energy Agency,
Monaco (Monaco). Marine Environment Lab.) (and others)
(Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/131 {IAEASM339131} STI/PUB--971
{STIPUB971}
(Conference Information): International symposium on environmental impact of radioactive
releases. Vienna (Austria). 8-12 May 1995
(Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental impact of
radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria). IAEA.
Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 125-141. Proceedings series
(Abstract): The paper gives a review of recent and current studies by the Marine Environment
Laboratory (MEL) of the IAEA at four locations where radioactive materials have been
intentionally or accidentally introduced into the marine environment. In each case the
possibility of radionuclide leakage has led Member States to implement monitoring and
assessment projects which have included an invited IAEA-MEL participation. The study sites
are: (a) the former Soviet dumping sites in the Kara Sea, (b) the former European dumping
sites in the north-east Atlantic, (c) the location in the Norwegian Sea where the Soviet nuclear
powered submarine Komsomolets accidentally sank in April 1989, and (d) the former Soviet
and Russian dumping sites in the Far Eastern seas. Generally, anthropogenic radionuclide
levels observed in the investigated areas are low, the main contribution being from global
weapons test fallout. In some dumping sites (Stepovovo and Tsivolki Bays, north-east
Atlantic), higher concentrations of either 137Cs, 60Co or 239+240Pu have been measured in
bottom waters and sediment, indicating a possible contribution from the disposed wastes.
However, the IAEA-MEL assessments based on both radiometric survey and dispersion
modelling suggest that the global radiological impact of these disposals is comparable to or
less than the impacts resulting from other sources of anthropogenic radioactivity, (author). 16
refs, 7 figs, 1 tab

Document Number 5 of 27
(Title): Effects of biotic and abiotic factors on the accumulation of radionuclides in Fucus
vesiculosus
(Author): Carlson, Lena
(Primary Report Number): LUNBDS-NBLI-90-1020-112
(Abstract): Fucus vesiculosus has been used as an indicator for the occurrence of
radionuclides in the marine environment. A prerequisite in using biological organisms as
indicators is that the autecology of the organisms in question be well known. Growth,
reproduction and individual biomass changes of tissues of different ages were studied in a
Fucus vesiculosus population from the Oeresund, southern Sweden. The new vegetative
fronds grown during the year accounted for about 80% of the total plant biomass in the
autumn and this could affect the total activity concentration of long-lived radionuclides
measured in whole plants of F. vesiculosus. Thus, a discharge of long-lived radionuclides
during winter
or spring gives a higher increase than a discharge during autumn. Differences in uptake and
release of 54Mn and 60Co were observed between F. vesiculosus and its epiphytes but also
between different tissues within the Fucus plant. Highest uptake and release were measured
for the filamentous epiphyte Pilayella littoralis followed by the new vegetative fronds of F.
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vesiculosus after transplantation in situ from an area outside Barsebaeck nuclear power
station, southern Sweden, to an area with low concentration of the radionuclides studied and
vice versa. Salinity effects on the accumulation of radionuclides in F. vesiculosus were
studied experimentally. Accumulation of 137Cs, 54Mn, 65Zn and 6OC0 was significantly
higher in algae grown at 8 permille than at 15 and 24 permille, respectively. Most pronounced
salinity effects were observed for 137Cs. The impact of the Chernobyl accident was
investigated in the Baltic Sea using F. vesiculosus. The Chernobyl accident contributed to the
radioactivity in the Baltic Sea primarily concerning radiocaesium. (author)

Document Number 6 of 27
(Title): Seasonal variation of radionuclides in Fucus vesiculosus L. from the Oeresund,
southern Sweden
(Author): Carlson, Lena Erlandsson, Bengt (Lund Univ. (Sweden). Dept. of Ecology and
Nuclear Physics)
(Primary Report Number): LUNBDS-NBLI--90-1020-112
(Abstract): The activity concentrations of radionuclides (60Co, 54Mn, 137Cs, 40K) in whole
plants of Fucus vesiculosus of different ages and also in tissues of different ages from the
same plants were investigated in the vicinity of the Barsebaeck nuclear power plant in
southern Sweden.

Activity concentration differed between the tissues of different age of the plants,
depending on the radionuclide as well as the time of year. The highest concentration of 60Co
and 54Mn was measured in the older parts of the plants in spring and summer, while the
activity concentration of 137Cs and 40K was highest in receptacles and new vegetative
fronds. The discharge of radionuclides from the nuclear power plant was reflected in the
measured activity concentration in the algae. For 60Co the response seemed to be smoothed
out when considering the whole plant, while the new vegetative tissue better reflected the
discharge during the autumn. Thus, it is important to have knowledge about the utecology of
the organism when it is used as an indicator for radionuclides. (authors)

Document Number 7 of 27
(Title): Uptake and release of 54Mn and 60Co in Fucus vesiculosus L. and its epiphytes
(Author): Carlson, Lena (Lund Univ. (Sweden). Dept. of Ecology)
(Primary Report Number): LUNBDS-NBLI--90-1020-112
(Abstract): Fucus vesiculosus with epiphytic Pilayella littoralis was collected at a locality
with low contamination of 54Mn and 60Co and transplanted at a locality in the vicinity of the
Barsebaeck nuclear power plant in the Oeresund, southern Sweden and vice versa. The
highest uptake of the radionuclides discharged from the nuclear power plant was observed in
the filamentous epiphytic P. littoralis and difference in uptake of 60Co was also observed
between tissues of different ages in F. vesiculosus, with slightly higher uptake in the new
vegetative fronds. P. Littoralis was succeded as epiphyte by Enteromorpha intestinalis and
Cladophora sp. and the highest uptake of both radionuclides was observed in Cladophora sp.
Compared with the native Fucus plants at Barsebaeck, the transplanted Fucus plants showed
about the same activity concentrations of 54Mn while the 60Co concentrations in the
transplanted plants were higher than in the native plants after about four months. The release
of 54Mn and 60Co was most rapid in the epiphytic P. littoralis. Biological half-lives
calculated from an exponential relation were found to be about 10 days for p. littoralis and
about 40 days for new vegetative fronds of F vesiculosus. Longer half-lives were found for 1-
year-old tissues of F. vesiculosus: about 95 and 165 days for 54Mn and 60Co, respectively.
One year after transplantation about 30% of the initial activity concentration of 60Co was still
present in the older part of the F. vesiculosus plants. The differences in uptake of 54Mn and
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6OC0 between the algal species illustrates the difficulties encountered in comparing results
from different algal species, (author)

Document Number 8 of 27
(Title): Dynamic aspects of radioactive contamination of marine organisms. Proceeding of the
14th NIRS seminar on environmental research
(Author): Ueda, Taishi (ed.)
(Primary Report Number): NIRS-M-70 {NIRSM70}
(Conference Information): 14. NIRS seminar on environmental research. Chiba (Japan). 5
Dec 1986
(Source): Nov 1988. 57 p
(Abstract): The report consists of three parts. The first part addresses the kinetics of
bioconcentration of chemicals in an aquatic ecosystem.

Exponential models are discussed to describe the dynamic aspects of movement
(bioconcentration) of a chemical in an aquatic ecosystem.

Differential equations for a two-compartment model are solved to relate the movement of
a material between fish and water. Similar integrated equations are derived for a three-
compartment model. Explanations are made in relation to the concept of the models, their
limitations in application to real ecosystems and bioconcentration factors. The second part
deals with sea water exchange. The second reprocessing plant in Japan is being planned to be
operational in 1955. A new model is now under development by CRIEPI. For the near-field
sea area, a three-dimensional model is applied for predicting the three-dimensional behavior
of nuclides. In the far-field area, a two-dimensional model is applied. The two- and three-
dimensional models are interfaced to produce a combined model. The third part addresses the
field-laboratory aomparability. A study is made to estimate the concentration of
radionuclides in organisms applying an exponential model which involves the reduction
coefficient of radioactivity in sea water together with other biological parameters. The model
is successfully applied to the reduction of 60Co with time in brown algae. (N.K.)

Document Number 9 of 27
(Title): Accumulation of radionuclides in fish during specified normal operation of nuclear
installations and after incidents. Annual report 1987.

Anreicherung von Radionukliden in Fischen bei Normalbetrieb und Stoerfall von
kerntechnischen Anlagen. Jahresbericht 1987
(Author): Huebel, K. Litzke, J. Pawlack, I. Wolff, S. Jank-Raff, A. Steinacker, R. Gilkneister,
H
(Primary Report Number): BMU--1989-207 {BMU1989207}

(Source): 1989. 47 p. Schriftenreihe Reaktorsicherheit und Strahlenschutz. Ergebnisberichte,
Untersuchungen, Studien, Gutachten
(Abstract): The transfer factors for the passage food/body display nuclide-specific but no fish-
specific differences. Cs-137 is predominantly taken in via the food, while it is definite that
carps take in Sr-85 via the water. Trout on the other hand take it in equally via both paths.

According to the same pattern Cyprinidae and Salmonidae take in Zn-65. It seems as if
synergistical effects play a role in the accumulation of Mn-54 in the two fish species. Carps
take in Co-60 via the food. As for trouts no definite statements can be made. The biological
half-life values obtained from the simulation of an incident in whose course the state of
equilibrium is not reached, differ only slightly from the values calculated for the water
respectively food path. The accumulation can be described by a simple differential equation.
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Document Number 10 of 27
(Title): Mechanisms of60Co uptake and loss by Scenedesmus obliquus and transfer to two
benthic organisms. Modalites de la fixation et de la desorption du 6OC0 par Scenedesmus
obliquus et transfert du radioelement vers deux organismes bentbiques
(Author): Nucho, R
(Primary Report Number): CEA-R--5496
(Source): Oct 1989. 332 p
(Abstract): The affinity of Scenedesmus obliquus for 60Co has been confirmed under various
experimental conditions allowing for the age of cultures, the physiological state of the cells,
the radioactivity level and stable cobalt concentration in the medium, and the acute or
periodic nature of the contamination. The dry weight 60Co concentration factor may reach
4x104 in LCO culture medium and is about 104 in natural water. 60Co uptake by algae is a
95% passive phenomenon, initiated by radionuclide absorption on the cell walls and followed
by intracellular diffusion in accordance with Fick's law. From the initial cationic form,
radiocobalt develops anion forms at a rate proportional to the algal biomass, resulting in
lower contamination of old and dense cultures. After transfer in natural or artificial
nonradioctive medium, 60Co is eliminated by Scenedesmus obliquus, mainly as Co2+ ions,
according to a two-phase exponential process with two biological half-lives. The study of
radioactive cobalt transfer from algae to gammarids and to midge larvae reveals the extend to
which phytoplankton predominate over water and sediment in contaminating these two
organisms. The total 60Co uptake depends significantly on whether the cells are incorporated
in or deposited on the sediment. No biomagniftcation phenomenon of the radionuclide was
found in any case, as the transfer factor was less than 1. Depuration of 60Co by organisms
involved a two-phase exponential process regardless of whether uptake occured directly or
from food. The presence of sediment appears to reduce the 60Co desorption rate, but from 85
to 95% of the initial quantity is eliminated. This percentage does not depend on the transfer
pathway or the presence of organic matter, and indicates very slight assimilation of
radiocobalt ingested with algal cells

Document Number 11 of 27
(Title): Assessment of doses to man from liquid releases of 60Co. Important pathways and
transfer parameters
(Author): Zeevaert, T. Kirchmann, R. Vandecasteele, CM
(Primary Report Number): ISH-128 {ISH128}
(Source): Leising, C. Wirth, E. (eds.). Bundesgesundheitsamt, Neuherberg (Germany, F.R.).

Inst. fuer Strahlenhygiene. Experiences with radioecological assessment models,
comparisons between predictions and observations. Jan 1989. 161 p. p. 43-74
(Abstract): The important pathways of exposure of man due to liquid discharges of Co-60 in
fresh water systems (e.g. rivers) were identified and experiments have been carried out to
quantify some important transfer factors. Pathways, for which the bed sediment acts as a
transfer compartment, manuring with sediment) or as an end compartment (external
irradiation on the river banks), proved to be very important for liquid discharges containing
Co-60. The direct irradiation by the sediment on the river banks was shown to constitute the
major exposure pathway for the critical individual. Observed values were available for:
Distribution coefficient, fresh water fish concentration factor, aquatic plants concentration
factor, soil-to-plant transfer factor, milk and meat transfer factors, sedimentation constant,
bed sediment velocity. The substitution of default transfer parameters values by the observed
ones gave rise to important changes of the calculated concentrations in food crops, manured
with sediment or aquatic plants (increase) and in milk and meat (decrease). For routine
releases, apart from the external irradiation by the sediment, the highest first year dose was
brought about by the irrigation of grain, whereas the manuring of root crops with sediment
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gave rise to the highest dose at equilibrium. The dose values for accidental releases depended
very much on the moment of the year at which the release occurs. The highest first year dose
was brought about by the ingestion of irrigated grain, when the release occurred at the end of
the irrigation period. (orig./HP)

Document Number 12 of 27
(Title): Deep-sea biota of the Northeast Atlantic and their radioactivity
(Author): Feldt, W. Kanisch, G. Vobach, M. (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Fischerei,
Hamburg (Germany, F.R.). Lab. fuer Radiooekologie der Gewaesser)
(Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 178-204
(Abstract): The nuclides 60Co, 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239Pu and 241 Am in present dumpsite
biota did not increase relative to earlier years. To support the conclusions that artificial
nuclides levels did not increase by dumping during the past few years, 137Cs was chosen as
the nuclide that was most often positively detected in nearly all families of biota. Median
values of 137Cs for various important families of biota for the years 1980 to 1986 are
summarized. The median was chosen as an index because the geometric mean may
occasionally be biased. It was calculated from significant values only. Each median is
characterized by the number of significant values and the number of values below the
detection limit. Also included is the median 137Cs value obtained by combining all values
from all other sites investigated in the years 1980 to 1984. An increase of 137Cs at the
present dumpsite from 1980 to 1986 cannot be concluded from these data, considering
especially the low number of available single values. Comparing the weighted mean of the
annual medians at the present dumpsite with the median value summarizing all available
values from other sites up to 1984 reveals excellent agreement. There is only one exception,
which was noted in earlier years: the median for Actiniaria at other sites is significantly
higher due to Actiniaria levels from the original dumpsite. Actiniaria from the original
dumpsite show higher 137Cs values than Actiniaria from other sites in the NE Atlantic. This
finding in relation to findings for other artificial and naturally-occurring nuclides as well as
radionuclides in Holo-thuroidea leads to the conclusion that contamination by leaching from
radioactive waste drums dumped in 1967 cannot be established for the original dumpsite

Document Number 13 of 27
(Title): Central Northwest Pacific biota and their radioactivity
(Author): Shimizu, M. (Tokyo Univ. of Fisheries (Japan) Tokyo Univ. of Agriculture (Japan))
(Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds.). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 209-222
(Abstract): Ecological and radiological surveys of biota around a proposed dumping site have
been carried out by the Japanese Fisheries Agency. Micronekton were collected with a KOC
net towed at prescribed depths. Fish nekton were collected with a KMT net towed from 1 to 2
hours either obliquely or horizontally at prescribed depths. This large net enabled the
collection of larger organisms not collectable with KOC nets. Benthos were collected via
benthos nets. Deep sea rattails and gammarids were collected with trapnets. In 1985, larger
gear with mouth diameters of 1.8m were used with older gear having mouth diameters of
0.9m and used previously. New large gear allowed better collecting efficiency. Radioactivity
measurements were carried out by gammaspectrometry with GeLi detectors on ashed
samples. In almost all samples, Cs-137 was detected. In addition Co-60 was detected in some
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samples. Data obtained by the Tokai Regional Fisheries Research Laboratory were examined
and summarized by the Ecology Working Group under the Executive Committee on
Environmental Safety Assessment of Sea Dumping of Low level Radioactive Wastes in the
Radioactive Waste Management Center •>

Document Number 14 of 27
(Title): Speciation and distribution of radioactive cobalt in aquatic systems
(Author): Hansen, A.M. Galvan, F.A. (Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico
City. Centro de Estudios Nucleares) Leckie, J.O. (Stanford Univ., CA (USA). Dept. of Civil
Engineering)
(Primary Report Number): INIS-mf-11348 {INISmfl 1348}
(Conference Information): 7. Symposium on Nuclear Chemistry, Radiochemistry and
Radiation Chemistry. Zacatecas, Zac (Mexico). 25-29 Jul 1988. VII Simposio en Quimica
Nuclear, Radioquimica y Quimica de Radiaciones
(Source): Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Nucleares, Mexico City Zacatecas Univ.
(Mexico). Centre Regional de Estudios Nucleares. 7th Nuclear Chemistry, Radiochemistry
and Radiation Chemistry Symposium. VII Simposio en Quimica Nuclear, Radioquimica y
Quimica de Radiaciones. Jul 1988. 143 p. p. 86

Document Number 15 of 27
(Title): Application of low-level gamma spectroscopy for determination of natural and
artificial radionuclides, as found in sediments and organisms of the deep sea. Einsatz der
Low-Level-Gammaspektrometrie zur Bestimmung natuerlicher und kuenstlicher
Radionuklide am Beispiel von Sedimenten und Organismen aus der Tiefsee
(Author): Kanisch, G. (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Fischerei, Hamburg (Germany, F.R.).
Lab. fuer Radiooekologie der Gewaesser)
(Conference Information): 6. specialist conference of Bundesforschungsanstalt fixer
Ernaehrung: The monitoring of radioactivity in the environment. Karlsruhe (Germany, F.R.).
15-17 Apr 1986. 6. Fachgespraech der Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Ernaehrung:
Ueberwachung der Umweltradioaktivitaet
(Source): Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Ernaehrung, Karlsruhe (Germany, F.R.).
Zentrallaboratorium fuer Isotopentechnik Bundesministerium fuer Umwelt-, Naturschutz und
Reaktorsicherheit, Bonn (Germany, F.R.). The monitoring of radioactivity in the
environment. Explanation and discussion of selected, specific methods for monitoring the
natural and the artificial radioactivity in the environment. Ueberwachung der
Umweltradioaktivitaet. Darstellung und Eroerterung ausgewaehlter und spezieller Verfahren
zur Ueberwachung der natuerlichen und kuenstlichen Radioaktivitaet in der Umwelt. 1986.
557 p. p. 281-306
(Abstract): The paper explains the special conditions found in benthic organisms living direct
on the sea floor, with regard to Th-228/Ra-228,Th-234, Pb-210, and Ra-226. Concerning the
artificial radionuclides in organisms, the determination of Cs-137 is discussed, as well as of
the nuclides from the fallout of China's 1980 nuclear weapons test, and some cases of the
detection of Bi-207 and Ag-108m. The problems with Bi-207 determination are explained, as
e.g. peak superposition and interferences due to the zero effect (also of importance for the
measurement of Co-60). The experience gained from the evaluation of the deep-sea
measurements can be applied to the study of river sediments, and this is shown by the
example of sediment specimens taken from the Unterweser.

Document Number 16 of 27
(Title): Radioactive cobalt partition in an aquatic environment. Particion de cobalto radiactivo
en el medio ambiente acuatico
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(Author): Hansen, A.M. (Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico City. Inst. de
Ciencias del Mar y Limnologia) Leckie, J.O. (Stanford Univ., CA (USA). Dept. of Civil
Engineering)
(Primary Report Number): INIS-mf-11107 {INISmfl 1107}
(Conference Information): 6. Symposium on Nuclear Chemistry, Radiochemistry and
Radiation Chemistry. Puebla, Pue (Mexico). 1-5 Dec 1986
(Source): Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Nucleares, Mexico City. Sixth symposium on
nuclear chemistry, radiochemistry and radiation chemistry. Sexto simposio en quimica
nuclear, radioquimica y quimica de radiaciones. Dec 1986. 141 p. p. 135

Document Number 17 of 27
(Title): Studies on the interaction of radiocobalt with dissolved organic matter in seawater
(Author): Kimura, Yuichiro Ogawa, Yoshihiro Honda, Yoshihide Katsurayama, Kosuke
(Kinki Univ., Higashi-Osaka, Osaka (Japan). Faculty of Science and Technology) Fukui,
Masami Tsujimoto, Tadashi
(Source): Hoken Butsuri. (Dec 1987). v. 22(4) p. 429-438
(Abstract): The interaction of radiocobalt with glycine, alanine or aspartic acid dissolved in
seawater was investigated under laboratory conditions by means of adsorption on Chelex 100
solvent extraction with dithizone of gel filtration chromatography. The results also were
compared with those in freshly prepared or stored culture filtrates of chlorella, fishpond and
offshore seawaters in which ionic radiocobalt was spiked, respectively. The distribution
coefficients for Co in Chelex 100 and the extraction rates (%) of Co with dithizone in carbon
tetrachloride decreased more greatly with time in the presence of the amino acids than in the
control. The inhibitory effect of glycin on the adsorption of Co on the Chelex 100 was
smaller than that of alanine or aspartic acid. In the fishpond and offshore seawaters or freshly
prepared chlorella culture filtrate, the distribution coefficients for Co in Chelex 100 were
somewhat greater than in the control, while no significant difference was observed in
dithizone extraction. The results of Sephadex G-10 gel filtration chromatography for Co
showed that the higher molecular species of Co associated with the amino acids occurred
after several days ageing and then increased together with decreasing in the lower molecular
species.

Document Number 18 of 27
(Title): Transit and absorption of nuclear industry derivatives by marine biota. Transito e
absorcao de radionuclideos na biota marinha derivados de industria nuclear
(Author): Mayr, L. Moraes, R. Lopes, M.A. Vicente, C. Mauro, J.N. (Rio de Janeiro Univ.
(Brazil))
(Primary Report Number): INIS-BR--1147(v.3) {INISBR1147v3}
(Conference Information): 2. General Congress of Nuclear Energy. Rio de Janeiro, RJ
(Brazil). 24-29 Apr 1988
(Source): Associacao Brasileira de Energia Nuclear, Rio de Janeiro. Proceedings of the 2.
General Congress of Nuclear Energy - v.3. Anais do 2. Congresso Geral de Energia Nuclear -
v.3. 1988.498 p. p. 281-293
(Abstract): A broard research program on radionuclides became necessary due to the
construction of the Nuclear Power Plant at Angra dos Reis. As part of this program the
research developed by the Marine Biology Departament, UFRJ, aimed at estimating the
radiation doses to which the population of the region might be exposed and to determine
biological indicators to radioactive contamination. Up to the present moment, the
bioacumulation factors (BFs) of 60Co, 137Cs and 1311 by "clam" (Anomalocardia brasiliana)
and the biological half-life of cobalt and cesium in this animal were determined, as well as
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the B.F. of 85Sr by "snail" (Strombus pugilis) and by "barnacle" (Megabalanus
tintinnabulum).

The remobilization of 6OC0 by microbiological activity in marine sediment was also
studied. These studies were made using the standard methodology for bioaccumulation and
elimination in closed water systems. The results showed an important microbiological
activity in the remobilization of elements in the sediment. Due to the low bioaccumulation
factors obtained the studied organisms were not considered ideal biological indicators for
radioactive pollution. However, their importance as edible animals in the Angra dos Reis
region recommends their radiometry for routine radiological monitoring. Studies on other
organisms and/or radionuclides are now in progress at the Marine Biology Departament

Document Number 19 of 27
(Title): Concentration factor of 6OC0 for Fucus vesiculosus estimated by integrated water
sampling
(Author): Boelskifte, S. Dahlgaard, H
(Primary Report Number): INIS-mf-10051 {INISmflOO51}
(Conference Information): 4. Nordic seminar on radioecology. Gol (Norway). 27 Feb -1 Mar
1985
(Source): 1985. 11 p
(Abstract): From integrated water sampling, concentration factors (CF) for 60Co in Fucus
vesiculosus have been found. Near the Swedish nuclear power plant Ringhals the values
differed between 2 x 104 and 12 x 104. At the nuclear power plant Barsebaeck values
between 5 x 104 and 55 x 104 were estimated (all on dry weight basis). This large range
shows the need for further investigations on loss and uptake by bioindicators. It also shows
that in spite of an improved water sampling method, the CF-values still differ significantly
from month to month

Document Number 20 of 27
(Title): The behaviour of cesium 137, chromium 51, cobalt 60, Manganese 54, sodium 22 and
zinc 65 in simulated estuarine environments.

Effects of suspended mineral particles and dissolved organic matters. Comportement du
cesium-137, chrome-51, cobalt-60, manganese-54, sodium-22, zinc-65, en milieux
d'embouchures simules: influence des particules minerales en suspension et des matieres
organiques dissoutes
(Author): Mahler, P
(Primary Report Number): CEA-R--5319 {CEAR5319}
(Source): Sep 1985.190 p
(Abstract): This laboratory investigation studied the retention of 6 radionuclides (cesium 137,
chrome 51, cobalt 60, manganese 54, sodium 22 and zinc 65) on three types of clay particles
(kaolinite, illite, montmorillonite) and on sediments, suspended in media with salinities
ranging between 0 and 34 per mill, with or without organic matters. Measurement of the
radioactivity retained by the particles after 5 days' contact with the radionuclide made it
possible to calculate the percentages retained and the distribution coefficients, and to follow
their evolution versus salinity. Parallel experiments studied the behaviours of the 6
radionuclides as a function of experimental factors (wall effect, contact time..). An
exhaustive bibliographic review gives the state-of-the-art of the knowledge. The following
conclusions were derived: - the retention of all the radionuclides but chromium 51 decreased
as soon as a low salinity appeared. Chromium (available as Cr3+) precipitated quickly and
strongly during fixation whatever the surfaces or the conditions: - as for the role of the clay
type, illite showed a strong affinity for cesium 137. Manganese 54 had a particular behaviour
with montmorillonite that enhanced its precipitation into MnO2. With cobalt, sodium and
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zinc, the percentages retained were always <= 20% and the type of clay had little effect. -
dissolved organic matters had little effect on the behaviour of cesium or chromium. For
sodium and zinc, strong complexation occured with the organic matter which was retained on
the particles. Cobalt and manganese gave intermediate results. - attempts to modeling
emphasized the specific feature of the various reactions (adsorption by exchange with some
compensating cations, absorption in the crystal lattice, surface retention of particular
compounds)

Document Number 21 of 27
(Title): Bioindicator studies in Nordic waters
(Author): Aarkrog, A
(Primary Report Number): RISO-M--2517 {RISOM2517}
(Source): Jun 1985. 74 p
(Abstract): This project describes the application of bioindicator systems intended for the
measruement of the low level radioactive contamination around nuclear installations. The
system has been applied around the Swedish and Finnish nuclear power plants and has,
furthermore, been used in a study of the dispersion of the effluents from the British nuclear
reprocessing plant, Sellafield. The doses to man from these installations have been calculated
and compared with the natural background radiation received form the consumption of
marine fish.

Document Number 22 of 27
(Title): A preliminary assessment of biological transport of radionuclides dumped at deep sea
bottom
(Author): Doi, T. Kidachi, T. Honjo, K. Sudo, H. Tsuruga, H. (Tokai Regional Fisheries
Research Lab., Tokyo (Japan)) Matsushita, Y. (RadWaste Management Center, Tokyo,
(Japan)) Nemoto, T. (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Ocean Research Inst.) Shimizu, M. (Tokyo Univ.
(Japan). Faculty of Agriculture)
(Conference Information): Symposium on marine radioecology. Tokyo, Japan. 1-5 Oct 1979
(Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Proceedings of the third NEA seminar
on marine radioecology. Tokyo, 1-5 October 1979. Paris, France. OECD. 1980. 409 p. p. 95-
110
(Abstract): In hazard evaluation of deep sea disposal of solid radioactive wastes, biological
transport through food chains has not so far been fully considered. In the present paper we
examined how to include in the computation of nuclide concentration in predator species the
transport of nuclide through prey organisms and obtained two equations. Then a model
network was constructed to describe food chain from detritus up to main commercial species
in northwest Pacific, supposed disposal area. Biological transport through this model network
was then calculated using two equations for nuclides released at sea bottom of 5 km deep.
Influence of changes in various conditions and values of parameters was examined

Document Number 23 of 27
(Title): Interaction and mobility of cobalt-60 between water and sediments in marine
environments. Possible effects by acid rain
(Author): Mahara, Y. Kudo, A. (National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario. Div.
of Biological Sciences)
(Source): Water Res. (1981). v. 15(4) p. 413-419
(Abstract): A laboratory investigation is reported of the interaction and mobility of 60Co in
seawater - sediment systems. The quantitative difference in the behavior of cobalt between
marine and freshwater environments and the influence of environmental factors (pH, the
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redox potential, the ionic strength, the type of sediments and the length of reaction time)
were examined. (U.K.)

Document Number 24 of 27
(Title): Effect of different combining patterns of radionuclides in marine organisms
(Author): Ueda, T. Suzuki, Y. Nakamura, R. Nakahara, M. (National Inst. of Radiological
Sciences, Nakaminato, Ibaraki (Japan). Nakaminato Lab. Branch Office)
(Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--248/130 {IAEASM248130}
(Conference Information): International symposium on the impacts of radionuclide releases
into the marine environment. Vienna, Austria. 6-10 Oct 1980
(Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy Agency, 75
- Paris (France). Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine environment. Proceedings
of an international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the OECD NEA and held
in Vienna 6-10 October 1980. Vienna. IAEA. 1981.761 p. p. 371-380. Proceedings series
(Abstract): Information on the environmental factors (level of radioactivity in sea water,
salinity, temperature, etc.), the biological factors (growth stage, species of organism, etc.),
and the metabolism of radionuclides in marine organisms should be taken into account so as
to understand the mechanism of radioactive contamination of marine organisms. From this
viewpoint, the combining of radionuclides with constituents in marine organisms was
studied, indicating the differences as follows: (a) Different appearances of radioactive cobalt
in the liver of the abalone due to chemical forms: From the gel filtration profiles on Sephadex
it was observed that 57Co accumulated in the liver of the abalone from sea water labelled by
complexed 57Co combines with a constituent in the liver that has a molecular weight of about
40,000. However, 60Co taken up from sea water containing ionic 60Co combines with other
constituents in the liver, (b) Appearance of radionuclides in fish due to pathways (sea water
and food): In fish liver, most 137Cs from both sea water and food combines with only one
constituent substance. The molecular weight of this substance was estimated at 1100-1300.
Cobalt-60 from both sea water and food associates with two different molecular weight
constituents, but 65Zn made a considerable difference in the gel filtration profiles between
sea water and food. These results indicate that the metabolism of radionuclides in marine
organisms may possibly be varied by the chemical forms of radionuclides in sea water and
the pathways of radionuclides.

Document Number 25 of 27
(Title): Ten years of investigation on radioactive contamination of the marine environment.
Incorporation, by marine algae and animals, ofhydrogen-3 and other radionuclides present in
effluents of nuclear or industrial origin
(Author): Bonotto, S. Colard, J. Koch, G. Kirchmann, R. Strack, S. Luettke, A. (Centre
d'Etude de l'Energie Nucleaire, Mol (Belgium)) Carraro, G. (Commission of the European
Communities, Geel (Belgium). Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements)
(Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM-248/105 {IAEASM248105}
(Conference Information): International symposium on the impacts of radionuclide releases
into the marine environment. Vienna, Austria. 6-10 Oct 1980
(Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy Agency, 75
- Paris (France). Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine environment. Proceedings
of an international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the OECD NEA and held
in Vienna 6-10 October 1980. Vienna. IAEA. 1981. 761 p. p. 649-660. Proceedings series
(Abstract): Several marine plants and animals were investigated for their capability of
incorporating the main radionuclides present in selected effluents. Accumulation factors are
reported for 3H, 134Cs, I36Cs, 137Cs, 58Co, 60Co, 54Mn, 1311 226Ra and 124Sb. Marine
algae, which are involved in food chains leading to man, show the highest accumulation
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factors. The stable element composition of the alga Acetabularia was determined by gamma-
activation analysis. The preferential accumulation of particular radionuclides by marine
organisms suggests that they may have a significant role in the turnover rate of elements in
the marine environment, (author)

Document Number 26 of 27
(Title): Evaluation and utility of transfer factors for radionuclides in the marine environment
(Author): Iyer, R.S. Chandramouli, S. Rao, D.D. Pimple, K.G. Baburajan, A. Mehendarge,
S.T. Hegde, A.G. (Environmental Survey Lab., Healh Physics Div., Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Tarapur (India))
(Journal Information): Radiation Protection and Environment
(Source): (Jul-Dec 1998) v. 21(3-4) p. 167-172
(Abstract): Controlled low level liquid effluents containing radionuclides are released into the
Arabian sea from the nuclear facilities at Tarapur.

The transfer factors of radionuclides (Co, Ni, Sr, Tc, Ru, I, Cs, Ce, and Pu) for various
marine matrices are evaluated. The factor is the ratio under equilibrium conditions, of the
concentration of radionuclide in one matrix to the same radionuclide in sea water expressed in
Bq/unit vol. or weight. The method of evaluation is discussed in detail. The transfer factor
values for different marine compartments are presented and compared. The indicator species
and the trend indicator are identified from the transfer factors. The utility of transfer factor in
computing thederived working limits for radionuclides released to the environment is
explained, (author)

Document Number 27 of 27
(Title): Radioactivity in the Arctic Seas. Report for the International Arctic Seas Assessment
Project (IASAP)
(Corporate Author): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria)
(Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC-1075 {IAEATECDOC1075}

(Source): Apr 1999 77 p
(Abstract): This report provides comprehensive information on environmental conditions in
the Arctic Seas as required for the study of possible radiological consequences from dumped
high level radioactive wastes in the Kara Sea. The report describes the oceanography of the
regions, with emphasis on the Kara and Barents Seas, including the East Novaya Zemlya
Fjords. The ecological description concentrates on biological production, marine food-weds
and fisheries in the Arctic Seas. The report presents data on radionuclide concentrations in the
Kara and Barents Seas and uses these data to estimate the inventories of radionuclides
currently in the marine environment of the Kara and Barents Seas

Selected abstracts: americium

Document Number 1 of 23
TI (Title): Diffusion of radionuclides in sediments - in situ studies
AU (Author): Andersson, K. (Lindgren o Andersson HB, Bonus (Sweden)) Evans, S.
(Studsvik AB, Nykoeping (Sweden)) Albinsson, Y. (Chalmers Univ. of Technology,
Goeteborg (Sweden). Dept. of Nuclear Chemistry)
JR (Journal Information): Radiochimica Acta
SO (Source): (1992). p. 321-327
AB (Abstract): The diffusion of 99Tc, 134Cs, 152Eu, 237Np, and 241 Am in a sediment
from a brackish water bay has been studied, using a combination of laboratory and in situ
techniques. Also the distribution coefficients of 85Sr, 1311, 134Cs, 152Eu, and 241 Am
between pore water and solid phase vs. depth were determined. Typical distribution
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coefficients at > 5 cm depth were: Sr <= 10 ml/g, I <= 1 ml/gj Cs < 2000ml/g, Eu <= 5000
ml/g and Am <— 10000 ml/g. The diffusivity of Tc and Np was low indicating a reduction to
the tetravalent state. For the other elements studied a measurable diffusion was observed.

Document Number 2 of 23
TI (Title): Geochemical aspects and distribution of long-lived radionuclides in marine
sediments from Palomares
AU (Author): Gasco, C. Romero, L. Mingarro, E. Lobo, A.M. (Centro de Investigaciones

Energeticas, Medioambientales y Tecnologicas (CIEMAT), Madrid (Spain))
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry
SO (Source): (Aug 1992). p. 389-400
AB (Abstract): As a consequence of an accidental release of transuranics at Palomares
(Almeria, Spain) a land area of 2.3 km2 was contaminated. After the clean-up operations, a
transuranics residue remained in the ecosystem. Therefore the Palomares zone provides a
natural laboratory for experimental studies of the transuranic land to sea transfer and factors
controlling its distribution in the Mediteranean coast. The geochemical and textural
composition of sediment, together with the distribution and inventories of plutonium,
americium and cesium were studied in 36 stations between Cape of Gata and Cape of Palos.
An enhanced transuranics concentration was observed in sediments from the southern
coastal area of the Almanzora river mouth. The causes of the increase are studied in this paper
considering the geochemical behavior of plutonium, americium and cesium in the water
column and sediment

Document Number 3 of 23
TI (Title): The presence of man-made radionuclides in the marine environment in the South
of Spain
AU (Author): Manjon, G. Garcia-Leon, M. (Facultad de Fisica, Sevilla (Spain)) Ballestra,
S. Lopez, J.J. (IAEA Marine Environment Laboratory, Monaco (Monaco))
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1995). p. 171-189
AB (Abstract): In this paper, levels of 137Cs, 99Tc, Pu-isotopes and 241Am in a wide
group of seaweed species collected in the southern Spanish marine environment are given.
Atmospheric fallout seems to be responsible for the presence of such radionuclides in the
zone. However, it is shown that additional amounts of transuranic nuclides are present in the
neighbouring costs of Palomares. These are interpreted to be a consequence of the aircraft
accident which occurred there during 1966

Document Number 4 of 23
TI (Title): Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Strand, P. Rudjord, A.L. (National Radiation Protection Authority, Oesteraas

(Norway)) Nikitin, A. (Scientific Production Association "Typhoon", Obnisnk (Russian
Federation). Inst. of Experimental Meteorology) (and others)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/128
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental
impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria).
IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 143-153.
AB (Abstract): In order to evaluate the level of radioactive contamination in the Kara Sea

and to assess the short and long term consequences of dumped radioactive waste, joint
Russian-Norwegian expeditions have been performed annually since 1992. The results from
the 1992 joint expedition to the Kara Sea demonstrated very low concentrations of
radionuclides in waters and sediments. Contributions from different sources could be
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identified: global fallout, river transport, marine transport of discharges from European
reprocessing plants and fallout from the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. The
expeditions in 1993 to the dumping sites confirmed local contamination in the Stepovogo
Fjord and the Tsivolki Fjord due to leakage from dumped radioactive waste. The levels of
radioactivity in the Kara Sea are, however, very low and have at present a very small impact
on man and on the marine ecosystem.

Document Number 5 of 23
TI (Title): Artificial radioactivity in Lough Foyle
AU (Author): Cunningham, J.D. Ryan, T.P. Lyons, S. Smith, V. McGarry, A. (Radiological

Protection Inst. of Ireland (Ireland)) Mitchell, P.I. Leon Vintro, L. (University College,
Dublin, Dept. of Experimantal Physics, (Ireland)) Larmour, R.A. Ledgerwood, F.K. (Dept. of
the Environment (Nicaragua), Environment Service, Belfast (United Kingdom))
RPP (Primary Report Number): RPII--96/1 {RPII961}
SO (Source): Apr 1996. 24 p

AB (Abstract): The purpose of this study was to assess the extent to which the marine
environment of Lough Foyle, situated on the north coast of Ireland, has been affected by
artificial radioactivity released from Sellafield. Although traces of plutonium, americium
and radiocaesium from Sellafield are detectable in Lough Foyle, the concentrations in
various marine media are significantly lower than those found along the NE coast of Ireland
and in the western Irish Sea. The minute quantities of artificial radioactivity found in Lough
Foyle are of negligible radiological significance

Document Number 6 of 23
TI (Title): Deep-sea biota of the Northeast Atlantic and their radioactivity
AU (Author): Feldt, W. Kanisch, G. Vobach, M. (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Fischerei,
Hamburg (Germany, F.R.). Lab. fuer Radiooekologie der Gewaesser)
SO (Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75- Paris (France).
Interim oceanograpbic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 178-204
AB (Abstract): The nuclides 60Co, 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239Pu and 241Am in present

dumpsite biota did not increase relative to earlier years. To support the conclusions that
artificial nuclides levels did not increase by dumping during the past few years, 137Cs was
chosen as the nuclide that was most often positively detected in nearly ail families of biota.
Median values of 137Cs for various important families of biota for the years 1980 to 1986 are
summarized. The median was chosen as an index because the geometric mean may
occasionally be biased. It was calculated from significant values only. Each median is
characterized by the number of significant values and the number of values below the
detection limit. Also included is the median 137Cs value obtained by combining all values
from all other sites investigated in the years 1980 to 1984. An increase of 137Cs at the
present dumpsite from 1980 to 1986 cannot be concluded from these data, considering
especially the low number of available single values. Comparing the weighted mean of the
annual medians at the present dumpsite with the median value summarizing all available
values from other sites up to 1984 reveals excellent agreement. There is only one exception,
which was noted in earlier years: the median for Actiniaria at other sites is significantly
higher due to Actiniaria levels from the original dumpsite. Actiniaria from the original
dumpsite show higher 137Cs values than Actiniaria from other sites in the NE Atlantic. This
finding in relation to findings for other artificial and naturally-occurring nuclides as well as
radionuclides in Holo-thuroidea leads to the conclusion that contamination by leaching from
radioactive waste drums dumped in 1967 cannot be established for the original dumpsite
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Document Number 7 of 23
TI (Title): Cellular and subcellular distribution of uranium and transuranic radionuclides in
marine organisms
AU (Author): Chassard-Bouchaud, C. (Paris-6 Univ., 75 (France)) Galle, P. (Faculte de

Medecine de Creteil, Dept. de Medecine Nucleaire et Lab. de Biophysique (France))
SO (Source): International Radiation Protection Association, Washington, DC (USA)
Australian Radiation Protection Society, Sydney (Australia). Radiation protection practice.
IRPA 7. Sydney (Australia). Pergamon Press. 1988. 3 v. p. 656-659
AB (Abstract): Since radionuclides have been introduced in the marine environment by
several ways (nuclear weapons tests, nuclear fuel cycle operations, accidental releases), it is a
topic of interest to assess radionuclides bioavailability to marine organisms, in particular to
those of economic interest such as shellfish. Cellular and subcellular distribution of 238U,
239Pu and 241 Am was examined by means of microanalytical techniques in several
organisms : oysters, mussels, shrimps, crabs and sea spiders collected from the French coastal
waters (Channel Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic Ocean). Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
(Ion Microscope and Ion Microprobe) made possible to obtain isotopic measurements and
cellular images of the radionuclides distribution. A post-acquisition image processing system
was used in association with SIMS for multi-image correlation. X Ray Spectrometry
(Camebax: Castaing Microprobe associated with a Transmission Electron Microscope)
enabled investigations at the subcellular level. Using both of these techniques, we were able
to detect in every species, target organs, cells and organelles of radionuclides
bioaccumulation and to elucidate some of the physiological strategies involved in the uptake,
storage and elimination of these radioactive elements, concentration factors ranging from
10to2xl03

Document Number 8 of 23
TI (Title): Distribution coefficients for plutonium and americium on particulates in aquatic

environments
AU (Author): Sanchez, A.L. Schell, W.R. Sibley, T.H. (Washington Univ., Seattle (USA).
Lab. of Radiation Ecology)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--257/90P
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Commission of the
European Communities, Brussels (Belgium) Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France).
Environmental migration of long-lived radionuclides. Proceedings of an international
symposium on migration in the terrestrial environment of long-lived radionuclides from
the nuclear fuel cycle organized by the IAEA, the CEC and the OECD NEA and held in
Knoxville, USA, 27-31 July 1981. Vienna. IAEA. 1982. 831 p. p. 188-203
AB (Abstract): The distribution coefficients of two transuranic elements, plutonium and
americium, were measured experimentally in laboratory systems of selected freshwater,
estuarine, and marine environments. Gamma-ray emitting isotopes of these radionuclides,
237Pu and 241Am, were significantly greater than the sorption Ksub(d) values, suggesting
some irreversibility in the sorption of these radionuclides onto sediments. The effects of pH
and of sediment concentration on the distribution coefficients were also investigated. There
were significant changes in the Ksub(d) values as these parameters were varied. Experiments
using sterilized and nonsterilized samples for some of the sediment/water systems indicate
possible bacterial effects on Ksub(d) values.

Document Number 9 of 23
TI (Title): Distribution of transuranic nuclides in Mediterranean ecosystems
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AU (Author): Ballestra, S. Thein, M. Fukai, R. (International Atomic Energy Agency,
Monaco-Ville (Monaco). Lab. of Marine Radioactivity)
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC--265
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Transuranic cycling

behaviour in the marine environment. Final report of the co-ordinated research programme
sponsored by the IAEA from 1979 to 1981. Jun 1982.176 p. p. 163-171
AB (Abstract): For the comprehensive understanding of the behaviour of transuranic
elements in the marine environment, the knowledge on the distribution of these elements in
various components of marine ecosystems is essential. Since the Mediterranean Sea is
considered a sufficiently self-contained system, our approach for studying the processes
controlling the transuranic cycling in the sea has been to follow, step by step, the
redistribution of plutonium and americium in different components of the marine
environment, taking Mediterranean ecosystems as examples. While the studies in the past
years have supplied quantitative information on the inputs of plutonium and americium into
the Mediterranean from atmospheric fallout and rivers as well as on their behaviour in the
Mediterranean water column, only scattered data have been made available so far on the
occurrence of the transuranic nuclides in the Mediterranean marine biota or sediments. In
order to fill up this information gap, biological and sediment samples were collected from the
northwestern Mediterranean region during 1975-1978 for the transuranic measurements. The
results of these determinations are given in the present report

Document Number 10 of 23
TI (Title): Study on the behaviour of transuranic elements in the marine eco-systems around

the Korean peninsula
AU (Author): Yang, K.R. (Korea Advanced Energy Research Inst., Seoul (Republic of
Korea))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC--265
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Transuranic cycling

behaviour in the marine environment. Final report of the co-ordinated research programme
sponsored by the IAEA from 1979 to 1981. Jun 1982.176 p. p. 101-103

Document Number 11 of 23
TI (Title): Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: terrestrial food chain and total

doses
AU (Author): Robison, W.L. Mount, M.E. Phillips, W.A. Conrado, C.A. Stuart, MX.
Stoker, C.E
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL-52853-Pt.4 {UCRL52853Pt4}
SO (Source): 30 Sep 1982. 154 p

AB (Abstract): A radiological survey was conducted from September through November of
1978 to assess the concentrations of persistent manmade radionuclides in the terrestrial and
marine environments of 11 atolls and 2 islands in the Northern Marshall Islands. The survey
consisted mainly of an aerial radiological reconnaissance to map the external gamma-ray
exposure rates over the islands of each atoll. The logistical support for the entire survey was
designed to accommodate this operation. As a secondary phase of the survey, shore parties
collected appropriate terrestrial and marine samples to assess the radiological dose from
pertinent food chains to those individuals residing on the atolls, who may in the future reside
on some of the presently uninhabited atolls, or who collect food from these atolls. Over 5000
terrestrial and marine samples were collected for radionuclide analysis from 76 different
islands. Soils, vegetation, indigenous animals, and cistern water and groundwater were
collected from the islands. Reef and pelagic fish, clams, lagoon water, and sediments were
obtained from the lagoons. The concentration data for 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239 240Pu, and
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241Am in terrestrial food crops* fowl, and animals collected at the atolls or islands are
summarized. An assessment of the total dose from the major exposure pathways including
external gamma, terrestrial food chain including food products and drinking water, marine
food chain, and inhalation is provided. Radiological doses at each atoll or island are
calculated from the average radionuclide concentrations in the terrestrial foods, marine foods,
etc. assuming the average daily intake for each food item

Document Number 12 of 23
TI (Title): Radiological-dose assessments of atolls in the northern Marshall Islands
AU (Author): Robison, W.L
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL--89037 {UCRL89037}
SO (Source): Apr 1983. 54 p

AB (Abstract): The Marshall Islands in the Equatorial Pacific, specifically Enewetak and
Bikini Atolls, were the site of US nuclear testing from 1946 through 1958. In 1978, the
Northern Marshall Islands Radiological Survey was conducted to evaluate the radiological
conditions of two islands and ten atolls downwind of the proving grounds. The survey
included aerial external gamma measurements and collection of soil, terrestrial, and marine
samples for radionuclide analysis to determine the radiological dose from all exposure
pathways. The methods and models used to estimate doses to a population in an environment
where natural processes have acted on the source-term radionuclides for nearly 30 y, data
bases developed for the models, and results of the radiological dose analyses are described

Document Number 13 of 23
TI (Title): The behaviour of transuranic and other long-lived radionuclides in the Irish sea

and its relevance to the deep sea disposal of radioactive wastes
AU (Author): Pentreath, R.J. Jefferies, D.F. Lovett, M.B. (Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (UK). Fisheries Radiobiological Lab.) Nelson, D.M. (Argonne
National Lab., IL (USA))
SO (Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Proceedings of the third NEA
seminar on marine radioecology. Tokyo, 1-5 October 1979. Paris, France. OECD. 1980.409
p. p. 203-221
AB (Abstract): The discharge of transuranic nuclides as part of the authorised, low-level

releases from the BNFL Windscale site into the Irish Sea provides a unique opportunity to
study the behaviour of these elements in the marine environment. Other long-lived
radionuclides, such as 99Tc, are also discharged. Many of the questions which need to be
addressed with regard to the introduction of longer-lived nuclides into coastal waters are very
similar to those which arise in connection with deep sea disposal, although not necessarily
with the same priority. Environmental studies related to the Windscale discharges have
centred on several areas of mutual interest: chemical speciation in sea water, adsorption on to
sedimentary materials, the permanence of radionuclide incorporation into sediments and, of
particular interest, the relative biological availabilities of these elements -not only relative
to each other but relative to the quantities discharged and to their rates of introduction. Many
of these data will prove valuable in providing an input to numerical models, and in
highlighting those areas where research is required to fill the substantial gaps in our present
knowledge

Document Number 14 of 23
TI (Title): Americium interaction with calcite and aragonite surfaces in seawater
AU (Author): Shanbhag, P.M. Morse, J.W. (Texas A and M Univ., College Station (USA).
Dept. of Oceanography)
SO (Source): Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta. (Feb 1982). v. 46(2) p. 241-246
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AB (Abstract): Observations of the distribution of 241 Am in the marine environment
indicate that Am has a high affinity for solid surfaces. The adsorption of Am onto calcite and
aragonite surfaces from seawater and related solutions has been studied, in order to establish
the interaction of Am with a major component of many marine sediments. Results indicate
that Am is rapidly and strongly adsorbed. This occurs even when both dissolved Am
concentrations and solid to solution ratios are low. The minimum value for Ksub(D)
determined is 2 x 105. Measurements of reaction kinetics established that Am is adsorbed
from seawater at 40 times the rate per unit surface area on synthetic aragonite that it is on
synthetic calcite. Approximately 15% of the difference is attributable to epitaxial influences,
with the remainder being due to enhanced site competition by Mg on calcite relative to
aragonite. The adsorption rate is first order with respect to Am concentration, but follows
approximately the square root of the solid surface area to solution volume ratio. Adsorption
rate of Am on biogenic aragonite and Mg-calcites are, within a given particle size range, close
to equal.

Document Number 15 of 23
TI (Title): Ecological effects of transuranics in the marine environment
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. (Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA (USA))
SO (Source): Egami, Nobuo (ed.) (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Faculty of Science). Radiation
effects on aquatic organisms. Tokyo. Japan Scientific Societies Press. 1980. 306 p. p. 3-12.
6266300
AB (Abstract): Since the dose rates received by aquatic organisms as a result of exposure
to transuranics are comparable to those received from natural radionuclides, even in known
contaminated areas, it is apparent that there are few experimental field studies that
reasonably could be conducted which would determines whether radiological effects are
occurring in the environment as a result of present levels of radionuclides. The comparisons
drawn here between the estimated doses from added plutonium and americium and the
naturally occurring polonium would be more accentuated if the total dose rates from all
natural radionuclides were computed. Consideration of some of the mechanisms of
recruitment to exploited fish populations would suggest that any effects as a result of chronic
exposure to low-level ionizing radiations would probably be compensated for by density-
dependent responses in highly fecund species. Effects due to radiation therefore would not
likely be distinguishable from those due to natural fluctuations in aquatic populations.
Although little quantitative genetic information is available for aquatic populations, it is
unlikely, on the basis of predicted mutation rates, that significant deleterious genetic effects
due to radiation at the low levels present in the environment today would be produced in
aquatic populations.

Document Number 16 of 23
TI (Title): Transuranium radionuclides in components of the benthic environment of

Enewetak Atoll
AU (Author): Noshkin, V.E. (Lawrence Livermore Lab., CA)
SO (Source): Hanson, W.C. (ed.). Transuranic elements in the environment. Oak Ridge, TN.
Technical Information Center. 1980. p.578-601
AB (Abstract): Data on the concentrations and distributions of transuranium radionuclides
in the marine environment of Enewetak Atoll are reviewed. The distributions of the
transuranics in the lagoon are very heterogeneous. The quantities of transuranics generated
during the nuclear-test years at the Atoll and now associated with various sediment
components are discussed. Whenever possible, concentrations of 241 Am and /sup
239+240/Pu are compared
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Document Number 17 of 23
TI (Title): Integrated study of the behavior of transuranic elements in the marine

environment
AU (Author): Choppin, G.R. Morse, J.W
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE/EV/10306-T1
SO (Source): 1981. 23 p
AB (Abstract): In order to construct a model of radionuclide kinetics in an aquatic
ecosystem, americium ions were chosen for study. Results will be applied to thorium,
plutonium, neptunium and uranium for comparison of environmental behavior

Document Number 18 of 23
TI (Title): Plutonium and americium in seaweed from the Channel Islands
AU (Author): Cross, J.E. Day, J.P. (Manchester Univ. (UK). Dept. of Chemistry)
SO (Source): Environ. Pollut, Ser. B. (Jul 1981). v. 2(4) p. 249-257
AB (Abstract): Samples of the seaweed bladder wrack Fucus vesiculosus collected from the
Channel Islands and North Cornwall have been examined for alpha radioactivity. Using a
combination of chemical separation techniques and high resolution low background alpha
spectrometry, the levels of activity of the most significant naturally-occurring nuclides were
determined in all the samples. The Channel Islands seaweed also contained measurable
quantities of the artificial nuclides 238Pu, sup(239/240)Pu and 241 Am, ranging from 0.1 to
20 pCi kg-1 (dry weight) of each nuclide. The activity of these transuranic nuclides was about
3% of the total alpha activity due to natural sources. This appears to confirm earlier
conclusions that alpha-emitting nuclides discharged from the nuclear fuel reprocessing plant
at Cap de la Hague, France, are now appearing at low but significant amounts in the marine
ecosystem of the Channel Islands.

Document Number 19 of 23
TI (Title): Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: sampling and analysis summary
AU (Author): Robison, W.L. Conrado, C.L. Eagle, R.J. Stuart, MX

RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL-52853-Pt.l {UCRL52853Ptl}
SO (Source): 23 Jul 1981.102 p

AB (Abstract): A radiological survey was conducted in the Northern Marshall Islands to
document reamining external gamma exposures from nuclear tests conducted at Enewetak
and Bikini Atolls. An additional program was later included to obtain terrestrial and marine
samples for radiological dose assessment for current or potential atoll inhabitants. This
report is the first of a series summarizing the results from the terrestrial and marine surveys.
The sample collection and processing procedures and the general survey methodology are
discussed. A summary of the collected samples and radionuclide analyses is presented. Over
5400 samples were collected from the 12 atolls and 2 islands and prepared for analysis
including 3093 soil, 961 vegetation, 153 animal, 965 fish composite samples (average of 30
fish per sample), 101 clam, 50 lagoon water, 15 cistern water, 17 groundwater, and 85
lagoon sediment samples. A complete breakdown by sample type, atoll, and island is given
here. The total number of analyses by radionuclide are 8840 for 241 Am, 6569 for 137Cs,
4535 for 239+240Pu, 4431 for 90Sr, 1146 for 238Pu, 269 for 241Pu, and 114 each for 239Pu
and 240Pu. A complete breakdown by sample category, atoll or island, and radionuclide is
also included
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Document Number 20 of 23
TI (Title): Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: radionuclide concentrations in
fish and clams and estimated doses via the marine pathway
AU (Author): Robison, WX. Noshkin, V.E. Phillips, W.A. Eagle, R.J
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL--52853-Pt.3
SO (Source): 18 Aug 1981. 36 p

AB (Abstract): The survey consisted, in part, of an aerial radiological reconnaissance to
map the external gamma-ray exposure rates. As a secondary phase, terrestrial and marine
samples were collected to assess the radiological dose from pertinent food chains to atoll
inhabitants. The marine sample collection, processing, and dose assessment methodology are
presented as well as the concentration data for 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239+240Pu, 241Am, and
any of the other gamma emitters in fish and clam muscle tissue from the different species
collected. Doses are calculated from the average radionuclide concentrations in fish and clam
muscle tissue assuming an average daily intake of 200 and 10 g, respectivelty. The 90Sr
concentration in muscle tissue is very low and there is little difference in the average
concentrations from the different fish from different atolls or islands. The 239+240Pu
concentration in the muscle tissue of all reef species, however, is higher than that in pelagic
lagoon fish. In contrast, 137Cs concentrations are lowest in the muscle tissue of the bottom-
feeding reef species and highest in pelagic logoon fish. Recent measurements of radionuclide
concentrations in fish muscle tissue and other marine dietary items from international sources
show that the average concentrations in species from the Marshall Islands are comparable to
those in fish typically consumed as food in the United States and are generally lower than
those in most international marine dietary items. The whole-body dose rates based on
continuous consumption of 200 g/d of fish range from 0.028 to 0.1 mrem/y. The bone-
marrow dose rates range from 0.029 to 0.12 mrem/y. The dose commitment, or 30-y
integral doses, range from 0.00063 to 0.0022 rem for the whole body and from 0.00065 to
0.0032 rem for the bone marrow

Document Number 21 of 23
TI (Title): Dosimetry of natural and man-made alpha emitters in plankton
AU (Author): Paschoa, A.S. Baptista, G.B. (Pontificia Univ. Catolica do Rio de Janeiro
(Brazil). Inst. de Fisica) Wrenn, M.E. (Utah Univ., Salt Lake City (USA). Radiobiology Div.)
Eisenbud, M. (New York Univ., NY (USA). Inst. of Environmental Medicine)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--248/140
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy
Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine environment.
Proceedings of an international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the OECD
NEA and held in Vienna 6-10 October 1980. Vienna. IAEA. 1981. 761 p.p. 695-716.
AB (Abstract): Comparison between the natural and man-made alpha radiation dose rates to

plankton can be important for predicting the potential long-term effects on aquatic biota
resulting from the routine or accidental radioactive releases from the nuclear fuel cycle. A
contribution is made here towards the goal of comparing natural with man-made alpha
radiation dose rates to plankton using the same method of calculation in both cases.

Document Number 22 of 23
TI (Title): Chemical behavior of long-lived radionuclides in the marine environment
AU (Author): Edgington, D.N. Nelson, D.M

RPP (Primary Report Number): CONF-8309195-1 {CONF83091951}
CF (Conference Information): International symposium on the behavior of

long-lived radionuclides. La Spezia (Italy). 28-30 Sep 1983
SO (Source): 1983.49 p
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AB (Abstract): Measurements of long-lived radionuclides in the marine environment have
provided a wealth of information regarding the physical, biological, and chemical processes
which control the behavior of these and many other pollutants in the oceans. Their value as
tracers for the dispersion, transport, and fate of pollutants in the oceans is largely dependent
on the chemical properties of each individual radioelement. Differences in these properties,
particularly in relation to their interaction with biotic or abiotic particulate matter, result in
the separation of parent-daughter radioisotopes in the natural radioelement series or in
changes in the ratios of fission and activation products. Such differences have provided the
means to provide time scales for a variety of transport processes and to determine
sedimentation rates. The properties of these radionuclides in the oceans can, in general, be
predicted from the chemical properties of the stable elements. For those elements such as
plutonium, for which there are no naturally-occurring stable isotopes, studies of their
distribution in the oceans have provided a new important understanding of their chemical
behavior. This behavior has not always agreed with what would have been predicted from
laboratory studies carried out at far higher concentrations. Differences between observed
distributions and laboratory predictions have highlighted the importance of correct
experimental conditions in order to avoid confusing experimental artifacts. The interaction of
radionuclides with particles in the oceans and marine sediments can be described in terms
of simple ion exchange or adsorption equilibria

Document Number 23 of 23
TI (Title): Radioecological studies in marine ecosystems Radiooekologische

Untersuchungen in marinen Oekosystemen
AU (Author): Anon

RPP (Primary Report Number): BfS-ISH~l 82/98
SO (Source): Schmitt-Hannig, A. Goedde, R. Thieme, M. (comps.) Bundesamt fuer
Strahlenschutz, Oberschleissheim (Germany). Inst.fuer Strahlenhygiene Research activities in
radiation protection. Programme report 1997. Report on the departmental research
programme of the Federal Ministry for Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor
Safety (BMU), performed under the scientific and administrative project management of the
Federal Office for Radiation Protection (BfS) Strahlenschutzforschung. Programmreport
1997. Bericht ueber das vom Bundesamt fuer Strahlenschutz fachlich und
verwaltungsmaessig begleitete Ressortforschungsprogramm Strahlenschutz des
Bundesministeriums fuer Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit Mar 1998 245 p. p.
124

Selected abstracts: strontium

Document Number 1 of 42
(Title): Diffusion of radionuclides in sediments - in situ studies
(Author): Andersson, K. (Lindgren o Andersson HB, Bohus (Sweden)) Evans, S. (Studsvik
AB, ykoeping (Sweden)) Albinsson, Y. (Chalmers Univ. of Technology, Goeteborg
(Sweden). Dept. of Nuclear Chemistry)
(Journal Information): Radiochimica Acta
(Source): (1992). p. 321-327
(Abstract): The diffusion of 99Tc, 134Cs, 152Eu, 237Np, and 241 Am in a sediment from a
brackish water bay has been studied, using a combination of laboratory and in situ
techniques. Also the distribution coefficients of 85Sr, 1311, \34Cs, 152Eu, and 241 Am
between pore water and solid phase vs. depth were determined. Typical distribution
coefficients at > 5 cm depth were: Sr <= 10 ml/g, I <= 1 ml/g, Cs < 2000ml/g, Eu <= 5000
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ml/g and Am <= 10000 ml/g. The diffusivity of Tc and Np was low indicating a reduction to
the tetravaient state. For the other elements studied a measurable diffusion was observed

Document Number 2 of 42
(Title): Geochemical aspects and distribution of long-lived radionuclides in marine sediments
from Palomares
(Author): Gasco, C. Romero, L. Mingarro, E. Lobo, A.M. (Centra de Investigaciones
Energeticas, Medioambientales y Tecnologicas (CIEMAT), Madrid (Spain))
radioanalytical chemistry Pt. 4. Kona, HI (United
(Journal Information): Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry
(Source): (Aug 1992). p. 389-400
(Abstract): As a consequence of an accidental release of transuranics at Palomares (Almeria,
Spain) a land area of 2.3 km2 was contaminated. After the clean-up operations, a
transuranics residue remained in the ecosystem. Therefore the Palomares zone provides a
natural laboratory for experimental studies of the transuranic land to sea transfer and
factors controlling its distribution in the Mediteranean coast. The geochemical and textural
composition of sediment, together with the distribution and inventories of plutonium,
americium and cesium were studied in 36 stations between Cape of Gata and Cape of Palos.
An enhanced transuranics concentration was observed in sediments from the southern coastal
area of the Almanzora river mouth. The causes of the increase are studied in this paper
considering the geochemical behavior of plutonium, americium and cesium in the water
column and sediment.

Document Number 3 of 42
(Title): The presence of man-made radionuclides in the marine environment in the South of
Spain
(Author): Manjon, G. Garcia-Leon, M. (Facultad de Fisica, Sevilla (Spain)) Ballestra, S.
Lopez, J.J. (IAEA Marine Environment Laboratory, Monaco (Monaco))
(Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
(Source): (1995). p. 171-189
(Abstract): In this paper, levels of 137Cs, 99Tc, Pu-isotopes and 241 Am in a wide group of
seaweed species collected in the southern Spanish marine environment are given.
Atmospheric fallout seems to be responsible for the presence of such radionuclides in the
zone. However, it is shown that additional amounts of transuranic nuclides are present in the
neighbouring costs of Palomares. These are interpreted to be a consequence of the aircraft
accident which occurred there during 1966.

Document Number 4 of 42
(Title): Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea
(Author): Strand, P. Rudjord, A.L. (National Radiation Protection Authority, Oesteraas
(Norway)) Nikitin, A. (Scientific Production Association "Typhoon", Obnisnk (Russian
Federation). Inst. of Experimental Meteorology) (and others)
(Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/128
(Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental impact of
radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria). IAEA.
Octl995. 874 p. p. 143-153.

(Abstract): In order to evaluate the level of radioactive contamination in the Kara Sea and
to assess the short and long term consequences of dumped radioactive waste, joint Russian-
Norwegian expeditions have been performed annually since 1992. The results from the 1992
joint expedition to the Kara Sea demonstrated very low concentrations of radionuclides in
waters and sediments. Contributions from different sources could be identified: global fallout,
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river transport, marine transport of discharges from European reprocessing plants and fallout
from the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. The expeditions in 1993 to the
dumping sites confirmed local contamination in the Stepovogo Fjord and the Tsivolki Fjord
due to leakage from dumped radioactive waste. The levels of radioactivity in the Kara Sea
are, however, very low and have at present a very small impact on man and on the marine
ecosystem.

Document Number 5 of 42
(Title): Artificial radioactivity in Lough Foyle
(Author): Cunningham, J.D. Ryan, T.P. Lyons, S. Smith, V. McGarry, A. (Radiological
Protection Inst. of Ireland (Ireland)) Mitchell, P.L Leon Vintro, L. (University College,
Dublin, Dept. of Experimantal Physics, (Ireland)) Larmour, R.A. Ledgerwood, F.K. (Dept. of
the Environment (Nicaragua), Environment Service, Belfast (United Kingdom))
(Primary Report Number): RPII--96/1 {RPII961}
(Source): Apr 1996. 24 p
AB

(Abstract): The purpose of this study was to assess the extent to which the marine
environment of Lough Foyle, situated on the north coast of Ireland, has been affected by
artificial radioactivity released from Sellafield. Although traces of plutonium, americium and
radiocaesium from Sellafield are detectable in Lough Foyle, the concentrations in various
marine media are significantly lower than those found along the NE coast of Ireland and in
the western Irish Sea. The minute quantities of artificial radioactivity found in Lough Foyle
are of negligible radiological significance

Document Number 6 of 42
(Title): Deep-sea biota of the Northeast Atlantic and their radioactivity
(Author): Feldt, W. Kanisch, G. Vobach, M. (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Fischerei,
Hamburg (Germany, F.R.). Lab. fuer Radiooekologie der Gewaesser)
(Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds). Nuclear Energy Agency, 15 - Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 178-204
(Abstract): The nuclides 60Co, 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239Pu and 241Am in present dumpsite
biota did not increase relative to earlier years. To support the conclusions that artificial
nuclides levels did not increase by dumping during the past few years, 137Cs was chosen as
the nuclide that was most often positively detected in nearly all families of biota. Median
values of 137Cs for various important families of biota for the years 1980 to 1986 are
summarized. The median was chosen as an index because the geometric mean may
occasionally be biased. It was calculated from significant values only. Each median is
characterized by the number of significant values and the number of values below the
detection limit. Also included is the median 137Cs value obtained by combining all values
from all other sites investigated in the years 1980 to 1984. An increase of 137Cs at the
present dumpsite from 1980 to 1986 cannot be concluded from these data, considering
especially the low number of available single values. Comparing the weighted mean of the
annual medians at the present dumpsite with the median value summarizing all available
values from other sites up to 1984 reveals excellent agreement. There is only one exception,
which was noted in earlier years: the median for Actiniaria at other sites is significantly
higher due to Actiniaria levels from the original dumpsite. Actiniaria from the original
dumpsite show higher 137Cs values than Actiniaria from other sites in the NE Atlantic. This
finding in relation to findings for other artificial and naturally-occurring nuclides as well as
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radionuclides in Holo-thuroidea leads to the conclusion that contamination by leaching from
radioactive waste drums dumped in 1967 cannot be established for the original dumpsite

Document Number 7 of 42
(Title): Cellular and subcellular distribution of uranium and transuranic radionuclides in
marine organisms
(Author): Chassard-Bouchaud, C. (Paris-6 Univ., 75 (France)) Galle, P. (Faculte de Medecine
de Creteil, Dept. de Medecine Nucleaire et Lab. de Biophysique (France))
(Source): International Radiation Protection Association, Washington, DC (USA) Australian
Radiation Protection Society, Sydney (Australia). Radiation protection practice. IRPA 7.
Sydney (Australia). Pergamon Press. 1988. 3 v. p. 656-659
(Abstract): Since radionuclides have been introduced in the marine environment by several
ways (nuclear weapons tests, nuclear fuel cycle operations, accidental releases), it is a topic of
interest to assess radionuclides bioavailability to marine organisms, in particular to those of
economic interest such as shellfish. Cellular and subcellular distribution of 238U, 239Pu and
241 Am was examined by means of microanalyticai techniques in several organisms : oysters,
mussels, shrimps, crabs and sea spiders collected from the French coastal waters (Channel
Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic Ocean). Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (Ion Microscope
and Ion Microprobe) made possible to obtain isotopic measurements and cellular images
of the radionuclides distribution. A post-acquisition image processing system was used in
association with SIMS for multi-image correlation. X Ray Spectrometry (Camebax: Castaing
Microprobe associated with a Transmission Electron Microscope) enabled investigations at
the subcellular level. Using both of these techniques, we were able to detect in every species,
target organs, cells and organelles of radionuclides bioaccumulation and to elucidate some of
the physiological strategies involved in the uptake, storage and elimination of these
radioactive elements, concentration factors ranging from 10 to 2 x 103

Document Number 8 of 42
(Title): Distribution coefficients for plutonium and americium on particulates in aquatic
environments
(Author): Sanchez, AX. Schell, W.R. Sibley, T.H. (Washington Univ., Seattle (USA). Lab. of
Radiation Ecology)
(Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM-257/90P
(Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Commission of the
European Communities, Brussels (Belgium) Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France).
Environmental migration of long-lived radionuclides. Proceedings of an international
symposium on migration in the terrestrial environment of long-lived radionuclides from
the nuclear fuel cycle organized by the IAEA, the CEC and the OECD NEA and held in
Knoxville, USA, 27-31 July 1981. Vienna. IAEA. 1982. 831 p. p. 188-203.

(Abstract): The distribution coefficients of two transuranic elements, plutonium and
americium, were measured experimentally in laboratory systems of selected freshwater,
estuarine, and marine environments. Gamma-ray emitting isotopes of these radionuclides,
237Pu and 241 Am, were significantly greater than the sorption Ksub(d) values, suggesting
some irreversibility in the sorption of these radionuclides onto sediments. The effects of pH
and of sediment concentration on the distribution coefficients were also investigated. There
were significant changes in the Ksub(d) values as these parameters were varied. Experiments
using sterilized and nonsterilized samples for some of the sediment/water systems indicate
possible bacterial effects on Ksub(d) values.

Document Number 9 of 42
(Title): Distribution of transuranic nuclides in Mediterranean ecosystems
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(Author): Ballestra, S. Thein, M. Fukai, R. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Monaco-
Ville (Monaco). Lab. of Marine Radioactivity)
(Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC-265
(Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Transuranic cycling
behaviour in the marine environment. Final report of the co-ordinated research programme
sponsored by the IAEA from 1979 to 1981. Jun 1982. 176 p. p. 163-171
(Abstract): For the comprehensive understanding of the behaviour of transuranic elements in
the marine environment, the knowledge on the distribution of these elements in various
components of marine ecosystems is essential. Since the Mediterranean Sea is considered a
sufficiently self-contained system, our approach for studying the processes controlling the
transuranic cycling in the sea has been to follow, step by step, the redistribution of
plutonium and americium in different components of the marine environment, taking
Mediterranean ecosystems as examples. While the studies in the past years have supplied
quantitative information on the inputs of plutonium and americium into the Mediterranean
from atmospheric fallout and rivers as well as on their behaviour in the Mediterranean water
column, only scattered data have been made available so far on the occurrence of the
transuranic nuclides in the Mediterranean marine biota or sediments. In order to fill up this
information gap, biological and sediment samples were collected from the northwestern
Mediterranean region during 1975-1978 for the transuranic measurements. The results of
these determinations are given in the present report

Document Number 10 of 42
(Title): Study on the behaviour of transuranic elements in the marine eco-systems around the
Korean peninsula
(Author): Yang, K.R. (Korea Advanced Energy Research Inst, Seoul (Republic of Korea))
(Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC-265
(Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Transuranic cycling
behaviour in the marine environment. Final report of the co-ordinated research programme
sponsored by the IAEA from 1979 to 1981. Jun 1982.176 p. p. 101-103

Document Number 11 of 42
(Title): Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: terrestrial food chain and total doses
(Author): Robison, W.L. Mount, M.E. Phillips, W.A. Conrado, C.A. Stuart, MX. Stoker, C.E
(Primary Report Number): UCRL»52853-Pt4
(Source): 30 Sep 1982. 154 p
(Abstract): A radiological survey was conducted from September through November of 1978
to assess the concentrations of persistent manmade radionuclides in the terrestrial and marine
environments of 11 atolls and 2 islands in the Northern Marshall Islands. The survey
consisted mainly of an aerial radiological reconnaissance to map the external gamma-ray
exposure rates over the islands of each atoll. The logistical support for the entire survey was
designed to accommodate this operation. As a secondary phase of the survey, shore parties
collected appropriate terrestrial and marine samples to assess the radiological dose from
pertinent food chains to those individuals residing on the atolls, who may in the future
reside on some of the presently uninhabited atolls, or who collect food from these atolls. Over
5000 terrestrial and marine samples were collected for radionuclide analysis from 76
different islands. Soils, vegetation, indigenous animals, and cistern water and groundwater
were collected from the islands. Reef and pelagic fish, clams, lagoon water, and sediments
were obtained from the lagoons. The concentration data for 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239 240Pu,
and 241 Am in terrestrial food crops, fowl, and animals collected at the atolls or islands are
summarized. An assessment of the total dose from the major exposure pathways including
external gamma, terrestrial food chain including food products and drinking water, marine
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food chain, and inhalation is provided. Radiological doses at each atoll or island are
calculated from the average radionuclide concentrations in the terrestrial foods, marine
foods, etc. assuming the average daily intake for each food item

Document Number 12 of 42
(Title): Radiological-dose assessments of atolls in the northern Marshall Islands
(Author): Robison, W.L
(Primary Report Number): UCRL--89037 {UCRL89037}
(Source): Apr 1983. 54 p
(Abstract): The Marshall Islands in the Equatorial Pacific, specifically Enewetak and Bikini
Atolls, were the site of US nuclear testing from 1946 through 1958. In 1978, the Northern
Marshall Islands Radiological Survey was conducted to evaluate the radiological conditions
of two islands and ten atolls downwind of the proving grounds. The survey included aerial
external gamma measurements and collection of soil, terrestrial, and marine samples for
radionuclide analysis to determine the radiological dose from all exposure pathways. The
methods and models used to estimate doses to a population in an environment where natural
processes have acted on the source-term radionuclides for nearly 30 y, data bases developed
for the models, and results of the radiological dose analyses are described

Document Number 13 of 42
(Title): The behaviour of transuranic and other long-lived radionuclides in the Irish sea and its
relevance to the deep sea disposal of radioactive wastes
(Author): Pentreath, R.J. Jefferies, D.F. Lovett, M.B. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food, Lowestoft (UK). Fisheries Radiobiological Lab.) Nelson, D.M. (Argonne National
Lab., IL (USA))
(Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Proceedings of the third NEA seminar
on marine radioecology. Tokyo, 1-5 October 1979. Paris, France. OECD. 1980. 409 p. p.
203-221
(Abstract): The discharge of transuranic nuclides as part of the authorised, low-level releases
from the BNFL Windscale site into the Irish Sea provides a unique opportunity to study the
behaviour of these elements in the marine environment. Other long-lived radionuclides, such
as 99Tc, are also discharged. Many of the questions which need to be addressed with regard
to the introduction of longer-lived nuclides into coastal waters are very similar to those which
arise in connection with deep sea disposal, although not necessarily with the same priority.
Environmental studies related to the Windscale discharges have centred on several areas of
mutual interest: chemical speciation in sea water, adsorption on to sedimentary materials, the
permanence of radionuclide incorporation into sediments and, of particular interest, the
relative biological availabilities of these elements -not only relative to each other but relative
to the quantities discharged and to their rates of introduction. Many of these data will
prove valuable in providing an input to numerical models, and in highlighting those areas
where research is required to fill the substantial gaps in our present knowledge

Document Number 14 of 42
(Title): Americium interaction with calcite and aragonite surfaces in seawater
(Author): Shanbhag, P.M. Morse, J.W. (Texas A and M Univ., College Station (USA). Dept.
of Oceanography)
(Source): Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta. (Feb 1982). v. 46(2) p. 241-246
(Abstract): Observations of the distribution of 241 Am in the marine environment indicate that
Am has a high affinity for solid surfaces. The adsorption of Am onto calcite and aragonite
surfaces from seawater and related solutions has been studied, in order to establish the
interaction of Am with a major component of many marine sediments. Results indicate that
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Am is rapidly and strongly adsorbed. This occurs even when both dissolved Am
concentrations and solid to solution ratios are low. The minimum value for Ksub(D)
determined is 2 x 105. Measurements of reaction kinetics established that Am is adsorbed
from seawater at 40 times the rate per unit surface area on synthetic aragonite that it is on
synthetic calcite. Approximately 15% of the difference is attributable to epitaxial influences,
with the remainder being due to enhanced site competition by Mg on calcite relative to
aragonite. The adsorption rate is first order with respect to Am concentration, but follows
approximately the square root of the solid surface area to solution volume ratio. Adsorption
rate of Am on biogenic aragonite and Mg-calcites are, within a given particle size range, close
to equal.

Document Number 15 of 42
(Title): Ecological effects of transuranics in the marine environment
(Author): Templeton, W.L. (Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA (USA))
(Source): Egami, Nobuo (ed.) (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Faculty of Science). Radiation effects on
aquatic organisms. Tokyo. Japan Scientific Societies Press. 1980. 306 p. p. 3-12. 6266300
(Abstract): Since the dose rates received by aquatic organisms as a result of exposure to
transuranics are comparable to those received from natural radionuclides, even in known
contaminated areas, it is apparent that there are few experimental field studies that reasonably
could be conducted which would determines whether radiological effects are occurring in the
environment as a result of present levels of radionuclides. The comparisons drawn here
between the estimated doses from added plutonium and americium and the naturally
occurring polonium would be more accentuated if the total dose rates from all natural
radionuclides were computed. Consideration of some of the mechanisms of recruitment to
exploited fish populations would suggest that any effects as a result of chronic exposure to
low-level ionizing radiations would probably be compensated for by density-dependent
responses in highly fecund species. Effects due to radiation therefore would not likely be
distinguishable from those due to natural fluctuations in aquatic populations. Although little
quantitative genetic information is available for aquatic populations, it is unlikely, on the
basis of predicted mutation rates, that significant deleterious genetic effects due to radiation at
the low levels present in the environment today would be produced in aquatic populations.

Document Number 16 of 42
(Title): Transuranium radionuclides in components of the benthic environment of Enewetak
Atoll
(Author): Noshkin, V.E. (Lawrence Livermore Lab., CA)
(Source): Hanson, W.C. (ed.). Transuranic elements in the environment. Oak Ridge, TN.
Technical Information Center. 1980. p. 578-601
(Abstract): Data on the concentrations and distributions of transuranium radionuclides in the
marine environment of Enewetak Atoll are reviewed. The distributions of the transuranics in
the lagoon are very heterogeneous. The quantities of transuranics generated during the
nuclear-test years at the Atoll and now associated with various sediment components are
discussed. Whenever possible, concentrations of 241 Am and /sup 239+240/Pu are compared

Document Number 17 of 42
(Title): Integrated study of the behavior of transuranic elements in the marine environment
(Author): Choppin, G.R. Morse, J.W
(Primary Report Number): DOE/EV/10306-T1
(Source): 1981.23 p
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(Abstract): In order to construct a model of radionuclide kinetics in an aquatic ecosystem,
americium ions were chosen for study. Results will be applied to thorium, plutonium,
neptunium and uranium for comparison of environmental behavior

Document Number 18 of 42
(Title): Plutonium and americium in seaweed from the Channel Islands
(Author): Cross, J.E. Day, J.P. (Manchester Univ. (UK). Dept. of Chemistry)
(Source): Environ. Pollut, Ser. B. (Jul 1981). v. 2(4) p. 249-257
(Abstract): Samples of the seaweed bladder wrack Fucus vesicuiosus collected from the
Channel Islands and North Cornwall have been examined for alpha radioactivity. Using a
combination of chemical separation techniques and high resolution low background alpha
spectrometry, the levels of activity of the most significant naturally-occurring nuclides were
determined in all the samples. The Channel Islands seaweed also contained measurable
quantities of the artificial nuclides 238Pu, sup(239/240)Pu and 241 Am, ranging from 0.1 to
20 pCi kg-1 (dry weight) of each nuclide. The activity of these transuranic nuclides was about
3% of the total alpha activity due to natural sources. This appears to confirm earlier
conclusions that alpha-emitting nuclides discharged from the nuclear fuel reprocessing plant
at Cap de la Hague, France, are now appearing at low but significant amounts in the marine
ecosystem of the Channel Islands.

Document Number 19 of 42
(Title): Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: sampling and analysis summary
(Author): Robison, W.L. Conrado, C.L. Eagle, R.J. Stuart, M.L '
(Primary Report Number): UCRL-52853-Pt. 1 {UCRL52853Ptl}
SO (Source): 23 Jul 1981. 102 p

(Abstract): A radiological survey was conducted in the Northern Marshall Islands to
document reamining external gamma exposures from nuclear tests conducted at Enewetak
and Bikini Atolls. An additional program was later included to obtain terrestrial and marine
samples for radiological dose assessment for current or potential atoll inhabitants. This report
is the first of a series summarizing the results from the terrestrial and marine surveys. The
sample collection and processing procedures and the general survey methodology are
discussed. A summary of the collected samples and radionuclide analyses is presented. Over
5400 samples were collected from the 12 atolls and 2 islands and prepared for analysis
including 3093 soil, 961 vegetation, 153 animal, 965 fish composite samples (average of 30
fish per sample), 101 clam, 50 lagoon water, 15 cistern water, 17 groundwater, and 85 lagoon
sediment samples. A complete breakdown by sample type, atoll, and island is given here.
The total number of analyses by radionuclide are 8840 for 241Am, 6569 for 137Cs, 4535 for
239+240Pu, 4431 for 90Sr, 1146 for 238Pu, 269 for 241 Pu, and 114 each for 239Pu and
240Pu. A complete breakdown by sample category, atoll or island, and radionuclide is also
included

Document Number 20 of 42
(Title): Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: radionuclide concentrations in fish and
clams and estimated doses via the marine pathway
(Author): Robison, W.L. Noshkin, V.E. Phillips, W.A. Eagle, R.J
(Primary Report Number): UCRL-52853-Pt.

(Source): 18 Aug 1981.36 p
(Abstract): The survey consisted, in part, of an aerial radiological reconnaissance to map the
external gamma-ray exposure rates. As a secondary phase, terrestrial and marine samples
were collected to assess the radiological dose from pertinent food chains to atoll inhabitants.
The marine sample collection, processing, and dose assessment methodology are presented
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as well as the concentration data for 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239+240Pu, 241 Am, and any of
the other gamma emitters in fish and clam muscle tissue from the different species collected.
Doses are calculated from the average radionuclide concentrations in fish and clam muscle
tissue assuming an average daily intake of 200 and 10 g, respectivelty. The 90Sr
concentration in muscle tissue is very low and there is little difference in the average
concentrations from the different fish from different atolls or islands. The 239+240Pu
concentration in the muscle tissue of all reef species, however, is higher than that in pelagic
lagoon fish. In contrast, 137Cs concentrations are lowest in the muscle tissue of the bottom-
feeding reef species and highest in pelagic logoon fish. Recent measurements of radionuclide
concentrations in fish muscle tissue and other marine dietary items from international sources
show that the average concentrations in species from the Marshall Islands are comparable to
those in fish typically consumed as food in the United States and are generally lower than
those in most international marine dietary items. The whole-body dose rates based on
continuous consumption of 200 g/d offish range from 0.028 to 0.1 mrem/y. The bone-
marrow dose rates range from 0.029 to 0.12 mrem/y. The dose commitment, or 30-y integral
doses, range from 0.00063 to 0.0022 rem for the whole body and from 0.00065 to 0.0032 rem
for the bone marrow

Document Number 21 of 42
(Title): Dosimetry of natural and man-made alpha emitters in plankton
(Author): Paschoa, A.S. Baptista, G.B. (Pontificia Univ. Catolica do Rio de Janeiro (Brazil).
Inst. de Fisica) Wrenn, M.E. (Utah Univ., Salt Lake City (USA). Radiobiology Div.)
Eisenbud, M. (New York Univ., NY (USA). Inst. of Environmental Medicine)
(Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--248/140
(Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy Agency, 75
- Paris (France). Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine environment. Proceedings
of an international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the OECD NEA and held
in Vienna 6-10 October 1980. Vienna. IAEA. 1981. 761 p. p. 695-716. Proceedings series
(Abstract): Comparison between the natural and man-made alpha radiation dose rates to
plankton can be important for predicting the potential long-term effects on aquatic biota
resulting from the routine or accidental radioactive releases from the nuclear fuel cycle. A
contribution is made here towards the goal of comparing natural with man-made alpha
radiation dose rates to plankton using the same method of calculation in both cases.

Document Number 22 of 42
(Title): Chemical behavior of long-lived radionuclides in the marine environment
(Author): Edgington, D.N. Nelson, D.M
RPP (Primary Report Number): CONF-8309195-1
(Conference Information): International symposium on the behavior of long-lived
radionuclides. La Spezia (Italy). 28-30 Sep 1983
(Source): 1983.49 p
(Abstract): Measurements of long-lived radionuclides in the marine environment have
provided a wealth of information regarding the physical, biological, and chemical processes
which control the behavior of these and many other pollutants in the oceans. Their value as
tracers for the dispersion, transport, and fate of pollutants in the oceans is largely dependent
on the chemical properties of each individual radioelement. Differences in these properties,
particularly in relation to their interaction with biotic or abiotic paniculate matter, result in
the separation of parent-daughter radioisotopes in the natural radioelement series or in
changes in the ratios of fission and activation products. Such differences have provided the
means to provide time scales for a variey of transport processes and to determine
sedimentation rates. The properties of these radionuclides in the oceans can, in general, be
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predicted from the chemical properties of the stable elements. For those elements such as
plutonium, for which there are no naturally-occurring stable isotopes, studies of their
distribution in the oceans have provided a new important understanding of their chemical
behavior. This behavior has not always agreed with what would have been predicted from
laboratory studies carried out at far higher concentrations. Differences between observed
distributions and laboratory predictions have highlighted the importance of correct
experimental conditions in order to avoid confusing experimental artifacts. The interaction of
radionuclides with particles in the oceans and marine sediments can be described in terms of
simple ion exchange or adsorption equilibria

Document Number 23 of 42
(Title): Radioecological studies in marine ecosystems Radiooekologische Untersuchungen in
marinen Oekosystemen
(Author): Anon
(Primary Report Number): BfS-ISH-182/98 {BfSISH 18298}
(Source): Schmitt-Hannig, A. Goedde, R. Thieme, M. (comps.) Bundesamt filer
Strahlenschutz, Oberschleissheim (Germany). Inst. fuer Strahlenhygiene Research activities
in radiation protection. Programme report 1997. Report on the departmental research
programme of the Federal Ministry for Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor
Safety (BMU), performed under the scientific and administrative project management of the
Federal Office for Radiation Protection (BfS) Strahlenschutzforschung. Programmreport
1997. Bericht ueber das vom Bundesamt fuer Strahlenschutz fachlich und
verwaltungsmaessig begleitete Ressortforschungsprogramm Strahlenschutz des
Bundesministeriums fuer Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit Mar 1998 245 p. p.
124

Document Number 24 of 42
(Title): A model of the large-scale pollution of the Black Sea by the long-lived radionuclides
137Cs and 90Sr due to the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant accident
(Author): Egorov, V.N. Polikarpov, G.G. Kulebakina, L.G. Stokozov, N.A. Evtushenko, D.B.
(Biological Institute of Southern Seas, Crimea (Ukraine))
(Journal Information): Water Resources
(Source): (Jun 1993). p. 283-286
(Abstract): A mathematical model was developed to reflect the effect of the main abiotic and
biotic processes, as averaged by their large-scale time and space values, on the migration of
long-lived radionuclides and on their residence time in the Black Sea. The model is closed in
terms of the water and salt balances, and also of the radioactive environmental pollution. The
model was verified by the water balance of the sea, using the stationary vertical distribution
of the water salinity. The possible model applicability for prediction purposes was tested by
comparing the results of numerical experiments and observations over the 137Cs distribution
in the Black Sea from 1986 to 1989, likewise during the period of global 137Cs inputs from
1964 to 1977. Regularities in the vertical migration and in the varying contents of 137Cs in
the Black Sea were established

Document Number 25 of 42
(Title): Deep sea radionuclides. Final report. Radionuklide in der Tiefsee. Abschlussbericht
(Author): Kanisch, G. Vobach, M
(Primary Report Number): BMU-1993-371 {BMU1993371}
(Source): Feb 1993.44 p. Schriftenreihe Reaktorsicherheit und Strahlenschutz
(Abstract): Every year since 1979, either in spring or in summer, the fishing research vessel
'Walther Herwig' goes to the North Atlantic disposal areas of solid radioactive wastes, and,
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for comparative purposes, to other areas, in order to collect water samples, plankton and
nekton, and, from the deep sea bed, sediment samples and benthos organisms. In addition to
data on the radionuclide contents of various media, information about the plankton, nekton
and benthos organisms living in those areas and about their biomasses could be gathered. The
investigations are aimed at acquiring scientifically founded knowledge of the uptake of
radioactive substances by microorganisms, and their migration from the sea bottom to the
areas used by man.

Document Number 26 of 42
(Title): Radioecological investigations in the ecosystem of the Black Sea following the
Chernobyl accident. Radioehkologicheskie issledovaniya v ehkosisteme Chemogo morya
posle chernobyl'skoj avarii
(Author): Kulebakina, L.G. Polikarpov, G.G. (AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Sevastopol (USSR). Inst.
Biologii Yuzhnykh Morej)
(Primary Report Number): INIS-mf-13031 {INISmfl3031}
(Source): Ustav Radioekologie a Vyuzitia Jadrovej Techniky, Kosice (Czechoslovakia).
Proceedings of the conference on radioecology. 1990. 262 p. p. 131-155
(Abstract): Concentrations of 90Sr and 137Cs measured in the Black Sea before and after the
Chernobyl accident were compared. The majority of the radionuclides after the accident was
brought to the Black Sea with precipitations in late April and in May 1986. The radioactivity
of surface waters decreased appreciably from the North to the South and was rather
nonuniforrn. In the years following the accident, radiostrontium in the northwestern part of
the Black Sea was contributed to appreciably by water from the Dnieper river. The migration
of the two radionuclides in the ecosystem of the Black Sea and the effect of wastes on the
processes of radionuclide redistribution in the shelf zone of the sea were studied.

Document Number 27 of 42
(Title): The measurement of some radionuclides in the marine coastal environment of Syria
(Author): Othman, I. Yassine, T. (Radiation protection and Nuclear Safety Dept, Atomic
Energy Commission, Damascus (Syrian Arab Republic)) Bhat, I.S. (Health Physics Div.,
BARC, Bombay (India))
(Journal Information): Science of the Total Environment
(Source): (15 Jul 1994). p. 57-60
(Abstract): Samples of sea water, coastal sediment, marine algae and other organisms have
been collected from Syrian coastal region sampling locations covering Latakia in the north,
Tartous in the south and Baniyas in the middle. Samples were analyzed for Csl37, Sr90,
Pu23 9+240 and Po210 by standard analytical procedures. This paper presents the results of
these investigations and compares them with Mediterranean marine radioactivity levels
reported by others

Document Number 28 of 42
(Title): Strontium and cesium radionuclide migration in the Black sea ecosystem in 1986-
1989. Migratsiya radionuklidov strontsiya i tseziya v ehkosisteme Chernogo morya v 1986-
1989 gody
(Author): Polikarpov, G.G. Kulebakina, L.G. Egorov, V.N. Stokozov, N.A. Arkhipova, S.I.
Mosejchenko, I.N. (AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Sevastopol (Ukraine). Inst. Biologii Yuzhnykh
Morej)
(Primary Report Number): INIS-RU-391 {INISRU391}
(Source): Senin, E.V. (Ed.). Ministerstvo Ukrainy po Delam Zashchity Naseleniya ot
Posledstvij Avarii na Chernobyrskoj AEhS, Kiev (Ukraine) Nauchno-Proizvodsrvennoe
Ob"edinenie Pripyat', Chernobyl (Ukraine). Chernobyl'-90. Reports of the 1. International
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conference on biological and radioecological aspects of the Chernobyl' NPP accident effects.
V. 1, part 2. Radioecology of plants. Radioecology of terrestrial animals. Radioecology of
hydrobionts. Chernobyl'-90. Doklady 1. Mezhdunarodnoj konferentsii po biologicheskim i
radioehkologicheskim aspektam posledstvij avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS. Tom 1, chast' 2.
Radioehkologiya rastenij. Radioehkologiya nazemnykh 2±dvotnykh. Radioehkologiya
gidrobiontov. 1990.164 p. p. 282-305
(Abstract): The results of 5-year observations dealing with Sr-90 and Cs-137 migration in the
Black Sea and Lowest Dnieper ecosystem show that the atmospheric fallouts give the main
contribution into the Black Sea contamination with these radionuclides after the Chernobyl
accident. Cs-137 concentrations remain increased as compared with pre-accident level by the
factor of 10 approximately in the water upper layer. Sr-90 intakes the Black Sea with Dnieper
flow

Document Number 29 of 42
(Title): Radioactivity in the marine environment (Preprint No. IT-16)
(Author): Patel, B. (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay (India). Health Physics Div.)
(Source): Bombay (India). Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. Jan 1989. 8 p. Department of
Atomic Energy, Bombay (India). Board of Research in Nuclear Sciences. Symposium on
radiochemistry and radiation chemistry (held at Kalpakkam during 4-7 January 1989):
Preprints volume
(Abstract): Interactions of various radionuclides with coastal ecosystems around Bombay
coastal waters are monitored over last three decades and data on distribution pattern of some
radionuclides in coastal water, salt pans, sediments, fish and clams are presented.

Document Number 30 of 42
(Title): Past and present levels of some radionuclides in fish from Bikini and Enewetak atolls
(Author): Noshkin, V.E. Robison, W.L. Brunk, J.L. (Lawrence Livermore National Lab., CA
(United States)) (and others)
(Journal Information): Health Physics
(Source): (Jul 1997). v. 73(1). p. 49-65
(Abstract): Bikini and Enewetak were the sites in the Northern Marshall Islands that were
used by the United States as testing grounds for nuclear devices between 1946 and 1958. The
testing produced close-in fallout debris that was contaminated with different radionuclides
and which entered the aquatic environment. The contaminated lagoon sediments became a
reservoir and source term of manmade radionuclides for the resident marine organisms. This
report contains a summary of all the available data on the concentrations of 137Cs 60Co and
217Bi in flesh samples of reef and pelagic fish collected from Bikini and Enewetak Atolls
between 1964 and 1995. The selection of these three radionuclides for discussion is based
on the fact that these are the only radionuclides that have been routinely detected by gamma
spectrometry in flesh samples from all fish for the last 20 y. Flesh from fish is an important
source of food in the Marshallese diet. These radionuclides along with the transuranic
radionuclides and 90Sr contribute most of the small radiological dose from ingesting marine
foods. Some basic relationships among concentrations in different tissues and organs are
discussed. The reef fish can be used as indicator species because their body burden is derived
from feeding, over a lifetime, within a relatively small contaminated area of the lagoon.
Therefore, the emphasis of this report is to use this extensive and unique concentration data
base to describe the effective half lives and

Document Number 31 of 42
(Title): Plutonium isotopes, 137Cs, 90Sr and natural radioactivity in marine sediments from
Ghazaouet (Algeria)
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(Author): Noureddine, A. Baggoura, B. (Centre de Radioprotection et de Surete (CRS),
Algiers (Algeria). Lab. d'Environnement)
(Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
(Source): (1997). p. 127-138
(Abstract): Samples of marine surface sediments of different grain sizes collected in
Ghazaouet, a small bay on the western coast of Algeria, have been examined to measure
alpha-, beta- and gamma-radioactivity. The purpose of this study is to detect any radioactive
contamination. Using a combination of direct gamma spectrometry, radiochemical separation
and alpha-spectrometry, and beta-counting, activity levels of the most significant naturally-
occurring radioisotopes (210Po, 210Pb, 226Ra, etc.) were determined in the samples. Natural
radionuclides have shown relatively high activities. The analysis of these samples revealed
measurable quantities of some artificial radionuclides, namely: 238Pu (from 0.02 to 0.05 Bq
kg-1 ash), 239+240Pu (from 0.3 to 0.6 Bq kg-1 ash), 137Cs (from 6.9 to 8.5 Bq kg-1 ash) and
90Sr (from 1.4 to 7.4 Bq kg-1 ash). Concentration ratios of 238Pu to 239+240Pu and 137Cs
to 239+240Pu obtained seem to confirm that this artificial radioactivity is due mainly to
nuclear-testing fallout.

Document Number 32 of 42
(Title): Speciation of strontium and plutonium in aquatic ecosystems. Strontium ja plutonium
vesiekosysteemissae
(Author): Rosenberg, R
(Journal Information): ATS Ydintekniikka
(Source): (1996). p. 14-16
(Abstract): In 1995 VTT (Technical Research Centre of Finland) and the Laboratory of
Radiochemistry of the University of Helsinki initiated jointly a project on the speciation of
90Sr and 239Pu. The work has two goals. One is to develop methods for the general
classification of the chemical species of radionuclides in water. The second goal is to get
more insight in the behaviour of 90Sr and 239Pu in water ecosystems. At present literature
reviews on the behaviour of 90Sr and 239Pu have been prepared, the classification method is
almost ready, and some laboratory simulations on the speciation of 90Sr have been done.
The work will continue at least this year, and the years 1997 and 98 also, if funding will he
provided

Document Number 33 of 42
(Title): Reconstruction and prediction of radioactive contamination of the ecosystems of the
Arctic Seas
(Author): Kryshev, I.I. (SPA "Typhoon", Obninsk (Russian Federation))
(Primary Report Number): NEI-NO-747 {NEINO747}
(Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p.23 8-240
(Abstract): An analysis of the radionuclide content in components of the marine ecosystem
was performed on the basis of observational data. The site-specific factors of radionuclide
accumulation in marine biota and sediments were calculated for 90Sr and 137Cs. The
following can be concluded from the comparison of site-specific accumulation factors with
the world averaged data (IAEA Publication : 247): 1) 90Sr concentration factors in algae and
zooplankton in the Arctic Sea are roughly the same as world-averaged values. However, for
fish they are much higher then average values and are mostly as high as the upper estimates
of 90Sr concentration factors presented in the IAEA Publication. 2) 137Cs concentration
factors in algae and zooplankton in the Arctic Sea are practically equal to the generalized
world data. However, they are twice as high as world-averaged values for fish, but not going
beyond the range of uncertainty for world-averaged data
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Document Number 34 of 42
(Title): The measurement of some radionuciides in the marine coastal environment of Syria
(Author): Othman, I. Yassine, T. (Atomic Energy Commission, Damascus (Syrian Arab
Republic). Dept. of Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety) Bhat, I. S. (Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre, Bombay (India). Health Physics Div.)
(Journal Information): Aalam Al-Zarra
(Source): (Jan-Feb 1997). p. 65-68
(Abstract): Samples of sea water, coastal sediment, marine algae and other organisms have
been collected from Syrian coastal region sampling locations covering Lattakia on the north.
Tartous in the south and Banias in the middle. Samples were analyzed for Cs I57, Sr 90, Pu
239+240 an^ p 0 210 ̂ y standard analytical procedures, this paper presents the results of these
investigations and compares them with Mediterranean marine radioactivity levels reported by
others.

Document Number 35 of 42
(Title): Objectives and results of the study of the Baltic Sea and GDR coastal waters
radioactive contamination. Tseli i rezul'taty issledovanij radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya
Baltijskogo morya i pribrezhnykh vod GDR
(Author): Vajs, D. Kunert, J. Tile, J
(Primary Report Number): INIS-mf-11002 {INISmfl 1002}
(Source): Sovet Ehkonomicheskoj Vzaimopomoshchi, Moscow (USSR). Postoyannaya
Komissiya po Isporzovaniyu Atomnoj Ehnergii v Mirnykh Tselyakh. Radiation safety of
Nuclear Power Plants operation. Book 4. Collection of papers from CMEA scientific-
engineering conference. Obespechenie radiatsionnoj bezopasnosti pri ehkspluatatsii AEhS.
Kniga 4. Sbornik dokladov nauchno-tekhnicheskoj konferentsii SEhV, g. Vil'nyus, Maj 1982
g. 1984. p. 96-113
(Abstract): Methods are described for determining radionuclide (Sr-90 and Cs-137) contents
in water, fish and sea ground sedimentations. Measuring results of the radionuclide vertical
distribution in the Baltic Sea that were obtained in 1979-1980 are presented. Data are given
on the radionuclide content in the food-fish inhabiting both the open sea and the GDR
coastal waters. Transport factors for Sr-90 and Cs-137 have been determined in the water/fish
system depending on the water/fish system depending on the fish species and fishery location

Document Number 36 of 42
(Title): Sr-90 distribution in water, hydrobionts and ground sedimentations of the Baltic Sea.
Raspredelenie kontsentratsii strontsiya-90 v vode, gidrobiontakh i gruntakh Baltijskogo
morya
(Author): Dushauskene-Duzh, R.F
(Primary Report Number): INIS-xnf-11002 {INISmfl 1002}
(Source): Sovet Ehkonomicheskoj Vzaimopomoshchi, Moscow (USSR). Postoyannaya
Komissiya po Ispol'zovaniyu Atomnoj Ehnergii v Mirnykh Tselyakh. Radiation safety of
Nuclear Power Plants operation. Book 4. Collection of papers from CMEA scientific-
engineering conference. Obespechenie radiatsionnoj bezopasnosti pri ehkspluatatsii AEhS.
Kniga 4. Sbornik dokladov nauchno-tekhnicheskoj konferentsii SEhV, g. Vil'nyus, Maj 1982
g. 1984. p. 137-143
(Abstract): The results of a study of Sr-90 distribution in the Baltic Sea ecological system are
presented. Its concentratio n variations in water have been found to be insignificant within the
study period. The radionuclide accumulation by the major algae species in the Baltic Sea has
been investigated. A dependence of Cr-90 built-up on the hydrobiont mineral composition
was established and factors affecting its accumulation in molluscs revealed. Data on Sr-90
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distribution in organs and tissues of cod are presented as well as those on Sr-90 accumulation
in the sea ground sedimentations and its vertical distribution

Document Number 37 of 42
(Title): A preliminary assessment of biological transport of radionuclides dumped at deep sea
bottom
(Author): Doi, T. Kidachi, T. Honjo, K. Sudo, H. Tsuruga, H. (Tokai Regional Fisheries
Research Lab., Tokyo (Japan)) Matsushita, Y. (RadWaste Management Center, Tokyo,
(Japan)) Nemoto, T. (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Ocean Research Inst.) Shimizu, M. (Tokyo Univ.
(Japan). Faculty of Agriculture)
(Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Proceedings of the third NEA seminar
on marine radioecology. Tokyo, 1-5 October 1979. Paris, France. OECD. 1980.409 p. p. 95-
110
(Abstract): In hazard evaluation of deep sea disposal of solid radioactive wastes, biological
transport through food chains has not so far been fully considered. In the present paper we
examined how to include in the computation of nuclide concentration in predator species the
transport of nuclide through prey organisms and obtained two equations. Then a model
network was constructed to describe food chain from detritus up to main commercial species
in northwest Pacific, supposed disposal area. Biological transport through this model network
was then calculated using two equations for nuclides released at sea bottom of 5 km deep.
Influence of changes in various conditions and values of parameters was examined

Document Number 38 of 42
(Title): Radionuclides at the U.S. radioactive waste disposal site near the Farallon Islands
(Author): Schell, W.R. Sugai, S. (Washington Univ., Seattle (USA). Lab. of Radiation
Ecology)
(Source): Health Phys. (Sep 1980). v. 39(3) p. 475-496
(Abstract): 137Cs, sup(239,240)Pu, 90Sr and 238Pu were determined. The results showed
that 137Cs, sup(239,240)Pu and 238Pu were found at low concentrations (max 0.142 pCi/g
239Pu) in the skin, viscera, and G.I.T. contents for some of the fish collected. The edible
muscle for the fish generally contained levels at or below the sensitivity limits of 0.005 pCi/g
dry sup(239,240)Pu. The sediments contained maximum concentration levels of 0.14 pCi/g
(dry) 137Cs in the surface section of the box cores. The sup(2395240)Pu concentrations were
measured as deep as 16 cm in certain sediment cores indicating rapid vertical transport,
possibly by burrowing organisms. The 210Pb concentration profile also showed high
effective sedimentation rates of 1-3 mm/yr and possible mixing of the upper sediments. The
submersible cores taken near the canisters indicated loss of the surface layers during
collection but contain 2-20 times greater integrated deposition than the expected fallout levels
of 1.8+-0.6 mCi/km2.

Document Number 39 of 42
(Title): Bibliographical survey of radiostrontium uptake capacity and processes in aquatic
plants. Synthese bibliographique sur la capacite et les modalites de la fixation du
radiostrontium par les vegetaux aquatiques
(Author): Pally, M. Foulquier, L
(Primary Report Number): CEA-BIB--238 {CEABIB238}
(Source): Sep 1983.278 p
(Abstract): This report covers 302 articles published between 1949 and 1980 on the
contamination of freshwater and marine aquatic plants by radioactive strontium. For the
marine and continental environments, the results of laboratory experiments on the dynamics
of radiostrontium buildup and localization, concentration factors, elimination processes, the
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effects of biological factors and of the environment, the activity levels and concentration
factors measured in areas directly and indirectly affected by waste discharges, discrimination
factors and the role of plants as radiation indicators, are examined. The radioactive strontium
uptake potentials are higher for freshwater plants -especially mosses and characeae- than for
marine plants. In zones not directly affected by waste discharges, the maximum activity
measured is 82 pCi/kg wet weight, compared with 750 pCi/kg for freshwater plants. The peak
values were observed in 1964-1965. In zones directly affected by waste discharges, the
activity levels range from 15 to 1700 pCi of 90Sr per kilogram of wet weight in the marine
environment, and from 20 to 207000 pCi/kg in fresh water.

This work underlines the need for greater accuracy in allowing for the ecological
characteristics of each site when assessing the impact of nuclear facilities, and for thoroughly
correlating field observations with laboratory experiments in order to obtain a prospective
view of the potentials for radioactive strontium uptake by plants according to the activity
levels present in the liquid effluents

Document Number 40 of 42
(Title): 90Sr and 137Cs content in some regions of the Baltic Sea in 1982. Soderzhanie
strontsiya-90 i tseziya-137 v ryade rajonov Baltijskogo morya v 1982 g
(Author): Lazarev, L.N. Gedeonov, L.I. Ivanova, L.M. Orlova, T.E. Stepanov, A.V.
Flegontov, V.M
(Source): Radiokhimiya. (1984). v. 26(6) p. 822-826
(Abstract): The contents of 90Sr and 137Cs in the eastern part of the Baltic Sea, in the Gulfs
of Riga and Finland, and also in the mouths of the largest rivers, falling into the Baltic Sea
from the USSR territory, has been studied. It has been shown that in the Baltic Sea waters
90Sr is distributed uniformly, its concentrations varying from 20.0 to 23.0 Bq/m3.
Concentrations of 137Cs differ significantly depending on the area of sample collection and
on the YEAR

Document Number 41 of 42
(Title): The contamination of the oceans by anthropogenic radionuclides A contaminacao dos
oceanos por radionuclideos antropogenicos
(Author): Figueira, Rubens C.L. Cunha, Ieda IX. (Instituto de Pesquisas Energeticas e
Nucleares (IPEN), Sao Paulo, SP (Brazil). Supervisao de Radioquimica)
(Journal Information): Quimica Nova
(Source): (Jan-Feb 1998) v. 21(1) p. 73-77
(Abstract): Several hundreds of artificial of artificial radionuclides are produced as the result
of human activities, such as the applications of nuclear reactors and particle accelerators,
testing of nuclear weapons and nuclear accidents. Many of these radionuclides are short-lived
and decay quickly after their production, but some of them are longer-lived and are released
into the environment. From the radiological point of view the most important radionuclides
are cesium-13 7, strontium-90 and plutonium-239, due to their chemical and nuclear
characteristics. The two first radioisotopes present long half life (30 and 28 years), high
fission yields and chemical behaviour similar to potassium and calcium, respectively. No
stable element exists for plutonium-239, that presents high radiotoxity, longh half-life (24000
years) and some marine organisms accumulate plutonium at high levels. The radionuclides
introduced into marine environment undergo various physical, chemical and biological
processes taking place in the sea. These processes may be due to physical, dispersion or
complicated chemical and biological interactions of the radionuclides with inorganic and
organic suspend matter, variety of living organism, bottom sediments, etc. The behaviour of
radionuclides in the sea depends primarily on their chemical properties, but it may also be
influenced by properties of interacting matrices and other environmental factors. The major
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route of radiation exposure of man to artificial radionuclides occuring in the marine
environment is through ingestion of radiologically contamined marine organisms. This paper
summarizes the main sources of contamination in the marine environment and presents an
overview covering the oceanic distribution of anthropogenic radionuclides in the FAO
regions. A great number of measurements of artificial radioclides have been carried out on
various marine environmental samples in different oceans over the world, being cesium-137
the most widely measured radionuclide. Radionuclide concentrations vary from region to
region, according to the specific sources of contamination. In some regions such as the Irish
sea, the Baltic Sea and the Black Sea, the concentrations depend on the inputs due to
discharges from reprocessing facilities and from Chernobyl accident. In Brazil the artificial
radioactivity is low and corresponds to typical deposition values due to fallout for the
Southern Hemisphere.

Document Number 42 of 42
(Title): Uptake of 90Sr and 137Cs by marine benthic organisms-crab, area and mudskipper of
Bombay harbour bay with their growth
(Author): Narayanan, Usha Desai, M.V.M. Gupta, V.K. (Health Physics Division, Bhabha
Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai (India))
(Source): Indian Biophysical Society, Mumbai (India) National symposium on radiation and
molecular biophysics: abstracts Mumbai (India) Indian Biophysical Society Jan 1998 189 p.
p. 20-21
(Abstract): The focus of the study is to encompass the entire age group of benthics available
in the environment of Bombay harbour bay for the uptake of radionuclides.
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7.3. SEPARATE MARINE INCIDENTS

Selected abstracts: The NEA dumpsite

Document Number 1 of 12
TI (Title): Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal
of low-level radioactive waste. Volume 3
AU (Author): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds)
SO (Source): Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development.
1989. 374 p
AB (Abstract): The NEA coordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance

Programme (CRESP) related to sea disposal of radioactive wastes was established in 1981 to
review the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive wastes in the North-East
Atlantic. The objective of CRESP is to increase the available scientific data base related to
the oceanographic and biological characteristics of the dump site and elaborate a site
specific model of the transfers of radionuclides to human populations. CRESP summary
scientific findings are published from time to time in serial volumes entitled Interim
oceanographic description of the Northeast Atlantic Site for disposal of Radioactive wastes.
The first such volume (NEA, 1983) established the general scientific background for the
problem and the site, and recommended specific studies that were required. The second
volume (NEA, 1986a) comprised a large collection of mainly new site-specific data and
process-specific analyses. The present volume, the third in the series, has been assembled to
collect and record the new results in a manner convenient for model-oriented site studies

Document Number 2 of 12
TI (Title): Interim oceanographic description of the North-East-Atlantic site for the disposal
of low-level radioactive waste. Vol. 2
AU (Author): Dickson, R.R. Gurbutt, P.A. Kershaw, P.J. (eds)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-XN-57 {INISXN57}
SO (Source): 1986. 191 p

AB (Abstract): The NEA Co-ordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance
Programme (CRESP) related to sea disposal of radioactive waste was started in 1981
following a recommendation of the Group of experts convened every five years by NEA to
review the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in the North-East
Atlantic. The objective of CRESP is to increase the available scientific data base related to
the oceanographic and biological characteristics of the dump site and elaborate a site specific
model of the transfers of radionuclides to human populations. Volume one of the "Interim
Oceanographic Description of the North-East Atlantic Site for the Disposal of Low-Level
Radioactive Waste" was published in early 1983. It was an attempt to identify remaining
gaps in current knowledge of conditions at the site and relate these conditions to the physical
environment of the North-East Atlantic Ocean as a whole. The amount of data obtained by
the CRESP Programme is now sufficient to justify publication of this second volume.
Scientists present results of research which is of direct relevance to a better assessment of the
impact from dumping radioactive waste in the North-East Atlantic, in particular an evaluation
of the potential radiation doses to man. These two volumes represent part of the scientific
contribution of the CRESP Programme to the 1985 Review of the Continued Suitability of
the North-East Atlantic dump site
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Document Number 3 of 12
TI (Title): An assessment of the radiological impact of sea-dumping at the North East
Atlantic dump site
AU (Author): Delow, C.E. Mobbs, S.F. Hill, M.D. (National Radiological Protection
Board, Chilton (UK))
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE-RW--85.129 {DOERW85129}
SO (Source): Apr 1985. 61 p

AB (Abstract): This report describes the models and methodology developed for the
assessment of the radiological impact of disposal of low and intermediate level waste on the
seabed. The development of the waste package model and the combined model of
radionuclide dispersion and interactions with sediments in the world's ocean is outlined. This
integrated set of models was used for the radiological assessment of sea dumping at the
North-East Atlantic site, which formed part of the recent NEA review of the continued
suitability of this site. The predicted radiation doses to man are presented, together with the
results of the analysis of the sensitivity of the annual individual doses to critical groups to
variations in model parameters.

Document Number 4 of 12
TI (Title): Actinide sorption on marine sediments
AU (Author): Higgo, J.J.W. Rees, L.V.C. Cronan, D.S. (Imperial Coll. of Science and

Technology, London (UK))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC-368 {IAEATECDOC368}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Behaviour of long-

lived radionuclides associated with deep-sea disposal of radioactive wastes. Report of a co-
ordinated research programme 1982-1984. Apr 1986. 154 p. p. 7-25
AB (Abstract): Sorption experiments with Pu, Am and Np were carried out using deep sea
sediments collected from near the North-east Atlantic dump site. Times were as long as 100
days and sediment concentrations ranged from a few tens of milligrams to a few tens of
grams per litre because the aim was to model diffusion within the sediments. If Rsub(d) is
defined as the concentration of a species on the solid at time of measurement divided by the
concentration of the species in the liquid at time of measurement, then the Am Rsub(d) was
106 but that for Np only 600 for red clay and more than 1000 for carbonate sediment. For
plutonium (Rsub(d) normally 1000) there was an unusual drop in Rsub(d) with sediment
concentrations of greater than 10 mg 1-1 due to carbonate complexation. Calculations showed
that if Rsub(d) is high, a small amount of improperly separated solid phase may easily
produce artificially low apparent Rsub(d) values. The effect of oxidation state of plutonium
was important. The results showed that if such isotopes in the form of waste were emplaced
20 m or more below the sediment surface, the amount ultimately reaching the surface would
be negligible, at least for this clay and carbonate sediment.

Document Number 5 of 12
TI (Title): Management of dumping of packaged low-level wastes in the deep ocean with

emphasis on the North East Atlantic dump site
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L
CA (Corporate Author): Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA (USA)
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE/RL/01830--T39 {DOERL01830T39}
SO (Source): Aug 1981.42 p

AB (Abstract): The following aspects are discussed: radiological principles as applied to
disposal to the environment. International regulations. Historical dumping practices.
Assessment of the Northeast Atlantic dump site. IAEA generic studies. And implications of
issues on US needs and policies
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Document Number 6 of 12
TI (Title): Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in

the North-East Atlantic
SO (Source): Paris (France). OECD. Aug 1985.448 p
AB (Abstract): Under the terms of the 1977 Decision of the OECD Council establishing a

Multilateral Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism for Sea Dumping of Radioactive
Waste, NEA is requested to assess (each five years), in consultation with the Environment
Committee, the suitability of dumping sites proposed by the national authorities of
participating countries and to keep under review those previously considered suitable.
Following the last review made in 1980, another review of the continued suitability of the
North-East Atlantic dump site used since 1971 was completed in 1985 by a Group of Experts
from countries participating in the OECD Mechanism. The report describes the basis for the
assessment and its conclusions and recommendations, agreed by all members of the Group
with the exception of the expert from Denmark, whose reservations are reproduced in an
Annex. The main conclusion from the Expert Group is that from a radiological protection
point of view the North-East Atlantic site would be suitable for continued dumping at given
rates, since this would not give significant doses to man or marine organisms. The
conclusions were generally supported by the NEA Committee on Radiation Protection and
Public Health, which underlined, at its March 1985 meeting, the high quality of the scientific
review and endorsed the proposal made for further research work in the framework of the
NEA Co-ordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance Programme (CRESP)

Document Number 7 of 12
TI (Title): Research, progress and Mark A box model for physical, biological and chemical

transports
AU (Author): Robinson, A.R. Marietta, M.G. (eds.)

RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-84-0646 {SAND840646}
SO (Source): Mar 1985.206 p

AB (Abstract): The second interim meeting focused on developing a new North Atlantic box
model, with physical, biological, and geochemical components. The new model, called the
Mark A, is a third-generation box model with 18 geographical compartments. Additional
process compartments may be included as required by site characteristics. The model
combines proven characteristics of predecessor models with new and more diverse routines. It
may be driven by transport and distribution data derived from either physical observations or
general circulation model (GCM) outputs. This is an important feature in that the new model,
in addition to serving its primary purpose for radiological assessments, will also serve to
integrate and consolidate both field observation programs and the GCM modeling programs.
The GCM test problem has been satisactorily debugged and run to some 1700 y.
Consequently, spun-up output from the US run will be circulated to all GCM participants
(now including France) for prognostic and diagnostic test runs and intercomparisons. New
and significant progress has occurred (1) in the development of techniques to embed high-
resolution eddy-resolving models within coarser-grid GCM's and (2) in driving these
combined systems with real-ocean data. This work is critical to the problem of realistic
hazard assessment, and progress is therefore regarded as particularly noteworthy. Field work
continues at the low-level dump sites in the eastern and western North Atlantic, and new
long-term observation programs have been initiated for the Nares Abyssal Plain and Great
Meteor East HLW study locations. A leapfrogging strategy is being used to increase
efficiency and efficacy of field observation programs. Present model results are used to plan
the next experiment, while results of the latest experiment are used to drive the next model
runs
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Document Number 8 of 12
TI (Title): Co-ordinated research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea
disposal of radioactive waste. Progress report at the end of 1983
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf-9066 {INISmf9066}
SO (Source): 1984. 55 p

AB (Abstract): Sea disposal operations of packaged low-level radioactive waste are carried
out under the provisions of the Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by
Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter, also referred to as the London Dumping Convention.
The environmental impact of this disposal method is continuously kept under review, in
particular within the IAEA which has provided the "Definition of High-Level Radioactive
Waste or Other High-Level Radioactive Matter Unsuitable for Dumping at Sea" for the
purpose of the Convention and within the OECD-NEA in the framework of its Multilateral
Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism for Sea Dumping of Radioactive Waste. The NEA
Co-Ordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance Programme (CRESP) is focussed on
the actual North-East Atlantic dump site. Its objective is to increase the available scientific
data base related to the oceanographic and biological characteristics of the dump site and
elaborate a site specific model of the transfers of radionuclides to human populations. Future
site suitability reviews, as periodically requested under the terms of the Multilateral
Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism, will therefore be based on a more accurate and
comprehensive scientific basis

Document Number 9 of 12
TI (Title): Research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea disposal of

radioactive waste
SO (Source): Paris, France. OECD. 1981. 38 p
AB (Abstract): The purpose of this report is to define a co-ordinated research and
environmental surveillance programme-plan for the North-East Atlantic dump site that will
allow the radiation exposure to man to be predicted with a greater degree of reliability and
accuracy. The concept of environmental surveillance as related to ocean dumping has two
aspects. The first is monitoring for the purpose of radiological surveillance with the objective,
in the long term, to assess whether the initial assumptions as to the safety of the site are
correct, and to provide realistic radionuclide concentration data to determine if these may be
attributable to the dumped waste. The other aspect is to obtain data from scientific research
programmes in order to increase the knowledge of processes controlling the behaviour of
released radionuclides in the marine environment and routes back to man. Five distinct areas
of investigation and research are proposed for a co-ordinated effort. Physical oceanography,
geochemistry, biological oceanography, model development and radiological surveillance.
These areas are shown in tabular form together with a general perception of priorities, an
estimate of costs and an indication of the countries and international organisations already
contributing (either directly or indirectly) to specific research areas

Document Number 10 of 12
TI (Title): Research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea disposal of

radioactive waste
SO (Source): Nucl. Eng. (May - Jun 1982). v. 23(3) p. 77-80
AB (Abstract): A co-ordinated research and environmental surveillance programme-plan
for the North-East Atlantic dump site that will allow the radiation exposure to man to be
predicted with a greater degree of reliability and accuracy, as defined by an NEA Group of
Experts, is outlined. The main objective of the plan is to collect data for more realistic
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assessments of the North-East Atlantic dump site to facilitate the development of a site-
specific model. (U.K.)

Document Number 11 of 12
TI (Title): International aspects of the management of low-level dumping of radioactive
wastes in the oceans
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L
CA (Corporate Author): Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (USA)

RPP (Primary Report Number): FNL-SA-10178 {PNLSA10178}
CF (Conference Information): Waste management conference. Tucson, AZ,USA. 8-11 Mar
1982
SO (Source): Jan 1982. 15 p

AB (Abstract): The following topics are discussed: international regulations governing
radioactive waste disposal. Radiological principles as applied to disposal to the environment.
Historical dumping practices. Assessment of the North East Atlantic dump site. IAEA generic
studies. And national and international implications. A recent analysis of international issues
associated with ocean disposal of low-level radioactive wastes indicated a number of points
which impact on US needs and policies and need resolution. The first is that the development
of adequate international criteria and standards will assist the US in evaluating the option of
using the oceans for the disposal of low-level radioactive wastes. Secondly, it is essential that
international cooperation in research and radiological surveillance be expanded. Thirdly, the
delays in the agreements on international mechanisms, criteria and standards, sometimes as a
direct result of a lack of coordinated US policies makes the implementation of the intent of
the London Dumping Convention and the NEA mechanism more difficult. Last of all in the
unresolved question of how the US should apply the London Convention to the 200 mile
exclusive economic zone

Document Number 12 of 12
TI (Title): Report of the independent review of disposal of radioactive waste in the

northeast Atlantic
AU (Author): Holliday, F.G.T. (Durham Univ. (UK)) Clark, R. (Newcastle upon Tyne
Univ. (UK). Dept. of Zoology) Funnell, B. (East Anglia Univ., Norwich (UK). School of
Environmental Sciences) Taylor, P. (Political Ecology Research Group, Oxford (UK))
SO (Source): London (UK). HMSO. 1984. 60 p
AB (Abstract): This report reviews the scientific evidence, including the environmental
implications, relevant to the safety of disposal of radioactive waste at 'the designated North
Atlantic site'. It falls under the headings: aims and background. The nature of the problem
(what is pollution. What is radiation. Radioactive half-life. Radioactivity in the sea. Hazards
of radioactivity. Transfer mechanisms from sea to man. Standards for radiation exposure to
man). Past and present practices (the London Dumping Convention. The OECD mechanism.
Sources and composition of the waste. Structure of responsibility. Authorisation. Practical
arrangements. Packaging. Present practices by other countries). The oceanography of the
dump site (location. Topography. Biology. Currents and water circulation. Dilution and
adsorption onto sediments). Estimation of doses (why modelling. Modelling techniques. The
waste package model. Models of dispersion in the ocean. A box model of ocean dispersion. A
model of transfer through a food chain. Dose assessment). Alternatives (land-based
alternatives. Sea-based alternatives. Storage). Discussion (reliability of assessment. Public
acceptability of perceived risk. Collective doses). Conclusions (hazard to health. Present
scientific evidence. Future dumping. Storage. Future research and monitoring. Public and
social factors. Buoyant materials). Recommendations.
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Selected abstracts: Komsomolets

Document Number 1 of 14
TI (Title): Radioactive dumping in the Arctic Ocean
AU (Author): Lamb, J. Gizewski, P

JR (Journal Information): Oceanus
SO (Source): (Aut 1993). p. 89-91
AB (Abstract): Recent revelations concerning the possible environmental hazards posed
by the sunken Soviet nuclear submarine Komsomolets and the disposal of radioactive
materials in the Arctic and North Atlantic oceans have generated much controversy and
debate. Too often, however, the key scientific and policy issues that the dumping raises are
treated as two solitudes. In reality, decisions taken by national governments and international
agencies in connection with remediation, regulation, and even research must be based on both
science and policy. Indeed, a sound approach to the dumping issue must integrate scientific
evidence and policy considerations relating to legal, political, social, and economic matters.
Radioactive waste disposal is an exceedingly difficult problem. Information detailing the
Soviet Navy's past dumping practices, and increasing awareness of the problems that Russia
and other states may encounter in the future disposal of radioactive waste, indicate that the
global inventory of radioactive wastes requiring storage and disposal is large and growing

Document Number 2 of 14
TI (Title): Underwater studies in the regions of 'Komsomolets' nuclear submarine
catastrophe. Podvodnye issledovaniya v rajone gibeli atomokhoda 'Komsomolets'
AU (Author): Sagalevich, A.M. (AN SSSR, Moscow (Russian Federation). Inst.
Okeanologii)
JR (Journal Information): Vestnik Rossijskoj Akademii Nauk
SO (Source): (Apr 1992). p. 34-39
AB (Abstract): There is a summary of the results of an expedition in the area of the
'Komsomolets' nuclear submarine catastrophe. The submarine sunk in the Norvegian Sea,
1690 m deep-seated in April 1989. The ecological situation was studied, radioactivity levels
onboard the submarine and around it were measured. Visual inspections of the submarine and
its parts have shown permissible levels of radioactive contamination.

Document Number 3 of 14
TI (Title): Monitoring of radioecological situation in the region of lost nuclear submarine
'Komsomolets'
AU (Author): Rubanov, S.M. Kuznetsov, Yu.V. Nosov, N.A
SO (Source): Winter, M. (ed.) Wicke, A. (ed.). Fachverband fuer Strahlenschutz e.V.,
Karlsruhe (Germany). Environmental radioactivity, radioecology, radiation effects. Vol. 1.
Proceedings. Umweltradioaktivitaet, Radiooekologie, Strahlenwirkungen. Bd.
l.Tagungsbericht. Koeln (Germany). Verl. TUeV Rheinland. 1993. 578 p. p. 259-263
AB (Abstract): A possible source of radioactive emission from the lost nuclear submarine
could be her PWR and nuclear warheads. Deep submersibles of the "Mir" type were used to
sample water and seabed sediments, to measure radioactivity of water in situ and to place
selective sorbents. The analysis of the submarine contains the 137Cs isotope while in the vent
duct of the reactor compartment 137Cs, 134Cs, 54Mn, 60Co isotopes. The content of Pu
isotopes in water and bottom sediments does not significantly exceed the background values.
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Document Number 4 of 14
TI (Title): Environmental radioactivity in the region of Komsomolets submarine being
submerged. Radiatsionnaya obstanovka v raj one zatonuvshej podvodnoj lodki Komsomolets
AU (Author): Gladkov, G.A. Sivintsev, Yu.V. (Gosudarstvennyj Komitet po Ispol'zovaniyu

Atomnoj Ehnergii SSSR, Moscow (Russian Federation). Inst. Atomnoj Ehnergii)
JR (Journal Information): Atomnaya Ehnergiya
SO (Source): (Nov 1994). p. 379-386
AB (Abstract): Radiation hazards for marine environment of Komsomolets nuclear
submarine being submerged in the Norwegian sea was assessed. It is shown that the
Komsomolets submerged submarine is safe for Norwegian sea

Document Number 5 of 14
TI (Title): Application of the NAA method in oceanology on the bases of the example of

the Komsomoiets atomic submarine
AU (Author): Shmeiev, I.P. Kuznetsov, A.I. Efimov, B.V. Denisov, A.M. (AN SSSR,
Moscow (Russian Federation). Inst. Okeanologii Gosudarstvennyj Komitet po Ispol'zovaniyu
Atomnoj Ehnergii SSSR, Moscow (Russian Federation). Inst. Atomnoj Ehnergii)
SO (Source): Joint Inst. for Nuclear Research, Dubna (Russian Federation). Lab. of Neutron
Physics. Nuclear physics for protection of the environment. NPPE-95. Abstracts. JINR. 1995.
164 p. p. 110

Document Number 6 of 14
TI (Title): NKS/EKO-1. Marine radioecology
AU (Author): Palsson, S.E. (Geislavarair rikisins (Iceland))
SO (Source): Nordisk Kernesikkerhedsforskning, Roskilde (Denmark). The Nordic nuclear
safety research. 4-year program 1994-1997. Annual report 1995. Plans for 1996/97. Nordisk
kaernsaekerhetsforskning.Fyraaarsprogrammet 1994-1997. Aarsrapport 1995. Planer foer
1996/97. Dec 1995. [200 p.]. [25 p.]
AB (Abstract): The main aim of the EKO-1 project is to enable faster and better assessments
to be made of the effects of releases of radionuclides to the marine environment, taking health
and economic factors into consideration. The main parts of the project are: Model work -
Identifying, estimating and validating parameters of main interest. Research. Quality
assurance. Dissemination of information. The Arctic model has been used for a preliminary
radiological assessment of the potential consequences of the dumped nuclear waste in the
Kara Sea. A worst-case scenario gives collective doses at 10 mansieverts to the world
population integrated to 1000 y while a more probable release scenario gives collective doses
around 3 mansieverts. The model has also been used to estimate the potential doses to the
world population from releases of 239Pu from the Komsomolets nuclear submarine. The
collective dose was calculated at a value of 8 mansieverts. Research work has been
progressing in accordance with plan. Two sub-projects are investigating the interpretation of
sediment profiles and determination of sedimentation rates. The interaction between sea water
and sediments is being studied both under various types of natural conditions and in a
laboratory. Within EKO-1 there has been organised an intercomparison exercise to check
analytical techniques in the participating laboratories. Many laboratories outside EKO-1
were invited to participate, including some in the Baltic States. Most of the laboratories
have already submitted their values, the last chance to do so is at the end of this year.
Problems concerning sediment sampling have also been discussed, but organizing a large
scale intercomparison between sediment samplers would be far too expensive for the EKO-1
project.
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Document Number 7 of 14
TI (Title): Marine radioactivity studies in the vicinity of sites with potential radionuclide

releases
AU (Author): Baxter, M.S. Ballestra, S. Gastaud, J. (International Atomic Energy Agency,
Monaco (Monaco). Marine Environment Lab.) (and others)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM-339/131
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental
impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria).
IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p.125-141.
AB (Abstract): The paper gives a review of recent and current studies by the Marine
Environment Laboratory (MEL) of the IAEA at four locations where radioactive materials
have been intentionally or accidentally introduced into the marine environment. In each case
the possibility of radionuclide leakage has led Member States to implement monitoring and
assessment projects which have included an invited IAEA-MEL participation. The study sites
are: (a) the former Soviet dumping sites in the Kara Sea, (b) the former European dumping
sites in the north-east Atlantic, (c) the location in the Norwegian Sea where the Soviet nuclear
powered submarine Komsomolets accidentally sank in April 1989, and (d) the former Soviet
and Russian dumping sites in the Far Eastern seas. Generally, anthropogenic radionuclide
levels observed in the investigated areas are low, the main contribution being from global
weapons test fallout. In some dumping sites (Stepovovo and Tsivolki Bays, north-east
Atlantic), higher concentrations of either 137Cs, 60Co or 239+240Pu have been measured
in bottom waters and sediment, indicating a possible contribution from the disposed wastes.
However, the IAEA-MEL assessments based on both radiometric survey and dispersion
modelling suggest that the global radiological impact of these disposals is comparable to or
less than the impacts resulting from other sources of anthropogenic radioactivity.

Document Number 8 of 14
TI (Title): Preliminary results of the fifth expedition to the site of the loss of the SSN

Komsomolets
AU (Author): Vialyshev, A.I. Tolokonnikov, M.G
SO (Source): Sullivan, J.D. (ed.) (Optimal Systems, Inc., Dallas, TX (United States)) Wybo,
J.L. (ed.) (Ecole des Mines de Paris (France)) Buisson, L. (ed.) (CEMAGREF, Saint-Martin
d'Heres (France). Div. Nivologie). The international emergency management and
engineering conference 1995: Proceedings. Globalization of emergency management and
engineering: National and international issues concerning research and applications. Dallas,
TX (United States). The International Emergency Management and Engineering Society.
1995. 600 p. p. 281-284
AB (Abstract): The SSN Komsomolets sank in the Norwegian Sea to a depth of 1,700

meters as a result of damage which took place in April of 1989. The submarine has one
nuclear reactor in a smother state and two nuclear torpedoes on board. After a number of
expeditions to the place of loss (1989, 1991, 1992, and 1993), it was established that the
leakage of radioactive products from the nuclear reactor does not influence the environment
significantly. The leakage of toxic plutonium-239 was not stopped. The blow of the SSN
against the bottom and the explosion in the first part led to the formation of a hole (20 square
meters) and, as a result, the hermetization of the front covers of upper torpedo apparatus
was broken, as well as their rear parts and torpedo engines. All of this, including flows,
became the reason for the flow of water through the bow part of the SSN which, because of
intensive corrosion, could lead to the leakage of plutonium from the warheads into the ocean
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Document Number 9 of 14
TI (Title): Expeditions to Komsomolets in 1993 and 1994. Tokt til Komsomolets i 1993 og
1994
AU (Author): Kolstad, A.K
RPP (Primary Report Number): NRPA--1995:7 {NRPA19957}
SO (Source): Sep 1995. 22 p
AB (Abstract): The Russian nuclear submarine Komsomolets went down about 180 km
southwest of the Bear Island in the Norwegian Sea on April 7, 1989. According to Russian
information the submarine contains one nuclear reactor and two torpedoes with nuclear
warheads. The Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority has taken part in the Russian
expeditions to the accident site since 1991. This is a report from the expeditions in 1993 and
1994. It includes sampling, analysis and results obtained by the Norwegian part.

Document Number 10 of 14
TI (Title): IAEA-MEL's contribution to the investigation of the Kara Sea dumping sites
AU (Author): Gastaud, J. Hamilton, T. Harms, I. (International Atomic Energy Agency,
Seibersdorf (Austria). Analytical Quality Control Services) (and others)
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 139-144
AB (Abstract): Since 1992 the International Atomic Energy Agency's Marine Environment
Laboratory (IAEA-MEL) has participated in the international programmes devoted to
assessment of the environmental and radiological consequences of actual and potential
releases of radionuclides to the Arctic Seas. Upon invitation from the Russian and
Norwegian authorities IAEA-MEL has collaborated in the Scientific work of the
international expert groups on board five investigatory cruises to the Kara and Barents
Seas and to the site of the sunken Komsomolets submarine. In-situ underwater gamrna-
spectrometric measurements and laboratory-based analytical work on samples collected
during these expeditions have been carried out. IAEA-MEL activities also include
organisation of intercomparison exercises for radionuclides in sediment, seawater and biota
from the Barents and Kara Seas, provision of a global marine radioactivity database facility
including a comprehensive Arctic section, radiometric methodological developments,
modelling of radionuclide dispersal on local, regional and global scales and dose assessment.

Document Number 11 of 14
TI (Title): The sunken nuclear submarine Komsomolets and its effects on the environment
AU (Author): Hoeibraaten, S. Thoresen, P.E. (Forsvarets Forskningsinstitutt, Kjeller
(Norway))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevem, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 350-355
AB (Abstract): The Russian nuclear submarine Komsomolets has been a source of much
environmental concern over the years since its sinking of April 7, 1989, in the Norwegian
Sea, 180 to 190 km west-southwest of Bear Island. It was the only submarine of its class ever
built, and according to Russian sources, its inventory included one pressurized water reactor
and two nuclear torpedos. The accident, which was caused by a fire originating in one of the
two aftmost compartments, developed sufficiently slowly for the nuclear reactor to be shut
down in an orderly way. Of the 69 crew members on board, 42 were killed in the accident.
The paper gives an estimation of the nuclear inventory of the submarine, and potential
release rates are judged. The mechanisms of dispersion in the ocean is reviewed and possible
environmental impacts are presented.
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Document Number 12 of 14
TI (Title): The sunken nuclear submarine Komsomolets and its effects on the environment
All (Author): Hoeibraten, Steinar Thoresen, Per E. (Norwegian Defence Research
Establishment, Kjeller (Norway)) Haugan, Are (Institute for Energy Technology, Kjeller
(Norway))
JR. (Journal Information): Science of the Total Environment
SO (Source): (25 Aug 1997). p. 67-78
AB (Abstract): This paper discusses the possible release mechanisms for radionuclides on

board the sunken nuclear submarine Komsomolets. With an aim to determine whether or not
the sunken submarine presents any significant hazards to man, a worst-case approach is
taken in estimating the environmental effects of the released radionuclides. It is found that
neither the submarine hull nor the reactor vessel will be destroyed by corrosion for at least
1000 years. While the total radionuclide inventory presently is estimated to be approx. 8
PBq, only approx. 1 TBq is released annually into the surrounding environment. The
distribution of the released radionuclides in the ocean has been modeled, and it was found
that not even in the most heavily affected waters will the present contamination levels change
significantly due to the Komsomolets. In short, this study, which does not pretend to
completely answer all environmental questions related to the sunken submarine, clearly
indicates that the Komsomolets represents no significant hazard to man, today or in the future

Document Number 13 of 14
TI (Title): IAEA-MEL's contribution to the investigation of the Kara Sea dumping sites
AU (Author): Osvath, I. Ballestra, S. Baxter, M.S. Gastaud, J. Hamilton, T. Harms, I. Liong
Wee Kwong, L. Parsi, P. Povinec, P.P. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Marine
Environment Laboratory (Monaco))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.) Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway)
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic 1995 427 p. p. 139-144
AB (Abstract): Since 1992 the International Atomic Energy Agency's Marine Environment
Laboratory (IAEA-MEL) has participated in the international programmes devoted to
assessment of the environmental and radiological consequences of actual and potential
releases of radionuclides to the Arctic Seas. Upon invitation from the Russian and
Norwegian authorities IAEA-MEL has collaborated in the Scientific work of the
international expert groups on board five investigatory cruises to the Kara and Barents
Seas and to the site of the sunken Komsomolets submarine. In-situ underwater gamma-
spectrometric measurements and laboratory-based analytical work on samples collected
during these expeditions have been carried out. IAEA-MEL activities also include
organisation of intercomparison exercises for radionuclides in sediment, seawater and
biota from the Barents and Kara Seas, provision of a global marine radioactivity database
facility including a comprehensive Arctic section, radiometric methodological developments,
modelling of radionuclide dispersal on local, regional and global scales and dose assessment.

Document Number 14 of 14
TI (Title): Deep-water monitoring of Norwegian sea water radiation conditions near the site
of atomic submarine Komsomolets sinking
AU (Author): Vesnovskii, S.P. (Nuclear and Radiation Research Center of Russian Federal

Nuclear Center, All-Russia Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics, Sarov,
Nizhni Novgorod Region (Russian Federation))
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission
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Internationale pour 1'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco)
International symposium on marine pollution. Extended synopses 1998 739 p. p. 673

Selected abstracts: Palomares

Document Number 1 of 16
TI (Title): Study of the land to sea transport of transuranic elements. Application to the
Palomares Accident (Almeria 1966). Estudio del transporte tierra-mar de elementos
transuranidos. Aplicacion al accidente de Palomares (Almeria 1966)
AU (Author): Romero Gonzalez, L
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf-13434 {INISmfl3434}
SO (Source): 1991.300 p

AB (Abstract): The work presents a study on the land to sea transport of transuranic
elements applied to a precise scenery at southern coast of Spain: the Palomares ecosystem,
where in 1966 an accidental release of transuranics occurred (an USAF b-52 carrying four
thermonuclear bombs). The study has been focused on the depositional history recorded in
sediments from different sea depths. The experimental basis has been the measurement of Pu,
Am, radiocaesium, and natural radionuclides in marine sediments from the referred zone, that
involved the setting up of high sensitivity alpha and gamma spectrometry systems. The
chronology of sediment was established by applying the CRS model to unsupported Pb-210
profiles.

Document Number 2 of 16
TI (Title): New aspects on the transuranics transfer in the Palomares marine environment
AU (Author): Romero, L. Lobo, A.M. (Centro de Investigations Energeticas,
Medioambientales y Technologicas, Madrid (Spain). InstPRYMA) Holm, E. (Lund Univ.
(Sweden). Dept. of Radiation Physics)
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry
SO (Source): (Aug 1992). p. 489-494
AB (Abstract): The environmental contamination of transuranics following the Palomares
accident in 1966 (Southern Spain) has been continuous monitored on land and scientific
programs are still running. The study of the land to sea transfer of the contamination started
in 1986, focussed on the depositional history recorded in marine sediments. At the continental
shelf, south of the mouth of the Almanzora river, enhanced levels of plutonium and
americium were found which could be related to the accident. Additional analysis of marine
sediments, collected far from the impact point, showed the presence of a hot particle. The
study of the chronology of this sediment core and the isotopic ratios are given in this paper to
assess the origin and pathway of the particle. The route of this particle was found to be the
aerial transfer at the time of the accident.

Document Number 3 of 16
TI (Title): Geochemical aspects and distribution of long-lived radionuclides in marine
sediments from Palomares
AU (Author): Gasco, C. Romero, L. Mingarro, E. Lobo, A.M. (Centro de Investigaciones
Energeticas, Medioambientales y Tecnoiogicas (CIEMAT), Madrid (Spain))
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry
SO (Source): (Aug 1992). p. 389-400
AB (Abstract): As a consequence of an accidental release of transuranics at Palomares
(Almeria, Spain) a land area of 2.3 km2 was contaminated. After the clean-up operations, a
transuranics residue remained in the ecosystem. Therefore the Palomares zone provides a
natural laboratory for experimental studies of the transuranic land to sea transfer and factors
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controlling its distribution in the Mediteranean coast. The geochemical and textural
composition of sediment, together with the distribution and inventories of plutonium,
americium and cesium were studied in 36 stations between Cape of Gata and Cape of Palos.
An enhanced transuranics concentration was observed in sediments from the southern
coastal area of the Almanzora river mouth. The causes of the increase are studied in this paper
considering the geochemical behavior of plutonium, americium and cesium in the water
column and sediment.

Document Number 4 of 16
TI (Title): Geochemical aspects and distribution of long-lived radionuclides in marine
sediments from Palomares
AU (Author): Romero, L. Gasco, C. Mingarro, E. (Centro de Investigaciones Energeticas,
Medioambientales y Tecnologicas, Madrid (Spain))
SO (Source): Anon. Second international conference on methods and applications of
radioanalytical chemistry. Abstracts. Washington, DC (United States). American Nuclear
Society. 1991. 88 p. p. 29
AB (Abstract): As a consequence of an accidental release of transuranides in
Palomares(Almeria) a land area of 2.3 Km2 was contaminated. After the operations of clean
up, a transuranides residue remained in the ecosystem. The Palomares zone provides a
unique natural laboratory that allows the experimental studies of transuranics transfer from
land to sea and some other factors affecting the distribution of radionuclides in the
Mediterranean coast. The geochemical and textural composition of sediment, together with
the distribution and inventories of plutonium, americium and cesium were studied in 36
stations between Cape of Gata and Cape of Palos. An increased transuranides concentration
was observed in sediments from the southern coastal area of the Almanzora river mouth.
The origin of this anomaly was studied relating to the geochemical behavior of plutonium,
americium and cesium in the water column and sediment. The conclusions so obtained are
discussed in this presentation

Document Number 5 of 16
TI (Title): New aspects on the transuranics transfer in the Palomares marine environment
AU (Author): Romero, L. Lobo, A.M. (Centro de Investigaciones Energeticas,
Medioambientales y Tecnologicas, Madrid (Spain)) Holm, E. (Lund Univ. (Sweden))
SO (Source): Anon. Second international conference on methods and applications of
radioanalytical chemistry. Abstracts. Washington, DC (United States). American Nuclear
Society. 1991. 88 p. p. 64
AB (Abstract): The environmental contamination of transuranics resulting from the
Palomares accident in 1966 (Southern Spain), has been studied in land by a continuous
monitoring program. The study of the possible land to sea transfer of this transuranic
contamination started under a project sponsored by CEE in 1986 focused on the depositional
history recorded in sediments. The main conclusions obtained so far are: there was a land to
sea transfer of this contamination; The main pathway was the river during a flood in 1973.
And this contamination could be considered as a punctual, due to the peculiar climatology of
this area. Additional analysis of radionuclides on marine sediments are presented in this
paper. A hot particle was found at 1,000m depth in the second centimeter of a sediment core,
for from the impact point. The ratio Pu-238/Pu-23 9+240 (0.019) suggest the activity from the
accident, and the chronology of the sediment dates the second centimeter at 1964-69 period.
This fact could show a new pathway of transuranics transfer to marine environment. The
possibility that it occurred not only via the 1973 river flood but also via aerosol at the time of
the accident, is discussed in this paper regarding the Pu isotopic ratios. The higher activity of
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this particle, has also permitted a comparative study between two different Am-241
measurement techniques (alpha and gamma spectrometry)

Document Number 6 of 16
TI (Title): Transuranics transfer in a Spanish marine ecosystem
AU (Author): Gasco, C. Iranzo, E. Romero, L. (Centro de Investigaciones Energeticas,
Medioambientales y Tecnologicas (CIEMAT), Madrid (Spain))
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry
SO (Source): J. RadioanaL Nucl. Chem. Articles. (Jan 1992). v. 156(1) p. 151-163
AB (Abstract): Due to an accidental release of transuranics at Palomares, Almeria (Spain),

an area of 2.3 km2 was contaminated. With the objective of studying the possible transfer of
the transuranic from land to sea, a sampling network for marine sediments and sea water
was established between Cape Palos and Cape Gata. Concentrations of plutonium, americium
and radiocesium were determined in sediment cores taken from the sea shelf surrounding
Palomares. The depositional history of sediments was elucidated using the unsupported
210Pb method. An increase in transuranic concentrations was observed off the southern coast
of Palomares, the sources of which are discussed in this paper.

Document Number 7 of 16
TI (Title): Transuranics contribution off Palomares coast: tracing history and routes to the
marine environment
AU (Author): Romero, L. Lobo, A.M. (PRYMA-CIEMAT, Madrid (Spain)) Holm, E.
(Lund Univ. (Sweden). Dept. of Radiation Physics) Sanchez, J.A. (Universidad Autonoma de
Barcelona (Spain))
SO (Source): Kershaw, PJ. Woodhead, D.S. (eds.) (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food, Lowestoft (United Kingdom). Directorate of Fisheries Research). British Nuclear Fuels
pic, London (United Kingdom) CEA, 75 - Paris (France) Norwich City Council (United
Kingdom) Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission,Paris (France). Radionuclides in
the study of marine processes. Proceedings. London (United Kingdom). Elsevier Applied
Science. 1991. 393 p.p. 245-254
AB (Abstract): Following the Palomares accident, 1966, a land monitoring program has

been running. The study of the possible transfer of the residual transuranics contamination on
land to the marine environment began in 1986. This paper presents the use of artificial and
natural radionuclides as valuable tools for the evaluation of the possible pathways by which
the transfer to the Mediterranean sea could occur.

Document Number 8 of 16
TI (Title): Man-made radioactivity in the Almanzora Gulch and beach edge of Palomares,
Spain
AU (Author): Gasco, C. Anton, M.P. (Centro de Investigaciones Energeticas,
Medioambientales y Tecnologicas (CIEMAT), Madrid (Spain)) Rivas, P. (Centro de
Investigaciones Energeticas, Medioambientales y Tecnologicas (CIEMAT), Madrid
(Spain))
JR (Journal Information): Radiation Protection Dosimetry
SO (Source): (1995). p. 301-306
AB (Abstract): The 239+24OPus 238Pu and 137Cs distribution along the Almanzora Gulch
and beach edge have been studied. These areas were affected by the accident of 1966, in
which a non-nuclear explosion of two thermonuclear bombs occurred. Fluvial sediments at 0-
5 cm (in 1990) and 0-10, 10-20, 20-30 cm depth (in 1991) were sampled. The surface
inventory (0-5 cm) of radionuclides ranges from 0.4 to 1.8 Bq.m-2 of 239+240Pu and from 1
to 60 Bq.m-2 of 137Cs. The estimated total inventory (0-30 cm) shows values from 20 to 264
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Bq.m-2 of239+240Pu and from 328 to 1147 Bq.m-2 of 137Cs. The ratio 239+240Pu/137Cs
changes significantly close to the river mouth, probably due to the different behaviour of both
radionuclides. At one sampling station a contribution from the Palomares accident was noted
based on the ratio 238Pu/239+240Pu. It seems evident that until now no influence from the
Chernobyl accident has been detected in this area. The granulometry of the sediments
manifests the river hydrodynamics, a dry gulch with periods of floods typical of certain
Mediterranean rivers. An important input of terrigenous material containing radionuclides to
the adjacent continental shelf occurs in these periods.

Document Number 9 of 16
TI (Title): Geochemical association of plutonium in marine sediments from Palomares
(Spain)
AU (Author): Anton, M.P. (Dept. de Geoquimica e Impacto Ambiental,CIEMAT, Madrid
(Spain)) Gasco, C. (Dept. de Geoquimica e Impacto Ambiental, CIEMAT, Madrid (Spain))
Sanchez-Cabeza, J.A. (Dept. de Fisica, Univ. Autonoma de Barcelona (Spain)) Pujol, L.
(Dept. de Fisica, Univ. Autonoma de Barcelona (Spain))
JR (Journal Information): Radiochimica Acta
SO (Source): (1994). p. 443-446
AB (Abstract): The geochemical association of plutonium in sediments from the marine

ecosystem of Palomares has been studied. A sequential leaching technique using selective
extractants has been employed to determine the percentages of Pu in the following forms: (a)
readily available, (b) exchangeable and adsorbed to specific sites, (c) associated with organic
matter, (d) sesquioxides, (e) residual. Plutonium was found to be associated mainly with
phases (c), (d) and (e), and therefore, appears to be relatively immobile and not readily
available to bottom feeding biota. The effect of different source terms on Pu distribution is
also discussed.

Document Number 10 of 16
TI (Title): The presence of man-made radionuclides in the marine environment in the South
of Spain
AU (Author): Manjon, G. Garcia-Leon, M. (Facultad de Fisica, Sevilla (Spain)) Ballestra,
S. Lopez, J.J. (IAEA Marine Environment Laboratory, Monaco (Monaco))
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1995). p. 171-189
AB (Abstract): In this paper, levels of 137Cs, 99Tc, Pu-isotopes and 241 Am in a wide

group of seaweed species collected in the southern Spanish marine environment are given.
Atmospheric fallout seems to be responsible for the presence of such radionuclides in the
zone. However, it is shown that additional amounts of transuranic nuclides are present in the
neighbouring costs of Palomares. These are interpreted to be a consequence of the aircraft
accident which occurred there during 1966

Document Number 11 of 16
TI (Title): Analysis of RADTRAN transportation modes
AU (Author): Resnikoff, M. (Radioactive Waste Management Associates,New York, NY
(USA))
SO (Source): Anon. High level radioactive waste management. Volume 1. La Grange Park,
IL (USA). American Nuclear Society. 1990. 1456 p. p.1074-1079
AB (Abstract): This paper reviews the RADTRAN computer model, used to estimate the

risks of transporting waste to a high-level repository. Ignoring high consequence accidents,
human error, sabotage, realistic accident scenarios and recent health effects data leads to an
underestimate of potential health effects. Potential economic costs following an accident in a
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rural area are low compared to a scale-up of the Palomares, Spain clean-up and other
estimates. The author states that these costs can vary widely depending on the accident locale
and whether certain direct and indirect costs are included

Document Number 12 of 16
TI (Title): Temporal distribution of Pu and Am in the marine environment of southern coast
of Spain
AU (Author): Iranzo, E. Gascon, C. Romero, L. Martinez, M. Mingarro, E. Rivas, P
RPP (Primary Report Number): CIEMAT-641 {CIEMAT641}
SO (Source): 1989. 41 p

AB (Abstract): The distribution of trasuranides and Cs-137 in selected sediment cores from
southern Spanish coast has been studied. The area is of special interest as an accidental
release of transuranides (four nuclear bombs fallen down) occured near the seasidse in
1966 (Palomare-s). The possible transference to the coast by the river (contaminated by one
bomb, surface contamination: 12-120 alpha Bq/m2) or by aerosol produced in the explosion
had never been estudied. Several sediments cores between Cape of Palos ands Cape of Gata
and surface sediments were raised. The profiles of transuranides distribution were
determined and were dated in order to determine the year of the contributions. An enhaced
concentration of transuranides has been observed at southern area of Palomares coast, the
causes of this fenomena have been analyzed in this paper. The accuracy of radiochemical
analysis was checked by analyzing standard material and duplicated samples.

Document Number 13 of 16
TI (Title): Radioactive contamination of the marine environment
AU (Author): Aarkrog, A. (Risoe National Lab., Environment Science and Technology
Dept, Roskilde (Denmark))
SO (Source): Lake, J.V. (European Environmental Research Organisation, Wageningen
(Netherlands)) Bock, G.R. Cardew, Gail (eds.). Health impacts of large releases of
radionuclides. Proceedings. Chichester (United Kingdom). John Wiley and Sons. 1997. 247
p. p. 68-73. Ciba Foundation Symposium, (no.203)
AB (Abstract): The major source of man-made radioactivity in the oceans is derived from

nuclear weapons testing fallout, which occurred mostly in the late 1950s and early 1960s.
For example, 0.9 EBq of 137Cs and 0.6 EBq of 90Sr were introduced in this way. Only 60%
of the released activity was disposed of in the oceans, rather than 70%, because the nuclear
weapons testing occurred mainly in the Northern hemisphere, and the land masses cover more
of the Northern hemisphere than the Southern hemisphere. There have also been other
releases into the oceans. For example, the water-borne discharges from the Sellafield
reprocessing plant in the UK, which occurred from the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s.
During this decade, in the order of 40 PBq of 137Cs was discharged into the Irish sea, and
from there it was transported into the north Atlantic ocean. The third important source of
radioactivity was the Chernobyl accident. Although most of this radioactivity was distributed
over the land masses, about 5 PBq was deposited into the Baltic Sea and about 3 PBq into the
Black Sea. The radioactive debris from Chernobyl was distributed around the Northern
hemisphere, so some of the radioactivity must have been deposited in the North Atlantic
ocean. There have also been a number of local contaminations of the oceans. Among these
are satellite failures. For example, the SNAP-9A satellite, which burned up over the South
Atlantic ocean in the early 1960s, became a major source of 238Pu pollution. This is the
reason why there is an increased 238Pu:239Pu ratio, mostly in the Southern hemisphere, in
global fallout. There are also a number of nuclear submarines on the bottom of the sea. For
example, the American Thresher submarine in the Atlantic ocean and the Comsomolets
submarine in the Norwegian-Barents sea. Furthermore, there have been several accidents with
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nuclear weapons. For example, the Palomares accident in Spain in 1966 and the Thule
accident in Greenland in 1968. Finally, nuclear material is also dumped into the sea.

Document Number 14 of 16
TI (Title): Influence of the submarine orography on the distribution of long-lived

radionuclides in the Palomares marine ecosystem
AU (Author): Gasco, C. Anton, M.P. (Centro de Investigaciones Energeticas,

Medioambientales y Tecnologicas (CIEMAT), Madrid (Spain))
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1997). p. 111-125
AB (Abstract): To trace the consequences of the Palomares accident which occurred in
southeastern Spain in 1966, a number of studies were performed upon sediments collected in
the adjacent marine ecosystem in 1985. The research revealed a land-to-sea transport of part
of the transuranics residual contamination still remaining in the affected area after the clean-
up operations. The transfer routes to the Mediterranean sea (via river flooding and airborne
relocation) were elucidated through on the distribution of Pu, Am and Cs along the complex
system of submarine canyons shaping the orography of the Palomares marine environment.
Marine samples were collected in 1991 to evaluate the possible removal of the radionuclides
deposited in the continental shelf towards the deep sea, favoured by the strong turbidity
currents and/or the topography of the canyon itself

Document Number 15 of 16
TI (Title): Perturbation in the 240Pu/239Pu global fallout ratio in local sediment following
the nuclear accidents at Thule (Greenland) and Palomares (Spain)
AU (Author): Mitchell, P.L Vintro, L.L. (University Coll., Dublin (Ireland). Dept. of
Physics) Dahlgaard, H. (Risoe National Lab.,Roskilde (Denmark)) Gasco, C. Sanchez-
Cabeza, J.A. (Barcelona Univ. (Spain). Dept. de Fisica Teorica)
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevem,Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 339-345
AB (Abstract): It is well established that the main source of the plutonium found in marine
sediments throughout the Northern Hemisphere is global stratospheric fallout, characterized
by a typical 240Pu/239Pu atom ratio of approx0.18. Measurements of perturbations in
this ratio at various sites which had been subjected to close-in fallout, mainly from surface-
based testing, has confirmed the feasibility of using this ratio to distinguish plutonium
from different fallout sources. In the present study, the 240Pu/239Pu ratio has been examined
in samples of sediment collected at Thule (Greenland) and Palomares (Spain), where
accidents involving the release and dispersion of plutonium from fractured nuclear weapons
occurred in 1968 and 1966, respectively. The 240Pu/239Pu ratio was measured by high-
resolution alpha spectrometry and spectral deconvolution. The analytical results showed that
at Thule the mean 240Pu/239Pu atom ratio was 0.033+-0.004, while at Palomares the
equivalent ratio appeared to be significantly higher at 0.056+-0.003. Both ratios are consistent
with those reported for soils samples at the Nevada site and Nagasaki, and are clearly
indicative of weapons-grade plutonium.

Document Number 16 of 16
TI (Title): Plutonium contamination twenty years after the nuclear weapons accident in
Spain
AU (Author): Iranzo, E. Richmond, C.R
CF (Conference Information): 8. international congress of radiation

research. Edinburgh (UK). 19-24 Jul 1987
SO (Source): 1987.17 p
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AB (Abstract): An accident Involving two US Air Force planes engaged in a refueling
operation occurred at 0922 GMT on January 17, 1966 over the town of Palomares in
southeastern Spain. Three of the bombs, one intact, were found on land, in or near Palomares
while the fourth was removed from the Mediterranean Sea. The parachutes of two of the
bombs did not deploy resulting in the detonation of their conventional explosives and release
of fissile material upon impact. Partial burning of the fissile material formed an aerosol
that contaminated approximately 226 hectares of uncultivated, fanned, and urban land. The
objective of this study was to determine the magnitude of the risk from internal
contamination of the area inhabitants immediately after the accident and during the
emergency phase and to determine the short, medium and long-term risk of internal
contamination for the inhabitants of Palomares and its environs and to those who consume
planet products cultivated in that area

Selected abstracts: Thule

Document Number 1 of 12
TI (Title): Perturbation in the 240Pu/239Pu global fallout ratio in local sediment following

the nuclear accidents at Thule (Greenland) and Palomares (Spain)
AU (Author): Mitchell, P.I. Vintro, L.L. (University Coll., Dublin (Ireland). Dept. of
Physics) Dahlgaard, H. (Risoe National Lab., Roskilde (Denmark)) Gasco, C. Sanchez-
Cabeza, J.A. (Barcelona Univ. (Spain). Dept. de Fisica Teorica)
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.)- Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 339-345
AB (Abstract): It is well established that the main source of the plutonium found in marine
sediments throughout the Northern Hemisphere is global stratospheric fallout, characterized
by a typical 240Pu/239Pu atom ratio of approxO. 18. Measurements of perturbations in this
ratio at various sites which had been subjected to close-in fallout, mainly from surface-based
testing, has confirmed the feasibility of using this ratio to distinguish plutonium from
different fallout sources. In the present study, the 240Pu/239Pu ratio has been examined in
samples of sediment collected at Thule (Greenland) and Palomares (Spain), where accidents
involving the release and dispersion of plutonium from fractured nuclear weapons occurred in
1968 and 1966, respectively. The 240Pu/239Pu ratio was measured by high-resolution alpha
spectrometry and spectral deconvolution. The analytical results showed that at Thule the
mean 240Pu/239Pu atom ratio was 0.033+-0.004, while at Palomares the equivalent ratio
appeared to be significantly higher at 0.056+-0.003. Both ratios are consistent with those
reported for soils samples at the Nevada site and Nagasaki, and are clearly indicative of
weapons-grade plutonium.

Document Number 2 of 12
TI (Title): Comparative study of plutonium and americium bioaccumulation from two
marine sediments contaminated in the natural environment
AU (Author): Hamilton, T.F. Smith, J.D. (Melbourne Univ., Parkville (Australia). Dept. of
Inorganic Chemistry) Fowler, S.W. LaRosa, J. Holm, E. (International Atomic Energy
Agency, Monaco-Ville (Monaco). Lab. of Marine Radioactivity) Aarkrog, A. Dahlgaard, H.
(Risoe National Lab., Roskilde (Denmark))
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): J. Environ. Radioact. (1991). v. 14(3) p. 211-223
AB (Abstract): Plutonium and americium sediment-animal transfer was studied under
controlled laboratory conditions by exposure of the benthic polychaete Nereis diversicolor
(O. F. Mueller) to marine sediments contaminated by a nuclear bomb accident (near Thule,
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Greenland) and nuclear weapons testing (Enewetak Atoll). In both sediment regimes, the
bioavailability of plutonium and 241 Am was low, with specific activity in the tissues <1%
(dry wt) than in the sediments. Over the first three months, a slight preference in transfer of
plutonium over 241 Am occurred and 241 Am uptake from the Thule sediment was enhanced
compared to that from lagoon sediments of Enewetak Atoll. Autoradiography studies
indicated the presence of hot particles of plutonium in the sediments. The results highlight
the importance of purging animals of their gut contents in order to obtain accurate
estimates of transuranic transfer from ingested sediments into tissue. It is further suggested
that enhanced transuranic uptake by some benthic species could arise from ingestion of
highly activity particles and organic-rich detritus present in the sediments.

Document Number 3 of 12
TI (Title): Sediment mixing and burial of the 239,240Pu pulse from the 1968 Thule,
Greenland nuclear weapons accident
AU (Author): Smith, J.N. Ellis, K.M. (Bedford Inst. of Oceanography, Dartmouth, NS
(Canada)) Aarkrog, A. Dahlgaard, H. (Risoe National Lab., Roskilde (Denmark)) Holm, E.
(Lund Univ. (Sweden). Dept. of Radiation Physics)
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1994). p. 135-159
AB (Abstract): A suite of sediment cores was collected in 1984 in Bylot Sound, Greenland,
at the site where a US B-52 bomber crashed on the ice in 1968 resulting in the rupture of four
nuclear weapons and the release of 1 TBq of plutonium to the underlying seawater/sediment
environment. Measurements of 239,240Pu indicate that weapons-plutonium has been
preferentially deposited in the fine-grained bottom sediments covering the basins in the
vicinity of the crash site. Only minimal dispersal of 239,240Pu to distances greater than 1
km from the crash site can be inferred from comparisons of the 1984 sediment core studies
with those undertaken in 1974 and 1979. 210Pb distributions measured in the sediment cores
have been simulated using a bio-diffusion model which indicates that burial of 239,240Pu has
occurred by the processes of bioturbation and sediment accumulation (at rates of 0.09-0.40 g
cm-2 year). Bioturbation has both enhanced the rate of burial of 239,240Pu in the sediments
and also maintained an elevated 239,240Pu concentration in the mixing zone at the sediment-
water interface.

Document Number 4 of 12
TI (Title): Plutonium in the marine environment
AU (Author): Jarvis, N.V. (Atomic Energy Corp. of South Africa Ltd., Pretoria (South
Africa)) Linder, P.W. (Cape Town Univ. (South Africa)) Wade, P.W. (Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research, Pretoria (South Africa). Div. of Water Technology)
JR (Journal Information): Transactions of the Royal Society of South Africa
SO (Source): (Dec 1994). p. 201-212
AB (Abstract): The shipping of plutonium from Europe to Japan around the Cape is a

contentious issue which has raised public concern that South Africa may be at risk to
plutonium exposure should an accident occur. The paper describes the containers in which
the plutonium (in the form of plutonium oxide, PuO2) is housed and consequences of the
unlikely event of these becoming ruptured. Wind-borne pollution is considered not to be a
likely scenario, with the plutonium oxide particles more likely to remain practically
insoluble and sediment. Plutonium aqueous and environmental chemistry is briefly discussed.
Some computer modelling whereby plutonium oxide is brought into contact with seawater
has been performed and the results are presented. The impact on marine organisms is
discussed in terms of studies performed at marine dump sites and after the crash of a bomber
carrying nuclear warheads in Thule, Greenland in 1968. Various pathways from the sea to
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land are considered in the light of studies done at Sellafield. a reprocessing plant in the
United Kingdom. Some recent debates in the popular scientific press, such as that on the
leukemia cluster at Sellafield, are described. Plutonium biochemistry and toxicity are
discussed as well as medical histories of workers exposed to plutonium.

Document Number 5 of 12
TI (Title): Studies on the distribution of transuranics in the Baltic Sea, the Danish Belts,

the Kattegat and the North Sea
AU (Author): Aarkrog, A. Dahlgaard, H. Nilsson, K. (Risoe National Lab., Roskilde
(Denmark))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC--265
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Transuranic cycling

behaviour in the marine environment. Final report of the co-ordinated research programme
sponsored by the IAEA from 1979 to 1981. Jun 1982.176 p. p. 23-32
AB (Abstract): The Danish Sounds and Belts connect the North Sea with the Baltic Sea. The
salinity of the North Sea is approximately 34 per mille and of the Baltic approximately 9 per
mille. In the inner Danish waters the bottom water consists mostly of ingoing, heavy North
Sea water, while on the surface we find the low salinity Baltic water. The Danish waters
make it possible within a limited area to study the influence on radionuclide levels of the
varying salinities in the marine environment. The Thule samples referred to in the present
report do not include those which were contaminated by unexploded nuclear weapon debris
from the 1968 accident. The study of transuranics in Danish waters has been supported by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) since 1978

Document Number 6 of 12
TI (Title): Thule accident 1968. Thule ulykken 1968: Bomber crash in Greenland
AU (Author): Melgaard, L. Moeller Kristensen, H
SO (Source): Koebenhavn (Denmark). Greenpeace Books and Records. Jan 1987.74 p
AB (Abstract): On January 21, 1968 an American B-52 bomber crashed on the ice at Thule
in Nothern Greenland. The bomber carried 4 nuclear weapons that were destroyed. The
radioactive material of the bombs was spread over a large area of the ice. About 850 Danes
stayed at the Thule base in 1968 for a shorter or longer period. Out of these 850 probably
between 70 and 170 men took part in the clearing after the accident. Danish and American
authorities establised that the radioactive contamination from the accident was too small to
cause any health effects. For that reason the Danish authorities did not follow the Danish
workers in order to show late effects, if any. In defiance of the authorities' very cocksure
attitude towards possible late effets parts of the Danish press in the Summer 1986 started to
be interested in the matter and to search for previous Thule-workers. Up till January 1987
aboput 600 workers have been contacted by the press, trade unions, and private persons.
About 500 out of the 600 workers report on illness, cancers and deaths. This report tries to
compile the accessible informations on the matter, to descibe the possible radioactive and
chemical effects, to compare the Thule accident with a similar incident in Spain in 1966, and
to propose a comprehensive health examination of all the workers. (LN)

Document Number 7 of 12
TI (Title): Studies of transuranics in an arctic marine environment
AU (Author): Aarkrog, A. Boelskifte, S. Dahlgaard, H. (Risoe National Lab., Roskilde
(Denmark)) Duniec, S. (Lund Univ. (Sweden)) Holm, E. (International Atomic Energy
Agency, Monaco-Ville (Monaco). Lab. Of Marine Radioactivity) Smith, J.N. (Bedford Inst.
of Oceanography, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia (Canada))
SO (Source): J. Radioanal. Nucl. Chem. Articles. (Oct 1987). v. 115(1) p. 39-50
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AB (Abstract): Since the accidental loss of four nuclear weapons by a B-52 at Thule
Airbase, Greenland in 1968, the marine environment at Thule has showed enhanced levels of
Pu and Am. Most of the activity is confined to the benthic environment within a distance of
50 km from the crash site of the B-52. Samplings of sediments, benthos, seaplants, fish, and
water have been carried out in 1968, 1970, 1974, 1979, and in 1984. The study presented
herein intends to answer the following questions: What is the mean residence time of these
transuranics in the benthic communities? Do Pu and Am behave differently in the
environment?

Document Number 8 of 12
TI (Title): Plutonium levels in the marine environment at Thule, Greenland
AU (Author): Aarkrog, A. (Risoe National Lab., Roskilde (Denmark))
SO (Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Proceedings of the third NEA
seminar on marine radioecology. Tokyo, 1-5 October 1979. Paris, France. OECD. 1980. 409
p. p. 245-251
AB (Abstract): Since 1968 the marine environment at Thule has contained 25-30 Ci
Sup(239,240)Pu from an accidental release. The plutonium resides preferentially in the
sediments and the benthic fauna. The plutonium inventories in the benthic biota have
decreased since 1968, but the decrease was most pronounced in the first years after the
accident. A new expedition in August 1979 has included americium in the studies

Document Number 9 of 12
TI (Title): Radionuclides in sediment cores from Thule, Greenland, 1991
AU (Author): Nielsen, S.P. Dahlgaard, H. (Risoe National Laboratory, Risoe (Denmark))

RPP (Primary Report Number): STUK-A--I45 {STUKA145}
SO (Source): Illus, E. (ed.) Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority, Helsinki (Finland)
Dating of sediments and determination of sedimentation rate. Proceedings 1998 151 p. p.
120-126
AB (Abstract): A number of unique sediment cores taken in 1991 in the Thule accident area
(North West Greenland) have been made available in collaboration with the Bedford Institute
of Oceanography, Canada. The cores have been sectioned in 1-cm slices. The work on the
sediment cores has focused on the following items: (1) to analyse the cores for 210Pb by
gamma spectrometry, (2) to analyse the cores for 239+240Pu by alpha spectrometry, (3) to
compare 210Pb and transuranics as tracers for sedimentation and bioturbation processes, and
(4) to determine sedimentation rates and bioturbation parameters of interest in connection
with radiological assessments in the Arctic marine environment

Document Number 10 of 12
TI (Title): Plutonium isotope ratios in environmental samples from Thule (Greenland) and

the Techa River (Russia) measured by ICPMS and alpha-spectrometry
AU (Author): Dahlgaard, H. Chen, QJ. Stuerup, S. Eriksson, M. Nielsen, S.P. Aarkrog, A.
(Risoe National Laboratory, Roskilde (Denmark))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM--354
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour l'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 209-210
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Document Number 11 of 12
TI (Title): Retrospective studies of aeolean redistribution of plutonium following the Thule
accident
AU (Author): Eriksson, M. Holm, E. Roos, P. (Department of Radiation Physics, Lund
University Hospital, Lund (Sweden)) Dahlgaard, H.(Risoe National Laboratory, Roskilde
(Denmark))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM-354
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme. Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour FExploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 233-234

Document Number 12 of 12
TI (Title): Physico-chemical speciation of plutonium in Arctic shelf waters at Thule, NW

Greenland
AU (Author): McMahon, C.A. Leon Vintro, L. Mitchell, P.I. (Department of Experimental
Physics, University College Dublin (Ireland)) Dahlgaard, H. (Risoe National Laboratory,
Roskilde (Denmark))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM-354
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour l'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 243-244

Selected abstracts: Kara Sea

Document Number 1 of 71
TI (Title): Impact of radioactive waste dumping in the Arctic Seas
AU (Author): Linsley, G.S. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria))
JR (Journal Information): Radiological Protection Bulletin
SO (Source): (Mar 1993). p. 7-8
AB (Abstract): Concern has been expressed in many quarters over the possible health and
environmental implications of the dumping of high level radioactive wastes in the shallow
waters of the Kara Sea and of other radioactive wastes in neighbouring seas. IAEA has
responded to this concern firstly by participating in the Norwegian-Russian experimental
programme of preliminary assessment and secondly by coordinating and contributing to a
longer term international action plan.

Document Number 2 of 71
TI (Title): Estimated inventory of radionuclides in former Soviet Union naval reactors
dumped in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Mount, M.E. Sheaffer, M.K. (Lawrence Livermore National Lab., CA
(United States)) Abbott, D.T. (Kaiser Engineering, Livermore, CA (United States))
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL-JC--114680-VGS {UCRLJC114680VGS}
CF (Conference Information): International conference on environmental radioactivity in the
arctic and antarctic. Kirkenes (Norway). 23-27 Aug 1993
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SO (Source): Jul 1993. 31 p
AB (Abstract): Radionuclide inventories have been estimated for the reactor cores, reactor
components, and primary system corrosion products in the former Soviet Union naval
reactors dumped at the Abrosimov Inlet, Tsivolka Inlet, Stepovoy Inlet, Techeniye Inlet, and
Novaya Zemlya Depression sites in the Kara Sea between 1965 and 1988. For the time of
disposal, the inventories are estimated at 69 to 111 kCi of actinides plus daughters and 3,053
to 7,472 kCi of fission products in the reactor cores, 917 to 1,127 kCi of activation products
in the reactor components, and 1.4 to 1.6 kCi of activation products in the primary system
corrosion products. At the present time, the inventories are estimated to have decreased to 23
to 38 kCi of actinides plus daughters and 674 to 708 kCi of fission products in the reactor
cores, 124 to 126 kCi of activation products in the reactor components, and 0.16 to 0.17 kCi
of activation products in the primary system corrosion products. Twenty years from now, the
inventories are projected to be 11 to 18 kCi of actinides plus daughters and 415 to 437 kCi of
fission products in the reactor cores, 63.5 to 64 kCi of activation products in the reactor
components, and 0.014 to 0.015 kCi of activation products in the primary system corrosion
products. All actinide activities are estimated to be within a factor of two

Document Number 3 of 71
TI (Title): Estimated inventory of radionuclides in Former Soviet Union Naval Reactors

dumped in the Kara Sea and their associated health risk
AU (Author): Mount, M.E. Layton, D.W. Schwertz, NX. Anspaugh, L.R. Robison, W.L
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL-JC-114227 {UCRLJC114227}
CF (Conference Information): Radioactivity and environmental security in the oceans: new
research and priorities in the Arctic and North Atlantic. Woods Hole, MA (United States). 7-9
Jun 1993
SO (Source): May 1993. 50 p

AB (Abstract): Radionuclide inventories have bin estimated for the reactor cores, reactor
components, and primary system corrosion products in the former Soviet Union naval
reactors dumped at the Abrosimov Inlet, Tsivolka Inlet, Stepovoy Inlet, Techeniye Inlet, and
Novaya Zemlya Depression sites in the Kara Sea between 1965 and 1988. For the time of
disposal, the inventories are estimated at 17 to 66 kCi of actinides plus daughters and 1695 to
4782 kCi of fission products in the reactor cores, 917 to 1127 kCi of activation products in
the reactor components, and 1.4 to 1.6 kCi of activation products in the primary system
corrosion products. At the present time, the inventories are estimated to have decreased to 6
to 24 kCi of actinides plus daughters and 492 to 540 kCi of fission products in the reactor
cores, 124 to 126 kCi of activation products in the reactor components, and 0.16 to 0.17 kCi
of activation products in the primary system corrosion products. All actinide activities are
estimated to be within a factor of two

Document Number 4 of 71
TI (Title): Cesium 137 in the sediments of the western part of the Kara Sea. 137Cs v
donnykh osadkakh zapadnoj chasti Karskogo morya
AU (Author): Ajbulatov, N.A. Sapozhnikov, Yu.A. Plishkin, A.N. Politova, N.V.
Sapozhnikova, L.D
JR (Journal Information): Doklady Akademii Nauk - Rossijskaya Akademiya Nauk
SO (Source): (Mar 1994). p. 98-100
AB (Abstract): Analysis of radioactive contamination of the Kara Sea sediments due to

disposal of multipole (up to 7000) containers at the depth of 12 up to 380 m is performed.
The upper layer (0-5 cm) of three meter columns, selected by three were subjected to gamma-
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spectrometry analysis. The Cs-137 specific activity distribution is presented. The error values
are given for 85% confidential probability

Document Number 5 of 71
TI (Title): Kara Sea radionuclide inventory from naval reactor disposal
AU (Author): Mount, ME. Sheaffer, M.K. Abbott, D.T. (Lawrence Livermore National

Lab., CA (United States))
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1994). p. 11-19
AB (Abstract): The ORIGEN2 computer code was used to estimate the quantities of

radionuclides contained in naval reactors disposed in the Kara Sea. At the time of disposal the
reactors contained 17 to 66 kCi of actinides, 1.7 to 4.8 MCi of fission products, and 0.9 to 1.1
MCi of activation products in reactor components and primary system corrosion products.
The current inventory is 5.S to 24 kCi of actinides, 0.49 to 0.54 MCi of fission products, and
120 to 130 kCi of activation products in reactor components and primary system corrosion
products.

Document Number 6 of 71
TI (Title): Radiometric investigations of Kara Sea sediments and preliminary radiological
assessment related to dumping of radioactive wastes in the Arctic Seas
AU (Author): Hamilton, T.F. Ballestra, S. Baxter, M.S. Gastaud, J. Osvath, I. Parsi, P.

Povinec, P.P. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Monaco (Monaco). Marine Environment
Lab.) Scott, E.M. (Glasgow Univ. (United Kingdom). Dept. of Statistics)
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1994). p. 113-134
AB (Abstract): There has been world-wide concern over the possible health and

environmental impacts of the dumping of radioactive wastes in shallow waters of the Kara
and Barents Seas. During 1992, IAEA-MEL participated in a joint Russian-Norwegian
expedition to the region and collected a suite of sediment cores for characterization of
downcore radioactivity distribution patterns and inventories with the aim of assessing past
and present inputs of radionuclides. The 137Cs, 238Pu, 239,240Pu, and 241 Am contents
of the 0-1 cm sections range from 17 to 32, 0.01 to 0.06, 0.4 to 1.3 and 0.2 to 0.5 Bq kg-1
(dry wt), respectively. The 238Pu/239,240Pu and 241Am/239,240Pu activity ratios are
consistent with those reported for global fallout. Detailed information on downcore
radionuclide distribution patterns and inventories, as well as an account of sedimentation
parameters, are presented.

Document Number 7 of 71
TI (Title): Survey of artificial radionuclides in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Strand, P. Rudjord, A.L. (Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority,

Oesteraas (Norway)) Nikitin, A. (SPA 'Typhoon' (Russian Federation)) (and others)
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1994). p. 99-112
AB (Abstract): The concentrations of radionuclides have been measured in water,
sediments and biota from the Barents and Kara Seas. The survey was undertaken to identify
the contribution to the anthropogenic radionuclides in the environment from nuclear waste
dumped by the USSR in these areas from 1962 to the present day. The concentration in
seawater was in the range 3.3-20.4 Bq m-3 for 137Cs, 3.0-12.1 Bq m-3 for 90Sr and < 1.8-
16.0 mBq m-3 for 239,240Pu. The concentrations in sediments (0-10 cm) were in the range
120-910 Bq m-2 for 137Cs and 2.5-135 Bq m-2 for 239,240Pu. The influence of radioactivity
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from dumped nuclear waste has not had a significant impact on the general levels of
anthropogenic radioactivity.

Document Number 8 of 71
TI (Title): Sorption of radioactive contaminants by sediment from the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Fuhrmann, M. Zhou, H. (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (United
States)) Neiheisel, J. Dyer, R
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): BNL--61503 {BNL61503}
SO (Source): 1 Feb 1995. 47 p

AB (Abstract): The purpose of this study is to quantify some of the parameters needed to
perform near-field modeling of sites in the Kara Sea that were impacted by the disposal of
radioactive waste. The parameters of interest are: the distribution coefficients (Kd) for several
important radionuclides, the mineralogy of the sediment, and the relationship of Kd to liquid
to solid ratio. Sediment from the Kara Sea (location: 73 degrees 00' N, 58 degrees 00' E) was
sampled from a depth of 287 meters on August 23/24, 1992, during a joint
Russian/Norwegian scientific cruise. Analysis of the material included mineralogy, grain size
and total organic carbon. Uptake kinetics were determined for 85Sr, 99Tc, 1251, 137Cs,
210Pb, 232U, and 241 Am and distribution coefficients (Kd) were determined for these
radionuclides using batch type experiments. Sorption isotherms were developed for 85Sr,
99Tc, and 137Cs to examine the effect that varying the concentration of a tracer has on the
quantity of that tracer taken up by the solid. The effect of liquid to solid ratio on the uptake of
contaminants was determined for 99Tc and 137Cs. In another set of experiments, the
sediment was separated into four size fractions and uptake was determined for each fraction
for 85Sr, 99Tc, and 137Cs. In addition, the sediment was analyzed to determine if it contains
observable concentrations of anthropogenic radionuclides

Document Number 9 of 71
TI (Title): Marine scientists on the Arctic seas: Documenting the radiological record
AU (Author): Povinec, P. Osvath, I. Baxter, M. (International Atomic Energy Agency,

Monaco (Monaco). Marine Environment Lab.)
JR (Journal Information): IAEA Bulletin
SO (Source): (Jun 1995). p. 31-35
AB (Abstract): In 1992 the Agency's Marine Environment Laboratory (IAEA-MEL)

responded to an invitation by the Russian and Norwegian governments to participate in
investigatory cruises to the Kara Sea and to assist in the assessment programme related to the
disposal of radioactive wastes in the Kara and Barents Seas. This article presents the IAEA-
MEL's contribution to the IASAP project.

Document Number 10 of 71
TI (Title): Radioactive contamination at dumping sites for nuclear waste in the Kara Sea.

Results from the Russian-Norwegian 1993 expedition to the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Strand, P. Rudjord, A.L. (Statens Straalevem, Oesteraas (Norway)) Salbu, B.
(Norges Landbrukshoegskole, Vollebekk (Norway)) (and others)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): NEI-NO--571 {NEINO571}

SO (Source): Nov 1994. 123 p
AB (Abstract): During the 1993 Joint Russian-Norwegian Expedition to the Kara Sea, three
dumping sites for nuclear waste were investigated: The Tsivolky Bay, the Stepovogo bay and
an area in the open Kara Sea (The Novaya Zemlya Trough). Dumped waste was localized and
inspected in the Tsivolky Bay and in the Stepovogo Bay using side scanning sonar and
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underwater camera. In the Stepovogo Bay, the dumped nuclear submarine no. 601, containing
spent nuclear fuel was localized. Samples of waters, sediments and biota were collected at
nine stations and later analyzed for several radionuclides (gammaemitters, 90Sr, 238Pu,
239,240Pu and 241 Am). The analyses of the samples al the following conclusions to be
drawn: 1) Elevated levels of 137Cs and 90Sr and presence of 60Co were observed in the
inner part of the Stepovogo Bay, and in one sample collected close to the hull of the dumped
nuclear submarine in the Stepovogo Bay. 60Co was also observed in the Tsivolky Bay. This
radioactive contamination most likely originates from the dumped radioactive material. It
may be due to leaching from the waste. 2) The enhanced levels of contamination caused by
dumped nuclear waste are still low and restricted to small areas. Thus, radiation doses from
the existing contamination would be negligible. Radioactive contamination outside these
areas is similar to the activity levels in the open Kara Sea.

Document Number 11 of 71
TI (Title): Acoustic and visual remote sensing of barrels of radioactive waste: Application

of civilian and military technology to environmental management of the oceans
AU (Author): Karl, H.A. Chin, J.L. Maher, N.M. (Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA
(United States)) Chavez, P.S. Jr. (Geological Survey, Flagstaff, AZ (United States)) Ueber, E.
(Gulf of the Farallones National Marine Sanctuary, San Francisco, C A (United States)) Van
Peeters, W. (Navy, San Bruno, CA (United States)) Curl, H. (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, Seattle, WA (United States))
CF (Conference Information): American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG)
Pacific Section meeting. San Francisco, CA (United States). 3-5 May 1995
JR. (Journal Information): AAPG Bulletin
SO (Source): (Apr 1995). p. 589
AB (Abstract): As part of an ongoing strategic research project to find barrels of

radioactive waste off San Francisco, the U.S. Navy (USN), the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS), and the Gulf of the Farallones National Marine Sanctuary (GFNMS) pooled their
expertise, resources, and technology to form a partnership to verify new computer
enhancement techniques developed for detecting targets the size of 55 gallon barrels on
sidescan sonar images. Between 1946 and 1970, approximately 47,800 large barrels and
other containers of radioactive waste were dumped in the ocean west of San Francisco. The
containers litter an area of the sea floor of at least 1400 km 2 knows as the Farallon Island
Radioactive Waste Dump. The exact location of the containers and the potential hazard the
containers pose to the environment is unknown. The USGS developed computer techniques
and contracted with private industry to enhance sidescan data, collected in cooperation with
the GFNMS, to detect objects as small as 55 gallon steel barrels while conducting regional
scale sidescan sonar surveys. Using a subset of the regional sonar survey, images were
plotted over a 125 km 2 area. The acoustic interpretations were verified visually using the
USN DSV Sea Cliff and the unmanned Advanced Tethered Vehicle (ATV). Barrels and other
physical features were found where image enhancement had indicated they would be found.
The interagency cooperation among the USN, USGS, and GFNMS has led to develop a cost
effective and time efficient method to locate the barrels of radioactive waste. This method
has universal application for locating containers of hazardous waste over a regional scale in
other ocean areas such as Boston Harbor and the Kara Sea in the Arctic. This successful
application of military and civilian expertise and technology has provided scientific
information to help formulate policy decisions that affect the environmental management
and quality of the ocean
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Document Number 12 of 71
TI (Title): Characteristics of radionuclide accumulation in benthic organisms and fish of the

Barents and Kara Seas
AU (Author): Matishov, G.G. Matishov, D.G. Rissanen, C. (Murmansk Institute of Marine

Biology, Murmansk (Russian Federation))
JR (Journal Information): Doklady Biological Sciences
SO (Source): (May-Jun 1995). p. 271-272
AB (Abstract): Artificial radionuclides play a specific role in the hydrochemical,

geochemical, and hydrobiological processes that are currently occurring in the western Arctic.
The existing data on radioactive contamination of different plant and animal species
inhabiting the sea shelf are fragmentary. Hence, it was difficult to follow the transformation
of radionuclides during their transmission along food chains, from phyto- and zoo-plankton
to benthos, fish, birds, and marine mammals. In 1990-1994, the Murmansk Institute of
Marine Biology organized expeditions to collect samples of residues on the sea floor and also
of benthos, benthic fish, macrophytes, and other organisms inhabiting the shelf of the
Barents and Kara Seas. These samples were tested for cesium-13 7, cesium-134, strontium-
90, plutonium-239, plutonium-240, americium-241, and cobalt-60 in Rovaniemi (Finland) by
the regional radiation administration of the Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety.
Over 1000 tests were made. Their results provided new data on the content and distribution of
these radionuclides among different components of marine ecosystems.

Document Number 13 of 71
TI (Title): Transfer of European coastal pollution to the Arctic: radioactive tracers
AU (Author): Dahlgaard, H. (Risoe National Lab., Roskilde (Denmark))

JR (Journal Information): Marine Pollution Bulletin
SO (Source): (Jan-Mar 1995). p. 3-7
AB (Abstract): Controlled discharges of man-made radionuclides from the nuclear

reprocessing facilities at Sellafield (UK) and La Hague (France) have been utilized to trace
the transport of European coastal contaminants to the Barents Sea, the Kara Sea, the Arctic
Ocean and the East Greenland Current. The transfer is quantified by a transfer factor (TF),
calculated as the quotient between observed concentrations in the environment and an
average discharge rate t years earlier, where t is the transport time. A TF value of 1-2 ng m-
3/t yr-1 has been found for Sellafield discharges in East Greenland Current Polar Water - a
water mass reflecting contaminant levels in Arctic Ocean surface water. Such transfer factors
are also valid for other conservatively-behaving pollutants discharged to the European coastal
zone. Even non-conservative particle-reactive elements (e.g. plutonium) have now been
traced from European coastal waters to the Arctic.

Document Number 14 of 71
TI (Title): A preliminary assessment of potential doses to man from radioactive waste

dumped in the Arctic Sea
AU (Author): Nielsen, S.P. (Forskningscente Risoe, Roskilde (Denmark)) Iosjpe, M.
Strand, P. (Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority, Oesteraas (Norway))
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): RISO-R»841(EN) {RISOR841EN}
SO (Source): Sep 1995. 53 p
AB (Abstract): This report describes a preliminary radiological assessment of collective
doses to the world population from radioactive material dumped in the Barents and Kara Seas
in the period 1961-1991. Information on the dumped waste and the rates of release of
radionuclides have been available from Russian sources and from the International Atomic
Energy Agency. A box model has been used to simulate the dispersion of radionuclides in the
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marine environment and to calculate the contamination of seafood and the subsequent
radiation doses to man. Two release scenarios have been adopted. The worst-case release
scenario which ignores the presence of barriers between spent nuclear fuel and seawater is
estimated to give rise to about 10 mansieverts calculated to 1000 years from the time of
release. A more realistic release scenario is estimated to cause about 3 mansieverts. In both
cases exposure from the radionuclide 137Cs is found to dominate the doses.

Document Number 15 of 71
TI (Title): Distribution of 239,240Pu and 238Pu concentrations in sediments from the Ob

and Yenisey rivers and the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Baskaran, M. Asbill, Shaunna Santschi, Peter (Texas A and M Univ..
Galveston, TX (United States). Dept. of Oceanography) Davis, Tamara Brooks, James
Champ, Mike (Texas A and M Univ., College Station, TX (United States). Geochemical and
Environmental Research Group) Makeyev, Vyacheslav (Research Inst. for Nature
Conservation of the Arctic and North, Saint Petersburg (Russian Federation)) Khlebovich,
Vladimir (Zoological Inst., Saint Petersburg (Russian Federation))
JR (Journal Information): Applied Radiation and Isotopes
SO (Source): (Nov 1995). p. 1109-1119
AB (Abstract): The major sources of plutonium isotopes in the environment are from

nuclear weapons testing via global and close-in (debris) fallout, nuclear fuel reprocessing and
fabrication plant effluents. Measurements of differences in the Pu isotopic
ratios(239Pu/240Pu, 238Pu/239,240Pu and 241Pu/239,240Pu) have yielded information not
only on the time horizons for sedimentary deposits but also on the sources of Pu. We have
measured 238Pu, 239,240Pu and 137Cs concentrations in the surficial sediments of the Ob
and Yenisey Rivers (Russia) and the Kara Sea. The downcore variations of 238Pu and
239,240Pu concentrations have also been measured in some sediment cores. A comparison of
the sediment core inventories of 239,240Pu along with the 238Pu/239,240Pu activity ratios
with those expected from global fallout at the study sites allows us to estimate the relative
amounts of reactor-derived 238Pu and 239,240Pu from the dumped reactor sites in the study
area. In surficial sediment samples, the 239,240Pu concentrations vary between 9.4 and 627
mBq kg-1, with a mean of 250 mBq kg-1. The 238Pu/239,240Pu activity ratios vary between
0.009 and 0.065 with an average value of 0.034 +- 0.003. This range can be compared to the
average 238Pu/239,240Pu activity ratio of 0.030 for the year 1993 from nuclear weapons
testing and SNAP fallout obtained from soil studies, indicating very little additional sources
of 238Pu to the sediments in the study area. In sediment cores, the maximum depths at which
239,240Pu was detected varied between 6 and 12 cm. These depth yield average apparent
sedimentation rates in the coastal Kara Sea between 1.5 and 3.0 mm yr-1 (assuming Pu input
since 1952, and no sediment mixing).

Document Number 16 of 71
TI (Title): Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents and Kara seas
AU (Author): Salbu, B. (Agricultural University of Norway, Aas (Norway). Laboratory for
Analytical Chemistry) Strand, P. (Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority, Oesteraas
(Norway)) Christensen, G.C. (Institute for Energy Technology, Kjeller (Norway))
JR (Journal Information): Radiation Protection Dosimetry
SO (Source): (1995). p. 9-11
AB (Abstract): To evaluate the level of radioactive contamination in the Kara Sea and to
assess short- and long-term consequences of dumped radioactive waste, joint Russian-
Norwegian expeditions have been performed annually since 1992. Results from the 1992
joint expedition to the Kara Sea demonstrated very low concentrations of radionuclides in
waters and sediments. Contributions from different sources: global fallout, river transport,
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marine transport of discharges from European reprocessing plants and of fallout from
Chernobyl, could be identified. From the expeditions in 1993 and 1994 to three bays at
Novaya Zemlya, local contamination in the Stepovogo and the Abrosimov bays due to
leakage from the dumped radioactive waste could be confirmed. Results from the 1994
expedition will be published in 1995. The levels of radioactivity in the Kara Sea are,
however, very low and represent at present an extremely low impact on man and the marine
ecosystem.

Document Number 17 of 71
TI (Title): Iodine-129 as an environmental tracer
AU (Author): Kilius, L.R. (Univ. of Toronto (Canada))
SO (Source): Duggan, J.L. Morgan, IX. (eds.). Thirteenth international conference on the
application of accelerators in research and industry. Denton, TX (United States). University
of North Texas. 1994. p. 6O.a
AB (Abstract): Long lived isotopes with half-lives in excess of a million years have not

been used extensively as tracers because these isotopes have been very difficult to measure in
the natural environment by conventional techniques. With the development of Accelerator
Mass Spectrometry (AMS), routine measurements are now possible for 1291 (16 My ears) and
with further innovations in this field 135Cs (3 Myears) measurements at natural abundances
should be possible. Massive quantities of 1291 have been released from nuclear reprocessing
facilities located on the Irish Sea and on the English Channel. The 1291 signature from these
emissions has been traced from the North Sea into the North Atlantic, Greenland Sea, Arctic
Ocean and onto the Canadian eastern coast. These ocean areas are of particular interest as the
North Atlantic is a region wherein warm equatorial waters originating from the Gulf
stream are believed to cool, sink and subsequently form part of a global circulation as
previously proposed by W. Broecker. Interest in the ecological importance of the Arctic
Ocean has also increased after reports of nuclear wates disposal in the Kara and Barents Seas
were made public. 1291 has played a significant role in determining the extent of radio-
isotopic contamination, its distribution within the Arctic waters, and the determination of
effluent pathways. Results from a number of expeditions in this region will be summarized.
The use of long-lived isotopes is a new and virtually unexplored area of research. This talk
will focus on the detection and application of 1291 as a long range tracer primarily in the
oceanic systems and will highlight areas where other long lived isotopes such as 135Cs will
have an impact

Document Number 18 of 71
TI (Title): Potential doses to man from the dumping of radioactive waste in the Arctic seas
AU (Author): Nielsen, S.P. (Risoe National Lab., Roskilde (Denmark)) Strand, P. (National
Radiation Protection Authority, Oesteraas (Norway))
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/8P {IAEASM3398P}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental impact
of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria). IAEA.
Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 732-734. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): A set of computer models has been developed for estimation of the potential
consequences to man in terms of radiation doses from the dumping of radioactive waste in the
Kara Sea and the Barents Sea by the former Soviet Union. The dispersion of radionuclides
has been simulated with a compartmental model, taking into account the hydrodynamic
transport of water from the Arctic Ocean to the North Atlantic, including the European
coastal waters.
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Document Number 19 of 71
TI (Title): Dumping of nuclear waste in the Barents and Kara sea
AU (Author): Strand, P

RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-RU-415 {INISRU415}
SO (Source): Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow (Russian Federation). Scientific
Council on Radiobiological Problems Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow (Russian
Federation). Radiobiological Society CHEMBIO Joint Stock Co. University of Oslo/Moscow
Centre for Medical Studies. 2. International conference. Radiobiological consequences of
nuclear accidents Russian-Norwegian Satellite Symposium on nuclear accidents,
radioecology and health. Abstracts. Part 2. 1994. 319 p. p. 268

Document Number 20 of 71
TI (Title): Marine radioactivity studies in the vicinity of sites with potential radionuclide

releases
AU (Author): Baxter, M.S. Ballestra, S. Gastaud, J. (InternationalAtomic Energy Agency,
Monaco (Monaco). Marine Environment Lab.) (and others)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/131 {IAEASM339131}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental
impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria).
IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p.125-141. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): The paper gives a review of recent and current studies by the Marine

Environment Laboratory (MEL) of the IAEA at fourlocations where radioactive materials
have been intentionally or accidentally introduced into the marine environment. In each case
the possibility of radionuclide leakage has led Member States to implement monitoring and
assessment projects which have included an invited IAEA-MEL participation. The study sites
are: (a) the former Soviet dumping sites in the Kara Sea, (b) the former European dumping
sites in the north-east Atlantic, (c) the location in the Norwegian Sea where the Soviet nuclear
powered submarine Komsomolets accidentally sank in April 1989, and (d) the former Soviet
and Russian dumping sites in the Far Eastern seas. Generally, anthropogenic radionuclide
levels observed in the investigated areas are low, the main contribution being from global
weapons test fallout. In some dumping sites (Stepovovo and Tsivolki Bays, north-east
Atlantic), higher concentrations of either 137Cs, 60Co or 239+240Pu have been measured
in bottom waters and sediment, indicating a possible contribution from the disposed wastes.
However, the IAEA-MEL assessments based on both radiometric survey and dispersion
modelling suggest that the global radiological impact of these disposals is comparable to or
less than the impacts resulting from other sources of anthropogenic radioactivity.

Document Number 21 of 71
TI (Title): Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Strand, P. Rudjord, A.L. (National Radiation Protection Authority, Oesteraas
(Norway)) Nikitin, A. (Scientific ProductionAssociation "Typhoon", Obnisnk (Russian
Federation). Inst of Experimental Meteorology) (and others)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/128 {IAEASM339128}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental impact
of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria). IAEA.
Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 143-153. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): In order to evaluate the level of radioactive contamination in the Kara Sea
and to assess the short and long term consequences of dumped radioactive waste, joint
Russian-Norwegian expeditions have been performed annually since 1992. The results from
the 1992 joint expedition to the Kara Sea demonstrated very low concentrations of
radionuclides in waters and sediments. Contributions from different sources could be
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identified: global fallout, river, transport, marine transport of discharges from European
reprocessing plants and fallout from the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. The
expeditions in 1993 to the dumping sites confirmed local contamination in the Stepovogo
Fjord and the Tsivolki Fjord due to leakage from dumped radioactive waste. The levels of
radioactivity in the Kara Sea are, however, very low and have at present a very small impact
on man and on the marine ecosystem.

Document Number 22 of 71
TI (Title): The International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP). Interim progress

report
AU (Author): Sjoeblom, K.L. Linsley, G.S. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria). Div. of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Waste Management)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/167 {IAEASM339167}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental impact
of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria). IAEA.
Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 155-164. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): The International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP) was established
in 1993 to address concern over the potential health and environmental impacts of the
dumped radioactive wastes in the shallow waters of the Arctic seas. The work is being
carried out as part of the IAEA's responsibilities with regard to the London Convention 1972.
The project will last for four years and is run by the IAEA in co-operation with the
Norwegian and Russian Governments, and with the involvement, through the IAEA, of
experts from about 15 IAEA Member States. The objectives of the project are: (1) to assess
the risks to human health and to the environment associated with the radioactive wastes
dumped in the Kara Sea and the Barents Sea, and (2) to examine possible remedial actions
related to the dumped wastes and to advise on whether these actions are necessary and
justified. The project has been organized into five principal working areas: (i) source terms,
(ii) existing environmental concentrations, (iii) transfer mechanisms and models, (iv) impact
assessment and (v) remedial measures. Progress of IASAP is reviewed each year by a group
of senior scientists. This group is also responsible for preparing the final report of IASAP
and the recommendations for presentation to Contracting Parties to the London Convention in
1996.

Document Number 23 of 71
TI (Title): Radionuclide release from submarine reactors dumped in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Lynn, N. Timms, S. Warden, J. (Royal Naval Coll., Greenwich (United

Kingdom)) Sivintsev, Yu.V. (Russian Research Centre Kurchatov Inst., Moscow (Russian
Federation)) Yefimov, E. (Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Obninsk (Russian
Federation)) Mount, M. (Lawrence Livermore National Lab., CA (United States)) Gussgard,
K. (Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority, Oesteraas (Norway)) Dyer, R.
(Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC (United States)) Sjoeblom, K.L.
(International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Div. of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and
Waste Management)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM-339/166P {IAEASM339166P}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Environmental impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international
symposium. Vienna (Austria). IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 825-827. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): In the course of its work for the International Arctic Seas Assessment
Project (IASAP) under the auspices of the IAEA, the Source Term Working Group has
developed simple models to predict the patterns of radionuclide release into the Kara Sea
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from spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and from activated components of the seven nuclear
submarines dumped by the former Soviet Union.

Document Number 24 of 71
TI (Title): Transport of contaminants by Arctic sea ice and surface ocean currents
AU (Author): Pfirman, S. (Columbia Univ., New York, NY (United States).Bamard
College)
SO (Source): Anon. Second SET AC world congress (16. annual meeting): Abstract book.
Global environmental protection: Science, politics, and common sense. Pensacola, FL
(United States). Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry. 1995. 378 p. p. 76
AB (Abstract): Sea ice and ocean currents transport contaminants in the Arctic from source

areas on the shelves, to biologically active regions often more than a thousand kilometers
away. Coastal regions along the Siberian margin are polluted by discharges of agricultural,
industrial and military wastes in river runoff, from atmospheric deposition and ocean
dumping. The Kara Sea is of particular concern because of deliberate dumping of
radioactive waste, as well as the large input of polluted river water. Contaminants are
incorporated in ice during suspension freezing on the shelves, and by atmospheric deposition
during drift. Ice releases its contaminant load through brine drainage, surface runoff of snow
and meltwater, and when the floe disintegrates. The marginal ice zone, a region of intense
biological activity, may also be the site of major contaminant release. Potentially
contaminated ice from the Kara Sea is likely to influence the marginal ice zones of the
Barents and Greenland seas. From studies conducted to date it appears that sea ice from the
Kara Sea does not typically enter the Beaufort Gyre, and thus is unlikely to affect the
northern Canadian and Alaskan margins

Document Number 25 of 71
TI (Title): Accumulation level of Strontium-90 in the bottom sediments and biota of the

Barents and Kara Seas. Uroven' nakopleniya strontsiya-90 v dannykh otlozheniyakh i biote
Barentseva i Karskogo morej
AU (Author): Matishov, G.G. Matishov, D.G. Rissanen, Kh. (RAN, Murmansk!) Morskoj
Biologicheskij Inst. Kol'skogo Nauchnogo Tsentra(Russian Federation) Finlyandskij Tsentr
Radiatsionnoj i Yadernoj Bezopasnosti, Rovaniemi (Finland))
JR (Journal Information): Doklady Akademii Nauk - Rossijskaya Akademiya Nauk
SO (Source): (Apr 1997). v. 353(5). p. 700-702
AB (Abstract): The results of studies on the 90Sr content in the bottom sediments and biota
of the Barents and Kara Seas, conducted in 1993-1995 are presented. The 90Sr content in the
bottom sediments of the Barents Sea varries from 0.2 up to 0.74 Bq/kg its accumulation level
in organs and tissues offish is small-from 0.07 up to 0.034 Bq/kg. After the nuclear tests ban
the radioactive substances content in these seas is characterized by tendency to decrease. It is
noted that general radioactivity of the components under consideration is determined main
not by strontium but by cesium

Document Number 26 of 71
TI (Title): Radioecological problems associated with marine nuclear installations
AU (Author): Lystsov, V.N. Murzin, N.V. (RRC Kurchatov Inst., Moscow (Russian
Federation))
SO (Source): Amiro, B. (ed.) (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Pinawa, MB (Canada).
Whiteshell Labs.) Avadhanula, R. (ed.) (Atomic Energy Control Board, Ottawa, ON
(Canada)) Johansson, Gunnar Larsson, Carl-Magnus Luening, M. (eds.) (Swedish Radiation
Protection Inst., Stockholm (Sweden)). Protection of the natural environment. International
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symposium on ionising radiation. Proceedings, V.I. Stockholm (Sweden). SSL 1996. 745 p.
p. 191-200.
AB (Abstract): The experience gained at operation of marine nuclear installations exceeds
many thousands of reactor years. Environmental impacts of normal operation as well as of
the accidents are sufficiently well known. One should add to it the experience obtained in the
course of operation of nuclear fleet infrastructure (treatment of spent nuclear fuel, liquid and
solid radioactive waste etc.). The source term for environmental radioactive pollution by the
russian navy and merchant nuclear fleets and their infrastructure is assessed in this
presentation. The most significant accidental releases (Chazhma Bay, Rea inlet, Andreev
inlet) as well as high activity dumpings at Kara sea are also discussed. Until now the
prevailing approach to environmental safety was rather straightforward: if radiological
protection of human population is provided the protection of natural environment is granted
automatically. Our approach is based on the assessment of the ecosystem as a whole. We
combine the changes in species diversity of the ecosystem with the changes in energy balance
of it. Quantitative assessment of risk for stability of ecosystem can be proposed along these
lines

Document Number 27 of 71
TI (Title): Experimentation of nuclear weapons, releases and storages of radioactive wastes

in the Kara sea and in New Zemble. Experimentation d'armes nucleaires. rejets et stockages
d'effluents radioactifs dans la mer de Kara et en Nouvelle Zemble
AU (Author): Charmasson, S. (CEA Centre d'Etudes de Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France).
Inst. de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire)
SO (Source): Circumstances and consequences of the radioactive pollution in the old Soviet
Union. Circonstances et consequences de la pollution radioactive dans I'ancienne Union
Sovietique. Fontenay aux Roses (France). Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique, 1996. p. 41-61
AB (Abstract): 132 nuclear weapons were tested from 1955 to 1990 in New Zemble. From
1959 to 1993, low level liquid radioactive wastes, low and medium level solid radioactive
wastes, reactor core and fuel of submarine and nuclear propelled ships were released in the
Kara and the Barentz seas. For these two seas, a recapitulation of the different radioactive
sources and the found level of radioactivity of the marine environment are presented.

Document Number 28 of 71
TI (Title): Predicted radionuclide release from reactor-related unenclosed solid objects
dumped in the Sea of Japan and the Pacific Ocean, east coast of Kamchatka
AU (Author): Mount, M.E. (Lawrence Livermore National Lab., CA (United States)) Lynn,

N.M. Warden, J.M. (Royal Naval Coll., Greenwich (United Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL-JC--124351 {UCRLJC124351}
CF (Conference Information): Global partnership: a multi-national workshop on nuclear
waste in and around the Sea of Japan, Sea of Okhotsk, and the North Pacific Ocean. Nigata
(Japan). 14-15 Jun 1996
SO (Source): Jun 1996. 23 p

AB (Abstract): Between 1978 and 1991 reactor-related solid radioactive waste was dumped
by the former Soviet Union as unenclosed objects in the Pacific Ocean, east coast of
Kamchatka, and the Sea of Japan. This paper presented estimates for the current (1994)
inventory of activation and corrosion products contained in the reactor-related unenclosed
solid objects. In addition, simple models derived for prediction of radionuclide release from
marine reactors dumped in the Kara Sea are applied to certain of the dumped objects to
provide estimates of radionuclide release to the Pacific Ocean, east coast of Kamchatka, and
Sea of Japan environments. For the Pacific Ocean, east coast of Kamchatka, total release
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rates start below 0.01 GBq yr-1 and over 1,000 years, fall to 100 Bq yr-1. In the Sea of Japan,
the total release rate starts just above 1 GBq yr- 1, dropping off to a level less than 0.1
GBq yr-1, extending past the year 4,000

Document Number 29 of 71
TI (Title): Dumping of radioactive waste and investigation of contamination in the Kara
Sea. Results from 3 years of investigations (1992-1994) in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Strand, P. (Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway)) Foeyn, L. (Norsk Inst.
for Vannforskning, Oslo (Norway)) Nikitin, A.I. (SPA "Typhoon", Roshydromet (Russian
Federation)) (and others)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): NEI-NO--728 {NEINO728}
SO (Source): Mar 1996. 57 p
AB (Abstract): The report summarises the results obtained from the joint Russian-
Norwegian investigation concerning the consequences of dumping of radioactive waste in the
Kara Sea. Three expeditions were undertaken to the Kara Sea and the present dumping sites
for radioactive waste. Samples of water, sediments and biota were collected and analysed.
An impact and risk assessment was performed, based on the information provided through the
joint cooperation. Enhanced levels and artificially produced radionuclides in the sediments
collected in the very close vicinity of almost all localised dumped objects, demonstrate that
leakage occur. No contribution from dumped radioactive waste was observed in the open
Kara Sea. Due to the potential for leakage from the dumped waste in the future and the
presence of other potential sources in the area, a regular monitoring programme is highly
recommended

Document Number 30 of 71
TI (Title): A preliminary assessment of potential doses to man from radioactive waste
dumped in the Arctic sea
AU (Author): Nielsen, S.P. (Risoe National Lab., Roskilde (Denmark)) Iosjpe, M. Strand,

P. (Statens Straalevem, Oesteraas (Norway))
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): NRPA-1995:8 {NRPA19958}
SO (Source): Nov 1995. 56 p
AB (Abstract): This report describes a preliminary radiological assessment of collective
doses to the world population from radioactive material dumped in the Kara and Barents
Seas in the period 1961-1991. Information on the dumped waste and the rates of release
of radionuclides have been available from Russian sources and from the International
Atomic Energy Agency. A box model has been used to simulate the dispersion of
radionuclides in the marine environment and to calculate the contamination of seafood and
the subsequent radiation doses to man. Two release scenarios have been adopted. The worst-
case release scenario, which ignores the presence of barriers between spent nuclear fuel and
seawater, is estimated to give rise to about 10 mansievert calculated to 1000 years from the
time of release. A more realistic release scenario is estimated to cause about 3 mansieverts.
In both cases exposure from the radionuclide 137Cs is found to dominate the doses.

Document Number 31 of 71
TI (Title): Radioactive contamination of nuclear wastes release sites in the Kara sea.
Contamination radioactive des sites de deversement de dechets nucleaires dans la mer de
Kara
JR (Journal Information): Rayonnements Ionisants, Techniques de Mesures et de Protection
SO (Source): (1996). p. 7-26
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AB (Abstract): During the russian-Norwegian expedition of 1993 in the Kara sea,three
radioactive wastes immersion sites have been studied: the Tsivolky bay, the Stepovogo bay
and a zone situated in high sea in the Kara sea (the New-Zemble abyss). The immersed
radioactive wastes have been located and inspected in the Tsivolky bay in the Stepovogo
bay with a sonar and a submarine camera. Samples of water, sediments and biota have been
collected and analyzed to find radionuclides such gamma emitters, 90Sr, 238Pu, 239Pu,
240Pu and 241Am. The analysis allow to give the following conclusions: the high levels of
137Cs and 90Sr have been observed in the low part of the Stepovogo bay and in a sample
taken near the immersed submarine in this bay. The presence of 6OC0 have been observed in
the Tsivolky bay. Probably, this radioactive contamination comes from the immersed
radioactive material. The levels of contamination coming from the immersion of nuclear
wastes are still low and limited to low extensive zones. The radiation doses coming from the
contamination should be negligible. The radioactive contamination outside these zones is
comparable to the activity levels in high sea observed in the Kara sea.

Document Number 32 of 71
TI (Title): On 99Tc, 137Cs and 9OSr in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Dahlgaard, H. (Risoe National Lab., Roskilde (Denmark))

RPP (Primary Report Number): NEI-NO--747 {NEINO747}
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995. 427 p. p. 91-94
AB (Abstract): Technetium-99 in the Arctic seas originate mainly from European
reprocessing plants whereas 137Cs and 90Sr have many sources. It appears that for 137Cs,
re-mobilisation from the Irish Sea of sedimented activity from earlier discharges and the
outflow of Baltic water contaminated with Chernobyl activity, are more important sources to
the present contamination of the Kara Sea than new European discharges. As opposed to
137Cs and 99Tc, 90Sr is correlated with low salinity waters. It is argued, that this is due to
runoff of global atmospheric fallout 90Sr from land.

Document Number 33 of 71
TI (Title): Joint Russian-Norwegian collaboration on radioactive contamination from
dumped nuclear waste in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Nikitin, A.I. (SPA "Tuphoon", Obnisk (Russian Federation)) Salbu, B.
(Norges Landbrukshoegskole, Vollebekk (Norway)) Strand, P. (Statens Straalevern,
Oesteraas (Norway)) (and others)
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 125-128
AB (Abstract): Joint Russian-Norwegian expeditions to the Kara Sea have taken place
annually since 1992. The 1992 expedition to the open Kara Sea included for the first time
scientists from Western countries. During the 1993 expedition underwater investigations of
dumped objects in the Tsivolky Fjord and the Stepovogo Fjord was performed in addition to
sample collection. This program was also carried out in the Abrosimov Fjord and the
Stepovogo Fjord in 1994. The enhanced levels of 137Cs and 90Sr, and the presence of 60Co
in sediments from Stepovogo Fjord as well as traces of 60Co in samples from Tsivolky
Fjord, show that leakage from dumped radioactive water has taken place. The contamination
was localized to nearby dumped objects. The concentrations of radionuclides in waters and
sediments in the open Kara Sea are presently very low and significantly lower than in other
marine areas, e.g. the Irish Sea, the Baltic Sea, and the North Sea. The results imply that the
impact of radioactive contamination from dumped radioactive waste on the Kara Sea
environment is at present very low.
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Document Number 34 of 71
TI (Title): Joint Russian-Norwegian collaboration on radioactive contamination from

dumped nuclear waste in the Kara Sea. Results from the 1994 expedition to Abrosimov and
Stepovogo Fjords
AU (Author): Salbu, B. (Norges Landbrukshoegskole, Vollebekk (Norway)) Nikitin, A.I.
(SPA "Typhoon", Obninsk (Russian Federation)) Strand, P. (Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas
(Norway))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 129-134
AB (Abstract): The Joint Russian-Norwegian expedition to dumping sites in the Abrosimov
and Stepovogo Fjords took place in the period August 24 to September 19, 1994. The
objectives of the expedition were to localize and visually inspect dumped objects in the areas
and to collect samples of water, sediments and biota for radionuclide analysis at institutes in
Russia and Norway. In the Abrosimov Fjord, enhanced levels of 137Cs, 60Co, 90Sr and
239,240Pu in sediments close to dumped containers demonstrate that leaching from dumped
material has taken place. To a smaller extent, sediments close to the reactor compartments are
contaminated. Furthermore, traces of 60Co are observed in sediments close to the located
barges. In the inner Stepovogo Fjord where steel containers are dumped, the contaminations
of 137Cs, 60Co, 90Sr, and 239,240Pu in sediments is significant an radioactive particles are
presents. Low levels of radionuclides, however, were observed close to the sunken
submarine. In all cases contamination is observed in sediments in the close vicinity of the
dumped objects. 137Cs is strongly fixed to sediment components and thereby exposed to
resuspension, while 90Sr is to a large extent mobile (exchangrable). The general level of
radionuclides in waters and sediments in Abrosimov and Stepovogo Fjords are similar to
those of the open Kara Sea, i.e. significantly lower than in other marine system (e.r. Irish Sea,
Baltic Sea, North Sea). Furthermore, the concentrations of 137Cs in fish was very low (0.5-
2Bq/kg). Thus, according to previous statements the radiological impact on man and the
arctic environment from the observed leakages in the Abrosimov and Stepovogo Fjords
today, is considered to be low.

Document Number 35 of 71
TI (Title): Scenarios for potential radionuclide release from marine reactors dumped in the

Kara Sea
AU (Author): Lynn, N. (Royal Naval Coll., Greenwich (United Kingdom)) Mount, M.
(Lawrence Livermore National Lab., CA (United States)) Gussgard, K. (Statens Straalevern,
Oesteraas (Norway)) (and others)
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern,Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 135-138
AB (Abstract): The largest inventory of radioactive materials dumped in the Kara Sea by the
former Soviet Union comes from the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) of seven marine reactors, the
current (1994) inventory of which makes a total of approximately 4.7x1015 Bq. In
progressing its work for the International Arctic Seas Assessment Project, under the auspices
of the International Atomic Energy Agency, the Source Term Working Group has analysed
the Source Term and subsequently developed a number of model scenarios for the
potential release patterns of radionuclides into the Kara Sea from the SNF and activated
components dumped within the marine reactors.These models are based on the present and
future conditions of the barrier materials and their configuration within the dumped objects.
They account for progressive corrosion of the outer and inner steel barriers, breakdown of the
organic fillers, and degradation and leaching from the SNFs. Annual release rates are
predicted to four thousand years into the future.
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Document Number 36 of 71
TI (Title): IAEA-MEL's contribution to the investigation of the Kara Sea dumping sites
AU (Author): Gastaud, J. Hamilton, T. Harms, I. (International Atomic Energy Agency,
Seibersdorf (Austria). Analytical Quality Control Services) (and others)
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 139-144
AB (Abstract): Since 1992 the International Atomic Energy Agency's Marine Environment
Laboratory (IAEA-MEL) has participated in the international programmes devoted to
assessment of the environmental and radiological consequences of actual and potential
releases of radionuclides to the Arctic Seas. Upon invitation from the Russian and
Norwegian authorities IAEA-MEL has collaborated in the Scientific work of the international
expert groups on board five investigatory cruises to the Kara and Barents Seas and to the
site of the sunken Komsomolets submarine. In-situ underwater gamma-spectrometric
measurements and laboratory-based analytical work on samples collected during these
expeditions have been carried out. IAEA-MEL activities also include organisation of
intercomparison exercises for radionuclides in sediment, seawater and biota from the
Barents and Kara Seas, provision of a global marine radioactivity database facility including a
comprehensive Arctic section, radiometric methodological developments, modelling of
radionuclide dispersal on local, regional and global scales and dose assessment.

Document Number 37 of 71
TI (Title): Benchmarking of numerical codes describing the dispersion of radionuclides in

the Arctic Seas
AU (Author): Scott, E.M. (Glasgow Univ. (United Kingdom)) Gurbutt, P. (Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (United Kingdom)) Harms, I. (International
Atomic Energy Agency, Seibersdorf (Austria). Analytical Quality Control Services)
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 145-148
AB (Abstract): As part of the International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP) of
IAEA a working group has been created to model the dispersal and transfer of radionuclides
released from the radioactive waste disposed of in the Kara Sea. The aim of the
benchmarking work is to quantitatively assess the reliability of the models, which would lead
ultimately to the evaluation of consensus/best estimates of the concentration fields to be
used in the radiological assessment. The results from the benchmarking have been compared
and the results of the comparison are summarised in terms of agreement in maximum
concentrations and when the maximum concentrations occurred. This has been carried out
for both water and sediment, at each of the defined locations and for each of the
radionuclides. The paper presents a full description of the benchmarking results and
discusses the similarities and differences. The role of the exercise within the modelling
programme of IASAP is also discussed and the planning for the next stage of the work is
presented.

Document Number 38 of 71
TI (Title): Local and regional scale dispersion scenarios of 137Cs released from waste
dumped in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Harms, I. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Seibersdorf (Austria).
Analytical Quality Control Services)
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 149-155
AB (Abstract): Hydrodynamic ocean models were applied to study the dispersal of 137Cs
in the Barents and Kara Seas. The release is supposed to occur at the dump sites for
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radioactive waste in the Kara Sea used by the former Soviet Union. Two different spatial
scales of dispersion were considered. The regional scale, which covers the shelves of the
Barents and Kara Seas and the local scale which focused on the bays where the dumping
partly took place. Regional scale dispersion scenarios were run to estimate the export of
contaminated water masses from the Kara Sea into the Arctic or the World Ocean and to
assess the radiological risk for the population living along the coast of Taymyr/Siberia and
the Yamal peninsula. The local scale simulations are focused mainly on the flushing times of
the bays. The regional scale model results suggest that, even for the worst case scenario
(instantaneous release of the total activity from all dump sites), the radiological dose for the
native population in Siberia should be relatively small. In particular, gradual release scenarios
(ITBq y-1 at different dump sites) show very low concentrations in the central and eastern
Kara Sea (<10 Bq m-3). A significant contamination of surrounding seas like the Laptev Lea,
the Arctic Ocean or the Barents Sea by radioactive waste dispersion from the Kara Sea seems
to be unlikely. On the local bay scale, water concentrations might exceed 1 kBq m-3
following release rates higher than lTBq y-1. The flushing times of the investigated bays
were in the range of 3 to 4 months.

Document Number 39 of 71
TI (Title): Assessment of radiological contamination from the sumpsites in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Ivanov, GJ. Bordukov, Y.K. Polyak, L.V. Krinitski, P.I. Nescheretov, A.V.
Krasnyuk, A.D. (Selvmorgeologia, St. Petersburg (Russian Federation)) Ellis, K.M. (Bedford
Inst. of Oceanography, Dartmouth, NS (Canada))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 162

Document Number 40 of 71
TI (Title): Uptake of radioactive contaminants by sediments from three stations in the Kara
Sea
AU (Author): Fuhrrnan, M. Zhou, H. (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY (United
States)) Neiheisel, J. Dyer, R. (Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC (United
States))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 173-176
AB (Abstract): The purpose of this study was to quantify some of the parameters needed to
perform nearfield modeling of sites in the Kara Sea that were impacted by the disposal of
radioactive waste. The parameters of interest were: The distribution coefficient (Kd) for
several important radionuclides, the mineralogy of the sediment, and the relationship of Kd to
liquid to solid ratio. The distribution coefficient, Kd is the ratio at steady-state of the
concentration of a contaminant on the sediment to its concentration in the water. It is a critical
parameter that describes the degree to which a sediment will retain or immobilize a
contaminant. Sediment samples from three locations in the Kara Sea area were taken. The
sediment at all locations was suboxic mud. Uptake kinetics were determined for 85Sr, 99Tc,
1251, 137Cs and 232U. Slow kinetics were observed for uranium, technetium and iodine,
implying that the rate limiting process was probably not adsorption but a reaction prior to
uptake. In contrast to other elements investigated, these three elements are sensitive to
changes in oxidation/reduction conditions. Distribution coefficients were determined for
radionuclides using batch type experiments, as well as isotherms. Another set of experiments
showed that Kd values of 99Tc and 137Cs are influenced by the solid to liquid ratio.
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Document Number 41 of 71
TI (Title): Radionuclide sources in the Barents and Kara Seas
AU (Author): Smith, J.N. Ellis, K.M. (Bedford Inst. of Oceanography, Dartmouth, NS

(Canada)) Forman, S. Polyak, L. (Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation, Columbus, OH
(United States)) Ivanov, G. (Okeangeologia, St. Petersburg (Russian Federation)) Matishov,
D. (Murmansk Marine Biological Inst. (Russian Federation)) Kilius, L. (Toronto Univ., ON
(Canada). Radiological Research Labs.) Dahle, S. (Akvaplan-Niva, Tromsoe (Norway))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995. 427 p. p. 179-185
AB (Abstract): A study of radionuclide distributions in the Barents Sea sediments was
carried out in 1992. The conclusions of the study are as follows: 1) Elevated levels of
artificial radionuclides as great as 15,000 Bq/kg for 239,240Pu, 250 Bq/kg for 137Cs and
100 Bq/kg for 60Co were measured in sediments in Chermaya Bay which have been
contaminated by several nuclear tests conducted in the 1950s. 2) Sediment-depth distributions
of 239,240Pu and other artificial radionuclides are consistent with results from biodiffusion
models that are constrained by 210Pb sediment-depth distributions. These results indicate that
sedimentation rates in Chernaya Bay are low (<0.05 cm/y) and that downward transport of
radioactive contaminants is governed mainly by sediments mixing or bioturbation with the
entire inventory retained in the upper 20 cm of the sediments. 3) Chernaya Bay plutonium is
distinguished by low initial 249Pu/239Pu and 241Pu/239Pu atom ratios of 0.030 and 0.0012,
respectively and a 241 Am/239,240Pu activity ratio of 0.05 (compared to 0.3 in fallout) which
provides a method for tracking its dispersion over distances of 100 km into the Barents Sea.
4) Artificial radionuclide levels in sediments and seawater near a sunken barge loaded with
radioactive wastes in the Novaya Zemlya trough are similar to background fallout levels in
the Kara Sea and provide little evidence for the release of radioactive contaminants from the
dumpsite.

Document Number 42 of 71
TI (Title): Mobilization of radionuclides from sediments. Potential sources to Arctic waters
AU (Author): Oughton, D.H. Boerretzen, P. Mathisen, B. Salbu, B. Tronstad, E. (Norges
Landbrukshoegskole, Vollebekk (Norway))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 186-190
AB (Abstract): Contaminated soils and sediments can act as secondary sources of
radionuclides to Arctic waters. In cases where the original source of contamination has ceased
or been greatly reduced (e.g., weapons' testing, waste discharges from Mayak and Sellafield)
remobilization of radionuclides from preciously contaminated sediments increases in
importance. With respect to Arctic waters, potential secondary sources include sediments
contaminated by weapons' testing, by discharges from nuclear installations to seawater, e.g.,
the Irish Sea, or by leakages from dumped waste containers. The major land-based source is
run-off from soils and transport from sediments in the catchment areas of the Ob and Yenisey
rivers, including those contaminated by Mayak discharges. Remobilization of radionuclides is
often described as a secondary source of contamination. Whereas primary sources of man-
made radionuclides tend to be point sources, secondary sources are usually more diffuse.
Experiments were carried out on marine (Kara Sea, Irish Sea, Stepovogo and Abrosimov
Fjords), estuarine (Ob-Yenisey) and dirty ice sediments. Total 137Cs and 90Sr concentrations
were determined using standard radiochemical techniques. Tracer studies using 134Cs and
85Sr were used to investigate the kinetics of radionuclide adsorption and desorption. It is
concluded that 90Sr is much less strongly bound to marine sediments than 137Cs, and can be
chemically mobilized through ion exchange with elements is seawater. Radiocaesium is
strongly and rapidly fixed to sediments. Discharges of 137Cs to surface sediments (i.e., from
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dumped containers) would be expected to be retained in sediments to a greater extent than
discharges to sea-waters. Physical mobilization of sediments, for example resuspension, may
be of more importance for transport of 13 7Cs than for 90Sr.

Document Number 43 of 71
TI (Title): Transport of radionuclides from the Kara Sea. Potential "shortcuts" in space and

time
AU (Author): Phirman, SX. (Columbia Univ., New York, NY (United States)) Koegler,
J.W. Anselme, B. (Akvaplan-Niva, Tromsoe (Norway))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 191-194
AB (Abstract): Satellite images from the Kara Sea show that, until July, fast ice extends
along the coast and fills the estuaries of the Ob and Yenisey rivers. It is separated from
offshore drift ice by a region of open water, comprising a flaw lead/polynya. By August,
much of the fast and drift ice has melted and retreated from the southwestern Kara Sea,
leaving behind a persistent patch of ice east of Novaya Zemlya. The authors of the paper
discuss the potential for exchange of water, ice and contaminants with the Barents Sea
through Kara Gate (Karsikye Vorota), south of Novaya Zemlya, in the context of the
temperature and turbidity distribution observed in the satellite images.

Document Number 44 of 71
TI (Title): Peculiarities of radionuclides1 accumulation in benthicorganisms and fish in the

Barents and Kara Seas
AU (Author): Matishov, D.G. Matishov, G.G. (Murmansk marine biological inst. (Russian
Federation)) Rissanen, G. (Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety (STUK), Helsinki
(Finland))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevem, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 233-237
AB (Abstract): This work contributes to the joint research programme between the Finnish
Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety and the Murmansk Marine Biological Institute in
the Arctic. Attention has been focussed to measuring amounts and locating possible sources
of artificial radionuclides in the Russian Arctic Sea area. Sediments, algae, bottom fauna and
fish samples were collected during several scientific expeditions in 1993 and 1994. The
results on radionuclide accumulation in benthic organisms and fish are presented in this
paper. It is concluded that the concentration of 137Cs in benthic fauna and commercial fish
and algae of the Barents and Kara Seas is generally low and originates from the global
fallout. The highest levels of 137Cs are determined in the animals inhabiting the silty bottom

Document Number 45 of 71
TI (Title): Multidisciplinary investigation of the Saint Anna Trough, Kara Sea. Assessment
of the radiological situation
AU (Author): Ivanov, G.I. Polyak, L.V. Bordukov, Y.K. Rakhmanov, A.Y. Nechsheretov,
A.V. Shevchenko, V.P. (Sevmorgeologia, StPetersburg (Russian Federation))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 254

Document Number 46 of 71
TI (Title): Plutonium in fish, algae and sediments in the Barents, Petshora and Kara Seas
AU (Author): Ikaeheimonen, T.K. Rissanen, K. (Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear
Safety (STUK), Helsinki (Finland)) Maitshov, D.G. Maitshov, G.G. (Murmansk marine
biological inst. (Russian Federation))
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SO (Source): Strand, P. Cboke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995. 427 p. p. 227-232
AB (Abstract): This work contributes to the joint research programme between the Finnish
Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety and the Murmansk Marine Biological Institute in the
Arctic. Attention has been focussed to measuring amounts and locating possible sources of
artificial radionuclides in the Russian Arctic Sea area. Sediments, algae, bottom fauna and
fish samples were collected during several scientific expeditions in 1993 and 1994. The first
results on plutonium concentration in fish, algae and sediment samples are presented in this
paper. All the observed plutonium content in the fish of the Russian Arctic Sea areas
investigated were at the same level as in earlier studies of fish and sea animals in the North
Atlantic Ocean and Arctic Sea areas, and they do not show any exceptional concentrations in
fish in the Russian arctic area studied. Sediment samples collected at the outlet of the Ob and
Yenisey rivers did not show any exceptional plutonium concentrations. In all the sea areas
studied 238Pu/239,240Pu isotope ratios suggested a global fallout origin.

Document Number 47 of 71
TI (Title): Predicted radionuclide release from marine reactors dumped in the Kara Sea.

Report of the source term working group of the international arctic seas assessment project
(IASAP)
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC--938 {IAEATECDOC938}
SO (Source): Apr 1997. 83 p
AB (Abstract): The present report summarizes the work carried out by the Source Term
Working Group of IASAP during 1994-1996. The report is based on the studies concerning
the initial and current radionuclide inventories, operational history and construction of the
reactors carried out by Y. Sivintsev of the Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute",
Moscow and E. Yefimov of the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Obninsk,
Russian Federation. The working group convened five times and evaluated the results of the
studies and developed models for prediction of potential releases to the environment. The
calculations were carried out at the Royal Naval College, Greenwich, UK, by N. Lynn, J.
Warden and S. Timms and at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,California, USA,
by M. Mount.

Document Number 48 of 71
TI (Title): Marine radioecology. Annual report 1996. Project plan 1997

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): NKS-EKO«l(96)TR-3 {NKSEKO196TR3}
SO (Source): Jun 1997.26 p
AB (Abstract): The project plan for the EKO-1 project states that 'the main aim of the EKO-
1 project is to enable faster and better assessments to be made of the effects of releases of
radionuclides into the marine environment'. To meet this goal the main parts of the project
were defined as follows: Model work - Identifying parameters of main interest including
estimating and validating the values of these parameters* Research - Field studies,
environments typical for various Nordic regions, environments with special physical or
chemical characteristics. Laboratory studies. Dissemination of information - Seminars,
reports, articles. During the project period emphasis has also been put on quality issues
concerning sampling and analysis. The project work has progressed in accordance with
project plans in 1996 and within the set budget. In modelling a parameter sensitivity analysis
was carried out for a radiological assessment model used for the prediction of doses to man
from dumping of radioactive waste in the Kara Sea. Doses to man were found to be generally
dominated by contributions from long-lived transuranic radionuclides (plutonium and
americium) which associate readily with sediments. Sediment related processes and
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parameters show therefore high sensitivities, especially at long distances (e.g. Barents Sea).
Within the EKO-1 project there has been emphasis on encouraging the Nordic aspect of
sediment research in spite of the limitations set by nationally run sampling projects. The
EKO-1 project has managed this by e.g.: Organizing exchange of samples for analysis links
with the EKO-2.3 project ('Limnic

systems').

Document Number 49 of 71
TI (Title): Benchmarking of numerical models describing the dispersion of radionuclides in
the Arctic Seas
AU (Author): Scott, E.M. Harms, I. (Department of Statistics, University of Glasgow,
Glasgow (United Kingdom)) Gurbutt, P. (MAFF, Fisheries Laboratory, Lowestoft (United
Kingdom)) Heling, R. (KEMA, Arnhem (Netherlands)) Nielsen, S.P. (Risoe National
Laboratory, Roskilde (Denmark)) Osvath, I. (IAEA Marine Environment Laboratory, Monaco
(France)) Preller, R. (Naval Research Laboratory, Stennis Space Center (United States))
Sazykina, T. (SPA Typhoon, Obninsk (Russian Federation)) Wada, A. (Department of Civil
Engineering, College of Industrial Technology, Nihon University, Nihon (Japan)) Sjoeblom,
K.L. (IAEA Waste Management Division, Vienna (Austria))
JR (Journal Information): Science of the Total Environment
SO (Source): (25 Aug 1997). p. 123-134
AB (Abstract): As part of the International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP) of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), a working group was created to model the
dispersal and transfer of radionuclides released from radioactive waste disposed of in the
Kara Sea. The objectives of this group are: (1) development of realistic and reliable
assessment models for the dispersal of radioactive contaminants both within, and from, the
Arctic ocean. And (2) evaluation of the contributions of different transfer mechanisms to
contaminant dispersal and hence, ultimately, to the risks to human health and environment.
With regard to the first objective, the modelling work has been directed towards assessment
of model reliability and as one aspect of this, a benchmarking exercise has been carried out.
This paper briefly describes the benchmark scenario, the models developed and used, and
discusses some of the benchmarking results. The role of the exercise within the modelling
programme of IASAP will be discussed and future work described

Document Number 5 0 of 71
TI (Title): Potential radionuclide release rates from marine reactors dumped in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Warden, J.M. Lynn, N.M. Timms, S.J. (Department of Nuclear Science and

Technology, Royal Naval College, Greenwich, London (United Kingdom)) Mount, M.
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA (United States)) Sivintsev, Y.
(Russia Research Centre, 'Kurchatov Institute1, Moscow (Russian Federation)) Yefimov,
E. (Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Obninsk (Russian Federation)) Gussgard, K.
(Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority, Osteras (Norway)) Dyer, R.S. (US
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington DC (United States)) Sjoeblom, K-L.
(International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria))
JR (Journal Information): Science of the Total Environment
SO (Source): (25 Aug 1997). p. 225-236
AB (Abstract): The largest inventory of radioactive materials dumped in the Kara Sea by
the former Soviet Union comes from the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) of seven marine reactors,
the 1994 inventory of which made a total of approximately 4.7 PBq. In progressing its work
for the International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP), under the auspices of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the IASAP Source Term Working Group has
developed a number of simple computer models to predict the potential release patterns of
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radionuclides into the Kara Sea from the SNF and activated components dumped within the
marine reactors. These models are based on the present and future conditions of the barrier
materials and their configuration within the dumped objects. They account for progressive
corrosion of the outer and inner steel barriers, breakdown of the organic fillers, and
degradation and leaching from the SNFs. Annual release rates are predicted to beyond 5000
years into the future

Document Number 51 of 71
TI (Title): Current and potential doses from Arctic seafood consumption
AU (Author): Sazykina, T.G. Kryshev, LI. (Institute of Experimental Meteorology SPA
'Typhoon', Obninsk, Kaluga Region (Russian Federation))
JR (Journal Information): Science of the Total Environment
SO (Source): (25 Aug 1997). p. 57-65
AB (Abstract): Current collective and individual dose rates to humans are estimated from
the consumption of seafood harvested in the Arctic Seas. Statistical data on catches are used
for the dose assessment, as well as observed data (1991-1994) on the radioactivity of marine
biota. The actual collective dose rates to the world population are estimated to be: 2.7-4.5
manSv/year due to consumption of seafood from the Barents Sea, and 0.03 manSv/year -
due to seafood from the Kara Sea. The contribution of 137Cs to the collective dose rate is
about 90%. Current individual dose rates to high-rate consumers are estimated to be: 2.6x10 -
6 Sv/year due to seafood from the Barents Sea. And 4.2x10-6 Sv/year - due to seafood from
the Kara Sea. The future radiological impact of the radioactive waste (RW) disposals in the
Kara Sea is simulated for the period over 1000 years, using the regional box model of the
Arctic Seas. The model predictions are made for three hypothetical scenarios of long-term
radionuclide releases, prepared within the framework of the International Arctic Seas
Assessment Project. The potential collective dose to world population truncated to 3000 ad is
shown to be not higher than 0.13 manSv. The maximum individual dose rates from Arctic
seafood consumption are estimated to be about 1.2x107 Sv/year. The predicted doses are
much smaller than the actual doses due to the current radioactive contamination of the Arctic
Seas

Document Number 52 of 71
TI (Title): Collective doses to man from dumping of radioactive waste in the Arctic Seas
AU (Author): Nielsen, S.P. (Department of Environmental Science and Technology, Risoe

National Laboratory, Roskilde (Denmark)) Iosjpe, M. Strand, P. (Norwegian Radiation
Protection Authority, Osteras (Norway))
JR (Journal Information): Science of the Total Environment
SO (Source): (25 Aug 1997). p. 135-146
AB (Abstract): A box model for the dispersion of radionuclides in the marine environment
covering the Arctic Ocean and the North Atlantic Ocean has been constructed. Collective
doses from ingestion pathways have been calculated from unit releases of the radionuclides
3H, 60Co, 63Ni, 90Sr, 1291, 137Cs, 239Pu and 241 Am into a fjord on the east coast of
Novaya Zemlya. The results show that doses for the shorter-lived radionuclides (e.g. 137Cs)
are derived mainly from seafood production in the Barents Sea. Doses from the longer-
lived radionuclides (e.g. 239Pu) are delivered through marine produce further away from the
Arctic Ocean. Collective doses were calculated for two release scenarios, both of which are
based on information of the dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents and Kara Seas by the
former Soviet Union and on preliminary information from the International Arctic Sea
Assessment Programme. A worst-case scenario was assumed according to which all
radionuclides in liquid and solid radioactive waste were available for dispersion in the marine
environment at the time of dumping. Release of radionuclides from spent nuclear fuel was
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assumed to take place by direct corrosion of the fuel ignoring the barriers that prevent direct
contact between the fuel and the seawater. The second scenario selected assumed that
releases of radionuclides from spent nuclear fuel do not occur until after failure of the
protective barriers. All other liquid and solid radioactive waste was assumed to be available
for dispersion at the time of discharge in both scenarios. The estimated collective dose for the
worst-case scenario was about 9 manSv and that for the second scenario was about 3 manSv.
In both cases, 137Cs is the radionuclide predicted to dominate the collective doses as well as
the peak collective dose rates

Document Number 53 of 71
TI (Title): Contamination of Arctic seas with radioactive wastes from Western Europe fuel

reprocerssing plants. 0 zagryaznenii arkticheskikh morej radioaktivnymi otkhodami
zapadnoevropejskikh radiotekhnicheskikh zavodov
AU (Author): Vakulovskij, S.M. Nikitin, AX Chumichev, V.B
SO (Source): At. Ehnerg. (Jun 1985). v. 58(6) p. 445-449
AB (Abstract): Results of exploration on seawater radioactive contamination of the
Barents, Kara and Greenland Seas are given. The investigation was performed during the 12-
th passage of the scientific-research ice-breaker "Otto Shmidt" in August-October, 1982. The
sup(137)Cs concentration in the waters of the southern part of the Barents Sea and in the deep
waters of the Kara Sea is approximately 30 Bq/m3, that is 5 times as high as the level of the
global contamination of waters of the given region. sup(134)Cs that is characteristic of
radioactive wastes only has been detected in the waters of Arctic seas. Determined from the
sup(137)Cs/sup(134)Cs ratio, the time of contaminated seawater transport from Windscale
to the south-west boundary of the Barents Sea is approximately 5.8 y, to the south-west of the
Kara Sea approximately 6.2 y. Approximately 0.9x1015 Bq of sup(137)Cs is shown to enter
the Barents Sea in 1982 due to local sources, which is approximately 20% of the annual
radionuclide disposal by the Windscale fuel reprocessing plant

Document Number 54 of 71
TI (Title): Box model of radionuclide dispersion and radiation risk estimation for

population in case of radioactivity release from nuclear submarine number-sign 601 dumped
in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Yefimov, E.I. Pankratov, D.V. Ignatiev, S.V. (Inst. of Physics and Power
Engineering, Obninsk (Russian Federation))
SO (Source): Gray, W.J. (ed.) (Pacific Northwest National Lab., Richland, WA (United
States)) Triay, I.R. (ed.) (Los Alamos National Lab., NM (United States)). Scientific basis for
nuclear waste management XX. Pittsburgh, PA (United States). Materials Research
Society. 1997. 1389 p. p. 1117-1123. Materials Research Society symposium proceedings,
Volume 465.
AB (Abstract): When ships with nuclear reactors or nuclear materials aboard suffer
shipwreck or in the case of burial or dumping of radioactive wastes, atmospheric fallout, etc.,
radionuclides may be released and spread in the sea, contaminating the sea water and the sea
bottom. When a nuclear submarine (NS) is dumped this spread of activity may occur due to
gradual core destruction by corrosion over many years. The objective of this paper is to
develop a mathematical model of radionuclide dispersion and to assess the population dose
and radiation risk for radionuclide release from the NS No. 601, with Pb-Bi coolant that was
dumped in the Kara Sea

Document Number 55 of 71
TI (Title): Anthropogenic radionuclides in the Arctic Ocean. Distribution and pathways
AU (Author): Josefsson, Dan
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RPP (Primary Report Number): LUNFD6-NFRA-1036 {LUNFD6NFRA1036}
SO (Source): May 1998 55 p
AB (Abstract): Anthropogenic radionuclide concentrations have been determined in
seawater and sediment samples collected in 1991, 1994 and 1996 in the Eurasian Arctic shelf
and interior. Global fallout, releases from European reprocessing plants and the Chernobyl
accident are identified as the three main sources. From measurements in the Eurasian shelf
seas it is concluded that the total input of 134Cs, 137Cs and 90Sr from these sources has been
decreasing during the 1990's, while 1291 has increased. The main fraction of the reprocessing
and Chernobyl activity found in Arctic Ocean surface layer is transported from the Barents
Sea east along the Eurasian Arctic shelf seas to the Laptev Sea before entering the Nansen
Basin. This inflow results in highest 137Cs? 1291 and 90Sr concentrations in the Arctic Ocean
surface layers, and continuously decreasing concentrations with depth. Chernobyl-derived
137Cs appeared in the central parts of the Arctic Ocean around 1991, and in the mid 1990's
the fraction to total 137Cs was approximately 30% in the entire Eurasian Arctic region. The
transfer times for releases from Sellafield are estimated to be 5-7 years to the SE Barents Sea,
7-9 years to the Kara Sea, 10-11 years to the Laptev Sea and 12-14 years to the central Arctic
Ocean. Global fallout is the primary source of plutonium with highest concentrations found in
the Atlantic layer of the Arctic Ocean. When transported over the shallow shelf seas,
particle reactive transuranic elements experience an intense scavenging. A rough estimate
shows that approximately 75% of the plutonium entering the Kara and Laptev Seas are
removed to the sediment. High seasonal riverine input of 239, 240Pu is observed near the
mouths of the large Russian rivers. Sediment inventories show much higher concentrations
on the shelf compared to the deep Arctic Ocean. This is primarily due to the low particle
flux in the open ocean

Document Number 56 of 71
TI (Title): Possible criticality of marine reactors dumped in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Warden, J.M. Mount, M. Lynn, N.M
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL-JC-125452 {UCRLJC125452}

CF (Conference Information): 3. international conference on environmental radioactivity in
the Arctic Tromsoe (Norway) 1-5 Jun 1997
SO (Source): 1 May 1997 25 p

AB (Abstract): The largest inventory of radioactive materials dumped in the Kara Sea by the
former Soviet Union comes from the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) of seven marine reactors.
Using corrosion models derived for the International Arctic Seas Assessment Project
(IASAP), the possibility of some of the SNF achieving criticality through structural and
material changes has been investigated. Although remote, the possibility cannot at this stage
be ruled out

Document Number 57 of 71
TI (Title): Inventories and distributions of radionuclides in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Povinec, P.P. Baxter, M.S. Gayol, J. Huynh-Ngoc, L. Liong Wee Kwong, L.
Osvath, I. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Monaco (Monaco). Marine Environment
Lab.)
SO (Source): Germain, P. Guary, J.C. Guegueniat, P. Metivier, H. (eds.) Radioprotection.
Pt.l. Inventories, behaviour and processes Les Ulis (France) Les Editions de Physique 1997
[454 p.] p. 29-34 Radioprotection v. 32
AB (Abstract): Temporal and spatial trends in the distribution of radionuclides in the Kara
Sea have been studied. The radionuclides, bathymetry, salinity and temperature data for the
open Kara Sea, as well as for the Novaya Zemlya Bays, have been input to the Global
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Marine Radioactivity Database and evaluated. The radionuclide data show that concentrations
of 90Sr and 137Cs in surface waters of the Kara Sea decreased from about 40 and 20 Bq m-3
respectively (as measured in 1963) to the present values of about 5 and 6 Bq m-3. The
spatial distributions of 90Sr, 137Cs and 239+240Pu in surface and bottom waters and in
surface sediments of the open Kara Sea, the Ob and Yenisey estuaries and the Novaya
Zemlya Bays have been investigated. The data show an almost homogeneous distribution of
90Sr and 137Cs in the open Kara Sea, Large 137Cs sediment inventories in the Ob and
Yenisey estuaries, and 137Cs, 90Sr, 60Co, 239+240Pu, 238Pu and 241 Am contamination of
sediment in Abrosimov and Stepovoy Bays. However, the contamination has a very localised
character.

Document Number 58 of 71
TI (Title): Marine sediments as a sink, and contaminated sediments as a diffuse source of

radionuclides
AU (Author): Salbu, B. Borretzen, P. (Agricultural Univ. of Norway, Aas (Norway). Lab.

of Analytical Chemistry)
SO (Source): Germain, P. Guary, J.C. Guegueniat, P. Metivier, H. (eds.) Radioprotection.
Pt.L Inventories, behaviour and processes Les Ulis (France) Les Editions de Physique 1997
[454 p.] p. 56 Radioprotection v. 32
AB (Abstract): Full text: Marine sediments may act as a sink for radionuclides originating

from atmospheric fallout (e.g. Chernobyl accident), for radionuclides in discharges from
nuclear installations (e.g. Sellafield, UK) for river transported radionuclides, and
radionuclides released from nuclear waste dumped at sea (e.g. fjords at Novaya Zemlya). In
order to assess short and long term consequences of radionuclides entering the marine
ecosystem, the role of sediments as a relatively permanent sink and the potential for
contaminated sediments to act as a diffuse source should be focused. The retention of
radionuclides in sediments will depend on the source term, i.e. the physico-chemical forms
of radionuclides entering the system and on interactions with various sediment
components. Radionuclides associated with particles or aggregating polymers are removed
from the water phase by sedimentation, while sorption to surface sediment layers is of
relevance for ionic radionuclide species including negatively charged colloids. With time,
transformation processes will influence the mobility of radionuclides in sediments. The
diffusion into mineral lattices will increase fixation, while the influence of for instance
red/ox conditions and bio-erosion may mobilize radionuclides originally fixed in radioactive
particles. Thus, information of radionuclides species, surface interactions, transformation
processes and kinetics is essential for reducing the uncertainties in marine transfer models.
Dynamic model experiments where chemically well defined tracers are added to a sea
water-marine sediment system are useful for providing information on time dependent
interactions and distribution coefficients. When combined with sequential extraction
techniques, information on mobility and rate of fixation is subsequently attained. In the
present work experimental results from the Irish Sea and the Kara Sea will be discussed

Document Number 59 of 71
TI (Title): Transport and dispersion of artificial radioactivity in the Arctic Ocean - Model
studies and observations -
AU (Author): Nies, H. Bahe, C. Karcher, M.J. Kleine, E. (Bundesamt fuer Seeschiffahrt
und Hydrographie, Hamburg (Germany)) Dethleff, D. (Research Center for Marine
Geosciences, Kiel (Germany)) Harms, I.H. (Hamburg Univ. (Germany). Inst. fuer
Meereskunde)
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SO (Source): Germain, P. Guary, J.C. Guegueniat, P. Metivier, H. (eds.) Radioprotection.
Pt.l. Inventories, behaviour and processes Les Ulis (France) Les Editions de Physique 1997
[454 p.] p. 407-416 Radioprotection v. 32
AB (Abstract): The Arctic Ocean and the adjacent shelf regions are subject to growing

concern because of increasing environmental problems. The most crucial problem arises
probably from the dumping of nuclear waste in the Barents and the Kara Sea. But also the
great Siberian rivers Ob and Yenisei which drain huge land areas and industrial zones may
contribute to the input of pollutants into the Arctic environment. First results of a joint
project are described which combines numerical model studies and experimental field work
in order to investigate the potential pathways and dispersion of radioactive contaminants in
the Arctic Ocean.

Document Number 60 of 71
TI (Title): IAEA-MEL's contribution to the investigation of the Kara Sea dumping sites
AU (Author): Osvath, I. Ballestra, S. Baxter, M.S. Gastaud, J. Hamilton, T. Harms, I. Liong
Wee Kwong, L. Parsi, P. Povinec, P.P. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Marine
Environment Laboratory (Monaco))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.) Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway)
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic 1995 427 p. p. 139-144
AB (Abstract): Since 1992 the International Atomic Energy Agency's Marine Environment
Laboratory (IAEA-MEL) has participated in the international programmes devoted to
assessment of the environmental and radiological consequences of actual and potential
releases of radionuclides to the Arctic Seas. Upon invitation from the Russian and
Norwegian authorities IAEA-MEL has collaborated in the Scientific work of the international
expert groups on board five investigatory cruises to the Kara and Barents Seas and to the
site of the sunken Komsomolets submarine. In-situ underwater gamma-spectrometric
measurements and laboratory-based analytical work on samples collected during these
expeditions have been carried out. IAEA-MEL activities also include organisation of
intercomparison exercises for radionuclides in sediment, seawater and biota from the
Barents and Kara Seas, provision of a global marine radioactivity database facility including
a comprehensive Arctic section, radiometric methodological developments, modelling of
radionuclide dispersal on local, regional and global scales and dose assessment.

Document Number 61 of 71
TI (Title): Radiological conditions of the Western Kara Sea. Assessment of the radiological
impact of the dumping of radioactive waste in the Arctic Seas. Report on the International
Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): STI/PUB-1068 {STIPUB1068}
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria) IAEA Dec 1998 134 p. Radiological assessment reports
series
AB (Abstract): This report presents the findings of the International Arctic Seas Assessment
Project (IASAP), which was instituted in 1993 and concluded in 1996 to address concerns
over the potential health and environmental impacts of high level radioactive waste dumped
in the shallow waters of the Arctic Seas. The IASAP study was endorsed by the Contracting
Parties to the Convention on Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Waste and Other
Matter, and a summary of the results and conclusions was provided to the Contracting Parties
in February 1997. The study covered the following aspects: (i) examination of the current
radiological situation in Arctic waters due to the dumped wastes. (Ii) the evaluation of
potential future releases from the dumped wastes. (Hi) prediction of environmental transport
of potential releases and assessment of the associated radiological impact on humans and
biota (iv) examination of the feasibility, costs and benefits of possible remedial measures
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Document Number 62 of 71
TI (Title): Radioactivity in the Arctic Seas. Report for the International Arctic Seas

Assessment Project (IASAP)
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC--1075 {IAEATECDOC1075}
SO (Source): Apr 1999 77 p
AB (Abstract): This report provides comprehensive information on environmental
conditions in the Arctic Seas as required for the study of possible radiological consequences
from dumped high level radioactive wastes in the Kara Sea. The report describes the
oceanography of the regions, with emphasis on the Kara and Barents Seas, including the East
Novaya Zemlya Fjords. The ecological description concentrates on biological production,
marine food-weds and fisheries in the Arctic Seas. The report presents data on radionuclide
concentrations in the Kara and Barents Seas and uses these data to estimate the inventories of
radionuclides currently in the marine environment of the Kara and Barents Seas

Document Number 63 of 71
TI (Title): Observations and modeling of transport of radioactive pollution in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Johannessen, O.M. Pettersson, L.H. (Nansen Environmental and Remote
Sensing Center, Bergen (Norway)) Bobylev, L.P. Kouraev, A.V. Neelov, LA. Shuchman,
R,A. (Nansen International Environmental and Remote Sensing Center, St. Petersburg
(Russian Federation)) Volkov, V.A. (Arctic and Antarctic Research Centre, St. Petersburg
(Russian Federation)) Donchenko, V.K. Ratoskuev, V.V. (StPetersburg Research Centre for
Ecological Safety of Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg (Russian Federation))
Hasselmann, K. (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Hamburg (Germany))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM--354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour PExploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 181-182

Document Number 64 of 71
TI (Title): The use of 59Ni, 99Tc, and 236U to monitor the release of radionuclides from
objects containing spent nuclear fuel dumped in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Mount, M.E. (Fission Energy and Systems Safety Program, Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA (United States)) Layton, D.W. (Health and
Ecological Assessment Division, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA
(United States)) Lynn, N.M. (Department of Nuclear Science and Technology, Royal Naval
College, Greenwich, London (United Kingdom)) Hamilton,T.F. (Health and Ecological
Assessment Division, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA (United
States))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM-354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour l'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 245-246
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Document Number 65 of 71
TI (Title): 239,240Pu, 137Cs and 90Sr in bottom sediments of the Kara Sea the attempt to
reconstruct rate of the radionuclides supply to bottom sediment in the past
AU (Author): Kuznetsov, Yu.V. Legin, V.K. (V.G.Khlopin Radium Institute, St. Petersburg
(Russian Federation))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM--354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission

Internationale pour 1'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco)
International symposium on marine pollution. Extended synopses 1998 739 p. p. 239-240

Document Number 66 of 71
TI (Title): A radiological assessment of the nuclear reactors with spent fuel which have
been scuttled in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Nielsen, S.P. (Risoe National Laboratory, Roskilde (Denmark)) Maderich, V.

Zheleznyak, V. (Institute of MathematicalMachines and System Problems, CCUAS, Kiev
(Ukraine)) Dutton, L.M.C. (NNC Ltd., Knutsford, Cheshire (United Kingdom)) Sivintsev, Y.
Lystsov, V. (RRC Kurchatov Institute, Moscow (Russian Federation)) Yefimov, E.I.
(Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Obninsk (Russian Federation)) Sazykina, T.
(SPA Typhoon, Obninsk (Russian Federation))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM--354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour I'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 337-338

Document Number 67 of 71
TI (Title): Transport budgets of potentially radioactively contaminated particulate material
in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Dethleff, D. (GEOMAR Research Center for Marine Geosciences, Kiel
(Germany)) Nies, H. (Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency, Hamburg (Germany))
Harms, I.H. (Institute of Marine Sciences, University of Hamburg, Hamburg (Germany))
Karcher, M.J. (Alfred-Wegener-Institute for Polar and Marine Research, Bremerhaven
(Germany))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM-354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France)United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) international Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour l'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 476-477

Document Number 68 of 71
TI (Title): Determination of plutonium activity levels and 240/239Pu isotope ratios in Kara
Sea and Novaya Zemlya sediments by accelerator mass spectrometry
AU (Author): Oughton, D.H. Salbu, B. Skipperud, L. (Laboratory for Analytical Chemistry,

Agricultural University of Norway, Aas (Norway)) Fifield, L.K. Cresswell, R.G. (Department
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of Nuclear Physics, Australian National University, Canberra (Australia)) Day, J.P.
(Department of Chemistry, University of Manchester, Manchester (United Kingdom))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM--354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour 1'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 513

Document Number 69 of 71
TI (Title): Transport of radionuclides in the Kara Sea and Eastern Barents Sea
AU (Author): Krosshavn, M. Engoey, T. (Norwegian Defence Research Establishment,
Kjeller (Norway)) Carroll, J. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Marine Environment
Laboratory, Monaco (Monaco)) King, S.E. (Naval Research Laboratory, Washington DC
(United States)) Varskog, P. (Institute of Energy Technology, Kjeller (Norway))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM--354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour l'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 718-719

Document Number 70 of 71
TI (Title): Experimental investigation of radionuclide transport in the Arctic Ocean

Experimentelle Untersuchungen zum Transport von Radionukliden im Arktischen Ozean
AU (Author): Anon
RPP (Primary Report Number): BfS-ISH-182/98 {BfSISH18298}
SO (Source): Schmitt-Hannig, A. Goedde, R. Thieme, M. (comps.) Bundesamt ruer
Strahlenschutz, Oberschleissheim (Germany). Inst. fuer Strahlenhygiene Research activities
in radiation protection. Programme report 1997. Report on the departmental research
programme of the Federal Ministry for Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor
Safety (BMU), performed under the scientific and administrative project management of the
Federal Office for Radiation Protection (BfS) Mar 1998 245 p. p. 120-123
AB (Abstract): The project task is to investigate and quantify the transport of radioactively
contaminated sediments from Novaya Zemlya and the Kara Sea to other arctic regions by the
transport medium 'Arctic Ocean ice'. It is expected that transport of radioactive environmental
materials through the ice masses forming in this region plays a more important role than
transport through sea currents, which would involve dilution of dissolved radionuclide
concentrations. Also, transport by the ice masses is much faster than water-borne transport, so
that the radioactivity could be released much earlier in the area east of Greenland.

Document Number 71 of 71
TI (Title): Circumstances and consequences of the radioactive pollution in Ex-USSR
Circonstances et consequences de la pollution radioactive dans l'ancienne Union Sovietique
AU (Author): Robeau, D. (Inst. de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire, 92 - Fontenay-aux-

Roses (France))
SO (Source): Fontenay-aux-Roses (France) Inst. de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire 1996
124 p
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AB (Abstract): This work goes over again the different radioactive pollutions in Ex-Ussr:
the releases of nuclear facilities in Ural, the irradiations and contaminations coming from
experimentations of nuclear weapons in the Kazakhstan, the situation of radioactive storage
in the Kara sea in Novaya Zemlya, the Chernobylsk accident and its consequences on
populations(especially the thyroid cancers of children), food chain and forests. It ends by the
study of rehabilitation of the forests and pastures.

Selected abstracts: Mururoa

Document Number 1 of 26
TI (Title): Artificial radioactivity in edible parts of giant clam mollusc from Mururoa atoll

from 1967 to 1990. Health physics aspect. Radioactivite artificielle dans les parties
comestibles d'un mollusque (Benitier) de l'atoll de Mururoa entre 1967 et 1990.
Interpretation sanitaire
AU (Author): Bablet, J.P. Ducousso, R. (Service mixte de controle biologique, 91 -
Montlhery (France)) Arnould, C. (Laboratoire d'etudes et de surveillance de l'environnement,
Papeete, Tahiti, (Polynesie francaise))
SO (Source): Bull. Cancer, Radiother. (1991). v. 78(3) p. 197-205
AB (Abstract): Radionuclides concentration by giant clams is associated with feeding
habit. It's also a main food for Polynesian atolls inhabitants, elsewhere than Mururoa island
because this mollusc is not consumed like all the other fishery products from this atoll
lagoon. Nevertheless measurements of ten artificial radionuclides are performed in edible
parts of giant clams fished from Mururoa lagoon since the beginning of nuclear tests. The
decay of radionuclides concentration is described versus time. To go further on we have
computed the dose-equivalent for internal exposure of an eventual giant clams eater. It is
estimated that the resulting risk of malignancy is below than 1 per 10 000

Document Number 2 of 26
TI (Title): Precise determination of the concentration of radiocesium in the water of

Mururoa lagoon
AU (Author): Bourlat, Y. Martin, G. (Service Mixte de Securite Radiologique, 91 -

Montlhery (France))
SO (Source): J. Environ. Radioact. (1992). v. 17(1) p. 13-29
AB (Abstract): The aim of this study was to determine with maximal precision the
concentration of 137Cs in the water of Mururoa lagoon and to verify if traces of 134Cs as
reported by the Fondation Cousteau in June 1987, were present in the lagoon. Eighteen 1000-
litre samples of water were collected from stations within the lagoon during June and July of
1990. Low-level gamma-ray spectrometry was used to determine cesium radionuclides. The
concentration of 137Cs ranged between 2.6 and 3.0 Bq/m3 (mean 2.79 Bq/m3), which is in
good agreement with the annual measurements made by the Service Mixte de Securite
Radiologique (SMSR) during systematic monitoring of the lagoon water. No trace of 134Cs
was detected.

Document Number 3 of 26
TI (Title): Mururoa: comparing radionuclide measurements
SO (Source): Newsl. Aust. - N. Z. Soc. Nucl. Med. (Mar 1992). v. 23(1)

p. 19
AB (Abstract): The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) recently drafted a report

on an operation carried out concurrently and independently by three laboratories, cross-
compairng measurements of radionuclides in water and plankton samples taken in March,
1991 off France's Pacific Nuclear-Test Centre (CEP) at Mururoa and Fangataufa atolls.
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Taking part, along with the French Joint Department of Radioactive Safety (SMSR)
laboratory in charge of radioactivity monitoring at CEP (located in Montlhery, France),
were the IAEA's International Laboratory of Marine Radioactivity (ILMR) in Monaco and
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in Livermore, California. Two samples
of seawater and one of plankton were taken at the limits of the territorial waters, west of
Mururoa and Fangataufa, while one water and one plankton sample were taken at double the
distance, east of the atolls, to serve as a reference at the medium oceanic level. It was found
that the participating laboratories were able to generate reasonably accurate comparable data
for the small quantities of several anthropogenic radionuclides in seawater and plankton from
the South Pacific. The only such radionuclides found to be above detection limits were 90Sr,
137Cs, 238Pu and 239,240Pu, mostly at levels that could be anticipated from global
atmospheric fallout (i.e. no 134Cs or 6OC0 was detected). At any rate, natural radioactivity
outnumbered traces of artificial radioactivity by about 1000 to 1

Document Number 4 of 26
TI (Title): Levels of Pu-239+240, Cs-137 and Sr-90 in the seawater near the Mururoa Atoll

and French-Polynesia. Teneurs en 239+240Pu, 137Cs, 90Sr des eaux de mer au voisinage de
l'Atoll de Mururoa et en Polynesie Francaise
AU (Author): Bourlat, Y. Rancher, J. (CEA-DIRCEN BP 16, 91311, Montlhery (France).
Service Mixte de Securite Radiologique)
SO (Source): Kershaw, P.J. Woodhead, D.S. (eds.) (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food, Lowestoft (United Kingdom). Directorate of Fisheries Research). British Nuclear
Fuels pic, London (United Kingdom) Norwich City Council (United Kingdom)
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, Paris (France). Radionuclides in the study of
marine processes. Proceedings. London (United Kingdom). Elsevier Applied Science. 1991.
393 p. p. 368

Document Number 5 of 26
TI (Title): Determination of plutonium radioactivity in Mururoa lagoon water
AU (Author): Bourlat, Y. Millies-Lacroix, J.C. Nazard, R. (Service Mixte de Surveillance
Radiologique et Biologique, Montlhery (France). Section Etudes et Surveillance de
i'Environnement)
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry
SO (Source): (1995). p. 387-408
AB (Abstract): This study presents the plutonium radioactivity levels measured in Mururoa
lagoon water during the 1985-1991 period. The low radioactivity levels recorded, from 10-2
to 1.5 Bq/m3 are due to the slow solubilization of plutonium deposited in lagoon sediments
following atmospheric experiments which took place from 1966 to 1974. The average
concentrations of the lagoon water tend to decrease from one year to the next. However, the
influence of the weather conditions is discussed. The Mururoa lagoon being open to the
ocean, plutonium radioactivity traces are still detectable in the immediate vicinity of the atoll.

Document Number 6 of 26
TI (Title): Radioactive fallout in the South Pacific: a history Part 2: radioactivity
measurements in the Pacific islands
AU (Author): Matthews, K.M
CA (Corporate Author): National Radiation Lab., Christchurch (New Zealand)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): NRL--1992/3 {NRL19923}
SO (Source): Mar 1992.116 p
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AB (Abstract): This repeat summarises results of the environmental radioactivity
monitoring programme maintained in the Pacific islands by the National Radiation
Laboratory (NRL) since 1961. Monitoring was commenced during the nuclear weapons tests
at Christmas Island, then extended to a greater number of sites during the French atmospheric
tests at Mururoa during 1966-1974 and maintained at that level until 1985 when the network
was scaled down to its pres the monitoring of the French tests as the largest local source of
short-lived fallout. These pacific monitoring operations during the period of 1960 to 1990 are
reviewed which brings together and summarises the extensive compilation of data
comprising 70 NRL report published during the period. An attempt is also made to correct the
original data for decay between sampling and analysis. The average effective dose
commitment for the South Pacific island population due to the entire history of atmospheric
weapons tests is estimated to be 1.1 milli sievert.(author).

Document Number 7 of 26
TI (Title): Assessment of artificial radionuclides issued from French nuclear bomb testing

at Mururoa (French Polynesia)
AU (Author): Martin, J.-M. Thomas, A.J. (Ecole Normale Superieure, Montrouge (France).

Inst. de Biogeochimie Marine) Charrier, B. Cousteau, J.-Y. Sarano, F. (Fondation Cousteau,
Paris (France))
SO (Source): Environ. Technol. Lett. (Mar 1990). v. 11(3) p. 197-204
AB (Abstract): The Mururoa lagoon was sampled immediately after a nuclear test. 1311
was found in sediments and plankton. Official French sources explain its occurrence by an
accidental release during a control operation. Long-lived nuclides (137Cs, Pu isotopes, etc)
are ascribed to past local atmospheric tests. Their total flux to the Pacific Ocean is markedly
low as compared to discharges by major reprocessing plants. Radionuclides short-term impact
on Pacific ecosystems and man is insignificant. Long-term processescould not be assessed.

Document Number 8 of 26
TI (Title): Natural and artificial radioactivity in the mollusc Tridacna maxima in French

Polynesia: relevance for dosimetry
AU (Author): Arnould, C. Badie, C. Ducousso, R. (CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de

Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France). Inst. de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire)
SO (Source): International Radiation Protection Association, Washington, DC (USA)
Australian Radiation Protection Society, Sydney (Australia). Radiation protection practice.
IRPA 7. Sydney (Australia). Pergamon Press. 1988. 3 v. p. 1391-1393
AB (Abstract): In 1987, 210Pb and 210Po measurements were taken on Tridacna maxima
at different locations in Polynesia under a program of biological monitoring of the
environment that France has undertaken since 1963. A comparison is given of results since
1966 of the percentage of Cobalt-60 in the flesh of the mollusc in two places : Tahiti and
Tureia atoll situated 80 km north of Mururoa

Document Number 9 of 26
TI (Title): Radiological study of Mururoa and Fangataufa : progress report
SO (Source): (1997). (no.40). p. 13-18
AB (Abstract): The IAEA-coordinated study of the radiological situation at the Atolls of
Mururoa and Fangataufa arose from a request from the French government for an
independent review. The request was considered at an informal technical consultation
meeting between scientists from several Member States and representatives of
intergovernmental organizations at the Agency in Vienna in January 1996. The meeting
discussed the objectives of the Study and matters that should be included in its terms of
reference and considered the Task and Working Group structure needed to carry out the
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assessments. The Task and Working Groups have nearly completed their work. Drafts of the
Working Groups' technical reports were considered at a coordination and review meeting of
Task and Working Group Chairmen and Agency Project Management Office representatives
on 17-19 September 1997. Final drafts of the technical reports of the Task and Working
Groups are due to be completed before the end of November 1997, and the penultimate draft
of the Study report is to be circulated to International Advisory Committee members in
December.

Document Number 10 of 26
TI (Title): Determination of long-lived radionuclides in biological samples collected at
Mururoa by a scientific delegation headed by the IAEA
AU (Author): Bourlat, Y. (CEA, Bruyeres-le-Chatel (France). Service de Protection contre
les Rayonnements) Millies-Lacroix, J.C. Chiappini, R. Le Petit, G. (CEA, Bruyeres-le-Chatel
(France). Service Radioanalyse Chimie et Environnement) Bablet, J.P. (Direction des
Centres d'Experimentations Nucleaires, Monthery (France))
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear

Chemistry
SO (Source): (Dec 1997). v. 226(1-2). p. 15-22
AB (Abstract): An international intercomparison exercise was conducted by the IAEA in
1994 on the edible fractions of biological samples collected in Mururoa. This article presents
the results of additional measurements made on the inedible parts of marine samples, i.e.,
the gonads, viscera and livers of fish (groupers) and the hepatopancreas or viscera of
mollusks (giant clams and turbos). The spread of data as a function of sampling locations has
been investigated, while the concentration factors for several long-lived radionuclides have
been determined and discussed. Plutonium-239/240 concentration data for giant clam flesh
and hepatopancreas appear to be very close (approximately 0.6 Bq/kg wet weight), whereas
60Co concentrations are 100 times less in flesh (3 Bq/kg wet weight) man in hepatopancreas.
As regards groupers, 239/240Pu and 60Co concentrations in flesh are very low and close to
the detection limit. These concentration values are 100 to 500 times lower than those
recorded in livers. As for turbos, plutonium and 60Co concentrations in viscera are 5 to 10
times higher than in soft parts. Based on these data, it becomes possible to determine which
fractions of marine samples should be analyzed first in order to detect minute traces of 60Co,
137Cs and plutonium in Polynesia.

Document Number 11 of 26
TI (Title): "Numerical simulation of passive tracer dispersion in the pacific ocean from

Mururoa atoll (French Polynesia)". Etude numerique de la dispersion d'un traceur dans le
pacifique sud depuis l'atoll de Mururoa
AU (Author): Rancher, J. Lazar, A. Maes, Ch
CA (Corporate Author): CEA Centre d'Etudes de Bruyeres-le-Chatel, 92 - Montrouge

(France)
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): CEA-R-5739 {CEAR5739}
SO (Source): Dec 1996. 52 p

AB (Abstract): In order to evaluate, on a Tropical South Pacific scale over 10 years, the
consequences of an hypothetic radionuclide releases to the ocean from French Nuclear test
sites, a series of numerical simulations was carried out. Tracer advection and diffusion terms
were computed by a dispersion model without taking into account radioactive decay and
biological interactions. Ocean dynamics and turbulent mixing coefficients were derived from
a Ocean General circulation Model using annual average climatological fields. A punctual
release with unit activity concentration throughout the depth showed the existence of two
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major directions of propagation from Mururoa atoll: one toward the Eastern Pacific when
releases originated from 100-150 meters or less, and the other Westward if release depth is
greater. The maximum concentrations which may possibly reach the continental South
Pacific coastline originated from released points located in the 350 meters depth zone.
Another experiment showed that an punctual release yields higher concentrations than the
continuous release of an equivalent quantity over 10 years. Two punctual releases were
carried out at the characteristic depth of 5 m and 364 m: maximum concentrations decrease
by factors of 10 000 and 1000 over ten years. A comparison is made with the surface
release study of Ribbe and Tomczak (1990), despite a significant discrepancy in propagation
direction, the order of magnitude for concentrations is comparable.

Document Number 12 of 26
TI (Title): The use of nuclear methods for the examination of coral samples from Mururoa

Atoll for plutonium content
AU (Author): Ellis, W.R. (Australian Atomic Energy Commission Research
Establishment, Lucas Heights)
SO (Source): Nucl. Tracks Radiat. Meas. (1986). v. 12(1-6) p. 813-816
AB (Abstract): Coral samples from Mururoa Atoll, the French nuclear testing site in the

Pacific, have been examined for plutonium content by various nuclear techniques, including
delayed neutron analysis, alpha track autoradiography, neutron induced fission tracks
autoradiography, gamma spectrometry, and chemical separation followed by alpha
spectrometry. For integral samples, the ratio of surface alpha activity to uranium content was
compared with that of 'background' coral from another (remote) area. Annual growth
bands from another sample were dissolved in dilute HC1 and filtered. The residue, which
would include any plutonium, was then subjected to fission and alpha track analyses and the
ratio of the two sets of tracks determined and compared with that of an old coral. The
presence of Pu would affect both the above ratios. Results show that the Pu content of the
samples is very low.

Document Number 13 of 26
TI (Title): The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Technical

report. V. 2. Radionuclide concentrations measured in the aquatic environment of the atolls
AU (Author): International Advisory Committee, Working group 2

RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-MFTR-2 {IAEAMFTR2}
SO (Source): Aug 1998 128 p

AB (Abstract): A marine monitoring programme was carried out within the framework of
the IAEA's project entitled "Study of the Radiological Situation at Mururoa and Fangataufa
Atolls" with the aim of assessing present radionuclide concentrations in the marine
environment of Mururoa and Fangataufa Atolls. The terms of reference of the marine
working group (WG2) included a review of the data provided by the French authorities on
radionuclide distributions in the littoral and sub-littoral environments at the atolls. Further,
using accredited international laboratories, it was decided to carry out sufficient and new
independent monitoring work at and around the atolls in order to validate existing French
data and, the same time, to provide a representative and high quality data set on current
radionuclide concentrations in the marine environment, with particular reference to the
requirement of Task Group A for radiological assessment purposes. This work included
measurements of the current radionuclide concentrations in the marine environment, and
estimation of concentration factors and Kd values appropriate for the region. The variations in
activity concentrations in the lagoons over the past few years are discussed, and the likely
sources of activity implied by these data are identified where possible
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Document Number 14 of 26
TI (Title): The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Technical
report. V. 5. Transport of radioactive material within the marine environment
AU (Author): International Advisory Committee, Working Group 5
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-MFTR-5 {IAEAMFTR5}
SO (Source): Aug 1998 150 p

AB (Abstract): The report discusses the modeling of the transport of radionuciides through
the marine environment after their release from the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa.
Modeling included mixing within the lagoons, and transport to the shores of neighbouring
islands and distant continents of radioactive material released into the lagoons from
sediments and from underground sources (from discharge directly to the ocean through the
flanks of the carbonate caps of the atolls). For the purposes of the modelling, the area around
the source of radioactivity (i.e. the point at which radionuciides are released into the marine
environment) was divided into three major zones: a) the near field (the lagoons). B) the
regional field (broadly, the area of French Polynesia). And c) the far field (the South Pacific
beyond the regional field). The methodology adopted in this study can be summarized as
follows: 1. A model of the mixing of water in the lagoons was developed. This model was
used to estimate the radionuclide concentrations in the lagoons for given releases into the
lagoons, and the flow rates of radionuciides from the lagoons into the surrounding ocean. 2.
The release rates of radionuciides from the lagoon sediments were assessed, leading to
estimates of the release rates of plutonium 137Cs, 90Sr and tritium from the lagoons to the
oceans as a function of time. 3. A model was developed to predict the movement of sediment
between the lagoons and the ocean. Estimates were made of the amount of sediment, and the
corresponding quantity of plutonium leaving the lagoons annually under average weather
conditions, or as consequence of a severe storm. 4. Three compartment models were used to
model dispersion of radionuciides in the regional field. These models cover different areas
with different resolutions, and each has particular strengths and weaknesses. Taken together,
they give an indication of the likely uncertainty in the dispersion estimates, and improve the
robustness of the final conclusions. 5. Transport and dispersion in the far field was assessed
using a predictive model of world ocean circulation. The outputs from these models are
estimates of radionuclide concentrations in the lagoon and in the South Pacific ocean as a
function of time and location

Document Number 15 of 26
TI (Title): The Mururoa study. International study of the radiological situation at the Atolls
of Mururoa and Fangataufa
AU (Author): Gail de Planque, E

JR (Journal Information): IAEA Bulletin
SO (Source): (Dec 1998) v. 40(4) p. 21-23
AB (Abstract): Results are in from one of the largest international environmental
assessments ever done: the Study that the IAEA organized over the. past three years to
evaluate the radiological conditions at the Atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa in the South
Pacific. The Government of France had conducted nuclear experiments mere from 1966-96.
Basically the Study concluded the following: There will be no radiation health effects which
could be either medically diagnosed in an individual or epidemiologically discerned in a
group of people and which would be attributable to the estimated radiation doses which are
being received or which would be received in the future by people as a result of the residual
radioactive material at Mururoa and Fangataufa. Overall, the expected radiation dose rates
and mode of exposure are such that no effects on biota population groups could arise,
although occasionally individual members of species might be harmed, but not to the
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extent of endangering the whole species or creating imbalances between species. Given the
measured and predicted radionuclide activity levels, and the low dose levels estimated for the
present and for the future, and with account taken of international guidance, no remedial
action at Mururoa and Fangataufa Atolls is needed on radiological protection grounds, either
now or in the future. Similarly, no further environmental monitoring at Mururoa and
Fangataufa Atolls is needed for purposes of radiological protection. Although many
assumptions were made in the modelling of systems, the findings are robust: i.e. the
expected extent of changes in the conclusions due to uncertainties in the parameters used in
the modelling is slight. Furthermore, the predicted doses are so low that large errors (even
of an order of magnitude) would not affect the conclusions

Document Number 16 of 26
TI (Title): From the atolls to the seas. Dispersion of residual radionuclides from Muraroa
and Fangataufa through the ocean
AU (Author): Povinec, P.P. (International Atomic Energy Agency Marine Environment
Laboratory, Radiometrics Section, Monaco (Monaco)) Mittelstaedt, E. (Federal Maritime and
Hydrographic Agency (Germany))
JR (Journal Information): IAEA Bulletin
SO (Source): (Dec 1998) v. 40(4) p. 34-37
AB (Abstract): Modelling the transport of radionuclides through the marine environment is
a complex exercise. As part of the Study on the Radiological Situation at the Atolls of
Mururoa and Fangataufa, scientists investigated the dispersion of radionuclides after their
release from Mururoa and Fangataufa lagoons and from underground sources. The
investigation covered mixing processes within the lagoons, discharge into the ocean, and
transport to the shores of neighbouring islands and distant continents. This article highlights
work carried out through the Study to assess the dispersion of residual radionuclides through
the ocean, and summarizes the major findings

Document Number 17 of 26
TI (Title): International Conference on the Radiological Situation at the Atolls of Mururoa

and Fangataufa, 30 June - 3 July 1998, Vienna
AU (Author): McEwan, A.C. (National Radiation Laboratory, Christchurch (New

Zealand))
JR (Journal Information): Radiation protection news and notes
SO (Source): (1998) (No.43) p. 10-23
AB (Abstract): Nuclear testing by France in the South Pacific generated intense interest in

the region and raised concerns about possible environmental effects. An international study
coordinated by the International Atomic Energy Agency has evaluated the current and future
radiological consequences of the testing programme, and a conference was convened by the
IAEA recently to allow presentation of the findings of the Study to a scientific and wider
community.

Document Number 18 of 26
TI (Title): Estimation of risk from dispersed active plutonium particles at Mururoa
AU (Author): McEwan, A.C. (National Radiation Laboratory, Christchurch (New Zealand))
JR (Journal Information): Radiation Protection in Australia
SO (Source): (Mar 1999) v. 16(1) p. 15-19
AB (Abstract): Active plutonium particles exist on three rather remote motus of Mururoa
Atoll as a result of atmospheric safety trials. The incorporation of active particles in cuts or
wounds is a potential exposure pathway for future atoll residents, the significance of which
depends on factors such as the activity and size distribution of the particles, the frequency of
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incidents leading to cuts and wounds, and the behaviour of a particle embedded in tissue. For
the situation at Mururoa the different factors and components of probability were combined
in a Monte Carlo analysis to give an overall risk probability distribution. The annual risk of
fatal cancer for this route of exposure was estimated as less than 10-6

Document Number 19 of 26
TI (Title): Marine radioactivity assessment of Mururoa and Fangataufa Atolls
AU (Author): Povinec, P.P. (Marine Environment Laboratory, International Atomic Energy

Agency, Monaco (Monaco))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM--354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour l'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 141-142

Document Number 20 of 26
TI (Title): 240Pu/239Pu isotopic ratios and 239+240Pu total measurements in surface and
deep waters around Mururoa and Fangataufa Atolls compared with Rangiroa Atoll (French
Polynesia)
AU (Author): Chiappini, R. Millies-Lacroix, J.C. Le Petit, G. Pointurier, F. (Department

Analyse et Surveillance de rEnvironnement, CEA, Direction des Recherches en Ile-de-
France, Bruyeres-le-Chatel (France))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM-354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour l'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 147-149

Document Number 21 of 26
TI (Title): Underground water radionuclide concentrations from Mururoa and Fangataufa

Atolls
AU (Author): Mulsow, S. Coquery, S.M. Dovlete, C. Gastaud, J. Ikeuchi, Y. Pham, M.K.
Povinec, P. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Marine Environment Laboratory, Monaco
(Monaco))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM--354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour l'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 155-157

Document Number 22 of 26
TI (Title): Transport of radionuclides from Mururoa and Fangataufa Atolls through the

marine environment
AU (Author): Mittelstaedt, E. (Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency (BSH),

Hamburg (Germany)) Osvath, I. Povinec, P. Togawa, ©.(International Atomic Energy
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Agency, Marine Environment Laboratory (IAEA-MEL), Monaco (Monaco)) Scott, E.M.
(Department of Statistics, University of Glasgow, Glasgow (United Kingdom))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM--354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour I'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 173-174

Document Number 23 of 26
TI (Title): Modelling the transport of sediments and plutonium from the Mururoa lagoon
AU (Author): Rajar, R. Zagar, D. (University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana (Slovenia))

RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM-354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour I'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 175-176

Document Number 24 of 26
TI (Title): Dispersion of radionuclides potentially released from the Atolls of Mururoa and
Fangataufa to neighboring archipelagos
AU (Author): Osvath, I. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Marine Environment
Laboratory, Monaco (Monaco))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM-354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour 1'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 341-342

Document Number 25 of 26
TI (Title): Predictions of radionuclide dispersion in seawater around the Mururoa and

Fangataufa Atolls
AU (Author): Togawa, 0 . (International Atomic Energy Agency, Marine Environment

Laboratory (IAEA-MEL), Monaco (Monaco))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM-354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour 1'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 343-344
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Document Number 26 of 26
TI (Title): AMS measurement of 36C1, 1291 and 14C in waters from Mururoa and

Fangataufa Atolls
AU (Author): Jacobsen, G.E. Hotchkis, M.A.C. Fink, D. Levins, D. Child, D.P. Tuniz, C.
(Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, Sydney (Australia)) Sacchi, E.
(Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, Sydney (Australia) Dipartimento
di Scienze della Terra, Universita di Torino (Italy))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM--354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour l'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 520-521
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8. QUANTIFYING THE RADIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RELEASES
INTO THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

8.1. MODELLING THE ENVIRONMENTAL DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVITY IN
THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

Selected abstracts: simulation, radionuclide migration and aquatic ecosystems

Document Number 1 of 12
TI (Title): A 2D 4-phases marine dispersion model for non-conservative radionuclides. Pt.
1. Conceptual and computational model
AU (Author): Abril, J.M. (E.U. Ingenieria Tecnica Agricola, Seville (Spain). Dept. Fisica
Aplicada) Garcia Leon, M. (Seville Univ. (Spain). Facultad de Fisica)
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1993). p. 71-88
AB (Abstract): Modelling the dispersion of non-conservative radionuclides in a given

marine environment involves a wide set of complex processes: horizontal water movements
(advection and diffusion), suspended matter dynamics, sediment composition,
accumulation or erosion rates, continental water input and its dispersion pattern, evaporation-
precipitation balance and the ionic exchange among the different phases. The authors
present the conceptual and computational basis of a mathematical model which includes all
these processes. This model has been developed in different stages, in such a way that
every new step includes the previously validated model and is subject to a further validation.
Here, the sub-grid scale processes, such as the ionic exchanges and other activity transfers
among phases, are included. In the second part of this work, presented in a separate paper, the
model is applied and validated using studies of 137Cs and 239+240Pu dispersion in the
Irish Sea

Document Number 2 of 12
TI (Title): A 2D 4-phases marine dispersion model for non-conservative radionuclides. Pt.

2. Two applications
AU (Author): Abrii, J.M. (E.U. Ingenieria Tecnica Agricola, Seville (Spain). Dept. Fisica

Aplicada) Garcia Leon, M. (Seville Univ. (Spain). Facultad de Fisica)
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1993). p. 89-115
AB (Abstract): In the first part of this work, included in the previous paper, the conceptual
and computational basis of a mathematical model for studying the dispersion of non-
conservative radionuclides in the marine environment was presented. In this paper the model
is applied and validated by describing the I37Cs and 239+240Pu dispersion in the Irish Sea.

Document Number 3 of 12
TI (Title): The IAEA coordinated research programme on 'Validation of model for the

transfer of radionuclides in the aquatic environment'
AU (Author): Calmet, D. Haakansson, L. Bergstroem, U. (IAEA VAMP Aquatic Working
Group) (and others)
SO (Source): Swedish Radiation Protection Inst., Stockholm (Sweden). BIOMOVS.
Symposium on the validity of environmental transfer models. Stockholm (Sweden). SSI.
1991.498 p. p. 313-322
AB (Abstract): In order to improve predictions of radiological assessment models the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has initiated a Co-ordinated Research
Programme on the "Validation of models for the transfer of radionuclides in terrestrial, urban
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and aquatic environments" (VAMP). One of the four working groups within VAMP is
concerned with testing of model predictions of the levels of cesium in freshwater aquatic
systems. For this purpose seven lakes covering a wide spectrum of different characteristics
have been selected. Lake Bracciano (Italy), Devoke Water and Esthwaite Water (UK), Lake
Hillesjoen (Sweden), Oevre Heimdalsvatn (Norway), Iso Valkijaervi (Finland) and Ijsselmeer
(The Netherlands). Detailed information of lake characteristics like catchment areas,
morphometry, limnological status, Cs-137 contamination of water, sediments and biota etc.
have been collated and are available for model testing. The main objective of the model
testing is to predict the magnitude and the time course of the peak contamination of various
fish species and the decrease of contamination with time and their comparison to the observed
data. Furthermore, modelling assumptions and techniques, sensitivities of model parameters,
uncertainties of parameter values and model results and validation procedures will be
discussed in this context

Document Number 4 of 12
TI (Title): Modelling turnover of Cs-137 in two subarctic salmonid ecosystems
AU (Author): Nordlinder, S. Bergstroem, U. (Studsvik AB, Ecosafe, Nykoeping (Sweden))
Hammar, J. (Institute of Freshwater Research, Drottningholm (Sweden) Uppsala Univ.
(Sweden). Dept. of Zoology) Notter, M. (Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, Solna
(Sweden))
JR (Journal Information): Nordic Journal of Freshwater Research
SO (Source): A Journal of Life Sciences in Hoiarctic Waters. (1993). p.21-33
AB (Abstract): The turnover of cesium-137 was simulated in two categories of subarctic,
alpine lake ecosystems - a natural lake with Gammarus lacustris as major fish prey and a lake
reservoir with introduced Mysis relicta as a new fish-food organism. The resulting
concentrations of Cs-137 in two salmonid species - Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) and
brown trout (Salmo trutta) - were calculated using a multi-compartment model. Observed
data were taken from a major case study evaluating the distribution, pathways and major
transport mechanisms of Chernobyl cesium through northern lake ecosystems in 1986-90.
The aim of this study was to design a specific conceptual model for calculation of the levels
of Cs-137 in fish from simple lake ecosystems, which could be adopted for other more
complex types of lakes. A multi-compartment model of the ecosystem was designed and
the equations were solved with the BIOPATH-code. The uncertainty of the results due to the
uncertainty of input values was examined using the PRISM-system. The model gave good
correlations to measured data for Cs-137 in water, zooplankton, macro invertebrates and fish
in both lakes. The predicted levels in sediments were, however, considerably lower than the
observed values. The inflow of Cs-137 from the drainage area to the two lakes was
identified as the main contributor to the uncertainty of the long-term prognoses.

Document Number 5 of 12
TI (Title): An impact assessment for the French nuclear weapon test sites in French
Polynesia
AU (Author): Ribbe, J. Tomczak, M. (Sydney Univ. (Australia). Ocean Sciences Inst.)
JR (Journal Information): Marine Pollution Bulletin
SO (Source): Mar. Pollut. Bull. (Nov 1990)
AB (Abstract): A numerical dispersion model for cesium-137 data was used to elaborate an
impact assessment for the French nuclear weapon testing site in French Polynesia. The three
dimensional equation of advection/diffusion was solved by the Monte Carlo Technique. The
mean transport field, isotropic horizontal and vertical turbulent exchange and radioactive
decay were taken into consideration, but no biochemical processes were included. Over a
period of 10 years the dispersion of the as conservative assumed radionuclide cesium-137
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was monitored considering two different scenarios of its introduction into the marine
environment. The results of both scenarios are quite different in the farfield. However, in both
cases the local environment of French Polynesia is the most affected

Document Number 6 of 12
TI (Title): Accumulation and kinetics of 90Sr in fishes and other components of an artificial

aquatic system
AU (Author): Stanek, Z. (Vyzkumny Ustav Vodohospodarsky, Brno(CzechosIovakia))

Penaz, M. Wohlgemuth, E. (Czechoslovak Academy ofSciences, Brno (Czechoslovakia).
Institute of Systematic and Ecological Biology)
JR (Journal Information): Folia Zoologica
SO (Source): Folia Zool. (1990)
AB (Abstract): Regularities are described of 90Sr transfer from water into the particular
components of a simplified experimental aquatic system - the sediments, algae, invertebrates
(gastropods) and fish - based on a model experiment simulating conditions of a section of the
Jihlava River as influenced by the release of liquid wastes from the Dukovany nuclear power
plant. Owing to their high abundance, both in nature and in the experiment, the aquatic algae
and sediments are the most important accumulators of 90Sr. Nevertheless, the highest
increase in the specific radionuclide concentrations and in the accumulation coefficients were
found in aquatic gastropods and in fish bones.

Document Number 7 of 12
TI (Title): Dynamic aspects of radioactive contamination of marine organisms. Proceeding

of the 14thNIRS seminar on environmental research
AU (Author): Ueda, Taishi (ed.)
RPP (Primary Report Number): NIRS-M--70 {NIRSM70}
CF (Conference Information): 14. NIRS seminar on environmental research. Chiba (Japan).

5 Dec 1986
SO (Source): Nov 1988. 57 p

AB (Abstract): The report consists of three parts. The first part addresses the kinetics of
bioconcentration of chemicals in an aquatic ecosystem. Exponential models are discussed to
describe the dynamic aspects of movement (bioconcentration) of a chemical in an aquatic
ecosystem. Differential equations for a two-compartment model are solved to relate the
movement of a material between fish and water. Similar integrated equations are derived for a
three-compartment model. Explanations are made in relation to the concept of the models,
their limitations in application to real ecosystems and bioconcentration factors. The second
part deals with sea water exchange. The second reprocessing plant in Japan is being planned
to be operational in 1955. A new model is now under development by CRIEPI. For the near-
field sea area, a three-dimensional model is applied for predicting the three-dimensional
behavior of nuclides. In the far-field area, a two-dimensional model is applied. The two- and
three-dimensional models are interfaced to produce a combined model. The third part
addresses the field-laboratory aomparability. A study is made to estimate the concentration of
radionuclides in organisms applying an exponential model which involves the reduction
coefficient of radioactivity in sea water together with other biological parameters. The model
is successfully applied to the reduction of 60Co with time in brown algae.

Document Number 8 of 12
TI (Title): Radioactivity of French coast of the Channel due to the release of technectium 99
and iodine 129: modelisation and measurements
AU (Author): Robeau, D» Patti, F. Charmasson, S. (CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleates de
Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France). Dept. de Protection Sanitaire)
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SO (Source): Desmet, G. (ed.)- Commission of the European Communities, Brussels
(Belgium). Reliability of radioactive transfer models. Proceedings of a workshop held at
Athens, (GR), 5-9 October 1987. Barking (UK). Elsevier Applied Science Publishers Ltd.
1988. 372 p. p. 227-232
AB (Abstract): Radioactive releases of Iodine 129 are controlled by measurements of the
radioactivity in the liquid effluents before it is released in to the sea from the outlet of the
reprocessing plant of La Hague. The effects on the marine environment are examined by a
radioactive survey of Technecium 99 and Iodine 129 in Fucus (common seaweed). This
radioactivity is measured along the north coast of France from Roscoff in the west of
Brittany to Wimereux close to the Belgian frontier. The theoretical study of dispersion of
radionuclides in the Channel has permitted a simulation model of the transfer of pollutants
and particularly Technecium 99 and Iodine 129 to be formulated

Document Number 9 of 12
TI (Title): Lanthanides, uranium, and thorium as possible simulators of the behavior of

transuranics in the aquatic environment
AU (Author): Boniforti, R. (ENEA Centro Ricerche Energia Ambiente, La Spezia (Italy))
SO (Source): Sci. Total Environ. (Jun 1987). v. 64(1-2) p. 181-189
AB (Abstract): The determination of Pu and other transuranics in the aquatic environment is

complicated by their extremely low concentrations in abiotic and biotic matrices. In addition,
Pu and other transuranics have been present in the environment for a relatively short time.
Therefore, estimation of their long-term behavior is uncertain, because they may not have
reached equilibrium. The properties of the lanthanides, uranium and thorium are examined
with the goal of identifying simulator elements for transuranics that may be used to study
their environmental behavior. Uranium and thorium appear to be acceptable simulators for
plutonium, and europium and neodymium for americium and curium.

Document Number 10 of 12
TI (Title): User's guide to MARINRAD: model for assessing the consequences of release of
radioactive material into the oceans
AU (Author): Koplik, CM. Kaplan, M.F. Nalbandian, J.Y. Simonson, J.H. Clark, P.G
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-83-7104 {SAND837104}
SO (Source): May 1984. 68 p

AB (Abstract): Marine Radionuclide Transport and Dose (MARINRAD) is a system of the
computer programs designed to evaluate the consequences from release of radioactive waste
into the ocean. The FORTRAN program MARRAD, which is part of the MARINRAD
software, computes nuclide concentration caused by ocean transport and generates food
chain concentration factors. The FORTRAN program MAROUT, which is also part of
MARINRAD, evaluates a pathways-to-man dose model, generates print reports, and produces
graphic plots. MARINRAD's top-down modular design provides flexible software that can
be easily modified for a user's specific problem. MARINRAD was developed under contract
with the Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Document Number 11 of 12
TI (Title): An oceanographic model for the dispersion of wastes disposed of in the deep sea
AU (Author): IMO/FAO/UNESCO/WMO/WHO/IAEA/UN/UNEP Joint Group of Experts
on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution (GESAMP)
RPP (Primary Report Number): GESAMP-19 {GESAMP 19}
SO (Source): Jun 1983.182 p

AB (Abstract): The report presents results of
IMO/FAO/UNESCOAVMO/WHO/IAEA/UN/UNEP joint group of experts on the scientific
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aspects of marine pollution (GESAMP) to provide advice on the most suitable oceanographic
modelling techniques to be applied to the deep-sea dumping of both radioactive and non-
radioactive substances. There are four main parts of the work: the present knowledge of
oceanic processes that may transfer substances from a deep-sea dump site back to man or his
food chain, methods and models presently available for estimating or calculating
concentration distributions of contaminants arising from releases from deep-sea dump sites
and recommendations as to the presently most appropriate models, the reliability of the
concentration distributions obtained using these models and recommended areas for further
improvements including research needs

Document Number 12 of 12
TI (Title): Basic model for the prediction of 137Cs concentration in the organisms of
detritus food chain
AU (Author): Tateda, Yuzuru (Central Research Inst. of Electric Power Industry, Abiko,
Chiba (Japan). Abiko Research Lab.)
JR (Journal Information): Denryoku Chuo Kenkyusho Hokoku
SO (Source): (Aug 1997) (no.U97022) p. 1-4,1-28
AB (Abstract): In order to predict 137Cs concentrations in marine organisms for

monitoring, a basic model for the prediction of nuclide levels in marine organisms of detritus
food chain was studied. The equilibrated values of (137Cs level in organism)/(137Cs level
in seawater) derived from calculation agreed with the observed data, indicating validity of
modeling conditions. The result of simulation by this basic model showed the following
conclusions. 1) "Ecological half-life" of 137Cs in organisms of food chain were 35 and 130
days for detritus feeder and benthic teleosts, respectively, indicating that there was no
difference of the ecological half lives in organisms between in detritus food chain and in
other food chains. 2) The 137Cs concentration in organisms showed a peak at 18 and 100
days in detritus and detritus feeder, respectively, after the introduction of 137Cs into
environmental seawater. Their concentration ratios to 137Cs peak level in seawater were
within a range of 2.7-3.8, indicating insignificant difference in the response to 137Cs change
in seawater between in the organisms of detritus food chain and of other food chain. 3) The
basic model studies makes it available that the prediction of 137Cs level in organisms of food
chain can be simulated in coastal ecosystem.

Selected abstracts: simulation, radioactive waste disposal, marine disposal

Document Number 1 of 12
TI (Title): Systems analysis for disposal of radioactive wastes in deep sea bottom. Final

report. Systemanalyse zu sicherheitstechnischen Aspekten von radioaktiven Abfaellen im
tiefsten Meeresboden. Abschlussbericht
AU (Author): Karpf, A.D
SO (Source): Dec 1988.250 p
AB (Abstract): Part I of the report outlines substantial fundamentals and results that impart
sufficient knowledge to understand the resepctive calculations, the influence of essential
parameters and to allow unambiguous conclusions as regards the potential riks of a
repository in the deep sea bottom. In addition, significant features of the developed
programme are described and an overview of international cooperation in this field is given.
The more detailed parts II and III deal with the actual repository in the sea sediment layer and
its sea biosphere, respectively.
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Document Number 2 of 12
TI (Title): Prediction model of oceanic diffusion for effluent from nuclear fuel reprocessing

plant
AU (Author): Katano, Naoaki Mizutori, Masafumi Nakashiki, Norikazu (Central Research
Inst. of Electric Power Industry, Abiko, Chiba (Japan). Abiko Research lab.) Wada, Akira
SO (Source): Denryoku Chuo Kenkyusho Hokoku. (Mar 1989). (no.U88070) p. 1-64
AB (Abstract): It is very important in the maine environmental assessment to predict the
concentration distribution of radioactive effluents released into the sea from the nuclear fuel
reprocessing plant. In this paper, the numerical simulation model in predicting the oceanic
diffusion in the far-field, the summarized results gained using its model, and the estimated
method for concentration distribution in the sea area are presented. By applying the
presented method, it is enable us to sufficiently predict the oceanic diffusion for radioactive
effluents in the coastal area at the difinite site

Document Number 3 of 12
TI (Title): Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 5:

Dispersal of radionuclides in the oceans: Models, data sets and regional descriptions
AU (Author): Marietta, M.G. Simmons, W.F

RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-XN--177 {INISXN177}
SO (Source): 1988. 462 p

AB (Abstract): One of the options suggested for disposal of high-level radioactive waste
resulting from the generation of nuclear power is burial beneath the deep ocean floor in
geologically stable sediment formations which have no economic value. The 8-volume series
provides an assessment of the technical feasibility and radiological safety of this disposal
concept based on the results obtained by ten years of co-operation and information exchange
among the Member countries participating in the NEA Seabed Working Group. This report
summarizes the development of a realistic and credible methodology to describe the oceanic
dispersion of radionuclides for risk assessment calculations

Document Number 4 of 12
TI (Title): Systems overview of the Subseabed Disposal Program
AU (Author): Klett, R.D. Brush, L.H. Lipkin, J. Percival, CM
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-82-2021C
SO (Source): 1982.14 p
AB (Abstract): The Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) is considering high-level waste
(HLW) disposal in the oceanic geologic formations as a possible longer term complement to
mined geologic repositories. The approach to safety assessment is to compute occupational
exposure for all processes, predict the consequences and probabilities of pre-emplacement
accidents and controlled release from the sediments, and analyze of all pathways to man and
resulting health effects. Models are being developed to form a physical/mathematical
computer description of each process. To measure as well as possible associated phenomena
and properties in the laboratory. To make predictions and run confirming in-situ
experiments. And to modify predictive methods if required. Models have been developed to
describe heat transfer, fluid flow, mechanical response of the sediment, nuclide migration in
the sediment, physical and biologic oceanography, land transport accidents, dose to man,
and health effects. The largest systems effort in FY-82 has been in the area of sensitivity
analyses for the purposes of eliminating unnecessary R and D, quantifying general
requirements to obtain specific criteria, defining model requirements, specifying significant
variables, defining accuracy requirements for data acquisition, and providing input to the first
round of safety assessments scheduled for FY-83
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Document Number 5 of 12
TI (Title): Modelling of the underwater disposal of uranium mine tailings in Elliot Lake
AU (Author): Halbert, B.E. Scharer, J.M. (SENES Consultants Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
(Canada)) Chakravatti, J.L. (Denison Mines Ltd., Elliot Lake, Ontario (Canada)) Barnes, E.
(Rio Algom Ltd., Elliot Lake, Ontario (Canada))
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--262/4
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy
Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Management of wastes from uranium mining and milling.
Proceedings of an international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the
OECD/NEA and held in Albuquerque, 10-14 May 1982. Vienna. IAEA. 1982. 735 p. p.
127-140.
AB (Abstract): Underwater disposal of uranium mine tailings from the Elliot Lake area
operations offers potential advantages in controlling radon gas release, emission of airborne
particulate matter, and acid production from pyrites in the tailings. In addition, the
proximity of the three active properties, one owned by Denison Mines Limited and two by
Rio Algom Limited, to a large deep lake has spurred interest in the concept. It has been
estimated that the placement of approximately 150 million tonnes of tailings from future
planned production would occupy less than 20% of the lake volume. To assess the
applicability of the underwater tailings disposal concept, a multi-stage study was developed
in conjunction with the regulatory agencies. The most important facet identified for
investigation during the first-stage investigations was an assessment of the effects of
underwater disposal on water quality in the Serpent River Basin watershed. To simulate the
effects of underwater disposal, a computer simulation routine was developed and
integrated with a water quality model previously developed for the Basin which predicts
levels of total dissolved solids, ammonia, dissolved radium-226 and pH. The underwater
disposal model component reflects the effects of direct input of tailings into the hypolimnion,
the chemical/biological transformation of dissolved constituents in the water column, the
reactions of pyritic tailings deposited on the bottom, and the flux of dissolved constituents
from the tailings into the water column. To establish site-specific values for the underwater
disposal model, field and laboratory experiments were utilized to evaluate rates of pyrite and
ammonia oxidation, and pH-alkalinity relationships. The results of these studies and their use
in the water quality model are discussed. In addition, the results of two model run simulations
are presented.

Document Number 6 of 12
TI (Title): Co-ordinated research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea

disposal of radioactive waste
SO (Source): Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development.
1996.157 p
AB (Abstract): The co-ordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance Programme
relevant to sea disposal of radioactive waste (CRESP) was created in 1981 in the framework
of the 1977 Decision of the OECD Council establishing a Multilateral Consultation and
Surveillance Mechanism for Sea Dumping of Radioactive Waste. CRESP was essentially a
scientific research programme. Its main objective was to increase the knowledge of processes
controlling the transfer of radionuclides in fee marine environment, so that safety
assessments could be based on more accurate and comprehensive scientific data. From 1986,
in response to a request from the Paris Commission, CRESP also considered the scientific
aspects of coastal releases. CRESP made it possible to co-ordinate national research activities
and generated an important international co-operation in its areas of work. The vast amount
of scientific information gathered in this framework increased strongly our knowledge of
the impact of radionuclides introduced to the deep sea environment. In particular, CRESP
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provided the basis for a comprehensive safety analysis of sea dumping operations. This
study, published by the NEA in 1985, is still e reference on the subject. In November 1993,
the Sixteenth Consultative Meeting of Contracting Parties to the London Convention 1972
voted a total ban on the disposal at sea of radioactive wastes and other radioactive matter.
Considering this decision, the conclusions of the 1985 safety analysis, and CRESP's view that
new scientific findings are unlikely to alter these conclusions, the NEA Steering Committee
for nuclear Energy decided in October 1995 to terminate the programme. The present report
summarises the knowledge accumulated within CRESP over its fifteen years of existence.

Document Number 7 of 12
TI (Title): Radionuclide concentrations in estuarine sediments: Comparison of measured
and calculated values
AU (Author): Hess, C.T. Smith, C.W. Pearce, B.R. (Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Univ.

of Maine at Orono, Orono, MI)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 269-286
AB (Abstract): Low-level radioactive effluent from the Maine Yankee Nuclear Power

Reactor is discharged, through a diffuser 12 m below the surface, into Montsweag Bay in
central coastal Maine. The radionuclides /sup 58/Co and /sup 137/Cs become attached to
marine sediments and are dispersed under the influence of tides, the pumping of the reactor,
and adsorption or attachment to the estuarine sediments as well as diffusion in the estuarine
water. Transects of bottom sediment were collected using Eckman dredges and low-tide
sampling on mud fiats. The samples were gamma-ray counted using a Ge(Li) detector with
low background shield. The concentrations of gamma-emitting radionuclides were contour-
plotted for comparison with computer-calculated concentrations based on a dynamic estuary
model. The concentrations ranged from 3.0 to 21.3 Bq kg/sup - 1 / for /sup 137/Cs and from
0.2 to 5.3 Bq kg/sup - 1 / for /sup 58/Co. Comparisons between the calculated and measured
concentrations show that the predicted patterns of radionuclide concentration are qualitatively
similar to the measured patterns

Document Number 8 of 12
TI (Title): Radioactive waste management and disposal
AU (Author): Simon, R
SO (Source): New York, NY (USA). Cambridge University Press. 1985. 735p
AB (Abstract): This book presents the paper given at a conference on the research programs

being conducted by the Commission of the European Communities in the field of radioactive
waste management. Topics considered at the conference included treatment and conditioning
processes, low-level waste processing, intermediate-level waste processing, multi-barrier
systems, disposal in salt and clay formations, disposal in granite and into the sea bed, the
disposal of high-level wastes, and modeling and performance analysis

Document Number 9 of 12
TI (Title): Deep-sea disposal: Scientific bases to control pollution. A status report on the

technical work of the IAEA and NEA
AU (Author): Hagen, A. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna(Austria). Div. of

Nuclear Fuel Cycle) Ruegger, B. (Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France))
SO (Source): Int. At. Energy Agency Bull. (Spr 1986). v. 28(1) p. 29-32
AB (Abstract): The IAEA's responsibilities are to define high-level radioactive waste that is

prohibited from being dumped and make recommendations for the dumping of other
radioactive waste. The IAEA had set up a series of scientific meetings and also had requested
the scientific group GESAMP to advise it on suitable models for calculating concentrations of
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radionuclides above which sea-dumping would be prohibited. The NEA/OECD had
established in 1981 a Coordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance Programme
CRESP relevant to sea disposal for an initial period of 4 years. This article presents
improving the scientific basis, summary of major issues and CRESP review covering five
subject areas: model development, physical oceanography, geochemistry, biology, and
radiological surveillance

Document Number 10 of 12
TI (Title): Deep circulation in the Indian and Pacific Oceans and its implication for the

dumping of low-level radioactive waste
AU (Author): Harries, J.R

RPP (Primary Report Number): AAEC/E--495 {AAECE495}
SO (Source): Jun 1980. 52 p

AB (Abstract): The complexity of ocean transport processes has meant that the limits for the
dumping of low-activity radioactive wastes have had to be based on very simplified models
of the oceans. This report discusses the models used to determine dumping limits and
contrasts them with the known ocean circulation patterns. The deep circulations of the Indian
and Pacific Oceans are reviewed to provide a basis for estimating the possible destinations
and likely transit times for dissolved material released at the ocean floor

Document Number 11 of 12
TI (Title): Subseabed-disposal program: systems-analysis program plan
AU (Author): Klett, R.D

RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--80-2640 {SAND802640}
SO (Source): Mar 1981. 23 p

AB (Abstract): This report contains an overview of the Subseabed Nuclear Waste Disposal
Program systems analysis program plan, and includes sensitivity, safety, optimization, and
cost/benefit analyses. Details of the primary barrier sensitivity analysis and the data
acquisition and modeling cost/benefit studies are given, as well as the schedule through the
technical, environmental, and engineering feasibility phases of the program

Document Number 12 of 12
TI (Title): Scenarios for sub-seabed disposal of high level radioactive wastes

RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--80-2577/Vol.2 {SAND802577Vol2}
SO (Source): Talbert, D.M. (ed.). Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA).

Subseabed disposal program annual report, January-Decemberl 979. Volume II. Appendices
(principal investigator progress reports). Part 1 of 2. Apr 1981. p. 23-64
AB (Abstract): Four (4) Scenarios describe the disposal of high level radioactive wastes
from commercial LWRs in ocean seabed sediments. Two (2) of these Scenarios describe the
disposal of spent reactor fuel assemblies in the Pacific and/or Atlantic Ocean sub-seabeds.
The other two (2) Scenarios describe the disposal of solidified high level liquid wastes from
fuel reprocessing plants. Three (3) Reports describe the various transportation modes and
mode-mixtures. Estimate the security and monitoring requirements for the Scenarios. And
identify the items and systems that generate costs

Selected abstracts: radioactive waste disposal, radionuclide migration, marine disposal

Document Number 1 of 110
TI (Title): Modeling study on nuclide transport in ocean - an ocean compartment method
AU (Author): Lee, Youn Myoung Suh, Kyung Suk Han, Kyoung Won (Korea Atomic

Energy Research Inst., Taejon (Korea, Republic of))
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JR. (Journal Information): Journal of the Korean Nuclear Society
SO (Source): (Jan 1991). p. 387-400
AB (Abstract): An ocean compartment model simulating transport of nuclides by advection
due to ocean circulation and interaction with suspended sediments is developed, by which
concentration breakthrough curves of nuclides can be calculated as a function of time.
Dividing ocean into arbitrary number of characteristic compartments and performing a
balance of mass of nuclides in each ocean compartment, the governing equation for the
concentration in the ocean is obtained and a solution by the numerical integration is obtained.
The integration method is specially useful for general stiff systems. For transfer coefficients
describing advective transport between adjacent compartments by ocean circulation, the
ocean turnover time is calculated by a two-dimensional numerical ocean method. To
exemplify the compartment model, a reference case calculation for breakthrough curves of
three nuclides in low-level radioactive wastes, Tc-99, Cs-137, and Pu-238 released from
hypothetical repository under the seabed is carried out with five ocean compartments.
Sensitivity analysis studies for some parameters to the concentration breakthrough curves are
also made, which indicates that parameters such as ocean turnover time and ocean water
volume of compartments have an important effect on the breakthrough curves.

Document Number 2 of 110
TI (Title): Deep sea radionuclides. Final report. Radionuklide in der Tiefsee.

Abschlussbericht
AU (Author): Kanisch, G. Vobach, M

RPP (Primary Report Number): BMU-1993-371 {BMU1993371}
SO (Source): Feb 1993. 44 p. Schriftenreihe Reaktorsicherheit und Strahlenschutz
AB (Abstract): Every year since 1979, either in sping or in summer, the fishing research
vessel 'Walther Herwig' goes to the North Atlantic disposal areas of solid radioactive wastes,
and, for comparative purposes, to other areas, in order to collect water samples, plankton and
nekton, and, from the deep sea bed, sediment samples and benthos organisms. In addition to
data on the radionuclide contents of various media, information about the plankton, nekton
and benthos organisms living in those areas and about their biomasses could be gathered. The
investigations are aimed at acquiring scientifically founded knowledge of the uptake of
radioactive substances by microorganisms, and their migration from the sea bottom to the
areas used by man.

Document Number 3 of 110
TI (Title): Migration of uranium daughter radionuclides in natural sediments
AU (Author): Colley, S. Thomson, J. (Institute of Oceanographic Sciences, Godalming

(UK))
RPP (Primary Report Number): EUR--13182
SO (Source): 1991.92 p

AB (Abstract): An irregular concentration/depth profile of uranium in deep-sea turbidities,
previously elucidated, has been exploited to obtain in-situ effective diffusion coefficients for
the long-lived members of the 23 8U natural series. The findings are relevant to the
assessment of deep-sea sediments as potential repositories for high-level radioactive waste,
because waste actinides decay through the same chains of daughter radionuclides as natural
actinides. This work was part of the CEC Mirage project-Second phase. Natural analogues
research area.
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Document Number 4 of 110
TI (Title): Radiation protection at sea dumping of radioactive waste - 25 years of radio-

ecology of the deep sea. Strahlenschutz bei der Meeresversenkung radioaktiver Abfaelle - 25
Jahre Radiooekologie der Tiefsee
AU (Author): Feldt, W
SO (Source): Maushart, R. (ed.). Fachverband fuer Strahlenschutz e.V., Karlsruhe
(Germany). 25 years of radiation protection - experiences and opinions. Scientific Festschrift
on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of Fachverband fuer Strahlenschutz. 25 Jahre
Strahlenschutz - Erfahrungen und Ansichten. Wissenschaftliche Festschrift zum 25jaehrigen
Bestehen des Fachverbands fuer Strahlenschutz. Koeln (Germany). Verl. TUEV Rheinland.
May 1991.260p. p. 167-186.
AB (Abstract): Investigations of biological structures of dumping regions show that the

total biomass is very small. The major part of biomass is contained in an upper layer between
0 and 2000 m depth. Between this layer and the sea bottom only few living creatures are
found. At about 100 m above ground, however, the fraction of biomass per m3 water is rising
again, and doubles at 10 m above ground. In the years of 1949 - 1982, about 5 PBq
beta/gamma- and 0,68 PBq alpha-activities have been dumped. The values measured for Cs-
137 measured in the dumping region do not differ significantly from values in other marine
areas. Nuclear weapon fallout remains to be the dominant source of radioactive
contamination. Plutonium values measured in the last years, however, seem to reveal an
influence of wastes dumped until 1982. We have retrieved nine barrels, some of which were
well preserved despite a storage time of more than eight years. Others, however, showed
severe damage caused by compression. No settling has taken place by sessile organisms.
Concentration factors, biological transport and the radiobiological effects on deap-sea
organisms have also been investigated. Knowledge about these items proved to be very
fragmentary. Radiation exposure of the shore population is caused mainly by consumption of
sea products. A conservative estimate gave an ingestion dose of 30 muSv/year after 100
years and 1,5 mSv/year after 500 years

Document Number 5 of 110
TI (Title): Radiological assessment of the impact on human populations and the
environment of the 1949 to 1982 dumping of low and intermediate level radioactive waste in
the deep North-East Atlantic. Une evaluation de l'impact radiologique sur les populations
humaines et sur l'environnement de I'immersion entre 1949 et 1982 de dechets de faible et
moyenne activite en Atlantique Nord-Est profond
AU (Author): Chattier, M. Menard, F
RPP (Primary Report Number): CEA-DPS--90-05 {CEADPS9005}
SO (Source): Dec 1990.48 p

AB (Abstract): A thorough radiological assessment of the impact of the 1949 to 1982
dumping of low- and intermediate- level radioactive waste in the deep North-East Atlantic is
performed with the numerical compartmental REJMAR model. The calculations include the
assessment of the dose equivalent to the individuals of a theoretical critical group through a
large set of pathways, and the collective dose to mankind through the ingestion pathways.
The complete dumping performed in the deep North-East Atlantic is taken into account. The
assumptions of biological short-circuit through marin food chains are tested. The order of
magnitude of the dose delivered to marine organisms living near the dumping site is assessed

Document Number 6 of 110
TI (Title): Comparison of three-dimensional ocean general circulation models on a

benchmark problem
AU (Author): Chartier, M
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RPP (Primary Report Number): CEA-DPS--90-04 {CEADPS9004}
SO (Source): Dec 1990.20 p

AB (Abstract): A french and an american Ocean General Circulation Models for deep-sea
disposal of radioactive wastes are compared on a benchmark test problem. Both models are
three-dimensional. They solve the hydrostatic primitive equations of the ocean with two
different finite difference techniques. Results show that the dynamics simulated by both
models are consistent. Several methods for the running of a model from a known state are
tested in the French model: the diagnostic method, the prognostic method, the acceleration of
convergence and the robust-diagnostic method

Document Number 7 of 110
TI (Title): Physical, biological, and geochemical transport models for deep-ocean disposal

of waste
AU (Author): Koplik, CM. Kaplan, F. (Analytic Sciences Corp., Reading, MA (United
States)) Klett, R.D. Kupferman (Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United States).
Safety Engineering Div. II)
SO (Source): Baumgartner, D J. (US Environmental Protection Agency, Hatfield Marine
Science Center, Newport, OR (United States)) Duedall, I.W. (Dept. of Chemical and
Environmental Engineering, Florida Institute of Technology, Melbourne, FL (United States)).
Oceanic processes in marine pollution. Physical and chemical processes: transport and
transportation. Volume 6. Melbourne, FL (United States). Robert E. Krieger Publishing
Company Inc. 1990.248 p. p. 25-38
AB (Abstract): This paper reports on simplified models that were used to study transport
processes in the deep ocean following release of contaminant material. The models
incorporated the following three components: mixing at various spatial scales in the ocean,
scavenging of reactive elements by suspended particulate matter, and geo-chemical reactions
in the bioturbated bottom-sediment layer. The relative importance of different physical
mechanisms affecting waste transport was shown to depend on the duration of release and
on whether the local or basin-averaged concentration is of interest. The results suggest that
for subseabed disposal of wastes (where release durations are expected to be long and to be
dominated by weakly reactive elements) variations in ocean mixing and removal mechanisms
will have minimal effect on peak water concentrations. This would not be the case for
disposal of material on the ocean floor unless that material or the waste form in which is was
incorporated was sufficiently insoluble so as to ensure a very slow release. These findings
were illustrated by results from preliminary safety studies of subseabed high-level
radioactive-waste disposal

Document Number 8 of 110
TI (Title): Scavenging amphipods Eurythenes gryllus from the north-east Atlantic and
radioactive waste disposal
AU (Author): Charmasson, S.S. Calmet, D.P. (Commissariat a 1'Energie Atomique, Inst. de
Protection et de Surete Nucleaire, Dept. de Protection Sanitaire, Service d'Etudes Appliquees
de Protection Sanitaire, Lab. d'Etudes Sanitaires, 92265 Fontenay-auz-Roses Cedex
(France))
SO (Source): Baumgartner, D.J. (US Environmental Protection Agency, Hatfield Marine
Science Center, Newport, OR (United States)) Duedall, I.W. (Dept. of Chemical and
Environmental Engineering, Florida Institute of Technology, Melbourne, FL (United
States)). Oceanic processes in marine pollution. Physical and chemical processes: transport
and transportation. Volume 6. Melbourne, FL (United States). Robert E. Krieger Publishing
Company Inc. 1990.248 p. p. 227-234
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AB (Abstract): This paper reports on baited traps that were set at two locations in the eastern
North Atlantic Ocean: on the Nuclear Energy Agency dumpsite of low-level radiative wastes,
and on the Armorican Sea mount. Vertical distribution and abundance of the deep-sea
scavenging lysianssid amphipods Eurythenes gryllus were studied by attaching baited traps
to a free-vehicle line at a variety of levels. Catch sizes decreased with height of capture
above the seafloor, but average female and male sizes increased. In addition, at each level,
the average female size was greater than the average male size. The hypothetical role of E.
gryllus in the biological transport of radionuclides from the seafloor back to human
populations in constructed from data in the current literature

Document Number 9 of 110
TI (Title): A preliminary assessment of potential doses to man from radioactive waste

dumped in the Arctic Sea
AU (Author): Nielsen, S.P. (Forskningscente Risoe, Roskilde (Denmark)) Iosjpe, M.
Strand, P. (Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority, Oesteraas (Norway))
RPP (Primary Report Number): RISO-R-841(EN) {RISOR841EN}
SO (Source): Sep 1995. 53 p
AB (Abstract): This report describes a preliminary radiological assessment of collective
doses to the world population from radioactive material dumped in the Barents and Kara
Seas in the period 1961-1991. Information on the dumped waste and the rates of release of
radionuclides have been available from Russian sources and from the International Atomic
Energy Agency. A box model has been used to simulate the dispersion of radionuclides in
the marine environment and to calculate the contamination of seafood and the subsequent
radiation doses to man. Two release scenarios have been adopted. The worst-case release
scenario which ignores the presence of barriers between spent nuclear fuel and seawater is
estimated to give rise to about 10 mansieverts calculated to 1000 years from the time of
release. A more realistic release scenario is estimated to cause about 3 mansieverts. In both
cases exposure from the radionuclide 137Cs is found to dominate the doses

Document Number 10 of 110
TI (Title): Assessment of environmental impact of radioactive contaminations in the
northern region of the Japan Sea by using experimental and modelling studies
AU (Author): Soyfer, V.N. Makarov, V.G. Nurminsky, E.A
JR (Journal Information): Transactions of the American Nuclear Society
SO (Source): (1994). p. 995-998
AB (Abstract): Investigations of dynamics of radioactive pollution were carried out in 1990
-1992 at the Ussury Bay of the Japan Sea. The detailed 8 seasonal hydrographic surveys with
tracers sampling (H-3, Cs-137, Ra-226) and hydrometeorological observations of
circumstances (wind field, precipitation, run-off) were made. Results of tritium and
radiocaesium measurements in the surface water layer were compared with calculations on
the base of three dimensional numeric modelling of these transport contaminations to verify
an applied model. This numerical modelling of the radioactive pollution Propagation has been
undertaken for the assessment of possible water medium contamination due radioactive
sources in the southeastern part of the Ussury Bay. An assessment of the maximum
radioactivity release into the environment due to an atomic submarine nuclear accident in
1985 gave values: 1.5 x 109 Joules or 1.5 x 1019 fissions of U-235 nuclei, the maximum
output of Cs-137 reached the value of 50mCi, and Sr-90 output was did not exceed 40mCi,
which is ten times lower than the value of the standard release for PWRs and NPPs. The data
of Cs-137 in surface sea water near Taiwan NPP Nl-3 have been also received during the
Russia-Taiwan sea expedition in 1992 at R/V open-quotes
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Document Number 11 of 110
TI (Title): Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Strand, P. Rudjord, A.L. (National Radiation Protection Authority, Oesteraas
(Norway)) Nikitin, A. (Scientific Production Association 'Typhoon", Obnisnk (Russian
Federation). Inst. of Experimental Meteorology) (and others)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/128
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental
impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria).
IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 143-153.
AB (Abstract): In order to evaluate the level of radioactive contamination in the Kara Sea
and to assess the short and long term consequences of dumped radioactive waste, joint
Russian-Norwegian expeditions have been performed annually since 1992. The results from
the 1992 joint expedition to the Kara Sea demonstrated very low concentrations of
radionuclides in waters and sediments. Contributions from different sources could be
identified: global fallout, river transport, marine transport of discharges from European
reprocessing plants and fallout from the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. The
expeditions in 1993 to the dumping sites confirmed local contamination in the Stepovogo
Fjord and the Tsivolki Fjord due to leakage from dumped radioactive waste. The levels of
radioactivity in the Kara Sea are, however, very low and have at present a very small impact
on man and on the marine ecosystem.

Document Number 12 of 110
TI (Title): The International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP). Interim progress

report
AU (Author): Sjoeblom, K.L. Linsley, G.S. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria). Div. of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Waste Management)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/167
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental
impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria).
IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 155-164.
AB (Abstract): The International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP) was established
in 1993 to address concern over the potential health and environmental impacts of the
dumped radioactive wastes in the shallow waters of the Arctic seas. The work is being carried
out as part of the IAEA's responsibilities with regard to the London Convention 1972. The
project will last for four years and is run by the IAEA in co-operation with the Norwegian
and Russian Governments, and with the involvement, through the IAEA, of experts from
about 15 IAEA Member States. The objectives of the project are: (1) to assess the risks to
human health and to the environment associated with the radioactive wastes dumped in the
Kara Sea and the Barents Sea, and (2) to examine possible remedial actions related to the
dumped wastes and to advise on whether these actions are necessary and justified. The project
has been organized into five principal working areas: (i) source terms, (ii) existing
environmental concentrations, (iii) transfer mechanisms and models, (iv) impact assessment
and (v) remedial measures. Progress of IASAP is reviewed each year by a group of senior
scientists. This group is also responsible for preparing the final report of IASAP and the
recommendations for presentation to Contracting Parties to the London Convention in 1996.

Document Number 13 of 110
TI (Title): Sub seabed disposal of high level radioactive wastes
AU (Author): Krihnamoorthy, T.M. Nair, R.N. Sarma, T.P. (Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Bombay (India). Health Physics Div.)
JR (Journal Information): Indian Journal of Marine Sciences
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SO (Source): Indian J. Mar. Sci. (Mar 1990) !

AB (Abstract): Diffusion and advection controlled migration of radionuclides through sub
seabed sediments is analyzed to determine the flux at the sediment-water boundary which is
subsequently translated into radionuclide concentration in ocean water. The emplaced
canister is modelled as an area source and analytical solutions are obtained for two modes of
releases, viz. instantaneous release and release due to leaching from a fixed inventory, the
former being a worst case condition. Results indicate little influence of canister/waste matrix
integrity on concentration. Any radionuclide with a half-life <105y and Kd>103 ml.gl will
not appear in ocean surface water when buried at 10m. Unlike other radionuclides, 1291 and
23 8U show appreciable and more or less uniform concentration for burial depths ranging
from l-50m under all conditions studied. Sensitivity of pore water velocity, porosity and
temperature on concentration is examined and found that they affect the radionuclide
concentration by different rates.

Document Number 14 of 110
TI (Title): A numerical model of artificial radionuclides transfers in the English Channel.

(Hydrodynamical, biological and sedimentary processes). Modelisation numerique des
transferts de radioelements artificiels en Mer de Manche. (Processus hydrodynamiques,
biologiques et sedimentaires)
AU (Author): Le Fur, J
RPP (Primary Report Number): CEA-R-5521 {CEAR5521 >
SO (Source): 1989. 205 p

AB (Abstract): The paper examines a method of evaluation, using numerical techniques, of
the fate of radioelements released by chronic or accidental discharge into the ecosystem of the
English Channel. In areas close to the reprocessing center at La Hague, a statistical study
is used to establish a direct relation between quantities of ruthenium-106 released by the
discharge source and concentrations of the radioelement in marine algae. A
multidisciplinary model is developed for general case. The constituents studied are the liquid
environment (radioelement vector), particulate matter (radioelement trap) and live
macroorganisms (radioelement receptors). Dispersion of radioelements in the liquid
environment is calculated using different models for estimating tidal currents (resolution of
the Saint-Venant system), the transport of bodies of water and radioelement diffusion.
Radioelement fixing in particulate matter is formalized using and adjustment coefficient
integrated into the diffusion equation. Transfers of radioelements between the liquid phase
and the organisms are modelized using a system of compartments. Fluctuations in the
discharge source are taken into account in the formulation. All the models are integrated into
a calculation system which enables them to be used automatically in sequence. Estimates
for currents and trajectories are in agreement with observations and enable short term
applications of the system to be contemplated. The model of radioelement transfer to
organisms is validated using a pair of experiments carried out in situ. Points remaining to be
specified mainly concern the transfer to particulate matter, the calibration of the system for
long term studies and certain factors to be included in the model of radioelement transfer to
organisms

Document Number 15 of 110
TI (Title): Inventory of radioactive material entering the marine environment: Sea disposal

of radioactive waste
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC-588
SO (Source): Mar 1991. 54 p

AB (Abstract): Variable amounts of packaged low level radioactive waste have been
disposed at more than 50 sites in the northern parts of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The
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last known disposal operation was in 1982, at a site about 550 km off the European
continental shelf in the Atlantic Ocean. Since 1957, the IAEA has provided specific guidance
and recommendations for ensuring that disposal of radioactive wastes into the sea will not
result in unacceptable hazards to human health and marine organisms, damage to amenities
or interference with other legitimate uses of the sea. In 1972, the Convention on the
Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter designated the
IAEA as the competent international authority in matters related to sea disposal of radioactive
waste. The Contracting Parties requested the IAEA to develop an inventory of radioactive
wastes entering the marine environment from all sources as an information base with which
the impact of radioactive materials from disposal operations can be more adequately assessed.
The continuous compilation of these data could ensure that the IAEA recommendations on
the disposal rate in a single basin are not overstepped. The inventory shows that between
1946 to 1982 an estimated 46 PBql (1.24 MCi) of radioactive waste coming from research,
medicine, the nuclear industry and military activities were packaged, usually in metal drums
lined with a concrete or bitumen matrix, and disposed of at sea. This inventory includes
some unpackaged wastes and liquid wastes which were disposed of from 1950 to 1960. Beta-
gamma emitters represent more than 98% of the total radioactivity of the waste and tritium
alone represents one third of the total radioactivity disposed at the North East Atlantic sites.
The other beta-gamma emitters radionuclides include 90Sr, 137Cs, 55Fe, 58Co, 60Co, 1251
and 14C. The wastes also contain low quantities of alpha-emitting nuclides with plutonium
and americium isotopes representing 96% of the alpha emitters present.

Document Number 16 of 110
TI (Title): Geotechnical properties and processes of deep ocean sediments as related to

disposal of toxic wastes. An overview
U (Author): Silva, A.J. (Rhode Island Univ., Narragansett, RI (USA). Marine Geomechanics
Lab.)
SO (Source): Demars, K.R. Chaney, R.C. Geotechnical engineering of ocean waste disposal.
STP 1087. Philadelphia, PA (USA). ASTM. 1990. 310 p. p. 113-155
AB (Abstract): The geologic stability, beneficial sediment properties, and remoteness of
some deep ocean regimes provide alternatives to land-based options for disposal of toxic
wastes. A brief discussion of the various geologic regimes, sediment types, and
physiochemical properties is presented. An overview of various emplacement methods,
natural seabed processes, geotechnical data acquisition and testing systems, and pertinent
geotechnical considerations is also presented, for buried containerized hazardous substances,
the sediment forms the geologic barrier between the waste and the biosphere. Geotechnical
parameters such as shear strength, permeability, and the sediment-waste package interactions
need to be considered. For solid high-level nuclear wastes, the effects of high-induced
temperatures and radiation are important to assess the state of stresses within the sediment
mass with particular concern for possible excess pore pressures. These and other related
effects need to be incorporated in analytical waste migration models. Other aspects such as in
situ testing and monitoring, laboratory physical modeling, and field experiments are
discussed

Document Number 17 of 110
TI (Title): Co-ordinated research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea
disposal of radioactive waste CRESP activity report 1986-1990
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-XN--329/A {INISXN329A}
SO (Source): 1990. 151 p

AB (Abstract): The Co-ordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance Programme
relevant to sea disposal of radioactive waste (CRESP) was created in 1981 in the framework
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of the 1977 Decision of the OECD Council establishing a Multilateral Consultation and
Surveillance Mechanism for Sea Dumping of Radioactive Waste. The main task of
CRESP was to set up a site-specific scientific research programme to increase current
knowledge of the processes controlling the transfer of radionuclides in the marine
environment, so that impact of past dumping could be monitored and future assessments
could be based on more accurate and comprehensive scientific data. The CRESP mandate
was extended in 1987 to respond to a request from the Paris Commission to include
consideration of radioactive discharges in the maritime area covered by the Convention on
the Prevention of Marine Pollution from Land-Based Sources. This report summarizes the
CRESP activities carried out during the 1986-1990 five year phase. Concerning the review of
deep sea results, the report relates progress achieved above the level of knowledge which
was available when the present phase of the CRESP programme was decided and which
has been taken into account in the 1985 Site Suitability Review. With respect to coastal
discharges, it presents a summary of R and D work undertaken by member countries,
including those carried out in other programmes such as MARINA. Finally, it makes
proposals for future work within CRESP

Document Number 18 of 110
TI (Title): The radiological exposure of the population of the European Community from

radioactivity in North European marine waters Project 'Marina'
RPP (Primary Report Number): EUR-12483 {EUR12483}
SO (Source): 1990. 572 p

AB (Abstract): Project Marina was set up by the Commission of the European
Communities in 1985 to look at the radiological impact of radionuclides, both natural and
anthropogenic, in northern European marine waters. This paper is a summary of project
Marina's work and its conclusions

Document Number 19 of 110
TI (Title): Performance assessment of geological isolation systems for radioactive waste.

Disposal into the sub-seabed
AU (Author): Mobbs, S.F. Charles, D. Delow, C.E. McColl, N.P. (National Radiological
Protection Board, Chilton (UK))
RPP (Primary Report Number): EUR--11779 {EUR11779}
SO (Source): 1988. 815 p

AB (Abstract): This report describes an assessment of the radiological impact of sub-seabed
disposal of vitrified high level waste, carried out as part of the PAGIS project of the CEC
Research Programme on radioactive waste. Where possible the data used in this study have
been taken from those provided by the Nuclear Energy Agency Seabed Working Group. The
waste was assumed to be placed into the sub-seabed sediments by means of the free fall
penetrator technique. An alternative method, emplacement in a deep borehole, was also
studied. Three disposal sites were considered: the reference site Great Meteor East, in the
N.E. Atlantic, and two alternative sites: Southern Nares Abyssal Plain in the N. W. Atlantic
and Cape Verde Rise in N.E. Atlantic. Models were used to describe the release of
radionuclides from the waste, their migration through the sediments, their dispersion in the
world oceans and the pathways to man. For the normal evolution scenario, best estimate peak
individual dose rates for the penetrator option was evaluated at 2 x 10-10 Sv y-1 arising 0.1
million years after emplacement. The collective dose commitment was 10,000 man Sv. The
corresponding figures for the borehole option were 2 x 10-14 Sv y-1 and 1 man Sv. The risks
from seven altered evolution scenarios were also calculated and the risk was predicted to be
always less than 10-9 y-1. Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses were also performed and
showed that the peak dose was most sensitive to variations in Kd values, pore water velocity,
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pore water diffusivity and burial depth. This document is one of a set of 5 reports covering a
relevant project of the European Community on a nuclear safety subject having very wide
interest. The five volumes are: the summary (EUR 11775-EN), the clay (EUR 11776-EN),
the granite (EUR 11777-FR), the salt (EUR 11778-EN) and the sub-seabed (EUR 11779-EN)

Document Number 20 of 110
TI (Title): Radioactive pollution: ocean environments. January 1974-May 1989 (Citations
from Oceanic Abstracts). Report for January 1974-May 1989
RPP (Primary Report Number): PB--89-862643/XAB {PB89862643XAB}
SO (Source): Jun 1989. 60 p

AB (Abstract): This bibliography contains citations concerning radioactive pollution of the
marine environment. Distributions of radionuclides indicative of artificial radioactive
contamination are discussed including iodine-131, various uranium isotopes, cesium-13 7,
cobalt-60, strontium-90, ruthenium-160, and plutonium isotopes. Ecosystems considered
include coral reefs and atolls, planktonic zones in the open ocean, salt marshes, estuaries,
coastal waters, and the Mediterranean Sea. Sources of radioactive contamination examined
include atomic bomb blasts, fossil-fuel combustion, radioactive waste disposal, and nuclear
accidents. Experimental simulation of radionuclide transport in marine biota is included.
(Contains 108 citations fully indexed and including a title list.)

Document Number 21 of 110
TI (Title): Isotope dispersion in the vicinity of a radioactive source in the deep North
Atlantic Sea. Final report. Zur Isotopenausbreitung im Nahfeld einer radioaktiven Quelle in
der Tiefsee des Nordatlantiks. Abschlussbericht
AU (Author): Bock, M. Mittelstaedt, E. Klein, H
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf--12030 {INISmfl2030}
SO (Source): 1988. 40 p

AB (Abstract): In the case of a sudden emission of a large quantity of radionuclides, e.g. by
the bursting of a submerged tank with radioactive content, the surrounding water is
immediately contaminated and a nuclide cloud will be formed. The study describes the
spreading processes in ocean water above mountaneous deap sea bottom in the North
Atlantic. The extensive measurements in the NO AMP area during the years 1983 to 1985
constitute the basis of the studies. A connection between the measured concentration values
and the low level radioactive waste dumped in the North Atlantic in the past is not
recognizable.

Document Number 22 of 110
TI (Title): Subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Yayanos, A.A. Jackson, D.W. (Subseabed Programs Div.,
Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM)
SO (Source): Lett, J.T. Advances in radiation biology. Volume 13. San Diego, CA (USA).
Academic Press. 1987.405 p. p. 355-402
AB (Abstract): Subseabed disposal, like other geological disposal schemes, is a

multibarrier concept that involves burial of solidified and packaged HLW or spent fuel in
high-integrity canisters, tens of meters within the stable geologic formations of the deep-
ocean floor. In this concept, the multiple barriers of the waste form, the canister, the clay
sediments, and the ocean waters are predicted to delay migration of radionuclides until they
decay to innocuous levels. The U.S. Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) feasibility
assessment program, as managed by Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, is divided into four phases: preliminary estimation of feasibility on the basis of
existing data. Determination of scientific and environmental feasibility from newly acquired
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oceanographic and other data. Determination of engineering feasibility and legal and
political acceptability and demonstration of disposal facilities. The approach is designed to
answer two crucial questions of isolation and emplacement

Document Number 23 of 110
TI (Title): The sinking of the Soviet Mike class nuclear powered submarine. A preliminary

technical assessment of the potential radioactive inventory release into the marine
environment associated with the Soviet Mike class nuclear powered attack submarine
accident, Norwegian Sea, 7th April 1989
RPS (Secondary Report Number): LA-RL--1866 {LARL1866}
SO (Source): London (UK). Large and Associates. 12 Apr 1989. 27 p

AB (Abstract): The purpose of this preliminary study is to assess the quantities of the
longer-lived or persistent radioactive materials, or source terms, that have been lost at sea
with the sinking of the Soviet MIKE class submarine off Bear Island on 7 April 1989. The
report arrives at an assessment of the amount of radioactivity and compares this to the
quantities of radioactive materials dumped by the UK from 1953 to 1982 at which time sea
dumping of radioactive wastes was suspended by international resolve. This comparison
can be used to assess the relative significance of the sinking of this submarine. The study
does not extrapolate the estimated radioactive source terms to an environmental or
radiological significance of the sinking, although it is concluded that unless the submarine is
recovered intact from the ocean floor, the by far greater part of the radioactive materials on
board will disperse to the marine environment at some future time, if they are not doing so
already.

Document Number 24 of 110
TI (Title): Disposal of radioactive waste in seabed sediments.

Proceedings of an international conference organized by the Society for Underwater
Technology and co-sponsored by the British Nuclear Energy Society, the Geological Society
and the Institution of Nuclear Engineers
AU (Author): Freeman, T.J. (Building Research Establishment, Watford (UK)) (ed.)
SO (Source): London (UK). Graham and Trotman Limited. 1989. 342 p.

Advances in underwater technology, ocean science and offshore engineering, v. 18
AB (Abstract): The conference 'Disposal of radioactive wastes in seabed sediments' was
organised to review the potential of certain seabed sediments to provide long-term
containment for high-level radioactive wastes. Topics considered were a radiological
assessment of the consequences of deep sea disposal. The characterization and properties of
deep ocean areas selected as possible disposal sites, geochemical processes determining the
efficacy of a sediment barrier and the physical changes to a sediment barrier caused by waste
emplacement. Engineering solutions and proposed future strategies to verify the predictions
of theoretical models formed the final part of the conference.

Document Number 25 of 110
TI (Title): Scavenging of radionuclides in the marine environment, (1). Distirbution and
behavior of radionuclides in the marine
AU (Author): Mahara, Yasunori (Central Research Inst. of Electric Power Industry, Abiko,
Chiba (Japan). Abiko Research Lab.)
JR (Journal Information): Denryoku Chuo Kenkyusho Hokoku
SO (Source): Denryoku Chuo Kenkyusho Hokoku. (Jul 1989). (no.U89011) p. 1-4,1-32
AB (Abstract): It is very important to predict diffusion, scavenging and accumulation of the

long lives radionuclides which may be discharged from the reprocessing plant in the marine
environment, for the purpose of polishing up methods of the radiation does estimation to the
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high quality stage. This study reports that distribution and behavior of transuranic elements,
which are extremely harmful for the human beings and are discharged probably from the
reprocessing plant, are investigated in both the survey of bibliography and the in-situ
observation. Results of the field observation on the distribution of transuranic elements in
the marine show that plutonium and americium are easily scavenged from the sea water and
are accumulated on the sea bottom. Transuranic elements, which are originated from fallout
and are discharged from the reprocessing plant, have generally the similar distribution in the
marine and the same chemical behavior. This facts suggest that the fallout data which are
probably and easily collected in the world are available for fabrication of the scavenging
model for transuranic elements discharged from the reprocessing plants.

Document Number 26 of 110
TI (Title): Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal
of low-level radioactive waste. Volume 3
AU (Author): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds)
SO (Source): Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development.
1989. 374 p
AB (Abstract): The NEA coordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance
Programme (CRESP) related to sea disposal of radioactive wastes was established in 1981 to
review the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive wastes in the North-East
Atlantic. The objective of CRESP is to increase the available scientific data base related to
the oceanographic and biological characteristics of the dump site and elaborate a site
specific model of the transfers of radionuclides to human populations. CRESP summary
scientific findings are published from time to time in serial volumes entitled Interim
oceanographic description of the Northeast Atlantic Site for disposal of Radioactive wastes.
The first such volume (NEA, 1983) established the general scientific background for the
problem and the site, and recommended specific studies that were required. The second
volume (NEA, 1986a) comprised a large collection of mainly new site-specific data and
process-specific analyses. The present volume, the third in the series, has been assembled to
collect and record the new results in a manner convenient for model-oriented site studies

Document Number 27 of 110
TI (Title): Plutonium and 137CS in the water column of the Northeast Atlantic
AU (Author): Nies, H. (Deutsches Hydrographisches Inst., Hamburg (Germany, F.R.))
SO (Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds.). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75- Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 77-81
AB (Abstract): Vertical profiles of 239/240Pu and 137Cs in the water column of the

Northeast Atlantic are presented. Both of these radionuclides are man-made. Their presence
in oceanic water is the result of global fallout. However, the chemistry of Cs is completely
different from that of Pu, leading to completely different behaviours of the vertical profiles in
the water column

Document Number 28 of 110
TI (Title): 14-C and 239,240-Pu as tracers of sedimentation and mixing processes in North-
East Atlantic sediments
AU (Author): Papucci, C. Delfanti, R. (ENEA Frascati (Italy). Centro Ricerche Energia)
SO (Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds.). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75- Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
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radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 111-122
AB (Abstract): The depth and rate of biological mixing in deep-sea sediments are important

parameters for the geochemical models that describe the oceanic dispersion of radionuclides.
Bioturbation by benthic organisms may also have an impact on the barrier properties of near-
surface sediments. The extent of biological mixing of deep-sea sediments from the Atlantic
low-level disposal site and from two other nearby reference areas (NOAMP, GME) have been
investigated using 239,240-Pu and 14-C as tracers. Based on vertical profiles of 239, 240-Pu
and 14-C, a diffusion-like particle mixing appears to be taking place to a depth of 7 to 9 cm.
The use of various diffusion models allows the evaluation of vertical mixing coefficients
that are almost constant on a regional scale and range from 0.10 to 0.25 cm2y-l. Plutonium
inventories in sediments from the NEA dumpsite are practically undistinguishable from
fallout contamination levels in GME and NO AMP sediments. The 14-C vertical profiles
yielded sedimentation rates in the range 1.1 - 3.7 cm ky-lover the range of 2500-10000 year-
old sediments

Document Number 29 of 110
TI (Title): Overview of the design and preliminary intercomparison tests of the french

ocean general circulation model for the assessment of the radionuclide dispersion in the
North Atlantic
AU (Author): Chartier, M. (CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92
(France). Dept. de Protection Sanitaire)
SO (Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds.). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 255-263
AB (Abstract): From 1985 to 1987, French modelling work devoled to the ocean general

circulation followed three main directions: sensitivity analysis of the French model to various
numerical scheme, analysis of several diagnostic schemes for the calculation of the vertical
velocity and intercomparison of the French and Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) model
runs. Even though none of these studies can be considered exhaustive, each has led to useful
conclusions that will set directions and priorities for future work. The sensitivity analysis to
numerical schemes made noticeable improvements in the model. Now numerical schemes for
the calculation of vertical velocity can be chosen on an improved basis. The intercomparison
of the US/Sandia and French/CEA models will focus on the development of a validated,
calibrated French model: this work therefore remains of high priority

Document Number 30 of 110
TI (Title): A model for assessing the radiological impacts of deep-sea disposal of
radioactive waste. Description of the model
AU (Author): Chartier, M. Durrieu de Madron, X. (CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de

Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France). Dept de Protection Sanitaire) Poulin, M. (Ecole Nationale
Superieure des Mines, 75 - Paris (France))
SO (Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds.). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 291-307
AB (Abstract): The Mark-A model for assessing radionuclide dispersion had been designed

as realistic as possible within the constraints for a Simplicity sufficient to allow large
numbers of low-cost runs. The Mark-A model has been recoded in F/CEA to increase its
computational efficiency, and adapted for low-level waste assessments. A model of
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radionuclide transfers to man through living organisms has been added specifically for
CRESP objectives. The box model calculates the radionuclide transfers from a deep-sea
source to man. It takes into account time variations in the release rate from the waste form,
advection by ocean currents, diffusion by turbulence, sorption to - desorption from
suspended particles, settling of suspended particles and radionuclide burial by sediments,
radionuclide uptake by the living organisms and radionuclide transfer to man via various
pathways. The model equations describe the time variation of the activity in each box
associated with transfers between boxes

Document Number 31 of 110
TI (Title): An environmental model study of the deep layers of the North East Atlantic
AU (Author): Bork, I. (Hamburg, Univ. (Germany, F.R.). Inst. foer Meereskunde)
SO (Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds.). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75- Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 264-272
AB (Abstract): The field work of the north Atlantic monitoring Program (NOAMP) was

supplemented by numerical simulations of the transport of radionuclides in the North Atlantic
Ocean by annual mean flows and mixing processes. During the last year of NOAMP, a
different attempt was made to compute the current field and three-dimensional trajectories
of particles released in deep layers of the NOAMP area. It is the subject of this paper. The
model used is of Bryan/Semtner type, but with smoothed topography and climatological
(winter) temperature and salinity data. The results form a compromise between interpretation
of climatological temperature and salinity data and the complete prediction of the current
field by prognostic calculations, which yields a deep flow pattern that agrees with some ideas
of the abyssal circulation

Document Number 32 of 110
TI (Title): A model for assessing the radiological impacts of deep sea disposal of

radioactive waste. A sensitivity analysis of the marine environment transfer submodel
AU (Author): Chartier, M. Durrieu de Madron, X. (CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de

Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France). Dept. de Protection Sanitaire) Poulin, M. (Ecole Nationale
Superieure des Mines, 75 - Paris (France))
SO (Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds.). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989.374 p. p. 308-325
AB (Abstract): A model for assessing the radiological impacts of deep-sea disposal of

radioactive waste has been developed in France. It is described in detail in Part I of this
paper. Part II of the paper describes the results of a sensitivity analysis of the submodel
concerned with physical and chemical transfers in the marine environment. The notations are
similar to those of Part I. The study focuses on the sensitivity of the model to the input
parameters and basic assumptions. It would be forbiddingly expensive to investigate all the
possible variations in assumptions and data, or to carry out calculations of the activities for
the entire range of possible values for the parameters. The approach used was to select
representative estimates of the ocean parameters. The model was run several times, each time
using a different value from the selected range of the parameters being tested. The results of
the sensitivity analysis to input parameter variations show the model is stable for water
boxes, for the long-lived poorly-sorbed nuclides. Such nuclides make the greatest
contribution to doses to individual via actual pathways
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Document Number 33 of 110
TI (Title): Two-dimensional simulation of the circulation and radionuclide dispersion in the

Northeast Atlantic
AU (Author): Demuth, C. Spitz, Y. (Ministere de la Sante Publique et de I'Environnement,
Brussels (Belgium))
SO (Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds.). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 276-290
AB (Abstract): This study presents circulation and dispersion models that provide estimates

of radionuclide concentrations up to a horizontal distance of 1000 km from the center of the
NEA dumpsite. The numerical results are preliminary. They will have to be revised after
simulations have been carried out by the three-dimensional model, especially for the
dispersion problem where the third dimension is not taken into account. Nevertheless, the
results show the importance of the circulation in the benthic layer and of the proximity of the
coasts and associated upwellings. For the dispersion problem, we have treated the
influence of radioactive decay, scavenging, deposition, and the slow release of radionuclides

Document Number 34 of 110
TI (Title): A model for assessing the radiological impacts of deep-sea disposal of

radioactive waste. Comparison of the submodel for transfer in the marine environment with
the UK/MAFF-NRPB and US/TASC-SDP models on a benchmark problem
AU (Author): Chartier, M. Durrieu de Madron, X. (CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de

Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France). Dept. de Protection Sanitaire) Poulin, M. (Ecole Nationale
Superieure des Mines, 15 - Paris (France))
SO (Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds.). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 326-339
AB (Abstract): A model for the assessment of impacts due to deep-sea disposal of

radioactive waste has been developed in France. It is described in detail in Part I of this
paper. Part III of the paper intercompares the results of a benchmark problem computed by
the submodel on marine environment transfer given in Part I and similar models developed
in UK by MAFF-NRPB and in US by TASC for SDP. These models are of compartment
type. In general, the CEA, SDP and MAFF/NRPB results are consistent for long lived,
poorly sorbed nuclides (e.g 1291). The activities are somewhat different for 137 Cs (due to its
short half life) and 239Pu and 230Th (due to their high reactivity with particulates and
bottom sediment). Differences in the results have been attributed to two differences in models
and data: Interactions between the bottom water and sediment affect the predicted activity in
the sediment near site bottom water, and then, play an indirect role in the vertical mixing rate.
Differences in the vertical mixing rate and vertical mixing time affect the activity in surface-
water boxes for strongly sorbed and short half-lived nuclides

Document Number 35 of 110
TI (Title): A model for assessing the radiological impacts of deep-sea disposal of

radioactive waste. Radiological assessment of the NEA dumping site for radioactive waste in
the North-East Atlantic
AU (Author): Chartier, M. Durrieu de Madron, X. (CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de
Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France). Dept. de Protection Sanitaire) Poulin, M. (Ecole Nationale
Superieure des Mines, 75 - Paris (France))
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SO (Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds.). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-
level radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation
and Development. 1989. 374 p. p. 340-346
AB (Abstract): A model for assessing the radiological impacts of deep-sea disposal of

radioactive waste has been developed in France. The model is described in detail in Part I of
this paper. Part 4 describes the results of a radiological assessment of the NEA dumpsite in
the North-East Atlantic. Results are given in terms of doses. They are compared with results
of radiological assessments performed with two independent models, namely the
UK/MAFF-NRPB model and US/TASC-SDP model. The comparison, which follows
CRESP Modelling Task Group recommendations, provides interesting insights into the
overall influence of the model design on calculated doses. The results also provide new and
independent, although still preliminary conclusions about the radiological safety of the past
deep sea dumping of low level radioactive waste in the N.E. Atlantic NEA dumpsite

Document Number 36 of 110
TI (Title): Radioecological synthesis of the various compartments of La Hague (Cotentin)

marine environment. Synthese radioecologique des differents compartiments de
l'environnement marin du Cotentin
AU (Author): Calmet, D
CA (Corporate Author): Aix-Marseille-2 Univ., 13 - Marseille (France) CEA Centre

d'Etudes Nucleaires de Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France). Dept. de Protection Sanitaire
RPP (Primary Report Number): FRCEA-TH--145 {FRCEATH145}
SO (Source): Mar 1986. 263 p

AB (Abstract): Permits for low level radioactive liquid waste releases by the LA HAGUE
(Cotentin, France) fuel reprocessing plant are based on an accurate radioecological study of
the marine environment. Since 1967, the monitoring of indicators such as seawater,
sediments and marine organisms (Fucus serratus, Laminaria sp., Mytilus sp.,...) have made it
possible to create an important environmental data base. A statistical treatment has been used
to quantify the spatio-temporal (daily, seasonal, local and regional) variabilities of these
indicators from 1975 up to now. It has demonstrated the interest of F. serratus seaweed as
bioindicators of radioactivity. Moreover it appears that seawater-solubie radionuclides such
as 125Sb and 137Cs are monitored through longer distance from the outlet than those bound
to particles such as 144Ce. A study of the sestonic load by satellite images suggested a
number of geographical sites of potential accumulation through particle transport, some of
which were verified by radioactivity measurements of sediments. However, such
accumulation was not confirmed by the particle size distribution at the level of the Cap de
LA HAGUE associated with radioactive measurements of seawater. A spectral analysis of
biota radioactive levels vs radioactive waste releases showed a time delay of 2 - 4 months for
F. serratus and Mytilus sp. collected in the local area of LA HAGUE after either an increase
or a decrease of the releases. Modeling of marine currents fields associated with a transfer
model can now be used to predict, at small time scales, the radioactivity levels inthe various
Cotentin marine compartments from the liquid waste releases

Document Number 37 of 110
TI (Title): Seabed disposal of waste - where do we go from here?
AU (Author): Mobbs, Sheila (National Radiological Protection Board, Chilton (UK))

JR (Journal Information): Atom (London)
SO (Source): Atom (London). (Dec 1988). (no.386) p. 25-27
AB (Abstract): An international conference on the subseabed disposal of radioactive waste

was held in Oxford on 20-21 September, 1988. Results of assessments of seabed disposal of
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HLW are described and the applicability of such studies to other waste disposal options is
discussed.

Document Number 3 8 of 110
TI (Title): Comparison of models for assessing the radiological impacts of deep-sea

disposal of radioactive wastes
AU (Author): Chaxtier, M. Madron, X.D. de (CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de

Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92 (France)) Poulin, M. (Ecole des Mines de Paris, 77 - Fontainebleau
(France))
SO (Source): Desmet, G. (ed.). Commission of the European Communities, Brussels
(Belgium). Reliability of radioactive transfer models. Proceedings of a workshop held at
Athens, (GR), 5-9 October 1987. Barking (UK). Elsevier Applied Science Publishers Ltd.
1988. 372 p. p. 250-260
AB (Abstract): The radionuclides dispersion from the low-level waste drums dumped in the
North Atlantic NEA site has been assessed by three independent box models developed in
the UK, in the USA and in France within the international "Co-ordinated Research and
Environmental Surveillance Programme". These models take into account the time variations
of the release rates of the nuclides out of the drums, a great deal of physical and geochemical
marine processes and the transfer to man via various pathways. In order to assess the
reliability of these complex transfer models, an intercomparison of UK and USA models had
been performed on a benchmark problem. The French model has been run on this problem
and the results were compared with UK and USA models results. A simplified sensitivity
analysis has been performed with the French CEA model to crudely assess the reliability of
the dose calculations

Document Number 39 of 110
TI (Title): Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 8:

Review of processes near a buried waste canister
AU (Author): Lanza, F

RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-XN-174 {INISXN174}
SO (Source): 1988. 136 p

AB (Abstract): One of the options suggested for disposal of high-level radioactive waste
resulting from the generation of nuclear power is burial beneath the deep ocean floor in
geologically stable sediment formations which have no economic value. The 8-volume series
provides an assessment of the technical feasibility and radiological safety of this disposal
concept based on the results obtained by ten years of co-operation and infomation exchange
among the Member countries participating in the NEA Seabed Working Group. This report
investigates the phenomena arriving in the proximity of the waste package immersed in the
sea sediments

Document Number 40 of 110
TI (Title): Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 6:

Deep-sea biology, biological processes and radiobiology
AU (Author): Pentreath, R.J. Hargrave, B.T. Roe, H.S.J. Sibuet, M

SO (Source): 1988. 219 p
AB (Abstract): One of the options suggested for disposal of high-level radioactive waste
resulting from the generation of nuclear power is burial beneath the deep ocean floor in
geologically stable sediment formations which have no economic value. The 8-volume series
provides an assessment of the technical feasibility and radiological safety of this disposal
concept based on the results obtained by ten years of co-operation and information exchange
among the Member countries participating in the NEA Seabed Working Group. This report
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summarizes the biological description of selected sites, the means by which radionuclides
could result in human exposure via seafood pathways, and the doses likely to be received
by, and effects on, the deep-sea fauna

Document Number 41 of 110
TI (Title): Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 2:

Radiological assessment
AU (Author): Marsily, G. de Berhendt, V. Ensminger, D. Flebus, C. Hutchinson, B. Kane,

P. Karpf, A. Klett, R. Mobbs, S. Poulin, M. Stanner, D
SO (Source): 1988. 325 p
AB (Abstract): One of the options suggested for disposal of high-level radioactive waste
resulting from the generation of nuclear power is burial beneath the deep ocean floor in
geologically stable sediment formations which have no economic value. The 8-volume series
provides an assessment of the technical feasibility and radiological safety of this disposal
concept based on the results obtained by ten years of co-operation and information exchange
among the Member countries participating in the NEA Seabed Working Group. This report
presents the results of the radiological assessment which consists in estimating the detriment
to man and to the environment which could result from the disposal of high level nuclear
waste within seabed sediments in the deep oceans

Document Number 42 of 110
TI (Title): Effect of ocean dumping of 14C on collective dose equivalent commitment to

world population
AU (Author): Krishnamoorthy, T.M. Nair, R.N. Sarma, T.P. (Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Bombay (India). Health Physics Div.)
JR (Journal Information): Bulletin of Radiation Protection
SO (Source): Bull. Radiat. Prot. (Jan-Jun 1988). v. 11(1-2) p. 41-45
AB (Abstract): A 3-box compartmental model (viz : atmosphere, mixed-ocean and deep

ocean) has been employed to evaluate the time integral concentration (TIC) of 14C in
atmosphere following the release of a unit activity in any one of the compartments. A matrix
of results has been generated using analytical solution which contains TIC values in the
atmosphere for different times from 10 to infinite years. These results formed the basis for
assessment of collective dose equivalent commitment to world population. The results were
validated by numerical method using computer program.

Document Number 43 of 110
TI (Title): Iodine-129 in high-activity nuclear wastes: an assessment of the deep-ocean

disposal option
AU (Author): Baxter, M.S. (Glasgow Univ. (UK). Dept. of Chemistry),Aston, S.R.
(International Laboratory of Marine Radioactivity, Musee Oceanographique, Principality of
Monaco)
SO (Source): Radioact. Waste Manage. Nucl. Fuel Cycle. (Sep 1982). v.3(l) p. 47-55.
Supersedes Radioactive Waste Management
AB (Abstract): By 2000 A.D. a significant global inventory of 1291 will be present in high-

activity nuclear wastes pending ultimate disposal. Not only does 1291 have the longest half-
life of any major radionuclide in these wastes but it also is very water-soluble, is difficult to
contain in a solid matrix and has, in the oceans, a well-defined critical pathway through
seaweeds to man. In this paper, the potential hazard inherent in a deep ocean program for
high-activity 1291 disposal is assessed by considering the effect of the most pessimistic
sequence of post-disposal events and nuclide transfer processes. The results show clearly that,
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by accepted international standards of safety, the 1291-derived hazard to man from such a
program would be negligible.

Document Number 44 of 110
TI (Title): Analysis of diffusional ion transport in ocean sediments: subseafloor disposal of

radioactive waste
AU (Author): Nuttall, H.E. Ray, A.K. (Univ of NM, Albuquerque, USA)
SO (Source): Nucl. Technol. (Feb 1981). v. 52(2) p. 260-272
AB (Abstract): Diffusion-controlled transport of radioactive ions through seabed sediments

is analyzed to determine the rates of transport between a buried canister releasing radioactive
waste and the ocean floor. The general solution of the unsteady-state diffusion problem is
obtained for an arbitrary release rate from the canister, and analytical solutions are obtained
for two special cases: instantaneous release of the ionic species, and a constant discharge
rate.

Document Number 45 of 110
TI (Title): Systems model for assessing the consequences of release of radioactive material

into the ocean
AU (Author): Koplik, CM. (Analytic Sciences Corp., Reading, MA)

RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--82-0664-Vol.2-App.-Ptl
SO (Source): Hinga, K.R. (ed.). Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA).
Subseabed disposal program annual report, January-September 1981. Volume II. Appendices
(principal investigator progress reports). Part 1. Jul 1982. p. 17-60
AB (Abstract): A systems model is described for calculating the doses and health effects to
man resulting from release of radioactive material into the ocean. The model will be used in
safety analyses of subseabed disposal of radioactive waste. A set of sample calculations for a
reference disposal system are presented

Document Number 46 of 110
TI (Title): Accident scenarios and probabilities for the SDP transportation system
AU (Author): Ensminger, D.A. (Analytic Sciences Corp., Reading, MA)

RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-82-0664-Vol.2-App.-Pt.l
SO (Source): Hinga, K.R. (ed.). Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA).
Subseabed disposal program annual report, January-September 1981. Volume II. Appendices
(principal investigator progress reports). Part 1. Jul 1982. p. 61-106
AB (Abstract): A preliminary analysis of the safety of preemplacement operations in the
Subseabed Disposal Program is performed. Handling,storage, shipment, and emplacement
facilities are described and potential accident scenarios and probabilities are determined,
based in part on existing studies. This document is intended to serve as a report of progress.
Subsequent efforts will complete the safety analysis outlined here

Document Number 47 of 110
TI (Title): Transuranium and other alpha-emitting nuclides in the marine environment
AU (Author): Pentreath, R.J. (Fisheries Radiobiological Lab., Hamilton Dock, Lowestoft,
Suffolk (UK))
SO (Source): Patel, B. (ed.) (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay (India). Health
Physics Div.). Management of environment ) 7a felicitation volume presented to Dr A.K.
Ganguly{.)] New Delhi (India). Wiley Eastern. 1980.0807300. p. 361-370
AB (Abstract): Marine environment contains naturally occurring alpha-emitting

transuranium nuclides which are discharged from nuclear fuel reprocessing plants into the
marine environment. Calculation of their potential of both the inhalation pathway and
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ingestion pathway to man, their residence time in the oceans, their loss to sediments, the
chemical state in which they exist in sea water, their oxidation states in sea water, and
their biological availability to sea organisms are discussed. The areas where data are lacking
are indicated. Studies on the Windscale Site (U.K.) are extensively referred to in the
discussion of above-mentioned aspects. It is brought out that the study of the naturally
occurring actinides can be useful in the understanding of behaviour of man-made
radionuclides in the marine environment, because many of the former are good analogues of
the latter.

Document Number 48 of 110
TI (Title): Ocean dumping of low-level radioactive wastes
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L
CA (Corporate Author): Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (USA)

RPP (Primary Report Number): PNL-SA-10831 {PNLSA10831}
SO (Source): Oct 1982.17 p

AB (Abstract): Scientific bases, developed internationally over the last 20 years, to control
and restrict to acceptable levels the resultant radiation doses that potentially could occur from
the dumping of low-level radioactive wastes in the deep oceans were presented. The author
concluded that present evaluations of the disposal of radioactive wastes into the oceans,
coastal and deep ocean, indicate that these are being conducted within the ICRP
recommended dose limits. However, there are presently no international institutions or
mechanisms to deal with the long-term radiation exposure at low-levels to large numbers
of people on a regional basis if not a global level. Recommendations were made to deal with
these aspects through the established mechanisms of NEA/OECD and the London Dumping
Convention, in cooperation with ICRP, UNSCEAR and the IAEA

Document Number 49 of 110
TI (Title): Sea dumping of radioactive wastes. Part 1: Basic considerations of marine
environment. Die Meeresversenkung radioaktiver Abfaelle. Teil 1: Grundlagen der marinen
Umwelt
AU (Author): Krejsa, P. (Oesterreichisches Forschungszentrum Seibersdorf Ges.m.b.H.
Hauptabteilung Abfallverarbeitung)
RPP (Primary Report Number): OEFZS--4214 {OEFZS4214}
SO (Source): Apr 1983. 66 p
AB (Abstract): Sea dumping of low level radioactive waste is a disposal method practised
by a number of states, controlled by OECD/NEA. It makes use of the capacity of the oceans
to dilute the radionuclides to levels acceptable concerning resulting dose burdens. For the
determination of release rates some oceanographic model have been developed, describing
the physical behaviour of the released radionuclides. It is not to be assumed that a complete
mathematical description of the involved processes can be made. Too many parameters are
dependent and varying as there is the chemical behaviour of different valence states,
complexing agents, distribution patterns etc. But it can be seen that the existing description
methods allow the adequate modelling of the short and the long term behaviour of the
radionuclides. The use of pessimistic assumptions for distribution and reconcentration is
sufficient to consider uncertainties of the model. Therefore the arguments of Greenpeace,
kindly submitted by this organisation for this study, show no open question, which has not
been considered on the sea dumping procedures under surveillance of the OECD/NEA.
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Document Number 50 of 110
TI (Title): Sea dumping of radioactive wastes. Part 2: Behaviour of radionuclides in
seawater. Die Meeresversenkung radioaktiver Abfaelle. Teil 2: Das Verhalten von
Radionukliden im Meerwasser
AU (Author): Krejsa, P. (Oesterreichisches Forschungszentrum Seibersdorf Ges.m.b.H.
Hauptabteilung Abfallverarbeitung)
RPP (Primary Report Number): OEFZS-4215 {OEFZS4215}
SO (Source): Apr 1983. 73 p
AB (Abstract): Sea dumping of low level radioactive waste is a disposal method practised
by a number of states, controlled by OECD/NEA. It makes use of the capacity of the oceans
to dilute the radionuclides to levels acceptable concerning resulting dose burdens. For the
determination of release rates some oceanographic model have been developed, describing
the physical behaviour of the released radionuclides. It is not to be assumed that a complete
mathematical description of the involved processes can be made. Too many parameters are
dependent and varying as there is the chemical behaviour of different valence states,
complexing agents, distribution patterns etc. But it can be seen that the existing description
methods allow the adequate modelling of the short and the long term behaviour of the
radionuclides. The use of pessimistic assumptions for distribution and reconcentration is
sufficient to consider uncertainties of the model. Therefore the arguments of Greenpeace,
kindly submitted by this organisation for this study, show no open question, which has not
been considered on the sea dumping procedures under surveillance of the OECD/NEA.

Document Number 51 of 110
TI (Title): Sea dumping of radioactive wastes. Part 3: Dumping practice and radioecology.

Die Meeresversenkung radioaktiver Abfaelle. Teil 3: Versenkungspraxis und Radiooekologie
AU (Author): Krejsa, P. (Oesterreichisches Forschungszentrum Seibersdorf Ges.m.b.H.
Hauptabteilung Abfallverarbeitung)
RPP (Primary Report Number): OEFZS--4216 {OEFZS4216}
SO (Source): Apr 1983. 68 p
AB (Abstract): Sea dumping of low level radioactive waste is a disposal method practised
by a number of states, controlled by OECD/NEA. It makes use of the capacity of the oceans
to dilute the radionuclides to levels acceptable concerning resulting dose burdens. For the
determination of release rates some oceanographic model have been developed, describing
the physical behaviour of the released radionuclides. It is not to be assumed that a complete
mathematical description of the involved processes can be made. Too many parameters are
dependent and varying as there is the chemical behaviour of different valence states,
complexing agents, distribution patterns etc. But it can be seen that the existing description
methods allow the adequate modelling of the short and the long term behaviour of the
radionuclides. The use of pessimistic assumptions for distribution and reconcentration is
sufficient to consider uncertainties of the model. Therefore the arguments of Greenpeace,
kindly submitted by this organisation for this study, show no open question, which has not
been considered on the sea dumping procedures under surveillance of the OECD/NEA.

Document Number 52 of 110
TI (Title): Sea disposal of radioactive wastes. L'immersion des dechets radioactifs
AU (Author): Sousselier, Y
SO (Source): Societe Francaise de Radioprotection, 92 -Fontenay-aux-Roses. Meeting on
radioactive wastes. Seminaire sur les dechets radioactifs. Fontenay-aux-Roses (France).
Societe Francaise de Radioprotection. 1981. 244 p. p. 27-35
AB (Abstract): After mentioning the first discharges into the sea, the impact of radioactive

waste dumping on the marine environment is examined: concentration of radionuclides by
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certain marine organisms, dispersion and dilution phenomena, annual limit capacity of the
marine environment in a given area, and the regulations are recalled (London Agreement).
Where the discharge operations are concerned, the choice of the dumping ground is
examined, as are the packaging of the waste, the ships and the cost. Finally, mention is made
of sub seabed disposal

Document Number 53 of 110
TI (Title): A preliminary assessment of potential doses to man from radioactive waste

dumped in the Arctic sea
AU (Author): Nielsen, S.P. (Risoe National Lab., Roskilde (Denmark)) Iosjpe, M. Strand,
P. (Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway))
RPP (Primary Report Number): NRPA--1995:8 {NRPA19958}
SO (Source): Nov 1995. 56 p
AB (Abstract): This report describes a preliminary radiological assessment of collective
doses to the world population from radioactive material dumped in the Kara and Barents
Seas in the period 1961 -1991. Information on the dumped waste and the rates of release of
radionuclides have been available from Russian sources and from the International Atomic
Energy Agency. A box model has been used to simulate the dispersion of radionuclides in
the marine environment and to calculate the contamination of seafood and the subsequent
radiation doses to man. Two release scenarios have been adopted. The worst-case release
scenario, which ignores the presence of barriers between spent nuclear fuel and seawater, is
estimated to give rise to about 10 mansievert calculated to 1000 years from the time of
release. A more realistic release scenario is estimated to cause about 3 mansieverts. In both
cases exposure from the radionuclide 137Cs is found to dominate the doses.

Document Number 54 of 110
TI (Title): Radioecology of the oceans: Possibilities and limitations of statements relevant
to radioprotection. Radiooekologie der Meere: Moeglichkeiten und Grenzen
strahlenschutzrelevanter Aussagen
AU (Author): Feldt, W
SO (Source): Winter, M. (ed.) Wicke, A. (ed.). Environmental radioactivity, radioecology,
radiation effects. Vol. 2. Proceedings. Umweltradioaktivitaet, Radiooekologie,
Strahlenwirkungen. Bd. 2. Tagungsbericht. Koeln (Germany). Verl. TUeV Rheinland. 1993.
425 p. p. 581-586. Publikationsreihe Fortschritte im Strahlenschutz
AB (Abstract): Dumping of radioactive wastes into the Barents- and Karasea makes

radioecological investigations indispensable. The methods and results of the radioecological
investigations in the dumping area of the OECD/NEA will be critical reviewed. The fallout
radionuclides from the weapon tests mask the contamination by the radioisotopes from the
waste disposed. The radioisotope ratio Pu 238/Pu 239, 240 in deep sea water and the
concentration of Pu 238 in the benthic fauna indicate releases from the disposed drums. The
radiological assessment of the Northeast Atlantic dump site are of very limited value, on the
one side due to the scarcity of knowledge, on the other side due to the reality which is
inconsistent to the conception of modellers.

Document Number 55 of 110
TI (Title): Design of the french ocean general circulation model for the assessment of
radionuclides dispersion in the North Atlantic
AU (Author): Chartier, M

RPP (Primary Report Number): CEA-DPS-87-03 {CEADPS8703}
SO (Source): Oct 1987. 90 p
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AB (Abstract): A three-dimensional finite-difference ocean general circulation model has
been developed and adapted to the radionuclides dispersion concerns. The model is briefly
described. A sensitivity analysis of the model to key numerical schemes has been
performed to optimize the mathematical resolution of the equations. A series of tests have
been more specifically achieved on different numerical schemes for the calculation of the
vertical velocity. The results are thoroughly analysed

Document Number 56 of 110
TI (Title): Research related to the disposal of radioactive waste in the deep ocean
SO (Source): Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (UK). Directorate of
Fisheries Research. Report of the Director of Fisheries Research 1985-86. Lowestoft (UK).
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. 1987. 52 p. p. 26-29
AB (Abstract): An account is given of the research relating to the assessment of the safety
of the deep ocean disposal of low-level radioactive wastes. Site suitability, radionuclide
migration, diffusion, the movement and mixing of seawater and the rates of global
dispersion of seawater are discussed.

Document Number 57 of 110
TI (Title): A model for assessing the radiological impacts of deep sea disposal of

radioactive wastes: development of the model and preliminary results
AU (Author): Poulin, M. (Ecole Nationale Superieure des Mines de Paris, 77 -

Fontainebleau (France)) Chartier, M. Durrieu de Madron, X
RPP (Primary Report Number): CEA-DPS--87-04 {CEADPS8704}
SO (Source): Oct 1987. 79 p

AB (Abstract): A new numerical model has been developed in France to assess the
radiological consequences of low level radioactive waste disposal on the sea bottom of the
Atlantic Ocean. It is a box model covering the world ocean with a finer resolution in the
North Atlantic and near the Nuclear Energy Agency dumpsite. The main processes involved
in the nuclides transfer from the drums to man are modelled or parameterized: time
variations of the nuclides release, advection and diffusion by the ocean fluid, adsorption-
desorption on particles, sedimentation and burial of sediments, transfers through organisms
living in the sea (fishes, crustaceans, molluscs, seaweeds, plankton,...). The dose equivalent
to critical group members and the collective dose equivalent are assessed. A sensitivity
analysis of the model has been performed to assess the reliability of the dose calculations. An
intercomparison exercise has been achieved with two other independent models on a
benchmark problem

Document Number 58 of 110
TI (Title): Manual and user guide of the tridimensional model of general circulation:
OCEAN. Notice technique et guide de rutilisateur du modele tridimensionnel de circulation
generale Ocean
AU (Author): Chartier, M
RPP (Primary Report Number): CEA-DPS-87-05 {CEADPS8705}
SO (Source): Oct 1987. 52 p

AB (Abstract): The manual describes the assumptions set and the calculations which lead
from the Navier-Stokes equations to the general circulation model OCEAN. The numerical
methods used to resolve the equations are specified. A description of the numerical code is
provided, as well as a user's guide which allows to bring the model into operation on a
CRAY-1 computer. The model is used for the CEA environmental impact studies
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Document Number 59 of 110
TI (Title): User's guide to MARINRAD IV [Marine Radionuclide Transport and Dose]:

Model for assessing the consequences of release of radioactive material into the oceans
AU (Author): Ensminger, D.A. Koplik, CM. Nalbandian, J.Y
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-87-7067 {SAND877067}
SO (Source): Sep 1987. 164p

AB (Abstract): MARINRAD IV (Marine Radionuclide Transport and Dose) is a system of
three FORTRAN 77 computer programs designed to evaluate the consequences of the release
of radionuclides into the ocean. The program MARRAD computes nuclide concentration due
to ocean transport and generates food chain concentration factors. The program MAROUT
evaluates a pathways-to-man dose model, generates print reports, and produces graphic plots.
The program ADJOINT applies the adjoint analysis technique for computing model
parameter sensitivities. MARINRAD's topdown modular design provides flexible software
which can be easily modified for a user's specific problem

Document Number 60 of 110
TI (Title): Radiological assessment of the disposal of high level radioactive waste on or
within the sediments of the deep ocean bed: v. 2. Results: penetrator option
AU (Author): Kane, P. (Electrowatt Engineering Services Ltd., Horsham (UK))

RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE/RW--87.100(v.2)
SO (Source): Nov 1987. 362 p
AB (Abstract): This report contains the results of the post emplacement probabilistic risk
assessment case studies carried out for the penetrator option. The results are mostly presented
in graphical form. This document is intended primarily for reference and has been produced
in support of the main report. A systematic presentation of results by nuclide chain forms the
bulk of the report preceded by sections detailing the methodology employed, the data used
and a discussion of the combined risks from all nuclides and followed by the results of
several stochastic sensitivity studies. A section describing the 2-D radionuclide transport
work is included. A mean maximum risk of 3 x 10-12y-l is predicted at 144,000y. The
principal contributing nuclides are Tc-99 and Se-79 to 300,000y with Cs-135 becoming
increasingly more significant at later time.

Document Number 61 of 110
TI (Title): Radiological assessment of the disposal of high level radioactive waste on or

within the sediments of the deep ocean bed: v. 3. Results: drill option
AU (Author): Kane, P. (Electrowatt Engineering Services Ltd., Horsham (UK))
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE/RW-87.100(v.3)
SO (Source): Nov 1987.186 p
AB (Abstract): This report contains the results of the post emplacement probabilistic risk
assessment case studies carried out for the drill option. The results are mostly presented in
graphical form. This document is intended primarily for reference and has been produced in
support of the main report. A systematic presentation of results by nuclide chain forms the
bulk of the report preceded by sections detailing the methodology employed, the data used
and a discussion of the combined risks from all nuclides. A mean maximum risk of 7 x 10-
3y-l is predicted at 192,500y. The principal contributing nuclides are Tc-99 and Se-79 to 2 x
106y with Cs-135 at later times. None of the actinides disposed are predicted to contribute to
risk.

Document Number 62 of 110
TI (Title): Radiological assessment of the disposal of high level radioactive waste on or
within the sediments of the deep ocean bed: v. 4. Results: seabed option
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AU (Author): Kane, P. (Electrowatt Engineering Services Ltd., Horsham (UK))
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE/RW--87.100(v.4)
SO (Source): Nov 1987.290 p
AB (Abstract): This report contains the results of the post emplacement probabilistic risk
assessment case studies carried out for the seabed repository mode of HLW disposal. The
information given is intended primarily for reference and has been produced in support of the
main report. A systematic presentation of results by nuclide chain forms the bulk of the report
preceded by a presentation of the combined risks. For each nuclide chain studied, the
stochastic results are in the form of mean risk estimates and distributions of risk at time.
Detailed deterministic results are included to illustrate the factors influencing transport and
risk. A mean maximum risk of 5 x 10-12y-l is predicted at 44,500y. The principal
contributing nuclides are Tc-99 and Se-79 to 300,000y with Cs-135 becoming increasingly
more significant at later times.

Document Number 63 of 110
TI (Title): Radiological assessment of the disposal of high level radioactive waste on or

within the sediments of the deep ocean bed: v. 1. Main report
AU (Author): Kane, P. (Electrowatt Engineering Services Ltd., Horsham (UK))

RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE/RW-87.100(v.l) {DOERW87100vl}
SO (Source): Nov 1987. 305 p
AB (Abstract): The contract report comprises a main report accompanied by three volumes
detailing the probabilistic risk assessments carried out for each proposed mode of HLW
emplacement. Following a section describing the methodology employed, the models
developed for and used in the assessment are described. Aspects of design, testing and
calibration are covered. The data employed are described in relation to components of the
disposal system, giving sources and reasons for the distribution used. Uncertainties in model
predictions are examined in relation to their origin. Detailed results are presented which
illustrate the transport behaviour of radionuclides in deep ocean environments. Conclusions
are drawn and recommendations made for further research.

Document Number 64 of 110
TI (Title): Radiological assessment of the consequences of the disposal of high level

radioactive waste in sub-seabed sediments
AU (Author): de Marsily, G. Behrendt, V. Ensminger, D.A. (and others)
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--87-2598C {SAND872598C}
CF (Conference Information): Joint meeting of the American Nuclear

Society and the Atomic Industrial Forum. Los Angeles, CA (USA).
15-19 Nov 1987

SO (Source): 1987. 2 p
AB (Abstract): The radiological assessment of the Seabed option consists of estimating the
detriment to man and to the environment that could result from the disposal of high-level
nuclear waste within the seabed sediments in the deep oceans. The assessment is made for the
high-level waste (vitrified glass) produced by the reprocessing of 105 tons of heavy metal
from spent fuel, which represents the amount of waste generated by 3333 reactor-years of 900
MW(e) reactors, i.e., 3000 GW(E).a. The disposal option considered is to use 14,667 steel
penetrators, each of them containing five canisters of HLW glass (0,15 m3 each). These
penetrators would reach a depth of 50 m in the sediments and would be placed at an average
distance of 180 m from each other, requiring a disposal area on the order of 22 x 22 km. Two
such potential disposal areas in the Atlantic ocean were studied, Great Meteor East (GME)
and South Nares Abyssal Plains (SNAP). A special ship design is proposed to minimize
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transportation accidents. Approximately 100 shipments would be necessary to dispose of
the proposed amount of waste.

Document Number 65 of 110
TI (Title): Diffusion of radionuclides through deep-sea sediments
AU (Author): Higgo, J.J.W. Rees, L.V.C. Cole, T.G. (Imperial Coll. of Science and
Technology, London (UK))
SO (Source): Technische Univ. Muenchen, Garching (Germany, F.R.). Inst. fuer
Radiochemie Commission of the European Communities, Brussels (Belgium). Chemistry and
migration behaviour of actinides and fission products in the geosphere. Abstracts. 1987. 196
p. p. 34

Document Number 66 of 110
TI (Title): Modelling the interactions between radionuclides and particles in the ocean for

assessments of sea disposal of radioactive waste
AU (Author): Delow, C.E. Mobbs, S.F. (National Radiological Protection Board, Chilton
(UK))
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE-RW--88.031 {DOERW88031}
SO (Source): Jan 1988. 80 p

AB (Abstract): This report describes work connected with the combined ocean dispersion
and sedimentation model developed by MAFF/NRPB. Firstly, the ability of the model to
reproduce the observed profiles of nine naturally occurring tracers was studied. Secondly, a
number of sensitivity analyses on the sedimentation component of the model were performed.
Thirdly, the effect of variations in bioturbation rate and of the inclusions of turbiditic
sedimentation or coastal scavenging were studied. The results are used to draw conclusions
on the adequacy of the model.

Document Number 67 of 110
TI (Title): Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive wastes into the seabed: Dispersal
of radionuclides in the oceans: Models, data sets, and regional descriptions
AU (Author): Marietta, M.G. Simmons, W.F

RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-87-0753 {SAND870753}
SO (Source): Feb 1988.467 p

AB (Abstract): Processes from small to large scales that are related to dispersion in the
ocean are identified and discussed. The modeling structure that the Physical Oceanography
Task Group (POTG) assembled to simulate the evolution of a tracer in the ocean is outlined.
Methodology for assimilating real field data into this structure is described. Results of field
surveys at three SWG study locations that identify local processes relevant to deep dispersal
and provide baseline modeling data for site characterization are reviewed. Verification of
model physics, numerics, and field performance are described. Other modeling-dedicated
high-resolution field surveys are reviewed. The status of field verification of tracer dispersal
simulations is included. Carryover from POTG methodology to monitoring program design is
discussed. A box model, called the Mark A, was provided and subsequently used. It is a
coarsened version of the more complex modeling structure. Because the program was
terminated prematurely, realistic ocean simulations for driving the Mark A and reproduction
of known tracer distributions for validation were not fully achieved.

Document Number 68 of 110
TI (Title): Tide induced mathematical model for coastal radioactive discharges and its
application
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AU (Author): Nair, R.N. Krishnamoorthy, T.M. Sarma, T.P. (Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Bombay (India). Health Physics Div.)
SO (Source): Indian J. Mar. Sci. (Mar 1985). v. 14(1) p. 9-14
AB (Abstract): A mathematical model has been developed to evaluate spatial and temporal
distribution of radionuclide concentration from a continous discharge of radioactive liquid
effluents into the Tarapur coastal waters, taking into consideration tidal effects and seasonal
variation of ocean currents. It is found that all the nuclides studied except 1311, attain steady
state concentration more or less at the same time interval after continuous discharge,
depending on the distance along the coast. Further, the confinement of radionuclides parallel
to the coast is significant. Limiting discharge rates (LDR) for some typical radionuclides
have also been computed using a radiological model. The calculations show the the LDR
values vary from 7 to 50,000 Ci.d-1, the lowest and highest being for 239Pu and 134Cs
respectively.

Document Number 69 of 110
TI (Title): Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Talbert, D.M. Marietta, M.G. Hessler, R.R. Smith, K.L. Jr.
Yayonos, A.A. Jackson, D.W. (Seabed Programs Div., Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque,
NM)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 411-430
AB (Abstract): The primary goal of the U.S. Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) is to
assess the technical and environmental feasibility of disposing of high-level nuclear wastes in
deep-sea sediments. The subseabed biology program is charged with assessing the effects of
potential releases of radionuclides on the ecosystem, as well as the possible health effects fo
man frin the radionuclides that may be released in the deep sea and transported to the ocean
surface. Current biological investigations are attempting to determine benthic community
structure, benthic community metabolism, the biology of deep-sea mobile scavengers, the
faunal composition of midwater nekton, rates of microbial processes, and the radiation
sensitivity of deep-sea organisms. Existing models of the dispersal of radionuclides in the
deep sea have not considered many of the possible biological mechanisms that may
influence the movement of radionuclides. Therefore a multicompartment foodweb model is
being developed that considers both biological and physical influences on radionuclide
transport. This model will allow parametric studies to be made of the impact of potential
releases of radionuclides on the ocean environment and on man

Document Number 70 of 110
TI (Title): A provisional assessment of radiation regimes in deep ocean environments
AU (Author): Woodhead, D.S. Pentreath, R.J. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Directorate of Fisheries Research, Fisheries Lab., Lowestoft, Suffolk)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 133-152
AB (Abstract): The introduction of high-level radioactive wastes into the deep ocean
environment could, depending on the disposal option employed, result in a more or less
significant increase in the radiation exposure of the local fauna. It has been conjectured that
the fauna may be particularly sensitive to such a change in ambient conditions, although there
is, as yet, little information on either their sensitivity to radiation, the natural background
radiation regime, or the magnitude of the increased exposure which could arise from waste
disposal. A knowledge of the natural radiation exposure of organisms occupying different
niches provides a necessary perspective for any assessment of the impact of contaminant
radioactivity. Available data on the concentrations of natural radionuclides in seawater, deep
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ocean sediments, and certain of the deep ocean fauna, together with simple models, for a
basis for an estimation of background radiation dose rates. Investigations of the radiological
consequences of deep-sea waste disposal have provided estimates of the concentrations of
actinide and fission product radionuclides in deep ocean waters, and their variation with
time. These data form the input for the estimation of the consequential exposure of the
deep ocean fauna. The results of these preliminary studies provide an indication of the
research necessary to improve understanding of the possible impact on the ecosystem of the
disposal of high-level radioactive wastes into the deep ocean

Document Number 71 of 110
TI (Title): The oceanographic and radiological basis for the definition of high-level wastes

unsuitable for dumping at sea
SO (Source): New York, NY (USA). UNIPUB. 1984. 50 p
AB (Abstract): This guide details assumptions underlying oceanographic modeling

techniques for calculating the dispersion of radioactive and nonradioactive materials disposed
of in the deep sea and identifying those wastes unsuitable for dumping at sea. It also provides
information on biological transfer mechanisms and other mechanisms affecting the return of
radionuclides from the deep sea to humans

Document Number 72 of 110
TI (Title): Sediment interactions in a new ocean model
AU (Author): Camplin, W.C. Gurbutt, P.A. (Ministry of Agriculture,Fisheries and Food,
Lowestoft (UK). Directorate of Fisheries Research)
SO (Source): Sibley, T.H. (Louvain Univ. (Belgium). Lab. de Physiologie Vegetale
Washington Univ., Seattle (USA). Lab. of Radiation Ecology) Myttenaere, C. (Commission
of the European Communities, Brussels (Belgium)) (eds.). Application of distribution
coefficients to radiological assessment models. Proceedings of an international seminar
jointly organized by the Commission of the European Communities and the Universite
Catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve? 7-11 October 1985. London (UK). Elsevier
Applied Science Publishers. 1986.430 p. p. 381-390.
AB (Abstract): A new ocean model has been developed jointly by the Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF) and the National Radiological Protection Board
(NRPB). It has been used in 1985 for the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) review of the NE
Atlantic site for low-level radioactive waste disposal. The circulation model, which covers the
world's oceans, is overlaid with a sediment model, which includes particle interactions in the
ocean interior and in the seabed. The ocean interior processes feature movements with water,
two particle size ranges, equilibrium distribution coefficients, gravitational settling and
dissolution during descent. In the seabed there is a stack of compartments consisting of an
interface between bottom waters and the seabed surface, a well mixed or bioturbated layer, a
diffusive layer and a sediment sink from which activity does not return. The processes
connecting the seabed compartments are burial, bioturbation and pore water diffusion. Model
predictions for an arbitrary release from the dump site are presented. Distribution
coefficients are shown to be an important factor in determining water concentrations.

Document Number 73 of 110
TI (Title): Interim oceanographic description of the North-East-Atlantic site for the disposal
of low-level radioactive waste. Vol. 2
AU (Author): Dickson, R.R. Gurbutt, P.A. Kershaw, PJ. (eds)

RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-XN-57 {INISXN57}
SO (Source): 1986. 191 p
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AB (Abstract): The NEA Co-ordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance
Programme (CRESP) related to sea disposal of radioactive waste was started in 1981
following a recommendation of the Group of experts convened every five years by NEA to
review the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in the North-East
Atlantic. The objective of CRESP is to increase the available scientific data base related to
the oceanographic and biological characteristics of the dump site and elaborate a site specific
model of the transfers of radionuclides to human populations. Volume one of the "Interim
Oceanographic Description of the North-East Atlantic Site for the Disposal of Low-Level
Radioactive Waste" was published in early 1983. It was an attempt to identify remaining gaps
in current knowledge of conditions at the site and relate these conditions to the physical
environment of the North-East Atlantic Ocean as a whole. The amount of data obtained by
the CRESP Programme is now sufficient to justify publication of this second volume.
Scientists present results of research which is of direct relevance to a better assessment of the
impact from dumping radioactive waste in the North-East Atlantic, in particular an evaluation
of the potential radiation doses to man. These two volumes represent part of the scientific
contribution of the CRESP Programme to the 1985 Review of the Continued Suitability of
the North-East Atlantic dump site

Document Number 74 of 110
TI (Title): Risks from radioactive waste disposal
AU (Author): Lewis, John
SO (Source): Chem. Eng. (London). (Jul 1987). p. 55
AB (Abstract): This article discusses the hazards associated with the disposal of high,

medium and low-level radioactive wastes and their acceptability to the public. Hazards from
normal operation of the disposal site and arising from a major accident can be assessed using
mathematical models. It is concluded that there are underground geologic sites and under sea
sites suitable for the disposal of wastes and with acceptable risk levels.

Document Number 75 of 13 0
TI (Title): Calculations of the radiological impact of disposal of unit activity of selected
radionuclides
AU (Author): Smith, G.M. Fearn, H.S. Delow, C.E. Lawson, G. Davis, J. (National
Radiological Protection Board, Chilton (UK))
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE-RW--85.096 {DOERW85096}
SO (Source): Jul 1985.48 p

AB (Abstract): The purpose of the work described is to provide estimates of the radiological
impact following disposal of unit activity via each of several options, including disposal on
the deep ocean bed, shallow burial, engineered trench disposal, disposal in a geologic
repository and disposal in off-shore boreholes. Results are presented for a range of important
representative radionuclides. In the course of the calculations it was necessary to make a
number of simplifying assumptions. The implications of these are discussed in the context of
use of the results for comparative assessments of waste management options.

Document Number 76 of 110
TI (Title): Disposal of radioactive waste material to sea
AU (Author): Burton, W.R. (British Nuclear Fuels Ltd., Risley)
RPP (Primary Report Number): GB patent document 2151838/A/
SO (Source): 24 Jul 1985 14 Dec 1983.4 p
AB (Abstract): Radioactive waste liquid of a low or intermediate activity level is mixed with
a suitable particulate material and discharged under the sea from a pipeline. The particulate
material is chosen so that it sorbs radio-nuclides from this waste, has a good retention for
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these nuclides when immersed in sea water, and has a particle size or density such that
transfer of the particles back to the shore by naturally occurring phenomena is reduced.
Radionuclide concentration in the sea water at the end of the pipeline may also be reduced.
The particulate material used may be preformed or co-precipitated in the waste. Suitable
materials are oxides or hydroxides of iron or manganese or material obtained from the sea-
bed.

Document Number 77 of 110
TI (Title): An assessment of the radiological impact of sea-dumping at the North East
Atlantic dump site
AU (Author): Delow, C.E. Mobbs, S.F. Hill, M.D. (National Radiological Protection

Board, Chilton (UK))
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE-RW-85.129 {DOERW85129}
SO (Source): Apr 1985.61 p
AB (Abstract): This report describes the models and methodology developed for the
assessment of the radiological impact of disposal of low and intermediate level waste on the
seabed. The development of the waste package model and the combined model of
radionuclide dispersion and interactions with sediments in the world's ocean is outlined. This
integrated set of models was used for the radiological assessment of sea dumping at the
North-East Atlantic site, which formed part of the recent NEA review of the continued
suitability of this site. The predicted radiation doses to man are presented, together with the
results of the analysis of the sensitivity of the annual individual doses to critical groups to
variations in model parameters.

Document Number 78 of 110
TI (Title): Preliminary NEA dump site safety analysis
AU (Author): Scott, J.I. Ensminger, D.A. Koplik, CM
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-85-7157 {SAND857157}
SO (Source): Sep 1985. 97 p

AB (Abstract): A preliminary safety analysis of the NEA low-level radioactive dump site in
the Northeast Atlantic is presented. Projected releases from the site and resultant
concentrations in the ocean waters and sediment are calculated. The estimated doses to
individuals from critical pathways are 3 to 4 orders of magnitude below natural background
levels. These results are modeland data-dependent and should be considered as very
preliminary.

Document Number 79 of 110
TI (Title): Behaviour of long-lived radionuclides associated with deep-sea disposal of

radioactive wastes. Report of a co-ordinated research programme 1982-1984
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC--368 {IAEATECDOC368}
SO (Source): Apr 1986. 154 p

AB (Abstract): The IAEA sponsored this Coordinated Research Programmeto improve
knowledge of various long-lived radionuclides likely to be dumped in the deep sea. During
the three years of this programme the state of knowledge has advanced significantly in this
area, and this document provides a review of the progress. The isotopes studied were mainly
238Pu, 239Pu, 240Pu, 241Am, 226Ra, 210Po, 90Sr, 137Cs, 60Co, and 99Tc. A separate
abstract was prepared for each of the 15 papers

Document Number 80 of 110
TI (Title): Review of models for use in probabilistic assessments of the disposal of high
level radioactive wastes on or beneath the seabed. Vol. 1
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AU (Author): Hooper, A.G. Gibson, A.E. (Atkins Research and Development, Epsom
(UK))
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE-RW--86.012(v.l) {DOERW86012vl}
SO (Source): Aug 1985. 58 p

AB (Abstract): The report describes a review of computer models applicable to probabilistic
assessments of the ocean disposal of vitrified high level waste. Computer models were
identified and each evaluated against a common set of criteria. The review covers each stage
of the chain of radionuclide transport: canister deterioration and leaching, migration through
the bottom sediments, dispersion in the ocean, suspended sediment effects, biological aspects
and uptake by man. The models identified are generally at a relatively early stage of
development and documentation was often only of a general nature. These overall systems
models and sub-models considered to be most suitable for probabilistic assessments were
identified and areas of further development identified.

Document Number 81 of 110
TI (Title): Review of models for use in probabilistic assessments of the disposal of high

level radioactive wastes on or beneath the seabed: appendix III. Vol. 2. Model reviews
AU (Author): Hooper, A.G. Gibson, A.E. (Atkins Research and Development, Epsom
(UK))
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE-RW~86.012(v.2) {DOERW86012v2}
SO (Source): Aug 1985. 147 p

AB (Abstract): MARTNRAD (MARINe RADionuclide Transport and Dose) is a system of
computer programs designed to evaluate the consequences from release of radioactive waste
into the ocean. It is presently being used in safety assessment studies for the Subseabed
Disposal Program by Sandia National Laboratories. MARINRAD calculates doses to
humans and biota and health effects to humans. The MARINRAD software system is
composed of three computer programs: ORIGEN, MARRAD and MAROUT. The use of the
ORIGEN program to generate a nuclide inventory file is optional. The MARRAD program
incorporates an ocean transport box model that calculates radionuclide concentrations as a
function of time, and a steady-state food-chain model that calculates the biota concentration
factors. Program MAROUT evaluates a pathways-to-man model which is used to calculate
dose and health effects to man for up to seven different exposure pathways.

Document Number 82 of 110
TI (Title): An oceanographic model for the dispersion of wastes disposed of in the deep sea.
Report of the Joint Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution
(GESAMP) originally approved at its thirteenth session held in Geneva, March 1983
AU (Author): GESAMP - IMO/FAO/UNESCO/WMO/WHO/IAEA/UN/UNEP Joint Group

of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1986.166 p. Technical reports series, no. 263
AB (Abstract): This report reviews the present knowledge of oceanic processes by which
substances might be transferred from a deep-sea dump site back to man or his food chain and
recommends pragmatic ways to calculate such transfers in order that deep-sea dumping of
contaminants may be regulated effectively. The recommendations as to the currently most
appropriate models are given

Document Number 83 of 110
TI (Title): Methods for evaluating the long-range impact of radioactive effluents in the
marine environment. Choix de methodes devaluation de l'impact a longue distance de rejets
radioactifs en milieu marin
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AU (Author): Gamier, A. (Association EUR/CEA, 92 - Fontenay-aux-Roses (France).
IPSN)
SO (Source): Oceanis. (1985). v. 11(6) p. 597-626
AB (Abstract): The relative importance for radiation protection purposes of coastal
discharges of radioactive effluents, produced mainly by reprocessing plants, is shown in the
introduction. Theoretical as well as experimental studies carried out in various scientific
fields are then reviewed. Valid methods for evaluating long-range transport and dilution of
radioactive pollutants on an European scale can then be established

Document Number 84 of 110
TI (Title): Co-ordinated research and environmental surveillance programme related to sea
disposal of radioactive waste. CRESP Activity Report 1981-1985
SO (Source): Paris (France). OECD. 1986. 63 p
AB (Abstract): The Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy decided in April 1981 to set up
for an initial period of four years a Co-ordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance
Programme relevant to sea diposal of radioactive waste (CRESP) with the objective of
reinforcing the scientific basis of future assessements of the continued suitability of the
North-East Atlantic site to be made under the NEA multilateral Consultation and
Surveillance mechanism. The research programme, which actually started in the summer of
1981 under the guidance of an Executive group with representatives from each participating
country and the IAEA, focused on the following subject areas: development of a site-specific
model to predict radionuclide transfer to man and the environment. Radiological
surveillance. Collecting and evaluating geochemical, oceanographic and biological data
associated with the dumping site which would lead to a better understanding of the way in
which radioactivity will disperse from a dumping site. The report to the Steering Committee
for Nuclear Energy provides an evaluation of the results obtained through the Research and
Surveillance Programme after the first four years of operation and makes recommendations
for future work and reorganisation

Document Number 85 of 110
TI (Title): Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in

the North-East Atlantic
SO (Source): Paris (France). OECD. Aug 1985.448 p
AB (Abstract): Under the terms of the 1977 Decision of the OECD Council establishing a

Multilateral Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism for Sea Dumping of Radioactive
Waste, NEA is requested to assess (each five years), in consultation with the Environment
Committee, the suitability of dumping sites proposed by the national authorities of
participating countries and to keep under review those previously considered suitable.
Following the last review made in 1980, another review of the continued suitability of the
North-East Atlantic dump site used since 1971 was completed in 1985 by a Group of Experts
from countries participating in the OECD Mechanism. The report describes the basis for the
assessment and its conclusions arid recommendations, agreed by all members of the Group
with the exception of the expert from Denmark, whose reservations are reproduced in an
Annex. The main conclusion from the Expert Group is that from a radiological protection
point of view the North-East Atlantic site would be suitable for continued dumping at given
rates, since this would not give significant doses to man or marine organisms. The
conclusions were generally supported by the NEA Committee on Radiation Protection and
Public Health, which underlined, at its March 1985 meeting, the high quality of the
scientific review and endorsed the proposal made for further research work in the framework
of the NEA Co-ordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance Programme
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Document Number 86 of 110
TI (Title): Dispersion in the ocean by physical, geochemical and biological processes
AU (Author): Needier, G.T. (Institute of Oceanographic Sciences, Godalming (UK))
SO (Source): Philos. Trans. R. Soc. Lond., Ser. A. (30 Jul 1986). v. 319(1545) p. 177-187
AB (Abstract): The physical, geochemical and biological processes that lead to the
dispersion of radionuclides throughout the marine environment and to interactions with man
and his food chain are outlined. Although much remains to be understood about the details of
these processes, certain limits may be put on radionuclide transport rates. Some of these
limits are applicable to many situations, others are strongly dependent on the half-life,
reactivity, etc., of the radionuclide or on the details of its source. Although physical and
geochemical processes tend to dominate transfer mechanisms, the biological aspects of
radionuclide transport attract much attention. It is shown that, even though our knowledge of
deep-sea biology is far from perfect, certain quantifiable limits can also be put on these
transport rates. An attempt is made to put these and other oceanic aspects of the deep-sea
disposal of radionuclides into perspective.

Document Number 87 of 110
TI (Title): Radiological aspects of seabed dumping in the deep oceans
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. (Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA (USA))
SO (Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Proceedings of the third NEA
seminar on marine radioecology. Tokyo, 1-5 October 1979. Paris, France. OECD. 1980. 409
p. p. 23-34
AB (Abstract): Under the Convention of the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping
Wastes and Other Matter in the Ocean (The London Dumping Convention), the International
Atomic Energy Agency (I.A.E.A.) was charged with the task of defining radioactive wastes
unsuitable for dumping at sea and providing recommendations to ensure that dumping of
radioactive material into the oceans under special permits involves no unacceptable degree of
hazard to humans and their environment. Recently the I.A.E.A. submitted a revised definition
and recommendations to the Convention. These were based on certain oceanographic and
radiological bases developed by Consultant Groups of the I.A.E.A. This paper presents the
radiological basis for the definition and assessment. It describes the steps that were taken,
based upon the oceanographic aspects, the pathways to man, and concentration ratios, to
arrive at the release rate limits for a wide selection or radionuclides. The acceptance of the
concept of applying release rate limits as developed by the I.A.E.A. provides a rational
basis for further considering the emplacement of radioactive materials in the seabed as an
attractive and acceptable alternative to terrestrial geological repositions

Document Number 88 of 110
TI (Title): A preliminary assessment of biological transport of radionuclides dumped at
deep sea bottom
AU (Author): Doi, T. Kidachi, T. Honjo, K. Sudo, H. Tsuruga, H. (Tokai Regional

Fisheries Research Lab., Tokyo (Japan)) Matsushita, Y. (RadWaste Management Center,
Tokyo, (Japan)) Nemoto, T. (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Ocean Research Inst.) Shimizu, M.
(Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Faculty of Agriculture)
SO (Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Proceedings of the third NEA
seminar on marine radioecology. Tokyo, 1-5 October 1979. Paris, France. OECD. 1980. 409
p. p. 95-110
AB (Abstract): In hazard evaluation of deep sea disposal of solid radioactive wastes,

biological transport through food chains has not so far been fully considered. In the present
paper we examined how to include in the computation of nuclide concentration in predator
species the transport of nuclide through prey organisms and obtained two equations. Then a
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model network was constructed to describe food chain from detritus up to main commercial
species in northwest Pacific, supposed disposal area. Biological transport through this
model network was then calculated using two equations for nuclides released at sea bottom of
5 km deep. Influence of changes in various conditions and values of parameters was
examined

Document Number 89 of 110
TI (Title): Evaluation on the disposal of radioactive wastes into the North Pacific. The
effect of steady flow and up-welling
AU (Author): Sugiura, Y. (Kagoshima Univ. (Japan)) Saruhashi, K. Miyake, Y.

(Meteorological Research Inst, Tokyo (Japan))
SO (Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Proceedings of the third NEA
seminar on marine radioecology. Tokyo, 1-5 October 1979. Paris, France. OECD. 1980. 409
p. p. 87-93
AB (Abstract): Regarding the evaluation on the disposal of radioactive wastes into the

North Pacific, the effect of steady flow and up-welling was studied by solving the three
dimensional diffusion equation assuming that the ocean is a closed system. Resultantly, it
was concluded that the estimation of the concentration at the depth of 1 km above the point of
release, taking only the influence of diffusion into consideration was appropriate for the
safety assessment on radioactive waste disposal on the deep sea floor, regardless the
horizontal advection and up-welling are taken into account or not

Document Number 90 of 110
TI (Title): The behaviour of transuranic and other long-lived radionuclides in the Irish sea
and its relevance to the deep sea disposal of radioactive wastes
AU (Author): Pentreath, RJ. Jefferies, D.F. Lovett, M.B. (Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (UK). Fisheries Radiobiological Lab.) Nelson, D.M. (Argonne
National Lab., IL (USA))
SO (Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Proceedings of the third NEA
seminar on marine radioecology. Tokyo, 1-5 October 1979. Paris, France. OECD. 1980. 409
p. p. 203-221
AB (Abstract): The discharge of transuranic nuclides as part of the authorised, low-level

releases from the BNFL Windscale site into the Irish Sea provides a unique opportunity to
study the behaviour of these elements in the marine environment. Other long-lived
radionuclides, such as 99Tc, are also discharged. Many of the questions which need to be
addressed with regard to the introduction of longer-lived nuclides into coastal waters are very
similar to those which arise in connection with deep sea disposal, although not necessarily
with the same priority. Environmental studies related to the Windscale discharges have
centred on several areas of mutual interest: chemical speciation in sea water, adsorption on to
sedimentary materials, the permanence of radionuclide incorporation into sediments and, of
particular interest, the relative biological availabilities of these elements -not only relative
to each other but relative to the quantities discharged and to their rates of introduction. Many
of these data will prove valuable in providing an input to numerical models, and in
highlighting those areas where research is required to fill the substantial gaps in our present
knowledge

Document Number 91 of 110
TI (Title): Marine radiological studies related to seabed disposal
AU (Author): Murray, C.N. (Commission of the European Communities, Ispra (Italy). Joint
Research Centre)
SO (Source): Radioact. Waste Manage. (Aug 1981). v. 2(1) p. 83-99
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AB (Abstract): Recent international discussions on marine disposal of radioactive wastes
have underlined the importance of radioactive point sources in the environment for
radiological investigations. In the present article two historic examples for the aquatic
environment are given as well as two present day sources. Data resulting from their use, in
the framework of the assessment of low-level and high-level waste management options in
the marine environment, are discussed.

Document Number 92 of 110
TI (Title): Radionuclide transport in ocean sediments for an array of canisters
AU (Author): Ray, A.K. (Kentucky Univ., Lexington (USA). Dept. of Chemical
Engineering) Davis, E.J. (Institute of Paper Chemistry, Appleton, WI (USA)) Nuttall, H.E.
(New Mexico Univ., Albuquerque (USA))
SO (Source): Ann. Nucl. Energy. (1981). v. 8(9) p. 415-422
AB (Abstract): The diffusion-controlled migration of radionuclides associated with seabed
disposal of radioactive waste is analyzed for a leaky canister located in an array of canisters.
The canister is modeled as a line source of the diffusing species. Analytical expressions for
the concentration distribution of radionuclides, flux to the ocean floor and total discharge rate
are obtained. By means of a parametric study the effects of canister spacing, placement depth,
sediment thickness, diffusivity and radionuclide half-life on the transport rate are elucidated.

Document Number 93 of 110
TI (Title): Predictions of radionuclide migration rates for a subseabed repository
AU (Author): Brush, L.H
CA (Corporate Author): Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA)

RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--81-1380C {SAND811380C}
SO (Source): 1981. 16 p
AB (Abstract): Geochemical research carried out by the US Subseabed Disposal Program is
described. Data from studies of high temperature interactions between sediments and
porewater (seawater), and of sorption and diffusion of radionuclides in oxidized, deep-sea
sediments are used, along with results from heat transfer studies, to predict migration rates of
radionuclides in a subseabed repository. Preliminary results for most radionuclides in
oxidized sediments are very encouraging: fission products with moderate values of K/sub D/
(generally 10 to 10 ml/g), and actinides with high values of K/sub D/ (generally 103 to 106
ml/g) would not migrate significant distances before decaying to innocous concentrations.
137Cs, 90Sr, and 239Pu are among this group. The results for anionic species are less
encouraging, but preliminary work with reduced sediments indicates that Tc can be
effectively isolated. Planning for a field verification of these laboratory and modeling studies
is also described

Document Number 94 of 110
TI (Title): The impact of nuclear waste disposals to the marine environment. Research

report no. 8
AU (Author): Taylor, P.J. (comp.)
SO (Source): Oxford. Political Ecology Research Group. Mar 1982. 80 p
AB (Abstract): This report provides a critical review of current scientific literature
concerning the environmental impact of discharges and dumping of radioactive waste to the
coastal marine and deep ocean environments. It concludes that although knowledge of the
effects of dispersed radioactivity has greatly increased in the last two decades, there are still
significant areas of uncertainty which have major implications for current and future nuclear
waste management policy. For example, there is now evidence of discharged plutonium
formerly thought to be locked on sediments returning to man via biogeochemical cycles.
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Discharges of this extremely toxic element have been banned elsewhere because of this
eventuality, and the report recommends elimination of plutonium discharges, and in the light
of recent radiobiological evidence, a fivefold reduction in exposures to the public as a result
of the other Windscale discharges. In the case of ocean dumping, the report acknowledges
that there is no evidence of health effects from past disposals. However, recent monitoring
shows contamination of the ocean bed due to leaking containers, and it is argued that
oceanographic and radioecological data are insufficient to predict future effects, especially
having regard to the steadily increasing quantities dumped.

Document Number 95 of 110
TI (Title): Development of an assessment methodology for the disposal of high-level

radioactive waste into deep ocean sediments
AU (Author): Murray, C.N. Stanners, D.A. (Commission of the European Communities,
Ispra (Italy). Joint Research Centre)
SO (Source): Radioact. Waste Manage. (Mar 1982). v. 2(3) p. 239-293
AB (Abstract): This paper presents the results of a theoretical study concerning the option
of disposal of vitrified high activity waste (HAW) into deep ocean sediments. The
development of a preliminary methodology is presented which concerns the assessment of
the possible effects of a release of radioactivity on the ecosystem and eventually on man. As
the long-term hazard is considered basically to be due to transuranic elements (and daughter
products) the period studied for the assessment is from 103 to 106 years. A simple
ecosystem model is developed so that the transfer of activity between different compartments
of the systems, e.g. the sediment column, sediment-water interface, deep sea water column,
can be estimated. A critical pathway analysis is made for an imaginary critical group in order
to complete the assessment. A sensitivity analysis is undertaken using the computed
minimum-maximum credible values for the different parameters used in the calculations in
order to obtain a minimum-maximum dose range for a critical group.

Document Number 96 of 110
TI (Title): Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in
the North-East Atlantic
SO (Source): Paris, France. OECD. Apr 1980.100 p
AB (Abstract): Under the terms of the Decision of the OECD Council establishing a
Multilateral Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism for Sea Dumping of Radioactive
Waste, NEA is requested to assess, in consultation with the Environment Committee, the
suitability of dumping sites proposed by the national authorities of Participating countries and
to keep under review those previously considered suitable. Since 1974 radioactive waste sea
dumping operations have been carried out in a single site located in the North-East Atlantic
region. To fulfil the objectives of the Council Decision, an international group of
oceanographic and radiation protection experts was convened by NEA in November 1979 to
undertake a review of the continued suitability of the dumping site, taking into account the
relevant provisions of the London Dumping Convention and the IAEA Definition and
Recommendations for the purposes of the Convention. The results of the review are
contained in this Report. The Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy confirmed in April
1980 that, on the basis of the review, the existing site was suitable for continued dumping of
radioactive waste for the next five years, under the conditions specified by the Group of
Experts in their conclusions and recommendations. At the same time, the Steering Committee
for Nuclear Energy agreed on the need for developing a co-ordinated site-specific scientific
programme to increase current knowledge of the processes controlling the transfert of-
radionuclides in the marine environment, so that future assessments can be based on more
accurate and comprehensive scientific data
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Document Number 97 of 110
TI (Title): Deep-sea radioecology. Biological aspects of the dumping and storage of
radioactive waste in and on deep-sea sediments. Radiooekologie der Tiefsee. Biologische
Aspekte der Versenkung und Lagerung radioaktiver Abfaelle in und auf den Sedimenten der
Tiefsee
AU (Author): Feldt, W. (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Fischerei, Hamburg (Germany,

F.R.). Isotopenlaboratorium)
SO (Source): Fachverband flier Strahlenschutz e.V., Karlsruhe (Germany, F.R.). Radioactive
waste. Radioaktive Abfaelle. May 1980. 536 p. p. 388-410
AB(Abstract): The activity released from sea-dumped containers is absorbed by the
organisms of the benthos and may therefore reach the surface very much faster than should be
expected by vertical diffusion or by currents alone. The density of the biomass has a
maximum near the surface but increases again, according to recent assumptions, directly
above the seafloor resulting in a bottle neck in the distribution between 2000 m and 4000 m
of depth. The width of this bottle neck might essentially contribute to the vertical transport.
Our knowledge of the conditions in the deep sea is so sparse that quantitative statements on
the vertical transport from benthos to surface must be regarded as speculations. The different
methods of waste disposal (sea-dumping of low- and intermediate-level wastes, and
burying of high-level wastes in the sea ground) all involve radiation exposure of the abyssal
organisms. Their sensitivity to radiation is unknown, and therefore also the disturbance
which may be imposed on the abyssal ecosystem. Thus further international research
activities on the subject of deep-sea radioecology are necessary before these methods of
waste disposal may be considered as safe.

Document Number 98 of 110
TI (Title): Appendix X: biotransport model development
AU (Author): Jackson, D.W

RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-80-2577(Vol.2)(Pt.2)
SO (Source): Talbert, D.M. (ed.). Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA).
Subseabed disposal program annual report, January-December 1979. Volume II. Appendices
(principal investigator progress reports). Part 2 of 2. Apr 1981. p. 521-598
AB (Abstract): Falcon Research and Development Company activities in support of
radionuclide biotransport model development are in-progress and no findings are reported
regarding environmental feasibility assessment. Data have been assembled from SDP
participants and literature review, algorithms developed and input data calculated for initial
runs of the biotransport model which is near completion. Additionally, a review of pertinent
modeling literature has been completed and is presented in the annual report

Document Number 99 of 110
TI (Title): Study of the mobility of plutonium and americium in marine sediments
AU (Author): Schreiner, F. Fried, S. Friedman, A. (Argonne National Lab., IL)
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--81-1095-Vol.2 {SAND811095Vol2}
SO (Source): Hinga, K.R. (ed.). Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (USA).
Subseabed disposal program annual report, January-Decemberl980. Volume II. Appendices
(principal investigator progress reports). Part 1. Jul 1981. p. 267-303
AB (Abstract): A method is described for measuring the diffusion of transuranium elements
in samples of sediment from various locations. The purpose of these measurements is the
determination of effective diffusion coefficients of the radionuclides in the absence of
interstitial flow through the sediment and at ambient temperature and pressure. The
concentration profile of tracer amounts of radionuclides can be measured in cylindrical
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samples of sediment. Limiting values have been determined for plutonium and americium in
both the tetravalent and hexavalent state

Document Number 100 of 110
TI (Title): A model to assess exposure from releases of radioactivity into the seas of
northern Europe
AU (Author): Clark, M.J. Webb, G.A.M. (National Radiological Protection Board, Harwell

(UK))
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--248/103 {IAEASM248103}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy
Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine environment.
Proceedings of an international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the OECD
NEA and held in Vienna 6-10 October 1980. Vienna. IAEA. 1981. 761 p. p. 629-648.
AB (Abstract): A regional marine model is described which can be used to estimate the

exposure of populations as a result of the discharge of radioactive effluents into the coastal
waters of northern Europe. The model simulates the dispersion of radionuclides in marine
waters, their interaction with marine sediments and the concentration mechanisms occurring
in seafoods. A local/regional interface is included whereby releases are assumed to first enter
a local marine compartment before widespread dispersion in coastal waters. Depletion
mechanisms operate within both the local and regional environments influencing the fraction
of radionuclide release which contributes to collective exposure. In general, results of the
regional model are expressed as collective intakes of activity from ingestion of marine
seafoods. These quantities can be converted into collective doses per unit discharge, given a
knowledge of local depletion factors and the dose per unit intake of radionuclides. Results for
caesium-137 and plutoniurn-239 released into United Kingdom coastal waters are
discussed.

Document Number 101 of 110
TI (Title): An oceanographic model for the dispersion of wastes disposed of in the deep sea
AU (Author): IMO/FAO/UNESCO/WMO/WHO/IAEA/UN/UNEP Joint Group of Experts

on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution (GESAMP)
RPP (Primary Report Number): GESAMP-19 {GESAMP19}
SO (Source): Jun 1983. 182 p

AB (Abstract):
The report presents results of IMO/FAO/UNESCO/WMO/WHO/IAEA/UN/UNEP joint
group of experts on the scientific aspects of marine pollution (GESAMP) to provide advice
on the most suitable oceanographic modelling techniques to be applied to the deep-sea
dumping of both radioactive and non-radioactive substances. There are four main parts of the
work: the present knowledge of oceanic processes that may transfer substances from a
deep-sea dump site back to man or his food chain, methods and models presently available
for estimating or calculating concentration distributions of contaminants arising from releases
from deep-sea dump sites and recommendations as to the presently most appropriate models,
the reliability of the concentration distributions obtained using these models and
recommended areas for further improvements including research needs

Document Number 102 of 110
TI (Title): Deep-ocean disposal of high-activity nuclear wastes: a conservative assessment
of the seafood critical pathway
AU (Author): Baxter, M.S. Economides, B. (Glasgow Univ. (UK). Dept. of Chemistry)

Aston, S.R. (Lancaster Univ. (UK))
SO (Source): Radioact. Waste Manage. Nucl. Fuel Cycle. (Jun 1984). v. 5(1) p. 39-52
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AB (Abstract): This paper applies conventional 'worst-case' assumptions to modelling the
effects of possible future disposal of high-activity wastes in the oceans. It otherwise uses
previously published and generally accepted data to assess the possible intakes of the waste
nuclides via consumption of seaweeds, molluscs, crustaceans, plankton and fish. Model-
predicted intakes for critical groups generally exceed ICRP-recommended limits, with
244Cm, 241 Am and 137Cs being the most potentially hazardous nuclides. The various
seafood consumption pathways are found to rank, in decreasing order of potential hazard, as
seaweeds > molluscs > plankton > fish > crustaceans.

Document Number 103 of 110
TI (Title): Guidelines for the selection of sites that might prove suitable for radioactive
waste disposal on or beneath the ocean floor
AU (Author): Searle, R.C. (Institute of Oceanographic Sciences, Godalming, Surrey)
SO (Source): Nucl. Technol. (Feb 1984). v. 64(2) p. 166-174
AB (Abstract): Guidelines, discussed in this article, have been drawn up for the selection of

possible sites for high-level radioactive waste disposal in or on the seabed, were prepared for
the U.K. Department of the Environment. The first step in producing the guidelines was to
identify potential failure modes for each disposal option. The guidelines were then developed
on the basis of minimizing such failures. No detailed attempt has been made to rank the
guidelines, since a proper evaluation of any disposal site must include an analysis of all the
interdependent components of the disposal system. However, for disposal within the seabed,
the main emphasis is on the geological stability and barrier properties of the disposal medium
(the seabed rocks or sediments) and on the engineering feasibility. Among the more
important factors are that any site should be well away from areas that are seismically or
volcanically active and should avoid areas of high relief where seafioor sediments are
unstable. It is also important to show that the area has been geologically stable over a time
greater than the timescale of waste decay. The disposal medium should have low water
permeability and low coefficients of ionic diffusivity. For on-the-seabed disposal, physical
oceanographic considerations are judged most important, but in our present state of
knowledge it is much more difficult to determine what, if any, site-specific considerations
should apply in this case

Document Number 104 of 110
TI (Title): A review of biological processes within oceanic water columns relevant to the
assessment of the safety of disposal of waste, notably radioactive isotopes on or within the
seabed
AU (Author): Angel, M.V

RPP (Primary Report Number): IOS-Rep--l98 {IOSRepl98}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): DOE-RW-84.163 {DOERW84163}
SO (Source): 1985. 97 p
AB (Abstract): Pelagic biological processes and their connotations in the assessment of
possible dispersal mechanisms of contaminants released on the dtep oceanic seabed are
reviewed. Biological gradients tend to be from the surface down so the search is for processes
which run counter to these general gradients. Observed profiles of standing crop of both
plankton and micronekton show that below 2000 m biological activity would have to be
exceptionally dynamic to have an influence that will even approach within an order of
magnitude of the dispersive effect of physical mixing. Examination of all forms of known
migration mechanisms fails to reveal such dynamic activity. Nor have any critical pathways
been identified within the present or foreseeable pattern of exploitation of the oceans.
However, a major gap in knowledge is whether the pattern of these biological processes
changes substantially in the region of continental slopes.
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Document Number 105 of 110
TI (Title): Radioprotection. Pt. 1. Inventories, behaviour and processes
AU (Author): Germain, P. Guary, J.C. Guegueniat, P. Metivier, H. (eds.)
CF (Conference Information): RADOC 96-97: Radionuclides in the Oceans Cherbourg-
Octeville (France) 7-11 Oct 1996
SO (Source): Les Ulis (France) Les Editions de Physique 1997 [454 p.] Radioprotection v.
32
AB (Abstract): The session of the meeting were as follows. Sources Terms, Inventories,
Perspective of Radionuclides in Some Marine Environments. Natural and Artificial
Radionuclides in the Study of Water Movements in Coastal and Open Ocean Systems.
Particle-Reactive Radionuclides as Tracers of Scavenging and Particulate Transport
Processes in Open and Coastal Waters. Scavenging Processes. Natural and Artificial
Radionuclides and Sedimentary Processes in Open Coastal Waters and Estuaries.
Biologically-Mediated Pathways: Uptake and Accumulation. Modelling of Radionuclide
Migration. Out of the 80 papers and posters of the meeting 66 items has been abstracted or
reproduced as full-text and indexed individually for the INIS database.

Document Number 106 of 110
TI (Title): Modelling of radionuclides dispersion in coastal waters. A study case on the

dispersion of radionuclides released with the liquid effluents of Angra dos Reis NPP - Brazil
AU (Author): Fernandes, H.M. Veiga, L. Rochedo, E. Vetere, M.I. (Instituto de
Radioprotecao e Dosimetria (IRD), Rio de Janeiro, RJ (Brazil)) Osvath, I. (International
Atomic Energy Agency, Monaco (Monaco). Marine Environment Lab)
SO (Source): Germain, P. Guary, J.C. Guegueniat, P. Metivier, H. (eds.) Radioprotection.
Pt.l. Inventories, behaviour and processes Les Ulis (France) Les Editions de Physique 1997
[454 p.] p. 401-406 Radioprotection v. 32
AB (Abstract): The problem of the dispersion of radionuclides at coastal areas is discussed.
The study focused on the dispersion of 3H and 137Cs released at Ribeira Bay, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, with the liquid effluents of the Angra dos Reis nuclear power plant. It has been
demonstrated that due to the site specific hydrodynamics the exportation of radionuclides to
the open ocean would be a rather fast process. The study also examined the best strategy for
accidental releases. It could be evaluated that in terms of the radionuclide inventory in the
boxes the release at Itaorna Inlet would be a better option than the release at Piraquara de
Fora Inlet. However, this option should be examined after a detailed dose assessment study.

Document Number 107 of 110
TI (Title): Transport and dispersion of artificial radioactivity in the Arctic Ocean - Model
studies and observations -
AU (Author): Nies, H. Bahe, C. Karcher, MJ. Kleine, E. (Bundesamt fuer Seeschiffahrt

und Hydrographie, Hamburg (Germany)) Dethleff, D. (Research Center for Marine
Geosciences, Kiel (Germany)) Harms, I.H. (Hamburg Univ. (Germany). Inst. fuer
Meereskunde)
SO (Source): Germain, P. Guary, J.C. Guegueniat, P. Metivier, H. (eds.) Radioprotection.
Pt.l. Inventories, behaviour and processes Les Ulis (France) Les Editions de Physique 1997
[454 p.] p. 407-416 Radioprotection v. 32
AB (Abstract): The Arctic Ocean and the adjacent shelf regions are subject to growing
concern because of increasing environmental problems. The most crucial problem arises
probably from the dumping of nuclear waste in the Barents and the Kara Sea. But also the
great Siberian rivers Ob and Yenisei which drain huge land areas and industrial zones may
contribute to the input of pollutants into the Arctic environment. First results of a joint project
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are described which combines numerical model studies and experimental field work in order
to investigate the potential pathways and dispersion of radioactive contaminants in the Arctic
Ocean.

Document Number 108 of 110
TI (Title): Radioecological assessment of the consequences of contamination of Arctic

waters - update on the progress of the EC-supported ARMARA project
AU (Author): Mitchell, P.I. (Department of Experimental Physics, University College

Dublin (Ireland))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM-354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour l'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 214-215

Document Number 109 of 110
TI (Title): The use of 59Ni, 99Tc, and 236U to monitor the release of radionuclides from

objects containing spent nuclear fuel dumped in the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Mount, M.E. (Fission Energy and Systems Safety Program, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA (United States)) Layton, D.W. (Health and
Ecological Assessment Division, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA
(United States)) Lynn, N.M. (Department of Nuclear Science and Technology, Royal Naval
College, Greenwich, London (United Kingdom)) Hamilton, T.F. (Health and Ecological
Assessment Division, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA (United
States))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM-354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour l'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 245-246

Document Number 110 of 110
TI (Title): Potential radioecological risk from radioactive waste dumpings in the Arctic

seas
AU (Author): Sazykina, T.G. Kryshev, I.I. (Scientific and Production Association Typhoon,
Obninsk, Kaluga Region (Russian Federation))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM-354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France) United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour 1'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 253-254
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Selected abstracts: aquatic ecosystem, radioactive waste disposal, radionuclide
migration, simulation

Document 1 of 4
TI (Title): A 2D 4-phases marine dispersion model for non-conservative radionuclides. Pt. 1.
Conceptual and computational model
AU (Author): Abril, J.M. (E.U. Ingenieria Tecnica Agricoia, Seville (Spain). Dept. Fisica
Aplicada) Garcia Leon, M. (Seville Univ. (Spain). Facultad de Fisica)
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1993). p. 71-88
AB (Abstract): Modelling the dispersion of non-conservative radionuclides in a given
marine environment involves a wide set of complex processes: horizontal water movements
(advection and diffusion), suspended matter dynamics, sediment composition,
accumulation or erosion rates, continental water input and its dispersion pattern, evaporation-
precipitation balance and the ionic exchange among the different phases. The authors
present the conceptual and computational basis of a mathematical model which includes all
these processes. This model has been developed in different stages, in such a way that every
new step includes the previously validated model and is subject to a further validation.
Here, the sub-grid scale processes, such as the ionic exchanges and other activity transfers
among phases, are included. In the second part of this work, presented in a separate paper, the
model is applied and validated using studies of 137Cs and 239+240Pu dispersion in the
Irish Sea.

Document Number 2 of 4
TI (Title): A 2D 4-phases marine dispersion model for non-conservative radionuclides. Pt.

2. Two applications
AU (Author): Abril, J.M. (E.U. Ingenieria Tecnica Agricoia, Seville(Spain). Dept. Fisica
Aplicada) Garcia Leon, M. (Seville Univ. (Spain). Facultad de Fisica)
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1993). p. 89-115
AB (Abstract): In the first part of this work, included in the previous paper, the conceptual

and computational basis of a mathematical model for studying the dispersion of non-
conservative radionuclides in the marine environment was presented. In this paper the model
is applied and validated by describing the 137Cs and 239+240Pu dispersion in the Irish Sea.

Document Number 3 of 4
TI (Title): Leakage and accidental releases from Sillamaee waste depository and

environmental risk assessment
AU (Author): Bergstroem, U. Nordlinder, S. Aggeryd, I
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): STUDSVIK-ES-94-26 {STUDSVIKES9426}
SO (Source): 1994. 31 p
AB (Abstract): An environmental risk assessment has been performed for the Sillamaee
depository. The object of the study is to illustrate the consequences to man if the hazardous
substances contained in the depository reach the sea. Two cases were studied: 1) the
environmental impact at present conditions with a relatively low continuous leakage of the
elements from the dam, and 2) the impact from a sudden dam collapse. The radiological dose
impact on the population in the Baltic Sea area has been calculated for the observed leaking
rate. The highest individual dose is less than lmuSv while for the dam collapse the dose will
be in the order of 2 muSv and the dominant exposure pathway is via consumption offish. The
collective dose is about 1 manSv (emanating from fish caught in all parts of the Baltic Sea for
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both cases). Furthermore, the consequences of release of some metals (copper, zinc, niobium
and molybdenum) were studied in the case of a dam break. In the Bay of Narva, outside the
nearest coast, the additional contribution to the natural concentration in water will be
neglectable for zinc and niobium. However, for copper and molybdenum the concentration
will rise considerably during the first year. The additional load from the depository will still
after 50 years be in the same order as published concentrations in the sea. The intake by man
of those metals via fish caught in the Bay of Narva will be well below the limits of intake for
zinc and molybdenum, (no recommendation of limits for niobium was found), while the
calculated intake of copper from the depository will be in the same order as internationally
recommended limits of intake.

Document Number 4 of 4
TI (Title): An oceanographic model for the dispersion of wastes disposed of in the deep sea
AU (Author): IMO/FAO/UNESCO/WMO/WHO/IAEA/UN/UNEP Joint Group of Experts
on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution (GESAMP)
RPP (Primary Report Number): GESAMP-19 {GESAMP19}
SO (Source): Jun 1983. 182 p

AB (Abstract): The report presents results of
IMO/FAO/UNESCO/WMO/WHO/IAEA/UN/UNEP joint group of experts on the

scientific aspects of marine pollution (GESAMP) to provide advice on the most suitable
oceanographic modelling techniques to be applied to the deep-sea dumping of both
radioactive and non-radioactive substances. There are four main parts of the work: the present
knowledge of oceanic processes that may transfer substances from a deep-sea dump site back
to man or his food chain, methods and models presently available for estimating or
calculating concentration distributions of contaminants arising from releases from deep-sea
dump sites and recommendations as to the presently most appropriate models, the reliability
of the concentration distributions obtained using these models and recommended areas for
further improvements including research needs

Selected abstracts: environmental impact, accidents, radioactive material

Document 1 of 3
TI (Title): Aerial gamma mapping system for characterizing the impact of radioactive
deposition on the environment
AU (Author): Bourgeois, C. Fourgoux, M. Guillot, L. Bergey, C. (CEA,Centre d'Etudes de
Valduc, Is sur Tille (France). Health Physics Dept.)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/91 {IAEASM33991}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental impact
of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria). IAEA.
Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 117-122. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): The Commissariat a 1'energie atomique has developed an aerial system of
gamma cartography called HELINUC. This system makes it possible to establish, within a
few hours, a map of radioactivity for areas (several dozens to several hundreds of hectares) by
identifying the radioelements present, in a range from the level of natural radioactivity to that
of man-made radioactivity resulting from a large scale accident. HELINUC has been
operational for about ten years and is part of the French intervention system in the event of a
civil or military nuclear accident. The HELINUC system is mounted on a light helicopter
(equipped with a Nal detector) and is linked to ground based equipment. HELINUC has been
used at the request of the Marine Environment Laboratory (IAEA-MEL), Monaco, to estimate
the radioactivity of nine industrial or nuclear sites between Budapest and the Black Sea, as
well as that of a stretch of 2000 km of the river banks of the Danube. The paper presents a
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few main results of this measurement campaign (carried out in early 1992), particularly those
concerning the Paks nuclear power station in Hungary. The cartography of the Turnu Severin
site (Romania) was a good demonstration of the method. The maps obtained showed the
presence of spots of 137Cs from the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. Use of
three-dimensional digitized maps in support of isoactivity maps improves the readability of
the maps and increases the quantity of available information. Furthermore, this mapping
method is applicable to environmental monitoring for the purpose of surveillance of industrial
and agricultural pollution. The results obtained with the HELINUC system during the
different measurement campaigns have shown that the aerial gamma cartography method
is a rapid, powerful and efficient technique for measuring and controlling the radioactivity in
the environment of industrial or nuclear sites.

Document Number 2 of 3
TI (Title): Ecological consequences of environmental contamination in the region of
Chernobyl NPP accident. Ehkologicheskie posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya
prirodnykh sred v rajone avarii Chernobyl'skoj AEhS
AU (Author): IzraehT, Yu.A. Sokolovskij, V.G. Sokolov, V.E. (and others)
SO (Source): At. Ehnerg. (Jan 1988). v. 64(1) p. 28-40
AB (Abstract): Consideration is given to results of studying effect of radioactive

excursions, resulted from Chernobyl NPP accident on the state of natural and agricultural
ecosystems in the neighboring region in the period from May, 1986 till April, 1987. Detailed
investigations of the following radiation characteristics of precipitations were conducted in
contaminated area: spatial distribution, composition and density of radionuclides, dose
loads of the outer gamma-radiation in conditions of ground and water ecosystems. Data on
radionuclide migration in soil and groung waters are presented. A considerable attention in
radioecological investigations was paid to contamination of agricultural products. Results of
studying migrations in food chains - soil-plant-animals - were used for realistic evaluations of
dose loads on population, living in contaminated region

Document Number 3 of 3
TI (Title): Workshop on environmental assessment
AU (Author): Watson, E.C. (comp.)
RPP (Primary Report Number): NUREG/CP--0025 {NUREGCP0025}
CF (Conference Information): Workshop on environmental assessment.

Gaithersburg, MD (USA). 15 - 18 Dec 1981
SO (Source): Jul 1982.157 p

AB (Abstract): Objectives of the workshop were: to review and evaluate the state-of-the-art
of environmental impact assessments as applied to the regulation of applications of nuclear
energy and related ancillary systems. To identify areas where existing technology allows
establishing acceptable methods or standard practices that will meet the requirements of the
NRC regulations, standards and guides for both normal operations and off-standard
conditions including accident considerations. To illuminate topics where existing models or
analytical methods are deficient because of unverified assumptions, a paucity of empirical
data, conflicting results reported in the literature or a need for observation of operation
systems. To compile, analyze and synthesize a prioritized set of research needs to advance the
state-of-the-art to the level which will meet all of the requirements of the Commission's
regulations, standards and guides. And to develop bases for maintaining the core of
regulatory guidance at the optimum level balancing technical capabilities with practical
considerations of cost and value to the regulatory process. The discussion held in small
group sessions on aquatic, atmospheric, and terrestrial pathways are presented. The following
research needs were identified as common to all three groups: validation of models.
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Characterization of source terms. Development of screening techniques. Basis for de minimis
levels of contamination. And updating of objectives for environmental monitoring programs

Selected abstracts: environmental impacts, radioactive waste disposal in aquatic
ecosystems, radioactive materials

Document 1 of 19
TI (Title): Scavenging amphipods Eurythenes gryllus from the north-east Atlantic and
radioactive waste disposal
AU (Author): Charmasson, S.S. Calmet, D.P. (Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique, Inst. de

Protection et de Surete Nucleaire, Dept. de Protection Sanitaire, Service d'Etudes Appliquees
de Protection Sanitaire, Lab. d'Etudes Sanitaires, 92265 Fontenay-auz-Roses Cedex
(France))
SO (Source): Baumgartner, DJ. (US Environmental Protection Agency, Hatfield Marine
Science Center, Newport, OR (United States)) Duedall, I.W. (Dept. of Chemical and
Environmental Engineering, Florida Institute of Technology, Melbourne, FL (United
States)). Oceanic processes in marine pollution. Physical and chemical processes: transport
and transportation. Volume 6. Melbourne, FL (United States). Robert E. Krieger Publishing
Company Inc. 1990. 248 p. p. 227-234
AB (Abstract): This paper reports on baited traps that were set at two locations in the eastern
North Atlantic Ocean: on the Nuclear Energy Agency dumpsite of low-level radiative wastes,
and on the Armorican Sea mount. Vertical distribution and abundance of the deep-sea
scavenging lysianssid amphipods Eurythenes gryllus were studied by attaching baited traps to
a free-vehicle line at a variety of levels. Catch sizes decreased with height of capture above
the seafloor, but average female and male sizes increased. In addition, at each level, the
average female size was greater than the average male size. The hypothetical role of E.
gryllus in the biological transport of radionuclides from the seafloor back to human
populations in constructed from data in the current literature

Document Number 2 of 19
TI (Title): Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal
of low-level radioactive waste. Volumes
AU (Author): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds)
SO (Source): Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development.
1989. 374p
AB (Abstract): The NEA coordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance
Programme (CRESP) related to sea disposal of radioactive wastes was established in 1981 to
review the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive wastes in the North-East
Atlantic. The objective of CRESP is to increase the available scientific data base related to
the oceanographic and biological characteristics of the dump site and elaborate a site specific
model of the transfers of radionuclides to human populations. CRESP summary scientific
findings are published from time to time in serial volumes entitled Interim oceanographic
description of the Northeast Atlantic Site for disposal of Radioactive wastes. The first such
volume (NEA, 1983) established the general scientific background for the problem and the
site, and recommended specific studies that were required. The second volume (NEA, 1986a)
comprised a large collection of mainly new site-specific data and process-specific analyses.
The present volume, the third in the series, has been assembled to collect and record the new
results in a manner convenient for model-oriented site studies
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Document Number 3 of 19
TI (Title): Assessing the impact of deep sea disposal of low level radioactive waste on
living marine resources
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-125488-1
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1988. 127 p. Technical reports series, no. 288
AB (Abstract): This report is the final result of two Consultants1 Meetings and a Technical
Committee Meeting concerning: 1) Developing methods of estimating dose to marine
organisms from sea dumping. And 2) reviewing the effects of radiation on marine organisms
and the means by which the significance of these effects may be judged. Calculations of
water concentrations in and near the dump site were made and these were used to estimate
doses to "typical" marine species living at or near the sea floor at a depth of 4000 meters.
These calculations show that there are radionuclides that can give rise to significant doses to
these typical species and that future revisions of the Definition and Recommendations
(IAEA Safety Series No. 78) will have to consider impacts on the marine ecosystem in setting
limits for dumping.

Document Number 4 of 19
TI (Title): Monitoring technologies for ocean disposal of radioactive waste
RPP (Primary Report Number): N-8229146 {N8229146}
SO (Source): Jan 1982.109 p
AB (Abstract): The feasibility of using carefully selected subseabed locations to
permanently isolate high level radioactive wastes at ocean depths greater than 4000 meters is
discussed. Disposal at several candidate subseabed areas is being studied because of the long
term geologic stability of the sediments, remoteness from human activity, and lack of useful
natural resources. While the deep sea environment is remote, it also poses some significant
challenges for the technology required to survey and monitor these sites, to identify and
pinpoint container leakage should it occur, and to provide the environmental information and
data base essential to determining the probable impacts of any such occurrence. Objectives
and technical approaches to aid in the selective development of advanced technologies for the
future monitoring of nuclear low level and high level waste disposal in the deep seabed are
presented. Detailed recommendations for measurement and sampling technology
development needed for deep seabed nuclear waste monitoring are also presented

Document Number 5 of 19
TI (Title): Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Talbert, D.M. Marietta, M.G. Hessler, R.R. Smith, K.L. Jr.
Yayonos, A.A. Jackson, D.W. (Seabed Programs Div., Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque,
NM)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 411-430
AB (Abstract): The primary goal of the U.S. Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) is to
assess the technical and environmental feasibility of disposing of high-level nuclear wastes in
deep-sea sediments. The subseabed biology program is charged with assessing the effects of
potential releases of radionuclides on the ecosystem, as well as the possible health effects fo
man frin the radionuclides that may be released in the deep sea and transported to the ocean
surface. Current biological investigations are attempting to determine benthic community
structure, benthic community metabolism, the biology of deep-sea mobile scavengers, the
faunal composition of midwater nekton, rates of microbial processes, and the radiation
sensitivity of deep-sea organisms. Existing models of the dispersal of radionuclides in the
deep sea have not considered many of the possible biological mechanisms that may
influence the movement of radionuclides. Therefore a multicornpartment foodweb model is
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being developed that considers both biological and physical influences on radionuclide
transport. This model will allow parametric studies to be made of the impact of potential
releases of radionuclides on the ocean environment and on man

Document Number 6 of 19
TI (Title): Lessons from radioactive waste disposal applied to other pollutants
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. (Ecological Sciences Dept, Pacific Northwest Lab.,

Battelle Memorial Institute, Richland, WA)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 469-480
AB (Abstract): In order to manage scientifically the quantities and kinds of waste disposal
in coastal waters and open oceans, one needs to assess the environment's capacity to
assimilate these materials. This knowledge may help us avoid an unacceptable biological
impact on components of the ecosystem and on humans who harvest its resources. One
approach available is the one that has been demonstrated to be applicable for the management
of the disposal of radioactive wastes in the ocean. New generic and site-specific
methodologies can establish relationships between discharge or release rates and associated
radiation doses. The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has
developed guidelines and recommendations that govern acceptable amounts of radiation that
people can be exposed to. The ICRP recommendations on justification and optimization can
be integrated into an overall management philosophy in order to quantify alternative waste
disposal options. These methodologies, which were developed for the control of radioactive
wastes, should be applied directly to public health protection from nonradioactive wastes
such as metals and organochlorine pesticides

Document Number 7 of 19
TI (Title): A provisional assessment of radiation regimes in deep ocean environments
AU (Author): Woodhead, D.S. Pentreath, RJ. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Directorate of Fisheries Research, Fisheries Lab., Lowestofit, Suffolk)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 133-152
AB (Abstract): The introduction of high-level radioactive wastes into the deep ocean
environment could, depending on the disposal option employed, result in a more or less
significant increase in the radiation exposure of the local fauna. It has been conjectured that
the fauna may be particularly sensitive to such a change in ambient conditions, although there
is, as yet, little information on either their sensitivity to radiation, the natural background
radiation regime, or the magnitude of the increased exposure which could arise from waste
disposal. A knowledge of the natural radiation exposure of organisms occupying different
niches provides a necessary perspective for any assessment of the impact of contaminant
radioactivity. Available data on the concentrations of natural radionuclides in seawater, deep
ocean sediments, and certain of the deep ocean fauna, together with simple models, for a
basis for an estimation of background radiation dose rates. Investigations of the radiological
consequences of deep-sea waste disposal have provided estimates of the concentrations of
actinide and fission product radionuclides in deep ocean waters, and their variation with time.
These data form the input for the estimation of the consequential exposure of the deep
ocean fauna. The results of these preliminary studies provide an indication of the research
necessary to improve understanding of the possible impact on the ecosystem of the
disposal of high-level radioactive wastes into the deep ocean
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Document Number 8 of 19
TI (Title): Biological studies of the US Subseabed Disposal Program
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Hessler, R.R. Jackson, D.W. Marietta, M.G. Smith, K.L. Jr.

Talbert, D.M. Yayanos, A.A
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--79-2073 {SAND792073}
SO (Source): Feb 1980. 18 p

AB (Abstract): The Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) of the US is assessing the
feasibility of emplacing high level radioactive wastes (HLW) within deep-sea sediments and
is developing the means for assessing the feasibility of the disposal practices of other
nations. This paper discusses the role and status of biological research in the SDP. Studies of
the disposal methods and of the conceived barriers (canister, waste form and sediment)
suggest that biological knowledge will be principally needed to address the impact of
accidental releases of radionuclides. Current experimental work is focusing on the deep-sea
ecosystem to determine: (1) the structure of benthic communities, including their microbial
component. (2) the faunal composition of deep midwater nekton. (3) the biology of deep-sea
amphipods. (4) benthic community metabolism. (5) the rates of bacterial processes. (6) the
metabolism of deep-sea animals, and (7) the radiation sensitivity of deep-sea organisms. A
multicompartment model is being developed to assess quantitatively the impact (on the
environment and on man) of releases of radionuclides into the sea

Document Number 9 of 19
TI (Title): Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear waste
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Hessler, R.R. Jackson, D.W. Marietta, M.G. Smith, K.L. Jr.

Talbert, D.M. Yayanos, A.A
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-79-2117C {SAND792117C}
CF (Conference Information): 2. international ocean disposal symposium.

Woods Hole, MA, USA. 15 -18 Apr 1980
AB (Abstract): The primary goal of the US Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) is to assess
the technical and environmental feasibility of disposing of high-level nuclear waste in deep-
sea sediments. The subseabed biology program is charged with assessing possible ecosystem
effects of radionuclides as well as possible health effects to man from radionuclides which
may be released in the deep sea and transported to the ocean surface. Current biological
investigations are attempting to determine benthic community structure. Benthic community
metabolism. The biology of deep-sea mobile scavengers. The faunal composition of midwater
nekton. Rates of microbial processes, and the radiation sensitivity of deep-sea organisms.
Existing models of the dispersal of radionuclides in the deep sea have not considered many of
the possible biological mechanisms which may influence the movement of radionuclides.
Therefore, a multi-compartment foodweb model is being developed which considers both
biological and physical influences on radionuclide transport. This model will allow
parametric studies to be made of the impact on the ocean environment and on man of
potential releases of radionuclides

Document Number 10 of 19
TI (Title): Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear waste
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Hessler, R.R. Jackson, D.W. Marietta, M.G. Smith, K.L. Jr.
Talbert, D.M. Yayanos, A.A
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--79-2117 {SAND792117}
SO (Source): May 1980. 31 p

AB (Abstract): The primary goal of the US Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) is to assess
the technical and environmental feasibility of disposing of high-level nuclear waste in deep-
sea sediments. The subseabed biology program is charged with assessing possible ecosystem
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effects of radionuclides as well as possible health effects to man from radionuclides which
may be released in the deep sea and transported to the ocean surface. Current biological
investigations are attempting to determine benthic community structure. Benthic community
metabolism. The biology of deep-sea mobile scavengers. The faunal composition of midwater
nekton. Rates of microbial processes. And the radiation sensitivity of deep-sea organisms.
Existing models of the dispersal of radionuclides in the deep sea have not considered many of
the possible biological mechanisms which may influence the movement of radionuclides.
Therefore, a multi-compartment foodweb model is being developed which considers both
biological and physical influences on radionuclide transport. This model will allow
parametric studies to be made of the impact on the ocean environment and on man of
potential releases of radionuclides

Document Number 11 of 19
TI (Title): Actinide discharges from Sellafield - a summary of behaviour in the
environment and the radiological implications
AU (Author): Coughtrey, PJ. Jackson, D. Martin, A. Thome, M.C
RPP (Primary Report Number): ANS--429 {ANS429}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): DOE-RW-085-59 {DOERW08559}
SO (Source): May 1985. 20 p

AB (Abstract): This report provides a summary of: information on the quantities of actinides
discharged from Sellafield, their distribution in the environment and the radiological
implications. Potential long-term trends and exposure pathways that may require
investigation. And research in progress and requirements for further research.

Document Number 12 of 19
TI (Title): Worldwide marine radioactivity studies assessing the picture
AU (Author): Povinec, P.P. Togawa, O. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Marine
Environment Lab., Radiometrics Lab., Monaco (Monaco))
JR (Journal Information): IAEA Bulletin
SO (Source): (Sep 1998) v. 40(3) p. 11 -17
AB (Abstract): A growing number of sources of radioactivity from human activities are

found in the marine environment. They are known to include global nuclear fallout following
atmospheric weapons tests, the Chernobyl accident, discharges of radionuclides from nuclear
installations, past dumping of radioactive wastes, nuclear submarine accidents, contributions
from nuclear testing sites, loss of radioactive sources, and the burn-up of satellites using
radioisotopes as power sources. Overall, the world's marine environment contains
radionuclides that differ from one region to another. Differences are due to dynamic marine
environmental processes and the particular source of radionuclides in a region. Scientific
assessments of marine radioactivity, therefore, require knowledge of both the source terms
and oceanic processes. Radioactivity now is deposited unevenly over the world's oceans.
Global fallout is known to be mainly due to nuclear weapon tests carried out in the 1960s.
On the other hand, discharges from nuclear fuel reprocessing plants or past dumping of
liquid and solid radioactive wastes generally are confined to more localized areas. Even so,
soluble radionuclides have been transported over long distances by prevailing ocean currents.
To estimate radionuclide inputs from local sources, scientists need to better understand the
distribution of radionuclides throughout the world's oceans and seas. The understanding is
important for analysing the results from scientific investigations of localized areas, such as
part dumping sites, which then can be reviewed more thoroughly. As a contribution to fuller
understanding of the marine environment, the IAEA's Marine Environment Laboratory
(MEL) started a five-year project in 1996 entitled "Research on Worldwide Marine
Radioactivity (MARS)". The work is supported by Japan's Science and Technology Agency
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(STA). This article briefly review this project, and describes related research activities and
scientific investigations of MEL and its global partners

Document Number 13 of 19
TI (Title): Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Strand, P. Rudjord, A.L. (National Radiation Protection Authority, Oesteraas
(Norway)) Nikitin, A. (Scientific Production Association "Typhoon", Obnisnk (Russian
Federation). Inst. of Experimental Meteorology) (and others)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM-339/128 {IAEASM339128}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental
impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria).
IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 143-153. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): In order to evaluate the level of radioactive contamination in the Kara Sea
and to assess the short and long term consequences of dumped radioactive waste, joint
Russian-Norwegian expeditions have been performed annually since 1992. The results from
the 1992 joint expedition to the Kara Sea demonstrated very low concentrations of
radionuclides in waters and sediments. Contributions from different sources could be
identified: global fallout, river transport, marine transport of discharges from European
reprocessing plants and fallout from the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. The
expeditions in 1993 to the dumping sites confirmed local contamination in the Stepovogo
Fjord and the Tsivolki Fjord due to leakage from dumped radioactive waste. The levels of
radioactivity in the Kara Sea are, however, very low and have at present a very small impact
on man and on the marine ecosystem.

Document Number 14 of 19
TI (Title): The International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP). Interim progress

report
AU (Author): Sjoeblom, K.L. Linsley, G.S. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria). Div. of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Waste Management)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM-339/167 {IAEASM339167}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental impact
of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria). IAEA.
Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 155-164. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): The International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP) was established
in 1993 to address concern over the potential health and environmental impacts of the
dumped radioactive wastes in the shallow waters of the Arctic seas. The work is being carried
out as part of the IAEA's responsibilities with regard to the London Convention 1972. The
project will last for four years and is run by the IAEA in co-operation with the Norwegian
and Russian Governments, and with the involvement, through the IAEA, of experts from
about 15 IAEA Member States. The objectives of the project are: (1) to assess the risks to
human health and to the environment associated with the radioactive wastes dumped in the
Kara Sea and the Barents Sea, and (2) to examine possible remedial actions related to the
dumped wastes and to advise on whether these actions are necessary and justified. The project
has been organized into five principal working areas: (i) source terms, (ii) existing
environmental concentrations, (iii) transfer mechanisms and models, (iv) impact assessment
and (v) remedial measures. Progress of IASAP is reviewed each year by a group of senior
scientists. This group is also responsible for preparing the final report of IASAP and the
recommendations for presentation to Contracting Parties to the London Convention in 1996.
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Document Number 15 of 19 ,
TI (Title): Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in

the North-East Atlantic
SO (Source): Paris (France). OECD. Aug 1985.448 p
AB (Abstract): Under the terms of the 1977 Decision of the OECD Council establishing a

Multilateral Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism for Sea Dumping of Radioactive
Waste, NEA is requested to assess (each five years), in consultation with the Environment
Committee, the suitability of dumping sites proposed by the national authorities of
participating countries and to keep under review those previously considered suitable.
Following the last review made in 1980, another review of the continued suitability of the
North-East Atlantic dump site used since 1971 was completed in 1985 by a Group of Experts
from countries participating in the OECD Mechanism. The report describes the basis for the
assessment and its conclusions and recommendations, agreed by all members of the Group
with the exception of the expert from Denmark, whose reservations are reproduced in an
Annex. The main conclusion from the Expert Group is that from a radiological protection
point of view the North-East Atlantic site would be suitable for continued dumping at given
rates, since this would not give significant doses to man or marine organisms. The
conclusions were generally supported by the NEA Committee on Radiation Protection and
Public Health, which underlined, at its March 1985 meeting, the high quality of the
scientific review and endorsed the proposal made for further research work in the framework
of the NEA Co-ordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance Programme (CRESP)

Document Number 16 of 19
TI (Title): Bibliography of marine radiation ecology prepared for the Seabed Program
AU (Author): Schultz, V.S
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-79-7102 {SAND797102}
SO (Source): Feb 1980. 318 p

AB (Abstract): References on the effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms have
been obtained from a number of sources. Many were obtained from reviews and other
publications. Although the primary purpose of preparing this bibliography was to obtain
information related to the nuclear wastes Seabed Disposal Biology Program of Sandia
Laboratories, freshwater organisms are included as a matter of convenience and also with the
belief that such a bibliography would be of interest to a wider audience than that restricted to
the Seabed Program. While compilation of a list in an area broad in scope is often somewhat
arbitrary, an attempt was made to reference publications that were related to field or
laboratory studies of wild species of plants and animals with respect to radiation effects.
Complete information concerning each reference are provided without excessive library
search. Since one often finds references listed in the literature that are incompletely cited, it
was not always possible to locate the reference for verification or completion of the citation.
Such references are included where they appeared to be of possible value. When known, a
reference is followed with its Nuclear Science Abstract designation, or rarely other abstract
sources. Those desiring additional information should check Nuclear Science Abstracts
utilizing the abstract number presented or other abstracting sources. In addition, the language
of the article, other than English, is given when it is known to me

Document Number 17 of 19
TI (Title): The impact of nuclear waste disposals to the marine environment. Research
report no. 8
AU (Author): Taylor, P.J. (comp.)
SO (Source): Oxford. Political Ecology Research Group. Mar 1982. 80 p
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AB (Abstract): This report provides a critical review of current scientific literature
concerning the environmental impact of discharges and dumping of radioactive waste to the
coastal marine and deep ocean environments. It concludes that although knowledge of the
effects of dispersed radioactivity has greatly increased in the last two decades, there are still
significant areas of uncertainty which have major implications for current and future nuclear
waste management policy. For example, there is now evidence of discharged plutonium
formerly thought to be locked on sediments returning to man via biogeochemical cycles.
Discharges of this extremely toxic element have been banned elsewhere because of this
eventuality, and the report recommends elimination of plutonium discharges, and in the light
of recent radiobiological evidence, a fivefold reduction in exposures to the public as a result
of the other Windscale discharges. In the case of ocean dumping, the report acknowledges
that there is no evidence of health effects from past disposals. However, recent monitoring
shows contamination of the ocean bed due to leaking containers, and it is argued that
oceanographic and radioecological data are insufficient to predict future effects, especially
having regard to the steadily increasing quantities dumped.

Document Number 18 of 19
TI (Title): Review of radiological problems of floating nuclear power plants
AU (Author): Rodd, T. (New South Wales Univ., Kensington (Australia). School of

Nuclear Engineering)
SO (Source): Radiat. Prot. Aust. (Mar 1982). no. 1/82 p. 135-156
AB (Abstract): Radiological problems associated with floating nuclear power plants under

both normal operation and accident conditions are discussed. In the latter case, aspects of
both the airborne and liquid pathways are reviewed

Document Number 19 of 19
TI (Title): Below the Arctic Seas. International Arctic Seas assessment project: summing
up
AU (Author): Sjoeblom, K.L. Linsley, G. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Division
of Radiation and Waste Safety, Waste Safety Section, Vienna (Austria))
JR (Journal Information): IAEA Bulletin
SO (Source): (Dec 1998) v. 40(4) p. 18-20
AB (Abstract): In 1993, the IAEA responded to the concern of its Member States and the
request of the Contracting Parties to the Convention on Prevention of Marine Pollution by
Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter by launching the International Arctic Seas Assessment
Project (IASAP). It had two objectives: to assess the risks to human health and to the
environment associated with the radioactive wastes dumped in the Kara and Barents Seas,
and to examine possible remedial actions related to the dumped wastes and to advise on their
necessity and justification. The Project involved more than fifty experts from fourteen
countries and was steered by an International Advisory Group. Its working areas consisted of:
examination of the radiological situation in Arctic waters. Prediction of potential future
releases from the dumped wastes. Modelling of environmental transport of released nuclides
and assessing the associated radiological impact on humans and biota. And examination of
the feasibility, costs and benefits of possible remedial measures
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8.2. RADIOECOLOGICAL EFFECTS

Selected abstracts - biological radiation effects and aquatic organisms

Document Number 1 of 63
TI (Title): The effect of chronic radiation on the humoral immune response of rainbow trout
(Onchorhynchus mykiss Walbaum)
AU (Author): Knowles, J.F. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft

(United Kingdom). Directorate of Fisheries Research)
JR (Journal Information): International Journal of Radiation Biology
SO (Source): (Aug 1992). p. 239-248
AB (Abstract): Two separate experiments have examined the effect of exposing rainbow

trout to chronic gamma-radiation, commencing immediately after fertilization. In experiment
1 the period of exposure extended for 20 days with groups receiving mean dose rates of 1.87,
3.73 and 9.03 mGy h-1, and mean total accumulated doses of 0.83, 1.66 and 4.01 Gy
respectively. In experiment 2 the exposure period was extended to 246 days from
fertilization. The antibody response to DNP-KLH was significantly lower in trout receiving
the highest dose-rate when compared with those of unirradiated controls or the lowest dose-
rate group. The significance of these results is discussed in relation to radiation levels in areas
of radioactive waste disposal, and results from a similar study published previously.

Document Number 2 of 63
TI (Title): Validation of the long-term exposure pathway models in the NRC's accident
consequence code MACCS
AU (Author): Tveten, U. (Inst. for Energy Technology, Kjeller (Norway))
JR (Journal Information): Transactions of the American Nuclear Society
SO (Source): (1992). p. 33-34
AB (Abstract): The task described in this paper was performed for the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. The chronic exposure pathway models implemented in the
MELCOR Accident Consequence Code System (MACCS) were compared to post-Chernobyl
data from various sources, though mainly from Norway, for verification or identification
of areas for possible improvement. The reason for choosing data from Norway for this
purpose is partly that Chernobyl fallout levels in Norway are higher than in any other
country in western Europe and partly that Norway has been deeply involved in many different
types of experiments examining the behavior of radioactive materials in the environment
since the early 1960s

Document Number 3 of 63
TI (Title): Effect of radioactive contamination of hydrobionts within the thirty-kilometer

zone of Chernobylsk NPP. Otsenka vozdejstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya na
gidrobiontov 30-kilometrovoj zony kontrolya avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS
AU (Author): Ryabov, I.N. (AN SSSR, Moscow (Russian Federation). Inst.
Ehvolyutsionnoj Morfologii i Ehkologii Zhivotnykh)
JR (Journal Information): Radiobiologiya
SO (Source): (Sep-Oct 1992). p. 662-667
AB (Abstract): A study was made of hydrobionts, particularly fishes, living within the

thirty-kilometer control zone of Chernobyl NPP and northern part of the Kiev basin, after the
disaster. Out of 31 fish species living in the NPP cooling pond some were idendified which
were mostly affected by radioactive contamination. They were predators belonging, with
respect to reproduction and development, to a lithophilous group
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Document Number 4 of 63
TI (Title): Uptake and release of 60 Co in the sea gastro pod Strombus pugilis (Linnaeus,
1758). Incorporacao e eliminacao de 60 Co no gastropode marinho Strombus pugilis
(Linnaeus, 1758)
AU (Author): Moraes, R.B.C. de
CA (Corporate Author): Universidade do Estado, Rio de Janeiro, RJ (Brazil). Centro
Biomedico
SO (Source): 1990. 79 p
AB (Abstract): In order to estimate the viability and the importance of the eatable gastro
pod Strombus pugilis for monitoring 60 Co in the Angra dos Reis region, field investigations
on the animal availability in two sampling station were performed. In the laboratory the
bioaccumulation factors and biological half-lives of 60 Co in the animals were determined.
The experiments of incorporation employing water were performed with radio cobalt in
cation form and also with the form named metabolized. The releasing rate of the radionuclide
was studied after two types of contamination: acute and chronic. The Saco de Piraquara de
Fora (Angra dos Reis-RJ), where Nuclear Power Plant effluents are released, the two studied
stations show that the animals are present in all seasons of the year, in a range of 5 to 8
meters depth. The transference of the 60 Co from sediment to animal was not significant,
while the bioaccumulation factors from the Co-cationic and Co-metabolized waters were 756
and 337, respectively. Considering the dry weight of the soft parts. The fast radio cobalt
incorporation, the elevated bioaccumulation factors and the biological half-life of the
species in the region for human consumption, indicate the Strombus pugilis as an important
organism to be included in the monitoring procedures around the Nuclear Power Plant.

Document Number 5 of 63
TI (Title): Gamma radiation effects of low intensity of Biomphalaria straminea sexually
segregated. Efeitos da radiacao gama de baixa intesidade sobre a fecundidade de
Biomphalaria straminea sexualmente segregados
AU (Author): Melo, A.M.M.A. Motta, M.A. da Leal, M.A.M. (Pemambuco Univ., Recife,

PE (Brazil). Dept. de Biofisica e Radiobiologia)
JR (Journal Information): Ciencia e Cultura. Suplemento
SO (Source): (Jul 1993). p. 730

Document Number 6 of 63
TI (Title): Representative benthic bioindicator organisms for use in radiation effects

research: Culture of Neanthes arenaceodentata (Polychaeta)
AU (Author): Harrison, F.L. Knezovich, J.P. Martinelli, R.E. (Lawrence Livermore

National Lab., CA (United States))
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL-CR-111737 {UCRLCR111737}
SO (Source): Sep 1992. 18 p
AB (Abstract): The purpose of this document is to present a comprehensive synthesis of
information pertaining to the selection and maintenance of bioindicator organisms for use in
radiation-effects research. The focus of this report is on the benthic polychaete, Neanthes
arenaceodentata, a species that has been used successfully at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL) and other institutions to define the impacts of radiation and
chemical toxicants on aquatic organisms. In this document, the authors provide a rationale for
the selection of this organism, a description of its reproductive biology, and a description of
the conditions that are required for the maintenance and rearing of the organism for use in
toxicological research
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Document Number 7 of 63
TI (Title): Effects of gamma irradiation on chromatophores and volatile components of
grass shrimp muscle
AU (Author): Yang, J.S. Pemg, F.S. Liou, S.E. Wu, J.J. (Food Industry Research and
Development Inst, Hsinchu, Taiwan (China))
JR (Journal Information): Radiation Physics and Chemistry
SO (Source): (Jul-Sep 1993). p. 319-322
AB (Abstract): Effects of medium-dose (5 kGy) irradiation on chromatophores and volatile

components of shrimp muscle were studied by light microscope and gas chromatography.
Medium-dose irradiation treatment can inhibit the dispersion of erythrin in chromatophores
but not the dispersion of melanins. No significant change was found in volatile composition
of shrimp after irradiation.

Document Number 8 of 63
TI (Title): Dynamics of radionuclides accumulation by bream from Pripyat river. Dynamika

nazapashvannya radyenuklidaw lyashchom raki Prypyats'
AU (Author): Ermalaew, V. V. (Belarus Academy of Sciences (Belarus). Inst. of Zoology)
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
JR (Journal Information): Vestsi Akademii Navuk BSSR. Seryya Biyalagichnykh Navuk
SO (Source): (Jan-Mar 1993). p. 105-108
AB (Abstract): The dynamics of radioactive contamination in muscles, skeleton, liver and
gonads of the bream from Pripyat River, is shown. During the period after Chernobyl's
accident, the maximum contamination rate in fish was registered in 1986-1987. In subsequent
years, it tended to stabilization.

Document Number 9 of 63
TI (Title): Effects of gamma irradiation on the survival and development of Clonorchis
sinensis metacercariae
AU (Author): Chai Jongyil Hong Sungtae Lee Soonhyung (Seoul National Univ., Seoul
(Korea, Republic of). Inst. of Endemic Diseases and Dept. of Parasitology)
SO (Source): Joint FAO/IAEA Div. of Nuclear Techniques in Food and Agriculture, Vienna
(Austria). Use of irradiation to control infectivity of food-borne parasites. Proceedings of the
final research co-ordination meeting held in Mexico City, Mexico, 24-28 June 1991.
Vienna (Austria). IAEA. Dec 1993. 139 p. p. 33-41. Panel proceedings series
AB (Abstract): The effects of gamma irradiation on the survival and development of
Clonorchis sinensis metacercariae were studied to evaluate the feasibility of irradiation as a
control measure for clonorchiasis. Freshwater fish, Pseudorasbora parva, were collected
from a river endemic for clonorchiasis and used for irradiation of the metacercariae in two
schemes. In Scheme 1, irradiation of the isolated metacercariae from the fish was followed by
infection of experimental rats. In Scheme 2, irradiation of the fish was followed by isolation
of the metacercariae and infection of rats. Irradiation doses varied from 5 Gy to 200 Gy. The
rats were sacrificed two to six weeks after infection. In Scheme 1, all the metacercariae
irradiated at 50 Gy failed to survive in the rats after two or six weeks, while 1-44% of the
metacercariae irradiated at 5-30 Gy survived. The estimated LD50 of Scheme 1 was 16.5 Gy.
The flukes irradiated by Scheme 2 survived better than those in Scheme 1. Increasing the
radiation dose up to 100 Gy, however, brought a remarkably low survival rate of worms
(average 1%, 0-3% individually). Moreover, the recovery rate from the group irradiated at
150 Gy or 200 Gy was zero, which means complete control of the infectivity of C. sinensis
metacercariae with over 150 Gy irradiation. The LD50 of Scheme 2 was calculated to be 47.5
Gy. Nearly all of the recovered worms from the rats were morphologically normal except for
a few retarded and underdeveloped worms. The present results suggest that irradiation offish
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infected with C. sinensis by 150 Gy could be effective for the control of infectivity of C.
sinensis metacercaxiae.

Document Number 10 of 63
TI (Title): Radiation sensitivity of Angiostrongylus cantonensis and A. costaricensis
infective larvae
AU (Author): Ooi, H.K. Ishii, K. Inohara, J. Kamiya, M. (Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo
(Japan). Dept. of Parasitology)
SO (Source): Joint FAO/IAEA Div. of Nuclear Techniques in Food and Agriculture,
Vienna (Austria). Use of irradiation to control infectivity of food-borne parasites.
Proceedings of the final research co-ordination meeting held in Mexico City, Mexico, 24-
28 June 1991. Vienna (Austria). IAEA. Dec 1993. 139 p. p. 81-87. Panel proceedings series
AB (Abstract): Infective larvae (third stage larvae) of both Angiostrongylus cantonensis and
A. costaricensis from snali intermediate hosts were subjected to either X ray or gamma ray
irradiation. The viability of the irradiated larvae was assayed by oral inoculation of the larvae
into rodents. A cantonensis larvae viability was assayed in mice and rats, while A.
costaricensis was assayed in mice only. From the results of worm recovery, the minimum
dose that inhibits the infectivity of the third stage larvae of A. cantonensis and A.
costaricensis appears to be 2 and 4 kGy, respectively.

Document Number 11 of 63
TI (Title): Effects of gamma radiations on certain tissues of heteropneustes fossils bloch
AU (Author): Purohit, R.K. Rathore, N. Ahluwalia, P. Srivastava, M. Gupta, MX. (Dungar
College, Bikaner (India). P.G. Dept. of Zoology)
JR (Journal Information): AMPI (Association of Medical Physicists of

India) Medical Physics Bulletin
SO (Source): (Jan-Mar 1992). p. 17-19
AB (Abstract): In the present investigation effect of gamma radiation on certain tissues
(kidney, stomach and gills) of Heteropneustes fossilis Bloch, an Indian Cat fish, were studied.
The fish were irradiated with 10 Gy of gamma radiations at the dose rate of 1.60 Gy/minute
from a 60Co source. Five fish were autopsied at each post-irradiation time of 1,2,3,7,15 and
30 days. Radiation induced histopathology was observed in all the tissues studied. The radio
lesions appeared on day-1 after exposure which became exaggerated on day-2 and 3. Signs of
recovery were noticed on day-7 which progressed on day-15 and normal histology was
observed on day-30.

Document Number 12 of 63
TI (Title): Radiological effect of caesium-137 and strontium-90 on aquatic system of the

pathway of the discharged liquid radioactive waste
AU (Author): Sinakhom, F. Pothipin, K. Supaokit, P
CA (Corporate Author): Office of Atomic Energy for Peace, Bangkok (Thailand)
RPP (Primary Report Number): OAEP-1-117 {OAEP1117}
SO (Source): Dec 1984.40 p
AB (Abstract): The objective of this paper is to study the radiological effect from the release
of treated liquid radioactive waste to the fresh water environment in order to the protection of
human health. The emphasis in this program was concentrated on Sr-90 and Cs-137 analyses
on Sr-90 and Cs-137 analyses in surface water, water-plants and fish collected during August
1980 to July 1981. Sr-90 concentration was separated by solvent extraction (TBP-tributyl
phosphate) procedure. Beta radioactivity of the two nuclides were measured in the form of
yttrium oxalate (Y-90, the daughter nuclide of Sr-90) and caesium phospho-molybdate using
a low-background anticoincidence proportional counter. To interpret the result obtained, the
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analytical data were converted to percent derived working limits (%DWL) using Derived
Working Limit acquired from the value of (MPC) and water consumption rate stipulated by
ICRP as 100% DWL. The value of %DWL is a useful and convenient index to judge the
hazardous from radiation exposed by a certain group of people. The interpretation of the
result revealed the equivalence of %DWL of Sr-90 and Cs-137 in canal-fish and swamp
cabbage for people resided nearby the canal who obtained their whole protein from
consumption of that fish from canal and vegetation grown in that water. The value above was
equal 2.5 percent which means that this critical group of people exposed to the radiation only
2.5 percent of that intake limit recommended by ICRP. Thus, the amounts of waste disposed
of from waste treatment plant into the canal were too small to have a radiological effect on
the environment

Document Number 13 of 63
TI (Title): Effects of ionizing radiation on plants and animals at levels implied by current

radiation protection standards
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria). IAEA. Mar 1992. 74 p. Technical reports series. No. 332
AB (Abstract): The 1977 Recommendations of the International Commission on

Radiological Protection stated that the commission believes that if man is adequately
protected from radiation, other organisms are also likely to be sufficiently protected. The
present report examines this statement by considering the effects of ionizing radiation on
animals and plants in both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. The conclusions are that
chronic dose rates of IMGy.d-1 or less are unlikely to cause measurable deleterious effects in
terrestrial populations, and that in the aquatic environment limiting chronic dose rates to
10MGy.d-l to the maximally exposed individuals would provide adequate protection for the
population. Thus specific radiation protection standards for non-human organisms are not
needed.

Document Number 14 of 63
TI (Title): Effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms. NCRP report no. 109

SO (Source): Bethesda, MD (United States). National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements. 1991. 115 p
AB (Abstract): The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP)
was requested by the US Department of Energy (DOE) to review the literature on the effects
of radiation on aquatic organisms and develop a document that reviews the present
understanding of such effects and provides guidance for a standard for the protection of
populations of aquatic organisms. This request derives from concerns expressed to DOE that
deleterious effects may be occurring in freshwater at DOE operating facilities and that the
Department has not adopted a standard for protecting aquatic organisms residing in those
environments. Although DOE is not aware of any conditions in the United States where
concentrations of radioactivity in aquatic environs result n radiation doses sufficient to cause
deleterious effects on populations of aquatic organisms DOE believes that a standard
needs to be developed that defines a dose below which deleterious population effects are not
expected to occur. This paper addresses this subject and provides the necessary guidance on
the protection of populations of aquatic organisms

Document Number 15 of 63
TI (Title): Summary of Ontario Hydro's 1990-91 zebra mussel research program
AU (Author): Claudi, R. Wiancko, P.M. (Ontario Hydro, Toronto (Canada))

RPP (Primary Report Number): EPRI-TR--100434 {EPRITR100434}
SO (Source): Tsou, J.L. (ed.) (Electric Power Research Inst, Palo Alto, CA (United States))
Mussalli, Y.G. (Stone and Webster Environmental Services, Boston, MA (United States)).
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Electric Power Research Inst, Palo Alto, CA (United States) Stone and Webster
Environmental Services, Boston, MA (United States). Electric utility Zebra Mussel Control
technology conference: Proceedings. Mar 1992. 319 p. p. 3.27-3.37
AB (Abstract): Ontario Hydro is the principal supplier of electricity to the Province of
Ontario. It serves 3.6 million customers, with an inservice capacity of 28,200 MW. Ontario
Hydro has seven fossil, five nuclear, and four hydraulic stations in the Great Lakes Basin and
surrounding watershed. In addition, there are another 60 inland hydraulic stations and
numerous dams. As the largest single user of raw water from the Great Lakes Basin, Ontario
Hydro recognized the need to control zebra mussels early in 1989. At that time, verylittle was
known in North America about the zebra mussel life cycle and potential impact. European
utilities were consulted, but as we now know, zebra mussels are not perceived to be a
problem in Europe at this time. To satisfy the immediate need for control, chlorination was
identified as the most effective interim measure to prevent the fouling of systems which
draw water from the aquatic environment. Due to the current regulatory environment, this
solution is considered short term and Ontario Hydro was compelled to initiate a
comprehensive research effort aimed at providing alternative methods of control. Most of the
research effort during 1990, was methods of control. Most of the research effort during 1990,
was directed towards this goal. Many alternative control measures, both chemical and
nonchemical were considered. Also considered were the potential effects of the control
measures and zebra mussels on station operations. A multidisciplinary team involving aquatic
biologists, chemists, corrosion specialists, and civil and mechanical engineers from the
various departments of Ontario Hydro was asked to address the problem. Some of the
research also involved collaborative studies with universities, US utilities,American Water
Works Association, and Canadian industries. Following is a summary of the research effort in
1990, and a preview of the research underway in 1991

Document Number 16 of 63
TI (Title): Radioactive contamination of the Dnieper-Bug estuary after the Chernobyl' NPP

accident and cytogenetic effects in populations of benthos hydrobionts. Radioaktivnoe
zagryaznenie Dnepro-Bugskogo limana posle avarii na ChAEhS i tsitogeneticheskie ehffekty
v popuiyatsiyakh bentosnykh gidrobiontov
AU (Author): Tsytsugina, V.G. Lazorenko, G.E. Radchenko, L.A. (AN Ukrainskoj SSR,
Sevastopol (Ukraine). Inst. Biologii Yuzhnykh Morej)
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-RU-391 {INISRU391}
SO (Source): Senin, E.V. (Ed.). Ministerstvo Ukrainy po Delam Zashchity Naseleniya ot
Posledstvij Avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS, Kiev (Ukraine) Nauchno-Proizvodstvennoe
Ob"edinenie Pripyat', Chernobyl (Ukraine). Chernobyl'-90. Reports of the 1. International
conference on biological and radioecological aspects of the Chernobyl1 NPP accident effects.
V. 1, part 2. Radioecology of plants. Radioecology of terrestrial animals. Radioecology of
hydrobionts. Chemobyl'-90. Doklady 1. Mezhdunarodnoj konferentsii po biologicheskim i
radioehkologicheskim aspektam posledstvij avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS. Tom 1, chast' 2.
Radioehkologiya rastenij. Radioehkologiya nazemnykh zhivotnykh. Radioehkologiya
gidrobiontov. 1990. 164 p. p. 306-312
AB (Abstract): Distribution of artificial radionuclides in water, soil and biota of the Dnieper-
Bug estuary and the level of chromosome mutagenesis in benthos hydrobiont cells are
studied. The results show the spotted character of radionuclide quantitative and qualitative
distributions. Analysis of the distributions of chromosome reconstructions in hydrobiont cells
reveals that these distributions correspond to the theoretical Poisson one.
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Document Number 17 of 63
TI (Title): The fish gametogenesis in the Chernobyl NPP accident zone. Gametogenez ryb v
zone avarii Chemobul'skoj AEhS
AU (Author): Petukhov, V.B. Petrikov, A.M. (Akadehmiya Navuk Belarusi.Inst. Zaalogii,

Minsk (Belarus))
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf-14533 {INISmfl4533}
SO (Source): Ministehrstva pa Nadzvychajnykh Situatsyyakh i Abarone Nasel'nitstva ad
Vynikaw Katastrofy na Charnobyl'skaj AEhS Rehspubliki Belarus', Minsk (Belarus)
Akadehmiya Navuk Belarusi, Minsk (Belarus). Abstracts of papers of International Meeting
'Ecological status of territories polluted by radionuclides'. TezisyDokladov
Mezhdunarodnogo Rabochego Soveshchaniya 'Ehkologicheskij status zagryaznennykh
radionuklidami territory'. Minsk (Belarus). Apr 1995.141 p. p. 102

Document Number 18 of 63
TI (Title): Influence of ionizing radiation on the early ontogenesis of vegetation-eating

fishes. Vliyanie ioniziruyushchikh izluchenij na rannij ontogenez rastitel'noyadnykh ryb
AU (Author): Vovk, P.S. Fil'chagov, L.P. (Nauchno-Proizvodstvennoe Ob"edinenie
Pripyat', Chernobyl (Ukraine))
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-UA-010 {INISUA010}
SO (Source): Vishnevs'kij, Yi.M. (ed.). AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Kiev (Ukraine) Ministerstvo
Ukrainy po Delam Zashchity Naseleniya ot Posledstvij Avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS, Kiev
(Ukraine) AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Kiev (Ukraine). Inst. Yadernykh Issledovanij. Chernobyl
accidents, its consequences and problems of its mitigations. Abstracts. Chornobil's'ka
avaryiya, yiyi naslyidki ta problemi yikh podolannya. Tezi dopovyidej. 1994. 113 p. p. 11

Document Number 19 of 63
TI (Title): Influence of ionizing radiation on fish reproductive function. Vliyanie
ioniziruyushchego izlucheniya na vosproizvoditel'nuyu funktsiyu ryb
AU (Author): Vovk, P.S. Kazakov, S.V. (Nauchno-Proizvodstvennoe Ob"edinenie Pripyat',
Chernobyl (Ukraine))
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-UA-013 {INISUA013}
SO (Source): Arkhipov, N.P. (ed.). Ministerstvo Ukrainy po Delam Zashchity Naseleniya ot
Posledstvij Avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS,Kiev (Ukraine) Nauchno-Proizvodstvennoe
Ob"edinenie Pripyat', Chernobyl (Ukraine). Chernobyl' 94. Abstracts. Chernobyl' - 94.
Sbornik tezisov. 1994. 337 p. p. 245

Document Number 20 of 63
TI (Title): Increase of number genetically defective cells at the molluscs bithynia leachi in

the rivers of the north of Tomsk area as result of radioactive pollution of conditions of an
environment
AU (Author): Ilyinskikh, N.N. Kudriavtsev, D.P. Ilyin, S.Y. Ilyinskikh, E.N. (Siberian
Medical Univ., Tomsk (Russian Federation))
RPP (Primary Report Number): NEI-DK--2147 {NEIDK2147}
SO (Source): Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, Washington, DC
(United States). Environmental science and vulnerable ecosystems. Programme and abstract
book. 1995.314 p. p. 286

Document Number 21 of 63
TI (Title): After-effects of the Kyshtym and Chernobyl accidents on hydrobionts.

Posledstviya Kyshtymskoj i Chernobyl'skoj avarij dlya gidrobiontov
AU (Author): Polikarpov, G.G. Tsytsugina, V.G
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JR (Journal Information): Radiatsionnaya Biologiya, Radioehkologiya
SO (Source): (Jul-Aug 1995). p. 536-549
AB (Abstract): The results of the works, published in the USSR and the CIS, on studies of

the action of radioactive pollution upon hydrobionts in natural conditions were summsrized
and analyzed. Feasible causes of distrepancy of obtained data were considered.

Document Number 22 of 63
TI (Title): Molluscs as indicators of environmental pollution by radionuclides
AU (Author): Frantsevich, L.I. Pan'kov, I.V. Ermakov, A.A. (Shmal'gauzen Inst. of

Zoology (Ukraine)) (and others)
JR (Journal Information): Russian Journal of Ecology
SO (Source): (Jan-Feb 1995). p. 47-52
AB (Abstract): Theoretical and systematical aspects of the utilization of molluscs were
elaborated in an effort to bioindicate pollution by radionuclides after the accident at
Chernobyl' Atomic Electric Power Station (CAEPS). Beta-radiometry of shells, gamma-
spectroscopy of shells and animals, and a number of chemical and radiochemical analyses
were carried out. The composition of radionuclides, incorporated by molluscs before and after
the accident, is cited. Average values of the factors of transition and accumulation (relative to
water) 90Sr and 137Cs are estimated. Individual variability and taxonomic distinction of
these parameters for 90Sr are analyzed. The results of radioecological monitoring of rivers of
the Dnieper basin and reservoirs of the Dnieper cascade are shown. Direct beta-radiometry of
molluscan shells is recommended as the most convenient method of rapidly estimating the
level of pollutionof the area of 90Sr

Document Number 23 of 63
TI (Title): Thirty years' experience of radioepidemiological monitoring in the Russian

Arctic
AU (Author): Miretskij, G.I. Dudarev, A.A. Popov, A.O. Ramzaev, P.V. Komarov, E.I.
(Institute of Radiation Hygiene, St. Petersburg (Russian Federation))
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental
impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria).
IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 659-662. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): Permanent monitoring of radiation exposure and health surveillance have
been performed in the Russian Arctic, from the Kola peninsula to Chukotka, at the request of
the Ministry of Health and the State Committee on Sanitary and Epidemiological
Surveillance. All factors of the food-chain of reindeer breeders in the Arctic have been
studied: the contents of radionuclides (137Cs, 90Sr, Po-Pb and others) in soil, lichens,
reindeer meat and fish, and the contents in the human body. Environmental factors connected
with radiation and other sources have also been evaluated. The average values of 137Cs in
the food-chain are presented.

Document Number 24 of 63
TI (Title): Accumulation of radionuclides in biotic components of NPP cooling ponds.

Nakoplenie radionuklidov v bioticheskikh komponentakh vodoemov-okhladitelej AEhS
AU (Author): Egorov, Yu.A. Leonov, S.V

RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-RU-416 {INISRU416}
SO (Source): Gosudarstvennyj Komitet po Ispol'zovaniyu Atomnoj Ehnergii SSSR,
Obninsk (Russian Federation). Fiziko-Ehnergeticheskij Inst. 15. Mendeleev's meeting on
general and applied chemistry. Obninsk Symposium. Radioecological problems in nuclear
energetics and in industry conversion. Abstracts. V. 1. 15. Mendeleevskij s' 'ezd po
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obshchej i prikladnoj khimii. Qbninskij simpozium. Radipehkologicheskie problemy v
yademoj ehnergetike i pri konversii proizvodstva. Tom 1. 1993. 310 p. p. 37

Document Number 25 of 63
TI (Title): On low radiation dose effect on reproduction system of white. O vliyanii malykh
doz radiatsii na vosproizvoditel'nuyu sistemu belogo tolstolobika
AU (Author): Vovk, P.S. Fil'chagov, L.P. Fil'chagov, A.P
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-RU--416 {INISRU416}
SO (Source): Gosudarstvennyj Komitet po Ispol'zovaniyu Atomnoj Ehnergii SSSR,
Obninsk (Russian Federation). Fiziko-Ehnergeticheskij Inst. 15. Mendeleev's meeting on
general and applied chemistry. Obninsk Symposium. Radioecological problems in nuclear
energetics and in industry conversion. Abstracts. V. 1. 15. Mendeleevskij s' 'ezd po obshchej i
prikladnoj khimii. Obninskij simpozium. Radioehkologicheskie problemy v yadernoj
ehnergetike i pri konversii proizvodstva. Tom 1. 1993. 310 p. p. 253

Document Number 26 of 63
TI (Title): Sr-90 pollution of Kyiv district territory and water objects by data of Molluscs

conches radioactivity measurement. Zagryaznenie territorii i vodnykh ob'ektov Kievskoj
oblasti strontsiem-90 po dannym izmereniya radioaktivnosti rakovin mollyuskov
AU (Author): Frantsevich, L.I. Zakharchuk, T.N. Kornyushin, A.V. Gorb, S.N. Zolotov,

V.V. (Natsyional'na Akademyiya Nauk Ukrayini, Kiev (Ukraine). Yinst. Zoologyiyi)
JR (Journal Information): Gidrobiologicheskij Zhurnal
SO (Source): (Jul-Aug 1995). p. 88-96
AB (Abstract): Rather simple and cheap method of bio indication of radioactive pollution
beta-radiometry of molluscs conches-had been successfully applied for mapping of
contamination of the terrain and water bodies of Kyiv region, beta-radiometry made possible
to outline new local sports of 90 Sr contamination and provided sufficient base for
construction a radiometric map of this territory. Levels of conches radioactivity associated
with dangerous strontium contain in water or sediments were estimated for the most abundant
molluscs groups. Investigations of molluscs confirmed the negative correlations of transfer
factor for 90 Sr with calcium concentration in water

Document Number 27 of 63
TI (Title): The effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. Blaylock, B.G
RPP (Primary Report Number): PNL-SA-18527 {PNLSA18527}
CF (Conference Information): Biological effects of Chernobyl accident. Zelenyj Mys
(USSR). 10-18 Sep 1990
SO (Source): Sep 1990.4 p

AB (Abstract): Scientific Committee number-sign 64-6 of the National Council on
Radiation Protection (NCRP) of the United States has recently completed a review of the
literature on the effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms (NCRP 1990). In this
report, the NCRP provides guidance for a dose rate below which deleterious effects to aquatic
organisms are acceptably low. Reviews a series of simple dosimetric models that can be
applied to demonstrate compliance with such a dose rate. Provides examples of the
application of the models to contaminated aquatic environments. And evaluates the validity
of the statement of the International Commission on Radiation Protection (ICRP 1977) that
"if man is adequately protected then other living things are also likely to be sufficiently
protected."
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Document Number 28 of 63
TI (Title): Response of piscine liver to external gamma irradiation
AU (Author): Gupta, M.L. (Dunger College (India). Dept. of Zoology) Umadevi, P.
(Bikaner and the Kasturba Medical College, Manipa (India))
JR (Journal Information): Radiobiologia Radiotherapia
SO (Source): Radiobiol. Radiother. (1989). v. 30(6) p. 599-602
AB (Abstract): Adult healthy specimens of Channa punctatus (fish) were exposed to three
doses (i.e. 2.25, 4.50 and 9.00 Gy) of gamma radiations from a 60Co source. Five animals
were autopsied at each post-irradiation interval of 1, 2, 3, 7 and 14 days. The liver was fixed
in Bouin's fluid and after processing in a routine way, it was examined histologically and
compared with the control group. The radiolesions appeared on day 2 in the 2.25 Gy dose
group and on day 1 in the 4.50 and 9.00 Gy dose groups. Signs of recovery was seen on day
7 in the 2.25 Gy dose group. Liver exhibited normal picture on day 14 in the 2.25 and 4.50
dose groups but in the 9.00 dose group the lesions persisted. The radiation effects were found
dose-dependent.

Document Number 29 of 63
TI (Title): Response of piscine liver to external gamma irradiation
AU (Author): Gupta, M.L. (Dunger College, Bikaner (India). Dept. of Zoology) Umadevi,

P. (Kasturba Medical College, Manipal (India))
JR (Journal Information): Radiobiologia Radiotherapia
SO (Source): Radiobiol. Radiother. (1990). v. 31(3) p. 289-292
AB (Abstract): Adult healthy specimens of Channa punctatus (fish) were exposed to three
doses (i.e. 2.25, 4.50 and 9.00 Gy) of gamma radiations from a 60Co source. Five animals
were autopsied at each post-irradiation intervals of 1, 2, 3, 7 and 14 days. The liver was
fixed in Bouin's fluid and after processing in a routine way, it was examined histologically
and compared with control group. The radxolesions appeared on day 2 in 2.25 Gy dose group
and on day 1 in 4.50 and 9.00 Gy dose groups. Signs of recovery was seen on day 7 in 2.25
Gy dose group. Liver exhibited normal picture on day 14 in 2.25 and 4.50 dose group but in
9.00 dose group the lesions persisted. The radiation effects were found dose dependent.

Document Number 30 of 63
TI (Title): Analysis of criteria for assessment of harmful effect of liquid radioactive wastes

on surface water organisms. Rozbor kriterii pro posuzovani skodliveho vlivu kapamych
radioaktivnich odpadu na organismy povrchovych vod
AU (Author): Justyn, J. (Vyzkumny Ustav Vodohospodarsky, Prague (Czechoslovakia))
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf-11352 {INISmfl 1352}
SO (Source): Ceskoslovenska Vedeckotechnicka Spolecnost, Usti nad Labem. Dum
Techniky. Radionuclides and ionizing radiation in water management. Conference
proceedings. Radionuklidy a ionizujici zareni ve vodnim hospodarstvi. Sbornik prednasek z
konference. [25 Sep 1987]. 201 p. p. 53-59
AB (Abstract): Published findings on the impact of radiation on aquatic organisms
demonstrate the complex nature of the problems, namely with regard to the physical and
chemical characteristics of the environment which may have profound impact on the response
of these organisms. As a follow up to the study of the impact of radioactive waste waters
and the accompanying non-radioactive pollution on water biocenoses, four criteria are
suggested for assessing the state of surface waters when radioactive waters have no harmful
impact on aquatic organisms. Further research will mainly be focused on the study of genetic
factors.
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Document Number 31 of 63
TI (Title): Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume
6: Deep-sea biology, biological processes and radiobiology
AU (Author): Pentreath, R.J. Hargrave, B.T. Roe, H.SJ. Sibuet, M

RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-XN-176 {INISXN176}
SO (Source): 1988. 219 p

AB (Abstract): One of the options suggested for disposal of high-level radioactive waste
resulting from the generation of nuclear power is burial beneath the deep ocean floor in
geologically stable sediment formations which have no economic value. The 8-volume series
provides an assessment of the technical feasibility and radiological safety of this disposal
concept based on the results obtained by ten years of co-operation and information exchange
among the Member countries participating in the NEA Seabed Working Group. This report
summarizes the biological description of selected sites, the means by which radionuclides
could result in human exposure via seafood pathways, and the doses likely to be received
by, and effects on, the deep-sea fauna

Document Number 32 of 63
TI (Title): Study of biological effects of low dozes of a chronic irradiation. Izuchenie

biologicheskikh ehffektov nizkikh doz khronicheskogo oblucheniya
AU (Author): Goncharova, R.I. Ryabokon', N.I. Slukvin, A.M. Anoshenko, B.Yu. Smolich,

II. (Akadehmiya Navuk Belarusi, Minsk (Belarus). Inst. Genetyki i Tsytalogii)
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-BY-002 {INISBY002}
SO (Source): Lyutsko, A.M. Nesterenko, V.B. Chudakov, V.A. Konoplya, E.F. Milyutin,
A.A. Ministehrstva Adukatsyi Rehspubliki Belarus', Minsk (Belarus) Ministehrstva pa
Nadzvychajnykh Situatsyyakh Rehspubliki Belarus', Minsk (Belarus) Natsyyanal'naya
Kamisiya pa Radyyatsyjnaj Akhove, Minsk, (Belarus) International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna (Austria) Dzyarzhstandart Rehspubliki Belarus', Minsk (Belarus) Mizhnarodny Inst.
paRadyyaehkalogii imya AD. Sakharava, Minsk (Belarus). Dosimetry Control: Technic and
methods. Proceedings of the international workshop 'Actual problems of dosimetry'.
Dozimetricheskij kontrol': tekhnika i metody. Materialy Mezhdunarodnogo simpoziuma
'Aktual'nye problemy dozimetrii'. Minsk (Belarus). Oct 1997.216 p. p. 100

Document Number 33 of 63
TI (Title): Sensitivity of oysters (Crassostrea Brasiliana) to radiation
AU (Author): Mattiolo Marchese, S.R. (Brazilian Navy Technology Center, Sao Paulo
(Brazil)) Mastro, N.L. del (Inst. of Nuclear and Energy Researches IPEN-CNEN/SP, Sao
Paulo (Brazil))
JR (Journal Information): Nukleonika
SO (Source): (1997). v. 42(4). p. 839-846
AB (Abstract): Various foods including oysters, crabs and shrimps have been shown to be

possible transmitters of Vibrio ssp. Irradiation of sea-foods is being considered an alternative
to intervention measures in Public Health against food borne diseases. The aim of this work
was to establish, the radiation resistance of the oysters Crassostrea brasiliana. The oysters
were irradiated with Co-60 radiation with doses of 0, 1.5, 3 and 6 kGy. Survival curves as a
function of time showed that 100% of the oysters irradiated with doses of 3 kGy survived at
least 6 days. 100% those irradiated with 6 kGy survived 3 days. The obtained results are
auspicious considering that a dose of 2 kGy is already effective in the diminishing of the
microbial load on oysters.
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Document Number 34 of 63
TI (Title): Biological effects of ionizing radiation
AU (Author): Blaylock, B.G. (SENES Oak Ridge Inc., Oak Ridge, TN (United States))
Theodorakis, C.W. Shugart, L.R. (Oak Ridge National Lab., Oak Ridge, TN (United States).
Environmental Sciences Division)
SO (Source): Amiro, B. (ed.) (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Pinawa, MB (Canada).
Whiteshell Labs.) Avadhanula, R. (ed.) (Atomic Energy Control Board, Ottawa, ON
(Canada)) Johansson, Gunnar Larsson, Carl-Magnus Luening, M. (eds.) (Swedish Radiation
Protection Inst, Stockholm (Sweden)). Protection of the natural environment. International
symposium on ionising radiation. Proceedings, V.I. Stockholm (Sweden). SSI. 1996. 745 p.
p. 39-50. Published in two volumes
AB (Abstract): Natural populations have always been exposed to background levels of
ionizing radiation. However, with the event of the nuclear age, studies about the effects of
higher-than-background levels of ionizing radiation on individuals or populations of
organisms became important. Originally, concern was focused on survival after large, acute
radiation doses, and numerous studies document the somatic and genetic effects of acute
ionizing radiation. However, there is a growing realization that chronic long-term exposure to
higher-than-background levels of environmental radiation is more likely than is large acute
exposure. Less than 10% of the literature on ionizing radiation effects deals with chronic
long-term effects, and very few studies involve natural populations. In 1977, mosquito fish,
Gambusia affinis, were experimentally introduced into a 0,45 ha, decommissioned,
radioactive waste pond where the measured dose at the sediment-water interface was 1,150
rad/year. One year later, the fecundity of the population had not changed significantly.
Eighteen years later, studies of the fish showed an inverse correlation between DNA strand
breakage and fecundity in the contaminated pond. More recent studies have provided
evidence that genetic diversity of the fish has increased in the contaminated site. These fish
also have a greater prevalence of certain DNA banding patterns. Individuals displaying these
banding patterns have a higher fecundity and lower degree of DNA strand breakage than
individuals with less common banding patterns. Gambusia affinis has apparently adapted to
the high background radiation, successfully surviving for approximately 50 generations

Document Number 35 of 63
TI (Title): Effects of ionising radiation on aquatic organisms and ecosystems
AU (Author): Pentreath, R.J. (Environment Agency, Bristol (United Kingdom))
SO (Source): Amiro, B. (ed.) (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Pinawa, MB (Canada).
Whiteshell Labs.) Avadhanula, R. (ed.) (Atomic Energy Control Board, Ottawa, ON
(Canada)) Johansson, Gunnar Larsson, Carl-Magnus Luening, M. (eds.) (Swedish Radiation
Protection Inst., Stockholm (Sweden)). Protection of the natural environment. International
symposium on ionising radiation. Proceedings, V.I. Stockholm (Sweden). SSI. 1996. 745 p.
p. 124-135. Published in two volumes
AB (Abstract): Assessment of the effects of ionising radiation on aquatic organisms have
many features in common with assessments made for human radiological protection. These
include the need for adequate dosimetry of the target tissues in relation to the sources of
exposure, a knowledge of the relationships between dose rates or integrated doses and the
levels of risk for the individual, plus a measure of collective harm to the population. But
there are also differences: these include the need to make an assessment of the consequences
of increased risk, or harm, to individual species, or to the ecosystem as a whole. For some
species, it may well be necessary to consider that an adequate level of protection should be
afforded to individual members of a population. For others, the level of protection required
may be that which applies to local or regional populations of a species. In the latter case,
factors which could affect reproductive success are the most pertinent: these include estimates
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of damage to germ-cell tissue. Reduced fertility. Reduced rates 6f fertilization. And increased
damage to developing eggs and young progeny. The extent to which all of these
considerations can be framed within an overall framework for environmental protection
criteria is briefly discussed

Document Number 36 of 63
TI (Title): Method for evaluating the impact of radioactivity on phytoplankton
AU (Author): Gertz, S.M. SurTet, I.H. (Roy F. Weston Inc, West Chester, PA)
SO (Source): Am. Soc. Test. Mater., Spec. Tech. Publ. (1981). (no.730) p. 89-100
AB (Abstract): The target alga is Chlamydomonous reinhardii, a common green flagellate

that is amenable to growth in the laboratory. The model radionuclide is cesium-137, an
important constituent of the radioactive liquid effluents from nuclear power plants. The
organisms are grown in a chemostat, which consists of four growth chambers. The
chemostate allow algae to be maintained in their log growth phase while various
environmental parameters are manipulated. It was found that the cesium-137 concentration
factors are controlled by the phosphate concentration, the sodium concentration, and the algal
biomass. Temperature, algal reproduction rate, potassium concentration, and chloride
concentration have no effect on the observed concentration factors. The cesium concentration
factor ranges from 115 to 586 on a dry weight basis under the various environmental
conditions studied. 23 refs

Document Number 37 of 63
TI (Title): A comparison of the effects of long-term beta- and gamma-irradiation on the

reproductive performance of a marine invertebrate Ophryotrocha diadema (Polychaeta,
Dorvilleidae)
AU (Author): Knowles, J.F. Greenwood, L.N. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Lowestoft (United Kingdom). Directorate of Fisheries Research)
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1997). p. 1-7
AB (Abstract): The effects of chronic exposure to the same absorbed dose rates of beta-

radiation from tritiated water, or gamma-radiation from an external 137Cs source, on the
reproductive performance of the polychaete Ophryotrocha diadema have been compared. At
7.3 mGy h-1, both beta-and gamma-radiation caused similar, significant reductions in
numbers of larvae compared with controls. The gamma-irradiated worms had significant
reductions in egg production, but not in the survival of eggs to larvae, while beta-irradiated
worms had significant reductions in the survival of eggs to larvae, but not in egg production.
There was no evidence for the high radiosensitivity to beta-radiation reported for some other
invertebrates.

Document Number 38 of 63
TI (Title): The radioecological situation in the cooling pond of the Chernobyl nuclear power
station. Radioehkologicheskoe sostoyanie pruda-okhladitelya ChAEhS
AU (Author): Kazakov, S.V. Vovk, P.S. Fil'chagov, L.P. (Nauchno-Proizvodstvennoe
Ob"edinenie Pripyat', Chernobyl (Ukraine))
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-UA--027 {INISUA027}
SO (Source): Ministerstvo Ukrainy po Delam Zashchity Naseleniya ot Posledstvij Avarii na
Chernobyl'skoj AEhS, Kiev (Ukraine). Problems of Chernobyl exclusion zone. Problemi
Chomobil's'koyi zoni vyidchuzhennya. Kyiv (Ukraine). Naukova Dumka. 1994. 157 p. p.
129-138. Naukovo-tekhnyichnij zbyirnik
AB (Abstract): The main objectives of the research have been to analyze the nuclide
composition of pollution in the cooling pond of the Chernobyl nuclear power station, to trace
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out the dynamical changes in the content of major nuclides in water, bottom sediment and
hydrobionts, and to evaluate the impact of radiation on the reproductive system and early
ontogeny in fish. The data were collected and processed by standard techniques. The
following results are displayed: the radioactive pollution levels detected in the cooling pond
soon after the Chernobyl Catastrophe and in subsequent years, the dynamical changes in the
content of some nuclides in organs and tissue of fish from different trophic levels, and the
effect of permanent irradiation upon the reproductive system in fish (with
Hypophthalmichthys molitrix serving as an illustration)

Document Number 39 of 63
TI (Title): Acute and chronic exposure in mussel (aulacomya ater) and clam (semelle

solida) with Csl37. Exposicion aguda y cronica en 'choro' (aulacomya ater) y 'almeja'
(semelle solida) con Cesio-137
AU (Author): Bringas, J.E. (Univ. Nacional Federico Villarreal, Lima (Peru). Facultad de
Tecnologia Medica)
SO (Source): Peruvian Society of Radioprotection (SPR), Lima (Peru). Proceedings of the 3.
Regional Meeting on Radiological and Nuclear Safety. Radiological protection in Latin
America and the Caribbean. Vol. 1,2. Actas del 3. Congreso Regional sobre Seguridad
Radiologica y Nuclear. Proteccion Radiologica en America Latina y el Caribe. Vol. 1,2. Lima
(Peru). Aug 1996. 1207 p. p. 143-145
AB (Abstract): Two of the most common Peruvian benthonic molluscs, have been shown to
be effective concentrators of Cesium-137 and have also proven useful as indicators of that
radionuclide in their natural environment, according with results in this paper. However the
clam is a better indicator, when determining environmental acute release of Cesium-137
due to reactor accidents, nuclear tests, accidents in nuclear ships, submarines and radioactive
material transport, and the mussel for a continuous monitoring of environmental radio
contaminant levels.

Document Number 40 of 63
TI (Title): The bioconcentration of 13II in fresh water fish
AU (Author): Yu, K.N. Cheung, T. Young, E.C.M. Luo, D.L. (City Univ. of Hong Kong,
Kowloon (Hong Kong))
JR (Journal Information): Health Physics
SO (Source): (Nov 1996). p. 719-722
AB (Abstract): The dynamic characteristics of the radionuclide concentration process in
fresh water fish have been studied. The experimental data for the tilapias were fitted using a
simple compartment model to get characteristics parameters such as concentration factors,
elimination rate constants, and initial concentration rates, which are 3.08 Bq kg-l/Bq L-l,
0.00573 h-1, and 12.42 Bq kg-1 h-1, respectively. The relative concentrations of 1311 in
different parts, i.e., head, gills, flesh, bone and internal organs, of the tilapias are also
determined, which are found to be 10.8, 15.4, 26.1, 11.0, and 37.0%, respectively. The
effects of different factors on the transfer of radionuclides in fresh water fishes are also
discussed. Experiments on the tilapias and the common carp show that the variation of
concentration factors for different species may be significant even for the same radionuclide
and the same ecological system. On the other hand, the variation in the concentration factors
for the flesh of the tilapias is not significant for a certain range of 1311 concentrations in the
water.
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Document Number 41 of 63
TI (Title): Studies of radiation gamma effects of 60 Co on fecundity, fertility and survival
of Biomphalaria straminea (Dunker, 1848). Estudos dos efeitos da radiacao gama de 60 Co
sobre a fecundidade, fertilidade e sobrevivencia de Biomphalaria straminea (Dunker, 1848)
AU (Author): Albuquerque Melo, Ana M.M. de Motta, Mauricy A. da (Pernambuco Univ.,

Recife, PE (Brazil). Dept. de Biofísica e Radiobiología)
SO (Source): Associacao Brasileira de Energía Nuclear, Rio de Janeiro, RJ (Brazil).
Proceedings of the 4. Brazilian meeting on nuclear applications, v. 2. Anais do 4. ENAN:
Encontró nacional de aplicacoes nucleares, v. 2. 1997. 713 p. p. 961-966. Conference
organized jointly with the 11. National meeting on reactor physics and thermohydraulics (11.
ENFIR)
AB (Abstract): The effects of gamma 60 Co radiation on fecundity, fertility and survival of
Biomphalaria straminea was carried out with these mollusks kept in totality reproductive
isolation and grouped, for their possible utilization in the study of radiation effect in
biological system. Biomphalaria straminea species are disseminated in Brazil, specially in
Northeast region. The snails were exposed to the following doses of gamma radiation: 2.5.
5.0. 7.5. 10. 15. 20. 25. 30. 35. 40. 45. 55. 60. 80. 160. 320. And 640 gy source was a
Gamma Cell Co model RL (rate dose = 0,31 Gy/min). The fecundity was observed through
the count of the spawing abd eggs number/snail/day. The fecundity and fertility when the
radiation dose increased. It was evidenced that the grouped mollusks presented a better
performance in respectivity when compared with the isolated ones. After the statistical
analysis was observed that fercundity and fertility were closely related. The survival,
presented higher levels of resistence in isolated mollusks than in grouped ones. The DL50/30
obtained for the isolated mollusks submitted the radiation was about 90 Gy and for the
grouped ones 70 Gy.

Document Number 42 of 63
TI (Title): Effect of ionizing radiation on the protein metabolism in salt-water fishes.

Dejstvie ioniziruyushchej radiatsii na belkovyj obmen morskikh ryb
AU (Author): Rudneva, I.I
SO (Source): Radiobiologiya. (Jul-Aug 1987). v. 27(4) p. 572

Document Number 43 of 63
TI (Title): Radiation-induced changes of the developing nervous system of amphibians
AU (Author): Schneider, M. (Bonn Univ. (Germany, F.R.). Inst. fuer Angewandte

Zoologie)
SO (Source): Gesellschaft fuer Strahlen- und Umweltforschung m.b.H. Muenchen,
Neuherberg (Germany, F.R.). Abt. fuer Nuklearbiologie. Radiation risks to the developing
nervous system. Abstracts. 1985.39 p. vp

Document Number 44 of 63
TI (Title): Radiation effects in the frog limnodynastes tasmaniensis
AU (Author): Panter, H.C. (Australian Atomic Energy Commission Research

Establishment, Lucas Heights)
SO (Source): Australian Inst. of Nuclear Science and Engineering, Lucas Heights. 10th
AINSE radiation biology conference, 22-23 August 1985, Lucas Heights - AINSE Theatre.
Conference handbook. Aug 1985. 51 p. p. 20
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Document Number 45 of 63
TI (Title): Dosimetry and ecological effects of transuranium elements in marine ecosystems.
Chapter 14. Dozimetriya i ehkologicheskie ehffekty transuranovykh ehlementov v morskoj
srede. Glava 14
AU (Author): Templton, U.L
SO (Source): Khehnson, U.S. (ed.). Transuranic elements in the environment. Transuranovye
ehlementy v okruzhayushchej srede. Moscow (USSR). Ehnergoatomizdat. 1985. p. 296-303
AB (Abstract): Ecological effects of radiation in the sea are reviewed and estimated, and
some recent experimental data on Pu effect on aquatic organisms are considered

Document Number 46 of 63
TI (Title): Bibliography of marine radiation ecology prepared for the Seabed Program
AU (Author): Schultz, V.S
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--79-7102 {SAND797102}
SO (Source): Feb 1980. 318 p

AB (Abstract): References on the effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms have
been obtained from a number of sources. Many were obtained from reviews and other
publications. Although the primary purpose of preparing this bibliography was to obtain
information related to the nuclear wastes Seabed Disposal Biology Program of Sandia
Laboratories, freshwater organisms are included as a matter of convenience and also with the
belief that such a bibliography would be of interest to a wider audience than that restricted to
the Seabed Program. While compilation of a list in an area broad in scope is often somewhat
arbitrary, an attempt was made to reference publications that were related to field or
laboratory studies of wild species of plants and animals with respect to radiation effects.
Complete information concerning each reference are provided without excessive library
search. Since one often finds references listed in the literature that are incompletely cited, it
was not always possible to locate the reference for verification or completion of the citation.
Such references are included where they appeared to be of possible value. When known, a
reference is followed with its Nuclear Science Abstract designation, or rarely other abstract
sources. Those desiring additional information should check Nuclear Science Abstracts
utilizing the abstract number presented or other abstracting sources. In addition, the language
of the article, other than English, is given when it is known to me

Document Number 47 of 63
TI (Title): Uptake and effects of americium-241 on a brackish-water amphipod
AU (Author): Hoppenheit, M. (Biologische Anstalt Helgoland, Hamburg (Germany, F.R.).
Lab. Suelldorf) Murray, C.N. (Commission of the European Communities, Ispra (Italy). Joint
Research Centre) Woodhead, D.S. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft
(UK). Fisheries Radiobiological Lab.)
SO (Source): Helgol. Wiss. Meeresunters. (1980). (no.33) p. 138-152
AB (Abstract): The present paper reports the results of experimental work undertaken using

the brackish-water amphipod Gammarus duebeni duebeni and the transuranium nuclide
americium-241. Data on the accumulation of this actinide showed that the larger fraction of
the total body burden is associated with the exoskeleton. It was found that the body burden
remained constant in the range pH 8.0-6.5 even though the water concentration changed
markedly. It would thus appear that the concept of a concentration factor should be re-
examined and it is proposed that a factor should be defined in terms of environmental and
chemical parameters which represent the bioavailable fraction of the actinide. The effect of
americium on survival and moulting was studied at two activity concentrations. The dose
rates and absorbed doses under the experimental conditions employed have been estimated.
The differences in survival rates between the control and irradiated groups were statistically
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analyzed and the significant difference at the higher concentration is believed to be due to a
synergism between physiological stress and radiotoxicity of americium rather than the
chemical toxicity of the element.

Document Number 48 of 63
TI (Title): Marine disposal of radioactive wastes
AU (Author): Woodhead, D.S. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft
(UK). Fisheries Radiobiological Lab.)
SO (Source): Helgol. Wiss. Meeresunters. (1980). v. 33(1-4) p. 122-137
AB (Abstract): In a general sense, the main attraction of the marine environment as a

repository for the wastes generated by human activities lies in the degree of dispersion and
dilution which is readily attainable. However, the capacity of the oceans to receive wastes
without unacceptable consequences is clearly finite and this is even more true of localized
marine environments such as estuaries, coastal waters and semi-enclosed seas.
Radionuclides have always been present in the marine environment and marine organisms
and humans consuming marine foodstuffs have always been exposed, to some degree, to
radiation from this source. The hazard associated with ionizing radiations is dependent upon
the adsorption of energy from the radiation field within some biological entity. Thus any
disposal of radioactive wastes into the marine environment has consequences, the
acceptability of which must be assessed in terms of the possible resultant increase in radiation
exposure of human and aquatic populations. In the United Kingdom the primary
consideration has been and remains the safe-guarding of public health. The control
procedures are therefore designed to minimize as far as practicable the degree of human
exposure within the overall limits recommended as acceptable by the International
Commission on Radiological Protection. There are several approaches through which
control could be exercised and the strenghs and weaknesses of each are considered. In this
review the detailed application of the critical path technique to the control of the discharge
into the north-east Irish Sea from the fuel reprocessing plant at Windscale is given as a
practical example. It will be further demonstrated that when human exposure is controlled
in this way no significant risk attaches to the increased radiation exposure experienced by
populations of marine organisms in the area.

Document Number 49 of 63
TI (Title): Effects of beta radiation on amphibian embryos (Pleurodeles waltlii) and
capacities of regulation during development
AU (Author): Gallien, C.L. Lenfant-Guyot, M. Labrousse, J.P. (Paris-5 Univ., 75 (France))
SO (Source): Radiat. Phys. Chem. (1981). v. 18(3-4) p. 609-617
AB (Abstract): The eukariotic cells of complex organisms possessing abundant and

sophisticated genetic information, advanced metabolism and very diversified structures are
particularly sensitive to the effects of radiation. One may note, however, that all cells of an
organism which has been totally radiated may not be affected in the same way. This leaves
room, particularly in embryonic organisms during development, for fairly broad possibilities
of regulation. We have undertaken analysis of one aspect of these phenomena on a
particularly favorable biological model: the embryo of the salamander Pleurodeles waltlii.

Document Number 50 of 63
TI (Title): Ecological effects of transuranics in the marine environment
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. (Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA (USA))

SO (Source): Egami, Nobuo (ed.) (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Faculty of Science). Radiation
effects on aquatic organisms. Tokyo. Japan Scientific Societies Press. 1980. 306 p. p. 3-12.
6266300
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AB (Abstract): Since the dose rates received by aquatic organisms as a result of exposure to
transuranics are comparable to those received from natural radionuclides, even in known
contaminated areas, it is apparent that there are few experimental field studies that reasonably
could be conducted which would determines whether radiological effects are occurring in the
environment as a result of present levels of radionuclides. The comparisons drawn here
between the estimated doses from added plutonium and americium and the naturally
occurring polonium would be more accentuated if the total dose rates from all natural
radionuclides were computed. Consideration of some of the mechanisms of recruitment to
exploited fish populations would suggest that any effects as a result of chronic exposure to
low-level ionizing radiations would probably be compensated for by density-dependent
responses in highly fecund species. Effects due to radiation therefore would not likely be
distinguishable from those due to natural fluctuations in aquatic populations. Although little
quantitative genetic information is available for aquatic populations, it is unlikely, on the
basis of predicted mutation rates, that significant deleterious genetic effects due to radiation at
the low levels present in the environment today would be produced in aquatic populations.

Document Number 51 of 63
TI (Title): Effects of low-level chronic irradiation on aquatic organisms
AU (Author): Etoh, Hisami (National Inst. of Radiological Sciences, Chiba (Japan))
SO (Source): Radioisotopes (Tokyo). (Oct 1980). v. 29(10) p. 503-512
AB (Abstract): Effects of continual irradiation for a long term on fishes and aquatic
invertebrates were outlined. Effects of low-level chronic irradiation on aquatic organisms
were less than acute effects induced when the same dose was irradiated once. The
radiosensitivity of the genital organ to continual irradiation was high. There was a difference
in radiosensitivity of the genital organ between female and male, and the degree of the
difference varied according to kinds of animals. In an experiment on continual irradiation of
adult killifishes, ova recovered from radiation damage, but spermatozoa did not recover.
Incubation rates of eggs obtained from aquatic organisms which lived in water where
radioactive sewage flowed into decreased significantly, and the frequency of reverse position
of salivary gland chromosomes which were peculiar to exposed organisms increased in larvae
of Chironomus tentans.

Document Number 52 of 63
TI (Title): Radioecology of the aquatic environment. Radioactive pollution and its

ecological consequences. Radioecologie des milieux aquatiques. La pollution radioactive et
ses consequences ecologiques
AU (Author): Amiard-Triquet, C. Amiard, J.C. (Nantes Univ., 44 (France))
SO (Source): Paris, France. Masson. 1980. 192 p. Ramade, F. (ed.). Applied ecology and
environmental sciences series. Collection ecologie appliquee et sciences de l'environnement
AB (Abstract): This book is divided into nine parts as follows: origin of radionuclides in

the aquatic environment. Assessment of radioactive contamination of the aquatic
environment. Evolution of radionuclides in waters. Behaviour of radionuclides in sediments.
Quantitative data on accumulation, distribution and biological release of radioactive
pollutants. Mechanisms of the biological accumulation. Influence of ecological factors on
radioactive contamination of ecosystems. Effects of irradiation on aquatic organisms. The last
part is devoted to general conclusions on sanitary and ecological consequences of radioactive
pollution of the aquatic environment

Document Number 53 of 63
TI (Title): Impact assessment on the human exposure to environmental radiation
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AU (Author): Kim, Y.I Lee, K.S. Kim, J.B. Chun, K.J. Kim, S.R. Chung, K.H. (Korea
Advanced Energy Research Inst, Seoul (Republic of Korea))
RPP (Primary Report Number): KAERI/RR-386/82 {KAERIRR38682}
SO (Source): Korea Advanced Energy Research Inst., Seoul (Republic of Korea).

Environmental impact studies around nuclear facilities. 1983.417. pt. 4 p. 331-417
AB (Abstract): 1. The Terrestrial Ecosystem in the Vicinity of Kori Nuclear Power Plant. In
order to evaluate the effects of radiation or radionuclides released from the nuclear power
plants on human population, field surveys on the terrestrial ecosystem such as the fauna and
flora in the vicinity within 15 km from the Kori nuclear power plant were carried out. 2.
Level of radionuclides, Metabolism and Chromosome Aberration. The present study was
undertaken with the purpose for evaluating 1) the level of Sr-90 in the Korean vertebra, 2)
the metabolism of Sr-90 in the rats, 3) the levels of Sr-90 and Cs-137 in the pine needles
(Pinus densiflora), 4) the level of Sr-90 in the frogs (Rana nigromaculata) and 5) the radiation
effects by internal Sr-90 on the bone marrow.

Document Number 54 of 63
TI (Title): Radioecological problems of NPP reservoirs-coolers. Problemy radioehkologii

vodoemov-okhladitelej AEhS
AU (Author): Kulxkov, N.V
SO (Source): Egorov, Yu.A. (ed.). Radiation safety and shielding of NPP. Radiatsionnaya
bezopasnost' i zashchita AEhS. Moscow. Ehnergoizdat. 1982. p. 185-188
AB (Abstract): Radioecological problems of NPP reservoir-coolers are considered in
connection with thermal effluents and partly radiactive wastes. It is shown that one of real
means to reduce undesirable ecological consequences of surplus heat release into the
medium is the usage of NPP heated waters in energy-biological and agro-industrial
complexes. In case of NPP operation the normalized environmental disposal of a number of
radionuclides is specified. In this connection the necessity is pointed out to establish a list of
the most dangerous radionuclides to be discharged into water medium by various NPP types,
to study their behaviour in main water reservoir components. To determine coefficients of
radionuclides accumulation in organisms related to human food chain. Actual is the problem
of biological effects which can arise in hydrocenoses of reservoir-coolers as a result of long-
term or chronic action of NPP radioactive waste disposal. A wide program of ecological
investigations is laid down related to the problem of using NPP water thermal effluents and
radioecology of reservoirs-coolers, the realization of the program being initiated in the
vicinity of the Beloyarsk NPP

Document Number 55 of 63
TI (Title): Biological effects of water reservoir radioactive contamination. 6.2. Effect on

zoo- and phytoplankton. Biologicheskie posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya
vodoema. Vliyanie na zoo- i fitoplanktonnye organizmy
AU (Author): Rodionova, L.F
SO (Source): Mashneva, N.I. Rodionova, L.F. Tikhonova, A.I. Kupriyanova, V.M.
Sukal'skaya, S.Ya. Zasedatelev, A.A. Biological effects of water reservoirs radioactive
coptamination. Biologicheskie posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodoemov.
Moscow (USSR). Ehnergoatomizdat. 1983. 99 refs. 19 figs. 52 tabs. p. 80-91
AB (Abstract): Concentrations (10-2-10-10 Cu/1) of studied radionuclides and several

complex mixtures mainly of fragmentary origin which affect, plankton organisms are
exceedingly high. Such concentrations are hardly probable in nature. Exceptions can be in
the form of salvo and accident blow-outs of effluent waters from of NPPs and other
enterprises. In such situations the knowledge of effective levels is helpful in organizing
measures on restoring water reservoir bio-cenoses
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Document Number 56 of 63
TI (Title): Biological effects of water reservoir radioactive contamination. 6.3. Effect on

benthos. Biologicheskie posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodoema. Vliyanie na
bentosnye Organizmy
AU (Author): Rodionova, L.F
SO (Source): Mashneva, N.I. Rodionova, L.F. Tikhonova, A.I. Kupriyanova, V.M.
Sukal'skaya, S.Ya. Zasedatelev, A.A. Biological effects of water reservoirs radioactive
coptamination. Biologicheskie posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya vodoemov.
Moscow (USSR). Ehnergoatomizdat. 1983.99 refs. 19 figs. 52 tabs. p. 91-92
AB (Abstract): Obtained and literature data testify that benthos organisms are capable to
endure rather high levels of radioactive contamination of their residence medium

Document Number 57 of 63
TI (Title): The impact on ocean ecosystems
AU (Author): Seymour, A.H. (Washington Univ., Seattle (USA). Coll. of Fisheries)
SO (Source): Peterson, J. Hinrichsen, D. (eds.). Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences,
Stockholm. Nuclear war: the aftermath. Oxford (UK). Pergamon Press. 1982. 196 p. p. 109-
120. AB (Abstract): A nuclear war would have less impact on ocean ecosystems than on
terrestrial systems. But damage to coastal regions and estuaries might be substantial. This
chapter discusses the distribution, effects, and hazards of fallout radionuclides in the ocean,
and attempts to assess the impact on ocean ecosystems of dust particles in the atmosphere,
ozone depletion, and temperature change following a nuclear war. The information offers
some insight into the impact of such a war, but does not provide definitive predictions. Two
other consequences, however, do have the potential for devastating effects upon marine
ecosystems. It has been predicted that a 100-fold reduction in solar light intensity at the
earth's surface due to particles in the atmosphere is possible. This would result in death to
most of the phytoplankton and herbivorous zooplankton in more than half of the oceans of
the Northern Hemisphere, and under some circumstances, depletion of ozone in the
stratosphere by NOsub(X) could increase UV radiation at the earth's surface, the magnitude
of the change being sufficient to seriously reduce the populations of organisms at the base of
the food web. Temperature changes would be of little consequence.

Document Number 58 of 63
TI (Title): Contamination due to radioactive materials
AU (Author): Woodhead, D.S. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft

(UK). Fisheries Radiobiological Lab.)
SO (Source): Kinne, O. (ed.) (Biologische Anstalt Helgoland, Hamburg (Germany, F.R.)).
Marine ecology: a comprehensive, integrated treatise on life in oceans and coastal waters, v.
5. Ocean management. Pt. 3. Pollution and protection of the seas - radioactive materials,
heavy metals and oil. Chichester (UK). John Wiley. 1984.1641 p. p.l 111-1287. x
AB (Abstract): The peaceful exploitation of radioactivity and the expansion of the nuclear

power programme ensure that the disposal of radioactive wastes will cause contamination of
the marine environment in the foreseeable future. The exposure of marine organisms to
radioactivity from wastes has been studied in depth and related to exposure to natural
background radiation. Concentrations of natural radionuclides and those from marine waste
disposal have been measured at various stations in the oceans and seas around the world. The
fate of radionuclides at four representative sites has been studied and the concentrations of
radionuclides in oysters, porphyra, plaice in the Windscale discharge area have been
measured. The extent of human exposure, particularly with reference to seafood consumption
in local fishing communities, has been assessed. Effects of radiation on developing fish
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embryos and eggs and genetic radiation effects in aquatic organisms has been studied. The
above studies reveal that the controls applied to the discharge of radioactive wastes to
limit hazards to humans also provide adequate protection for populations of marine
organisms. (U.K.)

Document Number 59 of 63
TI (Title): A review of biological studies sponsored by the Department of the Environment

to assist feasibility studies of the disposal of heat generating radioactive waste in the deep
ocean
AU (Author): Allen, J.A. Gale, G. (University Marine Biological Station, Millport,
Scotland (UK))
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE-RW-85.055 {DOERW85055}
SO (Source): Apr 1985. 117 p

AB (Abstract): The report review recent biological studies on the organisms of the deep sea
and takes into account the physical and chemical parameters that influence them. Particular
attention is devoted to studies funded by the Department of the Environment to determine
the technical feasibility of disposing of high level radioactive wastes in the deep sea. Such
quantitative information that exists concerning the input and output of organic material into
the abyss is given. This information is related to the diversity, growth, size, and reproductive
biology of the abyssal infauna and epifauna and to the organisms within the water column
above. Life processes, under the influence of high pressure are discussed and related to the
uptake by and release from organisms of radiochemicals. Gaps in our present knowledge of
the total ecosystem are identified and recommendations for future studies made.

Document Number 60 of 63
TI (Title): General review of literature relevant to coastal water discharges
AU (Author): Pentreath, RJ. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (UK).

Directorate of Fisheries Research) (comp.)
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC--329 {IAEATECDOC329}
SO (Source): Pentreath, R.J. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (UK).

Directorate of Fisheries Research) (comp.). International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria). Behaviour of radionuclides released into coastal waters. Literature review of
information collected from specific sites. Feb 1985.183 p. p. 17-66. 9050356
AB (Abstract): This review on the behaviour of radionuclides released into coastal water
from the radioactive discharges, prepared on the basis of existing publications and
documents, is divided into parts on pathways of exposure, behaviour of radionuclides in
coastal environments, biological avialability of radionuclides, habit surveys and critical
groups, assessment of dose to man and the effects of radiation on aquatic organisms

Document Number 61 of 63
TI (Title): Correlation of biological accumulation of 210 Po at Sepetiba and Ribeira Bays-
RJ, Brazil Correlacao na acumulacao biologica do 210 Po, nas Baias de Sepetiba e da Ribeira
- RJ, Brasil
AU (Author): Pereira, W.S. Kelecom, A. Gouvea, R.C.S. Santos, P.L. (Universidade

Federal Fluminense, Niteroi, RJ (Brazil))
SO (Source): Sociedade Brasileira de Biociencias Nucleares, Rio de Janeiro, RJ (Brazil)
Universidade do Estado, Rio de Janeiro, RJ (Brazil) Proceedings of 1. Scientific meeting of
the Brazilian Society of Nuclear Biosciences 2. Scientific meeting of biophysics and biometry
Anais do 1. Encontro cientifico da Sociedade Brasileira de Biociencias Nucleares 2. Encontro
cientifico de biofisica e biometria 1997 359 p. p. 234
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Document Number 62 of 63
TI (Title): Tendency to 210 Po and 210 Pb accumulation in fish at Sepetiba Bay-RJ, Brazil

Tendencias de acumulacao do 210 Po e do 210 Pb em peixes na Baia de Sepetiba - RJ, Brasil
AU (Author): Pereira, W.S. Kelecom, A. Gouvea, R.C.S. Santos, P.L. (Universidade
Federal Fluminense, Niteroi, RJ (Brazil))
SO (Source): Sociedade Brasileira de Biociencias Nucleares, Rio de Janeiro, RJ (Brazil)
Universidade do Estado, Rio de Janeiro, RJ (Brazil) Proceedings of 1. Scientific meeting of
the Brazilian Society of Nuclear Biosciences 2. Scientific meeting of biophysics and biometry
Anais do 1. Encontró científico da Sociedade Brasileira de Biociencias Nucleares 2. Encontró
científico de biofísica e biometria 1997 359 p. p. 248

Document Number 63 of 63
TI (Title): Seasonal accumulation of 210 Po by Macrodon ancylodon (Block and
Schneider, 1801) at Sepetiba Bay-RJ, Brazil Acumulacao sazonal de 210 Po por Macrodon
ancylodon (Block and Schneider, 1801), na Baia de Sepetiba - RJ, Brasil
AU (Author): Pereira, W.S. Kelecom, A. Gouvea, R.C.S. Santos, P.L. (Universidade

Federal Fluminense, Niteroi, RJ (Brazil))
SO (Source): Sociedade Brasileira de Biociencias Nucleares, Rio de Janeiro, RJ (Brazil)
Universidade do Estado, Rio de Janeiro, RJ (Brazil) Proceedings of 1. Scientific meeting of
the Brazilian Society of Nuclear Biosciences 2. Scientific meeting of biophysics and biometry
Anais do 1. Encontró científico da Sociedade Brasileira de Biociencias Nucleares 2. Encontró
científico de biofísica e biometria 1997 359 p. p. 251

Selected abstracts - biological radiation effects, aquatic ecosystems

Document 1 of 22
TI (Title): Effect of radioactive contamination of hydrobionts within the thirty-kilometer
zone of Chernobylsk NPP. Otsenka vozdejstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya na
gidrobiontov 30-kilometrovoj zony kontrolya avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS
AU (Author): Ryabov, I.N. (AN SSSR, Moscow (Russian Federation). Inst. Ehvolyutsionnoj
Morfologii i Ehkologii Zhivotnykh)
JR (Journal Information): Radiobiologiya
SO (Source): (Sep-Oct 1992). p. 662-667
AB (Abstract): A study was made of hydrobionts, particularly fishes, living within the

thirty-kilometer control zone of Chernobyl NPP and northern part of the Kiev basin, after the
disaster. Out of 31 fish species living in the NPP cooling pond some were idendified which
were mostly affected by radioactive contamination. They were predators belonging, with
respect to reproduction and developments a lithophilous group

Document Number 2 of 22
TI (Title): Representative benthic bioindicator organisms for use in radiation effects

research: Culture of Neanthes arenaceodentata (Polychaeta)
AU (Author): Harrison, F.L. Knezovich, J.P. Martinelli, R.E. (Lawrence Livermore

National Lab., CA (United States))
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL-CR--111737 {UCRLCR111737}
SO (Source): Sep 1992.18 p
AB (Abstract): The purpose of this document is to present a comprehensive synthesis of
information pertaining to the selection and maintenance of bioindicator organisms for use in
radiation-effects research. The focus of this report is on the benthic polychaete, Neanthes
arenaceodentata, a species that has been used successfully at the Lawrence Livermore
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National Laboratory (LLNL) arid other institutions to define the impacts of radiation and
chemical toxicants on aquatic organisms. In this document, the authors provide a rationale for
the selection of this organism, a description of its reproductive biology, and a description of
the conditions that are required for the maintenance and rearing of the organism for use in
toxicological research

Document Number 3 of 22
TI (Title): Methodology for estimating radiation dose rates to freshwater biota exposed to

radionuclides in the environment
AU (Author): Blaylock, B.G. Frank, MX. O'Neal, B.R
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): ES/ER/TM-78 {ESERTM78}
SO (Source): Aug 1993.39 p

AB (Abstract): The purpose of this report is to present a methodology for evaluating the
potential for aquatic biota to incur effects from exposure to chronic low-level radiation in the
environment. Aquatic organisms inhabiting an environment contaminated with radioactivity
receive external radiation from radionuclides in water, sediment, and from other biota such as
vegetation. Aquatic organisms receive internal radiation from radionuclides ingested via food
and water and, in some cases, from radionuclides absorbed through the skin and respiratory
organs. Dose rate equations, which have been developed previously, are presented for
estimating the radiation dose rate to representative aquatic organisms from alpha, beta, and
gamma irradiation from external and internal sources. Tables containing parameter values for
calculating radiation doses from selected alpha, beta, and gamma emitters are presented in
the appendix to facilitate dose rate calculations. The risk of detrimental effects to aquatic
biota from radiation exposure is evaluated by comparing the calculated radiation dose rate
to biota to the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) recommended dose rate limit of 0.4 mGy
h-1 (1 rad d-1). A dose rate no greater than 0.4 mGy h-1 to the most sensitive organisms
should ensure the protection of populations of aquatic organisms. DOE's recommended dose
rate is based on a number of published reviews on the effects of radiation on aquatic
organisms that are summarized in the National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements Report No. 109 (NCRP 1991). DOE recommends that if the results of
radiological models or dosimetric measurements indicate that a radiation dose rate of 0. 1
mGy h-1 will be exceeded, then a more detailed evaluation of the potential ecological
consequences of radiation exposure to endemic populations should be conducted

Document Number 4 of 22
TI (Title): Effects of ionizing radiation on plants and animals at levels implied by current

radiation protection standards
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria). IAEA. Mar 1992. 74 p. Technical reports series. No. 332
AB (Abstract): The 1977 Recommendations of the International Commission on
Radiological Protection stated that the commission believes that if man is adequately
protected from radiation, other organisms are also likely to be sufficiently protected. The
present report examines this statement by considering the effects of ionizing radiation on
animals and plants in both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. The conclusions are that
chronic dose rates of IMGy.d-1 or less are unlikely to cause measurable deleterious effects in
terrestrial populations, and that in the aquatic environment limiting chronic dose rates to
10MGy.d-l to the maximally exposed individuals would provide adequate protection for the
population. Thus specific radiation protection standards for non-human organisms are not
needed.
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Document Number 5 of 22
TI (Title): Effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms. NCRP report no. 109
SO (Source): Bethesda, MD (United States). National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements. 1991. 115 p
AB (Abstract): The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP)
was requested by the US Department of Energy (DOE) to review the literature on the effects
of radiation on aquatic organisms and develop a document that reviews the present
understanding of such effects and provides guidance for a standard for the protection of
populations of aquatic organisms. This request derives from concerns expressed to DOE that
deleterious effects may be occurring in freshwater at DOE operating facilities and that the
Department has not adopted a standard for protecting aquatic organisms residing in those
environments. Although DOE is not aware of any conditions in the United States where
concentrations of radioactivity in aquatic environs result n radiation doses sufficient to cause
deleterious effects on populations of aquatic organisms DOE believes that a standard needs
to be developed that defines a dose below which deleterious population effects are not
expected to occur. This paper addresses this subject and provides the necessary guidance on
the protection of populations of aquatic organisms

Document Number 6 of 22
TI (Title): The results of long-term studies offish populations from water basins within the

Kyshtym accident zone. Rezul'taty mnogoletnikh issledovanij populyatsij ryb iz vodoemov,
popavshikh v zonu Kyshtymskoj avarii
AU (Author): Fetisov, A.N. (AN SSSR, Moscow (Russian Federation). Inst. Obshchej
Genetiki)
JR (Journal Information): Radiatsionnaya Biologiya, Radioehkologiya
SO (Source): (Sep-Oct 1995). p. 751-758
AB (Abstract): The results of long-term studies of fish populations of various kinds from
lakes polluted with radionuclide as a result of the Kyshtym accident are considered. The
literary and own data on embryonic development studies with cytogenetic analysis, results of
morphometric and morphological studies of fish populations, investigations of population
structures by electrophoretic analysis of markers of structural genes were analysed. Critical
comparison of the data obtained by the various authors in different years was conducted. The
conclusion was made that none of the tests showed unequivocal effect of radionuclide
contamination on ichthyofauna.

Document Number 7 of 22
TI (Title): The effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. Blaylock, B.G
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): PNL-SA--18527 {PNLSA18527}
CF (Conference Information): Biological effects of Chernobyl accident. Zelenyj Mys
(USSR). 10-18 Sep 1990
AB (Abstract): Scientific Committee number-sign 64-6 of the National Council on
Radiation Protection (NCRP) of the United States has recently completed a review of the
literature on the effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms (NCRP 1990). In this
report, the NCRP provides guidance for a dose rate below which deleterious effects to aquatic
organisms are acceptably low. Reviews a series of simple dosimetric models that can be
applied to demonstrate compliance with such a dose rate. Provides examples of the
application of the models to contaminated aquatic environments. And evaluates the validity
of the statement of the International Commission on Radiation Protection (ICRP 1977) that
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"if man is adequately protected then other living things are also likely to be sufficiently
protected."

Document Number 8 of 22
TI (Title): Conceptual radioecological model of 137Cs and 90Sr migration in the middle
and lower Dnieper-Black sea system. Kontseptual'naya radioehkologicheskaya model'
migratsii 137Cs i 90Sr v sisteme srednij i nizhnij Dnepr-Chernoe more
AU (Author): Kutlakhmedov, Yu.A. Polikarpov, G.G. (AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Sevastopol

(Ukrainian SSR). Inst. Biologii Yuzhnykh Morej)
JR (Journal Information): Dopovidi Akademii Nauk Ukrains'koj RSR, Seriya B
SO (Source): Dopov. Akad. Nauk Ukr. RSR, Ser. B. (Nov 1988). (no. 11) p. 65-67
AB (Abstract): A radioecological model of radionuclide migration in the system of slowly
exchanging water reservoirs of Dnieper cascade is suggested. The model permitted to forecast
the considerable conditional capacity of the cascade on the basis of estimation of the factor
of reservoir radiocapacity. The values of radionuclide concentrations forecasted by the model
is close to the really observed

Document Number 9 of 22
TI (Title): Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Talbert, D.M. Marietta, M.G. Hessler, R.R. Smith, K.L. Jr.
Yayonos, A.A. Jackson, D.W. (Seabed Programs Div., Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque,
NM)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 411-430
AB (Abstract): The primary goal of the U.S. Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) is to
assess the technical and environmental feasibility of disposing of high-level nuclear wastes in
deep-sea sediments. The subseabed biology program is charged with assessing the effects of
potential releases of radionuclides on the ecosystem, as well as the possible health effects fo
man frin the radionuclides that may be released in the deep sea and transported to the ocean
surface. Current biological investigations are attempting to determine benthic community
structure, benthic community metabolism, the biology of deep-sea mobile scavengers, the
faunal composition of midwater nekton, rates of microbial processes, and the radiation
sensitivity of deep-sea organisms. Existing models of the dispersal of radionuclides in the
deep sea have not considered many of the possible biological mechanisms that may
influence the movement of radionuclides. Therefore a multicompartment foodweb model is
being developed that considers both biological and physical influences on radionuclide
transport. This model will allow parametric studies to be made of the impact of potential
releases of radionuclides on the ocean environment and on man

Document Number 10 of 22
TI (Title): Lessons from radioactive waste disposal applied to other pollutants
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. (Ecological Sciences Dept., Pacific Northwest Lab.,
Battelle Memorial Institute, Richland, WA)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 469-480
AB (Abstract): In order to manage scientifically the quantities and kinds of waste disposal
in coastal waters and open oceans, one needs to assess the environment's capacity to
assimilate these materials. This knowledge may help us avoid an unacceptable biological
impact on components of the ecosystem and on humans who harvest its resources. One
approach available is the one that has been demonstrated to be applicable for the
management of the disposal of radioactive wastes in the ocean. New generic and site-specific
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methodologies can establish relationships between discharge or release rates and associated
radiation doses. The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has
developed guidelines and recommendations that govern acceptable amounts of radiation that
people can be exposed to. The ICRP recommendations on justification and optimization can
be integrated into an overall management philosophy in order to quantify alternative waste
disposal options. These methodologies, which were developed for the control of radioactive
wastes, should be applied directly to public health protection from nonradioactive wastes
such as metals and organochlorine pesticides

Document Number 11 of 22
TI (Title): Mathematical modeling of radionuclide migration in aquatic ecosystems.

Matematicheskoe modelirovanie migratsii radionuklidov v vodnykh ehkosistemakh
AU (Author): Kryshev, I.I. Sazykina, T.G
SO (Source): Moscow (USSR). Ehnergoatomizdat. 1986.151 p
AB (Abstract): Mathematical models permitting to forecast radioisotope migration and
accumulation in food chains of aquatic ecosystems have been built on the basis of
experimental data accumulated by the aquatic radioecology. Problems on modeling the effect
of incorporated radioisotopes on living organisms are considered. Dynamic models of
ecosystems oriented on problems solving water reservoir monitoring have been developed

Document Number 12 of 22
TI (Title): Dosimetry and ecological effects of transuranium elements in marine
ecosystems. Chapter 14. Dozimetriya i ehkologicheskie ehffekty transuranovykh ehlementov
v morskoj srede. Glava 14
AU (Author): Templton, U.L
SO (Source): Khehnson, U.S. (ed.). Transuranic elements in the environment.
Transuranovye ehlementy v okruzhayushchej srede. Moscow (USSR). Ehnergoatomizdat.
1985. p. 296-303
AB (Abstract): Ecological effects of radiation in the sea are reviewed and estimated, and
some recent experimental data on Pu effect on aquatic organisms are considered

Document Number 13 of 22
TI (Title): Long-term worldwide effects of multiple nuclear weapons detonations
SO (Source): Cassel, C. McCaily, M. Abraham, H. Nuclear weapons and nuclear war. New
York, NY (USA). Praeger Publications, Inc. 1984. p. 241-262
AB (Abstract): The NAS report, issued in 1975 shocked the scientific community by
suggesting that detonation of a fraction of the world's nuclear arsenal (104 megatons) could
produce a major, 30-70%, reduction in stratospheric ozone, lasting a year or more. The
consequences of such a reduction in the natural barrier to solar ultraviolet radiation include
the potential extinction of mammalian life. The summary section of the 1975 report is
reprinted here

Document Number 14 of 22
TI (Title): Bibliography of marine radiation ecology prepared for the Seabed Program
AU (Author): Schultz, V.S
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-79-7102 {SAND797102}
SO (Source): Feb 1980. 318 p

AB (Abstract): References on the effects of ionizing radiation, on aquatic organisms have
been obtained from a number of sources. Many were obtained from reviews and other
publications. Although the primary purpose of preparing this bibliography was to obtain
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information related to the nuclear wastes Seabed Disposal' Biology Program of Sandia
Laboratories, freshwater organisms are included as a matter of convenience and also with the
belief that such a bibliography would be of interest to a wider audience than that restricted to
the Seabed Program. While compilation of a list in an area broad in scope is often somewhat
arbitrary, an attempt was made to reference publications that were related to field or
laboratory studies of wild species of plants and animals with respect to radiation effects.
Complete information concerning each reference are provided without excessive library
search. Since one often finds references listed in the literature that are incompletely cited, it
was not always possible to locate the reference for verification or completion of the citation.
Such references are included where they appeared to be of possible value. When known, a
reference is followed with its Nuclear Science Abstract designation, or rarely other abstract
sources. Those desiring additional information should check Nuclear Science Abstracts
utilizing the abstract number presented or other abstracting sources. In addition, the language
of the article, other than English, is given when it is known to me

Document Number 15 of 22
TI (Title): Ecological effects of transuranics in the marine environment
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. (Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA (USA))
SO (Source): Egami, Nobuo (ed.) (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Faculty of Science). Radiation
effects on aquatic organisms. Tokyo. Japan Scientific Societies Press. 1980. 306 p. p. 3-12.
6266300
AB (Abstract): Since the dose rates received by aquatic organisms as a result of exposure
to transuranics are comparable to those received from natural radionuclides, even in known
contaminated areas, it is apparent that there are few experimental field studies that
reasonably could be conducted which would determines whether radiological effects are
occurring in the environment as a result of present levels of radionuclides. The comparisons
drawn here between the estimated doses from added plutonium and americium and the
naturally occurring polonium would be more accentuated if the total dose rates from all
natural radionuclides were computed. Consideration of some of the mechanisms of
recruitment to exploited fish populations would suggest that any effects as a result of chronic
exposure to low-level ionizing radiations would probably be compensated for by density-
dependent responses in highly fecund species. Effects due to radiation therefore would not
likely be distinguishable from those due to natural fluctuations in aquatic populations.
Although little quantitative genetic information is available for aquatic populations, it is
unlikely, on the basis of predicted mutation rates, that significant deleterious genetic effects
due to radiation at the low levels present in the environment today would be produced in
aquatic populations.

Document Number 16 of 22
TI (Title): The impact of nuclear waste disposals to the marine environment. Research
report no. 8
AU (Author): Taylor, PJ. (comp.)
SO (Source): Oxford. Political Ecology Research Group. Mar 1982. 80 p
AB (Abstract): This report provides a critical review of current scientific literature

concerning the environmental impact of discharges and dumping of radioactive waste to the
coastal marine and deep ocean environments. It concludes that although knowledge of the
effects of dispersed radioactivity has greatly increased in the last two decades, there are still
significant areas of uncertainty which have major implications for current and future nuclear
waste management policy. For example, there is now evidence of discharged plutonium
formerly thought to be locked on sediments returning to man via biogeochemical cycles.
Discharges of this extremely toxic element have been banned elsewhere because of this
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eventuality, and the report recommends elimination of plutonium discharges, and in the light
of recent radiobiological evidence, a fivefold reduction in exposures to the public as a result
of the other Windscale discharges. In the case of ocean dumping, the report acknowledges
that there is no evidence of health effects from past disposals. However, recent monitoring
shows contamination of the ocean bed due to leaking containers, and it is argued that
oceanographic and radioecological data are insufficient to predict future effects, especially
having regard to the steadily increasing quantities dumped.

Document Number 17 of 22
TI (Title): Radioecology of the aquatic environment. Radioactive pollution and its
ecological consequences. Radioecologie des milieux aquatiques. La pollution radioactive et
ses consequences ecologiques
AU (Author): Amiard-Triquet, C. Amiard, J.C. (Nantes Univ., 44 (France))
SO (Source): Paris, France. Masson. 1980. 192 p. Ramade, F. (ed.). Applied ecology and
environmental sciences series. Collection ecologie appliquee et sciences de I'environnement
AB (Abstract): This book is divided into nine parts as follows: origin of radionuclides in the
aquatic environment. Assessment of radioactive contamination of the aquatic environment.
Evolution of radionuclides in waters. Behaviour of radionuclides in sediments. Quantitative
data on accumulation, distribution and biological release of radioactive pollutants.
Mechanisms of the biological accumulation. Influence of ecological factors on radioactive
contamination of ecosystems. Effects of irradiation on aquatic organisms. The last part is
devoted to general conclusions on sanitary and ecological consequences of radioactive
pollution of the aquatic environment

Document Number 18 of 22
TI (Title): Contamination of living environment and human organism with plutonium.
Kontaminace zivotniho prostredi a lidskeho organismu plutoniem
AU (Author): Benes, J
SO (Source): Jad. Energ. (Jun 1981). v. 27(6) p. 226-231
AB (Abstract): The applicability of 239Pu in nuclear power is discussed. The radiotoxic
properties of plutonium, its tissue distribution and the effects of internal and external
contamination are described. The contamination of the atmosphere, water, and soil with
plutonium isotopes is discussed. Dosimetry is described of plutonium in the living and
working environments as is plutonium determination in the human organism.

Document Number 19 of 22
TI (Title): Impact assessment on the human exposure to environmental radiation
AU (Author): Kim, Y.J. Lee, K.S. Kim, J.B. Chun, K.J. Kim, S.R. Chung, K.H. (Korea

Advanced Energy Research Inst, Seoul (Republic of Korea))
RPP (Primary Report Number): KAERI/RR--386/82 {KAERIRR38682}
SO (Source): Korea Advanced Energy Research Inst., Seoul (Republic of Korea).

Environmental impact studies around nuclear facilities. 1983.417. pt. 4 p. 331-417
AB (Abstract): 1. The Terrestrial Ecosystem in the Vicinity of Kori Nuclear Power Plant. In
order to evaluate the effects of radiation or radionuclides released from the nuclear power
plants on human population, field surveys on the terrestrial ecosystem such as the fauna and
flora in the vicinity within 15 km from the Kori nuclear power plant were carried out. 2.
Level of radionuclides, Metabolism and Chromosome Aberration. The present study was
undertaken with the purpose for evaluating 1) the level of Sr-90 in the Korean vertebra, 2) the
metabolism of Sr-90 in the rats, 3) the levels of Sr-90 and Cs-137 in the pine needles (Pinus
densiflora), 4) the level of Sr-90 in the frogs (Rana nigromaculata) and 5) the radiation effects
by internal Sr-90 on the bone marrow.
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Document Number 20 of 22
TI (Title): Radioactive waste disposal and related water management aspects. Odstranovani
radioaktivnich odpadu a souvisejici hlediska vodniho hospodarstvi
AU (Author): Mansfeld, A. Hanslik, E. (Vyzkumny Ustav Vodohospodarsky,Prague
(Czechoslovakia))
SO (Source): 1982. 5 p. Ustav Jaderneho Vyzkumu CSKAE, Rez (Czechoslovakia).
Radioactive waste disposal. Conferenceproceedings. Zneskodnovani radioaktivnich odpadu.
Sbomik prednasek. 77 p.
AB (Abstract): Legislative measures and prescriptions are listed for the protection of
surface and ground water quality. Water quality must be monitored in case of the discharge of
radioactive wastes. The monitoring is recommended of somatic and genetic changes in water
organisms, such as growth curves of chlorococal algae, the propagation, the rate of sloughing
skin and life-time of daphnias, in fish the development of roe. Also the application of one
method is recommended to evaluate the self-cleaning capacity of water. Problem areas are
given related to the protection of water management in connection with the implementation
of the nuclear power programme.

Document Number 21 of 22
TI (Title): The impact on ocean ecosystems
AU (Author): Seymour, A.H. (Washington Univ., Seattle (USA). Coll. of Fisheries)
SO (Source): Peterson, J. Hinrichsen, D. (eds.). Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences,
Stockholm. Nuclear war: the aftermath. Oxford (UK). Pergamon Press. 1982. 196 p. p. 109-
120.
AB (Abstract): A nuclear war would have less impact on ocean ecosystems than on
terrestrial systems. But damage to coastal regions and estuaries might be substantial. This
chapter discusses the distribution, effects, and hazards of fallout radionuclides in the ocean,
and attempts to assess the impact on ocean ecosystems of dust particles in the atmosphere,
ozone depletion, and temperature change following a nuclear war. The information offers
some insight into the impact of such a war, but does not provide definitive predictions. Two
other consequences, however, do have the potential for devastating effects upon marine
ecosystems. It has been predicted that a 100-fold reduction in solar light intensity at the
earth's surface due to particles in the atmosphere is possible. This would result in death to
most of the phytoplankton and herbivorous zooplankton in more than half of the oceans of the
Northern Hemisphere, and under some circumstances, depletion of ozone in the stratosphere
by NOsub(X) could increase UV radiation at the earth's surface, the magnitude of the change
being sufficient to seriously reduce the populations of organisms at the base of the food web.
Temperature changes would be of little consequence.

Document Number 22 of 22
TI (Title): Effects of nuclear and non-nuclear pollutants on marine ecosystems
AU (Author): Polikarpov, G.G. (A.O.Kovalevsky Institute of Biology of Southern Seas

(IBSS), Crimea (Ukraine))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM-354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria)Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France)United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour 1'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 39-40
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Selected abstracts: certain combinations of the following descriptors: biological
radiation effects, radiation doses, aquatic ecosystems, plutonium, strontium, caesium,
cobalt, ruthenium, americium, aquatic organisms, food chains, radioecological
concentration

Document Number 1 of 59
TI (Title): A 2D 4-phases marine dispersion model for non-conservative radionuclides. Pt.
1. Conceptual and computational model
AU (Author): Abril, J.M. (E.U. Ingenieria Tecnica Agricola, Seville (Spain). Dept. Fisica
Aplicada) Garcia Leon, M. (Seville Univ. (Spain). Facultad de Fisica)
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1993). p. 71-88
AB (Abstract): Modelling the dispersion of non-conservative radionuclides in a given

marine environment involves a wide set of complex processes: horizontal water movements
(advection and diffusion), suspended matter dynamics, sediment composition,
accumulation or erosion rates, continental water input and its dispersion pattern, evaporation-
precipitation balance and the ionic exchange among the different phases. The authors
present the conceptual and computational basis of a mathematical model which includes all
these processes. This model has been developed in different stages, in such a way that every
new step includes the previously validated model and is subject to a further validation.
Here, the sub-grid scale processes, such as the ionic exchanges and other activity transfers
among phases, are included. In the second part of this work, presented in a separate paper, the
model is applied and validated using studies of 137Cs and 239+240Pu dispersion in the
Irish Sea.

Document Number 2 of 59
TI (Title): A 2D 4-phases marine dispersion model for non-conservative radionuclides. Pt.

2. Two applications
AU (Author): Abril, J.M. (E.U. Ingenieria Tecnica Agricola, Seville(Spain). Dept. Fisica
Aplicada) Garcia Leon, M. (Seville Univ. (Spain). Facultad de Fisica)
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Environmental Radioactivity
SO (Source): (1993). p. 89-115
AB (Abstract): In the first part of this work, included in the previous paper, the conceptual
and computational basis of a mathematical model for studying the dispersion of non-
conservative radionuclides in the marine environment was presented. In this paper the model
is applied and validated by describing the 137Cs and 239+240Pu dispersion in the Irish Sea.

Document Number 3 of 59
TI (Title): Leakage and accidental releases from Sillamaee waste depository and
environmental risk assessment
AU (Author): Bergstroem, U. Nordlinder, S. Aggeryd, I

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): STUDSVIK-ES--94-26 {STUDSVIKES9426}
SO (Source): 1994.31 p
AB (Abstract): An environmental risk assessment has been performed for the Sillamaee
depository. The object of the study is to illustrate the consequences to man if the hazardous
substances contained in the depository reach the sea. Two cases were studied: 1) the
environmental impact at present conditions with a relatively low continuous leakage of the
elements from the dam, and 2) the impact from a sudden dam collapse. The radiological dose
impact on the population in the Baltic Sea area has been calculated for the observed leaking
rate. The highest individual dose is less than lmuSv while for the dam collapse the dose will
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be in the order of 2 muSv and the dominant exposure pathway is via consumption offish. The
collective dose is about 1 manSv (emanating from fish caught in all parts of the Baltic Sea for
both cases). Furthermore, the consequences of release of some metals (copper, zinc, niobium
and molybdenum) were studied in the case of a dam break. In the Bay of Narva, outside the
nearest coast, the additional contribution to the natural concentration in water will be
neglectable for zinc and niobium. However, for copper and molybdenum the concentration
will rise considerably during the first year. The additional load from the depository will still
after 50 years be in the same order as published concentrations in the sea. The intake by man
of those metals via fish caught in the Bay of Narva will be well below the limits of intake for
zinc and molybdenum, (no recommendation of limits for niobium was found), while the
calculated intake of copper from the depository will be in the same order as internationally
recommended limits of intake.

Document Number 4 of 59
TI (Title): An oceanographic model for the dispersion of wastes disposed of in the deep sea
AU (Author): IMO/FAO/UNESCO/WMO/WHO/IAEA/UN/UNEP Joint Group of Experts
on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution (GESAMP)
RPP (Primary Report Number): GESAMP--19 {GESAMP19}
SO (Source): Jun 1983. 182 p

AB (Abstract): The report presents results of
IMO/FAO/UNESCO/WMO/WHO/IAEA/UN/UNEP joint group of experts on the

scientific aspects of marine pollution (GESAMP) to provide advice on the most suitable
oceanographic modelling techniques to be applied to the deep-sea dumping of both
radioactive and non-radioactive substances. There are four main parts of the work: the present
knowledge of oceanic processes that may transfer substances from a deep-sea dump site back
to man or his food chain, methods and models presently available for estimating or
calculating concentration distributions of contaminants arising from releases from deep-sea
dump sites and recommendations as to the presently most appropriate models, the reliability
of the concentration distributions obtained using these models and recommended areas for
further improvements including research needs

Document Number 5 of 59
TI (Title): Effects of ionizing radiation on plants and animals at levels implied by current

radiation protection standards
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-100992-5 ISSN 0074-1914
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria). IAEA. Mar 1992. 74 p. Technical reports series. No. 332
AB (Abstract): The 1977 Recommendations of the International Commission on
Radiological Protection stated that the commission believes that if man is adequately
protected from radiation, other organisms are also likely to be sufficiently protected. The
present report examines this statement by considering the effects of ionizing radiation on
animals and plants in both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. The conclusions are that
chronic dose rates of IMGy.d-1 or less are unlikely to cause measurable deleterious effects in
terrestrial populations, and that in the aquatic environment limiting chronic dose rates to
10MGy.d-l to the maximally exposed individuals would provide adequate protection for the
population. Thus specific radiation protection standards for non-human organisms are not
needed.

Document Number 6 of 59
TI (Title): Influence of the Chernobyl NPP accident consequences to the animal kingdom.
Chapter 4. Vliyanie posledstvij avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS na Zhivotnyj mir. Glava 4
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AU (Author): Pikulik, M.M. Plenin, A.E. Galkovskaya, G.A. Zarubov, A.I. Molotkov, D.V.
Khmeleva, N.N. Golubev, A.P. Moroz, M.D. Petukhov, V.B. Petrikov, A.M. Kokhnenko,
O.S. Shevtsova, T.M. Ermolaev, V.V. Ermolaeva, I.A. Maksimova, S.L. Matveenko, A.A.
Blinov, V.V. Shlyakhtenok, A.S. Eliseeva, K.G. Vojtovich, A.M. Trusova, V.D.
Ogurtsova, S.Eh. Drobenkov, S.M. Nikiforov, M.E. Tishechkin, A.K. Samusenko, I.Eh.
Parejko, O.A. Goncharova, R.I. Ryabokon', N.I. Rozhdestvenskaya, A.S. Sidorovich, V.E.
Kozlo, P.G. Dunin, V.F. Kuchmel', S.V. Deryabina, T.G
SO (Source): Sushchenya, L.M. (éd.) Pikulik, M.M. (ed.) Plenin, A.E. (ed.). Akadehmiya
Navuk Belarusi, Minsk (Belarus). Inst. Zaalogii. The animal kingdom in the Chernobyl NPP
accident zone. Zhivotnyj mir v zone avarii na Chemobyl'skoj AEhS. Minsk (Belarus).
Navuka i Tehkhnika. 1995. 263 p. p. 94-210
AB (Abstract): The total regularities of ionizing irradiation effect on the living systems, as
well as molecular, cell and tissues radiation effects, radiation effects on organism, population
and ecosystem are shown. The results of monitoring of zoo plankton systems, state of
populations of mass species of benthos invertebrates and fishes in water reservoirs in the
Chernobyl accident zone are given. Disorders in hemolymph and changes in complexes of
soil invertebrates, as well as changes of population structures of amphibians and reptiles
living in radioactive contaminated zone are described. The state of model groups and
forming of population structure of insects, birds and mammals were investigated.

Document Number 7 of 59
TI (Title): The effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. Blaylock, B.G
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): PNL-SA-18527 {PNLSA18527}
CF (Conference Information): Biological effects of Chernobyl accident. Zelenyj Mys
(USSR). 10-18 Sep 1990
SO (Source): Sep 1990.4 p

AB (Abstract): Scientific Committee number-sign 64-6 of the National Council on
Radiation Protection (NCRP) of the United States has recently completed a review of the
literature on the effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms (NCRP 1990). In this
report, the NCRP provides guidance for a dose rate below which deleterious effects to aquatic
organisms are acceptably low. Reviews a series of simple dosimetric models that can be
applied to demonstrate compliance with such a dose rate. Provides examples of the
application of the models to contaminated aquatic environments. And evaluates the validity
of the statement of the International Commission on Radiation Protection (ICRP 1977) that
"if man is adequately protected then other living things are also likely to be sufficiently
protected."

Document Number 8 of 59
TI (Title): Biological testing
AU (Author): Holdway, D. Brown, V. (Office of the Supervising Scientist for the Alligator
Rivers Region, Sydney (Australia))
JR (Journal Information): Australian Science Mag
SO (Source): Aust. Sei. Mag. (May 1989). (no.31) p. 30-31
AB (Abstract): One of a series of articles on the work of the Office of the Supervising
Scientist for the Alligator Rivers Region (OSS) and its Alligator Rivers Region Research
Institute (ARRRI), this discusses how the toxicity of mine waste waters is determined. As an
example the testing of water from one of the Ranger uranium mine retention ponds in
February 1987 is described and the results given
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Document Number 9 of 59
TI (Title): Study of biological effects of low dozes of a chronic irradiation. Izuchenie

biologicheskikh ehffektov nizkikh doz khronicheskogo oblucheniya
AU (Author): Goncharova, R.I. Ryabokon', N.I. Slukvin, A.M. Anoshenko, B.Yu. Smolich,

LI. (Akadehmiya Navuk Belarusi, Minsk (Belarus). Inst. Genetyki i Tsytalogü)
SO (Source): Lyutsko, A.M. Nesterenko, V.B. Chudakov, V.A. Konoplya, E.F. Milyutin,
A.A. Ministehrstva Adukatsyi Rehspubliki Belarus', Minsk (Belarus) Ministehrstva pa
Nadzvychajnykh Situatsyyakh Rehspubliki Belarus', Minsk (Belarus) Natsyyanal'naya
Kamisiya pa Radyyatsyjnaj Akhove, Minsk, (Belarus) International Atomic EnergyAgency,
Vienna (Austria) Dzyarzhstandart Rehspubliki Belarus', Minsk (Belarus) Mizhnarodny Inst.
pa Radyyaehkalogii imya A.D. Sakharava, Minsk (Belarus). Dosimetry Control: Technic and
methods. Proceedings of the international workshop 'Actual problems of dosimetry'.
Dozimetricheskij kontrol': tekhnika i metody. Materialy Mezhdunarodnogo simpoziuma
'Aktual'nye problemy dozimetrii'. Minsk (Belarus). Oct 1997- 216 p. p. 100

Document Number 10 of 59
TI (Title): Mathematical modeling of radionuclide migration in aquatic ecosystems.

Matematicheskoe modelirovanie migratsii radionuklidov v vodnykh ehkosistemakh
AU (Author): Kryshev, I.I. Sazykina, T.G
SO (Source): Moscow (USSR). Ehnergoatomizdat. 1986. 151 p
AB (Abstract): Mathematical models permitting to forecast radioisotope migration and
accumulation in food chains of aquatic ecosystems have been built on the basis of
experimental data accumulated by the aquatic radioecology. Problems on modeling the effect
of incorporated radioisotopes on living organisms are considered. Dynamic models of
ecosystems oriented on problems solving water reservoir monitoring have been developed

Document Number 11 of 59
TI (Title): Dosimetry and ecological effects of transuranium elements in marine

ecosystems. Chapter 14. Dozimetriya i ehkologicheskie ehffekty transuranovykh ehlementov
v morskoj srede. Glava 14
AU (Author): Templton, U.L
SO (Source): Khehnson, U.S. (ed.). Transuranic elements in the environment.
Transuranovye ehlementy v okruzhayushchej srede. Moscow (USSR). Ehnergoatomizdat.
1985. p. 296-303
AB (Abstract): Ecological effects of radiation in the sea are reviewed and estimated, and
some recent experimental data on Pu effect on aquatic organisms are considered

Document Number 12 of 59
TI (Title): Contamination due to radioactive materials
AU (Author): Woodhead, D.S. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft
(UK). Fisheries Radiobiological Lab.)
SO (Source): Kinne, O. (ed.) (Biologische Anstalt Helgoland, Hamburg (Germany, F.R.)).
Marine ecology: a comprehensive, integrated treatise on life in oceans and coastal waters, v.
5. Ocean management. Pt. 3. Pollution and protection of the seas - radioactive materials,
heavy metals and oil. Chichester (UK). John Wiley. 1984.1641 p. p.l 111-1287. x
AB (Abstract): The peaceful exploitation of radioactivity and the expansion of the nuclear

power programme ensure that the disposal of radioactive wastes will cause contamination of
the marine environment in the foreseeable future. The exposure of marine organisms to
radioactivity from wastes has been studied in depth and related to exposure to natural
background radiation. Concentrations of natural radionuclides and those from marine waste
disposal have been measured at various stations in the oceans and seas around the world. The
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fate of radionuclides at four representative sites has been studied and the concentrations of
radionuclides in oysters, porphyra, plaice in the Windscale discharge area have been
measured. The extent of human exposure, particularly with reference to seafood consumption
in local fishing communities, has been assessed. Effects of radiation on developing fish
embryos and eggs and genetic radiation effects in aquatic organisms has been studied. The
above studies reveal that the controls applied to the discharge of radioactive wastes to
limit hazards to humans also provide adequate protection for populations of marine
organisms.

Document Number 13 of 59
TI (Title): Role of the radiation factor in antropogeneous influence on a population of

aquatic biota Rol' radiatsionnogo faktora v antropogennom vozdejstvii na populyatsii
gidrobiontov
AU (Author): Zarubin, OX. (NTs 'Inst. yadernykh issledovanij' NAN Ukrainy, Kiev
(Ukraine). Tsentr ehkologicheskikh problem atomnoj ehnergetiki Ukrainy)
SO (Source): Konoplya, E.F. Astakhov, A.I. Bogdevich, I.M. Borisevich, N.Ya. Zubovich,
V.K. Knat'ko, V.A. Lobanok, L.M. Matsko, V.P. Mrochek, A.G. Ministehrstva pa
Nadzvychajnykh Situatsyyakh Rehspubliki Belarus', Minsk (Belarus) NatsyyanaTnaya
Akadehmiya Navuk Belarusi, Minsk (Belarus) Kamisiya parlamentskaga sabrannya sayuza
Belarusi i Rasii pa pytannyakh ehkalogii, pryrodakarystannya i likvidatsyi nastupstvaw
avaryj, Minsk (Belarus) Inst. Radyyabiyalogii NAN Belarusi, Minsk (Belarus) Meditsinskij
radiologicheskij nauchnyj tsentr Rossijskoj Akademii meditsinskikh nauk, Moskva (Russian
Federation) Abstracts of papers of international scientific conference 'Fundamental and
applied aspects of radiobiology: Biological effects of low doses and radioactive
contamination of environment (Radioecological and medical biological consequences of the
Chernobyl NPP accident)1 Tezisy dokladov mezhdunarodnoj nauchnoj konferentsii
'Fundamental'nye i prikladnye aspekty radiobiologii: Biologicheskie ehffekty malykh doz i
radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie sredy (Radioehkologicheskie i mediko-biologicheskie
posledstviya katastrofy na Chemobyl'skoj AEhS)' Minsk (Belarus) May 1998 281 p. p. S6

Document Number 14 of 59
TI (Title): Role of temperature in accumulation of cesium 137 by aquatic biota of the
Chernobyl NPP cooling pond Rol1 temperatury v nakoplenii Cs-137 gidrobiontami vodoema-
okhladitelya ChAEhS
AU (Author): Zarubin, O.L. Shatrova, N.E. Koval1, G.N. (NTs 'Inst. yadernykh issledovanij'
NAN Ukrainy, Kiev (Ukraine). Tsentr ehkologicheskikh problem atomnoj ehnergetiki
Ukrainy)
SO (Source): Konoplya, E.F. Astakhov, A.I. Bogdevich, I.M. Borisevich, N.Ya. Zubovich,
V.K. Knat'ko, V.A. Lobanok, L.M. Matsko, V.P. Mrochek, A.G. Ministehrstva pa
Nadzvychajnykh Situatsyyakh Rehspubliki Belarus', Minsk (Belarus) Natsyyanal'naya
Akadehmiya Navuk Belarusi, Minsk (Belarus) Kamisiya parlamentskaga sabrannya sayuza
Belarusi i Rasii pa pytannyakh ehkalogii, pryrodakarystannya i likvidatsyi nastupstvaw
avaryj, Minsk (Belarus) Inst. Radyyabiyalogii NAN Belarusi, Minsk (Belarus) Meditsinskij
radiologicheskij nauchnyj tsentr Rossijskoj Akademii meditsinskikh nauk, Moskva (Russian
Federation) Abstracts of papers of international scientific conference 'Fundamental and
applied aspects of radiobiology: Biological effects of low doses and radioactive
contamination of environment (Radioecological and medical biological consequences of the
Chernobyl NPP accident)' Tezisy dokladov mezhdunarodnoj nauchnoj konferentsii
'Fundamentarnye i prikladnye aspekty radiobiologii: Biologicheskie ehffekty malykh doz i
radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie sredy (Radioehkologicheskie i mediko-biologicheskie
posledstviya katastrofy na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS)' Minsk (Belarus) May 1998 281 p. p. 87
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Document Number 15 of 59
TI (Title): Contamination of living environment and human organism with plutonium.
Kontaminace zivotniho prostredi a lidskeho organismu plutoniem
AU (Author): Benes, J
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISSN 0448-116X
SO (Source): Jad. Energ. (Jun 1981). v. 27(6) p. 226-231
AB (Abstract): The applicability of 239Pu in nuclear power is discussed. The radiotoxic

properties of plutonium, its tissue distribution and the effects of internal and external
contamination are described. The contamination of the atmosphere, water, and soil with
plutonium isotopes is discussed. Dosimetry is described of plutonium in the living and
working environments as is plutonium determination in the human organism.

Document Number 16 of 59
TI (Title): RCRA Facility Investigation report for Waste Area Grouping 6 at Oak Ridge

National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Volume 2, Sections 4 through 9: Environmental
Restoration Program
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): ORNL/ER/Sub--87/99053/5/V2
SO (Source): Sep 1991. 591 p
AB (Abstract): This report presents compiled information concerning a facility
investigation of waste area group 6(WAG-6), of the solid waste management units (SWMU's)
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The WAG is a shallow ground disposal area for
low-level radioactive wastes and chemical wastes. The report contains information on
hydrogeological data, contaminant characterization, radionuclide concentrations, risk
assessment and baseline human health evaluation including a toxicity assessment, and a
baseline environmental evaluation

Document Number 17 of 59
TI (Title): 210Po, 210Pb, 226Ra in aquatic ecosystems and polders, anthropogenic sources,

distribution and enhanced radiation doses in The Netherlands
AU (Author): Koester, H.W. Marwitz, P.A. (National Inst. of Public Health and
Environmental Protection (RIVM), Bilthoven (Netherlands)) Berger, G.W. (Netherlands Inst.
for Sea Research, Den Burg (Netherlands)) Weers, A.W. van (Netherlands Energy Research
Foundation (ECN), Petten (Netherlands)) Hagel, P. (National Inst. of Fisheries Research
(RIVO-DLO), Ijmuiden (Netherlands)) Nieuwenhuize,J. (Centre for Estuarine and Coastal
Ecology, Yerseke (Netherlands))
JR (Journal Information): Radiation Protection Dosimetry
SO (Source): (1992). p. 715-719
AB (Abstract): Surveys of Dutch waters show that the Oosterschelde estuary and regular
fresh waters have the lowest levels of 210Po, 210Pb and 226Ra. Elsewhere effluents from
phosphates and iron ore processing industries cause nearby enhancements. At a distance of
50-100 km, enhancements of 210Po in edible parts of mussels and shrimps are of the order of
100 Bq.kg-1 dry weight. Estimates indicate that high consumption rates of seafood from
specific waters may result in dose enhancements of 0.1-0.3 mSv.y-1 which probably affect a
group of less than 1000 anglers and an unknown number of frequent mussel and shrimp
consumers. Harbour sludge, with probably enhanced activity levels due to the phospho-
gypsum effluents, has been used as landfill in polders around Rotterdam. Here enhanced
doses of 0.3-1 mSv.y-1 may occur from consumption of local livestock produce and from
inhalation of enhanced indoor radon. Further research is indicated to obtain information on
effluent emissions, their associated environmental enhancements and risks.
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Document Number 18 of 59
TI (Title): Behaviour of transplutonium elements in the environment Povedenie

transplutonievykh ehlementov v okruzhayushchej srede
AU (Author): Grashchenko, S.M. Kuznetsov, Yu.V. Legin, V.K. Myasoedov, B.F.
Pavlotskaya, F.I. Pospelov, Yu.N
SO (Source): AN SSSR, Moscow (USSR) Gosudarstvennyj Komitet po Ispol'zovaniyu
Atomnoj Ehnergii SSSR, Moscow (USSR) auchno-Issledovatel'skij Inst. Atomnykh
Reaktorov, Dimitrovgrad (USSR). 3. All-union conference on chemistry of transplutonium
elements. Summaries of reports. 3. Vsesoyuznaya konferentsiya po khimii transplutonievykh
ehlementov. Tezisy dokladov. 1988. 95 p. p. 10

Document Number 19 of 59
TI (Title): Radiomiclides in aquatic environments
AU (Author): Santschi, P.H. (Texas A and M Univ., Galveston (USA). Dept. of Marine
Science) Honeyman, B.D. (Stanford Univ., CA (USA). Dept. of Civil Engineering)
JR (Journal Information): Radiation Physics and Chemistry
SO (Source): Radiât. Phys. Chem. (1989). v. 34(2) p. 213-240
AB (Abstract): The objective of this chapter is to give the reader an overview of the four

most important aspects of radionuclide research in aquatic and other natural systems: (I) fate.
(2) tracer. (3) geochronology. And (4) dose. The central aspect of radionuclide research has
been the development of techniques to identify specific radionuclides at very low activities in
environmental samples.

Document Number 20 of 5 9
TI (Title): Radioactivity in north European waters: report of Working Group 2 of CEC

project MARINA
AU (Author): Camplin, W.C. Aarkrog, A
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): MAFF-FRDR-20 {MAFFFRDR20}
SO (Source): 1989.120 p

AB (Abstract): The primary objective of Working Group 2 of Project MARINA was to
consider recent measurements of environmental radioactivity in north European waters and
to use this, and other information, to report likely magnitude of doses to the critical group
from marine pathways. The monitoring data were supplemented, where appropriate, with
predictions from simple models. The major sources of radioactivity studied were as follows:
(i) liquid wastes from nuclear fuel reprocessing plants, (Sellafield, Dounreay, Cap de la
Hague). (Ii) liquid wastes from nuclear power plants and other major nuclear industry sites,
(including Belgium, Denmark, France, Finland, GDR, FDR, Netherlands, Sweden, UK,
USSR). (Iii) solid waste disposal in the deep north-east Atlantic. (Iv) fallout from Chernobyl.
And (v) naturally-occurring radionuclides.

Document Number 21 of 59
TI (Title): Natural tracers in dietary studies: Data for 210Po and 210Pb in decapod shrimp
and other pelagic organisms in the northeast Atlantic Ocean
AU (Author): Heyraud, M. (Musée Océanographique (Monaco). International Lab. of
Marine Radioactivity) Domanski, P. Fasham, M.J.R. (Instituteof Océanographie Sciences,
Wormley (UK)) Cherry, R.D. (Cape Town Univ. (South Africa). Dept. of Physics)
JR (Journal Information): Marine Biology
SO (Source): Mar. Biol. (1988). v. 97 p. 507-519
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AB (Abstract): Measurements of the concentrations of the naturally-occurring radioactive
nuclides 210Po and 210Pb in a large number of pelagic organisms from the Atlantic Ocean
made in the spring/summer 1984 and 1985 are reported. Marine shrimp are particularly well
represented, and in many cases data were obtained for shrimp hepatopancreas, stomach-
contents, and posterior intestine plus contents, as well as for whole individuals. The wide
ranges found in 210Po concentrations group into categories: The shrimp, for example, divide
into four categories, two penaeid and two carid. These groupings are explained on the basis of
variations in diet between the different categories. A clear difference was also observed
between the 210Po levels in shrimp of similar species and size from opposite sides of and
oceanographic front: This difference too can be explained plausibly in terms of a change in
diet. Particularly high levels of 210Po are not uncommon in certain penaeid shrimp, and
attention is drawn to the need for investigation of cytological and/or genetic effects which
could possibly be caused by the very high natural radiation doses to which such organisms
are exposed.

Document Number 22 of 59
TI (Title): The natural radiation environment of marine organisms and aspects of the human

food chain
AU (Author): Woodhed, D.S. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft

(UK). Directorate of Fisheries Research)
SO (Source): J. Soc. Radiol. Prot. (Win 1982). v. 2(4) p. 18-25
AB (Abstract): This article is based on a paper presented at the SRP meeting on the Natural

Radiation Environment, March 1982. The concentrations of some of the natural radionuclides
in various components of the marine environment are described and the contributions which
these make to the radiation exposure of both marine organisms and man are discussed. It is
indicated that radium-226 is a useful tracer of oceanic processes and a potential means of
verifying the models being developed to predict the radiological consequences of the
disposal of radioactive wastes into the deep ocean.

Document Number 23 of 59
TI (Title): Polonium-210 in the environment- source, movement and distribution aspects
AU (Author): Iyengar, M.A.R. (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Kalpakkam (India).
Health Physics Div.)
SO (Source): Ramasamy, K. (ed.) (Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.,Coimbatore (India))
Gunathilagaraj, K. (ed.) Selvasekarapandian, S.(ed.) (Bharathiar Univ., Coimbatore (India))
Sadasivan, S. (ed.) (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay (India)). Department of
Atomic Energy, Bombay (India). Board of Research in Nuclear Sciences. Proceedings of the
sixth national symposium on environment: focal theme -environmental issues related to
agriculture, textile and leather. Coimbatore (India). Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ. 1997. 332
p. p. 23-26
AB (Abstract): A programme to systematically investigate the occurrence, movement and
distribution of 210Po and its parent 210Pb in the coastal marine environment at Kalpakkam
has been in progress for quite sometime. Some of the salient features observed during this
study are presented.

Document Number 24 of 59
TI (Title): Environmental radioactivity
AU (Author): Wilson, P.D. (BNFL, UK Group, Sellafield (United Kingdom))
TYPE (Type of Document): Book
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SO (Source): Wilson, P.D. (ed.) (British Nuclear Fuels, Sellafield (United Kingdom)). The
nuclear fuel cycle from ore to wastes. Oxford (United Kingdom). Oxford University Press.
1996. p. 207-228
AB (Abstract): An assessment of the impact of the radioactivity released by the civil
nuclear industry is very difficult as many scientific disciplines are involved. The radioactive
releases allowable in normal operating conditions contribute only 0.1% compared to the
naturally occurring levels in the environment. The statistical effects of such a small
incremental exposure are swamped by many other factors. It is concluded that current
practice and regulations are based on an overestimate of any harm there may be ue to man-
made emissions, a sense of proportion is therefore desirable.

Document Number 25 of 59
TI (Title): Radiation
CA (Corporate Author): Consumer's Association of Ireland, Dublin

RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-mf-11047 {INISmfl 1047}
SO (Source): Sep 1987.4 p

AB (Abstract): Radiation has come to represent one of the major health hazards to mankind.
This report explains what it is and why it concerns us

Document Number 26 of 59
TI (Title): A provisional assessment of radiation regimes in deep ocean environments
AU (Author): Woodhead, D.S. Pentreath, R.J. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Directorate of Fisheries Research, Fisheries Lab., Lowestoft, Suffolk)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 133-152
AB (Abstract): The introduction of high-level radioactive wastes into the deep ocean
environment could, depending on the disposal option employed, result in a more or less
significant increase in the radiation exposure of the local fauna. It has been conjectured that
the fauna may be particularly sensitive to such a change in ambient conditions, although there
is, as yet, little information on either their sensitivity to radiation, the natural background
radiation regime, or the magnitude of the increased exposure which could arise from waste
disposal. A knowledge of the natural radiation exposure of organisms occupying different
niches provides a necessary perspective for any assessment of the impact of contaminant
radioactivity. Available data on the concentrations of natural radionuclides in seawater, deep
ocean sediments, and certain of the deep ocean fauna, together with simple models, for a
basis for an estimation of background radiation dose rates. Investigations of the radiological
consequences of deep-sea waste disposal have provided estimates of the concentrations of
actinide and fission product radionuclides in deep ocean waters, and their variation with
time. These data form the input for the estimation of the consequential exposure of the
deep ocean fauna. The results of these preliminary studies provide an indication of the
research necessary to improve understanding of the possible impact on the ecosystem of the
disposal of high-level radioactive wastes into the deep ocean

Document Number 27 of 59
TI (Title): Tritium in the aquatic environment and the associated risk Le tritium dans le
milieu aquatique et le risque associe
AU (Author): Tort, V. Lefaure, C. (Centre d'Etude sur l'Evaluation de la Protection dans le

Domaine Nucleaire, 92 - Fontenay-aux-Roses (France)) Linden, G. Herbelet, J. (Office de
Protection contre les Rayonnements Ionisants, 78 - le Vesinet (France))
JR (Journal Information): Radioprotection
SO (Source): (Oct-Dec 1997) v. 32(no.4) p. 501-519
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AB (Abstract): Tritium, which is naturally present in the environment under tritiated water
form, participates to the global water cycle. Today, nuclear fuel cycle facilities represent the
main source of man-made tritium. The civilian production is estimated to be about 2 x 104
TBq/y, corresponding to a third of the natural production. Due to the fact that tritium releases
are very local, concentrations in water higher than natural background (of 0.1 to 0.9 Bq/1 for
surface waters) are observed around these sites. Measurements in French aquatic
environment reveal tritium concentration generally below 10 Bq/1 for underground waters
and below 20 Bq/1 for rivers.

Nevertheless, some ground waters and some rivers presents locally a concentration up to
a few hundreds of Bq/1. Moreover, measurements performed in France are generally coherent
with monitoring in other European countries. Furthermore, the associated radiological impact
for a potential individual taking all this water needs from a 100 q/1 tritiated water source, was
evaluated to about one thousandth of the natural background.

Document Number 28 of 59
TI (Title): Speciation and bioavailability of plutonium and americium n the Irish Sea and

other marine ecosystems
AU (Author): Vives i Batlle, J
SO (Source): Dec 1993. 347 p
AB (Abstract): Since the late 1960s, the Irish Sea has become a repository for a variety of
radio-elements originating mainly in discharges from the British Nuclear Fuels (BNF) pic.
Sellafield reprocessing complex located on the Cumbrian coast. In particular, transuranium
nuclides such as plutonium, americium and curium (the main constituents of the alpha-
emitting discharges) have become incorporated into every marine compartment by a variety
of mechanisms, many of which are not well understood. Although extensive studies have
been carried out in the near-field (eastern Irish Sea, especially in the vicinity of the
discharge point and collateral muddy sediments), comparatively little had been done to
assess the long-term behaviour and bioavailability of plutonium and americium in the far-
field, e.g., the western Irish Sea, prior to the present study. In this dissertation, the results of
an extensive research programme, undertaken in order to improve and refine our
understanding of the behaviour of plutonium and americium in the marine environment, are
presented. Specifically, the thesis details the results of (and conclusions deduced from) a
series of experiments in which the physical and chemical speciation, colloidal association,
mobility and bioavailability of plutonium and americium were examined in diverse
environments including the Irish Sea and the Mediterranean.

Document Number 29 of 59
TI (Title): Plutonium in the Irish environment
AU (Author): Sanchez-Cabez, J.A
SO (Source): Jul 1989. 237 p
AB (Abstract): Plutonium is one of the most radiotoxic elements known to man. Given its
widespread presence due, in the main, to atmospheric nuclear weapons tests and releases from
nuclear facilities, the determination of its distribution and behaviour in the environment is of
great scientific and radiological importance. In this thesis the origin, distribution and, where
relevant, the radiological significance of plutonium in both the marine and terrestrial
environments of Ireland have been examined in detail. Certain other long-lived radionuclides
such as Tc-99 and Csl37 have also been studied.

Document Number 30 of 59
TI (Title): Radionuclides in the study of marine processes: is there a role for regular

monitoring?
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AU (Author): Hunt, G.J. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (United
Kingdom). Fisheries Radiobiological Lab.)
SO (Source): Kershaw, P.J. Woodhead, D.S. (eds.) (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food, Lowestoft (United Kingdom). Directorate of Fisheries Research). British Nuclear
Fuels pic, London (United Kingdom) Norwich City Council (United Kingdom)
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, Paris (France). Radionuclides in the study of
marine processes. Proceedings. London (United Kingdom). Elsevier Applied Science. 1991.
393 p. p. 388

Document Number 31 of 59
TI (Title): The Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: Data and dose assessments
AU (Author): Robison, W.L. Noshkin, V.E. Conrado, C.L. (Lawrence Livermore National
Lab., CA (United States)) (and others)
JR (Journal Information): Health Physics
SO (Source): (Jul 1997). v. 73(1). p. 37-48
AB (Abstract): Fallout from atmospheric nuclear tests, especially from those conducted at
the Pacific Proving Grounds between 1946 and 1958, contaminated areas of the Northern
Marshall Islands. A radiological survey at some Northern Marshall Islands was conducted
from September through November 1978 to evaluate the extent of residual radioactive
contamination. The atolls included in the Northern Marshall Islands Radiological Survey
(NMIRS) were Likiep, Ailuk, Utirik, Wotho, Ujelang, Taka, Rongelap, Rongerik, Bikar,
Ailinginae, and Mejit and Jemo Islands. The original test sites, Bikini and Enewetak Atolls,
were also visited on the survey. An aerial survey was conducted to determine the external
gamma exposure rate. Terrestrial (soil, food crops, animals, and native vegetation), cistern
and well water samples, and marine (sediment, seawater, fish and clams) samples were
collected to evaluate radionuclide concentrations in the atoll environment. Samples were
processed and analyzed for 137Cs, 90Sr, 239+240Pu and 241 Am. The dose from the
ingestion pathway was calculated using the radionuclide concentration data and a diet model
for local food, marine, and water consumption. The ingestion pathway contributes 70% to
90% of the estimated dose. Approximately 95% of the dose is from 137Cs accounts for about
10% to 30% of the dose. 239+240Pu and 241 Am are the major contributors to dose via the
inhalation pathway. However, inhalation accounts for only about 1% of the total estimated
dose, based on surface soil levels and resuspension studies. All doses are computed for
concentrations decay corrected to 1996. The maximum annual effective dose from manmade
radionuclides at these atolls ranges from .02 mSv y-1. The background dose in the Marshall
Islands is estimated to be 2.4 mSv y-1 to 4.5 mSv y-1. The 50-y integral dose ranges from
0.5 to 65 mSv.

Document Number 32 of 59
TI (Title): Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: terrestrial food chain and total

doses
AU (Author): Robison, W.L. Mount, M.E. Phillips, W.A. Conrado, C.A. Stuart, MX.
Stoker, C.E
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL--52853-Pt.4 {UCRL52853Pt4}
SO (Source): 30 Sep 1982.154 p

AB (Abstract): A radiological survey was conducted from September through November of
1978 to assess the concentrations of persistent manmade radionuclides in the terrestrial and
marine environments of 11 atolls and 2 islands in the Northern Marshall Islands. The survey
consisted mainly of an aerial radiological reconnaissance to map the external gamma-ray
exposure rates over the islands of each atoll. The logistical support for the entire survey was
designed to accommodate this operation. As a secondary phase of the survey, shore parties
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collected appropriate terrestrial and marine samples to assess the radiological dose from
pertinent food chains to those individuals residing on the atolls, who may in the fixture reside
on some of the presently uninhabited atolls, or who collect food from these atolls. Over
5000 terrestrial and marine samples were collected for radionuclide analysis from 76
different islands. Soils, vegetation, indigenous animals, and cistern water and groundwater
were collected from the islands. Reef and pelagic fish, clams, lagoon water, and sediments
were obtained from the lagoons. The concentration data for 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239 240Pu,
and 241 Am in terrestrial food crops, fowl, and animals collected at the atolls or islands are
summarized. An assessment of the total dose from the major exposure pathways including
external gamma, terrestrial food chain including food products and drinking water, marine
food chain, and inhalation is provided. Radiological doses at each atoll or island are
calculated from the average radionuclide concentrations in the terrestrial foods, marine foods,
etc. assuming the average daily intake for each food item

Document Number 33 of 59
TI (Title): Radiological-dose assessments of atolls in the northern Marshall Islands
AU (Author): Robison, W.L

RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL--89037 {UCRL89037}
SO (Source): Apr 1983. 54 p

AB (Abstract): The Marshall Islands in the Equatorial Pacific, specifically Enewetak and
Bikini Atolls, were the site of US nuclear testing from 1946 through 1958. In 1978, the
Northern Marshall

Islands Radiological Survey was conducted to evaluate the radiological conditions of two
islands and ten atolls downwind of he proving grounds. The survey included aerial external
gamma measurements and collection of soil, terrestrial, and marine samples for radionuclide
analysis to determine the radiological dose from all exposure pathways. The methods and
models used to estimate doses to a population in an environment where natural processes
have acted on the source-term radionuclides for nearly 30 y, data bases developed for the
models, and results of the radiological dose analyses are described

Document Number 34 of 59
TI (Title): Biotran model
AU (Author): Wenzel, WJ. Gallegos, A.F. Rodgers, J.C

RPP (Primary Report Number): LA--10365-PR {LA10365PR}
SO (Source): Voelz, G.L. (comp.)- Los Alamos National Lab., NM (USA). Occupational

health and environment research 1983: Health, Safety, and Environment Division. Progress
report. May 1985. p. 65-66
AB (Abstract): The BIOTRAN model was developed at Los Alamos to help predict short-
and long-term consequences to man from releases of radionuclides into the environment. It is
a dynamic model that simulates on a daily and yearly basis the flux of biomass, water, and
radionuclides through terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Biomass, water, and radionuclides
are driven within the ecosystems by climate variables stochastically generated by BIOTRAN
each simulation day. The climate variables influence soil hydraulics, plant growth,
evapotranspiration, and particle suspension and deposition. BIOTRAN has 22 different plant
growth strategies for simulating various grasses, shrubs, trees, and crops. Ruminants and
humans are also dynamically simulated by using the simulated crops and forage as intake for
user-specified diets. BIOTRAN has been used at Los Alamos for long-term prediction of
health effects to populations following potential accidental releases of uranium and
plutonium. Newly developed subroutines are described: a human dynamic physiological and
metabolic model. A soil hydrology and irrigation model. Limnetic nutrient and radionuclide
cycling in fresh-water lakes.
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Document Number 3 5 of 59
TI (Title): Bioindicator studies in Nordic waters
AU (Author): Aarkrog, A
CA (Corporate Author): Risoe National Lab., Roskilde (Denmark)

RPP (Primary Report Number): RISO-M--2517 {RISOM2517}
SO (Source): Jun 1985. 74 p

AB (Abstract): This project describes the application of bioindicator systems intended for
the measruement of the low level radioactive contamination around nuclear installations. The
system has been applied around the Swedish and Finnish nuclear power plants and has,
furthermore, been used in a study of the dispersion of the effluents from the British nuclear
reprocessing plant, Sellafield. The doses to man from these installations have been calculated
and compared with the natural background radiation received form the consumption of
marine fish.

Document Number 36 of 59
TI (Title): Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: sampling and analysis summary
AU (Author): Robison, W.L. Conrado, C.L. Eagle, R.J. Stuart, MX
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL--52853-Pt.l {UCRL52853Ptl}
SO (Source): 23 Jul 1981. 102 p

AB (Abstract): A radiological survey was conducted in the Northern Marshall Islands to
document reamining external gamma exposures from nuclear tests conducted at Enewetak
and Bikini Atolls. An additional program was later included to obtain terrestrial and marine
samples for radiological dose assessment for current or potential atoll inhabitants. This
report is the first of a series summarizing the results from the terrestrial and marine surveys.
The sample collection and processing procedures and the general survey methodology are
discussed. A summary of the collected samples and radionuclide analyses is presented. Over
5400 samples were collected from the 12 atolls and 2 islands and prepared for analysis
including 3093 soil, 961 vegetation, 153 animal, 965 fish composite samples (average of 30
fish per sample), 101 clam, 50 lagoon water, 15 cistern water, 17 groundwater, and 85
lagoon sediment samples. A complete breakdown by sample type, atoll, and island is given
here. The total number of analyses by radionuclide are 8840 for 241 Am, 6569 for 137Cs,
5935 for 239+240Pu, 4431 for 90Sr, 1146 for 238Pu, 269 for 241Pu, and 114 each for 239Pu
and 240Pu. A complete breakdown by sample category, atoll or island, and radionuclide is
also included

Document Number 37 of 59
TI (Title): Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: radionuclide concentrations in
fish and clams and estimated doses via the marine pathway
AU (Author): Robison, W.L. Noshkin, V.E. Phillips, W.A. Eagle, R.J
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL--52853-Pt.3 {UCRL52853Pt3}
SO (Source): 18 Aug 1981.36 p

AB (Abstract): The survey consisted, in part, of an aerial radiological reconnaissance to
map the external gamma-ray exposure rates. As a secondary phase, terrestrial and marine
samples were collected to assess the radiological dose from pertinent food chains to atoll
inhabitants. The marine sample collection, processing, and dose assessment methodology are
presented as well as the concentration data for 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239+240Pu, 241 Am, and
any of the other gamma emitters in fish and clam muscle tissue from the different species
collected. Doses are calculated from the average radionuclide concentrations in fish and clam
muscle tissue assuming an average daily intake of 200 and 10 g, respectivelty. The 90Sr
concentration in muscle tissue is very low and there is little difference in the average
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concentrations from the different fish from different atolls or islands. The 239+240Pu
concentration in the muscle tissue of all reef species, however, is higher than that in pelagic
lagoon fish. In contrast, 137Cs concentrations are lowest in the muscle tissue of the bottom-
feeding reef species and highest in pelagic logoon fish. Recent measurements of radionuclide
concentrations in fish muscle tissue and other marine dietary items from international sources
show that the average concentrations in species from the Marshall Islands are comparable to
those in fish typically consumed as food in the United States and are generally lower than
those in most international marine dietary items. The whole-body dose rates based on
continuous consumption of 200 g/d of fish range from 0.028 to 0.1 mrem/y. The bone-
marrow dose rates range from 0.029 to 0.12 mrem/y. The dose commitment, or 30-y
integral doses, range from 0.00063 to 0.0022 rem for the whole body and from 0.00065 to
0.0032 rem for the bone marrow

Document Number 38 of 59
TI (Title): Dosimetry of natural and man-made alpha emitters in plankton
AU (Author): Paschoa, A.S. Baptista, G.B. (Pontificia Univ. Catolica do Rio de Janeiro
(Brazil). Inst. de Fisica) Wrenn, M.E. (Utah Univ., Salt Lake City (USA). Radiobiology Div.)
Eisenbud, M. (New York Univ., NY (USA). Inst. of Environmental Medicine)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--248/140 {IAEASM248140}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy
Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine environment.
Proceedings of an international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the OECD
NEA and held in Vienna 6-10 October 1980. Vienna. IAEA. 1981. 761 p. p. 695-716.
Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): Comparison between the natural and man-made alpha radiation dose rates to

plankton can be important for predicting the potential long-term effects on aquatic biota
resulting from the routine or accidental radioactive releases from the nuclear fuel cycle. A
contribution is made here towards the goal of comparing natural with man-made alpha
radiation dose rates to plankton using the same method of calculation in both cases.

Document Number 39 of 59
TI (Title): Past and present levels of some radionuclides in fish from Bikini and Enewetak
atolls
AU (Author): Noshkin, V.E. Robison, W.L. Brunk, J.L. (Lawrence Livermore National
Lab., CA (United States)) (and others)
JR (Journal Information): Health Physics
SO (Source): (Jul 1997). v. 73(1). p. 49-65
AB (Abstract): Bikini and Enewetak were the sites in the Northern Marshall Islands that

were used by the United States as testing grounds for nuclear devices between 1946 and
1958. The testing produced close-in fallout debris that was contaminated with different
radionuclides and which entered the aquatic environment. The contaminated lagoon
sediments became a reservoir and source term of manmade radionuclides for the resident
marine organisms. This report contains a summary of all the available data on the
concentrations of 137Cs 60Co and 217Bi in flesh samples of reef and pelagic fish collected
from Bikini and Enewetak Atolls between 1964 and 1995. The selection of these three
radionuclides for discussion is based on the fact that these are the only radionuclides that
have been routinely detected by gamma spectrometry in flesh samples from all fish for the
last 20 y. Flesh from fish is an important source of food in the Marshallese diet. These
radionuclides along with the transuranic radionuclides and 90Sr contribute most of the small
radiological dose from ingesting marine foods. Some basic relationships among
concentrations in different tissues and organs are discussed. The reef fish can be used as
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indicator species because their body burden is derived from feeding, over a lifetime, within a
relatively small contaminated area of the lagoon. Therefore, the emphasis of this report is to
use this extensive and unique concentration data base to describe the effective half lives and
cycling for the radionuclides in the marine environments during the 31-y period between
1964 and 1995.

Document Number 40 of 59
TI (Title): Variability in dose estimates associated with the food-chain transport and
ingestion of selected radionuclides
AU (Author): Hoffman, F.O. Gardner, R.H. Eckerman, K.F
RPP (Primary Report Number): NUREG/CR-2612 {NUREGCR2612}
SO (Source): Jun 1982. 75 p
AB (Abstract): Dose predictions for the ingestion of 90Sr and 137Cs, using aquatic and
terrestrial food chain transport models similar to those in the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's Regulatory Guide 1.109, are evaluated through estimating the variability of
model parameters and determining the effect of this variability on model output. The
variability in the predicted dose equivalent is determined using analytical and numerical
procedures. In addition, a detailed discussion is included on 90Sr dosimetry. The overall
estimates of uncertainty are most relevant to conditions where site-specific data is
unavailable and when model structure and parameter estimates are unbiased. Based on the
comparisons performed in this report, it is concluded that the use of the generic default
parameters in Regulatory Guide 1.109 will usually produce conservative dose estimates that
exceed the 90th percentile of the predicted distribution of dose equivalents. An exception is
the meat pathway for 137CS, in which use of generic default values results in a dose estimate
at the 24th percentile. Among the terrestrial pathways of exposure, the non-leafy vegetable
pathway is the most important for 9OSr. For 90Sr, the parameters for soil retention, soil-to-
plant transfer, and internal dosimetry contribute most significantly to the variability in the
predicted dose for the combined exposure to all terrestrial pathways. For 137Cs, the meat
transfer coefficient the mass interception factor for pasture forage, and the ingestion dose
factor are the most important parameters. The freshwater fish bioaccumulation factor is the
most important parameter for the dose prediction of 90Sr and 137Cs transported over the
water-fish-man pathway

Document Number 41 of 59
TI (Title): Reconstruction and prediction of radioactive contamination of the ecosystems of

the Arctic Seas
AU (Author): Kryshev, LI. (SPA "Typhoon", Obninsk (Russian Federation))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995.427 p. p. 238-240
AB (Abstract): An analysis of the radionuclide content in components of the marine
ecosystem was performed on the basis of observational data. The site-specific factors of
radionuclide accumulation in marine biota and sediments were calculated for 90Sr and
137Cs. The following can be concluded from the comparison of site-specific accumulation
factors with the world averaged data (IAEA Publication: 247): 1) 90Sr concentration factors
in algae and zooplankton in the Arctic Sea are roughly the same as world-averaged values.
However, for fish they are much higher then average values and are mostly as high as the
upper estimates of 90Sr concentration factors presented in the IAEA Publication. 2) 137Cs
concentration factors in algae and zooplankton in the Arctic Sea are practically equal to the
generalized world data. However, they are twice as high as world-averaged values for fish,
but not going beyond the range of uncertainty for world-averaged data.
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Document Number 42 of 59
TI (Title): Transit and absorption of nuclear industry derivatives by marine biota. Transito e
absorcao de radionuclideos na biota marinha derivados de industria nuclear
AU (Author): Mayr, L. Moraes, R. Lopes, M.A. Vicente, C. Mauro, J.N. (Rio de Janeiro
Univ. (Brazil))
SO (Source): Associacao Brasileira de Energia Nuclear, Rio de Janeiro. Proceedings of the
2. General Congress of Nuclear Energy - v.3. Anais do 2. Congresso Geral de Energia
Nuclear - v.3.1988.498 p. p. 281-293
AB (Abstract): A broard research program on radionuclides became necessary due to the
construction of the Nuclear Power Plant at Angra dos Reis. As part of this program the
research developped by the Marine Biology Departament, UFRJ, aimed at estimating the
radiation doses to wich the population of the region might be exposed and to determine
biological indicators to radioactive contamination. Up to the present moment, the
bioacumulation factors(BFs) of 60Co, 137Cs and 1311 by "clam" (Anomalocardia brasiliana)
and the biological half-life of cobalt and cesium in this animal were determined, as well as
the B.F. of 85Sr by "snail" (Strombus pugilis) and by "barnacle" (Megabalanus
tintinnabulum). The remobilization of 60Co by microbiological activity in marine sediment
was also studied. These studies were made using the standard methodology for
bioaccumulation and elimination in closed water systems. The results showed an important
microbiological activity in the remobilization of elements in the sediment. Due to the low
bioaccumulation factors obtained the studied organisms were not considered ideal biological
indicators for radioactive pollution. However, their importance as edible animals in the Angra
dos Reis region recommends their radiometry for routine radiological monitoring. Studies on
other organisms and/or radionuclides are now in progress at the Marine Biology Departament
(UFRJ).

Document Number 43 of 59
TI (Title): Radioecology of nuclear fuel cycles
AU (Author): Cadwell, L.L

RPP (Primary Report Number): PNL~4100-Pt.2 {PNL4100Pt2}
SO (Source): Vaughan, B.E. Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA (USA).

Annual Report for 1981 to the DOE Office of the Assistant Secretary for Environmental
Protection, Safety, and Emergency Preparedness. Part 2. Ecological Sciences. Feb 1982. p.
91-95
AB (Abstract): This study provides information to help assess the environmental impacts
and certain potential human hazards associated with nuclear fuel cycles. A data base is being
developed to define and quantify biological transport routes, which will permit credible
predictions and assessment of routine and potential large-scale releases of radionuclides and
other toxic materials. These data, used in assessment models, will increase the accuracy of
estimating radiation doses to man and other life forms. Results will provide information to
determine if waste management procedures on the Hanford site have caused ecological
perturbations, and, if so, to determine the source, nature and magnitude of such disturbances

Document Number 44 of 59
TI (Title): An investigation of the distribution of radioactive effluent in the west Irish Sea
AU (Author): Pollard, D
CA (Corporate Author): Trinity Coll., Dublin (Ireland)
SO (Source): Sep 1986.130 p
AB (Abstract): The discharge of liquid radioactive wastes from the British Nuclear fuels
reprocessing plant at Sellafield (formerly Windscale) on the Cumbrian coast, over the past
two decades has given rise to an increased level of artificial radioisotopes in the Irish Sea.
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This discharge has been the subject of much study over the past twenty years as it has been of
great importance to learn the resulting dose to members of the public. Objectives of this work
included studying temporal and spatial variations in concentrations of gamma emitting
isotopes in seaweeds from the east Irish coast. Studying temporal variations of seawater
activity concentrations on the east coast. Investigating the properties of Fucus vesiculosis as
a bioindicator of caesium levels in seawater. Determining which gamma emitting isotopes are
present in a small number of sediment samples taken from the Irish Sea. Investigating the
use of the ratio of Cs 137 to K 40 measured in seaweed to normalise the Cs 137
measurement. Investigating the usefulness of the Cs 134 : Cs 137 ratio in determining the
time of transit of a caesium discharge. Comparing activity concentrations measured along the
east coast with predictions made using the MAFF compartmental model and making
predictions on how a change in the discharge levels from Sellafield will effect activity levels
in the west Irish Sea and the resultant dose to the Irish population

Document Number 45 of 59
TI (Title): Radio-capacity of different types of natural ecosystems (without man) and their
ecological standardization principles
AU (Author): Kutlakhmedov, Y. (Institute of Cellular Biology and Genetic Engineering,

National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kiev (Ukraine)) Polikarpov, G. (The A. 0.
Kovalevsky Institute of Biology of Southern Seas, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
Sevastopol (Ukraine)) Kutlakhmedova-Vyshnyakova, V. (Institute of Radioecology,
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kiev (Ukraine))
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Radioecology
SO (Source): (1997) v. 5(2) p. 15-21
AB (Abstract): In this article the theory of radio-capacity of natural ecosystems (excluding

mankind) is applied to the definition of ecological standards for permissible releases in the
environment. A specific limit of radionuclide contamination of wild life which can be
considered as the basis of an ecological standardization (64-640 kb kg-1) is proposed. BAsic
equations for evaluation of maximum permissible releases into a lake ecosystem are
presented. Ecological standards for benthos are 10 to 100 times less than the ecological
standards for inhabitants of the water column. It is shown that the existing levels of
radionuclide contamination of terrestrial slope ecosystems in the 30-km zone around
Chernobyl Nuclear Power PIant(NPP) exceed the proposed ecological standards.

Document Number 46 of 59
TI (Title): Ecological effects of transuranics in the marine environment
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. (Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs.,Richland, WA (USA))
SO (Source): Egami, Nobuo (ed.) (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Faculty of Science). Radiation
effects on aquatic organisms. Tokyo. Japan Scientific Societies Press. 1980. 306 p. p. 3-12.
6266300
AB (Abstract): Since the dose rates received by aquatic organisms as a result of exposure to
transuranics are comparable to those received from natural radionuclides, even in known
contaminated areas, it is apparent that there are few experimental field studies that reasonably
could be conducted which would determines whether radiological effects are occurring in the
environment as a result of present levels of radionuclides. The comparisons drawn here
between the estimated doses from added plutonium and americium and the naturally
occurring polonium would be more accentuated if the total dose rates from all natural
radionuclides were computed. Consideration of some of the mechanisms of recruitment to
exploited fish populations would suggest that any effects as a result of chronic exposure to
low-level ionizing radiations would probably be compensated for by density-dependent
responses in highly fecund species. Effects due to radiation therefore would not likely be
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distinguishable from those due to natural fluctuations in aquatic populations. Although little
quantitative genetic information is available for aquatic populations, it is unlikely, on the
basis of predicted mutation rates, that significant deleterious genetic effects due to radiation at
the low levels present in the environment today would be produced in aquatic populations.

Document Number 47 of 59
TI (Title): Carbon isotope techniques
AU (Author): Coleman, D.C. (ed.) (Univ. of Georgia, Athens (United States)) Fry, B. (ed.)
(Marine Biological Lab., Woods Hole, MA (United States))
SO (Source): San Diego, CA (United States). Academic Press, Inc. 1991. 286 p
AB (Abstract): This book is a hands-on introduction to using carbon isotope tracers in
experimental biology and ecology. It is a bench-top reference with protocols for the study of
plants, animals, and soils. The 11C, 12C, 13C, and 14C carbon isotopes are considered and
standard techniques are described by established authors. The compilation includes the
following features: specific, well-established, user-oriented techniques. Carbon cycles in
plants, animals, soils, air, and water. Isotopes in ecological research. Examples and sample
calculations

Document Number 48 of 59
TI (Title): The impact of nuclear waste disposals to the marine environment. Research
report no. 8
AU (Author): Taylor, P.J. (comp.)
SO (Source): Oxford. Political Ecology Research Group. Mar 1982. 80 p
AB (Abstract): This report provides a critical review of current scientific literature

concerning the environmental impact of discharges and dumping of radioactive waste to the
coastal marine and deep ocean environments. It concludes that although knowledge of the
effects of dispersed radioactivity has greatly increased in the last two decades, there are still
significant areas of uncertainty which have major implications for current and future nuclear
waste management policy. For example, there is now evidence of discharged plutonium
formerly thought to be locked on sediments returning to man via biogeochemical cycles.
Discharges of this extremely toxic element have been banned elsewhere because of this
eventuality, and the report recommends elimination of plutonium discharges, and in the light
of recent radiobiological evidence, a fivefold reduction in exposures to the public as a result
of the other Windscale discharges. In the case of ocean dumping, the report acknowledges
that there is no evidence of health effects from past disposals. However, recent monitoring
shows contamination of the ocean bed due to leaking containers, and it is argued that
oceanographic and radioecological data are insufficient to predict future effects, especially
having regard to the steadily increasing quantities dumped.

Document Number 49 of 59
TI (Title): Contamination due to radioactive materials
AU (Author): Woodhead, D.S. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft

(UK). Fisheries Radiobiological Lab.)
SO (Source): Kinne, 0 . (ed.) (Biologische Anstalt Helgoland, Hamburg (Germany, F.R.)).
Marine ecology: a comprehensive, integrated treatise on life in oceans and coastal waters, v.
5. Ocean management. Pt. 3. Pollution and protection of the seas - radioactive materials,
heavy metals and oil. Chichester (UK). John Wiley. 1984. 1641 p. p. 1111-1287. x
AB (Abstract): The peaceful exploitation of radioactivity and the expansion of the nuclear

power programme ensure that the disposal of radioactive wastes will cause contamination of
the marine environment in the foreseeable future. The exposure of marine organisms to
radioactivity from wastes has been studied in depth and related to exposure to natural
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background radiation. Concentrations of natural radionuclides and those from marine waste
disposal have been measured at various stations in the oceans and seas around the world. The
fate of radionuclides at four representative sites has been studied and the concentrations of
radionuclides in oysters, porphyra, plaice in the Windscale discharge area have been
measured. The extent of human exposure, particularly with reference to seafood consumption
in local fishing communities, has been assessed. Effects of radiation on developing fish
embryos and eggs and genetic radiation effects in aquatic organisms has been studied. The
above studies reveal that the controls applied to the discharge of radioactive wastes to
limit hazards to humans also provide adequate protection for populations of marine
organisms.

Document Number 50 of 59
TI (Title): Contamination of living environment and human organism with plutonium.

Kontaminace zivotniho prostredi a lidskeho organismu plutoniem
AU (Author): Benes, J
SO (Source): Jad. Energ. (Jun 1981). v. 27(6) p. 226-231
AB (Abstract): The applicability of 239Pu in nuclear power is discussed. The radiotoxic
properties of plutonium, its tissue distribution and the effects of internal and external
contamination are described. The contamination of the atmosphere, water, and soil with
plutonium isotopes is discussed. Dosimetry is described of plutonium in the living and
working environments as is plutonium determination in the human organism.

Document Number 51 of 59
TI (Title): Strontium and cesium radionuclide migration in the Black sea ecosystem in
1986-1989. Migratsiya radionuklidov strontsiya i tseziya v ehkosisteme Chernogo morya v
1986-1989 gody
AU (Author): Polikarpov, G.G. Kulebakina, L.G. Egorov, V.N. Stokozov, N.A. Arkhipova,
S.I. Mosejchenko, I.N. (AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Sevastopol (Ukraine). Inst. Biologii Yuzhnykh
Morej)
SO (Source): Senin, E.V. (Ed.). Ministerstvo Ukrainy po Delam Zashchity Naseleniya ot
Posledstvij Avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS, Kiev (Ukraine) Nauchno-Proizvodstvennoe
Ob"edinenie Pripyat', Chernobyl (Ukraine). Chemobyl'-90. Reports of the 1. International
conference on biological and radioecological aspects of the Chernobyl' NPP accident effects.
V. 1, part 2. Radioecology of plants. Radioecology of terrestrial animals. Radioecology of
hydrobionts. Chernobyl'-90. Doklady 1. Mezhdunarodnoj konferentsii po biologicheskim i
radioehkologicheskim aspektam posledstvij avarii na Cheraobyl'skoj AEhS. Tom 1, chast1 2.
Radioehkologiya rastenij. Radioehkologiya nazemnykh zhivotnykh. Radioehkologiya
gidrobiontov. 1990. 164 p. p. 282-305
AB (Abstract): The results of 5-year observations dealing with Sr-90 and Cs-137 migration
in the Black Sea and Lowest Dnieper ecosystem show that the atmospheric fallouts give the
main contribution into the Black Sea contamination with these radionuclides after the
Chernobyl accident. Cs-137 concentrations remain increased as compared with pre-accident
level by the factor of 10 approximately in the water upper layer. Sr-90 intakes the Black Sea
with Dnieper flow

Document Number 52 of 59
TI (Title): After-effects of the Kyshtym and Chernobyl accidents on hydrobionts.
Posledstviya Kyshtymskoj i Chernobyl'skoj avarij dlya gidrobiontov
AU (Author): Polikarpov, G.G. Tsytsugina, V.G
JR (Journal Information): Radiatsionnaya Biologiya, Radioehkologiya
SO (Source): (Jul-Aug 1995). p. 536-549
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AB (Abstract): The results of the works, published in the USSR and the CIS, on studies of
the action of radioactive pollution upon hydrobionts in natural conditions were summsrized
and analyzed. Feasible causes of distrepancy of obtained data were considered.

Document Number 53 of 59
TI (Title): The results of long-term studies offish populations from water basins within the
Kyshtym accident zone. Rezul'taty mnogoletnikh issledovanij populyatsij ryb iz vodoemov,
popavshikh v zonu Kyshtymskoj avarii
AU (Author): Fetisov, A.N. (AN SSSR, Moscow (Russian Federation). Inst. Obshchej
Genetiki)
JR (Journal Information): Radiatsionnaya Biologiya, Radioehkologiya
SO (Source): (Sep-Oct 1995). p. 751-758
AB (Abstract): The results of long-term studies of fish populations of various kinds from

lakes polluted with radionuclide as a result of the Kyshtym accident are considered. The
literary and own data on embryonic development studies with cytogenetic analysis, results of
morphometric and morphological studies of fish populations,investigations of population
structures by electrophoretic analysis of markers of structural genes were analysed. Critical
comparison of the data obtained by the various authors in different years was conducted. The
conclusion was made that none of the tests showed unequivocal effect of radionuclide
contamination on ichthyofauna.

Document Number 54 of 59
TI (Title): Conceptual radioecological model of 137Cs and 90Sr migration in the middle
and lower Dnieper-Black sea system. Kontseptual'naya radioehkologicheskaya model'
migratsii 137Cs i 90Sr v sisteme srednij i nizhnij Dnepr-Chernoe more
AU (Author): Kutlakhmedov, Yu.A. Polikarpov, G.G. (AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Sevastopol
(Ukrainian SSR). Inst. Biologii Yuzhnykh Morej)
JR (Journal Information): Dopovidi Akademii Nauk Ukrains'koj RSR, Seriya B
SO (Source): Dopov. Akad. Nauk Ukr. RSR, Ser. B. (Nov 1988). (no.l 1) p. 65-67
AB (Abstract): A radioecological model of radionuclide migration in the system of slowly

exchanging water reservoirs of Dnieper cascade is suggested. The model permitted to forecast
the considerable conditional capacity of the cascade on the basis of estimation of the factor of
reservoir radiocapacity. The values of radionuclide concentrations forecasted by the model is
close to the really observed

Document Number 55 of 59
TI (Title): Impact assessment on the human exposure to environmental radiation
AU (Author): Kim, Y.J. Lee, K.S. Kim, J.B. Chun, K.J. Kim, S.R. Chung, K.H. (Korea
Advanced Energy Research Inst., Seoul (Republic of Korea))
RPP (Primary Report Number): KAERI/RR-386/82 {KAERIRR38682}
SO (Source): Korea Advanced Energy Research Inst., Seoul (Republic of Korea).

Environmental impact studies around nuclear facilities. 1983.417. p t 4 p. 331 -417
AB (Abstract): 1. The Terrestrial Ecosystem in the Vicinity of Kori Nuclear Power Plant. In
order to evaluate the effects of radiation or radionuclides released from the nuclear power
plants on human population, field surveys on the terrestrial ecosystem such as the fauna and
flora in the vicinity within 15 km from the Kori nuclear power plant were carried out. 2.
Level of radionuclides, Metabolism and Chromosome Aberration. The present study was
undertaken with the purpose for evaluating 1) the level of Sr-90 in the Korean vertebra, 2)
the metabolism of Sr-90 in the rats, 3) the levels of Sr-90 and Cs-137 in the pine needles
(Pinus densiflora), 4) the level of Sr-90 in the frogs (Rana nigromaculata) and 5) the radiation
effects by internal Sr-90 on the bone marrow.
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Document Number 56 of 59
TI (Title): Sr-90 pollution of Kyiv district territory and water objects by data of Molluscs
conches radioactivity measurement. Zagryaznenie territorii i vodnykh ob'ektov Kievskoj
oblasti strontsiem-90 po dannym izmereniya radioaktivnosti rakovin mollyuskov
AU (Author): Frantsevich, L.I. Zakharchuk, T.N. Kornyushin, A.V. Gorb, S.N. Zolotov,
V.V. (Natsyional'na Akademyiya Nauk Ukrayini, Kiev (Ukraine). Yinst. Zoologyiyi)
JR (Journal Information): Gidrobiologicheskij Zhurnal
SO (Source): (Jul-Aug 1995). p. 88-96
AB (Abstract): Rather simple and cheap method of bio indication of radioactive pollution

beta-radiometry of molluscs conches-had been successfully applied for mapping of
contamination of the terrain and water bodies of Kyiv region, beta-radiometry made possible
to outline new local sports of 90 Sr contamination and provided sufficient base for
construction a radiometric map of this territory. Levels of conches radioactivity associated
with dangerous strontium contain in water or sediments were estimated for the most abundant
molluscs groups. Investigations of molluscs confirmed the negative correlations of transfer
factor for 90 Sr with calcium concentration in water

Document Number 57 of 59
TI (Title): Sublethal effects of tritium on aquatic systems
AU (Author): Strand, J.A. Poston, T.M
SO (Source): Vaughan, B.E. Batteile Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA (USA).
Annual Report for 1981 to the DOE Office of the Assistant Secretary for Environmental
Protection, Safety, and Emergency Preparedness. Part 2. Ecological Sciences. Feb 1982. p.
125-126
AB (Abstract): It is the purpose of this continuing study to determine the relative biological
effectiveness (RBE) of 3H-beta irradiation when compared to 60Co-gamma irradiation
applying the relatively radiosensitive immune process of the rainbow trout, Salmo gairdneri.
This study is also designed to investigate the nature of latent expression of immune
incompetence in trout exposed to 3H-irradiation during embryogenesis

Document Number 58 of 59
TI (Title): Biological effects of tritium. Efectos biológicos del tritio
AU (Author): Nieto, M. (Junta de Energia Nuclear, Madrid (Spain))
SO (Source): Energ. Nucí. (Madrid). (1985). v. 29(157) p. 439-450
AB (Abstract): The aim of this project is to study the thermal effects on proliferation

activity in the intestinal epithelium of the goldfish acclimated at different temperatures
(stationary state). The cell division occurs only at certain phases of the circadian cycle when
the proliferative activity is synchronized or trained by an environmental factor such as light-
dark cycle. Another aspect of the project is the study of the biological effects, non-
stochastic, on cell kinetics in animals chronically exposed to low dose rates or tritium and
gamma rays from 60CO, used as a standard radiation. The influence on the accumulated dose
per cell and cycle cell in function of the duration of the cell cycle at different acclimation
temperatures should be considered. To calculate the risk of tritium contamination from
nuclear power plants (radiation exposure), the organic tissue-bond is of decisive importance
due to the long turnover of the organic tissue-bond in organisms favouring transport of
tritium to other organisms of the ecosystem and to man.

Document Number 59 of 59
TI (Title): Sublethal effects of tritium on aquatic systems. Ecological effects of lithium and

beryllium on aquatic communities. Teratological effects of low-level magnetic fields
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AU (Author): Strand, J.A; Poston, T.M. Skalaski, J.R. Emery, R.M. Klopfer, D.C.
Abernethy, C.S
SO (Source): Vaughan, B.E. Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA (USA). Pacific
Northwest Laboratory annual report for 1980 to the DOE Assistant Secretary for
Environment. Part 2. Ecological sciences. Feb 1981. p. 101-104
AB (Abstract): Studies of the sublethal effects of tritium on the relatively radiosensitive
immune process of the rainbow trout suggest that a higher RBE value than is now recognized
by the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) may be required.
Studies included an evaluation of potential toxicity of lithium on embryological life of
rainbow trout and an assessment of fate and effects of lithium in artificial stream habitats.
Levels of lithium necessary to cause an observed effect would have to be at least three orders
of magnitude above observed background. Studies on teratogenic effects of low-level
magnetic fields address the need to assess the potential harmful effects of magnetic fields on
attendant personnel working in the transport and hot cell areas of fusion reactors.

8.3. DOSES TO MAN OR BIOTA FROM MARINE RADIOACTIVITY

Selected abstracts: certain combinations of the following descriptors: radiation doses,
aquatic ecosystems and (retention, uptake, environmental transport, food chains or
ecological concentration)

Document Number 1 of 54
TI (Title): Effect of radioactive contamination of hydrobionts within the thirty-kilometer

zone of Chernobylsk NPP. Otsenka vozdejstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya na
gidrobiontov 30-kilometrovoj zony kontrolya avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS
AU (Author): Ryabov, I.N. (AN SSSR, Moscow (Russian Federation). Inst.
Ehvolyutsionnoj Morfologii i Ehkologii Zhivotnykh)
JR (Journal Information): Radiobiologiya
SO (Source): (Sep-Oct 1992). p. 662-667
AB (Abstract): A study was made of hydrobionts, particularly fishes, living within the

thirty-kilometer control zone of Chernobyl NPP and northern part of the Kiev basin, after the
disaster. Out of 31 fish species living in the NPP cooling pond some were idendified which
were mostly affected by radioactive contamination. They were predators belonging, with
respect to reproduction and developments a lithophilous group

Document Number 2 of 54
TI (Title): Representative benthic bioindicator organisms for use in radiation effects

research: Culture of Neanthes arenaceodentata (Polychaeta)
AU (Author): Harrison, F.L. Knezovich, J.P. Martinelli, R.E. (Lawrence Livermore

National Lab., CA (United States))
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL-CR-111737 {UCRLCR111737}
SO (Source): Sep 1992.18 p
AB (Abstract): The purpose of this document is to present a comprehensive synthesis of
information pertaining to the selection and maintenance of bioindicator organisms for use in
radiation-effects research. The focus of this report is on the bentbic polychaete, Neanthes
arenaceodentata, a species that has been used successfully at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL) and other institutions to define the impacts of radiation and
chemical toxicants on aquatic organisms. In this document, the authors provide a rationale for
the selection of this organism, a description of its reproductive biology, and a description of
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the conditions that are required for the maintenance and rearing of the organism for use in
toxicological research

Document Number 3 of 54
TI (Title): Methodology for estimating radiation dose rates to freshwater biota exposed to

radionuclides in the environment
AU (Author): Blaylock, B.G. Frank, MX. O'Neal, B.R

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): ES/ER/TM--78 {ESERTM78}
SO (Source): Aug 1993.39 p

AB (Abstract): The purpose of this report is to present a methodology for evaluating the
potential for aquatic biota to incur effects from exposure to chronic low-level radiation in the
environment. Aquatic organisms inhabiting an environment contaminated with radioactivity
receive external radiation from radionuclides in water, sediment, and from other biota such as
vegetation. Aquatic organisms receive internal radiation from radionuclides ingested via food
and water and, in some cases, from radionuciides absorbed through the skin and respiratory
organs. Dose rate equations, which have been developed previously, are presented for
estimating the radiation dose rate to representative aquatic organisms from alpha, beta, and
gamma irradiation from external and internal sources. Tables containing parameter values for
calculating radiation doses from selected alpha, beta, and gamma emitters are presented in
the appendix to facilitate dose rate calculations. The risk of detrimental effects to aquatic
biota from radiation exposure is evaluated by comparing the calculated radiation dose rate
to biota to the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) recommended dose rate limit of 0.4 mGy
h-1 (1 rad d-1). A dose rate no greater than 0.4 mGy h-1 to the most sensitive organisms
should ensure the protection of populations of aquatic organisms. DOE's recommended dose
rate is based on a number of published reviews on the effects of radiation on aquatic
organisms that are summarized in the National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements Report No. 109 (NCRP 1991). DOE recommends that if the results of
radiological models or dosimetric measurements indicate that a radiation dose rate of 0. 1
mGy h-1 will be exceeded, then a more detailed evaluation of the potential ecological
consequences of radiation exposure to endemic populations should be conducted

Document Number 4 of 54
TI (Title): Effects of ionizing radiation on plants and animals at levels implied by current
radiation protection standards
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria). IAEA. Mar 1992. 74 p. Technical reports series. No. 332
AB (Abstract): The 1977 Recommendations of the International Commission on
Radiological Protection stated that the commission believes that if man is adequately
protected from radiation, other organisms are also likely to be sufficiently protected. The
present report examines this statement by considering the effects of ionizing radiation on
animals and plants in both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. The conclusions are that
chronic dose rates of IMGy.d-1 or less are unlikely to cause measurable deleterious effects in
terrestrial populations, and that in the aquatic environment limiting chronic dose rates to
10MGy.d-l to the maximally exposed individuals would provide adequate protection for the
population. Thus specific radiation protection standards for non-human organisms are not
needed.

Document Number 5 of 54
TI (Title): Effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms. NCRP report no. 109
SO (Source): Bethesda, MD (United States). National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements. 1991.115 p
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AB (Abstract): The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP)
was requested by the US Department of Energy (DOE) to review the literature on the effects
of radiation on aquatic organisms and develop a document that reviews the present
understanding of such effects and provides guidance for a standard for the protection of
populations of aquatic organisms. This request derives from concerns expressed to DOE that
deleterious effects may be occurring in freshwater at DOE operating facilities and that the
Department has not adopted a standard for protecting aquatic organisms residing in those
environments. Although DOE is not aware of any conditions in the United States where
concentrations of radioactivity in aquatic environs result n radiation doses sufficient to cause
deleterious effects on populations of aquatic organisms DOE believes that a standard needs
to be developed that defines a dose below which deleterious population effects are not
expected to occur. This paper addresses this subject and provides the necessary guidance on
the protection of populations of aquatic organisms

Document Number 6 of 54
TI (Title): The results of long-term studies of fish populations from water basins within the

Kyshtym accident zone. Rezul'taty rnnogoletnikh issledovanij populyatsij ryb iz vodoemov,
popavshikh v zonu Kyshtymskoj avarii
AU (Author): Fetisov, A.N. (AN SSSR, Moscow (Russian Federation). Inst. Obshchej
Genetiki)
JR (Journal Information): Radiatsionnaya Biologiya, Radioehkologiya
SO (Source): (Sep-Oct 1995). p. 751-758
AB (Abstract): The results of long-term studies of fish populations of various kinds from
lakes polluted with radionuclide as a result of the Kyshtym accident are considered. The
literary and own data on embryonic development studies with cytogenetic analysis, results of
morphometric and morphological studies of fish populations, investigations of population
structures by electrophoretic analysis of markers of structural genes were analysed. Critical
comparison of the data obtained by the various authors in different years was conducted. The
conclusion was made that none of the tests showed unequivocal effect of radionuclide
contamination on ichthyofauna.

Document Number 7 of 54
TI (Title): The effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. Blaylock, B.G

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): PNL-SA--18527 {PNLSA18527}
CF (Conference Information): Biological effects of Chernobyl accident. Zelenyj Mys
(USSR). 10-18 Sep 1990
AB (Abstract): Scientific Committee number-sign 64-6 of the National Council on
Radiation Protection (NCRP) of the United States has recently completed a review of the
literature on the effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms (NCRP 1990). In this
report, the NCRP provides guidance for a dose rate below which deleterious effects to aquatic
organisms are acceptably low. Reviews a series of simple dosimetric models that can be
applied to demonstrate compliance with such a dose rate. Provides examples of the
application of the models to contaminated aquatic environments. And evaluates the validity
of the statement of the International Commission on Radiation Protection (ICRP 1977) that
"if man is adequately protected then other living things are also likely to be sufficiently
protected."
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Document Number 8 of 54
TI (Title): Conceptual radioecological model of 137Cs and 90Sr migration in the middle
and lower Dnieper-Black sea system. KontsepruaTnaya radioehkologicheskaya model'
mígratsii 137Cs i 90Sr v sisteme srednij i nizhnij Dnepr-Chernoe more
AU (Author): Kutlakhmedov, Yu.A. Polikarpov, G.G. (AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Sevastopol
(Ukrainian SSR). Inst. Biologii Yuzhnykh Morej)
JR (Journal Information): Dopovidi Akademii Nauk Ukrains'koj RSR, Seriya B
SO (Source): Dopov. Akad. Nauk Ukr. RSR, Ser. B. (Nov 1988). (no.l 1) p. 65-67
AB (Abstract): A radioecological model of radionuclide migration in the system of slowly
exchanging water reservoirs of Dnieper cascade is suggested. The model permitted to forecast
the considerable conditional capacity of the cascade on the basis of estimation of the factor
of reservoir radiocapacity. The values of radionuclide concentrations forecasted by the model
is close to the really observed

Document Number 9 of 54
TI (Title): Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Talbert, D.M. Marietta, M.G. Hessler, R.R. Smith, K.L. Jr.
Yayonos, A.A. Jackson, D.W. (Seabed Programs Div., Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque,
NM)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 411-430
AB (Abstract): The primary goal of the U.S. Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) is to
assess the technical and environmental feasibility of disposing of high-level nuclear wastes in
deep-sea sediments. The subseabed biology program is charged with assessing the effects of
potential releases of radionuclides on the ecosystem, as well as the possible health effects fo
man firm the radionuclides that may be released in the deep sea and transported to the ocean
surface. Current biological investigations are attempting to determine benthic community
structure, benthic community metabolism, the biology of deep-sea mobile scavengers, the
fauna! composition of midwater nekton, rates of microbial processes, and the radiation
sensitivity of deep-sea organisms. Existing models of the dispersal of radionuclides in the
deep sea have not considered many of the possible biological mechanisms that may
influence the movement of radionuclides. Therefore a multicompartment foodweb model is
being developed that considers both biological and physical influences on radionuclide
transport. This model will allow parametric studies to be made of the impact of potential
releases of radionuclides on the ocean environment and on man

Document Number 10 of 54
TI (Title): Lessons from radioactive waste disposal applied to other pollutants
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. (Ecological Sciences Dept, Pacific Northwest Lab.,
Battelle Memorial Institute, Richland, WA)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 469-480
AB (Abstract): In order to manage scientifically the quantities and kinds of waste disposal
in coastal waters and open oceans, one needs to assess the environment's capacity to
assimilate these materials. This knowledge may help us avoid an unacceptable biological
impact on components of the ecosystem and on humans who harvest its resources. One
approach available is the one that has been demonstrated to be applicable for the
management of the disposal of radioactive wastes in the ocean. New generic and site-specific
methodologies can establish relationships between discharge or release rates and associated
radiation doses. The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has
developed guidelines and recommendations that govern acceptable amounts of radiation that
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people can be exposed to. The TCRP recommendations on justification and optimization can
be integrated into an overall management philosophy in order to quantify alternative waste
disposal options. These methodologies, which were developed for the control of radioactive
wastes, should be applied directly to public health protection from nonradioactive wastes
such as metals and organochlorine pesticides

Document Number 11 of 54
TI (Title): Mathematical modeling of radionuclide migration in aquatic ecosystems.

Matematicheskoe modelirovanie migratsii radionuklidov v vodnykh ehkosistemakh
AU (Author): Kryshev, LI. Sazykina, T.G
SO (Source): Moscow (USSR). Ehnergoatomizdat. 1986. 151 p
AB (Abstract): Mathematical models permitting to forecast radioisotope migration and
accumulation in food chains of aquatic ecosystems have been built on the basis of
experimental data accumulated by the aquatic radioecology. Problems on modeling the effect
of incorporated radioisotopes on living organisms are considered. Dynamic models of
ecosystems oriented on problems solving water reservoir monitoring have been developed

Document Number 12 of 54
TI (Title): Dosimetry and ecological effects of transuranium elements in marine

ecosystems. Chapter 14. Dozimetriya i ehkologicheskie ehffekty transuranovykh ehlementov
v morskoj srede. Glava 14
AU (Author): Templton, U.L
SO (Source): Khehnson, U.S. (ed.). Transuranic elements in the environment.
Transuranovye ehlementy v okruzhayushchej srede. Moscow (USSR). Ehnergoatomizdat.
1985. p. 296-303
AB (Abstract): Ecological effects of radiation in the sea are reviewed and estimated, and
some recent experimental data on Pu effect on aquatic organisms are considered

Document Number 13 of 54
TI (Title): Long-term worldwide effects of multiple nuclear weapons detonations
SO (Source): Cassel, C. McCally, M. Abraham, H. Nuclear weapons and nuclear war. New
York, NY (USA). Praeger Publications, Inc. 1984. p. 241-262
AB (Abstract): The NAS report, issued in 1975 shocked the scientific community by
suggesting that detonation of a fraction of the world's nuclear arsenal (104 megatons) could
produce a major, 30-70%, reduction in stratospheric ozone, lasting a year or more. The
consequences of such a reduction in the natural barrier to solar ultraviolet radiation include
the potential extinction of mammalian life. The summary section of the 1975 report is
reprinted here

Document Number 14 of 54
TI (Title): Bibliography of marine radiation ecology prepared for the Seabed Program
AU (Author): Schultz, V.S
TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-79-7102 {SAND797102}
SO (Source): Feb 1980.318 p

AB (Abstract): References on the effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms have
been obtained from a number of sources. Many were obtained from reviews and other
publications. Although the primary purpose of preparing this bibliography was to obtain
information related to the nuclear wastes Seabed Disposal Biology Program of Sandia
Laboratories, freshwater organisms are included as a matter of convenience and also with the
belief that such a bibliography would be of interest to a wider audience than that restricted to
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the Seabed Program. While compilation of a list in an area broad in scope is often somewhat
arbitrary, an attempt was made to reference publications that were related to field or
laboratory studies of wild species of plants and animals with respect to radiation effects.
Complete information concerning each reference are provided without excessive library
search. Since one often finds references listed in the literature that are incompletely cited, it
was not always possible to locate the reference for verification or completion of the citation.
Such references are included where they appeared to be of possible value. When known, a
reference is followed with its Nuclear Science Abstract designation, or rarely other abstract
sources. Those desiring additional information should check Nuclear Science Abstracts
utilizing the abstract number presented or other abstracting sources. In addition, the language
of the article, other than English, is given when it is known to me

Document Number 15 of 54
TI (Title): Ecological effects of transuranics in the marine environment
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. (Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA (USA))
SO (Source): Egami, Nobuo (ed.) (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Faculty of Science). Radiation
effects on aquatic organisms. Tokyo. Japan Scientific Societies Press. 1980. 306 p. p. 3-12.
6266300
AB (Abstract): Since the dose rates received by aquatic organisms as a result of exposure

to transuranics are comparable to those received from natural radionuclides, even in known
contaminated areas, it is apparent that there are few experimental field studies that
reasonably could be conducted which would determines whether radiological effects are
occurring in the environment as a result of present levels of radionuclides. The comparisons
drawn here between the estimated doses from added plutonium and americium and the
naturally occurring polonium would be more accentuated if the total dose rates from all
natural radionuclides were computed. Consideration of some of the mechanisms of
recruitment to exploited fish populations would suggest that any effects as a result of chronic
exposure to low-level ionizing radiations would probably be compensated for by density-
dependent responses in highly fecund species. Effects due to radiation therefore would not
likely be distinguishable from those due to natural fluctuations in aquatic populations.
Although little quantitative genetic information is available for aquatic populations, it is
unlikely, on the basis of predicted mutation rates, that significant deleterious genetic effects
due to radiation at the low levels present in the environment today would be produced in
aquatic populations.

Document Number 16 of 54
TI (Title): The impact of nuclear waste disposals to the marine environment. Research

report no. 8
AU (Author): Taylor, P.J. (comp.)
SO (Source): Oxford. Political Ecology Research Group. Mar 1982.80 p
AB (Abstract): This report provides a critical review of current scientific literature
concerning the environmental impact of discharges and dumping of radioactive waste to the
coastal marine and deep ocean environments. It concludes that although knowledge of the
effects of dispersed radioactivity has greatly increased in the last two decades, there are still
significant areas of uncertainty which have major implications for current and future nuclear
waste management policy. For example, there is now evidence of discharged plutonium
formerly thought to be locked on sediments returning to man via biogeochemical cycles.
Discharges of this extremely toxic element have been banned elsewhere because of this
eventuality, and the report recommends elimination of plutonium discharges, and in the light
of recent radiobiological evidence, a fivefold reduction in exposures to the public as a result
of the other Windscale discharges. In the case of ocean dumping, the report acknowledges
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that there is no evidence of health effects from past disposals. However, recent monitoring
shows contamination of the ocean bed due to leaking containers, and it is argued that
oceanographic and radioecological data are insufficient to predict future effects, especially
having regard to the steadily increasing quantities dumped.

Document Number 17 of 54
TI (Title): Radioecology of the aquatic environment. Radioactive pollution and its

ecological consequences. Radioecologie des milieux aquatiques. La pollution radioactive et
ses consequences ecologiques
AU (Author): Amiard-Triquet, C. Amiard, J.C. (Nantes Univ., 44 (France))
SO (Source): Paris, France. Masson. 1980. 192 p. Ramade, F. (ed.). Applied ecology and
environmental sciences series. Collection ecologie appliquee et sciences de 1'environnement
AB (Abstract): This book is divided into nine parts as follows: origin of radionuclides in the

aquatic environment. Assessment of radioactive contamination of the aquatic environment.
Evolution of radionuclides in waters. Behaviour of radionuclides in sediments. Quantitative
data on accumulation, distribution and biological release of radioactive pollutants.
Mechanisms of the biological accumulation. Influence of ecological factors on radioactive
contamination of ecosystems. Effects of irradiation on aquatic organisms. The last part is
devoted to general conclusions on sanitary and ecological consequences of radioactive
pollution of the aquatic environment

Document Number 18 of 54
TI (Title): Contamination of living environment and human organism with plutonium.
Kontaminace zivotniho prostredi a lidskeho organismu plutoniem
AU (Author): Benes, J
SO (Source): Jad. Energ. (Jun 1981). v. 27(6) p. 226-231
AB (Abstract): The applicability of 239Pu in nuclear power is discussed. The radiotoxic
properties of plutonium, its tissue distribution and the effects of internal and external
contamination are described. The contamination of the atmosphere, water, and soil with
plutonium isotopes is discussed. Dosimetry is described of plutonium in the living and
working environments as is plutonium determination in the human organism.

Document Number 19 of 54
TI (Title): Impact assessment on the human exposure to environmental radiation
AU (Author): Kim, YJ. Lee, K.S. Kim, J.B. Chun, K.J. Kim, S.R. Chung, K.H. (Korea
Advanced Energy Research Inst., Seoul (Republic of Korea))
RPP (Primary Report Number): KAERI/RR-386/82 {KAERIRR38682}
SO (Source): Korea Advanced Energy Research Inst., Seoul (Republic of Korea).

Environmental impact studies around nuclear facilities. 1983.417. pt. 4 p. 331-417
AB (Abstract): 1. The Terrestrial Ecosystem in the Vicinity of Kori Nuclear Power Plant. In
order to evaluate the effects of radiation or radionuclides released from the nuclear power
plants on human population, field surveys on the terrestrial ecosystem such as the fauna and
flora in the vicinity within 15 km from the Kori nuclear power plant were carried out. 2.
Level of radionuclides, Metabolism and Chromosome Aberration. The present study was
undertaken with the purpose for evaluating 1) the level of Sr-90 in the Korean vertebra, 2) the
metabolism of Sr-90 in the rats, 3) the levels of Sr-90 and Cs-137 in the pine needles (Pinus
densiflora), 4) the level of Sr-90 in the frogs (Rana nigromaculata) and 5) the radiation effects
by internal Sr-90 on the bone marrow.
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Document Number 20 of 54
TI (Title): Radioactive waste disposal and related water management aspects. Odstranovani

radioaktivnich odpadu a souvisejici hlediska vodniho hospodarstvi
AU (Author): Mansfeld, A. Hanslik, E. (Vyzkumny Ustav Vodohospodarsky,Prague
(Czechoslovakia))
SO (Source): 1982. 5 p. Ustav Jaderneho Vyzkumu CSKAE, Rez (Czechoslovakia).
Radioactive waste disposal. Conferenceproceedings. Zneskodnovani radioaktivnich odpadu.
Sbornik prednasek. 77 p.
AB (Abstract): Legislative measures and prescriptions are listed for the protection of
surface and ground water quality. Water quality must be monitored in case of the discharge of
radioactive wastes. The monitoring is recommended of somatic and genetic changes in water
organisms, such as growth curves of chlorococal algae, the propagation, the rate of sloughing
skin and life-time of daphnias, in fish the development of roe. Also the application of one
method is recommended to evaluate the self-cleaning capacity of water. Problem areas are
given related to the protection of water management in connection with the implementation
of the nuclear power programme.

Document Number 21 of 54
TI (Title): The impact on ocean ecosystems
AU (Author): Seymour, A.H. (Washington Univ., Seattle (USA). Coll. of Fisheries)
SO (Source): Peterson, J. Hinrichsen, D. (eds.). Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences,
Stockholm. Nuclear war: the aftermath. Oxford (UK). Pergamon Press. 1982. 196 p. p. 109-
120.
AB (Abstract): A nuclear war would have less impact on ocean ecosystems than on
terrestrial systems. But damage to coastal regions and estuaries might be substantial. This
chapter discusses the distribution, effects, and hazards of fallout radionuclides in the ocean,
and attempts to assess the impact on ocean ecosystems of dust particles in the atmosphere,
ozone depletion, and temperature change following a nuclear war. The information offers
some insight into the impact of such a war, but does not provide definitive predictions. Two
other consequences, however, do have the potential for devastating effects upon marine
ecosystems. It has been predicted that a 100-fold reduction in solar light intensity at the
earth's surface due to particles in the atmosphere is possible. This would result in death to
most of the phytoplankton and herbivorous zooplankton in more than half of the oceans of the
Northern Hemisphere, and under some circumstances, depletion of ozone in the stratosphere
by NOsub(X) could increase UV radiation at the earth's surface, the magnitude of the change
being sufficient to seriously reduce the populations of organisms at the base of the food web.
Temperature changes would be of little consequence.

Document Number 22 of 54
TI (Title): Effects of nuclear and non-nuclear pollutants on marine ecosystems
AU (Author): Polikarpov, G.G. (A.O.Kovalevsky Institute of Biology of Southern Seas

(IBSS), Crimea (Ukraine))
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-SM--354 {IAEASM354}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria)Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, Paris (France)United Nations Environment
Programme, Nairobi (Kenya) International Maritime Organization, London (United
Kingdom) Commission Internationale pour l'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer
Mediterranee, Monaco (Monaco) International symposium on marine pollution. Extended
synopses 1998 739 p. p. 39-40
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Document Number 23 of 54
TI (Title): Role of the radiation factor in antropogeneous influence on a population of
aquatic biota Rol' radiatsionnogo faktora v antropogennom vozdejstvii na populyatsii
gidrobiontov
AU (Author): Zarubin, OX. (NTs 'Inst. yadernykh issledovanij' NAN Ukrainy, Kiev
(Ukraine). Tsentr ehkologicheskikh problem atomnoj ehnergetiki Ukrainy)
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-BY--007 {INISBY007}
SO (Source): Konoplya, E.F. Astakhov, A.I. Bogdevich, I.M. Borisevich, N.Ya. Zubovich,
V.K. Knat'ko, V.A. Lobanok, L.M. Matsko, V.P. Mrochek, A.G. Ministehrstva pa
Nadzvychajnykh Situatsyyakh Rehspubliki Belarus', Minsk (Belarus) Natsyyanal'naya
Akadehmiya Navuk Belarusi, Minsk (Belarus) Kamisiya parlamentskaga sabrannya sayuza
Belarusi i Rasii pa pytannyakh ehkalogii, pryrodakarystannya i likvidatsyi nastupstvaw
avaryj, Minsk (Belarus) Inst. Radyyabiyalogii NAN Belarusi, Minsk (Belarus) Meditsinskij
radiologicheskij nauchnyj tsentr Rossijskoj Akademii meditsinskikh nauk, Moskva (Russian
Federation) Abstracts of papers of international scientific conference 'Fundamental and
applied aspects of radiobiology: Biological effects of low doses and radioactive
contamination of environment (Radioecological and medical biological consequences of the
Chernobyl NPP accident)' Tezisy dokladov mezhdunarodnoj nauchnoj konferentsii
'Fundamental'nye i prikladnye aspekty radiobiologii: Biologicheskie ehffekty malykh doz i
radioaktivnoe zagryaznenie sredy (Radioehkologicheskie i mediko-biologicheskie
posledstviya katastrofy na Chemobyl'skoj AEhS)' Minsk (Belarus) May 1998 281 p. p. 86

Document Number 24 of 54
TI (Title): Strontium and cesium radionuclide migration in the Black sea ecosystem in
1986-Î 989. Migratsiya radionuklidov sírontsiya i tseziya v ehkosisteme Chernogo morya v
1986-1989 gody
AU (Author): Polikarpov, G.G. Kulebakina, L.G. Egorov, V.N. Stokozov, N.A. Arkhipova,
S.I. Mosejchenko, I.N. (AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Sevastopol (Ukraine). Inst. Biologii Yuzhnykh
Morej)
SO (Source): Senin, E.V. (Ed.). Ministerstvo Ukrainy po Delam Zashchity Naseleniya ot
Posledstvij Avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS, Kiev(Ukraine) Nauchno-Proizvodstvennoe
Ob"edinenie Pripyat', Chernobyl (Ukraine). Chernobyl'-90. Reports of the 1. International
conference on biological and radioecological aspects of the Chernobyl' NPP accident effects.
V. 1, part 2. Radioecology of plants. Radioecology of terrestrial animals. Radioecology of
hydrobionts. Chernobyl'-90. Doklady 1. Mezhdunarodnoj konferentsii po biologicheskim i
radioehkologicheskim aspektam posledstvij avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS. Tom 1, chast' 2.
Radioehkologiya rastenij. Radioehkologiya nazemnykh zhivotnykh. Radioehkologiya
gidrobiontov. 1990.164 p. p. 282-305
AB (Abstract): The results of 5-year observations dealing with Sr-90 and Cs-137 migration
in the Black Sea and Lowest Dnieper ecosystem show that the atmospheric fallouts give the
main contribution into the Black Sea contamination with these radionuclides after the
Chernobyl accident. Cs-137 concentrations remain increased as compared with pre-accident
level by the factor of 10 approximately in the water upper layer. Sr-90 intakes the Black Sea
with Dnieper flow

Document Number 25 of 54
TI (Title): Study of biological effects of low dozes of a chronic irradiation. Izuchenie

biologicheskikh ehffektov nizkikh doz khronicheskogo oblucheniya
AU (Author): Goncharova, R.I. Ryabokon', N.I. Slukvin, A.M. Anoshenko, B.Yu. Smolich,

I.I. (Akadehmiya Navuk Belarusi, Minsk (Belarus). Inst. Genetyki i Tsytalogii)
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SO (Source): Lyutsko, A.M. Nesterenko, V.B. Chudakov, VA. Konoplya, E.F. Milyutin,
A.A. Ministehrstva Adukatsyi Rehspubliki Belarus', Minsk (Belarus) Ministehrstva pa
Nadzvychajnykh Situatsyyakh Rehspubliki Belarus', Minsk (Belarus) Natsyyanal'naya
Kamisiya pa Radyyatsyjnaj Akhove, Minsk, (Belarus) International Atomic Energy
Agency, Vienna (Austria) Dzyarzhstandart Rehspubliki Belarus', Minsk (Belarus)
Mizhnarodny Inst. pa Radyyaehkalogii imya A.D. Sakharava, Minsk (Belarus). Dosimetry
Control: Technic and methods. Proceedings of the international workshop 'Actual problems
of dosimetry'. Dozimetricheskij kontrol': tekhnika i metody. Materialy Mezhdunarodnogo
simpoziuma 'Aktual'nye problemy dozimetrii'. Minsk (Belarus). Oct 1997. 216 p. p. 100

Document Number 26 of 54
TI (Title): Thirty years' experience of radioepidemiological monitoring in the Russian
Arctic
AU (Author): Miretskij, G.I. Dudarev, A.A. Popov, A.O. Ramzaev, P.V. Komarov, E.I.
(Institute of Radiation Hygiene, St. Petersburg (Russian Federation))
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/112P {IAEASM339112P}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental impact
of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria). IAEA.
Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 659-662. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): Permanent monitoring of radiation exposure and health surveillance have

been performed in the Russian Arctic, from the Kola peninsula to Chukotka, at the request of
the Ministry of Health and the State Committee on Sanitary and Epidemiológica!
Surveillance. All factors of the food-chain of reindeer breeders in the Arctic have been
studied: the contents of radionuclides (137Cs, 90Sr, Po-Pb and others) in soil, lichens,
reindeer meat and fish, and the contents in the human body. Environmental factors connected
with radiation and other sources have also been evaluated. The average values of 137Cs in the
food-chain are presented.

Document Number 27 of 54
TI (Title): Feasibility of disposal of high-level radioactive waste into the seabed. Volume 6:
Deep-sea biology, biological processes and radiobiology
AU (Author): Pentreath, R.J. Hargrave, B.T. Roe, H.S.J. Sibuet, M

RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-XN--176 {INISXN176}
SO (Source): 1988.219 p

AB (Abstract): One of the options suggested for disposal of high-level radioactive waste
resulting from the generation of nuclear power is burial beneath the deep ocean floor in
geologically stable sediment formations which have no economic value. The 8-volume series
provides an assessment of the technical feasibility and radiological safety of this disposal
concept based on the results obtained by ten years of co-operation and information exchange
among the Member countries participating in the NEA Seabed Working Group. This report
summarizes the biological description of selected sites, the means by which radionuclides
could result in human exposure via seafood pathways, and the doses likely to be received
by, and effects on, the deep-sea fauna

Document Number 28 of 54
TI (Title): The bioconcentration of 13II in fresh water fish
AU (Author): Yu, K.N. Cheung, T. Young, E.C.M. Luo, D.L. (City Univ. of Hong Kong,

Kowloon (Hong Kong))
JR (Journal Information): Health Physics
SO (Source): (Nov 1996). p. 719-722
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AB (Abstract): The dynamic characteristics of the radionuclide concentration process in
fresh water fish have been studied. The experimental data for the tilapias were fitted using a
simple compartment model to get characteristics parameters such as concentration factors,
elimination rate constants, and initial concentration rates, which are 3.08 Bq kg-l/Bq L-l,
0.00573 h-1, and 12.42 Bq kg-1 h-1, respectively. The relative concentrations of 1311 in
different parts, i.e., head, gills, flesh, bone and internal organs, of the tilapias are also
determined, which are found to be 10.8,15.4,26.1,11.0, and 37.0%, respectively. The effects
of different factors on the transfer of radionuclides in fresh water fishes are also discussed.
Experiments on the tilapias and the common carp show that the variation of concentration
factors for different species may be significant even for the same radionuclide and the same
ecological system. On the other hand, the variation in the concentration factors for the flesh
of the tilapias is not significant for a certain range of 1311 concentrations in the water.

Document Number 29 of 54
TI (Title): A review of biological studies sponsored by the Department of the Environment

to assist feasibility studies of the disposal of heat generating radioactive waste in the deep
ocean
AU (Author): Allen, J.A. Gale, G. (University Marine Biological Station, Millport,
Scotland (UK))
RPP (Primary Report Number): DOE-RW--85.055 {DOERW85055}
SO (Source): Apr 1985. 117 p

AB (Abstract): The report review recent biological studies on the organisms of the d&ep sea
and takes into account the physical and chemical parameters that influence them. Particular
attention is devoted to studies funded by the Department of the Environment to determine
the technical feasibility of disposing of high level radioactive wastes in the deep sea. Such
quantitative information that exists concerning the input and output of organic material into
the abyss is given. This information is related to the diversity, growth, size, and reproductive
biology of the abyssal infauna and epifauna and to the organisms within the water column
above. Life processes, under the influence of high pressure are discussed and related to the
uptake by and release from organisms of radiochemicals. Gaps in our present knowledge of
the total ecosystem are identified and recommendations for future studies made.

Document Number 30 of 54
TI (Title): Study of Chironomidae Natural Populations of the Former Semipalatinsk Test
Site Water Bodies
AU (Author): Aimanova, K.G. Blinov, A.G. Kiknadze, I.I. (Institute for Cytology and
Genetics, Siberia-branch of Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk (Russian Federation))
Bakhtin, M.M. Seisebaev, A.T. (Institute of Radiation Safety and Ecology NNC RK,
Kurchatov (Kazakhstan)) Rakhimbaeva, K.T. (Semei State University, Semipalatinsk
(Kazakhstan))
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-KZ--018 {INISKZ018}
SO (Source): Koltysheva, G.I. Perepelkin, I.G. (eds.) Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of Kazakhstan, Astana (Kazakhstan) Ministry of Science-Akademy of Science of
the Republic of

Kazakhstan, Almaty (Kazakhstan) Atomic Energy Agency of the Republic of Kazakhstan,
Almaty (Kazakhstan) National Nuclear Centre of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Kurchatov
(Kazakhstan) Nuclear Society of Kazakstan, Kurchatov (Kazakhstan) Nuclear Society of
Russia, Dimitrovgrad (Russian Federation) 2. International conference on non-
proliferation problems.
AB (Abstract): The open water bodies as a component of the biosphere serve as the
accumulators of artificial radionuclides generated during the nuclear explosions. Therefore
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their radioactive contamination needs to be registered. The assessment of
theenvironmental radioactive contamination consequences for the natural populations of
organisms living in water bodies is of particular importance. Chironomini (Diptera,
Chironornidae) play an important role as they are a significant component of water and air
biocenoses and provide the self-cleaning of water bodies and food chains of industrial fish
and bird. Chironomini have been chosen to be a model for the UNESCO International
Program titled 'Man and Biosphere' and are used as the biologic indicator for ecological
studies of anthropogenic influence on water bodies. The study of Chironomini natural
mutagenic process and its alteration due to the radioactive contamination of water bodies is
of extreme scientific interest and can serve as the indicator of the scale of genetic damage of
water organisms. This work presents the data on natural populations of Chironomini of
former STS water bodies: Shagan Lake, Balapan Lake, the artificial water body on the
Karazhyra Coal Field, the backwater near the Shagan River, Balykty col Lake, etc. The
analysis of morphology and caryotype of Camptochironomus sp. S (S - larvae have been
sampled from the Semipalatinsk Test Site) showed that this is a new species as compared to
studied species (C. tentans, C. pallidivittatus) of Camptochironomus subfamily. The
caryotype Camptochironomus sp. S differs sharply from the caryotypes of other
Camptochironomus species due to its strong hetero chromatization of centromeric discs. The
immediate molecular analysis of genome DNA of Camptochironomus sp. S larvae
sampled from Shagan Lake was performed: the total DNA of larvae of this species was
obtained, nucleonic sequences of genes of cytochrome B (Cyt B) and cytochrome I (COI)
were determined using methods of amplification and sequence. The comparison of nucleonic
sequences of Cyt B and COI genes of Camptochironomus sp. S with known nucleonic
sequences of these genes from populations of Siberia, Altay, Yakutia and North America was
performed. As a result of the comparison it was found that the species under study
(Camptochironomus sp. S) is not a population variant but a new species. COI gene of
Camptochironomus sp. S showed a deletion of three nucleotides that led to the replacement of
one amino acid residue and the loss of the other one. Since no one of previously studied
Chironomini species has showed the deletion, it can be supposed that this deletion is due to
the radioactive exposure

Document Number 31 of 54
TI (Title): Reproduction Crustacea and Isopoda populations under ionizing radiation.

Razmnozhenie populyatsij mokrits (Crustacea, Isopoda) pod vozdejstviem ioniziruyushchego
izlucheniya
AU (Author): Kupriyanova, E.B. (Inst. Biologii Komi NTs UrO RAN (Russian Federation))
SO (Source): Gaziev, A.L (ed.). Radiobiological congress. Abstracts.Part 2.
Radiobiologicheskij s"ezd. Tezisy dokladov. Ch. 2. Pushchino (Russian Federation).
Pushchinskij Nauchnyj Tsentr. 1993. p. 563

Document Number 32 of 54
TI (Title): Marine disposal of radioactive wastes
AU (Author): Woodhead, D.S. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft

(UK). Fisheries Radiobiological Lab.)
SO (Source): Helgol. Wiss. Meeresunters. (1980). v. 33(1-4) p. 122-137
AB (Abstract): In a general sense, the main attraction of the marine environment as a
repository for the wastes generated by human activities lies in the degree of dispersion and
dilution which is readily attainable. However, the capacity of the oceans to receive wastes
without unacceptable consequences is clearly finite and this is even more true of localized
marine environments such as estuaries, coastal waters and semi-enclosed seas.
Radionuclides have always been present in the marine environment and marine organisms
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and humans consuming marine foodstuffs have always been exposed, to some degree, to
radiation from this source. The hazard associated with ionizing radiations is dependent upon
the adsorption of energy from the radiation field within some biological entity. Thus any
disposal of radioactive wastes into the marine environment has consequences, the
acceptability of which must be assessed in terms of the possible resultant increase in radiation
exposure of human and aquatic populations. In the United Kingdom the primary
consideration has been and remains the safe-guarding of public health. The control
procedures are therefore designed to minimize as far as practicable the degree of human
exposure within the overall limits recommended as acceptable by the International
Commission on Radiological Protection. There are several approaches through which
control could be exercised and the strenghs and weaknesses of each are considered. In this
review the detailed application of the critical path technique to the control of the discharge
into the north-east Irish Sea from the fuel reprocessing plant at Windscale is given as a
practical example. It will be further demonstrated that when human exposure is controlled
in this way no significant risk attaches to the increased radiation exposure experienced by
populations of marine organisms in the area.

Document Number 33 of 54
TI (Title): Radioactive contamination of fish, shellfish, and waterfowl exposed to Hanford

effluents: Annual summaries, 1945—1972. Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction
Project
AU (Author): Hanf, R.W. Dirkes, R.L. Duncan, J.P

TYPE (Type of Document): Report
RPP (Primary Report Number): PNWD-1986-HEDR {PNWD1986HEDR}
SO (Source): Jul 1992. 174 p

AB (Abstract): The objective of the Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction Project
(HEDR) is to estimate the potential radiation doses received by people living within the
sphere of influence of the Hanford Site. A potential critical pathway for human radiation
exposure is through the consumption of waterfowl that frequent onsite waste-water ponds or
through eating of fish, shellfish, and waterfowl that reside in/on the Columbia River and its
tributaries downstream of the reactors. This document summarizes information on fish,
shellfish, and waterfowl radiation contamination for samples collected by Hanford
monitoring personnel and offsite agencies for the period 1945 to 1972. Specific
information includes the types of organisms sampled, the kinds of tissues and organs
analyzed, the sampling locations, and the radionuclides reported. Some tissue
concentrations are also included. We anticipate that these yearly summaries will be helpful to
individuals and organizations interested in evaluating aquatic pathway information for
locations impacted by Hanford operations and will be useful for planning the direction of
future HEDR studies

Document Number 34 of 54
TI (Title): Speciation and bioavailability of plutonium and americium in the Irish Sea and

other marine ecosystems
AU (Author): Vives i Batlle, J
SO (Source): Dec 1993. 347 p
AB (Abstract): Since the late 1960s, the Irish Sea has become a repository for a variety of
radio-elements originating mainly in discharges from the British Nuclear Fuels (BNF) pic.
Sellafield reprocessing complex located on the Cumbrian coast. In particular,
transuranium nuclides such as plutonium, americium and curium (the main constituents of the
alpha-emitting discharges) have become incorporated into every marine compartment by a
variety of mechanisms, many of which are not well understood. Although extensive studies
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have been carried out in the near-field (eastern Irish Sea, especially in the vicinity of the
discharge point and collateral muddy sediments), comparatively little had been done to assess
the long-term behaviour and bioavailability of plutonium and americium in the far-field, e.g.,
the western Irish Sea, prior to the present study. In this dissertation, the results of an extensive
research programme, undertaken in order to improve and refine our understanding of the
behaviour of plutonium and americium in the marine environment, are presented.
Specifically, the thesis details the results of (and conclusions deduced from) a series of
experiments in which the physical and chemical speciation, colloidal association, mobility
and bioavailability of plutonium and americium were examined in diverse environments
including the Irish Sea and the Mediterranean.

Document Number 35 of 54
TI (Title): Plutonium in the Irish environment
AU (Author): Sanchez-Cabez, J.A
SO (Source): Jul 1989.237 p
AB (Abstract): Plutonium is one of the most radiotoxic elements known to man. Given its
widespread presence due, in the main, to atmospheric nuclear weapons tests and releases from
nuclear facilities, the determination of its distribution and behaviour in the environment is of
great scientific and radiological importance. In this thesis the origin, distribution and, where
relevant, the radiological significance of plutonium in both the marine and terrestrial
environments of Ireland have been examined in detail. Certain other long-lived radionuclides
such as Tc-99 and Csl 37 have also been studied.

Document Number 36 of 54
TI (Title): Radiation protection at sea dumping of radioactive waste - 25 years of radio-
ecology of the deep sea. Strahlenschutz bei der Meeresversenkung radioaktiver Abfaelle - 25
Jahre Radiooekologie der Tiefsee
AU (Author): Feldt, W
SO (Source): Maushart, R. (ed.). Fachverband fuer Strahlenschutz e.V., Karlsruhe
(Germany). 25 years of radiation protection - experiences and opinions. Scientific Festschrift
on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of Fachverband filer Strahlenschutz. 25 Jahre
Strahlenschutz - Erfahrungen und Ansichten. Wissenschaftliche Festschrift zum 25jaehrigen
Bestehen des Fachverbands fuer Strahlenschutz. Koeln (Germany). Verl. TUEV
Rheinland. May 1991. 260 p. p. 167-186.
AB (Abstract): Investigations of biological structures of dumping regions show that the

total biomass is very small. The major part of biomass is contained in an upper layer between
0 and 2000 m depth. Between this layer and the sea bottom only few living creatures are
found. At about 100 m above ground, however, the fraction of biomass per m3 water is rising
again, and doubles at 10 m above ground. In the years of 1949 - 1982, about 5 PBq
beta/gamma- and 0,68 PBq alpha-activities have been dumped. The values measured for Cs-
137 measured in the dumping region do not differ significantly from values in other marine
areas. Nuclear weapon fallout remains to be the dominant source of radioactive
contamination. Plutonium values measured in the last years, however, seem to reveal an
influence of wastes dumped until 1982. We have retrieved nine barrels, some of which were
well preserved despite a storage time of more than eight years. Others, however, showed
severe damage caused by compression. No settling has taken place by sessile organisms.
Concentration factors, biological transport and the radiobiological effects on deap-sea
organisms have also been investigated. Knowledge about these items proved to be very
fragmentary. Radiation exposure of the shore population is caused mainly by consumption of
sea products. A conservative estimate gave an ingestion dose of 30 muSv/year after 100
years and 1,5 mSv/year after 500 years.
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Document Number 37 of 54
TI (Title): Natural and artificial radioactivity in coastal regions of UK
AU (Author): McDonald, P. Cook, G.T. (Scottish Universities Research and Reactor

Centre, Glasgow (United Kingdom)) Baxter, M.S. (International Atomic Energy Agency,
Monaco (Monaco). Marine Environment Lab.)
SO (Source): Kershaw, PJ . Woodhead, D.S. (eds.) (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food, Lowestoft (United Kingdom). Directorate of Fisheries Research). British Nuclear Fuels
pic, London (United Kingdom) CEA, 75 - Paris (France) Norwich City Council (United
Kingdom) Intergovernmental Oceanographic CommissionJParis (France). Radionuclides in
the study of marine processes. Proceedings. London (United Kingdom). Elsevier Applied
Science. 1991.393 p. p. 329-339
AB (Abstract): The transport and bioaccumulation of natural and artificial radionuclides in

the coastal regions of UK have been investigated. The magnitude of radionuclide
concentration variation throughout the UK coastline has been quantified and where
appropriate source terms have been identified. Sites bordering the Irish Sea show the highest
levels of artificial radioactivity which are derived from past Sellafield discharges. Enhanced
concentrations of natural radioactivity were found in all Whitehaven samples, in sediment at
Blackhall Colliery near Hartlepool and in mussels at Aberdeen. Highest radionuclide
concentrations were present in Whitehaven mussels - 3124Bqkg-l dry weight of 210Po.
Excluding sites bordering the Irish Sea, levels of natural radionuclides (210Pb, 210Po,
232Th, 23 8U) were greatly in excess of the artificial radionuclide concentrations in all sample
types. The biological preference for accumulation of 210Po relative to its grandparent 210Pb
is evident. 210Po/210Pb activity ratios range between 2 and 40 in mussels, winkles and
seaweed but only between 0.24 and 1.3 in sediments and sea water. Radiologically, the
highest radiation exposure to the public evident from the results would be from the ingestion
of Whitehaven mussels (3.2mSv y-1), the greatest single contribution being from
technologically enhanced 210Po.

Document Number 38 of 54
TI (Title): Behaviour of transplutonium elements in the environment. Povedenie

transplutonievykh ehlementov v okruzhayushchej srede
AU (Author): Grashchenko, S.M. Kuznetsov, Yu.V. Legin, V.K. Myasoedov, B.F.
Pavlotskaya, F.I. Pospelov, Yu.N
SO (Source): AN SSSR, Moscow (USSR) Gosudarstvennyj Komitet po Ispol'zovaniyu
Atomnoj Ehnergii SSSR, Moscow (USSR) Nauchno-Issledovatel'skij Inst. Atomnykh
Reaktorov, Dimitrovgrad (USSR). 3. All-union conference on chemistry of transplutonium
elements. Summaries of reports. 3. Vsesoyuznaya konferentsiya po khimii transplutonievykh
ehlementov. Tezisy dokladov. 1988.95 p. p. 10

Document Number 39 of 54
TI (Title): Radioactivity in north European waters: report of Working Group 2 of CEC

project MARINA
AU (Author): Camplin, W.C. Aarkrog, A

RPP (Primary Report Number): MAFF-FRDR--20 {MAFFFRDR20}
SO (Source): 1989. 120 p

AB (Abstract): The primary objective of Working Group 2 of Project MARINA was to
consider recent measurements of environmental radioactivity in north European waters and to
use this, and other information, to report likely magnitude of doses to the critical group from
marine pathways. The monitoring data were supplemented,where appropriate, with
predictions from simple models. The major sources of radioactivity studied were as follows:
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(1) liquid wastes from nuclear fuel reprocessing plants, (Sellafield, Dounreay, Cap de la
Hague). (Ii) liquid wastes from nuclear power plants and other major nuclear industry sites,
(including Belgium, Denmark, France, Finland, GDR, FDR, Netherlands, Sweden, UK,
USSR). (Iii) solid waste disposal in the deep north-east Atlantic. (Iv) fallout from Chernobyl.
And (v) naturally-occurring radionuclides.

Document Number 40 of 54
TI (Title): Radionuclides in aquatic environments
AU (Author): Santschi, P.H. (Texas A and M Univ., Galveston (USA). Dept. of Marine
Science) Honeyman, B.D. (Stanford Univ., CA (USA). Dept. of Civil Engineering)
JR (Journal Information): Radiation Physics and Chemistry
SO (Source): Radiat Phys. Chem. (1989). v. 34(2) p. 213-240
AB (Abstract): The objective of this chapter is to give the reader an overview of the four

most important aspects of radionuclide research in aquatic and other natural systems: (1) fate.
(2) tracer. (3) geochronology. And (4) dose. The central aspect of radionuclide research has
been the development of techniques to identify specific radionuclides at very low activities in
environmental samples.

Document Number 41 of 54
TI (Title): Directions for use of AQUABIOS program. Mode d'emploi du programme

AQUABIOS
AU (Author): Robeau, D. Laporte, J. Wartenberg, I

RPP (Primary Report Number): CEA-DPS-88-03-SEAPS {CEADPS8803SEAPS}
SO (Source): Jun 1988.27 p

AB (Abstract): The model AQUABIOS permits to do an assessment of doses due to the
transfer of radionuclides in the environment from an outlet as river or water underground.
This model permits to define an associated scenario to each particular radioactive waste
disposal including the special way of transfer through the biosphere

Document Number 42 of 54
TI (Title): Assessing radiological consequences of discharge of radioactive materials to the
environment: modes, pathways, doses
AU (Author): Williams, A.R. (Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation,

Lucas Heights (Australia))
SO (Source): Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, Lucas Heights
(Australia) International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Proceedings. Volume 2.
Lucas Heights (Australia). Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation. [1989].
318 p. p. 558-564
AB (Abstract): The general principles of radiological assessment for members of the public
are discussed. The case of the uranium mining operation at Ranger in the Northern Territory
is used to illustrate environmental dose assessment methods. The applicable Australian
radiation protection standards and the dose assessment models prepared for the Ranger
uranium project are described. The inhalation dose estimates to members of the public from
dust and gas and the ingestion dose estimates to the critical group from the aquatic pathway
are presented. The potential impact of increased aquatic pollution is assessed.

Document Number 43 of 54
TI (Title): Perspective in site-suitability modelling
AU (Author): Chartier, M. (CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Fontenay-aux-Roses, 92
(France). Dept. de Protection Sanitaire)
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SO (Source): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds.). Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France).
Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste. Volume 3. Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development. 1989.374 p. p. 239-248
AB (Abstract): The Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy of the OECD-Nuclear Energy

Agency decided in April 1981 to set up a Co-ordinated Research and Environmental
Surveillance Programme relevant to sea disposal of radioactive waste (CRESP) with the
objective of reinforcing the scientific basis of future assessments of the continued suitability
of the North-East Atlantic site to be made under the NEA Multilateral Consultation and
Surveillance Mechanism. A major component of the initial CRESP plan was the development
of a site-specific model to predict radionuclide transfer rates and patterns in the marine
environment. A new general approach to the design of such a site-specific model is
discussed.Although this approach originates partly from methodologies presented in
GESAMP partly from an approach put forward within the NEA Seabed Working
Group/Geochemical and Physical Oceanography Task Group and partly from methods
previously agreed by the CRESP Modelling Task Group, the modelling philosophy
developed in the text expressed the personal viewpoint of the author. This text aims to
state the present methods of modelling the marine transfer of radionuclides and to anticipate
modelling strategies which may be adopted in the future (in France for example), but it
does not necessarily meet present NEA viewpoints and the philosophy of other CRESP
participating countries

Document Number 44 of 54
TI (Title): Polonium-210 and lead-210 in the aquatic environment. Polonium-210 en lood-

210 in het aquatische milieu
AU (Author): Weers, A.W. van Groothuis, R.E.J. (Netherlands Energy Research
Foundation, Petten (Netherlands))
JR (Journal Information): Energiespectrum
SO (Source): Energiespectrum. (Mar 1990). v. 14(3) p. 69-76
AB (Abstract): Since the beginning of the eighties the occurrence of polonium-210 (Po-
210) and lead-210 (Pb-210) in the environment, and in particular the aquatic environment, is
investigated by the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN). These elements are
regarded to be normative for the radiation burden of sea organisms. From this investigation it
turns out that Po-210 often contributes largely to the radiation burden of some marine
organisms, and, in the case of large consumption of these organisms, also of man.

Document Number 45 of 54
TI (Title): Radioecological model for transport of radionuclides and exposure to organisms
in aquatic ecosystems
AU (Author): Sazykina, T.G. (Inst. of Experimental Meteorology, Obninsk (Russian
Federation)) Kryshev, A.I. (Moscow State Univ. (Russian Federation))
SO (Source): Amiro, B. (ed.) (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Pinawa, MB (Canada).
Whiteshell Labs.) Avadhanula, R. (ed.) (Atomic Energy Control Board, Ottawa, ON
(Canada)) Johansson, Gunnar Larsson, Carl-Magnus Luening, M. (eds.) (Swedish Radiation
Protection Inst., Stockholm (Sweden)). Protection of the natural environment. International
symposium on ionising radiation. Proceedings, V.2. Stockholm (Sweden). SSL 1996. 745 p.
p. 503-509.
AB (Abstract): A model is proposed for reconstruction of the radionuclide dynamics in

water, sediments and biota of the water body contaminated due to radiation accident. The
results of model reconstruction of the radioecological situation in the Chernobyl NPP
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Cooling Pond for the period 1986-1990 are demonstrated. The doses to fish and doses to
humans from fish consumption are estimated

Document Number 46 of 54
TI (Title): Kola Fjord radioactive contamination in the vicinity of the nuclear icebreakers
fleet base
AU (Author): Namjatov, A. (Murmansk department for hydrometeorology (Russian

Federation))
RPP (Primary Report Number): NEI-NO-747 {NEINO747}
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern,Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995. 427 p. p. 241-244
AB (Abstract): The civil nuclear icebreakers have been based at the enterprise "Atomflot" in
the Kola Bay for more than 30 years. In this paper the effects of nuclear discards from these
ships on the ecosystem in the region have been stipulated. It is concluded that the estimated
individual dose to man in the area is 1.7 to 4.1 x 10-4muSv/year

Document Number 47 of 54
TI (Title): Transit and absorption of nuclear industry derivatives by marine biota. Transito e

absorcao de radionuclideos na biota marinha derivados de industria nuclear
AU (Author): Mayr, L. Moraes, R. Lopes, M.A. Vicente, C. Mauro, J.N.(Rio de Janeiro

Univ. (Brazil))
SO (Source): Associacao Brasileira de Energia Nuclear, Rio de Janeiro. Proceedings of the
2. General Congress of Nuclear Energy - v.3. Anaxs do 2. Congresso Geral de Energia
Nuclear - v.3.1988.498 p. p. 281-293
AB (Abstract): A broard research program on radionuclides became necessary due to the
construction of the Nuclear Power Plant at Angra dos Reis. As part of this program the
research developped by the Marine Biology Departament, UFRJ, aimed at estimating the
radiation doses to wich the population of the region might be exposed and to determine
biological indicators to radioactive contamination. Up to the present moment, the
bioacumulation factors (BFs) of 60Co, 137Cs and 1311 by "clam" (Anomalocardia brasiliana)
and the biological half-life of cobalt and cesium in this animal were determined, as well as
the B.F. of 85 Sr by "snail" (Strombus pugilis) and by "barnacle" (Megabalanus
tintinnabulum). The remobilization of 60Co by microbiological activity in marine sediment
was also studied. These studies were made using the standard methodology for
bioaccumulation and elimination in closed water systems. The results showed an important
microbiological activity in the remobilization of elements in the sediment. Due to die low
bioaccumulation factors obtained the studied organisms were not considered ideal biological
indicators for radioactive pollution. However, their importance as edible animals in the Angra
dos Reis region recommends their radiometry for routine radiological monitoring. Studies on
other organisms and/or radionuclides are now in progress at the Marine Biology Departament

Document Number 48 of 54
TI (Title): A provisional assessment of radiation regimes in deep ocean environments
AU (Author): Woodhead, D.S. Pentreath, R.J. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Directorate of Fisheries Research, Fisheries Lab., Lowestoft, Suffolk)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 133-152
AB (Abstract): The introduction of high-level radioactive wastes into the deep ocean
environment could, depending on the disposal option employed, result in a more or less
significant increase in the radiation exposure of the local fauna. It has been conjectured that
the fauna may be particularly sensitive to such a change in ambient conditions, although there
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is, as yet, little information on either their sensitivity to radiation, the natural background
radiation regime, or the magnitude of the increased exposure which could arise from waste
disposal. A knowledge of the natural radiation exposure of organisms occupying different
niches provides a necessary perspective for any assessment of the impact of contaminant
radioactivity. Available data on the concentrations of natural radionuclides in seawater, deep
ocean sediments, and certain of the deep ocean fauna, together with simple models, for a
basis for an estimation of background radiation dose rates Investigations of the radiological
consequences of deep-sea waste disposal have provided estimates of the concentrations of
actinide and fission product radionuclides in deep ocean waters, and their variation with time.
These data form the input for the estimation of the consequential exposure of the deep
ocean fauna. The results of these preliminary studies provide an indication of the research
necessary to improve understanding of the possible impact on the ecosystem of the
disposal of high-level radioactive wastes into the deep ocean

Document Number 49 of 54
TI (Title): Interim oceanographic description of the North-East-Atlantic site for the disposal
of low-level radioactive waste. Vol. 2
AU (Author): Dickson, R.R. Gurbutt, P.A. Kershaw, P.J. (eds)

RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-XN-57 {INISXN57}
SO (Source): 1986. 191 p

AB (Abstract): The NEA Co-ordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance
Programme (CRESP) related to sea disposal of radioactive waste was started in 1981
following a recommendation of the Group of experts convened every five years by NEA to
review the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in the North-East
Atlantic. The objective of CRESP is to increase the available scientific data base related to
the oceanographic and biological characteristics of the dump site and elaborate a site
specific model of the transfers of radionuciides to human populations. Volume one of the
"Interim Oceanographic Description of the North-East Atlantic Site for the Disposal of Low-
Level Radioactive Waste" was published in early 1983. It was an attempt to identify
remaining gaps in current knowledge of conditions at the site and relate these conditions to
the physical environment of the North-East Atlantic Ocean as a whole. The amount of data
obtained by the CRESP Programme is now sufficient to justify publication of this second
volume. Scientists present results of research which is of direct relevance to a better
assessment of the impact from dumping radioactive waste in the North-East Atlantic, in
particular an evaluation of the potential radiation doses to man. These two volumes represent
part of the scientific contribution of the CRESP Programme to the 1985 Review of the
Continued Suitability of the North-East Atlantic dump site

Document Number 50 of 54
TI (Title): Bioaccumulation of radionuclides in flora and fauna of the Alligator Rivers
region
AU (Author): Johnston, A. (Office of the Supervising Scientist for the Alligator Rivers
Region, Sydney (Australia))
SO (Source): Australian Inst. of Nuclear Science and Engineering, Lucas Heights. 10th
AINSE radiation biology conference, 22-23 August 1985,Lucas Heights - AINSE Theatre.
Conference handbook. Aug 1985. 51 p. p. 38

Document Number 51 of 54
TI (Title): Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in
the North-East Atlantic
SO (Source): Paris (France). OECD. Aug 1985.448 p
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AB (Abstract): Under the terms of the 1977 Decision of the OECD Council establishing a
Multilateral Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism for Sea Dumping of Radioactive
Waste, NEA is requested to assess (each five years), in consultation with the Environment
Committee, the suitability of dumping sites proposed by the national authorities of
participating countries and to keep under review those previously considered suitable.
Following the last review made in 1980, another review of the continued suitability of the
North-East Atlantic dump site used since 1971 was completed in 1985 by a Group of Experts
from countries participating in the OECD Mechanism. The report describes the basis for the
assessment and its conclusions and recommendations, agreed by all members of the Group
with the exception of the expert from Denmark, whose reservations are reproduced in an
Annex. The main conclusion from the Expert Group is that from a radiological protection
point of view the North-East Atlantic site would be suitable for continued dumping at given
rates, since this would not give significant doses to man or marine organisms. The
conclusions were generally supported by the NEA Committee on Radiation Protection and
Public Health, which underlined, at its March 1985 meeting, the high quality of the
scientific review and endorsed the proposal made for further research work in the framework
of the NEA Co-ordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance Programme (CRESP)

Document Number 52 of 54
TI (Title): User's guide to MARINRAD: model for assessing the consequences of release of
radioactive material into the oceans
AU (Author): Koplik, CM. Kaplan, M.F. Nalbandian, J.Y. Simonson, J.H. Clark, P.G
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-83-7104 {SAND837104}
SO (Source): May 1984. 68 p

AB (Abstract): Marine Radionuclide Transport and Dose (MARINRAD) is a system of the
computer programs designed to evaluate the consequences from release of radioactive waste
into the ocean. The FORTRAN program MARRAD, which is part of the MARINRAD
software, computes nuclide concentration caused by ocean transport and generates food
chain concentration factors. The FORTRAN program MAROUT, which is also part of
MARINRAD, evaluates a pathways-to-man dose model, generates print reports, and
produces graphic plots. MARINRAD's top-down modular design provides flexible software
that can be easily modified for a user's specific problem. MARINRAD was developed under
contract with the Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Document Number 53 of 54
TI (Title): The radiological situation at the atolls of Mururoa and Fangataufa. Technical
report. V. 6. Doses due to radioactive materials present in the environment or released from
the atolls
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-MFTR-6 {IAEAMFTR6}
SO (Source): Aug 1998 60 p

AB (Abstract): In the previous volumes of this Report the concentrations of residual
radioactivity in the environment of Mururoa and Fangataufa atolls have been described, and
assessment made of the releases to the environment in the future. The further step in
radiological assessment is the derivation of radiation doses that arise to actually or potentially
exposed populations, from these concentrations and releases. These doses are estimated in
this report. The existence of a hypothetical population resident on Mururoa is postulated as
the group which would be most exposed. Doses to this group are estimated together with
doses to maximally exposed residents on nearby South Pacific islands, and further afield. An
assessment of the potential environmental impact of the residual contaminant radionuclides
from the nuclear weapons testing at Mururoa and Fangataufa requires estimates of the
incremental dose rates to a variety of marine organisms inhabiting a number of different
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ecological niches. These estimated dose rates provide the only secure basis for an assessment
of the potential radiation effects in the organisms. The approach adopted for this assessment
is that employed in a number of recent studies and adapts the dosimetry models for the
particular organisms of interest in the atoll environment

Document Number 54 of 54
TI (Title): Radio-capacity of different types of natural ecosystems (without man) and their
ecological standardization principles
AU (Author): Kutlakhmedov, Y. (Institute of Cellular Biology and Genetic Engineering,

National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kiev (Ukraine)) Polikarpov, G. (The A. 0.
Kovalevsky Institute of Biology of Southern Seas, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
Sevastopol (Ukraine)) Kutlakhmedova-Vyshnyakova, V. (Institute of Radioecology,
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kiev (Ukraine))
JR (Journal Information): Journal of Radioecology
SO (Source): (1997) v. 5(2) p. 15-21
AB (Abstract): In this article the theory of radio-capacity of natural ecosystems (excluding
mankind) is applied to the definition of ecological standards for permissible releases in the
environment. A specific limit of radionuclide contamination of wild life which can be
considered as the basis of an ecological standardization (64-640 kb kg-1) is proposed. BAsic
equations for evaluation of maximum permissible releases into a lake ecosystem are
presented. Ecological standards for benthos are 10 to 100 times less than the ecological
standards for inhabitants of the water column. It is shown that the existing levels of
radionuclide contamination of terrestrial slope ecosystems in the 30-km zone around
Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) exceed the proposed ecological standards.

Selected abstracts: certain combinations of the following descriptors: biological
radiation effects, aquatic ecosystems, populations, radioecological concentrations, food
chains, aquatic organisms, bioligical effects and food chains

Document Number 1 of 54
TI (Title): Determination of key radionuclides and parameters related to dose from the
Columbia River pathway. Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction Project
AU (Author): Napier, B.A
RPP (Primary Report Number): BN-SA-3768-HEDR {BNSA3768HEDR}
SO (Source): Mar 1993. 125 p

AB (Abstract): A series of scoping calculations has been undertaken to evaluate the
absolute and relative contributions of different radionuclides and exposure pathways to doses
that may have been received by individuals living in the vicinity of the Hanford Site. These
scoping calculations may include some radionuclides and pathways that were included in the
Phase 1 Columbia River pathway dose evaluations, as well as other potential exposure
pathways being evaluated for possible inclusion in future Hanford Environmental Dose
Reconstruction Project (HEDR) modeling efforts. This scoping calculation (Calculation 009)
examines the contributions of numerous radionuclides to dose via environmental exposures
and accumulation in water, fish, and other aquatic biota. Addressed in these calculations are
the contributions to effective dose from (1) external exposure to contaminated river water, (
2) ingestion of contaminated drinking water, and (3) ingestion of contaminated resident
Columbia River fish. Additional information on contamination of anadromous fish and
waterfowl is provided
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Document Number 2 of 54
TI (Title): Radiation protection at sea dumping of radioactive waste - 25 years of radio-
ecology of the deep sea. Strahlenschutz bei der Meeresversenkung radioaktiver Abfaelle - 25
Jahre Radiooekologie der Tiefsee
AU (Author): Feldt, W
SO (Source): Maushart, R. (ed.). Fachverband fuer Strahlenschutz e.V., Karlsruhe
(Germany). 25 years of radiation protection - experiences and opinions. Scientific Festschrift
on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of Fachverband fuer Strahlenschutz. 25 Jahre
Strahlenschutz - Erfahrungen und Ansichten. Wissenschaftliche Festschrift zum 25jaehrigen
Bestehen des Fachverbands fuer Strahlenschutz. Koeln (Germany). Verl. TUEV
Rheinland. May 1991. 260 p. p. 167-186.
AB (Abstract): Investigations of biological structures of dumping regions show that the

total biomass is very small. The major part of biomass is contained in an upper layer between
0 and 2000 m depth. Between this layer and the sea bottom only few living creatures are
found. At about 100 m above ground, however, the fraction of biomass per m3 water is rising
again, and doubles at 10 m above ground. In the years of 1949 - 1982, about 5 PBq
beta/gamma- and 0,68 PBq alpha-activities have been dumped. The values measured for Cs-
137 measured in the dumping region do not differ significantly from values in other marine
areas. Nuclear weapon fallout remains to be the dominant source of radioactive
contamination. Plutonium values measured in the last years, however, seem to reveal an
influence of wastes dumped until 1982. We have retrieved nine barrels, some of which were
well preserved despite a storage time of more than eight years. Others, however, showed
severe damage caused by compression. No settling has taken place by sessile organisms.
Concentration factors, biological transport and the radiobiological effects on deap-sea
organisms have also been investigated. Knowledge about these items proved to be very
fragmentary. Radiation exposure of the shore population is caused mainly by consumption of
sea products. A conservative estimate gave an ingestion dose of 30 muSv/year after 100
years and 1,5 mSv/year after 500 years.

Document Number 3 of 54
TI (Title): Po-210, Pb-210 and Ra-226 in aquatic ecosystems, anthropogenic sources,

distribution and radiation doses in the Netherlands
AU (Author): Koester, H.W. Marwitz, P.A.M. (Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en
Milieuhygiene, Bilthoven (Netherlands)) Berger, G.W. (Netherlands Inst. for Sea Research,
Den Burg (Netherlands)) Weers, A.W. van (5979500NL) Hagel, P. (RIVO (Netherlands))
Nieuwenhuize, I (DIHO (Netherlands))
SO (Source): Commission of the European Communities, Brussels (Belgium) USDOE
Office of Energy Research, Washington, DC (United States). Office of Health and
Environmental Research International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Salzburg
Univ. (Austria). Inst. fuer Allgemeine Biologie, Biochemie und Biophysik. Fifth
international symposium on the natural radiation environment (NRE - V). Book of abstracts.
1991.222 p. p. 209

Document Number 4 of 54
TI (Title): GRECA's survey of radiological data for use in accident consequence
assessment
AU (Author): Tveten, U. (Institute for Energy Technology, Kjeller (Norway))
SO (Source): CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Cadarache, 13 - Saint-Paul-lez-Durance
(France). Environmental impact of nuclear accidents. Impact des accidents d'origine
nucleaire sur Tenvironnement. Vol. 2. Cadarache (France). Section Documentation -
CEN/Cadarache. Sep 1988. 320 p. p. F32-F39
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AB (Abstract): The expert group GRECA was formed by OECD(NEA)'s Committee on the
Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) in 1983. GRECA stands for Group of Experts on
Accident Consequences. GRECA is at present carrying out a survey of a number of aspects
related to accident consequence assessment, including radiological data. A similar survey
was carried out before the Chernobyl accident, and the results of this survey are published.
The present survey is primarily, but not exclusively, concerned with Chernobyl-related
information. It is expected that the survey will be completed late this year. The status of the
survey was presented at a joint OECD(NEA)/CEC Workshop in Rome, Italy, January
1988. The purpose of the present paper is primarily to make the survey, its content and its
coordinators know to the radioecological community. The purpose is not to present actual
results from the survey. The tasks included in the survey are as follows: characteristics of the
release and fallout. Long-range transport. Behavior in urban areas. Behavior in rural areas.
Transfer to foodstuffs via plants-transfer to foodstuffs via animals. Terrestrial food chains,
aquatic food chains, Up-take in human body

Document Number 5 of 54
TI (Title): The role of aquatic plants and sediments in radium cycling in a tropical wetland
AU (Author): Williams, A.R. (Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation,
Lucas Heights (Australia))
SO (Source): Feb 1988. vp
AB (Abstract): The Magela floodplain, in the Northern Territory of Australia, drains two
large uranium deposits: Ranger, where mining began in 1980, and Jabiluka, which is
undeveloped. Radium may enter the fioodplain through leaching or seepage from the mine
site or through accidental or controlled release of waste waters. If effluent Ra does enter the
floodplain it may be flushed out to sea by subsequent floodwater or, more likely, be taken up
onto vegetation or bed sediment. The vegetation may, in turn, remobilize Ra from the
sediment into the water column. The purpose of the present work was to investigate the
relative importance of these processes and to predict the potential for Ra transfer through the
buffalo-human food-chain. The study began with a survey of the natural Ra distribution in
soil, plants and buffalo faeces on the floodplain in 1975-76 before mining began in 1980.
This showed a natural accumulation of Ra at the beginning of the floodplain and from this it
was predicted that effluent Ra may behave in a similar way and be held up in the floodplain
rather than being flushed out to sea. Laboratory experiments were carried out on the major
plant species from the floodplain, to measure the rates of Ra exchange between the water
column, the plants and the sediment. A computer model was constructed from these data to
simulate Ra transfer through the floodplain. These experiments identified direct Ra uptake
from the water column onto plants and bed sediment as the major process in Ra transport
through the system. When effluent Ra was introduced into the model and traced through the
buffalo-human food-chain, a fourfold increase in Ra concentration in water over the entire
wet season led to an average 2-fold increase in the human dietary intake of Ra. These effluent
simulation experiments predicted that the Ranger mine could dispose of a million cubic
metres of Ra-contaminated waste water over a 10-day period in the early part of the wet
season without significant impact on the local Aborigines or the environment

Document Number 6 of 54
TI (Title): Past and present levels of some radionuclides in fish from Bikini and Enewetak
atolls
AU (Author): Noshkin, V.E. Robison, W.L. Brunk, J.L. (Lawrence Livermore National
Lab., CA (United States)) (and others)
JR (Journal Information): Health Physics
SO (Source): (Jul 1997). v. 73(1). p. 49-65
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AB (Abstract): Bikini and Enewetak were the sites in the Northern Marshall Islands that
were used by the United States as testing grounds for nuclear devices between 1946 and
1958. The testing produced close-in fallout debris that was contaminated with different
radionuclides and which entered the aquatic environment. The contaminated lagoon
sediments became a reservoir and source term of manmade radionuclides for the resident
marine organisms. This report contains a summary of all the available data on the
concentrations of 137Cs 6OC0 and 217Bi in flesh samples of reef and pelagic fish collected
from Bikini and Enewetak Atolls between 1964 and 1995. The selection of these three
radionuclides for discussion is based on the fact that these are the only radionuclides that
have been routinely detected by gamma spectrometry in flesh samples from all fish for the
last 20 y. Flesh from fish is an important source of food in the Marshallese diet. These
radionuclides along with the transuranic radionuclides and 90Sr contribute most of the small
radiological dose from ingesting marine foods. Some basic relationships among
concentrations in different tissues and organs are discussed. The reef fish can be used as
indicator species because their body burden is derived from feeding, over a lifetime, within a
relatively small contaminated area of the lagoon. Therefore, the emphasis of this report is to
use this extensive and unique concentration data base to describe the effective half lives and
cycling for the radionuclides in the marine environments during the 31-y period between
1964 and 1995.

Document Number 7 of 54
TI (Title): Variability in dose estimates associated with the food-chain transport and
ingestion of selected radionuclides
AU (Author): Hoffman, F.O. Gardner, R.H. Eckerman, K.F

RPP (Primary Report Number): NUREG/CR-2612 {NUREGCR2612}
SO (Source): Jun 1982. 75 p
AB (Abstract): Dose predictions for the ingestion of 90Sr and 137Cs, using aquatic and
terrestrial food chain transport models similar to those in the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's Regulatory Guide 1.109, are evaluated through estimating the variability of
model parameters and determining the effect of this variability on model output. The
variability in the predicted dose equivalent is determined using analytical and numerical
procedures. In addition, a detailed discussion is included on 90Sr dosimetry. The overall
estimates of uncertainty are most relevant to conditions where site-specific data is unavailable
and when model structure and parameter estimates are unbiased. Based on the comparisons
performed in this report, it is concluded that the use of the generic default parameters in
Regulatory Guide 1.109 will usually produce conservative dose estimates that exceed the
90th percentile of the predicted distribution of dose equivalents. An exception is the meat
pathway for 137Cs, in which use of generic default values results in a dose estimate at the
24th percentile. Among the terrestrial pathways of exposure, the non-leafy vegetable pathway
is the most important for 90Sr. For 90Sr, the parameters for soil retention, soil-to-plant
transfer, and internal dosimetry contribute most significantly to the variability in the predicted
dose for the combined exposure to all terrestrial pathways. For 137Cs, the meat transfer
coefficient the mass interception factor for pasture forage, and the ingestion dose factor are
the most important parameters. The freshwater finfish bioaccumulation factor is the most
important parameter for the dose prediction of 90Sr and 137Cs transported over the water-
fish-man pathway

Document Number 8 of 54
TI (Title): Investigation of individual radiation exposures from discharges to the aquatic

environment: techniques used in habits surveys
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AU (Author): Leonard, D.R.P. Hunt, G.J. Jones* P.G.W. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food, Lowestoft (UK). Directorate of Fisheries Research)
SO (Source): Society for Radiological Protection, Berkeley (UK). Radiological protection -
advances in theory and practice. Proceedings of the 3. international symposium held in
Inverness, Scotland, 6-11 June 1982. Berkeley (UK). Society for Radiological Protection.
1982. v. 2. p. 512-517
AB (Abstract): The techniques used by the Fisheries Radiobiological Laboratory (FRL) in
conducting habits surveys are described and discussed. The main objectives of these surveys
are to investigate exposure pathways to the public resulting from radioactive discharges to
the aquatic environment and to provide the basic data from which critical groups can be
identified. Preparation, conduct and interpretation of the results of surveys are described and
possible errors obtained by the interview technique are highlighted. A means of verifying the
results of interviews by a logging technique has been devised and some comparative results
are presented.

Document Number 9 of 54
TI (Title): The natural radiation environment of marine organisms and aspects of the

human food chain
AU (Author): Woodhed, D.S. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft

(UK). Directorate of Fisheries Research)
SO (Source): J. Soc. Radiol. Prot (Win 1982). v. 2(4) p. 18-25
AB (Abstract): This article is based on a paper presented at the SRP meeting on the Natural
Radiation Environment, March 1982. The concentrations of some of the natural radionuclides
in various components of the marine environment are described and the contributions which
these make to the radiation exposure of both marine organisms and man are discussed. It is
indicated that radium-226 is a useful tracer of oceanic processes and a potential means of
verifying the models being developed to predict the radiological consequences of the
disposal of radioactive wastes into the deep ocean.

Document Number 10 of 54
TI (Title): Radiological-dose assessments of atolls in the northern Marshall Islands
AU (Author): Robison, W.L
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL--89037 {UCRL89037}
SO (Source): Apr 1983. 54 p

AB (Abstract): The Marshall Islands in the Equatorial Pacific, specifically Enewetak and
Bikini Atolls, were the site of US nuclear testing from 1946 through 1958. In 1978, the
Northern Marshall Islands Radiological Survey was conducted to evaluate the
radiological conditions of two islands and ten atolls downwind of the proving grounds. The
survey included aerial external gamma measurements and collection of soil, terrestrial, and
marine samples for radionuclide analysis to determine the radiological dose from all exposure
pathways. The methods and models used to estimate doses to a population in an environment
where natural processes have acted on the source-term radionuclides for nearly 30 y, data
bases developed for the models, and results of the radiological dose analyses are described

Document Number 11 of 54
TI (Title): Models and parameters for environmental radiological assessments
AU (Author): Miller, C.W. (Oak Ridge National Lab., TN)
SO (Source): Nucl. Saf. (Mar-Apr 1983). v. 24(2) p. 227-238
AB (Abstract): This article reviews the forthcoming book Models and Parameters for
Environmental Radiological Assessments, which presents a unified compilation of models
and parameters for assessing the impact on man of radioactive discharges, both routine and
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accidental, into the environment. Models presented in this book include those developed for
the prediction of atmospheric and hydrologic transport and deposition, for terrestrial and
aquatic food-chain bioaccumulation, and for internal and external dosimetry. Summaries are
presented for each of the transport and dosimetry areas previously for each of the transport
and dosimetry areas previously mentioned, and details are available in the literature cited.
A chapter of example problems illustrates many of the methodologies presented throughout
the text. Models and parameters presented are based on the results of extensive literature
reviews and evaluations performed primarily by the staff of the Health and Safety Research
Division of Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Document Number 12 of 54
n (Title): Reconstruction and prediction of radioactive contamination of the ecosystems of

the Arctic Seas
AU (Author): Kryshev, LI. (SPA "Typhoon", Obninsk (Russian Federation))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995. 427 p. p. 238-240
AB (Abstract): An analysis of the radionuclide content in components of the marine
ecosystem was performed on the basis of observational data. The site-specific factors of
radionuclide accumulation in marine biota and sediments were calculated for 90Sr and
137Cs. The following can be concluded from the comparison of site-specific accumulation
factors with the world averaged data (IAEA Publication : 247): 1) 90Sr concentration factors
in algae and zooplankton in the Arctic Sea are roughly the same as world-averaged values.
However, for fish they are much higher then average values and are mostly as high as the
upper estimates of 90Sr concentration factors presented in the IAEA Publication. 2) 137Cs
concentration factors in algae and zooplankton in the Arctic Sea are practically equal to the
generalized world data. However, they are twice as high as world-averaged values for fish,
but not going beyond the range of uncertainty for world-averaged data. 8 refs., 2 tabs

Document Number 13 of 54
TI (Title): Mathematical modeling of radionuclide migration in aquatic ecosystems.
Matematicheskoe modelirovanie migratsii radionuklidov v vodnykh ehkosistemakh
AU (Author): Kryshev, I.I. Sazykina, T.G
SO (Source): Moscow (USSR). Ehnergoatomizdat. 1986.151 p
AB (Abstract): Mathematical models permitting to forecast radioisotope migration and

accumulation in food chains of aquatic ecosystems have been built on the basis of
experimental data accumulated by the aquatic radioecology. Problems on modeling the effect
of incorporated radioisotopes on living organisms are considered. Dynamic models of
ecosystems oriented on problems solving water reservoir monitoring have been developed

Document Number 14 of 54
TI (Title): Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in

the North-East Atlantic
CA (Corporate Author): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France)
SO (Source): Paris (France). OECD. Aug 1985.448 p
AB (Abstract): Under the terms of the 1977 Decision of the OECD Council establishing a
Multilateral Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism for Sea Dumping of Radioactive
Waste, NEA is requested to assess (each five years), in consultation with the Environment
Committee, die suitability of dumping sites proposed by the national authorities of
participating countries and to keep under review those previously considered suitable.
Following the last review made in 1980, another review of the continued suitability of the
North-East Atlantic dump site used since 1971 was completed in 1985 by a Group of Experts
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from countries participating in the OECD Mechanism. The report describes the basis for
the assessment and its conclusions and recommendations, agreed by all members of the
Group with the exception of the expert from Denmark, whose reservations are reproduced in
an Annex. The main conclusion from the Expert Group is that from a radiological
protection point of view the North-East Atlantic site would be suitable for continued dumping
at given rates, since this would not give significant doses to man or marine organisms. The
conclusions were generally supported by the NEA Committee on Radiation Protection and
Public Health, which underlined, at its March 1985 meeting, the high quality of the
scientific review and endorsed the proposal made for further research work in the framework
of the NEA Co-ordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance Programme (CRESP)

Document Number 15 of 54
TI (Title): User's guide to MARINRAD: model for assessing the consequences of release of

radioactive material into the oceans
AU (Author): Koplik, CM. Kaplan, M.F. Nalbandian, J.Y. Simonson, J.H. Clark, P.G

RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-83-7104 {SAND837104}
SO (Source): May 1984. 68 p

AB (Abstract): Marine Radionuclide Transport and Dose (MARINRAD) is a system of the
computer programs designed to evaluate the consequences from release of radioactive waste
into the ocean. The FORTRAN program MARRAD, which is part of the MARINRAD
software, computes nuclide concentration caused by ocean transport and generates food
chain concentration factors. The FORTRAN program MAROUT, which is also part of
MARINRAD, evaluates a pathways-to-man dose model, generates print reports, and produces
graphic plots. MARINRAD's top-down modular design provides flexible software that can
be easily modified for a user's specific problem. MARINRAD was developed under contract
with the Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Document Number 16 of 54
TI (Title): 20 years of monitoring of fishes and other organisms of the ocean and inland

bodies of water. 20 Jahre Ueberwachung der Fische und anderer Organismen des Meeres und
der Binnengewaesser
AU (Author): Feldt, W. (Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Fischerei, Hamburg (Germany,
F.R.). Isotopenlaboratorium)
SO (Source): Bundesgesundheitsamt, Neuherberg (Germany, F.R.) Gesellschaft fuer
Strahlen- und Umweltforschung m.b.H. Muenchen, Neuherberg (Germany, F.R.). Experts'
discussion on monitoring of environmental radioactivity. Practical aspects of environmental
radioactivity monitoring. Fachgespraech Ueberwachung der Umweltradioaktivitaet. Praxis
der Ueberwachung der allgemeinen Umweltradioaktivitaet. 1981.456 p. p. 27-44
AB (Abstract): The monitoring of the fishes should be done in a way enabling to determine
both the real and the possible radiation exposition of the population. Therefore, the
investigations are mainly centered on the ecological parameters, radiation exposition of
the population due to radioactive fall-out and radio-ecological findings. The state
programmes of Schleswig-Holstein and Lower Saxony were established bearing this in mind
(figures).

Document Number 17 of 54
TI (Title): Structure and application of the fundamentals for calculation of the radiation
exposure caused by radioactive emissions into surface water. Aufbau und Anwendung der
Berechnungsgrundlagen fuer die Strahlenexposition bei radioaktiven Ableitungen in
Oberflaechengewaesser
AU (Author): Wolter, R
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SO (Source): Fortbildungszentrum Gesundheits- und Umweltschutz Berlin e.V. (Germany,
F.R.)- Radioecology and radiation protection. Radiooekologie und Strahlenschutz. 1981. 208
p.p. 1-10
AB (Abstract): The structure of the individual mathematical models is briefly described and
the application of the models is explained. The radioactive material comes into the outfall
ditch together with the liquid waste of the nuclear facility and is transported and diluted step
by step in the outfall ditch. The water of the outfall ditch is used for other purposes
downstream, and here radiation exposure may occur. Three types of use can be differentiated:
direct utilization of water as drinking water or for food production, leading to an external
radiation exposure of humans, and the irrigation of arable zones by which radioactive
material is incorporated via the soil and the plants.

Document Number 18 of 54
TI (Title): Northern Marshall Islands radiological survey: radionuclide concentrations in
fish and clams and estimated doses via the marine pathway
AU (Author): Robison, W.L. Noshkin, V.E. Phillips, W.A. Eagle, R.J
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL-528S3-PL3 {UCRL52853Pt3}
SO (Source): 18 Aug 1981. 36 p

AB (Abstract): The survey consisted, in part, of an aerial radiological reconnaissance to
map the external gamma-ray exposure rates. As a secondary phase, terrestrial and marine
samples were collected to assess the radiological dose from pertinent food chains to atoll
inhabitants. The marine sample collection, processing, and dose assessment methodology are
presented as well as the concentration data for 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239+240Pu, 241Am, and
any of the other gamma emitters in fish and clam muscle tissue from the different species
collected. Doses are calculated from the average radionuclide concentrations in fish and clam
muscle tissue assuming an average daily intake of 200 and 10 g, respectively. The 90Sr
concentration in muscle tissue is very low and there is little difference in the average
concentrations from the different fish from different atolls or islands. The 239+240Pu
concentration in the muscle tissue of all reef species, however, is higher than that in pelagic
lagoon fish. In contrast, 137Cs concentrations are lowest in the muscle tissue of the bottom-
feeding reef species and highest in pelagic logoon fish. Recent measurements of radionuclide
concentrations in fish muscle tissue and other marine dietary items from international sources
show that the average concentrations in species from the Marshall Islands are comparable to
those in fish typically consumed as food in the United States and are generally lower than
those in most international marine dietary items. The whole-body dose rates based on
continuous consumption of 200 g/d of fish range from 0.028 to 0.1 mrem/y. The bone-
marrow dose rates range from 0.029 to 0.12 mrem/y. The dose commitment, or 30-y
integral doses, range from 0.00063 to 0.0022 rem for the whole body and from 0.00065 to
0.0032 rem for the bone marrow

Document Number 19 of 54
TI (Title): Effects of ionising radiation on aquatic microenvironments
AU (Author): Shaw, T. MacPhee, D.G. (La Trobe Univ., Bundoora (Australia). Dept. of

Microbiology) Smillie, R.H. (Melbourne Univ., Parkville (Australia). Dept. of Biochemistry)
SO (Source): Australian Inst. of Nuclear Science and Engineering, Lucas Heights
(Australia). Conference handbook. 1987. 54 p. p. 26

Document Number 20 of 54
TI (Title): Radium-226 accumulation by the waterlily, Nymphaea violacea
AU (Author): Twining, J.R. (Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation,
Lucas Heights (Australia))
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SO (Source): Aug 1988. 97 p
AB (Abstract): A study of the accumulation of radium-226 by the aquatic macrophyte
Nymphaea violacea Lehm was undertaken at Jabiru. N. violacea may be exposed to elevated
environmental radium concentrations due to releases of mine wastes, or to surface expressed
groundwater seepage from the tailings dam. Portions of this plant are eaten by the local
Aborigines and the results of this study will be used to make an assessment of the
radiological dose from radium-226 to these people. Field studies were carried out to identify
the patterns of radium distribution between the plant and its environment. In the
laboratory, flow-through techniques were developed to investigate radium accumulation from
sediment and kinetics of foliar uptake and loss over a range of likely water qualities. The
foliar experiments showed that radium accumulation from water by healthy laminae,
consisted of uptake into at least two compartments. Uptake kinetics suggested that the larger
of these was surface adsorption with equilibrium between water and lamina concentrations
being established within 5 days. The major influences on accumulation were the degree of
tissue senescence and the concentration of cations in the supporting media. Tissue senescence
was related to plant and tissue ages and exponentially increased radium accumulation.
Increases in cation concentration reduced radium uptake and supported the hypothesis that
radium was accumulated by the mechanisms involved in uptake of calcium and magnesium.
These results were supported by the field studies. Radium uptake by N. violacea from
sediments was studied in the laboratory using a flow-through apparatus specially designed
to minimise contamination of the water column due to radium leaching from the labelled
sediment

Document Number 21 of 54
TI (Title): Biotran model
AU (Author): Wenzel, WJ. Gallegos, A.F. Rodgers, J.C
RPP (Primary Report Number): LA--10365-PR {LA10365PR}
SO (Source): Voelz, G.L. (comp.). Los Alamos National Lab.., NM (USA). Occupational

health and environment research 1983: Health, Safety, and Environment Division. Progress
report. May 1985. p. 65-66
AB (Abstract): The BIOTRAN model was developed at Los Alamos to help predict short-
and long-term consequences to man from releases of radionuclides into the environment. It is
a dynamic model that simulates on a daily and yearly basis the flux of biomass, water, and
radionuclides through terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Biomass, water, and radionuclides
are driven within the ecosystems by climate variables stochastically generated by BIOTRAN
each simulation day. The climate variables influence soil hydraulics, plant growth,
evapotranspiration, and particle suspension and deposition. BIOTRAN has 22 different plant
growth strategies for simulating various grasses, shrubs, trees, and crops. Ruminants and
humans are also dynamically simulated by using the simulated crops and forage as intake for
user-specified diets. BIOTRAN has been used at Los Alamos for long-term prediction of
health effects to populations following potential accidental releases of uranium and
plutonium. Newly developed subroutines are described: a human dynamic physiological and
metabolic model. A soil hydrology and irrigation model. Limnetic nutrient and radionuclide
cycling in fresh-water lakes.

Document Number 22 of 54
TI (Title): Contribution to the study of polonium-210 and lead-210 in marine organisms and

their environment. Contribution a 1'etude du polonium-210 et du plomb-210 dans les
organismes marins et leur environnement
AU (Author): Heyraud, M
RPP (Primary Report Number): FRNC-TH--1316 {FRNCTH1316}
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SO (Source): Jun 1982. 310 p
AB (Abstract): The following topics were emphasized: the role of 210Po as a major source
of natural radiation dose received by marin organisms. The contribution of 210Po to the total
alpha radioactivity in the hepatopancreas of crustaceans or mollusc cephalopods is more
than 95%. In the euphausiid Meganyctiphanes norvegica, the main source of 210Po is the
food they consume. The possible use of 210Po as a natural biological tracer of the feeding
of deep-sea mesopelagic animals. The 210Po/210Pb ratio is a good indicator of the
importance of biological processes in the marine environment

Document Number 23 of 54
TI (Title): Radium-228 in some bivalve molluscs from Gulf of Mannar, India
AU (Author): Shahul Hameed, P. Somasundaram, S.S.N. Shahul Hameed, M.M.
Masilamani, V. Ravikumar, S. (Environmental Research Lab., P.G. Dept. of Zoology, Jamal
Mohamed College, Tiruchirapalli (India))
JR (Journal Information): Radiation Protection and Environment
SO (Source): (Apr-Jun 1998) v. 21(2) p. 83-87
AB (Abstract): This paper presents the results of the measurements of beta emitting natural

radionuclides 228Ra in water, sediment and some bivalve molluscs of Gulf of Mannar, which
is a marine province of the south east coast of India. The dissolved 228Ra concentration in
sea water ranged from 4.10 to 5.20 mBq 11 (mean : 4.5 mBql-1) and in sediment samples
ranged from 30.70 to 42.50 Bq kg-1 (mean: 36.83 Bq kg-1). The 228Ra concentrations in
water and sediments gradually decline from Cape Comorin to Mandapam. The results further
indicated the differential accumulation of the radionuclide with enhanced bioaccumulation in
shells. The brown mussel Perna indica was identified to accumulate higher concentration
o£228 Ra in their soft tissues (6.30-7.70 Bq kg-1 wet) and shell (21.06-26.03 Bq kg-1 wet)
suggesting that they could serve as a biomonitor of 228Ra radionuclide in the marine
environment.

Document Number 24 of 54
TI (Title): Transit and absorption of nuclear industry derivatives by marine biota. Transito e
absorcao de radionuclideos na biota marinha derivados de industria nuclear
AU (Author): Mayr, L. Moraes, R. Lopes, M.A. Vicente, C. Mauro, J.N. (Rio de Janeiro
Univ. (Brazil))
SO (Source): Associacao Brasileira de Energia Nuclear, Rio de Janeiro. Proceedings of the
2. General Congress of Nuclear Energy - v.3. Anais do 2. Congresso Geral de Energia
Nuclear - v.3.1988.498 p. p. 281-293
AB (Abstract): A broard research program on radionuclides became necessary due to the
construction of the Nuclear Power Plant at Angra dos Reis. As part of this program the
research developped by the Marine Biology Departament, UFRJ, aimed at estimating the
radiation doses to wich the population of the region might be exposed and to determine
biological indicators to radioactive contamination. Up to the present moment, the
bioacumulation factors (BFs) of 60Co, 137Cs and 1311 by "clam" (Anomalocardia brasiliana)
and the biological half-life of cobalt and cesium in this animal were determined, as well as
the B.F. of 85Sr by "snail" (Strombus pugilis) and by "barnacle" (Megabalanus
tintinnabulum). The remobilization of 60Co by microbiological activity in marine sediment
was also studied. These studies were made using the standard methodology for
bioaccumulation and elimination in closed water systems. The results showed an important
microbiological activity in the remobilization of elements in the sediment. Due to the low
bioaccumulation factors obtained the studied organisms were not considered ideal biological
indicators for radioactive pollution. However, their importance as edible animals in the Angra
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dos Reis region recommends their radiometry for routine radiological monitoring. Studies on
other organisms and/or radionuclides are now in progress at the Marine Biology Departament

Document Number 25 of 54
TI (Title): Bioaccumulation of radionuclides in flora and fauna of the Alligator Rivers

region
AU (Author): Johnston, A. (Office of the Supervising Scientist for the Alligator Rivers
Region, Sydney (Australia))
SO (Source): Australian Inst. of Nuclear Science and Engineering, Lucas Heights. 10th
AINSE radiation biology conference, 22-23 August 1985, Lucas Heights - AINSE Theatre.
Conference handbook. Aug 1985. 51 p. p. 38

Document Number 26 of 54
TI (Title): Modelling of normalized consequences of 137Cs deposition in various aquatic
environments
AU (Author): Suolanen, V. (VTT Energy, Espoo (Finland)) Bergstroem, U. (Studsvik Eco
and Safety AB> Nykoeping (Sweden)) Brittain, J. (Oslo Univ. (Norway)) Haakanson, L.
(Uppsala Univ. (Sweden)) Heling, R. (Keuring van Electrotechnische Materialen NV,
Arnhem (Netherlands)) Monte, L. (ENEA, CRE Casaccia, Rome (Italy))
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/132P {IAEASM339132P}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental
impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria).
IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 677-679. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): A compartmental modelling approach for several European freshwater
ecosystem has been used to predict dynamically the concentrations of 137Cs in lake water
and in food-chains. The predicted doses from 13'7Cs depositions have been further
normalized, i.e. converted to dose per equal deposition for each freshwater environment
considered. Improved confidence in the model predictions has been achieved through
comparisons with the results of measurements carried out in several countries after the
accident at the Chernobyl reactor.

Document Number 27 of 54
TI (Title): Behaviour of transplutonium elements in the environment. Povedenie
transplutonievykh ehlementov v okruzhayushchej srede
AU (Author): Grashchenko, S.M. Kuznetsov, Yu.V. Legin, V.K. Myasoedov, B.F.
Pavlotskaya, F.I. Pospelov, Yu.N
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-SU--191 {INISSU191}
SO (Source): AN SSSR, Moscow (USSR) Gosudarstvennyj Komitet po Ispol'zovaniyu
Atomnoj Ehnergii SSSR, Moscow (USSR) Nauchno-Issledovatel'skij Inst. Atomnykh
Reaktorov, Dimitrovgrad (USSR). 3. All-union conference on chemistry of transplutonium
elements. Summaries of reports. 3. Vsesoyuznaya konferentsiya po khimii transplutonievykh
ehlementov. Tezisy dokladov. 1988.95 p. p. 10

Document Number 28 of 54
TI (Title): Radionuclides in aquatic environments
AU (Author): Santschi, P.H. (Texas A and M Univ., Galveston (USA). Dept. of Marine
Science) Honeyman, B.D. (Stanford Univ., CA (USA). Dept. of Civil Engineering)
JR (Journal Information): Radiation Physics and Chemistry
SO (Source): Radiat.Phys.Chem. (1989). v. 34(2) p. 213-240
AB (Abstract): The objective of this chapter is to give the reader an overview of the four

most important aspects of radionuclide research in aquatic and other natural systems: (1) fate.
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(2) tracer. (3) geochronology. And (4) dose. The central aspect of radionuclide research has
been the development of techniques to identify specific radionuclides at very low activities in
environmental samples.

Document Number 29 of 54
TI (Title): AQUABIOS code. Reference manual Code AQUABIOS. Manuel de reference
AU (Author): Wartenberg, I. Laporte, J. Oulion, S. Robeau, D

RPP (Primary Report Number): CEA-DPS--88-09-SEAPS {CEADPS8809SEAPS}
SO (Source): 1988. 49 p

AB (Abstract): The model AQUABIOS permits to do an assessment of doses due to the
transfer of radionuclides in environment from an outlet as river or water underground. The
radioactive releases can be done along as so long time as several millions years. The
equations directing the transfer of radionuclides in the different compartments of
environment are in the first version of AQUABIOS analytically solved. The solution of these
equations permits to obtain the stationary concentration of the radioactivity in environment.
This model permits to define an associated scenario to each particular radioactive waste
disposal including the special way of transfer through biosphere. Dose and radioactive
concentrations must be presented in tables or charts. This model must have evolution in
future and this report describes the first level of it release. This report is a reference manual
complement of the user's guide

Document Number 30 of 54
TI (Title): Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal
of low-level radioactive waste. Volume 3
AU (Author): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds)
SO (Source): Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development.
1989. 374 p
AB (Abstract): The NEA coordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance
Programme (CRESP) related to sea disposal of radioactive wastes was established in 1981 to
review the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive wastes in the North-East
Atlantic. The objective of CRESP is to increase the available scientific data base related to
the oceanographic and biological characteristics of the dump site and elaborate a site
specific model of the transfers of radionuclides to human populations. CRESP summary
scientific findings are published from time to time in serial volumes entitled Interim
oceanographic description of the Northeast Atlantic Site for disposal of Radioactive wastes.
The first such volume (NEA, 1983) established the general scientific background for the
problem and the site, and recommended specific studies that were required. The second
volume (NEA, 1986a) comprised a large collection of mainly new site-specific data and
process-specific analyses. The present volume, the third in the series, has been assembled to
collect and record the new results in a manner convenient for model-oriented site studies

Document Number 31 of 54
TI (Title): Polonium-210 and lead-210 in the aquatic environment. Polonium-210 en lood-
210 in het aquatische milieu
AU (Author): Weers, A.W. van Groothuis, R.E.J. (Netherlands Energy Research

Foundation, Petten (Netherlands))
JR (Journal Information): Energiespectrum
SO (Source): Energiespectrum. (Mar 1990). v. 14(3) p. 69-76
AB (Abstract): Since the beginning of the eighties the occurrence of polonium-210 (Po-

210) and lead-210 (Pb-210) in the environment, and in particular the aquatic environment, is
investigated by the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN). These elements are
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regarded to be normative for the radiation burden of sea organisms. From this investigation it
turns out that Po-210 often contributes largely to the radiation burden of some marine
organisms, and, in the case of large consumption of these organisms, also of man.

Document Number 32 of 54
TI (Title): Natural tracers in dietary studies: Data for 210Po and 210Pb in decapod shrimp
and other pelagic organisms in the northeast Atlantic Ocean
AU (Author): Heyraud, M. (Musee Oceanographique (Monaco). International Lab. of

Marine Radioactivity) Domanski, P. Fasham, M.J.R. (Institute of Oceanographic Sciences,
Wormley (UK)) Cherry, R.D. (Cape Town Univ. (South Africa). Dept. of Physics)
JR (Journal Information): Marine Biology
SO (Source): Mar. Biol. (1988). v. 97 p. 507-519
AB (Abstract): Measurements of the concentrations of the naturally-occurring radioactive
nuclides 210Po and 210Pb in a large number of pelagic organisms from the Atlantic Ocean
made in the spring/summer 1984 and 1985 are reported. Marine shrimp are particularly well
represented, and in many cases data were obtained for shrimp hepatopancreas, stomach-
contents, and posterior intestine plus contents, as well as for whole individuals. The wide
ranges found in 210Po concentrations group into categories: The shrimp, for example, divide
into four categories, two penaeid and two carid. These groupings are explained on the basis
of variations in diet between the different categories. A clear difference was also observed
between the 210Po levels in shrimp of similar species and size from opposite sides of and
oceanographic front: This difference too can be explained plausibly in terms of a change in
diet. Particularly high levels of 210Po are not uncommon in certain penaeid shrimp, and
attention is drawn to the need for investigation of cytological and/or genetic effects which
could possibly be caused by the very high natural radiation doses to which such organisms
are exposed.

Document Number 33 of 54
TI (Title): Ocean dumping of low-level radioactive waste
AU (Author): Davy, D.R. Jeffree, R.A. (Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation, Lucas Heights)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-CN-51/48 {IAEACN5148}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria).

Radiation protection in nuclear energy. V.2. Proceedings of an international conference
held in Sydney, 18-22 April 1988. Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1988. 522 p. v. 2 p. 245-254.
Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): The failure of the technical arms of international agencies to convince

general forums on the acceptability of ocean dumping for low-level radioactive waste is
attributed to four factors: (i) Belated guidance by the ICRP on addressing the effects of
waste disposal practices in the biota. (Ii) Assessment methodology that concentrated on
deriving demonstrably conservative doses to humans at the expense of realistic estimates
for doses to the biota. (Iii) Implicit value judgements by technical assessment groups on the
safety of ocean dumping for marine resources. (Iv) Lack of knowledge on most aspects of
deep-sea biology and related radioecoiogy. After briefly reviewing the major assessments of
the effect of past and proposed future ocean dumping, it is concluded that there could be an
overlap between doses to the benthic biota resulting from past dumping practices and those
that could affect the biota at the community level. The cost of resolving this uncertainty
would severely diminish the claimed economic benefit of ocean dumping.
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Document Number 34 of 54
TI (Title): Kola Fjord radioactive contamination in the vicinity of the nuclear icebreakers
fleet base
AU (Author): Namjatov, A. (Murmansk department for hydrometeorology (Russian
Federation))
SO (Source): Strand, P. Cooke, A. (eds.). Statens Straalevern, Oesteraas (Norway).
Environmental radioactivity in the Arctic. 1995. 427 p. p. 241-244
AB (Abstract): The civil nuclear icebreakers have been based at the enterprise "Atomflot" in
the Kola Bay for more than 30 years. In this paper the effects of nuclear discards from these
ships on the ecosystem in the region have been stipulated. It is concluded that the estimated
individual dose to man in the area is 1.7 to 4.1 x 10-4muSv/year

Document Number 3 5 of 54
TI (Title): A provisional assessment of radiation regimes in deep ocean environments
AU (Author): Woodhead, D.S. Pentreath, RJ. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,

Directorate of Fisheries Research, Fisheries Lab., Lowestoft, Suffolk)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 133-152
AB (Abstract): The introduction of high-level radioactive wastes into the deep ocean

environment could, depending on the disposal option employed, result in a more or less
significant increase in the radiation exposure of the local fauna. It has been conjectured that
the fauna may be particularly sensitive to such a change in ambient conditions, although there
is, as yet, little information on either their sensitivity to radiation, the natural background
radiation regime, or the magnitude of the increased exposure which could arise from waste
disposal. A knowledge of the natural radiation exposure of organisms occupying different
niches provides a necessary perspective for any assessment of the impact of contaminant
radioactivity. Available data on the concentrations of natural radionuclides in seawater, deep
ocean sediments, and certain of the deep ocean fauna, together with simple models, for a
basis for an estimation of background radiation dose rates. Investigations of the radiological
consequences of deep-sea waste disposal have provided estimates of the concentrations of
actinide and fission product radionuclides in deep ocean waters, and their variation with
time. These data form the input for the estimation of the consequential exposure of the
deep ocean fauna. The results of these preliminary studies provide an indication of the
research necessary to improve understanding of the possible impact on the ecosystem of the
disposal of high-level radioactive wastes into the deep ocean

Document Number 36 of 54
TI (Title): Dosimetry and ecological effects of transuranium elements in marine
ecosystems. Chapter 14. Dozimetriya i ehkologicheskie ehffekty transuranovykh ehlementov
v morskoj srede. Glava 14
AU (Author): Templton, U.L
SO (Source): Khehnson, U.S. (ed.). Transuranic elements in the environment.
Transuranovye ehlementy v okruzhayushchej srede. Moscow (USSR). Ehnergoatomizdat.
1985. p. 296-303
AB (Abstract): Ecological effects of radiation in the sea are reviewed and estimated, and
some recent experimental data on Pu effect on aquatic organisms are considered

Document Number 37 of 54
TI (Title): Dosimetry of natural and man-made alpha emitters in plankton
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AU (Author): Paschoa, A.S; Baptista, G.B. (Pontificia Univ. Gatolica do Rio de Janeiro
(Brazil). Inst. de Fisica) Wrenn, M.E. (Utah Univ., Salt Lake City (USA). Radiobiology Div.)
Eisenbud. M. (New York Univ., NY (USA). Inst. of Environmental Medicine)
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria) Nuclear Energy
Agency, 75 - Paris (France). Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine environment.
Proceedings of an international symposium jointly organized by the IAEA and the OECD
NEA and held in Vienna 6-10 October 1980. Vienna. IAEA. 1981. 761 p. p. 695-716.
Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): Comparison between the natural and man-made alpha radiation dose rates to

plankton can be important for predicting the potential long-term effects on aquatic biota
resulting from the routine or accidental radioactive releases from the nuclear fuel cycle. A
contribution is made here towards the goal of comparing natural with man-made alpha
radiation dose rates to plankton using the same method of calculation in both cases.

Document Number 38 of 54
TI (Title): Main aspects of tbe technique for calculating maximum per-missible radioactive

waste disposal into surface water reservoirs. Osnovnye polozheniua metodiki rascheta
predel'no dopustimykh sbrosov radioaktivnykh veshchestv v povekhnostnye vodoemy
AU (Author): Gusev, D.I. Pavlovskij, O.A
SO (Source): Egorov, Yu.A. (ed.). Radiation safety and shielding of NPP. Radiatsionnaya
bezopasnost' i zashchita AEhS. Moscow. Ehnergoizdat. 1982. p. 157-164
AB (Abstract): Main aspects are considered of the technique for calculating the maximum
permissible disposal (MPD) of radioactive substances from a NPP into surface water
reservoirs. The technique is based on the prognostic evaluation of the environmental
radioactivity in a water reservoir and other media (flood lands, irrigation fields or watering,
etc.). The estimate arises as a result of a continuous long-term disposal into a water
reservoir of waste water containing radioactive substances in the amount equal to MPD.
Principles are formulated of establishing MPD standards concerning radionuclide
concentration in waste water, individual radiation doses to organs and tissues for critical
population groups, population exposure doses, radiation doses to hydrobyonts. Formulas are
presented for calculating the MPD according to the above principles of standardization out.
MPD calculation results for a radionuclide mixture characteristic of NPP waste disposal are
presented as an example. The established MPD minimum value satisfying all normalization
principles equals 5.3x1011 Bk year

Document Number 39 of 54
TI (Title): The impact of nuclear waste disposals to the marine environment. Research
report no. 8
AU (Author): Taylor, P.J. (comp.)
SO (Source): Oxford. Political Ecology Research Group. Mar 1982. 80 p
AB (Abstract): This report provides a critical review of current scientific literature
concerning the environmental impact of discharges and dumping of radioactive waste to the
coastal marine and deep ocean environments. It concludes that although knowledge of the
effects of dispersed radioactivity has greatly increased in the last two decades, there are still
significant areas of uncertainty which have major implications for current and future nuclear
waste management policy. For example, there is now evidence of discharged plutonium
formerly thought to be locked on sediments returning to man via biogeochemical cycles.
Discharges of this extremely toxic element have been banned elsewhere because of this
eventuality, and the report recommends elimination of plutonium discharges, and in the light
of recent radiobiological evidence, a fivefold reduction in exposures to the public as a result
of the other Windscale discharges. In the case of ocean dumping, the report acknowledges
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that there is no evidence of health effects from past disposals. However, recent monitoring
shows contamination of the ocean bed due to leaking containers, and it is argued that
oceanographic and radioecological data are insufficient to predict future effects, especially
having regard to the steadily increasing quantities dumped.

Document Number 40 of 54
TI (Title): A comparison of three aquatic-food models for estimating meltdown
consequences
AU (Author): Niemczyk, S.J. (Sandia, Alburquerque, NM 87185)
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
SO (Source): Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. (1981). v. 38 p. 110-111

Document Number 41 of 54
TI (Title): Radioecology of the aquatic environment. Radioactive pollution and its
ecological consequences. Radioecologie des milieux aquatiques. La pollution radioactive et
ses consequences ecologiques
AU (Author): Amiard-Triquet, C. Amiard, J.C. (Nantes Univ., 44 (France))
SO (Source): Paris, France. Masson. 1980. 192 p. Ramade, F. (ed.). Applied ecology and
environmental sciences series. Collection ecologie appliquee et sciences de 1'environnement
AB (Abstract): This book is divided into nine parts as follows: origin of radionuclides in the
aquatic environment. Assessment of radioactive contamination of the aquatic environment.
Evolution of radionuclides in waters. Behaviour of radionuclides in sediments. Quantitative
data on accumulation, distribution and biological release of radioactive pollutants.
Mechanisms of the biological accumulation. Influence of ecological factors on radioactive
contamination of ecosystems. Effects of irradiation on aquatic organisms. The last part is
devoted to general conclusions on sanitary and ecological consequences of radioactive
pollution of the aquatic environment

Document Number 42 of 54
TI (Title): Scavenging amphipods Eurythenes gryllus from the north-east Atlantic and

radioactive waste disposal
AU (Author): Charmasson, S.S. Calmet, D.P. (Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique, Inst. de
Protection et de Surete Nucleaire, Dept. de Protection Sanitaire, Service d'Etudes Appliquees
de Protection Sanitaire, Lab. d'Etudes Sanitaires, 92265 Fontenay-auz-Roses Cedex
(France))
SO (Source): Baumgartner, D.J. (US Environmental Protection Agency, Hatfield Marine
Science Center, Newport, OR (United States)) Duedall, I.W. (Dept. of Chemical and
Environmental Engineering, Florida Institute of Technology, Melbourne, FL (United States)).
Oceanic processes in marine pollution. Physical and chemical processes: transport and
transportation. Volume 6. Melbourne, FL (United States). Robert E. Krieger Publishing
Company Inc. 1990. 248 p. p. 227-234
AB (Abstract): This paper reports on baited traps that were set at two locations in the eastern
North Atlantic Ocean: on the Nuclear Energy Agency dumpsite of low-level radiative wastes,
and on the Armorican Sea mount. Vertical distribution and abundance of the deep-sea
scavenging lysianssid amphipods Eurythenes gryllus were studied by attaching baited traps to
a free-vehicle line at a variety of levels. Catch sizes decreased with height of capture above
the seafioor, but average female and male sizes increased. In addition, at each level, the
average female size was greater than the average male size. The hypothetical role of E.
gryllus in the biological transport of radionuclides from the seafioor back to human
populations in constructed from data in the current literature
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Document Number 43 of 54 ;
TI (Title): Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Strand, P. Rudjord, AX. (National Radiation Protection Authority, Oesteraas
(Norway)) Nikitin, A. (Scientific Production Association "Typhoon", Obnisnk (Russian
Federation). Inst. of Experimental Meteorology) (and others)
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental impact
of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria). IAEA.
Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 143-153. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): In order to evaluate the level of radioactive contamination in the Kara Sea
and to assess the short and long term consequences of dumped radioactive waste, joint
Russian-Norwegian expeditions have been performed annually since 1992. The results from
the 1992 joint expedition to the Kara Sea demonstrated very low concentrations of
radionuclides in waters and sediments. Contributions from different sources could be
identified: global fallout, river transport, marine transport of discharges from European
reprocessing plants and fallout from the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. The
expeditions in 1993 to the dumping sites confirmed local contamination in the Stepovogo
Fjord and the Tsivolki Fjord due to leakage from dumped radioactive waste. The levels of
radioactivity in the Kara Sea are, however, very low and have at present a very small impact
on man and on the marine ecosystem.

Document Number 44 of 54
TI (Title): The International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP). Interim progress

report
AU (Author): Sjoeblom, K.L. Linsley, G.S. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria). Div. of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Waste Management)
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental impact
of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria). IAEA.
Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 155-164. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): The International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP) was established

in 1993 to address concern over the potential health and environmental impacts of the
dumped radioactive wastes in the shallow waters of the Arctic seas. The work is being carried
out as part of the IAEA's responsibilities with regard to the London Convention 1972. The
project will last for four years and is run by the IAEA in co-operation with the Norwegian
and Russian Governments, and with the involvement, through the IAEA, of experts from
about 15 IAEA Member States. The objectives of the project are: (1) to assess the risks to
human health and to the environment associated with the radioactive wastes dumped in the
Kara Sea and the Barents Sea, and (2) to examine possible remedial actions related to the
dumped wastes and to advise on whether these actions are necessary and justified. The
project has been organized into five principal working areas: (i) source terms, (ii) existing
environmental concentrations, (iii) transfer mechanisms and models, (iv) impact assessment
and (v) remedial measures. Progress of IASAP is reviewed each year by a group of senior
scientists. This group is also responsible for preparing the final report of IASAP and the
recommendations for presentation to Contracting Parties to the London Convention in 1996.

Document Number 45 of 54
TI (Title): Assessing the impact of deep sea disposal of low level radioactive waste on
living marine resources
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1988. 127 p. Technical reports series, no. 288
AB (Abstract): This report is the final result of two Consultants' Meetings and a Technical

Committee Meeting concerning: 1) Developing methods of estimating dose to marine
organisms from sea dumping. And 2) reviewing the effects of radiation on marine organisms
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and the means by which the significance of these effects may be judged. Calculations of
water concentrations in and near the dump site were made and these were used to estimate
doses to "typical" marine species living at or near the sea floor at a depth of 4000 meters.
These calculations show that there are radionuclides that can give rise to significant doses to
these typical species and that future revisions of the Definition and Recommendations
(IAEA Safety Series No. 78) will have to consider impacts on the marine ecosystem in setting
limits for dumping.

Document Number 46 of 54
TI (Title): Monitoring technologies for ocean disposal of radioactive waste
CA (Corporate Author): RAND Corp., Santa Monica, CA (USA)

RPP (Primary Report Number): N--8229146 {N8229146}
SO (Source): Jan 1982.109 p
AB (Abstract): The feasibility of using carefully selected subseabed locations to
permanently isolate high level radioactive wastes at ocean depths greater than 4000 meters is
discussed. Disposal at several candidate subseabed areas is being studied because of the long
term geologic stability of the sediments, remoteness from human activity, and lack of useful
natural resources. While the deep sea environment is remote, it also poses some significant
challenges for the technology required to survey and monitor these sites, to identify and
pinpoint container leakage should it occur, and to provide the environmental information and
data base essential to determining the probable impacts of any such occurrence. Objectives
and technical approaches to aid in the selective development of advanced technologies for the
future monitoring of nuclear low level and high level waste disposal in the deep seabed are
presented. Detailed recommendations for measurement and sampling technology
development needed for deep seabed nuclear waste monitoring are also presented

Document Number 47 of 54
TI (Title): Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Talbert, D.M. Marietta, M.G. Hessler, R.R. Smith, K.L. Jr.
Yayonos, A.A. Jackson, D.W. (Seabed Programs Div., Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque,
NM)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 411-430
AB (Abstract): The primary goal of the U.S. Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) is to
assess the technical and environmental feasibility of disposing of high-level nuclear wastes in
deep-sea sediments. The subseabed biology program is charged with assessing the effects of
potential releases of radionuclides on the ecosystem, as well as the possible health effects fo
man frin the radionuclides that may be released in the deep sea and transported to the ocean
surface. Current biological investigations are attempting to determine benthic community
structure, benthic community metabolism, the biology of deep-sea mobile scavengers, the
faunal composition of midwater nekton, rates of microbial processes, and the radiation
sensitivity of deep-sea organisms. Existing models of the dispersal of radionuclides in the
deep sea have not considered many of the possible biological mechanisms that may
influence the movement of radionuclides. Therefore a multicompartment foodweb model is
being developed that considers both biological and physical influences on radionuclide
transport. This model will allow parametric studies to be made of the impact of potential
releases of radionuclides on the ocean environment and on man

Document Number 48 of 54
TI (Title): Lessons from radioactive waste disposal applied to other pollutants
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AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. (Ecological Sciences Dept, Pacific Northwest Lab.,
Battelle Memorial Institute, Richland, WA)
SO (Source): Duedall, LW. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 469-480
AB (Abstract): In order to manage scientifically the quantities and kinds of waste disposal

in coastal waters and open oceans, one needs to assess the environment's capacity to
assimilate these materials. This knowledge may help us avoid an unacceptable biological
impact on components of the ecosystem and on humans who harvest its resources. One
approach available is the one that has been demonstrated to be applicable for the
management of the disposal of radioactive wastes in the ocean. New generic and site-specific
methodologies can establish relationships between discharge or release rates and associated
radiation doses. The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has
developed guidelines and recommendations that govern acceptable amounts of radiation that
people can be exposed to. The ICRP recommendations on justification and optimization can
be integrated into an overall management philosophy in order to quantify alternative waste
disposal options. These methodologies, which were developed for the control of radioactive
wastes, should be applied directly to public health protection from nonradioactive wastes
such as metals and organochlorine pesticides

Document Number 49 of 54
TI (Title): Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear waste
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Hessler, R.R. Jackson, D.W. Marietta, M.G. Smith, K.L. Jr.
Talbert, D.M. Yayanos, A.A
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--79-2117C {SAND792117C}
CF (Conference Information): 2. international ocean disposal symposium. Woods Hole,
MA, USA. 15-18 Apr 1980
SO (Source): 1980. 30 p

AB (Abstract): The primary goal of the US Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) is to assess
the technical and environmental feasibility of disposing of high-level nuclear waste in deep-
sea sediments. The subseabed biology program is charged with assessing possible
ecosystem effects of radionuclides as well as possible health effects to man from
radionuclides which may be released in the deep sea and transported to the ocean surface.
Current biological investigations are attempting to determine benthic community structure.
Benthic community metabolism. The biology of deep-sea mobile scavengers. The fauna!
composition of midwater nekton. Rates of microbial processes, and the radiation sensitivity
of deep-sea organisms. Existing models of the dispersal of radionuclides in the deep sea have
not considered many of the possible biological mechanisms which may influence the
movement of radionuclides. Therefore, a multi-compartment foodweb model is being
developed which considers both biological and physical influences on radionuclide
transport. This model will allow parametric studies to be made of the impact on the ocean
environment and on man of potential releases of radionuclides

Document Number 50 of 54
TI (Title): Bibliography of marine radiation ecology prepared for the Seabed Program
AU (Author): Schultz, V.S
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--79-7102 {SAND797102}
SO (Source): Feb 1980. 318 p

AB (Abstract): References on the effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms have
been obtained from a number of sources. Many were obtained from reviews and other
publications. Although the primary purpose of preparing this bibliography was to obtain
information related to the nuclear wastes Seabed Disposal Biology Program of Sandia
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Laboratories, freshwater organisms are included as a matter of convenience and also with the
belief that such a bibliography would be of interest to a wider audience than that restricted to
the Seabed Program. While compilation of a list in an area broad in scope is often somewhat
arbitrary, an attempt was made to reference publications that were related to field or
laboratory studies of wild species of plants and animals with respect to radiation effects.
Complete information concerning each reference are provided without excessive library
search. Since one often finds references listed in the literature that are incompletely cited, it
was not always possible to locate the reference for verification or completion of the citation.
Such references are included where they appeared to be of possible value. When known, a
reference is followed with its Nuclear Science Abstract designation, or rarely other abstract
sources. Those desiring additional information should check Nuclear Science Abstracts
utilizing the abstract number presented or other abstracting sources. In addition, the language
of the article, other than English, is given when it is known to me

Document Number 51 of 54
TI (Title): Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear waste
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Hessler, R.R. Jackson, D.W. Marietta, M.G. Smith, K.L. Jr.

Talbert, D.M. Yayanos, A.A
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-79-2117 {SAND792117}
SO (Source): May 1980. 31 p

AB (Abstract): The primary goal of the US Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) is to assess
the technical and environmental feasibility of disposing of high-level nuclear waste in deep-
sea sediments. The subseabed biology program is charged with assessing possible ecosystem
effects of radionuclides as well as possible health effects to man from radionuclides which
may be released in the deep sea and transported to the ocean surface. Current biological
investigations are attempting to determine benthic community structure. Benthic community
metabolism. The biology of deep-sea mobile scavengers. The faunal composition of midwater
nekton. Rates of microbial processes. And the radiation sensitivity of deep-sea organisms.
Existing models of the dispersal of radionuclides in the deep sea have not considered many of
the possible biological mechanisms which may influence the movement of radionuclides.
Therefore, a multi-compartment foodweb model is being developed which considers both
biological and physical influences on radionuclide transport. This model will allow
parametric studies to be made of the impact on the ocean environment and on man of
potential releases of radionuclides

Document Number 52 of 54
TI (Title): Actinide discharges from Sellafield - a summary of behaviour in the

environment and the radiological implications
AU (Author): Coughtrey, PJ. Jackson, D. Martin, A. Thorne, M.C
RPP (Primary Report Number): ANS--429 {ANS429}
SO (Source): May 1985. 20 p
AB (Abstract): This report provides a summary of: information on the quantities of actinides
discharged from Sellafield, their distribution in the environment and the radiological
implications. Potential long-term trends and exposure pathways that may require
investigation. And research in progress and requirements for further research.

Document Number 53 of 54
TI (Title): Worldwide marine radioactivity studies assessing the picture
AU (Author): Povinec, P.P. Togawa, O. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Marine

Environment Lab., Radiometrics Lab., Monaco (Monaco))
JR (Journal Information): IAEA Bulletin
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SO (Source): (Sep 1998) v. 40(3) p. 11-17
AB (Abstract): A growing number of sources of radioactivity from human activities are
found in the marine environment. They are known to include global nuclear fallout following
atmospheric weapons tests, the Chernobyl accident, discharges of radionuclides from nuclear
installations, past dumping of radioactive wastes, nuclear submarine accidents, contributions
from nuclear testing sites, loss of radioactive sources, and the burn-up of satellites using
radioisotopes as power sources. Overall, the world's marine environment contains
radionuclides that differ from one region to another. Differences are due to dynamic marine
environmental processes and the particular source of radionuclides in a region. Scientific
assessments of marine radioactivity, therefore, require knowledge of both the source terms
and oceanic processes. Radioactivity now is deposited unevenly over the world's oceans.
Global fallout is known to be mainly due to nuclear weapon tests carried out in the 1960s. On
the other hand, discharges from nuclear fuel reprocessing plants or past dumping of liquid
and solid radioactive wastes generally are confined to more localized areas. Even so, soluble
radionuclides have been transported over long distances by prevailing ocean currents. To
estimate radionuclide inputs from local sources, scientists need to better understand the
distribution of radionuclides throughout the world's oceans and seas. The understanding is
important for analysing the results from scientific investigations of localized areas, such as
part dumping sites, which then can be reviewed more thoroughly. As a contribution to fuller
understanding of the marine environment, the IAEA's Marine Environment Laboratory
(MEL) started a five-year project in 1996 entitled "Research on Worldwide Marine
Radioactivity (MARS)". The work is supported by Japan's Science and Technology Agency
(STA). This article briefly review this project, and describes related research activities and
scientific investigations of MEL and its global partners

Document Number 54 of 54
TI (Title): Below the Arctic Seas. International Arctic Seas assessment project: summing

up
AU (Author): Sjoeblom, K.L. Linsley, G. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Division
of Radiation and Waste Safety, Waste Safety Section, Vienna (Austria))
JR (Journal Information): IAEA Bulletin
SO (Source): (Dec 1998) v. 40(4) p. 18-20
AB (Abstract): In 1993, the IAEA responded to the concern of its Member States and the

request of the Contracting Parties to the Convention on Prevention of Marine Pollution by
Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter by launching the International Arctic Seas Assessment
Project (IASAP). It had two objectives: to assess the risks to human health and to the
environment associated with the radioactive wastes dumped in the Kara and Barents Seas,
and to examine possible remedial actions related to the dumped wastes and to advise on
their necessity and justification. The Project involved more than fifty experts from fourteen
countries and was steered by an International Advisory Group. Its working areas consisted
of: examination of the radiological situation in Arctic waters. Prediction of potential future
releases from the dumped wastes. Modelling of environmental transport of released nuclides
and assessing the associated radiological impact on humans and biota. And examination of
the feasibility, costs and benefits of possible remedial measures.
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9. PARTS OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT THAT MAY
BE SENSITIVE TO RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION

Document Number 1 of 53 .
TI (Title): Aerial gamma mapping system for characterizing the impact of radioactive
deposition on the environment
AU (Author): Bourgeois, C. Fourgoux, M. Guillot, L. Bergey, C. (CEA,Centre d'Etudes de

Valduc, Is sur Tille (France). Health Physics Dept.)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/91 {IAEASM33991}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental impact
of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria). IAEA.
Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 117-122. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): The Commissariat a l'energie atomique has developed an aerial system of

gamma cartography called HELINUC. This system makes it possible to establish, within a
few hours, a map of radioactivity for areas (several dozens to several hundreds of hectares) by
identifying the radioelements present, in a range from the level of natural radioactivity to that
of man-made radioactivity resulting from a large scale accident. HELINUC has been
operational for about ten years and is part of the French intervention system in the event of a
civil or military nuclear accident. The HELINUC system is mounted on a light helicopter
(equipped with a Nal detector) and is linked to ground based equipment. HELINUC has been
used at the request of the Marine Environment Laboratory (IAEA-MEL), Monaco, to estimate
the radioactivity of nine industrial or nuclear sites between Budapest and the Black Sea, as
well as that of a stretch of 2000 km of the river banks of the Danube. The paper presents a
few main results of this measurement campaign (carried out in early 1992), particularly those
concerning the Paks nuclear power station in Hungary. The cartography of the Turnu Severin
site (Romania) was a good demonstration of the method. The maps obtained showed the
presence of spots of 137Cs from the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. Use of
three-dimensional digitized maps in support of isoactivity maps improves the readability of
the maps and increases the quantity of available information. Furthermore, this mapping
method is applicable to environmental monitoring for the purpose of surveillance of industrial
and agricultural pollution. The results obtained with the HELINUC system during the
different measurement campaigns have shown that the aerial gamma cartography method
is a rapid, powerful and efficient technique for measuring and controlling the radioactivity in
the environment of industrial or nuclear sites.

Document Number 2 of 53
TI (Title): Ecological consequences of environmental contamination in the region of
Chernobyl NPP accident. Ehkologicheskie posledstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya
prirodnykh sred v rajone avarii Chernobyl'skoj AEhS
AU (Author): Izraehl', Yu.A. Sokolovskij, V.G. Sokolov, V.E. (and others)
SO (Source): At. Ehnerg. (Jan 1988). v. 64(1) p. 28-40
AB (Abstract): Consideration is given to results of studying effect of radioactive
excursions, resulted from Chernobyl NPP accident on the state of natural and agricultural
ecosystems in the neighboring region in the period from May, 1986 till April, 1987. Detailed
investigations of the following radiation characteristics of precipitations were conducted in
contaminated area: spatial distribution, composition and density of radionuclides, dose
loads of the outer gamma-radiation in conditions of ground and water ecosystems. Data on
radionuclide migration in soil and groung waters are presented. A considerable attention in
radioecological investigations was paid to contamination of agricultural products. Results of
studying migrations in food chains - soil-plant-animals - were used for realistic evaluations of
dose loads on population, living in contaminated region
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Document Number 3 of 53
TI (Title): Workshop on environmental assessment

AU (Author): Watson, E.C. (comp.)
RPP (Primary Report Number): NUREG/CP-0025 {NUREGCP0025}
CF (Conference Information): Workshop on environmental assessment.

Gaithersburg, MD (USA). 15 -18 Dec 1981
SO (Source): Jul 1982. 157 p

AB (Abstract): Objectives of the workshop were: to review and evaluate the state-of-the-art
of environmental impact assessments as applied to the regulation of applications of nuclear
energy and related ancillary systems. To identify areas where existing technology allows
establishing acceptable methods or standard practices that will meet the requirements of the
NRC regulations, standards and guides for both normal operations and off-standard
conditions including accident considerations. To illuminate topics where existing models or
analytical methods are deficient because of unverified assumptions, a paucity of empirical
data, conflicting results reported in the literature or a need for observation of operation
systems. To compile, analyze and synthesize a prioritized set of research needs to advance the
state-of-the-art to the level which will meet all of the requirements of the Commission's
regulations, standards and guides. And to develop bases for maintaining the core of
regulatory guidance at the optimum level balancing technical capabilities with practical
considerations of cost and value to the regulatory process. The discussion held in small
group sessions on aquatic, atmospheric, and terrestrial pathways are presented. The following
research needs were identified as common to all three groups: validation of models.
Characterization of source terms. Development of screening techniques. Basis for de minimis
levels of contamination. And updating of objectives for environmental monitoring programs

Document Number 4 of 53
TI (Title): Scavenging amphipods Eurythenes gryllus from the north-east Atlantic and
radioactive waste disposal
AU (Author): Charmasson, S.S. Calmet, D.P. (Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique, Inst. de
Protection et de Surete Nucleaire, Dept. de Protection Sanitaire, Service d'Etudes Appliquees
de Protection Sanitaire, Lab. d'Etudes Sanitaires, 92265 Fontenay-auz-Roses Cedex
(France))
SO (Source): Baumgartner, D.J. (US Environmental Protection Agency, Hatfield Marine
Science Center, Newport, OR (United States)) Duedall, I.W. (Dept. of Chemical and
Environmental Engineering, Florida Institute of Technology, Melbourne, FL (United
States)). Oceanic processes in marine pollution. Physical and chemical processes: transport
and transportation. Volume 6. Melbourne, FL (United States). Robert E. Krieger Publishing
Company Inc. 1990. 248 p. p. 227-234
AB (Abstract): This paper reports on baited traps that were set at two locations in the eastern
North Atlantic Ocean: on the Nuclear Energy Agency dumpsite of low-level radiative wastes,
and on the Armorican Sea mount. Vertical distribution and abundance of the deep-sea
scavenging lysianssid amphipods Eurythenes gryllus were studied by attaching baited traps to
a free-vehicle line at a variety of levels. Catch sizes decreased with height of capture above
the seafloor, but average female and male sizes increased. In addition, at each level, the
average female size was greater than the average male size. The hypothetical role of E.
gryllus in the biological transport of radionuclides from the seafloor back to human
populations in constructed from data in the current literature

Document Number 5 of 53
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TI (Title): Interim oceanographic description of the North-East Atlantic site for the disposal
of low-level radioactive waste. Volume 3
AU (Author): Nyffeler, F. Simmons, W. (eds)
SO (Source): Paris (France). Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development.
1989. 374p
AB (Abstract): The NEA coordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance

Programme (CRESP) related to sea disposal of radioactive wastes was established in 1981 to
review the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive wastes in the North-East
Atlantic. The objective of CRESP is to increase the available scientific data base related to
the oceanographic and biological characteristics of the dump site and elaborate a site specific
model of the transfers of radionuclides to human populations. CRESP summary scientific
findings are published from time to time in serial volumes entitled Interim oceanographic
description of the Northeast Atlantic Site for disposal of Radioactive wastes. The first such
volume (NEA, 1983) established the general scientific background for the problem and the
site, and recommended specific studies that were required. The second volume (NEA, 1986a)
comprised a large collection of mainly new site-specific data and process-specific analyses.
The present volume, the third in the series, has been assembled to collect and record the new
results in a manner convenient for model-oriented site studies

Document Number 6 of 53
TI (Title): Assessing the impact of deep sea disposal of low level radioactive waste on
living marine resources
IS (International Standard Numbers): ISBN 92-0-125488-1
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1988. 127 p. Technical reports series, no. 288
AB (Abstract): This report is the final result of two Consultants' Meetings and a Technical
Committee Meeting concerning: 1) Developing methods of estimating dose to marine
organisms from sea dumping. And 2) reviewing the effects of radiation on marine organisms
and the means by which the significance of these effects may be judged. Calculations of
water concentrations in and near the dump site were made and these were used to estimate
doses to "typical" marine species living at or near the sea floor at a depth of 4000 meters.
These calculations show that there are radionuclides that can give rise to significant doses to
these typical species and that future revisions of the Definition and Recommendations
(IAEA Safety Series No. 78) will have to consider impacts on the marine ecosystem in setting
limits for dumping.

Document Number 7 of 53
TI (Title): Monitoring technologies for ocean disposal of radioactive waste
RPP (Primary Report Number): N--8229146 {N8229146}
SO (Source): Jan 1982. 109 p
AB (Abstract): The feasibility of using carefully selected subseabed locations to
permanently isolate high level radioactive wastes at ocean depths greater than 4000 meters is
discussed. Disposal at several candidate subseabed areas is being studied because of the long
term geologic stability of the sediments, remoteness from human activity, and lack of useful
natural resources. While the deep sea environment is remote, it also poses some significant
challenges for the technology required to survey and monitor these sites, to identify and
pinpoint container leakage should it occur, and to provide the environmental information and
data base essential to determining the probable impacts of any such occurrence. Objectives
and technical approaches to aid in the selective development, of advanced technologies for the
future monitoring of nuclear low level and high level waste disposal in the deep seabed are
presented. Detailed recommendations for measurement and sampling technology
development needed for deep seabed nuclear waste monitoring are also presented
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Document Number 8 of 53
TI (Title): Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear wastes
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Talbert, D.M. Marietta, M.G. Messier, R.R. Smith, K.L. Jr.
Yayonos, A.A. Jackson, D.W. (Seabed Programs Div., Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque,
NM)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 411-430
AB (Abstract): The primary goal of the U.S. Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) is to
assess the technical and environmental feasibility of disposing of high-level nuclear wastes in
deep-sea sediments. The subseabed biology program is charged with assessing the effects of
potential releases of radionuclides on the ecosystem, as well as the possible health effects fo
man frin the radionuclides that may be released in the deep sea and transported to the ocean
surface. Current biological investigations are attempting to determine benthic community
structure, benthic community metabolism, the biology of deep-sea mobile scavengers, the
faunal composition of midwater nekton, rates of microbial processes, and the radiation
sensitivity of deep-sea organisms. Existing models of the dispersal of radionuclides in the
deep sea have not considered many of the possible biological mechanisms that may
influence the movement of radionuclides. Therefore a multicompartment foodweb model is
being developed that considers both biological and physical influences on radionuclide
transport. This model will allow parametric studies to be made of the impact of potential
releases of radionuclides on the ocean environment and on man

Document Number 9 of 53
TI (Title): Lessons from radioactive waste disposal applied to other pollutants
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. (Ecological Sciences Dept., Pacific Northwest Lab.,
Battelle Memorial Institute, Richland, WA)
SO (Source): Duedall, LW. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 469-480
AB (Abstract): In order to manage scientifically the quantities and kinds of waste disposal
in coastal waters and open oceans, one needs to assess the environment's capacity to
assimilate these materials. This knowledge may help us avoid an unacceptable biological
impact on components of the ecosystem and on humans who harvest its resources. One
approach available is the one that has been demonstrated to be applicable for the management
of the disposal of radioactive wastes in the ocean. New generic and site-specific
methodologies can establish relationships between discharge or release rates and associated
radiation doses. The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has
developed guidelines and recommendations that govern acceptable amounts of radiation that
people can be exposed to. The ICRP recommendations on justification and optimization can
be integrated into an overall management philosophy in order to quantify alternative waste
disposal options. These methodologies, which were developed for the control of radioactive
wastes, should be applied directly to public health protection from nonradioactive wastes
such as metals and organochlorine pesticides

Document Number 10 of 53
TI (Title): A provisional assessment of radiation regimes in deep ocean environments
AU (Author): Woodhead, D.S. Pentreath, R.J. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Directorate of Fisheries Research, Fisheries Lab., Lowestoft, Suffolk)
SO (Source): Duedall, I.W. Ketchum, B.H. Park, P.K. Kester, D.R. Radioactive wastes and
the ocean. New York, NY (USA). John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1983. p. 133-152
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AB (Abstract): The introduction of high-level radioactive wastes into the deep ocean
environment could, depending on the disposal option employed, result in a more or less
significant increase in the radiation exposure of the local fauna. It has been conjectured that
the fauna may be particularly sensitive to such a change in ambient conditions, although there
is, as yet, little information on either their sensitivity to radiation, the natural background
radiation regime, or the magnitude of the increased exposure which could arise from waste
disposal. A knowledge of the natural radiation exposure of organisms occupying different
niches provides a necessary perspective for any assessment of the impact of contaminant
radioactivity. Available data on the concentrations of natural radionuclides in seawater, deep
ocean sediments, and certain of the deep ocean fauna, together with simple models, for a
basis for an estimation of background radiation dose rates. Investigations of the radiological
consequences of deep-sea waste disposal have provided estimates of the concentrations of
actinide and fission product radionuclides in deep ocean waters, and their variation with time.
These data form the input for the estimation of the consequential exposure of the deep
ocean fauna. The results of these preliminary studies provide an indication of the research
necessary to improve understanding of the possible impact on the ecosystem of the
disposal of high-level radioactive wastes into the deep ocean

Document Number 11 of 53
TI (Title): Biological studies of the US Subseabed Disposal Program
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Hessler, R.R. Jackson, D.W. Marietta, M.G. Smith, K.L. Jr.
Talbert, D.M. Yayanos, A.A
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-79-2073 {SAND792073}
SO (Source): Feb 1980. 18 p

AB (Abstract): The Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) of the US is assessing the
feasibility of emplacing high level radioactive wastes (HLW) within deep-sea sediments and
is developing the means for assessing the feasibility of the disposal practices of other
nations. This paper discusses the role and status of biological research in the SDP. Studies of
the disposal methods and of the conceived barriers (canister, waste form and sediment)
suggest that biological knowledge will be principally needed to address the impact of
accidental releases of radionuclides. Current experimental work is focusing on the deep-sea
ecosystem to determine: (1) the structure of benthic communities, including their microbial
component. (2) the faunal composition of deep midwater nekton. (3) the biology of deep-sea
amphipods. (4) benthic community metabolism. (5) the rates of bacterial processes. (6) the
metabolism of deep-sea animals, and (7) the radiation sensitivity of deep-sea organisms. A
multicompartment model is being developed to assess quantitatively the impact (on the
environment and on man) of releases of radionuclides into the sea

Document Number 12 of 53
TI (Title): Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear waste
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Hessler, R.R. Jackson, D.W. Marietta, M.G. Smith, K.L. Jr.
Talbert, D.M. Yayanos, A.A
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--79-2117C {SAND792117C}
CF (Conference Information): 2. international ocean disposal symposium.

Woods Hole, MA, USA. 15 -18 Apr 1980
AB (Abstract): The primary goal of the US Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) is to assess
the technical and environmental feasibility of disposing of high-level nuclear waste in deep-
sea sediments. The subseabed biology program is charged with assessing possible ecosystem
effects of radionuclides as well as possible health effects to man from radionuclides which
may be released in the deep sea and transported to the ocean surface. Current biological
investigations are attempting to determine benthic community structure. Benthic community
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metabolism. The biology of deep-sea mobile scavengers. The faunal composition of midwater
nekton. Rates of microbial processes, and the radiation sensitivity of deep-sea organisms.
Existing models of the dispersal of radionuclides in the deep sea have not considered many of
the possible biological mechanisms which may influence the movement of radionuclides.
Therefore, a multi-compartment foodweb model is being developed which considers both
biological and physical influences on radionuclide transport. This model will allow
parametric studies to be made of the impact on the ocean environment and on man of
potential releases of radionuclides

Document Number 13 of 53
TI (Title): Biological ramifications of the subseabed disposal of high-level nuclear waste
AU (Author): Gomez, L.S. Hessler, R.R. Jackson, D.W. Marietta, M.G. Smith, K.L. Jr.
Talbert, D.M. Yayanos, A.A
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--79-2117 {SAND792117}
SO (Source): May 1980.31 p

AB (Abstract): The primary goal of the US Subseabed Disposal Program (SDP) is to assess
the technical and environmental feasibility of disposing of high-level nuclear waste in deep-
sea sediments. The subseabed biology program is charged with assessing possible ecosystem
effects of radionuclides as well as possible health effects to man from radionuclides which
may be released in the deep sea and transported to the ocean surface. Current biological
investigations are attempting to determine benthic community structure. Benthic community
metabolism. The biology of deep-sea mobile scavengers. The faunal composition of midwater
nekton. Rates of microbial processes. And the radiation sensitivity of deep-sea organisms.
Existing models of the dispersal of radionuclides in the deep sea have not considered many of
the possible biological mechanisms which may influence the movement of radionuclides.
Therefore, a multi-compartment foodweb model is being developed which considers both
biological and physical influences on radionuclide transport. This model will allow
parametric studies to be made of the impact on the ocean environment and on man of
potential releases of radionuclides

Document Number 14 of 53
TI (Title): Actinide discharges from Sellafield - a summary of behaviour in the

environment and the radiological implications
AU (Author): Coughtrey, P.J. Jackson, D. Martin, A. Thome, M.C
RPP (Primary Report Number): ANS--429 {ANS429}
RPS (Secondary Report Number): DOE-RW-085-59 {DOERW08559}
SO (Source): May 1985. 20 p

AB (Abstract): This report provides a summary of: information on the quantities of actinides
discharged from Sellafield, their distribution in the environment and the radiological
implications. Potential long-term trends and exposure pathways that may require
investigation. And research in progress and requirements for further research.

Document Number 15 of 53
TI (Title): Worldwide marine radioactivity studies assessing the picture
AU (Author): Povinec, P.P. Togawa, 0 . (International Atomic Energy Agency, Marine
Environment Lab., Radiometrics Lab., Monaco (Monaco))
JR (Journal Information): IAEA Bulletin
SO (Source): (Sep 1998) v. 40(3) p. 11-17
AB (Abstract): A growing number of sources of radioactivity from human activities are

found in the marine environment. They are known to include global nuclear fallout following
atmospheric weapons tests, the Chernobyl accident, discharges of radionuclides from nuclear
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installations, past dumping of radioactive wastes, nuclear submarine accidents, contributions
from nuclear testing sites, loss of radioactive sources, and the burn-up of satellites using
radioisotopes as power sources. Overall, the world's marine environment contains
radionuclides that differ from one region to another. Differences are due to dynamic marine
environmental processes and the particular source of radionuclides in a region. Scientific
assessments of marine radioactivity, therefore, require knowledge of both the source terms
and oceanic processes. Radioactivity now is deposited unevenly over the world's oceans.
Global fallout is known to be mainly due to nuclear weapon tests carried out in the 1960s.
On the other hand, discharges from nuclear fuel reprocessing plants or past dumping of
liquid and solid radioactive wastes generally are confined to more localized areas. Even so,
soluble radionuclides have been transported over long distances by prevailing ocean currents.
To estimate radionuclide inputs from local sources, scientists need to better understand the
distribution of radionuclides throughout the world's oceans and seas. The understanding is
important for analysing the results from scientific investigations of localized areas, such as
part dumping sites, which then can be reviewed more thoroughly. As a contribution to fuller
understanding of the marine environment, the IAEA's Marine Environment Laboratory
(MEL) started a five-year project in 1996 entitled "Research on Worldwide Marine
Radioactivity (MARS)". The work is supported by Japan's Science and Technology Agency
(STA). This article briefly review this project, and describes related research activities and
scientific investigations of MEL and its global partners

Document Number 16 of 53
TI (Title): Dumping of radioactive waste in the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea
AU (Author): Strand, P. Rudjord, AX. (National Radiation Protection Authority, Oesteraas
(Norway)) Nikitin, A. (Scientific Production Association "Typhoon", Obnisnk (Russian
Federation). Inst. of Experimental Meteorology) (and others)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM-339/128 {IAEASM339128}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental
impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria).
IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 143-153. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): In order to evaluate the level of radioactive contamination in the Kara Sea
and to assess the short and long term consequences of dumped radioactive waste, joint
Russian-Norwegian expeditions have been performed annually since 1992. The results from
the 1992 joint expedition to the Kara Sea demonstrated very low concentrations of
radionuclides in waters and sediments. Contributions from different sources could be
identified: global fallout, river transport, marine transport of discharges from European
reprocessing plants and fallout from the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. The
expeditions in 1993 to the dumping sites confirmed local contamination in the Stepovogo
Fjord and the Tsivolki Fjord due to leakage from dumped radioactive waste. The levels of
radioactivity in the Kara Sea are, however, very low and have at present a very small impact
on man and on the marine ecosystem.

Document Number 17 of 53
TI (Title): The International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP). Interim progress

report
AU (Author): Sjoeblom, K.L. Linsley, G.S. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna
(Austria). Div. of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Waste Management)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/167 {IAEASM339167}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental impact
of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria). IAEA.
Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 155-164. Proceedings series
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AB (Abstract): The International Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP) was established
in 1993 to address concern over the potential health and environmental impacts of the
dumped radioactive wastes in the shallow waters of the Arctic seas. The work is being carried
out as part of the IAEA's responsibilities with regard to the London Convention 1972. The
project will last for four years and is run by the IAEA in co-operation with the Norwegian
and Russian Governments, and with the involvement, through the IAEA, of experts from
about 15 IAEA Member States. The objectives of the project are: (1) to assess the risks to
human health and to the environment associated with the radioactive wastes dumped in the
Kara Sea and the Barents Sea, and (2) to examine possible remedial actions related to the
dumped wastes and to advise on whether these actions are necessary and justified. The project
has been organized into five principal working areas: (i) source terms, (ii) existing
environmental concentrations, (iii) transfer mechanisms and models, (iv) impact assessment
and (v) remedial measures. Progress of IASAP is reviewed each year by a group of senior
scientists. This group is also responsible for preparing the final report of IASAP and the
recommendations for presentation to Contracting Parties to the London Convention in 1996.

Document Number 18 of 53
TI (Title): Review of the continued suitability of the dumping site for radioactive waste in

the North-East Atlantic
SO (Source): Paris (France). OECD. Aug 1985.448 p
AB (Abstract): Under the terms of the 1977 Decision of the OECD Council establishing a
Multilateral Consultation and Surveillance Mechanism for Sea Dumping of Radioactive
Waste, NEA is requested to assess (each five years), in consultation with the Environment
Committee, the suitability of dumping sites proposed by the national authorities of
participating countries and to keep under review those previously considered suitable.
Following the last review made in 1980, another review of the continued suitability of the
North-East Atlantic dump site used since 1971 was completed in 1985 by a Group of Experts
from countries participating in the OECD Mechanism. The report describes the basis for the
assessment and its conclusions and recommendations, agreed by all members of the Group
with the exception of the expert from Denmark, whose reservations are reproduced in an
Annex. The main conclusion from the Expert Group is that from a radiological protection
point of view the North-East Atlantic site would be suitable for continued dumping at given
rates, since this would not give significant doses to man or marine organisms. The
conclusions were generally supported by the NEA Committee on Radiation Protection and
Public Health, which underlined, at its March 1985 meeting, the high quality of the
scientific review and endorsed the proposal made for further research work in the framework
of the NEA Co-ordinated Research and Environmental Surveillance Programme (CRESP)

Document Number 19 of 53
TI (Title): Bibliography of marine radiation ecology prepared for the Seabed Program
AU (Author): Schultz, V.S
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND--79-7102 {SAND797102}
SO (Source): Feb 1980. 318 p

AB (Abstract): References on the effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms have
been obtained from a number of sources. Many were obtained from reviews and other
publications. Although the primary purpose of preparing this bibliography was to obtain
information related to the nuclear wastes Seabed Disposal Biology Program of Sandia
Laboratories, freshwater organisms are included as a matter of convenience and also with the
belief that such a bibliography would be of interest to a wider audience than that restricted to
the Seabed Program. While compilation of a list in an area broad in scope is often somewhat
arbitrary, an attempt was made to reference publications that were related to field or
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laboratory studies of wild species of plants and animals with respect to radiation effects.
Complete information concerning each reference are provided without excessive library
search. Since one often finds references listed in the literature that are incompletely cited, it
was not always possible to locate the reference for verification or completion of the citation.
Such references are included where they appeared to be of possible value. When known, a
reference is followed with its Nuclear Science Abstract designation, or rarely other abstract
sources. Those desiring additional information should check Nuclear Science Abstracts
utilizing the abstract number presented or other abstracting sources. In addition, the language
of the article, other than English, is given when it is known to me

Document Number 20 of 53
TI (Title): The impact of nuclear waste disposals to the marine environment. Research

report no. 8
AU (Author): Taylor, P.J. (comp.)
SO (Source): Oxford. Political Ecology Research Group. Mar 1982. 80 p
AB (Abstract): This report provides a critical review of current scientific literature

concerning the environmental impact of discharges and dumping of radioactive waste to the
coastal marine and deep ocean environments. It concludes that although knowledge of the
effects of dispersed radioactivity has greatly increased in the last two decades, there are still
significant areas of uncertainty which have major implications for current and future nuclear
waste management policy. For example, there is now evidence of discharged plutonium
formerly thought to be locked on sediments returning to man via biogeochemical cycles.
Discharges of this extremely toxic element have been banned elsewhere because of this
eventuality, and the report recommends elimination of plutonium discharges, and in the light
of recent radiobiological evidence, a fivefold reduction in exposures to the public as a result
of the other Windscale discharges. In the case of ocean dumping, the report acknowledges
that there is no evidence of health effects from past disposals. However, recent monitoring
shows contamination of the ocean bed due to leaking containers, and it is argued that
oceanographic and radioecological data are insufficient to predict future effects, especially
having regard to the steadily increasing quantities dumped.

Document Number 21 of 53
TI (Title): Review of radiological problems of floating nuclear power plants
AU (Author): Rodd, T. (New South Wales Univ., Kensington (Australia). School of

Nuclear Engineering)
SO (Source): Radiat. Prot. Aust. (Mar 1982). no. 1/82 p. 135-156
AB (Abstract): Radiological problems associated with floating nuclear power plants under
both normal operation and accident conditions are discussed. In the latter case, aspects of
both the airborne and liquid pathways are reviewed

Document Number 22 of 53
TI (Title): Below the Arctic Seas. International Arctic Seas assessment project: summing
up
AU (Author): Sjoeblom, K.L. Linsley, G. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Division
of Radiation and Waste Safety, Waste Safety Section, Vienna (Austria))
JR (Journal Information): IAEA Bulletin
SO (Source): (Dec 1998) v. 40(4) p. 18-20
AB (Abstract): In 1993, the IAEA responded to the concern of its Member States and the
request of the Contracting Parties to the Convention on Prevention of Marine Pollution by
Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter by launching the International Arctic Seas Assessment
Project (IASAP). It had two objectives: to assess the risks to human health and to the
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environment associated with the radioactive wastes dumped in the Kara and Barents Seas,
and to examine possible remedial actions related to the dumped wastes and to advise on
their necessity and justification. The Project involved more than fifty experts from fourteen
countries and was steered by an International Advisory Group. Its working areas consisted
of: examination of the radiological situation in Arctic waters. Prediction of potential future
releases from the dumped wastes. Modelling of environmental transport of released
nuclides and assessing the associated radiological impact on humans and biota. And
examination of the feasibility, costs and benefits of possible remedial measures

Document Number 23 of 53
TI (Title): Ocean disposal of radioactive wastes
AU (Author): Templeton, W.L. (Pacific Northwest Lab., Richland, WA (USA)) Preston, A.
(Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Lowestoft (UK). Directorate of Fisheries
Research)
SO (Source): Radioact. Waste Manage. Nucl. Fuel Cycle. (Sep 1982). v.3(l) p. 75-113.
Supersedes Radioactive Waste Management
AB (Abstract): The last three decades has seen the development of approaches that regulate

and control the introduction of a limited quantity of radionuclides into the oceans on a firm
scientific basis. The purpose of this paper is to describe the major sources of radiation in
the marine environment. To present the relevant standards for radiation exposure. And to
discuss the rationale and application of methodologies for controlling both liquid and solid
radioactive waste disposals to the ocean.

Document Number 24 of 53
TI (Title): Sea dumping of radioactive wastes. Part 1: Basic considerations of marine
environment. Die Meeresversenkung radioaktiver Abfaelle. Teil 1: Grundlagen der marinen
Umwelt
AU (Author): Krejsa, P. (Oesterreichisches Forschungszentrum Seibersdorf Ges.m.b.H.
Hauptabteilung Abfallverarbeitung)
RPP (Primary Report Number): OEFZS--4214 {OEFZS4214}
SO (Source): Apr 1983. 66 p
AB (Abstract): Sea dumping of low level radioactive waste is a disposal method practised
by a number of states, controlled by OECD/NEA. It makes use of the capacity of the oceans
to dilute the radionuclides to levels acceptable concerning resulting dose burdens. For the
determination of release rates some oceanographic model have been developed, describing
the physical behaviour of the released radionuclides. It is not to be assumed that a complete
mathematical description of the involved processes can be made. Too many parameters are
dependent and varying as there is the chemical behaviour of different valence states,
complexing agents, distribution patterns etc. But it can be seen that the existing description
methods allow the adequate modelling of the short and the long term behaviour of the
radionuclides. The use of pessimistic assumptions for distribution and reconcentration is
sufficient to consider uncertainties of the model. Therefore the arguments of Greenpeace,
kindly submitted by this organisation for this study, show no open question, which has not
been considered on the sea dumping procedures under surveillance of the OECD/NEA.

Document Number 25 of 53
TI (Title): Radioactivity in two tide-washed marsh areas in the eastern Irish Sea. A

radiological assessment
AU (Author): Rose, C.L. McKay, W.A. Barr, H.M. Toole, J. Halliwell, CM. (AEA
Technology, National Environmental Technology Centre, Culham Abingdon, Oxon, (United
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Kingdom)) Leonard, D.R.P. (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Nobel House.
London (United Kingdom))
JR (Journal Information): Science of the Total Environment
SO (Source): (13 Sep 1996). p. 1-13
AB (Abstract): The doses received by man from exposure to artificial radionuclides

deposited onto marsh land during tidal inundation on the English side of the Solway Firth and
the Dee Estuary have been assessed. The range of total doses received by the different marsh
user groups was similar in both study areas, varying from <1 muSv year-1 to 55 muSv year-
1, with total dose dominated by the contribution from external exposure (generally 80% of
the total). The maximum doses in both study areas were received by people working on the
marshes and are well below the annual dose limit recommended by ICRP for members of the
public (1 mSv year-1). The largest dose estimated (56 muSv year-1) is only 6% of the
recommended dose limit

Document Number 26 of 53
TI (Title): Methodologies for evaluation of environmental capacity and impact due to

radioactive releases by critical path analysis and their application to the IPEN's aquatic
environment as a typical case study
AU (Author): Chandra, U. (Institute de Pesquisas Energeticas e Nucleares, Sao Paulo

(Brazil))
SO (Source): Associacao Brasileira de Energia Nuclear, Rio de Janeiro. Proceedings of the
1. General Congress of Nuclear Energy, v. 2. Anais do 1. Congresso Geral de Energia
Nuclear, v. 2. 1986. 443 p. v. 2 p. 381-384
AB (Abstract): A brief description of the tested concepts, for determination of
environmental capacity and impact by critical path analysis technique and of dose
limitation/optmization for radioactive releases is made. These concepts/methodologies are
being applied in the environment of IPEN. The aquatic environment of IPEN is dealt with in
detal with a view to evaluate the possible critical paths, its capacity, and present and future
radiological impacts.

Document Number 27 of 53
TI (Title): Effects of ionizing radiation on plants and animals at levels implied by current

radiation protection standards
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria). IAEA. Mar 1992. 74 p. Technical reports series. No. 332
AB (Abstract): The 1977 Recommendations of the International Commission on
Radiological Protection stated that the commission believes that if man is adequately
protected from radiation, other organisms are also likely to be sufficiently protected. The
present report examines this statement by considering the effects of ionizing radiation on
animals and plants in both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. The conclusions are that
chronic dose rates of IMGy.d-1 or less are unlikely to cause measurable deleterious effects in
terrestrial populations, and that in the aquatic environment limiting chronic dose rates to
10MGy.d-l to the maximally exposed individuals would provide adequate protection for the
population. Thus specific radiation protection standards for non-human organisms are not
needed.

Document Number 28 of 53
TI (Title): The precautionary principle in a marine context
AU (Author): Gray, J.S, (Oslo Univ., Oslo (Norway). Section of Marine Zoology and
Marine Chemistry)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM-339/202 {IAEASM339202}
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SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental
impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria).
IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 589-599. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): The precautionary principle lias been adopted by a number of international
conventions and yet is only loosely formulated. This poses considerable interpretational
problems for those with responsibility for managing the marine environment. These
problems are discussed in the paper. In particular, the extreme approach by the 'Green
Movement', which insists that only harmless substances can be discharged to the sea, is
examined. New scientifically based approaches to management are introduced, such as
hazard and risk assessment and feedback monitoring. It is argued that adequate protection of
the marine environment can be achieved by incorporating such new ideas in management
strategies.

Document Number 29 of 53
TI (Title): Available data for establishing background radionuclide levels in the vicinities of

Canadian CANDU stations
AU (Author): Cooper, EX. (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Chalk River, ON (Canada).
Chalk River Nuclear Labs.)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/41P {IAEASM33941P}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental
impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria).
IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 616-618. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): In 1992, a project to establish background levels in the vicinities of
CANDU stations was started, with funding from the CANDU Owners Group (COG), the
initial approach was to gather the available Canadian environmental radiological data and to
assess their usefulness for establishing background levels.

Document Number 30 of 53
TI (Title): Principles and evaluation methods of radiocapacity of ecological systems.

Printsipy i metody otsenki radioemkosti ehkologicheskikh sistem
AU (Author): Kutlakhmedov, Yu.A. Polikarpov, G.G. Korogodin, V.I
SO (Source): AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Kiev (Ukrainian SSR). Heuristics of radiobiology.
Collection of scientific papers. Ehvristichnost' radiobiologii. Sbornik nauchnykh trudov. Kiev
(USSR). Naukova dumka. 1988. p. 109-115
AB (Abstract): Investigations, carried out by N.V. Timofeev-Resovsky and his scientific
school in the Urals, have allowed to formulate ecosystem radiocapacity. Development of this
concept for the case of reservoir cascade has shown high radiocapacity of model reservoir
cascade determined by their high radioecological properties. Suggested radiocapacity level
may serve as ecosystem safety degree corresponding to their conditioned ability

Document Number 31 of 53
TI (Title): Some of the bases of the IAEA definition and recommendations concerning

high-level radioactive waste unsuitable for dumping at sea and some of the Japanese findings
of deep sea survey in the Pacific
AU (Author): Nishiwaki, Y. (Japan Atomic Energy Research Inst, Neyagawa, Osaka
(Japan))
RPP (Primary Report Number): FS-79-20-T {FS7920T}
SO (Source): Fachverband fuer Strahlenschutz e.V., Karlsruhe (Germany, F.R.). Radioactive
waste. Radioaktive Abfaelle. May 1980. 536 p. p. 307-346
(Abstract): The Provisional Definition and Recommendations Concerning Radioactive
Wastes and Other Radioactive Matter referred to in Annexes I and II to the London
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Convention of 1972 on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and
Other Matter have been reviewed and revised by the IAEA during 1975-1978. The Revised
Definition and Recommendations and of the Annex thereto for the purposes of the
Convention emphasize that the definition and recommendations set forth by the IAEA
should not be interpreted as precluding the adoption of more restrictive requirements by any
Party to the Convention or appropriate national authorities, and that nothing in the document
shall be construed as encouraging the dumping at sea of radioactive waste or other radioactive
matter. With these reservations, the Definition of High-Level Radioacive Wastes or Other
High-Level Radioactive Matter Unsuitable for Dumping at Sea is given, distinguishing
between alpha-emitters, beta/gamma-emitters with half-lives of at least 0.5 years and of
unknown half-lives. And tritium and beta/gamma-emitters with half-lives of less than 0.5
years. Bases of the IAEA definition and recommendations concerning high level radioactive
waste unsuitable for dumping at sea and reservations attached to the given concentration
limits are discussed.

Document Number 32 of 53
TI (Title): Main aspects of tbe technique for calculating maximum per-missible radioactive

waste disposal into surface water reservoirs. Osnovnye polozheniua metodiki rascheta
predel'no dopustimykh sbrosov radioaktivnykh veshchestv v povekhnostnye vodoemy
AU (Author): Gusev, D.I. Pavlovskij, O.A
SO (Source): Egorov, Yu.A. (ed.). Radiation safety and shielding of NPP. Radiatsionnaya
bezopasnost' i zashchita AEhS. Moscow. Ehnergoizdat. 1982. p. 157-164
AB (Abstract): Main aspects are considered of the technique for calculating the maximum

permissible disposal (MPD) of radioactive substances from a NPP into surface water
reservoirs. The technique is based on the prognostic evaluation of the environmental
radioactivity in a water reservoir and other media (flood lands, irrigation fields or watering,
etc.). The estimate arises as a result of a continuous long-term disposal into a water
reservoir of waste water containing radioactive substances in the amount equal to MPD.
Principles are formulated of establishing MPD standards concerning radionuclide
concentration in waste water, individual radiation doses to organs and tissues for critical
population groups, population exposure doses, radiation doses to hydrobyonts. Formulas are
presented for calculating the MPD according to the above principles of standardization out.
MPD calculation results for a radionuclide mixture characteristic of NPP waste disposal are
presented as an example. The established MPD minimum value satisfying all normalization
principles equals 5.3x1011 Bk year

Document Number 33 of 53
TI (Title): Some topics on radioecological research in marine environment
AU (Author): Shimizu, Makoto (Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Faculty of Agriculture)
SO (Source): Iwakura, T. Nakajima, T. (eds.). National Inst. of Radiological Sciences, Chiba
(Japan). Approach to the nuclear safety for environment and members of public. Ecological
behavior, metabolism, dose evaluation of radionuclides. Mar 1993. 201 p. p. 32-42
AB (Abstract): In Japan, systematic researches on marine environmental radioactivity
started in 1954 when 'Bikini incidence1 occurred. After several years of handling emergency
situations, basic studies were carried out to understand processes and mechanisms of
contamination of aquatic organisms by radionuclides. At this period 'Hiyama Group1 had a
large contribution to the development of this new field of research. Important concepts and
items have already been dealt with in this Grant Group. Toward the end of'Hiyama Group', a
new project started in Nuclear Safety Research Association. This project, so-called
'Kaihohtoku', aimed at gathering necessary information for safety assessment on the release
of low-level radioactive liquid wastes from a newly planned spent-fuel reprocessing plant at
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Tokai. NIRS-Nakaminato Branch was established first as Marine Radioecological Station in
this project. The term 'radioecology' got popularity also in this period. Many important
results were obtained and scientific basis of the safety assessment was established in this
project. Today we have not any urgent matter to be handled concerning radioecology in our
coastal environment. Nuclides found are exclusively of fallout and of a quite low level. We
have also established methodology of radiological assessment. So, what is the problem? The
problem is 'from conservative to realistic', which is the trend in the world. Here, from this
viewpoint, some topics such as models and parameters including concentration factors and
their validation and verification in the natural environment were discussed.

Document Number 34 of 53
TI (Title): Methodology for estimating radiation dose rates to freshwater biota exposed to

radionuclides in the environment
AU (Author): Blaylock, B.G. Frank, M.L. O'Neal, B.R

RPP (Primary Report Number): ES/ER/TM--78 {ESERTM78}
SO (Source): Aug 1993. 39 p

AB (Abstract): The purpose of this report is to present a methodology for evaluating the
potential for aquatic biota to incur effects from exposure to chronic low-level radiation in the
environment. Aquatic organisms inhabiting an environment contaminated with radioactivity
receive external radiation from radionuclides in water, sediment, and from other biota such as
vegetation. Aquatic organisms receive internal radiation from radionuclides ingested via food
and water and, in some cases, from radionuclides absorbed through the skin and respiratory
organs. Dose rate equations, which have been developed previously, are presented for
estimating the radiation dose rate to representative aquatic organisms from alpha, beta, and
gamma irradiation from external and internal sources. Tables containing parameter values for
calculating radiation doses from selected alpha, beta, and gamma emitters are presented in
the appendix to facilitate dose rate calculations. The risk of detrimental effects to aquatic
biota from radiation exposure is evaluated by comparing the calculated radiation dose rate
to biota to the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) recommended dose rate limit of 0.4 mGy
h-1 (1 rad d-1). A dose rate no greater than 0.4 mGy h-1 to the most sensitive organisms
should ensure the protection of populations of aquatic organisms. DOE's recommended dose
rate is based on a number of published reviews on the effects of radiation on aquatic
organisms that are summarized in the National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements Report No. 109 (NCRP 1991). DOE recommends that if the results of
radiological models or dosimetric measurements indicate that a radiation dose rate of 0. 1
mGy h-1 will be exceeded, then a more detailed evaluation of the potential ecological
consequences of radiation exposure to endemic populations should be conducted

Document Number 35 of 53
TI (Title): Effects of ionizing radiation on aquatic organisms. NCRP report no. 109
SO (Source): Bethesda, MD (United States). National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements. 1991.115 p
AB (Abstract): The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP)
was requested by the US Department of Energy (DOE) to review the literature on the effects
of radiation on aquatic organisms and develop a document that reviews the present
understanding of such effects and provides guidance for a standard for the protection of
populations of aquatic organisms. This request derives from concerns expressed to DOE that
deleterious effects may be occurring in freshwater at DOE operating facilities and that the
Department has not adopted a standard for protecting aquatic organisms residing in those
environments. Although DOE is not aware of any conditions in the United States where
concentrations of radioactivity in aquatic environs result n radiation doses sufficient to cause
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deleterious effects on populations of aquatic organisms DOE believes that a standard
needs to be developed that defines a dose below which deleterious population effects are not
expected to occur. This paper addresses this subject and provides the necessary guidance on
the protection of populations of aquatic organisms

Document Number 36 of 53
TI (Title): Environmental processes and parameters influencing the consequences of an

accidental release of radioactivity weather and season
AU (Author): Boeri, G.C. (ENEA, Casaccia (Italy). Dipartimento Radiazioni e Ricerche di
Sicurezza e Protezione)
SO (Source): Nuclear Energy Agency, 75 - Paris (France). The influence of seasonal
conditions on the radiological consequences of a nuclear accident. L'influence des conditions
saisonnieres sur les consequences radiologiques d'un accident nucleaire. Paris (France).
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. 1989. 186 p. p. 34-109
AB (Abstract): Seasonal, climatic and meteorological conditions may have a substantial
influence on the physical factors involved in transport and deposition of airborne
contaminants, and on the transfer and accumulation of radionuclides in terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems. As well, these environmental conditions can also have a significant
influence on living habits and practices, and thus on potential radiological and economical
impacts. Moreover, these conditions may affect the features and the impact of
countermeasures which are adopted for the protection of the public in case of an accidental
release. During a Special Session that the Committee of Radiation Protection and Public
Health (CRPPH) held on the lst-2nd September 1986 to review the radiological aspects of
the Chernobyl nuclear accident, it was agreed that a consultant should prepare a report
reviewing different accident consequences in a radiation protection and public health
perspective, and identify the influence of such parameters as time of the year, weather and
environmental conditions on the overall impact and the determination of appropriate
countermeasures. A Consultant Report on this issue was prepared, by Dr. G. Boeri, and
submitted to the CRPPH for review and consideration at its meeting of 22nd-24th November
1987. The CRPPH subsequently agreed that the Consultant Report should be revised and
completed, taking into account comments and suggestions sent to the Secretariat and
focussing especially on the effect of seasonal and weather conditions in terms of their
influence on the radiological impact of an accident and on the emergency countermeasures to
be taken. It was decided that the Consultant Report should be developed into an Overview
Paper for a workshop on this issue to be organised by the NEA in 1988

Document Number 37 of 53
TI (Title): Assessing radiological consequences of discharge of radioactive materials to the

environment: modes, pathways, doses
AU (Author): Williams, A.R. (Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation,
Lucas Heights (Australia))
SO (Source): Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, Lucas Heights
(Australia) International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Proceedings. Volume 2.
Lucas Heights (Australia). Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation. [1989].
318 p.p. 558-564
AB (Abstract): The general principles of radiological assessment for members of the public
are discussed. The case of the uranium mining operation at Ranger in the Northern Territory
is used to illustrate environmental dose assessment methods. The applicable Australian
radiation protection standards and the dose assessment models prepared for the Ranger
uranium project are described. The inhalation dose estimates to members of the public from
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dust and gas and the ingestion dose estimates to the critical group from the aquatic pathway
are presented. The potential impact of increased aquatic pollution is assessed.

Document Number 38 of 53
TI (Title): Reliability of radioactive transfer models
AU (Author): Desmet, G. (ed.)
CF (Conference Information): Workshop on methods for assessing the reliability of
environmental transfer model predictions. Athens (Greece). 5-9 Oct 1987
SO (Source): Barking (UK). Elsevier Applied Science Publishers Ltd. 1988. 372 p
AB (Abstract): The paper presents the proceedings of the workshop on "methods for
assessing the reliability of environmental transfer model predictions", which took place in
Greece, 1988. The conference is divided into six sessions, which are entitled: overview of
model reliability and testing studies, transfer air-land, transfer in terrestrial environment,
transfer in the aquatic environment, transfer in the biosphere from waste repositories, and
uncertainty analysis. All the papers presented in the six sessions have been selected for INIS
and indexed separately.

Document Number 39 of 53
TI (Title): Effects of ionising radiation on aquatic organisms and ecosystems
AU (Author): Pentreath, R.J. (Environment Agency, Bristol (United Kingdom))
SO (Source): Amiro, B. (ed.) (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Pinawa, MB (Canada).
Whiteshell Labs.) Avadhanula, R. (ed.) (Atomic Energy Control Board, Ottawa, ON
(Canada)) Johansson, Gunnar Larsson,Carl-Magnus Luening, M. (eds.) (Swedish Radiation
Protection Inst., Stockholm (Sweden)). Protection of the natural environment. International
symposium on ionising radiation. Proceedings, V.I. Stockholm (Sweden). SSL 1996. 745 p.
p. 124-135.
AB (Abstract): Assessment of the effects of ionising radiation on aquatic organisms have

many features in common with assessments made for human radiological protection. These
include the need for adequate dosimetry of the target tissues in relation to the sources of
exposure, a knowledge of the relationships between dose rates or integrated doses and the
levels of risk for the individual, plus a measure of collective harm to the population. But there
are also differences: these include the need to make an assessment of the consequences of
increased risk, or harm, to individual species, or to the ecosystem as a whole. For some
species, it may well be necessary to consider that an adequate level of protection should be
afforded to individual members of a population. For others, the level of protection required
may be that which applies to local or regional populations of a species. In the latter case,
factors which could affect reproductive success are the most pertinent: these include estimates
of damage to germ-cell tissue. Reduced fertility. Reduced rates of fertilization. And increased
damage to developing eggs and young progeny. The extent to which all of these
considerations can be framed within an overall framework for environmental protection
criteria is briefly discussed

Document Number 40 of 53
TI (Title): Disposal of high-activity nuclear wastes
AU (Author): Hamilton, E.I. (Institute for Marine Environmental Research, Plymouth
(UK))
SO (Source): Mar. Pollut. Bull. (Jun 1983). v. 14(6) p. 238-239
AB (Abstract): A discussion is presented on the deep sea ocean disposal for high-activity

nuclear wastes. The following topics are covered: effect of ionizing radiation on marine
ecosystems. Pathways by which radionuclides are transferred to man from the marine
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environment. Information about releases of radioactivity to the sea. Radiological
protection. Storage and disposal of radioactive wastes and information needs.

Document Number 41 of 53
TI (Title): Modelling of hydrological pathways in nuclear emergency management system
such as RODOS
AU (Author): Raskob, W. (Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH Technik und Umwelt

(Germany). Inst. fuer Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik)
JR (Journal Information): Kerntechnik (1987)
SO (Source): (May 1997). p. 129-135
AB (Abstract): One of the important lessons learned from the rector accident of Chernobyl

was the need for the assessment of the fate of radionuclides not only in the terrestrial but also
in the aquatic environment. None of the existing emergency systems were able to predict the
consequences of the high contamination of the waterbodies around Chernobyl. As
hydrological transport and exchange processes are as complex as those in atmospheric
science, only physically based models have the potential ability to answer all relevant
questions. This paper presents an introduction into key processes when dealing with the
radiological concequences of accidental releases of radionuclides to hydrological systems.
In a second step, the realization of a hydrological model chain inside the RODOS system for
nuclear emergencies in Europe is discussed.

Document Number 42 of 53
TI (Title): Environmental monitoring for radionuclides in marine ecosystems. Are species
other than man protected adequately ?
AU (Author): Thompson, P.M. (Aberdeen Univ. (UK). Dept. of Zoology)
SO (Source): J. Environ. Radioact. (1988). v. 7(3) p. 275-283
AB (Abstract): A central tenet of the nuclear industry's monitoring philosophy is that, if
environmental levels of radioactivity are kept low enough to safeguard humans, then other
species will also be protected. This paper reviews the background to this assumption and
shows that, for species such as marine top predators, there are no supporting data. Thus,
recent claims that radioecological studies on these species are unnecessary appear to be
unfounded. A number of areas for future research are outlined and it is suggested that
studies of marine top predators could lead to a greater understanding of the behaviour of
radionuclides in the marine environment.

Document Number 43 of 53
TI (Title): Radiological assessments, environmental monitoring, and study design
AU (Author): Hansen, W.R. (Los Alamos Scientific Lab., NM) Elle, D.R
SO (Source): Hanson, W.C. (ed.). Transuranic elements in the environment. Oak Ridge, TN.
Technical Information Center. 1980. p. 45-52
AB (Abstract): Studies of the behavior of transuranic elements in the environment form the

basic data for applied programs in radiological assessment, environmental monitoring,
derivation of radiation-protection standards, and environmental impact statements. This
chapter introduces some of the major information requirements of these applications of
transuranic research data. Characteristics of the source terms from nuclear activities usually
are needed for an analysis of environmental pathways or deployment of monitoring systems.
Major inhalation and ingestion pathways are considered in assessments of hazards from
transuranics and are discussed from the viewpoint of research needed

Document Number 44 of 53
TI (Title): Environmental monitoring around Sellafield
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AU (Author): Coverdale, N.G.M. (British Nuclear Fuels Ltd., Sellafield)
SO (Source): Atom (London). (Mar 1984). (no.329) p. 60-62
AB (Abstract): The paper is concerned with environmental monitoring carried on round the
Sellafield site of British Nuclear Fuels Ltd. The activity discharged from Sellafield into the
environment includes a variety of actinides, fission products and activation products. Marine
pathways, land-based pathways, important pathways, marine monitoring, land monitoring and
costs are discussed.

Document Number 45 of 53
TI (Title): Modelling of hydrological pathways in RODOS
AU (Author): Zheleznyak, M. Gofman, D. Lyashenko, G. Marinets, A. Shepeleva, T.
Tkalich, P. (AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Kiev (Ukraine). InstKibernetiki) Heling, R. (Keuring van
Electrotechnische Materialen NV, Arnhem (Netherlands)) Raskob, W. (Forschungszentrum
Karlsruhe GmbH Technik und Umwelt (Germany)) Popov, A. Borodin, R. Pokhil, A.
(Scientific Production Association TYPHOON, Obninsk (Russian Federation))
RPP (Primary Report Number): FZKA--6069 {FZKA6069}
SO (Source): Ehrhardt, J. Weis, A. (eds.) Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH Technik und
Umwelt (Germany). Inst. fuer Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik Forschungszentrum
Karlsruhe GmbH Technik und Umwelt (Germany). Projekt Nukleare Sicherheitsforschung
RODOS: decision support for nuclear emergencies Mar 1998 121 p. p. 50-59
AB (Abstract): In 1992, a joint EC-CIS team of experts started to develop a hydrological
module for the decision support system RODOS. A model chain was outlined covering the
processes such as run-off of radionuclides from watersheds following deposition from the
atmosphere, transport of radionuclides in river systems and the radionuclide behaviour in
lakes and reservoirs. The output from the hydrological transport chain is used to calculate the
main exposure pathways such as the doses derived from the consumption of drinking water,
of fish, of irrigated foodstuffs and the external irradiation. Test and validation studies of the
whole chain as well as for individual models were performed on the basis of experimental
data from the basins of Dnieper and Rhine. A user friendly graphical interface was developed
to operate the individual models inside the hydrological module.

Document Number 46 of 53
TI (Title): Radiological conditions of the Western Kara Sea. Assessment of the radiological
impact of the dumping of radioactive waste in the Arctic Seas. Report on the International
Arctic Seas Assessment Project (IASAP)
SO (Source): Vienna (Austria) IAEA Dec 1998 134 p. Radiological assessment reports
series
AB (Abstract): This report presents the findings of the International Arctic Seas Assessment
Project (IASAP), which was instituted in 1993 and concluded in 1996 to address concerns
over the potential health and environmental impacts of high level radioactive waste dumped
in the shallow waters of the Arctic Seas. The IASAP study was endorsed by the Contracting
Parties to the Convention on Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Waste and Other
Matter, and a summary of the results and conclusions was provided to the Contracting Parties
in February 1997. The study covered the following aspects: (i) examination of the current
radiological situation in Arctic waters due to the dumped wastes. (Ii) the evaluation of
potential future releases from the dumped wastes. (Iii) prediction of environmental transport
of potential releases and assessment of the associated radiological impact on humans and
biota (iv) examination of the feasibility, costs and benefits of possible remedial measures

Document Number 47 of 53
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TI (Titie): Effect of radioactive contamination of hydrobionts within the thirty-kilometer
zone of Chemobylsk NPP. Otsenka vozdejstviya radioaktivnogo zagryazneniya na
gidrobiontov 30-kilometrovoj zony kontrolya avarii na Chernobyl'skoj AEhS
AU (Author): Ryabov, I.N. (AN SSSR, Moscow (Russian Federation). Inst.

Ehvolyutsionnoj Morfologii i EHkologii Zhivotnykh)
JR (Journal Information): Radiobiologiya
SO (Source): (Sep-Oct 1992). p. 662-667
AB (Abstract): A study was made of hydrobionts, particularly fishes, living within the

thirty-kilometer control zone of Chernobyl NPP and northern part of the Kiev basin, after the
disaster. Out of 31 fish species living in the NPP cooling pond some were idendified which
were mostly affected by radioactive contamination. They were predators belonging, with
respect to reproduction and development, to a lithophilous group

Document Number 48 of 53
TI (Title): Representative benthic bioindicator organisms for use in radiation effects

research: Culture of Neanthes arenaceodentata (Polychaeta)
AU (Author): Harrison, F.L. Knezovich, J.P. Martinelli, R.E. (Lawrence Livermore

National Lab., CA (United States))
RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL-CR--111737 {UCRLCR111737}
SO (Source): Sep 1992.18 p
AB (Abstract): The purpose of this document is to present a comprehensive synthesis of
information pertaining to the selection and maintenance of bioindicator organisms for use in
radiation-effects research. The focus of this report is on the benthic polychaete, Neanthes
arenaceodentata, a species that has been used successfully at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL) and other institutions to define the impacts of radiation and
chemical toxicants on aquatic organisms. In this document, the authors provide a rationale for
the selection of this organism, a description of its reproductive biology, and a description of
the conditions that are required for the maintenance and rearing of the organism for use in
toxicological research

Document Number 49 of 53
TI (Title): Microevolutional aspects of hydrobionts radiosensitivity. Mikroehvolyutsionnye
aspekty radiochuvstvitel'nosti gidrobiontov
AU (Author): Tsypugina, V.G. (AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Sevastopol (Ukrainian SSR). Inst.
Biologii Yuzhnykh Morej)
SO (Source): AN SSSR, Moscow (USSR). 1. All-union radiobiological conference. V. 2.
Summaries of reports. 1. Vsesoyuznyj radiobiologicheskij s"ezd. Tom 2. Tezisy dokladov.
1989. 561 p. p. 549-550

Document Number 50 of 53
TI (Title): Observations on the radiosensitivity of guppy (Lebistes reticulatus Peters)
AU (Author): Panlaque, C.A
SO (Source): Aug 1982. 62 p
AB (Abstract): The ichthyólogically well-known teleostean fish, Lebistes reticulatus Peters
commonly known as guppy, found abundant in pools, streams and estuaries was studied to
establish its sensitivity to radiation and to explore its possible use as a biological indicator
organism of radiation effects in the aquatic system. The guppy, Lebistes reticulatus was found
to be radiosensitive. Chromosome aberrations were induced by gamma-irradiation offish in
vivo. Through cytogenetic technique the aberrant chromosomes were evaluated. The aberrant
chromosomes observed were of various types such as chromatid gaps and breaks,
chromosome gaps and breaks, chromatid and chromosome fragments, polycentrics (dicentrics
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and tricentrics), fusions and translocations. Of the types seen, it is concluded that dicentrics
are the most reliable indicator of radiation effects. In the course of this study, the Lethal
Radiation Dose in guppy within thirty days was determined. It was found to lie in the dose of
3 krad (LDsub(50/30)).

Document Number 51 of 53
TI (Title): Impact of radiation on the environment
AU (Author): Robeau, D. (Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire, Fontenay-aux-
Roses (France))
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Radiation and society:
Comprehending radiation risk. V. 2. Posterpapers. Proceedings of an international
conference. Vienna (Austria). IAEA. 1996.455 p. p. 41-47. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): The entire ecosystem is irradiated by natural and artificial radionuclides.

This radioactivity is distributed heterogeneously all over the Earth and moves from one
component to another, from a plant or animal species to another, transported by fluids.
Understanding of environmental damage and environmental transfer is the objective of
radioecology, the study of the impact of radiation on the environment. In particular,
radioecology contributes to the study of the movements of air, surface water, and
underground water, as well as the transfer of radioactive and stable elements in soil, plants
and animals, and the food chain. In this background report are described: the origins of
natural and artificial radioactivity. The contribution of radioactivity observations to the
study of transfer processes in fresh water, ocean and the atmosphere. The radiosensitivities of
plants and animals, especially those species studies in the contaminated Kyshtym and
Chernobyl areas

Document Number 52 of 53
TI (Title): Mathematical modeling of radionuclide migration in aquatic ecosystems.

Matematicheskoe modelirovanie migratsii radionuklidov v vodnykh ehkosistemakh
AU (Author): Kryshev, I.I. Sazykina, T.G
SO (Source): Moscow (USSR). Ehnergoatomizdat. 1986.151 p
AB (Abstract): Mathematical models permitting to forecast radioisotope migration and
accumulation in food chains of aquatic ecosystems have been built on the basis of
experimental data accumulated by the aquatic radioecology. Problems on modeling the effect
of incorporated radioisotopes on living organisms are considered. Dynamic models of
ecosystems oriented on problems solving water reservoir monitoring have been developed

Document Number 53 of 53
TI (Title): Comparative radiosensitivity of Gammarus olivii populations living in different

ecological conditions. Sravnitel'naya radiochuvstvitel'nost' populyatsij amfipod Gammarus
olivii,

obitayushchikh v raznykh ehkologicheskikh usloviyakh
AU (Author): Tsitsugina, V.G. (AN Ukrainskoj SSR, Sevastopol. Inst.Biologii Yuzhnykh
Morej)
SO (Source): Radiobiologiya. (Nov-Dec 1985). v. 25(6) p. 812-815
AB (Abstract): A study was made of radiosensitivity of populations of Gammarus olivii
living in different ecological conditions that is, in the region polluted with sewage and in a
pure region of the sea. It was shown that in the former, the resistance of the studied
population to incorporated strontium 90 was higher
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10. MEASURES TO AMELIORATE DAMAGE OR POTENTIAL
ADVERSE EFFECTS OF MARITIME ACCIDENTS

INVOLVING RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL PACKAGES

Document Number 1 of 13
TI (Title): Cesium-137 monitoring of aquatic and terrestrial environment in Goiania.
Monitoracao do Cs-137 no ambiente aquatico e terrestre de Goiania
AU (Author): Godoy, J.N.O. Guimaraes, J.R.D. Gouvea, V.A. Rochedo, E.R.R
RPP (Primary Report Number): INIS-BR--1197 {INISBR1197}
SO (Source): 1988. 8 p

AB (Abstract): During the Goiania radiological accident, aprox. 1200 Ci of Cs - 137 were
inadvertently manipulated and an unknown fraction of this total was available for
environmental dispertion during at least 6 weeks, before efficient remedial action could be
undertaken. The main dispersion pathways were rainwater run-off and soil ressuspension
and further deposition. Cs-137 monitoring in the local environment started in the first week of
October, including to date aprox. 1300 measurements of soil, vegetable (fruits and kitchen-
gardens), ground and drinking water, sediments and fish, aerosol, precipitation and external
dose measurement with TL dosimeters, in the surroundings of the main contamination spots.
Until the conclusion of de-contamination activities in late December, the ranges of Cs-137 in
a 50m radius of evacuated areas were as follows: 102-104 Bq/Kg for surface soils and edible
vegetables, 100-101mBq/m3 in air and 10 Bq/1 in all water types. River sediment and fish 5-
10 Km downstream the accident are ranged respectively 102-103 and 102/Kg. These data
indicated the pathways and locations for intervention for further reduction of radiation
exposure. This intervention consisted mainly in tree-tipping and surface soil removal.

Document Number 2 of 13
TI (Title): Aerial gamma mapping system for characterizing the impact of radioactive

deposition on the environment
AU (Author): Bourgeois, C. Fourgoux, M. Guillot, L. Bergey, C. (CEA, Centre d'Etudes de

Valduc, Is sur Tille (France). Health Physics Dept.)
RPS (Secondary Report Number): IAEA-SM--339/91 {IAEASM33991}
SO (Source): International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Austria). Environmental
impact of radioactive releases. Proceedings of an international symposium. Vienna (Austria).
IAEA. Oct 1995. 874 p. p. 117-122. Proceedings series
AB (Abstract): The Commissariat a 1'energie atomique has developed an aerial system of
gamma cartography called HELINUC. This system makes it possible to establish, within a
few hours, a map of radioactivity for areas (several dozens to several hundreds of hectares) by
identifying the radioelements present, in a range from the level of natural radioactivity to that
of man-made radioactivity resulting from a large scale accident. HELINUC has been
operational for about ten years and is part of the French intervention system in the event of a
civil or military nuclear accident. The HELINUC system is mounted on a light helicopter
(equipped with a Nal detector) and is linked to ground based equipment. HELINUC has been
used at the request of the Marine Environment Laboratory (IAEA-MEL), Monaco, to estimate
the radioactivity of nine industrial or nuclear sites between Budapest and the Black Sea, as
well as that of a stretch of 2000 km of the river banks of the Danube. The paper presents a
few main results of this measurement campaign (carried out in early 1992), particularly those
concerning the Paks nuclear power station in Hungary. The cartography of the Tumu Severin
site (Romania) was a good demonstration of the method. The maps obtained showed the
presence of spots of 137Cs from the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. Use of
three-dimensional digitized maps in support of isoactivity maps improves the readability of
the maps and increases the quantity of available information. Furthermore, this mapping
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method is applicable to environmental monitoring for the purpose of surveillance of industrial
and agricultural pollution. The results obtained with the HELINUC system during the
different measurement campaigns have shown that the aerial gamma cartography method
is a rapid, powerful and efficient technique for measuring and controlling the radioactivity in
the environment of industrial or nuclear sites.

Document Number 3 of 13
TI (Title): Proceedings of emerging technologies for hazardous waste management. Volume

2
AU (Author): Tedder, D.W. (School of Chemical Engineering, Georgia Inst. of

Technology, Atlanta, GA (United States))
SO (Source): Washington, DC (United States). American Chemical Society. 1992. 755 p
AB (Abstract): This book contains proceedings of emerging technologies for hazardous

waste management. Topics covered include: Low-temperature oxidation of organic chemical
wastes. Advanced waste minimization strategies. Treatment of manufactured gas plant
(MGP) and similar wastes. Biorernediation of soils and sediments. Advances in radioactive
waste treatment. Computer aides approaches to hazardous waste management. Advances in
soil remediation. Low-temperature oxidation of organic chemical waste. Boremediation:
Micro, meso, and macro-scale processes. In situ remediation techniques. Treatment of
hazardous organics with radiation or solar energy. Technologies for management of
municipal waste combustion residues. Environmental restoration and waste management.
And Advanced separation and stabilization technologies

Document Number 4 of 13
TI (Title): Proceedings of emerging technologies for hazardous waste management.

Volume 2
AU (Author): Tedder, D.W. (School of Chemical Engineering, Georgia Inst. of

Technology, Atlanta, GA (United States))
SO (Source): Washington, DC (United States). American Chemical Society. 1992. 381 p
AB (Abstract): This paper contains the proceedings of emerging technologies for hazardous

waste management. Topics covered include: advanced transuranic waste managements.
Remediation of soil/water systems contaminated with nonaqueous pollutants. Advances in
molten salt oxidation. Air treatment and protection. Advanced waste minimization strategies.
Removal of hazardous materials from soils or groundwater. Bioremediation of soils and
sediment. Innovation, monitoring, and asbestos. High-level liquid waste chemistry in the
Hanford tanks. Biological contributions to soil and groundwater remediation. Soil treatment
technologies. Pollution prevention. Incineration and vitrification. Current technology.
Systematic design approaches to hazardous waste management. Waste management and
environmental restoration at Savannah River. Soil washing and flushing for remediation of
hazardous wastes

Document Number 5 of 13
TI (Title): Natural and active chemical remediation of toxic metals and radionuclides in the

aquatic environment
AU (Author): McPherson, G. Pintauro, P. O'Connor, S. Zhang, J. Gonzales, R. Flowers, G
SO (Source): Tulane Univ., New Orleans, LA (United States). Center for Bioenvironmental
Research Xavier Univ. of Louisiana, New Orleans, LA (United States). Hazardous materials
in aquatic environments of the Mississippi River Basin. Annual technical report, 30
December 1992--29 December 1993. [1993]. 175 p. p. 91-102
AB (Abstract): The focus of this research is the non-biological, chemical remediation of
toxic heavy metals and radionuclides in aquatic environments. This Tulane/Xavier group
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includes researchers from Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, and Geology. Active methods
using novel zeolites and ion exchange membranes are currently being evaluated for use in
removing heavy metals from natural waters. In addition, field and laboratory studies of metal
ion exchange reactions and competitive, heavy metal adsorption on clay substrates are
underway to determine sediment metal sequestering capacity. A summary of progress to date
and future work is presented

Document Number 6 of 13
TI (Title): A methodology for assessing the impact of mutagens on aquatic ecosystems.

Final report
AU (Author): Knezovich, J.P. Martinelli, R.E

RPP (Primary Report Number): UCRL-JC-120466 {UCRLJC120466}
CF (Conference Information): 45. annual American Institute of Biological Sciences (AIBS)
meeting. Knoxville, TN (United States). 7-11 Aug 1994
SO (Source): Mar 1995. 10 p

AB (Abstract): Assessments of impacts of hazardous agents (i.e., chemical and physical
mutagens) on human health have focused on defining the effects of chronic exposure on
individuals, with cancer being the main effect of concern. In contrast, impacts on ecosystems
have traditionally been gauged by the assessment of near-term organism mortality, which is
clearly not a useful endpoint for assessing the long-term effects of chronic exposures.
Impacts on individual organisms that affect the long-term survival of populations are much
more important but are also more difficult to define. Therefore, methods that provide
accurate measures of sub-lethal effects that are linked to population survival are required so
that accurate assessments of environmental damage can be made and remediation efforts, if
required, can be initiated. Radioactive substances have entered aquatic environments as a
result of research and production activities, intentional disposal, and accidental discharges.
At several DOE sites, surface waters and sediments are contaminated with radioactive and
mutagem'c materials. The accident at the Chernobyl power station in the former Soviet Union
(FSU) has resulted in the contamination of biota present in the Kiev Reservoir. This
documents presents a methodology which addresses the effects of a direct-acting mutagen
(radiation) on aquantic organisms by applying sensitive techniques for assessing damage to
genetic material

Document Number 7 of 13
TI (Title): Innovation for the environment
AU (Author): Mark, C

JR (Journal Information): Journal of Canadian Petroleum Technology
SO (Source): (Nov 1997). v. 36(10). p. 9-10
AB (Abstract): A multi-phased study by Gulf Canada was launched in 1990 in cooperation
with Environment Canada, the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP), other
industry companies and academia, to demonstrate technologies for soil and groundwater
contamination cleanup at natural gas facilities. The Gulf Strachan Gas Plant was selected
as the most suitable field site to apply the remediation technologies, given the large scale
contamination of an area of about 65,000 square meter at that facility. The dissolved
hydrocarbon plume has benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene (BTEX) concentration
averaging about 10 to 20 mg per litre. A groundwater pump and treat system system was
installed in 1991 to prevent offsite contaminant migration. In addition to pump and treat,
stream stripping, advanced oxidation, photo-oxidation, soil vapour extraction, bioventing, air
sparging, surface bioremediation and natural and engineered wetland techniques are the
subject of experiments at the Strachan Plant
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Document Number 8 of 13
TI (Title): Measurement of radioactive nuclides in the 'Mayak' region
AU (Author): Myasoedov, B.F. (V.I. Vernadsky Inst of Geochemistry and Analytical
Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow (Russian Federation)) Novikov, A.P.
(V.I. Vernadsky Inst. of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry, Russian Academy of
Sciences, Moscow (Russian Federation))
SO (Source): Fietz, J. (ed.) (Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e.V. (FZR), Dresden
(Germany)). Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e.V. (FZR), Dresden (Germany) Verein fixer
Kemverfahrenstechnik und Analytik Rossendorf e.V. (VKTA), Dresden (Germany).
LOWRAD 96. Methods and applications of low-level radioactivity measurements.
Proceedings. Mar 1997. 170 p. p. 60-64
AB (Abstract): The study of environmental contamination caused by anthropogenic impact
and, primarily, by radioactive nuclides is one of the main scientific problems facing
contemporary science. Radioecological monitoring, decision making on remediation of
polluted areas need detailed information about distribution of radioactive nuclides in the
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, knowledge about radioactive nuclide occurrence forms
and migration patterns. Experimental tests of nuclear and thermonuclear weapon in
atmosphere and underground, nuclear power engineering and numerous accidents that took
place at the nuclear power plants (NPP), unauthorized dump of radioactive materials in
various places of the ocean and pouring off the strongly dump of radioactive wastes from
ships and submarine equipped with nuclear power engines made artificial radionuclides a
constant and unretrievable component of the modern biosphere, becoming an additional
unfavorable ecological factor. As regards Former Sovient Union (FSU) the most unfavorable
regions are Southern Ural, zones suffered from Chernobyl Accident, Altay, Novaya Zemlya,
some part of West Siberia near Seversk(Tomsk-7) and Zheleznogorsk (Krasnoyarsk-26).

Document Number 9 of 13
TI (Title): Natural attenuation of metals and radionuclides: Report from a workshop held by
Sandia National Laboratories
AU (Author): Brady, P.V. Borns, D.J. (Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (United
States). Geochemistry Dept.)
RPP (Primary Report Number): SAND-97-2727 {SAND972727}
CF (Conference Information): Workshop on natural attenuation of metals and radionuclides.
Albuquerque, NM (United States). 18-20 Jun 1997
SO (Source): Nov 1997. [250 p.]

AB (Abstract): Natural attenuation is increasingly applied to remediate contaminated soils
and ground waters. Roughly 25% of Superfund groundwater remedies in 1995 involved
some type of monitored natural attenuation, compared to almost none 5 years ago.
Remediation by natural attenuation (RNA) requires clear evidence that contaminant levels
are decreasing sufficiently over time, a defensible explanation of the attenuation mechanism,
long-term monitoring, and a contingency plan at the very least. Although the primary focus of
implementation has to date been the biodegradation of organic contaminants, there is a
wealth of scientific evidence that natural processes reduce the bioavailability of
contaminant metals and radionuclides. Natural attenuation of metals and radionuclides is
likely to revolve around sorption, solubility, biologic uptake and dilution controls over
contaminant availability. Some of these processes can be applied to actively remediate sites.
Others, such as phytoremediation, are likely to be ineffective. RNA of metals and
radionuclides is likely to require specialized site characterization to construct contaminant
and site-specific conceptual models of contaminant behavior. Ideally, conceptual models
should be refined such that contaminant attenuation can be confidently predicted into the
future. The technical approach to RNA of metals and radionuclides is explored here
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Document Number 10 of 13
TI (Title): Technologies for remediation of radioactively contaminated sites
RPP (Primary Report Number): IAEA-TECDOC--1086 {IAEATECDOC1086}
SO (Source): Jun 1999 101 p " n

AB (Abstract): This report presents particulars on environmental restoration technologies
(control and treatment) which can be applied to land based, radioactively contaminated sites.
The media considered include soils, groundwater, surface water, sediments, air, and
terrestrial and aquatic vegetation. The technologies addressed in this report can be
categorized as follows: self-attenuation (natural restoration). In-situ treatment. Removal of
contamination. Ex-situ treatment. And transportation and final disposal. The report provides
also background information about and a general approach to remediation of radioactively
contaminated sites as well as some guidance for the selection of a preferred remediation
technology. Examples of remediation experience in Australia and Canada are given it
annexes

Document Number 11 of 13
TI (Title): Protecting biodiversity in coastal environments: Introduction and overview
AU (Author): Beatley, T. (Virginia Univ., Charlottesville (United States))

JR (Journal Information): Coastal Management
SO (Source): (Jan-Mar 1991). p. 1-19
AB (Abstract): Much less attention has been paid in recent years to the threats to coastal

and marine biodiversity, compared to biodiversity in more terrestrial habitats. The
tremendous biodiversity at risk and the severity and magnitude of the pressures being exerted
on coastal habitats suggest the need for much greater attention to be focused here by both the
policy and scientific communities. The threats to coastal biodiversity are numerous and
include air and water pollution. Over exploitation and harvesting. The introduction of
exotic species. The dramatic loss of habitat due to urbanization, agricultural expansion, and
other land use changes. And the potentially serious effects of global climate change. These
threats suggest the need for swift action at a number of jurisdictional and governmental
levels. Major components of such an effort are identified and described. These include the
need for comprehensive management approaches, the expansion of parks and protected areas,
restoration and mitigation, multinational and international initiatives, and efforts to
promote sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles. Suggestions for future research
are also provided

Document Number 12 of 13
TI (Title): Environmental monitoring around nuclear sites
AU (Author): Short, A. (Central Electricity Generating Board, London (UK). Nuclear

Health and Safety Dept.)
TYPE (Type of Document): Journal Article
SO (Source): J. Soc. Radiol. Prot. (Spr 1984). v. 4(1) p. 12-16
AB (Abstract): DoE's Radioactive Monitoring Management Group (RMMG) has been
considering design criteria for monitoring programmes around nuclear sites. As well as this,
it has defined the purposes of environmental monitoring as (a) assessing radiation exposure
of the public, (b) confirming control measures, (c) contributing to research, (d) providing
information and reassurance to the public, (e) establishing pre-operational radiation levels,
and (f) helping decide on emergency action. Considerable sums of money are spent each year
on environmental monitoring. Monitoring near CEGB sites, which is fairly typical of
monitoring near nuclear sites generally, may be divided into (a) measuring gamma
radiation on land, (b) marine monitoring. Results of monitoring near CEGB sites generally
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show low levels of radioactivity and it is evident that in most cases the sites contribute
very little radioactivity that is discernable above background levels. In all cases, doses to
members of critical groups of the general public are a small fraction of the ICRP
recommended limit. In the future, changes are likely to include a rationalisation of the milk
and agriculture foodstuffs sampling programmes, measurements of gamma dose-rates using
an integrating dosemeter, and replacement of the tacky-shade by a dry deposition collector.

Document Number 13 of 13
TI (Title): Radiomxclides in lake Drukshiai - cooling water reservoir of Ignalina NPP in
1986-1993
AU (Author): Marchiulioniene, D. Dushauskiene-Duzh, R. (Institute of Botany, Vilnius
(Lithuania))
JR. (Journal Information): Lietuvos Mokslu Akademija. Ekologija
SO (Source): (1995). p. 60-69
AB (Abstract): As a result of investigations carried out in 1986-1993 quantitative and
qualitative composition of radionuclides in the components of hydroecosystem of lake
Drukshiai and their distribution in this lake are presented. Technogenic radionuclides
90Sr, 134Cs, and 137Cs and radionuclides of corrosive origin 54Mn, 60Co, 59Fe, 95Zr,
95Nb, which are characteristic products of NPP action, have been investigated. The
interaction of radionuclides, hydrophytes and anthropogenic factors, the sources of
radionuclides entering into lake Drukshiai from Ignalina NPP and critical zones of pollution
have been established. The intensity of radionuclides accumulation levels in hydrophytes as
well as in bottom sediments have been investigated. It has been determined that
transformation of radionuclides chemical forms, which take place in lake Drukshiai as a
result of the action of various chemical matters, changes physical and chemical properties of
radioisotopes and increases their mobility in hydroecosystem
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